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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

Don't Blame The War
The average person today puts up with all sorts of
inconveniences, terrible service and a general pushing
around — all such people being asked to take, and like, the
Ahbi: "It's the War."
Undoubtedly, the war, directly or indirectly, is responsible for some of these inconveniences. As often as
not, though, the war hasn't a thing to do with it other
than to provide an excuse for inefficiency and downright mismanagement.
Theatres, too, have to wrestle with difficulties as a
genuine result of war conditions. But theatremen can
really do a terrific job in the operation of their theatres
and their contacts with the public if they make it a
rigid rule NEVER to blame anything on the war.
Your patrons hear that alibi all day long and when they
try to forget the everyday troubles by going to the
movies for some much needed relaxation and entertainment, why not help them by extending yourself as much
as humanly possible by making every effort to see that
they are comfortable and by avoiding use of the hackneyed "It's the War" song and dance as an apology for
some inadequacy in the service.
Intelligent theatre operation is still possible even under
war-time conditions and handicaps. Inject some of your
stock-in-trade showmanship towards the handling of
your patrons and see that every member of your staff
does likewise. And if an irritated patron comes along
with a chip on his, or her, shoulder, and registers a complaint, try to pacify him or her without resorting to
the same line they have been hearing everywhere else.
▲
▲
A
The

Shoe

Pinches

Comment regarding our editorial suggestion of some
weeks back, that exhibitors should try to do their own
trading with the exchanges where price reductions are
in order, has been evenly divided.
This suggestion was not offered with the idea that all
exhibitor leaders can't help you, but on the theory that
the most simple method is to deal direct rather than
through a representative.
We venture to say that case histories will prove that
exhibitors fare best in their dealing with distributors
when they take direct action and then, if unsuccessful,
turn the matter over for action by a representative.
Deserving exhibitors who last year and the years before found it so tough to get a sympathetic ear for their
problems might find a different attitude on the part of
branch managers. They might find that the distributors
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have a better understanding of conditions in certain areas
and are willing to change their deals to meet such situations.
It seems to us that exhibitor leaders worthy of that
title would encourage their members to first try for
themselves before making it an organization matter.
Certainly no one is better qualified by experience, facts
and figures, than the theatre owner himself
We think it quite significant that those differing
violently with the suggestion all are identified with
official position in some organization, whereas the individual exhibitors — a great many of whom said they are
active organization members — agreed that logical procedure was to attempt direct adjustment before turning
the matter over for organization action.
There is no question about the advantages an honestto-goodness organization can bring to its members in
dozens of different ways. But it doesn't sound like good
business for these members to go running to their organization for help before they try to help themselves.
Or does it?
Observations
Captain Monroe Greenthal moves over to the War
Department from the WPB where he served so ably for
the last year. His experience and background in the
industry, plus the ability for which he is well known,
should stand him in good stead for his new duties — to
say nothing about how well he'll look in that officer's
uniform. We'll be looking forward to seeing him soon
and judging for ourselves.
WAC headquarters announced on the eve of the opening of the current War Stamp drive that 13,000 theatres
were pledged to carry through for the month's selling
campaign. The theatremen have set one record after
another in the performance of unselfish effort in connection with their patriotic cooperation to the Treasury
Department and other government agencies. They'll
topple new records, we can be sure, in making a great
showing in this campaign. Many thanks to them — and
more power to em
From all indications the Fourth of July holiday will
echo throughout the industry for many a day thereafter
with reports of record-shattering pyrotechnics at the
box-offices of motion picture theatres. Fiere's hoping
you all set new records — both for cash window receipts
and giving good entertainment and good service to the
—"CHICK'' LEWIS
public.
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Sees Attendance Slump
In the opinion of Rep. William B. Barry of
New York, white collar workers, whose
attendance at film theatres has already fallen
off, will stay away in droves as the result of
a rise in food prices if the Congressional ban
on food subsidy payments sticks. In Washington this week Congressman Barry declared
white collar workers have suffered more than
any other group and "will have to cut down
cn all luxuries. If they go to the movies,
they won't eat. "
Philly Exhibitors

Features
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Face

Competition From City
Piiiladelphia exhibitors are facing a new kind
of competition over the Fourth of July weekend in the form of a stay-at-home celebration
fostered by the City Council. The new kind
of Fourth calls for a series of neighborhood
parties, with dancing, music, professional entertainment, sports, and special events for children
during the afternoon. The Council appropriated $100,000 to help defray expenses.
With air raid wardens and American Legion
Posts lending aid, the stay-at-home movement
was developed by civic groups for the purpose
of relieving the transportation problem over
the holiday.
_ Sponsors of the "stay-at-home" plan say that
since there is not enough room in the city's
theatres and amusement places to take care of
those who, they expect, will remain home, the
city's tion
schools
and the
of the 42 for
recreacenters have
beengrounds
made available
the
neighborhood events. These promise heavy
competition for neighborhood film houses. Local
8-mm film exchanges are reported to be circulating air raid wardens, offering two-hour shows
for $7.50.
Paramount Officers Re-elected
At Meeting of Directors
At a special meeting of the Board of Directors
of Paramount Pictures, Inc., held Thursday
(24th), all officers were unanimously re-elected
for a term of one year.
The officers are : president, Barney Balaban ;
chairman of the board, Adolph Zukor ; chairman
of executive committee, Stanton Griffis ; vicePresidents, Y. Frank Freeman, Austin C.
Keough, Neil F. Agnew, John W. Hicks, Jr..
Henry Ginsberg and Leonard H. Goldenson :
treasurer, Walter B. Cokell ; secretary, Austin
C. Keough; comptroller, Fred Mohrhardt ; assistant secretaries, Norman Collyer, Jacob H.
Karp, Frank Meyer.
Midnight Shows for Indianapolis
_ Theatre,
Indianapolis,
recently
took
itsLoew's
first fling
at a midnight
show, and
the result
was so encouraging the management tried again
last week. This time the crowd was even bigger, so midnight shows will continue.
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Indicated
While uncertainties of future reactions to
immediate events, plus a growing practice of
releasing pictures as the market appears able
to absorb them, rules out anything approaching
exact estimate of the product situation for
1943-44, indications at this stage of the season
make it apjjear that the feature market will
offer from 340 to 350 features to be made in
Hollywood by the 11 producing companies.
So far only five of the eleven companies have
made definite announcement of the programs
they will ofTer during the coming season. The
five companies are : Columbia, with a schedule
calling for 44 features, 2 specials, and 10 westerns Universal,
:
with 55 features and 7 westerns :
Producers Releasing Corp., with 24 features and
16 westerns; Republic, with 32 features, 8 Roy
Rogers Specials, and 24 westerns ; Monogram,
24 features and 16 westerns.
The Warner announcement, expected to be
made public early next week, very likely will
make no definite commitment, but it is generally regarded most probable that Warner will
follow the P9licy which proved so successful
for the company this year with only 23 features
released. Twentieth Century-Fox is expected to
release 36 pictures to be made in Hollywood,
with some few pictures made abroad added to
tlie lineup. Paramount and RKO Radio, it is
anticipated,
will thus
duplicate
programs, and
accounttheir
for current
some 60season's
or 65
])ictures between them. United Artists will have
from 25 to 30 features for release next season,
according to present indications.
The western field will not be neglected, as
indicated aibove in the number of outdoor series
I)ictures announced by Columbia, Universal,
Republic, Producers Releasing and Monogram.
Practically all companies will enter the new
season ^with large backlogs of features, many
long since completed and many more going
before the cameras in one of the heaviest early
Summer production schedules in the history of
the business.
Blockbuster Hail Stones Cost
Theatreman $150 for New Roof
Millbrook, N. Y., isn't a big place, but they
get super productions. Nature, Inc. last week
gave
efifects.the town a thundering show — with sound
According to Tom Alfieri, his Communiiy
Theatre got the worst of it when a freak storm
swept over Millbrook, dropping hailstones the
size of golfballs, the hail breaking windows
to the tune of $150 worth, and going right
through the top of his car. Nearby Poughkeepsie did not even have rain.
In the face of a severe third degree grilling
around New York film row Alfieri refused to
break down; he still maintained the hailstones
were as big as golf balls, so the story stands.
RKO Declares $2 on Preferred
The Board of Directors of Radio-KeithOrpheum Corporation at a meeting held this
Wednesday, June 28, 1943, declared a dividend
of $2.00 per share on its 6 per cent preferred
stock payable August 2, 1943, to holders of
record at the close of business on July 20, 1943.
This dividend consists of $1.00 to complete payment of the accrual for the quarter ended July
31, 1940, and $1.00 of the accrual for the quarter
ended October 31, 1940.
Bingo OK With Gov. Bricker
Bingo, if sponsored for charitable or religious
purposes, and not for personal profit, is OK
in Ohio as the result of a bill signed last week
by Gov. John L. Bricker. The bill provides
penalties up to $1000 or three years imprisonment for violations.
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Screen Warns Hoodlums
Detroit managers are now making more
forcible their warnings to hoodlums by flashing regular notices on the screen to the effect
that the penalty for entering a theatre without
paying the Federal amusement tax is a fine
as high as $10,000 or a year in prison. Theatres heretofore have posted such notices in
the lobby, but this is said to be the first
time the screen itself has been used for
emphasis. Hoodlums in Detroit theatres have
been noticeably less of late, which is linked to
the fact that Federal judges have built up a
reputation
for getting the juvenile offenders
into tne Army.

Trade

Commission

Curb

On
In anAd-Film
order restraining'Monopoly'
them from practices
tending toward monopolistic control, the Federal Trade Commission this week clamped down
on five film advertising companies, two booking agencies for this class of trailer, and the
trade association they have organized. Exclusive contracts between these firms and exhibitors,
tlie maintaining of rates, the channeling of accounts through the two booking companies, and
other practices have been forbidden. It is said
tliousands of exclusive contracts throughout the
country had been signed. The Federal Trade
Commission said in an official • statement that
the corporations mentioned have conspired since
1933, and particularly since 1937, to fix rates to
advertisers and booking agencies.
Companies afTected by the order are Motion
Picture Advertising Service, New Orleans ;
United Film Ad Service, Kansas City ; RayBell Films, St. Paul ; Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs;. and the A. V. Cauger Co., Independence, Mo. The booking agencies are General Screen Advertising, Chicago, and Screen
Broadcast Corp., New York. The five producing companies have a cooperative organization,
the Association of Advertising Film Companies,
which automatically comes under the ban.
Clevelanders Demand and Get
Summer Vaudeville at Palace
\'audeville is currently so much in favor in
Cleveland that Clem Pope. RKO district manager, is continuing a stage show policy at the
RKO Palace throughout the whole Summer.
In former years the Palace has dropped vaudeville during the hot months for a straight film
policy at lower prices.
Reasons for this expansive move are considered to be the large number of new patrons
from among war workers who formerly never
attended the Palace and the general demand for
the type of escapist entertainment furnished by
bands and vaudeville acts.
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At 20th-Fox Studio
Lieut. Col. Darryl Zanuck will be back at
his desk Tuesday in charge of production at
Twentieth Century-Fox, according to an announcement made this week. Zanuck was
recently placed on the Army inactive list, following his return from the North African front.
Besides taking charge: of all product from
the studio, the 20th-Fox executive will personally produce a number of pictures "of significant national and international importance."
"The
of Woodrow
Wilson" is the first
of
this Story
new group
to be scheduled.
William Goetz, Zanuck's former assistant,
who has carried on for Twentieth Century-Fox
during the Colonel's absence, now begins operation of his new independent company, International Pictures, Inc., in which he is associated
with Leo Spitz, former president of RKO
Radio. Spitz will be chairman of the board of
directors. In the new International set-up
Nunnally Johnson will become one of the
producers, following the collapse of a deal
between Johnson and David O. Selznick's Vanguard Company.

Lack
MonoN mmpmuciK

'This Is the Army' Premiere
At Hollywood Theatre July 28
"This Is the Army," the Warner screen version of Irving Berlin's soldier show, will have
an advance-price world premiere at the Hollywood Theatre, New York, on Wednesday night,
July 28, it was announced this week. After the
opening night the film will play a continuous
policy with regular admission prices.
Irving Berlin, Director Michael Curtiz, and
Hal Wallis and Jack L. Warner, who are coproducers of the picture, arrived in New York
Tuesday to complete plans for the opening.
Warner Circuit zone advertising men met in
New York Wednesday to confer with Harry
Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity,
and Warner home office executives regarding
the 36 pre-release showings of "This Is the
Army" scheduled for Warner houses immediately following the Broadway premiere. Zone
men at the ineeting included J. Knox Strachan,
Cleveland ; Dan Finn, New Haven ; Robert
Paskow, Newark ; Charles Smakvi'itz, Albany ;
Irving Blumberg, Philadelphia; Jirrr-ie Totman,
Pittsburgh ; Frank LaFalce, Was'hington, and
Marcel Brazee, Milwaukee.
Two Universal Organizations
Now Joined Under One Head
The plan to merge Universal Pictures Co.,
Inc., into Universal Corporation was approved
by a laj-ge majority at a stockholders' meeting
of both corporations held last Friday (25th)
at Wilmington, Del.
Under the agreement of merger Universal
corporation, the parent organization, acquire the
business and assets and assumes the liabilities
of Pictures Co. Universal Corporation is the
surviving corporation and, the name is changed
to "Universal Pictures Company, Inc."
RKO Sets Trade Show Dates
Five RKO Radio pictures will be tradescreened nationally on July 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Pictures are "The Sky's the Limit," "Behind
the Rising Sun," "Petticoat Larceny" and "The
Falcon in Danger."
Dembow

Elected to NSS Board

George _F. Dembow, vice-president in charge
of sales of National Screen Service Corp., was
appointed a director of the corporation at a
recent board meeting, it was announced this
week by Herman Robbins.
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Four More to Roll in July
On 20th Century-Fox Lot
Four more productions are scheduled to go
before the cameras of 20th Century-Fox studios
in July. Work will start on "Buffalo Bill,"
Harry Sherman's Technicolor picture July 6th.
William Wellman will direct, while Joel McCrea, the
Maureen
Darnell
head
cast. O'Hara,
On the and
same Linda
day, William
LeBaron is scheduled to start filming the new
Betty Grable Technicolor musical, "Pin-Up
Girl." Bruce Humberstone will direct. Joe
E. Brown, Martha Raye, Charles Spivak and
his orchestra are in the cast.
Also scheduled to go before the cameras in
July are "I Escaped from Hong Kong," based
on the popular book of the same title, and
"Highway to Algiers." Islin Auster will produce "I Escaped from Hong Kong" and Andre
Daven, whose picture, "The Night Is Ending,"
is nearing completion, will produce 'Highway to
Product
Algiers." Outlined at Sales Meet
Arthur Greenblatt, PRC sales chief, told delegates to the New York regional meeting this
week, that headline topical subjects will make
up a major portion of the company's program
of 24 features in 1943-44, with "at least 50 per
cent" of the entire program consisting of entertainment in the lighter vein — musicals and
comedies.
The New York meeting was opened by O.
Henry Briggs, president of PRC, Thursday
morning at the Park Central Hotel. Briggs
emphasized
the closer
company's
policy ofbetween
continued
effort to effect
coordination
the
production and sales forces in anticipating the
needs of the exhibitor.

Trade Sees 'Bomber's Moon' July 7
Trade
showingsand ofGeorge
"Bomber's
Moon," starring Annabella
Montgomery,
will
be held at all 20th Century-Fox branch offices,
except St. Louis and Portland, Ore., on July
7th. In St. Louis the trade show will be held
at the Srenco Screening Room, and in Portland,
at the Star Film Exchange.

of Funds

Ends

Film Making by OWI
Acceptance by the Senate on Wednesday night
of an Appropriations Committee amendment
limiting the domestic operations branch of the
Office of War Information to $3,561,499 has,
according to a consensus of opinion, put an end
to the Motion Picture Bureau. Under this bill
the film bureau would be limited to $50,000.
With the bill now in conference no increase
seems likely.
While the Senate was debating the (juestion,
Lowell Mellett, chief of the M. P. Bureau,
received a wire from the War Activities Committee, signed by Chairman George J. Schaefer,
expressing the hope that the work of the bureau
would not be curtailed to the extent of reducing
its coordinating office between the film industry
and governmental departments.
Two recent developments have apparently
doomed the bureau. Last week the House voted
that no funds whatever be allowed the domestic
operations of OWI, and Wednesday the Senate
rejected
an amendment
Senator
of
Wyoming
which wouldbyhave
broughtO'Mahoney
a budget
of $5,500,000 to domestic operations, $250,000 of
which would have been earmarked for motion
picture work.
The motion picture bureau had planned to
produce 26 short subjects during the coming
y:ar which would have been distributed free to
exhibitors. Subjects now in work are expected
to be completed.

Equipment Situation
Easier, Savs Green
Walter Green, president of National Theatre
Supply Co., told exhibitors attending the annual
Allied meeting Tuesday at West End, N. J.,
that, while the original equipment situation was
still not definite, the outlook for supplies and
equipment parts is better. Green reminded his
listeners that they should cooperate fully with
WPB regulations, since the intention of the
Government agency was to help, not hinder.
us summarize
this within
way."
said"LetGreen.
"We will themoveduration
heavensituation
and earth,
war limitations, to keep your show going. We appreciate the patience you show, the interest you take in
conservation,
your you
support
maintenance andactivities, the attention
give ofto our
all regulations,
the
job you
are
doing
to
provide
recreation
the American people, all of which is an outstandingfor contribution
to Inthethewarmeanwhile.
effort. WeGreen
on ourpointed
side shall
not equipment
fail you."
out. the
industryheis said,
preparing
for post-war
developments.
ready,
for any
improvements
that mayIt beis
desirable when peace comes.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of National Allied,
chief speaker at the conference session Wednesday,
declared
there appeared
a danger
th-t thein moMon
picture industry
might become
identified
the public
mind as a "propaganda" agency if it allowed itself to
attempt
to do too
much, perhaps
"even
more"He than
the Government
requested,
in the war
effort.
was
evidently hitting at the support given by Hollywood to
the OWI Motion Picture Bureau, when he criticized
recent attempts by industry leaders to enter the
political
appropriations
to government
agencies.
He
said lis*s
thatforsome
of his friends
in Congress
had
"ribbed" him about motion pictures having set aside
their job of entertainment to become a medium for.
certain factions in the Government.
exhibitor-distributor
relations.
Myersan
saidSpeaking
that by of
united
efforts the exhibitors
could put
end to the demands for percentage demands of 50
per cent — declaring it was exhibitor resistance to
tixed-price admissions which ended that practice.
Allied States Directors to Meet
In Baltimore August 11, 12
The Board of Directors of Allied States
.\ssociation of Motion Picture Exhibitors will
hold its Summer session in Baltimore. Md., on
.-Vugust 11 and 12, it iias been announced by
President Rosenberg.
Arrangements for the meeting are being made
by Mever Leventhal, secretarv of National
Allied.
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Producer

Eddie

Cantor

Sizes Up Show Business
"People are so fed up with the serious things
of life that a girl and eight harmonicas can

Major Albert Warner

Joseph Bernhard

Samuel Schneider

Mort Blumenstock

Arthur Sachson

Roy Haines

Warners

to Announce

Product

Charles Einfeld

Jules Lapidus

Plans

at New

Policy
'Tlexible'^
Continue
Robert Scliltss,
general foreign manager
; JoMeet;
York
W'arp.er Bros.'
home office,May
studio executives
seph S. Hummel, foreign sales manager ; Gil
and sales staffs for the Eastern, Mid-Atlantic
Golden, advertising manager ; Bernard R. Goodand Central territories gathered in New Yorkman, advertising accessories sales manager;
Thursday (1st) for the first of three regional
Charles Baily, assistant to Moray ; A. C.
meetings for the discussion of forthcoming
Brauninger, H. M. Doherty and Stanley Hatch,
product and policies to
sales department.
govern the distribution of
Field group attending the New York meeting
pictures on the 1943-44
included :
program.
No advance information
District Managers : Harry A. Seed, Metropolitan ; Norman Ayers, Eastern ; Robert
was given regarding the
Smeltzer, Mid-.'Xtlantic ; Charles Rich, Central.
number of pictures Warner would offer on the
Branch Managers : Clarence Eisenian, New
new season schedule.
York ; Paul S. Krumenacker, Albany ; George
W. Horan, Boston ; Max Roth, Buffalo ; Carl
However, it is expected
that the flexible policy
Goe-, New Haven ; William G. Mansell, Philadelphia ;Charles Beilan, Cleveland ; Fred W.
adopted two years ago
will be continued and
Beiersdorf, Washington ; James S. Abrose, Chicago ; C. W. McKean, Indianapolis ; F. D.
that the company will not
make commitments at this
Moore, Pittsburgh.
Among the completed pictures being carried
time for a larger number
Ben Kalmenson
of features than Warner
over into next season are "Arsenic and Old
delivered during the current season — which will Lace," "Thank Your Lucky Stars," "Watch on
close with a total of 23 pictures offered between
Rhine," "Old Acquaintance," "The Desert
September 5, 1942 and July 24, date set for the the
Song," "Adventures of Mark Twain." "Princess
O'Rourke," "Saratoga Trunk," and several
final
1942-43.release ("The Constant Nymph") of others.
All three of the scheduled meetings will be
Now shooting are: "Shine On, Harvest
presided over by Ben Kalmenson, general sales Moon," "In Our Time," "Northern Pursuit,"
manager. In addition to home office and studio
"Passage to Marseille," "Destination Tokio"
executives, the Eastern sessions brought to- and "Conflict." Pictures scheduled to start
gether district managers, branch managers and
soon include "Rhapsody in Blue," "Battle Cry,"
salesmen of the territories embracing New York,
"The Young and the Brave," "Gay Nineties,"
Albany, Buffalo. New Haven, Boston, Phila"The Horn Blows at Midnight," "Uncertain
delphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Glory" and "Mr. Skeffington."
Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
New season's program also will be augHome office executives participating include,
mented by special releases, including "This Is
in addition to Kalmenson, Major Albert Warthe Army," to be announced at the sales meeting. Short subject lineup will be the same as
ner ; Joseph Bernhard, vice-president ; Sam
season, with several timely new series in
Schneider, assistant to Harry M. Warner ; last
the group.
Charles Einfeld, director of advertising and
Following the New York sessions, there will
publicity ; Mort Blumenstock, in charge of advertising and publicity in the east; Arthur Sachbe regional meetings in Chicago, July 8-10, and
son, assistant general sales manager ; Roy
San Francisco, July 15-17.
Haines, western and southern division sales
manager ; Jules Lapidus, eastern division sales
manager ; A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor of
St. L. to See 'Heaven Can Wait'
exchange operations : Norman H. Moray, short
subject sales manager ; L F. Dolid, contract
"Heaven Can Wait,'' the Ernst Lubitsch production starring Don Ameche and Gene Tierney,
department head ; Edward E. Hinchy, head of
playdate department ; Howard Levinson, legal
will have a pre-release opening in the Ambassador and Fox theatres in St. Louis, Mo., the
staff; Jacob Wilk, eastern production manager;
Albert S. Howson, eastern scenario editor ; week beginning July 8th. National release date
Mitchell Rawson, eastern publicity manager ; for this Technicolor special has been set for
Martin Jurow, head of talent bureau in east ; Tulv 23rd.

So spoke Eddie Cantor in a New York interweek !"explaining his plunge into the
million
a this
gross view
producing
via star
"Showpointed
Business'
for RKO
Radio. Theranks
comedy
out that
musicals are hot w4th the public just now, but not
only because audiences have turned from serious
fare merely to escape the realities of war.
"It is not entirely a matter of escapism," he
said, "just a matter of good entertainment. The
war pictures are not out if they are good — the
big ones will gross plenty. The same goes for
musicals. If we make too many bad pictures of
this"It type
out as
well. moods. This
also they'll
has to lose
do with
audience
is a period of great nostalgia — the people like to
hear songs that stir their spirits. In 'Show
Business'
I'mback
going
to do years.
songs At
I have
duced as far
as thirty
least,introthey
won't be able to say I'm not the type."
Cantor's official connection with the new picture is as producer, star, and writer of the original story. He will not direct. His New York
trip is for the purpose of finding new talent and
to tie up some of the songs.
In explaining his decision to become a prosaid : "Alost of
people
showwantbusi-to
nessducer
have Cantor
an accumulation
ideas inthey
bring to light. RKO is going to give me a
chance
to do
this. Aandguythecan't
he is the
producer
star have
too. alibis
If thisif
picture is no good the only thing I can say to
exhibitors is that I couldn't handle that ham,

Jules Levey's 1st for UA
Cantor."
Is O'Neill's 'Hairy Ape'
Jules Levej', independent producer, has completed arrangements with United Artists whereby he will produce five pictures to be released
by that company, Edward C. Raftery, president,
announced in Hollywood Tuesday. Under the
terms of his contract, Levey will deliver at least
one feature production a year.
Levey announced his first production would
be a screen version of Eugene O'Neill's "The
Hairy which
Ape." has
Thisnotis been
one oftranscribed
the few O'Neill
plays
to the
screen. During its run, Louis Wolheim portrayed the leading role.
Production on "The Hairy Ape" will start
some time in Septemiber. Levey will make his
headquarters at the Hollywood General Service
Studio.
Greenthal Receives Commission
As Captain in Specialist Corps
It is now Capt. Monroe Greenthal. The former UA advertising and publicity director has
received his commission as Captain in the
Army Specialists Corps and has been assigned
to
duty with the
Army's
headquarters
in New
YorkSpecial
City, Services.
Greenthal With
will
have charge of distribution of G.I. films, under
his superior officer, Brig. Gen. Frederick Osborne.
Greenthal was originally asked by Donald
Nelson last August to take a post with the
WPB. During his service in this Government
branch he was identified with the salvage and
conservation program.
New Sales Boss for M of T
William J. Kupper, executive assistant to
Tom J. Connors, 20th-Fox vice-president in
charge of sales, announced Wednesday that
George A. Roberts had been made supervisor of
"March of Time" sales and contracts. Mr. Roberts is a veteran in the 20th Century-Fox ranks.
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Dollar

Stamp

Starts

in Theatres;

Skouras

Sets

THE

PATRIOTIC

FRONT

Drive

Stunt

Exhibitor
to selltoanevery
extraAmerican
dollar's
worth
of war campaign
savings stamps
got under way late this week in thousands of
theatres throughout the nation. The anticipated
month-long
the'construction
realized from
to beearmarked
$130,000,000
drive
has been
for the
of an aircraft carrier to be named the ShangriLa.
As the date for the opening gun in the campaign neared, announcement was made by the
War Activities Committee that in view of transportaticn difficulties, there would be no "in person" "Stars Over America" to lend impetus
to the drive, but that instead there would be,
roughly, a newsreel equivalent.
Sfar Clips in Newsreels
The Newsreel Division of the WAC is filming a batch of clips, on the West Coast, enlisting
the services
a group
flight stars. ofThese
clips of
are Hollywood's
being rushedtop-to
theatres for use as unofficial trailers, supplementing the trailer available to theatremen below
cost from National Screen Service exchanges.
First star announced for the campaign is
Hedy Lamarr, who was scheduled to sell one
dollar's worth of stamps to Captain Ted Lawson, one of the crew who participated in the
bombing of Tokyo. Still other star clips were
being photographed for immediate release.
To thousands of theatres have been sent a
special four-page "flyer" containing a summary
of stamp-sale boosters submitted by theatremen
who have used them successfully. It also contains a set of advertising slugs, newspaper fillers
and radio spots. The ad slugs are available
in mat form free of charge from any National
Screen Service exchange.
Meanwhile, in conjunction with the July
campaign, Skouras Theatres are offering war
bonds and other prizes to boys and girls selling
the most stamps in July through Shangri-La
War Stamp clubs organized in their 65 theatres.
War Bonds to Top Winners
Nine sets of prizes will be awarded in nine
different zones. Prizes include $50 war bonds
for those selling the most stamps in dollar
units in each zone ; second prizes are $25 bonds.
Third place awards are season passes to any
Skouras theatre, with the winner having the
privilege of taking his or her parents. In
addition, there will be individual theatre prizes
of handsome plaques to the top contestant in
each theatre.
Boys and girls must register with theatre
managers to be placed on official membership
lists of the Shangri-La War Stamp Clubs. Ballots will be given with each $1 or more in
stamps purchased at the theatres. Votes will
be counted in dollar units. Ballots are to be
deposited in sealed boxes in theatre lobbies, to
be opened after m.idnight Saturday, July 31,
when the contest closes.
A committee of prominent residents in each
community will count the ballots. Names of
winners will be announced from the stage of
every Skouras theatre Saturday, August 7. In
the event of a tie, duplicate prizes will be
awarded.

Exhibitor Donates Day Room
Reproduced above is a section of the day room
at the Portland Army Air Base which Mrs. J. J.
Parker decorated and furnished in memory of her
late husband, John Joseph Parker, veteran Portland (Ore.) theatre owner and operator. Mrs.
Parker's
generosity
should to
inspire
other day
exhibitors
throughout
the country
furnish
rooms
for army camps located near their communities.

War

Bond

Boston

Booth

in

is Opened

Last year's famous war bond booth on historic
Boston Common was opened this week by Boston'scident
motion
public campaign
relations men
with picture
the national
to coinraise
$130,000,000 by the theatres, press and radio for
the building of a new ship, Shangri-La. Besides
a replica of the new ship on the Common, there
will be daily entertainment and educational features designed to make the public respond to
the sales appeal.
The days of the week have been designated
as follows: Each Friday — night club and hotel
day. Headed by Joe Longo of MGM. Each
Monday — RKO Day. Headed by Red King
of RKO Boston and Memorial Theatres. Each
Tuesday — Legitimate Theatres Day. Headed
by John Maclntyre of the Treasury Department
locally. Each Wednesday — Radio Day. Headed
by Jack Prince of RKO and Jack Saef of Paramount. Suburban Days — all the time — headed
by Harry Browning of M & P. Arnold Van
Leer of Paramount Pictures heads the special
committee, with Harry Goldberg in charge of
the public address system.
First meeting was held Friday when one of
the famed Shea boys who was on the mystic
ship, Shangri-La, when the planes took off for
Japan, and son of an Arlington couple, was
present. Also present for the dedication of the
new and enlarged booth and display were Gov.
Leverett Saltonstall and Mayor Maurice Tobin.
Affair was broadcast over Station WEEI.
A street parade featuring a number of bands
was a highlight of the day, and theatres, hotels
and night clubs furnished entertainment.
Last year Boston motion picture people established anational record for the sale of bonds
and stamps, and it is hoped that the record will
greatly exceeded in the present "Shangri-La"
be
drive.

Showmanship

Touch

Sparks

Bend

South

Flag Day Celebration
It takes
to put
on a show!
For"
many
years atheshowman
Elks Lodge
of South
Bend, Ind.,
has annually given a Flag Day celebration
which, they have admitted, was never too successful. This year they decided to get professional help, and named the local B and K
managers on the committee. Guy W. Martin
became producer and director, Billy Richardson
of the Palace was in charge of staging, Ray
Wheeler of the Granada was the talent recruiter,
and Hugh Martin of the Colfax took care of
advertising and publicity.
The boys rolled up their sleeves and, not
only put on a mammoth shovir, but realized one
of the biggest audiences ever gathered in South
Bend, outside of the Notre Dame stadium.
With the help of a series of cooperative ads
and strong backing from the local paper the
town was plastered with advance publicity. No
wonder the crowd came ! Take a look at the
line-up of features : The Great Lakes Navy
Band; ; the
Rev.Jesse
HughI. Pavey
O'Donnell
of Notre
Dame
Mayor
; Mach.
Mate
George Paajanen
and related
Chief Boatswain's
Mate
Thomas
Sortino, who
their experiences
in North Africa ; ceremony of swearing in 30
Waves and Spars ; the national champion baton
twirler,
JoAnn consisted
Eberhart, ofa alocal
; the Elks'
ritual, which
flaggirldisplay
with
rockets, color guards, and a crack Marine drill
corps ; and the Happy Hour show.
The Happy Hour show is the unit gathered at
the Great Lakes station by Lt. Comm. Eddie
Peabody,
formerly
as vaudeville's
greatest banjoist.
Besidesknown
Peabody
at his most active,
the bill included John Carter, the opera tenor :
the Tune Toppers quartet; Billy DeWolf, seen
currently in "Dixie" ; and the Fireworks Display. Lighting and sound effects were contributed by the local lATSE.
In addition to working out the program, the
B and K managers arranged for bond booths to
be erected at the High School Stadium and had
the master of ceremonies announce their locations to the audience. More than $10,000 worth
of war bonds were sold that night.
The part
playedcaninbest
thisbe big
aft'airbybyquottlie
theatre
managers
realized
ing a paragraph from the South Bend Tribune
reporting the occasion :
"The aerial bombs which dropped parachuted
.\merican flags while the Navy band played
the Star Spangled Banner gave hint of the
expert production direction by Guy W. Alartin.
chairman
charge,
Ricliardson, both ofin whom
haveandbeenWilliam'
identifiedJ. for
many
years with theatres."
Autographed War Stamp Albums
Ten thousand 2S-cent war savings stamps
albums, individually autographed by Hollywood's leading screen stars, will lend impetus
to the Treasury Department's Third War Loan
campaign when it gets under way early next
Fall. Responsibility for delivering the autographed albums to Carlton Duft'us, associate
field director
of theby ^^'ar
was
assumed
last week
studioSavings
publicityStaff,
directors
niaking up the Industry Service Bureau, western
division.
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Pamphlet on Warners' State
In Philadelphia Example of
Smart

Institutional Selling

Although our shirt sticks to us like adhesive
tape, although the perspiration stands out on our
fevered brow, we shall not stop here. As_ a
matter of fact, we have only begun, and despite
our lack of energy, our desire for a shady retreat and a mint julep, we shall continue until
this Program Exchange discourse is completed.
First thing on the agenda , is a beautiful
pamphlet which describes all the advantages
of the Warner State Theatre in Philadelphia.
In order to attract the patronage of thousands of new residents in the West Philadelphia area, Larry Graver, Warner district
manager for the local key theatres, and Ben
Blumberg, manager of the State, created the
])amphlet not only for the reason just cited
above, but also to inform patrons of the various
methods of reaching the house.
The State Theatre, located in the heart of
West Philadelphia, is a 3500-seat house, and is
one of the finest motion picture theatres in
America, comparable to any theatre downtown
in Philadelphia or any other big theatre in any
large metropolitan area. It is surrounded by
thousands of homes and apartment houses, with
not an empty house or room in the whole area.
It is in a residential area, where all the people,
particularly the many thousands who came to
Philadelphia as a direct result of the war, are the
type who work in offices, rather than in industrial plants.
With the State situated only fifteen minutes
from the center of town by almost every kind
of transportation, the problem was to inform
these thousands of new families and potential
customers that there was, just a short distance
away, in their own neighborhood, a theatre
which could be compared favorably with any
other showplace anywhere. Securing the names
of the new familites from the Boards of Trade
and Real Estate Boards, by a canvassing program 'by a group of four women employed by
the theatre with a house-to-house questionnaire,
one of these pamphlets has either been delivered
personally
by memberswithof the
women's
clubsor working in cooperation
theatre,
been
mailed. When the campaign is completed, every
new family in the area will have become acquainted with all the facts pertinent to the
theatre.
The pamphlet was printed in red, white and
blue, and on the front was a passage from Dr.
Russell Conwell's famous essay, "Acres of
Diamonds." The copy read as follows :—
"Do you know — The Story About Acres of
Diamonds? A youth searches the world over
for a fortune . . . then finally finds it in his own
back yard. . . . And do you know that one of
the
finestlocated
palaces inof the
entertainment
the
Stateworld's
Theatre,
center of isWest
Philadelphia at S2nd and Chestnut Sts., where
the finest pictures are shown first in this area."
The inside spread of the herald carried copy
about the theatre and was illustrated with photographs and drawings of the front, the interior,
with particular emphasis laid on the cooling
system, which incidentally, is the largest air
conditioning system of its kind in Philadelphia.
The back of the folder was arranged in the
shape
of athe
red,coming
white, and
"V" and carried
copy on
list blue
of attractions,
with
space devoted to the selling copy on war bond
sales.
We wish we could pass our copy of the
pamphlet around so other members could see
it, 'but we're afraid you'll have to take our word
for it that here indeed is perfection in institutional advertising. Incidentally, the pamphlet
contains copy along patriotic lines which we

think other exhibitors might adapt to their use :
"The motion picture theatre, through the
magic of the screen, has become a major factor
in the fulfillment of our National War Effort.
Through
facilities
of Hollywood's
majorof
studios andthewith
the technical
cooperation
the U. S. Armed Forces, many educational,
training and informative films have been made
and shown to countless millions of moviegoers. The State Theatre is proud to do its
part
in
effort
by showing'these
by beingthean war
official
issuing
agency for thefilms;
sale
of war bonds and stamps, and by particiating in
many other activities sponsored by the Motion
Picture War Activities Committee."
Something different in movie calendars
comes our way from William H. Snyder, Jr.,
of the Earl
Theatre,large,
New measuring
Oxford, Pa.
Earl's
calendar
is pretty
eleven
by
twelve and one-half inches. Furthermore, the
date numerals are in bold, heavy type ; they
stand out above the smaller faces of type used
for the attractions. One calendar is good for
two months, inasmuch as one side is for one
month, the other side for the next month. We
should imagine that the greatest difficulty in
issuing a two-month calendar would be in the
safe booking of attractions so far ahead. In
many cases just booking o)ic month ahead requires tentative penciling-in of pictures, to be
later confirmed or replaced by another. But to
safely book two months ahead — well, Snyder
must be ablehasto ado perforation
it or he wouldn't
be doing
it.
Calendar
at the
top for
hanging purposes.
From Canada Harland Rankin sends us another of his "turned-around" programs. We call
it "turned around" because, whereas most programs have three pages about attractions and
one page of ads, Rankin has one page about his
attractions and three pages of ads.
We don't know how he gets it, but Orris
F. Collins' Cinemag, tabloid program for
the Capitol and Majestic theatres, Paragould,
Ark., now carries a column headed Washington
News Letter. Column deals with war-time living problems
in theonnation's
Incidentally,
the copy
we have
hand iscapital.
well scattered
with
advertising, evidently proving that inerchants
find it pays to advertise in Cinemag.
Well, that ole debbil humidity done got us,
and we just
on going. So now we're
stepping
out can't
for a keep
lemonade.

Bookings

Boost

Rogers in Chicago
Republic's nation-wide exploitation drive for
the new extra-budget Roy Rogers product is
bearing fruit not only in Chicago, where the
drive lias been getting its first impetus, but also
in key city first-run situation.
This week the company announced that
Rogers' "King of the Cowboys" will play at
least 126 theatres in Chicago and its suburbs
during July. It was also revealed that 15 additional first-run bookings of the latest Rogers
release, "Song of Texas," have been effected
in St. Louis, Baltimore, Atlanta, Denver, Newark, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Seattle,
Wichita Falls, Jacksonville, Tampa, Los Angeles, Providence, and San Diego. Key engagements have already begun at the Strand, Brooklyn, and the Oriental, Chicago.
Will Baker, manager of the Republic branch
in Chicago, says the Windy City has never
before been so completely blanketed by any
picture. It is one of the many cities, coast to
coast, on the current Republic billboard schedule,
with a full showing of 192 Roy Rogers 24-sheets
through the month of July. This billboard campaign is being supplemented by a spot radio
campaign on Stations WGN, WIND, and
WJJD..
It is expected that Roy Rogers month in
Chicago will reach its climax between July
16th and 22nd, when Rogers and his horse.
Trigger, appear in person at the Oriental Theatre in conjunction with "Song of Texas."
Paramount Plans 'Biggest'
Store Campaign for 'Bell Tolls'
The Whom
July 14 the
worldBellpremiere
"For
Tolls" ofat Paramount's
the Rivoli
Theatre on Broadway will receive one of the
most
extensive window display promotions in
film history.
The Bergdorf Goodman store is devoting all
of its windows for a two-week period; Mark
Cross is displaying a huge Luis Quintanilla portrait of Gary Cooper, and the Lewis and Conger
store is tying the picture in with the sale of
War Bonds. Other cooperaters include Macy's,
Wanamaker's, Bloomingdale's, Lord and Taylor,
Hearn's, Loeser's, Abraham and Straus and
Altman's,
Scribner's,
Brentano's,
the
Grand
Central
and Penn
Station Putnam's,
Book Shops.
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Yanks Ahoy
UA (Hal Roach)
Comedy
55 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: Far-fetched situations, overlaid with old-fashioned comedy
gags.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: If you know
your audience goes for the streamliners this
will be just the thing; other types may find
it silly and probably will tell you so.
Cast: William Tracy, Joe Sawyer, Marjorie Woodworth. Robert Kent, Walter Woolf King, Minor Watson. Romaine Calender, William Bakewell, Frank
Faylen. Credits: Produced by Fred Guiol. Directed
by Kurt Neumann. Original screenplay by Eugene
Conrad and Edward E. Seabrook.
Plot: William Tracy, the mental gymnast,
and Joe (Dumbo) Sawyer are sergeants in a
unit making the crossing. Red Cross nurses
are aboard too, among them Marjorie Woodworth. Tracy's photographic mind soon enables him to pick up navigation, enemy signals, and the nurse also. The jealous Sawyer
forces Tracy through a ventilator, ostensibly
to find a saboteur, so that he lands in the
nurses'
night.
this him
exploitto
he landsdormitory
in KP. atThe
cookForasks
watch his fishing pole, and Tracy hooks a
big one. Sawyer helps him, and they go in
a rowboat to land the fish. The fish turns
out to be a two-man Jap submarine, and the
lads are heroes.
Comment: With some semblance of legitimate background, but not enough; and with
a sprinkling of slapstick gags, but not enough,
the picture really gets nowhere. Tracy's
pseudo-scientific spoutings are sometimes
amusing, while Sawyer works manfully to be
funny. It all depends on the known tastes of
your patrons. The kids will certainly get
fun out of it, and the less-denianding portion
of the audience will guffaw. Play it with
another comedy or a mystery.
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The Constant Nymph
Drama
106 mins.

(Prod. No. 223— Nat'l Release, July 24)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Gripping
love story that theatregoers will remember
long
afterfems
its screening.
picture
that the
will enjoy Aas woman's
one of the
best
dramas in many a moon.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A package of
entertainment that is headed for "hit" busines .. . what with Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine and a real escapist story.
Cast: Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine, Alexis Smith,
Brenda Marshall, Charles Coburn. Dame May Whitty,
Peter Lorre, Joyce Reynolds, Jean Muir, Montagu
Love. Edward Ciannelli, Jeanine Crispin, Doris Lloyd,
Joan Blair, Andre Chariot, Richard Ryan, Crauford
Kent, Marcel Dalio, Clemence Groves. Credits: Directed by Edmund Goukling. Screenplay by Kathryn
Scola. From the novel and play by Margaret Kennedy
and
Basil
Dean.by Director
of photography. Tony Gaudio. Produced
Henry Blanke.
Plot: This is the story of a young composer, of his friendship for the four daughters of a musician. When the father dies, an
uncle
and tocousin
of theback
girls'to mother
for them,
take them
London.comes
The
composer falls for the cousin and they get
married, but his work suffers from her desire
for fame. One of the girls, who has always
loved him, brings back the melody to his
music . . . but he realizes too late what she
means to him.
Comment: This is one of the best dramas
filmed in many a moon. It is a package of
entertainment that will, and should, be enjoyed by everyone for it is a top-flight effort
with superb acting, expert direction and a bit

Hit The Ice
Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending July 3rd)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Colt Comrades
Fighting Valley
Henry Aldrich Swings It
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Gals, Inc.
Life of Simon Bolivar
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
Best Foot Forward
Young Ideas
CONDEMNED
Confessions of a Vice Baron
of human
dramaabout
that itwrings
soul.
There's
little
question
being the
a hit
attraction,
for it isfordefinitely
the answer toandtoday's
request
escapist entertainment
with
the marquee strength of the Charles Boyer
and Joan Fontaine names to bring them in
. . . word of mouth will do the rest. It has
its slow spots, but once it starts to unreel,
one is so carried away by the beautiful, gripping love story that everything is forgotten.
Theatregoers will remember this picture
long after its screening, for they will live
with Joan Fontaine throughout her unrequited love, her performance is so fine, and
the Charles Boyer fans will not only be
more than satisfied with his performance, but
will probably consider it one of his best.
Hand-picked are such supporting players as
Alexis Smith, Charles Coburn and Joyce
Reynolds, each doing a swell job in etching
the characters they portray ... all of which
adds up to credit for Director Edmund
Goulding for the way in which he handled
this outstanding piece of screenfare. Arrange
a contest for the best essay comparing the
romantic star of this attraction with the great
lovers of history. Cooperative ads with florists and department stores could be arranged;
also with music stores, using stills from the
picture.
Plan for
a "Sweethearts
Night"
with special prizes
the best piece
of music
or
poetry written by a boy for his girl.
IMPORTANT
Showmen* s Trade Review
does not employ snbscription
solicitors or cirenlation field
representatives. Persons paying money to solicitors for subscriptions or renewals of subscriptions for this magazine do
so at their own risk and the
publication will not be liable
therefor.
All orders for subscriptions
or renewals of subscriptions
must be placed direct with the
publication. Address all such
orders to:
Circulation Dept.
Showmen's Trade Review
1501 Rroadway
New York 18, JV. Y.

Universal Comedy
82 mins.
(Nat'l Release, July 2)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) On a par
with their predecessors. Sure to entertain
the whole family ... if they like Abbott &
Costello.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Good for big
money in any situation.
Cast: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Ginny Simms.
Patric Knowles, Elyse Knox, Joseph Sawyer, Marc
Lawrence, Sheldon Leonard, Johnny Long and his
Orchestra, Helen Young, Gene Williams, The Four
Teens, and fifty skating beauties. Credits: Directed by
Charles Lamont. Screenplay by Robert Lees. Frederic
Rinaldo,Director
John Grant.
Original story
by True
Boardman.
of photography,
Charles
Van Enger.
Produced by Alex Gottlieb.
Plot: Abbott & Costello are two screwy
sidewalk candid camera photographers who
accidentally get pictures of a bank robbery.
However, they have been seen at the scene of
the crime, so are believed part of the gang.
This causes them to go into hiding. They
eventually prove their innocence, return the
bank loot and become heroes of the day.
Comment: No exhibitor needs to be told
what an Abbott & Costello picture will do
at the box-office, when, in addition, it is one
of their best efforts — which spells plenty of
do-re-mi at the ticket windows. The story
premise is good, with each phase of the proceeding tightly knit and running in orderly
sequence. If there is any division of opinion, it will rise because the comedy pace, so
rapid when going, is held up for the singing
and musical interludes. The two seem unrelated. From the comedy gag angle, the boys
are themselves, with gags that have been revamped, yet the age of the gag or action
does not stay the ebullient laughter of the
audience. Apparently the fact that it has
been done before does not prevent the pudgy
Costello from getting howls of laughter when
he does it. Ginny Simms is charming and
puts over two songs in her popular style.
Patric Knowles and Elyse Knox carry on
a side fight and romance to keep the story
thread a rounded effort and each does a
commendable job. Production by Alex Gottlieb places this with the top efforts of last
year's box-office leaders, while Charles Lament's direction gives the picture speed, pace
and sparkle. Sell this like the last A&C
efforts, using the ice shots as an excuse for
Ice Skating contests. Comic and trick skating prizes will tie-in well with the A&C ice
sequences.
Bordertown Gun Fighters
Republic Western
55 mins.
(Nat'l Release, July 8)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A western that meets the demands and expectations
of the followers of this type of screen fare.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Better-than-average programmer.
Cast:Jeffreys,
Wild Bill
Hayes,
Anne
Ian Elliott.
Keith. George
Harry "Gabby"
Woods. Edward
Earle. Karl Hackett, Roy Barcroft, Bud Geary. Carl
Sepulveda. Credits: Directed by Howard Bretherton.
Original screenplay by Norman S. Hall. Director of
photography,
Jack Marta. Associate Producer, Eddy
White.
Plot: Wild Bill Elliott, a government secret
service man, and his sidekick are arrested
for the murder of a lone stagecoach passenger, and the
driver,
whenThrough
they're the
foundnieceat
the scene
of the
crime.
of the most influential man in town, they
not only find the murderer, but they also un-
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cover the reason for the deed— a lottery run
by the Heavy who tried to frame them.
Comment:' This is the third of the Wild
Bill Elliott's from the Republic lot and it
has enough shooting, fighting and good hardto meet the depaced with the story
riding, mands
and expectations of the western fans.
Story being about a Secret Service agent, it
colorful
provides Elliott with one of his most average
roles, making it a much better than
programmer. The heroine's role is brief,
but^quite ably
handled by Anne Jeffreys, who
also gets a chance to sing one song, while
Hayes plays Elliott's sideGeorgekick as "Gabby"
only he can play this type of role.
cast consists of
supporting
The capable
Harry Woods, Karl Hackett, Roy Barcroft
and "others familiar on the western scene.
Howard Bretherton's direction makes this
an exciting, well-paced western with enough
of what it takes to satisfy the followers of
Sell as other westthis type of screen fare. of
the distribution
erns, with the addition
of heralds made up to resemble lottery tickets,
the picture on the inwith
side. wording about
Two Senoritas From Chicago
Columbia
Comedy-With-Music
66 mins.
(Nat'l Release, June 10)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Fun for
those who enjoy Joan Davis' type of clowning, for it has little else to entertain.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Destined for the
minor part of a dual with a strong top
feature.
Cast: Joan Davis, Jinx Falkenhurg. Ann Savage,
Leslie Brooks. Ramsey Ames, Bob Haymes, Emory
Parnell. Douglas Leavitt, Muni Seroff. Max Willenz,
Stanley Brown, Frank Sully. Charles C. Wilson, Romaine Callender. Credits: Directed by Frank WoodScreenplay
_ Tombragel.ruff.
Based
on by
the Stanley
story by Rubin,
Steven Maurice
Vas. Director
of
photography,
L.
W.
O'Connell.
Produced
by
Wallace MacDonald.
Plot: A young lady whose ambitions are
to become a theatrical agent and manager,
finds a manuscript and sells it to a Broadway
producer. This brings about a mess of
trouble, for the two men who wrote the
play, have sold a copy to another producer.
Tumult reigns until they all get together and
straighten things out.
Comment: A fairly amusing musical comJoanentire
Davis'
clowning
to putedy that
it depends
over. Sheupon
is the
show;
there
is little else in it to entertain, so that its best
spot is the minor part of a dual. Story, with
the basic formula about two show girls trying to get ahead, has little originality. Most
of the bright spots are due to the handling of
Frank Woodruff, the director, who gets the
most out of the material handed him. Jinx
Falkenburg and Ann Savage are the two
senoritas and they have little to do except
look beautiful, while Bob Hajanes and Emory Parnell share the masculine chores. The
rest of the cast fill their respective roles satisfactorily. Returns on this picture will depend on the Joan Davis draw and the excellence of the top feature.
Best Foot Forward
(Technicolor )
MGM
Musical
93 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) For
youngsters and oldsters, a lively eye-catching show with everything seekers of diversion
have a right to expect.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: One for the
money in any situation; worthy of the best
showmanship and weighted with the kind of
entertainment that pays off.
Cast: Lucille Ball, William Gaxton, Virginia Weidler.
Walker.
KennyTommy
Bowers,Dix.JuneA'ancy
Allvson.
Tack Gloria
Jordon.DeHaven,
Beverlv
Tyler.
Chill
Wills.
Henry
O'Neill.
Sara
Harrybv
James and His Music Makers. Credits: Haden,
Produced
Arthur Freed. Directed by Edward Buzzell. Screenplay by Irving Brecher and Fred Finklehoffe. Book by
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John Cecil Holm. Music and lyrics by Hugh Martin
and Ralph Blane. Director of photography, Leonard
Smith. Technicolor director, Natalie Kalmus.
Plot: Lucille Ball attends a prom at a military prep school as a publicity stunt arranged
l)y her agent, William Gaxton. The boy who
invites her asks that she use the name of his
girl because he had given that name as his
guest. The boy's real girl turns up, leading
to complications which culminate with the
boy being threatened with expulsion because
eventually the boys and girls at the prom
discover that the guest is really a movie
actress and reduce her to her undies in their
"souvenir grabbing" of her dress. The actress proves a good sport and squares things
for the boy both in his young romance and
his qualification for a diploma.
Comment: This is a sprightly show — with
eye-appeal, a jauntiness and youthful bounce;
jive interludes that will win the solid satisfaction of the youngsters and a genuine liveliness that is sure to make a hit with the
oldsters. Technicolor, of course, sets off to
greatest advantage the silky production
given thetacularpiece,
in addition
specitem of itsbutseveral
virtuestoasthepopular
entertainment, there is movement and pace —
the carefree enthusiasm of the youth which
dominates the entire show. Lucille Ball registers stunningly in the chromatic photography (as "Du Barry Was a Lady" demonstrated), but beyond all that the tall, flainedtressed glamor girl has a part she appears
to like immensely and which she plays to the
hilt and most winningly. Billy Gaxton is
notably in stride, using the ease and resourcefulness of years of musical comedy experience to polish off every incident, scene or
sequence in which he appears. The youthful
crowd, however, carries off the honors. Girls
and boys who are refreshingly lively and
well-equipped in the technique of popular
tunes and dancing crowd the piece with
sparkle. The leading romantic role is in the
capable hands of Virginia Weidler. Tommy
Dix, in the juvenile lead is a good-looking
lad with a good singing voice and no little
skill in portrayal of the naive cadet in love
with Virginia but terribly impressed with
Lucille Ball for having actually accepted his
invitation, via a fan letter, to attend the
prom. Nancy Walker clowns effectively, and
Gloria DeHaven, June Allyson and Beverly
Tyler, as well as other pretty young girls,
score outstandingly. The presence, and performance, of Harry James and his band will
be a tremendously big moment for the jive
lovers. James does his "Flight of the Bumble Bee" number — which will mean plenty
to the devotees of popular music. Eddie
Buzzell has directed with a sure and most
capable
hand. You can sell this one to the
hilt.
A Gentle Gangster
Republic
Drama
57 mins.
(Nat'l Release May 10)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Will
please those who like to moralize, but lack
of
ence.action climax may let down general audiBOX-OFFICE SLANT: A Barton MacLane picture with a different angle.
Cast: Barton MacLane, Molly Lamont, Dick Wessel, Joyce Compton, Jack LaRue. Credits: Production
supervised by Martin G. Cohn. Directed by Phil
Rosen.
Plot: Barton MacLane and his group of
ex-gangsters and their wives celebrate their
20th 3'ear away from the racket as respected
members of a small town community. Thej'
review the past of the prohibition era. Then
the present hits them when one of the partners' sons is caught by a debt to a local
gambling and road house. MacLane and his
bunch not only pay the debt, but run the
modern racketeer. Jack LaRue, out of town.
Comment: The reformed crook idea is always good as a starting point, but always
difficult in the unfolding. The truth is: the
straight gangster action is more dramatic

than the later part of the story when the
hero is good. This makes it hard to build a
climax big enough to compete with the showy
early section. This trouble happened to "A
Gentle Gangster" in full measure, and the
script
help scene
the matter
any singing
by endingof
with adidn't
church
and the
"Abide With Me." A more carefully built
screenplay and better timed direction might
have made something good out of the basic
idea, but as it is
. In playing this call
it to the attention of the church crowd, but
not too forcibly, because the ethics of the
story might not stand examination by the
more astute of this class. The easily pleased
will take it all right, ljut with some disap[lointment over the climax.
Reveille Witii Beverly
Drama-With-Music
76 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Feb. 4th)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A satisfactory bit of musical fare that will please aU
the members of the family.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Good companion
feature for a heavy drama.
Cast: Ann Miller. William Wright, Dick Purcell.
Franklin Pangborn, Tim Ryan, Larry Parks. Barbara
Brown, Douglas Leavitt, Adele Mara, Walter Sande.
Wally Vernon, Andrew Tombes. Bob Crosby and his
Orchestra, Freddie Slack and his Orchestra, Duke
Ellington and his Orchestra. Count Basic and his
Orchestra, Frank Sinatra. Mills Brothers and The
Radio Rogues. Credits: Directed by Charles Barton.
Original screenplay l^y Howard J. Green, Jack Henley
and Albert Duffy. Director of photography. Philip
Tannura. Produced by Sam White.
Plot: In spite of her family's objections,
a young girl tries a radio career and makes
good with an early morning radio program
that is a knockout, and which makes her an
Army Camp sweetheart. Her brother, a
soldier, introduces her to two of the boys
who have become interested in her and when
they leave for destinations unknown, she
encourages them onto Victory, via radio.
Comment: This is a satisfactory programmer with a soldier background and Ann
Miller dancing to the music of some of our
top name bands. It can hold its share of a
bill in most situations and is a perfect companion feature for a heavy drama. As an
added flavor there is the singing of the Mills
Brothers, the Radio Rogues and that popular
singing"
Frank soSinatra
man
who hassensation,
been causing
many— the
feminine
hearts to flutter. A number of comedy gag
lines also round out the entertainment features. Ann Miller is her usual eyefilling self,
tapping some dances in attractively brief costumes. William Wright and Dick Purcell
suppljr the male leads in a mixup of names
that spotlight the struggle for romance. Production by Sam White takes advantage of
the best features of the story and the players
and the direction by Charles Barton gives
the picture sparkle. Sell Frank Sinatra and
Ann Miller. Run a contest of identity for
amateur dancers, with their faces masked.
Columbia

Isle Of Forgotten Sins
PRC
Drama
81 mins.
(Prod. No. 40— Nafl Release. July 26)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Should
satisfy those who like stories about sunken
gold
and "Sarong" girls.
BOX-OFFICE
SLANT: Programmer
that will do its share towards carrying off a
few hours.
Cast : John Carradine, Gale Sondergaard. Sidney
Toler.
Frank Tala
Fenton.
Ouigley.
^'edaBetty
AnnAmanu.
Borg.
Rick
Birell.Rita
Patti
McCarty.
MarianX'allin.
Colby, William
Edmonds.
Credits:
Directed
by Edgar G. Ulmer. Director of photography, Ira
Jiorgan. Original screenplay by Ramond L. Schrock.
Based on a story by Edgar G. Ulmer. Produced by
Peter R. A'an Duinen.
Plot: Two deep sea divers land on an
island in the South Pacific where they learn
of the treasure in a ship sunk by the Captain
( Continued on Paac 30")
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Effort

Angle

Of
We to Hail'
. Plans 'Proudly
for the selling approach
the public
of "So Proudly We Hail" were, outlined at a
meeting" this week of theatre advertising and
publicity heads, Paramount district advertising
representatives and home office officials at the
Pierre Hotel. New York.
The New York meeting followed a similar
two-day regional conference of theatre advertising and publicity executives and Paramount
exploiteers last week at the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, attended by representatives west
of Kansas City.
The consensus at both East and West Coast
meetings was that the selling campaign should
stress the part of women in the war effort and
their romances and loves under the stress of
war.
Recalls Similar Conferences
Robert A'l. Gillham, Paramount advertising
and publicity director, opening the New York
meeting, recalled similar conferences held for
"Wake Island" last year out of which came a
showmanship campaign which brought big results at the box-office.
Leonard Goldenson, vice-president in charge
of theatre operations, greeted the visiting theatre
representatives. Cooperation with the American
Red Cross was discussed by Annabelle Petersen, assistant director. Nursing Service, American Red Cross, and Joe Weil, film editor, American Red Cross Information Service, both of
Washington.
Details _ of the campaign were outlined by
Al Wilkie, publicity manager, and Stanley
Shuford, who described the advertising plans.
The theatre men joined in the discussions, which
were led by Alec Moss, exploitation manager,
who also conducted the Los Angeles meeting.
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for your pleasure!

. .see a show!
There are good pictures aplenty in
Air Conditioned
Conv.nicnlly readied by ALL lo

Good Wartime Institutional Ad
Excellent example of wartime institutional advertising is the advertisement above, published
in Chicago newspapers recently to call patrons'
attention to the "points ' of B & K Theatres.

Advertising Heads at Meet
Mrs. Alice Gorham, United Detroit Theatres,
Detroit, and Maurice Rubens, Great States Theatres, Chicago, were among the theatre advertising and publicity heads. Paramount district
representatives and company officials who met at
the Hotel Pierre in New York this week to
formulate advertising and exploitation plans for
Paramount's forthcoming "So Proudly We Hail."
Loew

Theatres

Plan

N.y. Beauty Lontcst
A city- wide bathing beauty contest to find
"A'liss Greater New York of 1943" will be inaugurated byLoew's theatres starting July 19th.
Five hundred dollars in war bonds and stamps
will be awarded the final and semi-final winners,
with prizes of jewelry and other gifts to be
awarded the runners-up. The grand finals will
be
stage of Loew's State Theatre
the held
middleon oftheAugust.
All girls sixteen years and over are eligible.
Entry blanks will be distributed at all Loew's
theatres.
Preliminary contests will be held in the following theatres :
Loew's Kings, on Monday evening, July 19th ;
Fairmount, Premier, Gates, Coney Island and
Willard on Tuesday evening, July 20th ; Or])heum, Bedford, National and Oriental theatres
on Wednesday evening, July 21st; Hillside Theatre, Thursday evening, July 22nd ; Metropolitan,
Monday evening, July 26th ; Paradise, Delancey
and Valencia theatres, Tuesday, July 27th;
Boulevard
Ziegfeld,
Street,
Com'modor
, I75th and
e,
Triboro
Pitkin, Prospect
theatres,
Wednesday evening, July 28th; Bay Ridge, Thursday
evening, July 29th, and Boro Park, Friday evening, July 30th.
Semi-finals will be held in each borough the
week commencing Monday, August 2nd.
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Navy

Induction

On

Stase

in Sprinsfield

Loew's showmen are known for their twofisted
exploitation, Xrash
and Manager Dive'
George FreeExploits
man, Loew's Poll, Springfield, Mass., more
than upheld the honor of the Corps with his
campaign for "Crash Dive." Highlight of the
campaign, which was covered by the local
papers, was a public induction of a large group
of Navy recruits on the stage of the theatre
opening night. Giant brooms were displayed in
the lobby and on each was a card containing
copy similar to this : "It's a Clean Sweer> ! See
'Crash
Local Dive'
News!" ran a contest based on Tyrone
Power's screen sweethearts. Best movie memories won for contestants. Radio station ran a
contest requiring listeners to interpret Navy
slang broadcast. Air fans turning in most
correct lists took down the prizes.
Freeman aided his war stamp selling drive
by displaying a giant postcard in the lobby addressed to "Lt. Tyrone Power." Message inscribed congratulated him on receiving Marine
Corps commission. War stamp purchasers had
tlie privilege of signing card.
Humorous story in Springfield Nezvs, which
brought smiles to thousands of readers, reported
that giant photo of Tyrone Power in Poll Theatre lobby was marked with lipstick, indicating
that
form. Power has dynamic glamor even in still
In Harrisburg, the manager of the Colonial
Theatre served the local bond drive well and
was rewarded with unusual playdate credit as
a result of his efforts in connection with "Crash
Local department store took a half-page ad
using 'Crash Dive" art for illustration.
Campaign for the Navy picture, which was
thorough, included wide distribution of heralds,
staff badges worn by ushers, good use of spot
announcements. Extra playdate heralding was
obtained
Dive."
sailor
caps.via newsboys who wore imprinted

Hough Plants Picture Strip On
Flying Tigers' in Newspaper
Exhibitor Eddie Hough of the Rialto in
Union,^^ S. C, took advantage of the "Flying
Tigers" six-day picturization strip made available in Republic's press-book on this production,
placing this material in the Union
Daily Times.
with a theatre and date line.
An eiTective two-column advance ad was
prepared by using an aerial combat scene, with
a theatre and date heading and a caption indicating that this was one of the exciting sequences from "Flying Tigers."

for of'Spitfire'
Premiere
On Parade
the occasion
the International
Premiere
of RKO Radio's "Spitfire" at the 20th Century
Theatre in Buffalo recently, a street parade
was led by the 95-piece Fife & Drum Corps of
St. Luke's
Academy.as Cute,
joret e isidentified
Ginger shapely
Marsek. drum
Guestma-of
honor at the premiere was Air Marshal William
A. (Billy) Bishop of Canadian Royal Air Force.
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Newspapers

Plug ^Burlesque' for
Elder in Indianapolis

Cute, Clever Street Ballyhoo
GrI with umbrella toured the streets of Boston
ballyhooing engagement of Columbia's "The
Mere the
State andJoeOrpheum.
Stunt
was Merrier
worked' atoutLoew's
by Manager
Longo.
Theatre-Newspaper
Hold Beauty Contest
A beauty sweepstakes that might technically
be called an institutional contest is now setting
tne city ot Springfield, Missouri, on its ears.
The Electric Theatre has tied up with the
Springfield Ncivs and Leader to bring off the
sweepstakes in proper fashion. There is no picture tieup — just the theatre and the newspaper.
The campaign began in the paper on June 6
with a four-column layout, including a twocolumn cut of Lana Turner as an example for
the local girls to shoot at. Local angle in caption :"There are many girls in Springfield as
pretty
as Lana.
why Springfield
girls
are being
invited That's
to participate
in a Beauty
Sweepstakes, as announced in the story below."
Each of the
organizations
Springfield
wereprincipal
invited girls'
to enter
a candidatein
in the sweepstakes, with the number of contestants limited to eight. Then, during the
period of June 25 to 29, inclusive, votes were
cast to elect the winner. All purchasers of tickets
to the theatre are eligible to vote — 100 points per
ticket. First prize is $50 war bond, second and
third get $25 bond, other five receive $5 each
in war stamps. All win 30 x 40 in. photos of
themselves. Photos are in lobby during contest.
With the different groups working for their
candidates, it looks like big business for the
Electric.
Show Goes on Despite Floods
As Airplane Delivers Film
The show went on in Parsons, Kansas, despite floods, when Arthur Turner, manager ot
the local Griffith theatres, recently had his film
cans flown in. Train service had been disrupted and highway delivery was uncertain, so
Turner decided to take no chances on missing
a show. Incideiitally, the picture was "The
Crystallooked
Ball,"inand
as if Turner
must
have
it. itHeseems
continued
the airplane
delivery as long as ground travel was uncertain.
Turner recently replaced Barnes Perdue, former manager of the Griffith houses, who has
entered the armed forces.

For the opening of "Lady of Burlesque" at
Loew's secured
Theatres,
Indianapolis,
Manager
Bill
Elder
outstanding
newspaper
publicity
and radio coverage with the personal appearance of Stanwyck
Michael O'Shea,
who co-stars with
Barbara
in the picture.
A week before O' Shea's arrival the three
local dailies, the Star, Times and News, devoted several stories and art plugging both
the star and picture. On his arrival, O'Shea
again cracked the local dailies for several consecutive days due to the campaign arranged
by Elder. O'Shea was guest at a critics' lunand Cross
raincoatscheon,
at theautographed
theatre,books,
visitedphotos
the Red
Blood Bank, entertained the soldiers at Billings
Hospital, and aided the American Legion Drive
— all resulting in art and stories for "Lady of
Radio interviews were arranged over Station
Burlesque."
WIRE
and WFBM. All during the week both
stations used many spot announcements.
In advance of the opening all ushers wore
banners plugging the picture. A ballyhoo man,
dressed as a comedian, paraded the principal
streets of the city. One hundred one-sheet cards
were attached to waste cans, 50 window display cards were used and 15 thermometer advertising displays were placed in front of buildings in the downtown area.
Several effective window displays were secured on books
in Block's,
Ayers', The
D. C. front
Murphyof
and the
Stewart
Book Shop.
the theatre featured 40 x 60 easles plugging
the appearance
O'Shea, were
and life-size
ups of Barbara ofStanwyck
placed inblowthe
lobby. {Sec cut in coluiun 3.)

'Saludos Amigos' Lobby Display
A large and attractive display of Disney charusedAuditorium,
on "SaludosPerry,
Amigos"
Emory acters
of wasthe
N. Y.by Bo'd

Looks Like the Real Thing
Life-size blowups of Barbara Stanwyck, like
that shown above, were displayed in the innerlobby agerofBillLoew's
Theatre,
Indianapolis, ofby United
ManEider for
the engagement
Artists "Lady of Burlesque." Note the realism.
Boy-Girl
New

Stunt

Twist

by

Given
Nyberg

A-Ianager Oscar Nyberg of the Fox Theatre,
Spokane, Wash., dressed up an old gag in new
clothes, created a lot of interest in the showing
of "Cabin in the Sky."
To students Nyberg distributed numbered
cards with this copy : "Jam Session Free ! Get
hep
Thiswith
is aa ticket
girl's having
ticket.
Find tothethe
boy latest
in yourjive!
school
this number and both be the guests of the Fox
Theatre, at any performance, beginning Friday
(except Saturday and Sunday) to see MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's mighty musical extravaganza,
'Cabin in the Sky.' Cats ! Get on the beam at
the Fox Theatre! (This ticket is void if nummutilated.)"
Butber ishe
didn't stop there. He prepared placards
similar to those of labor pickets, which students
carried around town. Sign carried by one girl,
for example, had this copy : "I want to see
'Cabin in the Sky.' Who has boy's ticket No.
1809?" A boy's sign contained these words:
"Get on the beam, baby ! See me if you have
guest ticket No. 9313. Then we'll see 'Cabin
This stunt is worth duplicating in your town.
And it fits in well with most any musical or boySky'."
in theromance.
girl
Dawn Premieres Scoring a Hit
With War Workers in Detroit
Dawn premieres at the Fox Theatre, Detroit,
staged for the benefit of war workers every
Friday from 2 to 10 a.m., are proving to be a
big hit. During the three months the program
has been featured, according to David Idzal.
resident manager, it has drawn an average of
from 8,000 to 10,000 persons, many of W'hom
drop in still wearing their work clothes.
Patrons Love Lobby Kidding

Striking 'Air Force' Tieup
A striking industrial tieup was effected in
Canada recently between Warner Bros, and the
makers of Orient Hosiery, largest manufacturers
of hosiery in the British Empire. Deal provided
complete sponsorship of cooperative ads, like
that shown above, in Montreal and Toronto
newspapers, on the Warner epic, "Air Force."

The new Laffmovie Theatre on Broadwa}-,
New^ York, has built what amounts to a permanent lobby display by lining its walls witli comedy mirrors — you know, the ones that make you
look fat at the wrong places or as skinny- as a
beanpole. The patrons themselves are therefore
the lobby displays. It makes them happy.
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O'Shea

FREE RIDE TO SEE 'MR. BIG' AT CENTURY
A special street ballyhoo, pictured above, caused a great deal of comment in Rochester, N. Y., in
advance
of the
of Universal's
"Mr.wagon,
Big" atpulled
the Century
Theatre.wended
Many its
people
of
the free
ride showing
to the movie
house. The
by Old Dobbin,
way took
along advantage
principal
streets, even hit the outskirts of the community. Manager Francis Anderson arranged the stunt.

Productive

Exploitation

Ideas

For
Advanced
tie-up
whereby a life sized window display of
A bulletin'Coney
urging managers of Island
Schine the- Betty
Grable is available free to all dealers on
atres to sell "Coney Island" as "the big allpicture. Contact your local House of Westmusic, all-laugh hit of the season" was issued this
more outlet and be sure that you get this window
recently by the Schine home-office publicity
tieup. It is a peach of a display.
department in Gloversville, N. Y. The exploitaA number of theatres recently have been runtion suggestions, adaptable to almost any situation, follow :
ning a "Beautiful
Legs"
swellto
on which you
can contest.
run this Here's
stunt. aTry
Give your lobby and front a mardi-gras set- picture
hnd
a
girl
with
the
Betty
Grable
legs.
ting. If you can get a record with merry-goround music or mid-way sound effects, play it Plant Clever Pictorial Strip
in your lobby and out front. Whoop It Up !
Make your theatre as big a fun place as SteepleThere is a very clever pictorial strip which
chase itself during the engagement of this is Mat SXY. If you can plant this in the paper,
picture.
it will get you a lot of attention.
Play up the songs. Get the title covers and
All of the paper on this attraction is very
use them for your store window and counter
good and will make excellent cutouts for you.
displays. If you can, run a contest with your
In fact, if you have any empty store windows,
newspaper to get the oldest copies of some of use the three or six-sheets in them.
the song hits and award passes for same.
We also suggest that you use the 40 x 60
gelatine from your exchange. The three-foot
Utilize Radio Stations, Restaurants
standee is also a good accessory to use on counters or in good window locations.
Contact your radio stations and orcliestras
and get them to plug the song hits for you. Get
your soda fountain stores to make up special
Coney Island Sundae for you. On the same
basis, you undoubtedly know a good many resMusic Angle Morris Mechanic's
'Coney Island' Campaign Highlight
taurants sell "Coney
Island
Red-Hots."
Get
them to plug
this picture
on their
menus and
In Baltimore, the populace was fully aware
over their grills.
If you have a chance to put a barker out in that "Coney Island" was at Morris Mechanic's
New Theatre as a result of his tip-top selling
front of your theatre in slick-looking clothes, campaign.
The Ncivs Post conducted a song
use him during the engagement.
title contest for several days in which readers
We also suggest that you start advertising
were asked to list as many songs as they could
this picture at least ten days in advance in your
lobby and programs, and let the folks know that think of that started with each of the letters in
Betty Grable.
"Coney
Island" ofis Westmore
coming to your
theatre. have a
Station WFBR conducted a song title guessThe House
Cosmetics
ing contestListeners
in which turning
"Coney Island"
tuneslist
wereof
featured.
in correct
titles of songs broadcast were awarded prizes.
All music store windows were given over to
displays on the picture and over a dozen drug
Goth's Tieup With Zoo
For the engagements of "Jacare" at Fabian
windows tied in with elaborate displays on the
Theatres on Staten Island, Edgar Goth, direcWestmore promotion.
tor of advertising and publicity, arranged a
tieup with the Barrett Park Zoo at West
Brighton
of thein the
zoo'sfilm.
alligators
Cabin on a Flat Wagon
was
namedwhereby
after theonereptile
Stunt
resulted in a two-column piece of art showing
Several thousand "sweepstakes" tickets were
George Kemp of the Palace Theatre and zoo
distributed by Clem Reck of the Chamberlin
officials viewing the newly-christened reptile,
Circuit in Pennsylvania as part of his camalso a story about the christening. Both picin the decorated
Sky." He
had
ture and story appeared in the Staten Island
a cabin paignonfor "Cabin
a flat wagon,
withalso
cutouts
Advance.
of the film's
advance
of thecharacters,
playdate. parade the streets in

Tour

As

Valuable

For

New

Seen
Buildup

Personality

A nationwide exploitation tour that may well
serve as the forerunner of constructive producer
cooperation with theatremen in introducing a
new star to the public and increasing his boxoffice value through personal appearances rather
than through dubious long-distance publicity
means, was recently completed by Michael
O'Shea, whose initial screen appearance, despite
20 years in all branches of show business, is
in the current Hunt Stromberg-United Artists
production,
"Lady of Burlesque," opposite Barbara Stanvyyck.
Ten years on the national radio chains gave
O'Shea particular fitness for using
for
exploitation, and on his recent tour, radio
he used
it to advantage.
Visited Over 20 Key Centers
Realizing that news stories are hard to create
from a distance and that local publicity breaks
directlyto aid
sales,East
O'Shea
went
moreplaydates
than 20andkeyticket
centers
and
West, North and South by plane and train.
Whenon editors
theatremen
couldn't
call
him atandthecritics
hotel and
he went
to them.
He
had interviews and photographs at planes, at
depots, at luncheons, in his hotel room and in
newspaper and radio offices. In nearly every
city visited he had at least two news story
breaks with art, at least two radio interviews.
In one city he appeared on five radio programs
in one day ; in another, he appeared on a midnight radio program regularly heard by more
than 2,000,000 listeners.
In some cities O'Shea helped theatres in war
bond sales ; twice he appeared with the picture.
In ten cities he was a "live trailer" for "Lady
of Burlesque,'' telling about the picture to come,
a few quips about Hollywood and repeating a
familiar comedy bit from his radio repertoire.
He appeared with orchestras on six radio programs, with leading news commentators on eight
quarter hours, with movie critics on eight gossip shows. In Cincinnati and Chicago he was
featured on special women's programs and in
St. Louis on Marjorie Wilten's popular KMOX
roundtable.
Guest at Exhibitors' Convention
At Dallas, the actor was a guest at an exhibitors' convention ; in Chicago he recruited
Waacs ; at Indianapolis he appeared three times
in a hospital for w'ounded soldiers ; aided the
Civilian Defense Drive; in Hartford he was star
of two half-hour shows based on his local radio
activity in previous years. In five cities O'Shea
was guest at dinners given by exhibitors to welcome a new screen player. In all, he chatted
with 85 critics, 41 editors and nearly 500 exhibitors. Two of his interviews were recorded
and
used plugs.
later by "Lady of Burlesque" dates
for radio
Under wartime conditions it was an exhaustive tour but when "Lady of Burlesque" later
went onandthehisscreen
O'Sheaand was
well
known
name Michael
sold tickets
aroused
curiosity in pictures to come.
^NympW Gardenia
National Florist Association has designated
a "Constant Nymph Gardenia" in honor of the
important part played by this flower in "The
Florist shops
the country will
Constant
Nymph. throughout
"
feature window displays and other promotion
of the "Nymph" gardenia coincident with
local showings of the picture.
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SHOOTS
SHOPPING
In Which Some Exhibitors and
Exchange Bookers Are Chided
For Indifference to Short Reels
If there's one thing that gets up our dander,
it's the manner in which some managers "slough
off" worthwhile and salable short subjects. That
old, but still true and effective maxim of Bob
O'Donnell of Texas Interstate Theatres, always
comes to our mind : "If it's worth playing, it's
worth
selling."
Shorts
that have definite selling values
certainly deserve more consideration than
mere mention in 6- or 8-pt. type down in the
corner of an ad or program. Yet many of the
best ones suffer precisely that fate — or no
mention at all!
From various observations we have found
that those exhibitors who have proved to themselves the value of short subject exploitation
continue to accord the outstanding one- and tworeelers the selling they deserve. On the other
hand, those who have always looked upon
shorts
"stepchildren"
are apparently
contentin
to retainas that
attitude. They
have little faith
the value of exploitation because they've never
taken the trouble to establish a selling precedent on which that faith could be based.
Not all the fault belongs to the theatreman,
however. In many instances a really worthwhile subject has been muffed because of the
indifference of an exchange booker. What
profit it the producer and the distributor if,
after utilizing their best efforts to make and
merchandise an outstanding short, the exchange booker treats it as so many feet of
film to fill the gap on Joe Doakes' program?
In a recent issue of Besa Short's Interstate's
short subject house organ, one 'booker was relegated to the publication's "dog house" because
of his "indifference" to his company's short subjects and his "lack of cooperation." In another
issue an entire exchange was placed in the
"dachsund domicile" because of its "service
with a sneer." These are only two instances ;
the same attitude is likely to prevail in many
other exchanges throughout the country.
Some companies have announced their
short subject lineups for the new season;
others will do so within the next few weeks.
From all we can gather, it looks like a big
season in the short subject field. There will
be a wide variety of product available — and
while we are not at liberty to disclose any
details concerning the plans of companies
who have not yet made official announcements— we can say that one type of very
popular screen entertainment, usually availonly inbefeatures
hour's length
or
more ablewill
offered oftoanexhibitors
in featurette length. But more about that when
the official announcement has been made.
Meanwhile, it would behoove the various distributing companies to "follow through" on this
new short subject product, engendering the
same enthusiasm in the exchange booker as prevails inthe studio and in the home office. And it
is no less a responsibility for the exhibitor to
purvey this merchandise in a manner that will
reflect credit at the box-office. After all, showmanship isthe backbone of this business.

With
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Practical

Seventh

Ideas

for Booking

Column'

And

is Slated

Exploiting

for An

Impressive
Nationwide
Campaisn
With a test campaign already arranged for spot announcements for local radio stations and
ads for local newspapers, prepared in cooperaWashington on July 15, MGM's Pete Smith
tion with local merchants. The same campaign,
Specialty, "Seventh Column," is likely to be one
or similar ones, will be available for exhibitors
of the most publicized shorts ever released.
in cooperation with the Junior Chamber of
An important national tieup has been arally.
ranged with the United States Junior Chamber
Commerce when the picture is released nationof Commerce, who plans a "smash the Seventh
In addition to the tieup with the Junior
Column" campaign in over 850 cities, timed
simultaneously with the release of the picture.
Chamber
of Commerce,
Column"
has
been recommended
by "Seventh
the National
Alotion
Local offices of the Chamber will cooperate
Picture Safety Council for their annual Beyer
with
exhibitors
"Seventh
Column."
Award, which twice before has been bestowed
It is under
their showing
auspices that
the Washington
on certain MGM shorts. The Council is compremiere will be held.
posed of safety engineers, chiefs of police, traffic safety committees and leading insurance
Day-long Festivities Planned
company representatives throughout the country.
Plans for the Washington premiere call for
They plan a campaign of posters to be placed
day-long festivities climaxed with the showing
on bulletin boards, calling attention to the picture, as well as local campaigns designed to
of the picture at Loew's Palace Theatre. During the day there will be a parade in which
publicize
its work in conjunction with local
exhibitors.
members of the armed forces, the CDV 0, Red
Cross and other patriotic organizations will participate. Guests of honor will include J. Edgar
Ads in Five National Magazines
Hoover of the F.B.I, and officials of the War,
national campaign will be spearheaded
Navy and Labor Departments whose duty it is by The
ads in five of the leading national magazines :
to curtail accidents as far as possible. National
The Saturday Evening Post, Life, Time, Ncwsand local dignitaries are to participate in cerezccek and Look, placed by the Liberty Mutual
monies which will follow the screening.
Insurance
Company, whose original campaign
For the Washington campaign, the Junior
against
the
Seventh Column of Carelessness
Chamber of Commerce has prepared cards callas an inspiration to Smith in making
ing attention to the picture to be placed in served
the short. The ads will be devoted exclusively
downtown street cars, as well as placards for
to "Seventh Column." In addition, over a mildistribution among merchants and to be placed
lion booklets will be made up telling the story
on billboards throughout the city. There will
also be specially prepared 24-sheets, as well as of the short, with stills illustrating some of the
scenes and giving some of the picture's background. The booklets are intended for distriliution among war plant workers.
Honor Harebrained Hare
Dates Set on Four Subjects by
That irrepressible Bugs Bunny has come to
the fore again!
Universal for Release in July
To the Warner home
Dates have been set on four Universal short
office a few days
subjects to be released during July. "Western
ago came ication
a communfrom Capt.
Cowgirl," a Person-Oddity, will go out on the
Walter S. Pharr of
19th. On July 26 two subjects are scheduled
the 421st Night
for
release: "Any Chickens Today?", a \"ariety
Fighter Squadron,
View, and
"Ration
Bored," a Woody
WoodOrlando, Fla., stating
pecker cartoon
in Technicolor.
Rounding
out
that Bugs had been
the quartet is "Smoke Rings," a Name-Band
chosen by popular
Musical with Glen Gray and Casa Loma Orvote of members of
chestra, which swings its way out of the exchanges on July 28.
the squadron to carAlso likely to be released sometime during
ry their colors on the
Squadron Insignia.
the month is the special two-reel Technicolor
The captain sought
film, "Eagle vs. Dragon."
permission to use the
carrot-chomping hare
Elwyn to Direct MGM Shorts
on
the equipment
squadron's
planes,
and flying jackets. Wrote he, in part:
Robert Elwyn,
founder has
of New
Woodstock
Playhouse,
been York's
signed famed
to a
". . . the morale of the men has been raised
directorial contract by AIGAI. He will start his
by the discussion and choice of character for
career in the shorts department where Harold
their
The insignia.
request " was forwarded to Leon SchlesBucquet, Jules Dassin. David Aliller, Fred Zinneman and Roy Rowland launched their careers
inger, creator of the wise-cracking rabbit.
as MGM directors.
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Production
The

the Crim billed the short
One Booster
of the most thorough newspaper
tieups page advertisement,
of Navy'
for Tagles
Is
ever
accorded a short subject was promoted
above
the
feature.
part: "Crim
Presentation of Naval Copy,
Cadets — inIntroduction
and
recently for the showing of Warner Bros.' twoCeremony,
Sunday,
5
p.m.
You'll
Want
to
Beat
reel
Technicolor
film,
"Eagles
of
the
Navy"
at
on
Hand
as
the
Naval
Cadets
Are
Honored
the Crim Theatre, Kilgore, Texas.
the
Crim
Sunday
Afternoon.
Special
IntroducIn a Sunday issue of the Kilgore News Hertion and Ceremonies Will Be Conducted. Meet
ald, one section of eight pages was completely
devoted to tieups on the short subject and on
the Cadets at the Crim Sunday."
the arrival of high officials of the nearby Naval
Tieup Is Highly Impressive
Aviation Cadet Selection Boards. Practically
all of the ads in the entire issue were directed
Complete with pictures, the special section
either at the film or at the visiting officers and
was
devoted to the showing of "Eagles of the
cadets. On the front page were large two-column
Navy" and the daily activities at the Cadet
pictures of the visiting officers, and a general
Training Station at Kilgore.
story about the event. Said the article, in part :
All in all, the tieup was highly impressive —
"Lt. Commander Barry Holton, ofificer-in- one of the type that would make even a featurecharge of the U. S. Naval Aviation Cadet Selection Board in Dallas, will be in Kilgore for picture press agent's eyes bulge in wonderment !
Other showmen who have yet to play "Eagles"
the open house to be held aboard the USS
should make it a point to seek similar cooperaFledgeling, formerly the college gymnasium,
tion from the Naval Aviation Cadet Selection
Boards in their communities.
at
College from two until four o'clock
thisKilgore
afternoon.
Cadets Will Attend Showing'
of "Lt.
the John
Naval Sanders,
Aviationresident
Cadets officer-in-charge
at the college,
has announced the program for the day, which
will include an address by Commander Holton
to the cadets and other members of the audience at the Crim Theatre at five o'clck this
afternoon. The cadets will attend the showing
of 'Eagles of the Navy' as the guests of L. N.
The publicity did not stop with the first page,
Crim."
however. In the ads scattered throughout the
paper "best wishes to the 'Eagles of the Navy' "
and other greetings were extended. In a half-

BEST WISHES TO THE
"EAGLES

OF

VYyou"to KilNavalTH
CadetsE— we j^in NA
In welcoming
We're proudis looking
of you and
you. Allgore!Kligore
towardwe'dyodlikewithto meet
hope
for it shall be up to you and others like you to
speed the final VICTORY! Yours are the WINGS
of LIBERTY, the WINGS of DEMOCRACY, the
WINGS that are. AMERICA— and we'd like you
to know we're behind your progtam lOO?*!?,

Beam.
Reproduced above is just one of the many tieup
advertisements on Warners' two-reel Technicolor film,throughout
"Eagles ofa the
Navy,"
whichissuewereof
scattered
recent
special
the Kilgore Herald News for the showing of
>^he film at the Crim Theatre, Kilgore, Texas.

Nesbitt

is Replacing

Tibbe/
for Summer
John Nesbitt, commentator on the MGM
Passing Parade series of shorts, has replaced
Fibber McGee and Molly on the Johnson Wax
radio program heard each week over the NBC
network
on Tuesday from 9 :30 to 10 p.m.,
EWT.
Plans for the radio program call for Nesbitt
to continue his Passing Parade stories of the
unusual in life, telling a diflferent story each
week.
In addition to the Passing Parade, the commentator will give an anlytical summary of the
news, featuring names that made news in the
past week. Objective of the news analysis, it
is said, is "to interpret the news in such a
way that the average listener, picking up his
newspaper the following day, will have a
clearer understanding of what the battle reports
mean in terms of world strategy."
Nesbitt continues as the teller-of-tales on the
Westinghouse program each Sunday afternoon
from 2 :30 to 3 p.m., EWT, on the same network with John Charles Thomas.
Both programs of¥er opportunities for spot
announcements on local outlets whenever a
Passing Parade short subject is to be exhibited.

Short

Activity
Subject

On

Front

Army,
Another 'Football Thrills'
Navy,
For the sixth consecutive year Pete Tech,
Smith
has compiled the highlights of last year'
iron classics to be released as "Football Thrills
of 1942." Colleges represented include:
Alabama, Columbia, Georgia, Georgia
Harvard, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota,
Northwestern, Notre Dame, Ohio State s gridburgh, Texas, U.S.C. and U.C.L.A.
In Their Victory Gardens
PittsRalphshots willStaub's
Columbia
Screen
Snapincludenext
actual
scenes of
Hollywood
personalities at work in their Victory Gardens.
Already filmed are shots of Fanny Brice, Hal
Peary and Brian Aherne.
Puerto Rican's Screen Debut
Olga San Juan, 16-year-old Puerto Rican
singer and dancer, who was put under contract
to Paramount some weeks ago, will make her
screen debut in "Caribbean Cruise," second in
the series of Technicolor shorts being filmed
by Paramount.
New Type of Photography
Development of a new type of photography,
to show the inside workings of intricate machinery, was announced by Walter Lantz of
Universal's cartune studio. Lantz, working on
training films for the U. S. Navy, has just
ordered construction of a specially built camera which, he says, "will enable us to make rear
projection shots with the process screen, and
also to shoot three dimensional pictures."
Prepare Three Musical Shorts
Three Universal shorts have been set for
shooting under the eye of Will Cowan as associate producer. Each will feature a different
band,ton Jan
Garber.
Busse and
Kenand their
bandsHenry
constituting
the Stan
principals.

2 City Boys, Strangers Before War, |
Play Brothers in Doughboy Movie |

Sports Editors See Screening
Of Short, Then Boost It
-A. tieup was made by Manager Dan Redden
of the Paramount Theatre, Seattle, with local
sports editors for a screening of the Bing
Crosby-Bob Hope short subject, "Don't Look
Now." Result: the subject was boosted in the
sports pages.
On the bulletin boards of golf clubs and in
sporting goods stores windows he placed window
cards.
Sports commentators came through with
radio plugs.
MOT Subject Sets Record
Something of a record was established at the
Palace Theatre, McAllen, Texas, with the
recent exhibition of March of Time's "One Day
of War." Manager Ralph Cherry opened his
campaign with a private screening for the press
and civic officials. This inspired an editorial in
the local newspapers, and this, in turn, brought
hundreds of telephone calls from curious patrons.
The subject proved "a veritable gold mine," the
report concludes.

Good Short Subject Break
When Ben Blotcky, Paramount exchange manager
in Minneapolis, invited the two mothers of the
heroes of "A Letter From Ireland" to a special
screening of the British Ministry of Information
Production, a fine bit of exploitation resulted.
Above is a four-column picture which appeared
on the front page of the Minnesota section of
the Minneapolis Tribune. "A Letter From
Ireland" is now being released in the United
States by Paramount Pictures, Inc.
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FEATURE THESE FAMOUS
BAND LEADERS ON
YOUR MARQUEt!
JOHNNY IONS • JAN GARBER
HENRY BUSSE • JAN SAVITT
TED FIO-RITO • BOB CHESTER
GEORGE OLSEN • GLEN GRAY
At DONAHUE • TED LEWIS
They're presented with
their orchestras
in the Universal
NAME BAND" Musicals!
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Grey, White and Blue (Eye-filling)
Warner (8411) Sports Parade 10 mins.
This Technicolor subject tells the story of
geese — their migrations, flying formations,
methods of bagging them, and their places
of refuge. The locales include the Louisiana
baj'ous, Cape Hatteras, and the Sacramento
valley. Many beautiful scenes are caught by
the camera, such as the blue and brown sections of the bayou, close-up views of the
various kinds of geese, birds winged in flight
by hunters, and — above all — the whirling flight
of thousands of geese in the air at one time.
O.K. for any theatre, and especially the class
houses.
Stars on Horseback (Disappointing)
Warner Bros. (8303) Hollywood Novelties
10 mins.
Because one sees so little actually of Hollywood Stars on Horseback, despite quick, short
flashes of a number of them, this short subject
will not make a hit with theatregoers, who
aren't likely to be particularly interested in just
seeing a man shoeing horses — even if the horses
belong to celebrities.
Champions Training Champions
(Excellent)
Warner (8006) Technicolor Special 20 mins.
Another of the films on soldier training —
and just as good as the others. This time it
is the fornia,
Naval
Aviatorswith
at the
St. use
Mary's,
Calidealing entirely
of athletics
in the body-building program. The cadet officers are seen in calisthenics, obstacle running,
swimming, soccer, basketball, and football, with
everything done on a grand scale. Also there
. . NEWSREEL
{Released JVednesday, June 30)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 85)— Heroic Soviet army
faces Nazis after Winter victories; U. S. wings over
New Zealand: Knock-out blows for Italy; Convoy
protected by bomber; Hollywood blood donors; Demonstration of panic avoidance; Waves recruiting drive
(Chicago only); St. Louis OCD Show (St. Louis
only); Red Cross trains children (Denver only);
Movietone forum: What do you think of drafting
women for war effort?; Maori warriors take native
fury into modern war.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol, 14, No. 283)— Nazi
disasters open third Russian war year ; New volcano
in Mexico brings earthquaking shocks and ruin; Avoid
panic in emergencies (New York City only) ; "Seven
dwarfs" tralian
witharmy; Yank
AusArmy bombers;
engineers Maori
invade natives
Chicagojoin(except
New York City) ; New cruiser Houston launched
(except(except
New New
YorkYorkCity)City)
; ;Uncle
seagoing
Spars
Movie Sam's
stars join
blood
bank.
PARAMOUNT (No. 88)— Two years of war in Russia; Battle school for dogs in England; Lion and
lamb
down together;
firemen
demonstrate
rescueliedevices;
Drive onAviation's
war check
racket;
Anzacs
fiy over Alps; Maori warriors get mad.
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 88)— Third year of war in
Russia; Stars donate blood; Maori warriors get mad;
Army builds bridge in Chicago; Planes patrol New
Zealand Alps; Avoiding panic in emergencies.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 201)— The Russian bear
roars; Bombs over San Giovanni; Stars give blood;
New U.S.S. Houston; Maoris go native; Australian
9th Division
from
a bomber.comes home; Panic avoidance; Beauty
(Released Saturday, July 3)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 86)— Record heat wave
hits entire nation ; Navy crews learn methods of fire
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is jiu-jitsu — and what jiu-jitsu! The film shows
the work being done under the guidance of Tom
Hamilton, former coach of the Navy football
team, and includes glimpses of many athletic
heroes such as Hank Luisetti, Frankie Albert,
and Grayson of California fame. Play up the
athletic hero angle in your billing.
Jackrabbit and the Beanstalk
(Very Good)
Warner (8715) Merrie Melodies 7 mins.
Bugs Bunny is caught by the giant of the
beanstalk trying to hack his way through the
enormous carrots in the giant's victory garden.
He talks his way out of recurring difficulties
because the giant — as he proudly boasts — is
a moron. His adventures include a sequence
when he is lost in a forest, the forest being
the giant's
hair of
; it the
ends beanstalk
with the giant
falling
fromheadtheof top
after
Bunny tells him to use the staircase. "An
awful long first step," says the giant. Good
for all ages, all theatres. In Technicolor.
Radio Runaround
(Good)
RKO Radio (33,706) Leon Errol
18 mins.
Errol, president of a radio broadcasting company, is so busy he forgets the anniversary of
his wedding. His wife, to test the validity of
the
writes
a letter
whatstation's
to do love
in a oracle,
case like
hers.
Errolasking
substitutes for the oracle and tells her to run off
with a jitterbug. Then he realizes his wife
has written the letter. Wally Brown, announcer,
advises him to make his wife jealous, so they
hire a blond. The usual mix-up occurs and
Errol and wife Dorothy Christy fall in each
other's arms. Eddie Gribbon is an added name
as the masseur — and how he masseurs ! This
will work in with almost any program.
SYNOPSES

. .

control; Demonstration of amphibious operations;
Troops capture
"Naziwarfare;
village"Lynn
in training;
demonstrates
chemical
Bari and Army
Capt.
Ted Lawson appeal for July war stamp drive; Bombing
Japanese in New Guinea ; General Eisenhower sees
naval bombardment which helped reduce Pantelleria ;
Lew Lehr and Gaston & Alphonse act of Hitler &
Mussolini.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 284)— Air raid
warden seized as Nazi spy; U. S. bombers blast Japanese bases in New Guinea; Supplies for advance posts
in India; Governors ride in jeeps ; Amphibian engineers
demonstrate sea-going trucks: Chemical surprises for
the Axis; Replica of Nazi village used for infantry rehearsal; Hedy Lamarr launches drive to sell war
stamps to build new aircraft carrier.
PARAMOUNT (No. 89) — Feminine lifeguards in
Chicago ; Washington newspaper cameramen compete
for annual awards: Amphibian engineers demonstrate
sea-going trucks; Rapid-fire chemical mortar in action;
Pantelleria bombed by Navy; Congress overrides
President's veto of anti-strike bill.
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 89)— Navy bombs Pantelleria;
Carrying supplies to India outposts; Hedy Lamarr
launches July stamp drive; U. S. Japanese in relocation
camps;
tomorrow'sinvasion
kitchen;tactics.
Navy learns
to
figlit Demonstrate
sea fires; Amphibian
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 202)— Navy bombs Pantelleria; Liberators bomb Japanese bases; Maria Montez launches July stamp drive; Chemical warfare demonstrated; Amphibian invasion tactics; Land-based
planes protect Allied convoys; Supplies for advance
outposts
in
India; Georgia Tech middies volunteer for
Summer cruise.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 36)
— Kentucky miners await call to work; Richmond
school children on parade; Indianapolis youths prepare
for war industry; Emancipation Day celebrated in
Dallas: Birmingham Barons defeat New York Cubans;
Girl lifeguards in Chicago.
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Scenic Oregon
(Solid)
MGM (T-420) FitzPatrick Traveltalk 9 mins.
Beautiful scenery beautifully Technicolored
holds this well up to the FitzPatrick level of
excellence. Shots along the Columbia River,
especially around the fish ladder at Bonneville,
divide the footage with Crater Lake and Crater
Lake National Park. A small, but interesting,
sequence is the showing of two identical Crater
Lake shots photographed at different times,
which illustrates the constantly changing color
values of the region. Narrative is calm and in
good taste.
North African Album
(Fills Void)
RKO Pathe (34,203) Victory Specials
9 mins.
The reels coming out of North Africa have
■given an excellent account of the battle, but
necessarily they have not always left an audience with a feeling of the Algerian and Tunisian
scenic background. Many of the shots looked
as if they might have tatcen place in America
or
"Northa African
Album"
fills anywhere
that void. else.
It is really
scenic with
military trimmings, hlmed in off moments by Army
cameraman rioward Winner, who rates a special medal for his filter photography. The soldier is in the foreground, but the background
is unmistakenly North Africa.
Hot Foot
(Will Pass)
RKO Radio (33,405) Edgar Kennedy
17 mins.
Edgar tries to get to a prize fight without
taking his stupid brother-in-law. With the help
of his office pai, Sam, Edgar feigns sickness,
and Sam makes up as a doctor. The idea is
to take Edgar away for a week-end to his
"sanitarium. The in-laws, however, overhear
the plan, and anchor Edgar by means of a foot
bath of hot cement, with the annoying brother
himself attending the fight. Kennedy well aided
by Pauline DraKC, Dot Farley, Jack Rice, Bud
Jamison and Jim Farley — especially Jamison.
If the Kennedys go in your theatre tnis or° will
suffice.
Racing Royalty (Inconsequential)
RKO Pathe (34,310) Sportscope
8 mins.
The on
filmrace
opens
with showing
a lament the
of tall
the war's
effect
tracks,
grass
in Hollywood Park. Then it proceeds to the
running of the Kentucky Derby and the Preakness, with Count Fleet romping in both times.
Red Barber does the narrative, and Clem McCarthy describes the actual races. This is a
minor effort all around, although the star is
good — Count Fleet. Time filler only.
Four Freedoms Paintings to Be
Used in 4 MGM Short Reels
.A.n AIGAI camera crew recently completed
photographing
Four Freedoms
exhibited at the the
Rockefeller
Center paintings
War Bond
Show which, the company announces, will be
used in four short subjects soon to be produced
dramatizing the Four Freedoms.
The films are to be made with the cooperation of the Saturday Evening Post, in which
the Norman Rockwell Four Freedoms paintings
were originally reproduced.
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Tieup

ForC anine

'Solid'
Believing
that at
peopleBox.Of
are prettyfice
much the
same In Huntington, W. Va., as the crowds
which stormed the Paramount in New York
recently to see Harry James on the stage.
Manager John Goodno of the Palace Theatre
brought back the Universal Name-Band
Musical,
"Trumpet
Serenade,"
in whichit James
and
his band
are starred,
advertised
above

Subject
Dogs for Defense, Inc., a national volunteer
association actively engaged in recruiting dogs
for future training by various branches of the
nation's armed forces, is cooperating with Warner Bros, on the company's new Technicolor
subject,
"Rover's
Rangers."of the Sports Parade
Following
a screening
subject a few days ago, the association thought
so highly of the screenplay treatment that it
arranged with National Screen Service to add
a 50-word trailer to every one of the 128 prints
now in circulation.
Ready now, the trailer informs the audience
how it can cooperate with the government by
giving its canine pets for training and active
service, both behind and at the war front. As
the subject shows, dogs are used to find and
attack saboteurs, to bring first-aid kits to
wounded soldiers lying helpless on the field of
battle.
The organization will contact every available
exhibitor showing the film and arrange for local
exploitation and publicity tieups. In situations
where "Rover's Rangers" has already played,
Dogs for Defense, Inc., will endeavor to persuade the exhibitor to play it again. Harry I.
Caesar, national president of the organization,
and Norman H. Moray, Warners' short subjects sales manager, expect an impressive response from the screen announcement.

Lady Manager Turns Trick
Marking the first time that the store has ever
gone for a tieup, Waco's (Texas) swankiest
shop went for a tieup arranged by Mattie Kimbrough on Warners' "Young and Beautiful."
Tieup included not only whole-page ad spots
but also a handsome counter display. And it
took a lady manager to get the cooperation of
this "hard to get" store!

Gives Short Special Treatment
Manager Virgil Nash of the Rialto Theatre,
Amarillo, Texas, accorded "Beyond the Line
of
Duty" and
special
via well
newspaper
ads,
marquee
lobbytreatment
billing, as
as selected
telephone lists.

Sepia Shoe Shiner Search
In quest of a Negro lad for the MGM miniature, "Shoe Shine Boy," Shorts Executive Jerry
Bresler assigned Walter Hart to scout sepia
musicals on the coast.

TWO

SMASH

the feature for "very solid" results at the
box-office.

News Clips for Patrons
Many of the newsreel companies are now
making it possible for managers to get individual frames for patrons who have seen relatives
in some news shot from one of the fronts. The
manager makes the request of the newsreel
company. Further service of this kind might
be to cooperate with a local photographer on
enlargements.

CONEfiY

HI^

^ells His Newsreel
With
Showmanship
In these war times, news is what you make
it— and Manager Bill Dumond of the News
Palace, Long Beach, Calif., makes it plenty!
His first "must" in merchandising the newsreel for all its worth is to change and alter the
front. One of his smart ideas makes the News
Palace a favorite for the families, friends and
sweethearts of warriors overseas.
The idea consists of a big lobby board, plastered with photos of service men overseas —
still photos blown up from the current newsreel.
Offer ofor photo
is madewhoto any
member
family
sweetheart
identifies
him ofonboy's
the
screen.
Stunt has taken hold like wildfire and is
packing 'em in. Newspaper fans the flame, so
to speak, by running a story and picture of the
boy and his kinfolk or sweetheart.
In the foyer, Dumond uses exhibits, picturing
the war and world leaders, to complement the
world maps displayed there. At the same time,
he never overlooks publicizing war bonds, arranging many unusual displays devoted to this
wartime endeavor.
May Promotes Stories and Art
OnWhen
Tala,
the President's
Dog'subject,
he played
the MGM short
"Fala, the President's Dog," Manager Edward
C. May of the Russell Theatre, Maysville, Ky.,
promoted
a goodly amount of publicity in the
local newspaper.
Besides a two-column cartoon cut, taken from
the press book, there were also two generous
publicity stories. May also used ad cuts on the
subject in his current display advertisements.
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►Streamlined Marie MacDonald has been borrowed by Republic from Paramount to play the
femme lead in "A Scream at Night" which
George Sherman, the producer-director, is sending before the cameras. Donald Woods will
play the male lead.
►Off today's front pages comes the inspiration
for RKO's newest exploitation feature, "Are
These Our
Children,"
for Fall production by Val
Lewton.announced
Edward Dmytryk
will
be associate producer and director of the picture,
based on the problems that face American
parents and their children caught in the backwash of war. No cast has yet been announced
for the picture.
►Purchase standing
of "Stranger
mystery novel onby the
H. Highway,"
R. Hays, outwas
announced recently by 20th Century-Fox. It
is the story of an insurance investigator who
solves a murder and wins the girl.
►Producer Paul Malvern's Technicolor production, "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," is in
its final stage of casting at Universal. With
Maria Montez, Jon Hall and Turhan Bey in
the top roles, the cast includes many character
actors.
►Robert Buckner has been assigned to do the
modern American story, "Tower of Strength,"
which Warners have just bought as a possible
Bette Davis starrer. The author. Baroness Lili
Hatvany, has reported to the studio to do the
screenplay.
►Producer Sam Bischoff has assigned the male
lead
Something
About a to
Soldier"
whichin he"There's
is making
for Columbia,
Tom
Neal. Others in important roles are John Hubbard, Douglass Drake, Lloyd Bridges. Al
Green will direct.
:
►Sig Neufeld has signed Betty Miles for the
feminine lead of the No. 5 "Lone Rider" picture
starring Bob Livingston, with Al St. John

Telephone, Hollywood 2055

STUDIOS

Problem/

Sam

Taylor

Daughter,
Bewent'The
Ann Corio to
Signed by MGM/
which
into Sultan
production smore
than a week
►Irving Briskin's musicomedy for Columbia,
ago,
with
Mel
DeLay
directing.
"Doughboys in Ireland," will have Jeff Donnell
in the lead opposite Kenny Baker. The studio ►Sam Taylor, who has written and directed
has been grooming Miss Donnell since her ap- some of the best pictures in both silent and
sound eras, has been signed by MGM on a
pearance in"My Sister Eileen."
►Alexander Stern has engaged Ray Shrock to producer-director contract. His first assignment is to produce and direct a comedy starring
write
the a screenplay
"Forgotten
Children,"
based on
Jim Tully of
story,
which will
go into Laurel & Hardy.
production late in July for PRC. Shrock is ►"The Voodoo Man" has been scheduled as the
ne.xt Monogram starring vehicle for Bela Lugosi,
also
working on "Career Girls" for the same
company.
to start in August, and the story is now being
completed so the film can be produced by Sam '
►The Jack Cummings' production for MGM,
"Mr. Co-Ed," a Technicolor musical, will be Katzman and Jack Dietz.
a showcase for three musical names, Harry
►Walter Slezak will be tested by Paramount
James, Xavier Cugat and their orchestras, and for the role of Marshal Hermann Goering in
Carlos Ramirez, a baritone who hails from
"The Hitler Gang" which John Farrow will
Latin America.
direct, under the aegis of Joseph Sistrom, who
►"The Sultan's Daughter," by Milton Raisen,
has been purchased by Krasne- Burkett Productions as the next Monogram picture for burCorio.
start of filming is
tentativelylesque'ssetAnn for
earlyThe
August.
►To give their pictures strong musical flavor.
Bill Pine and Bill Thomas will have Mary Beth
Hughes sing in their next Paramount film,
"Timber Arlen.
Queen,"
in which
with
Richard
Direction
will she
be instars
the hands
of Frank McDonald.
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produced "Wake Island."
►Director Anthony Mann has signed a new
one-year contract with Republic. He recently
completed his first for the studio, "Nobody's
Darling," starring Mary Lee, which Harry
Grey produced.
►Some actors to the contrary, it takes a sober
man to play a good screen drunk, according to
Leon Errol. A teetotaler, Errol is famous for
his stage and screen inebriates, and in RKO's
"Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" he is drunk
again.
►"Laura,"
a widely read mystery novel by Vera
Caspery, which has appeared in serial form in
Collier's, has been announced as a purchase
by 20th Century-Fox. Scheduled for early production, three important players are sought.
►Evelyn Ankers, Universal contract actress, has
been assigned to play the lead opposite Allan
Jones in "All Out for Rhythm," the picture
which marks Edward Lilley's elevation from
director to associate producer. Felix Feist
directs.
►Warner Bros, have assigned Frank Gruber to
write the
screenplay
of "Coffin
Dimitrios,"
which
is based
upon the
novel byforEric
Ambler.
This assignment will wait until Gruber completes "Three Strangers."
►Barbara Bulgacov, of the Moscow Art Theatre and more recently of Broadway, will make
her American screen debut in the MGM production, "Song of Russia," which Gregory
Ratofif is directing.
►Producer Harry Grey has assigned Alador
Laslo to write the screenplay of "Three Little
Sisters," which Republic plans as a feature for
Jane Withers, Ruth Terry and Alary Lee.
►Aileen Pringle and Matt Moore join an already large cast in 20th Century-Fox's "Happy
Land" which is being produced by Kenneth
Macgowan and directed by Irving Pichel. Lead
roles will be enacted by Don Ameche, Frances
Dee, Harry Carey, Ann Rutherford, Richard
Crane, Cara Williams, Dickie Moore and Henry
Morgan.
►Jack L. Warner, executive producer, has assigned Errol Flynn to the starring role in "UnGlory" which
will produce.certain
The story,
of theRobert
peopleBuckner
and present
day
conditions in France, is an original by Lazlo
Vadnay, who is currently working on the
screenplay at Warner Bros.

!t Must Have Been Good
Their faces wreathed in smiles. United Artists
executives were "caught" recently emerging from
a screening
of Andrew
Stone's
"Hi Diddle
Diddle"
at
the General
Service
Studio
in Hollywood.
Left to right: Carl Leserman, UA general sales
manager; Edward Schnitzer, western division manager; George Bagnall, vice-president; Gradwell
Sears, v-p in charge of domestic distribution.
Mli.
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Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Today's studio visit takes us to Warners and the
"In Our Time" set where we'll see Paul Henreid and
Ida Lupino.
A glance at the call sheet, upon our arrival, shows
us
thatHouse
they'rein working
interior
foyer the
of the
Opera
Warsaw. in Sothewhen
we enter
set
we find ourselves facing a huge staircase on which
quite a number of extras are standing waiting for their
cue.
Director Vincent Sherman has just given Henreid
some instructions, and as Henreid goes to the top of
the stairs, gives the other players their instructions via
a loud speaker . . . "on the word 'action,' everybody is
to Atmovethe and
speak inHenreid
a normalweaves
tone his
of voice."
command,
way through
the crowd of moving people, seeking someone. When
he gets to the foot of the stairs, he halts and takes a
look around. Then, as he spies Ida, goes forward to
Sherman
greet
her. is evidently a stickler for detail, for he
has them go over the scene four times, so that they
will have a choice of the best shot when the picture
is being edited.
The story is about Henreid, a Polish Count, falling
for Ida, an Englishwoman, at the time of the Chamberlain appeasement era, 1939. In this scene Henreid.
seated in a box at the Ballet, has spied Ida in the
orchestra and goes seeking her.
He is dressed formal and Ida wears a powder blue
taffeta dress with fitted bodice and full skirt and a
white sequin Peter Pan collar. Bodice is buttoned
down the front with blue stone buttons and the short
sleeves are finished with white sequin cuffs. A blue
velvet, hip-length cape to match, hangs from her
shoulders,
in her ofshort
roses.
After theandfilming
this hair
scene,she'sthe wearing
director tiny
dismisses
the cast for lunch, so we leave for the commissary too.
There we have the pleasure of a glimpse at Cary Grant,
Dennis Morgan, Errol Flynn. Alexis Smith and others
working on the lot at present.
When our glances and our appetites are satiated, we
leave.
So until next week.
Ann Lewis
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WANDERING
AROUND
HOLLYWOOD

'Evidence' of Forced' Buying
Col. Arthur Freudenfeld, Cincinnati & Toledo
exhibitor, visited Olsen & Johnson recently on
the set of Unversal's "Crazy House." Suggested
Olsen: "Let's have you standing in front of
a conyou fountain
I'm handing
a machine
you his
is lending
Chic while
tract and gun
pen." The colonel agreed when he found the
gun wasn't loaded. "The fountain pen is,
though," cracked Johnson. Said Freudenfeld:
"Now I know how Universal has gotten these
thousand new contracts each year for the
past five years. The film buyer just doesn't
have a chance, now that they're using machine
guns on him." Mrs. Freudenfeld, with white
foliage on hat, stands next to her sister.
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
ROUND-rP
The following eight pictures this week got
the "go" signal:
COLUMBIA
FOOTLIGHT GLAMOR— Principals : Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Irving Bacon. Director, Frank
Strayer.
MONOGRAM
BLAZING
GUNS— Principals: Hoot Gibson, Ken
Mavnard, Betty Miles. Director, Robert Tansey.
NEARLY EIGHTEEN— Principals: Gale Storm, Bill
Henry, Rick Vallin. Director, Arthur Dreifuss.
PRODUCERS
TRAIL
TERROR—
Dave O'Brien,
Jim Newill.OF Director,
OliverPrincipals:
Drake.
CATTLE STAMPEDE— Principals: Buster Crabbe,
Al St. John. Director, Sam Newfield.
RKO RADIO
UP IN ARMS (Technicolor) — Principals: Danny
Kaye, Constance Dowling, Dana Andrews, Louis Calhern. Director, Elliott Nugent.
UNIVERSAL
ALI BABA & THE FORTY THIEVES (Technicolor)— Principals: Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Turhan
Bey, Fortunio Bonanova. Director, Arthur Lubin.
HIS BUTLER'S SISTER— Principals : Deanna Durbin,
Pat Frank
O'Brien,
Franchot Tone, Evelyn Ankers.
Director,
Borzage.
TITLE CHANGES
"Sabotage Agent" (MGM) now TARTU.
"Spotlight Revue" (Mono.) now SPOTLIGHT
SCANDALS.
"To
SUIT.the Last Man" (WB) now NORTHERN PURAntrim Short Joins Goldwyn
Antrim Short, for two years chief castingdirector of Central Casting Corp., has become
assistant to Robert Mclntyre, who has charge
of production and casting for Samuel Goldwyn.
No decision has been made as to replacement.

While the current wave of booming theatre
business seems phenomenal, we should temper
our knowledge with a close and specific, rather
than a general, view of the situation. This
thought came to our mind during a discussion
with W. R. Frank about movie production.
Frank has been an exhibitor for many years, and
today controls a circuit of 16 houses throughout
iVlinnesota. So we were interested in getting his
view on the matter.
The germ of his answer : Business is not uniform for all exhibitors in all situations. While
the first-run houses are making tremendous
sums of money, the suburban areas are barely
getting by. Take a specific area, with a specific
theatre. The West Tivins Theatre, West St.
Paul, Minn., is a 1200-seater built in 1940, and
one of the finest theatres in the Twin City area.
As part of the structure, there is the finest restaurant in the country west of Chicago. Yet the
theatre is having a struggle getting by. Most
houses in suburban situations and in small towns
find it very tough. And, says Bill, while places
ill the country get by, their business is stationary.
Naturally, we wanted his opinion on reasons
for that condition and he cited the following :
People are making more than they ever did, and
have more to spend. Those who live in the
suburbs, having that extra money which is
supposed to be a boon to motion picture revenue,
stay downtown once or twice a week for dinner
and see the first-run showing of a picture.
That helps on their food rationing and gives
them an outlet for the extra money for which
they find no outlet otherwise
The same situation exists with a great part
of the feminine population: Girls now have
enough money to stay dozmitown ivith other girl
friends, have dinner and see the downtown firstrun. If they went to the neighborhood house,
they zvould have to walk four or five blocks
alone at night, and, after the show, walk that
much back.
While extra money-making and spending
benefits exhibitors in some situations, it creates
hardship in others. In many small towns there
have been no war industries started and there
have been migrations away from the towns.
Those people left have little money for motion
picture entertainment.
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MILLIONS
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HAVE MADE HIM

THE MOST POPULAR WESTERN
STAR ON THE SCREEN!

Among
movie
none car
like Roy...
None can
sing lil<e
Roy! ofHe's
best
themthe
all!. ..See him in his
newest — and greatest hit . . . see him
in action — hear his melodies — get
a movie thrill you'll long remembet!

So, after this closer view of the problem : all
is not gold that glitters at the top. And that's
the opinion of an important exhibitor and businessman.
Republic Starting Five Pictures
Republic has or is sending five pictures before
the
cameras.
"Beyond
the Last
first
of the
John Paul
Revere
series,Frontier,"
started June
24 with Lou Gray producing and Howard
Bretherton directing. On the 28th two more
followed into work : "In Old Oklahoma," Al
Rogell directing, Robert North producing, John
Wayne starring and Martha Scott in the chief
feminine role; "A Scream in the Night," George
Sherman producing and directing. On July 7th
the 12-chapter serial, "The Masked Marvel"
gets under
with William
ducing andway
Spencer
Bennett O'Sullivan
directing; proalso
"Here Comes Elmer," starring Al Pearce and
gang with Armand Schafer at the production
helm.

SHEILA RYAN
BARTON MacLANE
HARRY SHANNON • PAT BRADY
ARLINE JUDGE and BOB NOLAN
and THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
JOSEPH KANE, Director
OrlglDil Scrteo
Associate• Producer,
HmilT Pliy
GIETby Whistoi Mllli.'
It's a
SONGS
"Mooiillflit
• "Rjlibiw
litn"
"Blue Boneet
CIrl" — andandRoses"
mio; oon!
— BDT Orer
WU IbeBONDS!
REPUBLIC
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There's gold in those midnight hours —
for theatres, that is, which are located in
areas where war factories are working
around the clock. This shift in the show
hours has grown in pace with the shifts of
population to the industrial areas, and showmen in many of the country's war industry
areas are doing good for themselves as well
as for the public by re-arrangement of show
times to include "swing shift" presentations.
Illustrated here are some displays featuring late shows. In making the approach
for patronage at these late shows, it's necessary to do more than merely offer them as
an "added" service. There must be some
showmanship to popularize the shows or the
process of building up patronage from the
right quarters will be greatly prolonged.
There are some suggestions in the ads illustrated here. In one you'll find the familiar
old "laugh" show line played up in connection with the swing shift presentation. If
you have a comedy feature, use this line to
get the right reaction, box-office reaction as
well as screen reaction to your bill. As a
starter toward regular late shows, many
theatres have found the experiment of a

Isle of Forgotten Sins
{Continued from Page 15)
and Purser. Baited by this Captain, who has
been seeking divers for the gold, they bring
the money to the surface for themselves, but
it is taken away by the Captain. A tidal wave
wipes out most of the inhabitants of the
island, with the only survivors being the two
divers and their girl-friends.
Comment: Here's a drama about sunken
gold and girls on an island in the South
Pacific which, though not unique or original
in theme, should make a satisfactory programmer, for it has enough action and suspense to do its share of carrying off a few
hours. There's a variation in casting in this
one, that should please all but the hypercritical. John Carradine has a genial character part, rather than the usual villainous
one, and the by-play and fights between him
and his cut-throat partner, Frank Fenton,
give the picture most of its action. The balance of the cast. Gale Sondergaard, Sidney
Toler, Rick Vallin and others, handle their
parts to the satisfaction of all. Credit for
the direction and the story must go to Edgar
Ulmer. Sell it from the angle of sunken
treasure and "Sarong" girls.
Official Reports Value of
Pictures to Armed Forces
Extreme importance of motion pictures to
men in the armed services, not only overseas
but at all military establishments of the continental United States and offshore posts, was
emphasized anew by an official who is completing a nation-wide survey of such screen
entertainment. He is R. B. Murray, Director
of the U. S. Army Motion Picture Service in
Washington, and as such, the largest single
exhibitor of films in America, who is visiting
briefly in Hollywood during a tour of his 12
regional offices throughout the country.
Said Murray : "I cannot begin to stress how
important motion pictures are to the armed
forces, right here at home from the time the
men are inducted, as well as in the combat
zones. There can be no slightest question about
the Army's tremendous reliance upon pictures."

"dawn premiere" a good test as to the possibilities of the idea and also as a means of
educating the public to the new show hours.
If you try one of these, why not adopt the
approach in the display at lower right?
S I'S- Co-t

Selznick Signs Jennifer Jones
David O. Selznick has announced that Jennifer Jones will join the growing all-star cast to
appear
in "Since
You reports
Went Away,"
at the
same time
confirming
that Claudette
Colbert has been signed for the role of the
young wife and mother in the film. Besides
this, Selznick has consummated a deal with
MGM for the services of Alan Marshal following the completion of "The White Cliffs of
Dover" in which Marshall appears opposite
Irene Dunne. The actor's work in this production has resulted in a new arrangement between Selznick and MGM, giving the latter
one Marshal picture a year for the next two

*'Hank^ Harold

years.
$50,000 for Original Story
"Where Do We Go From Here," a romantic
musical comedy by Morrie Ryskind and Sig
Hersig, has been purchased by 20th CenturyFox for $50,000, one of the highest sums ever
expended by any studio for an original story.
William Perlberg will produce and plans to
send it before the cameras as soon as negotiations for a top comedian to essay the leading role
are finished.
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Stamps and Bonds selling in this section, and
the shoe-town suburb has hung up a great
record as a result of his activity.

ALBANY
Harry Alexander, 20th Century-Fox branch
manager, is making a swing of the north country this week with Fred Sliter, one of his
salesmen.
Bernie Diamond and Elmer Sichel, Schine
Circuit bookers, were along film row on Tuesday.
Mrs. Ernest Dodds, whose husband operates
the Palace Theatre, Lake Placid, is recuperating
from a recent operation.
Summer vacationers are Adelaide Apko and
Corinne Thomas, 20th Century-Fox ; Doris
Friebush and Elizabeth Dwyer, Vitagraph ; and
Marge Buckley, RKO.
Several major league baseball clubs are asking Johnny Milligan, who owns the Broadway,
Schuylerville, to return to the game. Milligan
has played with the Phillies, Washington, and
Albany.
With Nate Sodikman, Monogram branch
manager, reporting to the Army at Camp Upton, Long Island, last week, Ben Smith, booker,
is hitting the trails as a salesman again.
Three hotels which show pictures twice weekly
take off the shutters this week : Lake Placid
Hotel, Saranac Lake Hotel and Loon Lake
Hotel.
Ben Smith of Monogram goes to Albany
Hospital this week-end for an eye operation.
Fred Sliter, 20th Century-Fox salesman, was
recently cited as having one of the best victory
gardens in his Menands community. Another
busy victory gardener is Herman Ripps, Metro
branch manager.
Arthur Horn, Metro salesman, made his third
Red Cross blood donation last week, receiving
a silver cross.
Dayton LaPointe, who operates the Crandall,
Chatham, is doing his part for the war effort by
becoming a gentleman farmer.
George and Bill Thornton have opened the
Orpheum, Tannersville, for the Summer season.
They also operate in Saugerties.
Ad Kohn, Rivoli, Troy, is recuperating after
an operation in a local hospital.
Exhibitors in town this week included : Jerry
LaRocque, Fairyland, Warrensburg; Joe Jarvis, Delmar, Delmar ; Neil Hellman, Royal and
Paramount; Mitchell Conery, Conery Circuit;
Harry Lamont, Greenville, Woodstock and
Athens; Frank Williams, Benton Circuit, Saratoga; Tony Romeo, Palace, Fort Covington;
Cal King, Walden, Williamstown ; George
Thornton, Saugerties and Tannersville; Mrs.
Frieda Klein, Hunter, and Henry Frieder and
Henry Grossman, Community, Warren, and
Strand, Hudson.
ATLANTA

Lieutenant Tom Brown, former screen star,
now is stationed at Fort McPherson, Atlanta,
with the Army Signal Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kane (Sam's the manager
of the Paramount Theatre) observed their wedding anniversary Tuesday.
Lewis C. Ingram was promoted to sales manager of the Atlanta branch by MGM on June
19, a date which coincided with his 25th wedding anniversary. Lewis was rated one of the
top salesmen on the MGM. staff for many years.
A luncheon was held Monday in honor of
R. B. Murray, national director of Army Mohere. tion Picture Service at the Capitol City club
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CHICAGO
The campaign by. the Chicago Variety Club
to collect $10,000 for the LaRibida Sanitarium
in Jackson Park, under the direction of Doc
Bamford, MGM exchange manager, is under
way, and it is expected the total amount needed
will be collected in record time.
Frank Olsen, stagehands' business agent, has
gone to New York to confer with President
Walsh regarding the WLB turndown of the
petition for a wage increase.
Chicago film and theatre men, through the
executive committee headed by John Balaban,
plan
a gala show for the opening of the Chicago
Friday.
Summer Service Center in Lincoln Park next
MARCH OF DIMES CHECK. A check for $140,426.60 representing part of the theatre collections
in the New York Exchange area, was presented to
the Greater New York Chapter of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis by a group of
WAC representatives last week. Shown above:
Sam Rinzler, WAC co-chairman of New York;
Marjorie Lawrence, opera star and herself a
paralysis victim, who accepted it on behalf of the
Foundation; Commissioner Walker W. Wear,
Director of the Foundation; Mayor LaGuardia.
BOSTON
Bill V. Canning of Fall River made a "smash
record"Activities
in his public
relations
for the
War
Committee.
As work
chairman
of
the Committee for "Jap Sub" day he fired the
campaign with the slogan, "A thousand dollars
a minute," and topped all expectations with a
gross of $683,919, receiving a personal commendation from the Treasury Department.
Boston's War Activities Committee on public
relations, with Harry Browning in charge of
the entire New England district, is composed of
Jack Saef of the Paramount, Red King of the
RKO Keith, Joe Longo of the Marcus Loew
theatres, and Paul Levi of the Metropolitan.
Norman J. Ayers, district manager for Warners, went to New York with Mitchell Rawson
and Walter Duranty on their trip westward
after the highly successful visit here of Mr.
Duranty, who held numerous press conferences,
was honor guest at a luncheon in the Hotel
Statler, and attended a preview of "Mission to
Warrant Officer Louis Beckman, formerly
Moscow."
booker
in Boston for RKO, has been presented
with the Legion of Merit Award by Lieut. Gen.
Millard H. Harmon for bravery in action at
Guadalcanal. Word to this effect was received
this week by Harry Smith of RKO Pictures.
Max Mellincoff and Bill Horan, of Warners,
attended
Duranty. the luncheon given for Walter
Mark Larkin, Will Hays representative in
New England, has recovered from an attack of
influenza.
Mickey Redstone, of the Latin Quarter and
-the Mayfair in Boston, has entered into arrangements to aid Lou Walters in producing pictures
in Hollywood.
William Coster of the Variety Club expects
to enter the armed forces within the next two
weeks.
James J. Dempsey, of the Paramount in
Lynn, has taken a very active part in the War

C. H. Roloff, advertising director for the
DeVry Corporation, reports that the new issue
of the DeVry_ Movie News will be 40,000 copies.
It will contain the story of the award of the
Army-Navy E to the company, a description of
the DeVry camera which was used in the filming of "'Desert Victory," and the details of the
equipment of the 25 mobile trucks, complete with
sound projector, which was presented to the
Soviet Army by United Jewish Relief.
Richard D. Kenny, Marine and former Warner employe, died in a Jap prison camp, the Red
Cross has advised his sister, Mrs. Vic Noonan.
Mrs. Noonan is with Warners' Chicago circuit.
Bill Bishop, MGM western publicity director,
will return to Chicago headquarters July 5,
after a tour of western offices.
R. J. Beaubien, former B and K manager, is
in Chicago on furlough from Camp Farragut,
Washington Naval Station.
Oscar Serling was a Chicago visitor last
week-end.
Robert Burns, prominent in activities of the
Chicago Operators Union, has gone into war
work for the time being at Westinghouse Electric.
W. E. Weinshenker, veteran Universal salesman, has returned from a vacation at Dallas
and Fort Worth.
John Kemptigien, MGM Omaha manager,
and Tom Gillian, Fox Chicago manager, have
been elected honorary members of the Reel
Fellows Club.
Glasser Brothers and L. Roth have organized
the Roth Electrical Company to manufacture
electric equipment for the theatre trade.
Carl E. Hendrickson has been named production methods engineer for the Bell and Howell
Company.
Bernard Kreisler, Universal cartoon executive, was luncheon host last week to Frank V.
Martinek, creator of the Don Winslow strip, and
Alfred M. Lowenthal, president of Famous
Players Syndicate.
Howie Mayer, who conducts a news agency
here, has renewed a publicity contract with
Columbia.
The Alma Theatre has been sold to the
K and L Theatre Corporation. The Hillside
Theatre has been sold by the Cooney interests.
The Balaban and Katz circuit is now charging
15 cents admission for children, including tax,
for their neighborhood houses.
It is reported that Danny Goldberg and Jules
Pfeiffer have leased the Great Northern loop
theatre for five years at an annual rental of
Al Dezel has acquired distribution rights for
$22,000.
the state of{Continued
A'lichigan onforNext
24 Gaumont"
British
Page)
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re-issues from Film Classics, Inc. Among the
pictures is one starring Sylvia Sydney, retitled
"I Married a Murderer," and "Lisbon Clipper
Mystery."
other recent
acquisitions,
Dezel
has Among
taken distribution
rights
for the
entire Middle West territory are "Bucket of
Blood" and "Night of Terror," which he will
offer as a horror dual bill attraction, and "Japanese Pipe Dream,"
the latter
include
confiscated
footage dealing
withsaidthetoJapanese
attempts to subjugate the Chinese by encouraging the use of narcotics.
CINCINNATI
As usual for the Summer months, skeleton
forces are in operation Saturdays at Film Row.
Lt. Sam Oshrey, former Warner booker,
came home with his wife — who was Dorothy
Kruse, formerly with local Fox — for a ten-day
furlough.
Visitors this week were Harry Feinstein and
Sol Bragan, Warner Theatres ; Ray Frisz ; Mrs.
Lara Dell Dugel, Manchester, Ohio ; Archie
demons, Black Diamond, W. Va. ; Fred Crim
of the Classic Theatre, Dayton, Ohio ; and Roy
Wells of the St. Paul Theatre, Dayton.
Sam Galanty, Mid-East division manager of
Columbia Pictures, was here for four days.
Sue Scott of Columbia is vacationing.
Ruby Shore, Lobby Displays, Inc., returned
from a territorial trip.
Archie Clemons is taking over the Powelton
Theatre, Powelton, W. Va., to add to his Black
Diamond chain.
"Coney Island," which is playing an extended
run here, is also holding out in Dayton and
Columbus.
Stanley
Alford,
operator
at Maurice
Ritz
Theatre,
suffered
a possible
strokeChase's
when
he collapsed while at work last Thursday night.
He was removed to the hospital.
The Greater Cincinnati Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
the Indignant
Forum were
to and
be represented
at Exhibitors'
the Allied
Caravan meeting in Cleveland Tiiursday
by an Ohio delegation composed of Willis Vance,
Cincinnati; Roy Wells, Dayton; Leo Kessel,
Lancaster ; Leo Jones, Upper Sandusky ; and
George Erdman, Cleveland.

It's the
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war equipment
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TORONTO SALES MEET. Paramount New York home office executives, Canadian home office staff and
branch managers of the company photographed at the sales meeting in Toronto last week. Among those
in the group are: Neil Agnew, general sales manager; Oscar A. Morgan, general sales manager of short
subjects and Paramount News; Robert M. Gillham, advertising and publicity director, and Gordon
Lightstone, Paramount's general manager for Canada.
During the recent lobby enrollment program
sponsored by the management of the Twentieth
Century Theatre, Oakley Square, 55 prospective
donors for the Red Cross Blood Donor Service
were registered.
Bucky Harris, RKO exploiteer, has been stagcampaign
"Mr. Lucky," which
opensing a special
in Cincinnati
this on
week.
RKO personnel is planning a picnic for
July
24. Trautenberg, RKO, is visiting his
Manny
family
in
July. at Atlantic City prior to his induction
Anna'belle Kelly, 20th Century-Fox ad sales
head, is in Dayton, with her husband, who was
seriously injured in an accident while at work.
She will commute between Dayton and Cincinnati until his recovery.
PRC Manager Nat Kaplan and the sales personnel left on the 29th to attend the National
PRC Convention at New York City.
Metro's division manager, J. J. Maloney, was
here on a short trip last week.
Harold Raives, of Schine Belpik Theatres, is
expected in this week.
CLEVELAND
Marty Friedman, former Vitagraph head
booker and ex-president of the Warner Club,
is now wearing Sergeant's stripes in the U. S.
Marines. He's in the photographic section located at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Harry Katz of Monarch Theatres Corp. has
gone to California for a rest period.
Word has been received here that Mrs. Frank
Drew, wife of Frank Drew, former local MGM
branch manager, now with Vitagraph in Boston, is at Mary Hitchcock Hospital in Hanover,
N. H., where she recently underwent an operation for gall stones.
Miss Aimee Lewis, ex-MGM booker, and
Film Row's only contribution to the Waacs, is
taking her basic training at Fort Devon, Mass.
J. J. Grady, 20th-Fox district manager, was
one of the week's important visitors. Nat L.
Lefton, PRC franchise owner, is being accompanied by his entire Cleveland-Cincinnati sales
force at the central PRC meeting in New York,
this week. They include Nat Kaplan, Sam
Weiss, Mannie Weiss of Cincinnati ; Jack
Lefton, Rudy Norton and Fred Scheuerman.
Cleveland.
M. A. Rosenberg, chairman of the Allied
Caravan meeting held at the Statler Hotel June
24th, said he would shortly make a formal
announcement regarding Allied Caravan's position in regard
to "Stage
Door Canteen."
understood
Cleveland
exhibitors
will refuseIt tois
play it under the terms asked by United Artists,
some saying they would rather donate their theatres and turn over all box-office receipts to
the USO or other service charities than play
the picture on a SO percentage basis.

The Hanna Theatre will present a short season of Summer dramatic stock after all. Manager Milton Kranz announces that plans dropped
by Producer Frank McCoy have been taken up
by Saul Heller, local theatre ticket broker.
Harry Reinhardt, Canton independent circuit
owner, was resting at Mt. Clemens, Mich., last
week. In previous, less hectic years, he vacationed in Hawaii.
Bernard Kranz, RKO branch manager, annexed that healthy sunburn riding around the
country with the top of his car down, not
playing golf.
Cash is still pouring into the Variety PostErnie Pyle-Cleveland Press cigarette fund for
overseas and home service men, although the
drive went 2 million over the ten million cigarette goal.
DALLAS
Operation of four exchanges, widely separated geographically, are brought under one
management through the purchase of the Monogram franchise for Kansas City by John L.
Franconi and Edwin Blumenthal, owners of the
Dallas Monogram franchise, and Lon T. Fidler,
owner of the Denver and Salt Lake City franchises. Fidler and Franconi will alternate in
supervision of the K.C. office. Leland Allen
is branch manager, and Ralph Heft, office manager and city salesman. Control is being taken
by the new owners this week.
F. W. (Doc) Allen, National Screen salesman, has been made assistant manager to Wallace Walthall, in addition to continuing to
cover his block.
A $75.00 gold watch has been offered as a
prize by Phil Isley to the salesman producing
the best results in the Variety Club-Adams Exchange, Chick Turner booking drive.
"Film salesmen are an important part of our
industry," Bob O'Donnell wired the Variety
Club for its June 21 meeting honoring salesmen,
and expressing regret at his enforced absence.
"Always they have come through with flying
colors. We expect them to continue to carry
the
Wara talk
Activities
the torch
meetingfor was
by Raywork."
Beall, Featuring
publicity
director for the Southwest Division of the
War Activities Committee on copper collections
and the Shangri-La stamp campaign. Don Douglas, R & R-LTnited, made a humorous talk on
Knights of the Road. C. C. Ezell, Chief Barker,
presided. He complimented the salesmen for
their war work and asked their help in the
Turner bookings, stating that this fund now
has reached about $3500.00.
Stage shows will supplement the screen program this Summer at the Northwest Highway
Drive-In — Underwood & Ezell — to reopen this
week. Evening opening time has been set for
7 :45, Central War Time. From dusk to dark
hillbilly type of performances will be offered.
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DES MOINES
Walter Ahrens of Champaign, 111., is serving
as acting manager of the RKO-Orpheum Theatre in Des Aloines during Emil Franke's vacation-trip toHollywood.
The business men at Northboro, Iowa, decided
the town needed a movie. So, they have
opened a theatre in the city hall which seats
about 200 persons. A. M. Foley, secretary
of the Northboro Business Men's Association,
is in charge of the theatre. The house was
equipped by the Western Theatre Supply Co.
of Omaha.
William H. Green, formerly of Detroit, Mich.,
is the new exploitation man for AIGAI in Des
Moines, replacing the late Lou Hellborn. Green
will travel the Des I^Ioines territory only.
Roy W. Butler, 57-year-old theatrical man,
died at Sioux City after a short illness. He
was well known in the Sioux City area, having
served as stage manager for Sioux City theatres and also in the bill posting business.
The Liberty Theatre at Council Bluffs this
week faced a suit over a $900 bank night award
which a Council Bluffs resident, Ouren Coulter,
says he is entitled to. Coulter claims he attended the theatre on the night of the drawing,
but was outside when his name was called.
He declares he re-entered the theatre, but the
master-of-ceremonies failed to hear. The theatre holds he failed to answer within two minutes after his name was called. Coulter said
he would file suit.
Walter Peterson, son of Theater Owner C.
Peterson of Hampton. Iowa, is now reported
recovering satisfactorily from an attack of
pneumonia.
Lieut. Robert Gilbert of Oskaloosa, former
office manager for the Staack and Pierce Thtatres, Inc., at Oskaloosa, was married on June 6
to Margaret Lally of Des Moines. The marriage
took place at Cheraw, S. C. Gilbert is an assistant special service officer at Morris Field,
Charlotte, N. C.
Stanley Mayer, chief of the 20th CenturyFox exchange in Des Moines, is feeling better
now after the extraction of an aching molar.
Mayer suffered a hemorrhage during the night
after the extraction.
Pat Crosland, former booker and office manager for Alonogram. is now stationed at Cherry
Point, N. C, with the Marine Personnel Department. Pat recently completed her training
at Hunter College, Xew York.

ANOTHER

''SC

ARFA

CE

NDIANAPOLIS
M yrna Loy, Hollywood star and a volunteer
worker with the New York chapter of the Red
Cross, is appearing July 3 in the gardens of
the Ball
Nurse's
for the week
rally ending the Red
CrossHome,
nursehere
recruiting
that
began last Sundaj'.
Starting
July 9,forKeith's
will
present
its with
attractions
three Theatre
days instead
of four, as has been the policy since it reopened
with combined stage and screen programs.
Under the new policy the shows will be presented Friday through Sunday each week.
The new cooling system is in full swing
at the Granada Theatre. The delay was occasioned when the well had to be dug deeper,
according to Earl Cunningham, manager.
Otto Ebert, RKO-Radio office manager, and
his family are vacationing at Gem Lake, Mich.
Claude McKean, Warners' manager, and his
sales staff left Tuesday for New York City, to
attend the convention of the Eastern division.
Harry Way has reopened the theatre at Carlisle, Ind.. with 16 mm. equipment. The house
will operate under the name of the Carlisle.
"China" playgd at the Indiana Theatre here
to one of the biggest opening day grosses in
{Continued on Next Page)

SMART
ARE

EXHIBITORS
DOING
—

Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cincinnati — Popular
Cleveland — Imperial

BOOK

BIG
IT

EVERYWHERE
WITH
NOW

Dallas — Astor
Denver — Commercial
Detroit — Allied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota — P.R.C.
Milv^aukee — Astor

Montreal — Toronto- — Superior Films

IT—
New Hampshire — J. Levine
New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Astor
Pittsburgh — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor

Washington — Astor
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the history of the theatre and topped it off
with a huge midnight show for defense workers.
"Mission to Aloscow" is being held at the
Alary Anderson, Louisville, Ky., for the second
week, according to Claude McKean, Warners'
manager.
Oscar Kueschner, of the Indianapolis Theatres group, has returned from the Mayo Clinic,
and is reported feeling better.
Betty Allen, Paramount student booker, is
vacationing in Chicago.
Air conditioning has been installed in the
offices of the Marcus Enterprises.
Rex Carr, manager, Marcus Enterprises, is
fishing at Schooner Lake, Wis. Friends on
Film Row are receiving boxes of iced fish daily,
and according to Rex, he has acquired a perfect
coat of tan.
Sam Abrams and Joseph Bohn, of the PRC
exchange,
for the
ing at NewleftYork
City.company's regional meetPfc. Herbert Kaufman, son of A. H. Kaufman, Terre Haute, Ind., exhibitor, has arrived
in England with the U. S. armed forces.
For the
opening
of "Bombardier"
at the
Lidiana
Theatre,
the manager
had 100 members
of the American Legion as its guests. The men
and
the theatre
Legion'sanddrum
buglea corps
to the
then,andafter
brief paraded
concert,
trooped inside to see the picture.
It is worthy of note that a Hoosier lad, who
has since been killed, had a hand in the making
of "Bombardier." He was Lieutenant Robert
W. Carr, Shelbyville, who was stationed at the
Arizona airfield where some of the film was
shot. He did some of the bombing sequences
for the film. Last September he was killed in
an air crash in Florida.
F. J. McCarthy, Southern sales manager,
assisted by Peter Rosian, district manager of
Universal Pictures, conducted a sales meeting
last Thursday at the local exchange. Attending were L. G. McGinley, branch manager, salesmen, and bookers.
NEW

T R A D E

FROM

opened its current attraction, "Stage Door
Canteen," with a Thursday morning show.
Miss Reva Gerrell has taken her sister, Shirplace in theofoffice
Harry
Shaw,
divisionley's manager
Loew ofPoli
New F.England
Theatres.
As exploitation for "Bombardier" Bob Russell,
manager
of Loew's
had ofa 40
x 40 showing
blowup
made of the
map of Poli,
the city
Tokyo
all streets, rivers and buildings. This was
used in the window of the biggest men's clothing
store.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Verinis, parents of
New
flying guests
hero, this
Capt.pastJames
Verinis,Haven's
were special
week A.at
the Loew College, Theatre, where a nineminute newsreel showing the crew of the flying
fortress, "Memphis Belle," was shown.
NEW

THm*$

YORK

Abe Savage, owner of the Rivoli, Hoboken,
has left for the country to recuperate from a
protracted spell of illness.
New York exchangemen began a series of
meetings last Friday to formulate plans for the
coming Savings Stamp Drive.
Harry Kugel, cashier at MGM exchange,
was given a luncheon by his fellow workers last
Friday. He
leaving to join the Naval ConstructionisBattalion.
Robert Adler, Monogram office manager, is
moving 150 miles up the Hudson River to
Albany, where he will be city salesman for
Monogram.
Sol Trauner, assistant sales manager at the
Columbia exchange, is looking for some new
playmates in Pennsylvania for his projected vacation at the Wayne Country Club in the
Poconos.

MORE
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Stills Displayed at College
A display of stills from the Republic production,
"At Dawn We Die," attracted the attention of
students in the Hunter College Library to the
New York run of the film about the French
underground. The display was arranged through
Mrs. Jeannette Emrich of the MPPDA, who
teaches a course in motion pictures at the New
York college.

HAVEN

Close to 2000 air cadets of the Army Air
Forces Technical Training Command at Yale
University attended a showing of the training
film, "Wings Up," last week in Loew's College Theatre.
Richard F. Carroll, office manager for Paramount, has returned from a vacation spent in
Vermont, New York, and Hartford.
Dechantal Smith, chief accountant at the
Paramount office, is vacationing in South Carolina.
Jimmy Dellaventure was a recent visitor to
the Paramount branch office. He is in the Navy ;
and has seen action in the Pacific.
Billy Nutile, former Paramount shipping
clerk, is being hospitalized for a broken ankle
at a foreign port.
Departing from its usual policy of Wednesday openings, the Roger Sherman Theatre

R E V I E W

Game

AVE., CHICAGO

Bob Wolff, New York RKO division manager and captain of the Ned Depinet Drive, is in
Maine on a 10-day fishing trip. Bob is storing
up energy for the RKO sales convention, which
is scheduled for July 11, 12, 13, 14 at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Murray Kaplan, former UA shipper, and now
a Tank Corps sergeant, came to town last Sunday and got married. The bride is Mildred
Greller, assistant to Peter Saglimbeni, chief
N. Y. booker at Warners.
Montague Salmon, managing director of the
Rivoli, turned over his regular "Poetry and
Music" radio program last Sunday to the Good
Neighbors Center, which presented its own
artists. It was the twenty-first broadcast of
Salmon's program over Station WINS.
Irving Rosenthal, house manager, and Arthur
Hirsch, of Canadian Theatres, Ltd., who is cooperator, have changed the policy of the Abbey,
Broadway and 52nd Street, from first-runs to
double features made up of reissues.
Manuel Salasin, for ten years manager of
the Larchmont Theatre at Larchmont, L. I.,
has left his old job and is considering several
new locations.
Hilda Zeiderman, assistant cashier at UA,
is making a trip all the way to Alabama to see
a friend — in the Army.
Max Jelin, long the owner of the Opera
House at New Brunswick, N. J., has sold out
his holdings. He has been around Film Row
this week. What gives ?
Head Booker Etta Segall, of Monogram, is
on vacation this week.
E. Morey, assistant to General Manager Steve
Broidy of Monogram, is now paying a visit to
the New York exchange.
Joe Cooper, head of the Cooper theatre enterprises, and Joe Philipson, executive assistant
to Cooper, left New York Thursday (24th) on
a survey of theatres in the Cooper circuit in
Oklahoma, Nebraska and Colorado. Philipson,
who joined the Cooper enterprises recently after
serving in an executive capacity in the Paramount distribution department, plans to travel
in the field until Octcyber.
PHILADELPHIA
In the real estate realm last week another
theatre property changed hands when Frank
Blum, owner of the Stonehurst Theatre in
Upper Darby, a Philadelphia suburb, confirmed
his purchase of the Warner Bros. Sedgwick
Theatre. Located in the Chestnut Hill section
of Philadelphia, the Sedgwick is operated by
the Warner Circuit under a lease which is said
to have no recapture clause ; the lease running
erty. 1948. The price was reported to be
until
$175,000 covering the theatre and store propFlorence King, daughter of Jay King, manager of the Yorktown, made her Dad very happy
when she graduated from Jenkintown High
School last week. King is also local president
of the Warner Club in the Philadelphia area.
An made
investigation
the of
coroner's
being
into the bydeath
Patrick office
Daly, was
65,
an employe of the Pennypack Theatre, who was
found unconscious behind the theatre building
last Saturday afternoon by Frank Simms, an
usher. When taken to Nazareth Hospital, where
he later died, he was found to be suffering from
a skull fracture. Deputy Coroner John Gross
promised that an autopsy would be performed
to determine the exact cause of death.
No opening date has been set for the reopening of the Karlton Theatre under the William
Goldman banner. At present technicians and
maintenance men are busily putting in the new
equipment.
New at United Artists is Salesman David
Gould, who was recently discharged from the
Army. Gould had been connected with the
Army show, "This Is the Army," while in
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in rounding up the young culprits. Two of the
boys were fifteen and were sent to the House
of Detention, the other two, both sixteen, were
held for hearings before the Municipal Court.
All four were held on charges of malicious
mischief.
PITTSBURGH

by Ray Kirschbaum, 15-year-old son of Dick
Kirschbaum, who assures us that "idea and drawing
are entirely by Ray."
service and before that was a UA salesman in
Milwaukee.
John Donald Harrold, manager of the Giant
Theatre in Conshohocken, Pa., died last week
in the Bryn Mawr Hospital after an illness of
several weeks.
Nick Todorov, formerly manager of Wilmer
&manager
Vincent's
in Allentown,
of theState
Towne,
in Allentown.is now the
Murray Diamond, the premium distributor in
town, has moved his family to Atlantic City
for the Summer.
S. Silverstein, former assistant at the Garden
Theatre, is now manager of the 4 Paws.
EMO (E. Al. Orowitz) formerly in charge
of four of the V arbalow Theatres in Jersey, is
now booker for the entire Varbalow Circuit.
Dave Weinstein of the Studio Theatre reports that he's booked Ben Harris' Alan Ladd
feature,
"Beast of Berlin," for an extended
engagement.
Philadelphia was treated to a double dose
of blackouts last week. The first one came
at 4:30 in the morning on Tuesday, and apparently didn't affect
many 9 theatre
but the
second started
at about
:50 on men,
Wednesday
night and the all-clear didn't come until nearly
11 o'clock. After the all-clear sounded and as
Ely Epstein and Bob Pryor of RKO and Milt
Young of Warners were leaving the rear of the
RKO exchange, they noticed a light shining
from the second floor. "What's that light?"
asked Milt. Ely answered, "Gee, that must be
the ladies' room, and that darn light must have
been burning all through the blackout." Charlie
Zagrans, RKO exchange manager, is wondering
whether RKO will be cited for a blackout violation.
Miss Catherine Wagner, manager of the
Mayfair Theatre, really had a problem on her
hands last week, when she played "The Boogie
Man Will Get You." It seemed there were four
young boys on the loose, who would sneak up
behind some unsuspecting woman patron in the
theatre, let out a loud "boo" and scamper into
another part of the theatre to carry on again.
This went on for about 20 minutes, until Miss
Wagner with the help of a policeman succeeded
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The special premiere of "Stage Door Canteen," which was held at the University Club
to a hundred ticket purchasers at an admission
of $25 per couple, was for the purpose of raising
funds for the Victory Smokes campaign conducted by the American Legion, assisted by
the Sun-Telegraph. Wm. M. McFail, president
of the Commonwealth Trust Company, was
chairman of this affair, and arrangements were
/handled
by MartinTheBurnett,
Loew's
Penn Theatre.
purposemanager
of this ofcampaign
is to send 1,100,000 cigarettes to our fighting
men overseas.
Camp O'Connell, co-sponsored by the local
Variety Club as one of its charities, which operates for a ten weeks' camping season period
each
year
the Sunday
city's underprivileged
and
girls, openedfor last
with a special boys
program
arranged by Mike Gallagher, chairman of the
camp committee.
Herbert L. Joseph, son of the owner of the
Triangle Theatre, East Liberty, who was a
student at the University of Pittsburgh and a
member of the ROTC, has joined the Army,
selecting the Coast Artillery, Anti-Aircraft
Corps.
Jaft'urs,
Jr., brother
of James
Jaffurs,
whoJohnowns
and operates
theatres
in Glassport
and Wilmerding, Pa., has entered the Army.
He departed this week for Camp Meade. John
was manager of the Star Theatre, Glassport.
Hyman Goldberg, of the Regent Theatre,
Beaver Falls, Pa., is presenting each of the local
boys entering military service with their choice
of a "Shield of Faith," either a New Testament
or a Catholic prayer book, having a bulletproof metal cover.
The city council of New Castle, Pa., has
passed a curfew ordinance which bars all boys
and girls under 17 from the streets after 11 p.m.,
unless accompanied by parents or responsible
adult. This law has already gone into effect.
A decision awarding Alichael Kmiotek, of
McKeesport, Pa., damages of $10,000 in his suit
against the Star Theatre Enterprises, was
handed down by a common pleas jury here this
week. Kmiotek sued this company for injuries
sustained when he fell down the steps of the
Star Theatre, Glassport, Pa., which it operates,
in April of 1940.
Jules Green, short subjects booker for the
local Warner Bros, circuit, has succeeded Tony
Stern as assistant buyer and booker in the
Pittsburgh Zone. Stern was recently promoted
to head buyer and booker for the Warner theatres in the Cleveland territory.
W. L. Peacock, veteran theatre manager for
the local Harris Circuit, now stationed at the
Harris-Beechview Theatre, became quite ill
while vacationing and will not be able to return
to duty for several weeks, from latest reports.

R. O. (Slats)
Wilson,
manager
of Universal's
Portland
exchange,
being
congratulated
as a
winner in the Scully sales drive.
Chalmer D. Sinkey, cameraman for 20thFox, was accompanied by his wife and son on
another
tlie
Snakethrilling
River. trip to film Hell's Canyon of
A heavy drop in feminine attendance at Medford. Ore., theatres is reported on account of a
warning by the Chief of Police that no women
may be on the streets at night unattended. Theatre managers are endeavoring to cooperate for
the safety of their patrons.
Dean Saftie has become associated with the
National Screen Service staff in Seattle.
Leading Washington exhibitors booking on
Portland row : Mrs. Bill Evans, Spokane ; Al
Fernandez, Pysht ; Sid Dean, Tacoma ; Francis
Glanfield, Tacoma; Walter Graham, Shelton ;
Rex Thompson, Port Orchard.
Ray Grombacher, veteran theatre exhibitor of
Spokane and now at the Esquire, Portland, announces he and the Mrs. are grandparents of a
bouncing boy, Richard Lawrence Evenson.
Vic Gauntlett, Seattle, and Earl Hunt, Portland, handling Hamrick-Evergreen exploitation,
are back from a special meeting.
Russell Brown, city manager for Evergreen
State in Aberdeen and Hoquiam, Wash., on a
special trip to Seattle.
Paul Forsythe, manager of the Blue Mouse,
Portland, is bringing back a number of popular
revivals.
Capt. Austin E. Lathrop, 77-year-old Alaska
pioneer of Fairbanks, and owner-operator of
two theatres, believes it will be much better for
Alaska to cease campaigning for being the 49th
state of the Union.
Washington theatre men did their usual fine
work in rolling up total bond sales June 1st15th, in making the quota of $15,600,000 for the
month.
W. A. Slater of the Northwest Film Service,
Seattle, is home from the national convention
with cheering news that transportation of films
from exchanges to small town theatres has been
classed
"essential."
Mark asCory,
RKO manager, Portland, on
week-end to Seattle film row.
{Continued on Next Page)
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PORTLAND
THEATRE
Lester Humphries, Vanport City representative for the Ted R. Gamble theatre organization,
announces that the new house, which will operate
from 18 to 24 hours a day will be awarded a
run immediately after they have been shown
in Portland downtown theatres, rather than a
first suburban run.
Ray manAckles,
who recently
resigned
as salesfor Paramount
in Eastern
Wasiiington,
has
the sales staff' of 20th-Fox, and will
residejoined
in Seattle.

SUPPLY'S
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BUYS EARLY. RKO President N. Peter Rathvon
led the parade of home office buyers with a
purchaseplane of
the "Shangri-La"
aircarrierwarthisstamps
week. forPhoto
shows Page Girl
Helen McMahon making the sale to Mr. Rathvon.
{Continued from Page 35)
ST. LOUIS
Williams,
manager
of Loew'sStaying
Theatre,in
is Rex
taking
a Victory
vacation.
St. Louis and using his automobile on a minimum basis, he has taken in some of the Cardinals and Browns games at Sportsman's Park.
It is reported that the 585-seat Circle Theatre,
which has been dark for many months, may
reopen shortly as a Negro house. This house,
which is in a district now largely populated by
Negroes, has been a unit in the Kaimann circuit.
Funeral services were held recently for Jack
Zipp, former salesman for Vitagraph, Inc. He
died at Barnes Hospital where he had been for
some time. Pallbearers included Hall Walsh,
district manager ; Lester Bona, St. Louis manager, and Bud Edle, a salesman for Vitagraph.
Seen along Film Row were George Barber,
who operates houses in Tuscola, Villa Grove,
and Chrisman, Illinois ; Elvin Weeks of Staunton, 111., and Tilden Dickson, who has houses
in Crystal City and St. Clair, Mo. Dickson
returned recently from Arizona where he visited his wife and son, who are ill.
Home on Army furlough are Sam Garber,
former Vitagraph booker, who has been at a
camp in Texas, and George Phillips, confirmation clerk for Vitagraph, who is attached to a
camp in Tennessee.
Bessieof Schulter's
$5,300
War BondsRoxy
in 90Theatre
minutesrecently
to aid sold
the
Fanchon & Marco St. Louis Amusement Co.,
St. Louis Star-Times and Radio Station KXOK
campaign to raise funds for a bomber to be
known
War chairman
Spirit of St.
Louis."
Louis asK."The
Ansell,
of the
Salvage
Committee for St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, is expected soon to announce
complete details of how the theatres in this
territory will co-operate in national plans to
conduct a "for the duration" collection of scrap
copper, bronze and other vital war materials.
Les Kaufman of the Fanchon & Marco- St.
Louis Amusement Co. is a member of the committee and will handle the publicity details.
1 • Tenll like onr work
SPECIAL 1 • . . We never disappoint
TRAILERS 1 » Same day service always
• rind out for yoursel! 1
why year after year thou- 1 AS FAST AS
ends have alv/ays order- 1
ed their Special Trailers 1 MHEEDTHEM
from riLMACK. I
FILMnCK TRAILER COMPANY
1325 S. WABASH AVE.
•
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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CORRESPONDENTS

Russell Mose, formerly of Chrisman, 111., is
the new manager of the Lincoln Theatre in
Danville, 111. It is a Publix-Great States unit.
Frank. Goldquist, manager of the Orpheum
and Web theatres in Savanna, 111., owned by
Fred B. Swenson and C. H. Miller, will also
take over the management of the Time in that
city, which is owned by Marchesi Brothers of
Amboy, 111. Vern Malone, former manager
of the Time, recently took over the management of a house in Geneseo, 111.
Eddie Clark, manager of the Massac, Metropolis, 111., has offered a reward of $15 in cash
and a season's pass for information leading to
the apprehension of the person who recently
slashed and ruined one of the seats in his
theatre.
S. E. Pirtle of Jerseyville, 111., who already
has the Capitol and McLean theatres in McLeansboro, 111., recently purchased two lots on
the west side of the public square in that city
and is said to plan the erection of a new house
after the war.
VANCOUVER
Joe McPherson, RKO branch manager in
Calgary, leaves this week to be exchange head
at Winnipeg, replacing Harry Wolfe, who
resigned. Reggie Doddridge, booker at Calgary,
moves up as manager.
Walter Ethridge, for 14 years assistant manager at the Capitol, Edmonton, has been given
leave of absence by Famous Players to engage
in theatrical management for U. S. services
along the Alaska Highway. Vic Armand, supervisor of construction for F.P., also has been
loaned to take charge of new theatres being
built on the Alaska main stem.
Miss Dorothy Sinclair is now manager of the
F. P. Victoria Theatre, Vancouver, succeeding
Les Stratton, now in the Army.
The Army show here last week was certainly pre-sold by two gents who were in show
business with Famous Players before donning
uniforms : Lieut. Bob Eves and Sergt. Jim
Cameron.
President J. J. Fitzgibbons of Famous Players
spent a few days this week in Vancouver on
circuit business and left Monday via air for
Edmonton. He should be very happy over the
way the B.C. district is going as directed by
Larry Bearg and Frank Gow.
Jack Cooperband, owner of the Roxy, Vancouver, isnow in war work at Hamiltoji Bridge
and still finds time to give his Roxy attention
at night.
Harvey Harnick was in for a few days from
Toronto checking on local conditions for Columbia Pictures, for which he is sales manager.
Directors and cameramen of the National
Film Board are this week working in Vancouver on a recruiting film designed to show
graphically
the place
the effort.
Canadian Women's
Auxiliary Corps
in theof war
Picture theatre attendance in Alberta exceeded all previous records during the fiscal
year of the province which just ended, and it
is estimated the new period will show 1,259,000
admissions more than this one.
Prospect of an acute usher shortage for B.C.
theatres looms as high school students make
plans for Summer vacation. Heretofore, the
students working part time have been the salvation of usher staffs, but with all their time free,
many will go into better paying, full time jobs
in factories and war work.
WASHINGTON
Remarkable, the gals on Film Row. Here
most of Washington lolls around in the hundred
degree heat, vaguely wondering how they can
keep their blood thin enough to flow. So just
to show us up Mildred Footer, A'ladge Whitman, and Pat McCabe mosey out of the UA
office to the Red Cross blood depot, where
they leave behind them a pint apiece.

Wartime

Mystery Angle
One of the most successful exploitation
contests run in Syracuse in many years is
under the joint sponsorship of the Syracuse
Post-Standard, the USO and the RKO-Schine
Empire Theatre. Playing up the combined
showing
Hitchcock's "The Lady
Vanishes" ofandAlfred
'The Lisbon Clipper Mystery"
as the great mystery show, patrons are
to contribute as many mystery novels asasked
they
can to be distributed by the USO to men in
stamps.
the service. The prizes are war bonds and
Upward of 2000 books have already been
collected, space in the Post-Standard is exattention. tensive, and the show is getting plenty of

Yet another pair who seem not to mind the
heat are Margaret Mortensen and Olmsted
Knox, of RKO's box-office statement department and sales force, respectively. They're
gettnig ready to tie the knot
on July 25.
Aside
from
that,
most
of
the
Film
Row this week was of comingsnews
and on'goings,
tor instance, Joe Brecheen and R. J. Folliard,
RKO brandi and district managers,
Baltimore accounts Monday, and perhaps visiting:
bumping into Universal's Max Cohen doing likewise
And Exhibitors Wilbur
Brizendine of Baltimore's Linden, Max Goodman of Ellicott City,
Md., Barry Goldman of the Schanze, in Baltimore, and Leon Back of the Rome Circuit were
in Washington Monday. UA's district manager,
Sam Lefkowitz, down from New York. Monogram's Harry Brown
ville, Va., to
confab with Jack Katz toofCharlottes
the Publix-Dominion
Circuit.
Vacations galore. Among them those of Ann
Griffin and Edith Lawrence, Twentieth contract
chief and head inspectress. Paramount Office
Manager Bob Grace leaves Monday.
poster clerk, Katie Greet, vacationing—UA's
and
plenty of others. Frank LaFalce is back at
his desk at Warners after two weeks in his
back yard.
Jack Fruchtman, Monogram's Baltimore salesman, has resigned. Sam Wheeler, who resigned
a couple of weeks ago as 20th-Fox branch manager, was given a surprise party by the office
at the Del Rio last week-end — also a ring as a
going-away gift.
Film Row was saddened last week to learn
of the collapse at his desk of Jim Oliver, head
dispatcher for Highway Express, which ships
most of the film out of Washington. Write him
at Sibley Hospital.
Universal Branch Manager Max Cohen, Office
Manager Saul Kravitz, and Salesmen Joe
Young, Walter Davis, Barney Frank and Sam
Tabor were in Philly for a couple of days this
week for the regional sales meeting.
Don Hunter, son of Paramount's Australian
manager, left Washington this week after several months at the USNR base at Boiling Field.
Drama and radio writers were guests last
week at the Washington for a cocktail party
given by Warner Bros, to honor Jimmy Scribner, WOL entertainer, who was booked in at
Warners' Earle.
The MGM exchange was host last week to
Virginia Weidler, now featured in "Youngest
Profession" and "Best Foot Forward."
She
talked about Hollywood to the office staff, and
made her first film patch before departing to
inspect Capitol Hill.
Mrs. M. W. Cook,
(laughter of MGM Salesman Harry Cohen, won
athe$1000
War Metro
Bond at
B'nai Brith
rallyandat
Statler.
wara mothers,
wives,
sisters are beating a path to the Naval Training
Station at Baimbridge, Md. Billeted there are
Ray and Marty, husbands of Dot Pfluger and
Vivian Kutner of the cashier department,
Roland Yehraus, son of Norma Yehraus of the
filing department, and Sheldon Abrams, whose
sister, Rhoda, is in the booking department.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WANTED TO BUY— THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPLETE OR NEARLY COMPLETE, to be moved to another town. Give
full details first letter. Could use A-1 operator.
P.O. Box 457, Brow-fiwood, Texas.
WANTED— WESTERN ELECTRIC OR
R. C. A. used sound and projection equipment
for 500 seat theatre. Cash Deal. Clarence D.
Smith, 282 Grand Avenue, Akron, Ohio.
WHATCHA GOT GATHERING DUST?
SELL AND BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers,
Lenses, Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age,
condition,
first letter.
Box 599, Showmen's
Trade Review,
1501 Broadway,
New York
City.
CAN'T GET GAS— DON'T FRET YET—
WE'LL BUY YOUR PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR 35MM SOUND— HIGHEST
PRICES 1501
PAID.
BOX 600,
Trade Review,
Broadway,
New Showmen's
York City.
HELP WANTED
LOBBY DISPLAY ARTISTS AND SIGN
MAN. Prefer man with some booth knowledge,
but not necessary. State salary. Could also use
a good operator. Drunkards and drifters save
your postage stamps. Queen-Gem-Ritz Theatres,
Brownwood, Texas.
WANTED EXPERIENCED OPERATOR.
Draft exempt, pleasant working conditions.
Majestic Theatre, Stephenville, Texas.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

STRICTLY WITHOUT PRIORITYRED COMET FIRE EXTINGUISHERS—
Standard Size, $4.95 ; Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95; Senior Size, $4.35. Quit
gambling with your valuable equipment and
your
lives. Order
yoursCORPORAnow from
S. 0. patrons'
S. CINEMA
SUPPLY
TION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
SAFETY FILM CABINETS, 2000' per section; $2.93; Fifteen Ampere Rectifier Bulbs,
$7.95; Glamorous Ceiling Fixtures, 24" long,
2 circuits, $12.95; One Quart Underwriter's
Labelled Extinguishers, $11.25; Small Theatre
Vacuum Cleaners, $89.50; Automatic Changeovers, pair, $55.75. Get your copy now. S. O. S.
CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449
WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, 18,
NEW YORK.
PARTS FOR RCA SOUND, ANY MAKE
PROJECTORS, Vacuum Cleaners, Reflectors,
Exciter Lamps, Projection and Spotlamps.
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
VORK, 18, NEW YORK.
SOUND

EQUIPMENT

LATEST RCA MULTICELLULAR HIGH
FREQUENCY HORNS— 3' x 5' opening,
double throat, with two Western Electric high
frequency units and band pass filter, worth $450 ;
Special $225. S. O. S. CINEAIA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK, 18, NEW YORK.

THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Kloug,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
USE COMIC MAGAZINES as giveaways.
Most effective and economical premium you can
distribute. Full cover, 64 pages all in color
books, same as sold on newsstands for 10c. Sold
you at a fraction of that cost. Write for samples
and state your requirements. MOTION PICTURE PREMIUM CO., 412 Greenwich St.,
New York City.
THEATRE SEATING
BEAUTIFUL REVERSIBLE PLAID
SLIP COVERS, FIT CUSHIONS OR
BACKS, custom tailored, 87>^c each, 85c in
quantities. Send sample back or seat with
order. We can recover your chairs with finest
quality DuPont Fabrikoid, $1.00 up. Send for
samples. Still plenty of good rebuilt chairs
available, too. S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
THEATRE

WANTED

WANT TO BUY or lease theatre in small
town anywhere. Complete details first letter.
H. C. Broyles, 711 Fifty-first Ave., Nashville,
Tenn.
USED EQUIPMENT
OUR JUBILEE SALE BULLETIN IS
STILL WORKING— LOTS OF STUFF
SOLD BUT STILL PLENTY OF BUYS—
Ticket Machines, reconditioned ; Ribbon Microphones, as is, $9.95; KUMFORT KOOLER
for large office $97.50; Arc-Rectifier Low Intensity Combinations, $165.00 up ; Coinometers
with side chutes, originally $132.50, now $98.50;
Ward-Leonard 45 ampere Suprex Rectifier.
$137.50; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50;
Simplex Single Bearing lutermittents, $9.95.
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
PAIR 35 MM PORTABLES. Separate
Sound with each machine. Good condition—
$375.00. L. F. Johnson, Corbin, Ky.

DEATH VALLEY MANHUNT (Rep.)
Western. Principals, Bill Elliott, George
Hayes, Weldon Heyburn, Anne Jeffreys,
h'sh. Heyes. Plot: The independent oil
Herbert
drillers in Death Valey are harassed by the
tricky manager for a rich oil well owner. He
sets masked men onto the drillers for George
Hayes and has them dynamite the drill-engine. Wild Bill Elliott is sent in to maintain
order. To silence one man, a murder is commit ed^— and this leads to the eventual solution of the entire mixup. Director, Jack EngI WAS A CRIMINAL (Mono.) Drama.
Principals: Victor Jory, Pamela Blake, Harry
Hayden, Emory Parnell, Nora Cecil. Plot:
When the owners of a Hunting Lodge disappear and their nephew, and a young lady
who has been working for the owners, take
over, the people in the town become suspicious. The sherifif starts an investigation
and the picture ends with the young nephew
explaining his apparent guilt to the satisfacmann. tion of all concerned. Director, Kurt NeuMAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Rep.)
Western. Principals: Roy Rogers, Pat Brady,
Ruth Terry, Paul Kelly, Ann Gillis, Renie
Riano. Plot: Someone has been stirring up
the long-dead feud between the sheep and
cattle ranchers. The president of the Cattlemen's Association tries to throw the blame
on a young girl who has inherited a sheep
ranch from her parents. But when the
County's famous singing cowboy comes to
town, he uncovers the seat of the trouble and
sees that the culprits are jailed. Director,
Joseph Kane.
BEHIND THE RISING SUN (RKO)
Drama. Principals: Margo, Tom Neal, J.
Carrol Naish, Robert Ryan, Don Douglas,
Floria Holden. Plot: From the best-seller
of the same name, this is the story of a
wealthy Japanese boy who returns to Tokyo
after being educated in America. The change
that comes over the youth after a few
months of service with the Nipponese fighting forces . . . how they renounce friends,
family and sweethearts to become brutal
killers. Director, Edward Dmytryk.
MINESWEEPER (Para.) Drama. Principals: Dick Arlen, Jean Parker, Russell Hayden, Guinn Williams, Emma Dunn. Plot:
A deserter from the Navy, reenlists under
an assumed name after Pearl Harbor. He
covers himself with glory when he dismantles
a mine on the ocean floor, paying with his
life for the knowledge. He is awarded, posthumously, the Navy & Marine Corps medal
for gallant and intrepid conduct beyond the
normal call of duty. Director, William Berke.
ADVENTURES OF A ROOKIE (RKO)
Comedy-Drama. Principals: Wally Brown,
Alan Carney, Richard Martin, Margaret
Landry, Erford Gage. Plot: A typical foursome of boys in an Army camp go through
the same routine every inductee runs up
against and pretty soon get leave for an
evening. Then trouble starts . . . for the
girls they meet take them to a party where
a scarlet fever case develops. Much happens
before they
back to their regiment. Director, LesliegetGoodwins.
AROUND THE WORLD (RKO) Musical.
Principals: Kay Kyser. Alischa Auer, Joan
Davis, Marcy McGuire. Georgia Carroll. Ish
Kibbibble, Harry Babbitt. Plot: Kay Kyser
and his troupe entertain soldiers on a globegirdling junket of the battlefronts. With him
is Alischa Auer, who in his attempts to collect curios, gets mixed up with Axis agents
when he accepts an ancient ring from a glamorous countess. Director, Allan Dwan.
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Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
ASTOR PICTURES
Cook of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
Crooked
(OF
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
Fangs ofCircle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
Hell's
Anoels
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
Her
Enlisted
Man (CD)
Barbara Stanwyck-Robt.
Youno
I Cover
the Waterfront
(D) . . .Claudette
Colbert
Keep
'em
Laughing
Jack
Benny
King of the Circus Loder- Ratoff-Bennett
Let
'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce Cabot-Virginia
Bruce
Palooka
Erwin-Lupe Jones
Velez
Scandal
for the Bride Stuart
Anna Lee-Griffith
Scarface
P. Muni-G.
Scream in(D)
the Night Lon
Chaney, Raft-A.
JrDvorak
Sky
Devilsin the
(C-D)
Thunder
City Spencer
Edw. G. Tracy
Robinson
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton

Rel. See
M Ins. Date Issue ef
71
Reissued
70
60
New Reissued
Release
100
Reissued
70
Reissued
80
Reissued
72
71
New Reissued
Release
70
Reissued
70
70
New Reissued
Release
88
69
New Reissued
Release
88
Reissued
81
Reissued
45
Reissued

COLUMBIA
Current 1941-42
3045
Atlantic
Convoy
(Spy)F
John
Beal-Virginia
3207
Bad
Men
of
the
Hills
Chas.
RussellField
Hayden 66.
58.
3019 Blondie for Victory (C)F Penny StarrettSingleton-Arthur Lake
72.
3038 Enemy Agents Meet
Ellery Queen (My)F William Gargan-Margaret Lindsay.. 64.
3012 Flight
Lieutenant (CD)
(D)F
Pat Russell-Brian
O'Brien-GlennAherne
Ford
80.
3002 My Sister
A
96.
3208 Overland toEileen
Deadwood (W)
C.R. Starrett-R.
Hayden
59.
3215
Prairie
Gunsmoke
(W)F
Bill
Elliott-Tex
Ritter
55.
3046
Bruce Grant-Jean
Bennett-KayArthur
Harris 118.
64.
3001 Sabotage
of theSquad
Town(D)F
(CD)A Gary
3216 Talk
Vengeance of the West (W)...Bill Elliott-Tex Ritter
61.
40H9
4026
4013
4004
4027
4005
4021
4203
4038
4033
4040
4032
4044
4028
4202
4211
4201
4212
4029
4035
4006
4022
4042
4210
4039
4002

.7/2/42
.8/13/42
.8/6/42
.7/30/42
.7/9/42
.9/30/42
.9/25/42
.7/16/42
.8/27/42
.8/20/42
.9/3/42

18/42
. .. .b7/
. .a5/2/42
. .blO/17/42
. .b8/29/42
. .. .b6/27/42
.b9/l9/42
. .a5/23/42
. .b6/27/42
... ..b8/l/42
.b8/8/42
. . .a5/l6/42

Current 1942-43
After Midnight With Boston
Blackie (D)
....C. Morris-Ann Savage
64. 3/18/43
ABoogie
NightManto Remember
91. 12/10/42
Will Get You(My)A.L. Young-B. Aherne
(HG)F
B. Karloff-P. Lorre-Jeff Donnell 66. 10/22/42
Boston
Blackie Goes
Hollywood (My)
C. Morris-Constance Worth
68. 11/5/42
Boy From Stalingrad Scotty Becket-Conrad Binyon 70. ,5/20/43
1/14/43 .
City
Without
Men
(D)
Linda
DarnellLeslie
Brooks
76. .1/7/43
Commandos Strike at Dawn(D). Paul Muni-Anna Lee
100.
CounterEsiiionage
(My)F
W.
William-Eric
Blore
72.
9/3/42
Crime Doctor
Warner Baxter-M. Lindsay
6/22/43 .
DesperaUoes (Tech.) (W)F R. Scott-E. Keyes
85. 3/25/43
Daring
Young
Man
(OF
Joe
E.
Brown-M.
Chapman
73.
,10/8/42
Fighting Burkaron (W) Starrett- Kay Harris
58. ,2/1/43 .
Frontier Fury (W)
Chas. Starrett-Jimmy Davis
Good Luck. Mr. Yates Claire Trevor-Edgar Buchanan ,6/24/43
.5/27/43
It's a Great
P.
Singleton-A. Lake
68. ,6/29/43
, 1 1/26/42
Junior
Army Life
(L))
F. Bartholomew-Billy
Halop
69.
Laugh
Your
Blii<>s
Awav
(C)
.
Jinx
Falkenburg-Bert
Gordon
69.
1 1/12/42
Law of the Northwest (W) C. Starrett-S. Patterson
57. ,.5/27/43
.3/4/43
.
Let's
Have
Fun
(C)
M.
Lindsay-J.
Beal
65.
Lucky Legs (O
Jinx Falkenburg-R. Hayden
64. .10/1/42
,9/17/42
Man's
Worit
(D)
M.
Chapman-W.
Wright
62.
,5/13/43
More the Merrier (D) J. Arthur-J. McCrea
103.
Murder in Times Square(My) .E, Lowe-M. Chapman
65. ,2/11/43 .
No Place for a Lady (My)....Wm. Gargan-Margaret Lindsay 66. .4/1/43
One
Dangerous
Night
(My)...W.
William-E.
Blore-M.
Chapman..
77.
Pardon My Gun (W)
Chas. Starrett-Alma Carroll 57. 1/21/43
12/1/42
Power
of From
the Press
(D) Guy
Kibbee-Lee Tracy
63. 1/28/43
Redhead
Manhattan
L.
Velez-Michael
Duane
63.
,5/6/43
Reveille
With
Beverly
(DM)...
A.
Miller-Wm. Wright
78. ,2/4/43 ..
Riders of the North West
'
66. ,2/15/43
Mounted (W)
R.
57.
.10/1/42
Riding Through Nevada (W)..C. Hayden-B. Wills
Patterson 61.
Saddles & Sagebrush (W) R. Starrett-Shirley
Hayden-Bob Wills
55. 4/27/43
She
Has
What
It
Takes
(CD).
Jinx
Falkenburg-Tom
Neal
10/15/42
66. ,4/15/43
Smith of Minnesota Bruce Smith-Arline Judge
2/25/43
Something to Shout About (C) . Ameche-Oakie-Janet Blair
91 ,9/10/42
Spirit
of
Stanford
(D)F
F.
Albert-E.
Nevers-M.
Chapman...
73.
Stand By All Networks (Spy) John Beal-Florence Rice
64. ,, 10/29/42
Tornado in the Saddle (W) Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
59. 12/15/42
Two Senoritas From Chicago. .Jinx Falkenburg-Joan Davis
,6/10/43
Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson 68. ,, 12/3/42
You Were Never Lovelier(M ) F . F. Astaire-R. Haywerth
98. 1 1/19/42
Coming
ApDointment in Berlin G. S3nders-M. Ch3pm3n
7/15/43
A Night of Adventure Ann S3V3ge- Robert St3nford
Cover
Girl
(Tech.)
R.
H3yworth-J.
F3lkenburg
Cowboy From Lonesome River. Ch3rle5 St3rrett-Vi Athens
Destroyer (D)
Ed. G. Robinson-M. Ch3pm3n
First ComesGlamor
Courage Penny
M. Oberon-B.
Aherne
Footlight
Singleton-Arthur
Lake7/29/43
Hail to the Rangers (W) Charles Starrett-Kay Harris
Last Horseman (W)
Russell H3yden-Bob Wills
Restless L3dy
Evelyn Keyes-E. Lowe-J. Hubb3rd
Riding West (Wi
c. Starrett-Shirlev Pstterson
Robin
Hood
of
the
R3nge{W).A.
Miller-J. Hubb3rd
Silver City R3iders (W) R. Hayden-B.
Wills 7/29/43
Sah3ra
Humphrey Bogart-Bruce Bennett
There's
Something About a Evelyn Keyes-Michael Du3ne
Soldier
Viqilsntes Ride (W)
R. Havrt«n-B Wills
What's
Cousin Ann
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard 7/8/43 .
Without Buzzin'
Notice
C. Coburn-Marguerite
Chapm3n
Wyoming Hurric3ne (W) Russell H3yden-Alm3 Csrroll

MGM
Current 1941-42
245 Affairs of Martha (OF
Marsha Hunt-Barry Nelson
66 . July
(Reviewed
as "Once
Upon aBarrymore
Thursday")
247
Calling
Dr.
Gillespie
(D)
A.
.
.Philip
Dorn-Lionel
84. July
July
244
WillismGarsonPowell-Hedy
L3marr 132
81..
260 Crossrosds
Mrs. Minivpr(D)A
(D)A
Greer
Walter Pidgeen
239 Pacific Rendezvous (D)F Lee Bowman-Jean Rogers
76. .June
246 Pierre of the Plains (D)F John Carroll-Ruth Hussey
66.. July

...a2/6/43
.bl2/l2/42
.blO/17/42
.. .a7/25/42
.33/20/43
.alO/17/42
.bl2/l9/42
..b
10/3/42
..35/22/43
...b.b3/l3/43
1/23/43
...34/24/43
.a2/27/43
.38/29/42
..310/10/42
.34/17/43
.310/10/42
..b5/29/43
.. .b4/24/43
.36/20/42
. .35/16/42
...b4/3/43
. . .b6/5/43
...b6/5/43
.310/10/42
. .36/20/42
.312/26/42
....al/9/43
.b5/29/43
.31 1/14/42
. .36/13/42
.312/26/42
...b6/5/43
. . .38/8/42
..blO/24/42
.b4/ 10/43
.. .36/20/42
..34/17/43
.38/8/42
.. .b2/20/43
.blO/IO/42
.. .36/19/43
.34/17/43
.32/20/43
.36/19/43
a 10/3 1/42
..36/26/43
'9/43
.. .3. al1/30/43
.312/12/42
.. .310/3/42
.34/24/43
. .31/2/43
.34/24/43
.36/12/43
.31/16/4?
.b5/23/42
.b6/20/42
.b6/27/42
.b5/l6/42
.b5/23/42
.b6/20/42

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action; (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Fare*;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (O) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audienc*
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.
Rel.
8m of
luu*
MIns.
MGM
Date
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Hardy's
Double
.bl2/l2/42
Life (CD)F
M. Rooney-L. Stone
95. ..Apr.b6/27/42
May .. .b2/l3/43
304 Apache Trail (W)F
Wm. Lundigan-Donna Reed
66. Dec-Feb
324
A
Stranger
in
Town
(D)F
F.
Morg3n-Je3n
Rogers
67.
.Sep-Nov
..b3/20/43
326 Air Raid Wardens (OF Laurel & Hardy
67. .Apr-May
..b3/ 13/43
327 Assignment in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre Aumont-Susan Peters 96. .Apr-May
Apr-M3y ..b2/l3/43
. .b8/l5/42
323
in the Sky (M)F J.Ethel
Waters- "Rochester"
98. .Sep-Nev
207 Cabin
Cairo (CM)A
MacDonald-R.
Young
101.
317 Dr.Assistant
Gillespie's
New
1/14/42
12/42
(D)F
L. Barrymore- Van Johnson 87. . Dec-Feb ...bl.b9/
.b9/ 12/42
309
the MyNightGal (Spy)F
Arnold-AnnMurphy
Harding 103.
79. .Sep-Nov .blO/31/42
312 Eyes
For Mein and
(DM)F...J.Edw.Garland-G.
. Dec-Feb .bl2/l9/42
314
(D)F...Robt.
Young-Laraine
Day
80. .Sep-Nev
.blO/31/42
320 Journey
Keeper offortheMargaret
Flame (D)F
K. Hepburn-S.
Tracy
100.
319 Northwest Rangers (AD)F Wm. Lundigan-J. Craig
63. .. Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb , .b9/l9/42
311 Omaha Trail (W)F
J. Craig-D. Jagger
62. .Sep-Nov
June-Aug .. bl.b7/25/42
303
Skelton 126.
78. ..Sep-Nov
.bl2/5/42
1/28/42
370 Panama
Random Hattio
Harvest(MOF
(D)A A.
G. Sothern-"Red"
Garson-R. Colman
.
315 Reunion in France (D)A J. Cr3Wford-Philip Dorn
105. Dec-Feb . .b8/ 18/42
308 Seven Sweethearts (CD)F K. Grayson-Van Heflin
97. .Apr-May ...b3/6/43
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
94. .Sep-Nov . . .b8/8/42
301 Somewhere
You (CD) I'll
AFind
Clark G3ble-L3n3 Turner 105. .Sep-Nov .bl2/l2/42
316
By For
Action(B)A
(D)F...R.Van Taylor-C.
108.
322 Stand
Tennessee
Johnson
Heflin-R. Laughton
Hussey
103. ., Dec-Feb
..bl2/l9/42
..bl/9/43
321 Three Hearts for Julia (CM)A.M. Douglas-A. Sothern
90. . Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb .. .b7/25/42
302 Tish (CD)A
M. Main-ZaSu Pitts
84. Sep-Nov
. .bi/8/42
.blO/31/42
306 War Ag3inst Mrs. Hadley(D) A.Edw. Arnold-F. Bainter
84.
313 Whistling in Dixie (OA R. Skelton-A. Rutherford 73. ,,Sep-Nov
...b8/
.b9/ 19/42
13/42
Dec-Feb
310
H. L3m3rr-W.
90.
Coming Pidgeon
305 White
Y3nk 3tCargo
Eton (D)A
(D)F
M.
Rooney-lan
Hunter
87. ,Sep-Nov
, Sep-Nov

328
333
329
334
380

332
330

331

AAbove
Guy Suspicion
N3med Joe
Tracy-Irene
Dunne
a5/29/43
(D) Spencer
J. Crawford-F.
MacMurray
90
b5/l/43
America
B. Donlevy-Ann Richards
36/12/43
As Thous3nds Cheer(Tech.)(D).K3thryn Grsyson-Gene Kelly
al/16/43
Bata3nFoot(D)
Taylor-T. Gaxton
Mitchell 1 14. .June-Aug .b5/29/43
Best
Forward (Tech.) L.R. Ball-Wm.
a3/6/43
Broadway Rhythm
George Murphy-Ginny Simms
Cross of Lorraine Gene Kelly-Pierre Aumont
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sullavan
Dr.esseGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. Barrymere-Vsn Johnson 89
b5/8/43
DuBarry
Was 3 L3dy
(Tech.) (M)
Red Skelton-Lucille Ball
101 . .June-Aug ..b5/8/43
F3culty Row (C)
M. Astor-H. M3rsh3ll
33/13/43
Girl Crazy (M)
M. Rooney-J. Garland
a3/6/4i
Harrigan's Body
Kid (D)F Bobby
Readick-Wm.
Gargan 80.. June-Aug .b3/l3/43
Heavenly
W. Powell-H.
Lamarr
Hitler's
Madman The
(D)
Carradine-Patricia Morison... 184..
June-Aug .b6/l2/43
Human
(D)F John
M.Red Rooney-F.
17. .June-Aug
.b2/27/43
I Pood Comedy,
It (C)
Skelton-E. Morgan
Pewe!!
a2/13/43
Lassie Come Home(D) (Tech.). Roddy McDowall-Donald Crisp
alO/24/42
Lost
Angel
Margaret
O'Brien-J.
Craig
M3d3me Curie
G. Garson-W. Pidgeon
36/5/43
Msn From Down Under Ch3rles L3ughton-Binnie Barnes
a5/29/43
Meet the People
Lucille Ball-Dick Powell
Pilot No. 5 (D)
Franchot Tone-Marsha Hunt
70.. June-Aug .b4/IO/43
Presenting Lily Mars (D) J. Garland-Van Heflin
104. .June-Aug ..b5/l/43
Right
About
Face
(MC)
Kay
Kyser
i
Band
—
Lena
Home
a2/27/43
Tartu
R. Donat
Salute to the Marines
(Tech.) (D)
W. Beery-Fay Bainter
al2/28/42
Song of Russia
R. Taylor-Susan Peters
a6/5/43
Swing Shift Maisie (O
A. Sothern-James Craig
87
b5/8/43
Whistling in Brooklyn Red Skelton-A. Rutherford
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. Marshall-R. McDowall
Youngest Profession (OF V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold
82. .June-Aug ..b3/6/43

MONOGRAM
Current 1941-42
..a6/27/42
Arizona Stagecoach (W) Ray Corrig3n-John King
9/4/42 . . .88/22/41
Crimin3l Investigator (D) Edith Fellows- Robert Lowery
10/23/42 .. .b8/l5/42
Hillbilly Blitzkrieg (C)F Edgar Kennedy-Bud Duncan
63.. 8/14/42 . .b8/29/42
.35/30/42
King ofof the
the Isl3nds
St3llions(Spy)
(D)F...D3ve
Lure
MargieO'Brien-Sslly
Hart-Robert Cairns
Lowery 63. .9/11/42
7/3/42 . ..b8/22/42
...38/8/42
Phantom
Killer
(My)A
D.
Purcell-Joan
Woodbury
61.
.10/2/42
Police Bullets (G)
John Archer-Joan Marsh
9/25/42 .. .b8/l/42
Riders Alecks
of the (CD)F
West (W)F Buck
Jones-Tim
McCoy
60.. 8/7/42
7/17/42 .. , . .b6/27/42
Smart
East Side
Kids
66..
. .b2/27/43
Current 1942-43
.3/5/43
,4/23 '43 ... . .blO/3/42
Ape Man (H)A
B. Lugosi-W. Ford
64. .10/30/42
. .b6/26/43
Bowery at Midnight (H)A....B. Lugosi-Vince B3rnett
63.
Cl3ncy Street Bovs (C) L. Gorcey-B. Joriian
6S. .6/2/43 .. . .b2/2e/43
.b3'27'43
Cowboy
Commandos
(W)
R.
Corrigan-D.
Moore
53.
. .311/14/42
Crime Smasher (M)F
Edgar Kennedy-Gale Storm
62. .1/29/43
,
12/18/42
.
.b9/l9/42
Dawn on the Great Divide(W).B. Jones-R. Bell
70. .10/9/42 ... . .b5/22/43
ForeignRider
Agent(W)
(Spy)F John
Storm
64. ,4/2/43
Ghost
J. M. Shelton-Gale
Brown-R. Hatton
. . .b5/29/43
Haunted
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
64. ,12/4/42
5/24/43 . .. .b4/l7/43
1 Escaped Ranch
From the
.b8/l5/42
1/23/43
Gestapo (D)
D. Jagger-M. Brian
75. 2/12/43
9/18/42 .. ..b
...a2/6/4S
Isle
of
Missing
Men
(D)A
John
Howard-Helen
Gilbert
67.
3/26/43
.
.b
10/3
1/42
Kid
Dynamite
(D)F
Leo
Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
67.
1 1 /20/42 .blO/17/42
Land ef Haunted Men (W) Range Busters
11/27/42
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury 61. 8/28/42 . ....b.b7/4/42
'Neath
BrooklynNight
Bridge(CD)
Leo Gorcey-Huntz
64.
12/11/42 . 1/30/43
One Thrilling
(OA A . John
Be3l-W3nd3 Hall
McK3y
69. 2/12/43
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury 61.
.b, .b5/l5/43
12/28/42
(ReviewedGale3s Storm-Robt.
"You C3n't Be3t
the Law")
5/28/43
Rhythm P3r3de (M)F
Lowery
68. 2/26
'43 .. .bl2/l9/42
1/15/43
Sarong Girl
A. Corio-J. Davis
Silent
Witness (M)F
(D)F
Frank
Wrixon 76.
62 ,7/2/43 .. ...b6/5/43
..34/17/43
Silver Skates
Kenny Albertson-Maris
Baker-P3tricia Morison
. .bl /I6/4S
Spy Train (D)
R. Travis-C. Craig
61. 6/25/43
.
, .b9/26/«
...b6/5/43
10/
I6'42
Strsngcr
From
Pecos
(W)
Johnny
Brown-Rsymond
Hstton
12/4/42
.
I/8/4J
..
Texss Riders
to B3t3an
(W)
John King-David
King-David Sharpe
Sharpe
56. IO'2/42 .al0/31/4i
Trail
(W)
John
55.
4/16/43
.
...34/17/43
.a9/l»/4I
Two
(W) J.B. King-D.
55.
West Fisted
of the Justice
L3W (W)
Jones-T. Sharge
McCoy
57.,
..b5/l/4«
Wild Horse Stsmpede (W) H. Gibson- K. Mavnard
6/25/43
.
Wings Over the Pacific Inez Cooper-Montague Love

39
SHOWMEN'S
TRADE
REVIEW
Rel. See
RKO-RADIO
MONOGRAM
Loming
MIns. Date Issue of Block
Date
See
Mint. Rel.
Black Market Rustlers Ray Corrigan-Dennis Moore
a6/26/43
No.
ard
Current
1942-43
Issue of
Mayn
Gibson-Ken
Hoot
Guns
Blazing
blO/24/42
e
Moor
Saddles
3 Army
(WarD)A
James
Wyatt
63. 12/4/42 . ,b5/30/42
Bullets
Ghosts on&. the
Loose (D) Ray
East Corrigan-Dennis
Side Kids
64.. 7/16/43
Bambi Surgeon
(Fa.) Tech.
F
Disney Ellison-Jane
Cartoon Feature
70.
.a6/6/42
8/21/42 . , .. ,b8/8/42
Here Comes Kelly
Joan Woodbury-EddieBlak
Quillan
a6/l9/43
W-l
Bandit
Ranger
(W)
T.
Holt-C.
Edwards
56.
t
Jory-Pamela
1
Big
Street
(CD)F
Henry
Fonda-Lucille
Ball
88.
Criminal Victor
Was aParade
IMelody
9/25/42
.
bl
1/14/42
9/4/42
12/25/42
Ted Fio Rito Orchestrary
8/13/43 ....a5/l/43
34 Cat
People Swings
(D)A
Simon-Tom Conway
73.
Cinderella
It (DM)F..GuySimoneKibbee-Gloria
Warren
71. 2/26/43 . ,, ,bl/23/43
,bl0/3/42
Gale Storm-Bill Hen
Eighteen
Nearly
.b3/20/43
Outlaws
ot the
Stampede
Pass J.J. M.
Brown-R. Talbot-G.
Hatton
;.
2 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Conway
62.
11/6/42.... . , .b2/l3/43
Falcon Strikes
(My)A...T.T.Geo.Conway-H.
Hilliard
65. May
Revenge
Zombies
Carradine-L.
Storm
a6/l9/43
1/15/43 . , ..b2/6/43
W-l5 Fighting
Frontier (W)F
Holt-Ann Summers
57.
Six
Gun ofGospel
J. M.
Brown-R. Hatton
a6/l9/43
a5/22/43
t
5
Flight
for
Freedom
(D)A
R.
Russell-F.
MacMurray
100.
Gilber
Fay-Billy
Frank
Scandals
Spotlight
4 Forever and a Day (D)F All Star Cast
104. Apr . . . . . bl,bl/23/43
a5/29/43
Again Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
Law Rides
The
1/14/42
3 Great Gildersleeve (OF Harold Peary-Jane Darwell
62.
.b8/8/42
I Here We Go Again (CM)F E. Bergen-McGee &. Molly
75. 3/26/43
PARAMOUNT
10/9/42
1/1/43 .. ,, ...b8/29/42
Current
1941-42
.bl/2/43
1
Highways
by
Night
(G)F
R.
Carlson-Jane
Randolph
63.
10/2/42 .
Block
45 Hitler's
(D)A A B.J. Ellison-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
89.
3/19/43 . ,, ..b3/20/43
,b8/8/42
I Walked Children
With a Zombie(H)
68. .Apr
79
b6/l3/42
. . . . , .b3/20/43
7 Are Husbands Necessary 7(C) F . Ray M illand-Betty Field
2/12/43
2
Journey
Into
Fear
(D)A
0.
Welles-D.
Del
Rio
70.
73
b6/l3/42
7 I Live on Danger (G)F Chester Morris-Jean Parker...
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
62.
78
b6/l3/42
7 Tombstone (W)F
Richard Dix-Frances Gitford.
.
,
,b8/8/42
Apr . . . . ,bl0/l7/42
1 Mexican
ElephantSpitfire's
(C)F
Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
64. 9/11/42
Current 1942-43
10/30/42 . , bl 1/7/42
. . .b3/27/43
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
(D)F...P.
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
87
.6/1
1/43
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82.
Honeymoon (D)F. Ginger Rogers-Gary Grant 117. II 1/27/42
88. . 1/29/4.4 . . .b8/29/4^
1/20/42 ,bl 1/7/42
3 Avengers. Ihe (WarD)F R. Richardson- Deborah Kerr.
3/5/43
W-l
Pirates
of
the
Prairie
(W)F..Tim
Holt-Nell
O'Day
57.
b7/l8/42
. .a7/25/42
(Reviewed
asYoung-Alan
"Day Will Ladd
Dawn")
Pride of the Yankees (BD)F..Gary Cooper-Teresa Wright 127. .Apr ,.bl2/l9/42
.5/28/43
...b3/27/43
55 China
(D)
Loretta
79.
W-l
Sagebrush
Law
(W)
T.
Holt-J.
Barclay
56.
b5/8/43
Five Graves to Cairo (D) Franchot Tone-Anne Baxter 96. ..7/2/43
Saludos
Amigos
(Tech.)
Walt
Disney
Feat.
Prod
42.
.blO/3/42
.
1
1/6/4?
2/19/43
2 Forest Rangers (D) (Tech.)F..F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
87. . 10/23/42 .b8/29/42
2 Scattergood Survives a
.blO/17/42
1 Glass Key (G)F
B. Donlevy-V. Lake
85.
. ..bl/2/43
Murder (My)A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
66. 10/16/42 .blO/17/42
4 Happy-Go-Lucky (Tech.) (M) F . Martin-D. Powell- Vallee
81. ..3/26/43
. 12/4/42 . .blO/3/42
23 Seven
Days'
Leave
(CM)F...V.
Mature-L.
Ball
87.
1
1/13/42
24 Henry
Aldrich,
Editor
(D)F...J.
Lydon-C.
Smith
72.
1/14/42
Seven Miles From
. bl,bl/23/43
Henry Aldrich Gets
Alcatraz
(D)A
Craig-B. Granville
61.
bl/2/43
1/8/43 , ,, bl/2/43
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. ..4/9/43
4 Tarzan
Triumphs
(D)F J.Weismuller-F.
Gifforil
78. ,2/19/43
.5/14/43 ...b3/27/43
54 Lady
High Bodyguard
Explosive (D)F
C.
Morris-J.
Parker
63..
.
,
,b2/6/43
Got Meto Covered
(C)F..-Bnb
Lamour
95.
(CD)F E. Albert-A. Shirley
70. .3/12/43 .. ,bl bl/2/43
4 They
Two Weeks
Live (C)F
Lum Hope-Dorothy
andComing
Abner
76. 2/5/43 . . .b8/8/42
1/21/42
3 Lucky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88. .2/26/43
I Wings and the Woman (D)F..Anna Neagle-Robert
Newton 90 9/18/42
. 10/16/42 . .b8/29/42
12 Major
and
the
Minor
(CD)F...G.
Rogers-R.
Milland
100.
2/20/43
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
F. Bainter-C. Lee
80.. 1 1/27/42 ..blO/3/42
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
Adventures
of aa Rookie
Brown-Alan Carney
DaddyPlane(CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75.. 2/12/43 .bl 1/7/42
A Lady Takes
Chance Wally
Ii.'ii Arthur-John
Wayne
a4/3/43
4 Night
From
Around
theRider
World
Kay Hiili
Kyser-Joan
Davis
.5/7/43 bl/2/43
Chungking
(D)F
R.
Preston-E.
Drew
69.
W-l
Avenging
(W)
T
C. Edwards
56
a8/22/42
bl
1/7/42
3 Palm Beach Story (C)A C. Colbert-J. McCrea
89. ./I/43
7 Behind the Rising Sun Marge-Robert Ryan-Tom Neal
1 Priorities on Parade (M)F A. Miller-J. Colonna
80. .10/2/42 ...b7/25/42
6 Bombardier
P. O'Brien-R.
Scott
99
b5/l5/43
4 Reap the Wild Wind (D)
„ . . . .b3/2l/42
Dollar-a- Year(D)
Man
Lum
& Abner
(Tech.)F
R.
Milland-P.
Goddard
124.
.Special
.
7 Falcon in Danger Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
a6/5/43
2 Road to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Laniour
83. .11/20/42 . .blO/3/42
6
Gildersleeve's
Bad
Day
(C)...H.
Peary-J.
Darwell
62
b5/8/43
Souls
at Sea (D)
G. Cooper-G. Raft
93
. . Re-issue
Government
Girl
0.
de
HavillandJames
Dunn
Star Spangled
Rhythm
.
.
.bl/2/43
.2/12/43 . .blO/3/42
Iron
Major
Pat
O'Brien-Ruth
Warrick
(Tech.)
(M)F
Special
Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
...
99.
6 Leopard Man (H)
D. O'Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
2 Street of Chance (MyD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74.. .12/18/42 . . Re-issue
7 Mexican
Spitfire's Blessed
Union Pacific (D)
J. McCrea-B. Stanwyck 138
Event
L. Velez-L. Errol
a4/l7/43
I Wake Island (D)F
B. Donlevy-R. Preston
87.. 9/25/42 . . .b8/l5/42
6 Mr. Lucky (D)
C. Grant-L. Day
100
b5/8/43
I Wildcat (D)F
R. Arlen-A. Judge
73.. 10/30/42 .b8/29/42
North Star. The (D)
W. Hustnn-A. Baxter
a4/l7/43
3 Wrecking Crow (D)F R. Arlen-C.
Morris
73.. 1/15/43 . . .bl 1/7/42
Coming
7 Petticoat Larceny
Joan Carroll- Walter Reed
a4/IO/43
Red River Robin Hood (W)...T. Holl-C. Edwards
a8/l/42
.b6/26/43
Seventh Victim
Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
7
Sky's
the
Limit
F.
Astaire-J.
Leslie
a4/3/43
6 Dixie
(Tech)the(M)
Bing Crosby- Dorothy Lamour 89
b6/26/43
Spitfire
^ L.E. Howard-D.
b4/24/43
Portman-A. Niven
Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
6 Squadron
X (D)F
For Whom
Bell Tolls
Kelly
Tarzan andLeader
the Sheik
J, Weissmuller-Nancy
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 170
alO/24/42
■■
.10
3
b3/20/43
The
Fallen
Sparrow
(D)
J.
Garfleld-M. O'Hara
a3/l4/43
Frenchman's
Creek
J.
Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
Uood
lames Brown-Helen Walker
a4/l7/43
5 This
Mine (D)F laiiqhton-M.
O'Hara Andrews.
Henry Fellows
Aldrich (CD)
Plays
Up inLand
ArmsIs (Tech.)
Danny Kaye-Dana
Cupid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/4^
Walt
Disney's Surprise
Package
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House. J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
Aldrich'sSwings
Little ItSecret.
6 Henry
Henry Aldrich
(C). Jimmy
Jimmy Lydon-Joan
Lyden-Chas. Mortimer
Smith
65
b6/26/43
Hostages (D)
A. de Cordova-Luise Rainer
a5/22/43
REPUBLIC
Current 1941-42
Hour illBefore
the Dawn
Franchot Rogers-Ray
Tone- Veronica
Lake
'.
a6/26/43
Lady
iho Dark
(lech. (CU) .uinger
Milland
aJ/b/43
131 Call of the Canyon (MW)F...Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette 71. 8/10/42 .. .b8/22/42
.b7/l8/42
Let's
Face
It
(MC)
Bob
Hope-B.
Hutton
a3/l3/43
104
Joan
of
Ozark
(CD)F
Judy
Canova-Joe E. Brown
79. ,7/2/42
.b7/25/42
8/1/42 ...b9/
Mine Sweeper
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
12/42
157
Sons
of
the
Pioneers
(W)F
Roy
Rogers-Geo.
"Gabby"
Hayes...
61.
,9/14/42
158
Sunset
Serenade
(W)F
Roy
Rogers-George
Hayes
58.
Miracle
of
Morgan's
Creek
(CD)
Eddie
Bracken-Betty
Hutton
al/2/43
No Time for Love (C) Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
. . .b4/3/43
778
Current 1942-43
Riding for
HighThree
(Tech.)
(CD) D.B. Rhodes-McD.
Lamour-D. Powell
a3/l3/43
214 Alibi (M)F
. . .b3/27/43
5 Salute
(MCD)A
Carey
75. .7/16/43 .. .b3/27/43
M. Lockwood-H. Sinclair
66. 3/24/43
3/20/43 .. . .al/30/43
66 Submarine
So Proudly Alert
We Hail
(D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
Sept b6/26/43
At Dawn We Die(W)
(D)A John
Clements-Godfrey
Tearlo 78.
3/12/43
264 Blocked
(Spy)
Richard Arlen-Wendy Barrie 123.
67
b6/26/43
Steele-Tom
Tyler
55.
. . Reissuo
Boots andTrailSaddles
(W) Bob
Autry-Burnette-Judith
Allen
58. 4/30/43
The Uninvited
R. Milland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43 2301
.. .b4/24/43
1/15/43 . ..b5/29/43
231
1
Tornado
C. Morris- N. Kelly
a6/5/43
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55. 3/23/43
. ..'!b9/2B/42
.b4/IO/43
275 Carson
Triumph
Over
Pain
Joel
McCrea-Betty
Field
a6/27/42
City
Cyclone
(W)
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
55.
...a3/6/43
4/27/43
.
219 Chatterbox (C)
True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell
al/2/43
Brown-J. Canova
76. 5/15/43 .
276 Days of Old Cheyenne (W) J.D. E.Barry-L.
. .b3/20/43
Merrick
55. 2/13/43
274
Dead
Man's
Gulch
(W)F
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
55.
,5/28/43 . . ..b6/5/43
PRODUCERS RELEASING CORP. 1941-42
777 False Faces (D)
222
59.. 10/10/42
S.
Ridges-R.
Williams
56.
1/29/43
.
21
I
256
Along
the
Sundown
Trails
Lee
Powell-Art
Davis
Fighting Devil Dogs
Lee Powell-Eleanor Stewart 69. 10/8/42 . . .34/17/43
262 Billy the Kid Sheriff of
Flying Tigers (D) (Special) F .Joan Wayne-John Carroll 102.
Sage Valley (W)
Buster Orabbe-AI St. John
57.. 10/2/42
Fugitive
From Sonera
(W)...D.G. Barry-L.
4/15/43 .. . ...a4/3/43
7/1/43
2303
266
Border
Roundup
(W)
Geo.
Houston-AI
St.
John
59..
9/18/42
Gaucho
Serenade
(W)
Autry-S. Merrick
Burnette
69. ,5/10/43
. . . . Reluut
220 Gentle Gangster (D)
203 Jungle Siren (D)A
Ann Corio-Buster Crabbe
68 . 8/21/42
.b.b 10/24/42
10/24/42
B.
MacLane-M.
Lament
57.
8/28/42
12/1 1/42 ..bl.b7/25/42
231
Heart
of
the
Golden
1/21/42
261
Law
and
Order
(W)F
Buster
Crabbe-AI
St.
John
57
-10/28/42
267 Outlaws of Boulder Pass (W). George Houston-AI St. John
61
.38/22/42
(W)F
Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
65. 7/27/42 . . .b3/l3/43
201 Hi,WestNeighbor
Z55 Prairie Pals (W)
Art Davis-Bill Boyd
60 9/4/42 .. ..b7/4/42
Jean
Parker-John
Archer
71.
,3/26/43
.
12/24/42
215 Hit Parade ot (M)F
.bl2/l9/42
204 Prisoner of Japan (D)A Alan Baxter-Gertrude Michael 64. .7/22/42
1943 (DM)F...J. Carrol-S. Hayward
82.
. . .b2/20/43
206 Ice Capades Revue
254 Tumbleweed Trail (W)
Bill Boyd-Lee Powell
67. .7/10/42
Drew-Richard Denning 79. ,3/10/43
252 Idaho (W)F (CD) Ellen
220 Yank in Libya (D)A
H. B. Warner-Joan Woodbury 67. ,7/31/42
.. ..b.b4/j0/43
R. Rogers-S. Burnette
70. ,4/9/43
12/26/42
254
,
12/31/42
King
of
the
Cowboys
(W)
R.
Rogers-S.
Burnette
67.
Current 1942-43
205 Johnny Doughboy (CD) Jane Withers- Henry Wilcoxon 63. ,1/15/43 . ...a4/3/43
317 Baby Face Morgan (CD)A Carlisle-Cromwell-Armstrong 62.. 9/15/42 . .b7/25/42
210
.bl2/l9/42
London
Blackout
Murder(My)
.
John
Abbott-Mary
McLeod
58.
352
Bad Men Prison
of Thunder
(W).Tex O'Brien-James
Newill
59..
3/5/43 . !!!b2/6/43 2312 Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55. ,6/11/43
.4/13/43 ... ...b6/5/43
313 Behind
Walls Gap(CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G. Michael
64. .3/22/43
.10/1/42
217 Mantrap (My)
.b3/20/43
..bl2/l2/42
.b8/l5/42
H.
Stephenson-L.
Corrigan 57.
321 Black Raven (H)A
G. Zucco-N. Madison
60..S/3I/43 ..blO/17/42
100
Moscow
Strikes
Back
(Doc)
A.
.
Russian
Cast
(Special)
57.
310 Boss of Big Town (D)A John Litel-Florence Rice
69.. 12/7/42 . . .b9/5/42
209 Mountain Rhythm (D) Weaver Bros. & Elviry
70. .1/8/43
.8/17/42
. ..b8/29/42
308 City of Silent Men (D)F Frank Albertson-June Lang
65 . 10/12/42 . .b3/27/43
.
10/27/42
202
.. .89/5/42
Old Homestead
Bros.-DickMerrick
Purcoll 68.
Corregidor
73 ..3/29/43
272
.bl/16/43
of Pine (OF
Ridge (W) . . Weaver
Don Barry-Lynn
56. .6/1/43
32031 Dead
Men (D)
Walk (H)A 0.Geo.Kruger-E.
Zucco-MaryLandi
Carlisle 64
2/10/43 ....a5/l/43
.3/12/43 .,. ..b3/27/43
266
212 Outlaws
365 Death Rides the Plains (W) . . . B. Livingston- Al St. John
5/7/43 .
Purple
V,
The
(Spy)A
J.
Archer-M.
McLeod
58.
2304
. . Reissut
.5/21/43 . . .33/13/43
Ride,
Ride G. Autry-Smiley
Burnette
66.
306 Follies Girl
Wendie Barrie-Doris Nolan
7/1/43 .
Riders Tenderfoot,
of the Rio Grande(W).B.
Steele-T. Tyler
55. . 12/30/42 .bi2/l2/42
359
Fugitive
of
the
Plains
(W)...
Buster
Crabbe-AI
St.
John
55..
3/12/43
208
...a3/6/43
253
...b6/5/43
.4/16/43
.
Ridin'
Down
the
Canyon
(W).Roy
Rogers-George
Hayes
55.
314 Ghost and the Guest (My) James Dunn-Florence Rice
61.. 4/19/43 . .64/10/43
265 Sante Fe Scouts (W)
Three Mesquiteers
55. .12/18/42
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
5/17/43
Secrets of the
.alO/IO/42
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
56.. 1/27/43 !bi i/i4/42
Underground
(Spy)
John
Hubbard-Virginia
Grey
71.
362 Lady From Chungking (D)A..Anna May Wong-Mae Clark 66 . 12/21/42 . al 1/7/42
. .88/8/42
261 Shadows on the Sage (W).... Three Mesquiteers
55. .8/24/42
.4/20/43 .. . .b4/24/43
319
Man
of
Courage
(D)
B.
MacLane-Lyle
Talbot
67..
1/4/43
.
.
.bl2/5/42
218
.
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
68. .11/23/42 . .bl/23/43
(D)
M.
Lee-J.
Archer
65. .7/31/42
271 Shantytown
,6/14/43
.
Sombrero
Kid
(W)
Don
Barry-Lynn
Merrick
56.
311
My
Son,
the
Hero
(C)F
Patsy
Kelly-Roscoe
Karns
68
.
4/5/43
. .b5/29/43
.87/25/42
255 Song of Texas
.3/1/43
Rogers-Sheila
Ryan
69.
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI St. John
55. .11/20/42 .. ..bl/16/43
.b8/l/42
. . Reluuo
12/28/42 . ,.alO/31/42
South of the Border (MW)...G.Roy Autry-S.
Burnette
70. ..5/20/43
.. ..b5/l/43
304
Night for Stagecoach
Crime
Talbot
78
2/18/43
273
216
2302
.
Sundown
Kid
(W)
Don
Barry-Linda
Johnson
56.
363 Overland
(W) G.
Bob Farrell-L.
Livingston-AI
St. John
60. ..12/11/42
.
.
.84/3/43
221
.bi
i/28/42
Swing
Your
Partner
(C)
L.
Belle-Scotty-V.
Vague
72.
303
Payoff of(My)A
Tracy-Tom
Brown
1/21/43 .bl 1/28/42
.811/28/42
.4/6/43
312 Queen
Broadway (D)F Lee
Rochelle
Hudson-B.
Crabbe 74
62.. . 3/8/43
.
I
25
43
.
Tahiti
Honey
(DM)
D.
O'Keefe-S.
Simon
69.
Thundering Trails (W) Three Mesquiteers
56. .12/16/42 . .bl2/5/42
351
Rangers ofTake
Over (•)A
(W) Otto
James Kruger-Tina
Newill-Tex Thayer
O'Brien 6167 12/25/42
10/26/42
Donald Mesquiteers
M. Barry-Jean Parker 56.
63. .11/13 42
309 Terror
Secrets
a Co-Ed
262 Traitor
263
Valley ofWithin
Hunted(D)A
Men (W).. Three
,.,bl0/|7/42
.,810/3/42
b 1 1 /7/42
322
House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
4/19/43 . .a5/22/43
204
207
X
Marks
the
Spot
(My)A
Helen
Parrish-Damian
O'FWnn
56,
361
The
Renegade
B.
Crabbe-AI
St.
John
7/1/43
Coming
203
Youth on Parade (CM)A John Hubbard-Ruth Terry
72, ..11/4
307 Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
67.-9/29/42 .. .b9/26/42
10/24/42
'42
..a5/l/43
353
West of Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
5/10/43
360
Cyclone
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John 57.. 2/12/43
5/14/43
3R4 Western
Wild Horse
Rustlers
Livinaston-St.
56
a6/5/43
Black Hills Express D. Barry-W. Vernon-A. Heath
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
6/21/43 .a6/l9/43
B. Elliott-G.
Hayes
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie
Coming Heller 71. .11/9/42 .blO/3/42 2313 Bordertown
. .85/1/43
Death ValleyGunflghters
Manhunt Bill
Elliott-George
Hayes
Headin'
God's Country W.Dale Lundigan-V.
Dale
HoosierFromfor
Holiday
Evans-GeorgeBrady
Byron
Cattle Stampede
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
.86/26/43
Man
Music Mountain ,,. Roy
Rogers-Pat
Danger — Women at Work Patsy Kelly-Isabel Jewell
.8'I9'43
.a6/l9/43
Nobody's Darling
M. Lee-L. C3lhern-G. George
355 Frontier
Fighting Law
Valley
D.
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
8/1/43
.7/29
43
.85 2919 4343
Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine
Dave
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
.a6
Strange Music
F. Lederer-S.
Guric
Sleepy Lagoon
Canova- Crane
Dennis Day
.a6/l2,'43
.83 27 43
Someone
to Remember (D)...M.Judy Paige-J.
40 Isle of Forgotten Sins J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard
8/15/43
The West
Deerslayer
BruceBarry-D.
Kellogg-Jean
Texas Rangers
No. 5
Jimmy
Newill-DaveSt. O'Brien
.8.7510 4343 . .b6 19 43
The
Side Kid
D.
Evans-H.Parker
Hull
Thundering
Cattle
Buster Crabbe-AI
John 8/1/43
223 Thumbs Up
B. Joyce-R. Frazer
67
Tiger Fangs
Frank Buck-June Duprez
Wagon Tracks West
Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys
Trail of Terror
Dave O'Brien-Jim Newill....
.85 I '43
.8,5/43 . ..86/19/43
July 3. 1943
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SHOWMEN'S

20TH CENT.-FOX
Block
N«.
Current 1941-42
1212 This
PostmanAboveDidn't
Ring
(CD)F.,B.T. Joyce-R.
Travis
All
(D)A
Power-J.
12 United We Stand (Doc)F Lowell
Thomas,Fontaine
Narrator
Current 1942-43
1 A-Haunting We Will Go (C)F. Laurel & Hardy
2 Berlin Correspondent (D)F Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrews
Black Swan
(D)F A . T.Virginia
Power- Bruce-James
Maureen O'Hara
25 Careful
— Soft(Tech.)
Shoulder(Spy)
Ellison
7 Chetniks (D)F
Philip Dorn-Anna Sten
610 China
Girl
(D)F
G.
Tierney-G.
Montgomery
Coney Island (Tech.) (DIV1)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery
8 Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
Desert Dive
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documentary
8 Dixie Dugan (C)F
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
51 Dr.
Renault's
Secret(D)F
(My)A...J.B. Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Footlight
Serenade
Grable-J.
Payne-V. Roberts
Mature
4 Girl Trouble (CD)F
D. Anieche-J. Bennett
88 HeHello.
HiredFrisco,
the Boss
Hello (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
(Tech.) (M)F
(DM)F
A. Faye-J.
Oakie
2 Iceland
Sonja
Henie-John
Payne
710 Jitterbugs
Immortal Sergeant
(D)F
Henry
FondaMaureen O'Hara
(C)
Laurel & Hardy
26 Just
Broadway
Life Olt
Begins
at (D)A L. Nulan-M. Weaver
Eight-Thirty
(D)FF ... Preston
Monty Woolley-lda
I1 Little
Foster-BrendaLupino
Joyce
Loves ofTokyo,
EdgarU.S.A.
Allan (0)
Poe
(B)F
Linda
Darnell-John
Shepperd
4 Man in the Trunk (MyD)F...L. Roberts-R. Walhurn
7 Margin for Error (CO)F J. Bennett-Milton Berle
47 Manila
L. Nolan-Carole Landis
Meanest Calling
Man in (D)F
the
WorldIs Down,
(OF
Lane
8 Moon
The (D)F C.Benny-Rochester-P.
Hardwicke-D. Bowden
92 Orchestra
My Friend Wives
Flicka (M)F
(Tech.) (D).P.G. Foster-R.
Johnson-R.
McDowall..
Montgomery- A. Rutherford
6 Over My Dead Body (C)F M. Berle-Mary Beth Hughes
10 Ox-Bow Incident (D)
Henry Fonda-Dana Andrews
Pied Piper
MontyPatrick-G.
Woolley-Roddy
McDowall
3I4 Quiet
Please,in(D)F
Murder
(My) G.
Sanders
Springtime
the Rockies
(Tech.)
(M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
3 That
Tales
of Manhattan
(CD) A Boyer-Hayworth-Rogers-Fonda
Other
95 They
Came
toWoman
Blow Up(D)F V. Gilmore-James Ellison
AmericaBirds
(D)
G. Sanders-W.
Bond
Thunder
(D) (Tech.)F..G.
65 Time
to Kill (D)F
L. Tierney-P.
Nolan-HeatherFoster
Angel
95 Tonight
WeMonster
Raid Calais
(D) . . John
Annabella-B.
Bondi
Undying
(My)F
HowardHeather
Angel
6 We Are the Marines ( D) F .... March of Time Feature
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis
Calvert
Coming

TRADE

Rel.
I. Date
Issue
See of
68. .7/3/42
. .b5/30/42
.b5/l6/42
109.
.7/24/42
69. .7/10/42 .b6/27/42
65.
70.
85.
70.
73.
95.
96.
105.
60.
66.
58.
79.
82.
73.
98.
79.
90.
74.
66.
84.
63.
67.
70.
74.
81.
59.
90.
89.
97.
68.
75.
86.
70.
91.
118.
75.
73.
78.
61.
72.
63.
65.
103.

.b7/l 1/42
,8/7/42
,9/11/42 ... .b8/l5/42
,12/4/42 . ,bl0/l7/42
,9/18/42 . ,..b8/15/42
.bl/9/43
,2/5/43
,1/1/43 .... . .bl2/5/42
.b5/22/43
.6/18/43
.5/14/43
... ,, .b4/24/43
.b4/3/43
.4/16/43
, ..b3/
13/43
,3/12/43
.12/11/42 . .blO/17/42
, ,b7/l 1/42
,8/1/42
..
.10/9/42 . ., .b9/IO/42
.4/2/43 .. .b3/ 13/43
,3/26/43 . ..b3/l3/43
,10/2/42 . . .b8/l5/42
.bl/9/43
.1/29/43 . .. ..b5/29/43
.6/11/43
.9/25/42 .. . .b8/ 15/42
12/25/42 . .bl2/5/42
.8/14/42 . ..b7/ll/42
1/42
8/28/42 . .. .b7/l
,10/23/42
.b9/l9/42
.
.bl/16/43
,2/19/43
10/16/42 . . .b9/l9/42
.bl/16/43
2/12/43 . .. .b3/l3/43
4/9/43
4/23/43 . .. .. .b4/IO/43
.b8/l5/42
9/4/42
1/15/43 .... ...b5/8/43
.bl2/l2/42
,5/21/43
.
1 1/42
8/21/42 .. .b.b7/
12/ 19/42
,3/19/43
19/42
.11/6/42 . .. .b9/
.b8/l5/42
,.11/13/42
10/30/42 blO/17/42
..b4/24/43
,5/7/43
17/42
. 1 1/20/42 .. . blO/
.1/22/43 .. .. .bl2/5/42
.b4/3/43
.4/30/43
.11/27/42 .blO/17/42
.bl2/l2/42
.1/8/43
.2/26/43 .. . ..b9/l9/42

11 Bomber's
Moon
Geo.
Montgomery- Annabella
Claudia
R. Young-Dorothy
McGuire7/30/43
Dancing Masters
Laurel
& Hardy
Guadalcanal Diary
P. Foster-W. Bendix
HaiJiiy Land
AmecheDee-Carey- Rutherford
II Heaven
Can Wait (Tech) Don
Ameche-Gene
Tierney 7/23/43
Holy Evre
Matrimony
M. Woolley-G.
Fields-L.
Cregar
Janf>
rirson
Wflles-Joan
Fontaine
Night
Is
Ending
G.
Sanders-B.
Marshall
Roger Touliy, Last of the
Taylor-L. Price-C
Andrews-P.
Foster
SongGangsters
of Bernadette J.K. Jnnes-V.
Bickforri
II Stormy Weather (M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast
7/16/43
Sweet
RosieHe O'Grady
(Tech.)..B.
Grable-H. yoiing
The
Girls
Left
Behind
A.
Faye-Sheila
Ryan-C.
Miranda
Wintertime
S. Henie-J. Oakie
UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
American Empire (WD)F H. Dix-P. Foster
82.
Border Patrol (W)F
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
66.
Buckskin
Frontier
(W)F
R.
Dix-Jane
Wyatt
76.
Calaboose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45.
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67.
Crystal Ball (CU)F
P. Goddard-R. Milland
81.
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44.
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48.
Hoppy
Serves
a
Writ
(W)F...W.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66.
Hangmen Also Die (0)A B. Donlevy-W. Brennan 131.
F. Marsh-V.
Lake
75.
InI Married
Which Wea Witch
Serve (C)F
(D)F Noel
Coward
114.
Jacare (T)F
Fr3nk Buck, Narr3tor
65.
Kukan
Battle Cry of
China— the(Doc)F
61.
Lady
of
Burlesque
8.
O'Shea 67.
Leatlier Burners (W)
Wm.Stanwyck-Michael
Boyd-Andy Clyde
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola Lane
63.
McGuerlns From Brooklyn(C) A.Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 47.
Moon
and
Sixpence
(D)A
Geo.
Sanders-H.
Marshall
90.
One of Our Aircraft Is
Missing {D)F
Godfrey Tearle-Eric Portman 90.
Powers Girl (M)F
Geo. Murphy-Anne Shirley 93.
Prairie
Chickens
(C)
Beery, Jr
47.
Silver Queen (D)F
G.J. Bogers-N.
Brent-P. Lane
82.
Somewhere in France (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85.
Taxi. Mister (C)
Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 4b.
That Nazty Nuisance (C) Bobby Watson-Joe Devlin
43.
Undercover Man (W)
Bill Boyd-Andy Clyde
68.
Young and Willing (GD)F Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83.
Coming

.a4/IO/43
.a6/12/43
.36/26/43
.a5/29/43
.34/24/43
.a4/in/43
.a6/26/43
. .36/5/43
.a4/24/43
.b5/29/43
. .36/5/43
.dLS/>7'4i
.35/22/43

.12/11/42 . .bl2/5/42
.4/2/43 . . .bl/30/43
.b3/ 13/43
.5/14/43
.,6/18/43
1/29/43 .....b6/
.36/6/42
19/43
.
.bl/23/43
.1/22/43
.blO/24/42
,11/20/42
..b5/22/43
.3/5/43
,3/12/43 . .. .b3/27/43
.b3/20/43
3/26/43
,
. 10/30/42 .blO/17/42
.blO.27/42
,2/12/43
.11/27/42 .b 12/26/42
. .b7/l8/42
.8/7/42 . ...b5/l/43
.4/30/43
, . .b4/ 10/43
5/28/43
.,12/31/42
12/18/42 ..bl/23/43
.b3/6/43
12/42
10/2/42 , .. ..b9/
10/16/42 . . .b9/5/42
1/15/43 .bl2/l9/42
,5/21/43
. ,37/4/42
11/13/42 .bl
1/14/42
. .b2/20/43
6/11/43
,
4/16/43 , . .b4/24/43
.
.b6/5/43
,6/25/43
, 10/23/42 , .. .b2/l3/43
. .b5,9/4<:
2/5/43 .,

Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Bovd-Andv CIvde
..36/26/43
Fslse
Colors (W)
Wm.
Clyde
..alS'l'l'J?
.36/19/43
Gunmaster
AlbertBoyd-A.
Dekker-Claire
Trevor
Hi Diddle Diddle A. Menjou-M. Scott
Johnny Come Lately J. Cagney-Grace George
. .35/1/43
Riders Door
of theCanteen
Deadline 48William
Boyd-Andy Clyde
Stage
Stars
.b5/l5/43
131.
.38/29/42
Texas Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy CIvde
.b6/
12/43
The
Richard Dix-Jane Wyatt
VictoryKansan
Through(W)
Air Power. ... Disney
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy- Marjorie Woodworth
.8/6/43 .. 38/8/42
UNIVERSAL
6067 Boss
Hangtown(D)F
Mes3 (W),.
Eagle ofSquadron
t003 Pardon My Sarong (C)A
ItS7 Timber (D)F

.37/25/42
8/21/42 . .. .b6/20/42
.8/7/42
10982.
60. .8/14/42 . . .b8/h8/8/42
15/42

7043
71105
7063
7029
7010
7014
7075
7036
7071
7030

. . .b6/5/43
63. .6/11/43 ...b2/6/43
98. .2/19/43
86. . 12/25/42 .bl2/26/42
60. . 12/4/42 .bl2/l2/42
. .b8/29/42
h5/t/43
60. .9/4/42
.6/4/43
87.
4/9/43 . . ..b4/
. .39/19/42
10/43
59. .5/?l/43
60. .9 '25/42 . ..b9/12/42
61. . 10/9/42 . .blO/3/42

Current 1941-42
Johnny
Msck Brown-Fuzzy
Knight.
Dian3 B3rrymoreRobert St3ck....
Abbott & Costello-Virginia Bruce..
Leo Carrillo-Andy Devine
Current 1942-43
All By Myself
Patric
Knowles-Evelyn Ankers...
Amazing
Mrs.
Holliday
(D)F..D.
Arabian Niohts (Tech.) (D)F .Jon Durbin-A.
Hall-MariaTreacher
Montez-Sabu. . . .
Behind the 8 Ball (OF
Ritz Bros. -Carol Bruce
Between
Us
Girls
(C)A
Diana
Barrymore-R.
Cummings.
Captive Wild Woman (H) Evelyn Ankers-John Carradine...
Cheyenne Roundup (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
Cowboy
Deep in intheManhattan
Hesrt of (C) F. L3ngford-R. Paige
Texas (W)F
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
Destination Unknown (D)F Wm. Gargan-Irene Hervey

REVIEW

Rel.
July 3, 1943
Set
Isaue of
Mins. Date
.blO/IO/42
61..
1/8/43
.
...b5/l/43
61. .5/14/43

UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
Current 1942-43
7037
the Band
Underworld
Richard
Dix-WendyErrol
Barrie
7033 Eyes
Followof the
(MC)(G) A. M.
B. Hughes-L.
7012 Frankenstein Meets the Wolf
(H)
Chaney, Jr.-llona
Massey 73. .3/12/43
..36/12/43
GetManGoing
G.Lon McDonald-R.
Paige
6/25/43 ..b2/27/43
....b9/5/42
.biU/d/42
7022
Get
Hep
to
Love
(DM)F
bloria
Jeaii-Jano
Fra.;eo
75..1U/2/42
..b4/24/43
7021 Give Out Sisters (M)F Andrews Sisters
65. .9/11/42 .bl2/l9/42
7044 Good
Judge (D)
(C) Ralph
D. O'Keefe-M.
B. Hughes
68. .12/18/42
.5/7/43 . . .b9/l2/A2
7032
Great Morning
Impersonation
Bellamy- Evelyn
Ankers 71.
7035 Half Way to Shanghai (Spy)A. Irene Hervey-Kent T3ylor
62. .9/18/42 . .b3/27/43
7041
He's
My
Guy
(MC)F
J.
Davis-D.
Foran
65.
.3/26/43
..al/30/43
7031 Hi,
BuddyIce (M)
Dick
Harriet Hilliard
.b2/20/43
Hit the
(C)
Abbott Foran& Costello-Ginny
Simms 68.. 2/26/43
7/2/43 . .. .h2/li/43
.. .b2/6/43
7039 Hi' Ya Chum (OF
Kiiz Bros. -Joan Frazee
61. .3/5/43 '. ..37/25/42
7025 How's About It (CM)F Andrews Sisters
61. .2/5/43 ...b3/l3/43
7001 It Ain't Hay (OF
Abbott & Costello
81. .3/19/43 .bl/30/43
7023 It Comes Up Love (OF Gloria Jean-Donald O'Connor 65.. 4/9/43
4/2/43 b3/6/43
7040
Keep
'Em
Slugging
(CD)F
H.
Hall-B.
Jordan
7072 Little Joe, the Wrangler (W)..J. M. Brown-T. Ritter
til61 .. 1 1/13/43
7077 Lone Star Trail (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
58.. 8/1 1/42 ..b6/l9/43
7U34 Madame Spy (Spy)A C. Beiinelt-D. Porter
bS..i2'll/42 ..b5/29/43
.bl2/ 12/4^
7013 Moonlight
Mister Big
Donald Jones-Jane
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean
74.
7026
in Havana (CM)F.. Allan
Frazee
62.. .3/28/43
10/16/42 .blO/17/42
. .bl/23/43
7027 Mug Town (D)F
Billy Halop-Huntz Hall
59. .1/22/43 ..b4/IO/43
.blO/17/4?
7019 Next
Mummy's
Tomb (H)F Dick
60. .5/7/43
.10 23/42 . .bll/14/42
7052
of Kin
Nova Foran-John
Pilbeam-BasilHubbard
Sidney 86.
11/13/42
7ul5
Nightmare
(Spy)
F
Diajia
Barryiiiore-Brian
Donlevy....
81.
.b.39/19/42
10/24/42
10/23/42
7038 Night Monster (H)A
Bela Lugosi-lrene Hervey
70.
1/42 ..bl2/12/42
7073
Old
Chisholm(D)F
Tr3il (W) J.M. M.Dietrich-R.
Brown-Te*Scott
Ritter
60. 12/1
12/ 1 1/42
7008
Pittsburgh
90.
7076 Raiders of the San
Joaquin (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
60.. 6/4/43 .b3/l3/43
b6/5/43
7042 Rhythm of the Islands (MOF A. Jones-J. Frazee
60. .4/16/43 . .bl/9/43
7065
Shadow
of
a
Doubt
(MyD)
A
..
.Teresa
Wright-Jos.
Gotten
108..
1/15/43
.
.b
1/2/43
7024 Sherlock Holmes and the
Secret Holmes
Weapon snd(My)F B. R3thbone-N. Bruce
68. .2/12/43
7020 Sherlock
.b9/l2/42
the VoiceHolmes
of Terror
65.. 9/18/42
7018 Sherlock
in (My)A. Basil Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
Washington (D)
B. Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
71. .4/30/43 ...b3/27/43
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death.. B. Rathhone-N. Bruce
7017
Townin (W)F
C. Bennett-Patric Knowles
73..
9/25/42 ...blO/3/42
7028 Sin
Strictly
the Groove
60. .11/20/42
.bll/20/42
7074
Tenting Tonight
on the (M)F..Mary Healy-Ozzie Nelson
Old Camp Ground (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
61. .2/5/43 310/3/42
London M. Morgan-A. Curtis
78.. 6/18/43 ...b6/l9/43
7016 Two
When Tickets
Johnny toComes
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J.
Frazee-G. Jean
75. .1/1/43 bl/2/i»3
Coming
7004
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J.Abbott
Hall-M.
Montez
76..
4/23/43 ...b4/l7/43
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
& Costello
77. .11/6/42
...bll/7/4i
Adventures of the Flying
Cadets
R. Cummings-Johnny Downs
6/11/43
AM Baba and the Forty
Thieves (Tech)
Maria Montez-Jon Hall
Always a Bridesmaid (MC) ... Andrews Sisters-Pstric Knowles
32/20/43
Angela
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster 36/19/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon
Hall-S3bu
CorvetteHouse
K-225 (D)
P. Knowles-D.
Doran
7/30/43 ...33/20/43
Cr3zy
Olsen
& Johnson
Fired
Wife
D.
Barrymore-Louise
Allbritton
36/19/43
For All We Know
Edw. U. Kobinson-Ch3rles Beyer
34/24/43
Frontier Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R. Psige-L. Chsney 8/6/43
Girls,
Inc
Harriett
Hilliard-Leon
Errol
82..7/9'43
a5/8/43
Hers to Hold
D. Durbin-J. Cotton
7/16/43 ...36/19/43
His
Butler's
Sister
D.
Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
Larc.ny with Music (DM) A. Juiies-K. Carlisle
a2/6/43
Let Yourself Go
E. Knox-D. Woods-B. Burke
Mad
Ghoul
Evelyn
Ankers-David
Bruce
a6,/26/43
Never a Dull Moment Ritz Bros. -Frances Langford
35/29/43
Phantom of the Opera Nelson Eddy-Sus3nn3 Foster 8/27/43 34/3/43
Second Honeymoon
David Bruce-Harriett Hilii3rd 7/23/43
Sherlock Holmes
Holmes and
F3cestheDe3th..B. R3thbone-N. Bruce
36/19/43
Sherlock
Spider Woman
36/26/43
Son
of
Drscula
(H)
A.
Curtis-L.
Chaney
aj/2U/43
Strange Death of Adolph
Hitler
Ludwig Donath-G. Sondergaard
7064 We've Never Been Licked(D) . Richard Quine-A. Gwynne
8/13/43 ...al2/5/42
WARNER BROS.
, . .b6/6/42
137 Escape From Crime (G)A B. Current
Travis-Julie1941-42
Bishop
51.
138 Gay Sisters (D)F
B3rb3r3 St3nwyck-George Brent 108. 7/25/42 . , .. .b6/6/42
. b6/6/42
139
Spy
Ship
(Spy)A
Irene
M3nning-Cr3ig
Stevens
61.
8/1/42
..
12/13/41 . .bl2/6/4l
112 Steel Ag3inst the Sky (D)F...L. Nol3n-Alexis Smith
68. 8/15/42
202
221
217
222
203
214
204
219
211
212
210
216
209
208
220
218
206
205
2:S
215
201
207

Current 1942-43
Across
Pacific
Action the
in the
North(D)F Humphrey Bogart-Mary Aster 97.
(D)
Bogart-R. Massey
AirAtlantic
Force (D)F
J.H. Garfleld-G.
Young
124.
Background to Danger (Spy).. Geo. Raft-Brends M3rsh3ll
Busses Ro3r (Spy)F Rich3rd Tr3vis-Julie Bishop 61.
C3S3blanca
(D)F
Bogsrt- l.igrid
Bergman 102.
Desperate Journey
(D)F H.
E. Flynn-R.
Re3gan
107.
Edge of Fortress
Darkness(D)F
(D)A Rifh3rd
E. Flyn>iGreene
A. Sheridsn 118.
Flying
65.
Gentleman
Jim (D)F
E. Flynn-Alexis Smith
104.
George Washington
Slept
Here M3n
(CD)F
J.J. Benny-A.
Coburn 92.
Gorill3
(D)A
Loder-RuthSherid3n-C.
Ford
64.
H3rd
W3y
(D)A
I.
Lupino-D.
Morg3n
Hidden Hand (My)A
Craig Stevens-Julie Bishop 107.
65.
Mission to DKtor
Moscow (D)
(D) John
W. Huston-A.
123.
Mysterious
Loder-ClydeHarding
Cook
57.
Now, Voy3ger
B. D3vis-Paul
Henreid
Secret
Enemies (D)A
(Spy)F Craig
Stevens-Faye
Emerson 117.
58.
Truck Busters (G)F
Richard Travis-Ruth Ford
58.
Varsity
Show vM>
Powell-F.
81.
ComingWaring
Yankee Doodle
Dandy (DM)F.J.D. Cagney-Joan
Leslie
126.
You Can't Escape Forever(D)A.G. Brent-Brenda M3rshall
77.

,9/5/42 b8/l5/42
,6/12/43
3/20/43 . ..b5/22/43
...b2/6/43
..b6/l2/43
,7/3/43 .. . .b8, 22/42
,9/19/42
1/23/43 . ..b.b8/
1 1/28/42
15/42
9/26/42 . ..b3/27/43
4/24/43
12/5/42 .. . .b9/26/42
11/14/42 .blO/31/42
. .b9/l9/42
21 1/28/42
'20 '43 .
.b9/26/42
1/16/43 . ..bl2/l2/42
11/7/42 . . .b9/l9/42
5/22/43 . ...b5/l/43
10/31/42 .. .. .b2/27/43
3/6/43
10/17/42 . .b8/22/42
.b8/22/42
2/2/43
12/19/42 .. .. . .bl/23/43
.(Reissue)
.b6/6/42
1/2/43
..
10/10/42

Adventures ai Msrk Tw3in(D) . Fredric M3rch-Alexis Smith
»&l72/*i
. .b9/26/«
Arsenic 3nd Old Lace Cary Grant-Priscilla Lane
al/3/42
Conflict
Humphrey Bogart- Alexis Smith
223 Crime
ConstantDv Nymph
(D)
Charles
Boyer-Joan
Fontaine
112.
.7/24/43
...34/25/42
Niiini
Jane Wyman
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM).. Dennis Morgan-Irene Mmnlng
a3/l5/42
Destination
Tokyo
Grant-John Lupino
Garfield a2/27/43
Devotion (D)
0.CarydeHavilland-l.
In Our Time
I. Lupino-P. Henreid-C. Rains
Irving
Berlin's This Is the Array All-Star Cast
Army
36/19/4?
Last Ride (Di
R. Travis Chas. Long
Northern Pursuit
E. Flynn-H. Dantine
Old Acquaintance (J)
Bette Davi5-Miri3m Hopkins
Princess
O'Ronrke
(CD) 0.GaryDeHavilland-R.
Cummings
aS'lfl'*""
Saratoga
Trunk
Cooper-lngrid
Bergman
36/26/43
Shine On Harvest Moon A. Sheridan-D.
Morgan
Thank Your Lucky Stars (M) .. All-Star Cast
al/18/43
W3tch on Ihe Rhine (D)
Bette D3vis-P3u! Luk3S
38/22/42
MISCELLANEOUS
Guerill3 Brigsde (D)A Russi3n C3st
84 .Lumin3r ..b4/ 18/42
Heart
(D)A F.Russian
Michele Morgan-Raimu
Ill55, .A.F.E.Corp.b3/20/43
In the ofRe3ra Nation
of the Enemy(D)
Cast
Artkino ...bl'D/3/42
..bll/28/42
M3shenka (D)F
All Russian C3st
66, .Artkino
....b7/4/42
Orders From Tokyo (D)A D3nielle Darrieux-Anton Walbreofc.. 74 .Artkino
H.
Hughes.b2/l3/43
Outlaw,
The
(WD)A
J.
Buetel-J.
Russell
121,
ThU Is the Enemy (D)..
Rii>si3n Cast
78. .Almo b7/25/42
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

REVIEW
41

7'/2

4431
4428
4432
4435
4422S
442
4436
4427
4433
4423
4434
4421
4426
4424
4430
4429

1942-43
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
A Maid Made Mad
151/2. .Not Rev.
ABlonde
Blitz and
on the
Fritz Good
I8I/2.
Groom
Dull
15 .. 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
Boobs in the Night Poor
iTh- . 6/12/43
Carry Harry
Not Funny 17 .Not
. 10/10/42
Rev.
Ham
and
Yegas
16
Here Comes Mr. Zerk
l6'/2 . .Not Rev.
171818 . 1/30/43
His Wedding Scare Silly
. 4/24/43
IKissSpied forWakeYou
Poor ..
Uo Ordinary
11)1/2 .. in/17/42
5/22/43
My
Wife's
An
Angel
Good
Phony Cronies
Slap Happy
. 8 :!'I/4Z
2217 .Not
Piano
Mooner
Rev.
SappySaplings
Pappy
Slapsticky 1716 . . 12/ 5/42
Two
....Not3/ Rev.
6/43
Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good IB

AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
4963 Men Working Together
4962 Mr. Smug
Good
Point Rationing
Troop Train
49SI Wings for the Fledglings. Fair

.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
II .Not
Rev.
6 . 2/27'43
II .Not
Rev.
10 . 1/ 9/4d

4510
4504
4508
4507
4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509

COLOR RHAPSODIES
Rev.
He Can't
It Stick
' 7 Not
King
MidasMakeJunior
Nnl Rev.
Plenty
Below
Zero
Fair
71/2.
5/29/43
Professor Small and Mr.
Not Rev.
Tall
71/2.
Slay
It With Flowers Fair
7 . ..10/1/30/43
3/42
Song of Victory Fair
9
There's
Something
About
.
4/17/43
a Soldier
Fair
6'/2 .
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
77 . 10/31/42
Toll Bridge
Troubles Amusing
.Not
12/ Rev.
=5/42
Tree
for Two

4660
4653
4657
465S
4658
4651
4659
4654
4654
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By
College Songs
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
McNaniara's.
Band
Rhumba and Conga Hits.. Good
Rosie the
Songs
of theRiveter
Service Good
Average
Songs ofDoodler
the States Very
Good
Yankee
Good

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shep Fields) Good

ID
9
9
.
109'/2
8 .
lO'/j.
8
99'/2.

Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
, 2/27/43
4/17/43
Not Rev.
. 8/22/42
5/ 1/43
.11/14/42
. 1/ 2/43
, 9/26/42
. Not Rev.
7/42
..11/1/ 2/43

4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover, The
His Girl's
WorstFriend. Mediocre
Socks
Appeal
Fair

16 . 10/31/42
Rev.
I81/2. ...Not5/22/43
18171/2.. 3/20/43

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajiuis of the Teche Good
Merchant (LaVarre)
Convoy .......Vivid
Oddities
Good
Our Second Front Timely

II 8/22/42
II10 ... 10/31/4^
6/26/43
W/z.. 1/ 9/43

4704
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4705
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Cholly Polly
Silly
Duty
and the Beast
The Dumbconscious
Mind. Fair
Average
The
Gullible
Canary
Clever
Kindly Scram
Malice in Slumberland. . . Fair
Mass Mouse
Dull
The Vitamin Meeting
G-Man Silly
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine

2/27/43
661/2.. 5/22/43
7 11/14/42
7
10/17/42
6 . Not Rev
61/2
5/42
6 12/
6/26/43
BVi 3/IJ/4J
7 . 5/ 8/43

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860

10 .. 8/15/42

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
10
8/15/41
No.
I
(Kiw
Kyser)
Good II .. 10/
3/42
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Very
Good
9 .10/31/42
No.
No. 34 (Jack
(LeopoldBenny) Entertaining
10 12/ 5/42
Stokowski)
Classified ...
No.
5 (Old Time
9/43
9 . 1/ Rev.
Screen Gems
Very Good .
10 .Not
No.
(Ginny Mowbray)
Simms, M.C.)
, Not
Rev.
No. 76 (Alan
Not Rev.
No. 89 (Kyser,
" 1091/, '
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &.
Not Rev.
Molly
10 ..Not
Rev.
No. 10 (Mischa Auer)
10

4406
4401
4402
4407
4403
4751

1942-43 (Cont.
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
l8'/2.
Back From the Front.
18
l5'/2.. . Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
Even as I 0 U
Fair . . .
18 . .10/24/42
12/12/42
Sock-A-Bye Baby Average
l5'/2.
16
. ..Not
Rev.
151/2.
Three Little Twirps...
.Not Rev.
. 1/ 2/43
They Stooge to Conga.
91/2.
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
. 8/29/42
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.

PARAMOUNT

COLUMBIA

COLUMBIA

4551 Old
Journey
Denali
Good
4452
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good.
WORLD OF SPORT
4807 Aqua Thrills
Entertaining
4HII5 Diving Diiredevils Good .
4808 Jump.
Uninteresting
48U4
Lauies Fish,
Day inJump
Spurts. ... (iuod
4801 Trotting Kings Good
4803
Interesting
4802 Winter
Wizard ofParadise
the Fairway. . Golf
Magic

91/2. . 8/ 1/42
10
II .. . 10/17/42
9 . . 5/29/43
9 .
.. 3/20
6/26/4343
IO'/2.
10 . . 4/17/43
.Not
Rev.
1 1 .10/17/42
101/2.
.
1/
9/43
10 . . 1 1/14/42

U2-3
U2-4
U2-2
U2.|
U2-5

E2-I
E2-9
E2-7
E2-'i
E2-8
E2-2
E2-5
E2-6

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
ng
Time Issue Of
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
Bravo
Mr.
500 Hats ofStraus
Bartholomew Imaginative ...
3/27/43
Cubblns
Funny
Jasper
the Haunted
Choo-Choo. .Funny
5/
1/43
1/16/43
Jasper &.& the
House
Excellent
.. 1 6/1/21/42
Jasper's Music Lesson Tops
5/43
8
POPEYE (12)
Hull of a Mess Amusing .
7 .. 10/24/42
Hungry
Rev.
7 . Not5/29/43
Jolly GoodGoa
FurloughtFair
7
Me Musical Nephews Amusing 6'/2
..11/14/42
6/19/43
Ration thefor Japs
the Duration . .Fair
Good
'.. 6'A
8 .12 19-42
Scrap
Not Rev.
Rev.
Seein'
Red,
White
'N'
Blue
Splnarh Fer Britain
7 ..Not
Too Weak to Work Amusi
. 4/17/43

POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
E2-4 - ■ '2-1 No.
I
Interesting
J2-2
No. 3
2
Good
J2-3 No.
Good
J2-4 No.
No. 4
Informative
J2-0
5

.10/24/42
99 .12/ 5/42
.
1/16/43
1014
. 5/ Rev.
1/43
.Not
1010

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
MGM 1942-43
V2-2 At the Bird Farm Fair
CARTOONS
3/27/43
Y2-3
Events
Swell
6/ 5/43
>^-l Current
bjieaking
ul Families
Animals
W-443 Bah Wilderness
8 .Not Rev.
.
12/19/42
&
Their
Very
Good
W-441 Barney
Bear's
Victory
Y2-4 Speaking of Animals at the
1/16/43
Garden
Funny
8 .. 4/10/43
Cage Door Canteen
,
. Not Rev.
W-444
Hilarious
8 .Not Rev.
W-446 Dumb
Red HotHounded
Riding Hood
W-442
Suflerin'
Cats
9
Rev.
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
W.445 The Boy and the Wolf... Good
9 Not
5/
1/41
6/ 5/43
W-447
The Uninvited
Lonesome Mouse...
Very Funny ... 8 .. Not
Rev.
W-450
The
Pest
Excellent
91/2 6/26/43
R2-8 Amphibious Fighters
.Not
W-448 Who Killed Who
91/2. . 4/24/43
. Not Rev.
Rev.
10
K2-6
Beach
Command
Interesting
W-449 Yankee Doodle Mouse
9
. 1 1/14/42
10
K2-2 Hike
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent
Rev.
R2-5
or Bike
10 . Not
MINIATURES (10)
R2-3 Modern Vikings
Enjoyable
2/
6/43
R2-I Snorts I Q
Excellent
M-433 Brief Interval
10/24/42
R2-7 Tumble Bugs
Excellent
5/29/43
. Not Rev.
M-437 Here at Home
.Not
Good
3/20/43
.Not Rev.
Rev. R2-4 Trading Blows
M-4i5 Inca Gold (Sepia)
M-431 Memories
Last Lesson
Impressive
M-438
of Australia
.Not
Rev.
. 1/30
'43
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
1/23/43
M-4d2 Portrait
People ofofRussia
Excellent ..
.Not Rev.
M-434
a
Genius
1/16/43
M-43G Wood Goes to War
W2-I
Destruction,
. 6/19/43
(Tech.)
...Fascinating
5/ 1/43
W2-3 Jungle
DrumsInc
(Tech.) Exciting
Good .. 8'/2
8 3/13/43
W2-2
Mummy
Strikes
(Tech.)
..
For
Juveniles
.
8
5/29/43
OUR GANG (10)
W2-4 Underground World Good
8'/2.
101/2
C-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
II . Not5/ Rev.
1/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
C-494 Calling All Kids Delightful II . 4/10/43
.10/24/42
C-493 Family Troubles Amusing
II .11/21/42
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing
II
L2-I No. I
Good
10 .. 12/19/42
L2-2
No.
2
Interesting
3/20/43
PASSING PARADE (10)
L2-3
Average
...
10 . 5/ 1/43
L2-4 No.
No. 3
4
Up to Par.
10
K-481 Madero of Mexico Fine
II
6/19/43
K-483 That's Why I Left You. Very Good
10
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting 10
5/ I/4J
. 10/ 3/42
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
1/23/4'
T2-I
A
Letter
From
Bataan.in . .Impressive 15
r2-4 Aldrich Family Gets
the Scrap
Excellent
II . 3/ 6/43
S-467 Dog House ....Tops
9
6/26/43
T2-3
Price
of Victory
Very Good
1315 .11/21/42
.10/ 3/42
S-465
Fala,
the
President's
Dog.
Good
8
4/24/43
T2-2
We
Refuse
to
Die
Gripping
S-461 First Aid
Instructive 10
1/23/42
4/10/43
S-463
Hollywood
Daredevils
...Exciting
9
S-462 Marines in the Making ... Very Good .... 9
S-466 Sky Science
Excellent ..... 9
S-464 Wild Horses
Fair
8
5/6/19/43
2/ B/4J
8/4t
RKO-RADIO 1942-43
TRAVELTALKS (12)
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
413 Glimpses of Ontario Good
9 .. Not1/23/43
Tire
Funny ... 77 .. 3/5/15/43
Rev. 34101
8/43
414 Land of Orizaba
9 . 4/10/43
34105 Donald's
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
416
Mexican
Police
on
Parade.
Interesting
....
. 3/27/43
Rev.
Flying
Jalopy
Good
7 .Not
415 Mighty Niagara
99 Not Rev. 34103
34102
Pluto
and
the
Armadillo
7
412 Modern Mexico City Excellent
9 . 1 1/2 I/O 34104 Private Pluto
. 5/ 8/43
Tops
7
419
Motoring
in
Mexico
Excellent
9
.
6/19/43
.Not Rev.
417 On the Road to Monterey
411 Picturesque Mass
Good
9 . 1 1/14/42
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
418
Romantic
Nevada
Very
Good
9
. 5/ 8/43
.Not
Rev.
420 Scenic Oregon
. 3/ 6/43
17
33403
Soup
Fair
33404 Duck
Hold Your
Temper
1717 .Not Rev.
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
33406 Hot Foot
|7 .Not Rev.
33405 Indian Signs
Fair
17 .12/5/15/43
5/42
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
Rough on Rents Average
18 .. 10/24/42
. 6/26/43 33402
33401 Two for the Money Fair
17
A-307
Inflation
A
"Must"
.
5/
8/41
20
.
12/
5/4»
M-401 Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
22
.. 10/24/42
1/16/43
PARAMOUNT 1942-43
33202 State vs. Thomas Crosby . Fair
33201 State vs. Glen Willett Fair
HEADLINERS (6)
A2-9 A Charm
Revival of Moments of
Rev.
JAMBOREES (13)
12/19/42
A2-3 Hands of Women Good
II Not
A2-5 Ina Ray Hutton & Orch
9 . Not Rev. 34405 Enric Madriguera &
11/14/42
Orch
Swell
8 Not Rev.
A2-2 J.Letter
"Scat"
& Orch. .Average
A2-7
FromDavis
Ireland
Excellent 22lO'/j. , .5/15/43 34406 It's Tommy Tucker Time
88 123/2712 '4342
8/22
42
34402
Johnny
Long
&
Orch
Average
A2-I
McFarland
Twins
&
Orch.
.
Entertaining
...
8'/2
.
III 28/42
16/43
A2-4 Mitchell Ayres & Orch Fair
9
Orch Average
5/1/30/43
8/43 34403
34404 Ray
Dick McKinley
Stabile & & Orch
Fair
88
A2-6 Moments of Charm Tops
10
A2-8 Rationed Rhythm
Fair
IO'/2. 6/19/43 34401 Jerry Wald * Orch For Jitterbugs 10 10 10,42

42

SHOWMEN'S
RKO-RADIO

33702
33705
33701
33703
33706
34308
34305
34309
34304
34310
34301
34405
34302
34307
34303
33105
33103
33104
33108
33106
33107
33101
33102
34202
34201
34203

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
LEON ERROL (6)
Deer! Deer!
..11/21/42
5/15/43
1818 .... 5/15/43
Gem-Jams
Fair
17
Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing 18 ..10/17/42
Pretty Runaround
Dolly
Amusing
18 .. ..Not1/16/43
Radio
Rev.
17
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Aqua Aces
9 . .Not3/ Rev.
Basketeers
Very Good
6/43
8 .. 5/15/43
Golf Limited
Interesting
8 .. 1/23/43
"Q"
Men
Interesting
8 ..Not Rev.
Racing Royalty
9 . . 10/24/42
Show Horse
Good
8 . . 3/27/43
Ski Trails
Exciting .,
8 ..II /28/42
Touchdown
Tars
Good
8 ..Not
Rev.
Trout
8 . . Not Rev.
Winter Setting

3402
3491

SPECIAL

..12/12/42
4/ 4/42
.Not4/ Rev.
4/42
., 9/19/42
5/ 8/43
,, 10/24/42
2/ 6/43
. 5/30/42
.. 7/25/42
. 3/9/26/42
7/42

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good 20 .10/10/42
8109 Army Show
Very Fine
20
8164
Beyond
the ofLine
of Duty. Great
2020 ..10/3/13/43
3/42
8107
Little
Isle
Freedom
Inspiring
.. Net1/ 2/43
Rev.
8106 Man Killers
8108 Our African Front
20 ..Not4/17/43
Rev.
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
26
8101 Spirit of Annapolis
20 . Not Rev.
.10/17/42
8103
Spirit
of
West
Point
Stirring
20
8111 Three Cheers for the
. 6/19/43
8105 Vaudeville Days
20 .Not Rev.
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
3/ 6/43
8306
King
of
the
Entertaining ... 10
8304 So Need
You Glasses
ThinkArchers
You
Fair
10
1/23/43
8302 So You Want to Give
Up Smoking
Excellent
1010 .12/12/42
. Not Rev.
8303 Stars
on Horseback
8301 Sweeney Steps Out
(Reissue)
Good
II .10/ 3/42
8305 This Is the Enemy
10 Not Rev.

9
ID9

. 3/20/43
.. 12/26/42
6/12/43

SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
Back to Bikes
Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
Steelhead Fighters Good
WellRowed
Harvard
Good
When Winter Calls Good

8604
8602
8601
8606
8603
8605
8608
8607

Tim*
LOONEY TUNES
Confusions of a Nutzy Spy
7
Daffy Duckaroo
Amusing
7
The
Hep
Cat
(Tech.)
In
the
Groove..
Hop and Go
Fair
77
My
Favoriteor Not
Ouck(Tech.).Good
7
To Duck
to
Duek
(Tech.)
Funny
Tokio
Jokio
77
Wise Quacking
Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7
MELODY MASTERS (10)

. Not Rev.

TERRYTOONS (26)
. 8/15/42
All Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
Barnyard
.. 5/1/16/43
8/43
Barnyard WAAC
Comical
.10/ 3/42
Big Build-up
Filler
.Not Rev.
Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
He
Again
For Children .
..11/28/42
5/ 8/43
lekleDood
MeetsIt Pickle
Fair
.Not
Rev.
Keep
'Em
Growing
(Tech.)
.Not Rev.
Last Round Up (Tech.)
. 9/19/42
Life With Fido (Tech.) .. Routine
.Not Rev.
Mopping
(Tech.)
Mouse of Up
Tomorrow
.12/12/42
(Tech.)
Swell
Nancy
.Not Rev.
Their inBitDoing(Tech.)
Night Life in
.10/17/42
the Army (Tech.) Funny
.Not Rev.
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
. 5/ 8/43
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
. 10/17/42
School Daze (Tech.) Fair
.Not
Rev.
Scrap for Victory (Tech.)
. 5/ 8/43
Shipyard
Symphony
Good
Somewhere in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 . Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
Not Rev.
Accent on Courage
10 ..Not
Rev.
Women in Blue
10

4/10/43
12/26/42
, 2/13/43
6/12/43
4/17/43
5/ 8/43
10/24/42
11/21/42

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.) Running

Reviewed
Issue Of

9 . Not Rev.
9 ..12/19/42
1/30/43
9 . 8/29/42
109 . 1/30/43

16
1919
20
19
17
19
18

oo2d0
.VeGry

3551
3560
3558
3501
3557
3568
3502
3572
3569
3552
3570
3555
3556
3554
3571
3562
3553
3559
3561
3562

UNITED ARTISTS
Comment Running
Time
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Churchill's
Island Good
Very Good 2020
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food.
of
Conquest
Impressive .... 20
Hitler's Plan
22
Inside
China.'. .Very
Good
Invasion Fighting
of Europe
Thrilling
2122
Invasion of North Africa. Superb
20
The
Nippon
Excellent 2016
New Mask
Soldiersof Are
Tough . .Stirring
Our Russian Ally Very Good
19
Road to Tokyo
Excellent
19
This Is Blitz
Grim Realism.. 21
Don't Hook Now.

July 2, 1943

REVIEW

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7 .. 1/16/43
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7 ..10/17/42
7247 Canine Commandos
Not Rev.
7242 Loan Stranger
7 ..Not Rev.
7248 Ration Bored
Not Rev.
7244 Screwball
Funny
7 .. 2/27/4d
7245 Swing Your Partner Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
NAME BAND MUSICALS
7125 Chasin'
Entertaining ... 1515 ..Not
..12/12/42
7129
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
Rev.
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good
l5'/2.. 1/23/43
7123
Jivin'
Jam
Session
Entertaining
...
15
..
8/
1/42
7130 Russian Revels
Not Rev.
7122
in Swing Fair
15 .. Not
9/l9'42
7131 Serenade
Smoke Rings
Rev.
7128 Swing That Band
15 ..Not Rev.
7124
Swing's the Blues
Thing
..Not Rev.
Rev.
7127 Swingtime
1515 ..Not
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining ... 15 ..8/ 1/42
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375 Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting 99 ....Not1/16/43
7374 Double
Talk Girl
Rev.
7371 Human Sailboat
9 ..Not Rev.
7372 Jail Hostess
9 ..Not Rev.
7373
KingHuey
of theDo 49-ers
Interesting
7376 Let
It
Interesting 99 ..12/5/42
.. 2/27/43
7378 Little
Clayton
Farmfront Wonder
9 ..Not Rev.
7329 Shepherd of the Round
House
Interesting 9 ..6/ 5/43
7377 The
She's Armless
A- 1 in Dentist
the Navy
9 ..Not
Rev.
7381
Not Rev.
7380
Tom
Thum
in
Person
Interesting
9
..
6/12/43
7382 Western Cowgirl
Not Rev.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
22 ..Not Rev.
7111 Roar. Navy. Roar Swell
221/2.. 1/16/43
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
5/42
7232 Boogie Woogie Sioux Very Good
7 ..12/
. . 2/27/43
7233 Eaq
Cow Cow
Boogie
Amusing
7234
Cracker
Suits
77 . .Not Rev.
7235
Biscuits
. . Not Rev.
7231 Pass
YankeetheDoodle
SwingMirandy
Shift
Good
7 . . 9/12/42
VARIETY VIEWS
7362 Any Chickens Today
7352 Canadian Patrol
Very Good
9 .Not Rev.
7361 Confusion in India Instructive .... 9 .. 10/17/42
6/19/43
7358
India
9 .. Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
7359 Hungry
Mr. Chimp
Goes to Town
7360 Mirror
of Sub-Marine Interesting .... 9 . 6/ 5/43
Life
7357
MothersEra ofinPresidents
Very Good
108 . 2/27/43
7354 New
India
.Not Rev.
7353 Spirit of Democracy Fine
10 .10/17/42
7351
Trouble
Spot
of
the
East.
Interesting
9
9/19/42
7355 Western Whoopee
Very Good
7 .. 9/12/42
2/27/43
7356 Winter Sports Jamboree. . Exciting
9
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
0996
Arsenal
of
Might Excellent
10II 12/12/42
0995 What
KeepingWe Fit
10/17/42
0997
Are Fighting Very Good
For
10

THIS IS AMERICA
Air Crew
Excellent
Army
Chaplain
Very
Fine
Boomtown.
D.
C
Very
Good
Lieutenant Smith
Excellent
Medicine on Guard Very Good
Merchant
Seaman
Excellent
Private Smith
of the
U.S.A
Excellent
Women at Arms Very Fine
VICTORY SHORTS (3)
City of Courage Impressive
Conauer
by the Clock
Excellent
North African
Album

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Along the Texas Range. . .Picturesque 10 .10/17/42
3202 Climbing the Peaks
10 .Not Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
3851 Weapons
for Victory
Very Good 189 11/28/42
5/ 8/43
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
Rev.
3902 Jungle Land
9 .. Not
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. .Good
9 12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert Wonderland
(Tech.)
Swell
9 . . 8/22/42
3157 Land
Time
StoodWhere
Still
9 .. ..Not5/15/43
Rev.
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9 ..10/24/42
3154 Royal Araby
Good
9 . . 1/16/43
3156 Strange Empire
Good
8 . . 9/26/42
3153 Valley of Blossoms Average
9
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good
9 . . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 AfricaVictory
— Prelude to
Very Good 18 .. 12/12/42
81 America's
Food Crisis Stirring
Informative 2018 . 3/20/43
F.B.I. Front
9/19/42
2 Fighting French
Good
20 .10/10/42
Fascist Spain
Rev.
II9 Inside
Invasion!
Excellent 1718 .Not6/12/43
3 Mr. & Mrs. America Very Good
20 .11/ 7/42
5 Navy and the Nation Very Good
19 .. 1/1/23/43
9/43
One DayBusiness
of War
106 Show
at War. .. Outstanding
Excellent ... 2117 . 5/15/43
7 The New Canada Good
18 . 2/20/43
3304
3351
3303
3301
3302

TRADE

8504 B. Minnevitch & His
8509 Childhood Days
UDUii uzzie r^elson &. His

Excellent

Entertaining
Good
8503 United
States Marine
Outstanding
Band
8505 TheBand
United States Navy Pleasing
8609 Yankee Doodle Daffy

Revitwad
issue Of
...11/28/42
. Not Rev.
...10/17/42
... 4/17/43
1/ 8/43
... . Net3/13/43
Rev.
.. 6/19/43

. 10 .. ..Not5/29/43
Rev.
10
1/23/43
.... 6/26/43
. 10 ....II4/24/43
/28/42
.
.
10/
3/42
. 10 . . 2/16/43
10

MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Case
of
Missing Hare. Excellent
7
Canine the
Commandos
Coal Black and de
Sebben Dwarfs Funny
7
Ding
Daddy Very Good
77
Dover Dong
Boys
Fifth Column Mouse Fair
7
Flop Goes the Weasel Fair
7
Greetings Bait (Tech.) . .Amusing
7
Hare Rabbit
BrainedandHypnotist.
Ha! Ha!
7
Jack
the
Beanstalk
Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing.. 77
Sheepish
Super
Rabbit
(Tech.) Very
Fair
Tale Aristo
of Two Cat
Kitties
Funny ... 777
The
Very
Good
Tortoise
Hare. Funny
UnbearableWinsBearby a (Tech.)
77
U. S. Army Band

. 1/23/43
.Not Rev.
. 1/23/43
..Not1/ 9/43
Rev.
. 4/17/43
. 6/19/43
4/24/43
.12/ 5/42
.Not Rev.
. 3/13/43
.Not
Rev.
. 4/17/43
.. 12/12/42
6/26/43
. 3/13/43
.Not
Rev.
Not Rev.

8410
8401
8403
8407
8402
8408

SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's Battle of
Good
TheBeauty
Aristo Cat
Cuba, Land of Adventure,
Sports
Fair
Horses!
RodAnticosti
and Horses!
ReelIsland
on Horses! .. Interesting ....
Rover's Soldiers
Rangers (Tech.). Very
Good
Sniffer
Excellent
South American Sports. . .Very Good .i. . .
Sporting
Dogs
Interesting
The
Timing Very
Fair
WomenRightin Sports
Good

10
10
10
1010
10
1010
10

. 1/ Rev.
2/43
.Not
. 2/13/43
. 1/ 2/43
.Not Rev.
..10/10/42
6/ 5/43
.12/12/42
.. 13/13/43
1/28/42
. 3/13/43

8001
8004
8002
8005
8003

TECH. SPECIALS (6)
A Ship Is Born Inspiring
Eagles of the Navy Very Good
Fighting Engineers
Good
Mountain
Fighters
Young and Beautiful Fair

22
20
2220
20

.12/ 5/42
. 5/ 1/43
. 1/16/43
..Not6/ Rev.
5/43

8706
8410
8707
8705
8701
8710
8711
8703
8714
8715
8708
8702
8712
87U9
8704
8716
8713
8507
8405
8716
8404
8406
8409

10

SERIALS 1942-43
COLUMBIA
The Secret Code
15 Chaps. Not Rev.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps. 1/30/43
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West
G-Men Vs. The Black Dragon... 15 Chaps.
King of the Mounties
12 Chaps.
UNIVERSAL

Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.

Adventures
Jack
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSroilin'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mall
IS Chaps.

11/ 7/42
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
Time Dat*
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
10 ..12/24/42
Community
Transportation
1/7/43
Doctors at War
104'/2.... 5/13/43
Farm Battle Lines
II .. 1/29/43
Farmer
at
War
9
..3/11/43
Food for Fighters
9 .. 4/ 1/43
Fuel Conservation
3 ..11/12/42
Henry
Farmer
Lift YourBrown,Heads
109 ....11/15/42
7/8/43
Message From Malta
10 .. 6/10/43
Mission Accomplished
10 .. 4/29/43
Negro
in War Time
.. 1/25/43
Night Colleges
Shift
II8 ..12/10/42
Paratroops
9
1/21/43
Prelude to War
51 .... 5/27/43
Right
of
Way
9'/2..
4/15/43
Since Pearl Harbor
8 .. 2/18/43
The Spirit
of '43
4/43
Troop
Train
105'/2.... 2/
2/11/43
War Town
10 .. 6/24/43
You,
John
Jones
lO'/j..
1/14/43
Wings Up
20 .. 5/27/43

Tolls
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YOTE BY CONGRESS. New Army Chocolate Bar
SCOREB BY RABBIS Resists
EpcclAl taHeat
Tst NkwUpYobktoTimkj.120°
JERSEY CTTT. June 27— The
City chocolate
QuarterOverriding of Roosevelt on the Army's
maater Jersey
Depot haveand
developed
Anti-Strike Bill Declared manufacturers
chocolate bar that will remain aa
to Show Intemperance
solid
120 de^es yesterday
Falirenheit.
ItupwastoQuartermaster
twinouDced
by the
UNENFORCEABILITY IS SEEN The
average chocolste Depot.
would
melt
nuisanceat S3to degrees
troops and vrsis a
Delegates Here Find Measure

actment of ^jl.'- which, l)eca«s^^or-theliij-ia'-«iivpoi:>ance izeandthe orderly
Impatience',
may jeoparddemocratic
dures
which
alone
'must
beproce-'
pended
upon
to
adjust
toeconomic
come. relationships i;
New Study Sugg(
"The Central
Confei thai
American
R&bbiB suggests
law* be carefully reatudied in tbl
Mght
progressive
socialthatleg'a
isiatlonof oftherecent
years and
more
and helpful
enacted,soberwhich
wUl notmeasure
sacrificebe
any
of
the
gains
which
American
labor
achieved
years andhas which
will bethrough
fair to theall
concerned."
The
resolution
not«d
"with
faction that Ainarlcan laboraatishas
to a remarhable degree adhered to
its
no
strike
pledge'
and
because
of it and agethe
manment and thecooperation
ourof countryordhasof production
achieved
anpublic,
foraatoundJnj
the war rec-effort to defeat
continued
: the Axis powers." It
"Evenposed to many
those ofwhothe provisiorui
are not opthe bill have admitted that It hasof
been hastily drawn up, some of its
provlEions
altogether unenforceable
unrelated to
the
emergency,
and, war
therefore,
likely to weaken the
respect for law and authority." ■
'Achievement of Harmony
The newference, thepresident
Ui© con-B.
Rev, Dr. ofSolomon
.Freeliof gation,
of Rodef
Shalom
Congreon major issuesPittsburgh,
had said
been harmony
achieved
at the six-day meeting.
"Perhaps
the reason
spirit
of cooperation
which for
bijdgedthe
all
differences,"
he mcommented,
"was
the
fact
that
our
cohBCiousn^ss was the vivid awareness
of the tragic state of European
Jewry: in speakable
the tragedy,
lighttheofconference
that unwas more world
concerned
withthanhelpwithto'
martyi'ed
Israel
debate
theoretical
Other onofficers
electeddifferences.''
were Dr.
Abba
^llUel
Silver
vice president; Rabbiof Cleveland,
Harry S.
Margolle,
Paul,
Minn.,Reading,
treasurer; RabbiSt. L.secretary;
Regner,
Pa., financial
Dr. Isaac
E.latrative
Marcuaon,
Macon,
Ga.,
adrainsecretary.
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Bill

In a manner quite unexpected, the old Neely Bill,
bearing a new name and number, was introduced in the
Senate this week. Since you may expect to be hearing
and reading a lot about this bill in the months, and,
perhaps, years to come, we suggest you jot down its
number, which is: S-1312.
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— not to mention the things that will be said all around
and about it. We offer this word of caution: don't allow
yourself to be stampeded into voicing support, or in
any way commit yourself regarding the bill in a way to
influence action on it until you yourself know full well
exactly what will be best for your own interests.
The circus is coming back to Washington.

Things like the Neely Bill, Department of Justice and
similar legislative or official actions just don't happen by
accident or because the legislators or departments directing the moves have nothing better to do at the moment.
Sometimes, of course, these moves are "inspired" by
some person or persons having various motives — which
might range all the way from honest conviction and
sound reasoning to mere grievance and personal-axe-togrind impulses. It is not too soon to forget that it was
agitation for governmental action and a bitterly-waged
fight to bring on federal legislation which endowed the
theatre owners with that back-breaking monstrosity
known as the Consent Decree. Certain master minds
had no small part in the action which begot that document, and by now all theatre owners know what a dirty
trick it was to start something that dragged them into a
selling plan that could only react to their detriment.
The disinterring of the Neely Bill may, and of course
may not, be another piece of inspired action in the legislative halls. Whether it was or not has no bearing on the
practical situation which the theatre owners of this
country must face — for their own welfare. We remind
them again (especially the "little guys," as the rank and
file of completely independent exhibitor owners are
called) that while it may be fun to sit on the sidelines
and cheer as the big companies get a little roasting such
as generally goes with hearings on proposed legislation,
it is they — the little guys — who stand to foot most of
the bills should the big guys win out eventually — and
mostly they do.
Don't let anyone, including master minds, tell you
that you have a doggoned thing to gain from theatre
divorcement. The vast majority of exhibitors we have
spoken with regarding divorcement have been most
emphatic in stating their preference for the present setup with the larger national circuits in their present
hands, rather than having those same circuits taken over
by non-affiliated organizations operating on a large scale
— or even on a scale not so large as the national affiliated
circuits now operate.
Between the start of first action on Bill S-1312 and
its final disposition, much will be said for and against it

Smart,

Smart

Leo

It has become the expected thing in this business to
see MGM out there in front with something new and
progressive in exhibitor relations — and customarily doing
the job in a way that elicits the confidence and good will
of the company's independent theatre-owner customers.
This week the MGM sales organization begins a new
survey in connection with the policy of using a "contract
analysis" as the approach to negotiations with exhibitors.
It is too Utopian to expect that any plan or policy can
please all of the people likely to be affected by it. The
MGM

method of "tailoring" the sales deals to measurements based on a "contract analysis" can be regarded
only in the light of what it is— which is a sound, businesslike method of doing the job of getting together with a
customer on a deal.

The making of a new study by the MGM field men
should be particularly heartening at this time to the
many theatre accounts whose business has suffered in
comparison with that of the majority of theatres because
of wartime conditions — conditions which have shifted
vast numbers of people into income-groups or territories
which make the potential and practical draw of many
theatres all the way from 20 to 60 or more per cent
greater than they were a year or more ago; while certain
other less fortunate theatremen see their population
dwindling and their job of filling their theatres increasingly difficult.

Harvest
The Independence Day holiday was indeed a harvest
for the big town theatres — and for many of the smaller
situations as well. One thing is to be hoped; and it is
that the theatremen who are reaping the harvest now
will bear in mind that good pictures and good theatre
service are going to be necessary to keep those pay-crops
—''CHICK" LEWIS
coming across the ticket windows.
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Holiday

Week-End

Attendance
Records

Breaks

Over

U.

S.

Taking the whole countrj^ as a unit, it was
the biggest July Fourth week-end on record at
the box-otifice. Reports from key cities told the
same story of long lines, early openings, and
late closings ; counter attractions at beach, ball
park, and Summer resorts were as if they did
not exist. As a matter of fact, it was generally
agreed that many families stayed home over
the Fourth because of gas rationing and that a
considerable percentage of these chose to visit
film theatres. As an example, the Chicago Loop
theatres were jammed the whole three days,
despite a series of outdoor exercises topped by
the big patriotic show at Soldiers Field.
In New York records for the Independence
Day holiday period were crashing at almost
every corner in the mid-town district. Managers werethe
using
words; they
likesaid
"phenomenal"
describing
business
they got somein
business from out-of-town visitors, but that the
big difference was due to the crowds of New
Yorkers who stayed in the city. Gus Eyssell, of
Radio City Music Hall, said his big theatre had
broken the record for the holiday with an
attendance mark of 83,000 for the three days.
MGAI's "The Youngest Profession" was the
picture ; it went into its third week Thursday.
The Roxy,ofwith
"Coney
an
attendance
25,000
on Island,"
Sunday, reported
while the
Paramount, with "Dixie," figured a 60,000 attendance for the three days — another record.
The Strand, with smaller capacity, also reported
its biggest July 4 on record, tabulating 14,780
customers on Sunday alone. "Stage Door Canteen" at the Capitol drew "beyond capacity," it
being necessary to close the box-office for two
hours Sunday afternoon due to the one o'clock
opening hour. On Monday the crowds were
even greater, but the early morning opening
kept the crowds better spaced.
The smaller theatres did as well as the big
ones on a comparative basis. "Best Foot Forward," whichfeature
opened run,
a week
ago inat more
the Astor
on a single
pulled
than
10,000 for two days, another record for that
house. Even the Stanley, a neighborhood-type
house, counted about 12,000 patrons for the
three-day period, showing "The Russian Story."
Paramount used the holiday period to compare grosses of "Dixie" with those of "Holiday
Inn" in comparable situations. Gains of "Dixie"
over the earlier Crosby opus were as follows :
Chattanooga, 67% ; Denver, 14% ; Memphis,
61%; Fort Worth, 53%; Knoxville, 52%; Norfolk, 37%; Houston, 33%; Birmingham, 40%;
Atlanta, 28%; Charlotte, 40%; Miami Beach,
31%; New Orleans, 347o ; San Antonio, 26%;
and Miami, 30%.
To Maintain Hollywood OWI
The OWI will maintain a skeleton organization on the Coast for liaison work between
Hollywood and Washington, according to Ulric
Bell, OWI official in Hollywood. Bell said
the agency would also continue to clear work
done by other Government units, with Lowell
Mellett still at the head of the bureau.
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Albany Tent Adopts Baby
The Albany Tent of the Variety Clubs of
America is now foster father to a 3-year-old
baby boy. It happened this way: the boy had
been left four days before Independence Day
on the steps of St. Joseph's Church with a
$20 bill and a note signed by the mother
stating that she was destitute and asking that
he be given a good home. After eliciting
from the babv that his first two names were
Mark Anthony, police and newspapers interviewed hundreds of people within a 200mile radius in an attempt to find the mother.
The Variety crew hastily held a meeting
and decided to adopt him, agreeing to meet
the conditions of the mother's note. The baby,
a handsome youngster, is now at the Brady
Catholic Maternity Home. His picture was
printed in newspapers during the week-end,
and as a result the Variety Club received
scores of phone calls with offers of help.

'UA

Terms Fair' Sears
Tells Cleveland Unit
In a reply Tuesday to a proposal addressed
to him by Cleveland independent exhibitors that
United
supply "Stage
free
withArtists
the understanding
that Door
theatre Canteen"
receipts
be returned 100 per cent to the Cleveland USO,
Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president in charge of
domestic distribution for UA, declared that,
regardless of charitable and patriotic angles involved, the terms being asked are "just and
reasonable in accordance with the straight commercial value of this picture."
In his reply. Sears complimented the exhibitors on their "generous offer," and then declared :"However, I am afraid it will not be
possible as a practical matter to comply with
the proposal." He explained that the American
Theatre Wing, for the benefit of the Stage Door
Canteens in various cities, obtained permission
and rights to produce a motion picture about
their awn activities, in consideration of which
Sol Lesser agreed to turn back 90 per cent of
the profits.
Sears also explained that the reason UA has
dwelt on the patriotic obligation in its communications with exhibitors is the obligation of
UA itself to deliver a record gross to the
American Theatre Wing. The terms, said
Sears, they felt to be fair, considering the drawing power of the star-studded picture.
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Neely

Bill Back

in

U. S. Senate Hopper
The action of Sen. Harley M. Kilgore of
West Virginia in introducing Bill S-1312, a
duplicate of the Neely theatre divorcement bill,
came as a result of his promise to the Department of Justice to keep the legislation alive, the
Senator said Wednesday. He declared he was
reminded of his promise by the receipt of some
complaints from independent exhibitors that the
terms of the New York consent decree were not
being lived up to. There is little likelihood of
immediate action, but by keeping the bill before
the Senate the way is paved for further Congressional developments in November when the
trial period of the New York consent decree
will have ended.
Sen. Kilgore said he has no plan of pushing
the bill now, but that he wanted to get it entered
before recess, so that action may be possible in
the Fall if exhibitor complaints are substantiated. The legislation is substantially the same
as the Neely bill. Holding and acquisition of
affiliated theatres by producers, it provides,
shall be unlawful "through stock ownership or
otherwise."
bill would become effective 18
months after The
enactment.
Cameraman

Cited for Gallantry

Photographer's Mate Second Class L. F.
Flynn, formerly with Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., has been awarded the Air Medal for
gallantry in action in the South Pacific area,
it was reported by the Los Angeles Times.
Flynn is one of four Southern California Navy
photographers so honored.
Service Flag for Times Square
A service flag representing the entire amusement industry will be raised in Times Square
on July 14, according to plans now being arranged by the National Entertainment Industry
Council. Indications now are that a raising
ceremony will be held at midnight.
Press Meets New M of T Head
At an informal supper held Thursday at the
Cloud Club of the Chrysler Building, New York,
Howard Black, new head of sales and distribution for the March of Time, was introduced
to the trade press. Black is also vice-president
of Time, Inc.

75 Film Stars on Roster for
USO Shows; Win Army's Praise
The New York headquarters of the USO
camp shows says that more movie stars are
contributing talent to service men today than
ever before. At present 75 top-flight stars have
signed.
According to the motion picture division of
USO camp shows. Army and Navy officers
place this service contributed by Hollywood as
the most important in bolstering war morale.
The men, they say, discuss the entertainment
for weeks afterward.
Bogeaus to Film Novel for UA
Ben Bogeaus, president of General Service
Studios, Hollywood, has purchased the novel,
"There Goes Lona Henry," by Polan Banks,
which he will produce for United Artists release. It will be the first of three pictures
Bogeaus plans to make for UA.
Harry Thomas Touring Exchanges
Harry left
Thomas,
Monogram's
manager,
New York
Tuesday Eastern
on a toursalesof
exchanges covering Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago and points west of Chicago.

B and K Up Juvenile Prices
Balaban and Katz Chicago theatres have advanced juvenile admission prices for their Class
A houses from 17 to 20 cents, the Class B
houses from 11 cents to 15 cents. Juvenile
prices in the Loop have gone to 28 cents.
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Post- War

!Equipment Deliveries
! A plan to provide delivery of needed postwar theatre equipment by means of a survey
and involving no down payments in advance, was
announced this week by
National Theatre Supply,
Division of National-Simplex-Bludworth. Inc. Details of the plan have been
mailed direct to independent theatre owners and
circuit executives throughout the country.
The National Theatre
plan, which the company
has designated as the
"Z^Iagic Bridge," employs
an equipment survey covering atheatre's
future rei
W.E.Green quirements
for projection
.|
and sound, generators and
t rectifiers, chairs, carpets, screens, lenses, marj quees, ventilating and all other new equipment
i that may be needed for replacement, moderni\ zation or complete new installations, once the
j war has been won. By means of the survey,
National will be in a position to guide manufaci ture and make provision for delivery at the
; earliest possible time when civilian goods manufacture is resumed.
announcing
the of"Alagic
Bridge"
plan,Sup\\'.
i E. InGreen,
president
National
Theatre
ply paid tribute to the recent statement of Col.
H. A. Cole of Texas Allied, who urged exhibitors to consult equipment dealers and survey
their future needs with them.
Jj "As sponsors of 'The Magic Bridge'," Green
fi said, "we know how valuable an equipment
'j
canwant
be. inExhibitors
now tell
us
\\ survej'
what they
the way ofcanpost-war
equipment and we, in turn, will arrange our manufacturing and delivery schedules to provide all
r the equipment they need when peace time pro(i duction is resumed. In our opinion, the 'Magic
jlI Bridge'
surveyquantities
is the medium
will bestequipment
insure ample
of thiswhich
new
equipment, because it is based on the exhibitor's
individualized requirements."
Discussing the financing of post-war equipment purchases. Green said that National had
set up the plan in a manner to enable any and
. all exhibitors to be included on the reservation
I list for post-war equipment deliveries without
! obligation and without any advance payments.
"In offering theatre owners the 'Alagic
! Bridge' for post-war equipment," Mr. Green explained, "our primary purpose is to use the
present to plan for the future — to bridge the
gap between post-war equipment needs and their
quick fulfillment. National's plan involves no
' advance payments of any kind, because through
the continuous purchase of War Bonds, exhib" itors can create their own post-war equipment
i fund."
Ponder Effects of Drastic
Curfew Law Proposed in Omaha
Possible efTects of a proposed city curfew
law is the talk of the hour among Omaha theatre managers. Police Commissioner Richard
Jepsen introduced the curfew ordinance, forbidding persons under 16 on the streets after
I 10 p.m., at the latest city council meeting.
The proposed ordinance requires that children
, be oE the street by that hour unless acconipan1 ied by parents and makes the parents liable if
they assume the responsibility. The ordinance
carries penalties from $1 to $100 per offense
and jail sentence if the fine is ignored.
Theatre owners were among the first to feel
I the rise of juvenile delinquency in Omaha and
■ they were the first to take steps to try to halt
it by instituting their own ban on tickets to children after 8 p.m., unless they were with adults.

^Army
Gets Many
$25 Openings
A policy
of advanced
prices for Tuesday
"This Is the
Army"Kalmenson,
openings general
all over sales
the country
down
to 5000
population
was announced
by Ben
managerin cities
for Warner
Bros. Due to the fact that the proceeds of the Irving Berlin picture go entirely to Army Emergency
Relief, Kalmenson emphasized, the film is to be sold as a completely separate attraction from the
regular Warner output. Exhibitors are expected to get the greatest possible return from playdates
through cooperation of civic officials. The War Department is aiding with its own publicity staff,
headed by Col. Charles Johnson.
The New York premiere at the Hollywood Theatre on July 28 will carry a $50 top, while $25
openings have already been arranged for Washington, Baltimore, Worcester, New Haven, Hartford,
St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, Spokane, Los Angeles, and a hundred other locations. Minimum
prices in most cases range to $2. The general release date is August 14, by which time it is
expected that more than 400 Technicolor prints will be ready and working. The total print order
is 450,

Warners

Launching

New

With
Probable Backlog
Warner Bros, will begin release of product
on
company's
1943-44 schedule
Labor
Daythewith
an unprecedented
number after
of features
completed and will continue a policy of making
pictures available as market conditions demand,
Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager, announced at the first of three regional sales
meetings in New York last week-end. As indicated before the announcement, Warner Bros,
will not schedule any definite number of releases
for the season ahead. However, Kalmenson
said, production will be maintained on a continuous "capacity production" schedule at the
company's Hollywood studios in order to be
prepared for any change requiring an acceleration of releases. For the current season, Warner
Bros, will have released a total of 24 pictures —
including "This Is the Army," the all-soldier
show made for Army Emergency Relief — at
the wind-up of the '42-'43 program in Au.gust.
Fourteen Completed
Fourteen pictures for the new season were
completed at the time Kalmenson announced
the forthcoming schedule. These include :
"Watch on the Rhine,"' from the prize-winning stage
play and co-starring Bette Davis and Paul Lukas.
"Tfiank Your Lucky Stars," with an all-star cast including Humphrej' Bogart, Eddie Cantor, Bette Davis,
Olivia de Havilland, Errol Flynn, John Garfield. Joan
Leslie, Ida Lupine, Dennis Morgan, Ann Sheridan.
Dinah Shore,
Alexis
"OldMiriam
Acquaintance."
another
stage play
with Smith.
Bette Davis,
Hopkins,
John Loder and Gig Young in the principal roles.
"Princess O'Rourke," with Olivia de Havilland, Robert Cummings, Charles Coburn, Jane Wyman. "The
Desert Song," screen version of the stage operetta,
with Dennis Morgan and Irene Manning in the romantic leads. "Devotion," a story of the Bronte Sisters,
with Olivia de Havilland, Ida Lupino, Nancy Coleman
and Paul Henreid. "Saratoga Trunk," from the Edna
Ferber novel, with Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman.
"Arsenic and Old Lace," from the stage play, with
Cary Grant, Priscilla Lane, Raymond Massey, Peter
Lorre and Edward Everett Horton. "The Adventures
of
Mark Included
Twain," also
starring
Alexis
Smith.
is a Fredric
group ofMarch
VictoryandPictures
comprised of "Adventures in Iraq," "Murder on the
The Femme Influence
Vandalism has been reduced almost to the
vanishing point in one of the E. M. Loew
theatres in the Boston district since a woman
manager was put in charge. This particular
house had earlier been the scene of much
trouble from hoodlums, and the placing of the
woman manager was looked upon as an experiment by the Loew organization. She is
the third woman elevated to such a post, and
the circuit is training more women for its
50-odd theatres.
Many of the larger theatres around Boston
now have women ushers, some have women
treasurers, and all have women cashiers. In
one instance a woman doorman is in evidence.
The Lockwood and Gordon circuit also has
several feminine key officials now, and so
has Warners, spread out over New England.

Season

Labor

Day

of 19 Features
Waterfront,"
"Crime by Xight," "The Last Ride" and
"Find the Blackmailer."
Now in production and expected to be completed by
the start of the 1943-44 season are : "Northern Pursuit,"
"Destination Tokyo," "Conflict," "In Our Time,"
"Shine On Harvest Moon."
Featm-es set for near-future camera work are :
"Battle Cry," a Howard Hawks production; "Passage
to Marseille," a foUow-up to "Casablanca"; "The Horn
Blows at Midnight," Jack Benny vehicle; "Rhapsody
in Blue," based on the life of George Gershwin ; "Mr.
Skeffington," a Bette Davis vehicle; "Uncertain
Glory," starring Errol Flynn; "The Gay Blades," a
musical; "Here Come the Girls," musical with Ann
Sheridan, Ida Lupino, Alexis Smith and Jane Wyman ;
"Three Strangers," starring George Brent.
Among the stage plays and properties owned by
Warners are: "The Doughgirls." "Dark Eyes," "The
Corn Is Green," "Janie," "Ethan Frome," "Brooklyn,
U.S.A.," "Daddies," "The Animal Kingdom," "Pillars
of Society," "Night Shift," "Country Lawyer,"
"Green Eyes," "Mississippi Belle" and other published
works as well as several original screenplays.
The second regional sales meeting was
opened in Chicago Thursday with Kalmenson
presiding. The home office delegation at the
Chicago meet included, in addition to Kalmenson, Joseph Bernhard, Arthur Sachson, Roy
Haines, A. W. Schwalberg, Jules Lapidus, Norman H. Moray, Howard Levinson, Ed Hinchv,
I. F. Dolid, Albert S. Howson.

MGM

Sales

Analysts

lo v^anvass All Avreas
Following a plan inaugurated a number of
years ago, the group of Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer
sales and division managers who will visit Cincinnati July 9 to make the annual sales analysis
of that office will in rotation visit every branch
office in the United States, according to William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales manager.
"While of course attention will be given to
accounts requiring consideration because of
changing conditions, the purpose of these sales
analyses is to properly appraise each individual
situation so that when a sales approach is made
it is based on accurate information," Air. RodAfter
gers said.the first meeting in Cincinnati, which
will be vision
attended
by E.; K.
O'Shea,
disales manager
J, E.
Flynn,Eastern
Western
division sales manager ; and J. J, Alalonej', Central division sales manager, together with Edwin W. Aaron, circuit sales manager ; Harold
Postman, assistant to Mr. Rodgers, together
with E. M. Booth, local manager, the group
will set their schedule for the rest of the territory so that each office will be given the same
careful analysis as Cincinnati. It is estimated
that about three days will be spent in each
office, each division sales manager supervising
the analysis in his territory, assisted by branch
and district managers.
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20-Fox

N. Peter Rathvon

Charles Koerner

Robert Mochrie

Phil Reisman

Nat Levy
Harry Michalson
300

S. Barret McCormick

Delesates

Walter Branson

to Assemble

for RKO

Radio

Sales Meeting; Ned
E. Depinet to Preside
Nearly 300 delegates will answer the roll Disney Productions ; James Mulvey, representing
Samuel Goldwyn Productions ; L. Hyman, repcall at the opening session Monday (July 12)
resenting Sol Lesser, Edward Golden.
of the annual sales meeting of RKO Radio in
New York, to be presided over by Ned E.
Depinet, RKO president, and at which the
company's
program for the 1943-44 season will
RKO and Disney Renew
be
announced.
If RKO Radio fallows the plan adopted by
Distribution Contract
companies
far announcing
the year
new atseason's
schedule andso continues
for next
about
RKO Radio will continue to distribute Walt
the same rate of production as this year, the Disney shorts and features for another season
line-up to be announced at the meeting will under the terms of an agreement extending the
offer about 40 features — including three or more
current contract which
to be made by Samuel Goldwyn and Walt Dis- was signed Friday (2nd).
ney. RKO is winding up the current season
The deal was consumwith the release of 35 features sold in blocks
mated in the office of N.
of 5 (including 2 made in England) ; 3 Samuel
Peter Rathvon, president
Goldwyn pictures (including the imported "Spit- of Radio-Keitli-Orpheum
Corporation, with Roy
fire") and 2 from Walt Disney. The company
now has completed for next season 3 features,
representing Walt
with 6 others now in production, in addition to Disney
Disney Productions, Inc.,
2 Goldwyns and one Disney feature currently
and Ned E. Depinet repin camera work.
resenting RKO Radio.
Those attending the sales meetings will repPact covers the distriburesent RKO's 38 exchanges in the U. S. and
tion of Disney's Seventh
Canada, the foreign department, RKO Theatres,
Group of shorts and carhome office, studio, Walt Disney Productions,
ries
an option for the disSamuel Goldwyn, and RKO Pathe.
Walt Disney
tribution of the Eighth
The home office representatives will include
Group. Additionally, there
in addition to Depinet, N. Peter Rathvon, Rob- will also be the Disney feature previously anert Mochrie, J. Miller Walker, Gordon E
nounced as "Surprise Package" and currently
Youngman, Phil Reisman, J. Barret McCormick,
titled tentatively
This
Harry J. Michalson, Walter E. Branson, Leon feature,
as well asas the"Let's
shortsGo ofLatin."
which there
Goldberg; District Managers Charles Boasberg,
will be eighteen, will be in Technicolor.
Ben Y. Cammack, Robert J. Folliard, Nicky
Signing of the new contract marks the beGoldhammer, Leonard Gruenberg, Herb H.
ginning of the seventh season that RKO Radio
Maclntyre, Jack Osserman, Dave Prince, Gus has distributed the Walt Disney product.
Schaefer, R. S. Wolf, and Division Manager
Leo M. Devaney. From the studio : Charles
Joe Shea Gets New Office
W. Koerner and Perry Lieber. L. E. Thompson
and E. L. Alperson will head the delegation
Joe Shea, New York publicity manager and
representing RKO Theatres. RKO producers
Eastern
story editor for William Cagney Proat the meeting will be Walton Ament and Fredductions, has opened his office at 729 7th Ave.
ric Ullman, Jr., RKO Pathe; Roy Disney, Walt
His immediate activities will be centered on the
forthcoming United Artists release, "Johnny
Usher-Farmerettes
Come Lately."
The theatre usherettes at Cedar iRapids are
Dezel Negotiating New Deals
going all-out on the war effort. The girls
are contributing their day off each week to
Al Dezel, states rights distributor in the midwest territory with headquarters in Chicago,
farmers in and around Cedar Rapids who need
was in New York this week in connection with
help. They will gather eggs, milk cows, and
handle other farm jobs.
negotiations for distribution rights for several
pictures.

Releasing

15

in Next Four Months
Fifteen pictures will make up the 20th CenturyFox production schedule for the coming four
months, it was announced in Hollywood Wednesday by Joseph M. Schenck, following a conference with Darryl F. Zanuck, who has
returned to the studio to resume charge of production.
The schedule announced is as follows :
"Wilson." a Darryl F. Zanuck production; scenario
by
Lamar Trotti based on the story of Woodrow
Wilson.
"Happyby Land,"
producedwithbya Kenneth
directed
Irving Pichel,
cast headedMacgowan,
by Don
Ameche, Frances Dee, Harry Carey and Ann Rutherford. Adapted from the MacKinlay Kantor novel.
"Pin-Up Girl," a musical with cast headed by Betty
Grable, Martha Raye and Joe E. Brown. Producer
will be William LeBaron. Bruce Humberstone will
direct.
"Buffalo Bill," drama in Technicolor starring Joel
McCrea
Maureen
will be Wellman.
produced
by
Harry andSherman
and O'Hara.
directed byIt William
"Tampico," a drama starring Edward G. Robinson,
Lynn Bari and Victor McLaglen. Robert Basseler
producer and Lothar Mendes director.
"Lifeboat," a drama from the novel by John Steinbeck, to be produced by Kenneth Macgowan and
directed by Alfred Hitchcock, with cast including
Tallulah Bankhead, Canada Lee and Henry Hull.
"The Bassler.
Lodger,"John
mystery
to be produced by
Robert
Brahmdrama
will direct.
"Ambassador Dodd's Diary," a drama produced by
Otto Preminger, will be directed by Archie Mayo,
with cast including Anne Baxter and Harry Carey.
"Eve of St. Mark," adapted from the Laurence
Stallings'
play to be produced by Wm. Perlberg.
John Stahl stage
will direct.
"Torpedo
Squadron
8." Morosco
based on will
the produce
heroic story
of Ensign Gaye. Walter
and
Henry Hathaway will direct.
"Keys
of
the
Kingdom,"
director
unassigned.
Based
on the novel by A. J. Cronin.
"Four Raye,
Jills Kay
and aFrancis
Jeep," andfeaturing
Carole Landis,
Martha
Mitzi Mayfair.
Bryan
Foy will produce and Lew Schreiber will direct.
"Greenwich
Carmen
Miranda Village."
and VivianTechnicolor
Blaine; Wm.musical
LeBaronwithis
the producer. Walter Lang will direct.
"Moment for Music." starring Benny Goodman in
his own life story with Wm. LeBaron acting producer; Irving Cummings director.
"Where
We GoGrable,
From to
Here?",
Technicolor
Perlberg.
cal starringDo Betty
be produced
by musiWm.
Republic

Sales

Meetings

Range
Coast-to-Coast
J. R. Grainger,
president of Republic Pictures
Corporation, announces that, in accordance with
the company'sa series
policy ofof three
regularregional
quarterly
sales
conferences,
meetings
will be held during July, in New York, Chicago,
and at the North Hollywood Studio. All district sales managers, franchise holders, and
branch managers throughout the country will
attend one of the sessions, at which will be discussed the concentrated publicity campaign on
Roy Rogers, King of the Cowboys, and promotion plans for such forthcoming productions as
"Someone to Remember," "In Old Oklahoma,"
"Gay
and "The
SeaBees." and
The Blades,"
first meeting
will Fighting
be held Tuesday
Wednesday, July 13 and 14, at the New York
Athletic Club. Grainger will preside, and
Eastern District Sales Manager Maxwell Gillis and Central District Sales Manager Sam
Seplowin will head a contingent of exchangemen from these two districts.
The Chicago sales meeting will be held Friday
and Saturday, July 16 and 17, at the Drake
Hotel. Midwestern District Sales Manager E.
L. Walton and Southern District Sales Manager Merrit Davis will head their delegations.
At the Studio meeting, to be held Thursday
and Friday, July 22 and 23, Mr. Grainger will
be joined by Studio Head M. J. Siegel and
Western District Sales Manager F. A. Bateman.
Coe Looks Toward New World
The Hollywood of the future was the theme
of a speech by Charles Francis Coe at a dinner
Thursday night sponsored by the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce. Coe said the motion
picture capital "looks toward a new world."
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ON

20,000
>ent

Blood

to Red

THE

Donors

Cross

Exhibitors
Dy Gotham
More than 20,000 blood donors have been sent
ohe thestart
Red ofCross
New York's
theatresforsince
their bycampaign
to recruit
the
^ed Cross blood banks on February 4th, ac:ording to New York City Chairman Eddie
Dowden, who has been handling the campaign
or the WAC.
ii Originally begun as a prelude to the indusIry's Redso Cross
Weekthat
in April,
the campaign
ibroved
effective
Red Cross
officials
arged exhibitors to continue soliciting registraIjions until all the city's resources had been
lapped.
The "test
i^Aas to station
Red plan"
Cross which
nurses isatstill
fourin oreffect,
five
iJifTerent theatres each week so that "enlistfnents" could be solicited from every locale.
( Success of the New York exhibitors in rerbruiting donors has proved so great that Mrs.
jj-eorge Baehr, who directed the Manhattan
blan for the Red Cross, has been sent to key
titles throughout the nation in order to confer
U-ith WAC and Red Cross officials on the
{expansion of the program. Reports from
Arthur Mayer, WAC chairman of the campaign, indicate that many cities are already
ipuccessfully following suit.
Red Cross officials have stated that the most
Valuable features of the theatre campaign have
been not only to bring to the Red Cross a
greater and more regular group of donors but
plso to do away with the once popular fear of
the public that plasma contributions were pain(Contintied on Page 11)
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Copper

Drive

FRONT

Aided

In Philadelphia Area
Reports from Philadelphia, Chester, and
Reading, Pa., indicate that all exhibitors in that
area have embarked upon an intensified copper,
brass, and bronze program, utilizing every
means of information and exploitation.
According to communications from Harry
Friedman and Ray Schwartz, co-chairmen of
the Salvage Effort in the Philadelphia area, the
program was inaugurated on June 1st with all
exhibitors cooperating and was further bolstered by the official proclamation of Mayor
Bernard Samuels.
In Philadelphia, all newspapers are carrying photographs and stories on the copper effort and local
radio stations are broadcasting nightly reports of free
copper matinees and general copper, brass, and bronze
activities. A plea for the essential metals has also been
incorporated by exhibitors into all ad mastheads and
every public school in the territory has stressed the
importance of the effort among its students.
In Chester, twenty-one theatres have launched a
rotating campaign so that there will be one theatre
each day to which the public can turn in its scrap.
In Reading, Jay Emanuel, WAC exhibitor chairman,
reports
have beenthatheld.several highly successful copper matinees
Thanks Los Angeles Theatres for
Aid in WAC Recruiting Drive
Asserting that the cooperation of Los Angeles
motion picture theatres had much to do with
the success of the recruiting campaign of the
Women's
Corps,by official
has been
extended Army
exhibitors
Emily thanks
M. Hathaway,
executive officer in charge of the drive.
"We feel that the public, through the theatre
media, is now definitely aware of the WAC and
the work we are doing," Miss Hathaway advised the Theater Defense Bureau. "Such a
widespread education of the public would not
have been possible without the help of the
theatres. The goodwill and understanding which
has emanated from your theatres has been invaluable."
Exhibitors to Get Three OWI
Posters for August Display
Exhibitors will receive three OWI posters
for lobby display during the month of August.
The one-sheets which are available from National Screen Service exchanges are "Fm
Counting On You," a warning against careless
talk, "This Is the Enemy" and "United Nations
The forWar
Activities Committee has also
Fight
Freedom."
recommended that the OWI include a fourth
poster which exhibitors might choose to display
during the showing of a spy or saboteur movie.
It is "A Warning from the FBI," which requests that any evidence of sabotage or the
presence of enemy agents be reported to the
FBI immediately.

FREE POSTER. Exhibitors will display this onesheet to help copper scrap collections in the now
permanent copper program. The poster, conceived and executed by the Screen Publicists
Guild, can be obtained free from any of the
National Screen exchanges.
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Flag Honors MGM Employes
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president, in charge of
production for MGM, at Culver City, last week
unfurled a huge service flag, honoring 951 of
the studio's employes. He then presented to
Admiral I. C. Johnson a large w'orking model
of the new U. S. Cruiser Los Angeles now
being built to augment the American fleet. This
model is to be taken on a bond-selling tour
through the West.

Enth

Markj

usiasm

Embarkation

of July

'Sha ngri-La Drive
Exhibitors across the country have embarked
upon the July campaign to sell all Americans an
extra dollar's worth of War Stamps and build
an
carrier andcalled
with aircraft
an enthusiasm
degreetheof "Shangri-La"
showmanship
that makes the $130,000,000 goal probable.
Meetings had been held according to statistics
compiled by the War Activities Committee
over the week-end, in more than 100 cities outlining a one-month program of collaboration
between the merchants, exhibitors and local
Chambers of Commerce.
Each city has enlisted the support of the
nevifspapers, which are running special stories
on the campaign and the local radio stations
which are donating one-minute spots, and utilizing transcriptions prepared by the Treasury
Department. In addition, both the theatres and
the retailers are inserting ad slugs into all
their newspaper advertising.
In Springfield, the Shangri-La in miniature,
has been erected on a truck trailer and will
make a complete tour of the city during July
"fueled" only by the sale of stamps. The ultimate goal of the city-wide tour will be "Tokyo,"
which is
locatedand
at the
city'shave
outskirts.
Various
block
parties
rallies
been planned,
admission only by war stamps, and the theatres
will dedicate special performance during the
month to tie-ups with the American Legion,
Boy Scouts^ Motion Picture Council, etc. In
addition, the exhibitor-merchant-civic coalition
promoted large Fourth of July parades with
members of the Motion Picture Council along
the line of Alarch.
In New Haven,
the onjoint
com( Continued
Pageexploitation
11)
L.MTKD NEW
STATI.S
E I'A R T M E .N T
YORK TKFASIKV
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CITATION awarded by the United States
Treasury to Paramount Pictures in behalf of the
company and its New York employes for having
purchased a sufficient number of extra war bonds
to provide two heavy bombers, a balloon and
glider.
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Submarine Base
P.R.C.
Drama

65 mins.

(Nat'l Release, July 15)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Satisfactory meller with features of interest to public.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A programmer
that will need to be backed up by a stronger
second half.
Cast: John Litel, Alan Baxter, Iris Adrian, Fifi
D'Orsay,
Eric Blore,
George . Lee.
RafaelJacqueline
Storm, Dalya,
Luis George
Alberni,Metaxa,
Anna
Demetrio, Lucien Prival. Credits: Directed by Albert
Kelley. Original screenplay by Arthur St. Claire and
George Merrick. Director of photography, Marcel Le
Picard. Associate Producer, Harry D. Edwards. Produced by Jack Schwarz.
Plot: An American gangster, running a
boat in the South Seas, picks up a man from
a torpedoed ship and discovers that he was
his police nemesis. He takes him to an island
where he makes his headquarters and advises
him to mind his own business, but the cop
investigates
activities
and discovers thatthe
he gangster's
is supplying
torpedoes
for
German U-boats. When he faces him with
the fact, the American discloses that all of
the torpedoes had been time-bombs and that
each of the submarines he loaded had exploded sometime later at sea. The German
spy working with him, shoots him on hearing
this and is in turn shot by the cop.
Comment: Starting with a good story
premise and good production sets and values,
this side drama of the war fails to get over
its full possibilities because of slow action,
and the cast, known for good acting ability,
fails to deliver. More cutting of the slower
talking scenes may have speeded up the
action. The tenseness and mystery which the
picture is intended to generate only shows
in the beginning. Word deliveries are forced
in spots and the injection of the patriotic
speech, while well intentioned, is formal
in manner and sounds more dramatic than
real. Production by Jack Schwarz is unusually good, for the plot has flavor, the cast
ripened with a number of name actors and
the sets realistic and impressive. Give this
a campaign using news headlines about the
sub sinkings. Dress your lobby with the
trappings of an Island in the South, setting
a dividing line running through, indicating
that one side is South and one side North.

Victory Tlirougli Air Power
United Artists
(Technicolor)
65 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Although
an easily understandable and absorbing plea
for the unification of this nation's air strength
into one formidable force under a single air
command, the general audience reception of
this film is dubious, for it is not entertainment
in the accepted sense of the word. Nevertheless, it merits special attention.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Readers of Major
de Seversky's book which was widely distributed by the Book-of-the-Month Club, and
those who follow closely the Disney animation technique regardless of the subject matter, are potential customers. To reach the
great masses, however, the film will most
likely have to be paired with a feature of
the "escapist' type to catch wary patrons.
Cast: Major Alexander P. de Seversky. Credits:
A Walt Disney Production. Scenes with Major de
Seversky directed by H. C. Potter. Animation supervision, David Hand. Story direction, Perce Pearce.
Story adaptation, T. Hee, Erdman Penner, William
Cottrell, Jim Bodrero, George Stallings, Jose Rodriquez. Director of photography, Ray Rennahan. Art
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending July 10th)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Alaska Highway

. Coastal Command

Black Hills Express
Bomber's Moon
What's Buzzin', Cousin?
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Danger — Women at Work

Follies Girl

direction, Richard Irvine. Technicolor director, Natalie
Kalmus. Narrated bv Art Baker. Music, Edward
Plumb, Paul J. Smith, Oliver Wallace.
Plot: The early portion of the film traces
the progress of aviation, from the Wright
brothers' first airplane to today's giant
bombers and lightning-fast fighter planes.
Following a brief biography of Major de
Seversky, the arguments of the military engineer and designer, record-breaking flyer and
air strategist, on the importance of air power,
are presented.
Comment: From the viewpoint of clarity
and logical reasoning. "Victory Through Air
Power " is an easily understandable and convincing plea for the unification of this country's
air
strengthairinto
one formidable
under a single
command.
Through force
the
unique talents of Walt Disney's animators
and
cartoonists,
the major's
are
presented
forcefully,
clearly arguments
and somewhat
entertainingly. In the early sequences tracaviation's progress
there areto touches
the ing
delightful
Disney humor
punctuateof
the seriousness
of the
topics; made
in theit
latter
half, showing
howfilm's
air power
possible for Hitler to invade France, Norway
and the Low Countries; how the superior
quality and performance of the Royal Air
Force shattered
Der why
Fuhrer's
hopes for invasion of England;
the comparatively
short lifelines of Germany and Japan and
the long and hazardous supply lines of the
American forces make superior air strength
necessary — in these sequences the skill of
the animators turns from humor to sober and
realistic accounting of the points made by de
Seversky. None can deny that "Victory
Through Air Power" is an absorbing and
persuasive wartime document that no one,
from the rank and file to the intellectual, can
fail to understand. On the other hand, from
an audience
standpoint,
not word.
entertainment in the accepted
senseit ofis' the
Just
how it will fare at the box-office, how it will
lie received by moviegoers, are questions
difficult to predict. In most situations it will
more than likely need the support of a feature in the "escapist" category. Those who
have read
Majorwasde adapted,
Seversky's
which
the film
and book,
those from
who
follow closely the Disney animation technique regardless of the subject matter, are
potential customers. But vvhile the public
reception of "Victory" may be dubious, there
is no gain-saying the fact that Major de
Seversky, Walt Disney and those associated
with its production deserve praise . for their
courage and fortitude in presenting so
vividly and logically a salient and vital formula for our victory and the destruction of
our enemies. For this reason alone, the picture deserves a large nationwide audience.
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Bomber's Drama
Um
20th Century-Fox
70 mins.
(Block No. 11— Nat'l Release, July 30)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Moderately entertaining program offering, with
just enough suspense to hold the interest of
the average moviegoer.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should serve
well as a second feature, or might lead off a
week-end program followed by a western.
Cast: George Montgomery, Annabella, Kent Taylor,
Walter Kingsford, Martin Kosleck, Dennis Hoey, Robert Barrat, Richard Graham, Kenneth Brown. Lionel
Royce, Victor Kilian, Robert Lewis. Felix Basch,
Edith Evanson, George Davis, Mike Mazurki, Christian Rub, Ilka Gruning, William Edmunds, Gisela
Werbisek, Guy Kingsford, Wallis Clark. Reginald
Sheffield, Ferike Bores, Hermine Sterler! Credits:
Produced by Sol M. Wurtzel. Directed by Charles
Fuhr. Screenplay by Kenneth Gamet and Aubrev
Wisberg. Original story by Leonard Lee. Director of
photography, Lucien Ballard. Art direction, James
Basevi. Special photographic effects by Fred Sersen.
Music, David Buttolph. Musical direction, Emil Newman.
Plot: While on a raid over Germany,
George
Montgomery's
shot downa
and he is
interned. Hebomber
meets isAnnabella,
captured Russian doctor, and Kent Taylor,
aescapes.
Czech officer.
At leads
Taylor's
trio
Annabella
the behest,
men to the
Walter
Kingsford, leader of an underground movement, where Taylor proves himself an operative of the Gestapo. Montgomery succeeds in killing him, and with Annabella
escapes to a riverfront boat where a fisherman takes them aboard. Discovered, the
couple are forced to abandon the boat, then
separate. Montgomery succeeds in capturing
a German plane, shoots down the German
ace who had previously shot down Montplane. Hebefore
has difficulty
establishing hisgomery's
identity
reaching in
England,
but eventually does so. He is reunited with
Annabella.
Comment: Aside from a number of incongruities, which the average patron won't
mind too much, "Bomber's Moon" is a moderately entertaining program offering. The
setting and the plot are more or less "old
hat" by this time, but there is sufficient suspense as the hunted keep just one step ahead
of the hunters, and the production treatment
is of such quality for a film of this calibre,
that the finished product will prove satisfactory to the masses. Performances are just
about adequate; none stand out, none deserve special mention. Coupled with a western, the picture should lead off a week-end
booking in the average community with good
box-office results. In metropolitan situations
and where Class A product is predominant,
it should serve well as a second feature.

Gals, incorporated
Comedy-With-Music
61 mins.
(Xat'l Release, July 9)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Good
entertainment for the jitterbugs and the family trade.
BOX-OFFICE
SLANT: A satisfactory
programmer on a par with others of this
type Universal has been releasing.
Cast: Leon Errol. Harriet Hilliard. Grace McDonald,
David Bacon, Betty Kean, Maureen Cannon, Lillian
Cornell, Minna Phillips, Marion Daniels, The Pied
Pipers and Glen Gray and his Casa Loma Orchestra.
Credits: Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Screenplay by
Edward Dein. Suggested by story by Dave Gould and
Charles Marion. Director of photography, Jerome Ash.
Associate Producer. Will Cowan.
Plot: A rich playboy, best patron and
Universal
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owner of a swank club employing only beautiful girls, is forced to have one of them pose
as his wife to prevent the loss of his income
through the arrival of his sister. The sister
son,
along
brings
the boy fall in
wife and22-year-old
Thethefakeplayboy's
a Marine.
for
need
all
until
done
is
love, but nothing
the ruse is past, which is almost too late.
Comment: Outside of a plot that is hoary
with age, this musical is on a par with the
others of this type that Universal has been
releasing. It has the jive and rug-cutting
that most of the juvenile audiences are seeking today, with the addition of a generous
numbers by Grace Mc, supplv ofandsinging
one by Harriet Hilliard. It
! Donald
should prove a very satisfactory programmost of the family trade. Leon Errol
mertheforlead,
]I in
carries most of the comedy with
j his interpretation of the rich playboy, while
J Betty Kean does some comedy dance rou' tines, a-la-Joan Davis. Most prominent in
!| the supporting cast are Lillian Cornell with
I her
one song,
and the
the Casa
Pied Loma
Piper
Foursome.
Glen"Brazil,"
Gray and
Orchestra supply the background music, giving out with a few jive numbers for the
satisfaction of his many followers. The direction of Leslie Goodwins is well-paced, putting each performer in the right spot for the
presentation of their particular specialty. Sell
the Glen Gray Orchestra and also, wherever
known, Harriet Hilliard. Tieups with local
night clubs and entertainment centres are a
natural, and for window displays, use stills
from the picture for dress, department, jewelry and fur shops. Newspaper editorials
about tract
it attention.
being "A Girls' World" should at-

It's A Great Life
66 mins.
Columbia Comedy-Drama
(Nat'l Release, May 27)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Fun for
the entire family, especially those interested
in animals.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A very satisfactory supporting feature.
Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms,
Hugh Herbert, Jonathan Hale, Danny Mummert. Alan
Dinehart, Douglas Leavitt. Irving Bacon, Marjorie
Ann Mutchie, Daisy and Reggie. Credits: Produced
and directed by Frank Strayer. Original screenplay by
Connie Lee and Karen DeWolf. Based on the comic
strip, "Blondie," created by Chic Young. Director of
photography, L. W. O'Connell.
Plot: Through a misinterpretation of a
message from his boss, Dagwood (Arthur
Lake) buys a horse. Forced to keep it, he's
at
wits'becomes
end to know
what toindo.theSuddenly
hishisboss
interested
animal
because of a client who loves horses. The
boss closes the deal when Dagwood proves
his horsemanship at a fox hunt.
Comment: This is a very good picture in
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the Blondie-Dagwood series and is one that
will certainly hold up its share in support of
a heavy dramatic feature. It will entertain
the entire family, from the kids to the oldsters, for there are chuckles galore, with a
dream sequence that's a standout. Eschewing the very silly phases of some of the past
films in the series, it delivers comedy of the
family that is pleasant and highly amusing.
The leads, Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton
and Jonathan Hale are capable and real prototypes of the cartoon characters. As an
absent-minded, wealthy man, Hugh Herbert
gives a swell portrayal. Production and direction by Frank Strayer are good, investing
the film with timing and feeling, both very
necessary ingredients for any successful comedy. Sell this by contacting children with
dogs and offering prizes for the best tricks.
All Hunt Clubs and horse-handling businesses
should cooperate with advertising.
Crime Doctor
Columbia
Drama
66 mins.
(Nat'l Release, June 22)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) First of
a new series has too much plot, but emerges
as satisfactory entertainment nevertheless.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Title and Warner Baxter in the lead should start these off
well as supporting fare.
Cast: Warner Baxter. Margaret Lindsay, John Litel,
Rav Collins. Harold Huber, Don Costello, Leon Ames,
Constance Worth, Dorothy Tree. Vi Athens. Credits:
Directed by Michael Gordon. Screenplay by Graham
Baker and Louis Lantz. Adapted by Jerome Odium
from the radio program of same title by Max Marcin.
Director of photography, James S. Brown, Jr. Produced by Ralph Cohn.
Plot: An amnesia victim is helped to create
a new life by the doctor in the hospital where
he is being cared for. He eventually becomes
a successful and respected psychiatrist himself, but his past shows up in the person of
a former underground pal. In an attempt to
reconstruct the events of the night of his
accident, he is instrumental in the capture of
a gang wanted by the police.
Comment: An interesting and satisfactory
programmer that holds a good augur for the
future pictures of this series. It brings back
to the screen, after an absence of some time,
Warner Baxter, and he proves to be an exchoice for
the lead,Backed
for he's
solid andcellentable
performer.
by still'
a faira
companion picture, and sold with thought
and effort, this one should pay off at the
box-office with satisfied audiences. In the
supporting cast are such fine troupers as
John Litel and Ray Collins. Though it presents an interesting story, the defect or
weakness in the production itself, lies in its
attempt to give too much plot, which tends
to distract the audience. In all other aspects,
the picture is good.

Enthusiasm
Marks
July
'Shangri-La^
to retailers
and theatre men Drive
in which one
{Continued from Page
7)
dollar's
worth
of
stamps
in
any
denomination
mittee has arranged for a 24-sheet board on
the New Haven Green which silhouettes that have already been pasted.
plane carrier and has a colorful scale which
In Meriden, the Victory House will be reopened at the railroad station with various
records the stamp sale day by day. By special
arrangement, the dashboards of all street cars
organizations heading it. Speakers will address theatre audiences during the month and
carry copy on the campaign and the stamp booths
Loew's Poll Palace has reported that they have
of all theatres are being redecorated to encourage New Haven-ers to top their quota of $165,- built a large "wheel of chance" to raffle off
000. Plans to conclude the drive include a guest tickets to stamp buyers.
massive rally in the Yale Bowl with admission
In Worcester, there will be a newboys' show
by stamps. Entertainment will be provided
at the
Loew'shasPoli,
a hero's today,provide
and thespeakers
Civilian Defense
volunteered
by Captain Glenn Miller, Tony Martin, Brodto the theatres to swell the list of punrchasers.
erick Crawford and the Army ground School
at Yale.
Efforts are now being made to have Virginia
In Bridgeport, Mayor Jasper McLevy oflracially Weidler, young Hollywood star, participate in
a special rally.
opened the drive with a radio proclamation.
Carrier-shaped booths have been erected
In Buffalo, the campaign was opened by offithroughout the city and the theatres are holdcial proclamation of Mayor Joseph Kellj' and
is being celebrated by numerous stunts and
ing
special
children's
shows
with
war
stamp
rallies.
admission. Stamp booklets have been provided

Appoint Nat Lefton New
PRC District Manager
Arthur Grcenblatt, sales chief of PRC, announced last week that Nat Lefton has been
appointed district manager for Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Detroit at the New
York regional sales meeting. Mr. Lefton, who
took over the Cleveland and Cincinnati franchises of PRC on March 29, was formerly Reland. public franchise holder for Cincinnati and CleveThe sales campaign on "Isle of Forgotten
Sins," gram,
firstwhichspecial
on the Thursday
PRC 1943-44
was screened
night profor
the delegates, was the principal topic of dismeeting. cussion on the closing day of the regional
Tells How Japs Twisted U. S.
Pictures for War Propaganda
American films were dubbed by Japanese and
perverted with "explanatory" subtitles as part
of the Jap war preparation as long ago as 1926,
said James R. Young, newspaper correspondent,
at a luncheon given by RKO-Radio at the
Waldorf-Astoria Tuesday to mark the completion of "Behind the Rising Sun," film version
of Young's book of that name. The former
King Features far-eastern man told, as an example, how the Japs used "Hell Divers" to stir
up interest in the "inevitable" war.
"At the time," said Young, "a controversy
was going on whether to have a large air force.
The Government then dubbed hundreds of prints
of this picture, with a running explanation in
Japanese characters which appeared on a small
separate screen alongside the regular screen.
This propaganda, using the film to show how it
could be done, was given widespread distribution, and was repeated consistently to inflame
the people to "greater deeds," Young said.
20,000 Blood Donors Sent to
Red Cross by N. Y. Exhibitors
{Continued from Page 7)
ful. This fear, which once held back many
potential donors, was dissolved by the use of
trailers and short subjects on the methods of
the blood banks and by encouraging moviegoers to quiz Red Cross nurses stationed at
the theatres.
In the earlier weeks of the New York drive,
it was found that more than 75 per cent of
the people who signed up to contribute the
life-saving plasma in theatre lobbies, actually
reported to the blood banks. Therefore it was
thought expedient to limit the number of theatres since the Red Cross was formerlj^ unable
to receive more than 600 donors a week.
This stagger system has brought 99 theatres
into the campaign up to the present time.
A report made during June showed that 815
movie-goers had fulfilled their pledges, bringing the total to 20,358.
20th-Fox Stockholders Approve
National Theatres Purchase Deal
Stockholders of 20th Centurj^-Fox Corporation on Tuesday approved both the purchase of
Chase
Bank's
per cent
holdings of
NationalNational
Theatres
Corp.58 and
the issuance
of
$10,000,000 prior preferred stock in order to
complete the deal. ^lore than 98 per cent of
the stockholders voted for the two transactions.
The purchase price is $13,000,000. It is understood the 100,000 shares of prior preferred ($4.50
dividend) will be sold to net the corporation
$9,700,000. The difference will be made up
from the company's reserve.
The new stock issue — presumabh" at $100 per
share — will be underwritten by Lehman Bros.,
Hayden Stone & Co., and Blyth & Co., Inc.
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Restaurant*s
Adaptable

'Cool^ Copy

is

to Film Theatres,-

Notes on lngliam*s Covers
We don't tell
whatbutkind
we're
experiencing
rightyounow,
take ofourweather
word for
it :
it's
wonderful.
For
a
day
or
two
at
least,
we
will not stick to our chair, our brow will not
be bathed in perspiration, our clothes will not
feel wet and clammy. If only the weather were
like this all the time. But alas ! Tomorrow we
shall, in all probability, be mopping our fevered
brow once more. We have one consolation :
only three more months until Autumn.
Speaking
of hot
here'sPark
the Cinema
institutional copy used
by weather,
the Gramercy
in New York : "We've got the elements licked !
We'vetion ofgot
nature
beat !and
We've
a combinaocean
breezes
cool gotmountain
air.
And we've got good shows coming to be enjoyed in this most modern comfortable airconditioned
theatre.
being incool."
A large New
York Enjoy
restaurant,
advertising
the cool comfort of its establishment, used advertising copy that the smart theatreman can
adapt to his own use, on condition, of course,
that his theatre is just as comfortably cool as
the restaurant advertised. Here is the copy :
"Why Shiver When You Dine? No polar
blasts freeze you here. We cool you comfortably, with no extremes of temperature.
Blank's is delightfully cool — not frigid. Our
air-conditioning system is not just a refrigerator.
It filters and purifies the air, removes smoke
and pollen — keeps temperature and humidity
'just
for ago
comfort,
of weather."
A perfect'
few days
we regardless
received from
G. B.
Odium some final issues of his program for
the Uptown Theatre, Broadway at 170th Street,
New York. With the house acquired by a new
circuit, Odium has resigned. We feel sure
members will agree with us that he has done
a fine job at the Uptown, and we hope he will
soon be in a new situation where he can carry
on his good work. Next week we hope to

'Burlesque' Book Display
Tieing in with the book, Manager Francis Peering of Loew's State, Houston, obtained this
attractive window display on Hunt Stromberg's
United Artists release, "Lady of Burlesque."

There's a 'Catch' to This
Just to show us what we're missing by not
engaging in the grand old sport of fishing, Jim
Owen, manager of the Owen Theatre, Branson,
Mo., and owner of the Owen Boat Line, sends us
the above pose of the genial fishermanager and
his "catch." Oh for the life of a fishermanager!
Jim
Trip" willto
soon and
be his
seenfamed
in a "White
GrantlandRiver
RiceBoatSportlight
be released by Paramount. We'll watch for it.
reproduce the special holiday cover on his final
program for the Uptown. So watch for it.
Comes a note from Jim Owen of the Owen
Theatre, Branson, Mo., advising us that camera
work on the Sportlight in which his famous
"White River Boat Trip" is featured has been
completed.
Writesto he
"I certainly
hope that
you
can arrange
see: this
and, of course,
we
are terribly anxious for it to turn out to be a
good short for all the brother theatremen." We
don't think Jim has any need to be dubious
about the quality of the short. We have seen
many Sportlights, and we have yet to see a
bad one.
Bob Ingham, manager of the Orange Theatre, Orange, Mass., forwards us samples of
three recent programs, all distinguished by
their attention-compelling covers. One has an
illustration showing a woman riding horseback
(no, it's not Lady Godiva). Catchline at top:
"Sure, Folks." Then below the illustration
appears
copy : today
"We all
be more this
practical
thanknow
the aoldhorse
Ford,would
but
don't let the lack of either make you a hermit !
Walk to a good show!" Another cover, well
laid out, features sketches of motion picture cameraman. Copy points to "not one, not two,
but six big hits in one week." (Incidentally,
we peeked inside to see what the six hits were :
"They Got Me Covered," "We Are the Marines,"
"Chetniks, the Fighting Guerillas," "Hi, Buddy,"
"It Ain't Hay" and "Silver Queen.") The third
cover featured a sketch of Uncle Sam building
a fortress. Copy : "Help build a stone wall of
strength. Buy war bonds and stamps here!"
Perhaps Bob will explain to us how he determines what each week's cover will be, how he
goes about assembling the various elements,
etc. This should prove informative to our
readers. May we hear from you. Bob? And,
incidentally, if you have any other items of
interest, or any anecdotes connected with the
production and distribution of your programs,
send them along too. That goes for all members.
Guess we'll cut this short this week. The
week-end holiday, most of which we spent in an
easy chair and occasionally in the sun, has left
us exhausted. So we shall leave you now until
next week. Come on, members, send in those
Fourth of July programs.

Tieups

Feature

^Crime Doctor^ Sellins
Columbia's "Crime Doctor," adapted from
the popular CBS air series of the same name,
has been given extensive exploitation campaigns
in a number of its opening spots, among them
Albany, Hartford and Providence.
One of the most successful tie-ups effected on
the picture was that made in Albany with the
local CBS outlet, where a radio round table
discussion on the film was promoted over station
WOKO. The program was highly successful
and received liberal space in the local press and
the INS wire. Spot announcements plugging
the broadcast were promoted for six days in
advance.
Also in Albany, the main Public Library and
four of its branches featured display cards tying
in their mystery and "crime" novels with "Crime
Doctor." The city's largest department store
turned over one of its windows to a display of
"crime" books and gave full credit to the film.
A special screening of the picture was held for
the Mayor, District Attorney, Chief of Police
and other officials and was covered extensively
by the local press.
Harrisburg, Pa., reported a pre-opening radio
campaign during which numerous spot announcements were promoted from the local CBS outlet
which
show. broadcasts the "Crime Doctor" radio
Excellent Newspaper

Break

the engagement
of "Ladies'
theDuring
Loew-Poli
Palace, Meriden,
Conn.,Day"
Mana-at
ger J. G. Samartano received an excellent
newspaper break when Samuel B. Cohen devoted at least four paragraphs of his sports
column. Sayings of the Spectator, to an enthusiastic report on the picture. Column appears in
the Journal.
Rationing Aids Ballyhoo
Rationing and ration books were useful to
Melvin Gaitskill of the Paris, Paris, Ky., when
he played "The Desperadoes." He displayed a
film can with this copy: "No points needed for
'canned thrills' ! Just be here next Sunday and
see this super-western, 'The Desperadoes'— in
Technicolor."

Lion Man Roams Streets
Three days in advance of the showing of United
Artists' "Jacare" at the Loew-Poli, Meriden,
Conn., a "lion man" (see above) roamed streets.
Manager Joseph Samartano conceived the stunt.
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Iowa
Job

Theatres*
Gives

Grand

'Moon

Is
Drive

Down'
Iowa theatresRunning
have been doingStart
themselves
proud in the way of exploitation for "The Moon
Is Down." The use of a prepared radio dramatization of the Steinbeck story, advance showings to merchants and educators, and a contest
for high school students were the highlights.
The Roosevelt, Des Moines, arranged for the
fifteen-minute radio program on a local station,
the performance being strictly professional in
quality. This theatre also put on a special advance screening for merchants and publicity
contacts, which resulted in a full-page cooperative ad shared by the merchants. Throwaways
made from the ad were distributed from house
to house, and 100 testimonial cards signed by
the persons attending the screening were posted
in conspicuous spots. The merchant tieup further brought space for displays in the best windows of the city. Besides all this, every bus and
trolley stop in town was posted with a playdate
announcement.
Word of Mouth Helps
In Waterloo, the Strand held a screening for
department heads of large stores, managers of
local shops, and teachers. These people, who
come into daily contact with the public, _ were
enthusiastic about the picture and communicated
their praise in a genuine word-of-mouth campaign. The merchants cooperated with book
ads. Heralds placed in envelopes marked "confidential" were passed out to departing patrons
a week in advance. A street ballyhoo consisted
of a man reading a specially prepared newspaper
featured by this screaming headline: "Stein'Moon Is Down'Cedar
OpensRapids,
at Strand
Today."
The beck's
Paramount,
spearheaded
its selling campaign by sponsoring a contest
among high school students to decide who would
act in the radio dramatization over the local
station. Tieups with the book stores resulted
in elaborate window displays, with happy sales
tidings for both stores and theatre.
Film

IsTied-ln

Helbros

Watch

'Stage Door Canteen'
Tied-ln With
Record

With
Contest

Columbia has arranged a tie-up between
"Appointment in Berlin" and a nation-wide
contest conducted by the Helbros Watch Company.
For some time Helbros has been running national and dealer ads offeing $2500 in war bonds
in
addition
as to the dateto ofwatches
the endforof readers'
the war. predictions
The contest has been publicized as the "Time for Victory" contest
has year
askedwhen
contestants
name
the day,
monthand and
the warto would
end.
Realizing the advantage of tying in with a
motion picture, Helbros and its agency are now
changing the original copy in the ads to read :
"When Will the Allies Keep Their 'Appointmentcludedin Berlin'?"
Full picture
creditdisplays,
is inin all ads, radio
broadcasts,
booklets, entry blanks, etc., etc.
The contest ends November 15, giving "Appointment inBerlin" the tremendous benefit of
pre-opening and current newspaper and magazine
advertising as well as local dealer assistance.

in Richmond

For the opening of "Stage Door Canteen" at
Loew's Theatre, Richmond, Va., Manager
George Peters put over several effective tie-ups
which gave his attraction outstanding local coverage.

Based on Novel's Appeal
When "The Moon Is Down" played the Esquire
Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., Manager Sammy
Naster used the pictured false front. Entire campaign for the ZOth Century-Fox special was based
on appeal of best-selling novel by John Steinbeck.
Book

Display

Project

As partFor
of the'Bell
promotionTolls'
campaign behind
Set
Paramount's world premiere of "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" at the Rivoli on July 14, a cooperative window display plan has been introduced linking the leading retail booksellers of
the United States with the advertising and publicity campaign for the Technicolor film, it has
been
erature.disclosed by The Saturday Review of LitThe new window display project is an outgrowth of another highly successful campaign
worked out by The Saturday Review to tie
the book publishing industry into the promotion of themes to help the war efifort. The
"Bell Tolls" window displays will urge the
sale of war bonds and stimulate interest in the
film.
Creation of display material is being superby A. V.York.
A. vanHeDuym
of Scribner's
Store, visedNew
recently
consulted Book
with
Paramount's Robert Gillham and officials of
The Saturday Review of Literature.
Jules Alberti, of the Motion Picture and
Special Events Department of the United States
Treasury, was in New York a few days ago to
confer with Gillham and his staff regarding
Treasury Department cooperation in the Broadway premiere.
The Treasury Department will use the slogans "The Bell Is Tolling for the Axis" and
"Buy a Bond and Hear the Bell Toll for the
Axis," it was disclosed.
The Treasury Department's window display
in Washington features a "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" display, and the tie-in slogans are being
used in radio exploitation sponsored by the
Treasury Department.
Word 'Horrific' Coined to Sell
Horror Show at Hawaii Theatre
Adroit handling of two "horror" films — "Dr.
Renault's
and Hollywood,
"Undying Monster"
— at
the HawaiiSecret"
Theatre,
is credited
with attracting much "carriage trade" as well
as capacity business.
House coined word "horrific," gave show
high-class newspaper and radio campaign and
introduced performances with a thrill prologue
comprising sound and lighting effects with a
skeleton officiating as master of ceremonies.

Tops was Store
that onarranged
with Thalhimer's
Department
a phonograph
record salvage drive. This stunt gave "Stage Door Canteen" prominent mention in newspaper ads
carried by the store, several attractive window
and inside store displays, and numerous radio
spot announcements. For each adult bringing
13 records to the store a guest ticket was given
to see the picture — and the department store
purchased all the guest tickets from the theatre.
Both Bond Bakery and Palace Laundry distributed 10,000 jumbo firecrackers advertising
the picture. Through the co-operation of the
USO placards were displayed on all trash
cans and banners were placed on the SS Merrimac and at all USO information centers.
On opening night American Legionaires,
fully uniformed, marched to the lobby of the
theatre where they acted as guard of honor for
attending celebrities consisting of city, state
officials and commanding officers from Camp
Lee, Camp Pickett, Richmond Air Base, Quartermaster Depot and local Naval Commander.
Prior to the opening a special preview of "Stage
Door Canteen' was held for all drama critics,
officers of the local USO, Navy Mother's Club,
Junior League and officials of radio stations.
This accounted for additional advance newspaper publicity and resulted in bulletin announcements atvarious military officers' clubs.
Ten 15-minute periods were promoted from
Station
WRVA using
theatre's
an
identification
contestthewhich
was organist
run dailyin
with free guest tickets to the winners. Spot
announcements were used via stations WMBG
and WRNL.
Attractive window displays were secured in
the following prominent stores : Thalhimer's,
Miller's Shoes, Pollack's Shoes using an eflfective six sheet display in two windows. Music
tie-ups were put over with Gary's, Richmond
Record Shop, Corley's, McCrory's, and Kresge's.
A fashion show at Kaufman's Department Store
also accounted for plugs for "Stage Door Canteen." Book tie-ups were arranged with Miller
& Rhoads and Methodist Publishing Company.
For the lobby, 24 sateen banners were used
across the front a week in advance. A 24-sheet
size illuminated display built for the inside
foyer was used for three weeks in advance.
This special display carried all 48 star names
set in huge 48 cut-out compo board letters.
'First Comes Courage' Is Tied Up
With Publishing House Promotion
Elliott Arnold's best-selling novel, "The Commandos," on which "First Comes Courage" is
based, is being re-issued by Garden City Publishing Company under the title, "First Comes
Courage," to give the book the added advantage
of exploitation possibilities resulting from tieups with the motion picture.
A special new picture tie-up jacket has been
created for the book by Garden Citj-. The publishing house is also notifying its more than
3,000 outlets of the tie-up and will assist them
with posters and displays.
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Peterson Keeps The Kiddies Interested
Even when the returns amount to little in cold cash it pays to go out of your way for the kids,
according
Paul him
Peterson,
the Star, Duluth,
Minn. and
Peterson
a Children's
(under
twelve)
Club whichto nets
regularofattendance
by the juniors
gets runs
him the
goodwill of
the parents.
The members of the club are on a separate mailing list, and each week five names are drawn. The
lucky children receive passes.
Peterson keeps up a liaison with the kids through mimeographed cards which he distributes
after shows, telling them when to come and what the bill will be. On special matinee days he often
has cards distributed at the schools, a typical one being a simple sketch of Pluto saying: "Don't
forget the matinee today. Star Theatre 1:30 p.m."

Big Campaign

Sells Tennessee

Johnson^

's Frinstance,
l day, a WedFor
the Nation
Capitanext
It was Its
a big Showi
day in theng
career in
of Andrew
bassador's tour.
nesday The
:
Johnsons were received by Speaker
Johnson when he went to Washington, D. C.
of the House Sam Rayburn ; Ruth was received
many
ago, But
and the
you thrill
can bet
you're boots
he was years
thrilled.
he received
then
by Col. E. A. Halsey, C. O. Camp Murdock,
would be mighty small peanuts compared to who turned over administrative duties of the
the exultation he would have experienced, had camp to her for two hours. Then she and the
it been possible for him to have witnessed the Johnsons were greeted in the corridor of the
; a Tennessee Delegareceptionof accorded
the HousetionoffromRepresentatives
the House held a luncheon in their
picture
his life, "Tennessee
when it hadJohnson,"
its premiere
in the city where he once sat as President of honor, after which they went to the House
Gallery to witness a debate. Later Ruth was
the United States. The least he could possibly
interviewed over WOL and by the Press. And
have done in return, would have been to have
then the three visited Fort Belvoir, Va., and
inducted into his Cabinet, Carter Barron, Loew
appeared in three theatres. The Service Canteen,
District Manager, Dan Terrell, Publicity, and
the Officer's Club.
Gene the
Ford,
Capitol.exploitation
For they andNext
day, Hero Eddie Rickenbacker was
are
ladsManager
who putLoew's
the superb
presented to Ruth by Clifford Foldger, Chaircampaign across.
man
of
the
District Red Cross Drive. Eddie
First of all, they approached the Tennessee
took her to a special Red Cross Drive luncheon
State Society of Washington, D. C, and convinced President James M. Rountree that the at which she spoke. Then she met Governor
Society should sponsor the premiere. To that Prentice Cooper of Tennessee, and Out-of-Town
President Rountree agreed. Then the boys press representatives, after which there was
dinner with Gov. Cooper, and the Pattersons,
really went to town.
plus the Out-of-Town Press. This was folLocate Descendants of Johnson
lowed by a reception for Ruth and distinguished
Tennesseans.
They located Mrs. Martha and Miss Margaret
At the premiere, packed with notables, Ruth,
Johnson Patterson, descendants of President
course made a personal appearance in a
Johnson, of Greenville, Tenn. and arranged for of
special Colonial setting.
them to come to Washington for the great occasion. When they arrived, two days before the Had All Kinds of Tieups
picture opened, they were greeted by President
Rountree, who was also on hand to welcome
Aside from all that — as though that wasn't
the Loew Washington trio, had all
Ruth Hussey who plays Johnson's wife in the enough—
kinds
of tie-ups, lobby and other displays, and
film. From then on it was like a ranking amgoodness knows how many radio interviews
for Ruth, and spot announcements, and newspaper ads, and billboards, and trailers, and other
publicity, including a "Home Makers" contest
over WWDC for six days, three prior to the
opening. Six pair of guest tickets were given
for the best letters on "What Mrs. Andrew
Johnson would have done had she lived during
theAnd
period
rationing."
thereof were
announcement cards stuffed
in letter boxes in 22 hotels and apartments, and
small lobby cards for all these, and stills and
title cards in numerous stores, and jumbo blowups with stills in eight Postal Telegraph windows, and street car cards, which read in advance of the showing : "Who is the Man on
America's Conscience."
There's only one person in Washington today who doesn't know the answer to that. And
he's deaf, dumb, blind, and paralyzed and he
lives all by himself in an underground cave.

'Desperadoes' Stagecoach Bally
On the occasion of the recent showing of Columbia's "The Desperadoes" at Loew's Criterion in
New York, seven-foot-tall Dave Ballard delivered
a print of the picture via an old Western
stagecoach used by the theatre to ballyhoo the
Technicolor production. Stunt is adaptable.

Girls Autograph Ladd Blowup
Autographing the star is a new slant on the
current craze for autographs. Gene Kilburg,
of the Palace, Milwaukee, had a huge blow-up
made of Alan Ladd and put it in his lobby
before and during the run of "China." Copy on
cards alongside invited the ladies to sign their
names on the picture, after which the whole
thing was to be shipped to Ladd, now training
at an Army camp. The girls responded with
pencils, pens, and lipstick until there was hardly
room for another signature.

Horror

Up

Japanese

to Exploit

Film

On
Road-Show
Scale
Eddie Selette, of the Strand, New Bedford,
Mass., likes to sell a picture when he feels he
has something he can get his teeth into. He
saw a good opportunity for intensive exploitation
whenhishetheatre.
got "Scorched
Earth"of forhisa work
first-run
at
As a result
he
played the picture seven days at road-show
In both newspaper advertising and theatre
prices. decoration he featured the horror angle of
front
Jap warfare. Lines like "Prepare Yourself for
a Shock," "The Rape of China," "Things You
Never Dreamed Possible This Side of Hell,"
"It Will Make You Fighting Mad," "Uncensored Dynamite," "Unbelievable Horror Filmed
on the Spot" and "This Is the Way Our Enemy
Operates"
jumped
out at newspaper
and
pedestrians
in startling
array. Theyreaders
were
impressed.
The complete campaign ran as follows :
L Two weeks in advance, SVz inch teaser
ads every other day.
2. Two one-sheets in frames.
3. Trailer on screen.
4. Small cards distributed in pay envelopes.
5. One week in advance, built teasers from
3^ to 22 inches.
6. Seventeen of largest local mills posted
window cards and one-sheets on their bulletin
boards.
7. Three radio spot announcements daily until
end of engagement.
8. 200 window' cards.
9. 100 one-sheets.
10. Two-column cuts in two Sunday news11. Newspaper sent reviewer to catch picture
(never done at this theatre before).
papers.
12. During run, copy on box-office, front
door panels, and frames, stressing catchlines.

Displays Scenes From Film
Careful selection of stills and the ingenuity
of a good house artist made possible this advance
lobby display on RKO Radio's "This Land Is
Mine," arranged by Montague Salmon for the
film's showing at the Rivoli Theatre in N. Y.
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SHOWMANSHIP
WARTIME

'Action

LONDON

in Atlantic'

On
the West
Coast
In conjunction with the Los Angeles showing
of "Action in the North Atlantic," "Fur Vest
Project
wasunder
celebrated
at Warners'
DowntownNight"
Theatre
the auspices
of the
War Emergency Board of the Fur Industry of
Southern California. The stunt was arranged
Halper's
Loutheatres.
publicity
the Coast
by
Pacific
Zone department
of Warner ofBros,
Guest of honor and principal speaker was
U. S. District Judge Pierson M. Hall, who presented Julie Bishop, one of the stars of the
film; Captain Walter F. Treadway, of the
Maritime Service, and Eugene Clancy, member
of the merchant marine who survived a torpedoing in the North Atlantic.
Four hundred workers of the garment and
fur trades attended, to see their voluntary contributions to the war effort, 1000 fur vests,
turned over to the merchant seamen of the
United Nations.
Warner Bros, was presented with a certificate
of cooperation from the War Emergency Board
for their stirring film tribute to the men of the
merchant marine. Ceremonies were broadcast
over Radio Station KFWB.
More than 2000 trainees of the U. S. Maritime
Service were thrilled by a special ireview
showing
at Avalon,
Halper's
Pacific Coast
Zone Catalina
publicity Island.
department
also
arranged this stunt, with the cooperation of
Lieutenant Howard Esray, in charge of public
relations for the Maritime Service in Southern
California.
Dane Clark, newcomer to the screen, who
is featured in the film, made a personal appearance on the island in conjunction with the
screening.
He was welcomed by Commander C. W.
Schmidt, superintendent of the base, and his
executive staff.
100 Seamen Inducted in Boston
'Action in North Atlantic' Tieup
As part of the nationwide recruiting activities
being conducted by the U. S. Maritime Service
in conjunction with the showing of "Action in
the
Northof the
Atlantic,"
of 100
members
merchantinduction
marine took
placenewat
the Metropolitan Theatre in Boston recently
coincident with the local opening of the picture.
The recruits, led by a band, paraded to the
theatre and saw the first performance. At the
conclusion of the showing, the men marched up
on the stage, where they were sworn in by the
Commanding Officer for this area.
Paul Levi of the Metropolian, Lt. Ralph J.
Meyers of the U. S. Navy and Phil Engel of
Warners handled the event.
Documentaries Offer Chance
To Use News Clips and Stills
Large documentaries like "Desert Victory"
offer many chances for legitimate exploitation.
George Cameron, of the Playhouse, Canandaigua, N. Y., took full advantage of this by
using newspaper clippings, rotos, and other nontheatrical material to make up his posters and
window displays.
Actual photos from picture services are worth
a million in this kind of thing. Be sure you
let the onlookers know they are actual scenes —
not posed stuff.
Prizes for letters beginning with the phrase,
"My
own byHuman
Comedy,"
wereEmporia,
awarded Kans.,
radio
listeners
Ed Dorill,
Granada,
as part of his campaign for "The Human Comedy."

IN

Three-dimensional Display
The use of borrowed department store mannikins enabled E. Neeter of the Odeon, Southgate,
to present a three-dimensional lobby display.
A "male" mannikin was dressed as a soldier
and a "female" model became a Red Cross
nurse. They were arranged to represent a
popular war poster, with a background consisting of a wall, barbed wire and sand. Special
lighting added to the effectiveness of this display, which helped a war benefit campaign.
'Bombardier' Bond Drive
Outstanding feature of the whirlwind exploitation
on RKO Radio's
stagedYoungstown,
campaign
at
the Palace,
Ohio, "Bombardier"
was a bondselling drive using the slogan, "Buy a Bond
for a Bombardier." A training plane was borrowed from the local Army airfield and installed
on the sidewalk in front of theatre. In the
scene above: the War Bond Selling Committee;
left, Mayor William Spagnola; center, George
Pappas, assistant manager of the Palace; at
the right. Chairman Frank Purnell.

Radio

Contest

Plugs

Roy Rogers Westerns
Ted Trust of the Strand Theatre in Brooklyn,
New York, backed the first western booking
at that theatre with an excellent showmanship
campaign on the Roy Rogers film, "Song of
The picture and its Strand booking were
given a continuous build-up on the Uncle Don
Texas."
radio
program, broadcast over WOR, for three
days prior to the opening, as well as throughout
the engagement. This popular radio star initiated a drawing contest, tied up directly with
the title, "Song of Texas," allowing for a wide
range of subject choice, although limiting entries to matters connected with Texas, such as
a map of the State, a long-horn steer, cactus,
horses, and the like. With the cooperation of
the Strand, Uncle Don obtained a large number of tickets to the theatre, which were given
as prizes to the winners of the contest. Frequent
mention of the engagement at the Strand was
supplemented by the use of Mexicali Rose, one
of the numbers
Texas," in the
musical
portion ofinthe"Song
radio of
program.
In addition. Trust received mention of the
western over other radio stations, including the
Adrienne Ames program, heard over WHN.
He also arranged for the distribution, through
the theatre and schools, of ten thousand of the
Roy Rogers full-color photos currently available
to theatres through Republic.
Announcement of "Song of Texas" and theatre-date was imprinted on the reverse side of
the photo, leaving the latter untouched and
suitable for framing.

^ Speak
Preview'
Something
new under
the sun, a "Speak
Preview," was sprung on unsuspecting Milwaukee byGene Kilburg of the Palace during
the advance campaign for "The More the
Merrier." Immediately following the screening for 125 invited guests a broadcast was
made from the projection room. Twenty
guests took part in the 15-minute program,
which went over the local CBS station. You
may be sure plenty of plugs were put in for
"The More the Merrier." Everybody happy
all around.

Honoring the Relatives
During the last week of the run of "Nine
Men" at the Gaumont Palace, Birmingham,
Manager W. L. Greaves invited parents, wives,
and sweethearts of Libyan campaigners awarded
decorations on the field to be his guests. These
relatives could choose their own time for attendance. Same can be done for almost any group
of campaigners.
Past and Present
A link-up between the past and present was
used to good advantage by Manager Edward
Tyson, of the Lonsdale in Carlisle, for "In
Which We Serve." In the lobby, and arranged
before a suitable seascape, were models of Sir
Francis Drake's Golden Hind and Sir Richard
Grenville's Revenge, which formed a striking
contrast to a model destroyer, a model of H.M.S.
Exeter, and one of H.M.S. Nelson. Pictures of
different naval units and a large autographed
photo of Noel Coward were surrounded by
many flags. Tyson said he had difficulty keeping
the lobby clear of crowds.
Pointing Up the Newsreel
When the recent Tunisian victory was accomplished W. F. Foster, of the Gaumont-Holloway,
London, was ready. For his newsreel bill he
put out an 8 X 6 foot display board headed
"Here's News !" The center of the board featured the newsreel items, while around this a
well-executed montage showed the headlines
from all the morning papers. A large Union
Jack was draped on the edges. Passersby
stopped in their tracks and the money till
tinkled cheerfully all day.
Nails for Hitler's Coffin
As part of a war stamp selling campaign
during "Wings for Victory" Week the vestibule
of the Elite, Middlesbrough, presented an unusual sight. Manager Reynolds Roberts had a
coffin made of old plywood pieces which occupied the most conspicuous place. Painted black,
it had a swastika on top, while on the sides
was the lettering : "Drive a nail in Hitler's
coffin before or after you see 'Squadron Leader
X'." The price of driving the nail was the purall over.chase of one stamp. The coffin was soon Studded
Doing It Himself
It isn't so easy to get art work done these
days, so Manager Rex Stewart of the Odeon,
Crewe, made a six-sheet all by himself. The
picture was Abbott and Costello in "Who Done
It." Stewart painted the heads of the two stars
on the six-feet square piece of canvas and strung
it between two pilasters on the theatre front
above the marquee ; right under it was a banner
carrying the name of the attraction. He is now
very proud of his ability as an artist, for the
display proved itself an eye-arrester.
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managerial direction of Henry Kalis, for the
M & P chain.
Louis Krasnow, formerly a theatre manager
for the E. M. Loew organization, is now working in a defense plant at Hingham, Mass.

ALBANY
Leon Herman, former salesman for United
Artists in this territory and recently promoted
to
to "beHotel,
fetedJuly
by
FilmcityRowmanager
friends atat Buffalo,
the Ten isEyck
26. George Jeffrys, UA successor here to Herman, Dick Hayes of Paramount, Sidney Stockton and Bill Williams, Paramount and Welden
Waters, Paramount salesman, are handling arrangements.
Clifford Swick, who managed Hellman's
Drive-In Theatre before enlisting in the Navy,
is back at familiar work. Swick is in charge
of the Navy theatre at its Samson, N. Y., camp
near Syracuse. He visited Albany friends over
the holiday week-end.
Stanley Goldberg, Columbia booker, is spending his vacation with his wife and family on a
farm.
Bill Kennedy, who operates the Lyceum,
Champlain, and Lyric, Rouse's Point, is also
helping out in the war effort by working part
time as a yard superintendent for the Delaware
and Hudson Railroad.
Earl King, son of Cal King, Maiden, Williamstown, Mass., was recently married. King is a
lieutenant in the Army Air Corps.
Clark's Mills, has closed
hisMorris
theatre Schulman,
until September.
Charlie Wilson, the Lake, Indian Lake, opened
his theatre full time, July L C. E. Van Ornam
reopened the Essex, Essex. Kallet Circuit,
Oneida, reopened theatres in Sheldrake, Bolton
Landing and Fleishman's this week, while Harry
Gallup took off the shutters at Lake Speculator. Burt's Theatre, Lake Luzerne, went on full
time under George Stanton's operation, as did
DaveParamount
Rosenbaum's
the
and Capitol,
Strand, Elizabethtown.
Schroon Lake, Both
are
now on full time for the Summer. However,
the Kallet
Circuit's
Long LakeHouse
Theatre
ment has been
dismantled.
has equipbeen
closed since October, 1942.
Adolph Cohn, Rivoli, Troy, has returned to
business after a siege in the hospital.
Corrinne Thomas is the new stenographer
at 20th Century-Fox, while Betty Zepko has
succeeded Betty O'Hare as biller in that office.
Rudolph Meyer, accessory manager at Coumbia, has returned from his vacation, as has
Mrs. Alma Rendert, exchange receptionist.
Corporal Morris Cohn, former Columbia salesman here, has been transferred to the Military
Police Battalion in Elizabeth, N. J.
Leo Rosen, Strand, Albany, manager, returns
from his vacation late this week.
Neil Hellman, Paramount and Royal theatres, Albany, spends every night in the week
at
the
Variety
servicemen's
canteenchairman
in the
Knights of
Columbus
home. Hellman,
of the canteen entertainment committee, is
assisted by Joe Shure, Fabian district booker.
BOSTON
Visiting the Boston office of Warners this
week were Jules Lapidus, Eastern Division
manager, and other officials of the home office
who consulted with District Manager Norman
J. Ayers and Branch Manager Bill Horan.
Nathan Furst, recently made branch manager in Boston for Monogram, made a business
trip to New York this week.
Maurice Wolf, MGM district manager, returns this week from a three weeks' vacation in
his native Texas and; at Hot Springs, Ark.
Harry Gibbs, of Producers Distributing Corporation, came up from New Haven this week
to visit on Boston's Film Row. He spent much

CHARLOTTE

HUDDLE ON THE DAIS. An interlude between
announcements of new season sales policies at
the Warner Bros, regional meeting in New York.
Left to right: A. W. Schwalberg, Samuel
Schneider, Mort Blumenstock, Joseph Bernhard,
Ben Kalmenson.
time with Morse and Rothenberg discussing their
Connecticut theatres.
Louis Rothenberg is confined to his home
with illness, but is improving rapidly.
Friends of Veteran Dave Manly were sorrowful to learn of his death on the Pacific Coast.
Manly was a pioneer in motion picture industry work in New England and was a former
vaudeville partner of Frank Vanette, who is
now with M & P.
Scores of local theatre people attended the
funeral of Al Sheehan, veteran manager of the
Colonial Theatre. Al was perhaps the best
knovvn theatre manager in the East until his
retirement some three years ago.
Frances Picard of Warners, one of the most
popular of the employes there, has tendered
her resignation and will become a bride next
month.
Bill Horan, branch manager of Warners, has
returned
with a real tan after a week's vacation.
Madelina Conley of Warners shipping department, is receiving condolences over the
death in action of her cousin, in the Marines,
killed somewhere in the Pacific.
Phil Engel, Warner publicist, is currently
on a trip to Buffalo, Rochester and Gloversville.
Al Daytz,
Warners'
has moved
his
family
to Maine
and is salesman,
soon to become
a proud
daddy again.
Naomiment, hasRobinson,
Warners' with
mailing
accepted of
a position
the departUnited
States Weather Bureau.
Jack Markle, manager of the Coolidge Corner
and Brookline Village theatres, was guest at a
luncheon given in the Terrace Room of Hotel
Statler last Monday.
George W. Brown, of the amusement family
which controls several arenas and theatres, has
just been elected President of the Brookline
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
E. M. Loew is on one of his periodical trips
to New York to consult with his associates
there.
Arthur Howard of Affiliated Theatres has
returned from several days spent in New Haven.
Charlie Carroll, former motion picture publicist in New England, has become a real "gob"
andFrank
proudly
wears his
Officer'sin insignia.
L. Meade,
now Petty
a sergeant
the .Air
Corps, formerly with Brookline theatres, has
been transferred to Santa Ana, Calif.
Ben G. Gilbert, attorney for various motion
picture interests locally, made a business trip
to New York last week.
Hy Fine, district manager for M & P theatres,
visited Hartford and New Haven this week.
The Esquire Theatre in the Back Bay district is doing splendid business now under the

J. R. Brauer, manager of the Universal exchange here, and four of his salesmen, J. W.
Greenleaf, R. T. Good, J. B. Tomlinson and
Max Reinhardt, have returned from a meeting
in
Atlanta of Universal branch managers and
bookers.
Roy Rowe, president of the Theatre Owners
of North and South Carolina, flew to Camp
Kanawandah, near Hendersonville, last week
to see his daughter, Tonya Rowe.
Roy Dewanner Stallings, former manager of
the Imperial Theatre, has been inducted into
the Army and is now at Camp Bragg. Earl
Holden, who has been managing the State in
the absence of Bernal Lewis, has gone to the
Imperial to succeed Mr. Stallings.
Herbert Pickman, of Warner Bros.' Atlanta
offices, spent most of last week in Charlotte
arranging the first screening here of "Mission
to Moscow."

CHICAGO

Jack Kirsch announces the addition of Harry
Lubliner's Four Star Theatre and Charley Nelson's Road Theatre to the Allied Booking Circuit. This makes 53 houses on the Allied booking
list.
Max Factor, of Universal Exchange, was
inducted into the Army Independence Day
week-end.
The Rockford Palace Theatre is now using
five vaudeville acts each week-end, including
a name band. A single feature rounds out the
bill. The theatre has set a 30 cent matinee
admission charge, while evening prices were
advanced to 45 cents.
George Rose, of the MGM exchange, has
reported to Camp Custer for Army induction.
Oscar Brotman announces the birth of a
daughter, Barbara Jo, at the Frank Cuneo
Hospital.
Bernard Teitel, son of Abe Teitel, theatre
owner, is now at Officers' Training School,
Camp Barkeley, Texas.
Irving Tomback, formerly of the World Playhouse, has received his commission as lieutenant,
and is now theatre officer at Camp Carson, Colo.
Mrs. Vic Noonan, Warner employe, has received word from the Red Cross that her
brother, Richard D. Kenney, died in a Jap
prison camp. Kenney was formerly also with
Warners.
More than 200 B & K employes are now in
the armed services. A plaque in the reception
room of the general office gives the names of
both men and women who have joined up.
Many thousands of visitors were week-enders
in Chicago, coming from nearby cities and
towns. The holiday theatre business broke all
records.
The following B & K managerial changes
took place last week : Edward Dlouhy, coming
from the Gateway, was made manager of the
Loop Apollo ; Ray Thompson was named manager of the Gateway ; Joseph Anderson became
manager of the Pelpark ; V. J. Fischer was
named manager of the Valencia, Evanston ; T.
Duckworth became assistant manager of the
Coronet, Evanston.
(Continued on Next Page)
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(Continued from Page 19)

F. C. \'an Heusen, of the Western Theatre
who has been a patient at the LuthSupplyeranCo.,
Deaconess Hospital for the past three
weeks, is returning to his home in Omaha to
convalesce.
Bill Bishop, publicity director for ^MGM
Western territory, has returned to the Chicago
offices after a three week visit to the Western
branches. Warren Slee did the pmch-hittmg
in Chicago while Bishop was away.
The Motiograph, DeVry, Bell & Howell, and
Wenzel projector concerns all worked througli
avy equipperiod on Army-N
the July fourth employ
es at Motiograph have
ment. Many
foregone their vacations to work on rush orders.
The entire show from both the Chicago and
Oriental theatres headlined the opening festivities of the Summer service men's center, opened
in Lincoln Park under the auspices of Mayor
Edward Kelly and his wife.
\1 Weinberg, son of Billy Weinberg,in manaaction
, was killed
the Ken
Seas.Theatre
in theger ofSouth
CINCINNATI

at thea
day n of10"Mr.
opening
On the
and 6 p.m.,
a.m. Lucky"
, betwee
Theatre
Albee
oe
horsesh
every
guest ticket was given d forto the scrap metal
These were then donate
collection.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cox of the Kentucky
Theatre, Lexington, are on vacation and drove
up with Lew Hensler of Lexington for a
few days' visit.
Queen City Variety Club's annual picnic
scheduled for the 19th at Summit Hills Counis The
try Club. Family, definitely not stag, is the
word.
Archie Clemens, recent visitor to Cincinnati,
operator of the Black Diamond Circuit, Black
Diamond, West Virginia, was killed when something went wrong with his engine while taking
off. Mr. Clemens was a licensed civilian pilot.
occurred the 'day after his return
His death
Cincinnati.
from
Paramount's Lillian Ahern returned from her
vacation on Monday saying "goodbye" on that
same day to her husband, John, who was inducted.
Paramount District Manager Harry Goldstein, who spent eight weeks in Cincinnati
Jewish
land. Hospital, is back at his desk in CleveStanley
Jacques
on theat 10th
to RKO's
attend the
National
RKO leaves
Convention
the
Waldorf, New York City.
20th Century-Fox's "Coney Island," now _ in
its fourth week, is piling up record-breaking
grosses.
Bill Brown, 20th Century-Fox shipper, who
enlisted in the Navy, left on the 6th.
J. J. Grady's
district Drive.
is leading in the MGM
National
Championship
Miss Harriette Schweizer, Carter Coal,
Caretta and Coalwood, West Virginia, was
here on a visit from New York.
Metro Sales Representative Harry Scheeran
attended the funeral of his mother, who died on
the 28th, and was buried at Queens Village,
Long Island.
Metro's Esther Shedd was married this week
to Sgt. J. M. Polito.
Naomi Gordon, secretary to Peter Rosian,
is vacationing at Schroon Lake, New York.
Universal Booker George Divine returned
from a visit with his family in New York City.
Universal's
Arnold isisonvacationing.
Helen Weiler,Doris
Universal,
the sick list.
Floyd Price, Newark, Ohio, was a visitor this
week.
20th Century-Fox's Cincinnati First Club is
having
its local
first picnic
at Meale's
12th. All
exchange
personnelGrove
will onbe the
on
hand to compete in outdoor games.

PRC IN NEW YORK. The eastern regional sales meeting of Producers Releasing Corporation brought
together home office executives and the sales forces of the Eastern District at a meeting held in New
York last week. A luncheon Friday concluded the sales confab. At the table above are: S. S. Kestenbaum,
William Rowland (producer of "Follies Girl"), Jerry Edwards, George Gill, Karl Herzog, Arthur Greenblatt,
0. Henry Briggs, Fred Rohrs, Nat Lefton (whose appointment as Central District Manager was announced
at the meeting), Joseph O'Sullivan and Roberto Socas.
atres, but neighborhood houses suffered not
only from the heat but also from poor business.
CLEVELAND
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager, has arranged alternate Friday night boxing bouts at
the Stage Door Canteen. J. Knox Strachan,
Local feeling against playing "Stage Door
Canteen" under the current UA selling policy head of the Warner Theatre publicity department is on the sick list — details unknown even
is high, and if UA holds to a fifty per cent
to the examining doctors.
Ijercentage policy, the independent exhibitors
Local Variety Club is breaking a precedent
threaten to pass it by altogether.
Word has been received from his parents that this year by not planning its annual golf contest.
Transportation is too much of a problem.
Robert A. Nunn, ex-Hippodrome usher, _previously reported lost at sea, was rescued from a
South Sea island and is now aboard a U. S.
DES MOINES
war ship.
Martin Printz, general manager of the Alhambra Theatre, arranged to have the house
repainted, and newly decorated throughout before checking out for a vacation in California.
Lou Walters, NTS local manager, returned
from a week hobnobbing with the NTS bigwigs
in New York.
Carl Duncan, 53, owner of the Duncan Theatre, Killbuck, Ohio, died suddenly last week
when peritonitis set in following an operation
for appendicitis. He is survived by his wife
and a son, now serving in the army.
Allied Caravan meeting in Cleveland last
Thursday was followed by a meeting in Toledo
the following day. Other meetings on the calcinnati.endar are July 6, Columbus ; and July 7 in CinM. M. Jacobs, president of Imperial Pictures,
an independent exchange is in New York on a
combined business and pleasure trip.
R. J. Mork of the Green Studios, Detroit,
was a NTS visitor during the week.
Charles Albert, Warner theatre booker before
entering the Army, has been made a technical
sergeant at Camp Claiborne, La.
Sam P. Gorrel, Republic branch manager,
will attend a company meeting in New York
July
M. 13-14.
B. Horwitz, general manager of the
Washington Circuit and chairman of the Variety
Club Copper Salvage Committee, has issued a
broadside to all exhibitors in the territory advising that film salesmen will be around to
collect the metal and bring it into Cleveland.
The Shangri-La bond drive got under way
this week with a meeting called by WAC Field
Chairman W. N. Skirball.
Ohio Censor Board and Artkino have come
to grips over "Russian Story" eliminations
which might lead to a law suit. Artkino contends that eliminations ordered by the censors
will make the showing of the picture impossible
in Ohio. An August opening at the Hanna had
been planned.
Rose Rosenberg, secretary to Universal District Manager Dave Miller, has taken a prolonged leave of absence on account of poor
health. Margaret Kasmarek is pinch-hitting.
Record heat of last week didn't cause even a
dent in downtown first-run air conditioned the-

John Gronigen has purchased the theatres in
Alton and Orange City from the March Brothers
of Alton.
inheritance
tax appraisers'
theTheestate
of Raymond
L. Blank,valuation
who wasof
treasurer of the Tri-States and Central States
theatre corporations, was placed at $492,999.32,
or $195,296.95 more than the value estimated
in the estate inventory. Blank, who was 33
years old, died March 7 of a heart attack. His
father, A. H. Blank, is president of both theatre
corporations. The largest increase in the valuation was in stocks, bonds, and notes. The inventory's estimate was $175,000 as compared
with the appraisers' valuation of $254,299.25.
The inventory listed Blank's 31-year-oId brother,
Myron, as the only beneficiary of the estate.
Business in the Des Moines theatres over
the Fourth was the best recorded for any recent
holiday. The increase was believed due to the
large number of people spending the time at
home instead of making trips.
H. A. Parrott, who operates the Palace at
Exira, has taken over the Strand at Milford.
Iowa, from E. C. Arehart.
Robert Leach, who has been employed as
assistant booker at the RKO exchange in Des
Moines for the last 18 months, has been promoted to head booker, succeeding Glen Wood,
who has moved to Minneapolis. Leach started
out with RKO several years ago in the shipping
department. Thelma Washburn, formerly a
secretary, was named assistant booker under
Leach.
She is
the first woman booker in RKO's
Des Moines
branch.
Contract Clerk Phyllis Harris at Republic
exchange has left with her husband for Vancouver, Wash., where the couple will take up
war work.
Ray Copeland, former Paramount branch
manager in Des Moines, was back with Airs.
Copeland for a visit with their former friends.
Copeland is now the Kansas City manager.
Kimballtown, Iowa, merchants have taken
over the operation of the Viking Theatre. The
house formerly was run by Sid Peterson.
(Continued on Page 22)
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MEMPHIS

{Continued from Page 20)
Manager Lou Levy, Head Booker Charles
Oliv.er, and Salesmen Ruben Rosenblatt, Mayer
Ralph Olson, of the Des MoinesMonsky andstaff,
Universal
attended a sales meeting June
29 and 30 at Kansas City.

David Flexer, owner of the Ritz, a neighborhood house in Memphis, and a chain of theatres
in Mississippi, has gone into the Merchant
Marine service. Mr. Flexer recently signed
some of the outstanding concert and opera
singers for a season of concerts in Memphis,
Houston and New Orleans. The season is to
open in Memphis next October. His wife will
take over management of his theatres, and
carry out the concert program.
Alvin Cone succeeds Mrs. Flo Mahoney as
cashier at Columbia exchange ; and Melvin
Aronson.
new assistant booker, takes over the
Army.
duties of Jimmy Gardner, who has joined the

DETROIT

The wave of juvenile delinquency which has
been swirling around Detroit theatres the last
few months finally brought tragedy last week.
It resulted from a gang's attempt to get revenge
on an usher who had ousted a youth because of
Seibert, seventeenalleged rowdyism. William
year-old usher at the Norwest Theatre, had been
threatened by the gang of youths because he had
ousted one of their number from the show. Seibert, the son of a patrolman, decided to carry his
way home
father's gun for protection. Onby his
the gang and
after work, he was set upon
Khnger,
William
followed
that
in the altercation
fifteen-years-old, suffered a wound that proved
still
is fact
case the
Seibert's, but
dayson later.
fatal several
by authorities
considerati
under
that he acted in self-defense is considered to be
in his favor.
Detroit's race riot which began Sunday, June
days
20, and was brought under control twoDetroit
later when the Army marched in, cost
amusement places approximately $250,000, it
has been estimated, and the biggest loss in gross
was suffered by the theatres.
A 10 p.m. curfew was imposed Monday, June
21, and this was moved forward to 9 p.m.
under military control. The I'esult was that
box-offices in downtown theatres had to close
by 7 p.m. each night in order to clear the
Neighbortheatre in observance of the curfew.because
their
hood theatres were hit hard, too,
schedules usually call for 6:45 p.m. openmgs,
them unable to offer a program under
making
the curfew.

The Michigan Department of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars has passed a resolution condemn"Mission to Mosing the showing in Detroit dof two
weeks at the
cow," which has complete
Palms-State Theatre, proving a big attraction.
A contest is being conducted in Detroit in
conjunction with Betty Grable's latest picture,at
"Coney Island," which soon will be shown
the Fox Theatre. That theatre and the Jefferson Beach amusement park are jointly sponsoring the contest to find a Detroit girl with danities apcing, singing and physical potential
proaching those of the blonde and beautiful
Betty. The first trial is to be at Jeffersona
Beach July 16. Another trial will be held
week later, and the finals will be conducted
July 30.
INDIANAPOLIS
Earl Cunningham, Fountain Square Theatre
recently enjoyed a visit with his formanager,
mer assistant, James R. Newton, Jr., now a
marine, who was home on furlough.
D. D. Lee, who operates the Princess Theatre
in Cayuga, Ind., divided his time last week
between his theatre and hay making on his
farm near Cayuga.
Mrs. Josephine Coburn has been appointed

UJe can supply you uiith
every special trailer
need and giue you
SnmE DflV SERUICE
TR A I LER
CO.
1H7 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, 5 ILL.
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'ARCHIE' HOLLYWOOD BOUND. Ed Gardner,
the "Archie" of Duffy's Tavern radio program,
accompanied by Mrs. Gardner, snapped as he
left New York for Hollywood to star in the
Skirball-Spitz
film, "Duffy's
which
Jack
Moss will produce
for UnitedTavern,"
Artists release.
manager of the Esquire Theatre, one of the Cantor Circuit houses.
Ideal weather brought out many of Indiana's
exhibitors during the week, and seen on Filmrow were : Joe Schilling, Connersville ; Gilbert
May, Corydon ; Julian Longest, English ; Bob
Hudson, Richmond ; Arthur Clark, buyer for
the Vonderschmitt Circuit, Bloomington ; Alfred McCarty, Pendleton ; Douglas Haney, Albion ;Albert Borkenstein and John Muci, Ft.
Wayne.
Hazel Patrick, 20th-Fox booking department,
is enjoying a much needed rest.
Morris Lefko, RKO Radio exchange manager,
and his family are enjoying a two weeks' rest
at McCormick's Creek, in southern Indiana.
Paul Leatherby, RKO Radio booker, and his
family are fishing at Lake Gun, Michigan.
Tony Grawoby, Universal head booker, is
vacationing in Milwauke, Wisconsin.
Larry Jacobs, former publicity director for
the Marcus Enterprises in Indianapolis, has
resigned to become supervisor for the Settos
Theatres here.
Ray De Lancey, manager of the Marcus Enterprises, Ft. Wayne, has been transferred to
Indianapolis as assistant to Rex Carr, manager.
His successor in Ft. Wayne is Paul Sigler.
Pat McKean, daughter of Claude McKean,
Warner manager here, has resigned her post
with RKO Radio and will reside in Los Angeles,
Cal.
Walter Cory, assistant booker at Columbia,
reported for duty in the Army, July 3.
Ruth Gasper and First P.O. Thomas Prewitt,
of the Air Force, announced their wedding
date, July 10, and will be married in Piedmont,
Cal. Miss Gasper has been employed in the
billing department at Warners exchange here.
Sol Greenberg, Warner booker, and his wife
are the guests of Carl and Mrs. Niesse at the
Summer home at Lake Wawasee, Ind.
Cecil Booher, of the inspection department of
Warners exchange, has resigned to engage in
defense work.
Herbert Boss, Paramount booker, announces
the arrival of a baby girl, weighing 5 pounds
and 12 ounces, born June 26, in the Colem.an
Hospital here.
Durand (Duff) Newman, Paramount salesman, will spend his vacation at home.
Marylin Brown, secretary in Universal's
booking department, and Maurice Bennett, Shelbyville, will be married July 28.
L. G. McGinley, manager of Universal Pictures, spent a busy week in Louisville and adjacent territory last week. He reports business
in the Blue Grass state good.
While Bob Morris, 20th-Fox shipper, is enjoying avacation. H. E. Richardson, salesman,
is performing his duties in the shipping room.

Monogram exchange has a new salesman—
F. J. Kaiser, formerly with United Artists,
who has assumed the spot occupied by Henry
Glover, who is now in the Army.
George Tobin has been appointed cashier at
National Screen.
Evelyn Miles is a new member of the Paramount staff in the accounting department, and
Margie Gillespie is new at the information desk.
She succeeds Mary Jane Huber, who is now in
charge of transportation contracts.
H. D. Graham, district manager, Atlanta,
and F. J. A. McCarthy, divisional manager.
New York, held a sales meeting at Universal
exchange last week.
Summer attendance at theatres is exceeding
all previous records. Waiting lines and holdovers have become almost standard at all loop
theatres, and week-end crowds tax the capacity
of all theatres, even the neighborhood houses.
NEW

HAVEN

Frank J. Carr, assistant manager of the
Paramount Theatre, has resigned and will work
for the USO, setting up shows and programs of
entertainment for servicemen. He will be stationed in Falmouth,
position at the
theatre will Mass.
be takenMr.by Carr's
Lester Cole.
A new staff member at the Paramount is
Palmina Carrano. Frank Santos, engineer, is
pack at work after an illness which kept him
nome for eight weeks.
New Haven theatres cooperated in a mammoth rally last Thursday for the July War
Savings Stamps campaign. Harry F. Shaw, division manager of the Loew-Poli New England
theatres, had charge of entertainment ; and
speaking on behalf of the theatres were Herman M. Levy, secretary of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Connecticut, and Bob Russell, manager of Loew's Poli. A poster of
the
mystery
airplane John
carrier
was
unveiled by Mayor
W. "Shangri
Murphy La"
and Ted
Burnocki of the Navy, a local boy who has
seen action in the Pacific.
Mrs. Jessie Gaw, assistant manager of the
Loew-Poli, Hartford, is on vacation. Nat
Renard is the relieving manager.
George Freeman, manager of the Loew-Poli,
Springfield, is vacationing in New Hampshire.
Harry Rose, manager of the Globe, Bridgecuse. port, is vacationing in Atlantic City and SyraEdward Ruff, branch manager of the Paramount office in New Haven, has returned to
his desk following an illness of three weeks.
The Harry F. Shaws are entertaining Mr.
Shaw's mother at their New Haven apartment.
Sidney Kleper, manager of the Loew-Bijou,
is Frank
back from
his week's
vacation.
Menente,
formerly
at the Loew-Poli,
was back in town last week to be married.
Jerry Norwood
of in
Loew's
office construction department,
town home
on business.
Bob Russell of the Loew's Poli left Monday
for his two-week vacation. He plans to go to
Providence to visit with Sam Bodamo.
Revi Gerrell has taken the place of her sister,
Shirley,
in the Loew-Poli New England theatres office.
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Gertrude Horwitz, one of the assistants at
le Loew-Poli Theatre, is sporting a beautiful
iamond from Robert Rosen. Wedding bells
/ill ring in August or September.
Dorothy King is a new relief cashier for
.oew's theatres in New Haven.
NEW

YORK

Delegations from many exchanges attended
ne Allied convention down at West End, N. J.,
|ist week. From Paramount : Branch Manager
{lenry Randel, Salesman Ed Beall, Head Booker
;ack Perley, and Ad-man Sid Mesibov. 20th
I'entury-Fox
: Eastern
Manager
Andrew
iV.
Smith, Jr.,
N. Y. Sales
Branch
Manager
Ray
j.foon, Joe Lee, William Kurtz, Elliott Mci/Ianus, Al Mendelsohn, and John Fernacola.
jjnited Artists : Sam Lefkowitz, Jack Ellis, and
;am Rifkin. MGM : Elliott Foreman, Jack
j^owen, Ben Abner, and Al Arnswalder.
Bob Fannon, Republic's L. I. and upstate
plesman,
proud inof raising
his Victory
Garen. He is
hasmighty
succeeded
900 heads
|if
lettuce
Ivhat
to do; only
with trouble
them. now is he doesn't know
Employes of the Universal exchange last
jrhursday gave a luncheon in honor of Phil
liorowitz, up-state booker, who was inducted
jnto the Army this week.
J Stanley M. Levin, former RKO errand boy,
{!s now a Private, 627 T.S.S. No. 1661 Truax
;-^ield, Madison, Wis.
,[ Mrs. Blanche Frankfurt, secretary to Re;j)ublic Exchange Manager Morris Epstein, gave
h party for the exchange family Tuesday to
relebrate the favorable outcome of a damage
j^uit. She was in a train accident last February.
Marion Fleming, of the MGM box-office de!)artment, whose Army husband. Bill, was staioned in New York, is now going to hang her
lat in the Detroit MGM exchange. Why? Hus)and Bill has been transferred to Detroit.
Harry Shockett is the new cashier at Re)ublic.
j Lou Allerhand, MGM salesman for N. J.,
jlidn't get to the Allied convention. Cause:
illness.
j _ The Motion Picture Associates held an executive board meeting last
laurant.
, Friday at Jack's Resj At Paramount vacationitis has hit Muriel
and Edna
[Lanehan, Milt Kusell's secretary, amanuensis
iHogan, Branch Manager Randel's
j($2 for that word).
I The New York bunch at UA are all pepped
pp about the testimonial dinner to be given
Leon Herman on July 19 at Albany to celebrate
lis promotion from upstate sales representative
to city manager of the Buffalo branch.
Ann Plisco, N. J. booker for Republic, has
returned after a week's illness.
After a week's honeymoon, MGM's Byron
Gluck is now in the Army. From the same
sxchange Cashier Harry Kugel this week goes
linto the Naval Construction Battalion.
At Paramount last week: a visitor in khaki
was Nat Stern, former booker, looking very fit.
Still away for a rest, Sales Manager Myron
Sattler. Just back from same, Booker Charlotte
Solomon . . . ditto Salesman Ed Ugast . . .
ust_ going, Salesman Gebby Gebhardt (this is
getting complicated).
UA Office Manager Abe Dickstein is commuting every week-end to White Lake, N. Y.
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Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cleveland — Imperial
Dallas — Astor

BOOK

(not

a

re-issue)

NATIONALLY-

JULY

OMAHA
Fred Farley of the Paramount exchange is
in
tion.Lutheran Hospital recovering from an operaDick Phillips, city manager for Tristates Theatres at Fremont, Neb., will henceforth handle
publicity, advertising and promotion for Omaha
Tristate Theatres Corporation. Appointment of
Phillips to his new post was the last of a series
of moves that saw Ted Emerson, Omaha manager, replacing Stan Blackburn — who was in(Continued on Next Page)
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FIGHTING

MEN!

NOW

Denver — Commercial
Detroit — Allied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota — P.R.C.
Milwaukee — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine
Montreal — Toronto — Superior Films

New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Astor
Pittsburgh — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor
Washington — Astor
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[ Lontinned from Page lo)
ducted into the Army — at the Paramount and
Emmett Lockard of Des Moines taking Emerson's old post.
Ross Mack, brother of Bill Mack of the
Admiral Theatre, writes that he had Henry
Fonda as a bunk mate while serving as a "water
tender" in the Bremerton Navy Yard.
Bill Miskell, Orpheum manager, will return
from his vacation at Lake Okoboji this week,
in time to get set for a stretch of top roadshows.
Henry Cariin, owner of a theatre at Spaulding, Neb., that burned, has purchased another
building. Remodeling is well under way, but it
may be several months before the Cariin is
ready to reopen.
Paramount employes helped Branch Manager
J. T. A'IcBride and his wife celebrate their 25th
anniversary by staging a big picnic.
Monday, July 12, probably will be one of the
biggest
in Omaha'sflock
showto Peony
businessParkas
thousandsdays
of Nebraskans
to be in on a theatrical jamboree staged by
Nebraska Variety Club. High spot of the allday festival will be the evening performance
of Herbie Kay and his orchestra. Kay is donating his services for two hours and two other
downtown bands will keep the crowds in good
humor the rest of the day. Aim of the Variety
Club in putting on the carnival is to get the
public to better know people in show business.
Tickets are being sold at the theatres and money
will itygogoal.
towards
charPart ofthethisVariety
money Club's
will go$5,000
to provide
a wing on St. Joseph's Hospital, the remainder
to the Hattie B. Monroe home for crippled children. Variety Club's committee for the jamboree :E. I. Rubin, Paramount Pictures, general chairman; Jack Connor, MGM, publicity;
Harry Watts, Muse Theatre, tickets ; Walter
Green, Fepco, publicity ; Lawrence Grobeck,
Muller Theatre, theatre owners-managers ; Art
Randall, Fontenelle, entertainment artists ;
Charles Lieb, MGM, games ; Harold Johnson,
LTniversal, athletics ; Walter Green, Fepco,
prizes ; Don McLucas, United Artists, Hattie
B. Monroe, home ; Sid Epstein, Corby Theatre,
ticket takers ; Joe Kinsky, talent ; Art Kimball,
Omaha Theatre, stagehands' union ; Howard
Jackson,
OmahaTransport,
Theatre, transportation.
operators' union; Glen
Rogers, Film
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CORRESPONDENTS

PHILADELPHIA
Cecil Felt, of the Felt family who own and
operate the Bluebird Theatre, is at the Walter
Reed Hospital in Washington, after returning
from tne battlefront in North Africa.
The Karlton Theatre opened last week under
the William Goldman banner. Twentieth Century's "Crash Dive" was the opening attraction.
Lt.
Max
Miller, whobefore
was William
Goldman's
press representative
going into
service,
was a visitor last week.
Business over the Fourth of July week-end
was particularly good, with tne downtown
theatres enjoying a huge share.
The Crescent Theatre changed hands this
week, with handle and Rovner taking over
from Phil Chain.
The Warner offices are really beginning to
get hit hard by Selective Service. Bill Kanefsky left lor the Army last week. Chester
Woerner, treasurer of the Mastbaum Theatre, is
supposed to go on the 12th. J immy Dormond,
Stanley Smitners and Johnny Turner, the latter
tne film buyer and booker, all had short deferments, but are slated to go next month.
Izzy Hirschblond's Traco Theatre in Tom's
River, N. J., is the latest victim of gas rationing. Izzy says that for the first time in 28
years tlie theatre will close, and will remain
closed for the duration of the gas ban.
Irving Blumberg was in New York to attend
the meeting of the Warner ad men to discuss
theHerbert
selling Gordon
plan forhas"This
the staff
Army."
joinedIs the
of Warner Theatres managerial staff and will operate
as a relief manager in Jack Flynn's district.
Joseph Miller, husband of Mollie Miller, bookkeeper at the Monogram exchange, received a
medical discharge from the Army and is back
at home.
Charlie Thomson, former manager of the
Great Northern Theatre, will act as booker and
buyer for the Columbus Stamper theatres. He
will also act as manager of the Rivoli Theatre,
likewise a Stamper house.
Bailey,
managerin for
Warners'
in Earl
this area
and lormer
now working
the mid-west,
wasa aWarner
visitor manager
this week. here.
Earl's brother, Norman,
is
James Flynn, Columbia booker and assistant
office manager, resigned this week. Flynn is
also the business agent for Local B-7, of the
Film Exchange Employees Union. Walter
Donahue, Columbia booker, will take over
Flynn's
manager. duties as booker and assistant office
Bob Cooper, United Artists exploiteer, making his initial effort in this area, worked out a
stunt
•5! with the Stage Door Canteen in connection
with the
the picture
at the out
Mast-at
baum opening
Theatre. A ofcontest
was worked
the canteen whereby a boy from each of the
services v^'as picked by acclaim to be a member
of the escorting body to take Miss Stage Door
Canteen to the Mastbaum Theatre on the opening night. Miss Stage Door Canteen is one of
the more popular of the young hostesses and had
been selected in a contest conducted some
time ago.
PITTSBURGH
Week-end and especially the Fourth of July
holiday business in theatres throughout the territory, and especially in the downtown houses in
this city and other key situations was terrific.
The local first-run theatres were selling standing
room only before noon, and several of the theatres had waiting lines a couple blocks long,
both Sunday and Monday.
The Tony Sterns are the parents of a sixpound baby girl, born this week at the West
Penn Hospital. Father was recently promoted
from assistant buyer and booker in the Pitts-

burgh Zone for Warners Circuit to head buyer
and booker in the Cleveland territory.
The Exhibitors Service Company has announced that it will dehver and pick up without cost films furnished gratis by the various distributing companies for the copper, brass, bronze
benefit shows being held throughout Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Wallace Battiston, son of the veteran exhibitor, Andrew Battiston, who operates the
Heights Theatre, Crafton Heights, Pa., is the
new booker at the local Paramount exchange.
After being completely renovated and repaired since it was practically destroyed by fire
early this year, the Central Theatre in Central
City, Pa., operated by B. J. Redfoot, has been
reopened this week.
Lawrence Wiltrout succeeds Charles Lynch,
veteran theatre manager, as manager of the
Soisson Theatre, Connellsville, Pa., the latter
having recently resigned.
PORTLAND
Rumors are rife along both Portland and
Seattle row on a most important meeting in
Los Angeles, which will likely change the
management of some 84 theatres in Pacific
Northwest. Representing the Evergreen houses
in two states are Frank Newman and Al
Finke, in conference with Skouras Bros.
Special feature at Victory Square, Seattle,
was sale of some. 500 war stamp books in the
Shangri-La Drive, with Jerry Ross, M.C.
Grace Carle of B. F. Shearer Equipment Co.,
Seattle, seriously ill with pneumonia.
George Jackson, veteran film salesman and
e.xhibitor, covering Oregon spots for RKO
Radio Pictures.
Orso Manzonetta, now assistant booker, RKO
Radio, Portland exchange.
"More the Merrier" making hold-over records,
into 6th week in Seattle at Liberty, and 7th
week at Music Box at Portland.
Mrs. Hasbrook, for many years office manager for MGM, Portland, well on way to
recovery, after short illness.
James Sterling has been named manager for
the new Hudson House Theatre at Vancouver,
Wash., which has been added to the Evergreen
chain. The house is equipped with latest sound
and projection equipment by National Theatre
Supply. Features will play day and date with
the Vancouver theatres.
Irving Berry, former booker for Evergreen
Theatres, now a second lieutenant, stationed at
Port of Embarkation.
The Milo Theatre, Wallace, Ida., faced new
litigation in a total of four suits for various
claims for merchandise and repairs.
Phil Phillips, advertising director for Fox
West Coast, has joined the trailer department
of 20th-Fox.
Booking on Seattle row: Mrs. Sam Nathanson, Spokane ; Harold Keller, Snoqualmie Falls ;
Walter Graham, Shelton ; Chuck Charles, Everett; Elden Pollock, Jr., Mt. Vernon; R. R.
Lunday, Orpheum Theatre, Kodiak, Alaska.
Ed Lamb, branch manager of RKO Radio,
Seattle, asking for 16 mm. films to send to
service men in Alaska.
Mrs. Dorothy Vaughn named as secretary for
Phil Blake, manager of B. F. Shearer Co.,
Portland.
Manager Chas. Stewart of Pacific Poster
Company, named as chief grand guardian of
film row "Short Snorters, Portland."
Sam Fleishman, Rex Theatre, Portland, advising of his thirty short years in show business.
Booking on Portland Row : J. Stewart,
Powers ; Don Meyers, LaGrande ; Frank Buckmiller, Baker ; Wes Johnson, Eugene ; Whiteside Bros., Corvallis, Ore.
Mrs. Dorothy Hunt named as secretary for
Jack
Kloepper, manager of United Artists,
Portland.
Mrs. Edward, of Drain, Ore., has sold one
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Kay Kalnias, UA telephone operator, will
vi.sit Mempliis, Tenn., and New Orleans while
on vacation.
Mrs. Alpha M. Hisey, mother of Gradwell
L. Sears, vice-president, United Artists Corp.,
and her business partner, Albert Smith, in the
operation of the State Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.,
were guests of Paul Beisman, manager of the
St. Louis Municipal Opera Co. recently.
SAN

I SCOUTING TALENT. Boris Kaplan, Paramount
I talent department head in the East, and John
i Farrow, director, photographed in the home office
I studio during tests of Broadway players for
I "The Hitler Gang" cast
if her theatres to the Drain Community Club.
I Lloyd Lamb, Seattle, home from a PRC
jales meeting in Kansas City,
i John Brunsberg, exhibitor, Issaquah, Wash.,
s seriously ill.
All aSeattle
now give
"Exit"
ights
coat of theatres
green instead
of red.their
Guardians
j.dvise that green shows up better in heavy
!jjmoke.
Linda Ware, well known movie star, guest
Lt bond sales rallies in Washington's key cities.
ST. LOUIS
! Henry (Hank) Dewey, who was a partner of
|oe Smith in a theatrical booking agency in the
Jlays of the old Odeon Theatre on Grand Boulevard at Finney Ave., is back in town as an
'l\rmy lieutenant. He saw duty in the North
i\trican campaign.
11 The stork last week left a fine 8-lb. boy at
Bt. Mary's Hospital on the Clayton Road just
l)ver the county line for the wife of John (Bud)
A\'olfberg
the U.Corps
S. Army,
who is in
an North
officer
J.vith
the ofTank
somewhere
,Kfrica. Prior to entering the Army service the
I'ather was connected with the Schine Circuit,
ijlnc, at Lexington, Ky. Before that he was in
|:he promotion department of Warner Bros, in
iNew York.
jj Barney Rosenthal, Monogram manager, went
;|:o Waterloo, Iowa, during the Fourth of July
|iolidays, to see his nephew and family.
i{ Leo McCarthy, district manager for Producers
ilReleasing Corporation, was here this week.
Charles Goldman and Tommy Tobin have
itaken over the Plymouth Theatre, a 650-seater
formerly owned by Adrian Colonna.
Margaret Jeanne Bona, 19-year-old daughter
of Lester Bona, Vitagraph manager, has re-turned home from the Josephine Heitkamp
Memorial Hospital, where she underwent an
'appendectomy on June 22.
Joe Desberger, owner of the Norside Theatre,
Alton, 111., is at the Jewish Hospital here for a
ithorough check-up and necessary treatment. In
the meantime his house is being operated by
•A. H. Boemler, who has the Ritz in East Alton,
jj Mrs. Lillie Mink, cashier of the local United
Artists office, is back on the job after a prolonged sick spell.
I Out-of-town exhibitors seen along Film Row
jthe past several days included ; Tilden Dickson,
jCrystal City and St. Clair, Mo. ; C. J. Garard,
[Dallas City and Carthage, 111.; A. H. Meier,
Cuba, Mo. ; J. H. Hogue, Brookpost, 111. ; Jimmy
Frisina, feature booker, and Rony Pedrucci,
Ishort subject booker for the Frisina Circuit,
'Springfield, 111. ; George Karsch, Leadbelt
/Amusement Co., Farmington and Flat River,
,Mo. ; Bernard Timborius, Palestine, 111. ; Bob
iCluster, Johnston City, Metropolis and Salem,
jilll. ; Ted Coleman, Mount Carmel, 111. ; Charles
iBeninati, Ritz, Carlyle, 111. ; Al Critchlow,
IRoxanna, 111. ; Joe Katz, Benld, 111. ; Harry
Nash, Ritz, California, Mo. ; Eddie Rosscan,
jRialto, Hannibal, Mo. ; Gus Boemler, North
I'.^lton,
and Jerseyville,
Joe Goldfarb,
111.
Sam 111.,
Pirtle,
111.,Upper
circuit Alton,
operator,
jjisback fr(jm a vacation.
ji

FRANCISCO

Blumenfeld Theatres has donated funds to
the Stage Door Canteen here, to be used as
prize money
in the men.
two-week
series ofto jitterbugcontests
for service
In addition
the cash
prizes each night, there will be consolation
prizes of free guest tickets to the United Artists,
Orpheum, and Esquire Theatres, downtown
Blumenfeld film houses.
Edwin Willis, representing the MGM studio
property department, and A. C. Wilson, of
Warner Bros, studios, were in town for the
four-day art collection auction at the de Young
Memorial Museum. They made several purchases. Willis said his principal interest was
in a series of early Roman and Arabian pieces,
notably several paintings and busts, to be used in
a forthcoming remake by MGM of "Quo Vadis."
"Mission to Moscow" was held over for several days over its expected one-week run at the
Paramount, an FWCT downtown first-run, as a
result of the Fox-West Coast Circuit ballyhooing it merely as good entertainment, and not
as a documentary film. No pictures, other than
those from the book, were used in publicity
and ads, and the theatre lobby had none whatsoever. One week gross was $23,000, greatly
exceeding the FWC executives' estimation of a
possible $16,000.
Clarence Laws, co-operator of the T & D
Theatre in Oakland, has had a very troublesome week as the result of a row over billing
with Ann Corio, stripper in the current show
with Frankie Master's band and the Glenn
Miller Singers, with Marion Hutton. Miss
Corio's contention was that she rated top position, while Laws opined that, not only was billing not specified in the contract, but in his
opinion Masters and Miller topped her. Agreeing to go on for the opening show after threats
of walkout and cancellation, Miss Corio was
further distressed to find that her trunk of strip
costumes was AWOL.
VANCOUVER
Vacation time is in full swing here and the
boys are doubling up to help out in the situation. Larry New of the Grandview Van will
relieve in the four downtown F-P houses.
In the midst of a real hot-spell, business is
0-K in the air-conditioned houses, the rest not
so good.
The Vogue is taking advantage of the public
feeling about war pictures and come out with
a big ad on "The More the Merrier," which
reads : "No War News, No War Scenes ; nothing to worry about but how loud you laugh and
also shout about our air-cooled theatre."
COOLO YOU TELL /
' ME WHERE I \
MIGHT FIMD THE )
^BIJOU THEATRE?/
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The arbitration between Lyric Theatre and
projection union opened July 2. It revolves
around a clause in the union contract which
allows the theatre to have the say as to which
projectionist will be allowed to work in the
booth. Union insists it has the right to designate the men. Bob Scott of the Lyric thinks
difTerently.
Theatre under the stars started its fourth
annual season July 5th in Stanley Park. It will
run four weeks. It's sure a money-maker and
no help to the indoor theatres.
The third attempt to rob theatre safes was
reported
police
last victim.
week. The
atre wasbythe
latest
The Circle
other Thetwo
were Kitsalino and Capitol. Nothing stolen and
police believe all jobs the work of amateurs.
Dominion Day, July 1, was a big day for
shows. All played to capacity at night. Matinees not so good but the circuits reported that
receipts were double that of a year ago.
Sydney Sampson, formerly 20th Century-Fox
branch manager at Buffalo, will temporarily
assume the duties of General Manager of Canadian 20th Century-Fox, pending the return of
James P. O'Loghlin, who is recuperating after
a long illness.
The Canadian motion picture industry is again
hit by compulsory labor draft regulations with
announcement of the extension of the federal
control measures to include youths from 16 to
18 years. Former minimum was 19 years and
ran up to 40 years. This will bring under
immediate call-up for war factories and agriculture assignments those in non-essential industries, including theatre ushers and junior employes of film exchanges and circuits on whom
increased reliance had been placed to fill gaps
of older men drafted for war labor purposes.
Harryager, Woolfe,
new week
UA ^^ancouver
manarrived herethelast
with his family
from Winnipeg where Harry has been RKO
manager for the past seven years.
Vancouver city council recently approved a
resolution calling on theatre managers to do
their part in keeping very young children out of
theatres at night. Resolution also provides that
managers be notified that it is illegal for other
than parents or guardians to buy tickets for
them. Theatres favor the act.
WASHINGTON
All leading exhibitors in the area, newspaper
critics, radio representatives, trade paper representatives and a large delegation from Film
Row were on hand Thursday of this week for the
cocktail party in honor of Charles E. Peppiatt.
who has taken over as Twentieth-Fox branch
manager here, succeeding Sam Wheeler, resigned.
Vacationing in New York this week is Gladys
Murray, booker and office manager at Monogram here. Back to Minneapolis for good went
Miss Etta Tremblatt, who has been secretary
to Monogram Branch Manager Harry Brown.
On the hospital list are Ida Barezhofsky.
bookers' secretary at MGM. with sprained
ankle, and Kate Hartnett, inspectress at Twentieth-Fox, who is seriously ill at Sibley Hospital.
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STUDIOS
Republic

Plans

Super-Dunne,
Musical
^Atlantic
City^/
Rise
Stevens
in 'The
combination
is clicking
so wellPadre'
on what
►Irene
away from
the Columbia
lot star
has been shot, that Jack L. Warner has decided
since "Penny Serenade," has been announced
to reunite them in another film, "The Gay
for the starring spot in "Road to Yesterday,"
an original story by Stanley Russell and HerBlades,"
formerly
titled "The
Gay Nineties,"
be produced
in Technicolor
by
bert Biberman. Story is romantic drama and which will
will be produced by P. J. Wolfson.
Jack Chertok.
►Producer Jack Schwarz's picture, "Tiger ►Enthusiasm for the completed "Crime Doctor,"
starring Warner Baxter and based upon popular
Fangs," for PRC release and starring Frank
Buck with June Duprez in a top feminine role, radio serial, has decided Columbia to continue
is already in the scoring and editing stage, the series. The second picture will go into projobs being done by Lee Zahler and George
duction early in August at Darmour Studios
Merrick, respectively.
with Rudy Flothow producing. Baxter will
continue as star with no director named.
►W. R. Frank has named Fred Kane as associate producer on his picture, "Dr. Paul Joseph
Stern, will
making
the inactive
"Texas Rangers"
series for PRC,
remain
until the
Goebbels,
His LifeService
and Loves,"
will ►Alexander
make
at General
studio which
startinghe early
middle
of
August
when
work
will be comin August. Kane has produced pictures both in
menced on its 1943-44 product. Stern last week
Hollywood and abroad.
completed the sixth and final picture in its
►Producer Pandro S. Berman has finished tlie current season's series product with Dave
screenplay
of MGM's
"If that
Winterthe Comes,"
and O'Brien, Jim Newill and Guy Wilkerson.
the
studio has
announced
picture will
be produced at its London studios with Robert ►Working an interesting effect for "Broadway
Rhythm" two orchestras, one "hot" and one
Donat starring.
"sweet," sat opposite each other while Johnny
Green conducted standing between them. Play►"Johnny
Doesn't
Live
Here
Anymore,"
appearing in unison they achieved a musical effect
ing in the June 26 issue of Liberty, has been
entirely novel in this type of music. The picture,
purchased by the King Bros, and will be filmed
for release by Monogram. It will provide the with George Murphy and Ginny Simms, is
being directed by Roy Del Ruth and produced
King Bros, with their first comedy vehicle.
by Jack Cummings.
►Rise Stevens, brilliant singing star who made
her debut at the Metropolitan Opera this past ►"Where Are My Children," a dramatic story
season, has been signed by Paramount for the dealing with the subject of juvenile delinquency
and the present trend toward criminality, has
starring role in Leo McCarey's production,
been set as one of Monogram's high-budget
"The Padre," which will have Bing Crosby.
pictures for the 1943-44 season. Producer of the
►Republic has announced that Albert J. Cohen
will be Jeffrey Bernerd, who made "Paswill be associate producer of "Atlantic City," picture
tor Hall" and "The Stars Look Down" in
super-musical based on the colorful saga of the England.
world-famous sea and bathing resort. All former "Miss Americas" will be located and im- ►Receiving the biggest boost of her rapid career,
Marjorie Reynolds has been chosen by Associportuned toplay themselves in the story, featurate Producer Seton I. Miller for the starring
ing 15 musical numbers.
role
Alilland
in "Alinistry
of Fear,"
►Wally
Brown
and Alan
RKO's Robert
comwhichwith
goesRayinto
production
this week,
with
edy team
discovery
; JohnCarney,
Carradine,
Fritz
Lang
directing.
She
will
have
to
the
Ryan and James Bell get important roles in role of an Austrian and will be coached play
so she
"An American Story" which John Auer is will have the necessary accent.
producing-directing with Margo in the femme
►Republic has announced that Dale Evans,
lead. Arch Oboler is scripting.
comely song-thrush of screen and radio fame,
►Edward G. Robinson will join 20th Centurywill enact one of the sisters in "Three Little
Fox's expanding roster of stars to head the Sisters," replacing Mary Lee, now committed
cast of "Tampico"
pro- to solo-starring. Miss Evans will share honors
ducing and Lothar which
MendesRobert
is toBassler
direct. isLynn
with Jane Withers and Ruth Terry in the gay
Bari and Victor McLaglen will co-star.
musical being prepared for early production
►Under the Vanguard banner, David O. Selz- by Associate Producer Harry Grey.
nick will produce "Since You Went Away,"
Casey Robinson concluded a total of
with a cast that already includes Claudette Col- ►Producer
462 interviews and tests with the announcement
bert, Jennifer Jones, Joseph Gotten, Monty
that Glenn Vernon, juvenile from the cast of
Woolley, Shirley Temple and Hattie McDaniel.
"Junior Miss," has been signed for a major role
Shooting is scheduled for the middle of August,
RKO's "Revenge." Director Jacques Tourby which time many additional stars may be in
neur
takes the picture before the cameras as
signed.
soon as casting is completed, maybe this month.
►Billie
Burke,Clements
Patsy O'Connor,
and
Stanley
were added David
to theBruce
cast ►Phil Baker, who just completed a featured
role in "The Girls He Left Behind" for 20th
for roles in the Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
Century-Fox, has been signed by the studio for
starrer,
"You're
a
Lucky
Fellow,
Mr.
Smith,"
another, "Greenwich Village," a forthcoming
which started under the direction of Felix Feist. Technicolor
film to be produced by William
LeBaron and which will also have Carmen
►For the first time in a Warner Bros, feature
Miranda and Vivian Blaine in top roles.
film, "Shine On Harvest Moon," the Ann Sheridan-Dennis Morgan musical which is in black ►Producer-Director Jean Yarbrough, greatly
and white, will have a Technicolor sequence.
(Coiifinucd on Page 27)
The hues will be used in the final reel. The

Nichols Makes Directorial Debut
Writer Dudley Nichols (center) makes his directorial debut as the guiding hand of RKO Radio's
forthcoming
Girl," Instarring
Olivia
de Havilland "Government
with Sonny Tufts.
scene above,
Nichols instructs Tufts in telephone sequence.
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
ROUXD-rP
An average week for new pictures — eight
new ones having started:
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE— Principals :
Robert
Walker, Donna Reed, Chill Wills. Director,
Wesley Ruggles.
PARAMOUNT
HAIL THE CONQUERING HERO — Principals :
Eddie Bracken. William Demarest, Jimmy Dundee.
Director. Preston Sturges.
STORY OF DR. WASSELL (Technicolor)— Principals: Gary Cooper, Laraine Day. Signe Hasso, Douglas
Fowley. Producer-Director, Cecil B. DeMille.
REPUBLIC
A SCREAM IN THE DARK— Principals : Robert
Lowery, Marie McDonald, Edward Brophy. Director,
George Sherman.
BEYOND THE LAST FRONTIER— Principals :
John Paul Revere, Smiley Burnette, Ernie Adams.
Director. Howard Bretherton.
20th CENTURY-FOX
BUFFALO BILL (Technicolor)— Principals : Maureen
O'Hara,
Joel
McCrea.
Linda Darnell, Edgar Buchanan.
Director, William
Wellman.
UNIVERSAL
MAN nor,OFSusanna
THEFoster,
FAMILY—
: Donald
Richard Principals
Dix, Lillian
Gish. O'ConDirector, Charles Lamont.
YOU'RE A LUCKY
FELLOW,
MR. SMITH—
Principals:
AllanFelix
Jones,
nor. Director,
Feist.Evelyn Ankers, Patsy O'ConTITLE CHANGES
"Spotlight Revue" (Mono.) now SPOTLIGHT
SCANDALS.
"Second
LODGE. Honeymoon" (Univ.) now HONEYMOON
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S t^alli*i<f

HOLLYWOOD
Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Let's go over to MGM and watch some of the
Havoc" ... the picture that has
on "Cryladies.
shooting
ihirteen leading
It's a story about the experiences of these girls on
MarSothern,
cast includes
front, andJoanthe Blondell,
|:he warSullavan,
and others
Bainter
Fay Ann
taret
Ifamiliar to the picture-going public.
facing the
I As we enter the stage, we find ourselvesbomb
shelter
itudio's conception of an underground
time
present
the
At
live.
girls
the
ibunk room, where
director.
the
from
call
'they're resting ; waiting for their
Ilhey're all wearing overalls, the costume worn most
her own indiIthroughout the picture. Each has aadded
which is perKridual touch, just to dress it up bit,
circumstance,
any
fectly natural for any woman under
others are
hair mussed up;Their
have their been
f Some ofbutthemnone
faces
fancified.
have
Icombed,
'haven't a touch of makeup, just oil and dirt spots to
denote perspiration and grime.
reDirector Richard Thorpe calls for a complete
hearsal, atwhich time each girl jumps into her position
in view of the camera. The script calls for them, under
the stress of war and bombings, to reminisce about
and their lives before they got into the
their ofchildhood
battle.
-;heat
When the scene is rehearsed to Thorpe's satisfaction,
a "take."
film and
it on take
camerathe records
I theThen
technicians
over it'sand the girls start
' walking out. As they pass us a thought comes to me
should be playing in a picture called "Glamor
that they
' Takes
a Holiday," for they look no different than you
I under
or I the
whenhot we're
sun. working in our Victory Gardens
Our escort informs us that there will be quite a wait
jbefore they're ready for the next scene AND that
stars whom we've been wanting to see,
there are onother
pi|working
the lot today ... so off we go.
Until next week.
l|'1
Ann Lewis

ISherman Preparing 16of Stories
his western films
With almost a hundred
ijstill currently playing to audiences all over the
t Allied world, Harry Sherman is preparing 16
I more Americana stories for release in the
i near future. He has a quartet of new Hopas and a trio of top-budgeted
adventure
;|
on hand, in script form, ready to face
westerns
i long
'i the camera for United Artists release. Two
j Hopalongs are ready for 1944-45 production :
Holiday" and "Roll, Wagons." Sher"Hoppy's
1'i man
has two major sagas readying for the
|| cameras, and has finished 12 Government films.

j O'Brien to Do 'Pile Buck'
PicColumbia Corp.
between Terneen
set formed
A deal
I
i tures
and has
thebeen
newly
which consists of Pat O'Brien and Phil Ryan,
j formerly with Myron Selznick Inc., for proThe
to star O'Brien.
of "Pile
!|i duction
story, which
ran inBuck"
the Saturday
Evening Post
;, under the title of "Saboteur," will go into pro'[■1 duction
at Columbia
laterRyan.
in the year under
the producership
of Phil
To Confer on Product
O. Henry Briggs, president of PRC, and
Arthur Greenblatt, distribution head, will arrive
in Hollywood July 12 from New York to confer
with Leon Fromicess, in charge of production,
on details of the company's 1943-44 program.
Briggs and Greenblatt will remain about a week.
j Marshall Signs MGM Contract
!j Herbert Marshall has signed a term contract
'' at MGM under the terms of which he will make
at least three pictures during the 1943-44 season.
■ The first picture under the new contract will be
"Thefamous
PictureOscar
of Dorian
Gray," which
adapted
I the
Wilde story,
is tofrom
be
1 produced by Pandro Berman and Albert Lewin.
■

It seems a shame but most of the producers
out here have little desire for making an original picture idea. A story can be kicking around
for months, maybe years, and everybody turns
it down, and then, if the idea is taken up by one
studio, all the others gain fortitude by that
fact and decide to make a similar picture. That
explains why, where before you saw no pictures
of a kind, you suddenly see a handful, all alike,
or so similar as to be first cousins.
Directors Have All the Luck
Looks
team,
never
see the like
man ain romantic
the picture
abovebuton you'll
the screen.
It's Director Richard Wallace plotting out a
romantic interlude for Columbia's forthcoming
"Without Notice" with leading lady Marguerite
Chapman. Admits Wallace: directing has its
difficulties, but occasionally it's nice work.
Tallulah's First Since 1932
Tallulah Bankhead, the cyclonic stage star,
has been signed by 20th Century-Fox to play
one of the two co-starring roles in the suspenseful Alfred Hitchcock drama, "Lifeboat."
This will be Miss Bankhead's seventh picture,
but her first since 1932 and her first for 20thFox. Since 1932 she has devoted her time exclusively tothe stage. Her co-star has not yet
been announced but Walter Slezak and Canada
Lee have already been signed for important
supporting roles. Kenneth Macgowan is producing the picture and entire action will take
place aboard a 28-ft. rowboat out at sea after
the torpedoing of a ship.
To Produce at Goldwyn Studios
Edward Small Productions has completed negotiations for production space at Samuel Goldwyn Studios, where about August 1 Small will
give
startingreleases
gun tomade
"Theat Raft,"
firststudios.
of his
UnitedtheArtists
Goldwyn
Following "The Raft," Small's schedule includes "Cagliastro," the Alexander Dumas'
story, "Valentino," "The Ghost of Monte Cristo," "Two Years Before the Mast" and "Notorious Nancy Gray."
New Teresa Wright Film
Samuel Goldwyn has announced that Teresa
Wright will make her return in "Bid for Hapa Helen for
Hayesproduction
radio vehicle.
The filmpiness,"isbasedonon schedule
next
Fall. Miss Wright's last film was "Shadow of
a Doubt" for which she was loaned to Universal,
with Joseph Gotten and Alfred Hitchcock.
Production Notes from Studios
{Continued from Page 26)
pleased with Donald Woods' handling of a dual
role in "Let Yourself Go," with Billie Burke
and Elyse Knox, has signed the actor for the
romantic lead in "Hi Ya Sailor," Yarbrough's
next.
"Rhapsody
Warners'
►Script
completedon last
week and
submittedin byBlue"
JessewasL.
Lasky to Ira Gershwin for final approval.
Script of the life of George Gershwin has been
in preparation for the past six months.
►Fred Guiol will produce-direct his own story,
"Yanks Down Under," for Global Productions
for United Artists release.

In a scene for "Let Yourself Go," Universal's
Jean
Yarbrough
"In. this
half dozen
white announced
mice have : been
turnedscene
loosea
on the dance floor. I want plenty of screaming
and
and but,
confusion."
That'she what
he
told running
the ivomen,
to make- sure,
actually
turned the half dosen mice loose, and the result
ivas very satisfactory. The action was cyclonic,
ivith furniture overturned, glassware shattered,
skirts hiked almost beyond the Hays Office eyelevel, and such feminine shrieks and screams
resounded as to satisfy the lovers of the Frankenepics. We'll
have towithremember
the realsteinthing
that counts
women. that. It's
A curious little note was passed on to us at
Republic
we thought
to pass
it on
to you. and
Pictures
releasedwe'din like
South
America
invariably take on new- and sometimes farfetched titles. "Riders of the Rio Grande" is
now "Sacrifice de Padre" (Sacrifice of Father) ;
"Headin' for God's Country" is now "Horizontes
Blancos" (White Horizons) ; "Someone to Remember" is called "La Viejecita" (the Little
Old
One)
; and "Swing
Your last
Partner"
"La
Terribile Patrona."
If that
means is what
it seems to mean, it's about the closest any of
the titles come to the actual picture.
Bronston Film Nears Production
Samuel Bronston this week moved a couple
of paces closer to actual production of what he
expects to be one of his greatest works, "The
Life of
Jack
London."studio,
By loanout
ment with
Paramount
he has arrangeobtained
the services of Susan Hayward to co-star with
Michael O'Shea. Another step in the process
toward actual production has been the signing
of Alfred Santell as director. The screenplay
has already been prepared by Ernest Pascal.
When completed, the film will be released
through United Artists.
Three Start at Universal
Three pictures go into production at Universal this week. Leading the trio is ''His
Butler's Sister," produced by Felix Jackson
and toplining Deanna Durbin, Pat O'Brien and
Franchot Tone. Next comes "Ali Baba and
the
Forty Thieves,"
Producer
Alalvern's
Technicolor
film featuring
MariaPaul^lontez,
Jon
Hall and Turhan Bey. Last to get rolling is
"You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Jones," starring
Allan Jones.
Crawford's First for Warners
Jack L. Warner has announced the first starring picture for Joan Crawford under the new
long term contract just signed between Warner
Bros, and the star. After an association of 18
years with MGM the star decided she would
like a change of scenery and obtained a release
from MGM. She then -signed with the Burbank lot and will do "Night Shift" as her first
picture for them. Henry Blanke will produce.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
BOOKS
"PROJECTION MADE EASY"— How to
'Thread
Up,' Box
Splice1571,
Film,
$2.00 postpaid.
Darwin Bee,
Losetc.,
Angeles,
Calif.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WANTED— WESTERN ELECTRIC OR
R. C. A. used sound and projection equipment
for 500 seat theatre. Cash Deal. Clarence D.
Smith, 282 Grand Avenue, Akron, Ohio.
WHATCHA GOT GATHERING DUST?
SELL AND BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers,
Lenses, Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age,
condition,
first letter.
Box 599, Showmen's
Trade Review,
1501 Broadway,
New York
City.
CAN'T GET GAS— DON'T FRET YET—
WE'LL BUY YOUR PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR 35MM SOUND— HIGHEST
PRICES 1501
PAID.
BOX 600,
Trade Review,
Broadway,
New Showmen's
York City.
HELP WANTED
WANTED EXPERIENCED OPERATOR.
Draft exempt, pleasant working conditions.
Majestic Theatre, Stephenville, Texas.
HOUSE MANAGER WANTED for small
Texas town. State age, experience, ability, salary expected first letter. Send photo. R. N.
SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
PROJECTIONIST and Service man wanted
for small Texas town, good salary and good
opportunity. Permanent position to capable man.
R. N. SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

STRICTLY WITHOUT PRIORITYRED COMET FIRE EXTINGUISHERS—
Standard Size, $4.95_; Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95 ; Senior Size, $4.35. Quit
gambling with your valuable equipment and
your
lives. Order
yoursCORPORAnow from
S. O. patrons'
S. CINEMA
SUPPLY
TION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
YORK, 18, NEW YORK.

SITUATION

WANTED

THEATRE MANAGER— now employed—
draft exempt — 14 years' experience in every
phase of theatre business. Write BOX 601,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
SOUND

EQUIPMENT

LATEST RCA MULTICELLULAR

HIGH

FREQUENCY HORNS— 3' x 5' opening,
double throat, with two Western Electric high
frequency units and band pass filter, worth $450 ;
Special $225. S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
THEATRE SEATING
BEAUTIFUL REVERSIBLE PLAID
SLIP COVERS, FIT CUSHIONS OR
BACKS, custom tailored, 87j4c each, 85c in
quantities. Send sample back or seat with
order. We can recover your chairs with finest
quality DuPont Fabrikoid, $1.00 up. Send for
samples. Still plenty of good rebuilt chairs
available, too. S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
USED EQUIPMENT

SAFETY
2000' perBulbs,
section ;$2.93 ; FILM
FifteenCABINETS,
Ampere Rectifier
$7.95 ; Glamorous Ceiling Fixtures, 24" long,
2Labelled
circuits,Extinguishers,
$12.95 ; One $11.25;
Quart Small
Underwriter's
Theatre
Vacuum Cleaners, $89.50; Automatic Changeovers, pair, $55.75. Get your copy now. S. O. S.
CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449
WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, 18,
NEW YORK.
PARTS FOR RCA SOUND, ANY MAKE
PROJECTORS, Vacuum Cleaners, Reflectors,
Exciter Lamps, Projection and Spotlamps.
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
VORK, 18, NEW YORK.
WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? — JOE
HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

OUR JUBILEE SALE BULLETIN IS
STILL WORKING— LOTS OF STUFF
SOLD BUT STILL PLENTY OF BUYS—
Ticket Machines, reconditioned; Ribbon Microphones, as is, $9.95; KUMFORT KOOLER
for large office $97.50; Arc-Rectifier Low Intensity Combinations, $165.00 up; Coinometers
with side chutes, originally $132.50, now $98.50 ;
Ward-Leonard 45 ampere Suprex Rectifier,
$137.50; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50;
Simplex Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95.
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
JOE HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth
Avenue, New York, N. Y,

DANGER! WOMEN AT WORK (Prod.)
Comedy. Principals: Patsy Kelly, Mary
Brian, Isabel Jewell, Wanda McKay, Betty
Compson, Cobina Wright, Sr. Plot: Three
girls take over the running of a trucking
business left them by an uncle. With the
help of their truck driver boy-friends, they
manage to get an assignment to carry magnesium from Las Vegas. Their trip holds
many adventures before they carry out their
orders, climaxing the excitement with a triple
wedding ceremony. Director, Sam Newfield.
SEVENTH VICTIM (RKO) Mystery.
Principals: Kim Hunter, Jean Brooks, Tom
Conway, Hugh Beaumont, Erford Gage,
Isabel
a girls'
school Jewell.
sets out Plot:
to findA herstudent
older at
sister
who
has mysteriously disappeared. The first clue
leads her to a young man who has also been
searching for the girl. They become friends
and set out together to solve the mystery,
and their search leads them to a secret cult
and eventually to the body of the sister.
Director, Mark Robson.
HENRY ALDRICH'S LITTLE SECRET
(Para.) Comedy-Drama. Principals: Jimmy
Lydon, Charlie Smith, John Litel, Olive
Blakeney, Joan Mortimer. Plot: Henry
establishes the Excelsior Baby Minding
Agency. When he discovers one mother
whose child is going to be put in an institution because her husband has been jailed
for a felony and she has been declared unfit,
he helps her clear the matter up. Director,
Hugh Bennett.

There
for STR

Is No Substitute
Booking Service

Every Week Showmen Receive the Up-tothe-Minute Information on ALL Releases —
Features and Shorts.

Listing by Companies — All Vital Information as to Titles, Stars, Type of Story, etc.,
at a Glance.

Combined with the Current Product Summary This STR Service Short Cuts the Way
to Real Know-How
Situation.

About the Product
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Pacific Island No. 43
(Reassuring)
RKO Radio (33109) This Is America No. 9
17 mins.
A typical South Sea island, No. 43, is taken
over by the Navy for a base hospital site. Work
crews massage the land, build huts, install plumbing, string electric power lines, and make the
hospital town modern in every respect. The
Navy doctors war, not on the Japs, but on
mosquitoes. The island is shown during a
tropical rain storm and afterward when mud
lies a foot deep. Through it all the doctors
work,
and the
come in. Soldiers
on
the Pacific
front"boarders"
are seen transported
in hospital
planes to this base hospital, where they receive
the best possible care. Even Jap prisoners get
tliis attention. As the narration points out, the
percentage of deaths among those reaching the
base hospital is less than one-half of one per
cent, compared with a rate of seven per cent in
similar hospitals during the last war. This
reassuring statement plus the evidence of modern care in the Pacific area will do much for
the peace of mind of those with relatives in
that sector. Bring out this fact to your patrons.
Three Little Twirps
(Average)
Columbia — Stooge Comedy
15% mins.
Typical of Stooge Comedies is this latest
release : Slapstick and goo, and mugging, and
merriment — if that's the word — and "you smear
me up and I'll smear you" technique. The boys
are at it again ; and for those who like 'em,
"Three Little Twirps" is made to order.
Popular Science
(Weak)
Paramount (J2-5)
10 mins.
The latest Popular Science release in Magnacolor offers four subjects. The surgical institute
. . NEWSREEL
(Released Wednesday, July 1)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 87)— MacArthur opens
new offensive in South Pacific ; American fighter aces
over New Guinea; Armored vests for airmen; Flier
whose forced landing caused early surrender of
Lampedusa; Two Nazi spies seized by F.B.I. ; Record
sheep herd in Canada; Sailors harvest potatoes; New
food chief of U. S.; Introducing Mr. America of 1943.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 285)— MacArthur launches big drive on the Japanese ; Only dead
Japanese left on Attu as American soldiers consolidate
gains; F.B.I, closes trap on Nazi spies; King George
in
Lampedusa's
one-man
captor; IntroducArmored
vestsAfrica;
for airmen;
Sheep-herding
in Canada;
ing Mr. America of 1943.
PARAMOUNT
Pantelleria's
liberation;in
Armored
vests for(No.
airmen90)—
; Gay
Nineties Pageant
Chicago; MacArthur begins Pacific drive; Nelson demands more steel production; Miners slow in returning
to
workwork;
by all;Sec'y
Nazi Ickes
spies warns
rounded ofup necessity
by F.B.I. of all-out
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 90)— Total U. S. victory on
Attu;
Elizabeth
sees ambulances
from
U. S.; England's
70,000,000 Queen
fingerprints
in F.B.I,
files; Armored
vests
for
airmen;
Aftermath
of
Pantelleria's
fall;
MacArthur advances in Pacific.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 203)— F.B.I, captures
Nazi spies; Explosion at Grand Junction, Colo.; Fingerprints in F.B.I,
cars" vests
to New
Guinea; Ace
pilots infiles;
New "Flying
Guinea; box
Armored
for
airmen;
Aftermath
of
Pantelleria's
fall;
Introducing
Mr. America of 1943.
(Released Saturday, July 10)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 88)— Germans launch
Summer offensive in Russia; Japanese bombers raid
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founded by Oswaldo Cruz in Rio de Janiero is
shown in reference to its use of monkeys as
guinea pigs for the advance of human surgery.
The monkeys are given a vote of thanks. A
Victory garden sequence shows new gadgets for
weeding, raking, and watering, aided by demonstrators in the shape (stet) of starlets Lynda
Grey and Louise LaPlanche. A comedy sequence
with the
Waukesha"
come
of?."Wily
The Wizard
final, andof best,
section fails
showsto
methods of training glider pilots, with the large
transport gliders featured.
Who Killed Who

(Fair)

MGM (W-448) MGM Cartoon 8 mins.
This is not a "whodunit," but a "whatisit." A
kind
"Crime Doesn't
Pay"
series,of itburlesque
might be onthethenightmare
of the dignified "official" who opens the film at his desk.
From then on cartoon-work carries the audience
through a wild melange of screams, horrendous
laughs, haunted houses, ghosts, falling bodies,
drooping guns, and every possible murder mystery device, with a silly detective as the central
point. Effect on your audience is debatable. It
all comes so fast and disconnectedly that the
cartoon utterly lacks point — just eight minutes
of amusing insanity. The best theoretical audience would be made up of kids and sophisticates.
Farm Hands

(Good)
10 mins.

iriollywood at the film actors' homes, with
glimpses of Edward G. Robinson, Basil Rathbone, Donald Crisp, Allan Jones, Rochester,
Lucille Gleason, and Jean Hersholt. Ann Miller
dancing at an Army camp — with audience wisecracks. A show at Lemoore Field, with Shirley
Dinsdale, feminine ventriloquist, and Fibber
McGee and Molly. The Fibber and Molly go
into a card-playing routine that will not let
down their followers. Also George Riley and
Helene Heller, comedians, and the Kings Men,
quartet — all of radio. Harlow Wilcox is the
M.C., and a good one. Film holds to the level
of former Screen Snapshots and will please
the real fans.
Tree for Two
(Routine)
Columbia (4509) Color Rhapsody
7 mins.
The fox and crow are at it again, with the
fox this time a tree surgeon who wants to eject
the crow from his home in a ramshackle tree.
The Brooklynese
the fox's
head
in a block ofcrow
cementfinally
and gets
the subsequent
action derives from his efforts to knock it off
again. Dedicating the short satirically to tree
surgeons isn't going to win much applause from
members of that profession. In Technicolor —
with nice bright hues.

(Slovf)

MGM (C-495) Our Gang Comedy
11 mins.
The kids are all for helping the war effort,
so they go back to the farm to do their bit.
There are such items as asking a cow to fill
milk bottles, taking care of a jackass, and
falling into a hay baling machine, to say nothing
of a well. Pace is slow and the comedy moments do not always come off. If your patrons
know the kids the offering will pass.
SYNOPSES

Screen Snapshots No. 9
Columbia (4859)
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Allied air base; King George visits North Africa;
American
New Army;
Guinea Field
honored;
Hobby's
Wac taken fliers
into inregular
Mass Col.
at Sampson
Training Station (except Denver) ; Paratroop maneuvers (Denver only) ; Patty Berg wins golf tournament; Bathing beauties in war industry.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 286)— U. S. air
base, hit by Japanese, carries on ; King George on
tour of
Malta Army;
and Africa;
Hobby's
taken
into
regular
South Col.
Pacific
heroesWachonored;
Louis B. Mayer aids recruiting; New Liberty Ship
George M. Cohan launched; Balloon barrage in East;
Keeping war workers fit.
PARAMOUNT (No. 91)— Patty Berg wins golf tourMass for Army;
16,000 Dutch
sailors;Castle
Col. Hobby's
Wac
taken intonament;regular
in New York
becomes museum; King George tours North Africa
and
Pacific.Malta; Japanese bomb American base in South
PATHE
14, No.New
91) Liberty
-King George
Africa and(Vol.Malta;
Ship tours
GeorgeNorth
M.
Cohan launched: Barrage balloons guard East Coast;
Pellet guns train Army gunners ; Wac now part of
regular Army ; Japanese planes fire Allied oil dump
in New Guinea; Destroyer escort vessel named for
William C. Miller.
UNIVERSAL
16, No.
204) —barrage
King George
North Africa and(Vol.
Malta:
Balloon
guards tours
East
Coast; South Pacific heroes honored; Japanese bomb
Allied oil dump in New Guinea; Build new hospital
in New Guinea; Patty Berg wins golf tournament;
Wounded soldiers enjoy sailing regatta at Seattle.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 37)—
First Negro ration board does great job; Crippled
children aid scrap drive; Waacs display military preBoy artistchief;
on roadJiveto gets
fame; into
"Getmilitary
tough," drill;
says
physical cision;fitness
Feast of Corpus
Louisville,
Ky. Christi celebrated at Churchill Downs,

Men Working Together (Excellent)
Columbia (4963) America Speaks
10 mins.
You know that Government poster, "Men
Working Together," with the picture of the
three Americans — a soldier, sailor, and a welder.
This is the story of how the poster came to be
made, and how the welder wrote to the Government asking how he could get in touch with
the other two men. The servicemen are sent to
the welder's steel mill, and the three are seen
in a tour of the plant, showing the audience how
the priceless war material is turned out. This
will hit home in every locality and will do much
to illustrate the close connection between the
mill worker and the serviceman.
Red Hot Riding Hood
(Tops)
MGM (W-446) Cartoon
8 mins.
Little Red Riding Hood, et al. are sick
of being portrayed in the usual style, so they
revolt. He becomes a wolf in Hollywood,
she becomes a sexy night club singer, and
grandma, an elderly siren in a skj'scraper
apartment. There she tries to win the wolf
for herself, when he turns up in pursuit of
LRRH who has fled his advances. Unusual
twists and turns make this far from the runof-the-mill cartoon, a Technicolor ribbon of
continuous laughter.
Memories of Australia (Timely)
MGM (W-438) FitzPatrick Miniature
10 mins.
This subject is a good one to keep in mind,
for it shows the best-known cities Down Under
— Melbourne and Sidney. When the war effort
suddenly shifts to the Pacific area — as it does
occasionally — the FitzPatrick number fits like
a glove. This was done in Technicolor just
before the war started, and is not dated in
any way.
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Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and if is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE

s

ASTOR PICTURES
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
Crooked Circle (OF
Zasu Pitts-Jimmy Gleason
Fangs of the Wild
Rin Tin Tin, Jr
Hell's
Angels
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
Her
Enlisted
Man
(CD)
Barbara
Robt. Young
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudette StanwyckColbert
Keep
'em
Laughing
Jack
Benny
King of the Circus Loder-Ratoff- Bennett
Let
'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce CabotVirginiaVeiez
Bruce
Paiooka
Stuart
Erwin-Lupe
Scandal for
the Bride Anna
Lee-GrifBth
Jones
Scarface
P. Muni-G.
Scream In(D)
the Night Lon
Chaney, Raft-A.
JrDvorak
Sky
Devils
(C-D)
Spencer
Tracy
Thunder in the City Edw. G. Robinson
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton

Rel.
Mins. Date
71
70
60
100
70
80
72
71
70
70
70
88
69
88
81
45

See of
Issue
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action; (B) Biographical; IC) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Farce;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (0) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audience
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.
MGM (Cent.)
Mins. Date [uu'tl
311 Omaha Trail (W)F
J. Current 1942-43
303
Skelton
78..Sep-Nov ..b7/25/42
370 Panama
Random Hattie
Harvest(MC)F
(D)A A.G. Sothern-"Red"
Coiman
126. .June-Aug hi 1/28/42
313 Reunion in France (D)A J. Garson-R.
Dorn
l05..Dec-Feb ..bl2/5/42
iGrayson-Van
g-D.
308 Seven Sweethearts (CD)F K.CraCrawford-Philip
Heflin
97..Sep-Nov ..b8/l5/42
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
94.. Apr-May ...63/6/43
301 Somewhere
I'll Find
You
(CD)A
Clark
Gable-Lana
Turner
l05..Sep-Nov
. .b8/8/42
316 Stand By For Action (D)F...R. Taylor-C. Laughton l08..Dec-Feb ..bl2/l2/42
322 Tennessee Johnson (B)A Van Heflin-R. Hussey 62..Sl03..Dec-Feb
.bl2/l9/42
ep-Nov
. .b9/l9
/4...b8/8/42
306 War Against Mrs. Hadley(D) A.Edw. Arnold-F. Bainter
84..Sep-Nov
2
313
Whistling
in
Dixie
(C)A
R.
Skelton-A.
Rutherford
73..Dec-Feb
.blO/31/42
310 White Cargo (D)A
H. Lamarr-W.
Pidgeon
90..Sep-Nov
..b9/l9/42
Coming

A Guy Named Joe
Spencer Tracy-Irene Dunne
aS/29/43
Above Suspicion (D)
J. Crawford-F.
M3cMurray
90
b5/l/43
Americ3
B.
Donlevy-Ann
Richards
36/12/43
.b6/27/42
As Thoussnds CheertTech.) (D).Kathryn Grayson-Gene Kelly
al/16/43
80.. 9/30/42
7/9/42 . .. .b9/l9/42
96..
328
B3t3an
(D)
R.
Taylor-T.
Mitchell
1
14.
.June-Aug
.b5/29/43
59.. 9/25/42 .. .a5/23/42
Best Foot Forw3rd(Tech.)(M).L. B3ll-Wm. G3xton
93
b7/3/43
302 Ti
61.. 9/3/42 . .35/16/42
Broadw3y
Rhythm
George
Murphy-Ginny
Simms
sh (CD Cross
of Lorr3ine
Gene KellyPierre Aumont
)A
Cry H3V0C
A. Sothern-M. Sull3V3n
Dr.CaseGillespie's
Criminal
Current 1942-43
(D)
L. Barrymore-Vsn Johnson 89
b5/8/43
After Midnight With Boston
333
DuB3rry
W3S
3
L3dy
...a2/6/43
M
. Mai
(D)
C. Morris-Ann Savage
64. 3/18/43
.bl2/l2/42
(Tech.)
(M)
Red
Skelton-Lucille
B3II
101
.
.June-Aug
..b5/8/43
12/10/42
n
4009 A Blackie
NightManto Remember
91.
Girl Cr3zy (M) ZaSu M. Rooney-J. G3rl3nd
33/6/43
4026 Boogie
Will Get You(My)A.L. Young-B. Aherne
329 Heavenly
Harrigan's Body
Kid (D)F W.
BobbyPowell-H.
Readick-Wm.
Garg3n 80.. June-Aug .b3/l3/43
(HG)F
B. Karloff-P. Lorre-Jeff Donnell 66. 10/22/42 .blO/17/42
th
Lamarr
Boston
Blackie
Goes
er Hollywood (My)
334
Madm3n The
(D)
C3rr3dine-P3trici3
C. Morris-Constance Worth
fiB. 11/5/42 .. .. .a7/25/42
n
.a3/20/43
380 Hitler's
Hum3n Comedy,
(D)F John
M. Rooney-F.
Morgsn
184.
17. .June-Aug
.June-Aug .b6/l2/43
.b2/27/43
84..SMorison...
Boy From Stalingrad Scotty Becket-Conrad Binyon 70. ,5/20/43
ILassie
Dood Come
It (C)
Red
Skelton-E.
Pewe!!
32/13/43
e
4013 City
p
.alO/17/42
Without
Men
(D)
Linda
Darnell-Leslie
Brooks
76.
N
1/14/43
.
ov ..b
Home(D)
(Tech.).Rnridy
McDowall-Donald
Crisp
alO/24/42
.bl2/19/42
Commandos
Strike
at
Dawn(D).Paul
Muni-Anna
Lee
100.
4004
1/7/43 ... . . .blO/3/42
7/25/4
te 4027 Counter- Espionage (My)F W. William-Eric Blore
Little
Miss
Magic
M3rgaret
O'Brien-J.
Craig
72. 9/3/42
2
.
,35/22/43
Madame Curie
G. Garson-W. Pidgeon
a6/5/43
Doctor
Warner Baxter-M. Lindsay
66. 6/22/43 .
r
Man From Down Under Charles Lsughton-Binnie Barnes
a5/29/43
4005 Crime
Desperadoes (Tech.) (W)F R. Scott-E. Keyes
85. 3/25/43
. , .b3/
13/43
.bl/23/43
Meet
the 5People
Lucille
Ball-Dick
Powell
4021
Daring
Young
Man
(C)F
Joe
E.
Brown-M.
Chapman
73.
32
10/8/42
.
1
332
Pilot
No.
(D)
Fr3nchot
Tone-M3rsh3
Hunt
70.
.June-Aug
.b4/IO/43
Th
4203 Fighting Buckaroo (W) Starrett-Kay Harris
re
58.
.38/29
ts fo JuliaLily M3rs (D) J. G3rland-V3n Heflin
104. .June-Aug ..b5/l/43
.32 27/4342 e 330HearPresenting
6/24/43 .... .. .34/24/43
Frontier
Chas. Starrett-Jimmy
Davis 69.
55. ,2/1/43
(C
M)A.(MC)
Right r About
F3ce
K3y Donat
KvsPr & Band — Lena Home
32/27/43
6/29/43
Good Luck,FuryMr.(W)
Yates Claire
Trevor-Edgar Buchanan
M. Douglas-R.
T3rtu
.
.34/17/43
A.
,5/27/43
.
It's
a
Great
Life
P.
Singleton-A.
Lake
68.
b3lute
to
the
M3rines
.310/10/42
4038 Junior Army (D)
F.
Bartholomew-Billy
Halop
69.
1
1/26/42
(Tech.) (D)
W. Beery-F3y B3inter
al2/26/42
4033 Laugh Your Blues Away (C)..Jinx Falkenburg-Bert Gordon 69. 11/12/42 .310/10/42
90..Dec-Feb
Private H3rgrove, .. R.
Robert
Walker-Donna
Reed
...bl/9/43 36/5/43
305 Yank at See
of the Northwest (W) C. Starrett-S. Patterson
57. ,5/27/43 . . .b5/29/43
Song Here.
of Russia
Taylor-Susan
Peters
4040 Law
,3/4/43
..
.
.b4/24/43
Et
Let's
Have
Fun
(C)
M.
Lindsay-J.
Beal
65.
on
(DShift
Swing
(C) A. Sothern-j3mes
Cr3ig
87
b5/8/43
4032
IA44 Lucky Legs (C)
Jinx Faikenburg-R. Hayden
64. ,10/1/42 . ...35/16/42
)F
.36/20/42
Whistling
in Msisie
Brooklyn
Skelton-A.
Rutherford
(D)
Chapman-W.McCrea
Wright
62. ,3/13/43
M. Rooney-l I.RedDunne-A.
9/17/42 .. . . .b4/3/43
White
Cliffs
of
Dover
M3rshall-R.
McDowall
4001 Man's
More theWorldMerrier
(D) J.M. Arthur-J.
103.
an
. . .b6/5/43
(C)
Astor-H. Marshall
a3'l3/43
.E. Lowe-M.
Chapman
65. .4/1/43
4034 Murder
.b6/5/43
331 Young
YoungestIdeas
Profession
(C)F M.V. Weidler-Edw.
Arnold
,2/11/43 .. . ...310/10/42
No PlaceinforTimes
a LadySquare(My)
(My)....Wm.
Gargan-Margaret
Lindsay 66.
87..Sep-No 82.. June-Aug ..b3/6/43
4028 One
Dangerous
Night
(My)...W.
Wiiliam-E.
Blore-M.
Chapman..
77.
1/21/43
.
.
.36/20/42
v
4202 Pardon My Gun (W)
..b8/13/42
Starrett-Ainia
Carroll 63.
57. ,12/1/42 . .312/26/42
Power of the Press (D) Chas.
Guy Kibbee-Lee
Tracy
1/28/43 . . .b5/29/43
Redhead
From
Manhattan
L.
Velez-Michael
Duane
63.
5/6/43
..
,
,b7/3/43
Reveille With Beverly (DM) . A. Miller-Wm. Wright
78 2/4/43 , ,
4012
4/1 I Riders
of the North West
MONOGRAM
Current 1941-42
Mounted (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
57. .2/15/43
1/14/42
.36/27/42
.10/1/42 .. ..al.36/13/42
Starrett-Shirley Patterson 61.
Riding
Through
Nevida
(W)
.
C.
4201
Arizona St3geco3ch (W) Ray Corrig3n-John King
9/4/42 .. ,. .88/22/42
42(2
Saddles
&
Sagebrush
(W)
R.
66.
,312/26/42
Hayden-Bob
Wills
55.
,4/27/43
.
Crimin3l
lnvestig3tor
(D)
Edith
Fellows- Robert Lowery
10/23/42 .b8/29/42
-■ ■ - Neal
- ■
66. .4/13/43
.
4029 She Has What It Takes (CD). Jinx -Falkenburg-Tom
.
.
.b6/3/43
King of theKiller
St3llions
(D)F...Dave
O'Brien-SallyWoodbury
Cairns
63.. .10/2/42
9/1 1/42 .. .b8/22/42
. 10/15/42 . . .38/8/42
4035
ol Minnesota Bruce Smith-Arline Judge.
Phsntom
(My)A
D. Purcell-Joan
61.
4006 Smith
2/25/43 . .b.b4/IO/43
Something to Shout About (C) . Ameche-Oakie-Janet Blair
91 .9/10/42
Police Bullets (G)
John Archer-Joan Marsh
9/25/42 . ,..38/8/42
10/24/42
.
4022
Spirit
of
Stanford
(D)F
F.
Aibert-E.
Nevers-M.
Chapman...
73.
4042
. ..36/20/42
By All Networks (Spy) John Beal-Florence Rice
64. .. 10/29/42
4210 Stand
12/15/42
.
.38/8/42
Tornado in the Saddle (W) . . Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
59. .6/10/43 . . , .b7/3/43
Current 1942-43
4019 Two Senoritas From Chicago(C) Jinx Falkenburg . Joan Davis
68.
. . .b2/20/4H
Ape Man (H)A
B. Lugosi-W. Ford
64. 3/5/43
4039 Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson 68. .12/3/42
.b2/27/43
10/30/42 .. . . .blO/3/42
..blO/IO/42
,a4,' 24/43
,7/8/43
.
,
Bowery
at
Midnight
(H)A
B.
Lugosi-VinceJordan
B3rnett
63. 4/23/43
What's
Buzzin'
Cousin
Ann
Miller-"Rochestcr
'-J.
Hubbard
73.
. .b6/26/43
98. .11/19/42
CIsncy Street Boys (C) L. Gorcey-B.
KH.
4002 You Were Never Lovelier(M ) F . F. Astaire-R. Haywerth
Cowboy Commandos (W) R. Corrigan-D. Moore
53. 6/2/43 .. . .b2/20/43
Crime
Kennedy-Gale
Storm
62. 1/29/43
Coming
1/14/42
12/18/42
Dawn onSmasher
the Great(M)F
Divide(W).B.EdgarJones-R.
Bell
70.
.b9/l9/42
10/9/42 .. ...31.b3/27/4^
ForeignRider
Agent(W)
(Spy)F J.JohnM. Shelton-Gale
Storm
64. 4/2/43
..
Ghost
Brown-R.
Hatton
.b5/22/43
Appointment in Berlin .0. Sanders-M. Chapman
77., 7/15/43 ., ,34/17/43
Haunted
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
64. 12/4/42 . .. .b5/29/43
.36/19/43
A Night of Adventure Ann Savage-Robert Stanford
I Escaped Ranch
From the
Cover Girl (Tech.) R. Hayworth-J. Fslkenburg
5/24/43
.
.
.b4/l7/43
Gestapo
(D)
D. Jagger-M.
Brian
75.
.b8/l5/42
Cowboy From Lonesome River. Ch3rles Starrett-Vi Athens
9/18/42 .. , .bl/23/43
Isle
ofDyn3mite
Missing
Men (D)A John
Howard-Helen
Gilbert 67.
67. 2/12/43
Destroyer (D)
Ed. G. Robinson-M. Chapman
Kid
(D)F
Leo
Gorcey-Huntz
H3II
.36/19/43
...a2/6/43
First Comes Cour3ge M. Oberon-B. Aherne
7/29/43 .32/20/43
3/26/43
.
Land
of
Haunted
Men
(W)
Range
Busters
Footlight Gl3mor
Penny Singleton-Arthur L3ke
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury 61. 11/27/42
a 10/3 1/42
11/20/42 .blO/31/42
.blO/17/42
Hail to the Rangers (W) Charles Starrett-Kay Harris
. ..bl/30/43
,b7/4/42
'Neath
BrooklynNight
Bridge(CD)
A John
Leo Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
64.
.. ..36/12/43
.31/9/43
Last Horseman (W)
Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
8/28/42
.
One
Thrilling
(C)A
Beal-W3nd3
McK3y
69.
My Kingdom for a Cook C. Coburn-Marguerite Cha))man
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Jo3n Woodbury 61. 2/12/43 .
. .36/26/43
Restless Lady
Evelyn Keyes-E. Lowe-J. Hubbard
(ReviewedGaleas Storm-Robt.
"You Can't Beat
the Law")
12/11/42 ..bl2/26/42
Riding West (W)
C. Starrett-Shirley Patterson
Rhythm P3rade (M)F
Lowery
68. 5/28/43
.b5/l5/43
Robin Hood of the Rsnge (W).A. Miller-J. Hubbard
57.. 7/29/43 .312/12/42
.. .bl2/19/42
Sarong
Girl
A.
Corio-J.
Davis
. .3l/3a/4:-l
Silver City R3iders (W) R. H3yden-B. Wills
1/15/43
Silent
Witness
(D)F
Frank
Albertson-Maris
Wrixon
62.
2/26/43
.
.
.34/24/43
Sahara
Humphrey Bogart-Bruce Bennett
. ..b6/5/43
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-Patricia Morison 76.
. .3lO/3'4v
There's
Something About a Evelyn Keyes-Michael Duane
Spy Train (D)
R. Travis-C. Craig
61. 7/2/43 .. ...34/17/43
.hi '16/43
Soldier
Stranger
From
Pecos
(W)
Johnny
BrownRaymond
Hatton
.. .b9/26/42
..b6/5/43
. .al/2/43
6/25/43
.
Vigilantes Ride (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
10/16/42
Texas
to
Bataan
(W)
John
King-David
Sharpe
56.
12/4/42 . .310/31/42
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell Hayden-Alma C3rroll
Trail Riders (W)
John King-David Shsrpe
55. 1/8/4S
..
Two
Fisted
Justice
(W)
J.
King-D.
Shsrpe
55.
10/2/42 .. . .89/19/42
West of the law (W)
B. Jones-T. McCoy
57. 4/16/43
Wild Horse Stampede (W) H Gihson-K. Mavnard
6/25/43
. . .34/17/43
Wings
Over
the
Pacific
Inez
Cooper-Mont3gue
Love
.al/16/4.-<
Coming
MGM
. . .b5/l/4a
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Double
Life Hardy's
(CD)F
M. Rooney-L. Stone
95..Dec-Feb
.a6/26/43
304 Apache Trail (W)F
Wm. Lundigan-Donna Reed
66..Sep-Nov ..bl2/l2'4?
Black Market Rustlers Ray Corrigsn- Dennis Moore
.b6/27/4?
.b2/
13/43
324
A
Stranger
in
Town
(D)F
F.
Morgan-Jean
Rogers
67..
Apr-May
Blazing
Guns
Hoot
Gibson-Ken
Mayn3rd
. .b6/5/43
Bullets
Saddles
Moore
326 Air Rsid Wsrdens (C)F L3urel & H3rdy
67..Apr-M3y ..b3/20/43
Ghosts on8l the
Loose (D) Ray
East Cnrriqan-Dennis
Side Kids
64.. 7/16/43 .36/19/43
327 Assignment In Brittany (D)F.. Pierre Aumont-Susan Peters 96..Apr-M3y ..b3/l3/43
. .37/3/43
..b2/l3/43
Here
Comes
Kelly
Joan
Woodbury-Eddie
Quillan
.
.35/1/43
323
C3bin
In
the
Sky
(M)F
Ethel
W3ters-"
Rochester"
98..
Apr-May
IlUeloriy
W3s 3Parnde
Crimin3l Victor
Bl3ke 8/13/43
207 Cairo (CM)A
J. MacDonald-R. Young
IOI..Sep-Nov . .b8/15/42
Ted FinJory-P3meIa
Rito Orrhestra
317 Dr.Assist3nt
Gillespie's
New
(0)F
L. B3rrymore- Van Johnson 87..Dec-Feb .bl 1/14/42
Nearly Eighteen
.36/19/43
Outlaws
of Stampede Pass.... J.G3leM. Storm-Bill
Brnwn-R. Henry
Hatton
309
the MyNightGal (Spy)
F Edw.Garl3nd-G.
Arnold-AnnMurphy
Harding ia3..Sep-Nov
79..Sep-Nov . .b9/l2/4?
.b9/l2/42
312 Eyes
For Mein and
(DM)F...J.
Revenge
of
the
Zombies
J.
Carradine-L.
T3lbot-G.
Storm
.a6/l9/43
.35/22/43
314 Journey for Margaret (D)F...Robt. Young-Laraine Day
80..Dec-Feb
Six Gun Gospel
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
'42
.a5/29/43
320 Keeper of the Flame (D)F K. Hepburn-S. Tracy
IOO..Dec-Feb .blO/31
Spotlight
Scandals
Frank
Fay-Billy
Gilbert
319 Northwest Rangerg (AD)F Wm. Lundigan-J. Craig
63,.De«-Feb .blO/31/42
The
Law
Rides
Again
Hoot
Gibson-Ken
Maynard
.bl2/l9'4?

Current 1941-42
COLUMBIA
S0I2
Flight
Lieutenant
(D)F R.
Pat Russell-Brian
O'Brien-GIONnAherne
Ford
SD02
My
Sister
Eileen
(CD)A
3208 Overland to Deadwood (W) C. Starrett-R. Hayden
S2I6 Vengeance of the West (W)...Bill Elliott-Tex Bitter
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5 Aerial Gunner
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82. 6/11/43 . .b3/27/43
3 Avengers, The (D)F
(WarD)F K. Richardson-Deborah Kerr
88. 1/29/43 . .b8/29/42
(Reviewed
as
"Day
Will
Dawn")
5/28/43 . . .b3/27/43
55 China
(D)
Loretta
Young-Alan
Ladd
.b5/8/43
Five Graves to Cairo (D) Franchot Tone-Anne Baxter 79.
96. 7/2/43 .. . ..blO/3/42
2 Forest Rangers (D) (Toch.) F . . F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
87. 11/6/4?
29 42
1 Glass Key (G)F
B. Donlevy-V. Lake
85. 10 2342 . ..b8.bl/2/43
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.)(D)F...J.
(M) F . MartinD. PowellVallee
81. 3/26/43 . . .bl0,3,42
Henry
Aldrich,
Editor
Lydon-C.
Smith
72.
12/4/42
.
4 Henry Aldrich Gets
...bl/2/43
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72.. 4/9/43
High Bodyguard
Explosive (D)F
Morris-J. Shirley
Parker
63. 5/14/43 .. . ..b3/27/43
. . .bl/2/43
45 Lady
(CD)F C.E. Albert-A.
70.
3/12/43
.
1/21/42
3 Lueky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88. 2/26/43 . .bl
..b8/29/42
10/16/42
12 Major
and
the
Minor
(CD)F...G.
Rogers-R.
Milland
100.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
F. Bainter-C. Lee
80. 1 1/27/42 . .blO/3/42
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
DaddyPlane(CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75. 2/12/43 . . .bl 1/7/42
4 Night
From
Chungking
(D)F
R. Colbert-J.
Preston-E. MeCrea
Drew
69. .5/7/43 .. .. ..bl.bl/2/43
1/7/42
3 Palm Beach Story (C)A C.
89.
on Parade
A. Miller-J. Colonna
80. /I/43
10/2/42... . ..b7/25/42
41 Priorities
Reap the Wild
Wind (M)F
(D)
.b3/2l/42
R. Milland-P. Goddard 124.
11/20/42 .b 10/3/42
2 Road(Tech.)F
to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. Special
Souls
at
Sea
(D)
G.
Cooper-G.
Raft
93.
.
. Re-issue
Star Spangled Rhythm
. .bl/2/43
(Tech.) (M)F Special Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour ... 99. 2/12/43 . . .blO/3/42
2 Street
Chance(D)
(MyD)F J.B. McCrea-B.
Meredith-C. Stanwyck
Trevor
74. 12/18/42 . . Re-issue
Union ofPacific
138.
. .b8/l5/42
II Wake
(D)F
B.
Donlevy-R.Judge
Preston
87.
WildcatIsland
(D)F
R. Arlen-A.
73. 30/42 .b8/29/42
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/10/15/43 . .bl 1/7/42
Coming
9/25/42 '.
6 Alaska
Highway
Richard
Arlen-Jean
Parker
68
b6/26
'43
the(Tech)
Angels(M)
Sing
Lamour-MacMurray-B.
Hutton
a6/26/43
6 And
Dixie
Bing Crosby- Dorothy Lamour
89
b6/26/43
For Whom
the Bell Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 170
alO/24/42
Frenchman's
J.James
Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
Good
Fellows Creek
(CD)
Brnwn-Helen
Walker
a4/l7/43
Hail
Conquering
Henry theAldrich
Plays Hero. ... Eddie Bracken- William Demarest
Cupid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/41
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House.J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (O.Jimmy Lyden-Chas. Smith
65
b6/26/43
Hostages
(D)
A.
de
Cordova-Luise
Rainer
a5/22/43
Hour Before the Dawn Franchot Tone- Veronica Lake
a6/26/43
Lady In the Dark (Tech. (CD). Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
a3/6/43
Let's
Face It (MC)
Bob Hope-B.
Hutton
a3/l.3/43
Mine Sweeper
Richard
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7 3 43
Miracle
Morgan's
Creek of(CD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
al/2/43
No Time for Love (C) Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
Riding High (Tech.) (CD) D. Lamour-D. Powell
a3/l3/43
Salute
for ThreeHall
(MCD)A
B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
75. .7/16/43 ...b3'27/43
65 Story
So
Proudly
(D) . .Gary
Colbert-Goddard-Lake
of Dr. WeWassell
(Tech.)
Cooper-Laraine Day 123.. Sept
„ b6/26/43
6 Submarine
Alert
(Spy)
Richard
Arlen-Wendy
Barrie
67
b6/26/43
The Uninvited
R. Milland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43
Tornado
C. Morris-N. Kelly
a6/5/43
Triumph Over Pain
Joel McCrea-Betty Field
a6/27/42
True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell
al/2/43

RKO-RADIO (Cont.)
Set
Rel.
^'ut
Current 1942-43 „,„, Date
liiue of
. .blO/3/42
1/6/42 . .b3,'20/43
2 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Conway
62..
Falcon Strikes
(My)A...T.T.Geo.Conway-H.
Hilliard
65.. I1/15/43
13/43
.b2/6/43
W-l5 Fighting
Frontier (W)F
Holt-Ann Summers
57..
May
... ... ..b2/
.b 1/23/43
Flight forand Freedom
R. Russell-F.
IVlacMurray 104..
100.
45 Forever
a Day (D)A
(D)F All
Star Cast
Apr . . . .bl 1/14/42
3 Great Gildersleeve (C)F Harold Peary-Jane Darwell 62.. 3/26/43
I Here We Go Again (CM)F E. Bergen-McGee &. Molly
75.. 10/9/42
. .b8/29/42
.b8/8/42
1/1/43
1 Highways by Night (G)F R. Carlson-Jane Randolph
63.. 3/19/43
10/2/42 ... ...b3/20/43
b I , 2/43
45 Hitler's
(D)A B. Ellison-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
89..
I Walked Children
With a Zombie(H)A.J.
68. 2/12/43
.
.
,b8/8/42
Apr
.
.
.
2 Journey Into Fear (D)A 0. Welles-D. Del Rio
70.
..b3/20/43
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
62. Apr . . .
1 Mexican
. . .b8/8/42
ElephantSpitfire's
(C)F
Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
64.
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
87. 9/11/42
. ..blCJ
17/42
.bl 1/7/42
10/30,42
Honeymoon(D)F...P.
(D)F. Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant 117.
W-l Pirates
ofthetheYankees
Prairie (BD)F..Gary
(W)F..Tim Holt-Nell
O'Day
57. II 1/27/42
1/20/42 . .bl I ,7/42
Pride
of
Cooper-Teresa
Wright
127.
. .b7/l8/42
.37/25/42
W-l Saludos
Sagebrush Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
56. 3/5/43
Apr. ... .bl2/
19/42
Walt
DisneyBarclay
Feat. Prod
42.
2 ScattergoodAmigos
Survives(Tech.)
a
2/19/43
10/16/42
Murder (My) A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
66.
.blO/17/42
23 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
87. 11/13/42 ,bl0/l7/42
Seven Miles
.bl 1/14/42
Alcatraz
(D)A
J.
Craig-B.
Granville
61.
.2/19/43 ... .bl/23/43
4 Tarzan Triumphs (D)F Weismuller-F. Gifford
78. .1/8/43
.bl/2/43
.2/5/43
They
Got
Me
Covered
(OF...
Bob
Hope-Dorothy
Lamour
95.
.. .b2/6/43
4 Two Weeks to Live (C)F Lum andComing
Abner
76. .2/26/43 ...b8/8/42
9/18/42
I Wings and the Woman (D)F..Anna Neagle-Robert Newton 90.

PRODUCERS RELEASING CORP. 1941-42
256
the Kid
Sundown
Lee Powell-Art Davis
in Along
Billy the
SheriffTrails
of
Sage
Valley
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AI
John
266 Border Roundup (W)
Geo. HoustonAl St.St. John
267 Outlaws of Boulder Pass (W). George Houston-AI St. John...
ZS5 Prairie Pals (W)
Art Davis-Bill Boyd
Current 1942-43
317 Baby Face Morgan (CD)A Carlisle-Cromwell-Armstrong
352
Bad
Men
of
Thunder
Gap
(W).Tex
O'Brien-James
Newill
313
Prison (H)A
Walls (CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G.Madison
Michael
J2I Behind
Black Raven
G. Zucco-N.
310 Boss of Big Town (D)A John Litel-Florence Rice
308 City of Silent Men (D)F Frank Albertson-June Lang
31 Corregidor (D)
0. Kruger-E. Landi
S20 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)...B. Livingston-AI St. John
306 Fugitive
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
359
of the Plains (W)... Wendie
Buster Crabbe-AI
St. John
314 Ghost and the Guest (My) James Dunn-Florence Rice
305
Girls
in
Chains
(D)
A.
Judge-R.
Clarke
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
302 Lady From Chungking (D) A.. Anna May Wong-Mae Clark
319 Man of Courage (D)
B. MacLane-Lyle Talbot
318 Miu V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
311
Son, theRider
Hero (W)F
(OF Patsy
Kelly-Roscee
Karns
357 My
Mysterious
B. Crabbe-AI
St. John
304 Night for Crime
G. Farrell-L. Talbot
363
Overland(My)A
Stagecoach (W) Bob Tracy-Tom
Livingston-AIBrown
St. John
303
312 Payuff
Qneen of Broadway (D)F Lee
Rochelle Hudson-B.
Crabbe
351
Rangers ofTake
Over (•)A
(W) James
Newill-Tex Thayer
O'Brien
309
Secrets
a
Co-Ed
Otto
Kruger-Tina
ill Terror House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
361
Renegade
John
307 The
Tomorrow
Wo Live (D)A B.R. Crabbe-AI
Cortez-JeanSt.Parker
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
360 Western Cyclone (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
364 Wild Horse Rustlers Livinqston-St. John
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
Coming

778
214
264
2301
2311
275
219
274
276
211
222

355
40

Cattle Stampede
Danger— Women at Work
Fighting Law
Valley
Frontier
Strange
Music
Isle of Forgotten Sins (D)
Texas
RangersCattle
No. 5
Thundering
Tiger Fangs
Trail of Terror

59 . . 10/10/42
.10/2/42 . .a8/22/42
.9/18/42
. 10/28/42 .
9/4/42 ..
. .b7/25/42
,9/15/42
,3/5/43 ... !!!b2/6/43
.
6460 ,3/22/43
5/31/43 . .b3/20/43
69 .12/7/42 . . blO/17/42
. .b9/5/42
65 .10/12/42
.. . .b3/27/43
73 .3/29/43
.2/10/43
,
.bl/16/43
64 .5/7/43 .. ...a5/l/43
.7/1/43
..
. . ..b6/5/43
55 .3/12/43
61 .4/19/43
.5/17/43 .. ..b4/IO/43
.
56 .1/27/43
12/21/42 !bi
i/i4/42
66 .. l/4,'43
1/7/42
.. .. .al
67 .11/23/42
.bl2/5/42
68 .4/5/43 . . .bl/23/43
6855 . 1 1/20/42 , .bl/16/43
. . . .b8/l/42
78 .2/18/43
12/1 1/42 '.b\.'bi/28/42
9/i9/42
6074 .,1/21/43
... .bl 1/28/42
62 .3/8/43
10/26/42
6167 .. 12/25/42
.4/19/43 .
35/22/43
.7/1/43
... !!. .b9/26/42
67 .9/29/42
.5/10/43
.
.
.
.5/14/43 . .35/ 1/43
.
57 .2/12/43
.6/21/43 . .a6/l9,/43
71 .11/9/42 . .blO/3/42

Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
8/16 43
Patsy Kelly-Isabel Jewell
.36/19/43
D.
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
Dave
O'Brien-Jim
Newill8/1/43 .
F. Lederer-S.
Gurie
.b7,'3/43
J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard 81. 8 15 43
Jimmy
Newill-DaveSt.O'Brien
Buster Crabbe-AI
John 8/1/43
Frank Buck- June Duprez
Dave O'Brien-Jim Newill
9 14'43

RKO-RADIO
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
3 Army
(WarD)A
James
Wyatt
Bambi Surgeon
(Fa.) Tech.
F
Disney Ellison-Jane
Cartoon Feature
W-lI Bandit
Rsnger
(W)
T.
Holt-C.
Edwards
Big Street (CD)F
Henry Fonda-Lucille Ball
3 Cat PeoDle (D)A
Simone Simon-Tom Conway
4 Cinderella Swings It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren

63. .12/4/42
70
8/21/42
56.
9/25/42
88. .9/4
42
73 . 12, 25/42
71. .2/26/43

.blO/24/42
.. .b5
'30/42
.36/6/42
. .. .b8/8/42
bl 1/14/42
. . .bl/23/43

Adventures of a Rookie Wally Brown-Alan Carney
a7/3/43
A Lady Takes a Chance Jean Arthur-John Wayne
a4/3/*.i
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
a7 3, 43
W-l Avenging Rider CW)
T. Holt-C. Edwards
56
a8/22/42
7 Behind the Rising Sun Margo-Robert Ryan-Tom Neal
a7 3 43
6 Bombardier
P. O'Brien-R.
Scott
99
b5/l5/43
Dollar-a-Year(D)
Man
Lum
&. Abner
7 Falcon in Danger Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
a6/5/43
6 Gildersleeve's
Bad Day (C)...H.
Darwell
62
b5/8/43
Government Girl
0. dePeary-J.
Havilland-James
Dunn
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick
B Leopard
IVIan
(H)
D.
0'
Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
Mexican
Spitfire's Blessed
Event
L. Velez-L. Errol
a4/l7/43
Mr.
C. Grant-L. Day
100
b5/8/43
NorthLucky
Star, (D)
The (D)
W.
Huston-A. Baxter
a4/l7/43
7 Petticoat Larceny
Joan Carroll-Waiter Reed
a4/IO/43
Red River Robin Hood (W)...T. Holt-C. Edwards
a8/l/42
Seventh Victim
Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
7 Sky's
the
Limit
F.
Astaire-J.
Leslie
a4/3/43
Spitfire
L. Howard-D. Niven
h4/24/43
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Tarzan's Desert Mystery J. Weissmuller-Nancy Kelly
The Fallen Sparrow (D) J. Garfield-M. O'Hara
a3/l4/43
5 This
Mine (D)F Danny
Langhton-M.
103
b3/20/43
Up inLand
ArmsIs (Tech.)
Kaye- O'Hara
Dana Andrews
Let's Go Latin
REPUBLIC
Current 1941-42
131 Call of the Canyon (MW)F...Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
104
Joan
of
Ozark
(CD)F
Judy
Canova-Joe E. Hayes
Brown
158 Sunset Serenade (W)F Roy Rogers-George

777
2303
220
251
201
206
215
252
205
254
210
2312
217
100
209
202
272
212
266
2304
265
253
208
261
271
218
255
2302
273
221
216
223
263
207
262
204
203

Current 1942-43
Alibi
M. Lockwood-H.
Sinclair
At Dawn(M)F
We Die (D)A John
Clements-Godfrey
Tearle
Blocked Tr3il (W)
Bob Steele-Tom Tyler
Boots and Saddles (W) Autry-Burnette-Judith Allen
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
Carson
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.
Chatterbox
J. E.Barry-L.
Brown-J.Merrick
Canova
Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
Dead
Man's
Gulch
(W)F
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
False Faces (D)
S, Ridges-R. Williams
Fighting Devil Dogs
Lee Powell-Eleanor Stewart
Flying Tigers (D) (Special) F.Joan Wayne-John Carroll
Fugitive
From
Sonora
(W)...D.
Gaucho Serenade (W)
G. Barry-L.
Autry-S. Merrick
Burnette
Gentle
B. MacLane-M. Lamont
Heart ofGangster
the Golden(D)
WestNeighbor
(W)F
Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
Hi.
Parker-John
Archer
Hit Parade
of (M)F
1943 (DM)F...J. JeanCarrol-S.
Hayward
Ice
Capades
Revue
(CD)
Ellen
Drew-Richard
Denning
Idaho (W)F
R. Rogers-S. Burnette
King of Doughboy
the Cowboys(CD)
(W) Jane
R. Rogers-S.
Burnette
Johnny
WithersHenry
Wilcoxon
London Blackout Murder(My) .John Abbott-Mary McLeod
Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
Mantrap
(My)
Stephenson-L.
Corrigan
Moscow Strikes
Back ( Doc) A. . H.
Russian
Cast (Special)
Mountain Rhythm (D) Weaver Bros. & Elviry
Old Homestead (OF
Weaver Bros. -Dick Purcell
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (W)..Don Barry-Lynn Merrick
Purple
V,
The
(Spy)
A
J.
Archer-M. McLeod
Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autry-Smiley
Burnette
Riders of the Rio Grande(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
Ridrn'
Down
the
Canyon
(W).Roy
Rogers-George
Hayes
Sante
Three Mesquiteers
Secrets Feof Scouts
the (W)
Underground
John Hubbard-Virginia
Grey
Shadows
on the (Spy)
Sage (W) Three
Mesquiteers
Shantytown (D)
M. Lee-J. Archer
Sombrero Kid (W)
Don Barry-Lynn Merrick
Song
of Texas
Rogers-Sheila
Ryan
South
(MW)...G.Roy
Burnette
Sundownof the
Kid Border
(W)
Don Autry-S.
Barry-Linda
Johnson
Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty-V. Vague
Tahiti
Honey (DM)
D. O'Keefe-S.Frazer
Simon
Thumbs
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) B.ThreeJoyce-R.
Mesquiteers
Traitor Within (D)A Donald M. B3rry-Je3n Parker
Valley of Hunted Men (W) . Three Mesquiteers
XYouth
Markson theParade
Spot (CM)A
(My)A John
Helen Hubbard-Ruth
Parrish-DamianTerry
O'Fiynn
Coming

71. .8/10/42 ...b8/22/42
79..
8/1/42 ...b7/18/42
58. .9/14/42
...b9/l2/42
66. .3/20/43
.3/24/43...b3/27/43
b4/3/43
78.
55.. 3/12/43 ...al/30/43
58. .1/15/43 Reissue
55. .4/30/43 ...b4/24/4S
55.
76...3/23/43
4/27/43 ...b5/29/43
...b4/IO/43
55.. 5/15/43 a3/6/43
55.
.2/13/43
...b3/20/43
56.. 5/28/43 b6/5/43
69.. 1/29/43
102.. 10/8/42 ...b9/26/42
7/1/43 a4/l7/43
69. .4/15/43
Reina<
57. .5,10,43 b7,'3/43
65..12'll'42
71..
7 27/4243 ...b3/l3/43
. .bl|/21/42
.b7/25/42
82. .3/26
79..I2'24
42
.bl2/19/42
70. .3/10/43 ...b2/20/43
67.. 4/9/43 .bl2/26/42
b4/IO/43
63.
58.. .12/31/42
1/15/43 ..bl2/l9'42
55.. 6/1 1/43 34/3/43
57.
b6/5/43
57. .4/13/43
.10/1/42 ...b8/15/42
70.. 1/8/43 ..bl2'l2/42
68. .8/17/42 ...b8/29/42
56.. 10 27/42 ...a9 5 42
58..
66.. 3/12/43
6/1/43 ...b3/27/43
Reissue
55. .5/21/43 .. .33/13/43
55..
12/30/42
.bl2/l2/42
55.. 4/16/43 a3/6/43
71..
12/18/42 .alO/IO/42
55.. 8/24/42
a8/8/42
65..4/20,'43 ...b4/24/«3
56..7 3142 ...a7'25/42
69..6/l4'43
70.
.3/1/43 ...b5'29,'43
56..I2/28/42
.alOReissue
31/42
72..5'20'43 b5/|,/43
69.
4
6
43
b4
3 43
67.
43 ..all/28/42
b6 19/43
56. .7,5
.1/25/43
63. . I2/I6,'42 ..bli2/5/42
56.. 1 1/13 '42 ..alO/3/42
56. .114
42 .blO/17/42
..bll/7/42
72..
10/24/42

A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery- Marie McDonald
Beyond the Last Frontier John Paul Revere-Smiley Burnette
Black Hills Express
Heath 55.
2313 Bordertown
Gunfighters (W)..B.D. Barry-W.
Elliort-G. Vernon-A.
Hayes
56.
Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes
Headin'
for
God's
Country.
,.
W.
Lundigan-V.
Dale
Hoosier
Dale Rogers-Pat
Evans-GeorgeBrady
Byron
Man FromHoliday
Music Mountain .... Roy
Nobody's
Darling
M.
Lee-L.
Calhern-G.
George
Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine
Sleepy
Lagoon
Judy
Canova-Dennis
Day
Someone to Remember (D)...M. Paige-J. Crane
The Deerslayer
Bruce Kellogg-Jean Parker
The West Side Kid
D. Barry-D. Evans-H. Hull
Wagon Tracks West
Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys

.9 9 43 . . . .37 3/43
.8/12 43 . ...a6..a5/l,/43
b7 26/43
3 '43
.36 2912, 4343
7 22 43 .. ,a5
.a6.37 27193 '434343
.8 26 43 .. ..33
,8'I9'43
. 10 21 43
.a5 I 43
8 5/43 .. , ..a6/l9/43

Rel.
TRADE
REVIEW
July 10, 1943
UNIVERSAL
(Cont.)
..^
.
Current
Issue
1942Set 0.
43 win,. 10/2/42
Rel.
20TH CENT.-FOX
Date
.
.blO/3/42
Block
.
.35,/
8/43
See
7022
Get
Hep
to
Love
(DIH)T
Gloria
Jean-Jane
Frazee
75
. . . .b9/5/42
N«.
Issue ol
Girls, Inc
Harriett Hilliard-Leon Erroi 82 ,7/9/43
Current 1942-43
Mins . Date
1/42 ..b4/24/43
7021 Give Out Sisters (IVI)F Andrews Sisters.. .
65 .9/1
.b7/l
1/42
1 A-Haunting We Will Go (OF. Laurel & Hardy
65., 8/7/42
.5/7/43
.
..
.b8/l5/42
7044
Judge (D)
(C) D.
B. Hughes
2 Berlin Correspondent ( D) F . . . . Virginis Gilmore-Dana Andrews.... 70.. 9/11/42
7032 Good
Great Morning
lmi)ersonation
RalphO'Keefe-M.
Bellamy- Evelyn
Ankers. 7168 .12/18/42 .bl2/l9/42
12/4/42 .. blO/17/42
. .b9/12,X2
Black Swan
(Tech.)
(D)F T.Virginia
Power-Maureen
O'Hara
85.,
7035 Half Way to Shanghai (Spy)A. Irene Hervey-Kent Taylor
62 .3/26/43
.9/18/42
.b8/l5/42
275 Careful
—
Soft
Shoulder(Spy)A.
Bruce-James
Ellison
70.,
. .b3/27/43
.
.bl/9/43
9/18/42 .. .
.2/26/43
7041
He's
My
Guy
(MG)F
J.
Davis-D.
Foran
65
Chetniks (D)F
Philip Dorn-Anna Sten
73.. 2/5/43
7031 Hi, Buddy (M)
Dick Foran-Harriet Hilliard 68 .7/2/43 . ...b2/2D/43
.bl2/5/42
6 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery 95.. 6/18/43
1/1/43
..
..b2/l3/43
. b7 /3 43
Hit
the
Ice
(C)
Abbott
&
Costello-Ginny
Simms
82
.
. . .b5/22/43
10 Coney Island (Tech.) (DM)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery 96.
.2/5/43 . . . .b2/6/43
7039 Hi' Ya Chum (C)F
Ritz Bros.-Joan Frazee
61 .3/5/43
9 Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
105.
5/14/43 . ,, .b4/24/43
.
.b4/3/43
7025
How's
About
It
(CM)F
Andrews
Sisters
61
.3/19/43
Desert Dive
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documentary
60. 4/16/43
..b3/l3/43
. .bl/30/43
. , .b3/l3/43 7001 It Ain't Hay (C)F
& Costello
8 Dixie Dugan (OF
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66., 3/12/43
It Comes Up Love (OF Abbott
Gloria Jean-Donald
O'Connor 6581 .4/9/43 . .. .b3/6/43
12/1 1/42 . ,bl0/l7/42
51 Dr.
Renault's
Secret(D)F
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Rhythm
of
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Jones-J.
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7065
Shadow
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Calling
(D)F
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7024
Sherlock
the
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. .bl/2/43
Meanest Man in the
Secret Holmes
Weapon and(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
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.bl/16/43
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World
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Benny-Rochester-P.
Lane
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90..
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of Terror
65 .9/18/42 . .b9/l2/42
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7018 Sherlock
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. .b8/l5/42
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9/4/42
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Washington
(D)
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Rathbone-Nigel
Bruce
71 .4/30/43 . .b3/27/43
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Henry Fond3-D3n3 Andrews 75.. 5/21/43 . ..b5/8/43 7017 Sherlock
.9/25/42 .
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(W)F
C.
Bennett-Patric
Knowles
73
. .b7/l 1/42 7028 Strictly in the Groove (M)F..Mary Healy-Ozzie Nelson
Piper
(D)F
Monty
Woolley-Roddy
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60 . 1 1/20/42 ..bl.blO/3/42
8/21/42
.. .bl2/l9/42
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3I4 Pied
Quiet
Please.
Murder
(My)
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Patrick-G.
Sanders
70..
7074
Tenting
Tonight
on
the
3/19/43
Springtime in the Rockies
10/3/42
OldTickets
Camp toGround
(W) J.M. M.Morgan-A.
Brown-TexCurtis
Ritter
fil .2/5/43 .. ...a.b6/l9/43
(Tech.) (M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
91.. 11/6/42 . .. ,b8/l5/42
Two
London
78
.6/18/43
.
7016
When
Johnny
Comes
.b9/l9'42
35 That
Tales Other
of Manhattan
(CD)
A
....
BeyerHayworthRogers-Fonda
118.,
75., 10/30/42
11/13/42 blO/17/42
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75 .1/1/43 .. ....b4/l7/43
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.bl/2/t|3
7004
White
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J.Abbott
Hall-M.
Montez
7677 .4/23/43
. .b4/24/43
Coming
America (D)
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.11/6/42 .. . .bl 1/7/42
7002
Who
Done
(OF
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Costello
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1/20/42
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78., 1/22/43 .
6 Time to Kill (D)F
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61.,
.bl2/5/42
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Adventures
of the Flying
56 Undying
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(My)F
John
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63., 1 1/27/42 . .blO/17/42
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6/11/43
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We Are the Marines ( D) F .... March of Time Feature
65,,
All Baba and the Forty
1/8/43 .. . . .b9/l9/42
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis Calvert 103., 2/26/43
Thieves
(Tech)
Maria
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Hall
Coming
Always a Bridesmaid (MC) ... Andrews Sisters-Patric Knowles
a2/26/43
Angela
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster
Cobra Woman
M.Donald.Montez-Jon
Hall-Sabu
36/19/43
Bomber's Moon
Geo. Montgomery- Annabella
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Doran
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Darnell
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Fired
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For
All
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Know
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.36/26/43
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Happy Land
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to
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Gotten
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...36/19/43
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His
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Night
Is
Ending
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.36/26/43
Let
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Go
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Burke
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Man
Foster
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Never ofa the
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of
the
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Sweet
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Strange
Death of(H)
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Licked(D)
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a LuckyBeen
Fellow,
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Cemment Running Reviewed
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ALL-STAR COMEDIES
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Blitz and
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15 .. 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
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Band
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Songs
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Good
Yankee ofDoodler
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5/22/43
l7'/2. . 3/20/43

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajuns of the Teche Good
Merchant Convoy
Vivid
Quaities (LaVarre) Good
Our Second Front Timely

II
II
10
IO1/2

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
4704 Duty
ChollyandPolly
Silly
4708
the Beast Fair
4702
The Dumbconscious
Mind. Average
4701 The
Gullible Canary
Clever
4706 Kindly Scram
470.1
Malice
in
Slumberland.
.
.
Fair
4709 Mass Mouse Meeting Dull
4705 The Vitamin G-Man Silly
4707 Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine

4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. (Kay Kyser) Very Good...
No. (Allan Joslyn) Good
No. 34 (Jack
No.
(LeopoldBenny) Entertaining
Stokowski)
Classified ...
No. 5 (Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good..
No.
(Ginny Mowbray)
Simms, M.C.)
No. 76 (Alan
No. 8 (Kyser, Autry)
No. 9 (Fibber McGee &
Molly
No. 10 (Mischa Auer)

.. 6/26/43
8/22/42
.. 10/31/42
1/ 9/43

. 2/27/43
6O'/j.. . 15/22/43
1/14/42
77
10/17/42
Rev.
6 . Not
5/42
. 6/26/43
66'/2 . .12/
6V2 . ,, 3/13/43
5/
8/43
7 .

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing

L

Not Rev.
Not2/27/43
Rev.
..
..Not Rev.
.. Not Rev.
.. 1/ 9/43

8/15/42

COLUMBIA

4406
4404
4401
4402
4405
4407
4403
4751

. 8/ 1/42
.10/17/42

4551 Old
Journey
Denali
Good
10
4452
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good II
WORLD OF SPORT
, 5/29/43
4807
Entertaining .. 91/2.
4H03 Aqua
Drving Thrills
Daredevils buod
9 , 6/26/43
3/2U/43
4808
Jump,
Fish,
Jump
Uninteresting
..
9
.
4UU4 Lauies Day in Sports .... Good
10 Not4/17/43
Rev.
4806
Ski
Soldiers
IO1/2.
4801
Kings Good
4803 Trotting
Winter Paradise
Interesting 11
10 . 10/17/42
9/43
4802 Wizard of the Fairway. . Golf Magic lO'A. 1 1/1/14/42
MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
W-443 Bah Wilderness
8
W-441 Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
8
W-444 Dumb Hounded
Hilarious
8
W-446 R"d Hot Riding Hood
W-442
Siifferin'
Cats
9
W-445 The Boy and the Wolf... Good
9
W-447
Lonesome Pest
Mouse... Very Funny ... 8
W-450 The
The Uninvited
W-448 Who Killed Who
W-449 Yankee Doodle Mouse
MINIATURES (16)
M-4.13 Brief Interval
10
M-437 Here at Home
M-435 Inca uold (Sepia)
10
M-431 Memories
Last Lesson
Impressive
M-438
of Australia
M-432
People
of
Russia
Excellent
M-434 Portrait of a Genius
1010
M-436 Wood Goes to War
(Tech.)
Fascinating ... 10
OUR GANG (10)
C-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
C-494 Calling All Kids Delightful
C-493 Family Troubles Amusing
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-481 Madero of Mexico Fine
K-483 That's Why I Left You. Very Good
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
9
S-467 Dog House
Tops
S-465
President's Dog. Good
108
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive
9
S-463
9
S-462 Hollywood
Marines in Daredevils
the Making ...Exciting
... Very Good
9
S-466
Sky
Science
Excellent
8
S-464 Wild Horses
Fair
TRAVELTALKS (12)
99
T-413 Glimpses of Ontario Good
9
T-416 Mexican Police on Parade. Interesting
99
9
T-417 On the Road to Monterey
9
T-4II Picturesque Mass
Good
9
9
T-420 Scenic Oregon
17
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
22
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
A-307
20
M-4UI Inflation
Keep Em Sailing AVery"Must"
Good

11

. 8/15/41
10 . .10/
3/42
9 . .10/31/42
10 . .12/ 6/42
9 . .Not1/ Rev.
9/43
10
1091/2... ..Not
Rev.
. Not Rev.
10 . .Not Rev.
10 . .Not Rev.

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
18 ..Not Rev.
Dizzy Detectives
IB'/j . . Not Rev.
Even
as
I
0
U
Fair
l5'/2
.. 10/24/42
Sock-A-Bye
Baby
Average
Spook Louder
1618 ....12/12/42
Not Rev.
Three Little Twirps
151/2 . . Not Rev.
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
l5>/2.. 1/ 2/43
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
91/2 . . 8/29/42
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.

A2
9
A2 5
A2-3
2
A2
A2 71
A2 4
A2 6
8
A2

PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
A Revival of Moments of
10 1/2
Charm
191
Good
Ina Ray Hutton & Orch.
J.Letter
"Scat"
& Orch. Excellent
FromDavis
Ireland
McFarland
Twins
& Orch. Entertaining . .. 2281/2
9
Mitchell Ayres
& Orch.. . Tops
. 10
Moments
of Charm
. 101/2
Rationed Rhythm

Not Rev.
. 1/16/43
. 4/10/43
.Not
Rev.
..Not5/ Rev.
1/43
. 6/ 5/43
.Not
Rev.
.Not
Rev.
.Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
.Not Rev.
. 1/30/43
.Not
Rev.
.Notl/23/4a
Rev.
. 6/19/43
.Not Rev.
5/ 1/43
... 14/10/43
1 /2 1 /42
6/19/43
5/ 1/43
l/23/4'<
. . 6/26/43
.... 4/24/43
1/23/42
. . 4/10/43
... . 2/6/19/43
6/41
.. 5/ »/4o
. . 1/23/43
. .Not Rev.
. 4/10/43
.. .Not
Rev.
....11/21/49
6/19/43
Not Rev.
. . 1 1/14/42
.. .. 7/5/ 3/43
8/4S
.. 5/6/26/43
. 12/ 8/4.1
5/4^

PARAMOUNT

U2-3
U2-4
U2-2
U2-I
U2-5

MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
61/2
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
500
Bartholomew Imaginative ...
3/27/43
Cubblns
Funny
Jasper
the Haunted
Choo-Choo .. Funny
9
Jasper && the
5/1/16/43
1/43
11/21
/42
House
Excellent
Jasper's Music Lesson. .. Tops ...
6/ 5/43
POPEYE (12)

a Mess Amusing
91 Hull
Hungryof Goat
73 Jolly
Good
Fair ..
Me Musical Furlough
Nephews Amusing
8 Ration for the Duration .. Good
2 Scrap the Japs
Fair
Seein' Red,
'N' Blue
45 Sninarh
Fer White
Britain
6 Too Weak to Work Arousing
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
J2-I
J2-2
J2-3
J2-4
J2-5

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Y2-2
Y2-3
Y2-I
Y2-4

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
At the Bird Farm Fair
Current
Events
Swell
Speaking
Animals
& Theirof Families
Very Good
Speaking of Animals at the
Cage Door Canteen

R2-8
R2-6
R2-5
R2-I

W2-I
W2-3
W2-2

L2-I
L2-2
L2-3
L2-4
T2-I
T2-4
T2-3
T2-2

34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34106
33403
33404
33406
33405
33402
33401
33202
33201

.Not
Rev.
. 12/19/42
.Not Rev.
.11/14/42
. 5/15/43
.. 8/22/42
1/30/43
. 5/ 8/43
. 6/19/43

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running
Reviewed
Time7'/2. Issue Of

34405
34406
34403
34404
34401

I
2
3
4
5

Interesting ..
Good
Good
Informative ..

SPORTLIGHTS (10)
Amphibious
Fighters ..Interesting ....
Beach
Command
. .Excellent
Hike or Bike.
Sports
..Enjoyable
. . Excellent
..Excellent
.Good
CARTOONS (9)
.Exciting
Destruction, Inc
Jungle
. For Juveniles . .
Mummy Drums
Strikes(Tech.)..
(Tech.) ..Good
..Good

77
7
a
B'
67
7

,.Not
10/24/42
Rev.
. 5/29/43
.. 6/19/43
.11/14
. Not Rev.42
Rev.
.. Not
4/17/43

.12/19 4-'
101/2.
109 . .. 12/
5/42
10/24/42
9 .
1/16/43
1/43
10 . .Not5/ Rev.
9
9
3/27/43
6/ 5/43
9
.
12/19
9'/2. . Not Rev.4?
6/26/43
109 .. .. 4/24/43
.. Not
Rev.
1
9'/2.
81/2. . . 2/1/14/42
10
6/43
9
.
10
10 .. 10/24/42
5/29/43
81/2. . 3/2U/43

1/16/43
8 . .. 5/
1/43
8 .
.. 3/13/43
5/29/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6) 101/2.
10 .
10/24/42
No. I
Good
10 . 12/19/42
No.
2
Interesting
10 . , 3/20/43
No. 3
Average . . .
5/ 1/43
No. 4
Up to Par.
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
.10/ 3/42
AAldrich
LetterFamily
From Gets
Bataan.in . .Impressive .... 15
the Scrap
Excellent
II . 3/ 6/43
Price of Victory Very Good
13 .11/21/42
We Refuse to Die Gripping
15 .10/ 3/42
RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
Donald's
Tire
Funny ..
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
Pluto and the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
Victory Vehicles
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck Your
Soup
Fair
Hold
Temper
Hot Foot
Will Pass
Indian Signs
Fair
Rough on Rents Average ..
Two for the Money Fair
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
State vs. Thomas Crosby. Fair
State vs. Glen Willett Fair
JAMBOREES (13)
10
Enric
Madriguera
Orch &
Swell
8
It's Tommy Tucker Time
8
8
Ray
McKinley
&
Orch
Average
8
Dick Stabile i Orch Fair
Jerry Wald * Orch For Jitterbugs 3

. 3/27/43
5/15/43
3/ 6/43
Not Rev.
,Not5/ 8/43
Rev.
. 3/ 6/43
7/ 3/43
.,Not5/15/43
Rev
. 12/
10/24/42
5/42
.. 10/24/42
1/18/43

. . 3 27 43
. Not Rev.
..12 2812 4242
..II
.10 10 42
. . 1 1 B '4.S

I

34

SHOWMEN'S
RKO-RADIO

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue 01
LEON ERROL (6)
33702 Deer! Deer!
Average
17
5/15/43
33704
Double Up
Fair
1818 ...11/21/4?
5/15/43
33705 Gem-Jams
Fair
33701 Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing. 18 .10/17/42
33703
Pretty
Dolly
Amusing
17
3/43
33706 Radio Runaround Good
IB . 7/1/16/4^
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Not Rev.
34308 Aqua Aces
. .Very Good
6/43
89 ....Not3/ Rev.
34311 Cloud Chasers
Interesting .... 88 . . 5/15/43
34309 Golf Limited .
Interesting . . . . 8 .... 7/1/23/43
3/43
Inconsequential 9
34310 Racing F
34301 Show He
8 .. .. 10/24/42
..Exciting
3/27/43
34405 Ski Trai
8
..11/28/42
Good
8 . . Not Rev
8 . .Not Rev.
33105
33103
33104
33I0B
33106
33107
33101
33102
34202
34201
34203

THIS IS AMERICA
Air Crew
Excellent
Army
Chaplain
Very
Boomtown,
D. 0
Very Fine
Good
Lieutenant Smith
Excellent
Medicine on Guard Very Good
Merchant
Seaman
Excellent
private Smith
of the
U.S.A
Excellent
Women at Arms Very Fine
VICTORY SHORTS (3)
City of Courage Impressive
Conquer
by the Clock
North African
Album Excellent
Fills Void

18
1919
20
19
17
19
18

4/10/43
.. 12/26/42
.. 2/13/43
6/12/43
.. 4/17/43
5/ 8/43
. 10/24/42
. I 1/21/42

9 .. 3/20/43
109 ..12/26/47
..7/ 3/43

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Climbing
Along the the
TexasPeaks
Range. . .Picturesque
..10/17/42
3202
1010 ..Not
Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9 ..Not Rev.
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
.11/28/42
3801 Weapons
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
3851
for Victory
Very Good 189 . 5/ 8/43
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
Rev.
3902 Jungle Land
9 .Not
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandles. .Good
9 . 12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert Wonderland
(Tech.)
Swell
9 . 8/22/42
3157 Land
Time
StoodWhere
Still
9 .Not Rev.
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9 . 5/15/43
3154 Royal Araby
Good
9 .10/24/42
1/16/43
3156 Strange Empire
Good
8 .. 9/26/42
3153 Valley of Blossoms Average
9
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good
9 . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 Africa — Prelude to
Very
Good . ... , 202018 ..12/12/42
Informative
. . 18 .. .. 3/20/43
8 America's Food Crisis. Stirring
9/19/42
Good
. 10/10/42
17 . .Not
Rev.
9II Inside
Fascist
Spain.
. . IS . 6/12/43
Invasion!
Very Good . . . 20 ...11/
3 Mr. & Mrs. America.
. . 1/ 7/42
9/43
Very Good . . ..
Outstanding
1/23/43
Excellent . . . . 19 .... 5/15/43
18 .. 2/20/43
Good
17
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304
3351
3303
3301
3302

Back to Bikes
Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
Steelhead Fighters Good
Well-Rowed
Harvard
When Winter Calls Good
Good

9
9
9
109

.Not Rev.
. 12/19/42
. 1/30/43
. 8/29/42
. 1/30/43

TERRYTOONS (26)
. 8/15/42
All
Out
for
"V"
(Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
Barnyard Blackout
77 . 5/ 8/43
Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7 ..10/1/16/43
3/42
Big Build-up
Filler
7
Rev.
Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
77 .Not
He
Dood
It
Again
For
Children
..
.
5/
8/43
lekle Meets Pickle Fair
7 .Not
. 1 1/28/42
Rev.
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
Last
Up (Tech.)
77 .Not Rev.
Life With FIdo (Tech.) .. Routine
7 .Not
. 9/19/42
Rev.
Mopping
(Tech.)
7
Mouse of Up
Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 .12/12/42
Naiiey
Their inBitDoing(Tech.)
7 .Not Rev.
Night Life in
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 ..10/17/42
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not5/ Rev.
8/43
Patriotic Pooches
Amusing
. 10/17/42
School
Daze
(Tech.)
Fair
Scrap for Victory (Tech.)
77 .Not
Rev.
Shipyard
Good
7 . 5/ 8/43
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
Rev.
3402
Accent
on
Courage
1010 .Not
.Not Rev.
3401 Women in Blue

3551
3560
3558
3501
3557
3568
3502
3572
3569
3552
3570
3555
3556
3554
3571
3562
3553
3559
3561
3562

TRADE

REVIEW

UNITED ARTISTS

Running
Reviewea
Time Issue Of
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
4/ 4/42
Churchill's
Island Good
Very Good
2020 .. .. 12/12/42
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food,
of
Conquest
Impressive .... 20 . . 4/ 4/42
Hitler's
Plan
2222 ..Not Rev.
Inside
Fighting
China...
Very
Good
Invasion of Europe Thrilling
21 .. .. 9/19/42
5/ 8/43
2/
6/43
Invasion of North Africa .Superb
20
The
Nippon
Excellent 2016 ..10/24/42
New Mask
Soldiersof Are
Tough . .Stirring
.
.
5/30/42
Our Russian Ally Very Good
19 . . 7/25/42
Road Isto Blitz
Tokyo Grim
Excellent
3/ 7/42
This
Realism.. 2119 .. .. 9/26/42
Don't Hook Now.

SPECIAL

.Not Rev.

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7 .. 1/16/43
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7 ..10/17/42
7247 Canine Commandos
Not Rev.
7242
7 ..Not
7248 L.<an
RationStranger
Bored
Not Rev.
Rev.
7244 Screwball
Funny
7 .. 2/27/43
7245 Swing Your Partner Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
NAME BAND MUSICALS
12/12/42
7125
Chasin'
the
Entertaining ... 15
15 . .Not
Rev.
7129 Dancing on Blues
the Stars
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good
l5'/2. . 1/23/43
7123
Jivin'
Jam
Session
Entertaining
...
15
.
.
8/
1/42
7130 Russian Revels
Rev.
7122
in Swing Fair
15 .Not9/19/42
7131 Serenade
Smoke Rings
.Not Rev.
7128 Swing That Band
15 . .Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
7124
Thing
15 .. .Not
7127 Swing's
Swingtimethe Blues
15
Rev.
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining ... 15 . 8/ 1/42
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375 Designed by Fannie
9 . . 1/16/43
Hurst
Interesting
7374 Double
Talk Girl
9 .Not Rev.
9 ...Not
7372 Jail Hostess
9 . .Not Rev.
Rev.
9 ..12/ 5/42
7373
KingHuey
of theDo 49-er8
Interesting
9 . . 2/27/43
7376 Let
It
Interesting
7378 Little
Clayton
Farmfront Wonder
9 . .Not Rev.
7329 Shepherd of the Round
9
House
Interesting
9 ....Not6/ 5/43
Rev.
7377 The
She's Armless
A- 1 in Dentist
the Navy
7381
9 . .Not Rev.
7380 Tom Thum in Person Interesting
.. 6/12/43
7382 Western Cowgirl
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
22 ..Not Rev.
7111 Roar. Navy. Roar Swell
22'/2.. 1/16/43
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
7232 Boogie Woogie Sioux Very Good
7 ..12/ 5/42
7233
Amusing
.. 2/27/43
7?34 Cow
Eao Cow
CrackerBoogie
Suits
77 ..Not
Rev.
7235
Pass
the
Biscuits
Mirandy
Not Rev.
7231 Yankee Doodle Swing
Shift
Good
7 .. 9/12/42
VARIETY VIEWS
7362 Any Chickens Today
,
Rev.
7352 Canadian Patrol
Very Good
9 .Not6/19/43
7361 Confusion in India Instructive 9 . 10/17/42
7358 Hungry India
9 .Not Rev.
Not Rev.
73'59 Mr Chimp Goes to Town
7360 Mirror
of Sub-Marine Interesting 9
Life
.
6/ 5/43
7357 New
MothersEra ofinPresidents
Very Good
108 ..Not2/27/43
Rev.
7354
India
7353
Spirit
of
Democracy
Fine
10
.10/17/42
7351
Trouble
Spot
of
the
East.
Interesting
9
.
9/19/42
7355 Western Whoopee
Very Good
7 . 9/12/42
7356 Winter Sports Jamboree. . Exciting
9 . 2/27/43
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
0996 Arsenal of Might Excellent
10 .12/12/42
0995 What
KeepingWe Fit
Very Good
11 .10/17/42
0997
Are
Fighting
For
10
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good
8109
Very Fine
8\f\i Army
Beyond Show
the Line of Duty. Great
8107
Little
Isle
of
Freedom
Inspiring
Rins Man Killers
Rins Oirr African Front
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
Rini Spirit of Annapolis
«I03
Snirit
of
West
Point
Stirring
8111 Three Cheers for the
Girls
8105 Vaudeville
DaysVery Good

1942-43
20
2020
20
20
26
20
20
2020

HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
B30fi
Kinn
of
the
Entertaining ... 10
8304 So You ThinkArchers
You
Need
Glasses
10
8302 Sn You Want to Give Fair
Up
Smoking
Excellent
10
8303
Stars on Steps
Horseback
Disappointing . 10
K3III Sweeney
Out
(Reissue)
Good
II
8305 This Is the Enemv
10

July 10, 1945
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.) Running
Reviewed
Tim« Issue Of
LOONEY TUNES
.Not Rev.
8604 Confusions of a Nutzy Spy
7 .11/28/41
8602 Daffy Duckaroo
Amusing
7 .10/17/41
8601 The
Hep Go
Cat (Tech.) Fair
In the Groove.. 77 .. 4/17/43
1/ 9/4;
8606
Hop Favorite
and
8603
Duck(Tech.).Good
7
8605 My
To Duck or Not
to
DuckJokio
(Tech.)
Funny
8608
77 .Not Rev.
8607 Tokio
Wise Quacking
Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7 .. 6/19/4;
8609 Yankee
Doodle Daffy
3/13/4:(Tech.)
Not R
MELODY MASTERS (10)
.. 5/29/43
. . Not Rev.
8504 B. Minnevitch &. His
Excellent .... .. 1010 . . 1/23/43
6/26/<;
8506 Uzzie Nelson & His
Entertaining . 10 ... . 4/24/4;
Good
..11/28/42
8503 United
States Marine
Outstanding .. 1010 ..10/ 3/42
Band
8505 TheBand
United States Navy Pleasing
. 10 .. 2/16/43
8507 U. S. Army Band
. .Not Rev.
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
3706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
7 . 1/23/43
Black and de
8707 CoalSebben
Funny
7 . 1/1/23/43
9/43
8705 Ding DongDwarfs
Daddy Very Good
77 . Not Rev.
Dover Boys
8701
Column Mouse Fair
7 .. 4/17/43
8710 Fifth
4/24/43
8703
7
8711 Flop Goes the Weasel. ... Fair
Bait Hypnotist.
(Tech.). .Amusing
77 ..12/6/19/43
8714 Greetings
Hare
Brained
Ha!
Ha!
5/42
and the
8715
R704 Jackrabbit
8708
Beanstalk
Very Good
7 . 7/3/13/43
3/43
Pigs in a Polka Very Amusing.
Rev.
8712 Sheepish
. 4/17/43
8702
Wolf
Super Rabbit
(Tech.) Fair". 7.. 7 .Not
Tale Aristo
of Two Cat
Kitties Very
Funny ... 77 .. 12/12/42
6/26/43
The
Very Good
Hare. Funny
. 3/13/43
8709
8716 Tortoise
UnbearableWinsBearby a (Tech.)
77 .Not
Rev.
8713
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
B405 America's
Battle of
Beauty
10 .. 1/ 2/43
8404 Cuba,
Land of Adventure, Good
10
Sports
Fair
10 . .. 7/2/13/43
8411
Blue. . .Eye-filling
8406 Grey.
Horses!White
Horses!and Horsesl.
. Interesting
10
. . 1/ 32/434S
8409 RodAnticosti
and ReelIsland
on
10 . .Not Rev.
10 ..10/10/42
Rover's Soldiers
Rangers (Tech.). Very
Good ..
. . 6/ 5/45
Excellent
8401
8410 Sniffer
..12/12/42
South American Sports. .. Very Good
8403
. . 3/13/43
..11/28/42
Sporting
Dogs
Interesting
8408
.. 3/13/43
8402
10
The
Right
Timing
Fair
8407 Women in Sports Very Good
10
8001
8006
8004
8002
8005
8003

TECH. SPECIALS (6)
AChampions
Ship Is Training
Born Inspiring
Champions
Excellent
Eagles of the Navy Very Good
Fighting
Engineers
Good
Mountain Fighters
Young and Beautiful Fair

221010
20
20
2220
20

SERIALS 1942-43
COLUMBIA
The Secret Code
15 Chaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West
G-Men Vs. The Black Dragon... 15 Chaps.
King of the Mounties
12 Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures
Jack
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSreilin'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

.12/ sm
. 71 3/431
1/431i
. 6/5/1/16/431
5/43
.Not Rev.

Not Rev. I
l/30/43|
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rav.
11/
Not 7/42j
Rav.j
Not Rev. |

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
.10/10/42
Time
Date i
. 3/13/43 At Title
the
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• Figures that fascinate by reason
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*

of sheer

weight of numbers are not revealing of the actual buying power of the motion picture market. Total number of theatres in operation contrasts sharply with total buyers — because of
circuit operation.
• Trade paper circulation can be made to
bridge the gap between theatres in operation
and number of buyers therefor by a simple
process— solicitation of multiple subscriptions
within one theatre or circuit unit; a process
costly to the advertiser who thereby pays for
unproductive distribution.
• Showmen's Trade Review assures advertisers productive distribution of sales messages
directed to the buying power of motion picture theatres — independent and circuit.
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Tough Job Well Done
The announcement this week that the WPB has approved the manufacturing of a hundred projectors simply serves to emphasize how fortunate our industry is
in having a man hke A. G. Smith in charge of the motion
picture division.
It is nothing short of a miracle of intelligent planning
and a knack of looking far ahead, on the part of the
various equipment manufacturers and dealers, that has
maintained the operation of this nation's theatres since
Pearl Harbor.
Too many exhibitors simply refused to face the facts
and come to the realization that repairs were no longer
only as far away as their desk telephone. Years of dependability on this industry's equipment branch made
many exhibitors too complacent and few of this class
could believe that anything could possibly happen to
interfere with the continuous operation of their theatres.
No matter how great a job the production and distribution divisions accomplished, the equipment men
never, for one single instant, played second fiddle. In
their own field they did as big or even bigger job than
any other branch of the business.
Perhaps they will be the unsung heros of an industryin-war-times but we doubt if they care a hoot about
fanfares or praise. They have done and will continue to
do a momentous job and because of them your theatres
will continue to operate and, in many cases, in spite of
the shortsightedness of some of the men who are running
them.
A
A
A
Theatre

Profits

Henry Reeve, prexy of the Texas Theatre Owners,
raises the point that aside from all the other considerations, an exhibitor must make some profit these days if
he is to have the wherewithal to pay for improvements,
replacements and much needed modernization after the
war.
No one is going to argue with Reeve about the vital
necessity of these improvements after the war. The
amount of money to be spent on such a program would
come to staggering figures because so little can be spent
during the war due to restrictions. And every intelligent
exhibitor is going to want to keep his theatre abreast
of the many new improvements that will follow the
war's end.
We are not particularly excited about this one angle.
It is part of the whole fabric of the exhibition branch
of the industry and one of the important reasons why
theatre owners have to set aside an arbitrary sum each
week against the time when the money will be needed.

REVIEW

Strictly for common-sense, economic reasons every
theatre owner must operate his business so that his investment and efforts result in a fair measure of profit.
No business is a good business when it loses money or
skates so close to the edge that it is nip and tuck between
red and black ink.
Every element of expense entering into the operation
of a theatre is mounting. This is not surprising nor is
it confined to our industry. Living costs are still going
up despite all efforts to keep them in check. In turn,
theatre admissions should have gone up along with every
other cost of living item months ago.
If the difference between profit and loss revolves solely
around picture costs and those costs are too high then
you have to fight it out with the exchanges. Many distributors maintain that they will settle each and every
case on its merits. Some really will, others will make it
so tough that you'll end up getting penny adjustments
where dollars are needed.
Perhaps your problem is not lower film costs but,
rather, higher admission prices. Then it is up to you,
and you alone, to decide whether or not conditions in
your community warrant a price tilt. But this much
we will say in favor of it: if you are not showing a fair
profit or if you are one of those skaters on the dangerous
edge, and, if local conditions are favorable, then by all
means raise that scale.
AAA
Divorcement
As was expected, ever since the old Neely Bill came
back to life before Congress adjourned for the summer,
expressions about it have been made from several sources.
While we deplore many of the trade practices between
distributors and exhibitors, and hope to see the dawn
of the day when most of them are eliminated, we cannot
for the life of us see how divorcement can contribute
one iota to the solution of the industry's many problems.
We look with askance at some of the statements made
recently in favor of divorcement. Aside from saying
they favor it, we cannot find one word of explanation
as to how it is expected to help the plight of the independent exhibitor. And unless it will definitely help
him, of what use is it going to be to any part of the
industry?
If it is going to be supported solely because it will hurt
the major companies with theatre affiliations, then the
agitation comes under the heading of ''spite" and as
such deserves no support.
If some one will step forward and show how it will
help the exhibitors, then we will be for it and we'll back
it to the limit.
—"CHICK" LEWIS
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Holdovers
in First

Runs at Key Spots
With business generally holding up to the high
level of the summer — before the extraordinary
Independence Day week-end — pictures that were
running into multiple week New York runs
were also showing strength in other parts of
the country. This was true all over, despite
the first period under the 20 per cent tax deduction law. Reports from theatre men thus far
do not indicate attendance decreases, rather an
attitude on the part of the public to consider
the tax a just responsibility and — let's go to the
movies.
As UA's
Door Canteen"
moved
into also
its
fourth
week ".Stage
at the Capitol,
New York,
it was
doing land-ofifice business wherever shown. In two
Denver theatres, for instance, it was running more
than double the average gross for the houses, while it
was top picture of the month at the Army Department
theatres.
At ofthethe Capitol
the was
picture's
business
the
first five days
third week
better than
$55,000,
indicating a take of $75,000 for the whole week, thus
topping the opening week.
At Radio City Music Hall MGM's "The Youngest
its fourth
and first
has four
hung key
up
aProfession"
record of starts
holdovers
in threeweek,
of the
cities in which
it
has
been
shown
—
Washington,
Philadelphia, and Syracuse. In smaller index cities such
as Lincoln, Neb. and Manchester, N. H., "The Youngest Profession"
is cleaning
up, recording
of normal
business
in the former
and 208 238per per
centcentin
the latter for the first two days. First reports from
non-index spots show the picture leading such standbys
as "Andy Ilardy's Double Lite" and "Stand By For
Action" in 11 of 19 situations.
whichfinally
has gives
hung way
up new
the"Coney
Roxy, Island,"
New York,
next records
Wednes-at
day to "StormyandWeather,"
all-Negro
starring
Bill Robinson
Lena Horne.
In themusical
meanwhile
the
Betty Grable vehicle goes on its merry way in all
spots. Reports to 20th Century-Fox reveal it is beating the grosses of "Crash Dive" and "Hello, Frisco,
Hello," by anywhere from 17 to 43 per cent.
RKO
Radio's
began itsbutthird
on Thursday
at the"Bombardier"
New York Criterion,
long week
runs
were not limited to Manhattan. The picture also has
turned in a fine record for its second week at the
Orpheum, largest theatre in Denver. The Deanna
Durbin "Hers to Hold" comes into the Criterion next
Wednesday.
Two pictures at smaller New York theatres on
special runs go on without sign of strain. "Mission to
Moscow" is in its twelfth week at the Hollywood and
"Best Foot Forward" reaches its third week at the
Astor, and in the prftcess is leading "The Human
Comedy" foranda similar
"For Meperiod.
and My Gal," previous record
holders,
"Lady
of
Burlesque"
is
runs in many parts of thecontinuing
country. extra-playing
It is now intime
its
seventh week at the United Artists, San Francisco, and
has gone into the second week of a big run at the Fox,
Oakland.
Seattleweek.
also the Stanwyck film is being
held
over aInsecond
Philly Exhibitor's $1,350,000
Suit Set for Sept. Term
The anti-trust suit brought against Warner
Bros. Theatres and all the major distributing
companies by William Goldman, Philadelphia
theatre owner, has been listed for the September
term in the United States District Court.
The suit was originally filed in December,
1942, with Goldman asking triple damages in
the amount of $1,350,000. In his claim Goldman
declared he was unable to get suitable first run
product for the Erlanger Theatre, which has
been dark since he acquired it. Before that the
Erlanger was used for legitimate attractions.
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Papers Call for Curfew
Cleveland newspapers are calling upon city
officials to enforce the recently enacted city
curfew law which prohibits children under 16
on the streets between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m.
Public opinion is in favor of the law enforcement, but to date no action has been taken.
Vandalism, petty larceny, and increased juvenile delinquency is largely credited to youngsters allowed to roam the streets at night
without supervision. Theatre vandalism is
confined mostly to seat slashing, exhibitors
report.
Gary, Indiana, is another city planning a
curfew law. Officials there have worked out
a curfew for 10 p.m. for all children under
fifteen years. Under this plan the kids would
have to be actually in their homes.
Wolcott

Supports

Decree

Changes Asked by Allied
Leo F. Wolcott, Eldora, la., exhibitor, as
head of the Allied-Independent Theatre Owners
of Iowa-Nebraska, declared in a letter addressed
to the Attorney General that his organization
"fully concurs with and lends its unanimous
support" to the amendments in a resolution
adopted by the board of directors of Allied
States Association at a meeting in Detroit, May
6. The letter states that this expression of the
organization's attitude is "for your information
and, we trust, favorable action."
The resolution thus approved by the IowaNebraska unaffiliated exhibitor unit calls for
theatre divorcement ; elimination of franchises
signed prior to June 6, 1940; elimination of the
provision declaring that nothing in the decree
shall impair the right of each defendant to
license pictures to its own theatres on any terms
it pleases ; licensing of more than 5 pictures in
a group; provision that allocations be made
when pictures are licensed; right to cancel a
picture^ deemed unsuitable on moral, religious
or racial grounds, among other amendments
covering Conditioning, Clearance, Withholding
Prints, Circuit Discrimination, Cost of Arbitration.
Asks WPB

to Order Release

Of Completed Film Hoard'
George R. Farnum, who says he represents
more than 200 independent theatres in New
England, on Wednesday made public in Boston
a letter which he has addressed to the WPB
asking for immediate investigation of the extent
to which major distributors are withholding
completed pictures and the justification for
such practice, if any. The letter said that a
large portion of the pictures already produced
and now in process of production are being
hoarded, and claims this is inconsistent with
the object and spirit of "the rationing rules"
covering allotment of raw stock, and "is calculated to aggravate the abuses of monopoly."
Schaefer Heads NEIC
George J. Schaefer was elected national chairman of the National Entertainment Industry
Council at the opening session Wednesday of
a conference in New York for planning complete mobilization of the amusement industry for
wartime service.
A committee was named to put the organization's program into operation.
Combined

Trade Showings and

Previews for 'Heaven Can Wait'
Twentieth Century-Fox will combine previews for the public with trade showings of
"Heaven Can Wait," it was announced this
week by Tom J. Connors, vice-president in
charge of world wide sales.

to Discuss

OWI

Program With Producers
Elmer Davis, Director of the Office of War
Information, announced Friday (9th) that
Lowell Mellett has resigned as Chief of the
Motion Picture Bureau, Domestic Branch.
Mr. Mellett's resignation, effective July IS,
was due to budget reductions made by Congress
in appropriations for the Domestic Motion Picture Activities of OWI, which virtually eliminated all of the activities of the Bureau as
presently constituted.
As to future OWI activities in the Motion
Picture field, Elmer Davis stated: "Our funds
will not permit any production of motion pictures byOWI for domestic use. We will, however, continue to discharge our responsibility
for the coordination of government films and
for liaison between the government and the
motion
picture
A figure
from industry."
the film industry was expected
to be named to serve as liaison between the
OWI and the industry, as OWI director Elmer
Davis and Domestic Director Palmer Hoyt
were meeting with motion picture leaders in
Washington Thursday to discuss the problems
of war film distribution and censorship. It is
known that, since the cutting-down of the OWI
film unit, the agency has figured on letting the
industry choose its own man.
With OWI
availablefaces
for several
months'
releases,
the shorts
film bureau
sure activity,
and it is believed the man chosen would have
to spend time both in Hollywood and Washington. The Hollywood office, it is understood,
will be apart from that of Ulric Bell, who represents the overseas branch.
Wants to Enjoin Touhy Film
Claiming
thatdamage
the picture
would to
"wreak
irreparable harm,
and injury
the name,
character and reputation of Roger Touhy," now
serving a 99-year sentence and facing an additional sentence of 199 years for aiding prisoners
to escape, attorneys for Touhy will seek a Federal Court injunction against the showing of
"Roger Touhy, Gangster," produced by 20th
Century-Fox, it was reported by the Chicago
Times this
The picture
is currentlychanges
beingrevised
in week.
accordance
with requested
suggested by National Law Enforcement officials.
Earl J. Hudson
(The Man on the Cover)
President of United Detroit Theatres, whose
flair for showmanship has asserted itself in
a wide range of activities — from the institutional screen ad trailers used some time ago
in Michigan theatres, to the launching this
week of "invasion Bond" selling drives at all
houses under his jurisdiction — see Regional
News, Detroit.
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Why Cant Schine?
The Schine Theatre circuit this week asked
the Department of Justice that it not be
required to dispose of any more of its theatres,
pending a decision on the matter by Tom
Clark, head of the anti-trust unit.
The burden of the Schine request was to
the effect that Paramount and other majors
have been able to add to their theatre holdings since suit was brought against them in
New York, and so "Why can't we?"
Paramount

Meeting

to

Discuss '43-44 Product
Paramount production and sales executives
gathered in New York Thursday (ISth) for
a 3-day semi-annual sales meeting to be devoted
to discussion of releasing policies of "For
Whom the Bell Tolls" and other forthcoming
product, including pictures that will be offered
on The
the meetings
company'swere
1943-44
to be program.
featured by addresses
by President Barney Balaban ; Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the board ; Neil Agnew, general
sales manager, who will preside at the meetings ;Robert H. Gillham, advertising and publicity director; Oscar Morgan, short subjects
sales manager, and other sales and advertising
executives of the company.
Among the home office executives at the meeting,
in addition to those named above, are: Charles M.
Reagan, Hugh Owen, George A. Smith, Stanley
Shuford, Al Wilkie and Alec Moss,
District managers present are : William Erbb, Boston; M. S. Kusell, New York City; Harry Goldstein,
Cleveland ; E. W. Sweigert, Philadelphia ; John Kirby.
Atlanta; Allen Usher, Chicago; R, C. LiBeau, Kansas
City; Hugh Braly, Denver, Colo.; Del Goodman, Los
Angeles;
Toronto. J. J. Donohue, Dallas; Gordon Lightstone.
District advertising representatives include : Arnold
Van Leer, Boston ; Ed J. Wall, Albany ; Sid Mesibov,
New York City; J. M. Joice, Cleveland; Charles C.
Perry, Cincinnati; Wm. Brooker, Philadelphia; James
Levine, Pittsburgh; E. G. Fitzgibbon, Chicago; M.
D. Cohn, Kansas City; James Lundy, Denver; Ralph
Ravenscroft, Los Angeles ; W. C. Lewellen, Dallas ;
James C. Furman, Atlanta, and Win Barron, Toronto.
Home office distribution executives attending, in
addition to those mentioned, are : C. J. ScoUard, J. A.
Walsh, F. A. Leroy, H. J. Lorber, A. J. Dunne and
Jack Roper.
WLB Approves Wage Raises
For Paramount Laboratory Unit
Pay increases up to lU per cent for workers at
the Paramount Laboratory in Astoria, L. I.
were approved by the WLB, it was reported
this week by John Francavilla, president of the
Motion
Picture
Laboratory
Technicians'
Union,
Local 702,
L\TSE.
The raises
are retroactive
to March 8, 1943, and call for 10 per cent for
those making less than $50 per week, and 5
per cent for those making more than $50.
Divorce Censoring' Bill Killed
A bill which would have prevented the showing in Missouri of any motion picture in which
any of the participating players 'had been divorced, or which caried a court room scene
touching on a divorce suit, or which even indicated inany way that a divorce was a part of
the film story, has been killed by a House of
Representatives committee. The measure had no
real support even among clergy or churchgoers
opposed to divorce.

'Coastal Command' Shows July 19
National trade screenings of "Coastal Command," English-made
production,
RKO Radio,
have been
announceddistributed
by Ned by
E.
Depinet.
All screenings are scheduled for Monday,
July 19th at 11 a.m., with the following exceptions :Cincinnati at 8 :30 p.m., New York
at 11 a.m. and 2 :30 p.m., Sioux Falls at 10 a.m. ;
and St. Louis on Tuesday, July 20th at 11:30
a.m.
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Senators

in

Praise of Industry
Quoting from the Congressional Record, Francis S. Harmon, WAC vice-chairman, this week
emphasized that the motion picture industry
has won the praise of members of the U. S.
Senatewarforeffort
its "voluntary
cooperation"
in aiding
the
by exhibiting
war information
on films,
declared
is safeprogram
to say
for
monthsandahead
of us,that
an "it
adequate
(ofHarmon
war information
will bein continued."
made thesefilms)
statements
an address
to 300 delegates to the RKO Radio sales meeting in New York.
Discussing the various types of film which
have "gone
to war," thejustWAC
stated
that information
givenvice-chairman
him by the
War Dept. showed that as of Wednesday, July
14, the industry had delivered 5,137 features
and 6,941 shorts to army exchanges here and
in London. These films are part of the more
than 10,000 prints of curent pictures donated
by the industry for free showings to servicemen
overseas. In connecttion with these shows for
troops, Harmon quoted from a letter from a
lieutenant
New came
Guinea
"that had
whento
the air raidin alert
you stating
practically
drive the men into the air raid trenches with
a club" if a picture show was on at the time.
"They would rather brave the bombs than miss
seeing
all the
pictures,"from
the the
letterCongressional
added.
Among
quotations
Record quoted by Harmon were the following :
Senator Lodge, saying that those who voted for the
reduction of the OWI appropriation did not do so because they wished to eliminate films as vehicles of
public
information,
. . we concluded
it is
much better
to have declared:
the motion". pictures
made in Hollywood by moving picture companies . . . rather than
haveSenator
the government.
. . ."(the war information film) is
McKellar: "it
the best means of aiding the war effort that I know."
we are
living
a new
ageSenator
in whichO'Mahoney
the radio and motion
picture
havein become
the most effective means of disseminating news and
factual information. It is quite impossible for the
people throughout the country to understand what is
being done in this tremendous world war without a
visual demonstration being brought to them."
WB Promotes Herbert Blass
Herbert Blass, Warner Bros, salesman who
formerly covered South Dakota, has been promoted to Twin City sales representative in the
Minneapolis exchange.
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Bank Night Causes Arrest
Carroll Bradley, manager of the Hoosier
Theatre, Whiting, Ind., was arrested last
week on the charge of permitting a bank
night in his theatre. He was later released on
$100 bail, pending disposition of the case.
This was the third arrest in recent weeks
by the Lake County authorities, who are
shows.
making a drive to eliminate theatre bank night

List of Technicolor
Features

on

Increase

The increasing use of Technicolor is illustrated by current commitments of the company
in the feature field, the list indicating that, while
musicals and spectacles command the bulk of the
Technicolor cameras at work, there is a developing trend for chromatic photography in straight
drama.
Among the Technicolor productions currently
playing are "Coney Island," "Hello, Frisco,
Hello," "My Friend Flicka," "White Savage,"
"Du Barry Was a Lady," "Dixie" and "Best
Foot Forward." Nearing gL^-release showings
are "Victory Through Air Power," "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" and "This Is the Army." Those
on which camera work has been completed are :
"As Thousands Cheer," "Heaven Can Wait,"
"Lady in the Dark," "Lassie Come Home,"
"Phantom of the Opera," "Riding High,"
"Salute to the Marines," "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
and Disney's "Let's Go Latin."
Currently shooting or set for early production are "America," "Cobra Woman," "Cover
Girl," "The Gang's All Here," "Ali Baba and
the 40 Thieves," "Buffalo Bill." "Frenchman's
Creek," "Gibson Girl," "Heard of the City,"
"Meet Me in St. Louis," "Mr. Co-Ed," "Pin-Up
Girl," "Quo Vadis," "Rainbow Island," "Story
of Dr. Wassell," "Tale of Two Sisters,'' "The
Robe," "Up and Down Broadway," "Up in
.Arms," and "Zorva."
Spread of 'Polio' Cases Hits
Dallas and Fort Worth Theatres
Exhibitors in Dallas and Fort Worth reported
juvenile attendance losses as high as 85 per cent
last week-end because of the spread of polio
(infantile paralysis) in the eastern halfofTexas.
The State Health office at Austin advised
parents to keep children away from any kind
of gathering.
Canteen'. Wins First Place
At Army Theatre Box-offices
DoortheyCanteen"
theSoldiers
flesh orlike
on the
the "Stage
screen, for
made thein
UA-Lesser picture first choice for the month
at War Department theatres. Second on the
list was "Coney Island," while "Bataan" was
third, "Aerial Gunner'' fourth, and "Action in
the North Atlantic" fifth.
Of these
only from
one, "Coney
Island." was
entirely removed
the atmosphere
of war.
No companv had more than one film on the list,
the line-up
inount,
and "being
Warner.UA 20th-Fox, AIGAI, ParaWants Opera, Takes Elephant
James A. FitzPatrick. ^IGM travelogue producer, decided last week that $10,000 was too
much for a few feet of film showing the St.
Louis , Municipal Opera Company in action, so
audiences are going to see instead the St. Louisians' favorite elephant. Miss Jim, bought with
the pennies of school children. FitzPatrick
found that he could not photograph the actors
during a performance because of Actors' Equity
regulations
requiring
a full for
week's
salary to the
entire payment
company, ofwhich
the
Municipal Opera would come to $10,000.
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Odium Sees Bigger Opportunity for Industry
The motion picture industry has established itself as never before as a result of its accomplishments in "filling a real need" in the present war effort, Floyd B. Odium, chairman of the RKO Corp.
last Monday.
Yorkelected
in New
company's
to the
told delegates
board,
board
chairmanIt ofwastheOdium's
He was
force.
salesmeet
Radiosales
the RKOannual
before
appearance
first official
last month.
"There is good reason," Odium declared, "why people are going to the theatre, good reason
why the picture companies are getting film to carry on. It is because motion pictures are filling a
helping the men at the front." He said that
build up production,
helping
morale,
need, helping
real industry
after the war than in the past and will carry America
opportunities
greater
will have
the
"to the world because the world will be more conscious of America than ever."
40
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to Launch

Network
Radio Show
Republic will institute a radio program to
be built around the talent roster of the company's studio and to be broadcast over a national
hook-up to a coast-to-coast audience, Herbert
J.Yates, Sr. and President J. R. Grainger announced atNew
the final
of Republic's
sales
meeting in
Yorksession
this week.
Roy Rogers
and Mary Lee are to be the featured personalities on the air show — which will round out
Republic's advertising and publicity program to
give coverage of every medium in accordance
with Yates' belief that advertising and publicity
can serve its purpose only if it is completely
coordinated.
Discussing company affairs, Yates told the
delegates that gross receipts for Republic product
has reached an all-time high. Grainger revealed
that the gross done on the Roy Rogers specials
was 100 per cent over that of last year, with
the curve still climbing as a result of the
larity.
record advertising campaign which Republic is
conducting to expand the cowboy star's popuFollowing conclusion of the meeting Wednesday, Yates and Grainger left for Chicago to
open the second current series of sales meetings
at the Drake Hotel on Friday (16th).
Amongwere;
thoseArthur
taking Newman,
part in theAlbany;
conferences
New
York
Jack inDavis,
Boston; Sam Seletsky, New Haven; Morris Epstein
and Sidney Picker, New York ; Joseph Engel, PhilaBellman.
Buffalo;I. S.H. P.Pollard,
Gorrel.Detroit;
Cleveland; G.delphia;
H. JackKirby,
Cincinnati;
L. W. Marriott, Indianapolis; Jake Flax, Washington;
J. H. Alexander and Sam Fineberg, Pittsburgh; A.
W, Perry,
Paul Nathanson, and A. J. Laurie representing Canada.

Progarm
Constance*43-*44
Moore, Frank Sinatra,
Leon Errol and
Radio
on RKO
Newsreels
otliers.
"or more"
Radio171 will
RKO and
(including 104
subjects 40
shortdistribute
features
"Heavenly Days," starring Fibber McGee and
issues of Pathe News) during the 1943-44 seaMolly, to be produced by Robert Fellows and directed
Ned
conithe
at
announced
son, E. Depinet
by Richard Wallace.
pany's
"China Sky," from Pearl Buck's novel, with a cast
week. annual sales meeting in New York this headed
by Maureen O'Hara, Paul Henreid and Luise
The feature line-up calls for 10 pictures to be Rainer.
"Adventures of a Rookie," completed; "The Rookies
made by independent producers, including three
in Burma" and "The Rookies in Berlin" bring to the
from Samuel Goldwyn, one from Walt Disney screen
the new comedy team of Wally Brown and
Productions ; one from Edward Golden Pro- Alan Carney.
ductionstwo
;
from Ben Hersli ; one by Herbert
"Gildersleeve on Broadway" and "Gildersleeve, DeWilcox starring Anna Neagle and completed in
tective" will star Harold Peary in follow-ups to his
England, and one other British-made picture previous pictuies, while the "Falcon" series will offer
co-starring Ann Dvorak and Eric Portman.
"The Falcon and the Co-Ed" and "The Falcon in
The star name galaxy includes Ginger Rogers,
Texas," "So This Is Washington." completed, and
Fred Astaire, Bob Hope, Gary Grant, Rosalind
another Ben Hersch production will bring the "Lum
Russell, Danny Kaye, Jean Arthur, Olivia de and Abner" starring team into the new season's offerHavilland, Eddie Cantor, Bing Crosby, John ings.
"Seven Days Ashore," a musical sequel to "Seven
Garfield and Maureen O'Hara.
Days' Leave," will feature Marcy McGuire and be
Among the features announced by title are produced
and directed by John Auer. "An American
the following :
in production, stars Margo and is an- Warner Bros. Open
Five to be produced by David Hempstead in- Story,"othernow
John Auer producer-director effort.
clude:
"Tender
Comrade"
and
"The
Gibson
Girl,"
"Mr.
and
Mrs.
America" is the title of a new series
the latter in Technicolor, and both to star Ginger to star Leon Errol,
who also will have the star role West Coast Sales Meet
Rogers; "Experiment Perilous," mystery-drama star- in
Gilroy.
"Lord Epping Has Plans," to be produced by Bert
Third and last of the three regional sales
ring Gary Grant; "Down Melody Lane," a musical
starring
In the mystery-horror category will be "They Creep meetings being held in San Francisco by Warner
Rosalind Bing
Russell.Crosby; "Nurse Sister Kenny," starring
Bros, this year was called to order by Ben
Night," to be produced by John Auer; "The
"A Lady Takes a Chance," already completed, and by
Curse of the Cat People" and a twill-bill combination
Kalmenson, general sales manager, in the Mark
"One Girl in a Million," both starring Jean Arthur of
two
four-reel
features
titled
"The
Amorous
Ghost"
and to be produced by Frank Ross, who also will and "The Screaming Skull," all three to be produced
Hopkins Hotel at 10 o'clock Thursday morning.
produce "The Robe," from the novel by Lloyd C. by Val Lewton, who also will be the producer of Local conclave is for the West Coast District,
Douglas, in Technicolor.
"Are These Our Children," an expose of the problems headed by Henry Herbel as district manager.
Home office sales e-xecutives taking part in
"One Hour of Glory," recently started in production facing parents of children caught in the backwash of
under the title of "Revenge," and featuring Taumanova
the sessions include, in addition to Kalmenson,
and Gregory Peck in a story of Russia being directed war."The Fanatic of Fez" is the tentative title of a Arthur
Sachson, assistant general sales manager ;
by Jacques Tourneur.
feature starring George Sanders.
Roy Haines, western and southern division
The
Walt
Disney
contribution
to
the
RKO
Radio
"Show
Business,"
to
be
produced
by
and
star
Eddie
Cantor.
feature program is "Let's Go Latin," now nearing sales manager ; Norman H. Moray, short subFred Astaire and Joan Leslie, starring team brought completion.
jects sales manager; A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor of exchan,we operations ; Howard Levinson,
together in "The Sky's the Limit" will co-star in a
Samuel Goldwyn will offer "The North Star" and
musical comedy follow-up to that picture.
"Up in Arms," now in production, and "Treasure distribution representative of the legal depart"The Fallen .Sparrow," completed, and "Tall in the Chest," which will star Bob Hope.
ment, and Albert S. Howson, eastern scenario
Saddle," with Maureen O'Hara co-starred in the
"The Yellow Canary" is the title of the Herbert
editor and director of censorship activities.
former with John Garfield and in the latter with Wilco.x
production made in England. Another English
John Wayne.
production
"Escape
to Danger," co-starring
Ann
Dvorakwillandbe Eric
Portman.
"The Irork Major,'' completed, and "Marine Raiders"
will star Pat O'Brien.
Sol Lesser contributes another "Tarzan" picture
Alfred Daff Supervisor of
co-starring
Olivia starring Johnny WeissmuUer, "Tarzan's Desert Mysde "Government
Havilland and Girl,"
Sonny completed,
Tufts and directed
by Dudley
UniversaTs Foreign Sales
tery,"
now
in
production.
Nichols.
The short subjects program will include thirAlfred Daff, Universal Far-East supervisor,
"Around
the
World,"
starring
Kay
Kyser,
Mischa
Auer, Joan Davis, Marcy McGuire and cast of singers.
teen releases in the topical "This is America"
has been appointed to the post of Foreign sales
series,
eighteen
Walt
Disney
cartoons
in
Techcomedy and
musical
based byon Tim
the
supervisor by J. H. Seidelman, vice-president
play"Higher
of the andsameHigher."
title produced
directed
nicolothirteen
r;
"Sportscopes" and seven "Flickin charge
afWhelan and featuring Michele Morgan, Jack Haley.
fairs. Heof
willforeign
make his
er Flashbacks."
headquarters in the New
York home office.
In England Vandals Cut, Steal,
Since Mr. Daff joined
Then
Sell
Rubber
From
Seats
Take Your Choice
the company 23 years ago
Theatre vandalism is not a phenomenon limas a booker in the branch
ited to America. In England the newest stunt,
"Report
to
the
Aleutians,"
the
Army's
new
Auscolor picture by Capt. John Huston, will be
according to the London Standard, is to rip office intralia,Melbourne,
he has visited 55
released in both a 50-minute and a two-reel
open the seat arms and steal the rubber padding.
foreign countries in the
version, if— as now seems likely — the WAC
This is then sold to unscrupulous dealers. More
interests of the company.
handles both and lets exhibitors specify which
than 2500 seats were damaged this way in one
Prior to his duties as Fartheatre in Stepney. In cases like this wooden
length
they which
want. puts
OWI'sthePalmer
Hoytup cleared
East supervisor, he was
both films,
decision
to the
arms
have
to
be
installed,
since
the
rubber
is
in charge of the company
WAC.
irreplaceable.
offices
in Japan.
Following
the entry of
Alfred Daff
It is generally expected that exhibitors
The quest for rubber also causes the thieves
will choose the shorter version, which will
the
United
States
into
the
to rip open the seats themselves, thus releasing
leave over a lot of positive film, for the Army
the springs which damage the clothes of patrons.
present
war, Mr.
been East,
limalready has 150 prints of the longer version
Other objects that get pilfering attention from
ited to India,
Iran, Dafi^'s
Egypt,travels
Turkey,haveSouth,
ready to go.
hoodlums include electric light bulbs, chromium
West and Central Africa, Great Britain, Portutaps and fittings, and wall mirrors.
gal and Spain.
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Showmen

Forces

to Put

Stamp Drive Across
In a city-wide
"combined
operation"Rochester,
between
retailers,
the press,
and exhibitors,
N. Y. opened its "Shangri-La" campaign with
such wide-spread pubHcity that the city goal
of over $320,000.00 will, in every prdbability,
be exceeded.
According to Lester Pollock, WAC Rochester
Publicity chairman, more than 16 free advertisements appeared in the Democrat & Chronical and the Times-Union in the first few days
of the drive. Praiseworthy articles on the
merit of the campaign and photographs were
also included in both the papers so that virtually
every other page carried a plea to Rochesterites to buy an extra dollar's worth of stamps
in July toward the building of the aircraftcarrier,
"Shangri-La."
All exhibitors
inaugurated the drive by
screening the special "Shangri-La" trailer and
by giving their stamp booths added decorations
and more prominent placement either in the
lobbies or in front of the theatres.
Twenty-seven hundred newsboy carriers were
instructed to visit each of their regular subscribers and sell them a share in the carrier.
These youngsters will undoubtedly play a large
part in the campaign as they have already
amassed over $15,000,000 in ten-cent war stamps
since the war began.
Although actual sales reports from exhibitors
have not yet been received it is expected that
this type of wholehearted cooperation which
theatre men throughout the country are demonstrating will undoubtedly bring satisfying results.

Stamp

TRADE

Campaign

Seen

Headed for Big Take
According to reports made to various WAC
exhibitor chairmen around the country, the cur"Shangri-La"
drive is headed from
for success.
For rent
instance,
a communication
Fred
Schwartz, WAC Exhibitor Co-chairman for the
New York area, and owner of the Century
Circuit of 37 theatres, states that these houses
registered sales of $56,000 since the first of
July..
This represents an incredible jump over average sales, which for the normal two-week period
are under $15,000.
Asked for the explanation of this rise, Mr.
Schwartz stated that it was unquestionably due
to the "Shangri-La Stamp Clubs" formed by the
theatre managers. This club pits the youngagainst
one
anothersters intoa theatre's
see who neighborhood
can sell the most
stamps
by ringing doorbells, canvassing shops, etc. Highest tally in any one neig'h'borhood nets the
youngster a six-month pass.
The campaign is expected to get a midway
"lift"
the special
General
Doolittlefrom
in North
Africa, newsreel
which thisofweek
was
turned over to the WAC newsreel division by
the War Department. This sequence, which
shows Doolittle and his fliers buying stamps,
was specially filmed by the War Department
and given a high-priority travel clearance to
be available for the campaign.

ren a 6
for Child
j Circuit
ThePosse
Century
has offered
months'
eachsells
one the
of their
theatres season
to the pass
childforthat
most
War Savings Stamps during the month of
July
away. in the current Shangri-La War Stamp
Drive. Thirty-seven passes will be given

Rowley

Institutes

Scrap Matinee
Series
Ed Rowley. Jr., WAC Public Relations chairman for Little Rock, Arkansas, and manager
of the Robb & Rowley theatres, has undertaken
one of the most successful scrap promotion
programs in the Memphis territory, according
to word from that area.
Notwithstanding his efforts in the current
"Shangri-La" campaign to sell everyone a dollar's worth
of stamps
workpostponed
in the
Arkansas
Bomber
Drive and
whichhis was
in that state until now, Mr. Rowley has instituted a series of "Saturday Morning Kiddie
Matinees" for the collection of scrap.
The matinees, which will continue "as long
as an ounce of scrap metal remains in Little
Rock," have brought in over 600 pounds of
war-precious metals in the two performances
already given.
At the sacrifice of hundreds of children admissions, the exhibitor screens his regular features at the matinees and also utilizes promotional stunts and awards as added stimulation.
In addition, the cooperation of the Boy Scouts,
the Little Rock Boys Club, the newspapers, and
radio stations, is helping insure the success of
the program.
Patriotic Minute Men Club Aids
Theatre's Record in Stamp Drive
Paul Peterson, of the Star, Duluth, Alinn.,
decided he'd get in with both feet on the War
Savings Stamp campaign so he dreamed up a
Minute Man Club. He had cards mimeographed which outlined the conditions for membership— that the signer would sell all the
stamps he could and also that when he had
sold $5 worth he would receive a pass good
for one admission to the theatre. Around the
edges were squares, counting in lO-cent units up
to the five dollars. As the money rolled in the
units were checked ofi^.
A Junior Minute Man Club for children put
the goal at $2.50.
In ten months the Star has sold $11,917.90
worth of bonds and stamps.

Western

Exhibitors

Going 'All Out' On
Wartime
Campaigns
Representative of the exhibitor cooperation
toward the furtherance of the war effort, is
a report from Jack H. Lowe, War Activities
Committee co-ordinator for the Southern California and Arizona territory.
According to Mr. Lowe, all exhibitors in
that area are conducting one or more campaigns
relative to the war and are putting special
emphasis on selling more war bonds and
stamps.
Two hundred and seventy-five theatres in
the area have been running a silk and nylon
salvage campaign at the request of the local
War Production Board. Special matinees have
been held and will continue until exhibitors
believe they have "scraped the bottom" of this
type of salvage. The WPB has already acknowledged the very satisfactory results.
Eighty-five theatres were used as WAAC
(now W.A.C) recruiting centers from June
13th to 27th. Reports on the estimatedly sucresults will soon be forthcoming from
the armycessfulcorps.
In Los Angeles, all first-run theatres are
recruiting blood donors for the Red Cross with
two of the larger theatres reporting- over 1000
"enlistees" during the first two weeks.
In addition to these other activities, all theatres in Southern California and Arizona with
the exception of Los Angeles County are devoting their efforts toward the success of the
current "Shangri-La," war stamp campaign.
In Los Angeles county, exhibitors are making
the "Buy A Bomber" campaign the prominent
issue. Both drives are securing a great deal
of newspaper and radio publicity as a result
of the theatres' effort.
Preview for English Royalty
Sight of the Canadian corvette K-225 and
stories of happenings to the doughty little warship at sea so interested Queen Elizabeth of
England when King George and the Queen
inspected the vessel at a United Kingdom port,
that they asked for a palace preview of the
Howard Hawks' picture "Corvette K-225" upon
the film's completion at Universal. The royal
request was sent to Director Richard Rossen.
and studio executives hastened to send word
that aknown
print of
the palace
film willpreview.
be sent for filmdom's
first
royal

een^ entertainment,
Reflecting Soldi
the sincere
fightinges
forces^Cant
for morale-building
Prais
Mailof our
erappreciation
reports from overseas theatres, where American soldiers saw the 33 "global premieres" of "Stage
Door Canteen." are still coming in to headquarters in this country, ail abounding in real enthusiasm
for the star-studded picture.
In one fighting
servicemen
were celebrities
so warmed inbyit the
glimpse
Broadway,
the memorable
canteenarena,
and the
the stage
and screen
that picture's
they flooded
theirof homebound
mail with glowing comment. The postal censor at the undisclosed base reported that forty per cent
of the letters headed back to America, during the period following the showing in 16-millimeter on
mobile equipment, referred to the thrill the boys got in seeing the picture.
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reoria

Employes

Campaign

to

Engaged
^Buy

Activities
of Wartime
In Variety
Paramount home office employes have gone
cards;, scissors, mirrors, tweezers, etc., for
emergency medical kits ; canceled stamps ; worn
"over
the top"
in theirrecently
win-the-war
is
revealed
in a report
preparedeffort,
by theit out electric bulbs, clocks, etc. In this campaign,
Paramount Pep Club for the inforrhation of the
the club has cooperated with all authorized oremployes.
ganizations, and such articles as the American
The report discloses a wide variety of activity
Theatre
Wing is collecting are cleared through
the
Wing.
by the numerous committees under sponsorship
of the club. The defense effort started shortly
Plans are under way for the purchase of a
after the decFaration of war by Britain against
field ambulance to be donated to the AmericanRed Cross Field Ambulance Service.
Germany, when club members formed a group
to prepare surgical dressings, through the
American Red Cross.
Girls Sewing and Knitting
Soon after, the girls started knitting sweaters
and other necessary articles for men in the
The Paramount girls have for more than a
armed forces. A total of 5000 knitting hours
year devoted much time to sewing and knitting
was put in for the American Red Cross
at the Workshop of the American Theatre Wing,
and the British War Relief Society, resulting
through their membership in the Office of Perin 356 completed items.
sonnel Division, and are continuing to do so.
Two blood donor drives were conducted at
Air Raid Precaution Class
the home office, through the American Red
Cross, the first early in February, and the other
Upon Pearl Harbor, an air raid precaution
in May, 1943. Approximately 150 employes parclass was formed, sponsored by the American
ticipated in these drives, the report revealed.
All felt inspired by their visits to the Red
Women's
Voluntary
Services,
and
110
girls
completed the course. A Paramount chapter
Cross and are continuing to donate their blood
of the AWVS was formed, and girls of the individually to the plasma bank. The Long
Sviouras Theatres Corp., were invited to join Island Laboratory and Paramount News joined
the class.
in the blood donor drives. In addition, service
A total of 110 girls received certificates for employes of the Paramount Building, who
training in American Red Cross First Aid.
learned of the drives, volunteered and were
Employes were enrolled in the War Savings
given assistance in registering for the blood
Payroll Allotment Plan.
bank.
Paramount girls started working at the Stage
With the rationing of sugar and coffee, it
Door Canteen, -through their membership in seemed likely that other food shortages might
the Office Personnel Division of the American
occur, and the Pep Club therefore decided to
Theatre Wing.
start a course in nutrition, sponsored by the
American Red Cross, so that Paramount girls
would have the knowledge to cope with such
Send Cigarets to Soldiers
shortages. It was further revealed that this
was the first time that lectures comprising such
A
Servicemen's
Committee
was
formed
to
render service to home office Paramounteers in a course were supplemented by the showing of
the armed forces, who now total 210 men and
motion pictures on the subject. The Red Cross
women. Constant contact is maintained with
has just issued a call to all girls who comthem by various means. Cigarets are sent
pleted this course to join the newly formed
monthly, and packages of candy and cookies
Dietitian's
Aide Corps, which will relieve
are also provided. Letter-writing groups are
dietitians
in hospitals, just as Nurse's Aides
relieve nurses.
formed, and employes are encouraged to maintain a steady flow of correspondence with the
servicemen. Paramounteers on leave are enterSponsored War Loan Drive
tained, given luncheons, etc., and arrangements
are made for tickets to theatres, broadcasts and
In conjunction with the United States Treasother amusements.
ury Department, the Pep Club sponsored a Second War Loan Drive in April among departThe azine.
report
revealed
that
a
servicemen's
magHi, Buddy, giving news of Paramount
ments in the exceeded
Times Square
subscriptions
several zone.
times Employes'
the quota
people in the armed forces and in the company,
set
by
the
Treasury
Department
and were in
and a weekly newspaper. This and That, conaddition to current payroll allotments. Sufficient
sisting of local news, sports, gags and cartoons,
bonds were purchased by employes and the
are sent regularly to all Paramount boys and
company to provide for two heavy bombers, a
girls in the service, and are supplied to all Army
balloon and a glider. The Treasury Departchaplains, morale officers of the Army and
ment, New York War Savings Staff, has
Navy and USO directors. Paramount service
awarded Paramount Pictures, Inc., in behalf of
men are also supplied with stationery kits, games
the company and its New York employes, a
and the like. The Servicemen's Committee also citation
in recognition of having purchased
functions as a clearing house for mail and
sufficient extra war bonds to provide for the
personal matters. Trade papers, through subaircraft.
scriptions obtained by the club, and magazines
The Pep Club is now embarking upon a plan,
and books are sent to the Paramounteers. An
honor roll and service flag are maintained in in cooperation with the United States Employment Service of the War Manpower Commisth? club's recreation room.
sion, whereby those Paramount employes who
Vests for Merchant Marine
wish so to do will spend their vacations working on farms and in canneries to help produce
foods
so vital to the war effort. These patriotic
The Pep Club was designated an Official
Collection Depot for salvage fur by the War
boys
and
tionists. girls are known as the Victory VacaEmergency Board of the Fur Industry. Through
collections of salvage fur, it is estimated that
the crews of six vessels of the United Nations
Records for Bond Purchasers
Merchant Marine have been equipped with furlined vests.
Dick Nelson, "The Freedom Man," and
Other salvage items collected, it was disclosed, hisWhen
Mobile Recording Unit appeared at Cenincluded 50 pounds of nylon and silk stockings,
tury's
Kingsway Theatre in Brooklyn recently,
vast amounts of scrap rubber and metal, 700 purchasers of
war bonds or stamps were entitled
trinkets to be sent to the armed forces in the to make a record
free to be sent to service
South Pacific for barter with the natives, 350 men. Bonds totaling $40,000 were sold. Nelson
books for service men, twine, records, playing is visiting other New York theatres.

Bombe/

Proves

A
Splendid Success
In a report to the War Activities Committee,
Leonard Worley, Peoria, Illinois City Chairman for the WAC, stated that the campaign
to
buy
had gonea bomber
over thecalled
top. the "Spirit of Peoria"
With the final figures still unavailable from
all the 43 issuing agents in the county, a sum
of $300,000 over and above tae Peoria June
quota of $1,200,000 has already been tabulated.
This will mean that a heavy bomber carrying
the name of the county that made it possible,
will soon be christened.
Support of the bomber campaign in Peoria
was excellent. The committee of which Worley
was a part, induced local merchants to devote
many pages of advertising space and the press,
in turn, carried daily reports on the drive.
A large bombing sihow was held at the Peoria
Stadium with the cooperation of the Army,
OCD, Fire Departments, retailers and exhibitors. In addition to many war-time demonstrations and the bombing of a miniature village,
the importance of the "Buy A Bomber Campaign" was stressed.
Exhibitors
also participated in a giant rally
which had as its guest speaker, Sally Rand, and
toward the selling of a block of bond tickets
donated by the Cole Bros, circus toward the
success of the campaign.
Mr. Worley further reports t'nat the "Shangri-La" campaign has been inaugurated with
the same display of effort and cooperation.
Arkansas

Exhibitors

Doing Double
Duty
Arkansas exhibitors are really going to be
kept busy this month doing a double job for
Uncle Sam. Acording to M. S. McCord, War
Activities Committee field chairman for the
State, Arkansas exhibitors have embarked on
for July, the "Shangri-La"
two campaigns
Campaign
and the "Buy A Bond To Buy A
Bomber
Yourother
Namebomber
To War"
drive.
Becauseandof Send
several
campaigns
as well as floods through the Arkansas and
White River Valleys, the "Send Your Name
To War" drive was postponed in Arkansas at
its nation-wide opening on May 27th but, now,
with the elements more auspicious, it will enlist the efforts of the state's theatre men for the
nine-week period ending Labor Day._
Two special supplementary bulletins giving
promotional ideas on both campaigns _ have
been prepared and sent out to all exlhibitors
in the territory by the Arkansas WAC.
Tour

of Ship Sparks

Portland Stamp Drive
Exhibitor-merchant cooperation has restilted
in another cracker jack stunt for the Shangri-La
campaign in Portland, Oregon. M. M. Mesher
of the War Activities Committee reports_ that
all one-dollar s^tamp buyers in the city will be
given a free ticket for an inspection tour of a
newly constructed Liberty Ship docked in _ the
Willamette River. The regular Shangri-La
trailer, which all Portland exhibitors are playannouncement
the Libertycarries
ship tour,
a royalty
a "tacked-on"
ing during theofcampaign
given to stamp-purchasers.
Plans have
also abeen
made by
exhibitors to hold
drawing
at the
the city's
Portland
A^ictory Center later-in the month for all stamp
buyers. The three winners will christen a
Kaiser-built ship at a speciaL ceremony.
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^Action
in _
Atlantic'
. .
.
In Unique Tieup
To Build \^ruiser
Because the U. S. Maritime Commission and
the War Shipping Administration are interested in "Action in the North Atlantic" as a
recruiting stimulant, some excellent patriotic
tieups are being made on the picture. Recruiting
officers, in particular, have been prolific sources
of cooperation with exhibitors.
In Los Angeles, a unique tieup between
Warner Bros, and the May Company resulted
in a "million dollar" display of U. S. naval
war materials, uniforms, decorations, ship models and fighter planes to quicken public interest
in the bond drive to build a cruiser, U. S. S.
Los Angeles.
The mammoth display was arranged at the
request of the U. S.- Treasury and Navy departments through local area heads.
Warners turned over $500,000 worth of material, chief item being a 29-foot practical scale
model of a modern battle cruiser, motorequipped throughout and, except for size, ready
for a fight. Model, which had been on display
at the New York Strand during the run of
"Action," was shipped to the coast under naval
priority.
May Company turned over hundreds of
square feet of valuable store space to the display, which went on view under naval and
treasury department aegis for a full month.
An excellent boost was given "Action" by
the Maritime Commission in its twice-monthly
bulletin to personnel managers attached to Navy
Yards and similar places of activity.
Garson the Reason, No Doubt
A school contest offering guest tickets to
students for best essays on : "Why I'd Like to
See 'Random Harvest' " was a feature of the
film's men
campaign
put over by
Pennsylvania
John Notopoulos,
Penn,
Ambridge,showand
Dorothy Brown, Orpheum, Franklin.

iiAbout . a
novi
Press

Book

REVIEW

i.../
tle
Promotes
Amusement, '
Lit

Reform

p
Not many weeks ago your STR yelled out
loud about what New York and Hollywood
should do about improving the press books.
Some fine ideas were brought out — but there
ain't many changes noticeable yet.
Motion Pictures are made for people to
see! In small towns we resort to weekly
newspapers — window cards — monthly calendars— weekly programs mail list — etc., to
get
the word
to ouruppatrons.
said
anyone
can stick
a one I've
sheetalways
and open
and close the box-office and catch tickets.
But to get PEOPLE IN is another thing.
Generally over the USA business is good,
but today is the day to sell patrons on the
MOVIE HABIT so that when the Allies
finish whipping the pants off the mad dogs
and the box-office booms may be over, then
the door openers and closers and one-sheet
hangers will either have to go to work or
take up some other business.
is: why
can't inthethis
publicity
of Mythe cry
finest
industry
world brains
create
publicity that a small town theatre can use?
The ads are drawn for the big city houses —
half a page size, three columns, two columns,
etc. We small-towners have a limited budget
for
sure ifand
the two
press column
books
had newspapers.
attractive oneI'mcolumn
ads — say, two to four inches deep, you would
see mats used instead of type in small town
papers. Another thing, press books have
beautiful lobby set pieces, displays, etc. We
are advised to "blow up still number so and
so — etc." How in hell can we do that? Sure
it can be done — for $5 to $10 per still. At
that rate a lobby would cost us too much to
even dream of.
This is not a beef (points are too precious).
I'm
think?just wondering what the other fellows
W. S. Samuel,
Milan, Tenn.

Utilizes

How to Fill Those Windows
Effective utilization of empty store windows
sells added tickets. Shown above is the manner
in which Manager Edward May of Schine's
Russell Theatre, Maysville, Ky., stimulated interest in the local showing of "Air Force."

TRADE

Radio

Cooperative

Pases

On

In advance
showing
of elie
"You Were
^Lov
of
ingof atthe
Show
Never Lovelier"
the Centre
Theatre, r'
Chatham, Ontario, Canada, Manager Harland Ranpromoted a cooperative page in the local
DailykinNews.
Across the top of the page was the title in
large scare-head letters and directly beneath
it these lines : "A Musical Comedy Hit Featuring the Lovely Star, Rita Hayworth, with Fred
Astaire. . . . Come to Centre Starting Monday.
Don't Miss It— And Don't Miss the Values
Offered by Chatham Merchants on This Page."
Rankin's Ad the Smallest
Six merchants came through with large and
prominent ads. Rankin's own ad measured
two columns by six inches and was the smallest
— with the exception of one ad on the page.
He didn't need any more space ; the page
tieup told the story. And, oh yes, there was a
news publicity story on the opening of the
Aside from this showmanly promotion, Rankin
picture.
has also succeeded in persuading the newspaper
to establish a weekly amusement page. General
headline across the top of the page urges
patrons to "relax in air-conditioned comfort at
Chatham Theatres." Says a sub-head : "The
Lowest Cost Family Entertainment — Local
Managers Present Splendid Features for Next
Week." Rankin has helped not only himself
munity.
but
also competitive theatres in the same comPlants 125 Tie-in Standees
When "Crime Doctor" opened at the Oriental
Theatre in Chicago, Jules Serkowich, Columbia
exploiteer, tied up with Philip Morris Cigaret
Company, sponsors of the popular radio show,
"Crime Doctor." Result: 125 standees, crediting picture
and radio show, were planted in
strategic
spots.

Outlets

'Canteen'
Exploiting
In
Samatre,
Oilman,
of Loew's
Harrisburg,manager
Pa., made
efTectiveRegent
use ofThehis
local radio outlets for exploiting "Stage Door
Through station WKBO two special periods
Canteen."
were obtained for the transcription, and a stunt
based on "How I Met My Sweetheart at the
Canteen"
gavebest
the letter
attraction
coverage. For the
on the additional
above angle
the
station ofifered guest tickets. Station WIP used
five spot announcements and also gave the
attraction a terrific plug following the USO
program the night before the picture opened.
Special heralds were distributed in all stores,
apartments, and hotels. One hundred window
cards were placed in the best downtown locations and 500 arrows reading "This Way to
Stage
DoorInCanteen"
postedmusic
throughout
the city.
addition were
all local
shops
carried window displays featuring the sheet
music and records of orchestra leaders appearing in the picture.
Personal announcements were made on the
picture's
at camps
in the surrounding
areas
and opening
at the USO
Canteen.

Find a Horse and a Girl
Three days in advance of the showing of 20^h
Century-Fox's
Friend
Flicka Manager
" at theHarold
McDonald Theatre,"My
Eugene,
Oregon,
Wyatt featured a girl on horse as a ballyhoo.
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Neat 'Card Trick' Used by
Usherettes of the Centre/
Humorous Title Combinations
Whenever we close our eyes — even for only
a few fleeting seconds — we can easily imagine
it's September or October. But no, it isn't;
tliere's our calendar, and the month of July.
We look at the morning paper, and it has a
July dateline. All this is not in keeping with
the weather outside, or rather, the _ weather
outside is not in keeping with all this. The
wind — not a warm wnid by any means — ^blows
and howls just outside our window. Combined
with this wind is rain — a driving rain that
beats against your person like a needle-point
shower. (If you have no shower in your bathroom, we're sorry, for at the moment we can
think of no other apt simile.) In any event,
we shall not venture out for long today. We
shall remain here with our typewriter and look
over some of the programs that have been
coming our way during the past few days.
Weather Was Ideal
But before we get down to business : we
hope you enjoyed a profitable Fourth of July.
In our territory, the weather — sometimes cool
and windy, sometimes rainy, seldom warm and
sunny — was ideal for brisk theatre business.
weren't too many outside atthere
We hope tractions
and too much hot weather to lure
the prospective patrons away from your theatre.
And now, let us look at some programs.
Looking over the calendar of the Menlo
Park Theatre, Menlo Park, Calif., and the
Mayfield Theatre, Palo Alto, we find amusement
in combining the titles of some of the doublefeature programs. For instance, there's "Once
Comes Up Love."
Upon a Honeymoon" "ItSweetheart
s" "SomeAnd then there's "Seven
another humorous
Still
You."
where I'll Find
combination is "One Dangerous Night" "For
Me and My Gal." And still even another one :
"Girl Trouble" "Over My Dead Body."
Good Job on Lathrop Program
We don't know who prepares M. _W.
Lathrop's calendar, but it's a good job.
Every attraction is represented by a suitable
advertising cut — not necessarily one-column slug
cuts — but evidently larger cuts reduced in size
and adroitly combined in the spaces representing
the days on which the attractions play.
Last week on this page there appeared a
picture of Jim Owen, genial fishernianager
of Branson, Mo., exhibiting a nice catch _ of
fish. Perhaps the fact that Jim was busy fishing
is the reason we have no personal comments on
the back of the calendar just received from him.
But then, a manager is entitled to a little
relaxation once in a while. And besides, Jim
was also working on that Grantland Rice Sportlight. He did take time out to personally endorse one of his attractions, as follows:
"There have been a lot of clever, cute, funny
and entertaining movies come out of Hollywood,
but here is the tops of the crop— The More the
Merrier,' and I take pride in personally recornmending it to you." Jim's recommendation is
all Bransonians need to get that "let's go to
the Owen" feeling.
Rankin's institutional Card
In addition to the regular program for
Harland Rankin's Centre Theatre up in
Chatham, Ontario, we received a little card,
a sort of calling card. Before revealing its
message, however, we should mention the fact
that last week the Centre celebrated its second
Marking the event was a fullanniversary.

HoUday
Special
Program
ALAN LADD will
I h o c k women
ipeechlew — he
fighting
this his mad
finalin
screen
appear*
once — for the
cturation.

'CHINA"
LOREHA
WIUIAM YOUNO
BENDIX
UPTOWN

^^fcJI B'way at.l70th 51.
Last Program Before Leaving
Before leaving the Uptown Theatre, New York,
Manager G. B. Odium created this attractive and
impressive Fourth of July holiday cover for
that showplace's
Although
out benefit of weekly
color, program.
it still gets
the witheye.
page of cooperative ads, pictures of Rankin and
his asistant, Lila Wright, and a story about
the attractions for the week. And now for
the message on the card :
"It has been my pleasure to serve you on
the second anniversary of the Centre Theatre.
If youthem
haveto any
draw
our complaints,
attention. Itdon't
is ourhesitate
pleasureto
to please you." The card was signed by an
usherette.
We think this gesture fine for not only anniversary week but also for any other time.
One of these cards handed to a patron by a
member of a theatre's service staf? gives the
patron a feeling of importance, makes him feel
that special effort has been extended in his
behalf. Although the copy asks for complaints,
in all likelihood it has just the opposite effect
of making one forget any complaint he might
have had.
Richard Travis, according to a note in
Cinemag, is now a private in the Army Air
Force stationed at a camp in Kearn, Utah.
Travis, as most memibers recall, was formerly
Bill Justice, one of the charter members of the
Program Exchange. He first made a hit on
the screen as the lover of Bette Davis in "The
Man Who Came to Dinner." His last appearances before entering the Army were in "Mission
to Moscow" and "Spy Train." Headline for
the
story Thing
about inTravis
in Cinemag
Hottest
Hollywood
Until was
Draft: "Travis
Cooled
Him Off." We'll look forward to seeing him
on the screen again when the war is over.
Well, that seems to be about all for this week.
But we'll be back again in a few days.
Records Given as Prizes
At the Gladmer Theatre, Lansing, Mich.,
Wallace James planted a letter contest on "Cabin
in the Sky." Prizes : Duke Ellington records.
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Saluted

By

Canadian

Airmen

At

Montreal

Premiere

Number Three Training Command Headquarters (Montreal Area) of the Royal Canadian Air Force paid its respects to the United
States Army Air Corps by saluting the Monatre. treal premiere of "Air Force" at Loew's TheThe crack R.C.A.F. band from No. 5 Manning Depot, under the direction of Sgt. W.
Boyce, arrived ' shortly past eight o'clock in
front of Loew's and there gave a short military
concert through the courtesy of Wing Commander Louis Colinas, officer commanding
Number 5.
The special events department of radio station CFCF carried a "bow-by-bow" description of the opening night audience. The Orientsponsored broadcast originated in the theatre
lobby from 8:15-8:30 p.m., with Russ Dakin
and Frank Starr, well-known sports announcer,
at the microphone. The session carried interviews with H. P. Illsey, commanding officer of
the Air Cadet Squadron No. 1, Westmount;
George G. Walsh, Colonel R. H. Bedell, C. H.
Cheasley and H. B. Pringle, executives respectively of Canadian Car and Foundry Co., Fairchild Aircraft, Noorduyn Aviation and Canadian Vikers.
A human-interest highlight of the air show
was the introduction of two distaff workers in
Montreal aircraft plants whose given names
are coincidentally the same as that of the
heroine of "Air Force." The young ladies were
Mary-Ann Zemancik and Mary-Ann Zinnato.
Miss Zemancik, a Czech by birth with seven
languages at the tip of her tongue, is employed
at Fairchild, while Miss Zinnato is superintendent of the fabric department at the Noorduyn Harvard plant.
A special citation tendered to Warner Bros,
by Commercial Aviation, a trade magazine, was
also presented on the program.

Sweater Drive Tied With 'Moon'
Aids Portland Norwegian Relief
Manager Virgil Faulkner of the Orpheum,
Portland, Ore., ran a most unusual theatre tie-up
during the week of June 6, in connection with
John Steinbeck's "The Moon Is Down," with
joint showing at both Orpheum and Playhouse
theatres of the Evergreen chain.
Through the cooperation of Dr. L. Underdahl,
Portland dentist, and Mr. Emil P. Slovarp, Norwegian vice-consul and head of the Oregon Division of Norwegian Relief, Inc., a big sweater
drive was inaugurated, and many thousands of
used sweaters were turned in by Oregon Norwegians at both of the theatres and at leading
downtos/n stores. Local radio stations also
assisted in the drive, and many thousands of
sweaters and clothes were turned over to the
National Norwegian Committee.
Frank Buck Jungle Club a Hit
With Kids of .Meriden, Conn.
A Frank Buck Jungle Club was formed for
the showing of "Jacare" by J. G. Samartano,
Loew's Poli, Meriden, Conn. The manager had
4 X 4^ in. cards made up which certified that
" — has been accepted as an active member
with rank of Jungle Scout, pledged to the
study
of wild
animal
The and
stuntconservation
was given space
in the
local life."
paper,
with the result that the kids went for it in a big
way,
"Jacare"
and the theater
benefited.
Parentsandliked
the educational
angle, and
it is
said that libraries did a land-office business in
animal books after the showing.
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New

"Wild" Bill Elliott in "Valley Of Vanishing Men"

Stretcher'
Up WallPlayedadvertisement
Two-column
used by the Canova
Theatre, Conover, N. C, highlighted the presence in the cast of Roy Acuff and his Smoky
Mountain Boys appearing in two Republic features, "Grandwas
Ole one
Opry"
and over
"Hi,theNeighbor."
This booking
of five
Colonial
Theatres Circuit, with Acuff being labeled by
Manager G. D. Carpenter as a "wall-stretcher."
Redmond

Goes

All Out

For 'Desert Victory'
"Desert
a wonderful
chance
to JoeVictory"
Redmond, presented
of the Uptown,
Kansas
Cit}', for close cooperation with local war committees, and he made the most of it. .\ special
screening was arranged for the War Production
Board office, war-plant management, and labor
officials. With such backing the way became
clear.
Special posters were prepared and hung in
all local war plants. This tieup drew the attention of Kansas City papers, with resulting reviews and other coverage.
Redmond worked out striking lobby displays
by using front pages of newspapers, both from
Kansas City and elsewhere. Wherever possible
he featured pictures of Gen. Montgomery. He
also placed a double 40x60 lobby display board,
dressed up in the same way, on the curb in
front of the theatre.
A special screening was also held for all British people in Kansas City.
$1500 in Prizes to Winners in
RKO Jitterbug Dance Contest
A mammoth Jitterbug Dance Contest with
$1500 in prizes, and open to all boys and girls
16 years of age or over, took place in RKO
Manhattan, Bronx and Westchester neighborhood theatres Thursday, Fridav and Monday
nights,
9th and
12th,'oneandweek
in RKO
BrooklynJuly
and8th,
Queens
houses
later,
on July 15th, 16th and 19th.
Each theatre will conduct its own contest and
award its share of the $1500 to local winners.
Semi-finals will be held on Thursday and Friday nights and the Grand Finals on the following Monday night in both New York and
Brooklyn.
Coloring Contest, Book Tieup
A coloring contest was planted in the Meriden
Record by Manager J. G. Samartano of the
Loew-Poli Palace, Meriden, Conn., in advance
of Samartano
his showing also
of "The
Human
Comedy."
promoted
a book
tieup with
a local book shop, which ran a cooperative ad
in the Meriden Journal.
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Showmen

Put

Over

.Ml patrons
who wished toDive
sign tlie card were
'Crash
Lou atres,
Brown,
ad Matt
head of
Locw's Bridgeport
Poli The- on
Top
assistedCampaigns
by
Saunders,
required
to purchase war savings stamps and
manager, and Lou Cohen, Hartford manager,
excellent sales resulted. Victorious U. S. submarines returning to port after knocking off
put on a pace-setting campaign for "Crash
enemy ships, carry a broom on their bridge
Dive" in the two Connecticut towns. Highlight
of both campaigns was a war bond tie-up on indicating "clean sweep." Idea is punched up
which the two New England showmen got in the picture and inverted brooms were displayed all over Bridgeport with copy explaining
exceptionally fine cooperation from the New
London Naval base where incidentally, many
the tie-up, all of which grabbed plenty of attention.
of the thrilling underwater and surface scenes
were made.
I-ou Cohen's Hartford campaign, in addition
The Navy supplied two actual torpedoes, to- to getting phenomenal results with the torpedo
[jromotion and other angles, successfully exgether with carriages, one each for Hartford
])loited in Bridgeport, got a splendid newspaper
and Bridgeport. The giant projectiles were
break by inviting the families of sailors serving
lettered respectively "Spirit of Bridgeport" and
in the submarines, to the showing of "Crash
"Spirit
Hartford."
Citizensto were
that eachof person
subscribing
a waradvised
bond
would have the privilege of signing a parchment
One of the local grills featured a "Crash
scroll addressed to the Commander of Submarines, U.S.N. The service men accompanied
Dive Cocktail."
the torpedoes on their tour of the tvvo towns,
and in addition to the parchment, which was
Sherred Uses Neat
displayed for citizens to sign, this poster announced
the
tie-up
:
"Let's
blast
the
Axis
from
Dive."
the Seven Seas. . . . Here is your chance to
take a poke at the Japanazis by buying a torpedo to send to the men who go under the sea
Gags to Sell Films
"I Walked With a Zombie" seems to bring out
in ships!"
The Navy's
wholehearted
tion also included
a manned
jeep, whichcooperatowed
the exploitation gags, both new and old. Rethe torpedoes through the streets of the cities.
cently Carl B. Sherred, of the Manos, Ellwood
City, Pa., played it, and the result was wonderful to behold. Sherred started conservatively
Special 'Society' Preview
with a handbill featuring those white eyes and
Matt Saunders' Bridgeport campaign in addition to the spectacular bond selling drive, in- stretching hands, along with such copy as "She's
cluded aspecial "society" preview for the locally .\live. Yet Dead!" and "Forbidden Voodoo
prominent .\lgonquin Club. Preview included
Secrets
Revealed!"
-A weekSensationally
before playdate
patrons received cards
a dinner for club members and guests and the
idea was to raise funds for war nurses abroad.
patterned after baseball's rain checks — only
Several hundred turned out for the preview and
these were "Faint Checks" which promised
dinner and the result provided over 100 kits for "This return check will entitle you to resume
where you left oi¥ if you faint when you see
the modern "Nightingales."
T
Walked With a Zombie'." Another 3'^x6Supplementing the torpedo bond drive, Sauncard where
featuredyoua puzzle,
"Brain shown
Tester,"in
ders had a giant post-card displayed in the inch
the one
add sixthefigures
lobby. Card was addressed to Tyrone Power
and message congratulated him upon his role squares so they total 21. No prizes, just fun.
Straight Manos Theatre ad on the other side.
in "Crash Dive," his last for the duration, and
To top it off, Sherred dug up a gag which he
wished him luck in his new role as a fighting
said appeared in STR ten years ago — the sealed
Leatherneck. Tyrone has been commissioned
a Second Lieutenant in the U. S. A'larine Corps. envelope. On the outside is this copy : "I dare
you
this card
to your
unopened."
Insideto isgive
a small
withsweetheart
a press book
ad-slug
preceded by : "Let's Hold Hands ! Let's Sit
Closer !" On the other side is a little note that
goes this way: "Dearest: Have been rather
neglectful of late. It's about time I took you
out for a good time. Let's go to the Manos Theatre," etc.
Patrons liked it and, needless to say, engagement was good.
Teasers Make Citizens Think
Burlesque Really Coming Back
Excellent box-office results were attained by
Manager Mort Kresner of the Plaza Theatre.
Stamford, Conn., through the use of teaser ads
in advance of his showing of "Lady of Burlesque." Copy in the ads was as follows: "My!
My ! Burlesque is coming to the Plaza !" "No
Kiddin'
! Burlesque
is coming
Plaza!"
Kresner
had his ads
breaking toin the
all sections
of the local papers for a full week. So effective
was his campaign that, before long, people
actually thought burlesque was coming back.
Pollock Uses Magazine Display
A plaque utilizing various fan magazines was
displayed in the lobby of Loew s Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., by Manager Lester
Pollock to call attention to MGM's "The Human
Comedy.
" Fans were
read the
whatpicture.
their
favorite magazine
had urged
to saytoabout

All on One Record!
A radio transcription in which six well-known
commentators (Major George Fielding Eliot,
Cecil Brown, Frazier Hunt, John B. Kennedy.
Edwin C. Hill and Drew Pearson) endorse
"Mission to Moscow'' has been made available
by Warner Bros, to theatre managers at cost.
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Campaisn

Excites
Kansas
City Citizenry
spots and juke boxes devoted liberal portions
Kansas City citizens assailed through eye and
of their playing time to picture plugging.
ear — besieged by radio, newspaper, billboard,
In the theatre front and lobby treatments,
ballyhoo, sound truck and virtually every other
available avenue of publicity — capitulated and music, sophistication, charm and gaiety were
the keynotes of the campaign. A liberal utilizapaid tribute in record thousands to "Stormy
tion of sign shop talent, plus a lavish use of
Weather" at its world premiere here by simulaccessories
and posters, gave the four theatres
taneous openings at the Uptown, Esquire, Fairway and Lincoln theatres.
a gala air.
Kansas City proved a triumph for old-fashBallyhoo Girl Gets Attention
ioned, hammer and tongs showmanship — dressed
Two outdoor exploitation efTorls in the final
"gimmicks"
of smart, modern
—up inwith
whata variety
would admittedly
have been a diffi- round-up of the Kansas City "Stormy Weather"
brought unusual mention. One was
cult task for any city. Credit for Ivansas City's campaign,
the ingenious use of a ballyhoo girl who paraded
super showing can be distributed to Senn Lawler,
Fox Midwest district manager ; his corps of the busy sections of the city attired in bathing
suit and cellophane raincoat, carrying an umhouse managers who include Joe Redmond (Uptown), Roger Ruddick (Esquire), Nick Sonday
brella labeled with the legend, "I'm waiting for
(Fairway),
John O'Connor
(Lincoln),
and
'Stormy
Weather'."
Tommy
Thompson,
local exploiteer
for 20th
The use
of a neon-lighted, deluxe sound
Century-Fox, of Hal Home's staff.
truck,
which
Weather"
and displayed played
posters"Stormy
from the
picture, tunes
was
Characteristic of Approach
another item.
These two factors while seemingly small in
The ingenuity exercised by these men in
themselves, nevertheless in the over-all camusing the available radio time to sell "Stormy
paign, helped materially in making and keeping
Weather" was characteristic of their approach
on the entire campaign.
Kansas City "Stormy Weather" conscious.
Outstanding radio selling was done over Station WHB in a strip series of six episodes of
music and drama from the picture, livened up
Gruesome Laughs, Green Lights,
by "soap-opera" technique : "Will Corky fall in Help Put Over Horror Bill
love with Selina?", "Will Gabe's friendship
for Corky get him into a lot of trouble " were
you've got a horror show go all out
it.
the kind of questions shot at Kansas City lis- on When
teners at the end of some of the episodes.
That'smounttheTheatre,
advice
of Manager
Volchok, should
ParaPortland,
Ore. Volchok
Six days of this kind of pre-selling made
know,
for
he
enjoyed
a
week
well
above
average
thousands of local citizens enthusiastic "Stormy
Weather" fans.
stream
of spot
angross because of his campaign on "Cat People"
nouncements, anAd the steady
utilization
of free
time and
andAlong
"Quiet,
Murder."
newspaper space through columnists and special
withPlease,
the regular
trailers, ghost voice
broadcasts, kept the city thinking about the
and gruesome laughing trailers were added. Spepicture.
cial "dare you" types of lobby displays were
spotted well in advance and their effect was
Whirlwind Music Cooperation
heightened by the playing of weird music behind the displays themselves. All the lighting
The abundance of popular tunes, and the presence in the cast of such musical favorites as
was green, and you know what that does ! BarLena Horne, Fats Waller, Cab Calloway and
ber shops, book stores, and department stores
cooperated with window displays, while local
others, paved the way for whirlwind music cooperation. Not only were the leading music
radio stations carried announcements day bestore fronts devoted exclusively to selling
fore and day of opening. Newspaper ads were,
of course, completely on the horror angle.
"Stormy Weather" but live orchestras, night

Army Tieup and Display
For the
the engagement
of RKO
Radio's a"Bombardier"
at
Fox Theatre,
St. Louis,
tieup was
made
with
the
Army
for
a
pre-aviation
cadet'sa
recruiting booth in the lobby, along with
display of practice bombs, flares and guns.

^Bombardie/

Tied-in

Recruit Drive
With
Exploitation tieups with Army and Navy have
been frequent of late, but quite possibly the
smoothest cooperative work of this kind yet to
be realized was done for the opening of "Bombardier" at the Stanton, Philadelphia. Irving
Blumberg, Warner theatre ad chief, and Bob
Pryor, RKO exploiteer, teamed up for a tie-in
with the Army Air Corps drive for aviation
cadets.
A huge parade was organized for the morning of the opening. Line of march ended at the
theatre, of course, where 75 new cadets were
sworn in by Army officials, including Brig.
Gen. Joseph E. Devine, Col. Frederick Schoenfeld, and Maj. Henry W. Hume. The induction
program was broadcast over a local radio station, while six Civil Patrol planes dumped
50,000 cutout paper bombs over the route of
the parade. One side of the bomb throwaway
carried a message for aviation cadet recruiting,
while the other carried a plug for the picture.
A 1000-pound block buster was signed by the
75 new cadets, as they received their Air Corps
pins from Gen. Devine.

Experts Predict Date War's End
In 'Appointment in Berlin' Tieup
Seventeen of America's outstanding correspondents and radio news-analysts have been
tied up by Columbia Pictures for predictions
as to the date of the end of the war with Germany, in connection
with theon studio's
publicity
and exploitation
campaign
its forthcoming

In Copy, Illustration, Layout These

Ads

Excel

Carefully designed in copy, illustration and layout to sell each attraction's principal entertainment
highlights and to gain maximum reader interest are the ads above on 20th Century-Fox's "Crash Dive,"
Columbia's "The More the Merrier" and Paramount's "China." They were prepared by the Publicity
Department of Warner Bros. Theatres in Philadelphia under Irving Blumberg for use by circuit's houses.

George Sanders-Marguerite Chapman film, "Appointment inBerlin." The tie-up was conceived
and
the predictions
exploitation
department.obtained by Columbia's
The seventeen forecasts, the first of their
kind to be used as the basis for a motion picture campaign, includes predictions by such
outstanding writers as Walter Duranty, Hendrik
Willem van Loon, Upton Sinclair, Fannie
Hurst, Maurice Hindus, Corey Ford, (Tlark Lee
and John Dos Passos, and are being featured
in a series of newspaper, magazine and trade
ads as well as forming the basis of a potentially
terrific exploitation campaign.
Among the actual quotes obtained are the
following : "I think it would be a reasonably
good gamble to agree to keep an APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN with you by Washington's
Birthday next" — Upton Sinclair. "I will take
even money that the Allies will keep their APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN by Thanksgiving
Day, 1943"—
Hendrik
van Loon. "The
Allies
will keep
theirWillem
APPOINTMENT
IN
BERLIN by October, 1944"— Lowell Thomas.

IRE

m.

MS

Petticoat Larceny
RKO Radio
Comedy-Drama
61 mins.
(Block No. 7)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Amusing
entertainment for the entire family.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should hold its
own on any program.
Cast: Ruth Warrick, Joan Carroll, Walter Reed,
Wally Brown, Tom Kennedy, Jimmy Conlin, Vince
Barnett, Paul Guilfoyle, Grant Withers, Earl Dewey,
Charles Coleman, Cliff Clark. Credits: Directed by
Ben Holmes. Screenplay by Jack Townley and Stuart
Palmer. Director of photography, Frank Redman.
Produced by Bert Gilroy.
Plot: An eleven-year-old radio starlet decides to live in the underworld in order to
collect authentic material for her shows.
She teams up with three characters who believe her story about waiting for her father
to
be
releasedwhom
from they
prison.
kidnapped
by a convict
bringShe's
to her
as her
father, and she goes through quite an ordeal
before she is rescued.
Comment: There is that certain something
which pervades pictures about children that
carries an appeal to almost any audience.
This one is like that. It has a nice story with
lots of good comedy and enough of that
appeal to make its mark on any program.
Little 11-year-old Joan Carrol is the youngster around whom the story revolves and
she is swell in the part, while among the
supporting players are such seasoned laughmakers as Tom Kennedy, Vince Barnett and
Jimmy Conlin, with Kennedy a standout in
the part of the underworld character who befriends Joan. In other roles, but with little
chance to display their ability, are Ruth
Warrick, Walter Reed and Wally Brown.
Ben Holmes has handled the story with
understanding and through his direction has
turned the picture into an amusing bit of
entertainment for the entire family. Radio
tieups are a natural, while arrangements for
the display of stills from the picture should
be made with Junior Girls Shops. Cooperative ads with grocery stores would attract
plenty of attention.

Behind Tlie Rising Sun
Radio
Drama
88 mins.
(Block No. 7)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Well directed and acted, this drama, based on true
and authenticated incidents, emerges as convincing, impressive and entertaining screen
fare.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Though pointed
to
a public
reportedly
satiated
withbuildup,
"war"
films,
it should,
with smart
advance
carve out a successful box-office career.
Cast: Margo. Tom Neal, J. Carrol Naish. Robert
Ryan. Gloria Holden, Don Douglas. George Givot,
Adeline DeWalt Reynolds, Leonard Strong, Iris Wong,
Wolfgang Zilzer. Shirley Lew, Benson Feng, Lee Tung
Foo. Mike Mazurki. Credits: Directed by Edward
Dmytryk. Original screenplay by Emmet Lavery.
Based on the book by James R. Young. Director of
photography, Russell Metty. Special effects by Vernon
L. Walker.Music
Art by
direction,
Albert S.Musical
D'Agostino,
Herman.
Roy Webb.
direction,AI
C. Bakaleinikoff.
Plot: Returning to Japan in 1936 with an
engineering degree from Cornell, Taro Seki
(Tom Neal) seeks to join his American
friend, Clancy O'Hara (Don Douglas) in
building new construction projects to help
Japan. But Taro's father (J. Carrol Naish),
RKO

Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending July 17th)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Hers to Hold
Silver Spurs
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Appointment In Berlin So Proudly We Hail
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
Constant Nymph

having seen
the last ofbyJapan's
great liberal
leaders
assassinated
the Army,
urges
his son to go along with the new order or
be crushed. Taro falls in live with Tama
Shimomura (Margo), O'Hara's pretty secretary;
but Taro's
draftmarriage.
into the Army
gineers
prevents their
When enhe
returns some months later from the front,
Taro, now a major, turns on those who were
formerly his friends. At word of the attack
on Pearl Harbor, he leaves to join his regiment.a O'Hara,
along with foreign
newspapermen and
newspaperwoman
(Gloria
Holden)
are arrested as spies. On the eve of their
scheduled execution, American bombers raid
Tokyo and during the excitement Taro's
father smuggles O'Hara and Gloria to a
Portuguese ship, while Tama elects to stay
behind so she can help her country after
the war. Taro is shot down by an American plane. With nothing to live for, and
embittered
over his son's ruin, Taro's father
commits hara-kiri.
Comment: Had this picture been made
several months ago, say not long after Pearl
Harbor, there would have been no question
concerning its public acceptance. Even now,
when the moviegoing public is reportedly
satiated with war themes, there is yet hope
that "Behind the Rising Sun" will attain
the full measure of box-office success it deserves. It is just as timely now as it would
have been several months ago, and moreover,
its intelligent production treatment, not to
mention its insight into the Japanese dream
of world conquest and the cruelty and barof Nippon's
military the
leaders,
serves
make barity
more
preposterous
crude
melo-to
dramas that sought to capitalize on the Pearl
Harbor attack. Based on the book by James
R. Young, himself a former American correspondent in Tokyo, the picture has been
expertly contrived and directed, and performed in an admirable manner by a capable,
if not too distinguished, cast. True enough,
there are moments when typical melodrama
intrudes on the wise and common-sense
treatment of the theme; but on the whole,
those moments are few, and the picture, for
the most part, is convincing and impressive.
Highly commendable performances are contributed by Tom Neal, Margo, J. Carrol
Naish, Gloria Holden, Don Douglas and
George Givot. Director Edward Dmytryk
undoubtedly deserves most of the credit for
the film's fine production and acting values.
Given an advance buildup somewhat along
the lines of that created for "Hitler's Children," which, incidentally, Mr. Dmytryk also
directed, "Behind the Rising Sun" may well
enjoy as successful a box-ofifice career. It is
to be hoped that the current public trend
toward "escapist" films will not interfere too
greatly with this deserved procedure.

Hers To Hold
Universal
Comedy with Music
94 mins.
(Nat'l Release, July 16)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) This is
the Deanna your patrons want. Picture has
all the elements to satisfy Mr. and Mrs.
Movie Fan and their children.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Besides Durbin
and Cotten you have enough selling material
to help round out a corking campaign. Should
register extremely well at the box-office in
every situation.
Cast: Deanna Durbin, Joseph Cotten, Charles Winninger, Nella Walker, Gus Schilling. Ludwig Stossel,
Irving Bacon, Nydia Westman. Credits: Producer,
Felix Jackson. Director, Frank Ryan. Photography,
Woody Bredell.
Plot: Deanna, as a wealthy debutante, falls
in love with Cotten, a Flying Tiger back
from China to get a commission in the U. S.
Air Force. She gets a job in an aircraft
plant where her hero is developing an invention, and soon Cotten becomes almost a
member of the family. They both see one of
the girls at the plant hurt when she faints
upon hearing her husband has been killed in
air action. Because of this, and the fact that
Deanna's father attempts to get a deferment
for his prospective son-in-law, Cotten allows
a misunderstanding to keep them apart. But
when Cotten receives his wings and is about
to depart the two reaffirm their love.
Comment: Here is the Deanna Durbin that
originally won her way into the hearts of
millions of movie fans. Charming, talented,
and most pleasant on the eyes and ears, she
carries off her role in typical, satisfying manner. The cut-backs
"her has
first definitely
pictures serve
to emphasize
that toshe
improved with the years. Whoever thought
up that gag really hit on something, because
many people harbored the idea that she was
cuter, prettier, and a better singer in her
earliest efforts. The cut-backs dispel any
such ideas . . . but in spades. Sell her and
Cotten strong, they both merit it. Story
uses her singing, but aside from "Let's Say A
PrayertureFor
Boys entertainment
Over There," the
piccarriesthe
enough
so that
her few numbers merely enhance a good
picture. The Army flyer angle, the airplane
factory, the "I'll always wait for you" slant;
the guyothers
who will
playskeynote
"hard-to-get"; these and
many
your selling campaign. Bijt regardless of the way you plan
to sell this picture when it comes to your
theatre, settle your mind on one thing: it
is swell entertainment and will send your
patrons home completely satisfied that they
have been well-entertained.

Danger! Women At Worl(
P.R.C.
Comedy
60 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A screwball comedy for anyone looking for a laugh.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Okay for the
market for which it was intended.
Cast: Patsy Kelly, Mary Brian, Isabel Jewell,
Wanda McKay, Betty Compson, Cobina Wright, Sr.,
Allan Byron, Warren
Hymer,
Barnett. Michaei
Kirk. Credits: Directed by SamVinceNewfield.
Story by
Gertrude Walker and Edgar G.
Ulmer. Screenplay by
Martin Mooney. Director of photography. Ira Morgan.
Associate
Producer, Harry D. Edwards." Produced by
Jack
Schwarz.
Plot: Patsy Kelly inherits a house and a
ten-ton truck. She goes into the trucking
business with her two gal friends and her
first job is to move gambling paraphernalia
to Las Vegas. On that trip many queer and
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exciting things happen. They are arrested
and tried and when released their boy friends
come for them and there is a triple wedding
ceremony in the court room.
Comment: A comedy that will pay off in
laughs and serve its purpose on any bill
needing a light feature. There is clever gagging and dialogue in an obvious farce that
goes kiddingly on its sixty-minute way. The
story realizes its purpose without once getting sidetracked into serious drama or declamation. Even the romantic angle is handled
with humor. Patsy Kelly is at her best in
an irrepressible comedy role. Mary Brian
and
as her mood
partne'rs,
tempoIsabel
with Jewell,
the laughing
withkeep
whichin
she plays her part to make it a field day for
women kidders. Production by Jack Schwarz
shows a talent for values, both in story, casting and sets. For street ballyhoo, have a
truck travel around town and pick up some
free customers for the show, if they are at
a designated spot when the truck passes by.
Short-clad girl who hands out heralds and
stands near panel which carries copy of theatre attraction, could also thumb a ride.
Prairie Ciiiclcens
United Artists Farce

47 mins.

(Nat'l Release, May 21)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Familiar
material for slapstick antics, but timed expertly, itwill have audiences laughing plenty.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Arty folk will
disparage it, but it will draw as a complete
relief from heavier fare.
Cast: Jimmy Rogers, Noah Beery, Jr., Jack Norton,
Joe
Sawyer,
Marjorie
Woodworth,
RosemaryDudley
LaPlanche,
Raymond
Hatton.
Frank Faylen,
Diekerson. Marga Ann Deighton. Credits: Directed
by Hal Roach, Jr. Produced by Fred Guiol. Story by
Donald Hough. Screenplay by Arnold Belgard and
Earle Snell.
Plot: Rogers and Beery, a couple of cowboys on the loose, come into adventure when
Beery is mistaken for the millionaire owner
of a ranch. The foreman and hands at the
ranch have cheated the owner in every way
possible. Through the combined efforts of
the cowboys and the eccentric owner the bad
men are roped and tied and the ranch saved.
Comment: The trick Ford that falls apart,
the wild ride, mistaken identity, the spooky
house, burlesque ghosts, school girls running about in negligee, the comedy rich man
— they're all here. Audiences are likely to
say the picture is silly and feel a little superior while saying it, but just the same they
will have laughed. Fact is, the old stuff has
been directed by Roach, Jr. so that the gags
really come off. An excellent number to
relieve a program stacked too much on the
heavy side. Close your ears to the sniffers
and don't be afraid of it.
For Whom The Bell Tolls
(Technicolor)
Paramount Drama
168 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) The dynamic force of spectacular production values
plus the pulsing love scenes and potent suspense of its climatic situations make the
viewing of this episodic narrative of love
and adventure against a background of civil
war an extraordinary experience in the theatre.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A sold-in-advance "road show" in every sense.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Ingrid Bergman, Akim Tamiroff,
Arturo de Cordova, Vladimir Sokoloff, Mikhail Rasumny, Fortunio Bonanova, Eric Feldary, Victor Varconi, Katina Paxinou, Joseph Calleia. Lilo Yarson,
Alexander Granach, Adia Kuznetzoff, Leonid SnegofF,
Leo Bulgakov, Duncan Renaldo, George Coulouris,
Frank Puglia, and others. Credits: Produced and direpted by Sam Wood. B. G. DeSylva, executive producer. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. From the novel
by Ernest Hemingway. Production designed by William Cameron Menzies. Music score by Victor Young.
Director of photography. Ray Rennalian. Technicolor
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director,
NatalieDouglas.
Kalmus, Art direction by Hans Dreier
and
Haldane
Plot: Robert Jordan, Montana-born, gives
up scliool-teaching to join the Republican
forces in the civil war in Spain. His particular mission is the dangerous job of
blowing: up bridges, and the climax of his
career is assignment to destroy a bridge over
a high mountain gorge. Making his way
there witli an old man, Jordan meets an
anti-Nationalist group whom he finds sympathetic to his proposal that they aid him.
Living with this band of gypsy people is a
young girl whose parents had l)een killed
and she mistreated by Nationalists before
her escape. Her love for Jordan further
arouses Pal)lo, leader of tlie group who has
decided, since he has acquired property in the
form of several horses, that he wishes nothing
more to do with the war against the Nationalists. Jordan's
mission with
callsanforattack
him tobyblow
the bridge
in timing
the
Republican forces, but he obtains information that the enemy is apprised of the coining
attack and sends a messenger to the general
advising that the attack be delayed. This
message arrives too late and at the appointed time Jordan and his aides accomplish their mission, but in an attempted
escape the American is injured. He prevails
upon Maria and the others to continue on,
leaving him to kill as many of the enemy
as he can with his machine-gun before he
is himself killed or made captive
Comment: A triumph for modern motion
picture craftsmanship, as well as for the
inherent eloquence of the screen as a storytelling medium, this film translation of
Ernest
Hemingway's
book dealingranks
with asthea
civil war in Spain undoubtedly
thoroughgoing
example ofof itsa production
"road show."so
The
whole background
emphatically emphasizes the picture's outstanding quality — its pre-sold draw for the
public — that there is no need to ponder the
immediate future of "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" as a box-office
entertainment
this mostattraction.
elaborate Asof popular
motion
picture production efforts will succeed primarily because of the sheer power of the
production resources (technical as well as
directorial and acting) which were poured
into it with such lavish energy and purpose.
The picture is panoramic in scope — because
here the spectacle of majestic scenery more
often than not transcends the story itself
in dramatic force. That is not so, however,
with respect to the individual characters.
These, as written by an author of surpassing
talent and skill in characterization, and
played by actors whose selection for the
parts showed a genius for casting no less
impressive than the extraordinary portrayals
accomplished bv each and every player in
a large cast. Ingrid Bergman is certain to
become one of the most-talked-of feminine
stars of the theatre for her playing of the
role of Maria, who as personified by Miss
Bergman for the Technicolor cameras is
probably the prettiest woman a hero of play,
novel or poem might encounter in distant or
NOTICE
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW does NOT employ subscription solicitors or circulation iield
representatives. Persons paying money to solicitors ior subscriptions or renewals of subscriptions
for this magazine do so at their own risk and the
publication will not be liable therefor.
All subscription or renewal orders must be
placed direct with the publication. Address all
such orders to:
Circulation Dept.
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
1501 Broadway
New York 18. N. Y.
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near lands. Gary Cooper is, as he was expected to be, outstandingly in command as
Robert Jordan. The love scenes of these
two are warm and fleshy and robust to a
liigh degree. Katina Paxinou, newcomer to
tlie screen from the stage, is tremendously
vital, real and striking as the domineering
Pilar. Akim Tamiroff as the disheveled,
confused and confusing Pablo is one of the
most rugged "heavies" ever seen on a screen.
Tliere are grand performances by Arturo de
Cordova, Vladimir Sokoloff, Joseph Calleia.
Fortunio Bonanova, but no more grand or
availing than those by a great number of
others — Mikhail Rasumny, Victor Varconi,
Alexander Granach and many more. There
had been rumors that political views expres ed in the Hemingway novel might cause
some official as well as individual factional
frowning-upon of "For Whom the Bell
Tolls." For that reason alone, it is a reportable item that nothing in the story or the
dialogue as conveyed from the screen is
provocative of political or factional dispute
or discussion. This is the story of an American taking his place on the side of the
Republican forces in the late civil war in
Spain for an ideal. He is, aside from this
very lightly implanted motivation in the
screen
script,
the typical
"soldier of fortune''
of
fiction
popular
for generations.
He is
brave, careless of his own life and safety. In
the course of his experiences (for they are
the essence of this story) he encounters people of crude habits and stout hearts, people
more primitively but no less firmly inspired
by the same ideal as actuates himself — and
he encounters love personified in a woman
who has suffered at the hands of the enemy
he has made his own but whose beauty of
face and figure reflects the transporting loveliness of the eternal feminine. The length of
the picture places a great strain upon the
resources of any story, no matter how robust.
This story withstands such rigors as successfully as it does by reason of the dramatic suspense of its individual episodes.
That means, of course, that there is definite
contrast between the mood, appeal and dracontent climax
betweenshowing
one "sequence"
and
another.maticThe
the attempted
escape of Jordan and his companions, after
blowing the bridge, is one of excitement.
The final fadeout, with the American facing
certain death as he deals out destruction to
a band of the enemy coming at him in his
machine-gun position in the gorge, after he
has sent Maria and the others away to safety,
is heroic, not depressing as would be a mere
"unhappy
ending"
to a lyric
picture.
Thereandis
heroism and
brutality,
romance
vicious inhumanity shown herein. Its characters, however, are people you live with as
you watch this vivid and colorful spectacle
unfold.
Tile Faicon In Danger
RKO Radio
Mystery 69 mins.
(Block No. 7)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) General
audiences
should find this new "Falcon" entry
to their tastes.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Its box-office rating should hover close to past "Falcon"
figures.
Cast: Tom Conway, Jean Brooks. Elaine Shepard,
Amelita Ward. Cliff Clark. Ed Gargan, Clarence Kolb.
Feli.x Basch. Richard Davies. Richard Martin. Erford
Gage, Eddie Dunn. Credits: Produced by JIaurice
Geraghty. Directed by William Clemens. Screenplay
by Fred Niblo, Jr., and Craig Rice. Based upon the
character created by Michael Arlen. Director of
photography, Frank Redman. Art direction. Albert
S.
Music by Roy
Webb.D'Agostino,
Musical Walter
direction.E. C.Keller.
Bakaleinikoff.
Plot: A millionaire manufacturer and his
secretary, who was carrying a fortune in
securities, are missing when an airliner arrives at its destination. Later the millionaire
suddenly returns, claims mysterious bandits
who were aboard the plane took the securities.
(Continued on Page 24)
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Unusual Occupations
(Good)
Paramount (L2-5)
10 mins.
JaiU' Bowman of Amarillo, Texas, demonstrates how she trains horses for high diving
stunts, ending with a 50-foot leap. W. Porter
Ware, of Sewanee, Tenn., displays more than
five hundred shaving mugs, the result of a hobby
of 12 years. Percy Viosca, Louisiana biologist,
shows how he utilizes the scales of the heretofore useless A'lississippi gar fish, to make jewelry and artificial flowers, the scales being so
hard they resemble ivory when dried. Uncle
Sam'sdiving.
sailors Here
then are
for deep-a
sea
they seen
are training
taken through
course of slow acclimatization to air pressures,
their first underwater work in a tank, and finally
the real thing, including the boarding of a
sunken Nazi sub. In color, this short is consistently interesting.
(Silly)

At the Cage Door Canteen
Paramount (Y2-4) Speaking of Animals
9 mins.
Making birds speak and animating their bills
correspondingly is a good camera trick, but
repetition and poor dialogue can kill even this
golden goose. The present release is an attempt
to offer a sort of animal cabaret, featured by
a polar bear who obviously knows his music.
With a cockerel as M.C., the participants include several kinds of birds — among them eagles
and vultures — desert Kangaroo squirrels, camels,
elephants, and storks. The star act is a sister
trio who do a number in true Andrews style —
the sisters are penguins. This short is purely
a novelty, good for the kids, but the elders will
shrug it aside if they have seen the trick before.
The Truck That Flew
(Charming)
Paramount (U2-6) Madcap Models
8 mins.
Pleasing to the eye in extra bright Technicolor, this little fantasy tells the story of a boy
who lins
spurns
his mother's
story
of goband fairies
in favor bedtime
of trucks,
trains
and
modern miracles. When he falls asleep he
. . NEWSREEL
(Released Saturday, July 17)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 90) — Allies invade Sicily:
Gen. Giraud visits tomb of Unknown Soldier at Arlington; Waves and woman Marines leave Hunter College
for advanced training; Army nurses train for actual
combat conditions; Lew Lehr and clever Australian
police dog; Hagg sets new world mark at race in
Los Angeles; Diving champion.
NEW^S OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 288) -Invasion
of Sicily; McNutt urges men and women to "stay on
the
Giraud and De Gaulle pledge Frencfi to
fight job..'
to victory.
PARAMOUNT
(No. 93) Waves
-Hagg leave
sets new
worldCollege
mark
at
race in Los Angeles;
Hunter
for advanced training; Army nurses train for actual
combat conditions; Gen. Giraud visits tomb of Unknown Soldier at Arlington; Invasion of Sicily.
PATHE (Vol. 14. No. 93) — Gen. Giraud visits tomb
of Unknown Soldier at Arlington; Allies rehearse
for invasion of Sicily; King George visits Allied
leaders;
First isfilms
Navy'sweapon;
secret radar
Mobile gun
new of army
Hagg laboratory;
sets new
world mark at race in Los Angeles.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 206) — Allies invade Sicily;
Self-propelled artillery demonstrated ; Blind war worker
in Newark, N. J. ; Gen. Giraud visits tomb of Unknown Soldier at Arlington; Hagg sets new world
mark at race in Los Angeles.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 38) —
Youngsters aid armed forces; New service center
opens ductinbeauty
Chicago;
"U" graduate.
plans; Soldiers concontest;Virginia
Bluejackets
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dreams his bed has become a big, red truck
which takes . him from his house on a trip
through the sky, touching on by-points such as
Saturn. Finally the bed-truck circles slowly
around
the dissolving
boy's house,
entersbed,
his asroom,
once more
intoanda plain
the
mother looks in and thinks her son is probably
dreaming of the old-fashioned fancies of her
own childhood. This Puppetoon has beauty,
expert handling, and good running talk to commend it. If you want a fill-in to give your audience a rest from stark action, tragedy, and
boogie woogie, here it is. Those who like the
nicer things will also appreciate the excellent
writing in the narrative and the competent work
of the actress reading it.
Screen Snapshots No. 10
(Good)
Columbia (4860) Series 22
10 mins.
Mischa Auer is the master of ceremonies in
this one, playing twin brothers talking over
the phone. In it appear Ginny Simms, Jean
Parker, Mrs. Al Hall, Una O'Connor, Rosita
Moreno, and Bill Thompson, the "Mr. Whimpie" of radio. Flashes of the filmites in local
war work, at Giro's, and of Gracie Fields entertaining soldier week-end guests with a
song offer a pleasing round of personalities.
No. 10 keeps up the satisfactory average of
this series, and after all, your fans know these
people.
The Fly in the Ointment
(Below Average)
Columbia — Phantasy Cartoon 7 mins.
The familiar story of the spider and the fly
is here in reverse, with the fly worsting all the
lures of the spider and catching him in his own
web. Two bats open the subject by wondering
whether all spook pictures have to start
this way. and end it by wondering whether
they all have to end this way. The spook
angle does not belong, for outside of some
weird-looking art work the film is not spooky.
It might slightly scare very young children,
but
if you don't show it for them you have no
audience.
SYNOPSES
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{ Released Wednesday, July 14 )
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 89)— Battle for Munda;
Action in Pantelleria ; Trans-atlantic freight glider;
Gen. Giraud in U. S. ; Netherlands princess baptized at
Ottawa; Whirlaway goes into stud; Captured German
films show only Nazi victories.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 287)— Navy
bombards Japanese to open new drive; How Americans
took Nipponese bases; Axis bombings fail in finale
at Pantelleria ; Roosevelt welcomes Giraud here for war
conferences; Red Skelton tours training camps to
entertain service men; Glider spans Atlantic; Netherlands princess baptized at Ottawa.
PARAMOUNT (No, 92) Axis raid on Pantelleria
fails; Gen. Giraud arrives in Washington to confer
with President; Netherlands princess baptized at Ottawa; How Allied amphibian forces began drive on New
Georgia Island; Night bombardment smashes Japaneseheld islands; Bob Hope arrives in London on USO
tour.
PATHE (Vol. 14. No. 92) Giraud visits President
Roosevelt; Trans-atlantic freight glider; Netherland;
princess baptized in Ottawa ; Whalers get meat from
the sea; Navy blasts New Georgia Island.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16. No. 205) — Giant Pacific push
under way: Trans-atlantic freight glider; Gen. Giraud
arrives in Washington to confer with President; Axis
bombs Pantelleria ; Whirlaway goes into stud ; Fort
Riley cavalrymen have rodeo.

He Can't Make It Stick
rGood;
Columbia (4510) Color Rhapsody
7 mins.
This little story by Milt Gross and Stephen
Longstreet is a fantastic satire on Hitler in
which the paper-hanger woos and wins a .(German hausfrau. Then he produces a wallpaper
that features the swastika and tells his wife
and children that he will cover everything with
it, and finally the world itself. The trouble
is he can't make a paste that will make the
wallpaper stick. Therein lies the satire. In
some moments of Hitler's jerky action Dave
Fleischer's animation is remarkably good, getting the speed and nervousness without making
it impossible for the eye to follow. This is
lively and good for some real laughs from all
types of patrons.
Where Cactus Grows

(Good)

Paramount (R2-9) Grantland Rice Sportlight
The southwestern desert country is 9^
the locale
mins.
of this Sportlight, with Arizona for the background. The Saguro National Cactus Forest
provides the uninitiated with a real idea of
these native plants, and shots of gila monsters,
side-wheeling rattlers, horned toads, and desert
mice add the animal atmosphere. The mood
goes modern here, and a swimming pool set in
the desert makes a novel location for bathing
beauties. Another sequence depicts soldier
training for desert war, and the finale is a game
of cowboy polo played with the chella cactus for
a ball. All in all, the film gives a good impression of this country, and while slower than some
recent Sportlights, it stacks up as high class
fare.
A Revival of Moments of Charm (Tops)
Paramount (A2-9) Headliner
10^ mins.
Phil Spitalny and his all-girl orchestra of 30
here the
present
whatlives
theyup call
a "charm
revue,"is
and
offering
to its
claim. This
all sweet music and makes no pretense of being
anything
else; jiveBecause
doesn't ite.xist
maestro
and his players.
can beforsotheaccurately
placed, and because it is superlatively well done,
this revue stacks high as a light episode that
can be used as relief in a heavy program without
destroying the mood with clashing boogiewoogie. Spitalny and the girls do four numbers :
Toy Trumpet, The Bee, Ave Maria, and Begin
the Beguine. Well set and photographed, the
players appear charming and do their stuff
ivithout conscious mugging. This can be safely
played, and brought back for revival later, for
the music will not age.
The Hungry Goat

(Fair)

Paramount (E2-9) Popeye Cartoon
7 mins.
Popeye is hardly more than a bit player here,
the star being Billy da Kid, otherwise the goat.
Because of the scrap metal drive the goat faces
starvation — until he comes upon a warship. He
begins by eating Popeye's water pail, whereupon
lie
the sailor
like and
nobody's
Theslams
admiral
goes toaround
a movie
sees thebusiness.
action
happening, and when the guns and turrets of the
ship begin to look like Swiss cheese he rushes
back to his command, whereupon the goat escapes by joining the audience himself. The
trouble with Popeye — and the picture — is that
there is no spinach. Folks will like the goat
but feel disappointed at Popeye's meagre footage.
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The Falcon In Danger
(Continued from Fai/c 21)
forced him to don a parachute and l^ail out.
The Falcon, "in" on the case, searches the
missing secretary's
the that
securities. At the sameapartment,
time, wordfinds
comes
the
secretary's
has hebeen
found.
The
Falcon
gets the body
evidence
needs
to charge
the millionaire with murder.
Comment: A little too complicated at times
yet with enough intrigue and mystery to
hold one's
interest
this is
another pleasing
storythroughout,
in the Falcon
series.
With the arrival of an empty airliner to
establish the right mood in the openingscenes, the plot is inclined to bog down a
little here and there, but not enough to occasion audience boredom. The usual Falcon
accoutrements are present: the wise-cracking
police detective and his dumb lieutenant:
the Falcon's
and
attractive,weakness
even to for
the anything
extent offeminine
getting
himself involved, in this instance, with a
baby-faced,
"honey-child"
Southern
tings and production
treatment
are girl.
first Setrate
and performances are, on the whole, satisfactory. General audiences, and especially
those who have been following this series,
should find "The Falcon in Danger" to their
tastes. Its box-office rating should hover
close to past "Falcon'' figures.

The ComedySky's With-Music
The Limit 89 mins.
RKO Radio
(Block No. 7)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A sophisticated comedy with Fred Astaire dancing,
that the entire family can enjoy.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should be a popoffices.ular attraction at most of the nation's boxCast: Fred Astaire. Joan Leslie, Robert Rencliley,
Robert Ryan, Elizabeth Patterson, Marjorie Gateson,
Fredd'e Slack and His Orchestra and others. Credits:
Directed by Edward H. Griffith. Original screenplay
by Frank Fenton and Lynn Root. Director of photography. Russell Metty. Musical director, Leigh
Harline. Produced by David Hempstead.
Plot: A Flying Tiger home on leave and
bored with parades, etc., leaves his two pals
and disappears incognito. He meets a young
lady, photographer for a picture magazine,
who because of his persistent attentions, becomes interested and arranges for him to
work in an aircraft factory. He walks out
on her when he realizes that they've fallen
in love, but she finds him leaving on an Australia-bound bomber and promises to wait.
Comment: This sophisticated comedy is
one of tliose light, breezy farces that Fred
Astaire handles so well; so that with his
dancing numbers and the addition of the
refreshingly lovely Joan Leslie as his partner, it looks like it will be a popular attraction at most of the nation's box-offices.
Astaire in his role of the Flying Tiger is in
top form and his two dancing numbers with
Miss Leslie should be well received by his
host of fans. There is also a solo done by
him in an inebriated mood, which is one of
the bestJoan
thingsLeslie
he's ever
ofTered.
picturein
brings
up quite
a fewTherungs
her career and puts her among the tops for
other roles of this nature. Robert Benchley,
as a publisher, gives an hysteria-inducing performance with an after-dinner speech that
wows everybody. The story is not overly
convincing as such, and there are quite a
few slow spots. The direction of Edward H.
Griffith shows the subtle hand of delicate
irony. Production values by David Hempstead are of outstanding worth and show
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careful thought and experienced handling".
Have photographers go about town with
blank cameras and after shooting pictures
of passers-by, hand out heralds or cards announcing the showing of the picture. The
few taken should be displayed in the lobby.
Astaire on the marciuee and stills of both
he and Miss Leslie in dress shops and
dancing studios will attract attention. Defense and national organizations should display pictures of him in uniform.

Mexican
Spitfire's
Blessed 63Event
RKO
Radio
Comedy
mins.
( Block No. 7)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Adheres
pretty much to the Mexican Spitfire formula,
with Leon Errol's comedy characterization
standing out. Suitable, lightweight entertainment.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: About average
for this series.
Cast: Lupe Velez. Leon Errol, Walter Reed, Elisal)eth Risdon. Lydia Bilbrook, Hugh Beaumont, Aileen
Carlyle, Alan Carney. Marietta Canty, Ruth Lee.
Wally Brown. Credits: Produced by Bert Gilroy. Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Screenplay by Charles
E. Roberts and Dane Lussier. Story by Charles E.
Roberts. Director of photography. Jack Mackenzie.
Art
direction,
AlbertC. S.Bakaleinikofif.
D'Agostino, Walter E. Keller.
Musical
direction,
Plot: Walter Reed, husband of Lupe Velez,
tries to get contract.
Leon Errol's
to an
advertising
Whensignature
Lupe advises
Walter of a blessed event, meaning her pet
ocelot, Dennis interprets the message to
mean that Lupe is a mother. Errol refuses
to signon until
sees many
"the little
fellow." From
then
tiierehe are
complications,
but
tlie matter is finally straightened out.
Comment: This new Mexican Spitfire adheres [M-etty much to formula: complications,
mixed identities, etc. But thanks to Leon
Errol, whose Lord Epping should be a screen
institution by this time, it all adds up to
chucklesome, sometimes laugh - provoking,
lightweight characterization,
entertainment. Without
delightful
the film Errol's
would
lose much of its audience value. As it stands,
"Mexican
Spitfire's
BlessedandEvent''
will afford suitable
enjoyment
relaxation
to
most moviegoers, ofifset nicely a dramatic
companion feature.
Frontier Fury
Columbia Western

52 mins.

(Nat'l Release, June 24)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A fast
and furious western that is just what the
western fans like.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Change of formula and fine direction makes it suitable for
top billing wherever westerns are popular.
Cast: Charles Starrett, Arthur Hunnicutt, Jimmy
Davis. Johnny Bond. Cat Shrum, Art Wenzel, Wesley
Tuttle, Clancy Cooper, Edmund Cobb, Stan Jolley,
Bruce Bennett. Stanley Brown anl others. Credits:
Directed by William Berke. Story and screenplay by
Betty Burbridge. Director of photography, Benjamin
Kline. Produced by Jack Fier.
Plot: Charles Starrett loses his job with
the government when a shipment of Indian
gold
stolen
son theis
killed.is He
goesandouttheon Indian
his ownChief's
to find
bandits and through a mark exposed on one
of
holdup
the his
trailmenof
the the
stolen
coins,men's
he isarms
able and
to get
and bring them to justice.
Comment: By a change in story formula
and the careful direction of William Berke,
this routine western turns out to be strong
enough to head the bill wherever action pic-
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tures are popular. It has plenty of fast and
furious movement, in spite of the fact that
this time Starrett, instead of being a Royal
Northwest Mounted policeman, becomes an
Indian agent. Through his wanderings in
search of the bandits, there is enough fisticufifs, etc., to satisfy his many followers and
the other avid western addicts. Without bogging down too much the pace of the picture,
Jimmy Davis and his Singing IBuckaroos are
in for some excellent prairie music. The
feminine role is played by Roma Aldrich and
she does alright with her part, and the villainy is perfect enough to be booed by the
youngsters. Sell this as others in this series;
acoins.
good gag being the distribution of false

The Stranger From Pecos
Monogram
Western 55 mins.
(Nat'l Release, June 25)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A neat
little western that meets the expectations of
the followers of this type of screenfare.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Will fill in the
most. spot on a bill to the satisfaction of
action
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Kirby
Grant, Christine Mclntyre, Steve Clark, Sam Flint.
Roy Barcroft, Robert Frazer, Edmond Cobb, Charles
King, Bud Osborne, Artie Ortego. Credits: Directed
Ijy Lambert Hillyer. Screenplay by Jess Bowers.
Director of photography, Harry Neumann. Produced
by Scott R. Dunlap.
Plot: A U. S. Marshal is sent into a town
where the sheriff and the town banker are
the unknown leaders of a band of crooks.
He tricks the gang into divulging their leaders, while trying to remove a murder frame
from a young man.
Comment: Following their introduction into
this Monogram series, Johnny Mack 'Brown
and Raymond Hatton continue doing their
best to preserve law and order in this neat
little western that will take up the allotted
time and fill in the action spot on a bill to
the satisfaction of most audiences. Their
teamwork is swell, giving the picture, besides all the usual western ingredients of
rootin', tootin' and shootin', a certain amount
of smoothness, which should help in building up a following for the series. Like most
of its type, the plot is never too strange or
unfamiliar. For instance, where, before.
Brown was out on his own catching the
crooks, this time he wears the badge of a
U. S. Marshal. Directing by Lambert Hillyer,
as it should be in horse operas, keeps the
action moving at a fast clip. Exploitation for
this should be in the familiar western style,
playing up the Johnny Mack Brown and
Raymond Hatton names.
UA Gets Canadian Short
Tiie National Film Board of Canada announces thatbe"Not
thetwo
Gates
Hell,"
a fourreeler, will
cut to
reelsof and
distributed
in the U. S. by United Artists as one of the
World In Action series. The new version car"The between
War of Nazi
Men'sandMinds,"
and
depictsries thethetitle
conflict
democratic
philosophies.
Cameraman Killed in Africa
Fred W. Bayliss, British Paramount News
cameraman, was killed in the Libyan desert
when a bomber on which he was completing
his twenty-third flight over Italy crash-dived
on landing. Bayliss, 34, had been with Paramount News since 1930.
Wile at Universal in Sales End
RobertReview,
Wile, formerly
member
Showmen's
Tr.\dk
and recently
with ofQuigley
Publications, has joined Lhiiversal as assistant to
Andrew Sharick, sales promotion manager.
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ALBANY
Variety tent, at a special meeting July 9,
decided to sponsor the testimonial at the Ten
Eyck Hotel July 26 to Leon Herman, former
United Artists salesman in this territory. Coincident with the dinner, the club will have a
personal appearance of the three-year-old child
adopted by Variety last week. Serving on the
committee to honor Williams are George Jefifrys,
Dick Hayes, Welden Waters, Bill Williams,
Sidney Stockton, Fred Sliter, and Neil Hellman.
Mitchell Conery, who operates seven theatres
in Albany, Schoharie, Otsego and Saratoga
Counties, left this week for Quebec and the
Saguenay steamboat cruise.
Exhibitors calling along film row this week
included Mr. and Mrs. Jerry LaRocque, Fairyland, Warrensburg ; Bob Yates, Lake, Lake
George ; Abraham Slutman, Schine head booker,
accompanied by Bernie Diamond and Elmer
Sichel of his staff ; Johnny Gardner, Colony
and American, Schenectady, and Town Hall,
Round Lake ; Mrs. T. J. Ferguson, Copake ;
Mrs. Frieda Klein, Hunter ; George Thornton,
Orpheum, Saugerties, and Orpheum, Tannersville; Carl King, Maiden, Williamstown, Mass.;
Sid Kallet, Kallet Circuit, Oneida ; Charlie
Wilson, Bijou, Troy, and his namesake, Charlie
Wilson, Lake, Indian Lake ; Harry Lamont,
Lamont Theatres; Al Bothner, Palace, Troy;
Ernie Stutz, Colonial, Albany ; Walter Wertime,
Regent, Cohoes, and Chester, Chestertown.
Herman Ripps, Metro branch manager, left
Sunday
week's vacation
at Pine
Mountain.
Max onO. a Westebbe,
Harold
Carlock,
and
George Tucker of RKO sales staff, are in New
York this week for the sales convention.
Office employes of Metro feted Sidney Stockton, office manager, and Ralph Ripps, head
booker, July 10 on their fourth anniversary in
Albany.
Bobby Van Deusen, son of A. M. Van Deusen,
RKO booker, was operated on July 12 and is
recuperating satisfactorily.
Jane Breen, second MGM booker, left on
vacation this week, as did Catherine Shea, the
branch manager's secretary, and Ruth Hogarty,
cashier's department.
Jean Simms has resigned from RKO's office
staff, her replacement being Mary Hopkins.
Tom Burke, assistant shipper at MGM, returned July 11, after recovering from a serious
operation.
Chelsea Theatres Corporation, originally submitted by Charles Segal, 21 East 40th Street,
New York, has been dissolved, according to
a release from the Secretary of State's office.
Jean Johnson, Paramount receptionist, leaves
on vacation to Rutland, V ermont, this Saturday.
C. J. Lattz, Warner zone manager, and
Charlie Smakwitz, zone publicity manager, conferred on Tuesday with managers of the Avon,
Stanley, and Utica theatres, Utica.
Leo Rosen, manager of the Strand, Albany,
returns from Lake Luzerne July 19. Harry
Goldberg, Troy Theatre, Troy, left Sunday on"
vacation to visit his family, while Sid Sommer,
Lincoln, Troy, starts his vacation July 19.
Back from a vacation which proved to be a
busman's holiday, Irving Mendelsohn, assistant
booker at Paramount, was telling film row
friends this week about theatre conditions along
Cape Cod. Mendelsohn, who vacationed at
New Bedford, Mass., spoke of the lack of lit
marquees on theatres due to dimout regulations.
Soldiers and sailors are booming theatre attendance on the Cape, Mendelsohn said.
Irene Smith, secretary to Warner circuit's
publicity manager, has returned from her vacation at Schroon Lake, as has Regina Rubin of
the contact department.

THE MRS. TAKES OVER. When husband Jack
Braunagel enters service in the near future Mrs.
Jack wil become city manager of Intermountain
Theatres in Logan, Utah, which includes the
Capital, Roxy, and Lyric Theatres. She will be
the second woman manager of the Intermountain
circuit, the first be ng Mrs. Pauline Nelson, of
Preston, Idaho. Mrs. Braunagel has been assistant
city manager in Logan for more than a year and
before that was secretary for radio station KLO
in Ogden, Utah, where she also announced
women's programs. As a theatre manager, she
will use her radio experiencp with a film news
program on station KVNU in Logan.
BOSTON
Lieut. John A. Granara, who was publicity
head at the Keith Memorial and RKO Boston
theatres until he entered the Army as a private,
is now stationed at Sarasota, Florida, after a
long siege in the Pacific. In the meantime Red
King inis Boston.
doing a swell job as Jack's successor
here
Joe Ehrlich was home from New York for
the holidays. So, too, was his "boss," Jack
Goldstein, publicity manager for 20th-Fox.
Jack Markle, nianager of the Coolidge Corner and Brookline Village theatres, will be inducted into the Army this week.
Herman Rifkin is back from his visit to the
Pacihc Coast, where he was in consultation
with heads of Republic and Monogram Pictures.
Louis Solomon, son of George S. Solomon of
the Columbus Theatre, came home on furlough,
and remained long enough to become a bridetheatre. groom. He married the cashier of his father's
Max Farber of Producers Distributing Coris distributing cigars — father of a
nine-pound porationboy.
Joe Di Pesa, veteran motion picture publicist
with the Marcus Loew organization, is spending some time on a farm in northern Vermont
and, according to reports, is entirely recovered
from his illness.
Maurice Wolf, district manager for MGM in
New England, has returned from his four-week
vacation in the Southwest. He spent some time
at his former Texas home and at Hot Springs,
Ark.
of Affiliated
made
a Arthur
business Howard
trip to New
York andTheatres'
New Haven
this week.
Harry Woolard, former theatre owner in
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Sharon, has returned on a month's furlough
after seeing active — highly active — service
with the Marines at Guadalcanal.
Fred Blake, Universal salesman from New
Haven, was in town calling on film row friends
this week.
Mrs. Phil Seletsky, victim of the Cocoanut
Grove fire of last November, is reported improving ather home in Brookline. Her husband
lost his life in that fire.
The Esquire Theatre has closed for the Summer, after having tried at least half a dozen
difi^erent policies since last January.
Mayor Raymond Carey of Revere, the suburb
adjoining Boston on the sea shore, has no opposition for reelection — good news to amusement
folks, for Mayor Carey has been one of their
strongest advocates, and is himself a heavy
stockholder in theatres.
Alice McCarthy, treasurer of the Shubert
Theatre and house manager of the Plymouth
Theatre, is currently on vacation on Cape Cod.
Bert MacKenzie came home over the Fourth,
but left immediately afterward on a business
trip to northern New York.
Harry Segal is spending several days in New
Haven.
Mona Lightollers, who has been assistant to
Red King in the publicity department of the
Keith Memorial and RKO Boston theatres
liere, was married this week to Harry Michaels,
Pharmacists Mate Second Class. The newlyweds
liave gone to Maryland where Michaels is stationed. She is succeeded in Red King's office
industry.
by Eileen Magner, a newcomer to the film
Ben Domingo, manager of the RKO Boston
Theatre, has passed his Army physical and expects to be inducted soon.
By increasing admissions to first-run levels,
by advertising "road show" engagements (ex"Scorched
film about Japanese
atrocitiesample:
in China) Earth,"
and extending
engagements
from three days to seven, thus efTecting one
change per week instead of the customary three,
E. M. Loew's Strand Theatre at New Bedford
is enjoying a sharp increase in business. According to Manager Eddie Selette, present-day cofeatures are sometimes hard to get, " so I get
something that's- four or six years old and it
does the trick."
CHARLOTTE
Reports from Charlotte theatres are encouraging for the week ending July 10 on sales
of War Stamps and Bonds toward the $130,000,000 goal set for the motion picture industry,
according to Roy Smart of the Wilby-Kincey
chain of theatres, who is public relations chairman of the War Activities Committee of North
Carolina Theatres, Inc.
Fred M. Jack of the Dallas office of United
Artists was a visitor at the Charlotte exchange
office last week. Byron Adams, manager in
Charlotte for United Artists, and three of his
salesmen recently attended a convention of
branch managers in New Orleans.
John A. Bachman, Charlotte manager for
Warner Bros., and three salesmen, Harold
Jordan H. Keeter, and Dean House, returned
Tuesday (July 13) from a convention in Chicago.
J. H. Dillon, manager of the Republic exmeeting.
change, returned this week from a Chicago
Gordon White of New York City, representative of the Industry Service Bureau of Motion
Pictures, spoke before the July meeting of the
Charlotte Motion Picture Council, predicting
(.Continued on Page 28)
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AT TRADE GATHERING. Howard Black (right),
vice-president, Time, Inc., in charge of "March
of
sales,last
was week
guest atofwhich
honor off.cials
at a gathering
in Time"
New York
of his
company, executives of 20th Century-Fox and
representatives of the press saw a preview of
"Bill Jack vs. Adolf Hitler," latest MOT release.
Chatting with Black in photo above are George
Roberts, 20th Century-Fox (left I, and Richard
de Rochemont, managing editor, MOT.
{Contuuted from Page 26)
unprecedented change and development in the
industry when peace relieves demands upon
motion .pictures. The reviewing committee of
the Council includes Mrs. J. M. Alexander,
Mrs. W. L. Butt, Mrs. V. J. Guthery. Mrs.
H. C. Henderson, Mrs. C. G. Lawing, Mrs.
J. .\. Yarborough, Mrs. W. A. Zwier, Mrs.
Rush Wray, and Mrs. W. W. Jo'hnson ; and
the officers of the Council are Mrs. Mary King
Wallace, Mrs. W. C. Petty, Miss Lucia Harding, and Mrs. Sidney Y. McAden.
CHICAGO
Pvt. Edward Macil, Marines, formerly with
the American Ticket Corporation, has been
killed in action in the Solomons. There are
now seven stars on the company service flag,
and one gold star for Macil.
Charles Ryan, Warner theatre executive, has
returned from a visit to his son at Camp McClellan, Alabama. While in Atlanta he suffered
a slight illness and was taken to a hospital for
a checkup. He is itnproving rapidly.
James Donohue, former Paramount manager
here and now district manager at Dallas, is in
Chicago with his family for a holiday.
Many friends of Harry Seeds are extending
their congratulations on his promotion at the
Chicago Warner exchange.
The Illinois Censor Board reports 1,024,006
feet of film inspected during the past three
months, ending June 30, with only 37 cuts made
in the 269 films viewed. Only three films were
pinked, which is a record for any like period.
There were no rejections.
Mort Singer, Singer circuit prexy ; Will
Singer, Brandeis Theatre manager at Omaha ;
and Arthur Mayer, RKO executive, have returned from a Canadian fishing trip with plenty
of stories, but no fish.
Pete Penagos, of the Alliance Circuit, reports
the cigaret drive of the Gregory houses will
bring more than $3500 for smokes for overseas
forces. The plan was staged by James Gregory,
director of theatres.
The Filmack Trailer Company announces the
appointment of Marion F. G. Nickell, former
theatrical critic and feature writer, as head
of Max
Filmack's
Roos, copywriting
president ofdepartment.
the American Ticket
Corp., reveals the election of Herman Edwards
as vice-president, succeeding Edward Fuld, Jr.,
who has joined the Navy.
Chicago theatres are cooperating with the
Waves to stage a "Meet Your Navy" show at
the huge Chicago Stadium the night of July 30.
Lt. Bruce Dennis, formerly of radio station
WGN, is handling the publicity.
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CORRESPONDENTS

Millard McKirgan has been named manager
of the Grand Theatre, Piano, 111., succeeding
George Mickels, resigned. The house has been
modernized with new seats and a cooling system.
Harry Goldman, former Warner exchange
salesman, is now in the Signal Corps, attached
to Boston Headquarters.
Joe Stout, former B and K short subject
booker, and now in the Army Railroad Service,
was a visitor at the Chicago general offices.
Russell Mose is the new manager of the
Great States Lincoln Theatre, Danville, 111.
George Lefko has been named sales manager
of the Warner Chicago exchange.
Elmer Immerman, B and K personnel manager, has returned from a vacation at Lake
Wauconda, where he has a cottage.
In military service : Everett Sorenson, Alliance circuit ; Bill Pofeski, Cosmo Theatre ; Bernard Teitel, son of .A.be Teitel, independent film
distributor ; Truman Randall, Warners' Capitol ;
James Flaherty, son of Frank Flaherty, president of Reel Fellows Club ; Eddie Seguin,
B and K publicity ; Ted Grant, Essaness circuit ;Irving Bergen and George Rugg, Mode
Theatre ; Miss Lynn Hickman, Essaness home
office.
has joined
of Herman
the RKO KalGrand
Theatre.the managerial staf¥'
Lt. Ben Feldman, former UA manager, is
now a Captain.
CINCINNATI
William Borack has arrived in Cincinnati from
Salt Lake City to take up his duties as assistant
to General Manager Harry David of Northio,
operating in O'nio and Kentucky. Mr. Borack
comes to his new position with 15 years experience as booker and buyer for Intermountain
Theatres in Utah and Idaho.
Independent theatres are cooperating with
Radio Stations WCKY in sponsoring the "Miss
Greater Cincinnati Contest." Willis Vance,
manager of the Twentieth Century Theatre,
announces separate health, talent and beauty
competition, with finals on Monday night, July
26.
Jim Abrose,
Warner's
branch
has
returned
with his
force from
the manager,
national convention in New York.
Warners' Ruth Harrer is vacationing.
Rich,week.
district manager for Warner's
wasCharles
here this
I. J. Schmertz, 20th Century-Fox branch
manager in Cleveland, was here, as was also
Leo Jones, Cleveland exhibitor.
Local RKO subscribed 100 per cent to the
Shangri-La War Stamp Drive.
Lake Jones, assistant manager of the Twent'cth
Theatre,
left for
induction.
RKOCentury
District
Manager
Stanley
Jacques left
for the sales convention in New- York, accompanied by his sales force and publicity manager,
Bucky Harris. H. Schreiber, RKO theatres
manager of Columbus, also accompanied the
party to the convention.
Janet Ray joined the RKO force.
branch formanager,
leftGeorge
for theKirby,
annual Republic's
sales convention
branch
managers in New York City. His secretary,
Mildred Post, meanwhile left for a vacation.
Leavit Bugie, 20th Century-Fox branch manager, will be general chairman for the Variety
Club Family Outing on the 19th.
Columbia's Neva Gronotty is on vacation.
A. J. Sexton, Jr., of Ashland, Kentucky, is
the proud father of a lovely baby girl, who
will
her isdaddy's
her name,
Anna carry
Jo. This
the fifthinitials
for Mr.inSexton,
who
operates the Sexton Theatr', Company.
Mitchell Liner, manager of Telenews Theater, left for induction on the 12th. He is
succeeded by Ben Cohen of Detroit. Mr. Cohen
was associated with Telenews in the latter
city.

The Phil Chakeres Circuit of Springfield has
taken
over Sam Kentucky.
Lee's theatres at Frankfort
and Winchester,
"Coney Island" continues to draw capacity
crowds in its fifth week here.
CLEVELAND
Lieut, (j.g.) Douglas F. George has closed
his year-and-a-half career as public relations
representative for 20th-Fox in the ClevelandCincinnati district to report for active duty to
the U. S. Navy Training School at Princeton
University, where he will take a two month
course before being given an assignment.
Althoug'n young in years, Lieut. George has
nad an extensive experience in theatre business.
He was assistant general
manager of the Chakeres
Theatres, Springfield.
Ohio ; assistant general
manager ofOklahoma
Warner Bros.
Theatres,
City ;
zone publicity director for
Warner Bros. Theatres in
Eastern Pennsylvania,
New- Jersey and Delaware, and business manager for several nationally
famous bands prior to his
Lieut. Doug George
association with 20th Century-Fo.x. James C. Keefe,
who succeeds George in Cleveland, thus takes
over the post of one of his former "boys," for
Doug
was was
on the
staff headed
O'Keefedirector
when
the latter
advertising
and by
publicity
for Fox Theatres in Milwaukee back in 1929.
Jack Goldhar, United Artist district manager,
announces that "Stage Door Canteen" deals
have been closed with J. Real Neth for his
Columbus houses ; Max Lefkowich and Henry
Greenberger for the Community Circuit, Cleveland ;Wilton A. Mooney of Cooperative Theatres of Ohio for the majority of the houses for
which he buys. Goldhar also states that negotiations are now pending between Marrison
Orr, local U. A. branch manager, and Myer
Fine, head of the Associated Circuit of Cleveland. .AH deals, according to Goldhar, are on
the established fifty per cent rate.
In appreciation of his work as head of the
local motion picture division of the March of
Dimes Drive, I. J. Schmertz, 20th-Fo.x branch
manager, has received a personally inscribed
photograph of President Roosevelt, sent to
him directly from the White House.
Harry Goldstein, Paramount district manager,
is on limited service. He is at his desk afternoons only until he has entirely recovered from
a recent illness.
Nat L. Lefton, PRC franchise owner, and
recently named district manager covering the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Pittsburgh
offices, left last Friday for California accomBriggs. panied by Arthur Greenblatt and O. Henry
An all-time precedent was smashed last week
when "Stage Door Canteen" was held a third
week at Loew's State Theatre. Never since
the house was built, along about 1922, has any
picture ever played longer than t^X^o weeks.
Ohio Theatre, dark for more than ten years,
is undergoing extensive alterations in anticipation of an early fall opening. While no official
announcement has been made, it is generally
understood that it will play a motion picture
policy and probably will open with a road show
engagement of "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
Ohio Theatre.
is right next
to Loew'sstage
de luxe
State
Built door
for legitimate
performances, ithad about 1500 seats, against
3,300 seats at the State.
(Continued on Page 30)
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M. M. Jacobs, head of Imperial Pictures,
spent the week in New York on business.
Nat Barach, NSS branch manager, and Mrs.
Barach are commuting between Cleveland and
Toledo where their son, Bud, is on Coast Guard
duty.
Lou Walters, NTS branch manager, is back
from a company meeting in Chicago, visiting
theatre owners en route home. Walters reports
most of the current theatre improvement is
confined to replacements of screens.
Business prevented George W. Erdmann, secretary of the Cleveland Motion Picture exhibitors Association, from attending the Allied
Caravan meetings in Columbus and Cincinnati
last week.
Hal Shreffler, Schine partner in the Castamba
Theatre, Shelby, was a Film Row visitor recently.
Pvt. Jerry Whitesell, ex-MGM booker, is
home from the Great Lakes Naval Training
School on his first furlough.
In fitting ceremony, Jack Sogg, MGM branch
manager, last week unveiled a plaque bearing
the names of eight branch employes now in the
various branches of service.
J. Knox Strachan, publicity director for
Warner theatres, entertained United States
Maritime officers stationed here at luncheon at
the Carter Hotel, followed by a special screening of "Action in the North Atlantic."
Schine's Southern Theatre, Bucyrus, playing
a Saturday- Sunday policy, has succumbed to
the heat and folded for the summer.
DALLAS
In a ceremony dedicating a plaque to MGM
exchange workers now in service. Branch Manager Leroy Bickle paid tribute to wives and
mothers who have sent their men to war. Present were Mrs. Lena Smith, wife of Vernon L.
Smith ; Mrs. Lee Kelley, mother of Charles
Kelley ; Mrs. John Partu, mother of John
Partu ; and Mrs. J. Green, mother of John
Green.
The Warner contingent from Dallas to the
Chicago sales conference included Doak Roberts, branch manager, and Salesmen Ed Blumenthal, Jr., Al Moore, Hiram Parks, Vernon
Adams, and Al Wolf.
B. McGuiness, shipper at WB, has gone to
the Army, the twelfth from this branch.
Nine hundred out of 779 possibilities is the
record reported by Doak Roberts, WB, on "At
the Front in North Africa." The excess is
accounted for by day and date runs in many
places and bookings in houses that are not
ordinarily counted as possibilities. The whole
yield went to the War Activities Committee for
a selected charity.
Hans Smith, Irving Theatre, Irving, was
married during the past week.
Charlie Dies, Paramount manager ; Leslie
Wilks, Columbia salesman ; Ed Wilson, Dallas
exhibitor ; and Weber, MGM salesman, each
had
son discovered
in a boys' and
camptheat camp
Camp abandoned.
Crockett.
Polioa was
One Dallas boy in the group died after returning home.
James Lyne Reynolds, son of J. M. Reynolds,
Allied of Texas office manager, is in Camp
Wolters, inducted into the Army.
Variety Club closed its series of honor lunches
with one for the wives of the Barkers. Princiweretribute
made tobytheBobladies
O'Donnell,
whichpal remarks
he paid
for theirin
support of club objectives. Entertainment was
by a Negro choir from the serving stafl^ of the
club. The headwaiter, in a short speech of
thanks to the members, said, "Fellow Barkers."
E. B. Coleman, MGM exploiteer, for some
years past has made a practice of presenting
out-dated stills to the Masonic Crippled ChilIren's Home. The youngsters make scrap

SKY IS His THEATRE. Robert B. Percy, who
assisted his father. H. L. Percy, in the operation
of the Cameo at White Salmon, Wash,, and the
Avalon at Ciatskanie, is shown with a training
plane at the air officers' school of Montana State
University, Bob, brought up in the theatre business, is 19 years old. His brother, Howard, is
also in the Air Force.
books of astonishing variety. These books relibrary.main in the hospital and have grown to a sizable
DENVER
Harry Huffman, Denver city manager of
Fox theatres, has been made public relations
director
clubs in for
the the
city. USO and other service men's
Hazel Huffman, wife of Al Huffman, MGM
salesman, died at their home in Engelwood,
Colo.
John \. Bartolero, partner in the Black Hills
Amusement Co., now with the Army in England, has been elevated to lieutenant Colonel.
With so many of the ladies of the Screen club
busy with war activities the Wednesday bridge
games will be discontinued until early fall.
Ross Campell, formerly with the Blubird and
Isis theatres, Denver, spent a furlough here
from Ft. Lewis, Washington. Albert E. Koppe,
formerly with the Gem here, was here for a
week on a furlough from the Army air forces at
Elgin Field, Florida, where he is assistant
manager of the War Dept. theatre.
Ted Kirkmeyer, city manager for Fox at
Ogden, Utah, and Virgil Odell, city manager at
Longmont, Colo., have listened to the call and
joined the armed forces. Rollie Freeger, manager of the Roxy at Missouri, Mont,, has been
moved to the Longmont job.
Mrs. Marvin Skinner has been made assistant
to Tom Berta, city manager for Fox at Rock
Springs, Wyo.
Darryl F. Zanuck, production manager of
20th Century-Fox, is enjoying the fishing at
Bayfield, Colo.
Spyrous Skouras visited his daughter at
Colorado Springs.
The upright sign on the Lincoln, Cheyenne,
Wyo., caught fire, but was extinguished after
the marquee and sign had burned.
Fred Reed, assistant manager at Laramie,
Wyo., for Fox, has been moved to Sidney, Neb.,
as city manager, succeeding L. C. Snyder,
resigned.
Harry Rodell, veteran showman of the territory, has been made assistant manager to J.
Hughes, city manager for Fox at Alliance, Neb.
Otto Bartusch, assistant manager of the Paramount, Denver, is hobbling about with a broken
foot, incurred in a fall.
Sterling Way, formerly city manager for
Fox at Boulder, Colo., has qualified for the
Air Corps after completing training.
Neil Greenslit, East high school teacher.
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has been named manager of the Aladdin, succeeding Virgil Odell, who has joined the Army.
Lon T. Fidler, owner of the Denver and
Salt Lake City Monogram franchises, is back
from Kansas City, after having bought that
Monogram exchange in partnership with John
L. Franconi and George B. West.
R. N. Harder, treasurer of National Theatre
Supply, New York, is spending his vacation in
Colorado and incidentally visiting his son
vvno IS a ski trooper, in training at Pando, Colo.
Stanley Thomatos, former manager of the
Palace here, was in Denver on furlough from
the Signal Corps.
The name of the Elberta Theatre at Palisades,
Colo., has been changed to the V.
On entering his theatre office early one
morning, R. G. Mapel found two men attempting to get into the safe. He subdued them with
a hammer, called the police, and later on their
pleas of guilty they were sentenced to indefinite
terms in the state reformatory.
A projection room fire in the Egyptian Theatre, Denver, caused about $100 damage. More
than 650 patrons filed out in good order.
DES MOINES
The price increase situation with National
Screen in the Des Moines territory has been
satisfactorily disposed of it is reported by Leo
Wolcott of Eldora, .president of Allied-Independent Theatre Owners in Iowa and Nebraska.
In a new bulletin he declares the matter settled
with a statement from George F. Dembow,
vice-president of National Screen, that the
increase was contrary to instructions to the
managers. Dembow claimed the managers
were instructed to solicit each individual account and to divide them into five groups, attempting to obtain increases or allow reductions
accordingly. Wolcott urged exhibitors to protest against continuation of the present motion
picture consent decree. The Iowa prexy said the
group was
in favor
of the Allied ofplanJustice
and "fervently hopeful
the Department
will
this time listen to and be influenced by the
exhibitors who are the ones most afJected."
Actor Robert Young spent several busy days
in Des Moines, visiting with the WACs at the
Fort Des Moines training centre. Young has
been on a tour of military camps and posts for
the last three weeks.
Geraldine Hucka, now a storekeeper in the
Waves, and formerly with 20th-Century-Fox
and Central States theatres in Des Moines,
was married to Lieut. Robert Jon Evans in
Jacksonville, Fla. where she is stationed.
Tri-States Theatre Corp. of Des Moines,
which operates theatres in three states, now
has its second woman theatre manager, Mrs.
Pearl Fort, who has taken over the Eastown
in Des Moines, succeeding George Norman, who
is ill. Georgia Shannon, manager of the Ingersoll theatre in Des Moines, is the other TriState gal manager.
Henry Plude, former manager of the State
Theatre in Cedar Rapids, has taken over the
Fort Theatre in Rock Island, 111., for TriStates, replacing Robert Fulton, who has resigned. Emmett Lockard, formerly of the
Roosevelt in Des Moines, has been named manager of the Omaha Theatre in Omaha, replacing Ted Emerson who moved over to the
Paramount. Stan Blackburn former Paramount
manager, is in the Army.
Fred Pless, assistant manager of the Des
Moines Theatre, is the new manager of the
Uptown, and George Lawson moves from the
Uptown to the Roosevelt Theatre.
Lucille Johnson, contract clerk at MGM in
Des Moines, was recently married to Audra
Wambold in St. Ambrose Cathedral.
Dale McFarland, publicity director for TriStates Theatre Corp., has returned from a
trip to New York City, where 'he attended an
advertising meeting on Paramount's new picture, "So Proudly We Hail."
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formerly of the inspection department, has been
appointed manager of the ad sales department.
Ada Hanover is the new addition to the inspection department. Mildred Householder has
been added to the contract department.
Carl Shalit, Columbia Pictures sales manager,
and Guy Craig, local exchange manager for
Columbia,
were in conference Thursday and
Friday.

CONGRATULATED. Joseph Bernhard, Warner
Bros, vice-president, congratulates Harry Seed
on
promotion
(it was
Seed's second
this year)
to his
Midwest
district
manager.
Ben Kalmenson,
right, announced the promotion of the former
New York Metropolitan district manager, at the
Chicago sales meeting last week. Roy Haines,
Southern and Western division sales manager
(second from left) completes the group above.

DETROIT
United Detroit Theatres, under the leadership of Earl J. Hudson, president of the chain,
launched a new Idea in war bond sales last
Tuesday. Keeping bond sales right up to date,
Hudson started his 20 theatres selling "Invasion Bonds." With each sale, a special "Invasion Bond" sticker was handed out. The bonds
were on sale in the theatres' lobbies day and
night.
The idea brought high commendation from
Frank N. Isbey, chairman of the Michigan
War Savings Committee. Isbey said that many
of the ideas for selling bonds originated in
Detroit- were proving highly successful all
over the country.
Hudson
idea for oftheSicily.
new
bond
drive explained
came out : of"The
the invasion
We will try to sell every one of our patrons a
bond so the boys at the invasion front will
know the arsenal of democracy has lost no time
in Extending
backing them
to the
limit."
another
helping
hand to Uncle Sam,
Detroit theatres co-operated with the Retail
Merchants Association in the sale of special
war bonds and stamps during the two-day
visit of the two-man Japanese submarine on
July 9 and 10. The submarine drew large
crowds when it was parked on Bagley Ave. in
front of the United Artists Theatre. Special
booths were set up in downtown theatres to
promote sales, and business was reported as
brisk. Similar co-operation of theatres was
given on the outstate tour of the sub.

John Gentile, of the Paramount booking department, isspending his vacation at home.
Florence Whelan, secretary to L. G. McGinley, manager Universal Pictures exchange,
is vacationing.
Don Hammer, Universal, is proudly exhibiting
photographs of his son, Don, Jr., who is being
schooled at the Curtiss-Wright air training
camp somewhere in sunny California.
Lieut. Ted Nicholas, widely known in motion
picture circles bere, now in the U. S. Field
artillery, has returned on leave from Ft. Sill,
wearing a much envied sun tan and his new
bars.
Fishing yarns have not lost their popularity
at Universal exchange. Tony Grabowy, head
booker, fishing in Wisconsin, tells of his success as a fisherman in glowing reports, and
the size and poundage increase in each letter.

BIG

PICTURE

MEMPHIS
Lt. J. Frank Heard, former office manager
at MGM exchange, is home on furlough after
having finished his training at the Naval base
in Rhode Island. He will be stationed at
Jacksonville, Fla. Private Louis Head, a
former booker, is also visiting home and Film
Row. He is in the Army.
Warner Bros, exchange is flying the red
feather over the record which the bookers at
the Memphis office have achieved. In the
recent drive for championship the Memphis
bookers at Warners came second in the national
competition for highest booking average.
Ed. Williamson, Warner Bros, branch manager. Jack Galloway, Bill Bugie and Frank
Carter, salesmen, are attending a sales meeting
in Chicago this week.
Lonnie Davis, office manager at Warners,
will leave July 22 for Ft. Oglethorpe for induction into the Army. Checking foreman, B.
T. Burnside, has returned from a business trip
to New Orleans. J. W. Howell, booker, is
back at his desk after a visit to his home in
Duraiit, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mitchell, New York,
were visiting Film Row last week. Mr. Mitchell isfrom the home office of National Screen.
Emmett R. Rogers, manager of the Tivoli
Theatre, Chattanooga, a unit of the WilbyKincey circuit. Paramount affiliate, has been
elected president of Chattanoogans, Inc., a
civic organization.

The star all .\meric3
loves in his newest and
greatest hit. Packed with
typical Rogers action,
romance and melodies.

INDIANAPOLIS
Owen Prescott, MGM booker, is on furlough
after
training
in the
Naval completing
Reserves at eig'ht
Great weeks
Lakes Naval
station.
Sterling Wilson, of the Warner Bros., exchange, Washington, D. C, was called to Indianapolis bythe death of his mother. Funeral
rites were held here on Wednesday.
The Virginia Theatre, Terre Haute, was sold
to John Allison. The house was operated by
Harry Douglas, who operates the Cozy Theatre,
in Duggar.
Fire starting in a ventilating fan, caused
heavy damage to the Sterling, Illinois, Theatre July 9. Children who were attending the
performance, passed out in orderly fashion
without injury. Seven firemen were burned
and injured, three of them seriously. The damage is estimated at $90,000.
Morris Lefko, RKO-Radio manager, and his
sales force left last Saturday for New York
city to attend the RKO-Radio sales convention.
Arthur Ashley is the new assistant shipper
at 20th-Fox exchange, succeeding Charles Sparger, who has been inducted. Betty Larrimore,

NEW

YORK

Paramount exchangites are expecting a visit
from Buddy DeSylva, studio head, who is in
forIrathe Cohn,
premiere
of "For
Whom branch
the Bellmanager
Tolls."
former
Pittsburgh
for Twentieth
be foundwhile
'round
and
about the Century-Fox,
New York can
exchange
he
awaits orders to assume new duties in Canada.
Ann Crystal, secretary to Harry Thomas,
Monogram Eastern District manager, was heading for the hospital this week. Reason : appendectomy.
Alex Arnswalder, N. J. salesman at MGM,
is the proud papa of a baby girl, Marjory, born
July 3. The mother, Selma, is doing well, as
are the baby and Alex.
Malvin
Kutinsky,
of RKO's
Kutinsky,
and his
recent son
bride,
FlorenceLouDorfman,
have been spending most of their honeymoon in
Hollywood at the RKO studio. Olivia de Havillaiid had the newlyweds for tea on the set.
Harry LaVine, of UA, recently received a
(Continued on Page 32)
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letter from his two boys. They were in Tunisia.
ind vice-president. He succeeds Lawrence H.
Lipskin, resigned.
He is naturally excited about the Sicilian camMr. and Mrs. Rodney Bush are the parents
paign.
Phil Horowitz, L. I. booker at Universal,
of a six-pound son born on Sunday, July 11th
at the Mt. Vernon Hospital, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
recently reported to the Army for induction.
Mr. Bush is exploitation manager of 20th
He was temporarily rejected, put into 4F, and
is now back at his desk.
Century-Fox.
Lou Brandt, of Brandt Theatres, was given
a supper party last week by friends in the exchanges. It was his birthday.
OMAHA
Dave Black, Brooklyn salesman for Republic,
is on vacation. The Dodgers are playing at
Frank Van Husen, owner of Western Theatre
home.
Supply, has returned to Omaha after spending
Returned vacationists at the Paramount ex- a month in a Chicago hospital recuperating
from a fall.
change Sales
:
Manager Myron E. Sattler, Edna
Hogan, secretary to Branch Manager Henry
Will Singer, manager of the Brandeis Theatre,
Randel, and Salesman Gebby Gebhardt. Going who is this year celebrating his fiftieth year
on 'acation : Salesman Max Mendel and Adin show business, spent several days in Chicago
Guv Sid Mesibov.
with his brother and sister.
Omaha theatre men are co-operating with
Rose Cohen,
secretary,
is homeUA ill.Ofifice Manager Dickstein's
retail stores to meet a quota of 20 Martin B-26
Charles Siegel, Universal night shipper, who
bombers purchased during July or $4,000,000 in
has been in the Army eight months, recently series E, F and G war bonds. The Worldgot an honorable discharge, and is back at his Herald will offer a recognition flag to the
theatre with the highest per-seat bond sales
old .'3b.
average and prizes of a $50 bond, a $25 bond
Harry Friedman, owner of the Academy,
and $15 in stamps to the individual with the
Newburgh, looked in on Republic last week.
most sales.
Vacations at 20th Century-Fox : Marilyn GarFilm star Jane Wyman, appearing here for
den, secretary to Asst. Branch Manager Moe
the Variety Club show, and Herbie Kay also
Sanders ; Lillian Blumberg, asst. to L. I. Booker
will help boost War Bond sales in local retail
Pete Fishman ; Lou Kuttler, booker.
stores.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Stravitz, of the Colonial,
City commissioners have put finishing touches
Monroe, N. Y., took a turn around film row
on an ordinance establishing a 10 p.m. to 5
last week. The same goes for Robert Goldblatt,
a.m. curfew for children under 16 and have
of the Music Hall, Tarrytown.
voted
to recommend its passage.
RKO exchange reception committee for the Eugen unanimously
Blazer,
attorney
for the theatre group,
sales convention includes Lou Katinsky, Charles
has suggested that exceptions be written for
Tenzer, Eddie Carroll, H. Zeitels, Phil Hodes.
working children who might want to attend
Lillian Hoffman, secretary to Etta Segall,
shows in the evening, but City Attorney Harold
head booker at Monogram, left this week on
Linahan and Mayor Dan Butler opposed the
vacation.
suggestion, feeling that it might leave a loophole that would make the whole plan fail.
\^acationers,
returned,
gone, and
and branch
going : manRobert S. Wolff, RKO
division
The city council will vote on the proposed
ager at RKO ; Jules Liggett, Universal sales
ordinance at its next meeting.
supervisor;
Essie
Weisberger,
Liggett's
secreR. M. Phillips' stay as public relations chief
tary.
for Tri-States Theatres Corp. in Omaha lasted
The Screen Publicists Guild, Local 114,
only one week. An early Army call forced
UOPWA— (CIO), at its membership meeting
PliillLps to resign.
July 8th, elected Carl Rigrod of RKO Radio as
Glenn Fratt, artist at the Brandeis Theatre
fur nearly 10 years, has passed his physical exam
an;l will be inducted into the army later this
Beat Your Best Figures
month.
with this double ibCGiure
PHILADELPHIA
Recent managerial changes in the Warner
circuit caused by the resignation of Walter
Potamkin, manager of the Diamond Theatre,
who left on July 10, takes Edward Rosen from
the Victoria to the Diamond. Jack Goldman,
former
Keith's
while
it was ofunder
N'ictoria.manager
Warner
banner, ofmoves
in as
manager
the
Lou Daroff, prominent in the city's charitable
affairs, has been appointed by Col. F. H. Johnhead sale
the ofcitizen's
which willof
handleson, to the
tickets committee
for the premiere
'This
Is thetentativelv
Army" atsettheat Mastbaum
on
a date
Thursday, Theatre
August

iAPUlT EMTeRTfeiMMEWTI
N.\'i loNAi, Dis ritiiti roKs
^
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Sid Bloomfield, former manager of the Lenox
Theatre, is now city salesman for PRC.
With the Army giving up the Earle Theatre
in Atlantic City as a classroom and lecture
hall, the theatre will shortly revert back to
the Warner circuit.
With Walter Donahue's new duties as assistant office' manager taking all his time at
Columbia pictures, several changes have been
announced in the booking line-up by exchange
manager Harry Weiner. Joseph Flood, upstate booker, takes over the assignment of circuit

THEY'RE THE INSTIGATORS. Frank Ryan, left,
director, and Felix Jackson, producer, as they
stepped off the train in New York to attend the
premiere of Universal's new Deanna DurbinJoseph
starrer, "Hers to Hold," for which
they areGotten
responsible.
booker. Ben Rosenthal, N. J. and Del. booker,
takes over the city accounts, and Martin
Cherry, of the Poster Department, takes over
the N. J. and Del. accounts.
George Waldman, member of the Warner
Bros, sales organization in New York, is to
move to the Philadelphia office.
Milton Lewis, manager of the Dante Theatre,
just became a daddy. The new baby is a girl.
Abe Ellis has personally bought from his
own corporation. Broad Amusements, Inc., the
Broad and the Rockland theatres in North
Philadelphia. $36,364 was the price mentioned
for the Broad, with no figures given out on the
Rockland. The Rocklar.d, however, is assessed
at $50,000.
Herb Given, manager of the PRC exchange,
was host to a group of the Warner boys at the
Ritz Carlton hotel at luncheon, after screening
his newest picture "Follies Girl."
Eddie Rosenbaum,
Columbia's
was
chuckling
so hard he could
hardly exploiteer
tell his story.
He
and Jimmy were
Ashcraft
(MGM's
exploitation
representative)
coming
back from
a trip
to Allentown on the Philadelphia and Western
Electric Railway, when they both put their
hats on the baggage rack. Ed was w'earing
an
hat athat
he's new,
had very
for years,
and
Jim old
wasstraw
sporting
brand
expensive
straw that he had just acquired. A sudden
gustright
of wind
picked
up Jim's
and carried
it
out the
window
beforehateither
of the
men could stop it. And then Ed helped matters
out by exclaiming : "Gee Jim. I'm sorry. But
to be frank with you, it really didn't look so
The Center Theatre, now under lease to the
well
on you
!"
Stanley
Company,
and operated by W arners,
has been sold by the Philadelphia Saving Fund
Society through Albert M. Greenfield Co. to
Eugene Hookev. The property is assessed at
$142,300.
Ben Amsterdam has announced the followingchanges in managers in the Atlantic Theatres
circuit, occasioned by the fact that Melvin C.
Worrell, manager of the Fox Theatre in Riverside has joined the Navy. His wife, Mrs.
Worrell, becomes manager of the Criterion
Theatre in Moorestown, replacing Clarence
Marshall, who moves over to the Fox in Mount
Holly, while Lee Toner, manager of the Fox
in Mount Holly, moves to the Fox, Riverside.
All the theatres mentioned are in South Jersey.
PITTSBURGH
The 30-piece United States Coast Guard
Band teenwill
at the USO-Variety
ClubSunday
Canhere onplaySaturday
evening, and on
evening
willPa.,
go for
to the
HospitalBothin
Aspinwall,
the Veterans'
patients there.
appearances will be sponsored by the Variety
Post 589 of the American Legion.
Mildred Cohen, sister of dramatic critic Har-
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old Cohen of the Pittsburgh Press, was married
Sunday at the Hotel Schenley to Lt. Gerald
Kramer, Bombardier in the Army Air Force,
now on leave.
Joseph Freeman has been appointed city manager for Warner Brothers theatres in Johnstown, Pa., succeeding Ken Grimes, who is now
a lieutenant-colonel in the Army.
At their last regular meeting, the local
AMPTO directors approved a proposal to hold
their annual convention in Pittsburgh during
the middle of October. This will be a two-day
business and social event, and the exact dates
will be announced later.
Jack Withers, formerly sales representative
for PRC here, has joined the sales staff of the
local RKO exchange, and will cover part of
the West Virginia area.
W. E. Yeagley, who operates the Liberty Theatre, Confluence, Pa., has been inducted into
the Army. His wife will take over for the duration.
John Zomnir, office manager for the local
MGM exchange, has joined the Coast Guard
and leaves for active duty on July 17. The
MGM Family Club held a farewell party for
him Saturday evening at the Hotel William
Penn and presented him with a military wristwatch.
Edv\'ard Banazac, who joined the Marines
last Summer, and prior to that was night shipper for MGM, is home on a fourteen days'
furlough.
John D. Walsh, manager of Shea's Fulton
Theatre, left town the early part of the week
for a well earned vacation, after supervising
recent repairs and the reopening on July 3.
A meeting of the War Activities Committee
with exhibitors and sales representatives of
the various distributing companies was held at
the Paramount exchange on Monday, the 12th,
when a checkup was made on the results of
the local scrap drive.
John T. McGreevey, buyer and booker for
the Harris Circuit, has returned from a fishing
trip to Wisconsin. Mac says he caught enough
fish to relieve the current meat shortage.
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PORTLAND
Sam Siegel, following his honorable discharge
from the Army, has again resum.ed his exploitation post with United Artists exchange, Seattle.
Paul Westlund and Walter Roe have taken
over the Broadway Theatre at Bellingham,
Wash., from Paul Aust.
Dave Cantor, pioneer theatre manager, formerly of Aberdeen, Wash., for Warner, returned to Seattle as e.xploitation representative
for RKO Radio on "Bombardier."
Frank Christie, popular booker for Evergreen,
hosted with a big dinner at the Seattle Film
Club, prior to his Army induction.
Last minute change at new Vanport Theatre
opening July 15th, names Willard Gamble as
manager. He was formerly in charge of the
Hood River houses of the Gamble circuit.
Eddie Rivers has leased the Plaza Theatre
in Waitsburg, Wash., formerly operated by
Charles Laidlaw of Dayton.
Max Hadfield has returned from San Francisco as booker at the Paramount, Seattle.
Paul Schwegler, formerly of Seattle, now a
public relations man in the Navy, is stationed
at San Diego.
A. J. Sullivan, together with Jack Kloepper,
met Edward Schnitzer, Western Division manager, and C. E. Calloway, Western District
manager, in Portland for the United Artists
conference.
Ward Pennington, Paramount salesman, has
joined the Portland exchange.
Hal Hawthorne, manager for Dave Gross at
Ketchikan, Alaska, is reported seriously ill.
Margaret Owings succeeds Dorothy O'Neil at
Warners. Same exchange marked the entrance
of Anna Ross Mallender, contract clerk, succeeding June Hawkins, who advanced to billing
clerk. Lorraine Dorothy Bassie takes the place
(^Continued on Page 34)
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' ""CKANT WITHERS SHEILA LYNCH
Produced by GEORGE A. HIRLIMAN
Directed by LOUIS GASNIER
Screen PUr by D.S.IESIIE
Originil Slary by lAWSEKCE MEADE

BOOK
Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cleveland — Imperial
Dallas — Astor

N

(OmETKRU

NOW

Denver — Commercial
Detroit — Allied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota— P.R.C.
Milwaukee — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine
Montreal — Toronto — Superior Films

New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Astor
Pittsburgh^ — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor
Washington — Astor
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Beath, Vancouver, Naomi Landa, Montreal,
and Ethel Cutler, Toronto.
. Starting in August there will be a new
addition to newsreels in Canada. Monogram
will release a British News Reel which will
be flown from England each week, giving the
activities of our own Canadian Troops.

NEWS

(Coiiti)nicd from Page 33)
of Marie Smalley as statistical and percentage
box-office clerk, and Nancy Ann Stett succeeds
Rena Gage as ad sales clerk.
Don Beckman is back with National Screen
Service, Seattle.
Gordon Pyle is now assistant manager at
tile Mayfair, Portland.
John Kent has joined the sales staff of Paramount, Seattle.
Bob Quick, on Portland row, has been booking for some 40 Army theatres.

WASHINGTON

ST. LOUIS
Tile Fanchon & Marco-St. Louis Amusement iCo. interests were permitted to reopen the
Alaffitt Theatre and the Powhattan in Maplewood on Monday only after they surrendered
to
the demands
the AFLa Stagehands'
Local
No. 6 toof employ
stagehand atUnion,
both
houses. The dispute goes back to September,
1941, but a fire caused postponement of the
issue, until the reopening this week. The management contended that, since neither house
was equipped for stage presentations, no stageliands at full salaries were necessary. The
union insisted a standard contract situation
was involved.
The screen
version ofTheatre
"This Is
Army"
reaches
the Ambassador
on the
August
12.
Irving Yergin, Warner exploiteer, has arrived to
arrange for the publicity campaign in cooperation with Les Kaufman, of F and M.
B. B. Reingold, local manager for 20th Century-Fox, and Mrs. Reingold will leave July
20th for a vacation trip to the famed Canadian
"Lake of the Woods." They hope to enjoy
some fine fishing and a real rest.
Ralph Lawler, formerly of Toledo, Ohio,
has succeeded Thomas P. Ronan, as Central
Illinois district manager for Publix Great
States. Ronan recently settled down as the
circuit's
manager
in Danville,
where
it has thecity
Fisher,
Lincoln
and Palace111.,theatres.
Paul Woods, manager of Sam Pirtle's Gem
and Princess theatres in Beardstown, 111., recently gave a free show to the Army men and
others who helped save that city from a recordbreaking flood along the Illinois River.
Louis Collins, manager of the Canton Theatre,
Canton, Mo., for the past five years, recently
checked in at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., for
Army service.
When Elmer D. Larsen, owner-manager of
the Ritz Theatre, Chenoa, 111., was stricken
with an attack of asthma and bronchitis he
was forced to close the house for a week.
Slight damage resulted when the El Tovar
Theatre, Crystal Lake, 111., was struck by a
bolt of lightning during a recent storm. No
one in the building was injured.
Millard McKirgan is the new manager of the
Grand Theatre, Piano, III., owned by Robert
Lucas. George Mickels, former manager, resigned. The house was recently refitted with
seats and a water cooling system. It 'has 400
.seats.
The Frisina Amusement Company of Springfield, 111., recently entered into an agreement
with Altec Service, through A. H. Hosier, for
the furnishing of booth repair-replacement and
sound service in 18 theatres of that circuit.
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AWAY FROM HOME, Martin Mullin, left,
Chester Stoddard, and Sam Pinanski, of the
M and P theatre circuit, Boston, are caught in
the lobby of the Rivoli Theatre, New York, as
they arrive at the press preview of "For Whom
the Bell Tolls."
SALT

LAKE

CITY

Tracy Barham, vice-president of Interniountain Theatres, Inc., a Paramount affiliate with
lieadciuarters here, has been commended by
A'layor Ab Jenkins and Fire Chief LaVere M.
Hanson for his community spirit in staging a
midnight show for the benefit of the wives and
children of three firemen who lost their lives
i}i the Victory Theatre fire.
Thanking Barham and a committee for their
efforts.
Jenkins
wrote
: "You
are trulyMayor
an asset
to Salt
LakeBarham
City and
we
are proud to have you as one of our citizens,"
VANCOUVER
A board of arbitration on July 9 expressed
the opinion the Lyric Theatre should employ
Joe Errington as a projectionist from now until
August 31, 1943, when the contract between the
Lyric and the B. C. Projectionist union expires.
The board allowed the theatre the right to
terminate
Aug. the
31,
and in suchErrington's
event the employment
union should onfurnish
theatre with another competent projectionist.
The theatre had insisted they had the right to
choose from the names of several senior projectionists, while the Union insisted the contract
entitled them to fill the vacancy.
•■ Harold Warren, who controls the three theatres in the Port Alberni district of Vancouver
Island, is the proud papa of a 8 pound baby
girl born on June 29th. All doing well.
Royal Canadian Air Force stations from
coast to coast now will show first-run A pictures under the direction of a former film man
from Vancouver, Flying Officer Frank Vaughan,
who before joining the RCAF was the Vancouver manager of Empire-Universal films.
RCAF announced that more than 100 stations
have 16mm projectors.
Harry Phillet, who resigned from Regal
films as Calgary manager to operate theatres
in Dawson Greek and Fort St. John — both
on the Alaska Highway — is succeeded by Bill
Guss of the St. John, N. B. office.
The Vancouver Sun came out with an article
this week protesting against so many war
pictures, claiming they are all so similar that
it cannot help but be confusing.
Shortage of manpower in Canada is really
beginning to make itself felt in the exchanges,
where it has always been the rule for bookers
to wear pants, not panties. However, UA
is showing the way towards the new deal in
Canada, with three gals stepping into the booking departments. These three are Janet Mc-

Film row, plus plenty of exhibitors, plus
company representatives here, plus the local
press, plus government figures all turned out
last week for the gala cocktail party in honor
of Charles E. Peppiatt, new branch manager
here for Twentieth-Fox. The Variety Club
was the scene, and the club was filled for over
two hours, as more than 100 guests dropped
by to wish the newcomer well.
Fellow workers at Twentieth are still waitelmaning tohouse.
learn if it's a boy or a girl at the FishVacationers, as they come to mind : Universal
booker Saul Jacobs ; UA cashier Sadie Carroll ;
Paramount cashier Lillian Lee ; also from Paramount, Mrs. Nau and office manager Bob
Grace, with cashier Ida Greene to go next week ;
\"itagraph stenographer Thelma Burbee, and
checking supervisor R. W. Wohlheim ; MGM
Mariella Schaben, secretary to office manager
Joe Kronman, and Edward Ajello of the shipping department — plus plenty more.
In from New York : Rube Jackter and Maurice Grad, assistant sales-manager and sales
promotion man for Columbia, Also John Flaherty, Universal, and Steve Broidy of Monogram.
Army bound : Booker Jack Howe, Paramount :Universal head shipper Tom Linkins
and his assistant. Bill Fitzpatrick.
In from Hollywood, Rene Clair, distinguished
UA director, who's working on "Tomorrow
In from
Norfolk, Va., Exhibitor Sidney Gates
Never
Comes."
of the Gem, who's just recently taken over the
Royal, in neariby Berkeley.
And back to work: Jack Fruchtman, Baltimore salesman for Monogram, after a ten-day
resigning.
lay-off, and a^ter changing his mind about
Among the new faces : contract clerk Alice
Ward
Monogram
assistant
cashier.atFlora
Vena, and
and Vitagraph's
MGM inspectresses
Bonnie Billings and Corrinne Johnson.
The row was saddened this week by the
death of Kate Hartnett, who had been chief
inspectress for Twentieth. Other losses were
the father of Clare Moses, Universal assistant
cashier and the mother of Vitagraph salesman.
Sterling Wilson.
Jean Graves, available clerk at Vitagraph, is
no longer available — not since last week, when
she became the bride of Martin Zimmerman.
USN, Talking about service wives. Universal
billers Charlotte Tofifel and Ethel Sparrough
are spending some time in the Carolinas with
their soldier husbands.
Sam Cummins at Washington's Pix is doing
plenty of business with a revival series — all
the best Frank Capra comedies.
Short shots : Nearly all the MGM office
was on hand when the S. S. Potomac pulled
away from the dock on a recent night for a
moonlight cruise up the river of the same name.
Need we add a good time was had by all?
Betty Beavers, bookers' secretary at MGM has
her troubles — ^^but not from the moonlight. She
sports a terrific peeler from a weekend in the
sun at a nearby ibeach . . . Talking 'about
beaches,it Joe
says anyone
who bycan'tat
make
this Kronman
summer should
just drop
the Metro office — which has just been repainted.
Joe only
says one
the who's
color been
is "Ocean
the
able toGreen."
make upHe's
his
mind, some apparently
...
A
recent
luncheon
four:MGM branch manager and Mrs. Johnny
Allen with salesman Jack Goldberg and Pvt.
Donald Schine, son of circuit operator Louis
Schine of Gloversville, N. Y. . . . And Bar
Harbor, Me., was the spot MGM salesman
Frank Scully picked to recuperate from a recent operation.
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THERE

seems to be pretty good evidence

that the vast majority of theatre ow^ners
are well aware of the value of taking care of
what equipment and furnishings they now
have in their business establishments. The
concerns offering sound service are signing renewal contracts at a rapid rate and are adding
new customers to their list of patrons for
periodic inspection and adjustment of sound
and projection apparatus. That's all to the
good. But there's another side to the picture —
so an exhibitor acquaintance, who gets around
quite a bit among his fellow showmen, tells us.
The other side, according to our informant,
is that there are no few theatremen so busy
operating their houses to a volume of patronage
(plus trying to buy film at a few dollars less
than they can take in at the box-office) that
they are being lulled by a combination of relief that they don't have to put out sums for
plant replacements — because the replacements
are either hard to get or impossible to get —
and a sense of false security as to the amount
they can figure as "profits." The day is com(let's be
hope
very soon)
war ing
will
overit will
and be
civilians
will bewhen
able the
to
buy — will have to buy — furnishings for
homes and business establishments. This day,
our exhibitor friend says, is worth looking forward to. To his way of thinking (he being a

good business man) it makes no difference
whether the replacements can be had today or
tomorrow — or next year; the provision to pay
for them by laying aside the reserve is just as
necessary now as when things were normal and
replacement materials could be had for the
ordering thereof at the nearest supply dealer's
store.
There will be a lot of disillusioned theatre
owners if any considerable number are not
now laying aside reserves (the cash itself) for
the replacements when they can be had.
Advance installment buying of some equipment can be arranged right now. Companies
in the equipment business are offering such
services. They are worth looking into most
carefully, for the plans are based upon ideas
advanced by leading economists. But you
can't "buy ahead" all the equipment and new
construction you'll be needing. Which brings
this department back to where it came in —
Remember? Sure, we're reminding again that
that money laid aside for new things for the
theatre be put right into War Bonds — there to
work right now for the biggest cause of all;
and there to rest securely (and at good appreciation via interest) until the time when the
cash will be needed for keeping you in showbusiness.
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subscribers.
• Showmen's Trade Review is on file in the record number of eighty-five per cent of the theatres
to which the publication is circulated.
• Only a trade paper providing the essential service and information theatremen want, need and
use could attain such a record of endorsement.
• Only by taking advantage of this demonstrated theatre-reader preference can the advertiser
with something to sell to the theatre field realize effective coverage of the motion picture market.
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Green

Help

Calls
for Added
Safety
Measures
booth.
These
machines
may
be
a
great
comfort
as often as it has in the pa.'it among the solvent.s
Manpower shortages have ■ caused many— but they should not be permitted in the prochanges in the personnel of theatres everywhere.
by the projectionist to clean equipjection booth. There are too many chances of favored ment.
(Parenthetically, it is worth noting that many
Managers who are not certain as to
authentic sources of information indicate that a workman, under the press of doing some one
which commercial solvents are safe — because
the shortages which have been experienced so of the many jobs he has to perform, getting his they are not highly explosive and also because
hand into contact with the blades of the fan, they do not give off injurious fumes under the
far are just a sample of what's ahead in the
into the thing in the semi-darkvery immediate future.) Training the new per- or of nessreaching
higher temperatures of the average booth —
of the projection room. Moreover, the fan should
make it a point to inform themselves
sonnel has progressed, according to direct rewill
stir
up
dirt
and
grit
and
drive
it
into
the
on
this matter by consulting the reputable
port from all sections of theatredom, most satisdelicate
mechanism
of
the
projector,
or
into
the
ec|uipmcnt
dealer. Also, managers who are not
factorily, and theatres generally are regarded
as far ahead of other businesses catering to the optical system.
confident that some newer member of the projection crew is thoroughly capable of guarding
public in the matter of providing as high a Solvents That Are Safe
standard of service in wartime as before the
against accidents (such as being careless about
present manpower shortages developed.
replacing guards, cut-out switches and other
Another cause of accidents among projectionists is the use of certain fluids that may be safety appliances) should a.sk and obtain from
The comparatively "green" personnel can be
brought along rapidly, as theatremen have brought into the booth for the purpose of cleanthe older member of the projection crew coproved, by proper training and by developing
operation ininstructing the newxomer and supering equipment. Gasoline, now of course is
vising his work closely.
newcomers to the staffs through a good co- pretty scarce and may not be expected to appear
operative spirit on the part of the older employes who are still on the job. There is one
factor in all this, however, which calls for
particular attention. That factor is the safety
matter. It is not to be expected that a staff
Photograph from "ACTION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC" as Produced by It ariier Brothers
made up entirely of comparative newcomers —
nor even one in which there is a large percentage
of newcomers working in with older handscan be relied upon as much as the man in charge
under normal conditions has a right to expect
from his subordinates in the important matters
of observing conditions which might lead to
accident or fire. In consequence, there is the
extra burden upon the man in charge of doubling
his normal efforts with respect to inspections
and watchfulness for the safety precautions.
One other important matter, als.o, is involved
under present operating conditions. There are
places in the theatre w-here the care of the person
at work is a most important element in avoiding
accidents to the worker himself. There is no
place in the theatre, of course, where this is so
pronounced as in the projection booth. Younger,
less experienced help in the projection booth
could lead to a lowering of the generally fine
record of the theatre industry in the matter of
"occupational"
safety. The
accident
rate, andin
the rate of impairments
to health
of workers
the projection booths, is very low — and should
continue
so.' It may,
strict supervision
by thehowever,
manager require
to bring more
this
objective into reality.
That 'Ounce of Prevention'
The "ounce of prevention" which is vital to
the welfare of the theatre and its personnel can
be applied most profitably in the projection room.
Personal safety for the people working there
depends not alone upon the proper provisions in
the design and construction of the projection
booth, and the equipment therein — but also upon
the maintenance of these machine shops in a
manner that safeguards the property and the
personnel.
For one thing — and this is a factor stressed
by responsible projectionists themselves — special care and watchfulness must be exercised by
the management when it is noted that a member
of the projection crew delivers sub-standard
work in the matter of putting a picture on the
screen. Projectionists who are up to the average standard claim that the men who have the
most accidents are, in the great majority of
cases, the ones who are not good craftsmen —
and that is something which shows right on the
screen, in the excessive instances of pictures
running out of frame, or poor changeovers, of
improper sound levels ; in a word, all those
things which are below the standard of which
the equipment is known to be capable. "Watch
the careless workman," is the warning of experienced theatremen and of projectionists
themselves.

TOO
TOO

BIG
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TO
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TO
Shortly a Nation that has ORCHIDS
Director:
In
theaters
"ACTION
IN many
THETIC" will
NORTH
ATLAN-by
gasped countsatof their
the published
acbe projected
sinkings, will
Lloyd Bacon
see a thrilling episode from the
Cameraman:
day-in,
DeVRY day-out
Precision dependable
Projectors.
Ted jMcCord
heroic battle of the convoys —
Voice,
roar
of
battle,
shriek of
Soundman:
Warner Brothers' "ACTION
C. A. Riggs
sirens and sound of sea, subs,
IN THE NORTH ATLANships and planes will be the
TIC." Bogart, Massey, Hale
show us what our Merchant Marine is more natural because of the range of
DeVRY High Fidelity Sound Systems.
doing
get the ships
— re-enact
As peace nears, the foresighted and
for us ato heroism
words across
are inadequate
to describe — situations difficult to comDeVRY corporation, 1111
prehend. What a subject! What a forthright plan to buv DeX'RVs.
plot ! What a supurb motion picture ! Armitage Avenue, Chicago, U. S. A.
BOX OFFICE BOOSTERS
FOR JULY
The Human Comedy — MGM . . Song of Texas — REP . . Hers to Hold — UNIV . . .\ppointment in Berlin — COL
.Stage Door Canteen — UA . . . Petticoat Larceny — RKO . . . Stormy W eather — 20TH-FOX
For Whom the Bell Tolls— PARA . . . Wings Over the Pacific— MONO . . . Follies Girl— PROD.

Beware Open Fans
During the hot weather there may be many
a case of where a projectionist may be tempted
to have an open, or desk type, of fan in the

Distributors in World's Principal Cities
WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF MOTION PICTURE SOUND EQUIPMENT
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Wiring Regulations Must
Be Observed
Theatre owners, engineers and architects have been warned by the War Production Board,
Conservation Division, to use care in checking all lighting specifications for conversion, remodelling or
new construction projects to make sure that they comply with the policy outlined in the "Design
Guide
Interior
Lighting
Wiring for plans
Wartime
Construction."
The installations,
Guide was released
recently,for and
in allElectric
instances,
beforeandcompleting
or designs
for lighting
should
be consulted. Deviations from the policy outlined in the Guide may cause delay or possible denial
of priority assistance when applications are reviewed by the WPB. Copies of the Guide may be
obtained upon request from the WPB Conservation Division, 11th and H Streets, N.W.,
Washington 1, D. C.

'Buy

Exhibitors of America have many duties to perform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations— and you promote
and support the various government
drives that are initiated to spur war
production and civilian defense.
RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carrying on important war duties: RCA engineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection room equipment in thousands of theatres to "Keep 'em Running"—and other RCA Service groups
are installing military equipment and
instructing personnel, in this country
and at the battlefronts.
The RCA Service organization is today more than nation-wide
... it is world-wide . . . serving the home front and
battlefronts too!

RCA SERVICE CO., INC.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Subsidiary
Camden, N. J.

Only

to Cover

Needs;

Work

with

the

WPB/
W. E. Green AdvisesTheatre
Owners
Among the more important considerations in understanding, friendly and sympathetic because they realize the seriousness of your
carrying out the strict observance of the ideal
which animates all good Americans at this problems. But the best way to help them
and yourselves is to comply cheerfully and
time, are certain principles which go counter
promptly with all government regulations
to the ordinary business rules rightly followed
down to the last detail.
by management under normal conditions. Some
of the considerations which come under this
"i cannot overstress the value to you of
classification were stressed most pertinently by this recommendation. Time after time theatre operation is dependent upon some small
W. E. Green, president of National Theatre
which we are able to supply, but can
Supply, in an address at the recent annual meet- . part,
only do so provided formalities preliminary
ing of the Allied Theatre Owners of New
to obtaining that part as outlined by the
Jersey. Points which Mr. Green emphasized,
and which are worthy of special notice, include government are fully complied with. Not to
conform with what may appear on the surthe following:
seemingly unimportant regulation,
"Theatres cannot, and now ought not, to causesface to be
delays and unnecessary embarrassstock up with an unlimited supply of material
ment. If the regulation or restriction works
used in the operation of a motion picture
theatre. The supply dealer carries them for a hardship, instead of ignoring it or failing
to obey it, we ought to take immediate steps
you. But it is not the routine requirements
to correct it. But just so long as it is on the
that make serious demands. It is your emerbooks and is known to everyone, strict comgencies the well equipped supply house with
pliance saves time and tempers."
competent, conscientious, experienced em-^
ployes has in mind — first, last and all the
time. Any interruption of the show for any
reason is inexcusable, except under exLounge a Social Center;
traordinary conditions. The supply dealer
who does not know how exacting your re-;
Makes SRO a Pleasure
quirements can be, does not deserve your,
patronage for he must be prepared to makei
"Standing room only" means a quiet game of
every effort to give you the service you need
backgammon, gin-rummy or bridge
in your difficult and important work o( checkers,
to
the movie patrons of the Mayfair Theatre,
serving the public. I know personally, and
Miami.
everyone in my organization knows, the
Mayfair Lane, as this social center is called,
importance of what may be required in emergencies. Every manufacturer represented in is equipped for games, reading and writing and,
the food rationing restrictions, served
our line has had years of experience in this before
refreshments.
field. They, too, know your requirements.
This social lounge has been fully utilized by
We could not possibly represent any firm
which did not strive to serve you just as the moviegoers and many use the Lane to
entertain guests, hold club meetings, bridge
intelligently and earnestly as we do.
parties and give book reviews.
"The war has made many changes and
Manager Claude Norton does not confine his
demands, many sacrifices but there is no al- outside
activities to the social center, on Sundays
teration inour attitude toward our customers.
the theatre is used as a church. The Unitarian
Our manufacturers have had long and
Society holds services and forums.
friendly relations with exhibitors for many
years and are just as determined as we are
to give you every assistance and service war
conditions permit — beyond that you could
Burned Theatre Standing Wall
not,Mr.youGreen
wouldcalled
not, want
us toof go."
attention
his exhibitor
Second to Crash in High Wind
audience to the type of men who are directing
High winds toppled a brick wall of the Printhe Amusement Section of the WPB, mentioning
cess Theatre, Aurora, the last pile remaining,
that A. G. Smith, as chief of the section, brings after a disastrous fire some time ago. It inflicted
a record of experience and cooperation into considerable damage to the rear of three business
his work, and that Lester B. Isaac, special in- houses, completely caving in the entire end of
dustrial consultant to the section, is a man of a bowling alley.
particular experience and attainments for the
The accident was second of its kind. About
sympathetic and intelligent direction of his two weeks earlier another wall crashed, doing
work. . This government agency, so well handled about a thousand dollars worth of damage to a
and so cooperative in working toward the end furniture store.
of keeping theatres operating under necessarily
restrictive conditions as to materials, should
have the best of cooperation in turn from exGets Remodeling Permit
hibitors, Mr. Green pointed out. Working
Theodore K. Anthony has obtained a permit to
with these men and the regulations of the WPB,
Green emphasized, means greater efficiency for remodel a theatre building in Urbana, 111., which
the theatre owner and greated good for the he will operate himself.
The work, cost estimated $1,863, will include
theatre field as a whole. "The fullest, cooperaconstruction of a new projection booth, and
tion," he said "should be given to the WPB
other improvements.
and the men I have just mentioned," adding:
The building was formerly occupied by the
"They know this field thoroughly or they
could not hold their positions. They are Varsity Theatre.
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More
Not
Why
Since no new building is now going on the
prospective post-war builder has a great opportunity to lay his plans carefully and thus avoid
some of the pitfalls encountered in the past.
Since he has all this time we suggest he put
some of the brainwork into selecting a good
name for his precious theatre. In no angle of
showmanship has there been, perhaps, such a
lack of imagination as in naming the house.
Think of the number of theatres over the
nation which are called Ritz, Palace, Rialto,
Rivoli, Plaza, Orpheum, Bijou, or a half dozen
other traditional — and static — names.
When we build a new theatre after the war
we want all the latest do-dabs, hot and cold air,
double strength projection, magic eye doors,
flying balconies, latest seats, perfect vision, and
everything the architects and engineers can
think of. Well, if we're going to be that modern
why not think up something new in the way of
a name? This is easy, and the best of it is it
won't cost much.
The source of unhackneyed theatre names is
found quite simply in local pride, and catering
to local pride is good showmanship. Every
town and city in the country has a local history
of its own. There are places and personages
connected with the growth of the community
that will often make first class names — that
will identify your theatre directly with the town
and make your house stand out for the very
reason that it is not another Capitol or Roxy.
In the past theatre owners have been inclined
to the familiar names because they were supposed to represent big town stuff — Broadway,
the Big Stem, the smart boys, theatrical glamor.
But the days of aping the Big Stem are gradually fading, what with public knowledge growing by leaps and bounds through film and radio.
Cities and towns are discovering they have personalities oftheir own — histories of their own.
In many cases the local histories are more interesting than that of Broadway. Some thoughtful
citizens are beginning to wonder why more is
not made of their own community tradition.
Why not take advantage of the wealth of
local material ? An example comes to mind :
there is a small town in Pennsylvania which has
a modern, beautiful theatre which was built
chiefly through the cooperation of business men.
What did they call it? The Ritz. Flowing
through this town is a historic stream called by
Indians the Paupack. Here is a name that
stands out, that would identify the theatre with
the community, and that, above all, is unhackneyed. The chance was missed simply because
those involved succumbed to habit.
By and large, the same chance has been
missed in most instances, although there are
many examples where theatre men have made
use of local possibilities.
In South Carolina there is only one Calhoun
Theatre, and nary a Jef¥ Davis or Rhett.
Indiana has only two Hoosiers, but counts 17
Ritzes and 11 Palaces.
In South Dakota there is no Custer — even in
the town of Custer.
In Tennessee you find no Jackson, Boone, nor
Johnson. But the state boasts an Old Hickory
in the town of that name, a Belmont in Nashville (after the famous old estate), and a
Cherokee in LaFollette. There are 14 Palaces,
13 Capitols, 10 Ritzes, and 9 Roxys.
New York City has never thought to name a
theatre after Peter Minuit, Nathan Hale, or
Chief Powhattan.
In North
even in
in
Carson.
But Dakota
27 out ofthere's
a totalnoofCarson,
199 theatres
the state are known as the Roxy. Neither North
nor South Dakota has a Blackfoot.
New York State has a Cataract Theatre in
Niagara Falls and 2 Pontiacs. But there is no
Iroquois, Cayuga, nor Mohawk.
Of all the states Virginia seems to have made
most
use of local
at Appomattox,
andbackground.
other towns, There's
Bluefield,a Lee
and
several Jefifersons and Lincolns. Norfolk has
aoldest
Byrdfamilies.
and a Carver
Virginia'sin
Also youafter
will two
find aof Madison

Theatres?
in Naming
Showmanship
Orange, a Patrick Henry in Richmond and a tiicatre a really distinctive name aiul at the
Cavalier in Suffolk.
same time get the good will of the community
Other random examples of appropriate names
if he will merely look into the local background.
include the Shasta in Central Valley, Calif.,
build-up for the new house could
the Sutter in Sacramento, the Golden Gate in be Nohad better
than
to
run a contest for a name. BeSan Francisco, the Ute in Colorado Springs,
ginning as much as six months before opening,
the Cortez in Cortez, Colo., the Barnum in the contest would provide a continual stream of
Bridgeport, Conn, (the circus Wintered there publicity, and it would get the interest and
for many years), the Commodore Hull in cooperation of schools, churches, historical socieDerby, Conn., the Pequot in New Haven, the
ties, municipal departments, and all the most
Comanche in Coldwater, Kan., the Kenebec in worthwhile elements of the community.
Bingham, Me., the Lord Baltimore and Lord
It should be remembered, too, that there is no
Calvert in Baltimore^ and the Walt Whitman in law against changing the name of a theatre
already built. Such a move might be a good
Camden, N. J.
proposition if your theatre is in the dumps and
It can be, and has been, done very successfully. But the practice is far too limited, conyou want to make it stand out in the community. In this case a contest asking the citizens
sidering the possibilities. The builder of a new
theatre has a splendid opportunity to give his to rename the house is almost a "must."

Those who bought Simplex High Lamps know
that it stands for the utmost in projection
lighting.
Although production of new lamps has been
discontinued for the duration, it's a good name
to remember for the future.
THE

COPPER

DRIVE

IS ON!

America needs more copper for producing
ammunition. We must save all the drippings
and strippings from carbons. Wasting even a
small part is the equivalent of withholding
bullets for the guns of our fighting men. And
you wouldn't do that!
Do not hesitate to call us when in need of parts
or service on any type of equipment.
NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

Division of National- -^it^fi^^ -Bludworth, Inc.
THERE'S A BRAI\CH NEAR YOU
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'Check
Up
Right
Now/
Circuit Chief Sets Plan for Survey
Willia)ii K. Jriikiiis, one of the country's
foremost theatre executives and partner of Arthur Lucas in the firm of Lucas and Jenkins,
ozvners and operators of a large chain of theatres in the Soiitli, has called upon managers
throughout his organi::ation to institute immediately acomplete check up of current policies,
personnel and physical properties at each of the
theatres in the far-flung chain. The order issued
by Mr. Jenkins goes into details of theatre operation in such a complete manner that the plan,
or outline, recommended is of special value to
every theatre oivner and manager. Folloiving
is thedum complete
text of
to all managers
: Mr. Jenkins' memoranAt this time when things are somewhat hectic
it is a good plan to slow down for a moment
and take an inventory of ourselves, our theatres
and our policies.
In this inventory the first thing to do is to
make a careful check upon yourself — to determine whether you have or are developing the
qualities you know are needed for the successful operation of your theatre.
Then, nothwithstanding the difficulty in securing satisfactory employes it is advisable to
check each employe to determine whether or
not he or she is the best qualified person you
can find for the position they are serving.
Then, take an inventory of the physical qualities of your theatre and make sure it is everything that it should be and if it is not, please
take steps to bring about the desired physical
condition at as early date as possible — good
business methods being considered.
After you have done the above, then, please
have a meeting with your entire organization
and make the following vour policy :
1. MAKE
YOUR THEATRE
BRIGHT AND

use

to

CHEERFUL. Let's not have any gloomy looking
theatres.colors,
Let's proper
keep the
fronts etc..
in good
with
bright
lighting,
and condition
when possible
promote flowers . . . they often go a long ways in
developing the desired atmosphere.
2, HAPPY EMPLOYES. Regardless of the
troubles and cares that "infest the day," please make
certain everyone in your organization reflects cheerfulness, friendliness and politeness, and encourage your

National

post-war

equipment
National Theatre Supply's "Magic Bridge^' will help
you plan now for your post-war equipment . . . without "options" or down payments of any kind.
National's "'Magic Bridge" will close the gap between
your post-war plans and their speedy realization. If
you have not yet received your personal copy of the
"/Wogic
Equipmentbranch.
Survey, ask for a copy
at your Bridge'"
nearest National
THEATRE

July 17, 1943

Jenkins
Urges
Managers
of Theatre Policies and Properties

JENKINS HONORED— William K. Jenkins, Atlanta, left, receives from R. H. Coyne, Field
Representative of the War Finance Division of
the Treasury Department, the Department's citation for "distinguished services rendered in behalf of the ofWarthe Savings
Jenkins
is Chairman
WAC forprogram."
the AtlantaMr.Exchange
Area, and is also War Savings Staff Chairman
for the Fifth Congressional District in Georgia.

the

NATIONAL

REVIEW

SUPPLY

Division of N ATIONAL-^^#^e^-BLU DWORTH, INC.
A General Pracition Equipment Corp. Subsidiary

cashiers,proper
doorman
and others
to say they
"Thankreally
you"meant
and
other
phraseology
as though
it, and not in a stilted, mechanical way.
3. KEEP THE GLAMOUR AND ROMANCE
OF YOUR THEATRE. Whatever you do, please do
not destroy the glamour and romance of your theatre.
Keep it mysterious. We make a mistake in attempting
to unfold all the tricks of our operation.
4. KEEP OUT OF YOUR OFFICE. A successful Manager should so organize and schedule his work
so he will have time to be on the floor much of his
time so as to observe the many details of operation,
extend friendly greetings and be available in case a
patron should want him.
5. MAKE CERTAIN YOUR PROJECTION IS
GOOD. Keeping your machines and screen in good
condition ; seeing that change-overs are properly handled; eliminating foreign lights from your screen, etc.,
etc.
6. KEEP CLOSE CHECK ON YOUR SOUND
and being out of your office much of the time, this will
be but one of the advantages you gain by being on the
floor. See that all booth, street noises, etc., are excluded from your theatre and proper volume is always
maintained.
7. BE A GOOD JANITOR by keeping your house
in a "spick and span" condition as though prepared
for an inspection.
8. HAVE PERFECT MAINTENANCE. By
constant inspection and following up through your local
force,
and "doing
a good
accomplish
wonderful
results.maintenance turn daily" will
9. MAKE YOUR OPERATION SAFE by providing safeguards to prevent accident, fires, holdup,
etc. Safety in every department is certainly the part of
good
10. management.
EXTRA PRECAUTIONS IN HANDLING
MONEY are advisable at this time, so be sure unnecessary amounts are not exposed in box-office and
that proper care is exercised in transporting money,
and that deposits are made promptly in order to reduce
time of your responsibility for funds.
11. KEEP PASSES AT A MINIMUM, making
certain full value to the Company is received for each
KEEP CONTROLLABLE EXPENSES AT
pass12.issued.
A MINIMUM, This is no time to develop extravagant
ideas in operation. It is the time to develop a sensible
plan that will work when these abnormal conditions
have passed and then work your plan.
13. BE A GOOD CITIZEN WHERE YOU
SERVE, doing your part in the various war drives
and doing your part in selling War Bonds and Stamps.
In addition to this do not hesitate to frequently entertain charity institutions and in other ways contribute
service that will be of value to your community.
14. BUILD UP THE ENTERTAINMENT VALUE OF YOUR PROGRAM by making certain your
screen attractions are presented in the most attractive
way and also by adding occasional stage shows worked
out through local organizations without cost.
Make Yourself Outstanding
To the above list you no doubt can add many
additional, important ideas but the thought I
would like to leave with you is that by giving
attention to the above and any other items that
you consider important, you can make your work
absolutely outstanding and by all of us working
together along these lines we can accomplish
outstanding results for our company.
Test Stereoscopic Unit
Four of Hollyv^ood's top cameramen have
completed
"Polyscope,"
trade
name for atests
deviceon totheproduce
third dimensional pictures. The cameramen who made
tests of the machine are Bert Glennon, Gregg
Toland, Ray June and Norbert Brodine.
James McMahon, assistant director at Warner
Bros, studio, is owner-in-trust of the machine,
which was invented by W. F. Adier in 1940.
The "Polyscope" may be used in conjunction
with regular cameras, with no change-overs
necessary to produce stereoscopic pictures and
another feature claimed for the invention
is that it eliminates the necessity of back
lighting — a time-consuming operation under
present day methods of production.
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Winner

of

'E^ofAward
Navy
General PreArmypresident
Earle G. Hines,
cision Equipment Corporation (formerly General
Theatres Equipment Corporation), announced
last weekend that another
one of its manufacturing
subsidiaries, Librascope,
Inc., of Burbank, California, has received the
Army-Navy "E" Award
for excellence in production of war material for
the Navy.
Librascope, Inc., is managed by Herbert Griffin
as president, who is also
vice-president of the International Projector
Corporation, and well
Earl G. Hines
known in the motion picture field. The company
produces a computer of unique design for use
by the Ordnance and Aeronautical Departments
of the Armed Forces. This is the second subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation to be awarded the Army-Navy "E"
flag, the first being the Cine Simplex Corporation, of Syracuse, New York, which in peacetime was engaged in the production of cameras
for the use in motion picture studios and for
newsreel work.
The six manufacturing plants of General
Equipment Corporation are presently operatmg
at capacity both in the manufacture of their
of
regular motion picture equipment,ntsmost
of the
which is for the various departme
Government, and also in the manufacture of mstruments of critical and urgently needed types.

's
Day of Management
Opportunity
Golden
As pointed out in an editorial recently (STR
July 3, 1943) the public these days is takmg
quite a lot of pushing around with a minimum
of complaints, be it said to the credit of a
excuse for shortpeople willing to make every
comings due to wartime conditions what with
s and banks.
restaurant
and
understaffed stores
These are the same people— this American
public— to which the American theatreman and
the whole industry owe so much. For this
industry is certainly receiving the handsomest
kind of treatment from a public which is
swelling box-office receipts to new record highs.
That these people, turning so enthusiastically to
for entertainment and rethe motion picture
freshment from the toils and anxieties of the
war-torn world in which they live, deserve m
considerareturn from the industry the utmost
tion of their comfort goes without saying.
As usual the industry (for all the greatness of
its famous artists, great directors and highpositioned executives) must depend upon the
theatre man for the vital job of giving the
of treatment people should republic thewhenkind
ceive they visit the motion picture shows.

Alibis Don't Excuse
Some theatremen, of course, will fall into the
perfectly understandable human way of finding
excuses for failure to provide the kind of cleanliness and courtesy which should be "put right
on the line" for the customers of the rnotion
will be
"Manpower
picture
the mosthouse.
convenient
excuse. troubles"
While it may
be
a legitimate alibi, it still will not excuse the
manager if his theatre deteriorates — ^becornes
musty and grimy and its service becomes shiftless and neglectful of the consideration due to
patrons.
The service might not, until some future

TRADE

Look

may make it impossible for the theatre man
to provide the kind of sparkling freshness his
ttliat
leatrc
presented.
much
the once
theatre
man can But
do. there's
fJe canthis
redouble
his efforts at inspection of the nooks and corners,
the out of the way places — and particularly the
toilet rooms — to make sure that the janitorial
service is being performed as it should for the
sake of a public which deserves the best — and
whose representatives most certainly are not
going to enjoy themselves should foul odors
or unsightly grime obtrude their unpleasant
presence,
the seeker after refreshment,
relaxation upon
and entertainment.
Theatres which do maintain their normal
grade of service and cleanliness, most certainly
are making an impression on their patrons which
will pay off today, and for many tomorrows
to come — because the comparison between that
service and the sort which most people are
receiving in other business establishments will
be most noticeable, and thoroughly appreciated.

Ahead!

"After World War I, the motion
industry, until sound came in 1926, sa w some
very lean years. While the industry ismaking
quite
picture
healthy
prosperous during this present war period,
this is unquestionably the time to start
post-war plans that will keep it in its
position and meet the problems that
recent
Chief,
abovea war."
is a quotation from a inevitablyThefollow
statement by Nathan D. Golden,
Motion Picture Unit, Bureau of Fore
ign and
Domestic Commerce.
date, rise again to the standard of perfection
the theatre attained and maintained before the
war. The lack of new upholstery, or whole
new seats, new carpets or other furnishings

Know
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Motiograph

Dealer

He's

of ffie Momenf/

ffie Man

The patriotic job of helping keep pictures on America's
screens, despite limited supplies and the restricted manufacture of the many kinds and types of equipment has
been accepted by Motiograph dealers.
They have become the maintenance men of morale on
the home front. As trained equipment men, it has always
been their job to know the answers ... to be there with
practical suggestions when you need them.
There's one of these helpful chaps near you. He's
ready and willing to help you solve the difficulties resulting from frequent restrictions. No doubt you know
him. If not, you should get acquainted today for you
may need his help tomorrow.

MOTIOGRAPH
ESTABLISHED
18 9 6
4431 West

Lake

Street

•

Chicago,

Illinois
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Cooperative
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Dealers

Used
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Mart
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Inaugurated

in Nation-Wide Plan for Pooling Scarce Apparatus
Now — to check through your house from top
The entire plan for The Used Equipment
By Fred Matthews
to bottom — from booth to backstage. Then
Mart, inaugurated under the leadership of
Theatre owners are so absorbed both in keeping
list all of the equipment you might have that
Motiograph
the company's
their houses open and in intensively patriotic
pendentthrough
equipment dealers
throughoutindethe
you
would like to sell to the "Used Equipment
efforts of selhng War Bonds and raising funds
country, is outlined in the accompanying
Mart" for subsequent rehabilitation and sale
to some fellow theatre owner somewhere in
for every conceivable cause that they have
article by Fred Matthews, president of
the U. S. A. so that he, too, may keep his
Motiograph. The Used Equipment Mart is a
perhaps lost sight of the fact that the independent supply dealer is also doing an excellent
doors open for the duration.
plan for wartime theatre operation by coopjob. The dealers in fact, are making it possible
Among the saleable items that you might
eration between dealers and exhibitors, and
for theatres to operate.
have are included unused generators, rectifiers,
carries into practical action an idea which
Your dealer has been beset by many troubles
has been advocated by many theatremen — as
arc lamps, projector mechanisms, motors, surwell as by this department of STR at several
in helping theatre owners to keep their equipplus spare parts of all kinds, fonts of marquee
ment in operation. To name only one, the
times since the publication in the issue of
letters, and so forth. When filling out the
manufacturers whom he represents are no longer
Nov. 7, 1942, of a suggested plan based on
list of what you have, it is suggested that you
making new projectors, sound systems, arc
the equipment pool set up by the Arkansas
describe, ,,ea,ch item, as accurately as .possible
Independent Exhibitors Association and deas
to age,
lamps, rectifiers, generators, ventilating equipnumber,
etc. condition, make and model, serial
ment, seats and other major theatre equipment.
scribed byClaude C. Mundo of that organizaHe has even had difficulties in getting the
tion at a meeting of the Tri-State MPTO in
So that the plan may be truly national in
Memphis shortly previous to that date. The
necesary parts for equipment, because he couldscope, it is necessary that there be a central clearMotiograph dealers will provide information
ing house. For purposes of convenience, this
obtainwork
priority
ratings
high asthethose
headquarters has been set up at Motiograph, to
the n'twar
which
now asoccupy
plantsof
periodically on the needs of the Used Equipwhose offices you are requested to mail your
of nearly all theatre equipment manufacturers.
ment Mart through "The Sound Track,"
published by Motiograph for free distribution
Good job that your dealer is doing, he is
supply lists when you have completed them.
Immediately upon receipt of your list, it
to theatres through the company's dealers.
becoming increasingly anxlious, 'because he
knows that the problem of supply parts and
will be sent to the dealer in whose territory
your theatre is located. At the same time,
equipment
is getting
progressively
worse.
It's for unless something is done — and done quickly
time that we
look facts
squarely in
the face,
your wants or surplus stock (with theatre
—cesion
we are
going theatres.
to have an ever growing sucname deleted) will be included on lists which
of dark
are sent at frequent intervals to every other
As long as new equipment cannot be had,
dealer who is a member of the Mart. Thus,
No More Loose Chairs!
it is Qibvious that the only remaining alternative
if your own dealer is unable to supply your
is to spread around existing equipment to the requirements from his own stock or from the surbest advantage possible. This is a question of
plus equipment lists of theatres in your vicinity,
distribution — and likewise a probable solution
it is more than likely he will be able to obtain
to the problem.
what you need when he has the entire country
to draw upon.
We know that all dealers today possess
fairly considerable stocks of certain types of
The following will give you an idea as to
Pernionently anchors loose chairs
equipment. These have resulted mainly from
how this plan has already been made to work.
large purchases of certain items before the A theatre, owner in Maine, wishing to reopen
to concrete floors in ten minutes.
stoppage of production, sufficient to supply the a dark house, asked the Boston member of this
COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUClocal market for many years to come. What
group for a pair of projector mechanisms of a
TIONS ... $5. io.b. Chicago.
one dealer may have in abundance, however,
particular type. The Boston dealer made his
another may be crying for.
wants known to the Mart's headquarters in
The same thing applies to the theatres. Tucked
PATCH-A-SEAT
Chicago, and a pair of mechanisms of the required type were soon located in Charleston,
away in many a storeroom or basement throughQuickly repairs cuts and rips on leatherette
West Virginia. A few parts were missing,
out the country are countless .pieces of discarded
seats. Colors: brown, green, black, maroon,
however, but these were later located in Omaha,
or superfluous theatre equipment. Somewhere,
Nebraska. The Maine theatre owner, in a
a theatre may be dark for lack of some portion
blue. Specify color when ordering. COMPLETE SIT ... $6. i.oi>. Chicago.
of this idle equipment.
comparatively short period of time, was able
Now, if we could only get all of this idle to open with these completely rebuilt projection
CHAIRS
• PARTS
mechanisms that will do him very nicely until
equipment distributed around to where it would
Complete Une of used y/^
do the most good, everybody concerned would
new projection equipment again becomes availg
^omand rebuilt theatre
benefit by the arrangement.
chairs — veneer back plete line of new
able.
Apart from compiling and coordinating the
«id box spring seat ^^^^ ^^
information received and distributing it to the
Also insert panel back
A
Used
Equipment'
Marf
various members of the Mart, Motiograph does
'and spring edge seats. all makes of chairsa
For this reason, your Motiograph dealer, in not enter into any transactions. All further
contacts are henceforth between exhibitors and
company with a nation-wide group of others,
GENERAL
CHAIR
CO
has formed a "Used Equipment Mart." The
dealers, or dealers and dealers. Your transpurpose of this organization is to locate and
actions need be only with your local dealer,
CHICAGO, IL£.
2035 Charleston St.
purchase such surplus equipment as theatre
who will make arrangements to secure equipowners might have, remodel or rehabilitate
ment that may be available in other parts of
the country.
it, and then redistribute it to theatres sorely
in need of just such equipment.
WE MAKE OLD THEATRE
Advantages of Mart
There is a member of. this "Used Equipment
CHAIRS
LIKE
NEW —
Mart" in every film center of the country,
We have said before that if theatre owners
and
in
a
few
more
important
cities
as
well.
LAST EIGHT TO TEN YEARS
It
doesn't
make
any
difference
whether
your
would
sincerely cooperate in the "Used EquipASK PARAMOUNT ABOUT OUR WORK
theatre be located in Key West, Florida or
ment Mart," it would result in benefits to
everybody. What we mean is just this.
Seattle, Washington or anywhere else — you
PRICES REASONABLE
will still obtain all of the benefits of this plan
1. It would help you, by enabling you to
realize some cash on equipment which is now
REPUBLIC SEATING CO.
of redistribution of necessary theatre equipment.
New York City
45 W. 45th Street
valueless to you, and afford you a far greater
BR. 9-4245
Nor do you have to be a regular patron of opportunity to secure the articles you require.
2. It will help your fellow theatre owner to
any of the dealers forming the "Used Equipment Mart" in order to take advantage of the keep his house open, to preserve his livelihood,
and to continue his patriotic efforts in selling
plan. It is open to all theatre owners everywhere. The purpose of the Mart is to obtain
War Bonds.
Make those improvements now!
as
wide
a
selection
of
items
as
is
possible,
and
_ Now is the time to make those much needed
3. It would help Uncle Sam. While checking
for this reason an appeal is made to all theatres
M improvements to your theatre. Allow us to offer
over
your theatre for surplus equipment, you
our suggestions and estimate.
to cooperate.
will have a splendid opportunity to really clean
The issue of The Sound Track for August
NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, INC.
house. Gather all your metals and scrap toMurals
Draperies . Interior Decoration
will provide a blank for the listing of your
New York
contribute
to theSamGovernment's
surplus equipment and of the items you require.
318-320 W. 48th Street
Salvage gether,
Drive,
and them
let Uncle
turn them
Assign some member of your organization —
into weapons of war.
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Contracts
as Exhibitors

Stress Conservation
Loss of theatre personnel and shortages in
material have brought about a period of heavy
contract renewals and new agreements for RCA
service pacts, both by large theatre organizations
and independents, according to W. L. Jones,
vice-president and general manager for RCA
Service Company. With the departure of experienced projectionists for military service and
the shortage of replacement parts, exhibitors
have been turning more and more for help to
the servicing company.
Evidence of the trend is shown in the agreement signed for RCA service to more than
300 theatres of the Fox groups, which include
Fox West Coast Theatres, Evergreen State
Amusement, Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, and
Fox Wisconsin Theatres. Negotiations were
concluded by Charles P. Skouras and Frank
S. Irby for National Theatres Amusement Co.
and Mr. Jones, for RCA. This agreement has
now run for its eighth consecutive year.
Among other large theatre groups, RCA has
also recently signed renewal agreements with
Fabian Theatres, New York ; Alliance Theatres, Chicago ; Floyd Theatres, Jacksonville ;
and Waters Theatres, Birmingham. New contracts have been signed with Balaban and Katz,
Chicago; Stein Theatres, Jacksonville; Schoenstadt Circuit, Chicago ; and Morris-Legendre
Theatres, Kannapolis, N. C.
Hundreds of independent exhibitors renewed
their agreements in recent months for added
terms of service, and new contracts were signed
with many others. Among the latter group
were: Stanley, Detroit; Stratford, Toledo; Beverly at Huntington ; Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C. ;
Homewood at Minneapolis ; Keith, Buffalo ;
Majestic at Boston; Mode, Waterloo, Wise;
Kiva, Denver; Fiesta, Kansas City; Pine, Pine
Grove, W. Va. ; Meade, Kingman, Ks. ; Palace,
Rodessa, La. ; Roxie, Libertie, S. C. ; Davidson,
Davidson, N. C. ; Linco at Lincolnton, Ga. ;
Mercier, Fredericktown, Mo. ; Dixie, Jackson,
Ga. ; Dodge, Dodgeville, Wise. ; and Temple,
San Francisco.
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What
All Projectionists Know
About
Prints
Now, above all times, is the moment when
won't
be
guilty
of
that
sort
of
sabotage.
Oil
good projectionists can come to the aid of their stains, of course, ruin the print for its showings
fellow operators — and the industry as a whole —
at houses which follow the theatre whose maby giving the utmost care to the handling of
celluloid.chines are gooey and destroy the show that's on
prints. Prints that leave the theatre in as good
condition as when they arrived (allowing, of
Properly-made patches are vitally important,
course for natural deterioration and damage due
not alone to the usefulness of the print for the
to causes over which the projectionist has no
next man who has to handle it, but for the sake
control) are certificates testifying to the comof safety when you are projecting the picture.
Reels that are out of alignment (they can be
petence and professional standing of the protrued up by the supply dealer) raise merry hell
jectionist.
Some of the common faults to be guarded
with the prints — as every projectionist knows.
The good projectionist not only knows all the
against are too-rapid rewinding. This is something the man in charge should not let happen —
"angles" of proper handling of the prints, but
even if the work of rewinding is delegated to he actually sees that they are observed in his
an assistant. Also there is the damage to prints
shop. That includes handling film with care
the moment
it arrives in the booth until
due to accumulations of emulsion and dirt in the from
it's shipped
out.
iilm trap or gate — a properly cleaned projector
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Leaks

Theatre men are reminded by the Service
Equipment Division of WPB that the recent
ban on the use of Freon for air conditioning
units means they should immediately check
their cooling systems and make whatever
repairs may be necessary.
The action of June 5 barring further delivery of Freon was taken to conserve the
chemical for essential war industries and for
the preservation of perishable foods. However, since Freon can be used for several
years without deterioration, the ban does not
mean a stoppage of currently operating cooling systems.
What the WPB does point out, however,
is that a complete check should be made
for possible leakage and other loss of the
fluid. Repairs should be effected without
delay, for once present charges of the refrigerant are lost there will be no chance
for replacement until Freon is once more
available. Thus, leakage will bring on a complete breakdown of the cooling plant.
Exhibitors are advised that, where emergency repairs are needed, both repair and
maintenance parts may be obtained through
ratings assigned under Controlled Materials
Plan Regulation No. 5.
The WPB statement explains that the ban
applies only to Freon and does not affect
deliveries of carbon dioxide or any other
type of refrigerant.
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PROJECTORS
(Patents Pending)

A development of importance
to you. Write for details

While war orders must
naturally come first please
bear in mind that we can
still supply all standard 35
MM. projector replacement
parts. Wenzel precision,
quality parts are available
to theatres exclusively
through their supply dealers. We cannot sell direct.
However, we invite you to
write us for our valuable,
comprehensive catalog
WC 11. Please mention
name of your supply dealer
and catalog will be sent
promptly.

UJENZEL
PROJECTOR
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2505-18 $.$T»TE STREET
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Used bquipment Bought • Send for Bargain Catalog
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 West 42nd St.
N Y. C

NoiePOPCORN$$$^
Write today for Low Prices on worid*i finest guaranteed
pop corn, tall, seasoning, cartons, sacks. Prompt deliv<
try from near-bjr branch. Reduce costs and make big*
ger pro6U ! SEND TODAY for deUUs and low prices.
' AHERICAH POP CORN GO., Sioux City, lowai
World's Largest Pop Corii Producers

for

Like many another community throughout
the
nation,Ogden
Utah's
hustling, bustling,
stimulated
is experiencing
an acute warcase
of labor shortage. Higher wages in war factories in and around the city, plus army and
navy enrollments, have brought about a sizable
reduction
community's
manpower.
Despite inthethemanpower
problems,
probably the
least worried person in Ogden is Manager Ted
Kirkmeyer of the Egyptian Theatre, who, having made a thorough study of personnel problems as they apply to theatre operation, is now
using a method whereby a full staff is on
hand at all times.
Kirkmeyer's
method ofthat
handling
personnel
stems
from a realization
the best
source
for obtaining new employes is to enlist the
aid of the best employes in the organization.
This belief is predicated on the fact that the
outstanding employes usually have as their
friends, boys and girls who are potentially
efficient workers. When contacting the prospective employe, the regular boy or girl worker
informs him that the theatre has an opening
for an outstanding person.
Following a careful check, Kirkmeyer de-

to

Staff

termined his average weekly replacement rate,
then hit upon the plan of hiring a new employe
several weeks before actually needed.
A new employe must read the service manual
ten times and sign his name to the following
paragraph :
"I hereby
havemanual,
read and
derstand thecertify
contentsthatof Ithis
and un-to
the best of my ability will abide by its rules
the new employe ever goes on the
andBefore
regulations."
floor, he must attend the regular Saturday
morning staff meetings for three successive
weeks and also attend a one-hour service school
each Monday night, at which time the service
manual is discussed in detail.
Each "plebe" is obligated to attend four
sessions of this school before he can begin
actual work. When his "class room" training
is completed,
he is placed
in theThe"custody"
another,
outstanding
employe.
two workof
as a team until such time as the new recruit
proves he can handle the position satisfactorily.
Kirkmeyer's plan has proved so successful
that many other theatres in his territory are
following it in modified form.

ouses
Fires and Explosions Take Toll of 4 H
roof entirely and destroyed most of the inFires and explosions have figured prominently
terior. Manager Hurley had asked the War
in recent theatre disasters over the country.
Labor Board for permission to get materials
In several cases newly-built or refurnished
for building a new roof to protect untouched
theatres have opened, rising on the wrecks of
portions of the interior, and the Board had
former burnt-out houses. Cigarets, exploding
extended grants for materials for the whole
film, defective projection mechanism, and airconditioning fluid were cited as probable causes
for the accidents.
In Fair Lawn, N. J. an air-conditioning unit
blew up at the Hyway Theatre building while
a show was in progress before 850 patrons.
job.
Says 'Opti-Onics' Will
One man was seriously injured and six firemen
Prove Post-War Boon
received minor injuries, while the blast caused
a damage estimated at $100,000. The impact of
"Out of the greatly accelerated technical and
the explosion completely wrecked a barber
research developments of this war period is
shop, dress shop, cleaning establishment, and
coming a new science," said J. H. McNabb,
beauty parlor in the building, and caused some
president of Bell & Howell Company, in an
damage to the theatre itself. The audience
interview in Chicago recently. "This science
filed out without panic. It was believed by
of Opti-onics is not optics ; it isn't electronics ;
firemen that the explosion may have been caused
but
it is a combination of both, combined with
by an inflammable refrigerant gas, which is
precision
mechanical design. Actually, in the
thought to have been used instead of Freon,
physical world, we reach a point where ultranow under Government restriction.
high frequency radio waves take on many of
The Plaza Theatre in Lyman, Neb. was
the characteristics of light rays. We have
totally destroyed by fire when film in the
learned that optical science can bring much to
booth ignited according to projectionist Dean
the development of electronics. Likewise, elecWaitman. Waitman and 75 patrons escaped
tronics enhances and supplements the work of
safely, but the fire got such headway nothing
optical science.
could be done to save it, and only the walls
were left standing. The theatre was owned by
"A good
example
of the
necessity
combining certain
portions
of these
two for
sciences
Lyman business men.
into one is furnished in television. The elecA fire causing $25,000 damage destroyed the
tronics engineer can devise a system electronicbalcony of the Fallon Theatre, in Fallon, Nev.
ally which transmits and receives a visual image
In this case a dropped cigaret was believed reon the fluorescent surface of a cathode ray
tube. But here the optical engineer must take
sponsible.
In Milford. Penna., a fire was confined to
over and devise an optical system which will
the projection room after flames for a time
enlarge and reproduce this image to a usable
licked up to the ceiling. Air Cadets from nearby
size and form. The work in the two fields must
Matamoras, who were attending the show, were
be co-ordinated. This co-ordination and comcredited with saving the house by fighting the
bined work on the part of our research staff
fire with hand extinguishers.
of engineers, to be truly descriptive, must be
The St.in Louis
Amusement
Company's
Maffitt
called Opti-onics."
Theatre
St. Louis,
which was
badly damaged
by fire in September, 1941, was reopened last
week, after extensive rebuilding and re-equipFilm Fire Causes False Alarm
ping at considerable cost. The operating company
Firemen were called out when a small quanhad spent some $40,000 modernizing the house
tity of film caught fire in the Columbus Theatre,
just prior to the fire.
Columbus, la. But when they arrived, the small
The Princess Theatre in Tucumcari, N. M.
blaze had been extinguished without damaffe—
is now in the process of being rebuilt and
furnished, folowing a fire which burned off the except to the film.
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Telephone, Hollywood 2055
FROM

THE

STUDIOS

Qaed.

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Ginger Rogers made a picture for Monogram eleven
years ago, called "The Thirteenth Guest." Now it's
being remade with Helen Parrish in the lead, so that's
■where
we're the
headed
We enter
set, today.
as a taxi, with Helen in it. drives
up to the front of an old, dilapidated house, with
broken windows and shrubbery in a terrible state of
neglect. As Helen starts to get out of the cab. Director
William Beaudine orders her to remain, for the cab
is not in the right position for the camera. This routine
of driving up to the house goes on for some time
before the scene is okayed.
The next scene takes place inside the house, so
while the technicians shoot cobwebs all over the place
through a spray gun (cobwebs were originally made
from
rubber cement,
sinceof the
they're
usingis
a substitute),
we makebutnote
the war
costume
Helen
wearing.
It's aandbrown
wool suitarewith
a finger-tip
length
jacket,
the accessories
brown
alligator pumps
and bag and a brown felt sport hat. With this she
wears a white silk, open-neck blouse and a cute little
ornament on the coat lapel. She stands talking to
Dick Purcell, her co-star in the picture.
Everything's
set now
nexthasscene,
which,
being
a dirty room
inside forthe the
house,
had screens
set up all over the place to reflect shadows. Even the
branches on the trees have been so arranged that
they
eerie.
There's
large table
in this
set forappear
thirteen
people
and asupposed
to have
beenroom
set
for thirteen years. Helen has come here to read a will.
Also in this room is a young girl made up as
Helen's double and the scene to be played is of the
double
killedfillbyofmistake,
in Helen's
place.thisIf
ever onebeing
got their
seeing one
person killed,
was it, for it took some time for a satisfactory killing
in the eyes of Director Beaudine.
With the scene finished, shooting is over for the
day, so we leave with the cast.
Until next week.
Ann Lewis
Starts 51st Hopalong Cassidy
Starting another record cycle of series production, with the hope of hitting the century
marl<, Harry Sherman rolled number 51 on
July 12. Still starring William Boyd as Hopalong Cassidy,
number 51,
is under
the direction
of "Texas
George Masquerade,"
Archainbaud,
who has handled some of his earlier pictures
in the series, and who will handle number 52,
tentatively titled "Thundering Hoofs." This
series is currently made for United Artists release.
Estabrook to Do Screenplay
Howard Estabrook, who adapted and wrote
the screenplay of William Saroyan's "The
Human Comedy," has been signed to adapt and
write the screenplay of "The Hairy Ape,"
which Jules Levey recently acquired. Production will start in August.
Kendis on Exchange Swing
J. D. Kendis leaves Hollywood soon for a
swing around the 32 exchange centers to sell
his new Continental Pictures film "Teen Age"
with the Stanton Sisters, to state rights distributors. His first stop is Dallas, and he
figures that the entire circuit trip will take
about six weeks.

Bette Davis Prepares for 'Mr. Skeffington\- Jack Haley is
Signed for Higher and Higher / Lou Edelman Gets New Pact
^Bette Davis returns to Warners this week to it was a cinch for the star, Pamela Blake, to
get sick at the last minute. Producer Lindsley
prepare for "Mr. Skeffington," her first starring
Parsons and Director William Beaudine subpicture following her three-month vacation.
stituted Helen Parrish.
Paul Henreid will play opposite Miss Davis
and Philip and Julius Epstein will produce.
pLou Edelman has received a new producing
at Columbia and the assignment of
{>Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano, the writing- contract
producing a new Paul Muni starring vehicle,
team who were recently signed to a writerproducer contract at Universal, have finished "At Night We Dream." The producer plans
their screenplay on "Her Primitive Man" and to put the film into production in September,
are now working on the script of "100 Girls immediately following production of "My Client
and a Man."
(►Samuel
Bronston has signed Ralph Morgan
►Peter Lorre has been signed to a long-term
to portray George P. Brett, president of the acting contract by Jack L. Warner and reports
this week to prepare for his first role under the
Macmillan
Co., in
"Tack
Artists
release.
Brett
gaveLondon,"
London ahisUnited
first new deal. This role will feature him in "Passage
big opportunity in tlie literary field and pub- to Curly."
Marseille," Humphrey Bogart-Sydney Greenlished most of his books throughout his career.
street starrer, which will be directed by Michael
Curtiz
for Producer Hal Wallis.
Alichael and
O'Shea
and Susan Hayward play
London
his wife.
►Lillian Gish and Richard Dix have started
►Jack Haley has been announced by Producerroles in Universal's "Alan of the Family,"
Director Tim Whelan for the lead opposite their
where they
co-star with Donald O'Connor and
Susanna
Foster.
Michele Morgan in RKO's "Higher and
Higher," based on the Broadway comedy hit. ►David O. Selznick has made another ten-strike
Cast also includes Frank Sinatra, Marcy Mcon casting "Since You Went Away" by comGuire and Leon Errol.
pleting arrangements to borrow Robert Walker
from MGM. Walker will play opposite his
^Roy
Rogers,
Republic's
western
star,
and
his trained co-star. Trigger, left for Chicago
wife, Jennifer
aboard the Chief. Both will spend a week in dette"
fame. Jones, of "The Song of Bernathe Windy City making personal appearances
Deerslayer," featuring Jean Parker and
at the Oriental. During his stay, 150 theatres ►"The
Bill Kellogg, produced by E. B. Di^rr for
in Chicago will feature his latest films, "Song Republic release, finished shooting" after 24 days'
work. Lew Landers directed and Pete Harrison,
of Texas" and "King of the Cowboys."
J>Levvis Allen, London and New York stage of trade paper fame, was associate producer.
director, who made his screen-directmg deout ►Joan Fontaine will dance the courate, a gay
rrench dance of tne seventeenth century, similar
on Paramount's exciting ghost drama, "The
Uninvited," has been assigned to the direction
in
some respectsCreek."
to the Instructions
polka, for Paramount's
of "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" which
"Frenchman's
were given
Sheridan Gibney is producing. The film, to her
by Billy Daniels, actor-dance director, who
start in August, stars Dorothy Lamour, Betty
plays
role of Pierre, the pirate-aide to
Hutton and Diana Lynn, with Fred MacMurray
Arturo the
de Cordova.
playing the masculine star.
^Monogram managed with a little trouble from ►Production on "Lady, Let's Dance," Monogram's successor
"The Thirteenth Guest." With 13 in the cast,
uled to start
early toin "Silver
.A-Ugust, Skates,"
according isto schedScott
R. Dunlap, producer. Belita, the skating star,
is expected to demonstrate her skill as a ballerina and swimmer in addition to ice skating.
William D. Shapiro supervises.
►Jack Conway has been assigned to direct
"Dragon Seed" at MGM. Adapted from the
Pearl Buck novel, the film is to be made with
an all-star cast, and will be one of the big productions to roll out of the Culver City lot this
year. Pandro S. Berman, who will produce, and
Conway, have started a search for Chinese who
speak perfect English.
►The
completed
for and
"Lebensraum"
has
been turned
in at script
Columbia,
Producer Sam
Bischofl^ has set the date of July 26 for the
start of production. Casting and set building
has started on this story of the post-war trial
of a Nazi Gauleiter in Poland.
Producer Schwarz Talks Script
Jack Schwarz, producing "Danger — Women at
Work" for PRC, talks script to a group of his
featured players: Vernell Vernon, Cobina
Wright, Sr., Mary Brian, Betty Compson. The
picture, completed, is reviewed in this issue.

p-Last minute additions to the cast of Republic's
"Here Comes Elmer" include Gloria Stuart
and Jan Garber and band. Al Pearce is starred
with Dale Evans.
►George E. Stone has been signed by Producers
Bill Pine and Bill Thomas to fill a top comedy
role in Paramount's
joining
{Continued "Timber
on Page Queen,"
47)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WHATCHA GOT GATHERING DUST?
SELL AND BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers,
Lenses, Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age,
condition,
first letter.
Box 599, Showmen's
Trade Review,
1501 Broadway,
New York
City.
CAN'T GET GAS— DON'T FRET YET—
WE'LL BUY YOUR PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR 35MM SOUND— HIGHEST
PRICES 1501
PAID.
BOX 600,
Trade Review,
Broadway,
New Showmen's
York City.
EDISON SUPER KINETOSCOPE PROJECTOR also Ham & Bud one reel comedies.
Earle, 1130 Fremont, Pontiac, Mich.
HELP WANTED
IF YOU ARE A PROJECTIONIST bettween 25 and 40, married, and of good appearance, who would like to enter the theatre equipment selling field after the war and are willing
in the interim to do defense work for good
money while learning the production of theatre
equipment, write your qualifications to Box 604,
Showmen's
Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New
York City.
WANTED EXPERIENCED OPERATOR.
Draft exempt, pleasant working conditions.
Majestic Theatre, Stephenville, Texas.
HOUSE MANAGER WANTED for small
Texas town. State age, experience, ability, salary expected first letter. Send photo. R. N.
SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
WE ARE OFFERING TO A FEW MARRIED PROJECTIONISTS between 25 and
40 an opportunity to work for good wages in a
theatre equipment factory now engaged in war
production. If these men do their work well
and learn equipment thoroughly, they will be
added to the company's sales organization in the
post-war period. Write your qualifications and
we will respond promptly. Write Box 605,
Showmen's
Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New
York City.
PROJECTIONIST and Service man wanted
for small Texas town, good salary and good
opportunity. Permanent position to capable man.
R. N. SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
TODAY WE ARE TRAINING SOME
MEN TO SELL THEATRE EQUIPMENT
in the post-war period. We will add to this
group a few projectionists who aren't afraid
to work in a defense factory for good wages
while learning sales work. Apply to Box 606,
Showmen's
Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New
York City.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

STRICTLY WITHOUT PRIORITYRED COMET FIRE EXTINGUISHERS—
Standard Size, $4.95 ; Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95; Senior Size, $4.35. Quit
gambling with your valuable equipment and
your
lives. Order
yoursCORPORAnow from
S. O. patrons'
S. CINEMA
SUPPLY
TION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? — JOE
HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth Avenue,
New York. N. Y.

NEW

EQUIPMENT

SAFETY FILM CABINETS, 2000' per section ;$2.93 ; Fifteen Ampere Rectifier Bulbs,
$7.95; Glamorous Ceiling Fixtures, 24" long,
2Labelled
circuits,Extinguishers,
$12.95 ; One $11.25;
Quart Small
Underwriter's
Theatre
Vacuum Cleaners, $89.50; Automatic Changeovers, pair, $55.75. Get your copy now. S. O. S.
CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449
WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, 18,
NEW YORK.
PARTS FOR RCA SOUND, ANY MAKE
PROJECTORS, Vacuum Cleaners, Reflectors,
Exciter Lamps, Projection and Spotlamps.
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
VORK, 18, NEW YORK.
SITUATION

THEATRE MANAGER— now employed—
draft exempt — 14 years' experience in every
phase of theatre business. Write BOX 601,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
SOUND EQUIPMENT
LATEST RCA MULTICELLULAR HIGH
FREQUENCY
3' x Electric
5' opening,
double throat, withHORNS—
two Western
high
frequency units and band pass filter, worth $450 ;
Special $225. S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's
Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New
York City.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o
New Showmen's
York City. Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
THEATRE SEATING
BEAUTIFUL REVERSIBLE PLAID
SLIP COVERS, FIT CUSHIONS OR
BACKS, custom tailored, 87 ^c each, 85c in
quantities. Send sample back or seat with
order. We can recover your chairs with finest
quality DuPont Fabrikoid, $1.00 up. Send for
samples. Still plenty of good rebuilt chairs
available, too. S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK, 18, NEW YORK.
THEATRE

USED EQUIPMENT
OUR JUBILEE SALE BULLETIN IS
STILL WORKING— LOTS OF STUFF
SOLD BUT STILL PLENTY OF BUYS—
Ticket Machines, reconditioned; Ribbon Microphones, as is, $9.95; KUMFORT KOOLER
for large office $97.50; Arc-Rectifier Low Intensity Combinations, $165.00 up ; Coinometers
with side chutes, originally $132.50, now $98.50;
Ward-Leonard 45 ampere Suprex Rectifier,
$137.50; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50;
Simplex Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95.
S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW
YORK, 18, NEW YORK.

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST. Reliable, experienced
all makes. Draft exempt, married ; references.
First class house only. Permanent. Address
offers
to Box 603,
1501 Broadway,
NewShowmen's
York City. Trade Review,

THEATRE

July 17, 1943

WANTED

WANT TO LEASE THEATRE in small
town. Give complete details. Box 602, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway, NewYork City.
JOE HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth
Avenue, New York. N. Y.

GOVERNMENT GIRL (RKO) Comedy.
Principals: Olivia de Havilland, Sonny
Tufts, Jess Barker, Paul Stewart, Ann Shirley, James Dunn, Gladys George, George
Givot, Harry Davenport. Plot: A story of
what goes on behind the scenes in Wartime
Washington, and the adventures of one particular girl who unintentionally got her boss
in trouble and then had to find a way out.
All ends well, for after the man is vindicated,
she falls into his arms. Director, Dudley
Nichols.
ANGELA
(Univ.)
Comedy. Principals:
Donald O'Connor, Susanna Foster, Patric
Knowles, Louise Allbritton, Dorothy Peterson, Jonathan Hale, Eddie Quillan. Plot:
An eighteen-year-old with singing aspirations,
goes to New York ostensibly to pursue a
career, but actually to be near an older man
for whom she's fallen. The boy from her
hometown, who loves her, follows her there
and it is he who opens her eyes to what she
thought was love. When she realizes that
it's
the boy she loves, she goes after
him really
and entertains
him and his buddies at
Training Camp. Director, Felix
Army
an
Feist.

TRAIL OF TERROR (PRC) Western.
Principals: Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy
Wilkerson, Patricia Knox, Jack Ingrani.
Plot: The woman owner of an outpost saloon
agrees to help a gang of crooks rob the
stage. She gets the stagecoach driver, who
is in love with her, to aid them. One of the
Rangers sent to pick up the strong box
from the stage is the driver's twin brother.
In the ensuing gun fight, the driver is killed
and the Ranger manages to clear everything
up to the satisfaction of his superior officer.
Director, Oliver Drake.
NEARLY EIGHTEEN (Mono.) Drama.
Principals: Gale Storm, Rick Vallin, Bill
Henry, Luis Alberni, Ralph Hodges, Jerry
Rush. Plot: In order to promote a career
for herself, a young lady appears at a Professional Children's School disguised in kid's
clothes, and thus gets an opportunity to
appear in a coast-to-coast radio show. Director, Arthur Dreifuss.
HAPPY LAND (20th-Fox) Drama. Principals: Don Ameche, Frances Dee, Harry
Carey, Henry Morgan, Ann Rutherford.
Plot: After the loss of his young son in action, a small town pharmacist is taken
through the town in which he was born, and
shown the reason why the boy's sacrifice
was not in vain, but for the preservation of
liberty. Director, Irving Pichel.
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STUDIO

AROUND

ROUND-UP

HOLLYWOOD

This has really been a busy week — seven
studios started new pictures:
COLUMBIA
TROPICANA — Principals: Mae West, Victor Moore,
William Gaxton, Hazel Scott, Xavier Cugat. Director, Gregory Ratofif.
CYCLONE PRAIRIE RANGERS — Principals:
Charles Starrett,
Worth.
Director, Walter
Benjamin"Dub"
Kline. Taylor, Constance
DOUGHBOYS IN IRELAND— Principals : Kenny
Baker, The Jesters, Lynn Merrick, Jeff Donnell.
Director, Lew Landers.
MONOGRAM
THIRTEENTH GUEST— Principals : Helen Parrish,
Dick Purccjll, Frank Faylen. Director, William
Beaudine.
PARAMOUNT
MINISTRY OF FEAR— Principals : Ray Milland,
Marjorie rector,Reynolds,
Fritz Lang. Rita Johnson, Carl Esmond. DiSTANDING ROOM ONLY— Principals : Paulette
Goddard, Fred MacMurray, Roland Young, Ann
Revere. Director, Sidney Lanfield.
RKO-RADIO
AN AMERICAN STORY— Principals : Margo, Wally
Brown, Alan Carney, John Carradine. Director, John
H. Auer.
REVENGE — Principals: Gregory Peck, Toumanova,
Alan
neur. Reed, Igor Dolgoruki. Director, Jacques Tour20th CENTURY-FOX
PIN-UP GIRL (Technicolor) — Principals: Betty
Grable, Joe E. Brown, Martha Raye, Chas. Spivak and
Band. Director, Bruce Humberstone.
UNITED ARTISTS
GIRL FROM LENINGRAD— Principals: Anna Sten,
Kent Smith. Director, Fedor Ozep.
UNIVERSAL
HI YA SAILOR— Principals: Donald Woods, Elyse
Knox, Jerome Cowan, Frank Jenks. Director, Jean
Yarbrough.
TITLE CHANGES
A"Without
COOK. Notice" (Col.) now MY KINGDOM FOR
"As
Thousands Cheer" (MGM) now THOUSANDS
CHEER.
"A Scream
THE
DARK.At Night" (Rep.) now A SCREAM IN
Schaefer to Produce Musical
"Three Little Sisters," scheduled for production around the first of August, has been
turned over to Armand Schaefer. The Republic
picture will be a highnbudget musical starring
Jane Withers, Dale Evans and Ruth Terry,
and will be directed by Anthony Mann, just
signed by the studio to a one-year contract.
Republic will use this picture as the debut
for
Mary Dillon, the "singing waitress" discovery.
Fibber McGee & Molly Renew
RKO has announced the signing of Fibber
McGee and Molly to a new exclusive twopicture
whichby "Heavenly
Days,"
will be contract,
producedfirst
thisof fall
Robert Fellows.
Production will start around Nov. 1.
Hepburn Staying in Pictures
Katherine Hepburn has signed a new term
contract with MGM. "Without Love,," written
by Philip Barry, author of "The Philadelphia
Story,"
will be
her first She
picture
terms
of
the new
contract.
willunder
devotethe herself
exclusively to the screen.

Distinguished Visitors
Visitors on the set of the 20th Century-Fox production, "The Girls He Left Behind," starring
Alice Faye and Carmen Miranda, are (left) Commander C. H. K. Miller (U. S. Navy) and Col.
Orozimbo Pereira, Chief Director Civilian Defense
of Rio de Janeiro. In center: Carmen Miranda.
20th-Fox to Release Story of
'Sullivans' for Jaffe and Bacon
"The Sullivans," heroic story of the five
Sullivan Brothers who went down with their
ship in a naval engagement in the Solomons,
will be produced by 20th Century-Fox under
an arrangement announced by the studio. Rights
to the entire
acquired
early story
this of
year"The
by Sullivans"
Sam Jafife were
and
Lloyd Bacon following a hurried trip East to
confer with the family.
Sam Jaffe will serve as production executive
on the picture under the contract and Lloyd
Bacon will direct the film. The picture, which
will be in tribute to the gallant brothers, will
have the full cooperation of the U. S. Navy
Department. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Sullivan, parents of the boys, will share in the
proceeds of the film under the arrangement.
Mrs. Sullivan herself will go to Hollywood
shortly to act as technical adviser.
Production Paragraphs From
The Studios in Hollywood
{Continued from Page 45)
a cast headed by Dick Arlen and Mary Beth
Hughes. The action-comedy will be directed
by Frank McDonald.
►Dimitri Tiomkin is writing the musical score
for "I Was a Criminal," the recently completed
Monogram drama featuring Victor Jory and
Pamela Blake, which the King Bros, produced.
Tiomkin has written the score for some famous
films.
►"They Also Wear Wings," epic of the hitherto
unsung United States Lighter-Than-Air Service, has been announced as a forthcoming
MGM production to which Sarhtiel Marx has
been assigned as producer. Marx will confer
with Rear Admiral Charles Rosendahl on certain aspects of the story and will then visit the
main
center of the lighter-than-air
craft atproduction
Akron, Ohio.
^Producer Jack Schwarz has arranged for Fifi
D'Orsay to do a personal appearance tour with
his PRC picture, "Submarine Base," in which
she plays the femme lead. Fifi will play Oakland, Cal., Seattle, Portland, Boise and Salt
Lake City.
^Earmarked to be one of the most important
musical films of the year, MGM's "The Harvey
Girls" will be produced by Arthur Freed. It
will be an American operetta in Technicolor
with an all-star cast, and will have a musical
score composed by Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer.

In a column appearing in a recent issue of
the Seattle Star, William (Hopalong Cassidy J
Boyd's photo was featured at the top, while
the text matter, in part, referred to "Riders
of the Deadline," featuring Boyd, Andy Clyde
and Victor Jory, as the top attraction at the
Colonial. In second spot, and in less wordage,
was mention of "The Powers Girl," with Carole
Landis, George Murphy and Anne Shirley.
Which shows that the evaluation of films differs
in various communities.

Louise Currie, who moved in Washington,
D. ' C. society circles b.p. {before pictures)
must have been on the edge of things constantly, for when she got here arid went to
zvork for Republic, they made her a cliff-hanger.
She has the star role in the 15-chapter serial
"The Masked Marvel." There at least, is a
case zvhere the studios made use of past training.
Modesty is the word for Smiley Burnette,
the "Frog" of the Gene Autry and Roy Rogers
pictures. Smiley played 52 instruments (his
press agent says) on the air, on the screen, and
on the stage. But he never considered himself
arecently.
musician until the Musicians Union said so
On the Warner lot you meet, or run into,
many bigyours
stars,truly
directors
stance,
ran and
into producers.
a gabfest F'rinwith
Errol Flynn and Helmut Dantine, met John
Garfield and Gary Grant, and talked with
Jesse Lasky. But later that morning, sitting
in the commissary next to the window, there
zvere items of much greater interest going by,
both to the right, which was in the commissary,
and to the left, where they passed by our window.
{Ed. Note : A musical must he in production.)
Starting Three in August
Establishing a new high in his activities as
a Monogram producer, Sam Katzman, in association with Jack Dietz, will begin three features
in August. First to go before the cameras, on
August 2, will be "The Honor System," an
East inSidea new
Kids Bela
picture.
Voodoo
first
Lugosi"The
series,
gets Man,"
under
way on August 16, and the 27th of the month
will see the
"Romance
Avenue
another
Eaststart
Sideof Kids.
All ofthree
will B,"
be
released on the 1943-44 program.
Saville Goes to Columbia
Columbia has signed Victor Saville to prodirecttheatre
"Heartduring
of a the
City,"
story blitz
of a
Londonduce andlittle
summer
of 1940. ■ The picture, which will be made in
Technicolor, will be a Rita Hayworth starring vehicle, to follow her current assignment
in "Cover GirL" Saville recently obtained
his release from MGM.
Colmes Gets Assignment
Walter Colmes has signed a deal to produce
"Harvest
musicalwillwithstart
a "naine"
for PRC. Melody,"
The picture
shootingcast,in
.August with Berny Byrens as associate producer. The originally
which Colmes
was to announced
produce for"Trocadero,"
PRC, has
been
scheduled
as
his
second production for
the company.
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Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action: (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Farce;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (O) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audience
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.
Rel.

Rel.
ASTOR PICTURES
Mins. Date
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
71
Crooked
(C)F
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleasen
70
Fangs of Circle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
60
Hell's
Angels
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
100
Her
Enlisted
Man (CD)
Barbara Stanwyck-Robt.
Young 70
I Cover
the Waterfront
(D) . . .Claudette
Colbert
80
Keep
72
King 'em
of theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-Benny
Ratoff-Bennett
71
Let
'Em
Have
It
(G)
Bruce
Cabot-Virginia
Bruce
70
Paloeka
(C)
Stuart
Erwin-Lupe
Velez
70
Scandal for the Bride Anna Lee-Griffith Jones
70
Scarface
P. Muni-G.
Dvorak 88
Scream in(D)
the Night Lon
Chaney, Raft-A.
Jr
69
Sky
Devilsin the
(C-D)
88
Thunder
City Spencer
Edw. G. Tracy
Robinson
81
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
45

MGM (Cont.
Current 1942-43
311 Panama
Omaha Trail
303
Hattie(W)F.
(MC)F A.J. Craig-D. Jagger
Skelton
370 Random Harvest (D)A G. Sothern-"Red"
Garson-R. Colman
315 Reunion in France (D)A J. Crawford-Philip
Dorn
308 Seven Sweethearts (CD)F K. Grayson-Van Heflin
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R.
Young
301 Somewhere
You (CD) I'll
AFind
Clark Gable-Lana Turner
316
Stand
By
For
Action(B)A
(D)F...R.Van Taylor-C.
322 Tennessee Johnson
Heflin-R. Laughton
Hussey
321
Three
Hearts
for
Julia
(CM)
A.M.
Douglas-A.
302 Tish (CD)A
M. Main-ZaSu Sothern
Pitts
306 War Against Mrs. Hadley(D) A.Edw. Arnold-F. Bainter
313 Whistling in Dixie <C)A R. Skelton-A. Rutherford
310 White Cargo (D)A
H. Lamarr-W.
Coming Pidgeon
305 Yank at Eton (D)F
M. Rooney-lan
Hunter

Current 1941-42
COLUMBIA
S0I2
Lieutenant
(D)F
Pat
CBrien-GlennAherne
Ford
S002 Flight
My Sister
Eileen (CD)
A
R. Russell-Brian
3208 Overland to Deadwood (W) C. Starrett-R. Hayden
S2I6 Vengeance of the West (W)...Bill Elliott-Tex Ritter
4031
4M9
4026
4030
4013
4004
4827
4005
4021
4203
4038
4033
4040
4032
4*44
4001
4034
4028
4202
4012
4211
4201
4212
4029
4035
4006
4022
4042
4210
4019
4039
4012

See of
Issue
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued

. .b6/27/42
80..
96 . 7/9/42
9/30/42 . .. .b9/l9/42
59. .9/25/42 . .85/23/42
61.. 9/3/42 . .a5/16/42

1942-43
After
Midnight
With Boston C. Current
Blackie
(D)
Morris-Ann Savage
64.. 3/18/43 . , . .32/6/43
L. Young-B. Aherne
91.. 12/10/42 bl2/l2/42
AAppointment
Night to Remember
(My)
A.
77.. 7/15/43 . .a4/ 17/43
in Berlin G. Sanders-M. Chapman
Boogie
Man Will Get You
B. Karloff-P. Lorre-Jeff Donnell 66.. 10/22/42 blO/17/42
(HG)F
Boston Blackie Goes
C. Morris-Constance Worth
68.. 1 1/5/42 . . .37/25/42
Hollywood (My)
Beckct-Conrad Binyon 70.. 5/20/43 . . .33/20/43
Boy From Stalingrad Scotty
Linda Darnell-Leslie Brooks 76.. 1/14/43 . .alO/17/42
City
Without
Men
(D)
Commandos Strike at Dawn(D). Paul
Muni-Anna Blore
Lee
100..
1/7/43 .... ,bl2/19/42
..b.b7/10/3/42
W. William-Eric
72,. 9/3/42
Counter-Doctor
Espionage (My)F . Warner
10/43
Crime
Baxter-M. Lindsay
66. .6/22/43 . , .b3/
13/43
Scott-E. Reyes
85.. 3/25/43 . .b 1/23/43
Desperadoes (Tech.) (W)F. R.
E. Brown-M. Chapman
73.. 10/8/42 .
Daring Young Man (OF... Joe
Starrett-Kay Harris
58 . 2/1/43 .. .. .38/29/42
Fighting
Buckaroo
(W)
Frontier Fury
(W)
Chas. Starrett-Jimmy Davis
55. .6/24/43 . .32/27/43
Claire Trevor-Edgar Buchanan 69 . 6/29/43 . .34/24/43
Good Luck. Mr. Yates
.b7/ lU/42
10/43
P. Singleton-A. Lake
68.-5/27/43 . .310/
It's
a
Great
Life
F. Bartholomew-Billy Halop
69 . 11/26/42 .310/10/42
Junior Army (D)
Jinx
Falkenburg-Bert
Gordon
69
.
1
1/12/42
Laugh
Your
Blues
Away
(C)
.
.
57. .5/27/43 . ,, .b5/29/43
Law of the Northwest (W)... C. Starrett-S. Patterson
M. Lindsay-J. Beal
65. .3/4/43 .. . .h4/24/43
Let's Have
(C)
Jinx Falkenburg-R. Hayden
64.. 10/1/42 . .36/20/42
Lucky
Legs Fun
(C)
M. Chapman-W Wright
62.. 9/17/42 . .. ..35/16/42
Man's
Work
(D)
.b4/3/43
J.E. Lowe-M.
Arthur-J. Chapman
McCrea
103..
More the Merrier (D)
65.. 5/13/43
4/1/43 ... .....b6/5/43
Murder
in
Times
Sauare(My)
.b6/5/43
No Place for a Lady (My)... Wm. Gargan-Margaret Lindsay 66.. 2/1 1/43 . .310/10/42
W. William-E. Blore-M. Chapman.. 77.. 1/21/43 . .36/20/42
One Dangerous
Chas. Starrett-Alma Carroll 57. .12/1/42 . .,312/26/42
Pardon
My Gun Night
(W)(My).. Guy
Kibbee-Lee Tracy
63.. 1/28/43 .
Power
(D)
Redheadof the
FromPress
Manhattan....
L. Velez- Michael Duane
63.. 5/6/43 .. . .b7/3/43
78. 2/4/43 .. .b5/29/43
Reveille With Beverly (DM).. A. Miller-Wm. Wright
Riders
of
the
North
West
Mounted (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
57.. 2/15/43 . .all/14/42
.36/13/42
Riding Through Nevada (W).. C. Starrett-Shirlev Patterson 6!.. 10/1/42 . .,312/26/42
R. Hayden-Bob
Wills
55..
4/27/43
.. , . .b6/5/43
Saddles &. Sagebrush (W) Jinx
Neal
66
.
4/15/43
She Has What It Takes (CD). Bruce Falkenburg-Tom
.
.
Smith-Arline Judge
66.. 10/15/42 .38/8/42
Smith of Minnesota
Blair
91.. 2/25/43 . .b.b4/IO/43
Something to Shout About (C) . F.Ameche-Oakie-Janet
10/24/42
Albert-E. Nevers-M. Chapman... 73.. 9/10/42 . . .36/20/42
Spirit
of Stanford
(D)F
Beal-Florence Rice
64 . 10/29/42 . . .a8/8/42
Stand
(Spy). John
Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
59 .12/15/42 . , .b7/3/43
TornadoByin All
the Networks
Saddle (W)
Falkenburg-Joan Davis
68.. 6/10/43 .
Two Senoritas From Chicago(C) Jinx
Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson 68 . 12/3/42 . .. .b2/20/43
,34/24/43
Ann
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard
75.
What's
Buz2in'
Cousin
98.. .7/8/43
11/19/42 .. ,bl0/10/42
You Were Never Lovelier(M) F . F. Astaire-R. Haywerth
Coming
A NightGirlof (Tech.)
Adventure Ann
Ssvage- Robert
Stanford 8/19/43
Cover
R. Hayworth-J.
Falkenburg
Cowboy From Lonesome River. Charles Starrett-Vi Athens
Cyclone Prairie Rangers Charles Starrett- Walter Taylor
Destroyer (D)
Ed. G. Robinson-M. Chapman
Doughboys In Ireland Kenny Baker-Lynn Merrick
First Comes Courage M. Oberon-B. Aherne
7/29/43
Footlight
ArthurHarris
L3ke
Hsil to theGlamor
Rangers (W) Penny
Charles SingletonStarrett-Kay
Last Horseman (W),
Russell Havden-Bob Wills
My Kingdom for a Cook C. Coburn- Marguerite Chapman 8/31/43
Restless Lady
Evelyn Keyes-E. Lowe-J. Hubbard
Riding
West
(W)
C.
Patterson
Robin Hood of the Rsnge (W).A. Starrett-Shirley
Miller-J. Hubbard
57. .7/29/43
Silver City Raiders (W) R. Hayden-B. Wills
S3h3ra
Humphrey Bogart-Bruce Bennett
There's
Something About a Evelyn Keyes-Mich3el Du3ne
Soldier
Tropicana
Mae West- Victor Moore
Vigilantes Ride (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell Hayden-Alma Carroll

MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Double
Life Hardy's
(CD)F
M. Rooney-L. Stone
304 Apache Trail (W)F
Wm. Lundigan-Donna Reed
324 A Stranger in Town (D)F F. Morgan-Jesn Rogers
326 Air Raid Wardens (C)F Laurel & Hardy
327 Assignment in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre Aumont-Susan Peters
323
in the Sky (M)F J.EthelMacDonald-R.
Waters-"Rochester"
207 Cabin
Csiro (CM)A
Young
317 Dr.Assistant
Gillespie's
New
(D)F
L. Barrymore-Vsn Johnson
309
the MyNightGal (Spy)F,..
Arnold-AnnMurphy
H3rding
312 Eyes
For Mein 3nd
(DM)F...J.Edw.Garland-G.
314 Journey for Margaret (D)F...Robt. Young-Laraine Day
320 NoHhwest
Keeper of the
Flame (AD)F
(D)F Wm.
K. Hepburn-S.
319
Rangers
Lundigan-J.Tracy
Craig

95.. Dec-Feb
66. Sep-Nov
67.. Apr-May
67. .Apr-May
96. .Apr-May
98.. Apr-May
101..
Sep-Nov
87. .Dec-Feb
79. .Sep-Nov
103.
.Sep-Nov
80. .Dec-Feb
100.
63.. .Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb

.32/20/43
.36/19/43
310/31/42
..36/12/43
.al/9/4?I
.a6/26/43
.al/30/43
al2/12/42
,al0/3/42
.34/24/43
. .at/2/46
.31/16/4,'
.bl2/12/42
..b6/27/42
..b2/l3/43
..b3/2e/43
..b3/l3/43
..b2/l3/43
..b8/15/42
.bll/14/42
..b9/l2/42
..b9/l2/42
.blO/31/42
.bl2/19/42
.blO/31/42

328
333
329
334
380

332
330

331

Date
MIns
62.. .Sep-Nov
78..
.
June-Aug
126. .Sep-Nov
.
105.. -Scn-Nov
. Dec-Feb
97
.
94.. .Apr-May
105
108
103
9084
84
73
90
87

.Sep-Nov
.. Dec-Feb
. Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb
.Sep-Nov
. Sep-Nov
Dec-Feb
.Sep-Nov
.Sep-Nov

Set (f
luua
..b9/
19/42
. .b7/25/42
hi.bl2/5/42
1/28/42
. .bS/ IS/42
...63/6/43
. ..b8/8/42
.bl2/l2/42
..bl2/l9/42
..bl/9/43
.b7/258/4242
. ..bg
.blO/31/42
. .b9/ 19/42
. .b8/l3/42

AAbove
Guy Suspicion
Named Joe
Tr3cy-lrene Dunne
a5/29/43
(D) Spencer
J.B. Crawford-F.
90
b5/l/43
Americs
Donlevy-Ann MscMurrsy
Rich3rds
a6/l2/43
Thousands Cheer (Tech.) (D).Kathryn Grayson-Gene Kelly
al/16/43
B3taan
T3ylor-T. Gaxton
Mitchell 193
14. .June-Aug .b5/29/43
Best Foot(D)
Forward(Tech.)(M) .L.R. Ball-Wm.
b7/3/43
Broadway Rhythm
George Murphy-Ginny Simms
Cross
of
Lorraine
Gene
Kelly-Pierre
Aumont
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sullavan
Dr.CaseGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. Barrymore-Van Johnson 89
b5/8/4S
DuBarry Was a Lady
(Tech.) (M)
Red Skelton-Lucille B3II
101 . .June-Aug ..b5/8/43
Girl Cr3zy (M)
M. Rooney-J. Garl3nd
a3/6/4J
H3rrig3n's Body
Kid (D)F Bobby
Re3dick-Wm.
Gargan 80. .June-Aug .b3/l3/43
Heavenly
W. Powell-H.
Lamarr
Hitler's
Madman The
(D)
Carradine-Pstricia
Morison... 184.
Human Comedy,
(D)F John
M. Rooncy-F.
Morgan
17. .June-Aug
.June-Aug .b6/l2/43
.b2/27/43
I Dood It (C)
Red Skelton-E. Pewe!!
a2/l3/43
L3S8ie Come Home(D) (Tech.). Roddy McDowall- Donald Crisp
alO/24/42
Little
Miss
Magic
Margaret
O'Brlen-J.
Craig
Madame Curie
G. Garson-W. Pidgeon
36/5/43
Man From Down Under Charles Laughton-Binnie Barnes
a5/29/43
Meet the People
Lucille Ball-Dick Powell
Pilot No. 5 (D)
Franchot Tone-Marsha Hunt
70. .June-Aug .b4/10/43
Presenting Lily Mars (D) J. Garland-Van Heflin
104. .June-Aug ..b5/l/43
Right
About
Face
(MC)
Kay
Kyser
i
Band—
Lena
Horne
a2/27/43
Tartu
R. Donst
Salute to the Marines
Beery-Fay
Bainter
See(Tech.)
Here. (D)
Private Hargrove. . . W.
Robert
Walker-Donna
Reed al2/26/42
Song of Russia
R. Taylor-Sussn Peters
a6/5/43
Swing
Shift
Maisie
(C)
A.
Sothern-James
Craig
87
b5/8/43
Whistling in Brooklyn Red Skelton-A. Rutherford
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. M3rsh3ll-R. McDowall
Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H. MarshsU
a3/13/43
Youngest Profession (C)F V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold
82. .June-Aug ..b3/6/43

MONOGRAM
Current 1941-42
Arizona Stagecoach (W) Ray Corrigan-John King
Criminal Investigator (D) Edith Fellows-Robert Lowery
King of theKiller
Stallions
(D)F...Dave
O'Brien-SallyWoodbury
Cairns
63.
Phantom
(My)A
D. Purcell-Joan
61.
Police Bullets (G)
John Archer-Jo3n Marsh

9/4/42 ..
10/23/42
.9/11/42
.10/2/42 ..
9/25/42 .

.86/27/42
. .88/22/42
.b8/29/42
.b8/22/42
. .a8/8/42

Current 1942-43
. .b2/27/43
Ape
Man3t (H)A
B. Lugosi-W.
Ford
64. 4/23/43
3/5/43
10/30/42 ... .. .blO/3/42
Bowery
Midnight
(H)A
B.
Lugosi-Vinee
Barnett
63.
Clancy Street Boys (C) L. Gercey-B. Jordan
65. ,6/2/43 .. . .b3/27/43
.b6/26/43
.b2/20/43
Cowboy Sm3sher
Commandos
(W)......R.EdgsrCorrigan-D.
Moore
53. 1/29/43 . ..all/14/42
Crime
(M)F
Kennedy-Gale
Storm
62.
12/18/42 .
Dawn on the Great Divide(W).B. Jones-R. Bell
70. 10/9/42
19/42
..b6/5/43
Foreign
(Spy)F
Shelton-Gale
Storm
64. 7/16/43 . ...b9/
Ghosts onAgent
the Loose
(D) John
East Side
Kids
64.
4/2/43 .. . .b5/22/43
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
64. 12/4/42 . ..b5/29/43
IHaunted
Escaped Ranch
From the
5/24/43 . .. .b4/l7/43
.b8/15/42
Gestapo
(D)
D.
Jagger-M.
Bri3n
75.
9/18/42 . ....a2/6/4»
.bl/23/«
Isle
of
Missing
Men
(D)A
John
Howard-Helen
Gilbert
67.
2/12/43
3/26/43 .
Kid
Dynamite
(D)F
Leo
Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
67.,
11/27/42
Land of Haunted Men (W) Range Busters
11/20/42 .blO/31/42
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury 61. 8/28/42
...b7/4/42
. .blO/17/42
'Neath
Brooklyn
Bridge(CD)
A
Leo
Gorcey-Huntz
HsIl
64.,
One Thrilling Night (C)A John Beal-Wanda McKay
69. 12/11/42 . . .bl/30/4J
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury 61. 2/12/43
.bl2/2S/42
(ReviewedG3leas Storm-Robt.
"You Can't Beat
the Law")
. .b5/ 15/43
Rhythm P3r3do (M)F
Lowery
68. 2/26/43
5/28/43
1/15/43 . .bl2/l9/42
S3rong
Girl
A.
Corio-J.
Davis
Silent Witness (D)F
Frank Albertson-Maris Wrixen 62.
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-Patrici3 Morison 76. 7/2/43 .. ...b6/5/43
...34/17/43
.bl/|6/4S
Spy TrainFrom(D)
R. Travis-C.
Craig
. . .b9/26/42
Stranger
Pecos (W) Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton 61. 6/25/43
10/16/42
...b6/5/43
Texas to Bataan (W)
John King-David Sharpe
56. 12/4/42 .
Trail Riders (W>
John King-David Sharpe
55. 10/2/42
1/8/43 .. .alO/31/42
. .89/19/42
Two
(W) J.B. King-D.
55.
West Fisted
of the Justice
Law (W)
Jones-T. Sharpe
McCoy
57., 4/16/43 . ..34/17/43
Wild Horse Stampede (W) H. Gibson-K.
Mavnard
6/25/43
.
Coming
.. .bS/l/tt
Wings Over the Pacific Inez CooperMontague Love
Black
Rustlers
BlazingMarket
Guns
Bullets & Saddles
Here
Comes
Kelly
IMelody
Was aParade
Criminal
Nearly Eighteen
Outlaws
Stampede
Pass....
Revenge ofof the
Zombies
Six
Gun Scand3ls
Gospel
Spotlight
The
Law Rides
Again
Thirteenth
Guest

R3y
Moore
Hoot Corrig3n-Dennis
Gibson-Ken Mayn3rd
Ray Corriqan- Dennis Moore
Joan
Woodbury-Eddie
Quillan
Victor
Blake
Ted FioJory-Pamela
Rito Orchestra
8/13/43
Gale Storm-Bill Henry
J.J. M.
Brown-R.
Hatton
Carradine-L. Talbot-G. Storm
J.Fr3nk
M. Brown-R.
Fay-Billy Hatton
Gilbert
Hoot
Gibson-Ken
Helen Parrish-DickMaynard
Purcell

.36/26/43
..86/19/43
.37/3/43
..85/1/43
.86/19/43
.85/22/43
.36/19/43
.35/29/43

July 17, 1943

SHOWMEN'S
Rel.
Mins. Date
Current 1942-43

PARAMOUNT
Block
N«.
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
3 Avengers, The (WarD)F K. Kichardson- Deborah Kerr.
(Reviewed
as ''Day Will Ladd
Dawn")
China
(D)
Five Graves
to Cairo (0) Loretta
Franchot Young-Alan
Tone-Anne Baxter..

Glass Key (G)F
B. Donlevy-V. Lake.
Happy-Go-Lucky (Tech.) (M ) F . Martin-D. Powell-Val
Henry Aldrich.
Editor (D)F...J. Lydon-C. Smith..
Henry
Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
High Explosive (D)F 0. IVIorris-J. Parker.
3 Lucky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
and theof IVIinor
(CD)F...G. Rogers-R. Milland
21 Major
Mrs. Wiggs
the Cabbage
Patch
(D)F
F. Bainter-C. Lee
3 IVIy Heart Belongs to
Daddy
(CD)F
R.
Carlson-M. O'Driscoll
4 Night Plane From
Chungking (DIF
R. Preston-E. Drew
3 Palm Beach Story (C)A C. Colbert-J. McCrea
on Parade
IVIiller-J. Colonna
41 Priorities
Reap the Wild
Wind (M)F....A.
(D)
(Tech.)F
R.
Milland-P. Goddard
2 Road to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
5 Salute for Three (MCD)A B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
Souls
at Sea (D)
G. Cooper-G. Raft
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Tech.) (M)F Special Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
Union
Pacific (D)F
(D)
J.B. McCrea-B.
Wake Island
Donlevy-R. Stanwyck
Preston.
Coming

TRADE
See of
Issue

82. .6/11/43 . .. .b3/27/43
. 1/29/43 .b8/29/4^
b3/27/43
79 5/28/43
, 96. .!7/2/43
b5/8/43
1 1 /6/4? . .blO/3/42
. 85.
.. . ..b8/29/42
. 81. '..3/26/43
.bl/2/43
(0/23/42 '. . .hlQ/3/42
8772. .12/4/42
72. 4/9/43 , bl/2/43
. 63. .5/14/43 . . b3/27/43
70.
. . .bl/2/43
. .bl
1/21/42
88. .3/12/43
..2/26/43
10/16/42 . . .b8/29/42
10080. 11/27/42 . .blO/3/42
fi9.
75. .2/12/43 . . .bl 1/7/42
.5/7/43
blbl/2/43
1/7/42
. /I/43 ... . . .b7/25/42
.10/2/42
. 80.
, 124.
83. .Special
. 1 1/20/42 ..b3/2l/42
. .blO/3/42
. 93.
75. .7/16/43 . .. .b3/27/43
. Re-issue
. . . .bl/2/43
. 74.
99. .2/12/43
..b 10/3/42
12/18/42
138.
. .b8/l5/42
. Re-issue
73. . 10/30/42 . .b8/29/42
87.
73.
1/15/43 . ..bl 1/7/42

.9/25/42 '.' b6/26/43
Alaska
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
And theHighway
Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray-B.
Mutton
a6/26/43
Dixie
(Tech)the(M)
Bing Crosby- Dorothy Lamour 89
b6/26/43
For Whom
Bell Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper- 1 ngrid Bergman 168
alO/24/42
Frenchman's
J. Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
Good
Fellows Creek
(CD)
James
Brown-Helen
Walker
a4/l7/4.i
Hail
Conquering
Henry theAldrich
Plays Hero. ... Eddie Bracken-William Demarest
Cupid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27'4i
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House.J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
.Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
a7/IO/43
6 Hostages
Henry Aldrich
Swings It (O.Jimmy
Lyden-Chas. Smith
65
b6/26/43
(D)
A. de Cordova-Luise
Rainer
a5/22/43
Hour Before the Dawn Franchot Tone-Veronica Lake
a6/26/43
Lady In the Dark (Tech. (CD) . Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
a3/6/43
Let's
Face
It
(MC)
Bob
Hope-B.
Hutton
a3/|3/43
Mine Sweeper
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
a7/3/43
Ministry of Fear
R. Milland-M. Reynolds-R. Johnson
Miracle
Morgan's
Creek of(CD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
al/2/43
No
TimeHigh
tor Love
Colbert-Fred
MacMurray
a7/25/4?
Riding
(Terh.)(C)
(CD) Claudette
D. Lamour-D.
Powell
a3/l3/43
6 So
ProudlyRoom
We Only
Hail (D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
123.. Sept b6/26/43
Standing
P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
Story of Dr. Wasscll (Tech.) .. Gary Cooper-Laraine Day
6 Submarine Alert (Spy) Richard Arlen-Wendy Barrie 67
b6/26/43
The Uninvited
R. Milland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43
Tornado
C.
Morris-N.
Kelly
a6/5/43
Triumph Over Pain
Joel McCrea-Betty Field
a6/27/42
True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell
al/2/43
6
6

PRODUCERS RELEASING CORP. 1941-42
256
the Kid
Sundown
Lee Powell-Art Davis
212 Along
Billy the
SheriffTrails
of
Sage Valley (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
266 Border Roundup (W)
Geo. Houston- Al St. John
267 Outlaws of Boulder Pass (W). George Houston-AI St. John
255 Prairie Pals (W)
Art Davis-Bill Boyd
Current 1942-43
317 Baby Face Morgan (CD)A. . . Carlisle-Cromwell-Armstrong
352
Bad
Men
of
Thunder
Gap
(W).Tex
O'BrienNewill
313
Prison (H)A
Walls (CD)F..Alan
Baxter-G.James
Michael
321 Behind
Black Raven
G. Zucco-N.
Madison
310 Boss of Big Town (D)A John Litel-Florence Rice
308 City of Silent Men (D)F Frank Albertson-June Lang
31 Corregidor (D)
0. Kruger-E. Landi
320 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle
365
Death
Rides
the
Plains
(W)...B.
Livingston-AI
St. John
306 Follies Girl
Wendie
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
359
Fugitive
of
the
Plains
(W)...
Buster
Crabbe-AI
St. John
314 Ghost and the Guest (My) ... .James Dunn-Florence
Rice
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
302 Lady From Chungking (D)A..Anna May Wong-Mae Clark
319 Man of Courage (D)
B. MacLane-Lyle Talbot
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
311 My Son, the Hero (C)F Patsy Kelly-Roscee Karns
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI St. John
304
Night for Stagecoach
Crime
Talbot
363 Overland
(W) G.
Bob Farrell-L.
Livingston-AI
St. John
303 Payoff (My) A
Lee Tracy-Tom Brown
312 Qoeen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe
351 Secrets
Rangers ofTake
Over (•)A
(W) Otto
James Kruger-Tina
Newill-Tex Thayer
O'Brien
309
a Co-Ed
322
Terror House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
361 The Renegade
B. Crabbe-AI St. John
307 Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
360
Cyclone
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John
364 Western
Wild Horse
Rustlers
Livingston-St.
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
Coming
355
405
40

Cattle Stampede
Danger — Women at Work
Fighting
Valley
Frontier Music
Law
Strange
Submarine Base (D)
Isle of Forgotten Sins (D)
Texas
RangersCattle
No. 5
Thundering
Tiger Fangs
Trail of Terror

59. .10/10/42
57 .10/2/42 . .a8/22/42
59 . 10/28/42 .
61 .9/18/42
60 .9/4/42 .. .a8/22/42
62 .9/15/42 ... . .b7/25/42
5964 .3/5/43
.3/22/43 .. !!!b2/6/43
.b3/20/43
60 .5/31/43
69 .12/7/42
.. ..b3/27/43
.b9/5/42
10/12/42 . .blO/17/42
65 ..3/29/43
.. . .bl/16/43
73
64 .2/10/43
.5/7/43 .. .. .a5/l/43
.7/1/43 ...
5561 .3/12/43
. ..b6/5/43
.4/19/43
.5/17/43 .. . .b4/IO/43
.
56 .1/27/43
i/i4/42
66 . 12/21/42 .. !bj
1/7/42
67 .1/4/43
. 1 1/23/42 .. .al
.b 12/5/42
68 .4/5/43
68 .11/20/42 .. .bl/23/43
55 .2/18/43 . . ..bl/16/43
.b8/l/42
. 12/1 1/42 ' .'b
9/i9/42
6078 .1/21/43
.
bi
74 .3/8/43 .. b 1 i/28/42
1/28/42
82 . 12/25/42
10/26/42
6761 ..4/19/43
.
.7/1/43
.9/29/42 ... !!a5/22/43
67 .5/10/43
..a5/l/43
. ,. .b9/26/42
.5/14/43
..
57 .2/12/43
.6/21/43 . , .a6/l9/43
71 .11/9/42 . .blO/3/42

Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
8/16/43 .a7/ 10/43
Patsv Kelly-Isabel Jewell
.a6/19/43
D.
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
Dave
O'Brien-Jim
Newill8/1/43 .
F. Lederer-S.
Gurie
John Litel-Alan Baxter
65 . 7/20/43 .b7/IO/43
J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard 81. . 8/15/43 . .b7/3/43
Jimmy
Newill-DaveSt.O'Brien
Buster Crabbe-AI
John8/1/43
Frank Buck-June Duprez
Dave O'Brien-Jim Newill
9/14/43

RKO-RADIO
Block
Current 1942-43
No.
3 Army
Surgeon
(WarD)A
James
Wyatt
Bambi (Fa.) Tech. F
Disney Ellison-Jane
Cartoon Feature
W-l Bandit Ranger (W)
..T. Holt-C. Edwards
Big People
Street (CD)F
Henry Fonda-Lucille
Ball
3I Cat
(D)A
Simone
Simon-Tom Conway
4 Cinderella Swings It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren

63.
70.
56.
88.
73.
71.

12/4/42
8/21/42
9/25/42
9/4/42
12/25/42
2/26/43

.blO/24/42
.. . .b5/30/42
. . ..a6/6/42
,..bl/23/43
. .b8/8/42
. .bll/l4/4J
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REVIEW

RKO-RADIO
No.
Block

(Cont.)

Rel.
Set
Date
Current 1942-43
Isius
of
.
,b
10/3/42
I
1/6/42
25 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom Conway
62. .
. .b3/20/43
Falcon Strikes
(My)A...T.Ge I.Conway-H.
Hilliard
65..
W-l5 Fighting
(W)F
.b2/6/43
1/15/43. . . . ..b2/l3/43
Summers
57. . May
Flight forandFrontier
Freedom
(D)A T.R. Holt-Ann
Russell-F.
MacMurray 104..
100.. Apr ... . .bl/23/43
4 Forever
a Day (D)F.....AII
Star Cast
.bl 1/14/42
. . 62, , 3/26/43
3I Here
Great WeGildersleeve
Go Again (C)F
(CM)F EHarold Peary-Jane &.Darwell.
Molly
75. 1/1/43
.. ..b8/29/42
.b8/8/42
1 Highways by Night (G)F R, Bergen-McGee
10/9/42
Carlson-Jane
Randolph
63.
.
..b3/20/43
.bl/2/43
10/2/42
45 Hitler's
Children
(0)A
B,
Granville-T.
Holt
89.
3/19/43
.
I WalkedIntoWithFeara Zombie(
2/12/43. . .
Ellison-F. Dee
68. .Apr
2 Journey
(D)AH) A .0.J. Welles-D.
.. ..b3/20/43
.b8/8/42
Del
Rio
70.
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
62.
Apr
.
.
.
..blO/17/42
. .b8/8/42
1 Mexican
ElephantSpitfire's
(C)F
Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
64.
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
87. 9/11/42
1/7/42
Honeymoon(D)F...P.
(D)F Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant 117.
I10/30/42
1/27/42 . ..bl
bl 1/7/42
W-l Pirates
Prairie (BD)F..Gary
(W)F..Tim Holt-Nell
O'Day
57. 1 1/20/42 .. .b7/l8/42
Pride ofofthetheYankees
Cooper-Teresa
Wright 127.
3/5/43
. .a7/25/42
Apr. ... .bl2/l9/42
W-l Saludus
SagebrushAmigos
Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
56. ,2/l'J/43
(Tech.) Walt
DisneyBarclay
Feat. Prod
42.
2 Scattergooil Survives a
Murder (My)A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
66. 10/16/42 .blO/17/42
23 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
87. I 1/13/42 .blO/17/42
Seven Miles
1/14/42
Alcatraz (D)A
J. Craig-B. Granville
61. , 1/8/43 ..bl.bl/23/43
4 Tarzan Triumphs (D)F Weismuller-F. Gilford
78. .2/19/43
They Got Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope- Dorothy Lamour
95. .2/5/43 .. .b3/20/43
bl/2/43
This Weeks
Land IstoMine
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
103.
.b2/6/43
9/18/42 .. ... .b8/8/42
45 Two
Live (D)F
(C)F Lum
andComing
Abner
76. 2/26/43
1 Wings and the Woman (D)F..Anna Neagle-Robert
Newton 90.
Adventures
of aa Rookie
Brown-Alan Carney
a7/3/43
A Lady Takes
Chance . . Wally
ieari Arthnr-Juhn
Wayne
a4/3/4d
An American Story Margo-Wally Brown
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
a7/3/43
I Avenging Rider (W)
T Holt-C, Edwards
56
a8/22/42
7 Behind the Rising Sun Margo-Robert Ryan-Tom Neal
a7/3/43
6 Coastal
Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R. Scott
b5/l5/43
Command
,99
7 Falcon in Danger Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
a6/5/43
6 Gildersleeve's
Bad Day (C)...H.
Darwell
62
b5/8/43
Government Girl
0. dePeary-J.
HavillandJames Dunn
Iron
Major
Pat
O'Brien-Ruth
Warrick
6 Leopard Man (H)
D. O'Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
7 Mexican
Spitfire's Blessed
Event
L. Velez-L. Errol
a4/17/43
6 Mr.
C. Grant-L.
100
b5/8/43
NorthLucky
Star, (D)
The (D)
W.
Huston-A. Day
Baxter
a4/l7/43
7 Petticoat
Larceny
Joan
CarrollWalter
Reed
a4/IO/43
Red River Robin Hood (W)...T. Holt-C. Edwards
a8/l/42
Revenge
Gregory Peck-Toumanova
Seventh Victim
Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
a7/10/43
7 Sky's
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
a4/3/43
So Thisthe IsLimit
Washington Lum
& Abner
Spitfire
L. Howard-D. Niven
b4/24/43
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Tarzan's Desert Mystery J. Weissmuller-Nancy Kelly
The
(D) Danny
J. Garfleld-M.
O'Hara
Up inFallen
ArmsSparrow
(Tech.)
Kaye-Dana
Andrews a3/l4/4S
Let's Go Latin
,
REPUBLIC
Current 1941-42
131 Call of the Canyon (MW)F...Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
104 Joan of Ozark (CD)F Judy Canova-Joe E. Brown
158 Sunset Serenade (W)F Roy Rogers-George Hayes
214
778
264
2301
2311
275
219
276
274
222
211
777
361
2303
220
251
215
206
252
254
205
210
2312
217
100
209
202
272
212
2304
266
253
265
208
261
218
255
2302
273
221
216
223
263
267
262
204
203

71, ,8/10/42
79.. 8/1/42
58.. 9/14/42

. ,. ,b8/22/42
.b7/l8/42
. ..b9/ 12/42

Current 1942-43
. . ,b4/3/43
Alibi (M)F
M. Lockwood-H. Sinclair
66, ,3/24/43 , . .b3/27/43
At
Dawn
We
Die
(D)A
John
Clements-Godfrey
Tearle
78
.
3/20/43
.
Blocked Trail (W)
Bob Steele-Tom Tyler
55 . 3/12/43 , .. .al/30/43
. . Relssus
Boots and Saddles (W) Autry-Burnette-Judith Allen
58,, 1/15/43 ..b4/24/4a
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55.. 4/30/43 . .. .b5/29/43
.b4/ 10/43
Carson City Cyclone (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
55.. 3/23/43 . .'!b9/26/42
Chatterbox (C)
J. E. Brown-J. Canova
76 . 4/27/43 . ...a3/6/43
Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
55.. 5/15/43 . ....b6/5/43
Dead
Man's
Gulch
(W)F
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
55
. ,b3/20/43
False
Faces
(D)
S.
Ridges-R.
Williams
56.... 2/13/43
5/28/43
Fighting Devil Dogs
Lee Powell- Eleanor Stewart 69
1/29/43 .,
Flying
(Special)
F .Joan Barry-L,
Wayne-John
Carroll 102,
.34/17/43
FugitiveTigers
From (D)
Sonera
(W),,,D,
Merrick
55., ,10/8/42
7/1/43 ,,, .. ..b7/3/43
Gaucho
Serenade
(W)
G.
Autry-S.
Burnette
69..
4/15/43
. . . Relstut
Gentle
Gangster
(D)
B.
MacLane-M.
Lament
57.
.5/10/43
.
Heart of the Golden
1 1 /2 1 /42
West (W)F
Rogers- Burnette- Hayes
65. ,12/11/42 .. b.b3/l3/43
Hit Parade of 1943 (DM)F,..J. Carrol-S. Hayward
82,. 3/26/43 . .bl2/l9/42
.
.b2/20/43
Ice
Revue (CD) R.
EllenRogers-S.
Drew-Richard
Denning 70..
79. .12/24/42
10/43
IdahoCapades
(W)F
Burnette
3/10/43 . . ,b4/
12/26/42
King of the Cowboys (W) R. Rogers-S. Burnette
67. .4/9/43 ,, .b.bl2/l9/42
Johnny
Doughboy
(CD)
Jane
Withers-Henry
Wilcoxon
63,
.12/31/42
London Blackout Murder(My) , John Abbott-Mary McLeod
58 , 1/15/43 . . . .a4/3/43
Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55.. 6/11/43 . ...b6/5/43
,b8/ 15/42
Mantrap
(My)
H.
Stephenson-L.
Corrigan
57.. 4/13/43
. .,bl2/l2/42
Moscow
(Doc) A. , Weaver
Russian Bros.
Cast &(Special)
57.,
MountainStrikes
RhythmBack(D)
Elviry
70
. 10/1/42
1/8/43 . .. .b8/29/42
, ,a9/5/42
Old Homestead (C)F Weaver Bros.-Dick Purcell 68.. 8/17/42 . , ,b3/27/43
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (W)..Don Barry-Lynn Merrick
56 . 10/27/42
Purple V, The (Spy)A J. Archer-M. McLeod
58,, 3/12/43 , ..33/13/43
. . . Reissus
Ride,
Ride G. Autry-Srailey
Burnette
66,.
Riders Tenderfoot,
of the Rio Grande(W).B.
Steele-T. Tyler
55.. 6/1/43
5/21/43 . . ,bl2/12/42
,
Ridin' Down the (W)
Canyon (W).Roy
Hayes
55..
12/30/42 . ,,a3/6/43
Sante
ThreeRogers-George
Mesquiteers
55. .4/16/43
Secrets Feof Scouts
the
. . ,a8/8/42
Underground
John Hubbard-Virginia
Grey
71..
12/18/42 . .alO/IO/42
Shadows
on the (Spy)
Sage (W) Three
Mesquiteers
55.. 8/24/42
.b4/24/43
Shantytown (D)
M. Lee-J. Archer
65. .4/20/43 . ., .b5/29/43
Song
of
Texas
Roy
Rogers-Sheila
Ryan
69,.
6/14/43
.
.
. . Rilssue
South
(MW),.,G.Don Autry-S.
Burnette
3/ 1/43 .alO/31/42
. ..b5/l/43
Sundownof the
Kid Border
(W)
Barry-Linda
Johnson 70,.
56. ,12/28/42
Swing Your Partner (C) L. Bclle-Scotty-V. Vague
72. .5/20/43 . . . ,b4/3/43
Tahiti Honey
(DM)
D. Joyce-R.
O'Keefe-S.Frazer
Simon
69. .4/6/43 .... .b6/l9/43
Thumbs
B.
67,
1/28/42
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) Three
Mesquiteers
56, .7/5/43
,1/25/43 . .al
.,bl2/5/42
, ,al0/3/42
Traitor
Donald Mesquiteers
M. Barry-Jean Parker 56
63. ,,12/16/42
Valley ofWithin
Hunted(D)A
Men (W),, Three
11/13/42 . ,bll/7/42
XYouth
Markson theParade
Spot (CM)A
(My)A John
Helen Hubbard-Ruth
Parrish- DamianTerry
O'Flynn 72..
56 . 10/24/42
1 1/4/42 ,bl0/l7/42
Coming

A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald
Beyond Hills
the Express
Last Frontier John
Paul Revere-Smiley
Burnette
Black
D. Barry-W.
VernoR-A. Heath
55., 8/15/43
2313 Bordertown
Gunfighters
(W),,B.
Elliott-G.
Hayes
Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes 56
9/9/43 .
Headin'
for God's Country W.Dale Lundigan-V.
Dale
8/12/43
Hoosier
Holiday
Evans-George
Byron
Man From Music Mountain ... Roy Rogers-Ruth Terry
Nobody's
Darling , , M.
Calhern-G.
George 8/19/43
Silver Spurs
Roy Lee-L.
Rogers-John
Carradine
8 12 43
Sleepy
Lagoon
Judy
Canova-Dennis
Day
Someone to Remember (D)...M. Paige-J. Crane 8/26/43
The
Deerslayer
Bruce
Kellogg-Jean
The West
Side Kid
D. Barry-D.
Evans-H.Parker
Hull
8 II 43
Wagon Tracks West
Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys 8 5/43 .

..,h7/3/43
... ..a7.'3/43
..a6/26/43
.a5/l/43
. , ,a7 3 43
., .36/12/43
,30 29 43
. .33/27, 43
, ,30 I '4343
.,, ,36/19
.36/19/41
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

20TH CENT.-FOX

Rel.
See
Date
Issue
^No."1 A-Haunting We Will Go (C) F.Laurel
Current
1942-43
Mins.
..b7/ 11/42of
& Hardy
65.
2 Berlin Correspondent (D)F Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrews 70. 8/7/42
9/11/42 . .. . .b8/l5/42
12/4/42 .. .blO/17/42
Black Swan
<D)F T.Virginia
Power- Bruce-James
Maureen O'Hara
25 Careful
— Soft(Tech.)
Shoulder(Spy)A.
Ellison 85.
70. 9/18/42
.bl/9/43
7 Chetniks (D)F
Philip Dorn-Anna Sten
73. 1/1/43 ... . ... .h8/15/42
6 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery 95. 2/5/43
. .bl2/5/42
.b5/22/43
10 Coney Island (Tech.) (DM)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery 96. 6/18/43 . ...b4/24/43
B Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
105.
5/14/43 . ...b4/3/43
Desert Dive
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documenlary
60. 4/16/43
.b3/13/43
8 Dixie Dugan (OF
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66. 3/12/43 .. ..blO/17/42
5 Footlight
Dr. Renault's
Secret(D)F
(IVly)A...J.B. Carrol
Naish-Lynn Roberts
58. 12/1 1/42 . .b7/l 1/42
Serenade
Mature 79.
..
..b9/
4\ Girl
Trouble
(CD)F
D. Grable-J.
Ameche-J. Payne-V.
Bennett
82. 8/1/42
10/9/42 . ..b3/ 10/42
13/43
88 HeHello,
HiredFrisco,
the Boss
73. 4/2/43
Hello (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
..
. .b3/ 13/43
(Tech.)
(DM)F
A.
Faye-J.
Oakie
98.
3/26/43
.
2 Iceland (M)F
Sonja Henie-John Payne
79. 10/2/42 . ....bl/9/43
.b8/l5/42
1/29/43 .. . .b5/29/43
Immortal Sergeant
O'Hara 90.
107 Jitterbugs
(C)(D)F Henry
Laurel Fonda-Maureen
& Hardy
74. 6/11/43
.
.b8/l5/42
26 Just
Ott
Broadway
(D)A
L.
Nolan-M.
Weaver
66.
Life Begins at
9/25/42
12/25/42 . ...b7/ll/42
Eight-Thirty
(D)F
Monty
Woolley-lda
Lupino
84.
.bl2/5/42
I1 Little
Preston Foster-Brenda Joyce 63. 8/14/42 .
Loves ofTokyo,
EdgarU.S.A.
Allan (D)F
Poe
..b7/ll/42
(B)F
Darnell-John
Shepperd 67.
4 Man in the Trunk (MyD)F...L.LindaRoherts-R.
Walburn
70. 8/28/42
10/23/42 . . .b9/ 19/42
7 Margin for Error (CO)F J. Bennett- Milton Berie
74. 2/19/43
..bl/16/43
.
47 Manila
L. Nolan-Carole Landis
81. 10/16/42 . .b9/ 19/42
Meanest Calling
Man in (D)F
the
..bl/16/43
World (C)F
Benny-Rochester-P. Lane
59.
8 Moon Is Down, The (D)F C. Hardwicke-D. Bowden
90. 2/12/43 . .. ...b4/
.b3/13/43
10/43
9 My Friend Flicka (Tech.) (D).P. Foster-R. Johnson-R. McDowall.. 89. 4/9/43
4/23/43
.
26 Orchestra
Wives
(M)F
G.
MomguiiieryA
Kutheriuru
97.
.
.b8/ 15/42
9/4/42
..
Over My Dead Body (C)F M. Berle-Mary Beth Hughes 68. 1/15/43 . ...b5/8/43
10 Ox-Bow Incident (D)
Henry Fonda-Dana Andrews 73. 5/21/43 . .bl2'12/42
.b7/ 1 1/42
Pied Piper
Woolley-Roddy
McDowall 86.
.. ..bl2/19/42
3I4 Quiet
Please,in(D)F
Murder
(My) Monty
G. Patrick-G.
Sanders
70. 8/21/42
3/19/43
Springtime
the Rockies
11
'6/42
.
(Tech.) Weather
(M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
91. 7/16/43 .
11 Stormy
(M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast 77.
.ha, 10/ 4<:
i lalHS of Manhattan (CD) A. ... Boyer- Hayworth- Rogers-Fonda 118. 10/30/42 .. .b5/29/43
That Came
Other toWoman
75. 11/13/42 .blO/17/42
B5 They
Blow Up(D)F V. Gilmore-James Ellison
hl'lflM''
..b4/24/43
America (D)
G. Sanders-W. Bond
73. 5/7/43 ..
56 Time
Thunderto Birds
(D)
(Tech.)F..G.
Tierney-P.
Foster
78.
1
1/20/42
hlU,
17/42
. .bl2/5/42
Kill (0)F
L. Nolan-Heather Angel
61. 1/22/43 . ...b4/3/43
B5 Tonight
We
Raid
Calais
(D)
.
.
Annabella-B.
Bondi
72.
4/30/43
.
1
1/27/42
.blU/17/42
Monster
Angel
63.
6 Undying
We Are the
Marines(My)F
(D) F .... John
March Howardof TimeHeather
Feature
65.
.bl2/12/42
1/8/43 .. . . .h9/19/42
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Oonat-Phyllis Calvert
103. 2/26/43
Coming
Bomber's Moon
Geo. Montgomery- Annahelle
70.. 7/30/43 ...b7/10/43
Buffalo
Bill (Tech.) M.
O'Hara-J.
McCrea-L.
Darnella6/12/43
Claudia
R.
Young-Dorothy
McGuire
Dancing Masters
Laurel & Hardy
Guadalcanal Diary
P. Foster-W. Bendix
a6/26/43
Happy Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Rutherford
Heaven Can Wait (Tech.) Don Ameche-Gene Tierney 112.. 7/23/43 . . .a5/29/43
Holy Matrimony
M. Woolley-G. Fields-L. Cregar
a4/24/43
Jane Evre
Orsnii W"lles-Jnnn Fontaine
a4'(0'43
Night Is Ending
G. Sanders-B. Marshall
a6/26/43
Pin-Lp Girl (lech.) B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown
Roger ofTouhy.
Gangster J.K. Jones-V.
Taylor-L. Price-C.
Andrews-P.
Foster
a6/5/43
Sung
Bernadelte
Bickford
84/24/43
Sweet
Rosie
O'Grady
(Tech.)..B.
Grable-R.
Young
a3/27'43
The
Girls He Left Behind A.
Ryan-C. Miranda
a6/5/43
Wintertime
S. Faye-Sheila
Henie-J. Oakie
a5/22/43
UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
. 12/1 1/42 .. .bl2/5/42
American
Empire(W)F
(WD)F Wm.
R. Dix-P.
Foster
82.
.bl/30/43
Border Patrol
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66. .4/2/43
Buckskin Frontier (W)F R. Dix-Jane Wyatt
76. .5/14/43 . .. . .b3/l3/43
Calaboose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr.
.1/29/43
.
..a6/6/42
19/43
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67.
45. .1/22/43
.. .bl/23/43
.6/18/43 .. ..b6/
tiistal ball (CD)F. P. Goddard-H. Milland
81.
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44. .11/20/42 ..blO/24/42
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48. .3/5/43 .. . .b5/22/43
Hoppy Serves a Writ (W)F...W. Boyd-A. Clyde
66. .3/12/43 . .b3/2U/43
.3/26/43
.b3/27/43
Hangmen
Also
Die
(D)A
B.
Donlevy-W.
Brennan
131.
10/30/42 . ..blO/17/42
IIn Married
a
Witch
(C)F
F.
Marsh-V.
Lake
75. ..2/12/43
Which(T)F
We Serve (D)F Noel
114.
.blO. 27/42
Jacare
Frank Coward
Buck, Narrator
65. .11/27/42 . .bl2/26742
Kukan — the Battle Cry of
China (Doc)F
61. .8/7/42 . . . .b7/18/42
Lady
Burlesque
B. StanwyckO'Shea 67. .4/30/43
.5/28/43 .. ...b5/l/43
10/43
Leatfierof Burners.
(W)
Wni.
BoyU-AndyMichael
Clyde
. 12/18/42 .. .b4/
.bl/23/43
Lost
Canyon
(W)F
Wm.
Boyd-Lola
Lane
63.
. .b3/6/43
McGuerlns From Brooklyn(C) A. Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley
47. . 12/31/42 .. .b9/l2/42
Moon
Geo. Sanders-H. Marshall
90. .10/2/42 .
One ofandOur Sixpence
Aircraft (D)A
Is
. .b9/5/42
MissingGirl(D)F
Godfrey
Tearle-Eric Shirley
Portman 93.
90. .10/16/42
.1/15/43 .. ..bl2/19/42
Powers
(M)F
Geo. Murphy-Anne
. . .a7/4/42
Prairie Chickens (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
47. .5/21/43
.11/13/42
1/14/42
Silver Queen (D)F
G. Brent-P. Lane
82. .6/11/43 . .bl
.b2/20/43
Somewhere in France (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85.
. .. .b4/24/43
Ta«i. Mister (0)
Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 4b. .4/16/43
..b6/5/43
.
That Nazty Nuisance (C) Bobby Watson-Joe Devlin
43. ..6/25/43
Undercover Man (W)
Bill Boyd-Andy Clyde
68. 10/23/42 . . .b5/9/42
Young and Willing (CD)F Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83. .2/5/43 .. . .b2/13/43
Coming
.812/19/42
Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Bnyri-Andv Clyde
..86/26/43
False Colors (W)
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
Girl
From
Leningrad
Anna
Sten-Kent
Smith
.86/19/43
Gunmaster
Albert Dekker-Claire Trevor
Hi Diddle Diddle A. Menjou-M. Scott
Johnny Come Lately J. Cagney-Grace George
. .85/1/43
Riders Door
of theCanteen
Deadline 48William
Boyd-Andy Clyde
.b5/ 15/43
Stage
Stars
131
Texas Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
.b6/12/43
.88 '2910/43
'42
The
(W)
Richard Dix-Jane Wyatt
.b7/
VictoryKansan
Through
Air Power. .. Disney
. .b7/3/43
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy-Marjorie Woodworth. 55.. 8/6/43
UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043 All By Myself
Patric Knowles-Evelyn Ankers
71105
Amazing
Mrs.
Holliday
(D)F..D.
Treacher
7063 Arabian ^iohts '''—h.) (D)F.Jon Ourbin-A.
Hall-Maria
Montez-Sabu
7029
Behind
'tno
8
tsan
vC)F
Ritz
Bros.
-Carol
7010 Between Us Girls (C)A Diana Barrymore-R.Bruce
Cummings
7014 Captive Wild Woman (H> Evelyn Ankers-John Carradine
7075 Cheyenne Roundup (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
7036 Cowboy in Manhattan (C) F. Langford-R. Paige
7071 Deep in the Heart of
Texas (W)F
J. M. Garoan-lrene
Brown-Tex Ritter
7030 Destination
Unknown (D)F ...Wm.
Hervey
7037 Eyes
of the Underworld (G)A. Richard Dix-Wendy Barrie
7033 Follow
the
Band
(MC)
M.
B.
Hughes-L.
Errol
Frankenstein
Meets
the
Wolf
7012
Man ^H)
Lon Chanev. Jr.-llona Massey
Get Going
G. McDonald-R. Paige
Get Hen to Love (DM)T Gloria Jean-Jane Frazee
Gals, Out
Incorporated
Harriett Hilliard-Leon
Errol
Sisters (M)F Andrews
Sisters
7021 Give
7044 Good Morning Judge (C) D. O'Keefe-M. B. Hughes
7032 Great Impersonation (D) Ralph Bellamy- Evelyn Ankers

63.
98.
86.
60.
87.
60.
59.
60.
Bl.
61.
61.
73.
75.
61.
65.
68.
71.

.6/11/43
2/19/43
12/25/42
12/4/42
9/4/42
6/4/43 .
4/9/43
5/21/43 .
9/25/42
10/9/42
l/a/43 .
5/14/43
,3/12/43
6/25/43
in/2/42
7/9/43 .
9/1
1 /42 .
.5/7/43
, 12/18/42

REVIEW
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See of
UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
Current 1942-43 „i„s, Date
Issue
9
18
42
.
7035 Hers
Half Way
to Shanghai (Spy)A. Irene
Hervey-Kent
Taylor
62. 2'26'43 . ..36/19/43
to Hold
D. Durbin-J.
Gotten
7/16/43 . .. .b9
12 4o
.bo, z/,
7041
He's
My
Guy
(MC)F
J.
Davis-D.
Foran
BS.
3/<!0,43 . ...b7/3/43
7031 Hit
Hi, the
BuddyIce (M)
Dick
Foran-Harriet
Milliard
68.
..b2
'20/43
(C)
Abbott & Costello-Ginny Sirams 82. 7/2/43 .. . .b2, 13/43
7039 Hi' Ya Chum (C)F
Ritz Bros. -Joan Frazee
61.
7025
How's
About
It
(CM)F
Andrews &. Sisters
61. 2/5/43
3/ 0/43 . . .. ..b2/6/43
.bl/30/43
.b3/ 13/43
70UI It Ain't Hay (C)F
Abbott
Costello
81.
3/19/43 ...
7023 It Comes Up Love (OF Gloria Jean-Donald O'Connor 65. 4/2/43
7040
Keep
'Em
Slugging
(CD)F
H.
Hall-B.
Jordan
61.
1 1/18/42 .. ...b6/
.37/25/42
7072 Little Joe. the Wrangler (W)..J. M. Brown-T. Ritter
61. 4/9/43
19/43
7077 Lone Star Trail (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
58. 8/11/42 . ...b3'6/43
u 42
7U34 Madame Spy (Spy)A C. bennett-U. forter
bi. I z II 42 .biz
.
.b5/29/43
.blU/ I//42
3/28/43 . ..bl/23/43
7013
Mister Big
Donald Jones-Jane
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean
74.
7U2b
Moonlight
in
Havana
(CM)
F..
Allan
Frazee
62.
lu,
lb/42
7027 Mug Town (D)F
Billy Halop-Huntz Hall
59. 10 23 42
17 4
1/22/43 . .blO.
7U19
Mummy's
Tomb (H)F Dick
. .h4/IO/43
7052 Next
of Kin
Nova Foran-John
Pilbeam-BasilHubbard
Sidney 60.
86. 5/7/43
1/ 14/42
I i, 10/42 .. .bl
7uio
Nightmare
(Spy)
F
Diana
BarrymoreBrian
Uonlevy....
81.
.b
10/24/42
7038 Night Monster (H)A
Bela Lugosi-lrene Hervey
70. 10/23/42
1/42 . .89/19/42
7073
Old
Chisholm(D)F
Trail (W) J.M. M.Dietrich-R.
Brown-TexScott
Ritter
60. 12/1
12/11/42 .bl2/ 12/42
70(18
Pitisburgh
90.
7076 Raiders of the San
,..b6/5/43
Joaquinof (W)
Brown-Tex
Ritter
60.
6/4/43 .. ..b3/ 13/43
7042 Rhythm
the Islands (MC)F.A.J. M.
Junes-J.
Frazee
60. 4/16/43
.
...bl/9/43
7065
a Doubtanu(MyD)A.
. .Teresa Wright-Jos. Gotten 108.
7U24 Shadow
blierlocK ofHulines
the
1/15/43 . . .b 1/2/43
Secret Holmes
Weapon and(My)F B. Rathbone-N, Bruce
68. 2/12/43
.. .b9/ 12/42
7020 Sherlock
the VoiceHolmes
of Terror
63. 9/18/42 ..
7018 Sherlock
in (My)A.. Basil Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
Washington
B. Rathbone-Nigel
Bruce
71. 4/30/43 .. . .b3/27/43
.blO/3/42
Sherlock
Holmes(D)
Faces Death. .B.
Halhboiie-N. Bruce
7017 Sin Town (W)F
C. Bennett-Patric Knowles
73.
.bl 1/20/42
7028
Strictly
in
the
Groove
(M)F..Mary
Healy-Ozzie
Nelson
60.
9/25/42
.
7074 Tenting Tonight on the
1 1/20/42 ..b6/
. .alO/3/42
19/43
Old Carap Ground (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
61.
London M. Morgan-A. Curtis
78. 2/5/43
6/18/43 . ..
7016 Two
Wiieii Tickets
Juliiiriy toouiiius
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J. Frazee-G. Jean
75. 1/1/43 .. .. ..b4/l7/43
. b 1 /2 /43
7004
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J. Hall-M.
Montez
76.
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
Abbott
&Coming
Costello
77. 4/23/43 . . bl I/7/4Z
11/6/42 .
Adventures of the Flying
R. Cummings-Johnny Downs
AMCadets
Baba and the Forty
Thieves
(Tech)
Hall
Always a Bridesmaid (MC) . . . Maria
AiiurewsMontez-Jon
bisters-Patric
Knowles
a2/20/43
Angela
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster a6/l9/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon Hall-Sabu
CorvetteHouse
K-225 (D)
Randolph& Scott-Barry
Fitzgerald
83/20/43
Crazy
Olsen
Johnson
Fired
Wife
D.
Barrymore-Louise
Allbritton
a6/l9/'43
For All We Know
Edw. U. KoUinson-Charles Boyer
84/24/43
Frontier Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R. Paige-L. Chaney
His
Butler's
Sister
D.
Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
Hi Ya Sailor
Donald Woods-Elyse Knox
Honeymoon Lodge
David Bruce- Harriett Hilliard 7/23/43
Larceny With Music (DM) A. Jones- K. Carlisle
82/6/43
Let Yourself Go
E. Knox-D. Woods-B. Burke
Mad Ghoul
Evelyn Ankers-David Bruce
86/26/43
Man
O'(;onnor-Susann8
Foster 85/29/43
Never ofa the
Dull Family
Moment Donald
Ritz Bros.-Frances
Langford
Phantom Holmes
of the Opera
(Tech.)
,.B.
NelsonRathbone-N.
Eddy-Susanna
Foster
a4/3/43
Sherlock
Faces
Death.
Bruce
a6/l9/43
Sherlock Holmes and the
Spider Woman
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
a6/l9/43
Son ol Dratula
A. Curtis-L. Chaney
83/20/43
Strange
Death of(H)
Adolph
Hitler
Ludwig Donath-G. Sondergaard
7064 You're
We've Never
Licked(D)
al2/5/42
a LuckyBeenFellow,
Mr. . Richard Quine-A. Gwynne
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
WARNER BROS.
138 Gay Sisters (D)F
139 Spy Ship (Spy)A
202
221
217
222
203
214
2U4
219
211
212
21U
216
209
208
220
218
206
205
i.i
215
201
207

.b6/6/42
CurrentStanwyck-George
1941-42
Barbara
Brent 108. 8/1/42 . .b6/6/42
Irene Manning-Craig Stevens 61. 8/15/42
97. .9/5/42 ..b8/ 15/42
Current 1942-43
Across the
Pacific
Action
in the
North(D)F Humphrey Bogart-Mary Astor
.b3/22/43
..b2/6/43
. 124, .6/12/43
.3 2U 43 . ....b6/l2/43
Atlantic (D)
H. Bogart-R. Massey
Air 1-orce (U)F
J. Garheld-G. Young
.7/3/43
..
. .b8,22,42
Background to Danger (Spy).. Geo. Raft-Brenda Marshall
.9/19/4? .. .bl 1/28/42
Busses Kuar (D)F
(Spy)F H.
Richard
Travis-JulieBergman
Uishup 10261 .1/23/43
Casablanca
Bogart-I.igrid
.9/26/42
. . .b8/l5/42
Desperate
Journey
(D)F
E.
Flynn-R.
Reagan
107
.b3/27/43
.4/24/43
Edge ofFortress
Darkness(D)F
'D)A Richard
E. Flyn'iGreene
A. Sheridan
11865 .12/5/42 .. ...blO/31/42
.b9/26/42
Flying
.!
.11/14/42
Gentleman
Jim
(D)F
E.
Flynn-Alexis
Smith
IU4
Getirye Was>>liiiytull blept
.11/28/42 . .b9/ 19/42
Here Man
(CD)F
J.J. Benny-A.
Coburn 9264 .2/20/43 . .bl2/l2/42
Gorilla
(D)A
Loder-RuthSheridan-C.
Ford
. ..b9/26/42
Hard Way (D)A
I. Lupino-D. Morgan
107 .1/16/43
19/42
.11 7/42 . ..b9/
Hidden
Hand
<VviA
Craig
Stevens-Julie
Bishop 12365 .5/22/43
. ...b5/l/43
. .b2, 27/43
Mission
to
Moscow
(D)
W.
Huston-A.
Harding
Mysterious Ujttor (U)
John Loder-Clyde Cook
57 ..3,6,43
10/31/42 .. . .b8/22/42
Now, Voyager (D)A
B. Davis-Paul Henreid 117 .10/17/42
Secret Busters
Enemies (G)F
(Spy)F Craig
5858
. .bl/23/43
Truck
RichardStevens-Faye
Travis-Ruth Emerson
Ford
.2/2/43
..10/10/42
12/19/42 . . .. .(Reissue)
.b6/6/42
Varsity
Show
vM'
D.
Powell-F.
Waring
81
.1/2/43
..
Coming
Yankee Doodle Handy (DM)F.J. Cagney-Joan Leslie
126
You Can't Escape Forever(D) A.G. Brent-Brenda Marshall
77

. . .b6/5/43
. .b2/6/43
,bl2/26/42
.bl2/12/42
, .b8/29/42
,. ..89/19/42
.h5/l/43
, .b4/ia/43
., .b9/l2/42
hlO/3/42
,..b5/l/43
.blO/10/47

Adventures in Iraq
J. Loder-R. Ford
Adventures of MarK Twain(O) . Fredric March-Alexis Smith
a8/22/42
. .b9/26/*'
Arsenic and Old Lace Gary Grant-Priscilla Lane
al/3/42
Conflict
Humphrey Bogart-Alexis Smith
223 Constant
(D)
Charles
Boyer-Joan Fontaine 112. 7/24/43 b7/3/43
Crime by Nymph
Niyni
Jane Wyman
Desert
Song Tokyo
(Tech.) (DM) ... Gary
Dennis GrantMorgan-Irene
Manning
a3/15/42
Destination
John Garfield
Devotion (D)
0. rieHa«illand-l. Lupino
a2'27/43
Empty
Foran-Patricia
Walthall
Find theHolsters
Blackmailer J.DickCowan-F.
Emerson-G.
Lockhart Reissue
Guns of the Pecos
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel.....
Reissue
In Our Time
I. Lupino-P. Henreid-C. Rains
Irving
Berlin's
This
Is
the
Army
Army
All-Star Cast
a6/l9/4?
Last
(D)
R. Travis-Chas.
Long
MurderRideon the
Waterfront
Northern Pursuit
E. Flynn-H. DantinO^
Old Acquaintance (D)
Bette Davis-Miriam H3pkins
Prairie Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy
Reissue
Princess O'Rourke
(CD) Gary
0. DeHavilland-R.
an it 4,
Saratoga
Trunk
Cooper-lngrid Cuinmings
Bergman
a6/26/43
Shine On Harvest Moon A. Sheridan-D. Morgan
Song of the Saddle Dick Foran-Alma Lloyd
Reissue
Thank Your Lucky Stars (M) .. All-Star Cast
al/16/43
The Cherokee Strip Dick Foran-Jane Bryan
Reissue
Watch on Ihe Rhine (D)
Bette Davis-Paul Lukas
88/22/42

.. .86/12/43
.b2 /27/43
. .b7/IO/43
.bl8'3 42
..bl2/19/42
..b4/24/43
.69/5/47

MISCELLANEOUS
Heart
(D)AD)
In the ofReara Nation
of the Enemy(
Orders
From
Tokyo
(D)A
Outlaw, The (WD)A

Michelo Morgan-Raimu
F.Russian
Cast
Darrieux-Anton
Walbrook..
J.Danielle
Buetel-J.
Russell

155..Artkino
1 1 . . A.F.E.Corp.b3/20/43
...bfO/3/42
74..Artkino
b7/4/42
121. .H. Hughe«.b2/l3/*3
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4431
4428
4432
4435
4422
4425
4436
4427
4433
4421
4434
4421
4426
4424
4430
4429

SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Cemment
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
A Maid Made Mad
151/2 .. Not Rev.
ABlonde
Blitz and
on the
Fritz Good
l8'/2..
Groom
Dull
15 ..5/3/20/43
1/43
Boobs
in
the
Night
Poor
6/12/43
Carry Harry
Not Funny l7'/2..
17 ..10/10/42
Ham
..Not Rev.
Rev.
Here and
ComesVegas
Mr. Zerk
1617 ..Not
His
Wedding
Scare
Silly
IHI/2..
1/30/43
IKissSpied forWakeYou
Poor
18(8 ...1017
4/24/4342
Un
Ordinary
My
Wife's
An
Angel.
...
Good
22
..
5/22/43
Phony Cronies
Slap Happy 17ltii/2....Not8/2»,4/
Piano
Mooner
Rev.
SappySaplings
Pappy
Slapsticky 1716 ..Not
..12/5/42
Two
Rev.
Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good 18 ..3/ 6/43

AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
4963 Men Working Together. Excellent
4yb2 Point
Mr. Smug
Good
Rationing
Troop Train
49SI Wings for the Fledglings. Fair
4510
4.1U4
4508
45U7
4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509

COLOR RHAPSODIES
He
Can't
Make
It Stick
King Midas Junior
Plenty
ProfessorBelow
SmallZero
and Mr. Fair
SlayTall
It With Flowers Fair
Song of Victory Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll Bridge
Troubles Routine
Amusing
Tree
for Two

4660
4bj3
4657
4GSC
4658
4651
4659
4654
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As Time Gees By.
College !
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba
Conga Hits.. Good
Good ....
Rosie theandRiveter
Songs of the States Good
Yankee Doodler Very

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shep Fields) Good

10
II6
II
10

Not Rev.
.. 7/10/43
2 27 43
. Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 1/ 9/43

Not Rev.
7 ..Not
Rev.
71/2.. 5/29/43
Rev.
771/2....Not1/30/43
9 ..10/ 3/42
51/2.. 4/17/43
7 ..10/31/42
5/42
77 ....12/
7/10/43
10 . .Not Rev.
9 . .Not Rev.
9 . 4/17/43
. 1091/2 .. .. 2/27/43
Rev.
8 . .Not
. 8/22/42
. IO'/2.
.
5/
1/43
8 . . 1 1/14/42
1/ 2/43
. 91/2.
9 . .. 9/26/42
10
10
. 10

.. .Not Rev.
7/42
. ..11/1/ 2/43

4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College
Belles
Great Glover. TheFair
His Girl's
Worst Friend . Fair
Mediocre
Socks
Appeal

16 ..10/31/42
18'/2.
Rev.
18 ...Not5/22/43
171/2.. 3/20/43

4901
4904
4UU2
4903

PANORAMICS
Oaliins of the Teche Gnnd
Merchant Convoy
Vivid
Oddities (LaVarre) Good
Our Second Front Timely

II .. 8/22/42
II .. 6/26/43
10 ..10/31/42
IO1/2.. 1/ 9/43

4704
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
47U5
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Cholly
Polly
Duty and the Beast Silly
Fair ......
The Dumbconscious Mind. Average
The Gullible Canary Clever ..
Kindly
Malice inScram
Sliimberland. . . pRir ...
Mass Mouse Meeting Dull ...
The Vitamin G-Man Silly ...
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine

2/27/43
66'/2..
5/22/43
7 ....11/14/42
7 ..10/17/42
6 ..Not Rev.
s«
6RI/2..12'
.. 6/26/43
761/2.. .. 3/5/ 138/4343

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No.
1
(Kay
Kyser)
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Very
GoodGood
No. 3 (Jack Benny) Entertaining
No.
4 (Leopold
Stokowski)
Classified ...
No.
5 (Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good.
No. 6 (Ginny Simms, M.C.)
No. 7 (Alan Mowbray)
No.
No. 89 (Kyser,
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &.
Molly)
Good
No. 10 (Mischa Auer)

8/15/42
1II1 . 8/15/41
10 .10/ 3/42
9 . 10/31/42
10 . .12/ 5/42
9 . ..Not1/ Rev.
9/43
109'/2.
10 . .Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
10 ..Not
7/10/43
Rev.
10

TRADE

51

REVIEW

4406
4401
4402
4405
4408
44U3

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
I8I/2.
Back From the Front.
18
Rev.
151/2.. .Not
.Not Rev.
Even as I 0 U
Fair
.
10/24/42
l5'/2.
18
Sock-A-Bye
Baby Average ..
16 .. . 12/12/42
Snnok Louder
l5'/2. . 7/10/43
Three Little Twirps Average ..
.Nnt
Rev
. 1/ 2/43
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick .

PARAMOUNT

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
6 1/2
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
Bravo
3/27/43
500 HatsMr. ofStraus
Bartholomew Imaginative ...
Cubblns
Funny
Jasper
the Haunted
Choo-Choo. .Funny
9
Jasper && the
1/16/43
5/
1/43
House
Excellent
7'/2 . 11/21
/42
Jasper's Music Lesson. .. .Tops
8
6/ 5/43
POPEYE (12)

COLUMBIA

KATE SMITH
4751 America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
TOURS
4551 Old
Journey
Denali
Good
4452
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good. ,
WORLD OF SPORT
4807 Aqua Thrills
Entertaining
4Hili Diving Daredevils Gonit
4808 Jump, Fish, Jump Uninteresting
48U4
Lauies
Day
in
Sports
Good
4806 Ski Soldiers
4801
Kings Good
4803 Trotting
Winter Paradise
Interesting ..
4802 Wizard of the Fairway. . .Golf Magic...

9'/2.
. 8/29/42
10 . . 8/ 1/42
II9'/2. .10/17/42
99 . .. 35/29/43
2tl 43
101/2.
10 . .. 6/26/43
4/17/43
101/2.
.Not
Rev.
1 1 . 10/17/42
. 1/ 9/43
10 . .11/14/42

MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
W-443 Bah Wilderness
8
W-441 Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
8
W-444
Hilarious
88
W-446 Dumb
Red HotHniinried
Riding Hood... Tops
wW-445
4.4.! Si.nenn'
Cats
9
The Boy and the Wolf... Good
9
W-447 The
The Uninvited
Lonesome Pest
Mouse... Very Funny ... 8
W-450
W-448 Who Killed Who Fair
8
W-449 Yankee Doodle Mouse
MINIATURES (10)
M-433 Brief Interval
M-437 Here at Home
M-435 Inca Gold (Sepia)
M-431 Last lesson . ..Impressive
M-438 Memories of Australia. . .Timely ....
M-432
People otofRussia
Excellent ..
M-434 Portrait
a Genius
M-436 Wood Goes to War
(Tech.)
Fascinating
OUR GANG (10)
G-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
II
C-494 Family
Calling All
Kids Amusing
Delightful IIII
C-493
Troubles
C-495 Farm Hands
Slow
II
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing
II
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-4fil Mariero nf Mexico .. Fine
II
K-483 That's Why I Left You. Very Good
10
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting 10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
9
S-4b5
President's Dog. Good
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive 108
S-463 Hollywood Daredevils ...Exciting
9
8-462 Marines in the Making ... Very Good .... 9
S-466 Sky
Excellent
S-464
Wild Science
Horses
Fair
89
TRAVELTALKS (12)
T-413
Glimpses
of
Ontario
Good
T-414 Land of Orizaba
99
T-416 Mexican Police on Parade. Interesting .... 9
T-415 Mighty
99
T-412
Mnriern Niagara
Mexico City Excellent
T-419
Motoring
in
Mexico
Excellent
T-417 On the Road to Monterey 9
T-4II Picturesque Mass
Good
9
T-418 Romantic Nevada
Very Good
9
T-420 Scenic Oregon
Solid
9
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
22
A-307 Inflation
A "Must"
17
M-401 Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good
2U
PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
A Revival of Moments of
Charm
Hands of Women Good
Ina Ray Hutton &. Orch
J.Letter
"Scat"
& Orch. .Average
FromDavis
Ireland
Twins
& Orch. . Excellent
Entertaining
A2 41 McFarland
Mitchell
Ayres
&
Orch. ...Fair
A2 6 Moments of Charm
Tops
A2 8 Rationed Rhythm
Fair

A2
A2A2
A2
A2
A2

.. Not Rev.
.. 1/16/43
.... 4/in'4'
7/10/43
..NotKev.
..5/ 1/43
..6/
5/43
Not Rev.
.. 7/10/43
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
7/10/43
. 1/2:),Rev.4o
.Not
. 6/19/43
Not Rev.
, 5/ 1/43
7/10/43
11/21/4.
4'in 4'>
6/19/43
5/I '211/43
'1
6/26/43
4/24/43
1/23/42
4/10/43
6/19/43
5/
2/ 8/4J
6'41
. 1/23/43
.Not
Rev.
. 4/10/43
.Not
Rev.
. 6/19/43
.Net
Rev.
. 1 1/14 , 42
...11/21
7/5/ 3/43
8/434''
. 6/26/43
.. 12/
5/ 8/43
5/4.

81/2
.Not Rev.
II . 12/1942
9 . .Not Rev.
22IO'/2.
I /I4/42
101/2 .. 1 5/15/43
42
9 .. 8/22
1/30/43
10 . 6/19/43
5/ 8/43

U2-3
U2-4
U2-2
U2-I
U2-5
E2-I
E2-9
E2-7
E2-1
E2-8
E2-2
E2-5
E2-4
E2-6

Hull
a Mess Amusing
Hungryof Goat
Jolly
Good
Fair ..
Me Musiral Furlough
NephRWS Amusing
Ration for the Duration .. Good
Scrap the Japs
Fair
Seein'
'N' Blue
SpinachRed,
Fer White
Britain
Too Weak to Work Amusing
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)

J2-3 No. 3
J2-4 No. 4
-1-2-3
-4
Y2-2
Y2-3
Y2-I
Y2-4

..Weak

77
7
8
6'
67
7

. . 99 .. .10/24/42
.12/ 5/42
. . IO'/2. . 1/16/43
. . 10 . .. 7/10/43
5/ 1/43

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
3/27/43
At the Bird Farm Fair
9
Current
Swell
9
6/ 5/43
Speaking Events
of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
9 . 12/19/42
Speaking
of
Animals
at
the
.Not Rev.
Cage Door Canteen

SPORTLIGHTS (10)
R2
R2
R2 8 Amphibious Fighters .. .Interesting
6 Fighting Spirit
25 Hike or Bike
3 Snorts 1. Q
..Excellent
R2 7
.Good
4
W2
CARTOONS
(9)
W2
SUPERMAN
R2.Exciting
Destruction, Inc
Jungle Drums (Tech.).. ..Good
. For Juveniles . .
R2W2 Mummy Strikes (Tech.) ..Good
W2
H2-

1
2
3
L2 4

r2-l
r2-4
T2-3
L2L2T2-2
L2-

34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34106
33403
^84n4
33406
33405
33402
33401
3,3202
33201
:^4405
34406
34403
34404
34401

Rev.
10/24/42
. .. Not
5/29/43
. ..126/19/43
19 42
. I I / 1 4Rev.42
. ..Not
Not Rev.
, . 4/17/43

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
..Good
.Interesting ....
..Average
..Up to Par
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
AAldrich
LetterFamily
From Gets
Bataan.in . .Impressive
the Scrap
Excellent
Price
of
Victory
Good......
We Refuse to Die Very
Gripping

No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4

9 .
9'/2. . 6/26/43
. 4/24/4342
.Not Rev.
108i/s. .11/14
10 . 2/ 6/43
10 .
5/29/43
9 .. 3/20/43
81/2. .10 24/42
108 . 1/16/43
5/ 1/43
5/29/43
3/13/43
lO'/j.
.10/24/42
10 .
. 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
10 ..12/19'42
15
II
1315

RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
Donald's
Funny ... 77
Fall Out—Tire
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
77
Pluto and the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
7
Victory Vehicles
8
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck
Soup
Fair
Hold Yniir Temper
1717
Hot Foot
Will Pass
17
Indian Signs
Fair
17
Rough
on
Rents
Average
18
Two for the Money Fair
17
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
State vs. Thomas Crosby. Fair
State vs. Glen Willett Fair
JAMBOREES (13)
Enric Madriguera &.
Orch
Swell . . .
8
8
It's Tommy Tucker Time
8
Ray
McKinley
&.
Orch.
..
.Average
8
Dick Stabile & Orch Fair
Jerry Wald A Orch For Jitterbugs. 108

.10/ 3/42
. 3/ 6/43
. 1 1/21/42
.10/ 3/42

. 3/5/15/43
6/43
..Not3 27Rev.43
.Not
Rev.
. 5/ 8/43
, 3/ 6/43
, 7 ■ 3 43
Rev
,Not5/15/43
5'42
, 12/
10/24/42
..10/24/42
1/16/43

...Not
. 3 27 43
. . 12 12Rev.42
..11
. . 1 2816/4342
..10/10/41

52

SHOWMEN'S
RKO-RADIO

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
LEON ERROL (6)
33702 Deer! Deer!
Average
17 ..11/21/42
33704 Double Up
Fair
18 .. .. 5/15/43
5/15/43
33705
Gem-Jams
Fair
3370! Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing. 1818 ..10/17/42
33703
Pretty
Dolly
Amusing
17
.
.
3/43
33706 Radio Runaround Good
18 . . 7/1/16/43
SPORTSCOPES (13)
34308 Aqua Aces
.Not Rev.
34305
Basketeers
Very Good
6/43
34311 Cloud
Chasers
..Not3/ Rev.
34309 Golf Limited
Interesting ...
. 5/(5/43
34304 "Q"
Interesting ...
34310
RacingMen
Royalty
Inconsequential
.. 7/1/23/43
3/43
34301 Show
Horse
Good
.. 10/24/42
3/27/43
34405
Ski
Trails
Exciting
34302 Touchdown Tars Good
.11/28/42
.Not
34307 Trout
.Not Rev.
Rev.
34303 Winter Setting
THIS IS AMERICA
33105 Air Crew
Excellent
IS
4/10/43
33103
Chaplain
Very
1919 12/26/42
33104 Army
Boomtown.
D. C
Very Fine
Good
2/13/43
33108 Lieutenant Smith
Excellent 20
6/12/43
33106 Medicine on Guard Very Good .... 19
4/17/43
33107 Merchant Seaman
Excellent 17
5/7/10/43
8/43
33109
33101 Pacific
Private Island
Smith No.
of the43 Reassuring .... 17
U.S.A
Excellent
19 10/24/42
33102 Women at Arms Very Fine
18 1 1/21/42
VICTORY
34202 City of Courage
34201
by the Album
Clock
34203 Conquer
North African

SHORTS (3)
Impressive
Excellent
Fills
Void

9 ..3/20/43
109 ..7/
. .l2'2B/47
3/43

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Along the Texas Range. .. Picturesque .... 10 .10/17/42
3202 Climbing the Peaks
10 .Not Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's
Everybody's
War Excellent
189 11/28/42
3851 Weapons for Victory
Very Good
5/ 8/43
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
Rev.
3902 Jungle Land
9 .Not
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. .Good
9 .12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert Wonderland
(Tech.)
Swell
9 . 8/22/42
3157 Land
Where Time
Stood Still
9 . Not Rev.
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9
5/15/43
3154 Royal Araby
Good
9 ..10/24/42
.. 9/26/42
1/16/43
3156
Strange
f-mpire
Good
8
3153 Valley of Blossoms Average
9
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good
9 . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 Africa — Prelude to
.. 12/12/42
Victory
Very Good . .
S/20/43
81 America's
Food Crisis. ... Stirring
Informative .
. 9/19/42
F.B.I. Front
.10/10/42
29 Inside
FightingFascist
French
Good
Spain
. Not Rev.
II Invasion!
Excellent
. 6/12/43
3 Mr. & Mrs. America Very Good ..
.11/
. 1/ 7/42
9/43
56 One
Navy Day
and oftheWar
Nation Outstanding
Very Good .,
. 1/23/43
10 Show Business at War. .. Excellent ...
.
5/15/43
7 The New Canada Good
. 2/20/43
3304
3351
3303
3301
3302
3551
3560
3558
3501
3557
3568
3502
3572
3569
3552
3570
3555

3402
3401

REVIEW

UNITED ARTISTS
Comment Running
Time
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Churchill's
Island Very
Good
2020
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Good
Food.
of
Conquest
Impressive .... 20
Hitler's
Plan
22
Inside
Fighting
China...
Very
Good
Invasion of Europe Thrilling
2122
Invasion of North Africa. Superb
20
The
Mask
of
Nippon
Excellent
New Soldiers Are Tough. .Stirring 2016
Our Russian Ally Very Good ..... 19
Road to Tokyo Excellent
19
'''his Is Blitz
Grim Realism.. 21
SPECIAL
Di.n t Hook Now

Reviewed
Issue Of
. 4/ 4/42
.12/12/42
. 4/ 4/42
Rev.
. .Not
.. 9/19/42
5/
. 2/ 8/43
6/43
.10/24/42
. 5/30/4^
.. 7/25/42
9/26/42
. 3/ 7/42

8604
8602
8601
8606
8603
8605
8608
8607
8609

18 ..Not Rev.

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7 .. 1/16/43
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7 ..10/17/42
7247 Canine
Commandos
Not Rev.
724.; Loan Stranger
7 ..Not Rev.
7248 Ration Bored
Not Rev.
7244
2/27/4:s
7245 Screwball
Swing Your Partner Funny
Fair
77 .... 6/19/43
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
NAME BAND MUSICALS
7125 Chasin'
Entertaining ... 1515 ..Not
..12/12/42
7129
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
Rev.
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good
ISVj.. 1/23/43
7123 Jivin'
Session Entertaining ... 15 ..8/
1/42
7130
RussianJamRevels
Not Rev.
7122 Serenade in Swing Fair
15 .. 9/19/42
7131 Smoke Rings
Not Rev.
7128 Swing That Band
15 ..Not Res.
7124
Thing
(515 ..Not
Rev.
7127 Swing's
Swingtimethe Blues
..Not Rev.
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining ... 15 ..8/ 1/42
PERSON-ODDITIES
9 .
7375 Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting
7374 Double
. I/I6/43
Talk Girl
9 . .Not
Rev.
Human Sailboat
9 . .Not Rev.
7371
7372 Jail Hostess
9 . .Not Rev.
9 . .12/
5/42
7373
King of theDo 49-ers
Interesting
9 . . 2/27/43
7376 Let
It
Interesting
7378 LittleHueyClayton
Farm9
.
.
Not
Rev.
front Wonder
7329 Shepherd of the Round
9 . . 6/ 5/43
House
Interesting
9 . .Not Rev.
She's A- 1 in Dentist
the Navy
7377 The
Not Rev.
7381
7380 Tom Armless
9 . . 6/12/43
Thum
in
Person.
...
Interesting
7382 Western Cowgirl
. Net Rev.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2) 22 .
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
Rev.
7111 Roar, Navy, Roar Swell
. 1/16/43
. 221/2 .Not
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
..12/
5/42
7232 Boogie Woogie Sioux Very Good
.. .Not2/27/43
7233 Cow
Boogie
Amusing .
Rev.
72^4
Egg Cow
Cracker
Suits
7235
Biscuits
..Not Rev.
7231 Pass
YankeetheDoodle
SwingMirandy
. . 9/12/42
Shift
Good
VARIETY VIEWS
.Not Rev.
Chickens Today
7362 Any
Canadian Patrol
Very Good
.. 10/17/42
6/19/43
7352 Confusion
7361
in India Instructive
. Not Rev.
India
7358 Hungry
Mr Chimn Goes to Town
.Not
Rev.
7.S59
7360 Mirror of Sub- Marine
Life
Interesting
.
6/
5/43
.. Not2/27/43
7357 New
.. .Very Good
Rev.
India
7354 MothersEra ofinPresidents.
.10/17/42
Democracy
Fine
7353
7351 Spirit
Troubleof Spot
of the East. Interesting
9/19/42
.. 9/12/42
Western Whoopee
Very Good
. 2/27/43
7355
7356 Winter Sports Jamboree. . Exciting
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
.12/12/42
0996 Arsenal of Might Excellent .
.10/17/42
0995 What
KeepingWe Fit
Very Good
0997
Are
Fighting
For
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
A
Nation
Dances Very Good
20 ..10/10/42
8102
Show
Very Fine
20 .. 3/13/43
8109
8104 Army
Beyond the Line of Duty. Great
20 ..10/ 3/42
Isle of Freedom Inspiring
20 ..1/
8107
8106 Little
Man Killers
Not 2/43
Rev.
8108
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
26 .. 4/17/43
8103
of West forPoint
Stirring
20 ..10/17/42
8101
8111 Spirit
Three Cheers
the
Girls
Very
Good
20
.. 6/19/43
8105
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
8306
King
of
the
Entertaining ... 10
3/ 6/43
8304 So Need
You Glasses
ThinkArchers
You
Fair
10
1/23/43
8302 So You Want to Give
Up Smoking
8303 Stars
on Horseback Excellent
Disappointing . 1010 .. 12/12/42
7/ 3/43
8301 Sweeney Steps Out
(Reissue)
Good
II10 .10/
. Not 3/42
Rev.
8305 This
Is the Enemv

oRetv.
Roetv.
20..N 0..NoRte2v.0..N
2
n deville
rica
OurAf Spiroift Vau

3556
3554
3571
3562
3553
3559
3561
3562

SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
Back to Bikes
9 . Not Rev.
Neptune's
Daughters
.12/19/42
(Tech.)
Excellent
Steelhead Fighters Good
99 . 1/30/43
Well-Rowed
Harvard
Good
9
When Winter Calls Good
10 .. 8/29/42
1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (26)
. 8/15/42
All Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
Barnyard
77 . 5/ 8/43
Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7 . 1/16/43
Big Build-up
Filler
7 . 10/ 3/42
Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
77 .Not
He
Dood
It
Again
For
Children
..
5/ Rev.
8/43
lekle Meets Pickle Fair
7 ...11/28/42
Not
Rev.
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
Last
Up (Tech.)
77 ..Not9/19/42
Life With Fido (Tech.) .. Routine
7 . Not Rev.
Rev.
Moppingof Up
(Tech.)
7
Mouse
Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 .12/12/42
Naney in Doing
Their Bit (Tech.)
7 .Not Rev.
Night Life In
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 .10/17/42
Rev.
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not
. 5/ 8/43
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
School Daze (Tech.) Fair
7 .Not
.10/17/42
Scrap for Victory (Tech.)
7 . 5/ Rev.
8/43
Shipyard
Good
7
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 .Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
Rev.
Accent
on
Courage
1010 ..Net
..Not Rev.
Women in Blue

TRADE

8508
ttoul
8504
8509
8au6
8502
8303
8505
8507

July 17, 1943
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.) Running
Time Reviewed
Issue Of
LOONEY TUNES
Confusions of a Nutzy Spy
7 ...11/28/42
.Not Rev.
Daffy Duckaroo
Amusing
7 ..10/17/42
7 .. 4/17/43
The
Hep
Cat
(Tech.)
In
the
Groove..
Hop and Go
Fair
7 .. 1/ 9/43
7
My
Favoriteor Not
Duck(Tech.).Good
ToDuck
Duck
to
(Tech.)
Funny
7 .. 3/13/43
Tokio Jokio
7 . . Not Rev.
Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7 .. 6/19/43
Yankee
Uoodle Daffy
. .Not Rev.
(Tech.)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
. 5/29/43
All
American
Very Good
Army
Air KorceBands
1010 .Not Rev.
B. Minnevitch
& Band
His
Harmonica School Excellent
10
1/23/43
Childhood
Good
10
6/26/43
uzzle NelsonDays
& His
. 4/24/43
Orchestra
Entertaining
..
10
Six Hits and a Miss Good
10 .11/28/42
United States Marine
Band
Outstanding
...
10
10/ 3/42
The United States Navy
. 2/16/43
Band
Pleasing
10
.
Not
Rev.
U. S. Army Band

MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
8706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
8707 CoalSebben
BlackDwarfs
and do
Funny
Ding
Dong
Daddy Very Good
Dover
Boys
8701
8710
8705 Fifth Column Mouse Fair
8711 Flop Goes the Weasel Fair
8714
Bait Hypnotist.
(Tech.) . .Amusing
8703 Greetings
Hare Brained
Ha! Ha!
8715 Jackrabbit and the
Beanstalk
Very Good
8708 Pigs in a Polka Very Amusing..
8702
Wolf
8712 Sheepish
Rabbit
(Tech.) Very
Fair
8704 Super
Tale
of
Two
Kitties
Funny ...
Very Good
8716 The Aristo Cat
8709 Tortoise
Wins
by
a
Hare.
Funny
8713 Unbearable Bear (Tech.)

7
7
77
7
7
77
7
77
77
7
77

. 1/23/43
. 1/23/43
. 1/ 9/43
.Not
Rev.
. 4/17/43
4/24/43
.. 6/19/43
.12/ 5/42
. 7/ 3/43
. 3/13/43
.Not
Rev.
. 4/17/43
... 12/12/42
6/26/43
3/13/43
. Not Rev.

8409
8410
8401
8403
8407
8408
8402

SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's Battle of
Beauty
Cuba,
Land of Adventure, Good
Sports
Fair
Grey.
White
and Horses!
Blue. ....Eye-filling
Horses!
Horses!
Interesting
....
RodAnticosti
and ReelIsland
on
Rover's Soldiers
Rangers (Tech.). Very
Good
Sniffer
Excellent
South American Sports. . .Very Good ....
Sporting
Dogs
Interesting
The
Timing Very
Fair
WomenRightin Sports
Good

. 1/ 2/43
10
10 . 2/13/43
2/43
1010 .. 7/1/ 3/43
.Not
Rev.
10
. 6/ 5/43
1010 .10/10/42
10 .12/12/42
1010 .. 13/13/43
1/28/42
10 . 3/13/43

8001
8006
8004
8002
8005
8003

TECH. SPECIALS (6)
AChampions
Ship Is Training
Born Inspiring
Champions
Eagles
of the Navy Excellent
Very Good
Fighting Engineers
Good
Mountain
Fighters
Young and Beautiful Fair

22
2020
2220
20

841 1
8406

SERIALS 1942-43
COLUMBIA
The
Secret
Code
Chaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
1515 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West
G-Men
Black Dragon... 1512 Chaps.
King ofVs.theTheMounties
Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures
Jack
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSmilin'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

.12/ 5/42
. 7/ 3/43
.5/
1/43
. 1/16/43
.Not
. 6/ Rev.
5/43

Not1/30/43
Rev.
Not Rev.
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
11/ 7/42
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
Time Date
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
10 ..12/24/42
Community
Transportation
1/ 7/43
Doctors at War
104'/2.... 5/13/43
Farm Battle Lines
II .. 1/29/43
Farmer at War
9 .. 3/11/43
Food
for Fighters
93 ..4/
1/43
Fuel Conservation
..11/12/42
Henry
Brown,
Farmer
9
..11/15/42
Lift Your Heads
10 .. 7/8/43
Message From Malta
ID .. 6/10/43
Mission Accomplished
10 .. 4/29/43
Negro Colleges in War Time
8 .. 1/25/43
Night Shift
II9 ..12/10/42
Paratroops
.. 1/21/43
Prelude to War
51 .. 5/27/43
Right
of
Way
91/2..
4/15/43
Since Pearl Harbor
8 .. 2/18/43
The
of '43
4/43
TroopSpirit
Train
105'/2.... 2/2/11/43
War Town
10 .. 6/24/43
You. John Jones
lO'/j.. 1/14/43
Wings Up
20 .. 5/27/43

THIS IS NUMBER 9 OF A SERIES OF ADVERTISEMENTS SPONSORED BY THE INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
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EQUIPMENT IN COOPERATION
WITH THE NATIONAL CONSERVATION PROGRAM
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KUYKENDALL

'X WOULD LIKE to drive home to every exhibitor the necessity of keepX ing the theatres open during the stress of War, regardless of the
hardships and regulations. This is our first duty to the public— we can
accept no other attitude. Motion Picture entertainment is essential to
the levelness of our war-conscious minds. It is up to us to see that it
is delivered in the finest possible form!
It is of vital importance that we, as theatre owners, spare no effort
to adapt our theatres to wartime restrictions. In this day of priorities
over most everything, we cannot continue on the old basis, but must
accept the all-out war theme, and learn to do without certain materials. We must use all our ingenuity to continue operation of our theatres and to save that vital bi-product of projection— Copper drippings
and strippings.
ED

KUYKENDALL
PRESIDENT
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
OWNERS OP AMERICA

Nothing is more important at this time than conservation of equipment, if we are to keep the show on the screen until the war is won
and manufacturers can again supply new equipment and parts."
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Se(/ W/ar Stamf)s to Launch
Plane Carrier "Shangri-La"!
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Prevention,

The silly angle to the controversy that rages in the
industry today is the indisputable fact that it would take
very little to eradicate conditions which are the root and
stem of the rapidly mounting atmosphere of ill-will and
resentment over practices that should have been eliminated voluntarily long ago. The storm-center of the
controversy which is taking a turn for the worse, is the
plight of the independent exhibitors whose box-ofiice
income (potential or actual) places them entirely outside
the general run of theatres whose business has increased.
Most of the major companies are willing to admit that
concessions can and should be made. But instead of preventive measures to isolate the trouble they seem to
prefer to provide remedies after the infection sets in;
with the result that there is the ever-present possibility
that the patient might die before the remedy takes effect.
Not that the records show a high mortality rate. But
they do reveal that the disease can reach epidemic proportions.
More potent than the counterpart of sulfa drugs would
be the curative powers of less drastic treatment applied
in time. But because of some notion that if one or two
distributors were to set up some definite distinctive formula for application to the special cases others would
benefit, there is no speedy action taken.
The sales managers of these companies could, without
entering into any concerted movement forbidden by
the anti-trust laws, work out some generalized overall
plan based upon accurate information as to precisely
who does and who does not deserve to be rated among
those for whom a special yardstick should be applied.
Once having arrived at such a point, the application of
individual policies carrying out the plan for the general
welfare of the industry, by aiding the distressed exhibitors, would be as simple as A B C.
Never was there a more propitious moment for action
on exhibitor cases which manifestly call for special consideration inorder to continue in business in the face of
extraordinary conditions. National grosses have been
and are hitting unbelievable figures. Net profit statements are terrific. So much so that such figures further
accentuate the conditions of the distressed theatre owner.
Moreover, the profits are such that they would seem to
make it not only possible but a pleasure to bend over
backward in order to take care of that small percentage
of exhibitors whose business has been hurt instead of improved bythe general financial boom.
It should not be necessary for either individual or

Or
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Pound

of

Cure?

group action to force needed concessions for these independent exhibitors. Those company heads should take
the initiative and get started on it as a progressive move
for the good of themselves and the industry, too.
These are dangerous times. Dangerous in that too
many people active in the political world have a penchant
for seeking an "in" to take over the running of the
industry. One way to fend off such action is to put the
industry's own house in order and maintain amicable
relations between the two vital branches: exhibition and
distribution.
The man over whom most of the present agitation
centers is the independent exhibitor — not all independent
exhibitors, mind you — just a small percentage of them.
They ask very little. They have contributed much to
the growth and prosperity of this industry and they,
rightfully, resent having bones thrown to them when
they need friendly cooperation and sensible appreciation
of their problems.
As this page has stated time and time again, the concessions towhich this class of exhibitor is entitled are
so small in comparison to the total revenues today, that
to continue to ignore him or to make him ask for what
should be forthcoming voluntarily, is mighty poor judgment on somebody's part. As they have performed services of value to the industry generally in the past, these
distressed independents may well be expected to do so
again. The distributors, the industry generally, needs to
keep them in business, not only for their own sake but
for the industry's sake.
We know of several companies which have been most
considerate of exhibitor problems — have gone out of
their way to adjust cases brought to the attention of the
top executives. That's fine. But why take up valuable
time making adjustments when the trouble could be
avoided in the first place — at the time the deals are made?
It is no feather in the cap of the sales department if
some deal is driven over on terms or prices which can
only come back to haunt the entire company and collectively the entire industry as well. But it would be a
hundred feathers in the industry's cap if they established
a fair and sensible sales policy that would outlaw unreasonable contracts calling for terms inconsistent and out
of proportion to the ability of the theatre to pay. Such
action would be the greatest contribution to industry
peace that our business has known in several decades.
—''CHICK'' LEWIS
Can't we have some action, please?

4
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in Tribute
Funeral

Funeral services for Arthur Lucas, 61, president of the Lucas & Jenkins Circuit and a
prominent figure in show business since the
days of the Nickelodeon, were held in Atlanta
Tuesday. Mr. Lucas died at his home in Atlanta Saturday night, July 18, of a heart attack.
The Rev. Dr. Karl Reiland, Rector Emeritus
of St.
Episcopal
and conducted
a friend
of
Mr. George's
Lucas for
the pastCluirch
decade,
the services. Officials of Paramount Pictures,
Inc., with which organization Mr. Lucas was
a partner in his Georgia Enterprises, were
among the honorary escort. Among them were
Leonard Goldenson and Leon Netter, vicepresidents of Paramount Theatres Service Corp.,
and Claude Lee, public relations director. Other
industry leaders attending were R. B. Wilby,
president of the Wilby-Kiiicey Circuit ; Harry
G. Ballance, division manager for TwentiethCentury-Fox ; Grover Parsons, Atlanta exchange manager for Paramount ; and Charles
E. Kessnich, MGM district manager.
After a successful early career as a telephone company executive Mr. Lucas came into the motion picture
industry 36 years ago. joining the Miles Brothers
Film Renting Agency whose ofifices on Broarlway were
close by the penny arcade where two other industry
pioneers, Marcus Loew and Adolph Zukor, were beginning their meteoric careers.
This association was brief and in 1908 Mr. Lucas
returned to his native Savannah. Ga., where many
years before he had got his first taste of show business
as a 25 cents-a-day usher at the old Savannah Theafre.
Here he first operated the Grand and the Cozy theatres. Again becoming interested in the distribution
end of the business he founded the Savannah Film
Exchange. Later he headed the Washington Film
Exchange, which post he left to become field manager
in the United States and Canada for the Mutual
Exchange. Progressing rapidly in a swiftly developing
business he later was connected with the old Triangle
Company, became Southern Manager of Goldwyn Distributing Company, and finally rounded out his career
in the distributing field as President of the Southern
Division of Educational Films.
Exhibition was his first love, though, and in 1921
he built the Lucas Theatre in Savannah, showplace of
the south at that time. From this cornerstone he
expanded his Georgia holdings until, at the time of
his death he operated with William K. Jenkins more
than 50 theatres in the leading cities of Georgia.
Always interested in state and national politics he
numbered many a prominent political figure among his
friends. Though he never held public office he served
his state through the tenure of three governors as
chairman of the Board of Control of State Eleemosynary
Institutions, gaining national prominence for his
enlightened supervision of the state hospitals for the
insane.
Survivingningham, adaughter.
are his wife,
Margaret
Mrs. theFredformer
Storey,
wife ofCunLt.
Commander Fred Storey, USXR, a son, First Lieutenant John Lucas, winner of the distinguished flying
cross for his work as bombardier with the ./\rmy Air
Forces in England, and a brother, Harry Lucas, of
St. Mary's, Georgia.
20th-Fox Buys One World'
Screen rights to Wendell L. Willkie's book,
"One World," have been purchased by 20th
Century-Fox for a reported $100,()0(). Right to
approve the film script and also the completed
production is reserved by Mr. Willkie under
the terms of the sale.
The film version will be personally produced
by Darryl F. Zanuck.
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^Heaven Can Wait^
Notesthisjotted
preview in titled
New
York
week at ofa "sneak"
that provocatively
andHere
produced
picture,
"Heaven
Can Wait":
is as fine
a piece
of sprightly
entertainment as the customers are likely to find
anywhere. The preview audience was laughing and chuckling so audibly that we lost a
good part of the dialogue, but we'll see the
picture again soon since we wouldn't want
to miss any part of such delightful entertainment. Twentieth Century-Fox has a gem
of a picture here — one that exhibitors will
find a pleasure to merchandise. Showmen
won't lack for show-selling material because
the picture, the cast, the direction, the
package as a whole, sparkles with exploitable
show values and lends itself admirably to
showmanship treatment. "Chick" Lewis

Republic
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Up Sales

Meets at Coast Studios
The third and final sales conference in the
current Republic series opened Thursday (22nd)
at
the company's
Hollywood.
It was
announced
at thestudio
secondin meeting
in Chicago
that the largest concentration of bookings in
the history of Republic had been amassed for
the Roy Rodgers productions. The cowboy
star appeared on the stage and headed the
screen bill in "Silver Spurs" at the Oriental
Theatre, Chicago, for the current week with
every indication during last weekend that the
gross for the house would touch one of the
highest figures ever run up at the Oriental.
.\s at the previous two meetings, Herbert
J. Yates, Sr. and Republic president J. R.
Grainger made the opening addresses at the
Coast sales confab, which continued discussion
of the promotion plans for future deluxe Republic productions and analysis of forthcoining
product.
William Saal and Charles Reed Jones of
Republic's
attending
the Studio
meeting, athome
whichoffice
the are
following
exchange
men
will be present : Franchise Holder J. T. Sheffield,
of the Northwest territory; Branch Managers
F. M. Higgins, Seattle; J. H. Sheffield, Portland ; Gene Gerbase, Denver ; H. C. Fuller,
Salt Lake City ; John Frey, Los Angeles ; and
Sid Weisbaum, San Francisco.
MGM Announces Tradeshows
Of Seven New Features
Tradeshows for seven new pictures are announced by MGM.
"Salute to the Marines" and "I Dood It!"
will be shown in exchange centers throughout
tiie country on July 27, except in Albany, where
thev will be shown July 26, and Memphis, July
31.
"Best
Foot Forward"
and "Young
will
be shown
July 29, except
in AlbanyIdeas"
and
Memphis, where the tradeshow will be held
.August 2.
"Tartu" and "Girl Crazy" will be screened
August 2 and 3, with Albany showing them
August 9.
"The Man From Down Under" showings will
be held August 3 and 5, with Memphis screening them August 7 and Albany on August 10.
Samson in Canadian Post
Sydney Samson, former 20th Century-Fox
Buffalo branch manager, has been appointed
district manager for Canada by Tom J. Connors,
20th-Fox vice-president in charge of sales.
Samson will be succeeded in Buffalo by Ira
Cohn, former Pittsburgh branch manager.

Lyons,
UA

Loew

Head

Production

Firm

The launching of a new major motion picture production company. Producing Artists,
Inc. founded on a plan comparable to that
adopted by Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Sr., D. W. Griffith and Charlie Chaplin in
organizing United Artists 24 years ago, was
announced Saturday (17th) in Hollywood.
-Arthur
Lyons,jjroducer
artists' financier
representative
and
David
L. Loew,
and former
e.xhibitor, head Producing Artists, Inc. Contracts have been signed to release their product
through United Artists, starting with a block
of three $1,000,000 productions in 1943-44.
David L. Loew is president of Producing Artists
and Arthur Lyons, vice-president.
Producing Artists setup provides that top
film talent — stars and directors alike — shall
l)ecome heads of their own autonomous picture
making companies within the framework of the
parent company with each personality enjoying"
full executive and production powers in addition
to profit participation.
"At the same time." Lyons explained, "each
star or other artist will be completely free to
work outside of his own company and will be
available to the entire industry. But there
will bewill,
behind
a 'home'
which
at hishimbidding,
makeproduction
stories of unit
his
own choosing, by his own methods and with
profits
own sharing."
First for
filmhisannounced
will be a musical as yet
untitled, with music by George and Ira Gershwin, Jerome Kern, and Cole Porter. It will
be produced and directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
Loew and Lyons also disclosed organization
of another major company headed by Jack
Benny, who will produce a series of comedies
with himself as star.
Loew declared that within a few years the
new organization expects to fulfill production
schedules of from 10 to 18 top budget pictures
annually.
Skouras on Coast for Studio Confabs
Spyros Skouras, president of 2Ut;i CenturyFox,
left Tuesday
for thewith
company's
Hollyw'ood
studios for(20th)
conferences
Joseph
M. Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck.
Louis Rosenbaum
( riic Mnu oil the Cover)
General manager of Muscle Shoals Theatres,
operating seven theatres in Alabama, and
a business and civic leader of Florence, / la.,
now serving his second year in the chairmanship of district 1 for the Alabama War Ctest
appeal by appointment of Gov. Chauncey
Sparks
He hassince
been 1914
engaged
in picture
atre business
and has
headfd thehis
(.iresent c rganization since 1924.
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Alore Paperwork?
More paperwork may be the lot of exhibitors asthe result of a new reorganization
among
the
Washington
It's all
very hush-hush
so far,warbutagencies.
the Office
of
Civilian Requirements has taken over authority
over services to theatres. OCR likes questionnaires. Maybe
that'll that,
be theOCRonlyhaseffect
of the change.
Besides
the
authority to regulate operating hours.
Washington Exchanges Request
Exemption From 48-Hour Week
The Washington area WMC office was asked
this week to exempt fihn exchanges from compliance with the 48-hour week order. Imposition of the order would in no way increase production nor enable the exchanges to release any
personnel, Pat Scollard, Paramount branch operations chief, representing the distributors, told
\\'MC officials here Tuesday. He was accompanied by Sidney Bromberg, Loew's attorney.
Scollard pointed out that no film exchanges elsewhere are required to go on the 48-hour week.
.\ decision from WMC should be made by
^londay.
Local 306 Takes in
Membership of Empire Union
Local 306, Operators, of New York on Wednesday took into membership the 234 men of
the Empire State Motion Picture Operators
Union, thus completing a merger that has been
in process of accomplishment for some time
and also ending a chapter of many struggles
and vicissitudes for both theatre owners and
operators in New York. The acquisition of the
new members brings the rolls of the 306 organization up to a total membership of 2.155.
Duke Clark Temporary Head of
Paramount's Cleveland District
M. R. (Duke) Clark, Paramount Los Angeles
branch manager, has been appointed to serve
temporarily as the company's district manager
for Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Indianapolis, during the illness of Harry Goldstein, who
has been granted a six-month leave of absence.
Headquarters of the district are in Cleveland.
Chester J. Bell, Denver branch manager, has
been promoted to succeed Clark as Los Angeles
branch manager.
Chaplin Suit Against Selznick
Filing of a stockholders action in Supreme
Court, New York County, on behalf of Charles
Chaplin and naming David O. Selznick, United
Artists and 20th Century-Fox was reported
Wednesday. The suit is said to involve the sale
of plays and players by Selznick.
Drop Day and Date Policy
After several weeks of playing day and date,
Fanchon
& Louis
Marco'sthisAmbassador
and toFoxformer
theatres in St.
week reverted
policies of separate programs. The Ambassador
opened Thursday with "The Constant Nymph"
and the Fox bill was headed by "Dixie."
Silver on UWF

Committee

M. A. Silver,
manager territory,
for ^^'arner
Theatres
in the zone
Pittsburgh
has Bros.
been
appointed a member of the public relations committee for the United War Fund campaign
which opens in October. Silver will head the
motion picture industry committee.

Larger
Demand

TRADE
Blocks
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of Exhibitors

Asking Decree Reform
Trade speculation as to the fate of the consent
decree when the date for its abandonment or
renewal arrives on November 20 appears to
run to the belief that the Department of Justice
will continue the government-industry compromise in the New York equity suit or at least
a reasonable facsimile thereof. There is no
official authority upon which to base any conclusion that the decree, in its present or amended
form, will be continued, but that appears to be
the general notion.
If the Department of Justice will demand
revisions based upon exhibitor urgings, it is
certain that there will be some provision for
selling pictures in larger blocks than the most
general policy of a maximum of five to the
deal — because there is no doubt that the Department (should it be basing conclusions on the
voice of any majority of the theatre owners)
has heard plenty about the need for a change in
the selling arrangements to permit buys of
larger blocks than five pictures. Another point
upon which the Department has heard plenty,
both from exhibitor organizations and individual theatre owners is on the matter of costs
of arbitration under the present set-up provided
by the decree.
On the subject of larger blocks of pictures,
all of the exhibitor organizations have urged
this reform. In that action they undeniably reflect the majority opinion of exhibitors of all
classes. Some idea of the extent to which this
is so was
given
STR's
LeadersthatSurvey
lished Dec.
26, in
1942)
showing
70 per (pubcent
of the exhibitors want a change to larger blocks,
and a great many to full-season buying, the
Survey showing a clear majority in favor of
buys in quantities of from 10 to 15 pictures
with 2 pictures in each such block cancellable.
On the other hand the majority of the distributors signatory to the decree appear to favor the
smaller blocks — as evidenced by the new season
announcements in which those companies continue their block-of-5 selling system. Moreover,
the block system will be adopted by one independent producer-distributor — Monogram having
announced
that it will oft'er blocks of 8 during
the new season.

To Make News for Reels
Duplication among the newsreels, at least
insofar as government inspired stories are
concerned, is one aim of George Lyon, chief
of the OWI News Bureau, which has taken
over the job of aiding the reels which was
formerly
handled
Meilett's
office,
Lyon
hopes
to setby upLowell
several
good stories,
and will try to find material sufficiently broad
so that all five reels can work on them and
come out with different stories rather than
"one original and four carbon copies." He
will
newsreelOWI.
man" to
work name
with athe"corking
reels, good
representing
Sturdivant Elected President of
California Theatres Association
B. V. Sturdivant, Fox West Coast Theatres
northern California division manager, has been
elected president of the board of governors of
the California Theatres Ass'n, Inc., succeeding
Arch M. Bowles, former Northern California
division manager, who has been president since
the association was organized in 1927.
With the exception of H. P. Franklin, chosen
to replace the late Aaron Goldberg on the
board of directors, all other officers were reelected Herman
:
Wobber, of 20th Century-Fox,
vice-president; Mrs. Hulda McGinn, secretarymanager. Returned to the board of governors :
Joseph Blumenfeld, Blumenfeld Theatres ;
George Nasser, Nasser Bros. Theatres ; M.
Naifv, T & D Enterprises ; Clif? Giesseman,
RKO Theatres; R. A. McNeil, Golden State
Theatres.
Southwest Theatres Suffer
Slump Due to Polio Epidemic
The polio epidemic in the Southwest is to
receive the attention of the Eighth Service Command of the U. S. Army, according to Col.
K. E. Miller of the United States Public Health
Service. Polio has reduced the box-office take
of theatres in all the towns where it has appeared. Oklahoma City reports cases and the
swing is south to Galveston, and from parts of
Louisiana to the Texas Panhandle. Both city
and country theatres have been afi^ected, some
as high as 50 per cent of the regular receipts.
Closes Theatre in Protest
War Films'
Many pioneer
Too
Over
Jacob erates
Silverman,
exhibitor,
who and
opthe Blair Theatre,
Holidaysburg.
Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa., has closed the
latter house for two weeks in protest against
too manylishes a precedent
war pictures.
believed this
estabin It
theis territory,
although
many exhibitors have complained about the war
picture situation.
Seven Pittsburgh Downtown
Theatres Raise Admissions
Sevenadmission
of Pittsburgh's
theatres
ifistituted
increasesdowntown
of 10 cents
for adults
with the opening of new programs this week.
The theatres putting in the price boosts are :
Loew's Penn, Stanley, Warner, Ritz. Fulton.
J. P. Harris and Senator.
Hughes Sets Detroit Opening
The Downtown Theatre. Detroit, taken over
by Howard Hughes and renovated and reequipped, has been set for mid-August. The
Downtown has been dark for six years. According to reports current in Detroit the Hughes
picture,
"The Outlaw,"
whichto will
the toopening attraction,
is expected
run be
eight
ten
weeks and will be followed by a stage showpolicy at the theatre.
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to Aid

Exhibitors
Affected
by the War
MGAl has appropriated an initial budget of addition to these 56 subjects, there will be 104
issues of News of the Day.
$125,000 to be used for a continuing campaign
of exploitation and promotional aid to its
Responsibility of MGM for its post-war activities was also discussed at the Chicago
small-town exhibitor customers adversely affected by war-time conditions.
meeting,
and the machinery of the company's
The decision was made at a conference of merchandising operations, it was said, are being
MGAI sales executives, district managers, and designed so flexibly that they can be styled to
advertising and publicity representatives held in whatever conditions may arise.
Chicago at the Blackstone Hotel. Much of
the two
days' discussion
problems of exhibitors
in areascentered
affectedon bytheshifting
Westerns
Highlisht
population, and solutions were sought that
would be of aid to them.
Following the conference, the sales personnel
WB
Shorts Lineup
with the benefit of the survey started in Cincinnati, will analyze each of its more than
Highlighted by a new series of six two-reel
12,000 accounts in the United States to the
Westerns, Warner Bros.' short subjects lineup
end that every consideration be given to each
for
1943-44 will consist of 68 one-reelers and 18
individual situation.
two-reeler, it was announced by Norman Moray,
short subject sales manager, at the conclusion
During the past year MGM achieved a new
peak in distribution, having sold more contracts
of
Warners'
thirdFrancisco.
regional sales meeting last
weekend
in San
than at any other time in the history of Loew's,
Details
of
the
new
season schedule reveal the
Inc., according
to W. F. Rodgers,
the that
company's
same number of subjects as were available
general
sales manager.
He added
never
have the studios been so well equipped to last season but somewhat more diversified in
content, including a greater number of subjects
deliver merchandise keyed to today's market.
Of the next group, which will consist of ten in Technicolor.
Individual
pictures available commencing in September,
following
: series to be released include the
three will be in Technicolor: "Salute to the
12 Two-Reel Featurettes. Si.x will be Santa Fe
Westerns, for which, it is said, the best western talent
Marines," starring Wallace Beery ; "Lassie
has been signed. The other six will be a diversified
Come Home," with Roddy McDowall, Donald
group, covering all types of entertainment frotn kiddie
Crisp, Edmund
; "Best
Forward,"
revues and all-girl musicals to dramas.
starring
Lucille Gwenn
Ball with
HarryFootJames.
The
6 Two-Reel Technicolor Specials. Along the lines of
other pictures included in this group are : "A Ship Is Born" and similar subjects of the past
season, these Specials will be produced in cooperation
"Above Suspicion," with Joan Crawford and
with various l)ranches of the armed forces.
26 One-Reel Merrie Melodies and Looney Tunes in
Fred MacMurray ; "Whistling in Brooklyn"
Technicolor.
The popular cartoon characters, Bugs
starring
Red Skelton
with
Bunny. Porky Pig and Daffy Duck, will be starred,
Susan Peters,
Herbert; "Young
MarshallIdeas,"
and Mary
with Leon Schlesinger producing.
13 One-Reel Sports Parades in Technicolor. Covering
Astor ; "Swing Shift Alaisie," starring Ann
fields of sports.
Sothern ; "Tartu," starring Robert Donat ; the10various
One-Reel Melody Masters Bands. As a new
"Girl Crazy," starring Judy Garland and Alicdeparture in this series, each subject will be a miniature
key Rooney ; and "Dr. Gillespie's Criminal
musical
the band
"off ofthespecialties.
bandstand" for
the first revue,
time andtaking
featuring
a group
Case,"
with
Lionel
Barrymore.
Van
Johnson
6 One-Reel Vitaphone Varieties. One of these novelty
and Donna Reed.
numbers will feature Howard Hill, world's champion
archer.
It was declared
that MGMon product
be
13 One-Reel Blue Ribbon Merrie Melodies. This
available
to its customers
the same"willbasis
of Fame" group will bring tu the screen again
of fair dealing as has been its custom in the "Hall
the best output of .Schlesinger's cartoon subjects.
past, and the method of determining fair market
values for feature pictures via the sliding scale
])lan and designation otherwise, after performCommittee for Action on 'C Films
ance, will be continued."
Proposed in Ohio by Martin Smith
Coincident with the short subject product
announcement, Rodgers also revealed the disMartin Smith, president of the Independent
continuance of the weekly payment plan on Theatre Owners of Ohio, has announced the
short subjects.
of our
de- formation of a "conference committee" to take
livery, unforeseenReason:
delays in"Irregularity
production and
(|uick action on motion pictures classified as C
(condemned) by the National Legion of Dehealthy short subject circulation. . ."
.\s announced at the meeting, the 1943-44
cency headquarters in New York City.
short subject program will consist of 16 oneSmith plans to appoint Leo T. Jones, Upper
reel ^IGAI cartoons in Technicolor ; 14 oneSandusky, state chairman for the ITO, to take
reel Pete Smith Specialties; 12 one-reel Fitz- initial steps for the formation of such committees
Patrick Traveltalks in Technicolor, all photoin the five dioceses of the state.
graphed inthe United States ; 10 one-reel MGM
Under the coinmittee plan, a group of Cathoall-stars ; 4 two-reel MGAI Specials, including
lic laymen who have no motion picture business
Crime Does Not Pay and other ideas. In connections,
a number of Catholic theatre owners and a number of non-Catholic operators
would be organized in each Ohio diocese, which
could effect immediate action uix)n telegraphic
Vandalism Curb
receipt of C clasifications from the national
Theatres of the Interstate Circuit, with
headquarters
of the Legion of Decency.
offices in Dallas, Texas, will work with city
officers and other groups to curb juvenile
vandalism, which has been most prevalent in
Weekly Fire Drills Ordered
theatres, according to John Q. Adams, assistant secretary-treasurer of Interstate. In
The Los Angeles Fire Department has made
Dallas, the circuit will use a trailer on the
fire equipment charts of each legitimate and
motion picture theatre, and all managers are
screen
solicitreporting
patrons' ithelp
in detecting
vandalismto and
to the
manager.
being instructed to make daily checks on the
Objective: to conserve hard-to-replace equiplocation of every piece of fire-fighting equipment. Destruction of equipment, it is pointed
ment. A series of communications network test
out, can interfere w th the public interest in
calls, in wiiich all theatres are notified of air
the shows.
raid alerts, will start July 29. Zone inspectors
are to attend weekly theatre fire and panic drills.

Curfews Cut Receipts
Loss of theatre revenue is being influenced
by the spread of curfew laws in Iowa towns
to combat juvenile delinquency. Al Indianola
the Mayor announced strict enforcement of a
10 p.m. curfew, threatened arrests of parents
whose children were found on the streets
alone. In Shenandoah a church petitioned the
council for a 9:30 p.m. curfew law for all
juveniles under 15 years of age. At Boone a
10 p.m. curfew for all persons under 17 was
reported to be working successfully. Curfews
have also been in effect at Iowa City and
Ottumwa, sites of navy bases.
Kirsch Committee Seeking Views
On Anti-Delinquency Campaign
In a bulletin urging exhibitor support of the
movement to enlist the screen in a campaign
to combat juvenile delinquency, Jack Kirsch,
chairman of the Allied States Association
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency, outlines
the policy suggested to producers to make
short
designed channels
to direct such
youngsters"
energiessubjects
into productive
as collecting vital scrap materials, selling war stamps,
growing Victory gardens as a means of contrasting coonstructive effort with the devastating effects of acts of destruction and rowdyism
such as are evident in localities throughout the
country. The Kirsch committee is making direct
appeal to theatremen for suggestions and views
as to the most effective manner to employ the
theatres in a social welfare program for reduction of delinquency cases among the young.
Lowenstein Names New Jersey
Allied Committees for 1943
Harry H. Lowenstein, president of the Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, this week
announced committee appointments of members
to serve for 1943. The makeup of the committee
is as follows :
Executive : Harry H. Lowenstein, Louis Gold.
Ralph Wilkins, David Snaper, Edward Lachman,
David Mate, Maurice Spewak. Finance : David
Snaper, Helen Hildinger, Edward Lachman,
Sidney Seligman. Membership, South Jersey :
Sam Frank, Herbert Hill, Jr.. Frances
Fineman. D. Roscoe Faunce ; North Jersey :
David Mate, Edward Lachman, M. H. Fogelson,
Dr. Henry Brown. Entertainment : Irving
Dollinger, Louis Gold, Maurice Miller, Dr.
Henry Brown, Herbert Hill, Jr., Harry Hecht.
Public Relations : Lew Newbury, George Gold,
Irving Dollinger, Simon Myers. Business
Relations : Jack Under, Samuel Hochberg. Frank
Henry, A. Lewis Martin.
Film Classics Acquires Rights
To Selznick-Whitney Pictures
Film Classics, Inc., has acquired the distribution rights to seven pictures produced by Selznick International and will reissue the productions previously released by United Artists
and RKO Radio Pictures, it was announced last
weekend by George A. Hirliman and Irving
Shapiro, joint managing directors of the comPictures in the deal include five Selznick
pany.
productions and two produced by Merian C.
Cooper. They are : "A Star is Born," "Little
Lord Fauntleroy," "The Young in Heart."
"Nothing Sacred," "Made for Each Other."
"Beck}- Sharp" and "Dancing Pirate." Four
of the pictures are in Technicolor.
Ted Waggoner Joins Blankenship
Ted E. \\"aggoner,
associated
with
Interstate
Theatres andformerly
the Jefferson
Amusement Co., has been appointed publicity director
for the Wallace Theatre circuit, and manager
of the Blankenship theatres in Levelland, Tex.
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After Midnight witli Boston Biaclcie
Drama
Columbia
64 mins.
(Prod. No. 4031— Nat'I Release, Mar. 18)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Okay for
the kids and adults who like thrillers.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: One of the better cops-and-robbers stories that will make
a satisfactory programmer.
Cast: Chester Morris, Richard Lane, Ann Savage,
George E. Stone, Lloyd Corrigan, Cy Kendall, George
McKay, Al Hill, Walter Sande. Walter Baldwin, Jan
Buckingham, Dick Elliott. Credits: Directed by Lew
Landers. Screenplay by Howard J. Green. Story by
Aubrey Wisberg, based on the character created by
Jack
Boyle.by Director
of photography, L. W. O'Connell.
Produced
Sam White.
Plot: An ex-convict is tortured by another
crook into revealing the hiding place of some
diamonds he possesses. Boston Blackie is
called in by the daughter of the ex-convict
when he is found murdered. He is immediately suspected by the police, but manages
to elude them until he solves the case.
Comment: A very satisfactory i^rogram
offering and one of the better of the copsand-robbers adventure stories. It should fit
in perfectly for the Saturday matinee crowd
and the adults who like a good thriller. As
Boston Blackie, the ex-crook turned amateur
detective, who helps Ann Savage, who is the
girl in the case, Chester Alorris turns in a
nice portrayal. Unusually fine support is
.given him by George E. Stone, Richard Lane
and Walter Sande, all of whom are responsible for whatever laughs there are, although
some
are due
to Lloyd
Corrigan's
attempts
to become
a writer
of detective
stories.
Good
pace of the picture is due to Lew Landers'
direction, while Cy Kendall does okay as the
heavy. A crime-does-not-pay cam])aign, in
cooperation with city officials and tieups with
books dealin.g with crime should form the
principal activities in all \nur exploitation.
Heaven Can Wait
(Technicolor)
20th-Fox Comedy
112 mins.
(Block No. 11— Nafl Release. July 2,3)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) May be
just what your entertainment-hungry public
ordered for an evening of sophisticated fun;
certainly
on the
tively it's
staged, easy
directed
and eyes,
acted. most attracBOX-OFFICE SLANT: Has the elements
for good showmanship to build on for a
very profitable run, though its success will
depend largely upon the right selling to
"frame" patrons for the mood that will make
them expect what they'll get and so go out to
tell the good news of their good time to
others.
Cast: tJene Tierney, Dun .\meche, Charles Coburn.
il.ujorie Main. Laird Cregar, Spring Byington, Allyn
Joslyn, Eugene Pallette, Signe Hasso, Louis Calhern,
Helene Reynolds, Aubrey Mather, Michael Ames and
others. Credits: Produced and directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Screenplay by Samson Raphaelson. Based on
play,
"Birthday,"
Lazlo Bus-Fekete.
Director
photogaphy,
Edwardby Cronjager.
Technicolor
director,of
X.ilalie
Kalnius.
.\rt
directii)n.
Tames
Basevi,
Leland
Fuller.
Plot: Don Ameche, after shuffling off this
mortal coil, modestly asks admission into
Hades. But His Excellency asks for details
ol his life before admitting this newcomer.
The latter complies by telling the story of his
affairs with women; his first "outing" with
a French maid; his love-at-first-sight for
Martha, who was to marry his stuffy cousin
but whom he persuaded to elope with him;

Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending July 24)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Falcon in Danger
Trail of Terror
Victory Through Air Power
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Heaven Can Wait
Submarine Base
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
For Whom the Bell Tolls
Hi Diddle Diddle
of their 25 years of marriage and its many
moments of squally weather because of his
temporary "crushes'' for other pretty women;
how he talked Martha into returning to him
after she had left him to go back home to
her parents and perhaps again become engaged to the fatuous cousin; how he intervened to buy off a Follies girl with whom
his son had fallen in love only to find that
the lad was well a'ble to take care of himself
— was, indeed a chip off the old block. His
Excellency is charmed, decides the newcomer shouldAstry heady
for entrance
"Above."
Comment:
as a glass
of the best
\intage "bubbly,"
thissophisticated
is delicioussideentertainment; abit on the
but
not so much so as to set it exclusively for
cl.iss audiences. The right selling to bring
thun in the mood to enjoy a picture in
ihe best Lubitsch manner of sly humor
pointed up with lively romantic twists and
triangles should make it a definite hit number for the masses from the upper 'teen age
.groups right on into the grand-pappy contingent. Lubitsch has never been in smarter
mood nor more effective in his use of his
Conteiital humor than in the direction of
this beautifully staged and excellently acted
specimen
of very
Hollywood's
smooth
sliowmian^hip. As the
natty elder
Lothario
whose
introduction is his visit to His Excellency
for admission to the nether regions, following a most lusciously-enjoyed earthy sojourn,
Don Ameche registers solidly in perhaps the
most substantial "acting" role ever assigned
him. He plays the part of the man who had
a very nice appreciation for feminine charms
— who, from the basinette to the bay-window
|)eriod of his physical developnient had such
a way with women that there was always one
of the opposite sex nearby to cajole him or
reprimand his ready response to some other
charmer who appeared in the vicinity. Playing the lady who held the most lasting grip
upon his heart. Gene Tierney renders a most
capable performance while looking the part
of
a most convincing
reason for
the hero's
attachment
to her. Charles
Coburn,
as a
.granddad who finds in Ameche the living example of what he himself would liked to
have been as a blade and a rather considerable success with the women, is another of
the outstanding performers in this excellently
acted piece. The best of fun is realized from
the "naughty nineties'' atmosphere in the
staging of the play and the air of quaintness
puts added flavor into the many situations of
romantic intrigue and touching sentiment
which is introduced expertly, and with excellent timing, to give substance as well as
dancing shadows to a play that should keep
average audiences in the best of good humor.

Spotliglit Scandals
Monogram
Comedy-With-Music
79 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A new
comedy team in a picture that has enough
laughs, music and other entertainment elements to satisfy the entire family.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should prove
very satisfactory in most situations.
Cast: Billy Gilbert, Frank Fay, Bonnie Baker, Billy
Lenhradt, Chas. K. Brown, Harry Langdon, Iris
Adrian, The Radio Rogues, James Bush, Claudia Dell,
Eddie Pars, Betty Blythe, Henry King, Herb Miller.
Lottie Harrison. Jim Hope, Jack Boyle. Credits:
Directed by William Beaudine. Director of photography.
Mack Stengler. Musical director, Edward Kay. Associate and
Producer,
Katzman
JackBarney
Dietz. Sarecky. Produced by Sam
Plot: A Stranded actor and a small town
barber combine their comedy and vocal talents to form a vaudeville act. They break it
up when the actor joins a radio program, but
are
reunited
life's
charge.
savings
to after
clear the
thebarber
actor spends
of a his
murder
Comment: Some things go together like
coffee and cake and that is the best description of the way 'Billy Gilbert and Frank Fay
jell as a comedy team. The clever and
sophisticated manner and patter of Fay and
the broad antics of Gilbert stand off as relief
for each other to make them a hit team. The
picture is a good bet, and with a bit of a
shave — to borrow one of the film's gags — can
top a bill in the class houses. The story is
not entirely new, but it has a refreshing pungence of good friends and sells itself to an
audience. The gags, old and new, are wrung
dry of laughs, timed to give the knocker a
chance to rise and hit the bell. Production
is good and credit for the story, sets and
handling go to Sam Katzman, for an auspicious beginning to the series. Direction by
William Beaudine keeps the wise-cracking
and gagging from becoming wise-guyish and
the broader comedy from going slapstick.
It's an all around satisfactory job and should
he a substantial money maker. Sell the picture according to the locale, plugging the
team by name as the new comedy sensation.
They are good enough to found a following
for other pictures planned in a series. Also
sell the radio contingent, headed by Bonnie
Baker, for they are all fertile sources for
exploitation. Get music stores and local radio
stations cooperation.
Silver Spurs
Republic Western
68 mins.
(Xat'I Release, August 12)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Riding,
shooting and plenty of action.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Okay for the
action spot on any bill, but not up to the
standard of recent Roy Rogers v/esterns.
Cast: Roy Rogers. Trigger, Smiley 73urnette, John
Carradine. Phyllis Brooks. Jerome Cowan, Joyce
Compton, Dick Wessel, FLtI Taliaferro, Forrest Taylor.
Charles Wilson, Byron Foulger, Bob Nolan and the
Sons of the Pioneers. Credits: Directed by Joseph
Kane. Original screenplay by John K. Butler and J.
Benton Cheney. Director of photography, Reggie Lanning. Associate Producer, Harry Gi"ey.
Plot: To prevent the owner of a ranch
from giving the right-of-way through his
property to a group of local people, a crooked
resort proprietor has him murdered. The
foreman of the ranch, in spite of the obvious
.guilt pointing towards him, convinces the
(Continued on Page 21)
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Silver Spurs
{Continued from Page 18)
man's widow of his own innocence, so that
together they search for the guilty man and
when they find him, dispose of him and his

Flag Presentation Ceremonies
Clyde Brown (right), manager of the Fox Theatre, St. Louis, obtained the cooperation of the
U. S. Maritime Service in launching the opening
of Warners" "Action in the North Atlantic."
Among the ceremonies was the presentation to
the theatre of a replica of the Victory Flag,
awarded to Warners by War Shipping Administration for making epic of the merchant marine.
Wartime

Activities

Reported by Loews
Wartime activities in Loew's Theatres are
being maintained at a high pitch, according
to reports emanating from the publicity department of that circuit.
At cessLoew's
KingwarTheatre
in Brooklyn,
sucof the recent
bond drive
was attributed
by Manager Clyde Fuller to his assistant, Sid
Kain. Bond sales were $20,200 and stamps
$385. Brooklyn office of the War Finance Committee cooperated by assigning a speaker to the
rally,saleandof the
the A.W.\'.S.
handled
the
bondsladies
and of
stamps.
The theatre
is in
receipt of a letter from the Treasury Department complimenting the entire personnel on
the success of the rally.
Another successful war bond rally was held
at Loew's American Theatre last week. Manager Gil Marbe also gives all credit for its success to his assistant, Miss Lee Maccarni. Total
bond sales : $10,000.
Loew's Brooklyn and Queens theatres are
cooperating with the War Finance Committee
of the Treasury Department in the distribution
of tickets for the ball game on August 26 at
the Polo Grounds between the All Star Service
Team and the Professional Ball Players. The
game is sponsored by the baseball writers in
the metropolitan area. Anyone who buys a
war bond in Brooklyn or Queens is to receive
a free ticket for the game. This incentive is
expected to result in doubling war bond sales
in these theatres during the next month.
All Loew theatres are cooperating with the
OWI by using the various war posters.
NOTICE
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW does NOT employ subscription solicitors or circulation field
representatives. Persons paying money to solicitors for subscriptions or renewals of subscriptions
for this magazine do so at their own risk and the
publication will not be liable therefor.
All subscription or renewal orders must be
placed direct with the publication. Address all
such orders to:
culation Dept.
SHOVmEN'S TRADE REVIEW
1501 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.

gang.
Comment: This newest of the highly successful series of Roy Rogers pictures falls
below the standards to which they recently
have been built. Rogers is the same capable
performer, riding, fighting, shooting or singing and playing. His personality and voice
are impressive and keep him rated at the
top. Smile}'
is theandsame
"Frog,"
amusing
with Burnette
his comedy
helping
his
pard in the clinches. The others, John Carradine, Jerome Cowan, Joyce Compton and
the balance of the cast, all do workmanlike
jobs. The one exception to that is the work
of Phyllis Brooks, whose portrayal of the
newspaper girl-wife, lacks sincerity. The
sum total doesn't add to the charm and verve
these musical westerns have built us up to
expect. The story, which has good elements,
suffers from poor continuity, so that confusion is present.
Bar 20
UA
Western
55 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Has all
the ingredients to entertain action fans.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Not up to the
high standard of most of this series.
Cast: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, George Reeves,
Dustine Farnum, Victor .Tory, Douglas Fowley, Betty
BIythe, Bob Mitchum, Francis McDonald. Earle
Hodgins. Credits: Directed by Lesley Selander.
Screenplay by Morton Grant, Xorman Houston and
Michael Wilson. Director of photography, Russell
Harlan. Associate Producer, Lewis J. Rachmil. Produced by Harry Sherman.
Plot: Hoppy and his pals arrive too late
to save theA jewels
from a rancher's
daughter.
friend isstolen
the unsuspected
leader
of the thieves and he tries his best to dispose
of Hoppy. While Hoppy is bringing in one
of the gang, the prisoner is shot. Hoppy
puts himself in the man's place and the ruse
brings on an attack which leads to the uncovering of the gang.
Comment: This one is not up to the usual
high standard of most of the Hopalong Cassidj- pictures. It lacks the conviction that
mark most of the pictures in this series.
W^hat there is of plot is obviously contrived.
The leads, William Boj'd and Andy Clyde,
leave nothing undone in their portrayals, although Clyde's humor sometimes is introduced at moments of grimness and is untimeh'.
Georgeyoungster
Reeves doesn't
well as
the
romantic
and BobcastMitchum,
as the
honest
sweetheart,
up to
his
usual
smooth
villain.doesn't
DustinecomeFarnum,
making her screen debut, is a sweet girl with
the personalit}' for westerns. Scenic photography, as always, rates special mentioq
and is partial compensation for a lesser episode in the series. Sell this like the other
Hopalong Cassidys, with exploitation angles
around weddings, jewels and money.

Appointment In Berlin
Columbia Spy Drama
77 mins.
(Nat'l Release. July 15)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Timely
spy melodrama; slowly paced and rather
talkie, but comes through with bang-up action finish minus the usual happy ending.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Highly exploitable show for action spots; in dual situations

21

it can be used to get them in, but should be
teamed
send themwith
out fast
happy.musical or comedy to
Cast : George Sanders, Marguerite Chapman, Onslow
Stevens, Gale Sondergaard, Alan Xapier, H. P. Sanders,
Don Douglas, Jack Lee, Alec Craig, Leonard Mudic,
Frederic Worlock, Steve Geray and Wolfgang A.
Zilzer. Credits: Produced by .Samuel Bischoff. Directed by Alfred E. Green. Screenplay by Horace
McCoy and Michael Hogan. Story by B. F. Fineraan.
Director of photography, Franz F. Planer. Art
director, Lionel Banks. Music by Anthony Collins.
Musical director, M. W. Stoloff.
Plot: George Sanders, Wing-Commander
in R.A.F., revolts against appeasement policy
by staging a public demonstration for which
he is cashiered to civilian life. He becomes
a British Agent and lands in Berlin to broadto England
the "Voice
of Truth."
When castthe
Gestapo assuspects
his duplicity
the
excitement of escape starts with the picture
ending on a tragic note ofiset by the fact
that Sanders sends word of a planned invasion of England just before diving his stolen
plane into fuel installations at the German
invasion base.
Comment: A routine spy story which posses es awealth of war headline angles which
lend themselves to live-wire exploitation. The
picture is definitely of Class B stature but
the title and sales approaches can spell BoxOffice in the action spots. Due to its slow
start and lack of action up to the last reel
and its tragic finish the show should be
teamed with something fast and light to
send the customers home in a happy frame
of mind. The same treatment applies to the
planning of the short program in single bill
situations.

Coastal Command
RKO Radio
Documentary
62 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) An excellent documentary film, — sincere, impressive
and authentic. Average patrons, however,
are likely to steer away from it, for from
their viewpoint, it does not come under the
entertainment category.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: There are no
names to sell. Support of a stronger feature
will be imperative in most situations.
Officers,
and Men
andCast:
Women
of theNon-Commissioned
Coastal Command Officers
of the Royal
Air
Force.
Credits:
A
Crown
Film
L'nit
Production.
Directed with
by J.theB. full
Holmes.
Supervised
Ian Dalrymple
cooperation
of theby Royal
Air
Force and the Royal Navy. Director of photography,
Jonah
Musicby composed
Ralph ^'aughan
WilliamsJones.
and played
the R.A.F.byorchestra.
Plot: A pictorial record, authentic for the
most part, of the heroic, yet unsung activities
of the British Coastal Command.
Comment: Filmed with the cooperation of
the Royal Air Force and the Royal Xavy.
this documentarj- film is one of the best of its
tj'pe. Because it is authentic, except perhaps in a few necessarj' instances; because it
is simple, direct and sincere and not a drama
of tin-horn heroics set against the background of this branch of the R.A.F., the picture becomes all the more impressive. The
flights of the ships to protect convoys from
enemy raiders constitute the subject matter,
and it is all interesting and informative.
From the box-office standpoint, chief drawback of "Coastal Command" is that it has
no "names" for the exhibitor to sell. Furthermore, from an audience standpoint, this
type of motion picture, even though wellmade, does not come under the entertainment
categorJ^ It might have fared better if condensed into two or three reels. As it is,
"Coastal Command" will need the support
of an outstanding feature and will have to
be wisely exploited if it is to make a creditable
box-office showing.
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The Rochester
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According to an official tabulation as reported by Lester Pollock, WAC publicity
chairman for Rochester, New York, six exhibitors in that city are responsible for over
5 per cent of the total June bond and stamp
sales.

Loan
in September
the war information films, beginning before
Pearl Harbor and before the creation of the
Nation's Theatres Lauded
OWI, up to the resignation of Lowell Mellett.
Rochester's collective sales for the month
were $170,000, toward which the six theatre
Gamble's address to the joint bodies was
By War Financing Chief at
considered one of the most impressive tributes
men contributed $9,259. Loew's led the group
to the industry ever delivered by a government
by selling $5,426 worth of bonds and stamps
official. The War Finance chief declared that
Meeting of WAC
Officials
while the Palace Theatre totaled $3,026. The
remainder of the sum came from the Century,
the 4700 theatres which have been designated
official issuing agents for securities represented
The War Activities Committee's Coordinating
the
atres.Temple, and Riviera, and the Lake theCommittee, Executive Committee of the Thean "indispensable" aid to the war effort. The
atres Division, and chairmen of the exhibitor
theatres. Gamble stated, are 10 per cent of all
exciiange area committees, representing more
the Treasury's
outlets
bonds
and in some
than 8000 theatres, met last week at the Hotel
cases
more bonds
wereforsold
in theatres
than
Astor and heard addresses by Charles P. Taft,
in
post
offices.
head of the Division of Recreation and Welfare
In asking for industry participation in the WAC
Page Included
of the Federal Security Agency: Theodore R. Third War Loan — which was voted unanimously
Gamble, assistant to Secretary Morgenthau
stated that it wasn't just bond publicity
and Director of War Financing for the U. S. —thathe the
Treasury Department wanted. What it In MGM
Press Books
Treasury.
wanted and needed desperately was tlie industry
Taft's address, delivered at the luncheon sesshowmanship which could sell the small bonds
A complete page devoted to War Activities
sion of the whole-day meet, dealt with the to many millions of moviegoers, and thus siphon
Committee-sponsored
programs for exhibitors
possible role of the industry in formulating a
off
the
so-called
"dangerous
money"
which
has
preparedPublic
by Ernest
Emerling
of Loew's
and been
the WAC
Relations
Division.
This
could cause inflation.
constructive
program
educate
age youngsters
of bothdesigned
sexes toto their
role 'teenin a
page will be included in all MGM press books,
Saying that
"even the industry
doesn't
war-time America. Gamble, calling the theatre
appreciate
the importance
of the job
that fully
it is and probably the campaign books of the other
bond
issuing
agents
the
"cash-registers"
of
the
doing," Gamble added that the tentatively pro- companies.
Treasury Department, asked the aggressive,
Caravan of Stars could be the dramatic
The largest portion of the page gives the ten
comprehensive participation of the industry in element jected
which would weld the campaign together ways
in which theatre men can help the war
the forthcoming Third War Loan, beginning
and bring it over the top.
September 9th.
Fabian reiterated the pledge that the industry effort. They are : Selling War Bonds and
Collecting Scrap ; Displaying Govwould do all in its power to accomplish the Stamps ; ernment
Posters ; Running Government Shorts ;
results needed. He declared that with the
Screen Program Out-lined
Helping
the
Red Cross ; Recruiting Wacs,
assistance
of
Oscar
A.
Doob,
chairman
of
the
While no official announcement emanated from
Waves,
and
Marines
; Assisting Civilian DeRelations Division and a special camWAC regarding the screen program of war in- Public paign
e Collecting
;
Victory Books ; Placing Honor
committee, the best campaigns possible Rolls fensin
formation, itis understood to include tentatively
Theatre Lobbies ; and Being a Leader
would be outlined. The first thing on the camin All Patriotic Campaigns.
52 releases, 26 to be one- or two-reel subjects,
paign agenda would be to increase the number
and 26 shorter subjects requiring speedy national
The page also displays a group of war bond
of issuing agents. Also, the Treasury Departcoverage, which may be shipped by the newsand stamps ad slug mats which are free to
ment is working on an arrangement to make
reels.
WAC state bond chairmen official members of exhibitors
exchange. from any National Screen Service
The 26 full-length shorts would play of¥ —
{Cmitiinicd on Page 25)
to the customary 15,000-odd theatres — in 16
weeks. The shorter screen messages would get
national screen coverage in six weeks.
Francis S. Harmon, WAC executive vicechairman, made it clear that no official statement
would be forthcoming from WAC until after
further conference with the Hollywood Division
of WAC, the Newsreel Division and Palmer
Hoyt, Director of Domestic Operations of the
Office of War Information.
S. H. Fabian, Theatres Division Chairman,
opened the meeting of that Division, held in the
morning. Harmon read communications from
WAC Area Chairmen who were unable to
attend, but pledged full cooperation in maintaining an adequate screen program of War Information and cooperation with the Treasury in
the Third War Loan.
A report on finances was given by Arthur L.
Mayer, treasurer. Herman Gluckman, assistant
to the chairman of the Distributors Division,
presented a report listing the total bookings
achieved by the various OWI-WAC Releases
to date. Gluckman reported that with the efficient distribution set-up arranged by the Division headed by William F. Rodgers, the average
subject received between 15,000 and 16,000
bookings. The record-high booking was estabEXHIBITOR STAGES ARMY AIR CORPS INDUCTION
lished by "Paratroops,"
for 15,719
bookings in 22which
weeks. was penciled in
On the opening night of United Artists' "Stage Door Canteen" at Loew's Poli Theatre, Worcester,
Mass.,
Harmon then reviewed the various phases of
several Army Air Corps cadets were inducted into the service in special ceremonies. Officer at the
industry cooperation with the government on
extreme right is Capt. Thomas O'Connell. Other exhibitors are making similar tieups on the picture.
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Million

Industry*s

Stamps

During the Past Year
Over twelve million dollars in war stamps and
bonds have been sold in RKO Theatres throughout the country during the past year according
to Edward L. Alperson, general manager of the
RKO Circuit of Theatres. Exactly $9,928,325
in bonds and $2,126,441.50 in stamps were bought
by RKO patrons from coast-to-coast, the combination totaling as of July 1st, $12,054,766.50.
Of this grand sum, $6,982,599.20 in bonds and
stamps, more than half, were sold in RKO
Metropolitan New York Theatres.
During this current month of July in conjunction with the Treasury Department's ShangriLa Stamp Drive, RKO Theatres are concentrating on the sale of stamps, and a record month
of stamp sales is expected.
To launch this drive and to set an example
for RKO patrons, the personnel of the entire
RKO family— RKO Theatres, RKO Radio Pictures, the Studio in Hollywood, Exchange
Branches throughout the country, and RKO
Pathe News — subscribed 100 per cent to the
Government's
appeal
to have
woman
and child in the
United
Statesevery
buy man,
at least
one

September

Lqew's
war bond
department
bond
and theatres
stamp sales
for the
month ofreports
June
totaling $1,661,257, exclusive of bond sales to
employes through payroll deduction plan and
to executives. This brings the Loew theatre
booth sales since Sept. 1, 1942 to $30,000,594.40,
with an additional total of $5,391,728 to employes.
From March, 1942 to June 30, 1943, period during which total
Loew'sof have
as bond$41,633,521.
salesmen,
the grand
sales acted
has reached
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew executive, points out
that the theatre booth sales doubled immediately after Loew's theatres became official
Treasury issuing agents.
The New York area theatres of the Loew
circuit piled up a June total of $1,216,877, of
which $129,202 was in war stamps. Loew's outof-town theatres sold a total of $444,380.
New Loew's Honor Roll On
Display in Loew BIdg. Lobby
A new Honor Roll, containing the names of
2204 employes of Loew's Theatres, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, and Radio Station WHN now
in the armed services, has been placed in the
lobby of Loew's Theatres Building, 1540 Broadway, New York. There are four gold stars
among them.
Out-of-town visitors, many of them relatives
and friends of the boys and girls in the service,
are visiting the building in droves to see their
loved ones' names on the Honor Roll.

I

Century's Midwood to Have a
Block Party to Sell Stamps
In order to further stimulate the sale of
stamps in the current Shangri-La drive. Century's Midwood Theatre, Brooklyn, has arranged
to_ have a Block Party on July 28. The time
will be from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight.
Members of the Jewish War Veterans,
A.W.V.S., C.D.V.O. and the local Air Raid
Wardens have all volunteered their services.
Dancing and entertainment has been scheduled for the evening. Admission to the Block
Party will be a 25-cent war stamp.
Location is 13th Street, between Avenue J
and Avenue L alongside the Midwood Theatre.

War

In
Loan

Drive

is Requested
{Continued from Page 22)
tlie various state Treasury War Savings Staffs.
Kenneth Thomson, Chairman of the Hollywood
Victory Committee, and member of the WAC
Hollywood Division, indicated that star participation via the aforementioned "Caravan"
would be possible. A "Heroes Caravan" with
some screen personality as the Master of Ceremonies for each group, is also under consideration.
Tokyo Raider Aids Drive
Master Sergeant Adam Ray Williams of Morganton, N. C. (right), one of the members of
Doolittle'shere
famous
over Tokyo,
shown
withbombing
G. D.mission
Carpenter,
generalis
manager of Colonial Theatres Co., which operates
the Canova Theatre in Conover. Sergeant Williams was interviewed over the air from the
Canova stage by Manager Hall C. Houpe during
the theatre's regular Saturday Night Barn Dance,
appeared in both Conover and Valdese in connection with Shangri-La drive.

dollar's worth of stamps during July.
Loew Theatres Report Sales of
Bonds and Stamps for June

Help

People

Still Talkins

About

Industry

Film

That people are still talking about "Land of
Liberty" was the opinion voiced by Charles
Francis Coe, vice-president and general counsel
of MPPDA, on his recent return from a trip to
the west coast. The production and release of
this motion picture summary of our history is
looked upon by many persons, it is said, as the
perfect curtain raiser to the magnificent war
job the motion picture industry has done since
Pearl Harbor.
In big cities or small towns the story is the
same, Coe said: warm tribute to the producers
who contributed the film, the distributors who
handled it and the exhibitors who showed it,
often as a purely patriotic gesture. Added Coe :
"Personally, I think the saga 'Land of Liberty'
epitomizes the contribution our entire industry
can make when exhibitors, producers and distributors extend a joint effort."
Striking 'Bataan' Posters Used
In Film's Philadelphia Campaign
Threepared bystriking
posters on Warner
"Bataan" Adwere
Irving Blumberg,
headpre-in
Philadelphia, and Jim Ashcraft, Metro exploiteer, to help sell the attraction.
Printed in two colors on white stock by a
duotone process, 2000 of the posters were distributed by the War Savings Staff and the
Treasury Department to white collar workers
in banks, insurance companies, etc., stressing
the sale of war bonds every pay day. An additional 2000 distributed through the Office of
Civilian Defense made an appeal for volunteers
for Nurses Aides. These were distributed
through the air raid warden sector leaders and
the 14 offices of the OCD. An additional 1500
distributed through war plants sold the late
shows after midnight for the swing shift
workers.
Scrap Matinees in Menard
On two Saturdays during July big free shovi'S
are being held for children. Admission to the
two-hour programs, according to Manager
Henry Reeve, is one pound of copper, brass or
bronze. Reeve, before we forget, operates the
Mission Theatre in Menard, Texas, and heads
local WAC.

Taft, in his address, stated that it was his
opinion that the industry, especially the theatres,
was in a position to be of great service to the
country
givingto the
"forgotten
children"
those -too inyoung
be either
in uniform
or —in
war work — a specific, constructive program.
Emphasizing that "this was not an overnight
job," Taft suggested that by cooperating with
existing welfare agencies such as the War
Councils, Parent-Teachers Associations, etc.,
the theatres could play an important community role that would make its impact on the
war and visioned
the the country's
Mr. Taft
enpossibility youth
of thefelt.
theatres
running
a film that treated the subject, and the forming
of clubs that fitted in with the pattern locally.
Taft pledged the aid of his organization in any
capacity and suggested that if the industry were
to go ahead on a program, it consider the
employment of a consultant in the field.
Following Taft's address, a committee of
seven was authorized to study and formulate a
practicable program. The committee will be
drawn as follows : three from the Theatre Division, two from the Hollywood Division, and
one each from the Distributors and Public Relations Divisions.
The meeting concluded with a discussion of
the National Industry Entertainment Council.
George J. Schaefer, who has been elected to
the chairmanship of that body, spoke on its aims
and purposes. Because of the lateness of the
hour, it was decided to select a committee to
take the prospect of the WAC affiliating with
the NIEC under advisement, and study it
further.
Attending, in addition to those mentioned,
were : N. Peter Rathvon, Jack Alicoate, Adolph
Zukor, Charles Moskowitz, Abe Lastfogel, Max
Weisfelt,
Sam Rinzler,
John J. Sam
O'Connor,
ton G. Ament,
Lou Golding,
Rosen,WalW.
Crockett, Herman Robbins, M. A. Rosenberg,
Nate Yamins, Maurice Wright, Ike Libson,
Edward L. Alperson, Barney Balaban, Adrian
McCalman, Joseph Hazen, Wm. F. Rodgers,
H. M. Richey, Jules J. Rubens, Ed Kuykendall,
Bob Wilby, Sam Morris, Dan Michaelove, Phil
Reisman, Bob O'Donnell, Leon J. Bamberger,
Jack Cohn, Joseph Bernhard, Leonard Goldenson, W. C. Michael, Harry Lowenstein. Robert
Paskow, Sam Shain, Don Jacocks, 1. J. Hoffman, Sam Wheeler, Spyros Skouras.
'Action in the North Atlantic' Is
Credited With Recruiting Boost
Marked stimulation in recruiting for the
merchant marine has been noted since release
of
Warners'
in the in
North
Atlantic,"
according
to a"Action
wire received
Hollywood
by
Jack L. Warner from Captain R. R. AIcNulty,
supervisor of the U. S. Merchant ^larine cadet
corps training organization, Washington, D. C.
Captain McNulty also. said, that stills from
the film are to be used in a new War Shipping
Administration text book for the cadets, while
prints of the film will be used as part of permanent training program at cadet academies in
Kings Point, N. Y., San Jvlateo, Calif., and Pass
Christian, Miss.
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menting on the programs or reproducing one
of them until Bill comes through with his letter.
If you've mailed the letter, Bill, it probably
didn't arrive before we prepared this session of
the department. If you haven't yet mailed it,
better hurry and do so, for we'd like to cover
the programs, and anything you might have to
say would more than likely enlighten us on
some of the points concerning their preparation
and distribution.
Well, that looks like about all for this time.
Watch for us on this page again next week.

Gags,-

Swell Breaks,-

A

Report on Pvt. Justice
stuckof —the
not Program
only as toExchange,
how to introduce
thisWe're
session
but also

figuratively.
humidity
again.
disappeared aIt'sfewthatdays
ago and
the When
weatherit
became cool and our appetite perked up and
nature seemed grand and glorious once more, we
thought perhaps this had been a short Summer
and that Winter was coming early this year.
Alas ! we were fooled : the humidity returned.
So here we are, limp as a dishrag, and just as
wet, trying to concentrate on programs.
From Beeville, Texas, comes one for the
Rialto, Rex and Rio theatres. Printed on cheap
card stock and measuring approximately
5^2x8;^ flat, the program is folded once for
mailing mats
purposes.
On theforinside
spread one-at
column
are utilized
the attractions
the Rialto.
folded, from
the program's
back
page
becomesWhen
the source
which patrons
learn what's playing at the Rex and Rio. Each
theatre gets a column, and one-column slug
mats are utilized. Front page is used for the
address of the recipient. We rather imagine the
cost of the program is inoderate enough to be
exceeded by the program's ability to draw extra
patronage.
Travis in Air Force Band
We hope Editor Orris F. Collins of Cinemag
won't inmind
us quotingrecently
parts offrom
the letter
received
Paragould
Pvt.
William B. Justice, former Program Exchange member, known on the screen as Richard
Travis, and now of the 21st Air Force Band,
Kearns, Utah. Pvt. Justice advises that he has
been assigned to the band and put to work as
a song leader.
"Army life isn't so bad after that first horrible adjustment," he writes. "Takes a good six
weeks to figure the thing out and get your 42nd
wind."
addshethat
a few
before
the ArmyHe call
was just
signed
and days
sealed
for
the lead role in "A Girl From Leningrad" and
that James Cagney wanted him for the second
lead
in "Johnny
From
the sameCome
issue Lately."
of Cinemag, and from
the
same column.
Over: the Fence, we'd like
to reproduce
this item
"Howcalled
Times
: A man
doesn't mind
being
a dogChange
nowadays.
By following
the
hounds, it's possible to locate a good soupbone."
Al Mayes' Fortunate Tieups
Just a few paragraphs back we discussed a
program froni Beeville, Texas. And now
comes a letter from Al Mayes, manager of
the local theatres. Few showmen have been as
lucky in getting tieup breaks as Mayes. For
example, during the week in which he was
playing
"The Human
Comedy,"
zine published
an abridged
versionLiberty
of the magastory.
He got in touch with the local Liberty representative, arranged to have stickers placed on
every copy of "The Human Comedy" issue.
Copy on the stickers : "This Week, Liberty's
Novel Abridged to One Evening's Reading,
'The Human Comedy.' See Mickey Rooney in
'Human Comedy' at the Rialto Theatre."
And then Mayes got another swell break. At
the same time he was showing the new Roy
Rogers picture, "Song of Texas," — on the day
the picture opened, in fact — Life came out with
a cover picture of the popular western star and
a feature story by H. Allen Smith.
These two national magazine breaks, Mayes
reminds us, came in one week. The Beeville
resident manager of Hall Industries Theatres
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May's Post-Card Program
Manager
May Maysville,
of Schine'sKy.,Russell
WashingtonEdward
theatres,
gets and
out
a post-card program each week for the patrons
of the two houses. A sample is shown above.
has indeed been fortunate and has every right
to be proud of the fact that the local showings
of
"The Human
Comedy"magazine
and "Song
of Texas"
coincided
with national
publicity.
Now under new management, the Uptown
Theatre in New York sends us its latest program. Of course, we miss the fine layout
that characterized it when G. B. Odium was
at the helm, as well as the fine institutional
copy which often adorned the back page. As it
is now, the program is typical of many of this
type, utilizing two-column ad mats on the films
to be shown. Nevertheless, with the mats carefully selected, the program should still do a
good job of selling.
Digs Out Old Tricks
W. S. Samuel has pulled some old tricks
out of the bag for use in his program for the
Ritz Theatre, Milan, Tenn. One cover features
the familiar baby-on-the-chamber sketch with
the copy
"I'mmeonto a seesit-down
strike
and
Pop :take
the swell
shows'til atMom
the
Ritz & Milan this week." A clever handbill featuring a sketch of "the rope trick" declares
that "there's no trick in keeping cool at the
Ritz Theatre." The current attraction is also
advertised. On another program cover Samuel
urges a share
"Good-Neighbor
in which
owners
their cars Policy"
with others.
Hereautois
the copy :
"Riding
with this
empty
seats! Why,
is a peacetime luxuryaround
. . . and
is war
even
the U. S. Army is busy finding new ways to
roll to Victory on less rubber ! Think it over
when you go to work ... or downtown shopping
... or to the movies ! Then fill those empty
seats ... or get a lift yourself."
Just received some swell-looking tabloid
programs from Bill Drace, manager of the
Grand Theatre, Greer, S. C. To them Bill
attached a note to the effect that a letter was
following. Up to this time, we haven't received
the letter ; so we're going to refrain from com-

Mill

Tie-up

War

Workers

Draws
in Ky.

C. May,theatres,
managerMaysville,
of Schine's
andEdward
Washington
Ky.,Russell
made
a direct appeal to war workers when he played
"Desert Victory." May sold the Wahl Manufacturing Company 311 tickets at full price and
at the Wahl Co., the Ohio Valley Pulley Works,
the Carnation Bottling Works, and the January & Wood Cotton Mill, personal announcements were made at lunch hour for a week
ahead. Two 22 x 28 posters were displayed at
these factories before and during playdates.
Employes on special shifts were given 11 a.m.
showings.
For "Edge of Darkness" May averaged four
2-column cuts and readers per week in the
local newspaper between the two theatres.
Weekly program postals reached more than
3000 homes, both in the city and outlying sections. "Blood of Jesus,'' a religious film enacted
by Negroes, was sold through heralds distributed
at churches and schools, and spoken announcements made at services and assemblies. Both
theatres
boards onused
the jumbo
sidewalk.display boards and "A"
"The Amazing Mrs. Holliday" gave May a
chance to appeal to the musical portion of the
population. He sent a postal, or telephoned
directly, to all music students, music teachers,
and band members, getting strong support in
word-of-mouth advertising.
Prominent Maysvillians Endorse
'Johnson' Via Newspaper Story
Showing
of "Tennessee
Johnson"
at the
Russell
Theatre
in Maysville,
Ky., recently,
under the sponsorship of the Maysville High
School, was marked by endorsements from
clergymen, school and P.T.A. heads, who had
attended an advance screening.
Endorsements appeared in a special story in
the local Independent.
Manager Edward May made personal announcements at local luncheon clubs and at
various school assemblies. A poster contest was
conducted in school art classes, with two theatre guest tickets awarded winners at each
school. Posters were distributed and displayed
in local store windows and on school bulletin
boards ten days in advance.
An essay contest was conducted throughout
the local school system. Seventy-two essays
were submitted, eleven prizes of guest tickets
awarded. School authorities were enthusiastic
over the success of the contest.
Pittsburgh Schools Back Local
Showing
of 'My
Friendvisited
Flicka'
When Roddy
McDowall
Pittsburgh
last month, Alanager John Walsh of the Fulton
Theatre screened "Aly Friend Flicka" for the
heads of the Board of Education, which resulted
in an all-out endorsement of the picture and
posting of playdate announcements in all the
schools. School papers had interviewed the
youthful player on his personal appearance, and
all were eager to plug the playdate of his
latest picture.
Tieup with the book resulted in window displays in many book shops and department stores.
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say,BostQi2, what s your
idea of a swell picture
We told you 'Yankee Doodle Duidy' was a dandy! "
We cold you 'Casablanca' was a real thriller^liUer!
We told you 'Air
Year'sForce'
fen would
Best! be one of the asd^
now ■we've picked
winner for you!
AnAnd entertainm^iit
every another
bit as excellent—
ayou'U
dramatic,
exciting,
'w6n"Seriu
I
hit
enjoy every bit as much as thewe're
others.as positive JT
WARNER BROS. NEW m

MI$SKM

Plus 2nd
PARTNER"
VERA
VAGUEHit!• "SWING
DAL£ EVANS YOUR
• LULUBELLE
5 SCOTTY
PARAMOUNT gFENWnr
LAST DAYi Franehot Tone, Anno Baiter -FIVE GRAVES TO CAIRO" • "CHATTERBOX"
Film's Entertainment Stressed
Getting away from the wartime political angle,
entertainment has been stressed in the above
advertisement on Warners' "Mission to Moscow,"
which appeared recently in Bosfon newspapers.

'This

Brochures

Campaign

Sell
To
r' TheManager
Milt 'Bomb
Young of ardie
the Stanton
atre, Philadelphia, staged an extensive campaign
for
''Bombardier" when that attraction played
his house.
Highlight of the campaign, which preceded
the opening, featured a parade consisting of 75
aviation cadets, armj- trucks and a company of
fully equipped regular Army soldiers. Along
the line of march, the cadets carried a massive
banner announcing ; "We are marching to get
our wings and to see 'Bombardier' at the StanTheatre."
During
Army
planestonflew
overhead
and the
one ofparade
them — six
a Bomber
— dropped 50,000 imitation paper bombs announcing the opening of the picture at the
theatre. Following the parade which ended with
additional ceremonies outside the theatre, including speeches by high Army officials and
presentation of wings to the Army fledglings, the
cadets filed into the theatre to see "Bombardier."
Additional angles of the campaign included
the distribution of 1500 posters in every defense
plant in and about Philadelphia, daily spot
announcements over four local radio stations a
week in advance of the opening plus a special
15-minute Army broadcast over station WIP.
day before the opening, plugging the "Bombardier" song and announcing the opening at
the Stanton.
Young also stepped up his newspaper advertising, with the Enquirer, Record, Evening
Bulletin and Daily News featuring added art
and publicity material.
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^Bell Tolls' Deluxe Facade
Herewith
is a for
pigeon's-eye
of the
deluxeof
facade created
the world view
premiere
showing
Paramount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls" at New
York's cateRivoli
Theatre.
You aprobably
can't duplithe front
on such
spectacular
scale,
but this should aid you in planning your own.
Bucolic
Theme

Angle

Sets

For a Local

Sustained Campaign
A local exploitation campaign that can go on
for several weeks — or even more — features a
homey, somewhat bucolic angle. This can range
all the way from essay contests on the simple
life to hog-calling contests, from hay rides to
corn shocking. Of course, it is advisable to line
up pictures tliat are not too far off the general
subject. Hog calling would hardly go with
"For Whom the Bell Tolls."
Another way of maintaining this idea is to
put on a stage show. Leon Robertson, city
manager of Fox Theatres in Springfield, Mo.,
offers every year a local stage-radio show which
he calls "Korn's a'Krackin'." The talent
naturally does not limit itself to bucolic numbers, but the general impression is of an oldfashioned get-together. The two city radio
stations work hand-in-hand with Robertson, so
that Springfield patrons are well sold on the
show in advance.
A recent stunt that would work in well with
the bucolic scheme was pulled by Manager DeSilva, of the Fox Capitol, Benton, 111. He held
a big W ar Bond drive, topping it of¥ by auctioning the famous pig, King Neptune, for $326,850
in bonds. This, of course, took place in front of
the theatre.
Comedy can be supplied in many ways. For
instance. Jay Wooten, of Hutchinson, Kan.,
ballyhooed his picture — it happened to be "Man
of Conquest" — by having a man walk about the
streets in a suit of long underwear, the oldfashioned kind. They are still available and they
sure bring the laughs.
Gets Hotel Cooperation
Novel and attention-getting was the "Cabin
in the Sky" stunt put over by Alarian McCullough,
in cooperation
leading Loew's,
hotels. ADayton,
small easel
was placedwith
on
each registry desk reading : "Ps-s-t ! If they
don't have a room, come over to Loew's. . . . We
have a great big "Cabin in the Sky."

is Army
Sent

Out;

Air Serials
PI
To more than 1500 advertising agencies, stores,
etc., ugs
last weekinwent special brochures showing
various ways in which stores, shops, merchants,
manufacturers can participate in a citywide
welcome
to Irving
Berlin's for"This
Army,"
the
Warner
Bros, picture
ArmyIs the
Emergency
Relief.
The ten-page compilation of material gives a
complete outline, with a list of accessories, on
how to cooperate through the medium of newspaper advertising, window and counter display,
radio time, outdoor posters, direct mail, etc.,
to the ultimate benefit of the Army fund. Photographic examples help the recipient of the
brochure in arranging many of the suggested
displays and advertisements.
.A.5 part of the radio campaign being put
behind the picture, twenty-eight leading network
serials already have been set to insert plugs in
their
of "ThisintoIsthe
the dialogue
Army"
will bescripts.
workedMention
appropriately
of the serials. This will mark the first time a
thing of this kind has been done on such a wide
scale.
Practically all of the NBC, CBS and Mutual
Network daytime serial favorites are included
in the list of shows. A few of them : Amanda
of Honeymoon Hill, Aunt Jenny, Backstage
Wife, Big Sister, Bright Horizon, Captain Midnight, Stella Dallas, Easy Aces, Front Page
Farrell, Help Mate, Lorenzo Jones, Joyce Jordan, Just Plain Bill, Light of the World, Lone
Journey, Lonely Women, Ma Perkins, Mr.
Keen, Our Gal Sunday, Portia Faces Life,
Romance of Helen Trent, Second Husband,
Snow Village, Story of Mary Marlin, Those
We Love, We Love and Learn. Young Dr.
Malone, Young Widder Brown.

for VICTORY.
5 VARIETY,

.
I..!

Mary, Mary, quite contrary.
How does your Victory garden grow?
Get the ants out of j our plants
SEEOVER
A SHOW
and 'N
C M'
in Air -Conditioned comfort!
BALABAN & KATZ THEATERS
■swijjr . . . hard est the cream of the screen crop
'For Victory . . . Variety, Too!'
Following up their "points" institutional ad
(SIR, July 3, p. 18), Balaban & Katz Theatres
have come through with another timely institutional layout tieing in the importance of
relaxing at the movies with wartime gardening.
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'Stage
Door
A far-reaching
campaign Canteen'
was put over in
Philadelphia toy Irving Elumberg, advertising
manager of Warner Bros. Theatres, and Robert
Cooper, United Artists exploiteer, for the local
engagement Theatre.
of "Stage Door Canteen" at the
Mastbaum
In a tieup. with Food Fair Stores, Inc., a
half-page cooperative advertisement was inserted
in the weekly news circular which is distributed
door-to-door to 250,000 homes. Operators of
the food market chain also made announcements
daily on their 15-minute program over Station
WIP five days before opening. This Food Fair
promotion, it is pointed out, was made at no
cost to the theatre.
With the cooperation of the Philadelphia
Stage Door Canteen, a contest was held to
select the typical soldier, sailor and marine.
Posters giving contest details were sent out one
week in advance to all spots where service men
congregate.
At the stage door canteen special announcements were made, posters were displayed. There
were also radio plugs. Winners of the contest
escorted Miss Philadelphia Stage Door Canteen
to the initial performance of the film.
A local radio store advertised in the newspaper that a ticket for the opening of "Stage
Door Canteen" would be given to each person
turning in 25 old phonograph records. Store
also used special window displays.
Window tieups were arranged with three
leading department stores. Gimbe! Bros. : Double window touilt to represent inside of canteen,
with stills from the picture and window cards
tieing in with its opening. Lane Bryant: Window tieing in with the first anniversary of the
canteen, using pictures of the stars and a
banner announcing engagement of the film at
the Mastbaum. N. Snellenburg : Window publicizing local stage door canteen and tieing in
with the picture through stills, song sheets and
one-sheets.
Featuring the name bands which appear in
"Stage Door Canteen," Wurlitzers had a window utilizing a special 40x28 with stills, window
cards, etc. Five other music shops also used
sheet music and records tieing in with the
picture.
In a tieup with the American Legion, the
Chef de Gare, the Chef de Train, Past Chef
de Gare and the present Stage Officer of the
40/8, and Mayor Samuel of Philadelphia
"adopted"
the picture. Story and photos were
sent newspapers.
To personnel officers, recreation departments
and welfare offices of war plants in the local
area went 1500 mimeographed announcements
of a special late show for war workers.
Several radio plugs over local outlets of NBC
and CBS, in advance, completed the campaign.
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BETTY!US, TOO,
"Coney Island" Sets
New
Roxy
Record
York—
between
& plethora
of Newholdovers
andCauBhlaided
by a heat
wave,
fii^t-iiin
grosses
on
definite slf;ns of sacping.Broadway showed
While
other
Times
Square
houses
were
complaining of Manly receipts the Roxy,
featuringwith"Coney
Island."Madrigucra
Belly OraWe
starrer,
the Enrlc
Band
and Carmen
Amaya
Btage. depresestaba new Opening
all-time onday's
markthereceipts
since
sionlisheddays.
set k
business
wa,ve
that Sunday'*'
affected
new markdespite
as dida heat
the following
l^slness
elsewhere
ktong
Broadway.
Now Playing e( Hit Grgndir
Siwahlne
brines Isback
to all
owners,otfromAhoafte
new r^orfls
house rernrd
Jibe fond
a new memories
babv at home,
aIttheatre
nice
puffsbonus
vour chest The
out. Old Man, or a new tire on the old bus.
Before
newcractlcal
house record
Wfl5profits
reearded,shown..
more Now.
selfishlyanother.
than thenow.war.
In athepride
there's
NEW
In settincllcht
a ofvalue
hoose ofrecord..
With
the
Office
of
War
Information
Ktres.xinc
the
motion
plrtnrea
assemlnatlnc
a sound tntellleenllT
means of malntalnlne
our 5oand
morale,
and ofofdls-lt«
theoutsInformation
of war
Inon man?
phases,
a
new
house
record
still
another
Inch
the
theatre
man's
beciuse The
he hnows
he'sfeels
elvlnefcatthenewpublicpridethewithpicturethe
pl«(surechest
It wants.
Grandin
KUbllcs
response
to -Tonev
Island." which
undoubtedl?
one oftremendous
the "wfinest
terhnlcolor
musicales
a screen.
holds tt.e Grandin hoase ever
recordoutforonattendance
Buy Wor
Bondt.
★ Stomps
«n<* ★

// you have not seen this splendid
motion picture, make your plans now
toGrandin.
see ii by July 16, its last day at the

"We
ROANOKE NAMES . . .
READ WHAT PEOPLE YOU KNOW SAY ABOUT

"Hard to beat. Re|:.resentotlve
of moking
ofknackTwentieth
■ Centurysuperior
Fox's
R.technicolor
C. "Bob" musicoles."
Ro/er, 535— Mr,
Arlington Road.
"A splendid picture. Worth seeing twice." — Mr. ond Mrs.
lawn
Roy T.AveHolcomb, 1319 Wood"A Q gayworldondfamous
colorfulployground
souvenir ofin
Nelson
Band,
3106
Willow
QRood.giddy yesteryeqr,"
Mr.
,n."— Mr.— and
y
minute
of
if.
;
ony
musicole
as good
Koehler,. 303

seeing.'' — Mr. Jack Weldon,
WOBJ.
"perfect entertoinmenf. Betty
Grable with her usuol excelMarie lentBeheler,.
923 1st St.,
S. W. performonce." — Miss
"Comes up to every expectation.
icole
Lovely
technicolor
andNelson'hit
parade'
tunes."Willow
— Mrs.Rood.
Bond, 3106
A very entertoining
coles,
but I technico.„.
this
NormallyThe
don'tonte surprised
me.
^
geoui."
—
denin McQuail,Mrs;601SorahCorolCI

DONT MISS THIS MARVELOUS NCTURE
ATTHEGRANDIN-NOW!
It's

^Which ii Why We're Holding "Coney Itland" Over!
THESE

LAYOUTS

REFLECT

THOUGHT,

INGENUITY

At the end of the first week's engagement of 20th Century-Fox's 'Coney Island" at the Grandin Theatre,
Roanoke,above.
Va., They
Manager
on right,
his "thinking
created from
the two
layouts
shown
speakOtto
for Whittaker,
themselves. Jr.,
Ad put
at the
with its cap,"
endorsements
friends
and
neighbors, has that "personal touch" that gets special attention. You can make up similar layouts.

'Coney' Legs Contest
Scores in Hartford
Loew's Poli Theatre, Hartford, Conn, staged
a perfect leg contest in conjunction with its
playdate of "Coney Island."
legs served
theBetty
modelGrable's
for the well
local publicized
Venuses. Contest,
whichas
got generous news coverage in the local Times
and in the Couranf, drew a large amount of
contestants.
Stunt was used opening night of the picture
and the girls paraded across the stage very
decorously exposing their limbs, as the curtain
was raised only about three feet. Judging was
via audience applause, and the judges had a
hard time keeping their minds on their work.

Rotary Club, Newspapers, Aid in
Search for 'Macauley' Family
In connection with the showing of "The
Humanatre,Comedy"
at Loe-w's
TheBrooklyn, Eddie
DowdenMetropolitan
and Ben Simon
conducted a contest in the newspapers to select a Brooklyn' Macauley family, the name of
the family around which the picture story is told.
The family selected was guest of honor at
the Brooklyn Rotary Club luncheon. Brooklyn
Eagle gave the stunt two three-column stories
with three-column art. Other Brooklyn and
New York papers also gave considerable publicity to the selection of the family.
Publicity Man Carl Fishman selected a family
with the name of Macauley as the typical American Family in the Bronx, with the cooperation
of the Bronx Home Neivs which gave the
idea plenty of publicity and art.

July 24, 1943

Display Stirs Up Interest
A display of precision instruments now being
mass-produced for the U. S. Navy and Merchant
Marine by the Brooklyn Marine division plants
of Bendix Aviation Corporation was employed by
Joe Lee, publicity director of the Fabian Circuit
in Brooklyn, to stir up advance interest in
Warner Bros.' "Action in the North Atlantic."
Scene above shows a section of the display.

Navy

Post

Tieup

Aid

Robert H. Boardman,on
manager
of the Play'Action'
To house,Gross
St. Petersburg, Fla., put on a neat campaign for Warners' "Action in the North Atlantic" that can easily be duplicated to good
effect by other exhibitors in the vicinity of
Army or Navy posts.
The plan worked out after contacting the
local Maritime School officers was as follows :
Theatre turned over the entire first openingday show to the maritime trainees that were
not on duty at the time, and the tickets were
paid
the regular service
men's
out offortheat entertainment
fund of
the admission
Maritime
School. In return for this private showing, they
paraded
up Central
Avenue toin each
forty-five-foot
trailers with
150 trainees
one, and
they made quite a show.
Also, Buddy
Clark's
band, en
pretty
well known
nationally
before
enlisting
masse,
played
eight or nine numbers in front of the theatre
while the pictures were being taken, and gave
them two complete shows on the stage the
Fourth of July, three days after the opening.
This entire exploitation cost the theatre nothing except plates for the newspapers and a slight
bit
less of
thanextra
$25. newspaper advertising — altogether
The outstanding feature of the campaign was
the sell-out show with regular admissions paid
for out of the post funds, a stunt that could
be worked in hundreds of locations where the
picture has a tie-in with some branch of the
service.
'Calling the Macauleys'
A newspaper contest seeking the local
"Macauley" family was a highlight of the
campaign for "The Human Comedy" put over
by Carl A. Stewart, Grand, Topeka, Kans.
Stewart also arranged for banners to be placed
on all Postal Telegraph bicycles.

tars

Ih

in

Deanna

Her

in His

Terrific

Eqes!

Arms!

Raves!

"Deanna

Durbin scores her happiest grown-up

porfrayai in 'Hers to Hold,' a delightful modern
comedy that opens up a brand new career for its
star ... It remained for this Felix Jackson production to strike exactly the right note that will send
the Durbin stock to its all-time high ... in the
immediate hit classification. Directed by Frank

^

Ryan with a finesse which is buoyantly refreshing."
— Hollywood Reporter

"This latest Deanna Durbin feature Is right up to
the minute, tuneful, entertaining, with sure-fire
audience appeal. Co-starred with Joseph Gotten,
actress turns in one of her most engaging and
captivating performances . . . Picture should gross
at the boxoffice as a top Durbin presentation, and
should be billed as such."

— Daily Variety ^

\
"If this isn't the best picture Deanna Durbin has
ever made it will serve in that classification until
a better one comes
the last semblance

along. La Durbin has shed
of adolescence to emerge

a

glamorous, alluring, talented actress without loss
of her golden voice. Certainly no picture could
have such strong appeal to the funny-bone

and

the heart without proving a boxoffice bonanza."
— Boxoff/ce

"Solid entertainment set for big grosses. It gives
Deanna Durbin her greatest opportunity. This picture also ushers Deanna into the ranks of the
grownups,

and she shows

new maturity."

certain charm

in her

—The Bxhibitor

"Deanna fares very well in the hands of her new
producing-directing combination of Felix Jackson
and Frank Ryan, who deliver a product of high
boxoffice potentialities."

"Deanna

— Motion Picture Daily

Durbin's glamor and charm

vie with

her gorgeous singing voice in 'Hers to Hold.' She
has developed into a charming and talented
comedienne."

— Louella Parsons

"Deanna

Durbin again flashes forth as one of the

screen's greatest stars— this time with a new vivacious love allure distinctly all her own."
—Hollywood Mofion Picture Review

"This movie is chuckful of modern day fun, plenty

of laughs and a tear or two. Deanna's tops!"
—Jimmy Sfarr, Motion Picture Editor,
Los Angeles Herald and Express

"Deanna

is prettier and singing more beautifully

than ever."

—Harold Swisher, Motion Picture Editor,
United Press Radio Service

"One of Deanna Durbln's strongest b.o. films . . ^
in "Hers to Hold" Deanna Durbin successfully
and permanently completes transition from cinematic subdeb to young ladyhood. Felix Jackson,
— Variety
as the star's producer, clicks solidly. He gets able
assistance in direction by Frank Ryan."

"Deanna

is more glamorous than ever."
—Erskine Johnson, N.E.A

"Deanna

Durbin is at her best in this latest offer-

ing, in a role that shows her to be an exciting and
glamorous star. It should prove to be one of the
best boxoffice grossers of all the Durbin pictures.
The fans will thrill with her in her every emotion."
—Showmen's Trade Review

"Deanna

Durbin is back with a combination

of

romantic gaiety and lilting voice that may well
top her first screen hits ... a new Deanna
promises audience delight."

who

— Motion Picture Herald

"Miss Durbin stands forth a fully-blossomed personality with a warmth, a poise and an assurance
never before flashed by the singing star ... A
triumph for Felix Jackson, its producer, and Frank
— Film Daily
Ryan, its director."

'ELYN ANKERS • GUS SCHILLING • NELLA WALKER • LUDWIG STOSSEL
Id on a story by John D. Klorer • Directed by FRANK RYAN • Produced by FELIX JACKSON • Associate Producer, FRANK SHAW
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Coat
Amusement
Page
Layouts
{Periodically STR publishes reproductions of the amusement pages of certain newspapers for the purpose of illustrating how these papers cater to the public interest in
motion pictures and screen personalities. The reproductions have further interest in
that they show how theatres are using the advertising space they buy in local
publications to merchandise their current attractions. Theatremen in localities where
the newspapers give little attention and space to motion pictures may find added
interest in these reproductions as examples of how other publishers cooperate with
the theatres and, in so doing, offer their readers attractive and interesting editorial
and pictorial matter.)
This Week:

-Heart-To-Heart Talks —

The Durham

(N.C.)

Hera Id- Sun

t,»r.iMee»No,„-

Hanger

Strongly

Show,

Publicized,

To describe
in detail
outstanding camUps
Trisco
' theGross
paign
staged
for
"Hello,
Frisco,
by
Manager Lige Brien of the KenyonHello"
Theatre,
Pittsburgh, would require several pages. And
if you think we're kidding, the story below describes just ONE of the 41 stunts which comprised the campaign.
A Coat Hanger Show was planned for the
children, 450 of whom marched through the
main
streets Parade
of the time
Kenyon's
neighborhood
the theatre.
; one hour
and 20 min-to
utes. There were 15 signs plugging the show
and "Hello, Frisco, Hello." A photo showing
a section of the parade appeared in the Pittsburgh Press, whose circulation is 330,000 daily.
Over 2000 metal coat hangers were received,
and these were shipped to Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
Nucleus of the parade consisted of members
of the American Rangers and Rangerettes.
Since the Press carries a column — a two-column
column, if you get what we mean — on the activiof these youngsters, Brien had a natural
tie-intiesopportunity.
Each day for five days before the Coat Hanger
Show and the opening of "Hello, Frisco, Hello"
there was a story about the show and a twocolumn piece of art on the picture. Fortunately,
each writeup and cut appeared on the comic
page, most widely read section of the paper.
In summing up, Manager Brien says :
"Not only did we put over another patriotic
drive and obtain the greatly needed coat hangers
for our boys at Fort Sill, but through the powerful publicity we promoted we did amazing business on 'Hello, Frisco, Hello.' We beat such
big grossers
as 'Yankee
Doodle
blanca' and 'Forest
Rangers'
; in Dandy,'
short, we'Casadid
ourAndsecond
grossbrother
of this showmen,
year to date."
bearbiggest
in mind,
that
the Coat Hanger Show was just one of 41
stunts on "Hello, Frisco, Hello.'
Laskinlamb Flying Suit Paintings
Exhibited at 'Bombardier' Showing
During the showing of "Bombardier" at
Loew's Criterion in New York, fourteen illustrations in oil, pen and ink, charcoal, airbrush
and photographs, showing the United States
Army and Navy wearing laskinlamb flying
suits, were displayed in the lobby.
The paintings were selected out of over 500
entries in the Laskinlamb Institute Art Contest.
For the best six paintings chosen at a final
judging at the theatre, three were awarded
bronze plaques of merit and three blue ribbons.
Exhibit was arranged because the flying suits
seen
on the
actors suits
in "Bombardier"
the
authentic
laskinlamb
worn by U. S.areArmy
and Navy bombardiers, navigators, pilots, etc.,
in high altitude flying. A complete laskinlamb
suit was also on display with the exhibit.
Ties Up With Libraries to Sell

Grab your magnifying glass and scrutinize the above Sunday amusement page from the Durham HeraldSun
to which
be sure,
line ofwaspublicity
local carefully.
attractions.You'll
On thefindfirsttheatre
page ofadvertisements,
the section from
the but
abovenotwasa taken
a story about
about
Al Christie, once-famed comedy director, and on another page was a Hollywood fashion article. Aside
from these two items, there was nothing else resembling movie newb. Since more than half the page is
occupied by movie theatre advertisements, it would seem that the local houses are entitled to some
publicity. Surely the operators of the six theatres could join together for action in that direction.

'Human Comedy'; Results Telling'
When you can get the cooperation, not of one
library, but of every branch library in the city
you've
wonof, the
of his
action
exploiteerreally
dreams
in orkind
out of
sleep.every
Fax
Duncan, of the Fifth Avenue Theatre, Seattle,
enjoyed such a civic tieup for the campaign on
"The Human Comedy." With the name of
author Saroyan so popular with the public,
Duncan was able to convince the head librarian
that it was to the interest of the Public Library
branches to distribute 15,000 book marks, each
carrying copy for the picture and the book, and
imprinted with stamp of the local branches.
Besides this, the libraries also displayed 22x28
cards, for the first time in local history. Duncan
said the results were "telling."
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SELL WAR STAMPS EVERY DAY IN
THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE'

CENTURY-FOX
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(at

Your

by Old Doc
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Layout*

Box-Office)

May

by Rationing

Calls for Selling Skill
Gas rationing has created a serious problem
for many exhibitors whose theatres lack adequate transportation facilities so "Old Doc Laycomes to the rescue. True, 'Doc'
out"
again them
can't carry
to your door but maybe these
suggestions may prove the seed from which a
solution to a knotty problem may grow. The
most serious result of gas rationing, particularly the pleasure driving ban along the eastern
seaboard is not immediate. Most theatres can
weather a day to day storm. The serious phase
of the ban is its tendency to break the movie
going habit and to force the public into other
channels of entertainment either in the home
or closer to home. Once the habit is broken it
will require effort, money and time to re-establish
it.

For the convenience
of those who wish to
reproduce the above
in programs, STR offers these illustrations in a form that
may be conveniently
used. Type can be
pasted in and your
local engraver, or
offset concern, can
do the rest.

Constructively directed advertising seems the
only available substitute for gas at the exhibitors disposal. The one pitfall, that presents
itself in this problem is that of misdirected copy
which might lead the reader to consider the
theatre as being unpatriotic in urging attendance.
copy can draw patriotic adCarefully mirationplanned
for the appeal and get results too.
The layouts reproduced on this page offer the
foundation for constructive ads. Copy should
urge patrons to "Keep the movie habit," "Avoid
using the trolleys and busses during peak working hours." Help war workers to get home by
coming to the movies at certain hours (List
show time). Advertise facilities for taking care
of patrons* bicycles safely while they see the
show. Play up the importance of movies to
home front morale. Point out how essential relaxation isto the workers and their families.
They Are Effective Weapons
This art possesses the punch necessary to get
attention on any newspaper page and can be used
to good effect as cover designs on your weekly
program. They are effective weapons through
the power of suggestion. You have to work on
the theme that its easy to get to your theatre
not
"A Sticklers"
the your
gasoline. Sellwhen
without
to
be stay-at-homes
movie is but
a short walk from their front door. These layouts could also be elaborated upon by your sign
man for effective displays placed away from
your theatre or for window card campaigns covering your trading area.
If ever there was a time when merchant cooperation should be solicited for theatre promotion, this is it. Co-op advertising of the full
page variety should be directed to selling the
folks of your community the idea that when they
drive to town to do their shopping in their favorite stores they will do well to have dinner in
town and see a movie. This appeal should be
equally attractive to your neighbor merchants
whose problem is similar to your own, and into
it can be woven the suggestion that patrons
carry their purchases with them. Play up parcel
checking facilities if you are equipped to handle
them.
The movie habit needs coddling under wartime restrictions and requires all the skill and
showmanship you can muster. True, when gas
again becomes a commodity rather than a luxury
there will be those who will hurry to their
nearest theatre pronto, but there will also be
those who will require coaxing. Do your coaxing now and keep your patrons in that good
old habit that has made show business what it
is today.

Harold

Grable
in figure
Buffalo
bootiis Shea's
displayed Grable
together with
A spotlight danceFilm
promotionExploited
highlighted Char- By
lie Taylor's campaign for "Coney Island" at playdate credits and 20th-Fox star animated winShea's Buffalo. Tie-up was effected at the local
dows in Hecht's and Kahn's, town's leading
Coney Island, Crystal Beach, and free passes
department stores.
were awarded to the dancers at the resort who
Campaign was rounded out with a fine music
were picked by the blinking spotlight during
tie-in,
included
and
their whirl around the parquet.
counterswhich
and song
plugs dealers'
via the windows
air and night
Novelty of the promotion appealed to the spot's. Coney Island hot dogs, from Mis«
Grable, were sent to all newspaper critic^
local papers, who covered it in the news columns.
Management of the Palace Theatre, Washington, D. C. emphasized the star value of Betty
Eye-Catching Blowups on Lana
Grable throughout the campaign. On the exploitation side, they spotted full size cutouts of
Manager K. Alead of the Main Theatre,
Miss Grable in many spots trafficked with heavy
Pueblo, Colo., used 6 eye-catching blowups on
circulation of pedestrians and onlookers.
Lana Turner in front of his theatre during the
Many service men's and women's soft drink engagement of "Slightly Dangerous."
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BOSTON
Miss Cleo Jacove, secretary to Louis Richmond, aide to E. M. Loew, returned this week
from a vacation at Asbury Park, N. J.
Hy Fine, district manager for M & P theatres, spent the greater part of last week on
territorial assignments, visiting Hartford and
other cities in Connecticut and in Western
Massachusetts.
Philip O'Brien,
Framingham
theatreman
who
formerly
owned and
operated the
Village Hall
Playhouse, has joined the Navy.
Bill Horan, Warner branch manager, is a
former Holy Cross athlete and on his visits to
Worcester usually wanders out toward the
college for a glimpse of old scenes there.
Richard Huntoon of the Warren Theatre in
Worcester was a Boston film row visitor.
Miss Gertrude Rittenberg, office manager at
the E. M. Loew offices here, is spending a vacation in the White Mountains.
Henry Tobin has been named district manager
for Rhode Island for the E. M. Loew circuit.
Norman J. Ayers, district manager for Warners, made a hurried trip to New Haven last
week.
Visiting the local Warner branch on a tour
of inspection is Herman Goldberg of the New
York Maintenance Department. Repairs in the
local building are indicated.
Phil Engel, publicist, off to Providence, Fall
River, New Bedford for the openings there of
"Background to Danger" and "Action in the
North Atlantic."
Al Daytz, Maine salesman, is spending a
week in the Boston office of Warners assisting
Saul Edwards on deals with the local exhibitors.
Jimmy
salesman
de luxe
film
row, Moore,
is spending
several
days onin Boston's
Albany
with his family.
John Walton, who headed the sales department of Warners for many years, has been
promoted to booking department effective at
once. Succeeding Walton is Charlie Light, who
is in charge of the accessories department.
Al Herman, now in New Haven with Vitagraph, former salesmen here for Monogram,
a visitor in the district.
McVarish the("Sandy"
all his
andCarleton
that includes
entire tofilm
and friends
radio
district) has been inducted into the Army and
is currently stationed at Fort Devens.
A few months ago Manager Frank K. Eldridge of the Capitol Theatre, Concord, N. H.,
currently visiting in Boston, received a visit
from a former usher on leave from the U. S.
Air Corp. The boy, Raymond Curtice, is now
a Major in the same branch of the service and
one of its youngest officers. Two days after his
visit to Concord his folks received a cable from
him stating that he had arrived safely in England. Last week as Eldridge was watching a
short subject, "Mission Accomplished," he saw
Major Curtice photographed on a bombing
mission
over every
Germany.
and
Dad attended
show asCurtice's
guests ofMom
Manager
Eldridge.
Frank Cronin, former RKO press agent, is
now stationed at Nashville where he is a member of Uncle Sam's Army.
CHARLOTTE
Prompt repairs will be made on the State
Theatre, which was seriously damaged by fire
of mysterious origin at midnight last Thursday,
and the theatre re-opened at an early date,
possibly this week, it is stated by the manager,
Bernal S. Lewis. The State is one of five

PLAN AID TO THIRD WAR LOAN DRIVE. Spyros Skouras, Francis Harmon, Charles P. Taft, head of
the division of Recreation and Welfare of the Federal Security Agency, and George J. Schaefer, at the
joint committee meeting of the War Activities Committee held at the Hotel Astor in New York last
w/eek. Purposes of the meeting were formulation of plans for industry participation in the Treasury
Department's Third War Loan Drive and discussion of a program of war information shorts. See p. 22.
Wilby-Kincey theatres located in Charlotte. J.
E. Austin, city manager for the Wilby-Ivincey
theatres, was on vacation at the beach when
the fire occurred. The fire was the fourth of
suspicious origin in these theatres within recent
weeks, the others having been detected and
extinguished before damage was done. Livestigation by the detective division of the police
department of Charlotte is underway and suspects have been narrowed down to two. One
or more arrests are expected, according to
official reports.
CHICAGO
Ray Thompson, manager B & Iv Gateway
Theatre, inducted into Army.
Herbert Lyons, B & K publicity department,
returns to duties after Army discharge.
Dean Jones, assistant manager B & Iv Chicago Theatre, hospitalized at Wesley Memorial
Hospital.
John L. Manta, prominent theatre executive,
headed the committee to welcome Commander
Thanos Spanidas, noted Greek naval hero, held
at the Morrison Hotel, July 17th. Manta is
president of the Pan Hellenic Federation of
America.
Tom Gilliam, Jr., son of Tom Gilliam, Fox
Exchange manager, promoted to First Lieutenant in Army. Has been stationed in Iceland for
past sixteen months.
Mrs. Tom Gilliam, wife of Tom Gilliam,
Fox manager, and her son, Jimmy, have gone
to
Angeles for a month's visit with Mrs.
R. Los
C. Seery.
Sam Marx, MGM executive, a Chicago visitor.
The Chicago Musicians Union service flag
now carries 1750 stars.
Great States circuit service flag now has 150
stars, among them are two Wacs, Marion Santry, from Orpheum Theatre, Joliet, stationed
at Conway, Ark., and Ethel Mertz, same thetre, at Dowd Field.
Jackson Park Theatre anti-trust case against
Balaban and Katz and leading film companies
has been set for November 1st.
Szold and Kerosotoes arbitration cases have
been set July 27th at the Chicago arbitration
headquarters.
J. J. Rubens, Great States circuit managing
director, returns from New York conferences.
Jack Kirsch has returned from a business
meeting in New York City.
Steve Edwards, Republic special representative, goes to Milwaukee next week for the
personal appearance of Roy Rogers and his

horse. Trigger, at the Wisconsin Theatre,
starting July 25th.
F. P. Duffield and Dewey Long have been
admitted
to membership in Chicago Variety
Club.
Dave Wallerstein, B & K district manager,
is spending his vacation at Cedar Lake, Wise.
Al Raymer, Indiana-Illinois circuit booking
manager, and his family are at Michigan City
on vacation.
Kenneth Blewett, manager B & K Regal
Theatre, goes into the Army on August 5th.
Joseph Hackworth, manager Great States
circuit Grand Theatre, Alton, 111., joins the
Navy. Nathan J. Gould succeeds him as manRichard Rodems, Great States Princess Theager.
atre, Alton, 111,, joins Army. William Grady
succeeds him.
CINCINNATI
F. W. Huss, Jr., president of Associated
Theatres, is back at his desk after a ten-day
illness.
Miss Margaret Woodruff, Belpik booker and
manager, spent several days in Lexington as
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lew Hensler, district manager in Kentucky for the Schine Circuit. Mr. Hensler is also manager of the Ben
Ali Theatre, Lexington.
Eileen Burke, Wac, formerly with 20th
Century-Fox, is now a corporal.
Metro's Head Booker Mike Berger is vacationing. Ditto for Metro's Virginia Kenny.
Warners' Bill Brumberg is here to stage a
publicity
campaign
which opens
on the for
30th."The Constant Nympth"
"Coney Island" has broken all house records
at Keith's, Dayton.
J. J. Grady left to attend the testimonial
dinner for Sydney Samson, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager at Buffalo, New York, at the
Statler Hotel in that city.
Chain heads in town this week were Jim
Chakeres, Chakeres Circuit, Springfield ; Harold
Raives, Schine Circuit and Schine booker for
Ohio theatres.
headtripbooker,
wasTony
here Stern,
from Warner
Cleveland Theatres'
on his first
since
taking up his new position. Also here was
Marvin Samuelson of Warners. Cleveland.
Exhibitors at the row this week were J. F.
Carnahan, Beattyville and Alanchester, Kentucky ;G. C. Porter, Beckly. \\'est Virginia,
and Paul HoUen, Pt. Pleasant. West \^irginia.
Stanley Jacques and his local RKO sales staff
{Continued on Next Page)
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returned from their business session at the
annual convention in New York City.
Ike Libson, head of RKO Theatres in Cincinnati, who also accompanied the convention
party, was joined by his daughter and son-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Julius J. Fischer, in a reunion with his son. Staff Sgt. Robert J. Libson,
stationed at Ft. Monmouth, N. J.
Wilbur Heatherington, local RIvO office
manager, is planning his first vacation since
1941.
Universal . reports receipt of a letter from
former Clerk Dick Breslin, now stationed in
New Guinea.
Paramount staged the world premiere of
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" at the Lyric Theatre, Versailles, Kentucky, which town is the
home of Mimi Chandler, who plays an important
part in the picture. Joe Oulahan, branch manager, and Bob Perry, who handled the camwere present.
Chandler,andMimi's
father, paign,
former
GovernorHappy
of Kentucky
now
U. S. Senator, was in attendance.
Pam list.
Deering and Ruth Rudin
areUniversal's
on the vacation
Peter on
Rosian,
Universal's
district
manager,
leaving
a business
trip to
the home
office.is
New York.
Bill Poppe, former assistant cashier at 20th
Century-Fox, is now stationed with U. S. Forces
in England.
CLEVELAND
Bill Blair, former manager of the Hanna
Theatre and more recently of the Rialto, has
temporarily divorced himself from the theatre
field to become personnel manager of one of
Cleveland's larger war plants.
Tom Mooney, son of Milton A. Mooney, president of Cooperative Theatres of Ohio, plans a
double feature event in August at which time
he will receive his pilot wings and soon after
marry Miss Marguerite Plunkett of this city.
Esty Schmertz Kaufman, daughter of I. J.
Schmertz, 20th Century-Fox branch manager,
has gone to Denver to join her dentist husband
who has been assigned for duty at Fitzsimmons
General Hospital.
"Stage Door Canteen" is rolling up new
records in this territory in both time and attendance, Morrison Orr, United Artists branch
manager, reports. Three weeks at Loew's State
in Cleveland was a 22-year all-time record. The
picture also held three weeks in Akron, two
weeks in Steubenville, two weeks in Youngstown
and sixteen days in Mansfield.
Nate Gerson, former manager of the Embassy
Theatre, has joined the Vitagraph booking force.
Tony Stern, who recently arrived here from
Pittsburgh to succeed Nat Fellman as head
booker for the Warner Theatre Department, is
the proud father of a second daughter named
Linda Joy.
Sanford Leavitt, assistant to Washington Circuit General Manager M. B. Horwitz, reports
in Washington on July 26th for training as
assistant field supervisor of the American Red
Cross. Leavitt is married and has a three-yearold daughter.
Mrs. E. B. Orr, mother of Morrison Orr,
United Artists branch manager, died last week
of a heart ailment at her home in Piqua, Ohio.
Loew's Ohio Theatre, closed since 1938 will
have
"For Whom
the Bell
as its
openingattraction
soon after
the Tolls"
first of
September,
J. R. Vogel, Loew official, stated during a visit
to Cleveland last week.
The ladies of the Variety Club, who have
done a big job supplying food to the Stage Door
Canteen and USO, met last Monday to plan an
extension of their activities in both organizations.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager, was in New
York last week. National Screen Service is
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building an elaborate new exploitation front for
the Strand Theatre, Youngstown. Smith &
Beidler'sto Park
Toledo, is also being
treated
a new Theatre,
NSS front.
DALLAS
The physical plant of the Dallas Little theatre
has been sold to satisfy bond holders, and the
house converted to the showing of Spanish
language pictures. Opening will be Sept. 17,
with the house called El Teatro Pan-Americano.
Lou G. Bissinger, owner of the Queen, is on
his annual vacation to the Pacific Coast, where
he has relatives, including grand-children.
Will Dorbandt, Athens, was in Dallas past
week with his son, 17, whom he is placing in
S.M.U.
Claude C. Ezell has returned from a trip
through the Southeast where he was arranging
showing for "Ravaged Earth." Picture has been
doing big business in circuit houses in Texas.
Forest White, operator. Maple, has purchased
a cafe in the same building, made an opening
into the auditorium, and will sell candy, soft
drinks, sandwiches.
P. G. Cameron announces WPB clearance for
the rebuilding of his fire-destroyed Grove. Work
is dependent upon availability of materials and
labor.
Audry Cox, Lamesa, will remodel a house
as soon as materials, labor, and house equipment can be had.
Grand Prairie was a somnolent little town
basking in the Texas sun between Dallas and
Forth Worth, but even at that it had two theatres. Came the North American Aircraft plant
with thousands of workers. Then two more
houses went in. The Wings, the latest addition

represents about a $40,000.00 mvestment. While
the Wings was building, the Walker burned. It
is nearly re-built. This gives the town four theatres with three exhibitors and the competition
is fierce for films. Also, the volume of business isnot up to expectations. Now comes polio
to do a knockout to the box-offices, and on top
of that North American changes payday from
Friday to Monday ! Shades of Texas Blue Laws
— these Grand Prairie exhibitors were hailed before the police court for operating on Sunday.
Fines were $50.00, with appeal to the County
Court. Prosecutions for Sunday showings passed
out of vogue ten years ago.
Raymond Cornes, Cornes theatre, Farmersville, has a woman employe with a young child.
The employe will not allow the child to attend
the shows while the polio scare is on. This incident was Cornes' first realization of where his
trade had gone. Adults stayed away, too.
DENVER
The Orpheum packed them in all week with
George White's Scandals on the stage and "Forever and a Day." "Stage Door Canteen" is still
strong^
carryover week at the Aladdin.
"Dixie" inwasa strong
enough in its third week at
the Denham to go into a fourth week.
Frank Sheffield, Republic salesman, has joined
the merchant marine and will report for duty
this weekend. Jimmie Ecker, booker, will take
over the salesman end and Doris Goodson, his
secretary, will do the booking. Ecker and Gene
Gerbase, manager, go to Los Angeles for a week
to attend a Republic sales meeting.
^ The Tellride Mines, Inc., has opened the Tellride theatre, with Reuben Stroh as manager.
Ross Bluck is helping out at the PRC exchange afew hours daily, but says it will be
two months before he will go back to work
regularly. He is looking fine.
Barney Shooker, Columbia salesman, is in
St. Joseph hospital, Deadwood, S. D., and expects to be there for a couple of weeks before
returning to Denver.
A'Ir. and Mrs. Henry Friedel have returned
from a three weeks trip east, combining business
with vacation. He is Metro exchange manager.
E. J. Blaylock, who now operates the Pueblo,
Ruidoso, N. M., has bought the Tiguex theatre
at Bernalillo, N. M., from Dennis Baca.
DES MOINES

NEW SEASON THEIR SUBJECT. Close-ups of
leaders who outlined RKO Radio product plans
and sales policies for the new season at rhe
company's
convention
York last
week
are shown above.
Top: in
Ned New
E. Depinet,
president
of
RKO photo:
Radio N.
Pictures,
the speaker's
stand.of
Lower
Peter atRathvon,
president
Radio-Keith -Orpheum, and Floyd B. Odium, chairman nf the hoard of RKO.

The Three F Theatre Corp. of St. Louis
park, Minn., has filed articles of incorporation
with the Iowa secretary of state's office, which
is expected to result in sale of a group of Iowa
theatres to the Harold D. Field interests. The
papers list 5000 shares of non par value stock.
Listed as officers were Harold D. Field of St.
Paul, Minn., as president ; Herman Fields of
Clarinda, la., as vice-president; and Gertrude
Framhein of St. Louis Park, Minn., secretarytreasurer. Harold Field is also the head of the
Pioneer theatre circuit. It has been reported
the Field interests were planning to purchase
at least three theatres in Iowa and it is believed the new corporation was set up for the
operation of the newly-acquired houses.
Leo Wolcott of Eldora, prexy of the AlliedIndependent Theatre Owners of Iowa-Nebraska,
has entered the Masters Golf Tournament at
Ames, the toughest golf tournament in the
state. Wolcott is one of the outstanding golfers
in the state.
The Ren Theatre at Renwick, Iowa, has
been purchased by Harlev H. Kuhbus. The
theatre formerly was owned by V. E. Gorhani.
Marjorie Ulm, former file clerk at Warner
Brothers exchange in Des Moines and one of
the first girls in film row to put on the Marine
uniform, stopped in to visit her friends while
en route to her home at Glenwood. She is now
a corporal and stationed in Washington, D. C.
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DETROIT
Airs. Alice Gorhani, in charge of publicity for
United Detroit Theatres, reports that the new
Invasion Bond sales drive is going over big in
the 20 United Detroit houses ; that WAC leaders
think the new idea will help take up some of
the slack in sales which resulted when the
payroll deduction plan was put into effect.
United Detroit is plugging the idea with special
trailers put out by National Screen.
David Idzal, manager of the Fox Theatre, is
one of the 10 members of the Adcraft Club's
war chest committee who have been named to
direct the advertising campaign for the United
Community Chest campaign.
Marine Sergt. Frank Upton, who in private
life was manager of the Michigan Theatre, on
a visit to the old home town dropped in backstage to say hello to all his former associates.
Capt. Jack Hurford, former manager of the
Fox Theatre, writes from Alaska : "This is an
interesting country and every day you learn
something new. The latest lesson is that this is
still an unsettled country, but not so unsettled as,
say, Detroit. I am a good deal closer to Tokyo
than I am to home, and I hope I can soon return home after a short stop in Tokyo."
Warner Bros.' "Action in the North Atlantic,"
which is due to open soon at the Palms- State,
got a good advance notice from Detroit Times
Critic Charles Gentry, who played up the angle
that the film is the first to fly a Victory Flag.
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INDIANAPOLIS
Second Lieutenant James Crouch, formerly of
RCA Victor division, Radio Corporation of
America, is reported missing since July 4,
according to a telegram from the War Department received by his mother. Charles Leslie
Teater, another former employe at RCA, is
listed as missing in a Merchant Marine casualty
list released July 14 by the Navy.
J. M. Blue, who operated the State Theatre
at Clay, Ky., sold his house to E. J. Moskowitz, operator of the Rio Theatre, at Cloverport, Ky.
J. B. Stine, Terre Haute, Ind., exhibitor, and
Mrs. Stine are at their Summer home at Lake
Sarona, Wise, where they will remain until
September.
"Stage forDoor
Canteen"
Loew's
Theatre
the third
week,remains
with a at
possibility
of it remaining longer.
C. C. Wallace has been appointed salesman for
the Northern Indiana territory by P.R.C. Wallace is widely known in motion picture circles
here.
Harvey Cocks, manager of the Quimby Enterprises, Ft. Wayne, and family have returned
after a vacation at Glen Cove, L. I.
"Dee" Long of the Fourth Avenue Amusement Company, Louisville, was in the city
during the week surveying theatres and calling
on his friends on Film Row.
"Tut"
manager of the Indiana Theatre, is onTuttle,
vacation.
L. G. McGinley, Universal exchange manager,
is entertaining William Higgins. son of Pete
Higgins, head of the Republic Pictures exchange,
in Seattle, Wash., a student in the Naval Training Officers School, at Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind.
Herb Ochs, of the Drive-In Theatre, Louisville, was on Film Row during the week booking
pictures. Other Hoosier exhibitors on Film Row,
included Don Steinkamp, French Lick ; Bob
Hudson, Richmond ; Joe Schilling, Connersville ; Harry Douglas, Terre Haute.
When Universal exchange salesmen learned
t'nat they were at the tail end in the Nate Blumberg Testimonial Drive for the week, the boys
began to wonder. Shortly after the announcement was made, L. G. McGinley, manager, was
the recipient of a heavy package and hastily
opened it. He, was amazed to find a pair of
running pants, with a lead-filled seat.
{Continued on Next Page)

Theatre Operators don't buy air conditioning
just for the privilege of hanging a sign from the
marquee announcing ""Air Conditioning Inside".
Theatre Air Conditioning is bought for just
one purpose — to increase the number of buyers
at the Box Office — to attract and induce people
into their house as against the beach, the boat
or a buggy ride.
iien you buy Comfort
Cooling
from
usAIRco
you're
business with an engineering
staffdoing
that
knows how to design a system that
fits the requirements of your house
— is engineered for original low cost,
and low daily operating costs.
Many a time we've come out of a
Theatre and asked — "What's the matter, isyour cooling system broken?" —
And
surprised
us — to"No,run it'sit
O. K.theButanswer
it costs
too much
forThe
the man
few that
who are
ownsin athere
coolingtonight."
system
that's so costly to operate, that he can
run it only occasionally would be betUNITED

ter off without such a system. So while
he may have a perfectly engineered
system, he has one that costs too
much to use.
usAIRco engineers the type of cooling system you can afford to buy and
afford to operate every day — regardless of the size of your house — or your
needs for plain air, evaporated cooling, cold water or refrigerated air
conditioning. usAIRco engineers can
fill your needs precisely.
The jobs you have planned for Vday should receive the attention of
usAIRco right now. Write us about

your plans.
STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION
Profits in Cooling for the Exhibitor
NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

REFRIGERATED KOOLER-AIRE
This Unit, combines every phase of refrigerated cooling in a Single Unit. Manufactured invarious sizes, it can be used
singly or in combination \vith other units
to give you the precise capacity you
need. Refrigerated Kooler-Aire is a good
unit to be acquainted with. Books debe glad toscribingsend
you are
a copy.
this system
available. We'll
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MEMPHIS
Mrs. Margaret Lee Moseley, a projectionist
for Paramount exchange, died last week. Mrs.
Mosely had been with Paramount for the past
20 years, and in years of service was one of the
oldest employes on Film Row.
The grim reaper has struck twice in the
theatre families of Memphis. The second popular showman to die last week was Mike Cianciolo, owner of the Luciann and Rosemary
theatres, two of the most popular in the city,
for he had contributed their use and profits
often for charitable purposes. Mr. Cianciolo
came to Memphis 45 years ago with his parents
from Italy. He first engaged in a produce business but, a showman at heart, he soon, turned
to developing neighborhood theatres in which
he took great pride. He leaves a wife, five
daughters and two sons.
Afteropened
a two-week
run week
of "Constant
which
its second
to packedNymph,"
houses,
Warners Theatre will close for a week to
make extensive repairs, remodeling and painting, according to Howard Waugh, zone manager
for Warner firos. The theatre will reopen with
"This Is the Army" Aug. 6. It is probable that
the opening picture will continue at Warner
for a month, said Mr. Waugh. All details of the
opening have ndt been completed, but it is
expected that some special feature will be
staged in the way of a hoop-la, and that the
prices will be upped, as a large share of the
proceeds from the picture go to Army Relief.
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The RKO exchangemen were looking forward
to seeing the newly-completed "The Fallen
Sparrow' during the sales convention last week.
A print was being flown east. On the last day
of the convention Ned Depinet said it would
surely be here by tomorrow and the boys could
see it anyway. Then word came that the plane
had grounded at Alberqerque, N. M. Result is
no conventioneers saw it and there were wisecracks going around to the effect that "The
Fallen
Sparrow"
grounded.
Howard
Totten, has
booker
for the Port Jefiferson
Theatre, L. I., has enlisted in the Mavy Sea
Bees and expects to go by the end of this month.
Fred Lichtman, of the Suffern, Suffern, N. Y. ;
Elton Lewis, of the Rockland, Nyack, N. Y. ;
and Leo Ardivany, of the Broadway, Haverstraw, N. Y. — all of Skouras — are in the midst
of a concerted advertising campaign to get
over their new prospectus of attractions to their
patrons.
Campaign,
we say?
It's an
Ben Levine,
head did
booker
at UA,
whoattack.
says
he likes to dunk his torso in the briny ocean
on weekends, is now enjoying his favorite sport
daily for two weeks.
Lou Solkofif, former commercial shorts salesman, droppedfrom
in oncamp
film down
row last
week. He's
on furlough
in Augusta,
Ga.
— the Army Engineers.
George Waldman, former Warner salesman,
has been transferred to the film buyer department in the Philadelphia office.
George JefTreys, UA up-state salesman, was
in last week and reported that business on
"Stage
Canteen"
Since Door
Harry
Seed was
has "terrific."
been promoted to
Warner Bros, midwest district manager, his
office in the New York exchange has been taken
over by Clarence Eisenman, N. Y. Metropolitan
manager.
Harry H. Lowenstein, prexy of Allied of
N. J., and his family are spending their vacation at Schroon Lake, N. Y.
Promoted this week to Lieut. Commander,
U. S. N. K., is former March of Time assistant
Producer Thomas Orchard, who has been with
the MOT since its start in 1934.
Paramount Exchange jottings: Terrific reception of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" has
the local exchangeites big-chested . . . Company's
district
manager-exploitation
meeting
the Pierre
was attended bymen's
D. M.
Kusellat
and ad-guy Sid Mesibov . . . New high in
hair-do's is booker Charlotte Solomon's, which
some say looks like an animated trailer for
blonde bagels — king's size . . . New high of
another color is salesman Eddie Ugast's sunburn— a lulu and very "ouch."
Speaking of "ForSamWhom,"
who a isn't?,
Producer-Director
Wood as
scored
solid
hit with the press boys at that luncheon in his
honor by Paramount last week . . . frank,
interesting.
Judging by general reaction at the "sneak"
preview
of "Heaven
Can night,
Wait" Tom
at the
23rd
Street Theatre
the other
Connors
and his cabinet at 20th-Fox made no mistake
in setting trade shows of the Lubitsch prizepackage for combination "previews" for the
public and exhibitors.
OMAHA
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The Roseland Theatre, with a $3.50 average
per seat, is the early leader in the July war bond
contest. A. H. Colnn of that theatre also holds
the lead in the individual sales division.
Faye Neilsen, assistant cashier at the Paramount, has left on a two-week vacation.
Benjamin Harding of the Liberty, Council
Bluffs, la., has been hospitalized for an eye
operation.
The Variety Club's annual theatrical jam-

FUN FOR FIGHTING MEN. The portable RCA
photophone outfit pictured above is bringing
sound pictures to the wildest reaches of Australia and other Pacific battle sectors. Especially
designed for travel in rough country, the theatre
on wheels covers thousands of miles to bring
picture shows to the men of action against the
Japs.
boree turned out to be a walloping success.
Film star Jane Wyman sold $107,200 worth of
war bonds to Allan Hupp, representing the
Omaha Associated Retailers. The all-day
affair at Peony Park also netted $3500 for
the club's charities, the Hattie B. Monroe
Home for Convalescing Children and the new
wing for
at St. guests
Joseph'sandHospital.crippled
More than children
two thousand
the
Variety Club members turned out for the
evening program which began with Paul Moorhead's band, followed by Morton Wells' boys
and clima.xed with Herbie Kay's music and
stage
Miss Wyman,
club's performguest of
honor, show.
also participated
in thetheevening
ance. The afterjioon was filled with games,
comic athletic events and swimming. Five
hundred dollars in war bonds were also given
away to the people who came out to "Meet the
Show Business,''
the picnic's
chairman
of the event
was Iketheme.
Rubin.General
Chief
Barker Joe Kinsky was in charge of talent.
The city council has passed a new city safety
code for places of public assembly requiring
free certificates of occupancy be obtained annually by any public gathering place accommodating more than 50 persons. The ordinance, an
aftermath of the Boston fire last Winter, provides strict regulations for fireproofing of decorations, tenance of exit doors, passageways to
exits, placing of fire extinguishers, posting of
notices as to capacity and direction to exits and
quarterly inspection by fire department officials.
Violators would be subject to penalties up to
a $100 fine and 90 days in jail for each offense.
Omaha's city council has at last adopted the
curfew law which provides that children under
16 must be off the streets between 10 p.m. and
5 a.m. and making parents liable if they assume
responsibility. Aimed at checking juvenile delinquency and vandalism, the ordinance carries
penalties from $1 to $100 for each conviction
and a jail sentence if the fine is ignored.
PHILADELPHIA
Bob Pryor, Charlie Zagrans and Ely Epstein,
some of the RKOites who were at the New
York sales convention, are back in town full
of enthusiasm about the coming season.
In uniform and on furlough, more and more
men are back in town visiting the scene of their
former triumphs. All the way from California
and North Carolina, respectively, came Al Blumberg, former manager of the Midway Theatre,
and Morris Goldberg, former manager of the
Harrowgate Theatre. Bennie Motz, former
Earle Theatre stagedoorman, some 45 pounds
lighter, and toned down somewhat in manner.
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The world premiere of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" at the
AT PREMIERE.
PARAMOUNT
drew a distinguished audience. Among the Paramount personalities
New York, last week
Theatre, PERSONALITIES
Rivoii
present were those seen above — Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balaban and Gorgon Lightstone, general manager
for Canada; Leonard Goldenson, vice-president in charge of Theatre Operations; R. M. Gillham, advertising and publicity director.

Jerry Safron, Western district manager for
Columbia, guest of Manager Walton of .Seattle.
Pat Manning is the new assistant cashier at
Universal Exchange.
Vete Stewart, Jean Spear and Cy Young of
the Warners' Seattle staf¥ en route to San
Francisco for regional sales meeting.
Ordinance governing theatres in Great Falls,
Mont., now require at least one licensed and
adult projectionist at each theatre in city.
Joe Gamble, manager of Capitol Theatre,
Portland, contributed special acts and film for
opening of the new 150-seat Portland Port
Embarkation Theatre, opened July 13th. Among
contributors to new venture are Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Jensen.
Mr. Jensen is another Oregon
veteran
theatre owner.
Phil Downing, popular Portland actor at
Nu-Gaiety
Theatre, Portland, has been called
into
U. S. Army.
Mrs. Phil Carlin, co-owner of Lincoln Theatre, Portland, celebrated her 14th year in
film business. Noted organist, projectionist and
experienced theatre owner-operator.
Trudy Gwinn and A. C. St. John, latter
operating the four theatres in Centralia, Wash.,
lunching on Seattle's film row.
Oregon is the number one ranking station of
the nation in purchase of war bonds per capita,
according to E. C. Sammons, state chairman.
The state's two-year record is $129.21 per capita.

was in raving about the beauties of Oregon,
PORTLAND
where he is in training. Doug George, former
out-of-town exploitation man for the Warner
Fire which razed most of commercial section
theatres, now a Naval lieutenant, junior grade,
was in for a visit.
of Myrtle Creek, Ore., destroyed the Myrtle
Theatre, owned by Stearns Gordon, with loss
On vacation this week are Jimmy Ashcraft,
MGM exploiteer, and Dick Mayers, publicity of $35,000. Not a possibility of being re-built
ST. LOUIS
man for the Goldman theatres.
during duration.
W.
W.
McKendrick
has
arrived
from
Salt
Winner of the William Goldman prize as
Harris P. Wolfberg, district manager, and
the best manager in his circuit, John A. Carey, Lake City to take a position in Seattle with
Monogram Pictures. He will cover the Washmanager of the Hiway Theatre in York, Penn.,
Ha rry P. Maloney, Central Division manager
ington
area
as
salesman.
received a sizable bonus, for the second straight
for Loew's, Inc., spent several days in St.
Lesser Cohen, 85, one of the oldest exhibitors
Louis discussing film rentals and other problems
year.
in
Oregon,
and
for
many
years
operating
the
with
exhibitors in this territory. From here
Herb Weiner, son of Harry Weiner, Columbia
Globe and Grand theatres, died at his home
they went to Chicago. Previously they visited
Pictures Exchange manager, in the Guatemala
Buffalo and Cincinnati.
region saved the life of a fellow aviator and 'July
8th. Olsen, U.S.M.C., formerly on Seattle
Clary
was awarded a medal for his heroism by PresiBen B. Reingold, 20th-Fox manager, changed
row with Western Poster and National Screen,
dent Roosevelt, and promoted from second to
his
vacation plans slightly. Instead of his wife
is homeat on
sick leave, following" outstanding making
first lieutenant.
service
Guadalcanal.
the trip to Canada with him she decided to remain in the States. So on the night of
Milt Young, Warner publicity man, was very
Roy Cooper of San Francisco, formerly of
embarrassed, when after borrowing the pass to Sterling Theatres, Seattle, guest of Sam Milner July 20th accompanied by Jules Leventhal, well
known St. Louis exhibitor, Ben departed for
at the Rendezvous.
a local swimming pool from one of the managing editors, presented it for admission without
Booking on Seattle Row : George Mitchell, the Devil's Gap section of Canada. They
looking at it, and had the cashier discover it was
Spokane ; Clarence Bauer Bremerton ; W. B. hope to enjoy some fine fishing.
issued for 1942.
A'lcDonald, Olympia.
"Fantasia" closes its 9th and final week at
Ruby S'Renco's Art Theatre on Friday, July
Twentieth Century - Fox's "Heaven Can
Carl A. Mahne, district manager of Evergreen Theatres, returning to Seattle from 23rd.
Wait" had a Hollywood sneak-preview at the
State Theatre last Friday night (23).
Out-of-town exhibitors seen at the trade
supervision of his 28 theatres. Sad reports on
mutilations. Absenteeism of theatre force is a
screening
of "Heaven Can Wait" at the Fox
Joe
Sapsis,
13th
and
Vine
Sts.'
famous
exsecond headache.
Theatre the night of July 19th were George
haberdasher, is now connected with the Crescent
Theatre.
W. G. Ripley, leading independent theatre Barber, Tuscola, 111. ; Sol Banks, Fulton, Mo. ;
Mitchell Pantzer of the Independent Poster
operator in Longview, Wash., making a quar- Charley Beninati, Carlyle, 111. ; A. H. Weicks,
Staunton, 111., and Harry Blount. Probably
ter-million dollar sale of choice real estate.
Co. is vacationing in the Poconos.
were others but it is extremely hard to check
Mary Louise Carlin has been named as secreJoseph Feldman, personnel manager for the
tary for Manager Zollie Volchock at Paramount,
everyone in a 5000-seat house.
Warner Theatres, became a granddaddy last Portland.
The theft of a canvas bag containing $174
week when his daughter, Carlyn, gave birth to
a baby girl. The father is Lt. James Norberg,
Art Kolstad, formerly operator of two houses from the office of Loew's Orpheum Theatre
at Hood River, Ore., now steel expediter for was reported to the police the night of July
a navigator in the Army Air Corps.
19th by Frank X. Reller, 111., manager of the
Henry Kaiser in Portland.
Elias Coury of the Capitol Theatre, Summitt
Charles J. Feldman, western district sales theatre. He told the police that he discovered
Hill, was a recent exchange visitor.
the loss that morning. He said that ordinarily
manager for Universal, on tour Pacific NorthBen Hammer, operator at the Northeastern
west exchanges.
(Continued on- Next Page)
Theatre, was a victim of holdup men last Saturday night after leaving the theatre. He was
robbed of his salary and beaten up by the thugs,
and had to be taken to the Frankford Hospital
for treatment.
While Sam Waldman, manager of the Garden
EVCRVOME
VHAHT$
TO PLAVTheatre, and his wife were on vacation in Atlantic City, Mrs. Waldman became ill and had
to be taken to a hospital in Philadelphia.
When George Higgenbottom, manager of the
Rio Theatre, played "Sins of the Children" reWAHOO
cently, he invited his neighborhood priest in to
see the picture, and received praise for the
picture.
Mary Balaban, manager of the Overbook, goes
America's finest Screen Game
into the service this week.
Dick Kirsch, former manager of the Queen
Theatre in Wilmington, was a visitor on Vine
Q HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.. 831 S. WABASH AVE.. CHICAGO^
Street, on a furlough from the Army.
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the bag was placed in the safe at night but this
was not done the night of July 18th. The money
represented the receipts of the candy counter
in the theatre.
The increase in delinquency and crime among
the children and young men and women of this
country must be stemmed if the victory for
which America is fighting is to have lasting
value, Archbishop John J. Glennon stated in
the 32nd annual report of the Catholic Charities
of St. Louis which was made public the past
week by its president Msgr. John J. Butler.
J. W. Hayton, owner of the Hayton Theatre,
Carterville, 111., has been mayor of that community for the past 12 years. He opened his
present theatre on the night of December 31,
1938, and has been in the theatre business since
1929. His 17-year-old son assists in the management of the theatre so Mr. Hayton can
devote the necessary time to his duties as the
town's chief executive.
SAN

FRANCISCO

As an outgrowth of the Telenews fire last
March, the Newsreel an Telenews, S.F.'s two
newsreel theatres, were ordered by the fire department to cease editing and cutting film on
the premises. Two separate studios have now
been established by the houses, which will also
handle the screening, editing and cutting of
film for the Telenews and Newsreel theatres in
Oakland, operated by the same company.
An appropriation of $21,822 by the board of
supervisors to finance a plan to convert the
Paramount Theatre Building into a dormitory,
accommodating more than 400 service men, was
recommended by the Civilian War Council. The
Paramount Theatre is a downtown Fox-West
Coast first-run.
Fire swept through the 1250-seat State Theatre in Eureka, operated by Redwood Theatres,
Inc., resulting in an estimated damage of
$30,000. Although the house was in operation
at the time, no one was injured as the patrons
filed out quietly. Origin of the fire was undetermined.
Two managers on the Golden State circuit
have been shifted. George Ingraham was moved
from the Times and Esquire theatres in Sacramento, Blumenfeld circuit houses, to the Strand,
a downtown S.F. subsequent-run, replacing Dan
Anderson, who was moved to the Amazon, a
Golden State neighborhood film house.
Harry Irvine was appointed by Republic Exchange as salesman to cover Sacramento Valley
territory.
Francis S. Harmon, executive vice chairman
of the WAC, in town to confer with local exhibitors.
The Kearny Burlesque Theatre, including
building and equipment, was purchased by Harry
A. Farros, operator of Liberty Follies Theatre.
The Alcazar has been leased by the FoxWest Coast Theatre circuit to show roadshow
films only.
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Blumenfeld Theatres has set the opening, on
July 29, of the Tivoli Theatre under a new
policy of legitimate plays at popular prices.
Francis
Coe, was
in While
town Charles
to address
the "Socker"
Pacific Advertising
Association convention, he was also called
on to speak at a special meeting of the exhibitors here, which ended in a squabble concerning
business
themeto
was the of
needindependent
for unity exhibitors.
in the film Coe's
industry
meet threats of punitive legislation. However,
in the middle of his speech, he was interrupted
by an independent exhibitor who wanted to
know what was being done to help prevent
the small exhib from being squeezed out of
business. Coe replied that this was not his
province and also he was not prepared for
discussion on the subject, but immediately
another exhibitor told a story about an independent exhib who lost a certain amount of
money the first year, a little less the second,
and still less the third, ending up by losing only
$10,000 and thinking business was fine. The
first heckler thought he was being made sport
of and took exception to the story, and so
began the free-for-all. During the heated
battle, one irate exhibitor referred to milk and
acid not mixing. Coe took exception to this,
saying he resented the inference that he was
acid.
VANCOUVER
Vancouver ofiice of RKO, Bill Jones manager,
came first in the Ned Depinet drive for Canada
and each member of the staff gets a extra two
weeks' salary.
The Beacon led the town by a big margin this
week with Polack Circus on stage and pictures.
S-R-0 all week. Roy McCloud certainly gives
the public what they want at his Beacon, which
is the old Pantage.
We are in the midst of 42 days of races at
Hastings Park and they are getting a big play,
which is taking plenty of dough from the amusement spots in and around Vancouver district.
Ken McRae, who before joining the Navy
was manager at F-P Kerrisdale Theatre here,
was promoted to Lieutenant-Commander and
named commanding officer of H.M.C.S. Deadmans Island training centre. The amusement
biz in this district are very proud of Ken, who
joined up at the outbreak of war.
A shortage of merchandise and a lack of help
to change window displays has resulted in another hurdle for exhibitors planning exploitation tie-ups with local merchants. Formerly,
retailers welcomed occasional tieups but interest has waned to a point where some now require that any theatre display material remain
in windows for two months while many will
not even consider a window tieup in any event.
T. D. Cooke, at the Lux, did capacity biz on
"Kukan" (the battle cry of China). The Lux
is right in the midst of China-town and the
picture a natural for this spot. Cooke used
special exploitation in Chinese newspapers.
Plaza has a reconstructed lobby which is a
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big improvement over the old honky-tonk banners they have used in the past. It looks more
like a de-luxe front now, using only stills and
11x14 photographs.
Charlie Ramage Van, manager of Regal Films,
suffered the loss of his father last week in
Toronto.
Looks as if Monogram have hit the jack-pot
with the all-British newsreel. It will show the
activities of Canadian troops which were seldom seen in the U. S. reels.
Projectionist shortage looms across the Dominion. There has been cases of provincial
censor boards coming to the aid of exhibitors
by obtaining special leaves for soldiers, sailors
and airmen to fill in for projectionists who
have been forced out of the booths because of
illness or injury. Such substitutes are licensed
operators who enlisted or were drafted. Theatre men complain that the prevailing shortage
of booth help has been complicated by the union
locals in making the ranks of licensed operators
almost a closed corporation. This, by stiffening
the examinations so that very few can pass the
formidable tests, thus discouraging apprentices.
WASHINGTON
Film Row's bestest will travel to New York
next week when Loretta Deiling, secretary to
Universal branch manager Max Cohen, goes
up to take over her new job as secretary to
Universal's Western Division manager A. J.
O'Keefe. Loretta was widely known and as
widely liked. Before coming here two and a
half years ago, Loretta was with Universal in
Des Moines for more than two years, serving
as secretary to branch managers Jerry Spandau
and Lou Levy.
Visitor last week was Corp. Rick LaFalce,
brother
Warner's
director.of Rick
who advertising
weekended and
with publicity
brother
Frank, who was his former boss, was with
Warners until he went into the army last
winter. Another of Frank's staff, artist Bob
Reinecke, became pappa to a daughter last
week. Name Mary Carol. Bob already has two
sons — ^Christopher and Michael.
MGM got together last week for a birthday
surprise party for district manager Rudy Berger,
at the exchange office. Plenty of gifts and
greetings. . . . Incidentally, the painters are still
painting over at the Metro office.
Talking about vacations : Esther Katezenell,
Regina Bolac and Lillian Duke, RKO ; Ida
Greene, Paramount ; Anna Ridgely, Mariella
Schaben, Margaret Dempkish, Edward Ajello,
MGM ; Doris Mullineaux, Mary Davis, Frances
Shafer, Celo Karley, Dorothy Kolinsky, Warners. Honest, some of the men do get away on
vacation, too — but the proportion of men to
women in film row offices here is pretty small
and shrinking.
Sporting sunburns (and peeling all over the
place) are Lillian Lee of Paramount and Sylvia
Slan of Monogram.
Another party was tossed last Saturday for
Margaret Mortensen and Olmstead Knox, boxoffice statement clerk and salesman respectively
for RKO. District manager Bob Folliard
was just one of several on hand to speed the
couple into the nuptial knot.
Talking about vacations again. Curt Hildebrand and June Metcalfe will take off today
from the RKO office. There's plenty of pep
in that spot, incidentally, since the New York
convention.
Booking along the row : Willie Zell, Rome
Circuit, Baltimore ; Spud Query. Query Circuit,
Marion, Va. ; and Fusing Monaco, Bainbridge
Naval Training Station. Plenty of gals along
the row these
are taking
interest
callers
days. a Itnew
seems
that inthebookers'
Army,
the Navy and the Marines have all been picking
their handsomest men to come to film row to
book pix for the various posts near here.
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A Hunting We Won't Go
(Good)
Col. (4511) Color Rhapsody
7 mins.
In this fable of the Fox and the Crow, each
goes hunting for the other species, fail to recognize each other when they meet. But when they
do discover identities, things begin to happen.
It's a chucklesome cartoon in Technicolor.
Bill Jack Vs. Adolf Hitler (Exceptional)
20th Century-Fox — March of Time No. 12
17-1/3 mins.
An exceptional film in many respects, but particularly because the subject matter is out of
the ordinary for screen treatment — the picture
dealing with details of the factory methods employed by Jack & Heintz Company of Cleveland
where advanced ideas as to the relations between
management and employes have been applied
with such extraordinary results that the plant
has
won an ofArmy-Navy
"E" andfor has
by officials
the government
its been
recordcitedin
turning out war materials. For the average person the picture will hold about average interest
— for business men and for those who are familiar with factory work by experience as
employes it should be particularly absorbing and
cause considerable word-of-mouth publicity that
will react in the film's favor at the box-office.
The freedom employes enjoy — from the hard
and fast time-clock routine of the average plant
•— will amaze many people ; it may even seem
fantastic that factory workers are urged to
take time out for a massage or rub-down ; that

. . NEWSREEL
(Released irednesday, July 21)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 91)— How Allies prepared for invasion of Sicily : all-out air bombing,
ocean-going barges, invasion by paratroops; Churchill
renews pledge to fight Japanese to finish ; Glider
crosses Atlantic; Boys fight forest fires; Lew Lehr experiments with giant kites; Movietone Forum: Should
sports be discontinued for the duration of the war.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 289)— How
Allies prepared
of Sicily;
BlastingKites
Italy's
life-lines;
MGM forLioninvasion
squadron
in England;
for
fun and war; Churchill vows invasion fight until Japan
is conquered.
PARAMOUNT (No. 94)— AU-Star baseball game between Leagues at Philadelphia; MacArthur-for-President Club formed in Chicago; U. S. launches largest
drive
for
war bond
salesbombers
— Major blast
JimmySicilian
Doolittle
early purchaser;
Allied
port anof
Messina; Rehearsal for invasion of Sicily.
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 94) — How Allies prepared for
invasion of Sicily: all-out air bombing, ocean-going
barges, invasion by paratroops.

TRADE

REVIEW

Here Comes Mr. Zerk
(Slow)
Columbia (4436) All-Star Comedies 16 mins.
Harry Langdon is mistaken for an escaped
lunatic because of a mix-up of newspaper captions— and on his wedding day. With this
premise
footage
is given over
to aHarry's
efforts tothereach
his betrothed
despite
chase

171 Shorts from RKO
RKO Radio's short subject program for
1943-44,
as convention
announced last
at the
national sales
week,company's
will consist
of 142 single-reelers and 29 two-reelers. Single-reelers: 104 issues of RKO Pathe News;
18 Walt Disney subjects in Technicolor;
13 Sportscopes; seven Flicker Flashbacks,
novelty subjects incorporating outstanding
scenes from old-time movies. Two-reelers:
13 This Is America subjects; six Edgar Kennedy comedies; six Leon Errol comedies; four
Headliner Revivals reissues, two starring Phil
Harris and his band, two starring Ted Fio
Rito and his band.

by well-meaning citizens who think he's the
lunatic.
finally and
landsis inrescued
the carbyof the
the girl
insane manHehimself
and her father. The gags come slowly and the
action drags, but it will get by as a filler with
an easily-pleased audience. However, some
people are likely to think the actions of the
lunatic tragic, rather than funny.

there
regular
"coffeepass
and thedonuts"
periods
during are
which
waitresses
beverage
and
baked confection to men and women working at
drills and lathes and factory whatnots. They do
all that at this plant because Bill Jack, head of
the production end of the company is a former
factory worker himself. The picture is worth
extra showmanship efforts.
Higher Than a Kite
(Slapstick)
Col. (4408) 3 Stooges
18 mins.
The Three Stooges are as nonsensical as
ever in this two-reeler. If your patrons like
their inane antics, then you need have no hesitation in booking this subject.

SYNOPSES

. .

pipeline
for
Pacificgoeswar.through ; Women workers speed tanks
PARAMOUNT
(No. 95)—
get bolos;
tain climbers wanted;
WestFilipinos
Point war
games;MounJoin
the
nurses
and
see
the
world;
East's
pipeline
ready;
U. S. plane blasts Japanese supply ship; German submarine raiders sunk; Production in U. S. shipyards.
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 95)~General MacArthur in
New Guinea to direct offensive against Japanese —
Natives carry battle supplies — U. S. bombs Japanese
freighter; Tanks ready for Pacific combat; Filipino
regiment gets bolos; Shasta Dam nearing completion;
U. S. planes sink Nazi U-boats.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16. No. 208)— General MacArthur in New Guinea — Natives bring supplies to
jungle front — U. S. bombs Japanese freighter; Tanks
for anywhere; Marines get tougher; Gasless war
stamp parade in Virginia; Nazi submarine destroyed;
Jezrahel wins Arlington Futurity; Filipinos get bolos.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 39)
— Victory gardeners begin their harvest; Church celebrates its centennial; Sextet stages fifteen rounds of
boxing; Sailors go in for Tarzan tactics: "We Serve in
America" is theme of National Women's Meeting.

Sweeping Oars
(Excellent)
Col. (4809) Sport Reel
10 mins.
Training of the oarsmen of Washington University for their annual crew racing forms the
principal footage of this sport reel, narrated by
Bill Stern. Subject concludes with the Huskies
coming out in front during a big Regatta. Informative and interesting.

'7th

Column'

Lunch

Held in Washington
Signalizing the premiere of the MGM Pete
Smith short, "Seventh Column," two hundred
government officials, civic leaders and representatives ofnational safety groups attended a
"smash the Seventh Column" luncheon last
week at the Hotel Statler in Washington under
the join
sponsorship and
of the
S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
the U.Washington
Junior
Board of Commerce.
Among notables at the luncheon were Manpower Chief Paul McNutt, Mrs. Jimmy Doolittle, Col. Pelham Glassford, in charge of Internal Security for the War Department, and
the District of Columbia Commissioners who
attended in a body. Film actress Anita Louise
was present to receive, on behalf of Pete Smith,
a plaquemercewhich
Junior
Chamber
of Comawarded the
to the
Seventh
Column
film
"in recognition of its outstanding contribution
to the causeE.of Maurice
safety." Adler,
Miss Louise's
husband,in
Lieutenant
now stationed
Washington,
is Pete Smith's former production
associate.
The Washington premiere at Loew's Palace
was sponsored by the Junior Chamber of Commerce as a model campaign to be followed by
their member groups in some 850 cities who will
stage Smash the Seventh Column safety drives
coincident with local showings of the film.

UNIVERSAL
(Vol.American
16, No. air
207)—
Training
the
invasion of Sicily;
forces
direct for
terrific
aerial bombardments on Italian soil; Churchill destines
Japan to certain doom; Flying kites in Rhode Island;
Boys fight forest fires.
vr
( Released Saturday, July 24)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 92)— U. S. planes sink
Nazi U-boats; Navy Medical Corps in landing maneuvers; Filipino troops with bolos; West Point cadets
in invasion training; Nazis in Russia try to harness
big Dnieper
largestbestoilof pipeline
completed; U. S. Dam;
Army World's
nurses make
life at India
outpost; General MacArthur in New Guinea to direct
offensive — Air transports supply front — Bomber sinks
Japanese ship.
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NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 290)~U. S.
planes smash U-boat wolf packs; MacArthur at front H 0 L LY W 0 0 D AM U S E M E N T C 0 MP A NY
to direct new drive on Japanese; Marines learn jungle
fighting; Filipino avengers armed with bolos; Oil ^831 South Wabash Avenue
•
Chicago, Illinois^
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STUDIOS

in New

Hardy

Film/

liain Faulkner
Steve Fisherfor
have^ Bright^
retired to
Wood and Ready
Warners Buy ^Roughly Speaking^►Preliminary work on "The Land Is Bright" June Lake to put finishing touches to the script
got under way July 20th, when Sam Wood returned from New York and checked in at Co- of "Battle Cry," the 18-reel epic of the United
lumbia. Story is from the stage play by George
Nations' fight for freedom. Hawks, who will
Kaufman and Edna Ferber.
both produce and direct, will return to the
studio shortly.
►Jack Schwarz has acquired rights to "Girl ►Irving Cummings has been signed by Columbia
From Monterey" from Ripley-Monter Producto direct the Rosalind Russell starring vehicle,
tions and will produce the picture as his next
"Ten Percent Woman." P. J. Wolfson will
for PRC, with Judy Cook, a swimming champion, in an important role. This acquisition and produce the romantic comedy.
entry of new plans will result in the postpone►Sig Neufeld has signed Myrna Dell for the
ment of "Talent School" until late August.
lead opposite Bob Livingston in the No. 6 picture
iji
PRC's "Lone Rider" series, which Sam New►Continental
will produce
jungle exploitation
picture, as"Gorilla
its next Menace,"
productiona field is directing. Others in the cast are Al St.
John
and Kermit Maynard.
after "Teen Age," J. D. Kendis announces.
The picture will go into production late in ►MGM has announced the signing of 11-year-old
August.
Elizabeth Taylor for the title role of "National
►Carey Wilson took his production crew to Velvet" which Pandro S. Berman will produce.
The youngster has to her credit one other role
Reno for
Hardy's
Blonde the
Trouble."
George
B. "Andy
Seitz, who
has directed
series, in "Lassie Come Home."
went with him. This new edition in the series ►Producers Phil Krasne and Sam Burkett have
will have some changes that are almost like signed Benson Fong for the role of Charlie
sharp touches, for Bonita Granville comes in as
Chan's son for the new Charlie Chan series
Andy's
sweetheart,
with the will
blondebe which they will produce for Monogram with
Wilde twins,
and competing
Herbert Marshall
Sidney Toler in the Chan role. First of the
seen in the film as guest star.
series, with the young Chinese actor in it, will
►Producer Lindsley Parsons has placed before be "Charlie Chan in the Secret Service."
the
cameras
"College
a Monogram
musical
which
ArthurSweetheart,"
Dreifuss has
been set ►Roland Young has returned for an important
role in Paramount's "Standing Room Only," the
to direct. While it hasn't been announced. Dona
Goddard-MacMurray starrer, which Sidney
Drake is being sought for the leading role.
Lanfield is directing and Paul Jones producing.
►Michael Kraike will produce, under the super►Maurice Geraghty will produce "Nine Lives"
vision of Walter MacEwen, "Henry Aldrich's
Code of Honor," and Hugh Bennett will direct. for RKO with George Sanders in a leadingParamount has cast Joan Mortimer to play the role. The story, an original, has been purchased
by the studio for early production, and confeminine lead, while Jimmy Lydon and Charlie
cerns arestless husband and nine women in his
Smith remain in their usual roles of Henry
life.
Aldrich and his pal, Dizzy.
►Edgar Buchanan joins Joel McCrea, Maureen
►Robert North's production of "In Old OklaO'Hara and Linda Darnell in the cast of "Bufhoma" for Republic, which Al Rogell is directing,
will have two camera units, and five locations
falo Bill," 20th Century-Fox's Technicolor epic
of the American frontier. Produced by Harry
for exteriors.
Sherman, with Dick Dickson as associate pro►Captain Donald Hough of the Army Air Force,
the picture should start this month, and
well-known in magazine and screen writing Williamducer,Wellman
will direct.
circles here, has just signed a contract with the
publishing house of W. W. Norton & Co. for ►Director Ray Enright has checked in at Universal to prepare for an early start of Walter
his
Retread."
Screen inrights
is an"Captain
officer who
saw service
World(Retread
War I Wanger's "Gung Ho," based on the U. S.
also) will probably go to Angelus Pictures for Marine Corps raiders of Makin Island. Milton
United Artists release.
Krasner will handle the cameras and Fred
Frank has been assigned as Enright's first
►Elliott Nugent, directing Sam Goldwyn's "Up assistant.
in Arms," received the welcome addition of
several famous-face comedy actors to supple- ►Jack L. Warner, executive producer, has purment the talents of Danny Kaye, who is starchased the much - sought - after best - seller,
ring in the Technicolor comedy with music.
"Roughly
Speaking,"
by has
Louise
son.
The
new property
beenRandall
assignedPier-to
►Producer Robert Bassler has revealed that
Henry Blanke to develop for Bette Davis starrer.
Lynn Bari, Edward G. Robinson and Victor
Miss Pierson checks in at Warner Bros. August
McLaglen and selected members of the cast and
1 to collaborate with Catherine Turney on the
crew of 20th Century-Fox's "Tampico" will screenplay.
ship out aboard an oil tanker from an undisclosed port on the Pacific. Lothar Mendes is
directing this saga of oil and its delivery.
Jennifer Holt Gets Lead
►Reginald Le Borg has been chosen to direct
Jennifer Holt, daughter of Jack Holt and
"The Professor
Goes Wild"
at Universal.
marks
his elevation
to feature
director This
and sister of Lt. Tim Holt, has been signed by
also marks the debut of Frank Gross as associRepublic for the leading femme role opposite
ate producer after having been one of the John Paul Revere and Smiley Burnette in
studio's top film editors for a number of years.
"Riders of the Sunset Pass." Lou Gray is the
producer and Jack English the director.
►Director Howard Hawks and Writers Wil-

'Now in This Next Scene . . .'
Director Robert Siodmak and Dorothy Morris are
shown here discussing the script of Republic's
"Someone to Remember" between the scenes.

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Remember "Ali Baba & The Forty Thieves"? Well,
Universal is making it into a picture ... in Technicolor
. . . with
where
we'reMaria
goingMontez
today. and Jon Hall . . . and that's
The first place we enter is the outer cave where the
thieves lie. There we find ourselves stopped and
hushed, for Fortunio Bonanova, the Chief, is dying.
Everything is very quiet and Bonanova has just started
the scene, when suddenly the hum of motors is heard
and planes pass overhead. This occurs at least three
or four times before he gets a chance to finish dying.
Then while Director Arthur Lubin gives instructions
to the forty horsemen, who are dressed in red turbans
and light blue capes that are worn thrown back off
the left shoulder and covering the right one, with
gray striped baggy trousers and brown suede boots,
we get a chance to speak with Bonanova, who comes
limping over to us. (He was thrown from his horse
the day before and is somewhat banged up.)
The next scene being a difficult one to photograph,
what with forty horses all set to go simultaneously,
care must be taken that everything is very clear, so
when Lubin is certain that each man knows what he
is to do, he sends them into the inner cave, out of
which
whistle. they are to come riding at the sound of a
At the signal, they come rushing out with Jon Hall
(sporting a brand new mustache) at their head. They
keep going while he rides over to the sesame to look at
it.
Then close,
with the
yell of
Sesame!" to make
the doors
he rides
off "Open,
to join them.
Seated inontheoneclothes
of theofhorses
is Maria
dressed
that period
... Montez.
a great She's
deal
on but actually covering very little but her face. She
is being carried off by the thieves.
With this scene over, we go rummaging in the
inner cave where the loot is kept. After getting our
fill of jewels and whatnots . . . and plenty of sand
in our shoes . . . we bid adieu to Lubin and the others
and go off for lunch.
So until next week.
Ann Lewis
B. P. Fineman to Vanguard
Vanguard Films, Inc. has engaged B. P.
Finemantendedasprogram
producer
for that
company's
exof pictures
for release
through
Lhiited Artists, of which Vanguard is twentyfive per cent owner. Mr. Fineman leaves MGM
to join them.
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^North Sta/ Sought
For Soviet Preview
Commander John S. Young, personal aide to
Adrriiral William H. Standley, has requested
a print of Samuel Goldwyn's "The North Star"
for earliest possible showing to high Soviet
officials at the American Embassy in Moscow.
Commander Young, who was recently in New
York on Embassy matters, contacted the Goldwyn office here relative to obtaining a print of
the film to take back on his return.
Still shooting, the Lillian Hellman story has
been in preparation for more than a year and
a half and in production for 22 weeks, with
another ten days of shooting scheduled. The
film will not be ready for release before Fall,
at which time a print will be made available to
.Embassador Standley.
Featured in the large cast are Anne Baxter,
Dana Andrews, Walter Huston, Ann Harding,
Walter Brennan, Jane Withers, Farley Granger,
Erich von Stroheim, Ruth Nelson and Tonio
Selwart. Lewis Milestone is directing, with
William Cameron Menzies in charge of production and James Wong Howe in charge of
photography.
Ship Launching in Picture
of the16.liberty
"Jack London,"
onLaunching
Friday, July
was ship,
photographed
by a
camera crew from Samuel Bronston Pictures,
and the footage will be used in Bronston's
United Artists production. "Jack London," life
story of the California author-adventurer.
Joseph Nadel, Bronston's production manager,
headed the unit getting the footage. The picture, with a million dollar budget, began shooting
July 14 under direction of Alfred Santell, with
Michael
Susan
heading
the
cast. O'Shea
The filmand
is only
the Hay
first ward
of fifteen
big
productions Bronston has contracted to do for
United Artists.
Map Casting of PRC Specials
Casting of PRC specials, at least 10 in number, are being mapped out by President O. H.
Briggs, Leon Fromkess, vice-president in charge
of production, and Arthur Greenblatt, vicepresident in charge of distribution, during their
two weeks' conference on plans for the 1943-44
season's
meetings,
are
beingprogram.
fixed for At
the these
specials,
which budgets
will be
released in two major groups — Producer Specials and Victory Specials. In casting these
pictures and planning their shooting schedules,
PRC will benefit from the biggest production
appropriations in its history.
Large Reader Audience Assured
Producer Frank Ross returned to RKO from
New York with the assurance that his forthcoming screen adaptation of Lloyd C. Douglas'
best-seller, "The Robe," will have the largest
reader audience of any picture. Leading all
best-sellers since November, "The Robe" has
been selected as the dividend book for all subscribers to a new set-up by Simon & Schuster
for the -distribution of novels through Sears
Roebuck and Co.
Prologue for The Uninvited'
Because of the unusual and controversial subject dealt with in the film. Producer Charles
Brackett and Director Lewis Allen have decided
to add a prologue to Paramount's ghost picture,
"The Uninvited." Audiences will be asked to
accept the fact that the living characters portrayed are harassed by two ghosts. And the
ghosts remain just that throughout the highly
dramatic action. One is heard, but never seen.

STUDIO
ROUND-UP
Eight new pictures were put into production at six of the Hollywood studios this
week. The details:
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
ANDY HARDY'S BLONDE TROUBLE— Principals:bert
Mickey
Stone.Director,
Fay Holden,
Marshall,Rooney,
Bonita Lewis
Granville.
GeorgeHer-B.
Seitz.
PARAMOUNT
TIMBER QUEEN— Principals: Richard Arlen, Mary
Beth Hughes, June Havoc. Director, Frank McDonald.

Tickets for Miss Davis
Screen star Bette Davis is shown here purchasing
opening night seats to Irving Berlin's "This
Is the Army" (which has its world premiere in
New York on July 28 at the Hollywood Theatre)
from Major General Irving J. Phillipson, executive director of Army Emergency Relief.
Produced by Warner Bros, for Army Emergency
Relief, film has been finished in Hollywood.

Monogram

REPUBLIC

Productions

To Resume Activity
Monogram Productions, Inc., a subsidiary of
Monogram Pictures Corp., will re-enter active
production immediately, according to an announcement byW. Ray Johnston, president of
the corporation. The Scott R. Dunlap and
Lindsley Parsons productions will all be produced directly by Monogram in the future, under
direction of Trem Carr as executive producer.
Monogram Productions, Inc. became inactive
as a producing organization approximately three
years ago, at the time the company moved from
its former headquarters at Talisman Studios
to its present plant, which it later acquired by
purchase. When the move was made, a policy
was inaugurated which gave to a group of unit
producers the entire responsibility for the company's output.
not eliminating
outside
producers,
the While
new policy
is aimed toward
placing the production activities of the organization directly in one of the corporation's subsidiaries.
Color Innovations in 'Kismet'
Innovations in Technicolor photography are
promised by Producer Everett Riskin for
MGM's forthcoming romantic comedy spectacle,
"Kismet," starring Ronald Colman in the role of
Hajj, the Beggar of Bagdad. Says Riskin:
"Our color schemes will be designed to put attention on the actors, rather than the backgrounds and scenic effects. This studied restraint
in the use of color will, I believe, give the
already
. . even
quality."
William exotic
Dieterlestory
will . direct
the richer
production.

HERE COMES ELMER— Principals : AI Pearce &
His Gang, Frank Albertson, Dale Evans. Director,
Joseph Santley.
RAIDERS OF SUNSET PASS— Principals : John
Paul Revere, Smiley Burnette, Jennifer Holt. Director,
Jack English.
UNITED ARTISTS
TEXAS MASQUERADE— Principals: William Boyd,
Andy
baud. Clyde, Jimmie Rogers. Director. Georee ArchainJACK LONDON—
Principals:
MichaelHale.
O'Shea,Director.
Susan
Havward.
Ralph Morgan,
Jonathan
Alfred
Santell.
UNIVERSAL
PROFESSOR
GOES
: Grace McDonald, David Bruce. WILD—
Director, Principals
Reginald LeBorg.
WARNER BROTHERS
RHAPSODY IN BLUE— Principals : Joan Leslie,
Robert Alda, Charles Coburn. Director, Irving Rapper.
TITLE CHANGES
NESS. Music" (PRC) now STREET OF DARK"Strange
"The Girls
ALL
HERE.He Left Behind" (Fox) now THE GANG'S
"I Was a Criminal" (Mono.) now UNINVITED
GUEST.
"Dollar-a-Year Man" (RKO) now SO THIS IS
WASHINGTON.
"Roger
of the Gangsters" (Fox) now
ROGER Touhy,
TOUHY,LastGANGSTER.
Complete Cast for Western
Russell Simpson, Francis McDonald, J. Parrel
McDonald, free lance players who have been
before the United Artists cameras in several
Harry Sherman westerns recently, were signed
for important roles in "Texas Masquerade," a
Hopalong Cassidy adventure now in production
under the direction of George Archainbaud.
Winning the role of William Boyd's leading
lady, after competition with 18 other Hollywood
starlets, Mady Correll was also signed for the
picture.

FOR
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
AIR CONDITIONING
BUY BEFORE THEY'RE SNATCHED
UP— REBUILT REVERSIBLE TYPHOON
BLOWER FANS— 24", 5,700 cfm, $in.OO;
30", 7,800 cfm, $132.00; 36", 10,400 cfm, $151.20;
42", 12,800 cfm, $186.00; 48", 16,500 cfm,
%22,Z2Q. .MOTORS and DRIVES INCLUDED.
Refrigerating Room Cooler, 1/3 Ton, D.C.
only $37.50; Air Washer Spray Nozzles, $1.25;
Double Diffusers, new, 24" x 28", $26.45. S.O.S.
CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449
WEST 42nd St.. NEW YORK CITY 18.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED
EDISON SUPER KINETOSCOPE PROJECTOR also Ham & Bud one reel comedies.
Earle, 1130 Premont, Pontiac, Mich.

WHATEVER YOU'VE GOT— SELL it
and BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses,
Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age, condition,
first letter. Box 609, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

— WE'LL
GET THEM
WILL BLE
ARMY PORTA
THE YOUR
PROJECTORS
BUY
16MM OR 35MM SOUND — HIGHEST
PRICES PAID. Box 610, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway. New York City.
HELP WANTED

HOUSE MANAGER WANTED for small
Texas town. State age, experience, ability, salary expected first letter. Send photo. R. N.
SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
PROJECTIONIST and Service man wanted
for small Texas town, good salary and good
opportunity. Permanent position to capable man.
R. N. SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
MALE

& FEMALE ASSISTANT MANAGERS wanted for Brooklyn and Long Island
Theatres. State experience and draft status.
Box 611, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

NO PRIORITY NEEDED FOR RED
COMET FIRE EXTINGUISHERS — Low
cost safety insurance — Standard Size, $4.95 ;
Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95 ;
Senior Size, $4.35. Protect irreplaceable equipment. Order now from S.O.S. CINEMA
SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd
ST., NEW YORK CITY 18.
PORTHOLE OPTICAL GLASS, 3" x 4",
97c; 4" X 4", $1.65; COLUMBIA (AMERICAN) CARBONS, 5/8" x 6", 50% DISCOUNT; GENUINE SIMPLEX BB INTERMITTENT CAMS, 50% DISCOUNT;
CASHIERS ILLUMINATED GLASS
SIGNS, WIRED FOR LUMILINE, $2.75;
SEAT PATCHING KITS, $2.24; QUART
WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? — JOE
HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth Avenue,
New York. N. Y.

NEW

EQUIPMENT

UNDERWRITERS FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, $11.25. LATE SUMMER BARGAIN
BULLETIN READY— GET YOURS. S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corporation, 449 West 42nd
St., New York City, 18.
SOUND

EQUIPMENT

SIAIPLEX 2000' SEMI PROFESSIONAL
SOUND PROJECTORS COMPLETE WITH
AMPLIFIER, LOUDSPEAKER, CABLES,
TRUNKS. Single Outfit, $545.00; Double
Outfit, $975.00. Here's the best for the least.
Abeles Advertising Service, 453 W. 42nd St..
New York City.
THEATRE

FOR SALE

Sunny south central Mississippi ; three thousand population ; modern, five hundred seats ;
Mirrophonic sound, washed air cooling ; no
competition. $24,000, half cash ; balance five
years. Owner, Box 608, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
FOR SALE— TERMS CASH. UP TO
DATE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT in
small town of Elkton, Ore., logging and ranching district. Or will sell equipment alone.
Everything to put on a good show, RCA
sound, etc. For further information write Harriet Edwards, Reedsport. Oregon.
THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
USED EQUIPMENT
LATEST PEERLESS, STRONG, MORELITE L. I. ARCS, as is, $49.50 ; Mogul Screw
Lamps, 900 Watt, 100 Watt, $2.37; Underwriters gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers,
reconditioned, $20.00 ; Coinometers with side
chutes, originally $132.50, now $98.50: WardLeonard 45 ampere Suprex Rectifier, $137.50;
Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50 ; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
Late Summer Bargain Bulletin. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST
42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY, 18.
JOE HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth
Avenue, New York. N. Y.

CRAZY HOUSE (Univ.) Comedy. PrinciOlsen & Johnson,
MarthaBilly
O'Driscoll,
Patric pals:
Knowles,
Cass Daley,
Gilbert.
Plot: Olsen & Johnson come to Hollywood
to make a picture, but find they cannot get
inside the gates. They decide to make their
picture independently, but encounter sabotage, conspiracy and more trouble than
should happen ordinarily. They finally get
the picture made and succeed in selling it to
Universal. Director, Edward F. Cline.
A SCREAM IN THE DARK (Rep.) Drama.
Principals: Robert Lowery, Marie McDonald, Edward Brophy, Wally Vernon, Hobart
Cavanaugh. Plot: A newshawk turns private
detective to clear up the case of the millionaire killed in a plane crash. By investigating
the
millionaire's
meetsto thefindman's
brother-in-law, who heirs
hireshe him
the
dead man's sister who had vanished five
years before. There are quite a few murders
before he breaks the case. Director, George
Sherman.
THE CROSS OF LORRAINE (MGM)
Drama. Principals: Pierre Aumont, Gene
Kelly, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Ricard Whorf,
Joseph Calleia, Peter Lorre. Plot: When
the invading German promised them peace
and a safe return home, a weary company
of French soldiers threw down their arms.
They are railroaded into a filthy Nazi prison
camp. Their grim determination for vengeance, when they escape, starts with a revolutionary movement that will eventually
spread — even to Berlin. Director, Tav Garnett.
STRANGE DEATH OF ADOLPH HITLER (L^niv. ) Drama. Principals: Ludwig
Donath, William Trenk, Gale Sondergaard,
George Dolenz. Plot: An average German
workman impersonates Hitler and apes his
speech. The Gestapo arrests him, then announces his death as a traitor. Instead, he
is taken to a hospital. Plastic surgery operations make him resemble Hitler. He becomes Hitler's Director,
double andJimenters
to kill Hitler.
Hogan.into a plot
WHISTLING IN BROOKLYN (MGM)
Comedy. Principals: Red Skelton. Ann
Rutherford, Jean Rogers, Rags Ragland,
Henry O'Neill, Ray Collins. Plot: In his
role of amateur criminologist known as "The
Fox,"der Skelton
himself faked
accused
murbecause hisfinds
chauffeur
someof notes
as a publicity stunt. Investigators want to
know how the amazing coincidence occurred,
so it is up to Skelton to prove his innocence.
This he doesby bringing the guilty man, a
reformer and militant head of an Anti-Vice
League, to the police as the brains of a
criminal gang. Director, S. Sylvan Simon.
IRON MAJOR (RKO) Drama. Principals:
Pat OBrien, Ruth Warrick. Leon Ames.
Roliert Ryan, Russell Wade, Robert Winkler.
Plot: The story of Frank Cavanaugh (Pat
OBrien), one of the greatest football coaches,
from the time he was a schoolboy of fourteen until his death. It is linked with the
present by an opening that shows his six
sons and one daughter being sworn into the
service of Uncle Sam today. Director, Ray
Enright.
DEERSLAYER (Rep.) Drama. Principals:
Bruce Kellogg. Jean Parker, Warren Ashe,
Phil Van Zandt, W^anda McKay. Plot: A
white man raised by the chief of an Indian
tribe comes to the aid of his Indian friends
when a renegade brave causes war by kidnapping the young princess. The white man,
with his Indian brother to whom the princess
was betrothed, make a spectacular rescue.
Director, Lew Landers.
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Musicians

On
Columbia Scores
Number of outstanding composers now at
work scoring important Columbia films is
greater than ever before in the studio's history,
with some on
of the
America's
top names in music
represented
lot.
Currently
in work
is "Cover
Girl," whose
joint
effort
of Jerome
Kern and
Ira Gershwin
songs,
the
Cover, Who's
and SureComplaining?,
Thing, are theThat
firstGirl
of a onseries
to be scored.
Anthony Collins is now at work on the musical score for "Destroyer," starring Edward G.
Robinson.
Werner Heymann, celebrated European composer who numbers the French Marine song
among his many celebrated works, recently
completed the score (for "Appointment in
Berlin."
Miklos Rozsas, another famous Continental
composer, is now at work on the score for
"Sahara," which stars Humphrey Bogart.
Ernest Toch, a third composer of international
renown, has completed the score for "First
Comes Courage"
is using
Norwegian
national
anthem, and
as the
themeNorge,
for this
picture
about Commando raids on Norway which stars
Merle Oberon and Brian Aherne.
Scoring and musical work at Columbia is
under supervision of Morris Stoloff, who will
appear at Hollywood Bowl as guest conductor
this season.
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Takes Over Ella Raines Pact
Because of her portrayal in Universal's Howard Hawks
"Corvette
K-225"
which
marked
her production,
camera debut.
Universal
is taking
over the contract of Ella Raines, 22, from the
Hawks-Charles Boyer-owned B-H Company.
It was Hawks and Boyer who discovered Miss
Raines in New York when she went there to
launch herself on a stage career.

R

X

Circularizing Schools
Music departments of 3100 schools throughout
the country are being circularized by Warner
Bros, calling attention to the score of "The
Constant Nymph," which stars Charles Boyer,
Joan Fontaine and Alexis Smith. Special attention is being called to the picture's original tone
poem. Tomorrow, by Erich Wolfgang Korngold, principal theme composition.

H

A

N

Buys Successful First Novel
"A Tree
Brooklyn,"
first novel
by
Betty
SmithGrows
whichin has
already a created
a stir
in the literary world, has been acquired at a
high figure by 20th Century-Fox after spirited
bidding with other major studios. The novel,
a moving and deeply poignant tale of one family and its evolution to a true perception of
Americanism, has already been selected by the
Literary Guild for distribution to its members in
September.
Kept Pace With War

BASED ON " THE AMAZING
QUEST of MR. ERNEST BLISS"
Prtstnted by EDWARD L. ALPERSON
GARRETT KLEMENT Production
)ir*a*d by ALFRED ZEISLER

Program

Keepingpandingpace
with theduring
nation'stherapidly
war program,
first exsix
months of 1943, Hollywood personalities set a
record for Army camp entertainment, bond
selling and other patriotic activities which nearly
equaled their accomplishments for the entire
year of 1942, according to a Hollywood Victory
Committee survey completed recently.
Givot Gets RKO Contract
As a result of his outstanding portrayal of a
Russian correspondent in Tokyo in "Behind the
Sun,"contract
George bvGivot
been signed to
aRising
long-term
RKO hasRadio.

BOOK
Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cleveland — Imperial
Dallas— Astor

NOW

Denver — Commercial
Detroit — Aflied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota — P.R.C.
Milwaukee — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine

New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Hollywood
Pittsburgh — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor
Washington — Astor
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Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
Rel. See
ASTOR PICTURES
Mins. Date Issue of
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
71
Reissued
Crooked
(C)F
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
70 New Reissued
Fangs of Circle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
60
Release
Hell's
Angels Man
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
100
Reissued
Her
Enlisted
(CD)
Barbara
Stanwyck-Robt.
Young
70
Reissued
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudette Colbert
80
Reissued
Keep
Benny
72
King 'em
of theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-RatoffBennett
71
New Reissued
Release
Let 'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce Cabot-Virginia
Bruce
70
Reissued
Palooka
Stuart
Erwin-Lupe Jones
Velez
70
Scandal
for the Bride Anna
Lee-Griffith
70
New Reissued
Release
Scarface
P. Muni-G.
88 New Reissued
Scream in(0)
the Night Lon
Chaney, Raft-A.
JrDvorak 69
Release
Sky
Devils
(C-D)
Spencer
Tracy
88
Reissued
Thunder in the City Edw. G. Robinson
81
Reissued
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
45
Reissued

Current 1941-42
COLUMBIA
S0I2
Flight
Lieutenant
(D)F
Pat
O'Brien-GlennAherne
Ford
SD02
My SistertoEileen
(CD) (W)
A
Russell-Brian
3208 Overland
Deadwood
C.R. Starrett-R.
Hayden
S2I6 Vengeance of the West (W)...Bill Elliott-Tex Ritter
4031
4009
4026
4030
4013
4004
4027
4005
4021
4203
4038
4033
4040
4032
4A44
4001
4034
4028
4202
4012
4:^1 1
4201
4212
4029
4035
4006
4022
4042
4210
4019
4039
4002

80.
96.
59.
61.

.b6/27/42
7/9/42 . .b9/l9/42
9/30/42
.a5/23/42
9/25/42
9/3/42 . .a5/l6/42

Current 1942-43
After Midnight With Boston
...a2/6/43
Blackie (D)
C. Morris-Ann Savage
64. .3/18/43
AAppointment
Night to Remember
(My)A.L.G. YnntiQ-B
Ahsrne
»l. 12/10/42 . .a4/l7/43
in
Berlin
Sanders-M.
Chapman
77.
7/15/43
Boogie Man Will Get You
.bl2/l2''i?
(HG)F
B. Karloff-P. Lorre-Jeff Donnell 66. 10/22/42 .blO/17/42
Boston
Blackie Goes
. . .a7/25/4S
Hollywood (My)
C. Morris-Constance Worth
68. .11/5/42
. .a3/20/43
Boy From Stalingrad Scotty Beckett-Conrad BInyon 70. .5/20/43
.alO/17/42
City
WithoutStrike
Men at(D)
Linda Muni-Anna
Darnell-LeslieLee
Brooks 100.
76. .1/14/43
.1/7/43 .. . ..bl2/l9/42
Commandos
Dawn(D).Paul
.. . . .blO/3/42
Counter-Espionage (My)F ... W. William-Eric Blore
72 .9/3/42
.b7/ 10/43
.6/22/43
Crime Doctor
Warner Baxter-M. Lindsay
66. 3/25/43 . . .b3/l3/43
Desperadoes (Tech.) (W)F R. Scott-E. Keyes
85. .10/8/42
. .. .bl/23/43
Daring
Young
Man
(OF
Joe
E.
Brown-M.
Chapman
73.
a8 29/42
Fighting Burkarno (W)
Siarrett-Kav Hirris
. i I 4:i . . . .b7/
17/43
FrontierLuck,FuryMr.(W)
Davis
55. 6/29/43
6/24/43 .. . .34/24/43
Good
Yates Chas.
Claire Starrett-Jimmy
Trevor-Edgar Buchanan
69.
.
.b7/IO/43
.5/27/43
.
It's a Great
SIngleton-A. ■ Bill>
Lake
liS.
a 10/ lUi 4;!
iumor
Aiiiiy Life
(D)
..F.P. Barthiiloiiiew
Halop
69.
II 1/26
I '12/4242 ..alO/IO/42
Laugh
Blues Away(W)
(C) . C.JinxStarrett-S.
Falkenhiirg- Patterson
Bit* Gordon 6957. .5/27/43
. . .b5/29/43
Law of Your
the Northwest
.. . .b4/24/43
Let's Have
(C)
M. Lindsay-J.
65. .3/4/43
.10/1/42
Ltioky
Legs Fun
(C)
Jinx
Falkenburg- Beal
R. Kayden
64.
.9/17/42
. . .a6/20/42
Man's
Work
(D)
M.
Ch.iiiman-W
Wright
'52.
.b4/3/43
More the Merrier (D) J. Arthur-J. McCrea
103. .5/13/43 . ... ,.a5/l6/42
.b6/5/43
Murder in Times Square! My) . E. Lowe-M. Chapman
65. .4/1/43 .. ...b6/5/43
No Place for a Lady (My)....Wm. Gargan-Margaret Lindsay 66. .2/11/43 . .alO/IO/42
One Dangerous Night (My)...W. Willlam-E. Blore-M. Chapman.. 77. 1/21/43
.
.
.a6/20/42
Pardon My Gun (W)
Chas. Starrett- Alma Carmll
57. 12/1/42
Power
of From
the Press
(D) Guy
Kibhec-Lee Tracy
63. 1/28/43 . .al2/26 42
Redhead
Manhattan
L.A. Velez-Michael
Duane
63.
.b5/29/43
5/6/43 .... ....b7/3/43
Reveille
With
Beverly
(DM)..
Miller-Wm.
Wright
78.
.2/4/43
Riders of tlu North West
.al
1/14/42
Mounted (W)
R. Starrett-Shirle>
Hayden-B. Wills
57.
2/15/43
.
. .a6/l3/42
Patterson <S\ . .10 '1/42 .al2/26/42
Riding Through Nevada (W)..C.
Wills
55.
Saddles & Sagebrush (W) R. Hayden-Bob
4/27/43
.
"
■
^
.
.
.b6/5/43
. , .38/8/42
She Has What It Takes (CD) .Jinx Falkenburg-Tom Neal." ... 66. .4/15/43
Smith of Minr.Hsntn Bruce Smlth-Arline Judge
iifi. . 10 '15/42 . . .b4/IO/43
Something to Shout About (C) . Ameche-Oakle-Janet Blair
91. ,2/25/43
.9/10/42 . .blO/24/42
Spirit
(D)F
Nevers-M.
Chapman... 73.
. .36/20/42
Stand ofBv Stanford
AH N»^twnrks
(Spy) F.JohnAlbert-E.
Beal-Florence
Rire
64. .. 10/29/42
12/15/42 . . . .b7/3/43
.38/8/42
Tornado
in the From
SaddipChicago(C)
(W)
RussellFalkenburg
Hayden-Bob
.'i9. .6/10/43
Two
Senoritas
Jinx
-Joan Wills
Davis
68.
.12/3/42
.
Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bfnnett-F Albertson 68.
. .b2/20/43
.34/24/43
What's
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard 75.
. 1 1/19/42 .. blO/ I0'42
You WereBuzzin'
Never Cousin
Lovelier(M) F . Ann
F. Astaire-R.
Haywerth
98. .7/8/43
Coming
A Night of Adventure
Cover
Cowboy GirlFrom(Tech.)
Lonesome River.
Cyclone Prairie Rangers
Destroyer (D)
Doughboys in Ireland
First Comes Courage
Footlight
Hail to theGlamor
Rangers (W)
Last Horseman (W)
My Kingdom for a Cook
Restless Lsdy
Riding West (W)
Robin Hood of the Range (W).
Silver City Raiders (W)
Sahsra
There's
Something About 3
Soldier
Tropicana
Vigilantes Ride (W)
Wyoming Hurric3ne (W)

Ann Savage- Robert Stanford
R. Hayworth-J.
Ch3rles
St3rrett-ViF3lkenburg
Athens
Charles Starrett- Walter Taylor
Ed. G. Roblnson-M. Chapman
Kenny Baker-Lynn Merrick
M. Oberon-B. Aherne
Penny
Lake
Charles Singleton-Arthur
Starrett-Kay H3rris
Russell Havden-Bob Wills
C. Coburn- Marguerite Chapmsn
Evelyn Keyes-E, Lowe-J. Hubb3rd
C Starrett-Shlrley Patterson
Charles Starrett-Kay Harris 57.
R. Hayden-B. Wills
Humphrey Bogart-Bruce Bennett
Evelyn Keyes-Michael Duane
Mae West-Victor Moore
R. Haydcn-B. Wills
Russell H3yden-Alma Carroll

MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy Hardy's Double
304 AApache
(W)F (D)F F.
Wm. Morgan-Je3n
Lundioan-Donna
324
StrangerTrailin Town
Rogers Reed
327 Assignment in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre Aumont-Susan Peters
323
in theA
Sky (M)F J.EthelMacDon3ld-R.
Waters-"Rochester"
207 Cabin
Cairo (CM)
Young
317 Dr.Assist3nt
Gillespie's
New
(D)F
L. Barrymore-Van Johnson
309 Eyes in the Night (Spv)F .. Edw. Arnold-Ann Harding
312
For Me and
Gal (DM)F
Murphy
314 Journey
for My
Msrgaret
(D)F. . .J. Garland-G.
Young-Laraine
Day
320 Northwest
Keeper of the
Flame (AD)F..
(D)F.. .Robt.
.K.
Hepburn-S.
319
Rangers
.Wm. Lundigan-J.Tracy
Craig

8/19/43 ...36/19/43
Aug. . .
7/29/43 .36/19/43
alO/31/42
,al/9/43
....36/12/43
8/31/43 . .36/26/43
.312/12/42
. .al/3il/4?
. .alO/3/42
.34/24/43
7/29/43 '

fifi. Sen-Nnv
67..Apr-M3y
96. Apr-May
98.. Apr-May
101..
Sep-Nov
87 Dec-Feb
79 Sep-Nov
103
80 .. Sep-Nov
Dec-Feb
100
63.. . Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb

. .al/2/4d
.al/16/4.'

. h6/27 4"
..b2/l3/43
..b3/13/43
..b2/l3/43
..b8/15/42
.bll/14/42
..b9/12/42
..blO/31/42
.b9/12/42
.bl2/19/42
.blO/31/42

REVIEW
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KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action'
(B) Biographical;
Farct;
(Fa) Fantasy;
(G) Gangster;(C)(H)Comedy;
Horror; (Dl
(M) Drama;
Musical;(Doc)
(My) Documentary;
Mystery; (O) (F)
Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audiene*
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.
Rel.
Issu* tf
MGM
(Cont.)
Current 1942-43 Mins . Date
,. .b9/
19/42
311 Omaha Trail (W)F
J. Craig-D. Jagger
62 June-Aug
.b7/25/42
1/28/42
303
Skelton 12678 Sep-Nov
. bl.bl2/5/42
Set
370 Panama
Random Hattie
Harvest(MC)F
(D)A A.
G. Sothern-"Red"
Garson-R. Colman
Sep-Nov
Dec-Feb
315 Seven
ReunionSweethearts
in France (CO)F
(D)A J.K. Crawford-Philip
Dorn
10597 Apr-May ..b8/ IS/42
308
Grayson-Van Heflin
Sep-Nov ...b3/6/43
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
94
. ..b8/8/42
301 Somewhere
I'll Find
.bl2/l2/42
You (CD)A
Clark Gable-Lana Turner 105 Sep-Nov
Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb
.bl2/l9/42
316
By For
Action(B)A
(D)F...R.Van Taylor-C.
108
...bl/9/43
322 Stand
Tennessee
Johnson
Heflin-R. Laughton
Hussey
103
Dee-Feb
. .b7/25/42
321 Three Hearts for Julia (CM)A.M. Douglas-A. Sothern
90
302 Tish (CD)A
M. Main-ZaSu Pitts
84 Sep-Nov ..blO/31/42
. .b8/8/42
306 War Against Mrs. Hadley(D) A.Edw. Arnold-F. Bainter
84 Seo-Nov
Dec-Feb . .b9/ 19/42
313
Whistling
in
Dixie
(C)A
R.
Skelton-A.
Rutherford
73
310 White Cargo (D)A
H. Lamarr-W.
90 Sep-Nov . .b8/l3/42
Coming Pidgeon
305 Yank at Eton (D)F
M. Rooney-ian
Hunter
87 Sep-Nov

328
333
329
334
380

332
330

331

A Guy Named Joe
Spencer Tracy-Irene Dunne
a5/29/43
90
b5/l/43
Above Suspicion (D)
a6/ 12/43
America
B.J. Crawford-F.
Donlevy-Ann MacMurray
Richsrds
Andy
Blonde Trouble. R.M. Tsylor-T.
Rooney-L. Mitchell
Stone
B3t3an Hardy's
(0)
1 14. .June-Aug .b5/29/43
Best Foot Rhythm
Forw3rd(Tech.) (M) .L.George
B3ll-Wm.
Gaxton
93
b7/3/43
Broadway
Murphy-Ginny
Simms
Cross of Lorraine Gene Kelly-Pierre Aumont
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sullavan
Dr.C3seGillespie's
Crimin3t
(D)
L. B3rrymore-V3n Johnson 89
b5/8/4S
DuB3rry
W3S 3 Lsdy
(Tech.)
(M)
Red
Skelton-Lucllle
Ball
101
.
.June-Aug
..b5/8/43
Girl Crazy (M)
M. Rooney-J. Garland
a3/6/43
Harrigan's Body
Kid (D)F W.
BobbyPowell-H.
Readick-Wm.
Gargan 80. .June-Aug .b3/13/43
Heavenly
Lamarr
Hitler's
Madman The
(D)
Carradine-Patrlcia
Morison... 184.
Hum3n Comedy,
(D)F John
M. Rooney-F.
Morgan
17. .June-Aug
.June-Aug .b6/j2/43
.b2/27/43
I Dood It (C)
Red Skelton-E. Pewel!
a2/l3/43
Lassie Come Home(D) (Tech.). Roddy McDnwall-Donald Crisp
alO/24/42
Little
Magic
Margaret
O'Brien-J.
Craig 36/5/43
MadameMissCurie
G.
Garson-W.
Pidgeon
M3n
Down Under Ch3rles
Barnes
a5/29/43
Meet From
the People
Lucille Laughton-Binnie
Ball-Dick Powell
Pilot No. 5 (D)
Franchot Tone-Marsha Hunt
70. .June-Aug .b4/10/43
Presenting
(D) J.KayGarland-Van
104. .June- Aug . a2/27/43
.b5/l/43
Rioht AboutLilyFaceMars
(MC)
Kyser &, BandHeflin
— Lena Home
Tartu
R. Donat
aalute to the Marines
(Tech.) (D)
W. Beery-Fay Bainter
al2/26/42
See Here. Private Hargrove. .. Robert Walker-Donna Reed
Song of Russia
R. Taylor-Susan Peters
a6/5/43
Swing ShiftCheer
Maisie(Tech.)
(C)(D).Kathryn
A. Sothern-Grayson-Gene
James Craig
87
b5/8/43
Thousands
Kelly
31/16/43
Whistling in BrooKlyn Red SKelton-A. Rutherford
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. M3rshall-R. McDowall
Young
(C)
M. Weidler-Edw.
Astor-H. Marshall
33/13/43
YoungestIdeas
Profession
(C)F V.
Arnold
82. .June-Aug ..b3/6/43

MONOGRAM
Current 1941-42
Arizon3 St3gecoach (W) Ray Corrig3n-John King
9/4/42 .,
Criminal lnvestig3tor (D) Edith Fellows-Robert Lowery
10/23/42
King
of
the
Stallions
(D)F...Dave
O'Brien-Sally
C3irns
63.
.9/11/42
Phantom Killer (My)A D. Purcell-Joan Woodbury 61. .10/2/42 ..
Police Bullets (G)
John Archer-Jo3n Marsh
9/25/42 .
Current 1942-43
Ape Man (H)A
B. Lugosi-W. Ford
Bowery
at
Midnight
(H)A
B.
Lugosi-VinceJordan
Barnett
Clancy Street Boys (C) L. Gorcey-B.
Cowboy
Commandos
(W)
R.
Corrigan-D.
Moore
Crime Smasher (M)F
Edgar Kennedy-Gale Storm
Dawn on the Great Divide(W) B. Jones-R. Bell
Foreign
Agent
(Spy)F
John
Shelton-Gale
Storm
Ghosts on the Loose (D) East Side
Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
Haunted
Ranch
(W)
J.
King-D.
Sharpe
I Escaped From the
Gest3po
(D)
D. Jagger-M.
Brian
Isle
ofDynamite
Missing
Men (D)A....John
Howard-Helen
Gilbert
Kid
(D)F
Leo
Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
Land of Haunted Men (W),... Range Busters
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury
'Neath
BrooklynNight
Bridge(CD)A
One Thrilling
(C)A Leo
John Gorcey-Huntz
Beal-Wanda Hall
McKay
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury
(Reviewed
as
"You
Can't
Beat
the Law")
Rhythm Parade (M)F
Gale Storm-Robt. Lowery
Sarong
Girl
A.
Davis
Silent Witness
(D)F
FrankCorio-J.
Albertson-Maris
Wrixon
•iilvpr Skates (M)F
Kennv B3ker-P3trici3 Morison
Spy
Train
(D)
R.
Travis-C.
Craig
Stranger From Pecos (W) Johnny Brown-Raymond Hatton
Tpxas to Bataan (W)
John King-David Sharpe
Trail Riders (W)
John King-David Sharpe
Two
Fisted
Justice
(W)
J. King-D.
West ofHorse
the Stampede
Law (W)
Jones-T. Sharpe
McCoy
Wild
<W) B.
H. Gibson-K.
ComingMavnard
Wings Over the Pacific Inez Cooper-Montague
Love

64.
63.
65.
53.
62.
70.
64.
64.
64.
75.
67.
67,
61.
64.
69.
61.
68.
62.
76.
61.
55.
56.
55.
55.
57.

.86/27/42
.88/22/42
.b8/29/42
.b8/22/42
. .88/8/42

.. .b2/27/43
.b 10/3/42
3/5/43
10/30/42 . .. . .b3/27/43
.b6/26/43
4/23/43
,6/2/43 .. . .b2/20/43
1/29/43 . .31 1/14/42
12/18/42
10/9/42 . . ..b9/19/42
.b6/5/43
7/16/43 .. . . .b5/22/43
4/2/43
12/4/42 . ..b5/29/43
5/24/43 . . .b4/l7/43
..b8/ 15/42
2/12/43
... 82/6/4*
9/18/42 . ..bl/23/43
3/26/43
11/27/42 . .blO/31/42
. ..b7/4/4I
1 1/20/42 .blO/17/42
8/28/42 . ..b 1/30/43
2/12/43
12/1 1/42 . .bl2/2R/42
.b5/l5/43
5/28/43 . ..bl2/19/42
2/26/43
1/15/43 ...
7/2/43
.
6/25/43 . . ..b6/5/43
'IR IS
10/16/42 .. .hi
.b9/26,42
. .b6/5/43
12/4/42 . .b7/l7,'43
1/8/43
10/2/42 .. . ..31031
.39/19/42'42
4/16/43
..84/17/43
6/25/43 . . ..b5/l/«3

Black
Rustlers Ray
Moore
a6/26/43
Blazing Market
Guns
Hoot Corrigan-Dennis
Gibson-Ken Maynard
Bullets &. Saddles Ray Corrigan-Dennis Moore .86/19/43
..85/1/43
Here
Kelly
Joan
Woodbury-Eddie
Quillan
MelodyComes
Psrade
Ted Flo
Rito Orchestra
8/13/43 .37/17/43
Nearly Eighteen
Gale Storm-Bill Henry
.86/19/43
Outlaws of Stampede P3SS....J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
.36/19/43
Revenge
the Zombies J.J. M.
C3rr3dine-L.
Storm
.85/22/43
Six
Gun ofGospel
Brown-R. Tslbot-G.
H3tton
.85/29/43
Spotlight Scandals
Frank Fay-Billy Gilbert
The
Law
Rides
Again
Hoot
Gibson-Ken
Maynard
Thirteenth Guest
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell
Uninvited Guest
Victor Jory-Pamela Blake
a7/3/43
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SHOWMEN'S
Rel.
MIns. Date
Current 1942-43

TRADE

See
Issue of
PARAMOUNT
Block
No.
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82. .6/1 1/43 . .b3/27/43
3 Avengers, The (WarD)F K. Richardson- Deborah Kerr
88. .1/29/43 . .hB/29/4i!
(Reviewed asYoung-Alan
"Day Will Dawn")
55 China
(D)
79. .5/28/43 ,. ..b3/27/43
.b5/8/43
Five Graves
to Cairo (D) Loretta
Franchot Tone-Anne Ladd
Baxter 96.
.7/2/43 . . .blO/3/42
.11/6/4?
21 Glass
Forest Key
Rangers
(D)
(Tech.)F..F.
Mac
MurrayGoddard
87.
(G)F
B. DonUwy-V. P.Lake
85. . 10/23/42 . ..bR/29/42
.bl/2/43
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.)(0)F...J.
(M) F . MartinD. Powell-Vallee
81.
.12/4/42 . .blO/3/42
Henry
Editor
Lydon-C.
Smith
72. .3/26/43
Henry Aldrich,
Aldrich Gets
Glamour
(CD)F
J.0. Lydon-J.
72.
4/9/43 .. ...bl/2/43
. .b3/27/43
Morris-J. Litel
Parker
63. .5/14/43
High
Explosive
(D)F
453 Lady
Bodyguard
(CD)F
E.
Albert-A.
Shirley
70.
..bl. .bl/2/43
.3/12/43
1/21/42
Lucky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88.
.2/26/43
. .b8/29/42
1 Major and the Minor (CD)F...G. Rogers-R. Milland
100.
.
10/16/42
2 Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
80.
F. Baintcr-C. Lee
11/27/42 ..b 1 0/3/42
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
Daddy (CO)F
R Carlson-IM. O'Driscoll 75 . 2/12/43
4 Nighl
Plane
From
Chungking
(D)F
Preston- E. Drew
60. 5/7/43 .. .bl
. .bl/2/43
1/7/42
3 Palm
Beach Story
(C)A CR Colbert-J.
McCrea
89. /I/43 ... .b7/25/42
1 Priorities on Parade (M)F....A Miller-J.
Colonna
80.
10/2/42
.
4 Reap the Wild Wind (D)
.b3/2l/42
R. Milland-P. Goddard (24.
2 Road(Tech.)F
to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. Special
11/20/42 .blO/3/42
5 Salute for Three (MCD)A B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
75. 7/16/43
. .b3/27/43
Souls
at Sea (D)
G. Cooper-G. Raft
93.
. Re-issue
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Tech.)of Chance
(M)F (MyD)F
Special Crosbv-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
99. ,2/12/43
. bl/2/43
2 Street
B. Meredith-C. Trevor. ... 74.
12/18/42 . .blO/3/42
. Re-issue
Union Pacific (D)
J. McCrea-B. Stanwyck 138.
II Wake
(D)F
B.
Donlevy-R.Judge
Preston
87.
WildcatIsland
(D)F
R. Arlen-A.
73. .10/1530/4/432 .b8/l5/42
1/7/42'42
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/
. .bl
.b8/2n
Coming
.9/25/42 '.' b6/26/43
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
6 Dixie
(Tech)the (M)
Bing Crosby- Dorothy Lamour 89
b6/26/43
For Whom
Bell Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Frenchman's
J.James
Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
Good
Fellows Creek
(CD)
Brnu/ii- Holmi
Walker
a4 17 i
Natl
Conquering
Henry theAldrich
Plays Hero. ... Eddie Bracken- William Demarest
CupidAldrich
(CD)
Lydon-Chas
Smith
a? 77 i
Henry
Haunts a House.J.Jimmy
Lyden-C.
Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
.Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
a7/IO/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (O.Jimmy Lyden-Chas. Smith
65
b6/26/43
Hostages
A. de Cordova-Luise
a5/22/43
Hour
Before(D)
the Dawn Franchot
Tone-VeronicaRainer
Lake
a6/26/43
Lady In the Dark (Tech. (CD) Ginger Rogers-Rgy Milland
a3/B/43
Let's
Face It (MC)
Bob Hope-B.
Hutton
a3/l3/4i
Mine Sweeper
Richard
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7/3/43
Ministry of Fear
R. Milland-M. Reynolds-R. Johnson
Miracle
Moruan's
Creek ofICD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
a 1/2 4!
No TimeHiob
for Love (C) Claudette
Colbert-Fred
MacMurray
a7/25 '
n Lamniir
D Powell
a3/n'4i
6 SoRiding
Proudly We(TerhHail) (CD)
(D) ColbertGoddardLake
123.. Sept b6/26/43
Standing Room Only
P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
Story of Dr.Alert
Wassell
(Tech.) .. Gary
6 Submarine
(Spy)
RichardCooper-Laraine
Arlen-Wendy Day
Barrie 67
b6/26/43
The
Uninvited
R.
Milland-R.
Timber Queen
R. Arlen-M. B. Hussey
Hughes a6/l9/43
Tornado
C. Morris-N. Kelly
a6/5/43
Triumph
Over iD)
Pain
Joel
McCrea-Betty
Field
a6/27
True to Lite
M. Martin-F.
Tone-D.
Powell
al/2/434
PRODUCERS RELEASING CORP. 1941-42
256
the Kid
Sundown
Lee Powell-Art Davit
262 Along
Billy the
SheriffTrails
of
Sage
Valley
(W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St.St. John
John
266
Border Roundup
2b7 Outlaws
of Boulder(W)
Pass (W). Geo.
GeorgeHouston-AI
Houston-AI St. John
255 Prairie Pals (W)
Art Davis-Bill Boyd
Current 1942-43
117 Baby Face Morgan (CD)A. . . Carlisle-Cromwell-Armstreno
352
Bad
Men
of
Thunder
Gap
(W).Tex
O'Brien-James
Newill
JI3
Prison (H)A
Walls (CD) F.. Alan
Baxter-G.Madison
Michael
J2I Behind
Black Raven
G. Zucco-N.
310 Boss of Big Town (D)A John Litel-Florence Rice
308 City
of Silent
Men (D)F 0.FrankKruger-E.
Albertson-June Lang
Corregidor
32031 Dead
Men (D)
Walk (H)A Geo.
Zucco-MaryLandi
Carlisle
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)...B. Livingston-AI St. John
306 Follies Girl
Wendie Barrie-Doris Nolan
359
Fugitiveandofthethe Guest
Plains(My)
(W)... James
Buster Dunn-Florence
Crabbe-AI St. John
314 Ghost
Rice
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
302 Lady From Chungking (D)A..Anna May Wong-Mae Clark
319
(D)
B. MacLane-Lyle
Talbot
318 Man
Miss ofV Courage
From Moscow
(D)F...Lola
Lane-Noel Madison
311
My
Son,
the
Hero
(C)F
Patsy
Kelly-Roscoe
Karns
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI St. John
304
Night
for
Crime
G.
Farrell-L.
Talbot
363 Overland Stagecoach (W) Bob Livingston- Al St. John
303
Payoff of(My)A
Tracy-Tom
Brown
312 Queen
Broadway (D)F Lee
Rochelle
Hudson-B.
Crabbe
351
Rangers
Take
Over
(W)
James
Newill-Tex
O'Brien
309 Secrets of a Co-F>l (■)A Otto Kruger-Tina Thayer
405
Base (D)
John
Litel-Alan Mason
Baxter
322 Submarine
Terror House
W. Lawson-J.
361
The
Renegade
B.
Crabbe-AI
St.
John
307 Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
360 Western
Cyclone
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John
Wild Horse
Rustlers
Livinqston-Sl.
366
Wolves
of
the
Range
B.
Livingston-AI
St.
John
101 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
Coming
362
411
355
40

Cattle
Danger —Stampede
Women at Work (C)
Fightingof Valley
Street
Darkness
Isle of Forgotten Sins (D)
Thundering Cattle
Tiger Fangs
356 Trail of Terror

59.. 10/10/42
.10/2/42 . . .88/22/42
.
595761 .9/18/42
.10/28/42 .''.ke'/ii'/ii
60 .9/4/42 ..
. . .b7/25/42
62 .9/15/42
.3/5/43 ... .'!!b2/6'43
5964 .3/22/43
. . .b3/20 43
60 .5/31/43
.12/7/42 . .blO/17/42
69 .10/12/42
65 .3/29/43 . . . .b9/5/42
. .bl
.b3/27'43
/I6/43
6473 .2/10/43
.5/7/43 .... ....a5/l/43
.7/1/43
.3/12/43
.
5561 .4/19/43 . ...'b.b6/5/43
ii/i4/42
.5/17/43 .. . .b4/IO/43
56 .1/27/43
66 . 12/21/42 .. . .al 1/7/42
6768 .1/4/43
. 1 1/23/42 . . .bl/23
2/5/43
/42
6855 .4/5/43
. 1 1/20/42 ..'bi.bli/2
/432
. /168/4
7860 .2/18/43
..1/21/43
12/1 1/42 . . . .b8/l/42
7462 .3/8/43 .. .bl 1/28/42
. 12/25/42
I0/2B/42
"761 ..7/20/43
b7/IO/43
65 .4/19/43
hq/(0
a5/22/43
.7/1/43
9/29
'42
67 .5/10/43
1/43
b9.35/2i>'4?
.5/14/43
57 .6/21/43
2/|2'43
36/19/43
71 .11.9/42
bio 3 4.'

Crabbe-AI St.Jewell
John 60 .8/16/43
.8/23/43 .b7/l7/43
. . Buster
Patsy Kelly-Isabel
.8/1/43 . .36/19/43
D.
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
F. Lederer-S. Curie
37/17/43
. .'.b7/3/43
J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard 81
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
Frank Buck-June Duprez
Dave O'Brien-Jim Newill

RKO-RADIO
Binck
Current 1942-43
No.
3 Army
(WarD)A
James
Wyatt
Bambi Surgeon
(Fa.) Tech.
F
Disney Ellison-Jane
Cartoon Feature
W-l Bandit Ranger (W)
T. Holt-C. Edwards
13 Cat
Big Peonle
Street (CD)F
Henry
Fnnda-Lucille
Ball
(DtA.
Simone Simon-Tom Conwav
4 Cinderella Swings It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren

63.. ,8/21/42
12/4/42 blO/24 47
70.
56 . 9/25/42
88..
9/4/42
73..l2/25'42 .b5'3n
bB/p
aR 'R <1I •
71. .2/26/43 .bl/23/43
bli M 1*
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REVIEW

RKO-RADIO (Cont.)
Rel
See
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
Issue of
. .blO/3/42
, Date
. 1 1/0/42 . ,b3/20/43
2 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Conway
62.
Falcon Strikes
(My)A...T.Geo.
Milliard
65.
.May . . . .. ,b2/l3/43
. .b2/6/43
W-l5 Fighting
Frontier (W)F
T. Conway-H.
Holt-Ann Summers
57. .1/15/43
54 Forever
Flight forand Freedom
(D)A
R.
Russell-F.
MacMurray
100.
.
Apr . . . ..bl.bl/23/43
a Day (D)F All Star Cast
104. .3/20/43
1/14/42
3I Great
Peary-Jane &Darwell
62. , 1/1/43 . .bB/29/42
Here WeGildersleevo
Go Again (OF
(CM)F E.Harold
Bergen-McGee
Molly
75.
.
.
.b8/8/42
,
10/9/42
1 Highways by Night (G)F I!. Carlson-Jane Randolph
63. , 10/2/42 . . .bl/2/43
45 Hitler's
(D)A H ) A . B.J. Ellison-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
. 89.
. .b3/20/43
I Walked Children
With a Zoriihie(
68. ,3/19/43
.2/12/43. , . . . .b8/8/42
2 Journey Into Fear (D)A 0. W«lles-D. Del Rio
70. .Apr
.
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
62. .Apr . . . .b3/20/43
. .b8/8/42
1 Mexican
ElephantSpitfire's
(C)F
Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
64 9/11/42 . ..bl0/|7/42
.
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
(D)F...P.
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
87.
10/30/42
1
1/27/42
Honeymoon (D)F. Ginger Rogers-Cary Grant 117. 1 1/20/42 . blbl 1/7/42
1/7/42
W-l Pirates
ofthetheYankees
Prairie (BO)
(W)F..Tim
Holt-Nell
O'Day
57.
.. .b7/l8/42
Pride
of
F.. Gary
Cooper-Teresa
Wright 127.
.37/25/42
3/5/43 .bl2/19/42
W-l Saludos
SagebrushAmigos
Law (W)
T.
Holt-J.
Barclay
56.
Walt Disney Feat. Prod
42. 2/19/43
Apr
2 Suattergood Survives(Tech.)
a
Murder (My)A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
60. 10/16/42 .blO/17/42
23 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
87. I 1/13/42 .blO/17/42
Seven Miles
1/14/42
1/8/43 ..bl.bl/23/43
Alcatraz (D)A
J. Craig-B. Granville
61. ,.2/19/43
4 They
TarzanGotTriumphs
(D)F
WeisniiillerF.
Gifford
78.
Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour
95. .2/5/43 . .b3/20/43
. bl/2/43
54 This
Land IstoMine
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
103.
Two Weeks
Live (D)F
(C)F Lum
and Abner
76. 7/26/43 .. .. .b2/6/43
.b8/8/42
I Wings and the Woman (D)F..Aiina Neagle-Robert
Newton 90.
Coming
9/18/42
of 3a Rookie
Brown-Alan Carney
a7/3/43
AAdventures
Ladv lakes
Chance Wally
Ifiiti Arthur-John
Wayne
a4/3/43
An
American
Story
Margo-Wally
Brown
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
a7/3/43
I AvenqiiMi Riil<.r IW)
' Hnll-C EHwanls
56
38/22/42
7 Behind the Rising Sun (D) . . Margo- Robert Ryan-Tom Neal 88
b7/17/43
I) Coastal
Bombardier
(D)
P.
O'Brien-R.
Scott
99
b5/l5/43
Command
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
69
b7/17/43
6 Gildersleeve's
Bad Day (O 0.H. dePeary-J.
Darwell
62
b5/8/43
Government Girl
Havilland-James
Dunn
37/17/43
Iron
Major
Pat
O'Brien-Ruth
Warrick
K Leopard Man (H)
U. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
7 Mexican
Spitfire's Blessed
Event (C)
L. Vclez-L. Errol
63
b7/l7/43
r. Mr. Lucky (D)
(.:. Grant-L. Day
100
b5/8/43
North Star. The (n>
W Hiistnn-A Baxter
a4/l7/43
7 Petticoat Larceny (CD) Joan Carroll-Walter Reed
61
b7/17/43
Red River Robin Hoou (W)...T. Holt-C. Edwards
a8/l/42
Revenge
Gregory
Peck-Toumanova
Seventh
Victim
Tom
Conway-Jean
Brooks
37/10/43
7 Sky's
(C)
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
So Thisthe IsLimit
Washington
Lum
& Abner
b4/24/43
6 Spitfire
Squadron Leader X (D)F L.E. Howard-D.
Portman-A. Niven
Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Tarzan's Desert Mystery J. Weissmullcr-Nancy Kelly
The
Fallen
Sparrow
(D)
I
Garfield-M.
O'Hara
13/14/43
Up in GoArmsL3tin
(Tech.) Danny Ksye-Dana Andrews
Let's
REPUBLIC
1941-42Burnette
131 C3II of the Canyon (MW|F...GeneCurrent
Autry-Smiley
104 Joan of Ozark (CD)F Judy C3nov3-Joe E. Brown
158 Sunset Serenade (W)F Roy Rogers-George Hayes

71. 8/10/42
79. 8/1/42
58. 9/14/42

Current 1942-43
214
Alibi
(M)F
M.
Sinclair
778 At Dawn We Die (D)A John Lockwood-H.
Clements-Godfrey
Tearle
264
Blocked
Trail
(W)
Bob
Steele-Tom
Tyler
2301 Boots and Saddles (W) Autry-Burnette- Judith Allen
2311 Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
275
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.J. E.Barry-L.
219 Carson
Chatterbox
Brown-J.Merrick
Canova
276
Days
of
Old
Cheyenne
(W)
D.
Barry-L.
274 Dead Man s Gulch (W)F D. Barry-L. Merrick
Merrick
222
False FacesDevil(D)
S.Lee Ridges-R.
Willi3ms
211 Fighting
Dogs
Powell-Eleanor
Stewart
777
Flying
Tigers
(D)
(Special)
F
.Joan
Wayne-John
Carroll
3fil
Fugitive
From
Sonera
(W)...D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
2303 Gaucho Serenade (W)
G. Autry-S. Burnette
220
B. MaeL3ne-M. L3mont
i.il Gentle
Henrt ofGangster
the Golden(D)
(W)F
215 HitWest
Parade
of 1943 (DM)F...J. Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
Carrol-S. Hayward
2UI>
Ice
Capades
Revue (CD) R.
EllenRogers-S.
Drew-Richard
Denning
252 Idaho (W)F
Burnette
254 King of the Cowboys (W) R. Rogers-S. Burnette
205
Doughboy Murder(My)
(CD) Jane WithersHenryMcLeod
Wilcoxon
2in Johnny
London
Abbott-Mary
2312
M3n FromBlackout
Thunder River(W) .B.JohnElliott-G.
Hayes
217 Mantr3p
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
Corrig3n
2305
Mexican Strikes
Rose
(W)
Burnette
lUO Moscow
Back (Doc)A. Gene
r<iissianAutry-Smiley
Cast (Special)
209 Mountain Rhythm (D)
Weaver Bros. & Elviry
202
Homestead
Bros. -DickMerrick
Purcell
272 Old
Outlaws
of Pine (OF
Ridge (W), Weaver
Don Barry-Lynn
212
Purple
V.
The
(Spv)A
I
Archer-M.
McLeod
2304 Ride. Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autrv-Smiley Burnette
266 Riders of the Rio Grando(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
253 Sante
Ridin' FeDownScouts
the (W)
Canyon (W).Roy
Hayes
265
ThreeRogers-George
Mesquiteers
208 Secrets of the
Underground (Spy)
John Hiibbard-Virginia Grey
261 Shantytown
Shadows on (D)
the Sage (W) ... .Three
Mesquiteers
""la
M. Lee-J.
Archer
255 Song
ofof Texas
Roy Autry-S.
Rogers-Sheila
Ryan
7.m
South
the
Border
(MW)...G.
Burnette
'73 Sundown Kid (W)
Don Barrv-Linda
Johnson
221 Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty- V. Vague
?I6 Thumbs
Tahiti Honey (DM)
D. O'Keefe-S,Frazer
Simon
223
2i;3 ThunderingUp
Trails (W) B.
ThreeJoyce-R.
Mesquiteers
207
Donald Mesquiteers
M. Barry-Jean Parker
262 Traitor
Valley ofWithin
Hunted(D)A
Men (W) . Three
204
X
Marks
the
Snot
(My)A
Helen
Parrish-Damian
O'Flynn
Coming
203 Youth on Parade (CM)A John Hubbard-Ruth Terry

. . . b4/3/43
.3/24/43 . .. .b3/27/43
66.
.3/20/43 .. .31/30/43
78. .3/12/43
55.
.1/15/43 . . Relssut
58. .4/30/43
.. .■!
.b5/29/43
h9/26/42
55. .3/23/43 .. ..b4/24/4S
.b4/IO/43
55.
..
.33/6/43
.
76. .4/27/43
.5/15/43 .
55. .2/13/43
.h3/20/43
55.
.5/28/43 . .. ..b6/5/43
56.
.1/29/43 ..
69. .10/8/42
102.
.7/1/43 .. . .34/17/43
.4/15/43
55.
. . Relssut
69. .5/10/43 . ,. ..b7/3/43
57. . 12/1 1/42
.
b
1 1 /2 1 /42
. .b3/l3/43
65. .3/26/43
. 12/24/42 . .bl2/l9/42
82.
.b2/20/43
79. .3/10/43 . . .b4/i0/43
70.
12/26/42
. . .b.bl2/l9/42
67. .4/9/43
.
12/31/42
63.
...34/3/43
.1/15/43
.
58. .4/13/43
.6/11/43 .
55.
. Reissue
.b6/5/43
57.
.10/1/42
,7/15/43 . ., ..b8/l5/42
58.
57. ,1/8/43 , bl2/l2/42
.b8/29/42
70. .8/17/42
'27/43
. 39/5/42
10/27/42 . ,. .b3
68. ,.3/12/43
56.
.6/1/43
..
58.
. bl2/l2/42
. . Relssut
66. 12/30/42 . ..33/13/43
55. ,.5/21/43
. ..a3/6/43
,4/16/43
.
55.
55.
.12/18/42 . .alO/IO/42
. . .a8/8/42
71. ,8/24/42
.b4/24/4S
.4/20/43 . ...b5/29/43
.'iS.
65. ,3/1/43
6/14/43 . . .alO/31/42
69.
.
. . Rilssui
70.
56. .5/20/43 . . ..b5/l/43
12/28 '42 .. . .b6/l9/43
. . b4/3/43
72. ,,4/6/43
69. 7/5/43 .. .31 1/28/42
67.
.
,1/25/43
.
56.
. .bl2/5/42
.a 10/3/42
63.
1/7/42
110/24/42
1/13/42
56. ,,, 1I2/I6/-42
1/4/42 ..bl
.blO/17/42
56.
72.

A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald
Beyond Hills
the Last
Frontier D.JohnBarry-W.
Paul Revere-Smiley
Burnette55.
362 Black
Express
Vernon-A. Heath
2313 Bordertown Gunfighters (W) .B. Elliott-G. Hayes
56.
Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes
Headin'Comes
for Elmer
God's Country Al
W. Pearre
Lundioan-V.
Here
& His Dale
Gang
Hoosier
Evans-George Terry
Byron
Man FromHoliday
Music Mountain ... Dale
Roy Rogers-Ruth
Nobody's
Darling
M.
Lce-L.
Calhern-G.
George
Raiders of Sunset Pass J. P. Revere-Smiley Burnette
256 Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine 68.
Sleepy Lagoon
Canova-Dennis
Day
Someone
to Remember (D)...M.Judy Paiqe-J.
Crane
The
Deerslayer
Bruce
Kellog8-Je3n
The West
Side Kid
0 Barrv-D.
Evans-H.Parker
Hull
2314 Wagon Tracks West
Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys

.. .b8/22/42
.b7/l8/42
. .b9/ 12/42

.8 1 5 43
,7,9/9/43
8 43 .. ...37/3/43
. b7/3./43
.8/12/43 . .a5/l/43
9/2 43 . .36 26/43
. .37/3/43
8/12 43 .36/12/43
3/26/43 .36/19/43
.33/27/43
. .3029I '4343
8 19 43 .35,
.a6 19 43
.8 11 '43
^8/19/43 '
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE
REVIEW
July 24, 1943
Rel.
See of
UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
Current 1942-43 „i„s, , Date
Issue
20TH CENT.- FOX
9/18/42
,
Rel.
See
7035
H3lf
W3y
to
Shanghai
(Spy)A.
Irene
Hervey-Kont
Taylor
62.
Block
..b7/
17/43
Date
;.'!b2/6/43
No.
Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
94. 7/16/43
Current 1942-43
Issue of
Mins
He's Buddy
My Guy(M)
(MC)F J.DickD3vi$-D.
Foran
65.
....b7/3/43
. .b3/27/43
.b9/l2'H'
1 A-Haunting We Will Go (OF. Laurel & Hardy
65. 8/7/42 . . . .b7/l 1/42 7041
3/26/43
,
.
.b2/20/43
7031
Hi.
ForanHsrriet
Hilli3rd
68.
2 Berlin Correspondent ( D) F .... Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrews 70. 9/11/42 . . .b8/l5/42
.
Hit the Ice (C)
Abbott & Costello-Ginny Simms 82. 2/26/43
12/4/42 . .blO/17/42
7/2/43 .... . .b2/l3/43
Black Swan
(D)F A . T.Virginia
Power-Maureen
85. 9/18/42
7039 Honeymoon
Hi' Ya ChumLodge
(OF
Ritz
Bros.Bruce-Harriett
-Joan Frazee...
61. 3/5/43
.. ..b8/l5/42
25 Careful
— Soft (Tech.)
Shoulder(Spy)
Bruce-JamesO'Hara
Ellison 70.
.
David
Hilliard
7 Chotniks (D)F
Philiu Dorn-Anna Sten
73. 1/1/43 ... . .bl/9/43
7/23/43 ., . .b3/l3/43
2/5/43
7025 ItHow's
(CM)F Abbott
Andrews & Sisters
61.
8 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery 95. 2/5/43
. .bl2/5/42
Ain'tAbout
Hay It(C)F
Costello
81.
[0 Coney Island (Tech.) (DM)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery 96. 6/18/43 . .. .b4/24/43
.b5/22/43 70UI
7023
It
Comes
Up
Love
(C)F
Gloria
Jean-Donald
O'Connor
65.
3/19/43 , . .bl/30/43
8 Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
105.
7II4U
Keep 'Em
Slugging
(CD)F
H. M.Hall-B.
Jordsn
61. 4/9/43
Desert Dive
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documentary
60. 5/14/43 .. . . .b4/3/43
4/2/43
7072
Little
Joe.
the
Wrangler
(W)..J.
Brown-T.
Ritter
61.
.b3/6/43
1 1/18/42 .., , .. ..37/25/42
.
.b3/l3/43
8 Dixie Dugan (OF
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66. 4/16/43
3/12/43
. .blO/17/42
7077 Lone Star Trail (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
58. 8/11/42
12/11/42 . .b6/l9/43
54 Dr.
Renault's
Secret
(My)A...J.
Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Roberts
58.
12/1
1/42
7034
Mad3me
Spy
(Spy)A
C.
Bennett-D.
Porter
63.
Girl Trouble (CD)F
D. Ameche-J. Bennett
82. 10/9/42 . .. .b3/
.b9/
10/42
.
.b5/29/43
Donald Jones-Jane
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean
74.
13/43 7013
88 He
the Boss
73. 4/2/43 . .
.bl2/l2/42
7026 Mister
MoonlightBig
in H3V3na (CM)F.. Allan
Frazee
62. 3/28/43 . .blO/17/42
. .bl/23/43
Hello,HiredFrisco,
Hello (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
7027 Mug Town (D)F
Billy Halop-Huntz Hall
59. 10/16/42
10/23/42 , ..b4/ 10/43
1/22/43
(Tech.) (DM)F
A. Faye-J. Oakie
98. 3/26/43 . /29/43
7019
Mummy's
Tomb
(H)F
Dick
Foran-John
Hubbard
60.
. .a5
II1 Iceland
Heaven Can
Wait
(Tech.)
Don
Ameche-Gene
Tierney
112.
7/23/43
.
Next of Kin
Nova Pilbe3m-B3sil Sidney 86.
., .bl 1/14/42
(M)F
Suiija Henie-John Payne
79. IU/2/42 . . .b8/ lo 4<; 7052
7015 Nightmare (Spy) F
Diana Barrymore-Brian Donlevy 81. 5/7/43
1 1/13/42
Immortal Sergeant
Maureen O'Hara 90.
7038 Old
NightChisholm
MonsterTrail
(H)A
BelaM. Lugosi-lrene
Hervey
70 12/1
10/23/42
/43
/29
.b 10/24/42
107 Jitterbugs
(C)(D)F Henry
Laurel Fonda& Hardy
74. 1/29/43 . . ...b5
..39/19/42
1/42
!
7073
(W)
J
.1
/4bl
/9/4
Brown-Tex
Ritter.
/l3
.b3
6/11/43 .. l5,
Pittsburgh (D)F
M Dietrich-R. Scott.
26 Just
Broadway
66. 9/25/42
12/1 1/42 .bl2/l2/42
Life Off
Begins
at (D)A L. Nolan-M. Weaver
. .b8/ >)^ 71108
7076 Raiders of the San
Eight-Thirty U.S.A.
(D)F Preston
Monty Woolley-lda
...b6/5/43
Joaquinof (W)
Brown-Tex
Ritter
12/25/42 .. .bl2'5
4?
.b3/ 13/43
,6/4/43 . ..blO/17/4I1 Little
Foster-BrendaLupino
Joyct 84.
63. 8/14/42
Rhythm
the Islands (MC)F.A.J. M.
Jones-J.
Frazee
Loves ofTokyo,
Edgar Allan (D)F
Poe
...bl/9/43
. .b7/ll/42 7042
4/16/43
7065
Shadow
of
3
Doubt
(MyD)A.
.
.Teres3
Wright-Jos.
Gotten.
,1/15/43
(B)F
Linda Darnell-John Shepperd 67. 8/28/42 . . .b7/l 1/42 7024 Sherlock Holmes snd the
4 Man in the Trunk (MyD)F...L. Roberts-R. Walburn
70.. 10/23/42 .. .b9'l9/42
2/12/43 ...b 1/2/43
Secret Holmes
Wespon 3nd(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
7020 Sherlock
7 Margin for Error (CD)F J. Bennett-Milton Berle
74 2/19/43 . .bl/ 16/43
47 Manila
Calling
(D)F
L.
Nolan-Carole
Landis
81..
.
.b9/l9/42
10/16/42
the
Voice
of
Terror
(My)A.
Basil
Rathbone-Nigel
Bruce
,9/18/42 ..b9/ 12/42
Meanest Man in the
7018 Sherlock Holmes in
WorldIs Down.
(C)F
Lane
59. 4/9/43
2/12/43 .. . .. .b3/l3/43
.bl/16/43
Washington
(D)
B.
Rathbone-Nigel
Bruc*
71
,4/30/43 . .b3/27/4S
8 Moon
The (D)F C.Benny-Rochester-P.
Hardwicke-D. Bowden
90.
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death.. B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
..b4/IO/43
92 Orchestra
My Friend Wives
Flicka (M)F
(Tech.) (D).P.G. Foster-R.
Johnson-R.
McDowall..
89.
. b 10/3/42
4/23/43
.
7017
Sin
Town
(W)F
C.
Bennett-Patric
Knowles
73
Montgomery- A. Rutherford 97.
.9/25/42 . .bl 1/2042
7028 Strictly in the Groove (M)F..M3ry He3ly-0zzie Nelson
60 .11/20/42
.. . . ,b8/io/4;
6 Over My Dead Body (OF M. Berle-Mary Beth Hughes B8 9/4/42
1/15/43
7074
Tenting
Tonight
on
the
IDI Ox-Bow
(D)
Henry Fonda-Dana
. .b5/8/43
.alO/3/42
Old Csmp Ground (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
61
.. ...b6/l9/43
.. ..bl2'l2'4?
Pied PiperIncident
(D)F
Monty
Woulley RoddyAndrews
McDowall .. . 75.
86 5/21/43
London M. Morgan-A. Curtis
78 .2/5/43
34 Quiet
Please,in Murder
(My)....G. Patrick-G. Sanders
70. 8/21/42
.6/18/43 .
.b7, 1 1 -4.42 7016 Two
Wlien Tickets
Johnny toComes
3/19/43 . .bl2/l9
Springtime
the Rockies
. .bl/2/H3
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J. Frazee-G. Jean
75 .1/1/43 .. ...b4/l7/43
11/6/42 .
(Tech.)Weather
(M)F
Grahle-Payne-Miranila
7004
White
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J.Abbott
Hall-M.
Montez
7677 .4/23/43 .
Coming
11 Stormy
(M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast 9177.
. ., .b5/29/43
7002
Who
Done
(OF
&
Costello
.11/6/42
.
,.bll/7/4/
3 i ales of Manhattan (CD) A. . . . Boyer- Hayworth-Roqers-Fonda 118. 7/16/43
,h8/ la ^4?
That Came
Other toWoman
75. 10/30/42
hl0/|7
1 1/13/42 ..ht/i"
'
95 They
Blow Up(D)F V. Gilmore- James Ellison
Adventures of the Flying
..b4/24/43
America
(D)
G.
Sanders-W.
Bond
73.
5/7/43
..
R. Cummings- Johnny Downs
5 Thunder Birds (D) (Tech.)F. .G. Tierney-P. Foster
78 I/2U/42 liiu I i
AliCadets
Baba and the Forty
6 Time to Kill (D)F
L. Nolan-Heather Angel
61 I1/22/43
. .b4/3/43
95 Tonight
We
Raid
Calais
(D)
.
.
Annabella-B.
Bondi
72.
4/30/43
Thieves3 Bridesmsid
(Tech)(MC) ... Maris
'Hall
11/27/42 .
Always
AndrewsMontez-Jon
Sisters-Patric
Knowles
a2/20/43
Monster
Angel
63.
bl2'l217 4242
6 Undying
We Are the
Marines(My)F
(D) F .... John
March Howardof TimeHeather
Feature
65. 1/8/43 .. hill
Angela
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster
a7/l7/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon
Hall-Sabu
a6/l9/43
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis Calvert 103. 2/26/43 . hH' I9'45
CorvetteHouse
K-225 (D)
Randolph& Scott-Barry
Fitzgerald
a3/20/43
Coming
bl? '■ !•>
Crazy
Olsen
Johnson
Fired Wife
D. Barrymore- Louise Allbritton
36/19/43
.b7/IO/43
For All We Know
Edw. G. Robinson-Charles Boyer
a4/24/43
II Buffalo
Bomber'sBillMoon
Geo. O'Hara-J.
Montgoniery-Annabelle
70 . 7/30/43
Frontier Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R. Paige-L. Chaney
(Tech.) M.
McCrea-L.
Darnell
Claudia
R.
Young-Dorothy
McGuire
.36/12/43
His
Butler's
Sister
D.
Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
Dancing Masters
Laurel & Hardy
Hi Ya Sailor
Donald Woods-Elyse Knox
.a6/26/43
Guadalcanal Diary
P. Foster- W. Bendix
Larceny With Music (DM) A. Jones- K. Carlisle
a2/6/43
.37/17/43
Happy Land
Ameche- Dee-Carey- Rutherford
Let
Yourself
Go
E.
Knox-D. Woods-B. Burke
.a4/24/43
Holy Matrimony
M. Woolley-G. Fields-L. Cregar
M3d
Ghoul
Evelyn
AnkersDavid
Bruce
36/26/43
Jane Eyre
Orson Wplles-Jnan Fontaine
Man
of the Family
DonaldBros.O'Connor-Susanna
Foster a5/29/43
.36/26/43
Night Is Ending
G. Sanders-B. Marshall
Never
-Frances Lsngford
Pin-Cp
Girl
(Tech.)
B.K. Grable-M.
Raye-Joe E. Foster
Brown
Phantoma Dull
of theMoment
Opera (Tech.) . Ritz
Nelson Eddy-Susanna
Foster
34/3/43
..34/24/43
.a6/5/43
Roger
Touhy.
Gangster
Taylor-L.
Andrews-P.
Professor
Goes
Wild
Grace
McDonaldDavid
Bruce
.34
'
in
4
■
Song of Bernadette J. Jones- V. Price-C. Bickford
Sherlock Holmes
Faces
Death. .B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
a6/l9/43
Grable-R.
Young
Sherlock
Holmes
and
the
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (Tech.). B. Faye-Sheila Ryan-C. Miranda
. .36/5//4343
Spider Woman
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
36/19/43
The
Gang's All Here A.S. Henie-J. Oakie
Wintertime
.35/22
Son of Dracula
A. Curtis-L. Chaney
33/20/43
Strange
Death of(H)
Adolph
Hitler
Ludwig
Donath-G.
Sondergaard
'4-!
.33 27
UNITED ARTISTS
7064 You're
We've Never
Licked(D)
al2/5/42
Current 1942-43
a LuckyBeen
Fellow,
Mr. .Richard Quine-A. Gwynne
12/11/42 , .bl2/5/42
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
Am6ric3n Empire (WD)F K. Dix-P. Foster
82. ..4/2/43
..
Border
P3trol
(W)F
Wm.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66.
.hl/30/43
Buckskin Frontier (W)F R. Dix-Jane Wyatt
76. .5/14/43 . ., .b3/l3/43
. . .86/6/42 WARNER BROS.
Calaboose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45. .1/29/43
Current 1941-42
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. .6/18/43 . .. .b6/l9/43
138 Gay Sisters (D)F
Barbara Stanwyck- George Brent 108. .8/1/42 .b6/6/42
b6/6/4Z
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. Goddard-R. Milland
81. 1 1/20/42 . .bl/23/4j
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44. ..1/22/43
139
Spy
Ship
(Spy)A
Irene
Manning-Crsig Stevens 61. .8/15/42
.bin/24/42
.. .b5/22/43
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48. .3/5/43
..
Hoppy Serves a Writ (W)F. W Boyd-A. Clyde
66. .3/12/43 . .b3/20/4J
Current 1942-43
Hangmen
Also
Die (D)A
BF Marsh-V.
Donlevy-W. Lake
Brennan 131.
97.. 9/5/42 b8/l5/42
202
Across the
Pacific
10/30/42 . .b3/27/43
IIn M3rried
3
Witch
(OF
75. . 3/26/43
221 Action
in the
North(D)F Humphrey Bogart-Mary Astor.
.b5/22/43
blO. 27/42
Which We Serve (D)F
N1...I Coward
114.
.b2/6/43
.3/20/43 . .....b6/l2/43
.11/27/42 .bl2/26/42
.blO/17/4:'
Atlantic
(D)
H.
Bogart-R.
Massey
Jacsre (T)F
Trank Buck. Narrator
65. .2/12/43
217 Air Force (D)F
J. Gartield-G. Young
124 .6/12/43
Kukan
—
the
Battle
Cry
of
.7/3/43 .. . .b8/22/42
Chins (Doc) F
61 . .8/7/42 . . ,...b5/l/43
222
Background
to
Danger
(Spy)..
Geo.
Raft-Brenda
Marshsll
1/23/43 .
203 Busses Roar (Spy)F Richard Travis-Julie Bishop 61 .9/19/4?
. .b7/l8/42
Lady
Burlesque
B. StanwyckMichael
O'Shea 67. .4/30/43
.5/28/43
214 Casablanca (D)F
H. Bogart-lritrid Bergmsn |02 .7/24/43 . . .b7/3/43
10/43
Leatherof Burners
(W)
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
. 12/18/42 . ., ..b4/
223
Constant
Nymph
(D)
Charles
Boyer-Joan
Fontaine
112
15/42
Boyd-Lola
Lane
63.
Lost
Csnyon
(W)F
Wm.
.bl/23/43
.9/26/42
I '28/42
McGuerlns From BrooklyiKC) A Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley
2114 Desperate Journey (D)F £. Flynn-R. Reagsn
107 .4/24/43 .. ...bl.ba/
47. . 12/31/42 .b3/6/43
.b3/27/43
219
Edge
of
Darkness
'0)A
E.
Flyn-i
A.
Sheridan
118
Sanders-H. Marshsll
90. 10/2/42 . .b9/l2/42
Moon
3nd
Sixpence
(D)A
Geo.
.
.b9/26/42
.12/5/42
.
211 Fly:ng Fortress (D)F
Richsrd Greene
65
One of Our Aircraft Is
. 10/16/42 .
212
lim (D)F
E. Flynn-Alexis Smith
104 . 1 1/14/42 .blO/31/42
MissingGirl(D)F
Tearle-Eric Shirley...
Portman 93.
90. .1/15/43
210 Gentiemiiii
George Wsshington
Slept
Powers
(M)F . -, Godfrey
Geo. Miirphv-Anne
hl2/lfl
f
1 1/28/42 , .b9/l9/42
.
.b9/5'42
,b7/l7/43
Here Man
(CD)F
J. Benny-A.
Sheridsn-C.
Coburn 9264 ..1/16/43
Prairie Chickens (C)
J. Rogers-N. Geery, Jr
47. .5/21/43
I I / 13/42 . bl 1/14 42
216
Gorill3
(D)A
J.
Loder-Ruth
Ford
Silver Queen (D)F
G. Brent-P. Lane
82. ,6/11/43
.2/20/43 ... ,bl2/l2/42
.b9/26/42
209
Hard
WayHand(D)A
I. Lupino-D.
Morgan
10765 .11/7/42
. , .b2/20/43
,.,..b5/l/43
.b9/l9/42
Somewhere in France (D)F. .C. Cumminqs-R. Morley
85.
208
Hidden
(Mv)A
Craig
Stevens-Julie
Bishop
Taxi, Mister (C)
Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 4b. 4/16/43 . . .b6/5/43
220 Mission to Moscow (D) W. Huston-A. Harding 123 .5/22/43 . .b2/27/43
That Nazty Nuisance (C) Bobby Watson-Joe Devlin
43. ,6/25/43
.
.b4/24/43
218 Mysterious Djctor (D)
John Loder-Clyde Cook
57 10/31/42 .. .b8/22/42
Undercover Man (W)
Bill Boyd-Andy Clyde
ii8. 10/23/42 .b5/9/4J
2n(i
Now, Voyager
(D)A
B. Davis-Paul
Henreid
11758 ..3/6/43
. 10/17/42 .b8/22/42
Young 3nd Willing (CO)F Win. Holilen-Susnn Hayward
83. ,2/5/43 . . ..h2/l3/43
.bl/23/43
205
Secret
Enemies
(Spy)F
Craig
Stevens-Faye
Emerson
Coming
l.i Tri'ck Busters (G)F
Richard Travis-Ruth Ford
58 .2/2/43
.b6/6/42
. 12/19/42 .. . .(Reissue)
215
Varsity
Show
vM>
D.
Powell-F.
Waring
81
Coming Leslie
B3r 20 (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andv CIvoe
201 Yankee Doodle Dandy (DM)F.J. Cagney-Joan
126 ..1/2/43
10/10/42
..
.
.a6/26/43
.al2'm
47
False Colors (W)
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
207 You Can't Escape Forever(D) A.G. Brent-Brenda Msrshall
77
Girl
From Leningrad Albert
Anna Sten-Kent
Smith
.36/19/43
Gunmaster
Dekker-Claire
Trevor.
Hi Diddle Diddle A Mpnjou-M. Scott
Adventures
Iraq
Loder-R.
Ford
Jack London
O'Shea-S. Hayworth
Adventures ofin Mark
TwainiDi J.Fredric
March-Alexis
Smith
38/22/42
. .35/1/43
Johnny
Come Lately J.M. Cagney-Grace
George
Arsenic and Old Lace Cary Grant-Priscilla Lane
al/3/42
.131.
Riders
of
the
Deadline
William
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
...
.b5/l5/43
.b9/26/4»
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart-Alexis
Smith
Stage Door Canteen 48 Stars
Crime hy Night . . . , Jane Wyman
.38,29/42
Texas Law (W)
Wm Bnvd-Andy Clyde
Desert
Song Tokyo
(Terh.) (DM) ... Cary
Dennis Grant-John
Morgsn-lreneGarfield
M'?nning
a3/|5/42
Texas Masquerade
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
.bB/12/43
Destination
The
(W)
Dix-Jane Wyatt
.b7/ 10/43
VictoryKansan
Through
Air Power. .. Richard
Disney
Devotion
(D)
0.
deHavillsnd-l.
Lupino
.a2/27'4'
. .b7/3/43
Empty
Foran-Patricia
Walthall
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy-Marjorie Woodworth. 55.. 8/6/43
Find theHolsters
Blackmailer J.DickCowan-F.
Emerson-G.
Lockhart Reissue
Guns of the Pecos
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel
Reissue
In Our Time
I. Lupino-P. Henreid-C. Rains
UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
224 Irving
Berlin's This is the Army All-Star Cast
Army
8/14/43 ...36/19/43
.6/11/43 . . .b6/5/43
7043 All By Myself
Knowles-Evelyn
7(105
Last
Rideon the
(D).
. . . . R. Travis-Chss. Long
Amapina Mrs. Holliday (D)F , I)Patric
Durbin-A
Treacher Ankers..
.2/19/43
Murder
Waterfront
h2
h
4;.
7063
Arabian :Jiohts c—h > (D)F Jnn Hall-Maria Montez-Sabu. . .
bl2 '7K 47
Northern Pursuit
E. Flynn-H. Dantine
..9/4/42
12/4/42 bl2
7029
.12/25/42
tne 8 tiari tOF
Ri'/ Bros. -Carol Bruce
I? 1?
Old
Acquaintance
(U). ..
Bette
Davis-MiriamClancy
Hopkins
7010 Behind
Between
L's
Girls
(C)A
Diana
Barrymore-R.
Cummings
Prairie
Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen
Reissue
.6/4/43
.
7014 Captive Wild Woman (H) Evelyn Ankers-John Carradine..
, .b8/2n
4747
Princess
O'Rourke
(CD)
..
0.
DeHavillsnd-R.
Cummings
39/19 4..
30/19
Cheyenne
Roundup
(W)
1
M.
Brown-Tex
Ritter
7075
.5/21/43
.4/9/43
Rhapsody
in
Blue
Joan
LeslieRobert
Alda
9/25/42
7036
b4
10/43
Cowboy
in
Manhattan
(C)
F.
Langford-R.
Paige
. , b5 ■ I I '
Saratoga Trunk
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman
a6/26/43
7071 Deep in the Heart of
Shine On Harvest Moon A. Sheridan-D. Morgan
Texas (W)F
) M. Garqan-lrene
Brnwn-Tex Ritter
finBl in n '42 hin ? 45
Song
of
the
Saddle
Dick
Foran-Alma
Lloyd
Reissue
7030 Destination
Unknown
(n)F
.
Wm,
Hervev
Thank Your Lucky Stars (M ) . . All-Stsr Cast
al/l6/4S
7037
of the UnHprwnrlH (G)A "ichard Dix-Wenrtv Rarrie
61
ThtCherokee
Strip
Dick
Forsn-Jane
Bryan
Reissue
7033 Eyes
the Band
61 .5/14/43
. b9l2
.b5/l/43
Watch on the Rhine (D) Bette Davis-Paul Lukss
38/22/42
I /R '41 , bin
7012 Follow
Frankenstein
Meets(MO
the Wolf M. B. Hughes-L. Errol
|0 4"t
.3/12/43
Man (H)
Ion Chaney. Jr.-llnna Massey 73 .6/25/43
.
.36/12/43
Get Going
G. McDonald-R. Paige
MISCELLANEOUS
. in/2/42 . -b7/IO/43
Get
to Love (OM)'F ninria
Frazee
47
(jals.Hen
Incorporated
HarriettJean-Jane
Hilliard-Leon
Errol 617565 .7/9/43
Hesrt
(D)AD) F. Russian
Michele Morgsn-Rsimu
155..Artkino
1 1 . .A.F.E.Corp.b3/20/43
.9/1
I /42 . ,. .blO'i
7021 Give
Out
Sisters
(M)F
Andrews
Sisters
In the ofReara Nstion
of the Enemy(
Cast
...bfO/3/42
.5/7/43
.b2
/27/4-'
7044 Good Morning Judge (O
. . .bO/.S t
Orders
From
Tokyo
(D)A
Danielle
Darrieux-Anton
Walbrook..
74..Artkino
b7/4/42
D.
O'Keefe-M.
B.
Hughes
68
.12/18/42
, .b4/24/43
7032 Great Impersonation (D) Ralph Bellamy-Evelyn Ankers 71
Outlaw, The (WD)A
J. Buetel-J. Russell
121. .H. Hughes. b2/l3/43
.bl2/|9 '4-
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

REVIEW
51

4431
4428
4432
4435
4422
4425
4436
4427
4433
4423
4434
4421
4426
4424
4430
442t

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Cemment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COIVIEDIES
AA Blitz
IMaid onMade
Mad
151/2
.. Not Rev.
tlie
Fritz Good
ISVi-.
Blonde and
Groom
Dull
15 .. 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
Boobs in tiie Niglit Poor
I7V2.. 6/12/43
Carry
Harry
Not
Funny
17
.10/10/42
Ham and Yegn^
17 . .Not Rev.
Here Comes Mr. Zerk
16 ..Not Rev.
His
Wedding
Scare
Silly
1/30/43
I Spied for You
Poor
18Iii'/a..
.. 4/24/43
Kiss and Walie Up
Ordinary
IR ..10/17/42
My Wife's
An Angel Slap
Good
22l6'/2.... 8/29/42
5/22/43
Phony
Cronies
Happy
Piano
Mooner
17 ..Not Rev.
Sappy Pappy
Slapsticky 16 ..12/5/42
Two Saplings
17 ..Not Rev.
Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good IS ..3/ 6/43

AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
4963 Men Working Together. Excellent
4962 Mr. Smug
Good

... Not Rev.
10 .. 7/10/43
II .. 2/27/43

4961 Wings fer the Fledglings. Fair

10 .. 1/9/4.1

roop

COLOR RHAPSODIES
He
Can't
Make
It Stick. Good
King Midas Junior
Plenty
ProfessorBelow
SmallZero
and Mr. Fair
SlayTall
It With Flowers Fair
Song of Victory Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's Guitar Fair
Toll Bridge
Troubles Routine
Amusing
Tree
for Two
ev.
.NoRt

II.

4510
4504
4508
4507
4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509

COMMUNITY SING
4660 As Time Goes By
4bo3 College Songs
4657 Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
4656 M.Naniara's
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
4658
Band
4651 Rhiimba and Conga
Hits.. Good
4659
Rosie the
4654 Songs
of theRiveter
Service Good
Average
4654
Songs
of
the
States
Good
6
4652.. Yankee Doodler Very
Good
Not
Rev.
FAMOUS BANDS
4951
No.
I
(Ted
Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shop Fields) Good

.. 7/17/43
77 ..Not
Rev
71/2.. 5/29/43
71/2..
Rev.
7 .. Not1/30/43
9 ..10/3/42
61/2.. 4/17/43
7 ..10/31/42
5''>''
77 ...12/
7/10/43
10 ..Not Rev.
9 . .Not Rev.
9 .. 4/17/43
2/27/43
1091/2..
Rev.
8 ..Not
.. 8/22/42
IO1/2..
5/ 1/43
8 ..11/14/42
91/2..
1/ 2/43
9 .. 9/26/42
10 . .Not Rev.
7/4?
1010 ...11/
. 1/ 2/43

4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College
Belles
Great Glover. TheFair
His Girl's
Worst Friend . Fair
Mediocre
Socks
Appeal

16 ..10/31/42
l8'/2..Not
Rev.
18 .. 5/22/43
171/2. . 3/20/43

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
r.aiii.n<
n(
thp
Teche.
Onod .....
Merchant Convoy . . Vivid
Oddities
(LaVarro)
Good
Our Second Front Timely ...

II ... . 6/26/43
8/22/4''
10 ..10/31/4.?
101/2. . 1/ 9/43

4704
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Silly
ChoMy Polly
Duty
and the BeastMind Fair
The Dumbconscious
Average
The Gullible Canary. .. Clever
Kindly
Scram
Matirp in Sliimherland . . Fair
Dull
The Fly in the Ointment Below Average
The Vitamin G-Man .... Silly
Willoughby's Magic Hat

6'/2.
2/27/43
6 . .. 5/22/43
7B'/2.. . 1 1/14/42
. 10/17/42
7 . .Not
Rev.
6 .
6'/2.
6 . .. 12/
S/a?
76/26/43
17/43
7 , ., 3/13/4
7 . . 5/ 8/43

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. 1
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4R57
4858
4859
4860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No.
1
(Kay
Kyser)
Good...
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Very
Good
No.
3
(Jack
Benny)
Entertaining
No. 4 (Leopold
Classified
NoStokowski)
(Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good..
No. 6 (Ginny Simms. M.C.)
No.
7fi (Alan
Mowbray)
No.
(Kvser.
Autry)
No. 9 (Fibber McGee &
Molly)
Good
No. 10 (Mischa Auer) ..Good

10 . . 8/15/42

COLUMBIA

Reviewed
Time Issue Of

STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
Dizzy Detectives
Even as I 0 Baby
U
Fair
Sock-A-Byo
Average
Soook Louder
Three Little Twirps Average
They Stooge to Conga. .. .Slapstick
KATE SMITH
4751 America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
4406
4404
4401
4402
4405
4408
4403

18
I8V2 .
11851/2.
16
I5V2.
l5'/2.

Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
10/24/42
.12/12/42
..Not7/10/43
Rev
. 1/ 2/43

9'/2 . . 8/29/42

. 8/ 1/42
4551 Journey to Denali Good
4452 Old and Modern New
Orleans
Very Good.
.10/17/42
WORLD OF SPORT
5/29/43
4807 Aqua Thrills
Entertaining .. Wz. ., 3/20/43
4805 Diving Daredevils Good
9 , 6/26/43
4808
Jump,
Fish,
Jump
Uninteresting
..
9
.
4804 Ladies Day in Sports Good
10 . 4/17/43
4806
Ski
Soldiers
lO'A.
Not Rev.
4801
Trotting
Kings
Good
, 1/ 9/43
4803 Winter Paradise Interesting .... II10 ,10/17/42
4802 Wizard of the Fairway. . .Golf Magic IO'/2. ,11/14/42
MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
W-443 Bah Wilderness
8
W-441 Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
8
W-444 Dumb Hounded
Hilarious
8
W-446 Red Hot Riding Hood... Tops
8
w-442
Ssulferin'
Cats
9
W.445 The Boy and the Wolf... Good
9
W-447 The
The Uninvited
Lonesome Pest
Mouse... Very Funny ... 8
W-450
W-448 Who Killed Who Fair
8
W-449 Yankee Doodle Mouse
MINIATURES (10)
" 4^1 Brief Interval
10
M-437 Here
at Home
IVl-4.i5
Inca Gold
(Sepia)
M -43 1 Last Lesson
. . I mpressive .... in
M-438 People
Memoriesof ofRussia
Australia. . .Timely
M-432
Excellent 101010
vi-4:t4
Portrait
of
a
Genius
M-43G Wood Goes to War
(Tech.)
Fascinating ... 10
OUR GANG (10)
C-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
II
C-494 Calling
All
Kids Amusing
Delightful IIII
C-493
Family
Troubles
C-495 Farm Hands
Slow
II
0-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing
II
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-4fll Madcni of Mexico .
Fine
II
K-483 That's Why I Left You. Very Good
10
K-482 Who's Superstitious? .. Interesting 10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
9
S-4b5
President's Dog.Uoud
S-461 Fala.
First the
Aid
Instructive ... Ill8
S-463
S.4r,2 Hollywood
Marines in Daredevils
the Making,....Exciting
Vpry Gnnd 99
S-466 Sky Science
Excellent
9
S-464 Wild Horses
Fair
8
TRAVELTALKS (12)
T-413
of Ontario Good
99
T-414 Glimpses
Land of Orizaba
T-416
Mexican
Police
on
Parade.
Interesting
.
.
r-415 Miqhtv Niagara
99
T-4(2 Modern Mexico Citv.... Excellent
9
T-419
Motoring
in toMexico
Excellent
9
1-417
On
the
Road
Monterey
r-4ll Pirtiirpsqiip Mass
Hood
9
T.4I8 Romantic Nevada
Very Good
9
T-420 Scenic Oregon
Solid
9
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
A-4n2 Heavenly Music
Fair
A-307
IVI-411I Inflation
Keep Em Sailing AVery"Must"
butid

11

. 8/15/41
10 . 10/ 3/42
9 .10/31/42
10 . .12/ 5/42
. 1/ Rev.
9/43
1099'/2.. .Not
Rev.
10 . .Not
.Not Rev.
1010 . . 7/10, 43
. 7/17/43

PARAMOUNT

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running

A2A2 9
A2A2 35
A2 2
A2-7
*2A2-I71
A2 4
A2-fifi
A2 8
A2-8

, Not Rev
. 1/16/43
. 7/10/43
.Nut5/ He»
1/43
6/ 5/43
.. 4/in/i"
.Not
Rev.
. 7/10/43
.Not Rev.
..Not
Not Rev.
Rev
.Not Rev.
. 7/10/43
. 1/23/4.,
.Not
Rev
i/snM'
.. 6/19/43
Not Rev
. 5/ 1/43
. 11/21/4
7/10/43
4/in'4'
6/19/43
5/ l/4o
I 71 •
6/26/43
4/24/43
l/23/4i
26/19/43
'6 1
4/10/43
5/ »/4o
,Not1/23/4
Rev J
Not Rev
.,4/10
6/19/43'4,1
Not Rev
. 1! '14 42
..11/21
7/ 3/434"
. 5/ 8/4'
. 6/26/43
3^
. 125/ 8/4'

PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
101/2
A Revival of Moments of
81/2.., . 7 17, 43
ini/2
Charm
Tops
91 . . Not Rev.
1
Ina Rav Mutton & Orch
, 12/ I9'42
22 . . 5/15/43
J. "Srat" Davis & Orch. Averaqp ....
Letter
From
Ireland
Excellent
...
.
MrFarland
Twins& &Orch.
Omh....Fair
. Entertaining
101/2.
109 ., 181 '1422 '4242
Mitchell Ayres
Moments of Charm Tops
. 5/6/19/43
1/308/43
'43
Rationed Rhythm
Fair

1942-43 (Cont.
Running
Time
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
U2-3
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
U2-4 500
Bartholomew Imaginative ... 7
Cubblns
Funny
9
U2-2
Jasper
&
the
Choo-Choo. . Funny
9
U2 . 1 Jasper & the Haunted
House
Excellent
71/2,
U2-5
Jasper's
U2-6 The
TruckMusic
That Lesson
Flew ,,, Tops
Charming
88

I
Reviewed
Issue Of
3/27/43
, 5/ 1/43
1/16/43
/42
,11/21
6/
5/43
7/17/43

POPEYE (12)
E2-I
E2-9
E2-9
E2-7
F2-3
E2-8
E2-2
E2-5
E2-4
E2-6

Hull
a Mess
Amusing
.
7
7 17 43
Hungryof Goat
Goat
Fair
10/24/42
Hungry
77 . Not
Rev.
5/29/43
12/19/42
Jolly
Good
Furlough
Fair
'.
7
'.
Me
Musical
Nephews
,
,
,AiiMising
6'/2
Ration for the Duration. . Good
a . . 6/19/43
Scrap the Japs
Fair
e'A 1Not1/14/42
Rev.
Seein' Red,
'N' Blue
e'/j'.
Spinach
Fer White
Britain,..
7 Not Rev.
Too Weak to Work Amusing 7 '. 4/17/43
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
10/24/42
. . 99 ., ..12/
5/42
J2-3 No. 3
.
1/16/43
J2-4
No.
4
. ,. 101/2.
J2-5 No. 6
10 . . 5/ 1/43
. . 10 . . 7/10/43
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6) 9 .
Y2-2 At the Bird Farm Fair
. 3/27/43
6/ 5/43
Y2-3 Current Events
Swell
99 ..
Y2-I Speaking of Animals
9 . 7/17/43
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
. 12/19/49
R2-8
R2-6
R2-2
R2-5
R2-3
R2-I
R2-7
R9.4
R2-9

Amphibious Fighters ....Excellent . .. 1099'/2.. .. 4/24/43
6/26/43
Beach
Command
Interesting
10 . .11/14/42
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent .
Hike or Bike
10 . .Not Rev.
10 . . 2/ 6/43
Modern Vikings
Enjoyable
Snorts
I.Bugs
Q
Ftrpllenl
.. . 9 . .. 10/24/42
5/29/43
Tumble
Excellent
Trading Blows
fiiioU
. 91/2 .
Where Cactus Grows Good
. 3/20/43
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
. 7/l7/'43
W2-I Destruction, Inc
Exciting
O'/i. 5/
1/16/43
1/43
W2-3 Jungle
Good
W2-2
Mummy Drums
Strikes(Tech.)
(Tech.)., For
Juveniles .. 88 . 3/13/43
W2-4 Underground World Good
8'/2. 5/29/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6) 101/2.
10 .
L2-I No. I
Good .. ..
10 .. 10/24/42
L2-2
Interesting
12/19/42
10
1 2-3 No.
No. 2
3
Average
L2-4
No.
4
Up
to
Par.
,, 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
L2-5 No. 5
Good
10 . 7, 17, 43
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
r2-l
LetterFamily
From Gets
Bataan,in . .Impressive .... 15 . 10/ 3/42
12-4 AAldriih
the Scrap
Excellent II . 3/ 6/43
r2-3
of Victory
Good
1 1 /2 1 /42
r2-2 Price
We Refuse
to Die Very
Gripping
1513 ..10/
3/42

3'(2n2
33201

RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS 118) (TECH.)
Donald's
Tire
Funny ... 77
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
77
Pluto and
the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
7
Victory Vehicles , , . .
8
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck
Soup
Fair
Hnld Voiir Temper
1717
Hot Foot
Will Pass
17
Indian Signs
Fair
17
Hough
on
Rents
Avprage
18
Two for the Money Fair
17
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
State
vs. Glen
ThomasWillett
Crosby. Fair
State vs.
Fair

34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

JAMBOREES (13)
Duke
Ellington
and
His Orch
Enric
Madriguera &
Orch
Swell
It's
Tommy
Tucker
Time
Johnny
Long
&
Orch
Ray
Orch Average
Average
Dick McKinley
Stabile & & Orch
Fair
Jorry Wald A Orch For Jitterbugs .

34101
34105
34103
.14102
34104
34106
33403
314114
33406
33405
33402
33401

.. 3/5/15/43
6/43
. 3/27/43
.Not
..Not5/ Rev.
8/43
Rev.
. 3/ B/43
..Not7/ Rev.
3/43
. 5/15/43
.12/
5/42
.10/24/42
.. 10/24/42
1/16/43

9 . Not Rev.
8 ..Not
8 . 123 2712Rev.4342
888 . I I 28 42
. I 16 43
10 .10
(0 43

52

SHOWMEN'S

UNITED ARTISTS

RKO-RADIO

1942-43 (Cont.
Running
Time
LEON ERROL (6)
33702 Deer! Deer!
Average
17
33704 Double Up
Fair
18
33705
Gem-Jams
Fair
33701 Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing. 1818
33703
Pretty
Dolly
Amusing
17
33706 Radio Runaround Good
18
SPORTSCOPES (13)
34308 Aqua Aces
343051 Cloud
Basketeers
Very Good ....
3431
Chasers
34309 Golf Limited
Interesting ...
34304 Racing
"Q" Men
Interesting
34310
Royalty
Inconsequential
34301 Show Horse
Uood
34405
Ski
Trails
Exciting
34302
Touchdown
Tars
Good
34307 Trout
34303 Winter Setting
THIS IS AMERICA
Excellent
18
33105 Air Crew
33103 Army Chaplain
Very
Boomtnwn, D. C
Very Fine
Good .... 1919
33104
33108 Lieutenant Smith
Excellent 20
on Guard
Very Good .... 19
33106 Medicine
Seaman
Excellent
33107 Merchant
island No. 43 Reassuring 1717
33109
33101 Pacific
Private bniith of the
U.S. A
Excellent
1819
33102 Women at Arms Very Fine

4/10/43
.. 12/26/42
.. 2/13/43
6/12/43
. 4/17/43
.. 5/7/10/43
8/43
.. 10/24/42
I 1/21/42

VICTORY
34202
City
of
Courage
34201 Conquer bv the Clock
34203 North African Album

... 123'20
7/'2h3/4341 '

SHORTS (3)
Impressive
Excellent
Fills Void .

Reviewed
Issue Of
.11/21/4?
.. 5/15/43
5/15/43
. 10/17/4^
,. 7/1/16/4'
3/43
..Not3/ Rev
6/43
. Not Rev.
. 5/15/43
.. 7/1/23/43
3/43
.. 10/24/42
. 13/27/43
1/28/42
. Not Rev
Not Rev

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
ID .10/17/42
3201 Along the Texas Range Picturesque
3202 Climbing the Peaks...
10 . . Not Rev
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9 . . Not Rev.
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801 Weapons
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
189 .. 1 5/1/28/42
3851
for Victory
Very Good
8/49
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
9
9
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. .Good
(8)
MAGiC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
3151 Desert Wonderland
9
.Swell
(Tech.)
3157 Land
Where Time
9
9
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9
3154 Royal Araby
Good
89
3156 Strange Empire
Good
3153 Valley of Blossoms Average ...
9
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good
MARCH OF TIME
4 AfricaVictory
— Prelude (o
Very
Good .... 1818
Informative
8I America's
Food Crisis Stirring
F.B.I.
20
2 FightingFront
French
Good
2017
9 Inside Fascist
Spain
II Invasion!
Excellent
18
3 Mr. & Mrs. America Very Good
20
5 Navy and the Nation Very Good
19
One Dsty
of War
106 Show
Business
at War. ...Outstanding
.. Excellent ... 2117
7 The New Canada Good
18
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9
3351 Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9
3303 Steelhead Fighters Good
9
3301
Well-Rowed
Harvard
Good
3302 When Winter Calls Good
109
TERRYTOONS (26)
3551 Barnyard
All Out forBlackout
"V (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
3560
77
3558 Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
7
3557
Frankenstein's
Cat
(Tech.)
7
3568
He
Dood
It
Again
For
Children
..
7
3502 lekle Meets Pickle Fair
7
3572 Keep Em Growing (Tech.)
7
3569 Last Round I. p (Terh.)
7
3552 Life With Fido (Tech.) . .Routine
7
3570
(Terh.)
7
3555 Mopping
Mouse of UpTumorinw
(Tech.)
Swell
7
3556 Nancy
Their inBitDoing(Terh.)
7
3554 Night Life in
the Army (Tech.) : ...Funny
7
3.^71 Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77
3562
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
3553 School Daze (Tech.).. Fair
7
.15"i9 Scrap
(or Victnrv (Tech.)
77
3561
Good
i562 Shipyard
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7
WORLD TODAY
3402
3401 Accent
Women nnin Courage.
Blue. . . .

TRADE

.Not Rev.
. 12/12/42
. 8/22/42
. Not Rev.
..10/24/42
5/15/43
. 1/16/43
.. 9/9/26/42
5/42
.. 12/12/42
3/20/43
..10/10/42
9/19/42
Not Rev.
. 6/12/43
.11/ 7/42
. 1/ 9/43
.. 5/15/43
1/23/43
. 2/20/43
. Not Rev.
.12/19/42
. 1/30/43
.. 8/29/42
1/30/43
. 5/8/15/42
8/43
. 1/16/43
.10/ 3/42
.Not
. 5/ Rev
8/43
.11/28Rev42
.Not
.Not Rev.
. 9/19 42
Not Rev
. 12/12/42
Not Rev.
.10/1742
.Not
Rev
. 5/ 8/43
. 10/17/42
Not
. 5/ Rev.
8/43
. Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.

WORLD IN
Churchill's
Island
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food,
of
Hitler's Plan
Inside Fighting
China. .
Invasion
of Europe
Invasion of North Africa
New buldiers Are Tough.
»-hi8 Is Blitz

REVIEW
Running

ACTION (12)
Very Good ....
Good
Impressive ...
Thrilling

Revieweo
Issue Of

Time
20 . . 4/ 4/42
2120 . . 12/12/42
. . 4/ Rev.
4/42
. 222022 .. ..Not9/19/42
19
6/43
20 .. .. 2/5/ 8/43
20 ..10/24/42
16 . . 5/30/42
19 .. .. 9/26/42
7/25/42
Excellent
Grim Realism. . 21 . . 3/ 7/42

Uiiii't Hiiek Now SPECIAL

8604
8601
8602
8606
8603
8605
8607
8608
8609

18 . .Not Rev.

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7243 Air Raid Warden
Amusing
7 .. 1/16/43
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7 ..10/17/42
7247 Canine Commandos
Not Rev.
?242 Lean Stranger
7 ..Not Rev.
7248 Ration Bored
Not Rev.
724J Srrewhall
Funny
7 .. 2/27/4(
7245 Swing Your Partner Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
NAME BAND MUSICALS
7125 Chasin'
Entertaining ... 1515 Not
Rev.
12/12/42
7129
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good
l5'/2. 1/23/43
8/ 1/42
7123 Jivin'
Session Entertaining ... 15
7130
RussianJamRevels
Rev.
7122 Serenade
in Swing Fair
15 Not
Not9/19Rev.42
7131
Smoke Rings
/ 128 Swing That Band
15 Not Rev.
7124
Thing
15
7127 Swing's
Swingtimethe Blues
15 . Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining ... 15
8/ 1/42
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375 Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting 99 ... . Not1/16/43
7374 Double
Talk Girl
Rev.
7371
Human
Sailboat
. . Not Rev.
Rev.
7372 Jail Hostess
99 ..Not
7373
King
of
the
49-er8
Interesting
9
..12/
5/42
7376 Let Huey Do It
Interesting 9 .. 2/27/43
7378 Little
Farmfront Clayton
Wonder
9 . . Not Rev.
7329 Shepherd of the Round
House
Interesting 9 ..6/ 5/43
7377 The
She's Armless
A- 1 in Dentist
the Navy
'J . Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
7381
7380 Tom Thum in Person Interesting 9 .. 6/12/43
7382 Western Cowgirl
Net Rev.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
Rev.
71 10 Eagle vs. Dragon
22 ,Not1/16/43
7111 Roar, Navy. Roar Swell
221/2.
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
5/42
7232
Boogie
Woogie
Sioux Amusing
Very Good
77 .12/
.Not2/27/43
7233 Cow Cow Boogie
Rov.
7?'!4
Eqo
rrarker
Suits
7
.Not Rev.
7235 Pass the Biscuits Mirandy
7231 Yai.t.-.
Doodle Swing
Shift
Rood
7 . 9/12/42
VARIETY VIEWS
7352
7362
.Not 17/42
Rev.
Chickens Today
7361 Any
Canadian Patrol
... Very Good
9 . 111.6/19/43
Confusion
in
India
Instructive
....
9
Rev.
7358 Hitngry India
9 . Not
Not Rev
Goes to Town
7360 MrMirrorCliimp
of
Sub-Marine
6/ 5/43
Life
Interesting 9 .. 2/27/43
MothersEra ofinPresidents.
.. Very Good
108 .Not Rev.
7357
7354 New
India
7353 Spirit of Democracy Fine
. 10/17/42
9/19/42
7351 Trouble Spot of the East. Interesting .... 109 .. 9/12/42
7355
7356 Western Whoopee
Very Good
7 . 2/27/43
Winter Sports Jamboree. . Exciting
11
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
.12/12/42
.10/17/42
0996
Arsenal
of
Might Very
Excellent
.
0995
Keeping
Fit
Good
0997 What
We Are Fighting
.Not Rav.
For
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good
20 .10/10/42
8109 Army Show
Very Fine
20 ..10/3/13/43
3/42
8164
Beyond
the
Line
of
Duty
Great
8107
Isle of Freedom. .. .Inspiring 2020 .. Not1/ 2/43
Rev.
8106 Little
Man Killers
Rev.
8108 Our African Front
20 ..Not4/17/43
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
26 Not Rev.
8101
Spirit
of
Annapolis
20
Hin3 Snirit of West Point Stirring
20 . 10/17/42
8111 Three Cheers for the
Rev.
Girls
Very Good 20 . Not6/19/43
8105 Vauueville Days
20
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
Entertaining . . . 10 , . 3/ 6/43
King
of
the
So You ThinkArchers
You . . ..Fair
8306
10 .. 1/23/43
8364 So
Need
You Glasses
Want to Give
8302
Un
Smoking
Evcellnnt
7/ 3/43
H.WI
. . Disappointing . 10in .. .. 12/12/47
8303
Sweeney Steps Out
..10/
3/42
11
10 . Not Rev.
This Is the Enemv . . ..Good
8305

8508
tljul
HM4
8509
Bjol)
8502
8503
8505
8507

July 24, 1943

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
LOONEY TUNES
. Not Rev.
7 ...11/28/42
Amusing
Daffy Duckaroo
7
..10/17/42
In
the
Groove..
Fair
The Hep Cat (Tech.) . . .
7
7 .... 4/17/43
Hop
and Go
1/ 9/43
Good
My
Favorite
Duck(Tech.)
7
To Duck
or Not
to
Duck (Tech.)
Funny
..
3/13/43
7
7 ..Not Rev.
Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7 .. 6/19/43
Yankee
Uoodle Daffy
..Not Rev.
(Tech.)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
Rev.
Very Good , . 10 . . Not5/29/43
lU
B. Minnevitch & His
Excellent .... 10 . . 1/23/43
Good
. . 6/26/43
Childhood
....
Entertaining . 10 .. 4/24/43
uzzie NelsonDays& His
. ID ..11/28/42
Good
10
United States Marine
Outstanding
..10/ 3/42
The United States Navy Pleasing .... . 10 .. 2/16/43
Band
in . .Not Rev.
U. S. Army Band

MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
8706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
7
Black and do
8707 CoalSebben
Dwarfs Funny
7
8705 Ding
Dong
Daddy Very Good
77
Dover
Boys
8701
8710 Fifth Column Mouse Fair
7
871 1 Flop Goes the Weasel Fair
7
8703
8714
Greetings
Bait
(Tech.)
..
Amusing
7
Hare Brained
Hypnotist . Ha! Ha!
7
Jackrabbit
and
the
8715
Very Good
7
H7n4 Beanstalk
Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing . 77
8708 Sheepish
Super Rabbit (Tech.) Fair
7
Tale Aristo
of Two Cat
Kitties Very
Very Good
Funny ... 77
8712 The
8702
8716
Tortoise Wins by a Hare. Funny
77
8/13 Unbearable Bear (lech.)

. 1/23/43
. 1/23/43
. 1/ 9/43
.Not
Rev.
.. 4/17/43
4/24/43
.. 12/
6/19/43
5/42
. 7/ 3/43
.Not3/13/43
Rev.
..I2'I2
4/17/4342
.. 3/13/43
6/26/43
. Not Rev.

841 1
H4Ub
H409
8401
8410
8403
8402
8408
8407

SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's Battle of
Beauty
Good
Cuba. Land of Adventure.
Sports
Fair ....
Grey,
White
and Horses!
Blue. ....Eye-filling
Horses!
Horses!
Interesting
RodAnticosti
and ReelIsland
on
Rover's
Rangers
(Tech.). Very
Good .
Sniffer Soldiers
Excellent
South American Sports. .. Very Good
Sporting
Dogs
Interesting
The
Timing Fair
WomenRightin Sports
Very Good

. 1/ 2/43
10 .. 7/2/13/43
10 . 1/ 3/43
ID . Not 2/43
Rev.
10 . 6/ 5/43
10 .12/12/42
.
10/10/42
10
..11/28/42
3/13/43
.
3/13/43
10

8001
8006
8004
8002
t"
8003

TECH. SPECIALS (6)
AChampions
Ship Is Training
Born
Inspiring ..
Champions
Excellent
Eagles of the Navy Very Good .. .
Fighting Engineers
Mountain
FightersGood
Young and Beautiful Fair

22
10
10
2010
20
20
20

.12/ 5/42
. 7/ 3/43
. 5/ 1/43
. 1/16/43
.Not
Rev.
. 6/ 5/43

I OLUMBIA

SERIALS 1942-43
The Secret Code
15 Chaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps.

Daredevils of the West
G-Men Vs. The Black Dragon... 15 Chaps.
King of the Mounties
12 Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures
Jack
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSmilin'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

Not Rev.
1/30/43
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
11/ 7/42
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
Time Date
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
10 ..12/24/42
Community
Transportation
1/7/43
Doctors at War
1041/2.... 5/13/43
Farm Battle Lines
II .. 1/29/43
Farmer at War
9 ..3/11/43
Food for Fighters
9 ..4/ 1/43
Fuel Conservation
3 ..11/12/42
Henry
Brown,
Farmer
Lift Your Heads
109 ..11/15/42
. . 7/ 8/43
Message From Malta
10 .. 6/10/43
Mission Accomplished
10 .. 4/29/43
Negro Colleges in War Time
8 .. 1/25/43
Night Shift
II ..12/10/42
Paratroops
1/21/43
Prelude to War
519 .... 5/27/43
Right
of
Way
91/2..
4/15/43
Since Pearl Harbor
8 .. 2/18/43
The
of '43
4/43
TroopSpirit
Train
1051/2.... 2/
2/11/43
War Town
10 .. 6/24/43
You,
Jones
1/14/43
Wings John
Up
20lO'A-... 5/27/43

th

31st

2

17th

10th

AUG.

PilotNo5.

Hitls er

First Comes Courage
Robin Hoodof the

madman

Bataan

Ghoosnts
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OBSERVATIONS
The big parade of increasingly bigger pictures this
week brought into view one of the biggest of all time
(any way you want to judge a piece of showmanship)
in "This Is the Army." The show may have special
extra eye, ear and emotional appeal right at the moment
because of its potent patriotic flavor — but it's the kind
of entertainment that always was, is, and probably
always will be the first choice of the great mass of theatregoers. With the Army of the U.S.A. fighting its way
to such glorious heights right now, it is saying a lot for
a picture to call it worthy to bear the title it carries;
and that's what all and sundry who have seen the Warner
Bros, picture have said about "This Is the Army."

Because the principle of attempting to "make two
blades of grass grow where one grew before" is the
American way of solving economic problems, we can't
help but cheer for the decision (to say nothing of a most
earnestly hoped-for happy result) of MGM's plan to give
showmanship a chance to show what it can do for those
exhibitors in the territories which have been hurt rather
than helped by the general business boom — by appropriating an initial budget of $12 5,000 for the able Howard
■Dietz to apply to advertising and exploitation aimed to
step up theatre attendance for the exhibitors who are
having tough times making ends meet. That is a highly
constructive course and a progressive one typical of the
MGM organization. It's good to find our own showmen
maintaining their faith in showmanship as the most
effective business tonic for show business. That reason
alone should be sufficient to make every red-blooded
American showman ready to give every encouragement,
every helpful boost by word and deed to the idea and
the execution thereof. That this enterprise is not going
to furnish the immediate relief needed by" the exhibitor
"hardship cases," goes without saying — -and we wouldn't
even mention it were it not for the fact that snide and
beside-the-point remarks, unfortunately, are a sort of
habit with a certain percentage of people in this and
other businesses. But this entire industry will benefit
if MGM succeeds in creating more frequent moviegoing
on the part of the regular patrons of the screen and
increases the number of those who are certain to find
continued periodic pleasure at the picture shows if only
they will give the movies a chance to show what they
can do for the amusement seeker. To MGM and particularly to Mr. Dietz, who will direct the campaign.

the best of good luck and success beyond their fondest hopes!
Those who have the best interests of this industry at
heart will hope with the rank-and-file of the exhibitors
that the Department of Justice will give a sympathetic
hearing and weigh carefully the recommendations of
theatre owners in any investigation looking toward revisions to the consent decree — should that be in order;
or, should other action be under consideration, that the
exhibitors likewise receive a more complete hearing than
was accorded them when the consent decree was put into
force. If there must be regulation, it were better that
the regulation be geared intelligently to accomplish the
purpose it is supposed to serve — and that means, in a
complex business like this, a well-rounded program based
on thorough understanding of all phases of the industry
in all its branches.
The WAG has prevailed upon a real, hard-hitting showman to undertake the vastly important post of general
chairman of the industry's Third War Loan campaign.
L. C. Griffith thinks in terms of show business and is one
for getting things done with dispatch and finality. His
task is a big one, but that won't bother him, for this
Southwesterner is not one to scare easy. The job of
selling $4,000,000,000 in War Bonds durmg the drive
in September is one that will take a big effort on the
part of theatremen throughout the country. Serving as
coordinator of the industry's efforts will be Griffith's
assignment. He can be depended upon to make a bangup job of his assignment — but the drive to be a success
will require that all cooperate one hundred per cent with
him, and it's not saying too much for him to add that
the man as well as the more important cause (the War
Bond drive) deserve the best cooperation all of us in
this industry can offer.
Secretary Morgenthau has paid picture business a signal honor by naming as the man to direct the advertising
of the Third War Loan campaign our industry's popular
as well as proficient Oscar A. Doob. Oscar's talents and
abilities have been applied right where the Secretary of
the Treasury has had opportunity to observe them in
action. Having seen him at work, it was natural that
the Secretary would call him to serve in this important
—"CHICK" LEWIS
capacity.
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Table Exemption Request
Washington area exhibitors' request for
exemption from the 48-hour work week order
was tabled this week when they agreed with
local WMC officials that nothing would be
accomplished by granting it. Part time
workers are not required to put in the full
48-hour week, and full-time employes have
been working that and over for many months.
Exhibitors' will
request
localfurther
consideration
as
essential
be for
given
study by
WMC, with a priority in the labor market
the stake. Exchanges were last week exempted from the 48-hour work order, and
their request for essentiality is also pending.
Schine

Wins

Award

in Sandusky,

Griffith

REVIEW

Heads

Third War
Loan Drive
L. C. Griffith, War Activities Committee
exhibitor chairman for the Oklahoma City
exchange area, has been appointed General
Chairman of the forthcoming industry campaign
in behalf of the Third War Loan, according to
S. H. Fabian, Theatres
;
Division chairman and
ities.
I
head of WAC bond activ"Mr. Griffith has been

Clearance
0.

Schine's Norwalk and Moose theatres, Norvvalk, Ohio, were granted their plea for elimination of the seven-day clearance enjoyed by
Warners' Ohio Theatre, Sandusky, through a
consent award signed last week by the consenting parties in the offices of the Cleveland Arbitration Board. The award provides that the
defendant distributors, Loew's, Inc., Paramount
Picttn-es, Inc., and Vitagraph, Inc., shall serve
pictures to the Norwalk Theatre immediately
upon the conclusion of their run at the Ohio
Theatre, Sandusky, or twenty-one days after
territorial release date. The settlement was
negotiated before Arbitrator Frank Pelton by
Jerome Friedlander of Benesch, Marsteller,
Friedlander & Morris in behalf of the complainant and by local branch managers in behalf
of the defendants.
This is the second consent award recently concluded in favor of theatres belonging to the
Schine circuit. Last month, via the same method, and without a hearing, Schine's Van Wert
Theatre, Van Wert, O., won a clearance concession when the 14-day clearance enjoyed by
Warners'to Ohio
reduced
three and
days.Sigma Theatre, Lima, was
Arbitrator Denies L.A. Theatre
iustment in Clearance Case
Finding that evidence as offered did not justify
charges, an arbitrator has denied the Los Feliz
Theatre, Los Angeles, relief in its petition for
adjustment of first-run clearances in that city.
The Los Feliz claimed the 49-day clearance
given first-run situations was unreasonable.
The complainant asked for a clearance allowance of 35 days when the theatre was charging
an admission of 35 cents, and 21 days when 40
cents was the admission price.
Australia Releases Film Funds
The Australian government has agreed that
all funds due to U. S. film producers and profits
of Australian companies owing to parent companies will be released up to June 30, 1944,
according to cable advices received at headquarters ofthe MPPDA on Tuesday.
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appointed," Fabian dethe WAC.
confidence ofclared,
the "with
entire
The Third War Loan
places him jii the coordinating seat of one of
the
greatest
war efforts everaid-to-thecontemplated by the industry.
"With the Treasury's
W ar Financing CommitL. C. Griffith
tee pinning its hope on
the industry to supply four of the anticipated
15 billion dollar's worth of bond sales, the
campaign scheduled for September 9th through
20th will demand 100 per cent showmanship cooperation from every branch of the industry.
"We are sure that Mr, Griffith is the man
who can get that co-operation," Fabian concluded.
The new General Chairman arrived in New
York Thursday for a series of conferences with
WAC officials. He will make a short business
trip and return on August 10th to the WAC
offices, which will be his headquarters until the
termination of the drive.

Doob

Takes

WFC

July 31, 1943

Drop in Returns for May
May business dropped off sharply from the
previous month, according to amusement tax
collection figures released this week by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. Only $11,109,476.77 was collected in June, on May business,
as against $14,625,615 the previous month.
May, 1943, business accounted for $11,550,144. Collections for the Third New York
(Broadway) District rose by about $100,000,
from $1,865,150 on April business to
$1,967,604 on May business. About 90 per
cent of these totals is estimated to be
accounted for by motion picture theatres.
State and Orpheum, Boston,
End Day-and-Date Policy
For Theatre
the firstin time
many away
yearsfrom
Loew's
State
Bostonin broke
the
policy
of
showing
day
and
date
with
Loew's
Orpheum last week. Instead of the customary
dual bill at the two theatres, the State showed
"Hangmen Also Die" while the Orpheum continued to break records with "Stage Door Canteen." State and Orpheum are located approximately amile and one-half apart, the Orpheum
being located in the heart of the shopping district, the State in the Back Bay district.
City Taxes, Theatre Closes
A 10 per cent amusement tax adopted by the
mayor and board of aldermen was put into
eft'ect in Tuscumbia, Ala., Friday, July 23, and
on that same day the management of the Strand,
Tuscumbia's
motion would
picturebe theatre,
announced thatonly
the house
closed and
remain dark indefinitely.

Post

As Aide in Loan Drive
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau this
week announced the appointment of Oscar A.
Doob, advertising director of Loew's Theatres,
as assistant national director ofthe War Finance
Committee in charge of
advertising. Doob will
serve in the interests of
the $15,000,000,000 Third
War Loan drive and will
headquarter in the Treasury Department in Washington. Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., has given
Doob leave of absence until mid-October.
The Loew Theatre executive has served as PubOscar A. Doob
lic Relations Chairman of
the
motion and
picture
industry's War
Activities
Committee,
his appointment
resulted
from
the outstanding work he has done in this
capacity and as publicity chairman of the theatres' March of Dimes campaigns.
Doob's associate, Ernest Emerling, will head
the Loew's Theatres advertising department
during his absence.

lowan Sues for Bank Night $900
Orren W. Coulter, of Council Bluffs, Iowa,
has filed suit in District Court against three
Council Bluffs theatres asking a $900 judgment
for a bank night award he declares he should
have received. Coulter alleges his name was
drawn for the $900, that he was at the back
door of the theatre, and got around to the stage
within the allotted time, but was refused the
money. The theatre denies he was on the stage
within the time limit.

Gus S. Eyssell
{The Alan on the Cover)
Gus S. Eyssell, president of the Radio City
Music Hall Corporation and managing director of the world's largest theatre, has played
host in the first thirty weeks of 1943 to
4,018,726 Music Hall patrons — probably a new
industry record. In that period, the Music
Hall has played seven motion pictures and
presented seven of its internationally famous
stage spectacles. Eyssell, who began his
career in the theatre in his home town, Kansas City, Missouri, and is today one of the
youngest top-ranking executives in the motion
picture industry, is also managing director of
the companion showplace in Rockefeller
Center, the Center Theatre, where he has
been greatly responsible for the introduction
and spectacular success of the ire shows
presented there.
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$30,000 Premiere Gross
The first installment of the hoped-for
total of five to ten million dollars for the
doughboys'
Emer-of
gency ReliefWelfare
benefits Fund
from via
the Army
showings
"Thisgross
Is the
approximated
the
for Army"
the world
premiere $30,000,
of the
Warner Bros, picture at the Hollywood Theatre, New York, last Wednesday night. The
premiere ranked as one of the most brilliant
in New
York's
theatrical
history
seats
paid
for at
a scale
up to $55
each— with
by leaders
of industry and society, theatrical celebrities
and high-ranking Army and government officials. Campaign for the premiere blanketed
the town, with about 8,000 stores in Greater
New York carrying window displays, placards
in taxicabs, a big newspaper and billboard
drive combining to form an advance build-up
of the most mammoth proportions.
Worker, Army Cash Sent Home
Holds Up B.O. in Mid-South
A check on the mid-south territory of Mississippi, Tennessee and Arkansas, which is known
as the Memphis trade territory, shows that
theatre attendance is above normal even in the
towns where there are no defense plants or
Army camps. The heavy attendance is attributed
to extra money from members of families who
are in defense work or the allowances from
those serving in the armed forces which have
swelled the family income.
Theatre owners and managers also say many
new faces are seen at the box-offices. Older
members of families who would have none of the
new "fangled"
picturesof for
entertainment,
clung
to the memory
old road
show days but
as
the only theatre entertainment worth while, are
among the new filmgoers who have become
weekly fans now.
Pre-Trial Conference Sept. 13
For Griffith Anti-Trust Case
The Government's
anti-trust which
suit against
the
Griffith
Amusement Company,
was filed
in 1939, will come up for a pre-trial conference
before Federal Judge Edgar S. Vaught on September 13 in Oklahoma City. Charles E. Dierker,
U. S. District Attorney, will represent the Government.
The charges against the Griffith circuit include those of monopoly and of special agreements with distributors of films to restrain sale
of product to independent theatre men in rival
situations. Further complaints state that Griffith was able to arrange favorable clearance
contracts and that other special concessions were
given under agreement by distributors.
Six Iowa Theatres Are Bought
By Harold D. Field Interests
Six theatres were purchased by the Harold D.
Field interests in one of the biggest theatre deals
in Iowa during recent years. Field is head of
the Pioneer theatre circuit, with headquarters at
St. Louis Park, Minn. The deal included the
Lake, Tracy, and Vista theatres at Storm Lake,
Iowa, owned by George Norman ; the Chieftain
and Casino at Sac City; and a sixth house at
Cherokee. The Sac City and Cherokee theatres were owned by Norman and Jack Kuech.
Field recently filed articles of incorporation
with the Iowa Secretary of State for the Three
F Theatre Corporation, which will operate the
houses.
'Lucky Stars' Tradeshow Aug. 6
"Thank
Your Dinah
LuckyShore
Stars,"
Eddie
Cantor,
andmusical
others, starring
will be
tradeshown August 16, it was announced this
week by Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros, general
sales manager.

Grosses
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Again

on

Rise

As
Holdovers
Reign
F(jllowing slight attendance dr(jps from tlie
higii point reached in early July, business around
tiie country last week again climbed uiJward, as
indicated by the record number of holdovers
reported. The Canadian situation is paralleling
that of the U. S., with records falling everywhere in the Dominion, especially on the coast.
For example, "Action in the North Atlantic"
has just finished the biggest week ever for summer business at the Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver, while in the same city "The More the
Merrier" has piled up its fourth big week at the
Vogue
Theatre.
In New
York big business holds up, with
public interest directed particularly at the specials. Paramount's Technicolor production, "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," after a plush opening,
goes into its fourth week at the Rivoli with
indications of breaking all records for that
house, including the only other two-a-day to
play there, "Old Ironsides," back in 1928. With
"Bell Tolls" on its way, Manhattan gaped like
hayseeds at the tremendous opening at the
Hollywood of Irving Berlin's "This Is the
xA.rmy" Wednesday night.
"Stage Door Canteen," which has already
played to more than 200,000 patrons at the Capitol, is now in its sixth vveek there, with no
weakening in sight. Meanwhile another special,
MGM's "Best Foot Forward," is in its fifth
week at the Astor, leading such successful predecessors as "The Human Comedy" and "For Me
the Gal."
big New York theatres with regular
andIn My
policies,
the
Hall week
reported
Lucky"
as beginning Music
its second
after"Mr.
going
well
over the $100,000 mark, while "The Constant
Nymph" at the Strand has pulled that house
out of the doldrums with the biggest week-end
business in several months. "Dixie" completes
its run at the Paramount after six weeks, becoming the fourth picture in the 17-year history
of the theatre to run more than five weeks.
"Hers to Hold" acts like a record-breaker as it
goes into its second week at the Criterion, a
house which has been marking up new figures
with great regularity recently.
Reports from out-of-town show similar results. "Bombardier," in its first three days at
the Ritz Theatre, Tulsa, set up a record gross
for RKO Radio product playing that house.
MGM's "DuBarry Was a Lady" has reported
holdovers from five of ten key city first-runs,
with more to come. Business is registering 200
per cent above par in Rochester, Denver, Memphis, Syracuse, and Williamsport, Pa.
Hurricane Closes Texas Houses
The hurricane that swept the east Texas
region on Monday caused all theatres in Houston and Galveston to shut down from midafternoon Monday through all of Tuesday.
Power lines were down and theatres as far north
as Waco sufTered various degrees of damage.
Most of the damage consisted of lost roof cappings, destroyed water towers, and flooding.

Doubled Tax Rate
Ed Kuykendall, president of MPTOA, in a
bulletin to members this week sounds a
warning
that "dollar
may make
true. of doubled
talk
Federal publicity"
admission taxes
come
Kuykendall declares that exhibitors are
as patriotic as any other business men and
will "never squawk " at paying taxes on the
same basis as are levied on other business
and retail sales. "But," he adds, "when we
are singled out for special taxation at several
times the rate of tax on others ... we have
acontact
right tomembers
protest."of He
advises who
exhibitors
Congress
are nowto
back home and use their own theatre operation's figures on gross
as against
costs for film, payroll, etc.,receipts
to prove that the
exhibitors are not making the millions indicated for everybody in the business because of
'dollar publicity."

Says Rank-and-File OK
Revisions for Decree
Consent decree revisions proposed by the
MPTOA Board of Directors on May 5th have
"received widespread and wholehearted indorsement'' ofthe rank-and-file exhibitors everywhere,
a current
declares
Kuykend
Ed
reviby thein recomme
covered
The points all
ndedbulletin.'
sions included demands for full season selling
with unrestricted 20 per cent cancellation rights,
local mediation or conciliation machinery and
guarantees of the right to buy.
Less wholeheartedly, judging by the letters
quoted, was reception of the MPTOA proposals
to sales heads of the 8 major distributors for
setting up definite procedure for handling com"distress
situations" over
ofexhibitors
rentals.plaintsFive
of the ineight
sales chiefs
addressed
sent letters of reply which are quoted in the
Kuykendall bulletin. All five appear to be politely interested but very firm in adherence to
their individual company policy of dealing with
complaints of exhibitors directly with exhbitors
affected rather than through any exhibitor or
other organization.
K-M Unit Favors Decree
At the first session of a two-day convention
in Kansas City this week, the Kansas-Missouri
Theatres Association, an AlPTOA unit, went
on record as favoring the consent decree and
will urge its retention in November. R. R.
Biechele, president of the organization, in his
opening address urged members to be sincere
in giving accurate details in the complaints they
bring before the conciliation committee.

12 War Casualties at Warners

Vaudeville Gaining Popularity
At Picture Theatre in Chicago
Twenty Chicago theatres are using dinnerware this week for premiums. Triple bills have
steadily declined, with only a half dozen houses
now using them. However, more Chicago theatres are using flesh programs : Bartelstein
Circuit's northside Ridge Theatre is using five
acts for the midweek bills, while the Regal
Theatre of the B & K circuit, ace house catering
to colored trade, is featuring Dorothy Donegan
and her all-girl orchestra. The Stratford, of the
Warner circuit, is offering vaudeville week-ends
with fine success, it is reported, while several
smaller houses feature tryout amateur acts
during tlie week with fair success.

A dozen gold stars on the Warner Bros, service flag, which number 2,351 former employes
now on active duty for Uncle Sam, marks the
twelfth casualty to date among Warnerites on
the fighting fronts. Number in service is about
15 per cent of normal employe complement.

Johnston-Deupree Nuptials
VV^ Ray Johnston, president of Monogram
Pictures Corp., will be married in Los Angeles
on Saturday (31st) to Miss Doris Deupree.

Seek Permit for New Theatre
Lichtman Theatres has requested the Portsmouth, Va., city manager for a permit to operate a negro theatre at 906 High Street — a
site within the block on which their Bland
Theatre is located. The Lichtman Circuit also
operates the Capitol in Portsmouth.
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Equipment Order Backlog Huge
W. E. Green, president of National Theatre Supply, this week reported "extraordinary returns
from every section of the country" from exhibitors cooperating with the company's "Magic Bridge"
post-war equipment plan involving reports of projector and other equipment theatres will require for
delivery as soon as possible. Green said the surveys returned to the company so far show motion
picture houses will require a tremendous quantity of new chairs, cooling and ventilating equipment,
screens, lamphouses, marquees, as well as many other items in addition to large quantities of
projectors and sound installations.
made by theandexhibitors,"
Mr. program
Green continued,
that not
will "From
there bethe astatements
huge modernization
improvement
put into "we
effectcanasseequickly
as only
new
equipment becomes available, but, additionally exhibitors have plans for a large number of new
theatres."

Paramount's First 5 of 1943-44
To Be Seen by Trade Aug. 9, 10
Paramount will hold trade showings of its
first block of five pictures for 1943-44 release in
all exchange centers on Monday, August 9, and
Tuesday, August 10. The schedule follows.
Monday morning: "The Good Fellows," with
Cecil Kellaway. Monday afternoon: "Let's Face
It," starring Bob Hope and Betty Hutton, and
"Tornado," starring Chester Morris. Tuesday
morning : "Hostages," with Luise Rainer, TuesMarto Life," with Mary
"True Dick
day afternoon : Tone,
Powell, and Victor
tin, Franchot
Moore.
Showings will be held in Paramount exchange,
New York the Norwith three exceptions. In used,
in Los Angeles
mandie Theatre is being
showings will be at the Ambassador Hotel, and
in Albany showings are scheduled for the 20th
room. Time excepCentury-Fox projection
tions will occur in New York, Portland, Ore.,
and Los Angeles.
Film Classics Sets Up Release
Schedule Extending to 1945
Following their acquisition of seven David
O. Selznick and Merian Cooper productions,
Film Classics will release 32 feature films starting August 1 and extending over a period of
1945, it was annearly two years to byMarch,
George Hirliman and
nounced this week
executives.
Irvin Shapiro, Film Classics
Of the 24 Gaumont-British films previously
acquired from 20th Century-Fox, two will be
The five Selznick_ proreleased every month. Cooper
pictures will be
ductions and the two
released on the basis of one every three months,
with the initial one going out September 1. ^ A
special release has been set for "Hara-Kiri
People" for August 15.
RKO

Announces

Screenings

For First 1943-'44 Block
National trade screenings of five productions,
first of the 1943-44 group, have been announced
by RKO Radio for August 16th, 17th, 18th and
19th. Pictures to be trade shown are "A Lady
Takes a Chance," "The Fallen Sparrow," "Adventures of a Rookie," "The Seventh Victim,"
"So This Is Washington."
Loew s Guide Birthday
Loew's Theatres Movie Guide advertisements
appearing in New York City newspapers on
Sunday (Aug. 1 ) will begin its fourth year of
uninterrupted publication. The Guide advertisein some 69 Loew's
attractions
ments, listing daily
neighborhood
theatres,
was the first combined
neighborhood advertising to be accepted by the
New York dailies.
'Above Suspicion' Opens Aug. 8
"Above Suspicion," one of the ten features in
MGM's first selling group for the new season,
will have its first key city showings on August
5, at which date it opens at the Capitol, Washington and the State, Providence.

Newark, N. J., Holds First Rally
In Drive to Curb Vandalism
Newark, N. J., held the first of a series of
"Law and Order" rallies for boys last week at
the Broad St. Theatre in the local drive to curb
juvenile vandalism. The rally was sponsored
by Newark Post, American Legion, and the
Essex County Council, Jr. OUAM. More than
500 boys in their teens attended.
The plan is to give the boys new interests by
joining various youth organizations such as the
Boy Scouts, Newark Boys Club, Robert Treat
Council, Robert Treat Cadets, and white and
colored branches of local YMCAs. Each youngster present was asked to choose one of the
affiliations, according to his own preference.
Many civic and social groups in the Newark
area have signified their willingness to aid in
tlie movement by sponsoring further rallies.
Compton Succeeds Glass as
UA West Coast Publicity Head
The resignation of George Glass as United
Artists West Coast publicity director and appointment of Walter Compton to succeed him
was announced Tuesday in Hollywood by Paul
N. Lazarus, Jr., UA director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation.
Glass, who has been with UA for nearly
three years, leaves the company to head publicity and advertising activities for the newly
formed Producing Artists, Inc., organized by
David L. Loew and Arthur Lyons to produce
for United Artists release.
Navy Relief to Share Profits
OfThe'Story
of Dr.Society
Wassell'
Navy Relief
is to receive a share
of the gross receipts of "The Story of Dr.
Wassell," Cecil B. DeMille Technicolor production, itwas announced Tuesday by Neil Agnew. Paramount general sales manager.
Agnew further stated that the picture, which
recently went before the cameras, will receive
an advertising and publicity campaign comparable in magnitude to that given "For Whom the
Bell Tolls."
Columbia Promotes O'Malley
Joseph A. McConville, vice-president and foreign manager of Columbia Pictures, announces
the appointment
of David A.and
O'Malley
as director of foreign advertising
publicity.
Mr.
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Films

Expected

as

20th"Fox Meet Opens
Twentieth Century-Fox is expected to announce a program of 36 to 40 features for the
1943-44 season at its eastern regional sales meeting, which begins Monday (Aug. 2) at the Hotel
Astor, New York, and extends through Wednesday. To carry out the policy of holding regional meetings rather than a national convention, 20th Century-Fox has scheduled the
midwestern meeting to take place at the Hotel
Blackstone on Thursday, August 5, and extending through Saturday ; while the coast meeting,
at the Ambassador in Los Angeles, will begin
August 11, extending through August 13.
President Spyros Skouras and Tom Connors,
vice president in charge of sales, will address
all meetings, while Murray Silverstone, vice
president in charge of foreign sales, is expected
to speak at New York.
When the curtain rises at the Astor on Monday home office. Movietone, Terrytoon, and
March of Time executives will be represented
in full force. Among them will be Hermann G.
Place, chairman of the Executive Committee ;
W. C. Michel, executive vice president; Sydney
Towell, treasurer ; Dan Michalove, National
Theatres ; Larry Kent, executive assistant to
Mr. Skouras ; W. J. Kupper, executive assistant
to Mr. Connors ; W. C. Gehring, western sales
manager ; A. W. Smith, Jr., eastern sales
manager ; Edmund Reek, production manager,
Movietonenews, and Jack Darrock, Russell
Muth, Tony Muto, Ed Thorgersen, Lowell
Thomas, Lew Lehr, Vyvyan Donner, Mabel
Cummings ; Hal Horne, director of advertising,
exploitation, and publicity, and Robert A{fontgomery, Richard Condon, Rodney Bush, Charles
Schlaifer, Jack Goldstein, Sam Shain ; Paul
Terry, producer of Terrytoon ; and representing
March of Time, Howard Black and John Wood.
Representatives from eastern region exchanges
will include :
Washington — C. E. Peppiatt. manager; Sam Epstein,
S. Diamond, F. B. Klein, J, A. Murphy, C. G. Norris,
J. M. Cohan, Sarah Young.
Atlanta — Harry G. Ballance, division manager ; Paul
S. Wilson, district manager; Fred R. Dodson. manager;
R. G. McClure, M. Mitchell, R. H. Fairchild. Robert
Newman, Malcolm Johnston, Scott Chestnutt, R. H.
Ford.
Charlotte — J. E. Holston, manager; G. E. Ebersole,
J.
O. Mock, George Graves, Walter Powell, H. L,
Schlesinger.
New Orleans — E. V. Landaiche, manager; H. P.
Shallcross. G. R. Pabst, E. B. Claire, G. Broggi, Elizabeth Bacon.
Dallas — Phil Longdon, district manager; C. E.
Hilgers, manager; W. S. Miller, N. B Houston. A. W.
Love, T. Hendrix, Harvey B. Day, Jr., L. E. Harrington, T. P. Tidwell.
Memphis — T. W. Young, manager; Mat Wyse, T. I.
Baskin. Mark Sheridan, Paul M. Glisson.
Oklahoma City — M. W. Osborne, manager; G. L.
James, G. K. Friedel, George Byrd, J. O. Whelihan.
New York — Ray Moon, manager ; Joe St. Clair, Morris Sanders, Morris Kurtz, Abe Blumstein, Elliott McManus, Nathan Harris, Belmont S. Gottlieb, Joe Lee,
George Blenderman.
Philadelphia — Edgar Moss, district manager; Sam
Gross, manager; William Cohen, W. G. Humphries. B.
R.
Tolmas, Gable,
J. Howard
Smith. A. Davis, L, Mintz.
H. Carson
F. J. Kelly.
Pittsburgh — Clarence V. Hake, manager; E. S.
Thorpe, Charles B. Kosco, C. C. Kellenberg, George
Moore, George Ball.

by H.tantL.purchasing
Smith, agent.
formerly the company's assis-

Hauser to Publicize Shorts
Mervin Hauser has been appointed W est
Coast publicity representative for Paramount
short subjects. Hauser, a member of the Paramount studio publicity staff for several years,
will work in close co-ordination with George W.
Harvey, short subject publicity manager, according to an announcement of the new appointment
by Oscar Morgan, general manager of short subjects and Paramount News.

RKO Representatives Meet
RKO Radio's home office representatives convened at the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago Tuesday (26) for their annual meeting. Manager
of Exchange Operations A. A. Schubart and
his assistant, William J. McShea, presided.

Hogan Promoted to U.A. Sales
Martin J. (Mike) Hogan, office manager of
United Artists Atlanta Exchange for the past
year, has been elevated to the sales department,
taking over the Alabama territory under the
direction of Fred Jack and C. W. Allen.

O'Malley has been associated with Columbia
Pictures for the past 10 years as business manager of the company's
publicity,
exploitation
and
advertising
departments.
He will
be succeeded

I
f
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Paramount's

CITY

PLACE OF SCREENING

ALBANY

FOX Proj. Room, 1052 Broadway

ATLANTA

PARAMOUNT EX., 154 Walton St., N. W.

BOSTON

PARAMOUNT EX., 58 Berkeley St.

BUFFALO

PARAMOUNT EX., 464 Franklin St.

CHARLOHE

PARAMOUNT EX., 305 S. Church St.

CHICAGO

PARAMOUNT EX., 1306 S. Michigan Ave.

CINCINNATI

PARAMOUNT EX., 1214 Central P'kwoy

CLEVELAND

PARAMOUNT EX., 1735 E. 23rd St.

DALLAS

PARAMOUNT EX., 412 S. Harwood St.

DENVER

PARAMOUNT EX., 2100 Stout St.

DES MOINES

PARAMOUNT EX., 1125 High St.

DETROIT

PARAMOUNT EX., 479 Ledyard Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS

PARAMOUNT EX., 116 W. Michigan St.

KANSAS CITY

PARAMOUNT EX., 1800 Wyandotte St.

LOS ANGELES

AMBASSADOR THEA., Ambassador Hotel

MEMPHIS

PARAMOUNT EX., 362 So. Second St.

MILWAUKEE

PARAMOUNT EX., 1121 N. 8th St.

MINNEAPOLIS

PARAMOUNT EX., 1201 Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN

PARAMOUNT EX., 82 State St.

NEW ORLEANS

PARAMOUNT EX., 215 S. Liberty St.

NEW YORK CITY

NORMANDIE THEATRE

NEW YORK CITY

FOX Proj. Room, 345 West 44th St.

OKLAHOMA CITY

PARAMOUNT EX., 701 West Grand Ave.

OMAHA

PARAMOUNT EX., 1704 Davenport St.

PHILADELPHIA

PARAMOUNT EX., 248 N. 12th St.

PinSBURGH

PARAMOUNT EX., 1727 Blvd. of Allies

PORTLAND

PARAMOUNT EX., 909 N.W. 19th Ave.

ST. LOUIS

PARAMOUNT EX., 2949 Olive St.

SALT LAKE CITY

PARAMOUNT EX., 270 E. 1st South St.

SAN FRANCISCO

PARAMOUNT EX., 205 Golden Gate Ave.

SEAHLE

PARAMOUNT EX., 2330 First Ave.

WASHINGTON

PARAMOUNT EX., 306 H St., N.W.

TRADE

SHOWINGS

THE GOOD
FELLOWS

TORNADO

MON. AUG. 9
70 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
77 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
77 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
77 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
77 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG. 9
70 A.M.

MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
?:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.

9

MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
72 P.M.
MON. AUG.
70 A.M.

9

MON. AUG.
2:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
70 A.M.
MON. AUG.
77 A.M.
MON. AUG.
77 A.M.
MON. AUG.
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG.
9:30 A.M.
MON. AUG.
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG.
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG.
70:30 A.M.
MON. AUG.
77 A.M.
MON. AUG.
70:30 A.M.

HOSTAGES
FACE IT

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

MON. AUG.
LET'S
3:75
P.M.
MON. AUG.
2:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:45 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:35 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:75 P.M.
MON. AUG.
4 P.M.
MONT AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
77:30 A.M.

9
9
9
9
9
9

TUES. AUG. 10
70 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
77 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
77 A.M.

9

TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.

9

TUES. AUG. 10
77 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.

9
9

TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.

9

TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
7:30 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.

9
9
9
9

TRUE
TO LIFE
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2:30 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2:30 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2:30 P.M.

TUES. AUG. 10
2:30 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
7:30
P.M. 1
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M. 1
TUES. AUG. 10 j

9

TUES. AUG. 10
70 A.M.

3 P.M.
TUES. AUG.
AUG. 10
10^
2:30 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2:30 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
3 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
3 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
77:30 A.M. i

9

TUES. AUG. 10
70 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
77 A.M.

TUES.
2
TUES.
2

TUES. AUG. 10
77 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.

TUES. AUG. 10
2:30 P.M.

9

TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.

TUES.2 AUG.
P.M. 10

9

TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
77 A.M.
^ TUES. AUG. 10

TUES. AUG. 10
7:30 P.M.

9
9
9
9
9

TUES. AUG. 10
70:30 A.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
70 A.M.

9
9

MON. AUG. 9
7 P.M.

9

MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
77 A.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
7:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

MON. AUG.
2:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:45 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2:45 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M.
MON. AUG.
2:45 P.M.
MON. AUG.
3:30 P.M

9
9
9

9
9
9
9

1

70:30 A.M.

"LET'S FACE IT," starring Bob Hope and Betty Hutton • "HOSTAGES," Arturo de Cordova, Luise Rainer, William Bendix
"TRUE TO LIFE." starring Mary Martin, Franchot Tone, Dick Powell and Victor Moore • "THE GOOD FELLOWS,"
Cecil Keltau-ay, Helen Walker, Mabel Paige • "TORNADO," starring Chester Morris and Nancy Kelly

AUG. 10
P.M.
AUG. 10
P.M.

TUES.2 P.M.
AUG. 10

TUES. AUG. 10
7 P.M.
TUES.
7:30AUG.
P.M.10 1.

TUES. AUG. 10 1
2 P.M.
TUES. AUG. 10
2:30 P.M. .
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Blood

S H O W lAI E N ' S

Donor

In Coast
Hailed

TRADE

Drive

Holly wood

Theatres

Approves

a Success

The exhibitor campaign currentl)' being conducted in the lobbies of Los Angeles theatres to
recruit blood donors for the Red Cross plasma
banks is resulting in just under 500 registrations aweek, according to a communication received at War Activities Committee headquarters from Jack Lowe, Coordinator of the WAC
in that city.
Lowe stated that the Red Cross, which is enthusiastic about the success of the project thus
far, has checked the results and found that more
than 80 per cent of those who have signed up
in the theatre lobbies have kept their pledges.
The Los Angeles activity is a duplicate of the
campaign begun originally in New York City,
where the results were such that the Red Cross
asked that theatres be enlisted to do the job
on a national scale. Mrs. Francine Baehr, Red
Cross representative who acted as liaison between the industry and the Red Cross in New
York, lined up the West Coast campaign in cooperation with WAC Exhibitor Co-chairman
Charles Skouras. She will travel from city
to city where the Red Cross has blood banks,
to channel the vital fluid to these banks from
the theatres.
Los Angeles newspapers in a body ran editorials lauding the theatres for their activity
in this connection, and called upon moviegoers
to support it.
Loew Theatres in Westchester
Stage Stamp Drive Activities
Loew's District Manager Jim Grady and
Loew's Westchester managers held stage presentations recently in honor of the Shangri-La
War
Stamp
Drive.as his
At own
Loew's
Plains,
with Grady acting
M.C.,White
Carl White,
former football star and now Recreation Commis ioner ofWhite Plains, was introduced and
made an appeal which resulted in the sale of
$436 in stamps and $1100 in bonds.
Managers Charlie Burns, Loew's Yonkers :
George Miner, Loew's Mt. Vernon, and Al
Namerow, Loew's New Rochelle, also had
special exercises on the stage with the usual
American Legion fanfare of bands, color guards,
etc.
Honor Roll Has 1000 Names
Honor roll at Loew's Boro Park, set up by
Manager Walter Heiber and his assistant, Sadie
Schwartz, contains more than 1000 names of
young men and some young ladies of the
neighborhood in the armed forces. Made of
cardboard, it is erected over the entrance doors
in the outer lobby, thus occupying space that
could not be used to advantage for advertising
material.
Free Tickets for Ball Game
Free tickets for the ball game on August 26
at the Polo Grounds between the All Star Service Team and the Professional Ball Players
are being issued to purchasers of war bonds in
theatres of the Centurv Circuit.
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They Supervised Stamp Drive
These seven young ladies of 20th Century-Fox
are part of a committee which supervised sales
of $1 war stamps at the company's home office,
where the Shangri-La war stamp drive was oversubscribed nearly two and one-half times. To
600 employes $1400 worth of stamps were sold.

Rally

of Newsboys

Aids

Glendale

Drive

Nearly 150 newspaper carriers, assembled recently in the California Theatre, Glendale, each
pledged themselves to get orders for at least
four war bonds during the remainder of July
to help assure
quotaworth
of $1,000,000
campaign
to sellGlendale's
$40,000,000
of bonds in
to
build the cruiser Los Angeles.
Guest speakers at the rally included Navy,
Marine and Army veterans of Glendale recently
returned from war zones ; Carl Meeker, Fox
city manager ; W. E. Buhrle, N ezvs-Prcss promotion manager ; Park Arnold, general chairman of the bond drive ; Edward Sudduth, manager of the Capitol and California theatres, who
had complete charge of the program.
Boy Scouts presented the Colors and the
Oat-T of Allegiance. Singing of The Star
Spangled Banner was conducted by the service
men. Following the stage rally, cartoons and
government shorts released through the local
War Activities Committee, were screened.
For every bond sold, newsboys were given
free admission tickets to any Fox theatre. Program boosted the sales of bonds and stamps
materially, and won the goodwill of parents,
c.iildren, city and newspaper officials.
Helping to put over the rally was Sgt. E. D.
Harris of the Marine Corps, special events
chairman of the Glendale War Savings Committee.
Sales Four Times Greater in
July Shangri-La Stamp Drive
While no complete figures are yet available,
the nation's more than 16,000 motion picture
theatres report to the War Activities Committee-Motion Picture Lidustry headquarters in
New York, that during the first three weeks of
the
DriveTreasury
their saleDepartment's
of stamps hasJuly
beenWar
four Stamp
times
greater than normally.
In many local motion picture theatres the
sale of war stamps has been stimulated by the
managements offering prizes in the form of
bonds
stamps. and passes to youngsters selling the most

Lommittee
Program

of

Shorts Set by WAC
Executive Committee of the Hollywood Division of WAC at a luncheon meeting last week
at the Ambassador Hotel, endorsed the new
program of war information films proposed and
adopted at recent meetings in New York of the
Theatres Division and the National Coordinating Committee. Palmer Hoyt, Director of the
Executive
Vice Chairman
industry's
War
Domestic Branch
of OWI, ofandtheFrancis
Harmon,
Activities Committee, were special guests at
the meeting presided over by E. J. Mannix,
divisional vice chairman in the absence of Chairman Mary C. McCall, Jr.
The proposal which WAC spokesmen will
now present formally to the OWI calls for 26
full-length short subjects to be played in 16,000
pledged theatres in 16 to 20 weeks after release,
and 26 War Information Film Bulletins, not
exceeding 250 feet each in length, which will
travel with the newsreels to all pledged theatres
using newsreels and be shipped separately to all
other pledged theatres so as to blanket the
country in four to six weeks.
Six full-length short subjects were completed
by Lowell Mellett's OWI film producing unit
before congressional action eliminated domestic
film production. Four of these si-x have already
been reviewed and accepted for WAC distribution and release by the Program Committee,
headed by R. B. Wilby of Atlanta. These form
the nucleus of the new program to which will
be added four full-length short subjects produced by the Coordinator of Inter-.\merican
AfTairs, two more produced respectively by the
National War Fund and the Red Cross and
fourteen to be made by various film producers,
with 677 prints of all the films in this group of
26 furnished gratis to the theatres.
Production of the 250-foot Film Bulletins will
be allocated by WAC to various producers,
including the newsreels which are expected to
make at least two apiece. Mr. Harmon stated
that one item on his Hollywood agenda is to
. arran-je for at least two of these 250-foot film
bulletins to be made quickly for use in connection with the Third War Loan Campaign in
September.
Important
industry
participation
in the
\\'ar
Loan
Drive was
discussed
at the coast
meeting
and also occupied a prominent place on the
agenda of tlie Hollywood Victory Committee
this week when Kenneth Thomson submitted
requests from Treasurj^ officials, ilr. Harmon
also
thishandle
week's itsmeeting
to explain
how attended
\N .\C will
cooperation
with
the Treasur}^ and learn from the \'ictory Committee how maximum
the New York
headquarters
can render
aid to\\'AC
Hollywood
talent
in the joint drive.
Inductees Get Free Eats
Manager
Murray
Century's
Albemarle Theatre
made Greene
a tieup ofwith
the Concord
Cafeteria whereby the eating place supplied
sandwiches, cake fruit and vegetables to all inductees in that neighborhood.
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Musical
in 'Army'
Profits
Above
Patriot
Orders to Studio Reveals Uriselfish Aim in Aiding the War Effort
Warner Put
Texf of ism
"Life is very peculiar. You can try and do the
Coinciding with the world premiere of Irving
finest thing in the world, with the greatest sacrifices,
but
one little hing that you do wrong condemns you in
Berlin's "This Is the Army" at the Hollywood
Theatre on Broadway this week was a report
Warner Order Highlights
your
and that's
what war
we'rebe trying
avoid.
We're entirety,
very anxious
that this
over asto quickly
by Charles Einfeld, Warner Bros, director of
as possible. We're anxious that everything be done
advertising, publicity and exploitation, on the
Highlights
President
Harry heads
M. Warner's
orders
to his in
studio
department
on the
by our company and its personnel to help win this war.
financial background of the making of the
The government is very much in need of training and
company's policy in the production of "This
Technicolor musical, produced by Warner Bros,
morale building pictures, and cannot produce them
for Army Emergency Relief.
Is thefilms
Army"
itself. We have the facilities, the manpower, and everyother
for and
the
Film rights to the soldier show were obtained
thing that's required to produce them with. And if
Government:
we haven't
that these
manpower,
we'llforgetthem,
it frombut them.
We
by Warner Bros, on the afternoon of the preO "Not only do I
want
to make
pictures
we want
miere of the stage version in New York (July
insist that we do not
to
make them
reflection
because
some
4. 1942) when Major .Mbert Warner turned over
individual
triedsotothat
savethere's
a few nodollars
for the
company.
make a single dollar
to Army Emergency Relief a check for $250,000
We
don't
want
that.
Give
us
the
worst
of
it
when
in
of profit, but on the
doubt.
as advance payment on a contract by which the
contrary
.
.
.
where
company would receive 50 per cent of the
"Xone of you have to tell us how good you are,
it may be necessary
profits of the film.
because
yourbutpast
itself. inYou're
for us to spend more
Three weeks later, of their own volition, the
wonderful,
you record
can be speaks
more for
wonderful
doing alla
... to improve the
Warners tore up the original contract, substitutgood"While
job here.
quality of a picture
I discuss this, from a point of all government
ing a contract under which all profits would go
... we prefer to take
pictures.
'This
the Army'
is a joint
venture
to .Army Emergency Relief. To this end. Eingovernment andIs our
company.
As you
knowof the
the
feld reveals, an audit of the books will be made
original contract with our company was that we would
any
lossesto incurred.
O "As
. . . ex- "
by the accounting firm of Price, Waterhouse
receive
SO
per
cent
of
the
receipts
from
the
picture
penses incurred in
Harry M Warner
after we got our money back for the cost of the picture.
the making of these
at By
the prevailing
conclusion onof actors,
the picture's
exhibition.
directors
and others
This.
I'm forsureourwould
have' meant several million dollars
pictures
on
locations,
wherever
possible
we
of
profit
company.
to donate their services to the film, Einfeld
don't want to charge any more than the
"We didn't think that it was proper, and right, and
points out, "Warner Bros, hwent considerably
just for us to make money on a venture of that type.
soldier expense may be on that locat on. . . ."
beyond this contract to make available to Army
We
therefore advised the government and all parties
• "Life is very peculiar. You can try and
Emergency Relief the fullest possible benefits
connected with this venture that we will eliminate all
do the finest things in the world with the
of the production. There was no charge against
profit whatsoever. We will make the picture at cost.
greatest sacrifices, but one little thing that
We will get 20 per cent for distribution, and all other
production for the services of Jack L. Warner,
you do wrong condemns you in your entirety,
money will go to the government agencies, whatever
executive producer of the studio. There was
and
that's
what
we're
trying
to
avoid.
.
.
.
they
may be. I also advised them that at the end of
no charge for the services of Hal B. Wallis,
We want to make these pictures for [the
the distribution of the picture, if our cost of distribution
who was associated with Mr. Warner in the
Government], but we want to make them
was less than 20 per cent they would get that difference
also.
production. There was no charge for the sei so
that there's
vices of Michael Curtiz, director, no charge
individual
tried no
to reflection
save a fewbecause
dollarssome
for
"This is no time to make money on any venture of
for the services of Casey Robinson, who wrote
that kind.
I'm sure
injured are
and more
the sick
of a
man
in uniform
and that
theirthefamilies
entitled
the script for the screen version, no charge for
the company."
to the income from this picture than our company.
the services of Kate Smith and numerous others.
"Therefore, in the producing of this picture, you
All of these people donated their services. And,
whether it be a short or a feature, the materials pur- should
be doubly careful in not making any charge
of course, there is Mr. Berlin, who has given alchased for that particular picture should be laid aside, whatsoever for anything that we may have on the lot.
even to a nail, when the picture has been completed,
most entirely his last two years to this show
If we have costumes in stock that you used for another
and who is not through serving yet, for he is and at a later date we will advise you what we're going picture, make no charge. If you have props of any
to do with that material. That goes from the smallest
now about to go overseas with one of the two
kind whatsoever, make no charge. If we have any
item to the biggest.
standing sets that are used for the picture, we don't
units bein.g sent abroad to entertain the troops."
"As to the question of expenses incurred in the want
to make any charge. We don't want to make
One day last December, just before "This Is making of these government pictures on locations, any
charge for the use of cameras, sound or transthe
went called
into production.
President
wherever
we don'tmaywant
any moreor
portation equipment that we may have, in the making
HarryArmy"
M. Warner
all department
heads
than the possible
soldier expense
be to
on charge
that location,
this picture. If you feel that you have worn out a
what the government allows its representatives for of
tire
in
the
activities of the making of this picture, I
to
his
office
to
discuss
the
studio's
program
of
pictures for the Government, the production of traveling expenses. In other words, if you take a think you ought to be able to get one under priority,
hundred
people
with
you
to
work
in
the
picture,
the
we will decide at a later date as to whether we
the soldier musical, the making of other pictures
for those hundred individuals should be no and
should charge for the cost of that tire. I think you
for government agencies, and the policy laid expenses
higher
than
what
the
government
allows
for
the
one,
down for the company in the production of these five or ten army people that may be along, on that should charge for the gasoline that you consume, but
pictures. Said President Warner :
any charges made for any of the equiplocation. This does not mean that those working in the we don'tment,want
wardrobe and sets that we already have on the
pictures, should sleep in^the snow, or dirt, or go hungry.
"In making
these when
pictures,
want them
absolute
cost. And
I saywe absolute
cost, made
I meanat But we are. not rnaking commercial pictures when we' lot. That goes for the making of 'This Is the Army,'
the making of all pictures for the government.
exactly
don'tpictures.
want to make a single dollar make pictures for the government, and since we don't and"Ifin any
of you here think that any charge should
of
profit that.
out ofWethese
intend
to
put
them'
in
theatres
and
make
money
out
of
them, we want to make them at the lowest possible be made for anything that has been lost or damaged or
■'Not
only
do
I
insist
that
we
do
not
make
a
single
may require cleaning, have it done, but obtain my
dollar of profit, but on the contrary, in instances where cost to the government.
certain situations arise where it may be necessary for .■ "I consider each man who works on government
personal okay before the charge is made. If I'm not
us to spend more than the budgets submitted to the
here,
my brother's
it.
sameanycategory
a soldier
who'sof with
"Weget don't
want theokay
wordon 'miscellaneous'
used in
government, or government regulations permit, in order pictures
the Army,in the
or in
of the asArmed
Forces
the
for
any
of
these
pictures.
They must all be
to improve the quality of a picture or pictures, we
Country. If a Sailor can sleep on a ship in a bunk, charges
itemized charges.
pr;-fer
incurred.of We
don't want
reasonbewhy
anybody
by a picture
"In 'This Is the Army,' be sure that you get as
cheapento ortakeholdanyuplosses
the making
a picture
in suchto there's
companyno should
renting
a roomemployed
in the neighborhood
instances. The important thing is to make the picture where the boat may be, at $10 a day, more or less. much talent as you can free of charge. If you can do
the best we possibly can and as quickly as we can and I'm sure there isn't a man who will work on these that, you will be doing a very fine thing for the causes
the company will take the losses.
for which
goingpeople
to beinused.
I'm positive
pictures who won't be satisfied with that. At its worst,
there this
are amoney
great ismany
our industry
who
be better than conditions under which mil- that
"If there
?ny purchases
made for
for the
anything
what- it'll still
will be delighted to give their services to this picture
lions of men are living, fighting and d\ing.
soever in thearemaking
of any picture
government
without compensation. We don't want anybody to do
that, who can't afford it. Be sure that whoever volunteers, can afford to do it, because there are a great many
people who, through the kindness of their hearts, may
hear about some people working in the picture without
compensation and may feel that they ought to do likewise. This may work a hardship on them which we
Theatremon
'Army
Bill Keyes,
owner and operator of thePaying
Victory Theatre, to
Dayton,See
Ohio, not
only has set an all-time
record in selling out his entire house at $5.50 top for the special advanced price premiere of Irving
don't want to happen. But where people can afford to
give their services without compensation, be sure
Berlin's "This Is the Army," but he is paying to see the picture in his own house and also is buying
that you accept it and encourage it. But even in
those cases, be sure that the expense, if they should
the critics'
tickets
of his ownRelief
pocket,
benefit
of the
ArmyoutEmergency
Fund.so that every seat will be accounted for in cash for the
be
on before.
location, should be along the lines that I have
stated
In a telephone call to the Warner Bros, home office this week, reporting that all arrangements
had been made for the Dayton premiere on August 12, Keyes was asked about setting up a local
"Now,
if you
find people who
expencommittee for the event.
sive living
accommodations
and insist
they onaremorenecessary,
let us pay it out of the company funds and not make
"Don't need any committee," Keyes replied. "I sold out the entire house myself."
it a part of this picture cost. Try very hard to use as
Feat was accomplished by Keyes in less than 48 hours. The single advanced-price scaled at
$5.50 down to $3.30, will bring in over $6000.
little negative and positive film as you can. It's in
Technicolor and it's very expensive, and if you can save
on that item. I want you to do so. . . ."
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ALBANY
The Albany exchange district committee appeared before the Office of Defense Transportation Tuesday in Syracuse to ask for sufficient
gas allowance for Smith-Howell Film Service,
Inc. to make film distributions. It was understood that if the petition was denied, SmithHowell intended to apply before the Public
Service Commission for permission to give up
their franchise in the Southern tier for the
duration. The joint committee was prepared to
oppose this motion before PSC, contending it
was the only means of distributing film in that
territory.
Leon Herman was tendered a testimonial
dinner by 75 Variety Club friends Monday night
at the Hotel Ten Eyck on his recent promotion
to the Buffalo territory. C. J. Latta, Variety
Chief Barker, presided. Speakers included
Jimmy Wynn, Matt Sullivan, Eddie Mullens
and Bill Moses of UA ; Louis R. Golding,
Fabian divisional chief ; Elmer Lux, RKO ;
Herman Ripps, MGM ; and Joe Shure, Fabian
booker. Diners donated $85 to Variety Club's
boys camp Summer vacation project.
Gene Lowe, Republic salesman, is passing ont
cigars on the birth of a son, George Eugene,
on July 2L The new film salesman weighed
five pounds, five ounces a't birth.
Fred G. Sliter, 20th Century-Fox salesman,
entertained the Fox Club, including all office
employes of the exchange, at his Menands home
July 23.
Mitchel Conery, Conery Circuit, is taking the
Saguenay River cruise this week.
Jules Curley, manager of the Ritz, Albany,
is on vacation this week.
Eddie Selette, now of the Strand, New Bedford, Mass., formerly of Warner Theatres here,
in town visiting with his former Albany colleagues and friends.
Lieut. Joe Kutcher is home in Monticello on
a short Army furlough. Kutcher is a theatre
partner of Carl Bagner.
Morris Klein, who operates the Hunter Theatre, Hunter, was inducted into the Army last
week.
Sid Kallet has opened the Summer theatre in
Woodburn, while the Highmont Hotel, near
Fleischmans, is showing pictures week nights.
Walter Wertime has closed the Regent, Cohoes, until Labor Day.
RKO vacationeers include Mary Amameier,
inspectress, and Munroe Wenzel, cashier.
Johnny Babbitt, U. S. Army motion picture
inspector, was along film row this week.
Ralph Banghart, Albany and Buffalo exploiteer for RKO, was in town with Jim
Hickey for the "Rising Sun" drive.
James (Butch) Powers, veteran film row
mailman, has retired.
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aikled Clarence and Herbert King to his Hub
staff.
Joseph Klein is the new manager of the Crown
Theatre in New London, Conn.
Miss Sally Crawford of the local MGM offices
is back from a vacation spent in the Adirondacks.
Bill Powell was in town from Springfield,
Mass., calling on friends in the Boston film district.
The Strand was the only theatre gaily decorated for the National Convention of the Elks
here last week.
District Manager Bill Sprague came up from
Providence last week to visit the M. and P.
offices here.
Mrs. Helen Hellmer, whom everyone in the
Variety Club regards as a friend, is very ill
at her home, 64 Charlesgate East in Boston,
and would appreciate cards. Mrs. Hellmer is
the floor clerk at the Hotel Statler on the
fourth floor, home of the Variety Club and
she is the "holder of the keys" for that club,
and likewise the first to greet members as they
step off the elevators.
Salesman Al Davis and Mrs. Davis are much
relieved over the complete recovery of their
daughter following an operation.
Paul Levi of the local Metropolitan Theatre
and Phil Engel, Warner publicity man, made a
splendid tieup with local florists for the showing
of "The Constant Nymph."
Bert MacKenzie, MGM stellar publicist, is
back from a vacation in upper New York.
Norman J. Ayers, district manager for Warners, is visiting Schine Theatre executives in
Gloversville, and proceeds from there to Albany
and Buffalo where he will join Jules Lapidus,
Eastern Division manager, on an extended tour
of the circuit.
Bill Horan, branch manager for Warners in
Boston,
"Toni"
Cronin andaccompanied
Jim Moore by
on aSalesmen
trip through
the
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont territories.
Another patriotic star was added to the long
list on film row here when Mary Madden of the

Warner uirjccs joined the service.
Andrew Wright, personnel manager at Columbia, left this week to attend the Conference of
Personnel Managers at Silver Bay, N. Y.
Hy Fine, district manager for M. and P.
theatres, is on a trip through his territory.
Repairs and improvements are being made in
the E. M. Loew-owned Strand Theatre in Boston's Back Bay district.
Chester Ellis, former manager of the Uptown,
is now engaged in defense work.
Harry Segal, salesman for Warners in the
Western Massachusetts and Rhode Island districts, is remaining in Boston for a couple of
weeks to assist Sol Edwards.
All Warner employes are expressing deep
sympathy for Helen Kaufman, whose mother
passed away after a long illness.
Many of the close kin of the local Film Row
are in the current Sicily invasion and many
anxious moments are spent here until definite information comes as to the fate and whereabouts
of these absent ones.
Charlie Morse of the Rothenberg and Morse
firm, spent some time in New Hampshire last
week.
CHARLOTTE
H. H. (Heck) Everett, of Charlotte, and
Worth Stewart, of Dunn, owners of thirty
North Carolina theatres, recently purchased the
Onslow and State in Jacksonville.
Roby F. Branon, branch manager for RKO
Radio Pictures ; F. E. Dyer, Roger S. Mitchell
and J. W. Sims, salesmen, returned full of pep
over new
seasonin prospects
fromEloise
the company's
sales
meeting
New York.
Johnson,
Mr. Branon's secretary, is spending her vacation at the beach, and Edwin Hilton, an RKO
booker, is traveling with the salesmen during
his vacation.
Nadine Conner and Bonnie Baker are two
singing stars in Charlotte for the past week(Coiitiiiucd on N^cxt Page)

BOSTON
Al Bothner of the Palace Theatre in Troy,
New York, was seen on local Film Row this
past week. . . . John Gardner and Bernie Dimond
of upper New York also were in the Hub film
district.
Arthur Howard of the Affiliated Theatres
made a business trip to New York last week.
M aurice Wolf, district manager of MGM in
Boston, a visitor to Albany and Troy last week.
Miss Betty Sullivan of the M. & P. offices is
back from a vacation spent in upper New York
State.
Carl King of the Maiden Bridge Theatre in
Williamstown, Mass., was in town this week.
J. C. Harlacker, Providence showman, has
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(Continued from Page 13)
end : Miss Conner the guest of Robert Jordan
of Charlotte, Miss Baker to fill eight engagements in two days at the Broadway Theatre.
John Bachnian, manager in Charlotte for
Warner Bros., has returned from a business
trip to Charleston, S. C.
Dick Pitts, former movie editor for the Charlotte Obsenrr, is spending a week's furlough in
Charlotte.
B. S. Lewis, manager of the State Theatre,
reports that his theatre, recently damaged by
fire, will not be re-opened Sunday, as had been
hoped, repairs being delayed awaiting priorities.
CHICAGO
Harry Thomas, Monogram executive, here
last week to arrange trade showings of "Melody
Parade," "Sarong Girl" and "Spotlight Scandals," all on the new season list.
Harry Ryan, chief projectionist for the Warner circuit, was stricken with a heart attack
while on a business trip to Milwaukee and he
died after several days at St. Mary's Hospital.
Warner Employes Club will hold a Summer
outing on August 11th, using the Steamer Grand
Rapids for their excursion.
Lieut. Vance Schwartz, former Warner Theatre circuit executive, has been placed in charge
of the six Army theatres at Camp McCoy, Wise.
Miss Katherine Gager has been named sales
manager for advertising accessories department
of the 20th Century-Fox exchange, succeeding
Mel Heidelberg, resigned.
Virginia Seguin, Fox publicity department,
has returned from visit to Eddie Seguin at
Camp McCoy. Eddie is a former B & K publicity expert.
Will DeV ry has returned from his Michigan
vacation. Edward DeVry has left for a vacation of fishing and hunting in Minnesota.
James Immerman, son of Walter Immerman,
B & K general manager, has been accepted for
enlistment by the Navy.
The Indiana-Illinois Theatre circuit are tying
up with the two-man Jap submarine traveliiin:
Bond and Stamp sales show.
H. Swan, manager of B & K Cine Theatre,
joins the Army.
Return engagement of "Citizen Kane," goes

SEND-OFF FOR SAMSON. Shown above with Sydney Samson, 20th-Fox's newly appointed division
manager for Canada, at testimonial dinner to him in Buffalo last week, are: left to right (bottom rowl
Emerson D!chman; Ira Cohn, Max Friedman, Warner Bros. Theatres; Andy Smith, Jr.; Samson; J. C.
Latta, Warner Bros. Theatres zone manager; Harry Bailey, Toronto; J. J. Grady; N. Dipson, Dipson
'fiieatres;
Tishkoff,
MurrayAlbany
Theatre,
Rochester;
20th-FoxSussman;
Buffalo Wm.
exchange.
Back
row: Harry Wm.
Alexander,
20th-Fox
branch
manager; Edward
Marvey Jauch,
Day; George
C. Gehring.
into the ritzy World Playhouse on Michigan
Avenue.
"Crash Dive" finishes its fourth loop week at
the B over
& K United
Artistsweek
Theatre
"China"
holds
for another
at theandRoosevelt.
Jack Hoefiler, Great States circuit district
manager, has gone to his Summer home at
Grand Marais, Minn.
Frank Ford will rebuild the Sterling Theatre,
Sterling, 111., destroyed by fire recently, as soon
as the priorities can be obtained from Washington.
John Sullivan, manager of the Chicago arbitration office, is spending his vacation fishing
and golfing.
James Gregory, Alliance executive, is at Indianapolis booking films with Pete Panagos, circuit booker and promotion manager.
CINCINNATI
Jane Vogeding has reopened the Wirt Theatre, colored house at Elizabeth, W. Va., and is
calling it the Elizabeth Theatre.
Orville Woods has closed his two theatres
at Camden, the Majestic and the Dove, for
the duration.
The PRC Cincinnati office is taking over
service for the West Virginia territory which
was formerly handled by the Pittsburgh exchange, effective August 1.

Miss Martha Hackett is a new addition to
Universal's local stafif.
Lt. Robert Bugie, son of Harry Bugie of Republic, was married this past week to Miss
Elizabeth Rose of Fort Thomas, Kentucky.
Reginald Parsons, Columbia booker, has
moved his family from Charlotte, North Carolina, where he was formerly stationed, to Cincinnati.
A sneak thief entered the Lincoln Theatre,
colored house, Tuesday, and forcing a storeroom
door, stole cash, two flashlights, a revolver and
candies.
Fox'sDakota
Anne McHugh
her vacation
for
South
where sheleftwillon visit
her brother
who is in the service.
Betty Ann Harvey of 20th-Fox contract department isvacationing in Chicago.
Mannie Trautenberg, RKO booker, joined the
Navy this past week. Before leaving he was
atheguest
at a luncheon given by the personnel at
exchange.
Miss Margaret Woodruff, booker and manager for Northio, won the $25.00 war bond at
the Variety Club family picnic which was attended by 125 members and guests at the Summit Hills Country Club. Dinner and an all-day
outdoor affair was the order of the day.
Monday.
Jules Rieff, Columbia auditor, left Cincinnati
Metro's Bill Weigel, office manager, reports
an
excellent opening on "Bataan" at the Palace
Theatre.
The Fox Theatre, Huntington, W. Va., colored house, will close August 5.
Peter Rosian, Universal's district manager,
held a sales conference at the local exchange on
Monday. Mr. Rosian just returned from a business trip to the home office in New York.
Tam Apgar, secretary to Jack Bannan, Universal branch manager, is on vacation.
Chakeres Circuit, Springfield, took over all
of Sam Lee's holdings in Winchester and
Frankfort, Kentucky, which makes five instead
of four houses covered by the transaction at
tlie time of closing. The theatres changing
hands were the Capitol, State and Grand at
Frankfort and the Colonial and Leeds at Winciiester.
J. J. Grady, 20th Century- Fox district manager ; Levitt Bugie, branch manager ; Head
Booker Jimmy Ness and the sales force will
leave for Chicago to attend the regional convention at the Blackstone Hotel on August
5. 6 and 7.
CLEVELAND

5H0W SHOP TALK. New pictures were the chief topic of conversation in the incidents shown above durin'?
Republic's
sales meeting
in Chicago
last week.
fop, a round
of the ).Republic
sales may
forceba— with
Roy
Rogers regional
as the center
of attention
(also position
in theAt photo).
RepublicrobinPresident
R. Grainger
seen
at
Rogers'
right.
Lower
left:
Edwin
Booth
of
the
S.
&
S.
circuit
and
Midwestern
District
Sales
Manager
Eddie
Walton. Center: H. J. Yates, Sr.. and Joseph Kaufman, head booker for Balaban-Katz circuit. Right: johriny
Jones, of Jones, Linick and Schaeter circuit, looks over photos of record crowds at the Oriental Theatre during
appearance there of Roy Rogers, as Jimmy Grainger registers pride in the achievements of Republic's cowboy star.

From Dayton, Herbert J. Ochs, managing
director of the Dayton Drive-In Theatre Co.,
comes word that the company, in an expansion
program to be carried out at the end of the war,
has taken a 15-year lease, beginning July 1,
1943, on a 40-acre tract of land in the Columbus
area. The deal, just consummated, is said to
involve approximately $100,000. The building
program will duplicate that in Dayton and
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will include a theatre, concessions and parking
facilities. Ochs, who has been making his home
in Cleveland during the Winter when the Drivein was inoperative, plans to make his permanent headquarters in Columbus.
Corp. Charles Albert, formerly of the Warner
theatre booking department, having divided a
12-day furlough between New Yor1< and Cleveland, has returned to his post at Camp Claibornne. La.
Miss Grace Meier, who resigned as secretary
to the MGM office manager to join the Red
Cross, writes from Iran (Persia), where she is
with the 30th General Hospital. Miss Meier is
one of two daughters of Fred Meier, amusement
advertising manager of the Plain Dealer. Shirley, the other daughter, is a dietician, now with
the American forces in Australia.
Arthur Goldsmith, RKO city salesman, is
back from two weeks away from the office. One
week was devoted to the RKO convention in
New York, the other was spent visiting with
his mother who lives near Albany.
Lou Blumenfeld, RKO office manager, vacationed last week at Bernarr McFadden's health
spot in Danville, N. Y.
F. Arthur Simon, well known film man, has
been appointed city salesman at the Universal
exchange. He resigned from the booking staff
of Cooperative Theatres of Ohio to assume his
new job where he succeeds Leo Gottlob, who
takes the territory vacated by the transfer of
Gene Vogel to the Buffalo branch.
Lou Marks, MGM salesman, whose first Army
stop was Fort Hayes, Columbus, O., has been
assigned to duty at Fort Bliss, Tex.
Marvin podrome
"Bob"
stagehand
the HipTheatreWinton,
for the past
thirty atyears,
died
last week of a heart ailment after an illness of
several weeks. His wife and a daughter, Jane,
survive.
Gaiety Theatre, Akron, long operated as a
burlesque house, becomes a Nevvsreel theatre
starting July 30th.
M. M. Jacobs of Imperial Pictures, independent picture distributor in the Ohio-Kentucky
territory, has acquired "Fighting Sea Monsters,"
based on Capt. John D. Craig's book, "Danger
Is My Business."
The Twentieth Century-Fo.x office force will
cavort at Fels Lake on August 16. The annual
picnic
is under
direction
Altschule,
short the
subject
booker.of Miss "Mickey"
Burnette
is booked
to appear
the"Smiley"
RKO Palace
on Aug.
20th. And
speakingat
of the Palace, the theatre's personnel last Friday night staged a surprise birthday party on
Clem Pope, district manager, and presented him
with a wrist watch. Lou Mayer, RKO Palace
manager, reports that his song contest in conjunction with Abe Lyman's orchestra, was a big
hit last week.
When Sanford Leavitt, assistant to M. B.
Horwitz, general manager of the Washington
Circuit, left here last Sunday for Washington,
D. C, on the first leg of his training period as
assistant field director for the Red Cross he
took with him a fine bag presented by the Washington Circuit personnel.
DES MOINES
Several major changes were made in Des
Moines film row with Leo Blank, formerly
associated with Warner Brothers, taking over
as district manager for Monogram. Blank, a
nephew of A. H. Blank of Tri-States Theatres,
will be in charge of the Des Moines and Omaha
territories. Larry Hensler, who had held down
the Monogram job, has joined Warner Brothers
to take the place of Salesman Joe Smith, who
resigned to concentrate on his theatre at Laurens,
Iowa.
Joe Gerbrach of the Ames Theatre Company
at Ames, la., lost another employe when Mrs.
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Bertie Owens, his secretary, joined the Internal
Revenue Department at Brooklyn, N. Y.
Glen Wood, formerly with RKO in Des
Moines, has joined the Universal staff at Minneapolis.
M. C. Raskopf, co-owner of the Casino and
Odeon theatres at Marshalltown, has been
elected president of the Marshalltown Lions
Club.
The Osage Theatre at Osage, Iowa, has
raised its admission price to 40 cents. Manager
Jim Watts reports business as good as before.
The Hubbard Theatre at Hubbard has been
rechristened the New Hubb Theatre.
Sergt. Woodrow W. Sherrill, former office
manager for MGM at Des Moines, was recently
married to Mary Ann Green of Des Moines.
Sherrill is stationed at Camp Van Dorn, Miss.
The Des Moines Film Salesmen Club put
on an old-fashioned picnic at Beaverdale Park
with about 60 attending for an all-day gettogether. Ed Gruenberg of RKO served as
chairman.
Leonard J. Ramsey, manager of the Garden
Theatre, Tri-State house in Des Moines, has
been inducted into the Army with H. P. Brewer,
assistant manager at the Strand, taking his
position. J. E. Beitzel fills Brewer's spot.
Mrs. Pearl Fort, one of the woman managers
for Tri-States, suffered a broken shoulder not
long after she was named manager of the
Eastown Theatre.
Two former employes of Republic Pictures
exchange in Des Moines filed suit in District
Court to recover overtime and damages from
the company. They were Francis Kappler, former office manager, who is seeking $3,291.20
and Erma Jean Schultz, %2>37.2?>.
DETROIT
David Idzal, manager of the Fox Theatre,
kept "Coney Island"in the public eye a good
two weeks with a publicity stunt built around
finding a double for Betty Grable. Idzal worked
out his idea with the cooperation of Jefferson
Beach amusement park by staging contests July
16 and 23 at the beach resort. The idea was
to find a girl who closely approached La Grable
in size, complexion and charm. Winner of the

contest was Miss Betty Adam^, 17 year.-> old,
a General Motors clerk.
The idea received good space in the Detroit
papers, both in build-ups and in announcement
of the winner. The papers also carried pictures
of contes'tants. Miss Adams, given the title
"Miss Coney Island," will receive a free trip
to New York. She has ambitions of being a
photographer's
model. (Mich.) city commission
The Grand Rapids
has passed an ordinance establishing a curfew,
an action which theatre operators are hailing
as a curb in the juvenile delinquency, which
has caused them so much trouble lately. Effective Aug. 19, a warning signal will be sounded
in Grand Rapids at 9 :30 p.m. and by 10 o'clock
all persons under 16 must get off the streets
unless they are accompanied by their parents,
guardian "or other person having legal custody
or control." Maximum penalties of a $50 fine
or 30 days in jail were set.
The Brodel family of Highland Park, Mich.,
has scored again by sending another of its
members to Hollywood. Latest to sign a film
contract is Betty Brodel. Her sister is Joan
Leslie.
Detroit war workers are showing special
interest in the new March of Time titled "Bill
Jack
AdolfwarHitler,"
the storyat
of the vs.
miracle
plant ofwhich
Jack tells
and Heintz
Cleveland. It is showing at the Downtown and
Norwood Telenews theatres.
INDIANAPOLIS
Vandals caused damage estimated at $250
to furnishings and leather chairs on the mezzanine floor at the Indiana Theatre Friday (23rd)
by cutting them with sharp instruments, according to Manager Earl Rutledge. It was also
reported that light bulbs were thrown to the
main floor from the balcony and light fi.xtures
had been torn off causing a fire hazard. The
police questioned several colored boys.
Marc Wolf, director of theatre operations,
and Al. Blocher, of the buying and booking department of the Y. and W. Management Corporation, attended the opening ceremonies of
the Harris-Grand Theatre, Bloomington. The
{Continued on Ne.vt Page)
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'FRISCO EXHIBITORS AND EXCHANGEMEN MEET. The regional sales meeting of Warner Bros,
forces in San Francisco brought together prominent theatremen and sales executives of the Warner
company. In photo at left: Mike Naify, head of T. & D. Theatre circuit; George Nasser, Nasser circuit;
Al Schmitken, Warner branch manager in San Francisco. In photo at right: Henry Herbel, Warner West
Coast district manager; Fay Reeder, advertising manager of Fox West Coast theatres; Charles Thall,
head booker for FWC, Northern Division.
(Continued from Page IS)
house was destroyed by fire a year ago and
re-opened July 22.
Employes of the Paramount exchange organized abowling team, and will meet every Monday night. Mafgarite Manning was elected
treasurer and Ruth Smith was named secretary
of the group.
The addition of Margaret Stewart to the
booking department of Columbia Pictures has
added another feminine booker in Indianapolis
exchanges. She succeeds Walter Cory, who
entered the armed forces July 24, at Ft. Harrison.
Charles Hull is the new shipper at Universal
exchange, succeeding Jack Cunningham.
J. M. Allison has acquired the Dana Theatre,
at Dana. He formerly operated the Virginia
Theatre at Terre Haute, and sold it recently.
Charles Rich, Warners district manager, was
in the city during the week on business.
Allen Berkowitz, of the booking department
at Warners, is vacationing in the lake regions
of Northern Minnesota.
Monty Wentzel, operator of the Norman
Theatre, Louisville, Ky., who has been absent
from his post for a long time caused by illness,
has again assumed his duties and is enjoying
better health.
W. T. Tidwell, home office representative,
Warner Bros., arrived at the local exchange and
will remain several weeks.
Vacationing at present are Caile Brubaker,
assistant cashier, RKO ; Dorothy Reynolds,
RKO inspection department, and Horace Spencer, of the shipping department. Joe Bommerscheim, of the National Theatre sales force,
is on vacation.
"My Friend Flicka," 20th-Fox production, is
out-grossing many of the top-notch pictures,
according to J. R. Neger, sales manager at the
local exchange.
Employes at the 20th-Fox exchange here are
delighted to know they already have the second
quarter bonus in the bag, with four weeks to go.
Ward Scott, 20th-Fox district manager, spent
Tuesday through Thursday here on business.
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here of "This Is the Army," Aug. 6, according
to Howard Waugh, Warner zone manager here.
Memphis has drawn the honor of being the first
city outside New York to see the picture, the
opening in New York being just eight days
ahead of that in Memphis.
Mrs. Geraldine Clifton, booker at the Paramount exchange, is on a vacation trip to Chicago, and Mrs. Isola Presson, chief accountant
in the same office, is visiting relatives in
Blytheville, Ark.
Miss Mary Liberto, inspectress at Republic
exchange, is visiting her husband in the armed
forces.
Bonnie Pannel, city service man with Film
Transit, leaves for the Army Aug. 11. His
duties will be taken over by Mayfield Jarrett,
now in the terminal department.
U. E. Crick, former MGM booker, has been
discharged from the Army because of physical
disability, and has returned to his former post.
He is the first employe of the office to return
to duty. Miss Doris Upchurch of the same
office has announced her coming marriage to
Grady Hunt. Miss Upchurch is a bookkeeper.
RKO Memphis exchange has been transferred out of the Southeastern district, to the
Southwestern district, and the new district
manager, Ben Y. Camack, has established his
office in the Memphis branch. Fred Ford,
exploitation director, has returned from a business meeting in New York. Grover Wray, salesman, is back at his duties after two weeks of
illness.
The RKO office is a busy place these days,
requiring two new employes to keep things
humming — Miss Dorothy Conway, contract department, and Miss Mary Virginia Dugan,

cashier, are getting acquainted with their new
spots. Vacation time finds Miss Ethel Schaible,
the branch manager's secretary, enjoying a trip
to Florida ; Miss Zula Wehrum, booker, on a
vacation trip to Oregon, and Miss Eula Miller
going to Little Rock for a visit.
At Columbia exchange the vacation leave
takes Miss Grace Workhover, inspectress, off
duty for two weeks.
The 20th Century-Fox offices have been redecorated to a cool white and blue scheme that
dares the hot days to do their worst. This
office last week sent a large personnel to New
York for a regional convention. It was headed
by T. W. Young, branch manager; Nat Wise.
T. Baskin and Mark Sheridan, salesmen ; and
P. M. Glisson, head booker.
Jimmy Prichard, branch manager of Universal exchange, went to Dallas last week on
business.
NEW

YORK

On vacations or just returned:
MGM : Salesmen Harold Levy, Al Arnswalder,
and Tony Farrell ; Selma Levine, secretary.
UA : Rose Scull, secretary ; Johanna Zangari,
secretary; Joe Marcy, night shipping room head;
John McKenna, N. J. booker. 20th CenturyFox: Al Mendelsohn, N. J. booker; Bessie
Goldstein, secretary. Warner : Syd Roth, nontheatrical booker ; Mrs. S. Broner, secretary ;
Frances Greenberg, head of contract department ;
Harry Hummel, cashier. Universal : Harold
Rosen, N. Y. City booker ; Martha Mamula,
secretary ; Helen Duffy, print clerk. Republic :
Jack Greenberg, head shipper; Anne Plisco,
booker.
Unionized theatre staffs seemed in the offing
this week with announcement of a N. Y. charter
for the Motion Picture Theatre Managers and
Employes, Local 152, CIO. D. F. Barreca,
president, claims nearly 2000 members already.
Signatures of five managers each from RKO,
Loew's, and Skouras made the charter possible.
Monogram has upped Frances Mintz to head
biller this week, and to make her happiness
even more complete she starts her vacation this
week-end.
Sidney Stockton, formerly cashier at MGM
and now office manager in the Albany exchange,
came in during the week to confer with the
home office and then drifted over to the exchange to see his old friends.
Danny Ponticelle, former N. J. booker for
Warner, and now in training at the Samson.
N. Y., Navy base, expects a furlough August 5
and writes that he is going to stop in first thing.
Arthur Reiman, former non-theatrical booker.

MEMPHIS
The MGM branch office held an impressive
ceremony last week with the unveiling of its
honor roll plaque of employes in the armed
forces. The affair was keyed to high military
atmosphere with decorations, and Brig. Gen.
Wilmot A. Danielson, who unveiled the plaque.
Mothers of the boys in the service were honor
guests and presented with large arm bouquets.
M. A. Lightman, president of the Malco
circuit, has been appointed chairman of the
Army and Civilian Committee in charge of
plans for the opening at the Warner Theatre\

HIGH COMMAND
a snap taken at a
vice-president in
wrth headquarters

IN GET-TOGETHER. The men who guide the destinies of PRC are shown above in
party at the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, last week. Left to right: Arthur Greenblatt,
charge of distribution; 0. Henry Briggs, president; Nat Lefton, district manager
at Cleveland; Leon Fromkess, vice-president in charge of production.
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is Empire
handling State
Danny'sMotion
job for Picture
him.
Operators
Union this week received a request from Century Circuit, asking that the wage clause in
their present contract be reopened, but the
answer went back from Local 306, Operators,
lATSE. Local 306 said that since the merger
of Empire and 306, the lATSE outfit would
handle such negotiations.
Lillian Elumberg, assistant booker at 20th
Century-Fox, is on the verge of becoming a
Wac.
It seemed to be N. J. exhibitors' week around
Film Row this week, with the following in for
business : Clifif Smith, of the St. Cloud circuit ;
Maury Miller and Harry Hecht, of the Hecht
circuit ; George Emmett. of the Newbury circuit, Manasquan ; Ed Lachman, State Theatre,
Boonton ; S. Fogelson, Denville Theatre ; John
Fiermonte, Dunellen Theatre ; Dave Kahn,
Palace, Morristown ; Fred Falkner, Palace, Netcong.
Two changes at Monogram : Ben Price, Jr.,
N. J., L. L, and upstate salesman, replaces Harry
Krull, who resigned. Irene Gevirtz came in
this week as assistant cashier.
Lt. Norman Blumstein, son of 20th-Fox
Salesman Abe Blumstein, has been transferred
from the 20th Armored Regiment at Camp
Campbell, Ky., to the Quartermaster School
at Camp Lee, Va.
OMAHA
".\ction
in the
Atlantic"
was Marine
tied in
with
the war
bondNorth
sale and
Merchant
promotion for a triple hit at the Brandeis in
Omaha. Members of the local recruiting staff
of the Maritime Service manned booths at the
theatre during the showing of picture, selling
war bonds and giving information on the Merchant Marine to those interested. Mrs. Caralyn
Jensen, whose husband. Spencer D. Jensen, is
serving in the Atlantic with the Merchant Marine, bought one of the first bonds from Seaman
Willard J. Smith. This rated a fine picture and
story in the World-Herald and helped boost
grosses for double bill which included "Sarong
Girl."
Joe Kinsky, Tri-States Theatre Corporation
district manager, is ofif for three weeks in California, Oregon and Washington on vacation.
The Field Theatre interests of Minneapolis
have purchased houses at Cherokee, Storm
Lake and Sac City, la., from George Norman.
Carl Reese, former Republic branch manager,
is back in Omaha.
Columbia Branch Manager Joe Jacobs has
returned from a district meeting in Chicago.
Faye Nielson, assistant Paramount manager,
is spending her vacation on the West Coast.
Orpheum Manager Bill Miskell was honored
by the local press in a new feature, "We Salute
Today."and The
feature pays
to the good
deeds
community
servicetribute
of Omahans
and
lauded Miskell for his work with the safety
council and war relief shows.
The Roseland Theatre now holds a betterthan-ten-dollar average in the July war bond
contest for Omaha houses.
Clara Rolen of the Universal exchange was
married to Pfc. George Semerad, an Omahan
stationed at Fort Crook.
PHILADELPHIA
Eddy Gallner, pinch-hitting for Jimmy Ashcraft, MGM exploiteer on vacation, was keeping
an eye on Virginia Weidler during her stay at
the Earle Theatre and helping in her exploitation and publicity.
William C. Hunt of the Hunt enterprises in
Wildwood has heard from his son, W. D. (Bud)
Hunt, who recently joined the Red Cross. Bud
is director of the Red Cross Club in Palestine.
Walter Potamkin, former manager for Warners at the Diamond Theatre, is the new manager of the Eureka Theatre.
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William Goldman is planning a post-war
penthouse atop the Keith's Theatre building.
Ted Schlanger, Warner Circuit head, was
host to a group of publishers and radio station
heads to introduce Col. Chas. F. H. Johnson,
of Army Emergency Relief. The luncheon was
held in the roof-garden atop the Ritz Carlton
Hotel after which Col. Johnson explained the
reasons for Army Emergency Relief.
Herb Pincus has returned from Florida after
four or five weeks and is again managing the
Mayfair Theatre in Mayfair, with Mrs. Kitty
Wagner assisting him.
Bill Israel of the Earle Theatre is vacationing
this week.
At a special ceremony in the Wanamaker
Store where the Army Ordnance show is being
held. Governor Martin of Pennsylvania, bought
the first at
ticket
to the "This
Is theTheArmy"
premiere
the Mastbaum
Theatre.
sale
was made by Mitzi Mayfair and Virginia Weidler, who were enlisted for the task by Irving
Blumberg, head of the Warner publicity staff.
Manny Davis, manager of the Lyric Theatre
in Allentown, is also operating the Central Park
Theatre, Manny
in that also
town'sadvised
suburbs,
Summer
season.
thatforhe theis working
on a subscription idea with the citizens of
.\llentown to book legitimate shows for the
first time in the city's history.
Richard Newmayer, formerly a member of
the Department of Visual Education of the
Board of Education, and very active in cooperation with exhibitors, was a recent visitor to
Film Row. He is a member of the Air Corps
assigned to a western air base.
George Gomperts, 20th Century-Fox exploiteer, had a busy time last Friday night
checking
the Theatre.
preview of "Heaven Can Wait"
at the State
Murray Diamond and Martin Ellis, two of
Philadelphia's most important exhibitors, were
Atlantic City visitors last week, promenading
the boardwalk in pre-war fashion.
Mitchell Pantzer, of Independent Poster Company, almost fell a victim to the OPA last
week when he was returning from a theatre
and ran out of gas in Fairmount Park. He
put a sign on his car reading "I was returning
from the Rialto Theatre — and it was no pleasure
to get stuck here. Please have patience until I
can
get enoughfor gasMitchell,
to drive the
home.
you."
Fortunately
OPAThank
inspectors
didn't get that far into the Park.

PITTSBURGH
John Mayer, casliier, has been promoted to
ofiice manager by the local MGM office, succeeding John Zomnir who left for active service
in the Coast Guard. Helen Garlitz, assistant cashier, has been promoted to cashier; Alice Jahns
has been made assistant casliier ; Margaret Tregresser replaces Miss Jahns, and a new employe,
Thelma Weitzman, has been employed to replace
Miss Tregresser in the billing department.
Jack Mervis, first of three Mervis brothers
who operated a circuit of theatres in this territory prior to joining the services of Uncle Sam,
has been promoted to second lieutenant. Jack
is now stationed in Australia, according to
word received by his brother, Charles, who is
taking charge of the theatres until his brothers
return.
The following promotions and changes in
theatre managers have been made by Warner
Bros. : Manny Feldman replaces Alvin Hostler
as manager of the Harris, Tarentum, Pa. ; Samuel Blandi, student manager, has been made
manager of the Palace, Tarentum, succeeding
Martin Shearn who has joined the Army as a
volunteer officer candidate ; Joseph Hyland also
a student manager, has replaced Daniel Lind as
manager of the Victor, McKeesport, Pa., the latter also having joined the Army; Marie Andronados, former cashier at the Stanley, Pittsburgh, has been made assistant manager of the
Model here.
PORTLAND
Due to the continued and intense activity of
theatre managers and their staffs, more than
$30,000 was taken in for the Shangri-La Fund.
Each dollar stamp purchased entitled the buyer
to
visit Liberty
ship "Samuel
K. Barlow."
Apologies
were received
from War
Finance
Committee, when time would not permit all
buyers to go on board.
Jack Matlack and staff of the J. J. Parker
Theatres put on a county-wide exploitation
during Merchant Marine Week, July 22-29, of
"Action in the North Atlantic." Bill was supplemented with epilogue featuring Gerry Lester,
singing m.c.
U. S. Army recruiting office maintains a
WAC information booth in the lobby of Music
(Continued on Page 34)
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Murder On The Waterfront
50 mins.
Drama
WB
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Has
enough murder and mystery to satisfy the
not too critical.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Program fare
that requires good top strength to carry it.
Cast: Warren Douglas, Joan Winfield, John Loder,
Ruth Ford, Bill Crago, Bill Kennedy, William B.
Davidson, Don Costello, James Flavin, Bill Edwards,
Ross Ford, DeWolf Hopper, John Maxwell, Phil Van
Zandt, Frank Mayo, Fred Kelsey. Credits: Directed
by B, Reeves Eason. Screenplay by Robert E. Kent
from the play by Ralph Spenser Zink. Director of
photography, Harry Neumann.
Plot: A show goes to a Navy yard to entertain the boys at the same time that an investor goes to check a shipment. The inventor is killed and one of the performers, who
passes as a knife thrower, is suspected because he had a grudge against the dead man.
Several other killing attempts are made, but
the murderer is found to be a Nazi who was
Second Mate on the ship carrying the inventor's shipment.
Comment: This is program fare and requires good top strength to round out a bill.
Taking the usual waterfront murder story,
with killers running around in a Navy yard,
the production has added nothing that is
unusual or that makes the picture striking
or suspenseful. John Loder, the only player
likely to be known to the film public by name,
has a relatively small part in the picture
and while his portrayal is good, the part adds
nothing to the story and little to the action.
Exploitation should revolve around Navy
thermostats, spies and Naval Intelligence.
Salute to the Marines
Technicolor
MGM
101 mins.
Comedy-Drama
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) One for
the Wally Beery fans and the millions of
admirers of the U. S. Marines.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Just misses being topnotch entertainment. Plenty of selling angles but lack of comedy synonymous
with the Bsery name will temper word-ofmouth praise.
Cast: Wallace Beery, Fay Bainter. Reginald Owen.
Keye Luke. Ray Collins, Marilyn Maxwell. William
Lundigan, Donald Curtis, Noah Beery, Sr.. Dick
Curtis, Russell Gleason and Rose Hobart. Credits
Produced by John W. Considine, Jr. Directed by S
Sylvan Simon. Screenplay by George Bruce. Adapta
tion by Wells Root from original story by Robert D
Andrews. Directors of photography, Charles Schoen
baum^ and W. Howard Green. Technicolor director
Natalie Kalmus. Technical advisor, Lieut. Col. G. Mc
Guiredirector.
Pierce,Cedric
U.S.M.C.
Art
Gibbons.Music by Lennie Hayton
Plot: Sergeant Majoi William Bailey
(Wallace Beery), a traditional Marine, is
sent to train natives of a Pacific island prior
to the outbreak of war. His wife (Fay Bainter) and daughter (Marilyn Maxwell) live
in a nearby island settlement. Bailey is itching
to see action leading the boys he has trained
and it is a bitter pill when he is assigned to
train civilians. Jap invasion comes to the
island and Bill Bailey leads his civilian army
in a delaying action, and he perishes in a
Jap air bombardment. Bailey's daughter in
uniform receives posthumously her dad's
coveted medal for gallantry.
Comment: A fair appraisal of this picture
requires the observation that it just misses
being big. Perhaps it is the scarcity, of the
Beery brand of laughter — or the contrast of
a tough guy such as he is supposed to be
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending July 31)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Headin' for God's Country This Is the Army
Nobody's Darling
The Sky's the Limit
The Saint Meets the Tiger
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
I Dood It
Someone to Remember
Tartu
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
First Comes Courage
against the poise and gracious dignity of his
wife and daughter that makes the family unreal and unconvincing. There is much color
and beauty scenically, convincing battle action scenes near the finale; and the usual
Beery grimaces for his fans. The show will
particularly satisfy the kids, for there is a
sequence where Beery teaches children the
art of self-defense with resulting black eyes
and bloody noses. There is enough action,
romance and laughter to give the exhibitor a
wide
choice
of selling
angles.
The the
fightingMarines
in action
seems
to ofifer
best
selling slant.
Here Comes Kelly
Comedy
64 mins.
Monogram
AUDIENCE
SLANT:
(Family) Will
please any audience looking for a laugh.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should turn in
profitable business, as an entry in the minor
league.
Cast: Eddie Quillan, Joan Woodbury, Maxie Rosenbloom, Armida, Sidney Miller, Mary Gordon, Ian
Keith. Luis Alberni, Charles Jordan, Emmett Vogan.
Credits: Directed by William Beaudine. Screenplay by
Charles R. Marion. Original story by Jeb Schary.
Director of photography, Arthur Martinelli. Produced
by William T. Lackey.
Plot: Never able to hold a job long because of his ungovernable temper, a young
man
takes
advice of
his fiance's
boss, Ina
lawyer, andthebecomes
a process
server.
the course of his work, he discovers that the
lawyer is head of a gang of oil swindlers.
When he helps round them up, he and his
fiance plan their marriage, but that has to
be delayed because he receives his call from
Uncle Sam.
Comment: If audience reaction means anything, this humorous little comedy should
turn in profitable business in any situation.
yarn about
aThejob,story,
has aenough
laughsa guy
and who
new can't
twistsholdto
make it interesting. The trouping is perfect
and the direction by William Beaudine, tops.
Though high commendation should go to
Eddie Quillan, Joan Woodbury, Mary Gordon and Sidney Miller, the part Maxie Rosenbloom plays, is the choice spot in the picture. It is his murder of the English language, plus his own inimitable way of acting,
that gives the picture the hilarity that adds
to the good time your audience will have.
Sell it by distributing heralds made to resemble summonses, with imprinted copy
about the picture. Arrange stills of the picture to be displayed at all sporting goods
stores, gymnasiums and travel agencies.
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Headin' for God's Country
Republic
Drama
78 mins.
(Nat'l Release, August 12)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Confused
and improbable outdoor Alaskan story, however, will please in the action situations.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A lower entry
on the double bills replete with chilly snow
scenes for hot weather relaxation.
Cast: William Lundigan, Virginia Dale, Harry
Davenport, Harry Shannon, Addison Richards, Eddie
Acuff, Wade Crosby. Credits : Associate Producer,
.•\rmand Schaefer. Directed by William Morgan.
Screenplay by Elizabeth Meehan and Houston Branch.
Photographed by Bud Thackery.
Plot: William Lundigan, prospector, makes
a strike in the Alaskan interior. His refusal
to reveal his findings arouses the ill will of
most of the few white inhabitants. He is
befriended by the local printer. Lundigan
the secret
aframes
phony events
copy ofthrough
a newspaper
from printing
the Stateso*"
announcing the declaration of war. As a
result, Virginia Dale, with whom he is in
love, and her dad sell their unprofitable mercury mine. About to be unmasked as the
perpetrator of the phony war, Lundigan
leaves town by dog-sled, only to observe a
Jap military plane landing. He returns in
time to save the settlement.
Comment: William Lundigan and Virginia
Dale give good performances considering
the congestion and confusion of the story.
Harry Davenport stands out in his character
role. The editing of the story leaves much
to be desired, but the Alaskan background
with its dog teams, snow avalanche, fight sequences, and invasion battle with the dogs
helping to repulse the Jap attack, help the
picture to get by and provide selling angles
in the action spots.

Watch On The Rhine
Drama
114 mins.
WBAUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A picture
that every American should see; there is a
message of profound depth in this drama.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: In theatres
where outstanding screenfare have a following, this one should equal the best receipts
ever registered. One of the best Bette Davis
has done.
Cast: Bette Davis, Paul Lukas, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Lucile Watson, Beulah Bondi, George Coulouris,
Donald Woods, Henry Daniell, Donald Buka. Eric
Roberts, Janis Wilson. Mary Young. Kurt Katch,
Erwin Kaiser, Robert O. Davis, Clyde Fillmore. Frank
Wilson, Clarence Muse. Credits: Directed by Herman
Shumlin. Screenplay by Dashiell Hammett. From the
stage play by Lillian Hellman. Additional scenes and
dialogue by Lillian Hellman. Directors of photography, Merritt Gerstad and Hal Mohr. A Hal B. Wallis
Production.
Plot: Husband, wife and three children
arrive at the Washington home of the wife's
mother,
whomfamily
she hasn't
years. The
happy, seen
but for
not seventeen
wealthy,
has been on the move from -country to country because the husband believes he must
fight against Fascist world aggression. In
the mother's household is a Roumanian
Count, who rifles the husband's briefcase and
threatens to sell the information to the German Embassy. Realizing that bribing the
man would never silence him, and that the
entire underground movement is at stake,
the husband kills the Roumanian, says goodbye to his family and goes back to Germany
to continue his work.
Comment: Built on the Broadway play, this
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is a cinematic document of greatness and
permanence. It will keep your theatre filled
through the run, for like a rich experience, it
will want seeing again and again. This is
a morale-building lesson. The lines strike
you with the weight of truth, neither blatant
nor bombastic, but profoundly penetrating
and eloquent. Production by Hal B. Wallis
matches the simple excellence of the entire
story, and carefully avoids any distracting
theatricalism. Direction by Herman Shumlin
who directed the original Broadway production rounds out in perfect symmetry the
presentation and develops the artistry of the
players. The impression is not that these
are players doing a part, they are the people
themselves, stopped and pictured in flight.
There is no clearer way to estimate their
acting performances. Tliere was no Bette
Davis, Paul Lukas or other player. They
were the people of the story, simple and
profoundly heartfelt. They were the people
whose lives we looked into for one awe-inspiring twenty-four hours. Exploit the names
and the fact that this has been a prize-winning play. Lobby displays of headlines about
underground movements and the appeasement era will attract attention. Distribute
heralds with imprinted copy about our hidden allies, how we maintain a "Watch on
the Rhine."
Two-Fisted Justice
Monogram
Western 55 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Jan. 8th)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Plot follows familiar pattern, but satisfactory for
the western fans.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: For western
spot, or second feature place for the weekend juvenile trade.
Cast: John King, David Sharpe. Ma.x Terhune,
Gwenn Gaze, Joel Davis, John Elliott. Charles King,
George Chesebro. Frank Ellis, Cecil Weston, Hal
Price. Credits; Directed by Robert Tansey. Screenplay by William L. Nolte. Photography by Robert
Cline. Produced by George W. Weeks.
Hot: The Range Busters are sent to clean
up a gang of thieves and hide out in the
hills in order to size up the town. One of
them goes into town for supplies and on the
way foils a planned stage holdup. He returns
for his buddies, who join him in going after
the robbers.
Comment: The plot follows a familiar pattern, that of the Range Busters arriving in a
town and bringing order into the community,
but that's what the western fans want and
on that basis the picture is okay. There's
an average amount of fist-slinging and the
pace, under the direction of Robert Tansey,
is satisfactory. On the whole, the picture is
only mildly satisfying, but with the gunplay
and hard-riding, it should satisfy the type of
audience for which it is made. The trio,
John King, David Sharpe and Max Terhune,
do their work well, while Charles King,
George Chesebro, Frank Ellis and Hal Price
are typical menaces. Production values are
okay for the sagebrush market. Since this is
one of a series, sell it like the others, with
tieups on this one arranged with the Railway Express Company.
Someone To Remember
Republic
Drama
80 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A rather
slow moving though engrossing story of a
gracious old lady set against the background
of a boys' college dormitory.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: The youth and
old age theme will have to provide selling
material in the absence of box-office names.
Cast: Mabel Paige, John Craven. Dorothy Morris,
Charles Dingle. Harry Shannon, Tom Seidel, David
Bacon and Richard Crane. Credits: Directed by Robert Siodmak. Screenplay by Frances Hyland. Original
story by Ben Ames Williams. Photographed by Jack
Marta.
Plot: A little old lady, living in an old-
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fashioned apartment hotel, refuses to be
evicted or cajoled into moving when a local
university buys the building for a l)oys' dormitory. An ironclad lease and a twentyyear vigil for the return of a missing son
keeps her living there after the college boys
move in. She mothers the boys, meets one
whom she believes to be her grandson, helps
to shape his romance and dies with a smile
on
the belief
eve of that
a visit
firm
in the
her ofsonthe atboy's
last parents
was coming
home.
Comment: The sentimental and convincing
performance of Mabel Paige lifts this picture above the run of the mill dramas. Its
story is difi^erent and well told. There is a
restraint which lends quality and tears will
be shed by the ladies through the final scenes.
The preponderance of dialogue with a resulting slowness plus the absence of marquee
names mark its box-ofifice shortcomings. The
older folks will find it pleasing entertainment. The jitterbugs will have to be lured in
by slanting one phase of the campaign to
the collegiate background of dormitory life.
The
where
climbsscene
the fire
escapetheof student's
the dorm girl
to seefriend
him
and lands in the wrong room may give you
an idea for a sales angle.

Young Ideas
MGM
Comedy
77 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) A light,
amusing comedy designed to tickle the risibilities of the average audience. Nothing to
remember; just temporarily gay and infectious
fun.
BOX-OFFICE
SLANT:
isn't likely to
make
more than an
averageIt impression
at
the ticket window.
Cast: Susan Peters, Herbert Marshall, Mary Astor,
Elliott Reid, Richard Carlson, Allyn Joslyn, Dorothy
Morris, Francis Rafiferty, George Dolenz, Emory Parnell. Credits: Produced by Robert Sisk. Directed
by Jules Dassin. Original screenplay by Ian McLellan
Hunter and Bill Noble. Director of photography.
Charles Lawton. Art direction, Cedric Gibbons, Leonid
Vasian. Musical direction, David Snell.
Plot:riage to Fearing
thatprofessor
their mother's
a chemistry
will ruin marher
career, Susan Peters and Elliott Reid take
steps to wreck the matrimonial bliss between
Mary Astor, author of a best-selling book
about pre-war Paris, and their new father,
Herbert Marshall. By labeling their mother

a participant in the lurid events described in
her book,picions,
thecauseyouths
sushim toarouse
distortMarshall's
the meaning
of apparently innocent actions, succeed in
separating the couple. Meanwhile, Susan
falls in love with a young dramatic professor,
Richard Carlson, whom Elliott tries to isolate by the same method inflicted on Marshall.
Having herself learned a lesson, Susan effects
a reconciliation between her mother and stepfather, wins top place again in the affections
of Carlson.
Comment: Aside from a slow pace in the
early footage and a stilted ef?ect in some of
the situations, "Young Ideas" is a light,
amusing comedy that should tickle the collective risibilities of the average audience.
Few will retain any memory of it, yet during
the actual showing all-around good humor
will prevail among the spectators, with
everyone having a good time. Some of the
film's moments are extremely humorous,
others only moderately so; but for the most
part, it all adds up to an enjoyable evening
for all the family except, perhaps, little Mary
and Junior. Susan Peters, Elliott Reed, Herbert Marshall and Mary Astor, in the leading roles, perform creditably, while adequate
support is provided by Allyn Joslyn and
Richard Carlson. Jules Dassin's direction is
spotty, though not enough to impair the
film's entertainment qualities. Not for preplaydates
on itsasown,
Ideas"
should ferred
prove
suitable
the "Young
top feature
on
"off" days or as support for an outstanding
feature. It isn't likely to make more than
an average impression at the ticket window.
This Is The Army
Technicolor
Warners
Musical
121 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Packs an
entertainment wallop for young and old.
Produced in the grand manner with the
wartime melodies our nation sings, hums and
whistles. It's the American Flag set to
Irving
Berlin's music.
BOX-OFFICE
SLANT: Absolutely tops
. . . to say more would be superfluous.
Cast: George Murphy. Joan Leslie. George Tobias,
Alan Hale,Frances
Charles Langford,
Butterworth,Gertrude
Dolores Xiesen.
Costello. Kate
L'na
Merkel,
Smith, Ronald Reagan, Sgt. Joe Louis. Irving Berlin.
(Continued on Page 22)

WHAT

A

COMBINATION
FOR

ANY

SITUATION!
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This Is The Army
{CoiiliiiKcd from Page 19)
an all-Armv cast, and others. Credits: Produced by
Jack L. \Varner and Hal B. Wallis. Directed by
Michael Curtiz. Screenplay by Casey Robinson and
Capt. Claude Binyon. Based on the stage show of the
same name. Music and lyrics by Irving Berlin. Directors of photography, Bert Glennon and Sol Polito.
Technical advisor. Lt. Col. Frank McCabe.
Plot: The show opens in the midst of a
1917 recruiting drive in New York where
Jerry Jones (George Murphy) is the dancing
star of the FolHes. Jerry, drafted, lands in
Camp Upton at Yaphank, Long Island. He
makes friends, sweats under the verbal barrage of a tough top kick and finally sells
the CO. on a show to raise funds for Army
Relief. The show hits Broadway, is loudly
acclaimed and at the final performance the
boys march out through the audience to the
awaiting ships singing "We're on Our Way to
France." The war over, they return to order
their lives as private citizens. Their children
grow up and along comes World War II.
The sons enlist and are sent to Camp Upton.
The old timers who used to want to murder
the bugler visit the new barracks only to
find their old top kick dishing it out to their
sons. They visit the old hall where "Yip
Yip Yaphank"
suade the same was
old conceived
CO. to letandtheagain
boys perput
on another show. The show clicks and tours
the country and the lavish scenes and humor
are spread before your eyes as the roving
cameras take you to the key city engagements. A romance
between
Jerry's (Joan
son,
Johnny (Ronald
Reagan),
and Eileen
Leslie), the
bugler's daughter,
ties together
the sequence of production
numbers
nicely. The finale is laid at the Washington,
D. C, performance attended by the President
with Johnny marrying the girl for a happy
ending.
Ccmment: All the swift acting, higlily palatable ingredients of dynamic entertainment
have been concocted to produce this easy-totake, long-to-be-rememljered celluloid capsule of wartime music, laughter and tears.
It is a show that is a credit to Warner Bros.,
the motion picture industry and to all those
able individuals, both civilian and military,
who made its production possible. Just as
Irving
Berlin's
living requests
through
the
years
so willmusic
theregoes
l)e on
audience
for "This
Is thetrumpets
Army." and
Fromthethelamenting
openingblare
of the
notes of the bugler's reveille, a cavalcade of
Berlin's memorable melodies flow across the
sound track to delight the ear. To say that
one was outstanding over another would be
unfair for each tune has its place in the
scheme of things and fills its niche with distinction. From "Mandy" of the good old
southland to "What the Well-Dressed Man
of Harlem Will Wear," in which Joe Louis
appears: from "Poor Little Me, I'm on KP"
sung by George Tobias to "I'm Getting Tired
So I Can Sleep," from "Oh! How I Hate to
Get up in the Morning'' sung by Irving 'Berlin to Kate Smih's first rendition of "God
Bless America" over the air; from "We're on
Our Way to France" to "I Left My Heart
at^the Stage Door Canteen," the songs parade
by on the treadmill of the years. The ensemble numbers which include "This Is the
Army, Mr. Jones," "This Time Is the Last
Time," "How About a Cheer for the Navy,"
"With My Head in the Clouds" and "American Eagles" are tremendously stirring. The
scenes are many and spectacular. The songs
are stimulating. The acting leaves little ,to
be asked and through it all is that web of
human warmth that stirs the heart like the
passing of the flag. The customers will do
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well to bring along a hanky with which to
wipe away a tear and a little flag to wave
when their voices are hoarse from cheering.
It's
that does
things toof you.
will abe picture
the shortest
121 minutes
Techni-It
color-full show your patrons have sat through
in a long, long time. It is so fast-moving,
fresh, vigorous and inspiring that our only
wish is that the German people might see it
tomorrow. If they could we think they would
rise as one and sing the "Star Spangled
Banner." Aside from wishful thinking, just
play it and reap.
Hi Diddle Diddle
United Artists Comedy 72 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) A lively
screwball comedy well saturated with laughs.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: If your patrons
like screwball comedy this will draw and
please too. Rates as a pleasing program attraction to top a double bill with a heavy
drama or action show.
Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Martha Scott. Pola Negri,
Dennis
June byHavoc,
and others.
Credits:O'Keefe,
ProducedBillieandBurke,
directed
Andrew
Stone.
Screenplay by Fredrick Jackson. Photographed by
Charles Schoenbaum. Musical direction by Phil
Boutelje. ductions.
Cartoon
by LeonandSchlesinger
Pro.Songs bysequence
Foster Carling
Phil Boutelje.
Plot: The story of a sailor on leave {o get
married. Prior to the ceremony he learns
thatallthe
of
her bride's
wealth mother
and the has
sailorbeen
and swindled
his dad
promise to get it back in two days. After the
wedding the bride and groom attempt to get
away
for through
a honeymoon
the sailor's
manages
shadybutdeals
to get dad
the
money back, although the machinations almost consume the honeymoon. The finale
involves a cartoon sequence in which caricatures on the wallpaper take a powder in
response to a rendition of Wagnerian opera.
Comment: The audience may wind up a
little groggy after looking at this screwy tale
of a mixed up honeymoon but they will have
had a flock of laughs at the expense of an
expert comedy cast and an equally wacky
story. The folks who remember Pola Negri
will be agreeably surprised at her glamorized
appearance on the screen. Billie Burke fans
will be in their glory and Adolphe Menjou
is as usual pleasing and well cast. The mugging borders on the slapstick and the cartoon
gag finish will send them out laughing.
Honeymoon Lodge
Universal
Comedy-With-Music
63 mins.
(Nat'l Release, July 23)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A light,
diverting
family. musical that will entertain the entire
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Good for the
family trade, especially on a bill that has a
heavy companion feature.
Cast: David Bruce, Harriet Hilliard, June Vincent,
Rod Cameron, Franklin Pangborn, Andrew Tombes,
Martin Ashe, Ozzie Nelson and his Orchestra, Veloz
and Yolanda. Tip, Tap & Toe. Bobby Brooks. Hattie
Noel and Ray Eberle. Credits: Directed by Edward
Lilley. Original story by Warren Wilson. Screenplay
by Clyde Bruckman. Director of photography. Paul
Ivano. Associate Producer. Warren Wilson.
Plot: A young couple on the verge of a
divorce, decide to try over again. The idea
is to start right from the beginning, so they
arrange to go, separately, to the mountain
resort where they first met. Complications
arise when the man bumps into a singer on
tlie train and is mistaken for her husband.
Needless to say, everything is ironed out
and they live happily ever after.
Comment: Putting together a collection of
specialty numbers, such as Tip, Tap & Toe,
who do a tap routine; Veloz and Yolanda,
who do a single dance number to the strains
of the "Blue Danube," and the colored boyOzzie
Brooks,
soprano, Bobby
orchestra.
Universal
has and
turned
out Nelson's
another
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of their pleasing musicals for the family
trade. Story, not very original, is a light and
diverting tale pf a marital squabble, with a
cast that includes David Bruce, Harriet Hilliard, Franklin Pangborn and a newcomer,
June Vincent, with the specialties thrown in
regardless of plot. In the romantic leads,
Bruce and Miss Vincent display a distinct
flair for comedy, and in this, her first screen
appearance. Miss Vincent shows great promise. Direction by Edward Lilley is light and
takes advantage of the amusing incidents,
with the specialties well spotted. For street
ballyhoo, insert crackers in small imprinted
envelopes and have them distributed around
town in advance of showing. Heralds, with
copy calling attention to "Wedding of Mirth
and Romance,"
be placed with merchants for generalshould
distribution.

Wagon Tracks West
Republic Western
54 mins.
(Prod. No. 2314— Nat'l Release, August 19)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Good action stuff for the western followers.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: On a par with
standard
sagebrushers and suitable for most
action spots.
Elliott,Rick
George
Hayes,
TomCast:
Tvler,WildAnneBillJeffreys,
Vallin,"Gabby"
Robert Frazer.
Roy Barcroft, Charles Miller. Tom London. Cliflf
Lyons, Jack Rockwell. Credits: Directed by Howard
Bretherton. Original screenplay by William Lively.
Louis
Gray. by Reggie Lanning. Associate Producer.
Photography
Plot: When a young Indian doctor tries
to help a fever-ridden white man on his
reservation, he finds himself up against a
lawless element. These men had refused to
permit the purification of the water in the
native village, in order to drive the Indians
out and nab their land. After Bill Elliott
takes a hand, everything is straightened out
and the doctor receives a public apology.
Comment: This is good cowboys and
Indian stuff, with action and speed; witli
Wild Bill Elliott doing some nice shootin.g
to save the young Indian Chief, which Rick
Vallin
plays hisnicely.
"Gabby" Hayes
contri])utes
usual George
good performance
that
lias made him an institution, and his type a
"must" for all westerns. It's good screenfare
for the action and western addic"ts. Lou
Gray's
shows
appreciation
for
storv andproduction
timing that
thesethehorse
operas need.
Credit Howard Bretherton with direction on
a well-i)aced, fast moving, outdoor picture.
Sell sisthis
other phase.
Bill Elliott's
empha-of
on thelikeIndian
Lobby with
displays
Indian costumes and deeds of grant, showing that they owned all of America once,
will help the ballyhoo.
I Dood It
MGM
Musical Comedy 102 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) An audience picture that is jam-packed with music,
lauehter
and dancing.
Skelton's
BOX-OFFICE
SLANT:
Has best.
all the elements that spell dollar marks in the grand
manner. Word of mouth should help this hit
the jackpot. Sell it for a bang-up opening.
Cast: Red Skelton. Eleanor Powell, Patricia Dane,
.Sam Levene. Lena Horne, Hazel Scott, Jimmy Dorsey
.ind
his Orchestra.
and Bob
Eberly.by
Credits:
Produced Helen
by JackO'Connell
Cummings.
Directed
Vincente Minnelli. Screenplay by Sig Herzig and
Fred Saidy. Musical direction by George Stoll. Dance
direction liy Bob Connolly. Director of photography,
Ray lune.
Plot: Stagedoor Johnny. Joseph Rivington
Reynolds (Red Skelton), erstwhile pants
presser, aborrows
the admirer
customers'
liecome
front row
of clothes
Constanceto
Shaw (Eleanor Powell). After sitting
through about sixty-five performances he
knows the lines of the show better than the
(Coutinncd on Page 36)
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RKO

Builds Replica of Canteen
The
box-office
Loew's Regent
risburg. Pa., wasof transformed
intoTheatre,
a replicaHar-of
New York's Stage Door Canteen recently during
the engagement of United Artists' "Stage Door
Canteen." Miniature canteen was built out of
real brick, siding complete with door, gooseneck light and billboard on the side. Front
was arranged by theatre's manager, Sam Gilman.

Stars Record 'Plugs'
On
For Rad lO
A group of top stars including Kate Smith,
Jimmy Durante, Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor, Walter Winchell and Irving Berlin will make spot
announcement recordings for use in national
radio promotion of Irving Berlin's "This Is the
Army," produced by Warner Bros, for Army
Emergency Relief. The records will be distributed to stations throughout the country by
World Broadcasting Co. Each disc will also
carry a IS-minute production show on the
picture.
With all royalties going to Army Emergency
Relief, Decca will release in August an album
of eight numbers from the Warner musical, recorded by the original all-soldier cast which also
appears in the film version.
Numbers in the collection include the Overture, as well as I Left My Heart at the Stage
Door Canteen, The Army's Made a Man Out
of Me, I'm Getting Tired So I Can Sleep,
American Eagles, What the Well-Dressed Man
in Harlem Will Wear, Oh How I Hate to
Get Up in the Morning, and How About a
Cheer for the Navy.
A detail of 20 U. S. Army men, with two
trucks, is distributing window display material
on the picture to 8000 stores in the five boroughs of New York.
Approximately 10,000 New York taxicabs will
carry cards, placed by detail of Boy Scouts from
national headquarters, reading : "A Salute to
Irving Berlin's 'This Is the Army' for Army
Emergency Relief Fund."
To herald the world premiere Wednesday
evening at the Hollywood Theatre, four hundred soldiers participated in special ceremonies
in front of the theatre, where a display complete
with military music, anti-aircraft guns, camouflage units, jeeps, trucks and klieg lights, was
staged.
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Launch

Rising

Sun

in

75-City
New
England
Premiere
government officials and high ranking officers
Spearheaded by a mammoth boxing-vvrestlingfrom the armed services stationed in the Boston
musical festival which will be held in Boston's
area. RKO will be represented by a delegation
huge Madison Square Garden on Sunday, August 1st, at 2 p.m., RKO Radio will launch its from New York including N. Peter Rathvon,
Ned E. Depinet, Robert Mochrie, S. Barret
Jap-expose picture, "Behind the Rising Sun,"
McCormick, Walter Branson, Nat Levy, Edward
in a spectacular 75-city world premiere in New
Alptrson. There will also be a number of
England and upper New York state on August
circuit heads and prominent exhibitors, as well
3rd, it was announced last week by S. Barret
licity
McCormick, director of advertising and pub- as RKO Radio's Northeastern District Manager
Gus Schaefer, and Branch Managers Ross
of Boston, Barney Pitkin of New
Staged as an exploitation curtain-raiser for Cropper
Haven, Max Westebbe of Albany, and Elmer
the picture, the sports and musical festival will
Lux of Buffalo.
be sponsored by the Hearst Boston newspapers,
i e., the Sunday Advertiser, the Record, and
Other features of the gargantuan entertainment will be additional boxing and wrestling
the American. Highlight of the monster show,
probably the most colossal premiere stunt in bouts, and bands and vocal entertainers, with
the entire show to be broadcast over the Yanthe history of show business, will be a finish
kee Network of 21 stations in the New England
bout between e.x-heavyvveight champion James
J. Braddock, now a lieutenant in the Army, and area. Admission to the Boston Garden which
has a capacity of 25,000, will be free to all
Charlie Strack, 240-pound wrestling champion.
service men in uniform, and to civilians upon
This bout will be patterned after the exciting,
the showing of a war bond.
thrilling
match
"Behind antheAmerican
Rising Sun,"
which takes
placein between
as a
Local arrangements of the show are handled
boxer and a Jap as an expert in jiu jitsu.
for RKO Radio by Terry Turner, head of the
field exploitation force, assisted by Harry
Correspondent to Appear
Reiners, Bob Hickey, Don Prince, and Ralph
Banghart.
Another highlight will be the appearance of
James R. Young, famous correspondent and
Largest Advertising Lineage
author of "Behind the Rising Sun," who will
speak on his experiences in Japan, and a group
McCormick, in making the announcement of
of other famous correspondents and writers on
the premiere, said that in addition to radio, the
Far Eastern topics, among them Miss Gwen
Dew of Neivszvcek and the Detroit Neii's: Col. pre-opening campaign on "Behind the Rising
Sun" included newspaper advertising exceeding
Carlos T. Romulo, aide to General MacArthur
in lineage anything that RKO has ever done,
and the last man to leave Bataan ; A. T. Steele
of Chungking and Delhi, India ; John Goette of not excepting even "Hitler's Children," as
the INS in Northern China; Max Hill of the well as an all-blanketing campaign of 24-sheets
covering the entire world premiere area from the
AP, and Mrs. M. J. Cox. whose husband was
Connecticut line to Canada and across to the
Renter's correspondent in the Far East.
Great Lakes. He also emphasized the outstandAlso present will be Margo, star of "Behind
missionary work done on the picture by
the Rising Sun," who is also scheduled to Jamesing R.
Young, the author, who has been
make a series of limited personal appearances
in some of the cities were the picture will pre- delivering talks before clubs, in churches, at
miere. Among the guests will be stage and defense plants, etc.

YOU CAN PROMOTE MUSIC WINDOWS
LIKE THESE
Two examples of the sort of eye-catching, business-building window displays you can promote from
local dealers are pictured above. The window at the left, in a Broadway branch of the Davega stores,
focuses
prominent
on thewasengagement
of MGM's
"Best Foot
" atStreet
the Astor
New York.
Windowattention
at the right
promoted from
the Wurlitzer
storeForward
on 42nd
near Theatre
Sixth Ave.in
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Revamps

Usable

Copy

Its Program/
on

Joneses

;

^Personal'
Angle
It may be difficult
to get Discussed
to the top of the
hill,
but
once
you're
there,
it's
ski skiing
down.
What has getting to the tops ofeasy
hillsto and
down got to do with the Program Exchange ?
Well, little, if anything. But we were just
thinking
it's somewhat
difficult
begin
first few :lines,
but once we
start tothem
we these
soon
find ourselves moving right along. The weather,
as far as we are concerned, and we imagine
many other people in our locality will concur
with us, is hot and humid. Yes, for the time
being,
we're "stuck" with it, if you get what
we mean.
The Park Theatre in New York, a neighbori Wed. - Thurs.
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Here is an item taken from Cinemag which
we believe theatremen using tabloid programs
will want to publish. Maybe you've forgotten,
but there used to be a series of family pictures
called the "Jones Family" series. Remember?
Well, the following article tells what has happened to the cast. Under the heading, "Keeping
Up With The Joneses," it reads as follows :
"Whatever became of t,he Jones Family — the
people who started the wave of 'family' movies?
"Spring Byington, back on the Fox lot to
play Don Ameche's mother in 'Heaven Can
Wait,' answered that question.
"She was 'Mother Jones' — and she has kept
up with the screen Joneses.
"Jed Prouty,
played
'Pa Jones,'
has a
prominent
part inwhoa new
Broadway
musical.
"Kenneth Howell, who played the Jones'
eldest
son, 'Jack,'
is a duty.
pharmacist's mate in the
Coast Guard,
on active
"Shirley Deane, who played 'Bonnie,' the
fuly M ■ 15

\ Tri. ■ Sat.

or must /\
there's music I
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to
"Tom TellsallTales."
Tompatrons
boostsunder
manythe ofheading
his attractions,
right,
but he also takes space occasionally for some
witty comment off the beaten path. Examples :
"One of our local girls was out with a Navy
man last week. She said she didn't know his
rank, but she thought he was a chief 'Petting
Officer.'
an optimist
in Kansas and
Cityasked
last
week. HeI saw
walked
into a restaurant
for a menu . . . and speaking of that, we had a
steak down home that I swear my wife bought
with her No. 18 coupon."
"It really is, I think, remockable, to find a
girl who still is shockable. However, the girls
are having their problems, because with all the
boys gone, they find it easier to become Waves
than Wives. You know, it's a mess for me to
go into Kansas City and book these pictures
now. ... I went into a restaurant that was
crowded as usual, and it had ceiling prices. . . .
That's where I sat . . . on the ceiling. (Hi ya,
Toots
You I can't
get old
a room
a home.
In fact!) ...
met an
lady, orwhorentlived
in a
shoe; If you lived in the city, what would you
do? Maybe it's the heat that has me."
"If your gas is gone and your tires worn,
your cupboard bare, and your ration book shorn
. . . come down to the Ozark and relax. . . .
You can always see a good picture and enjoy
the coolness of the Ozark."
We patrons
enjoy very
muchthe
— and
sure
Tom's
must feel
same we're
way about
it— such copy as the foregoing. Hardly any
showman in the average small town could
do better than to direct personal messages to
his patrons at frequent intervals. If programs are used, it can be done via programs.
If newspaper advertising is used, then space
should be taken in which the manager can
"have his say." Showmen like Tom Edwards and Jim Owen don't forsake their
show-selling in these "chatty" letters ; they "give
out" with information about the pictures to be
shown. But at the same time, they separate the
"plugs" with
observationsthose
that makehomey,
friendsdown-to-earth
and continuous
patrons out of people who might otherwise be
just now-and-then patrons.
Well, looks like we'll have to call it a day
now. Our space is all gone. We'll see you here
again next week.
Soldier

^ tmt HOtSiN lUa IDEEIS IICIUO C1RLSIII<
Above: a front and inside view of a typical program issued by Manager George Daransoll of the Ritz
Theatre, Lyndhurst, N. J. The program folds three ways. If the front page (left) were reversed,
the entire inside spread would be visible. As it is, you get an idea of the outside and the inside.
hood house on Columbus Circle which brings
back "motion pictures chosen with discrimination for the adult intelligence," has revamped
its bi-monthly program. This time, the paper
used is a sort of light-green buff, and a new
style attractive
cover has cover.
been inaugurated.
It's anstyle
artistic
and
Inside, the type
and
layout are pretty much the same as usual. Except for the cover, no cuts are used. And as far
as attractions themselves are concerned, no
cuts at all are used. Titles of films are in bold
face, all other data in light face. One of the
films we note is "San Francisco," with Clark
Gable, Jeanette MacDonald and Spencer Tracy.
With Gable in the service now, and with "San
Francisco" one of his best pictures, many people
should
be eager
to seeourselves.
it again. We wouldn't
mind another
viewing
In addition to its regular program, the Old
Rose Theatre, Levelland, Texas, recently issued
a special herald advertising the opening chapter
of "The Last Frontier." Children under twelve
years of age were invited to see the first chapter for five cents, provided, of course, they
brought
one ofof the
withoutthem.
bet that most
the heralds
heralds put
came We'll
back
via the box-office.

married daughter, has recently been appearing
in vaudeville in the East.
"George Ernest — 'Roger Jones' — is a photographer in the Navy Flying Corps in North
Africa.
"June Carlson, who played teen-age 'Lucy
Jones,'
aid
work.is grown up and very active in nurse's
"Billy
Mahan,
who played
young-in
est, is going
to school
and has'Bobby,'
a paperthe route
the movie colony.
"Russell
Gleason,
who played the Jones' sonin-law,
is still
in films.

Boosts

Sale

of

Stamps in Brooklyn
Sergeant Schiller Cohen, formerly an employe
of Loew's, just back from 52 missions as a tail
gunner on a Flying Fortress, was responsible
. for war stamp sales in amount of $1450 at
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn, opening night
of Eddie
"Bataan."
Dowden,
of toOscar
Doob's and
publicity
staff, presented
Cohen
the audience
read
the citation he received at the time he was presented with the Distinguished Flying Cross. It
was
part
Loew's
Shangri-La
war stamp
drive.
All those ofwho
purchased
$25 worth
of stamps
were invited on stage to meet Sergeant Cohen.
Ben Simon and Assistant Manager Eddie
Schwartz, assisted by a group of A.W.V.S. volunteers, directed the sale of the stamps throughout the theatre.

Gets 'Canteen' Window Tieups
"Florence Roberts, who played 'Granny,' is :
deceased.
For the opening of "Stage Door Canteen"
"The first Jones Family picture was made in at the Colonial Theatre, Reading, Pa., Man1936. The eighteenth, and last, was made in
ager Brock Whitlock secured exceptional cooperation from his local merchants for many
1940. 'The script writers ran out of situations
eye-appealing window displays. More than
at that point,' explains Spring Byington."
Perhaps the above isn't exactly exciting, but 100 window cards were distributed; 3000 jumbo
firecrackers, containing a plug for the ricture,
it makes readable human-interest copy for your
were circulated at the local amusement park.
program, provided you have "news" columns.
One hundred Phillip Morris displays were utilIt's always a pleasure to receive a calendar
program from Tom Edwards, who holds
ized and music shops all carried windows on
forth at the Ozark Theatre down in Eldon, Mo.
the
sheet
music and stars in "Stage Door CanFirst thing we do upon receiving the accessory
teen." Spot announcements and the transcripis to read the witty copy on the back, addressed
tion were used on the local radio stations.
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^Air

Power'

Premiere

by

Increased

Marked

USE THIS

GUIDE

FOR

YOUR

LOCAL

BOOK

TIEUP

During the run of Walt Disney's current United Artists' release, "Victory Through Air Power," an
impressive
book tie-in
was on view
window
of Scribner's
Book aviation,
Shop, Newetc.,York.
sorts
of
books dealing
with display
the airplanes,
the inairtheforce,
training
for wartime
wereAllshown.

Reporter

Contest,

Bond

Kiss

Stunt

Feature

Publicity
Newspaper
Walt Disney's current United Artists release,
"Victory Through Air Power," which had its
premiere at the Globe Theatre here recently,
was ushered in with one of the biggest newspaper publicity barrages ever accorded a Disney
production.
Prior to the picture's Broadway opening a
special screening of the film was held at the
Banshee Luncheon, which was attended by
Who's Who of Newspaperdom representing
persons well known in literature, columnists as
well as editorial chiefs of all leading syndicates.
Following
this up"Victory
Through lineage.
Air Power"
started to roll
much newspaper
Among the many outstanding publicity breaks
accorded the picture were : a two-page 4-color
center spread in the magazine section of the
New York Times; black-and-white layouts in
Life, editorially in the Mirror, Dorothy Kilgallen's column in the Journal- American, a
smash break in Time magazine in their Army
& Navy section, as well as the cover and two
pages in Liberty and page breaks in the American Weekly and Look. Complete syndicate coverage, consisting of feature and art breaks by
AP UP and NANA, resulted in "Victory
Through
Air Disney
Power" and
garnering
national
coverage for both
on Major
Alexander
P. Picture
de Seversky's
theories exceptional
on air power.breaks in
also secured
local society section via the special preview
held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel where Elsa
Maxwell, Roy Disney, Albert Lasker and
Major Seversky were hosts.

Campaign on Hardy Picture
College Town
Because Eugene, Ore., is a college town (site were printed and distributed at high school and
of the University of Oregon), exploitation of the Uniyersity of Oregon. Boys finding girls
"z\ndy Hardy's Double Life" was practically with matching numbered cards received guest
a pushover for Manager Harold Wyatt of the tickets.
Unusal Window Displays for
In drug stores, ice cream parlors, etc., were
McDonald Theatre. Showmen may not be able
to use all of Wyatt's stunts, but there are some 'placed streamers advertising "Andy Hardy
that can be used. As reported by Howard
Double
Sales received
girl in each
New
Yorkwindow
Showing
'Air among
Power'the
Unusual
displaysof were
ing the Sundae."
most sundaes
passes.place sellHerty, MGM exploiteer. the campaign follows :
Special window cards utilizing stills were
publicity and exploitation highlights in connecAn "Andy Hardy Reporter Contest" was
made up and displayed in the windows of leadsponsored jointly by the local newspaper, Eugene
tion with the opening of "Victory Through Air
City.
ing
merchants.
Power" at the Globe Theatre in New York
Register-Guard, and the college newspaper,
Oregon Emerald, in which readers were invited
to assume someone was to be chosen to repreBothattractive
Scribner'swindow
and Womrath's
book shops
used
displays featuring
the
sent the paper as a reporter, assigned to interCivic Tieup Brought 'Em In
picture, and many scene stills {see cut). Womview Mickey Rooney. Contestants were reA civic tieup that really meant something
rath's also distributed 15,000 bookmarks.
quired to submit five questions they would ask
was effected by Dick Feldman of the ParaAll Woolworth stores in the metropolitan area
Mickey were they assigned to interview him.
used windows with toy airplanes, giving the
mount, Syracuse,
when he contacted
women's
clubs, civic
organizations,
educationalall societies,
The winning set of questions, which were "anpicture full credit. Canterbury Shops got out
Kiwanis, Lions, and Rotary by letter.
swered" by Rooney, was selected by a comeye-filling window displays on their specially
mittee of three judges. The winner got his byThe picture was "Forever and a Day," and
line review printed on page one, with his quesdesigned blouses, tieing in with "Victory
the tieing point was that he could tell them
Throughwere
Air distributed
Power." More
200 window
tions and Mickey's "answers" ; won $5 in war
the
profits
from
the
film's
distribution
went
to
cards
along than
Broadway,
and
stamps ; a 10x14 autographed picture of Mickey ; the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
12x20-foot
flags
were
flown
from
strategic
and aner ofone-month's
the theatre.picture
To win-of Result ; splendid cooperation both in exploitation traffic intersections throughout the city.
second prizepass
an toautographed
and attendance.
All the large vital defense plants and indusMickey
and
a
two
weeks'
pass.
Next
fifteen
trial concerns in the city were contacted. Result :
each received a pair of passes.
promotion and tie-in copy with their national
Contest story broke on Monday, with followStore
Sponsors
Coloring
Contest
advertising campaigns.
up stories on Wednesday and Friday preceding
the opening. Details of the winners appeared
A
"Dizzy
Don
Coloring
Contest,"
with
guest
on Monday, the day after the opening, thus re- tickets going to prize winners, was held by the
newing interest in the contest after the picture
Centre Theatre, Chatham, Ontario, in connechad actually started.
It Was a Beauty Contest
tion with "It's a Great Life" and "Tenting
Tonight
On
the
Old
Camp
Ground."
First
Across the top of the theatre's regular stamp
50 boys and girls turning in completed drawings
Women's clubs, newspapers cooperated with
booth
was stamp
placed and
: "Andy
Hardy
Stamp
Leon Robertson & Mark Jenkins, Electric,
Booth.thisBuysigna war
receive
a beautiful
were given Dizzy Don Comic Books. Local
department store sponsored the contest.
picture of your favorite Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Springfield, Mo., to sell "Slightly Dangerous."
picture
•
star."
Photos
of
Hedy
Lamarr,
Greer
Garson, Judy Garland, Lana Turner and many
other vMGM players were tacked on the booth,
making a complete frame.
Brennan Stages Home-Talent
Show
Six University of Oregon girls volunteered
The success of radio quiz programs where participants pay forfeits by doing some comedy stunt
to sell bonds in the theatre lobby, and to give
was the inspiration for a home-talent show staged by Tom Brennan, of the Strand, Rawlins, Wyo.
a kiss to each purchaser. Girls asked such quesBrennan got the woman principal of a local high school to act as master of ceremonies, a move which
tions as "What were your reactions to that
gave the whole affair an authentic atmosphere. Contestants who failed to answer at least one question
kiss? Did it make you feel like buying more
in a series of eight paid such forfeits as cutting hair with a pair of lawn clippers, a hula dance, and a
bonds,"
etc.purchase
To do any
kissing,bond.
purchaser had
hooliprn show. Brennan rather suspected that some of the men involved were dumb about the
to at least
an $18.75
questions because they wanted a chance to let loose on the stage
One thousand blue and pink (pink for girls,
blue for boys) "Andy Hardy Easter Date" cards
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Money
Dates For Ausust
As a showman's month, August should be nice for vacationists. The only national observance — and
even it may not be celebrated in a great many communities, or at least not like other special days
which have grown more important through traditional observance — is National Aviation Day on
August 19. Exhibitors in Colorado, Missouri and Vermont are likely to find it worthwhile to
capitalize on the sectional observances in those three states. Whatever advantage is taken of the
various anniversaries will depend on the individual theatreman: whether he thinks such action is
feasible, whether he will win added goodwill, etc. We do believe, however, that there are a few
anniversaries that can be made into good money dates. On the whole, unfortunately, August is
for the dogs.
National Observance Periods
1831. Conduct a contest among juveniles for the
best drawings of old steam locomotives and modern
AUGUST 19 -NATIONAL AVIATION DAY
streamlined electric trains. You might work out
With aviation playing a strong part in the prosecuwartime ad calling attention to the anniversary,
tion of the war, this day should be fittingly cele- athen
urging the public to stay home and avoid
brated. An appropriate picture for the occasion
overtaxing
railroad facilities, thereby aiding the war
would be Walt Disney's "Victory Through Air effort.
Power," based on the book by Major Alexander de
Seversky. And there are a number of other suit- August 9 — Francis Scott Key born 1780. Certainly this anniversary should be celebrated in every
able recent releases: Warners' "Air Force," RKO
theatre. A trailer should be projected with copy to
Radio'smost
"Bombardier,"
5" — orin the
effect that this is the anniversary of Francis
fact,
any pictureMGM's
dealing "Pilot
with No.
aviation
some phase of it. But whether you play an aviation
Scott National
Key's birth;
that the
he composed,
now
Anthem,
is song
a symbol
of freedom,
picture or not, you should at least call attention to our
the day and tie up with any civic and military liberty and justice for all. Have Flag dedication
observances that may be planned. As a matter of exercises on your stage, with the audience singing
fact, you might even start the ball rolling yourself, The Star Spangled Banner.
getting civic and military officials to cooperate with August 12 — Sewing machine patents granted to
you. theatre
If there'sparty
an aviation
near you,Under
a parade
and
might bebasearranged.
the J. N. Singer and A. B. Wilson, 1851. Perhaps you
can
old lobby.
"Singer"Youto display
alongside
sponsorship
of
a
newspaper
and
your
theatre,
connew obtain
one inanyour
might have
a wara
duct a model plane contest, with the winning
relief worker on duty in the lobby demonstrating
models ticular
to stuntbewill
displayed
in
your
lobby.
This
parhave to be started in advance, so how the sewing machine is vital in producing articles
that the winning entries can be chosen or placed on of apparel for victims of the war.
display by the time August 19th rolls around. It August 14 Atlantic Charter Day. Signing of
Atlantic Charter by President Roosevelt and Prime
might be a good idea to have the actual judging
Minister Churchill, 1941. You should call this
done from the stage on the 19th. with high military
day
to the attention of your patrons. Perhaps some
men doing the honors. Provided you can get sil■ houettes of different types of planes, you could hold local observance can be arranged.
a plane identification contest. Military officials should
August 15 — Panama Canal opened. 1914. (Traffic
aid you on this, as they are particularly anxious
that civilians learn to differentiate from friendly and began July 12, 1920.)
enemy aircraft.
August 15 — Sir Walter Scott born 1771.
Sectional Observances
August
— Fulton's
York to 17Albany,
1807.first steamboat made trip New
August 1 — Colorado joined Union, 1876.
August 18 — -Virginia Dare, first child of English
August 10 — Missouri admitted to Union, 1821.
parents, born in America at Roanoke Island. 1587.
August
16
—
Battle
of
Bennington
(celebrated
in
Vermont) .
August
Cross established
in Geneva,
Here is 22an— Red
opportunity
to show your
patrons1864.
the
Anniversaries
great humanitarian work being done by the Red
Cross.
A
few
years
back
Warners
made
a
two-reel
3 — Germany declared war on England and Technicolor film, "Flag of Humanity" (STR, Oct.
August
France, 1914.
26. 1940), which deals with Clara Barton, founder
of the Red Cross. If you can obtain a print of
August 4 — Percy Bysshe Shelley born 1792.
this two-reeler, it would be quite appropriate for
August 5 First cable message between America
occasion.
In any
don'tRedletCross.
this day go
and Europe, 1858. In connection with this day, you this
by without
paying
tributecase,
to the
might set up a display showing how the news
-Oliver Wendell Holmes born 1809.
service
serving
your
local
paper
gets
its
news
from
abroad.
August 22- -Woman Suffrage — 19th Amendment1920. 26August
August 6- Alfred Lord Tennyson born 1809.
August 27 —First petroleum well opened, Titusville,
August 9 Roosevelt-Churchill meeting at
Pa., 1859.
August 9-12, 1941.
August 9 — First steam locomotive train operated,
August 30 — Germany declared war on Poland, 1939.
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Soldier^s
For

Letter

Cooperative

Basis
Ad

On
Comedy'
Marcus'Human
Macauley's letter
to his brother
Homer
in
"The
Human
Comedy"
text
matter which many exhibitors are furnishes
incorporating
into promoted advertisements.
For example, H. G. Fredrickson of the Lafayette Theatre, Lafayette, Ind., landed a threecolumn cooperative ad in which the text was
used by a local merchant.
Neatly arranged, the copy of the ad, including
Marcus' letter, follows :
"There they
are happenings
inevery-day
life that touch
deephin our war.
routineweoneorreproduce
come —as
awhether
result of thisoccur
dreadful
The letter
below story
is a —partso ofhuman,
'The Human
Comedy,'
tender
great
moving,
and soasoldiers
typicaland
the thousands
of letterssothat
American
areof
writing to their kid brothers. We consider it a privilege to reproduce it . . . :
"'Dear Homer: First of all, anything of mine at
home is yours — my books, my phonograph, my records,
my
clothes
you're myready
to fit
into and
them,
bicycle,
my when
microscope,
fishing
tackle,
all my
the
other things of mine at home. They are yours rather
than
Bess's,
you are now the man of the
Macauley
familybecause
of Ithaca.
" 'I don't know how you are going to be able to
keep us together, and go to high school at the same
time, but I think you will find a way. My Army
checks go to Ma, except for a few dollars that I must
have. I miss you, of course, and think of you all the
time.
" 'I am proud that I am serving my country —
which to me is Ithaca, our home, and all the Macauleys.
I do not feel like a hero. I have no talents for such
feelings.
" 'I would rather there were no War — but as there
IS a War, I have long since made up my mind to be
the finest soldier it is possible for me to be. I have no
idea what is ahead, but whatever it is, I am humbly
ready for it.
am terribly
— butis expected
I know that
the
time" 'Icomes
I shall afraid
do what
of me.whenI may
be killed in this war. I must come right and tell
YOU tothis.
I don't
the many
idea atlong
all. years
I hope with
to come
back
Ithaca
and like
spend
you
and our mother and sister and brother. I hope to come
back for Mary and a home and family of our own.
It is very
shallletter
be leaving
for
action.
Thislikely
may that
be thewe last
to you soon
for —some
time. I hope it is not the last "f sll. If it is. hold ns
together. Do not believe I am gone. Do not let the
others believe it.
'My pal
here is an orphan — a foundling — his name
is "Tobey
George.
" 'Someday I shall bring him to Ithaca with me.
When you read this letter, do not be unhappy. I am
glad that I am the Macauley who is in the war, for
it would
be aof pity
a mistakeYouif itmust
werego 3'ou.
You
are
the best
the and
Macauleys.
on being
the best. Nothing must stop you for a minute. You
must
live toI be
30. 40,be50,watching
60 — forever.
you will.
shall20,always
you. IYoubelieve
are
what we are fighting the war for. Yes, YOU — my
brother.
miss again.
you very
boy. I Iwill
can'tlet wait
until I seeI you
Whenmuch,
we meet
you
wrestle me and put me down on my back in the parlor,
Requests for Prayer
in front of Ma and Bess and Ulysses — and maybe
Mary even — I will be so glad to see you. So long, boy.
^Orchestra Wives'
in
Follow Its Broadcast
Your
Marcus.'
"ThiSbrother,
was written
Marcus
Macauley letter
to his brother.
Homer,byasPrivate
the soldier
is about
Bis Sydney
Campaisn
When Tobey's prayer in "The Human Comto
leave
for
active
duty.
'The
Human
Comedy'
will
be shown at the Lafayette Theatre beginning Thursedy" was read over the radio recently by Miss
Credit Clem Whiteley, 20th Century-Fox Film
day. The scene in which Homer reads the letter to
Interstate (Alta Fay), who does a daily radio
Corporation's
publicity
manager
in Australia,
Willie Grogan. the old-time telegrapher, is one of the
show for the Interstate Theatres in Texas,
with
putting on
a splendid
advance
publicity
most poignant ever filmed.
thousands
of
requests
for
copies
of
the
touching
"Published in the interest of War Bonds and Stamps
and exploitation campaign to launch the showmessage were received. The prayer follows :
by InLoeb's,
the Commandos
of this
Main type,
Street."it
ing
of
"Orchestra
Wives"
at
the
Plaza
Theatre
tryingOneto ofpromote
an ad of
in Sydney, Australia.
"Get me to Ithaca if You can. Anything You
should
be
pointed
out
to
the
merchant
that
such
Whiteley's campaign covered every possible say, but get me home. Protect evesybody . . . an ad will lend immeasurable prestige to his
publicity outlet and featured many unique high- keep them from pain. Send the homeless to their establishment. And if you work the thing right,
homes . . . get me to Ithaca. Keep the town . you .will be securing expensive newspaper space
lights. For three weeks in advance of the opening, aspecial musical transcription of tunes from
. . . don't change a stick of it. Let me walk
the picture was plugged on the air, with full through its streets ... let me see it as it is. to boost your attraction.
picture credits on all the commercial stations. Keep the Macauleys ... all of them. Keep
... let her know that I love her. Keep
A special screening of "Orchestra Wives" for Bess
Marcus for Mary. Keep Ma and Homer and
Special Previews Win Editorials
Sv^'ney's leading dance band leaders and music
Ulysses. Keep the house and empty lot next
publishing personalities proved to be an exOn
'Mission' in Seattle Showing
door.
Keep
the
harp,
the
piano,
the
songs.
Save
tri.nic'ly successful exploitation channel for the y
everything for me. Get me to Ithaca if .You
A private preview given by each of the three
picture.
Seattle newspapers was one of the ideas used
i ne most of¥-the-beaten-track angle of Whitecan. That's all I guess."
ley's campaigns
centered around
a radio
interto put over "Alission to Moscow" when it
view with an Orchestra
Wife. The
interview
played at the Orpheum Theatre.
was featured by Station 2KY Hollywood CorIn place of the usual preview with the dramatic editors, a print of the picture was turned
respondent, and 'the interviewee was the wife
Heiss'
Cooperative
Spread
over to the managing editor who called his own
of the bandleader at Sydney's smart Trocadero
preview for his editorial writers.
Night Club. Both during the interview which
William Htiss, manager of the Markay TheEach newspaper had a difTerent night for
created a great deal of public interest, and for
atre, Jackson, Ohio, promoted two pages of cooperative newspaper advertising for his showing
the showings. Result : editorials in all papers —
one week prior to the premiere, "Orchestra
not one day, but two and three days in row.
Wives" was prominently plugged on this station.
of "Journey for Margaret."
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Aug.

A new comedy from Columbia is
Kingdom
"My
For
always
interesting
screen news, but
when the studio that has turned out
so many laugh hits claims a new one
belongs up there with the memorable
big
it's worthwhile to sit up and
take ones,
notice.
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For

Release

A

Cook"

"My Kingdom For A Cook," according to Columbia officials, is such a
comedy. It will be released Aug. 31.
The talk at Columbia's home office
is that this Charles Coburn starrer has
that certain laugh -provoking something that meant great success for
"The More The Merrier," "Mr.
Deeds," "You Can't Take It With
You," "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "The
Awful Truth,'; "My Sister Eileen," "It
Happened One Night," "Mr. Smith
Goes To Washington" and many other
Columbia hits in a light vein.
Exhibitors will be glad to know, say
Columbians, that Charles "Dingle"
Coburn has even a bigger chance to
strut his inimitable stuff than he had
in "Merrier," with the result that "My
Kingdom For A Cook" is another
picture guaranteed to give audiences
a Dingle.
Supporting Coburn are Marguerite
Chapman, Bill Carter (of stage fame) ,
Isobel Elsom, Edward Gargan. Directorial honors go to Richard Wallace,
while P. J. Wolfson produced. The
screen play is by Harold Goldman &
Andrew Solt; and Joseph Hoffman &
Jack Henley.
The story has to do with Rudyard Morley,
world-famous British author, who decides to
go to America to do his bit. But bit or no bit,
the biggest
thingdaughter,
in Morley's
is hisit stomach. His lovely
Pam,liferuns
a bad
second in his thoughts.
His adventures in a small New England
town, where he makes his presence thoroughly
felt, and
by meanwhile
stealing hishashostess'
cook,
even ends
thoughup Pam
fallen

VO YOU
MEAW THB
eUY FROM
"THE MORE THE
MHRRfER?

in love with his hostess' son, make for some
of the gayest, giddiest farce in years, according to executives who have seen the picture.
"My Kingdom For A Cook," in short, does
for the servant problem what "The More The
Merrier" did for the housing problem, and
that, you may recall, is plenty!
"Kingdom"
Coburn's
starringroles.
job
since
Columbiais upped
him first
to stellar
This followed the character comic's amazing
success in "The More The Merrier."
So unusual was the Dingle role in "Merrier" that Columbia used the character idea
as a "teaser" element throughout its extensive radio campaign on the picture. Literally
millions of radio listeners became Dingleconscious even before the picture's release
date, and tens of millions more joined them
after "Merrier"
its phenomenally successful career at began
the boxoffice.
Fan mail, ever-reliable gauge to players'
popularity, arose to unprecedented proporstarring contract
followedtions,asand Coburn's
a matter new
of course.
Advertiaement
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Legion

Ad
Opening
Cartoon Art and

Guns
Sketch

Lettering Keynote

Boom

'This

'ft^ %is

Style

of Premiere Displays
The Warner Bros, advertising staff have for
many years managed to pioneer new ad styles.
Their art and lettering has avoided the run of
the mill pattern and retained a freshness through
contrast that has a constant tendency of dominating the ad columns of the theatre pages of
the nation. Conveying the mood of the picture
to be sold is a vital adjunct of successful copy
planning. An outstanding example of this brand
of achievement is the opening New York camfor "This ofIs Cartoonish
the Army." treatment and
Thispaign trend
sketchy lettering came about in the Warner Ad
Department as a gradual process of loosening
up in the
of layout planning.
plicity treatment
and breezy atmosphere
causes theIt'sadssim-to
dominate a page. In the case of the displays
reproduced on this page it is safe to say that it
would take very exceptional ads of reasonably
similar proportionate size to overshadow them.
This quality of domination without extravagance

Army'

Is The

fM

—

wTUHt/lCOLOtl.
mmi
JOAN LESLIE • Lt, BONIILO REMAN
HOIK I08BIS i.m m\ CHisKS syii(moitiH,4AlE SMIIH src;°T;™?^rrr,r;r:£s
,,...,„ m I mm ™ mi b miiis • michj[icu(iii!
Produced »t WARNER BROS. Studios FOR BENEFIT OF ARMY EMERGENCr. REUEf FUND

of space makes the style outstanding and meritorious.
The style has been developing from before the
campaign on "Yankee Doodle Dandy" and has
been bearing fruit ever since. It could be assumed to have had its foundation in the rough
pencil drafts of layouts in the planning stage
which are roughly and rapidly sketched out as
ideas develop. In its present form the finished
art work acquires natural refinements.
We pass these ads along to give you a preview
of the campaign now being developed to sell
this important film property to the nation.

Helps

Sell

^Canteen^

in Capital
Outstanding newspaper coverage and excellent cooperation from the American Legion
were the highlights of the exploitation camput onof bytheLoew's
Carter paign
Barron
Palace District
Theatre Manager
in Washing-

ton on "Stagethe Door
Canteen."
Through
American
Legion cooperation
a huge military band and color guard of legionnaires attended the opening night. Their band
played for fully an hour in front of the theatre
where a two-minute address was made of the
Legion Historian. Later the Color Guard, 60
strong, marched into the theatre following the
arrival of such high Government officials as
Secretary of Navy Frank Knox, Prentiss Brown
of the OPA, U. S. Senators Davis and Reynolds,
Generals Searles and McCoach and Mrs. Paul
McNutt. Special bulletins were posted on all
Legion boards and more than 8,000 Legionnaires
publicized the opening.
An advance screening for local radio and
movie critics resulted in the picture securing
exceptional advance feature story, and art
breaks. Both the Star and News were more
than generous in their space on "Stage Door
Radio Station WOL used the 15-minute transcription on the picture and local newspaper
radio columns used picture-art on the stars.
Canteen."
Droop's Music Store got out an attractive
window display on the picture publicizing all
the stars in the attraction.
Tlicka' Contest in Minneapolis
Pulls In Over 500 Replies

^ mi or IHE ARM[D FOitCfS G[Ofic[
usiii • ii mm mmi
mmmammimm\■ \mEmiiseiimBvioiiiKwiiMiSHiiH
HEM mtHie M M'lUlS

PfOduced or WAKNEfi 8R0S Slud.os
SIARRING m OP IH[ ARID fORC[S G[ORG[ IRPHy • lOAN mill • Lt RONALD R[AGAN GM WS
AUfJ HflU ■«L[S BOIfMRlH.. KAU SMITH - .^dsJACK LWflRN[!i an. HAL B, WAUIS- o,,,..^ MIM CUIlll/
FOR THE BENEFIT OF ARMY EMERGENCY RELIEF FUND
LAST 2 DAYS fO_n MISSION TO MOSCOW

' t ^^£ATR£ '

Charlie Zinn, manager of the Century Theatre, Minneapolis, among his many other efforts '
for run of "My Friend Flicka," set a kid and
pet photo contest with the local Minneapolis
Journal.
Cedric Adams, who covers the column beat
for the Northwest paper, ran the contest for a
week. Over 500 kids turned in snapshots of
themselves and their pets. Winner received a
$25 War Bond while the runners-up received
guest passes.
Newspaper Carries Two

Pages of

Pictures,
'Air and
Power'
Two full Stories
pages of on
pictures
stories on
the Walt Disney-United Artists' "Victory
Through Air Power" appeared in the news seccently.
tion of the New York Journal- American re1

I

Circulation of the paper is over 700,000 daily,
the largest evening circulation in America.
"Victory Through Air Power," adapted from
the book by Major Alexander P. de Seversky,
had its World Premiere at the Globe (N. Y.)
on July 17.

preludes

'S ^

S'

BRO

Chair
for Eddie
'Mr. Douglas
Dingle'and Jerry DeRosa,
Managers
Loew's Valencia and Paradise theatres respectively, used the novel stunt of a rocking chair
in the lobby marked : "This chair reserved for
Mr. Dingle" a week in advance of "The More
the Merrier." At the Paradise, the empty chair
was kept rocking with the aid of a small motor.
GEORCE
• Li RONALD REACAN
ciom iiiMMORPHy
mm.• lOANmmsLESLIEMiitiMi(iH..j(illE
SMIIH

PfOduced at WARNER BROS. Studios fOfl BENEf n OF ARMY EMERGENCY REUEF FUND

Stickers Plug Music Tieup
Two-hundred thousand stickers in the shape
of a miniature phonograph record are being distributed by RCA Victor in a cooperative tieup
between RCA and 20th Century-Fox to boost
Lena Horne, one of the stars of "Stormy
Weather,"
ture itself. her Victor recordings, and the pic-
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Way
Effort
with Labor
of Factories

Theatres
as
and
a

'Natural^ for Showmanship
By Jack Jackson
The manner in which theatres and theatre
owners and employes have given unselfishly of
time, facilities and effort in behalf of any and
every movement connected with the furtherance
of the war effort is emblazoned in sky-high letters on the pages of American commercial history. No effort has been too exhausting, no
sacrifice too great, and no expense too burdensome when the nation's leaders called for assistance from these men whose business has always
been classified as "amusement and recreation."
In the short space of two years the exhibitors
have literally lifted their business by its bootstraps from a position generally considered as
least necessary to the conduct of everyday
existence to a place of prominence as one of
America's most essential caterers to the needs
of the public.
Keeps Getting Bigger, Bigger
It's been hard work — and very often thankless.
And, the job of keeping the public abreast
of the latest in war news ; aware of the newer
and greater demands of a nation at war; and
educating the people to ways and means of
meeting the new and ever mounting restrictions
and conservations, keeps getting bigger and
bigger and demanding more and more of the
theatre man's time and labor.
But, in the maze of things to be done there is
one outstanding job that merits the most exacting and concentrated effort yet put forth. It's
the kind of a job that can only be done effectively and efficiently by theatres and, strange to
say, it offers the dual possibilities of patriotic
accomplishment of the kind that will do as much
or more than anything else to win the war and
bears promise of pocket-filling profits.
To get to the very meat of the matter, the
job is to encourage labor to greater effort, fewer
work stoppages, less absenteeism and a total
elimination of petty differences between employers and employes.
Seems to Segregate Them
Everybody knows that the American working
man or woman, collectively or as individuals, is
at heart 100 per cent patriotic and stands ready
and willing to make any and every sacrifice in
behalf of the war effort. But, somehow or
other the commercial tinge connected with their
effort seems to segregate them from the plaudits
accorded to those of the armed forces whose
widely heralded accomplishments would be entirely impossible without the aid of the unsung
and unheard of multitudes who work at prosaic
and uninteresting tasks on the home front.
The essential work of one class should be irrevocably linked to the heroic accomplishments
of the other. And, again we say, this is the
kind of a job theatres can do most effectively
and efficiently.
Far Beyond Measurement
The value of such linking of effort when it
is measured in added supplies, better equipment,
etc., is far beyond measurement on the dollar
mart. This is morale building influence of the
highest order and promises to do much to
shorten the time of our boys at the front and
write
enemies."finis" to the dastardly careers of our
Theatres in industrial centers are in position
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Factor
Morale
to turn in the most outstanding jobs. However,
there is room for less spectacular but nonetheless
important contribution from even the smallest
house in the smallest community. The manner
of accomplishment is simple in the extreme and
consists principally of building a little glamor
around the most commonplace of effort that
lends itself to final battle activity; thus to
stimulate well-deserved pride in those who have
part in the accomplishment. There are many
ways in which this can be done, but probably
the most effective is the creation of hyphenated
hero-industrial or hero-homefront clubs with
certain days set as meeting days at the theatre
and a record of the happenings of the various
clubs chronicled on posters or blackboards in
the lobby and made public information from
the stage.
Just let your imagination run riot and consider the number of industrialists you could
entice into joining a MacArthur-Reserves Club,
or an Eisenhower-Rooter Club, or a Mark
Clark-Home Commando organization. You can
go on indefinitely with Doolittle, Chenault, Halsey. King, Nimitz and the many other names
that have earned world fame. After all, their
battlefield accomplishment was made possible by
the efforts of the men and women who perform
the ceaseless and monotonous tasks at the nation's punch-presses and other industrial machines— yes, af the nation's cook stoves, too.
Why should not these toilers get a share of
the limelight? They should and they will if
you get busy forming clubs and making it
known through the columns of the newspapers

SuHivans Institutional
"The Sullivans" will be the subject of 75
full page ads placed by as many leading department stores throughout the country.
Appearing as institutional ads in the interest
of the war effort, the spreads are the result
of an intense canvass of advertising managers
conducted by Sam Jaffe.
and on your screen that these workers are
finally to get the credit long overdue.
If you go about the job the right way you
will have the workers themselves checking on
each member of the organization in order to
keep their group at the top of the accomplishment and attendance record. Arrange to give a
free theatre party to the organization scoring
best
work and
performed,
etc. You'll
find in
factory
industryattendance,
heads putting
plenty
of effort behind the idea and the radio and newspaper devoting time and space to the effort.
Go after this as you would the organization
of a movie-star fan club or a kiddie booster
organization. After all men and women are
just grown up kids and still respond to the
same attentions and flattery they did back in
their 'teen ages. Get some star of your picture
to play host to the outstanding group and watch
the other gangs get together to establish records
that will deserve similar recognition.
And, you don't need anyone to point out the
profits that will accrue to the theatre from regular mass attendance of these various organizations.
Get busy right now. Consult with the factory
heads in your town. Go after the housewives
for "Save the Fat" clubs, etc. The possibilities
of helping the war effort and filling your pocketbook are limited only by your own imagination
and the amount of effort you are willing to put
forth.
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(Continued from Page 17)
Box Theatre, Tacoma. Many women from the
city and county were enrolled.
Jim Douglas has resigned as assistant director of publicity for Sterling Theatres, Seattle,
and has been succeeded by Jean Parker.
Ben and Tom Shearer home from Oakland,
where they were called by the death of their
aged father.
Earl and Mrs. Nelson announce birth of a
baby
man. boy. Earl is Universal Newsreel cameraMiss Elizabeth Massi is assistant city manfor Evergreen's
(Wash.) inTheatres.
Has agerbeen
associated Everett
with company
various
capacities since 1930.
Spokane's theatre managers have received
greatest assistance from law enforcement officers
in stamping out juvenile delinquency. Thirtyfive of the ring-leaders were arrested for breaking curfew ordinance.
Four Seattle theatres are now running late
swing shift programs for war workers : the
Embassy, Coliseum, Colonial and Winter Garden.
Rotus Harvey of San Francisco, guest speaker
at special meeting of PCCITO members in
Portland and Seattle, discussing National Screen
advertising and accessories service ; letter to the
trade of Mr. Rodgers of MGM ; single billing
and consent decree. Portland meeting arranged
by O. L. (Banjo) Miller, executive secretary,
and Seattle meeting at call of James M. Hone,
executive secretary for Washington, Idaho and
.A. l^-sks.
G. R. Gordon, Jr., of the AM-BC Theatre at
Blaine, Wash., recently put on a special evening
for his patrons of two of the old silent films
accompanied by a pounding piano.
Fred Kislingbury, director of the Hospital
Motion Picture Service of American Red Cross,
on Seattle row.
Booking on Seattle row : Charles Grieme,
Wenatchee ; Sid Dean, Tacoma ; Henry Davidson, Ed Halberg, Pt. Angeles ; Gene Groesbeck, Enumclaw ; Mickey DeLeo, Pt. Townsend ;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wheir, Cascade, Mont.
Madrona Theatre, Seattle, closed temporarily ;
thus eliminating race troubles.
L. K. Brisbin of Portland and H. K. Gergren,
with headquarters at Medford, Ore., are representing Altec and adequately serving Oregon
exhibitors.
Mrs. Josephine Lawler is assistant manager at
Playhouse Theatre, Portland, and Miss Anita
Lee, assistant manager at the Oriental, under
the Evergreen banner.
ST. LOUIS
Funeral services were held the afternoon of
Monday, July 26th for Robert E. (Bob) Campbell, veteran member of Local No. 143 of the
Moving Picture and Projection Machine Operators Union, who died of a heart attack at his
home here on July 24. Campbell, who had operated projection machines in local motion picture
theatres for 33 years, was 51 years old.
The posed
Circuit
ofificeofonanJuly
26 opmotions Attorney's
for abatement
indictment
which charges John P. Nick, former first vicepresident of the lATSE, and Clyde A. Weston,
ex-business agent for Local No. 143 of the
Moving Picture and Projection Machine Operators Unit, with extortion of $6500 from a group
of local motion picture theatre owners in the
Fall of 1937. The motions were filed by Sigmund M. Bass, counsel for Nick and Weston,
who are serving Federal prison terms for violating the Federal anti-racketeering act.
Joe Erber, now a theatrical booking agent
and a real pioneer in motion picture exhibition,
was the subject of a special feature story by
Virginia ■ Tracy in the St. Louis Glohe-Dcnwcrat on July 24. Joe got his start as a theatre
owner in East St. Louis, III., back in 1907 when
Erber's Lyric Theatre was the place to see the
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CORRESPONDENTS

latest picture productions from Paris, St. Louis,
and New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Leto Joseph Hill and son.
Tommy, are visitors from New Jersey, where
Leto is managing a chain of houses for the Warner Brothers interests. St. Louisans recall he
managed the Ambassador Theatre during the
regime of Warner Brothers in the affairs of
Skouras Brothers Enterprises and the St. Louis
Amusement Company.
Brown,hasmanager
Fanchon
FoxClyde
Theatre,
gone to ofPike
County& toMarco's
spend
a vacation fishing and otherwise resting up.
Billy Pian, day manager at Johnny Perkins
Plydium in East St. Louis, is back from Okawville. 111., where he took the baths after a very
busy year.
There will be a midnight show at the Ambassador Theatre on August 7 to raise funds for
the local Variety Club's charity fund. Harry
Crawford, manager of the Missouri Theatre,
is Chief Barker of the local Tent. The show
will feature Billy House and his "Tons of Fun
Revue." Other stars will be announced later.
VANCOUVER
A permit has been issued for the construction
of a 300-seat theatre in White Horse, Yukon
Territory. Opening in September, it will be
operated by Nichols Sutilovich, who is at present in Vancouver arranging for pictures. The
other White Horse theatre seats 265. Plenty of
activity in this section, with American troops
and construction workers hungry for entertainment, Nick says.
Lt. Murray Devaney, formerly salesman for
RKO Radio in Toronto, and son of Leo M.
Devaney, Canadian general manager for RKO,
is executive officer of the Navy show. This is
now being whipped into shape in Toronto, and
will soon be seen by the armed forces and
general public across the Dominion.
The Star Theatre, Coronation, Alta., owned
and managed by J. R. Graham, recently installed new padded leather seats, as well as
undergoing
decoration. considerable re-painting and re-

up : Larry Forde, ex-newspaperman, to be assistant manager at Orpheum, succeeding Jack
Fisher, now in the Army. H. F. Thompson of
the Regent will take over the Grandview for
Larry New, who also dons a uniform. L. K.
Webber, who has been acting as relief manager,
goes into the Regent.
Howard Fletcher was given "The Good Citizen Award" this week. Howard operates the
Hollyburn Theatre, West Vancouver. The
award went to Fletcher because he added over
$7000 to the local Red Cross through Sunday
evening shows at his theatre.
WASHINGTON
"Heaven Can Wait" was sent off at Loew's
Columbia Wednesday night, with the trade
showing combined with a sneak preview. Needless to say, the cash customers weren't complaining— getting for their cash both the new
Lubitsch
and "Stage
Canteen."
Over atcomedy
Twentieth,
Branch Door
Manager
Charles
Peppiatt, Office Manager Sam Epstein, Booker
Sara Young and tire salesmen are readying for
the New York convention next week. Sara says
she's not at all afraid of the Hotel Astor.
One of the minor mysteries about Washington :What was screened for Admiral King and
Navy Secretary Knox in the Paramount projection room Monday night? Whatever it was,
they enjoyed it enough to linger for a bit of a
party when it was over.
RKO Salesman Albert Grover got it in the
neck the other night. His wallet, with $20,
gasoline ration cards, draft card, etc., etc., was
lifted during a night baseball game.
Not so frequently seen faces on the Row; J.
Smith, exhibitor from North East and Port
Deposit, Md., and Jake Tunstall of Blackstone,
Va. Completely new face on the Row : Phyllis
Naur at RKO. And back after a vacation : Ida
Greene at Paramount.
Off on vacation : Mary McConnell, booking
clerk; Ira Sichelman, booker; Catherine Merkle, contract clerk, and Hilda Yager, cashier —
all at Twentieth-Fox. Also Charlie Stofberg,
papular with both Film Row and the Variety
Club,
now Young.
assistant to District Commissioner who's
J. Russell

Jake Miles of Western Theatres Ltd., Winnipeg, is spending
few business
weeks' holiday
Britishin
Columbia.
Jake asays
is veryinbrisk
the Winnipeg zone.
MGMMGMers
Divisionfrom
Manager
E. K. O'Shea states
met
with
the Southeastern
Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district manager for
here
last
week
—
including
Charles
Kossnick,
Warner Bros., spent a day here last week going
Atlanta district manager ; Rudy Berger, Washover the local situation with Vancouver Manington district manager ; Ben Rosenwald, Charager PZarl Dalgleish. Wolfe is very happy with
lottle district manager ; and — from the Washconditions across the Dominion. "Action in I ington
office — Branch Manager Johnny Allen,
the North Atlantic" just finished a record week
Bookers Victor Wallace and Paul Wall, and
at the Orpheum, Vancouver. Ivan Ackery really
Office Manager Joe Kronman.
went to town on a great tie-up with local radio
Metro chat ; Jack Goldberg and wife on vacastations. Ackery is now on vacation, and Larry
tion in New York. . . . Betty Shawe sporting
New of the Grandview is pinch-hitting for him.
some spots after getting off a horse the wrong
Larry leaves for the Army in September, so
way. . . . Exhibitors' faces at the office — E. B.
the war is as good as won.
McCurdy, Columbia and Eureka, Baltimore ;
T. D. Cooke, of the Lux Theatre, had a full
Ivan Rosenbauni, Richmond, and Legar, Purwindow display at Woodwards Department
cellville. Va. — the latter recuperating from an
Store for the film, "In Which We Serve," and
operation
and looking very well. . . . Rudy
window displays are hard to get right now.
Berger to Chicago for a sales meeting. . . .
Nat Lavant, manager of Columbia, promoted
Metro birthdays this week ; Mary Libroia,
R. J. Hayter from shipper to booker, succeeding
Marge Allen, Henrietta Rosenthal, and James
Herb Call, who is now Calgary manager for
Columbia.
Tyler.
Stan Pooley, manager of the Strand, doing big
Harry Goldberg in from Warners' New York
office
to do a little groundlaying for "This Is
on a double serving of horror, "I Walked With
a Zombie"
and
"Leopard
Man."
The new British newsreel is in town and
the Army."
playing
first-run
Al itJenkins'
Theatre.
Odeon circuit
will atplay
in all itsPlaza
B.C. theatres.
RKO Buys Llewellyn Novel
Bill Jones, Vancouver RKO Radio manager,
"None But The Lonely Heart," dramatic
has returned from the New York convention,
novel by Richard Llewellyn, author of "How
calling it the best convention he ever attended.
Green Was My Valley," has been purchased
Al Mitchell, manager of the Paradise, Vanby RKO as a starring vehicle for Gary Grant,
couver, is back on the job after a two- week
to be produced this Fall by David Hempstead.
vacation.
Already the studio has signed Clifford Odets
Al
full of Plenty
pep. of sunburn still showing, and
to do the screen adaptation of the poignant
Frank Gow, F.P. district supervisor, anromance of a struggling cockney artist in prenounces the following changes in the local setwar London.
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Pvt. Murphy
Honor

Roll
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Awarded
Plaque

An audience of three thousand, consisting" of
soldiers, their wives and sweethearts, witnessed
presentation of a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Honor
Roll plaque to Private Dane Murphy, former
manager of the State Theatre, Altoona, Pa., at
impressive ceremonies held at an Army theatre
in the Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Aberdeen,
Md.
Murphy was presented with the plaque by
Captain
William
who incommended
him on being
the H.
firstO'Connor,
service man
the nation
to receive the honor roll award. MGM Exploiteer Charles Baron, covering the Pittsburgh
territory, also took part in the ceremonies.
An exception was made in granting Murphy
the plaque in that the film company has awarded
it only after exhibitors have had six outstandingcampaigns accepted for the Honor Roll. Murphy received his plaque for five campaigns after
his chances of gaining a sixth were postponed
when he enlisted in the Army.
His final report was an outstanding campaign
which he staged on "Random Harvest." He
also received Honor Roll awards for "Mrs.
Miniver," "Shadow of the Thin Man," "Land
of Liberty" and "Flight Command."
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ROMANCE
OPPENHEIM

Local Origin for Film's Plot, So
Rice Capitalizes on That Fact
"Reveille With Beverly" proved a selling"
natural for Manager Harold Rice of the Paramount Theatre, Denver. For one thing, the
plot of the picture was suggested by a radio
program that originated in Denver several years
ago, and Rice capitalized on this fact.
He also arranged for the personal appearance
of Ann Miller, star of the picture, at the premiere showing. Miss Miller made a score of
personal appearances in the city and at nearby
army posts, and climaxed her busy stay by
appearing on a coast-to-coast broadcast over
the Mutual System.
Station KFEL, mentioned all through the
picture, was so pleased by the recognition that
officials plugged "Reveille" in advance of its
showing in a round-the-clock series of spot
announcements, all at no cost to Rice.

Prtstnud by EDWARD L. ALPERSON
A GARRETT KLEMENT Production
DiftcteJ by ALFRED ZEISLER
BOOK

Find Some Old Brooms
Some old brooms, a tear-sheet and a "Just
Married"
signcreate
were allthe
that simple,
Manager yet
Edward
May
needed to
interestcompelling sidewalk display shown above on the
United Artists release, "I Married a Witch."

Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cleveland — Imperial
Dallas — Astor

NOW

Denver — Commercial
Detroit— Aflied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota — P.R.C.
Milwaukee — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine

New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Hollywood
Pittsburgh — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor
Washington — Astor
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I Dood It
(Continued from Page 22)

Skelton's
to mention
Luck, notbring
actors. persistence
him cheek to cheek
dogged
with his dream girl who marries him in a
fit of jealousy aroused by her leading man.
It develops that the leading man is a saboteur. He needs an excuse to be out of the
show that evening and induces Skelton to
play his part. Skelton gets wise to the ruse
in the nick-of-time; saves the day and is
happily reunited with his wife.
Comment: Although the story is somewhat
routine the picture is filled with tremendously
funny comedy sequences, clever dance interludes and sizzling musical numbers. The
rope dance near the start of the picture is
Eleanor Powell at her very best. The Tommy
Dorsey band number is just what your local
hep-cats ordered. The Lena Horne-Hazel
Scott number, Jericho, is definitely a Harlem
holiday. The song numbers: Star Eyes by
Don
and Gene
O'clock
Jump Raye
by Count
Basic, dePaul,
Taking One
a Chance
on
Love by Vernon Duke, John La Touche and
Ted Fetter and the arrangement of Jericho
by Kay Thompson from the words and music
by Leo Robins and Richard Myers are all
exploitable. The wedding night sequence
and the dressing room scene in which Skelton makes up as a Civil War soldier should
provide all the laughs an audience can handle. The latter scene is without question the
funniest pantomime stunt the screen has had
since
Chaplin heyday.
so-soit
screen the
appearances
up to thisSkelton's
point make
imperative that this picture be given every
selling effort to get it a strong opening. From
there on in word-of-mouth will keep 'em
flying your way.
Report From the Aleutians
Technicolor
WAC
War Information 47 mins.
Credits: The United States Government presents
"Report From the Aleutians." Produced for the War
Department
the U. under
S. Army
Signal Corps.
Distributed andbyexhibited
the auspices
of the War
Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry.
Comment: This documentary film is unquestionably one of the greatest examples
of war reporting via the camera so far offered and there is about the picture so much
that is potent as information for the general
public regarding aerial warfare in general
and the action in the Aleutians theatre that
'the people should see it— and those who do
will thank you for giving them the opportunity. Certainly no picture, either of fiction
or factual import has more graphically portrayed the intricate tactics and technique of
aerial warfare. Indeed the average person
must feel, after seeing the picture, that he
has actually experienced first-hand participation in a bombing raid from a vantage point
aboard one of the big bombers which fly
over Kiska to blast the Japs from their bases
of occupation there. The fact that the attack
on Kiska is now reaching a crescendo and
that the Aleutian theatre will figure more
prominently in the war news headlines from
this point on gives more topical interest and
significance to the picture so ably recorded
in Technicolor by the Army photographic
unit under the direction of Captain John
Huston — one of the most able directors of
the documentary type of picture. For Americans who have relatives serving in the
Aleutians this will have the added appeal of
personal interest. But for all Americans this
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factual report of the great engineering feats
of Army engineers in constructing an air
field on a mere rock of an island, swept by
winds and drenched by rain almost constantly and overgrown with a sort of seaweed,
will serve a purpose far greater than mere
passing interest. Forget those conflicting
contentious reports about shorter versions
and discussion over the length of running
time this picture should be accorded. See
the picture yourself and you'll agree it is
something your patrons should see and will
be glad to see. Proper program building
coupling a good top comedy feature to give
"Report From the Aleutians" the right kind
of presentation spotting is merited at whatever extra effort such accomplishment may
involve in time and talent on the part of the
individual exhibitor.
Black Sea Fighters
Artkino Documentary 61 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Camera
reports on Russia's fight.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Good as a companion feature to one with a strong draw.
Cast & Credits: Produced by the Central Newsreels
Studios. Moscow. U.S.S.R. Released in North America
and South America by Artkino Pictures, Inc. Commentary written by Clifford Odets. Narrated by
Fredric March. Directed by Vasili Belyaen. Assistant
Director, A. Yevslkov. Musical score by A. Astradantsen. Cameramen with the Black Sea Fleet, A. Krichevsky, G. Donetz and A. Smolka. Cameramen at
Sevastopol, V. Mikosha, D. Rimarev and F. Korotkevich.
Plot: This is the story of the battle of
Sevastopol as recorded by many cameras.
There are no players, the action being live
and revolves around fleet action in the 'Black
Sea and land action at Sevastopol.
Comment: With the subject matter the
fight for Sevastopol, one of the greatest fighting displays of this war, and with commentary written by Clifford Odets and narrated by Fredric March, the showman has
good material for exploitation. There are
many fine shots of men going into battle,
actual battleship fighting with hits registered
on the ships, fire scenes and medical operations under fire. For the material at hand,
the continuity could be more rapid and exciting. The cutting has dulled the edge and
slowed
the pace.
The commentary
reach over
effectively,
being writtendoesn't
more
like a travelogue, than a great series of
scenes of battle. At times the audience is
confused as to who is attacking. Run as a
companion to a feature with a good draw.
The public at large are interested in Russia,
her armies, her fleet and her great battle as
our ally, so sell that and the names of the
narrator and commentator.

We've Never Been Licked
Universal Drama
103 mins.
(Prod. No. 7064)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Perfectly
swell audience entertainment for the classes
and masses. Sincere story-telling that will
provide all the elements that the patrons
seek. They will rave about it.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: The salability of
the title will have to make up for the lack of
box-office names. You can shout about it to
the skies and the show won't let you down.
Definitely an "A" picture.
Cast: Richard Quine, Noah Beery, Jr., Anne
Gwynne. Martha Driscoll, Edgar Barrier, Samuel S.
Hinds, William Frawley, Harry Davenport, Bill Stern
and George Putnam. Credits: Produced by Walter
Wanger. Directed by John Rawlins. Photographed
by Milton Krasner, Art direction by John Goodman.
Screenplay by Norman Reilly Raine and Nick Grinde.
Original
story byPrevin.
Norman Reilly Raine. Musical direction by Charles
Plot: During an Army Hour broadcast
from the campus of Texas A & M College
the name of Brad Craig is mentioned for a
posthumous
award of the Congressional
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Medal. A flash-back shows Craig (Richard
Quine) arrive on campus as a freshman. He
resents "Pop" Lambert, a professor who
knew Craig's dad as a student years ago,
entrusting the boy with knowledge of a
secret formula Lambert has developed and
which is wanted by the U. S. Government.
Craig has lived in Japan, speaks the language,
upholds Jap aggression; and when the secret
formula has been stolen. Brad is involved.
He leaves the college in disgrace only to
pop up
in Japan doing
a propaganda
cast to America.
He goes
with the Japbroadfleet
into the Solomons action. Flying as an observer for the Japs he calls the American planes
to the fleet's location and crashes his plane
on the deck of a Jap carrier, wrecking their
planes and is presumed to have perished
while watching the U. S. planes bomb it.
The story closes with a flash-back to the
posthumous award.
Comment: The first starring role for Richard Quine elevates him to a definite place
on the cinema horizon. His style, so like
that of Jimmy Stewart, appears his only
drawback as he proves himself capable of
masterful performance. Walter Wanger has
done it again and if ever there was a picture
that was built to heights of entertainment
grandeur without the benefit of names this
is it. The talented handling of the story
which might easily have been routine, the
quality of direction and photography and the
deftness of the artists who live through their
parts will make the show inspirational to
all who see it. College fun in peace time permeates the early part of the picture while
the action sequences of the sky battle scenes
are most convincingly realistic. There are
lots of laughs and a few tears sprinkled
through the show. It's worth selling for all
your worth.
Unique Glazer-Warner Deal
One of the most unusual deals between Warner Bros, and a producer was consummated
between Jack L. Warner and Benjamin Glazer
when the latter signed a straight four-year contract, calling for one production annually under
Warners' banner, and also giving him the
choice of the stories acquired by the studio.
This supersedes the contract Glazer signed with
the studio about a year ago and gives Glazer
free time to free-lance and make independent
productions.
7 to Start at MGM
Production activities at MGM, which have
broken all Summer records during the past two
months, with as many as twelve feature pictures
shooting at one time, will see no slackening
during the remaining weeks of the Summer season. Seven new pictures will go into production
during the next four weeks : "Rationing," "The
Canterville Ghost," "Kismet," "Mr. Co-Ed,"
"Gaslight," "Tale of Two Sisters" and "Three
Men ill White."
Goldsmith Leaves Columbia
By antweenunderstanding
amicablyStudios,
arrived Isadore
at behimself and Columbia
Goldsmith checks off the lot by the end of this
month. He had joined the company to concentrate on a single assignment which had been his
sole work for a souple of months. For reason
of cast and production difficulty, it was decided
to suspend
the picture.
nounce new plans
shortly. Goldsmith will anGrieve Wins Citation
Second Lieut. Marvin M. Grieve, a member
of Mort Blumenstock's advertising department
at Warner Bros, before going into the service,
last Thursday (July 22) was cited by the War
Department as co-pilot of a B-26 bomber which
took part in a recent foray over Italy.
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Batman
(Fantastic)
Col. Serial
15 Chapters
1st Episode, 26 mins. ; Others, 20 mins.
Which came first, Batman or Superman? It
makes
little difference,
for they're
alike,
both working
on the side
of law much
and order
against the evil forces of crime, both masquerading as ordinary civiHans. But there the
similarity ends : Superman is much more agile,
can get around easier, while Batman, brought
to life in this serial produced by Rudolph C.
Flothow and directed by Lambert Hillyer, is
flesh and
blood,ofand
and drawing.
blood can'tStory
perform the feats
an flesh
animated
concerns a Japanese sabotage ring whose sinister
leader, J. Carrol Naish, attempts to steal the
city's radium supply. The Batman's girl friend
gets involved, with things looking pretty bad
for her and those on the side of law and order
at the conclusion of the first chapter. Naish,
who essayed a Japanese in the feature production, "Behind
the serial
Risingmore
Sun,"thanexaggerates
his
character
in this
he restrained
it in isthejuvenile
feature.fare,
But and
that's
be expected,
for
this
its tofantastic
trappings
should stir the imaginations of the youngsters.
Lewis Wilson, by the way, is a handsome and
personable Batman.
Secret Agent
(Misses)
Paramount (W2-5) Superman Cartoon
9 mins.
In this Technicolor adventure Superman saves
a beautiful girl agent by the simple process of
holding back a drawbridge, and otherwise does
his usual flying and breaking through doors to
foil the dastardly enemy saboteurs. According
to the word, this is the last of the Superman
series, and it is neither above nor below the
average for Superman subjects. If you are sure
your audience likes these, by all means go ahead
with it, but springing it for the first time at
this late date hardly seems advisable. Animation is jerky and Superman is as wooden as a
♦^'^tem pole.
. . NEWSREEL
(Released Wednesday, July 28)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 93)— Official pictures of
the .Sicilian invasion — greatest amphibious operation of
the war — General Patton on board one of the invasion
vessels — Drive across Sicily — Thousands of Italian
prisoners taken ; Chiang Kai-shek reviews parade in
Chungking; General Stillwell returns to China; U. S.
reinforcements arrive in India; Supply train crosses
Tibet inforNewChina;
MacArthur's bombers blast Japanese
base
Guinea.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 291)— Official
films of the invasion of Sicily — The mighty armada of
2000 ships spread across the Mediterranean, carrying
cargoes of Americans, British. Canadians to storm
the beaches of Sicily — General Patton in vanguard of
invasion craft — Crack Canadians spearhead the drive
at Pachino — Yanks battle their way inland — Airdromes
seized by paratroopers — Americans and Canadians welcomed by natives as liberators.
PARAMOUNT (No. 96)— Bombing of New Guinea:
Supplies to China through Tibet; More Yanks arrive
in India; General Chiang reviews United Nations
parade; Official films of invasion of Sicily — Allied
Navy crosses Mediterranean — Americans land at Gela
and Licata — Allied airmen take over Sicilian bases.
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 96}— First films of invasion of
Sicily—
and —weapons
large move
flotillaoutof toships
in
AlgiersMenharbor
Thousandsboardof ships
sea
—American landings on South Sicilian coast — Landings at Gela and Licata — Air bases taken over.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 209 )— Invasion of Sicily
— Armada assembles for invasion — 3000 vessels at sea
Naval
Licata —andAir aerial
bases bombardment
taken over. — Landings at Gela and
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'Bill Jack vs. Adolf Hitler Exploitation
Additional exploitation for the March of Time subject, "Bill Jack vs. Adolf Hitler," were
completed
this arranged,
week by but
PhildueWilliams,
MOT's ofpublicity
director.pictures
A series
syndicated
art and
copy has been
to the deluge
Allied invasion
now ofbeing
syndicated,
the
syndicates have agreed to withhold the Jack & Heintz series for ten days, thus assuring the film
adequate
pictorial
in the
A special
radiocoverage
script has
beennation's
sent bypress.
March of Time to over 700 radio stations. The food
industry is releasing a special scene and story mat to some 200 daily newspapers and 250 house
organs. March of Time is preparing a special poster for use by food stores in key cities. Also, a
special mailing piece is going to all industrial and food publications. This is in addition to the
regular MOT promotion on each issue.
The Uninvited Pest

(A Corker)

MGM (W-450) Cartoon
8 mins.
Mr. Bear retires for the winter leaving a
bowl of nuts on the night table. Mr. Squirrel
attempts to get them, and in the process makes
so much noise that the big fellow is awakened
time and again. He tries to exterminate the
squirrel, but the little one is so clever that the
bear finally hands him the whole bowl and
retires in peace. This simple cartoon has no
dialogue, but boasts one of the best sound effectmusic backgrounds anyone could ask. Fully
half the effectiveness of this short is due to the
sound, which reaches classic heights when a
nut rolls down the bear's corrugated tin roof
and a water spout. Adults will like it a.s
well as the kids.
Snow Sports
(Excellent)
Warner (8412) Sports Parade 10 mins.
A very picturesque revue of Lake Placid
Winter sports filmed with conspicuous carefulness and good color planning. Most refreshing
addition to your program during the hot weather.
Covers skiing, ice hockey, tobogganing, skating
in an instructive vein. Trotting horses on ice
pulling skiers as well as motor driven sleds
used for towing purposes offer an unusual touch
to routine Winter sporting activities.
SYNOPSES

. .

(Released Saturday, July 31)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 94)— Mussolini out as
Italian dictator
Highlights of IIandDuce's
career; Knox
warns
against— over-optimism
under-production;
Rough-riding jeeps in Australia; Army tests for seaJug McSpaden
All-American Open golf
title; Lew sickness;
Lehr
and humanwinscannonball.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 292)— Rise and
fall of Mussolini — Highlights in the career of boastful
Benito and his balcony empire; Knox warns Americans
against
over-optimism;
Rough-riding jeeps in Australia;
Army tests
for seasickness.
PARAMOUNT (No. 97)— Rough-riding jeeps in Australia; Lady marines in North Carolina; Beautiful
Legs contest at Palisades Park, N. J.; Vice-President
Wallace's
speech; Battle of Food — Big wheat crop;
Mussolini
career
of IIoutDuce.as Italian dictator — Highlights in the
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 97)— Mussolini resigns as
Italian dictator; U. S. occupies Woodlark Island in
SouthS. mile
Pacific;
Army tests for seasickness; Haegg sets
U.
record.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 210)— Explosive career
of Mussolini comes to inglorious end; Lady Halifax
launches miniature aircraft carrier; Pleasure steamer
converted to flat-top; Wheat harvest in Washington;
Animals help Coast Guard; Army tests for seasickness;
Beautiful legs contest; Rough-riding jeeps in Australia.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 40)
— Kentucky railroad brakeman honored; "Satchell
Paige Army
Day";official;
"ArmyMilady
needs goes
million
Negrofor fighters,"
says
all out
victory;
ment.
Joe Louis star attraction at All-American golf tourna-

Nursery Rhyme Mysteries (Excellent)
MGM (K-487) Passing Parade 11 mins.
This John Nesbitt subject shows how historical personages served as inspiration for Mother
Goose rhymes, including Mary of Scotland,
Henry VIII, and James II. All of their stories
being tragic in some degree, the picture points
out that the simple nursery rhymes are thus
built on very serious matters. The material is
very instructive, to say the least, and most important— it is very entertaining too. The narration and Nesbitt's voice are tops in the field.
Happy Times and Jolly Moments
(Good Number)
Warners (8112) Broadway Brevity 20 mins.
Twenty minutes of the fastest olde time slapstick clips yet assembled for the present generation. Opening with a rush of close-ups covering
Ben Turpin, James Finlayson, Harry Langdon,
Slim Summerville, Ford Sterling, Chester Conklin and the Mack Sennett Bathing Beauties including Mabel Normand, Gloria Swanson,
Louise Fazenda and Polly Moran as they appeared in the good old days, the film covers
the pie-throwing epics with Fatty Arbuckle and
the high hilarious chases of the Keystone Cops.
For the
kids this For
short the
oft'ersolder
much folks
excitement
and
laughter.
many
memories.
The United States Service Bands
(Very Good)
Warners (8510) Melody Master
10 mins.
One of the best military musical shorts yet
seen featuring the U. S. Army Band, the U. S.
Navy Band, the U. S. Marine Band and the
U. S. Army Air Force Band. Excellent recording and splendid photography of these famous organizations against the background of
our equally famous national shrines along with
the renditions of their individual service songs
as well as the most popular war tunes make this
;i highly desirable film.
As Time Goes By
(Excellent)
Col. (4650) Community Sing
10 mins.
With Lew White at the console, several numbers are played and the words provided for
audience vocalizing. And there should be little
difiiculty
getting
the folks
out,"
either,
for inthere
are numbers
heretoto "give
suit nearly
every taste. Best of the lot is the current song
hit, As Time Goes By. The others include You
Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby, Old Chisholm Trail, Great Big Saw and the official
Marine song. Heave Ho, My Lads, Heave Ho.
B. K. Blake produced this enjoyable subject.
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M o no gram

To Make
Church Around Corner
in toGaslight'
the picture,Bergman
which is scheduled
go into work
►Mae West, now appearing in Gregury Ratoff's
on
or
about
August
9.
"Tropicana"
at
Columbia,
will
have
Hassard
Short as director of her forthcoming New York
►Red Skelton, popular comedian of screen and
stage production, "Catherine Was Great," as
radio, gets the biggest starring role of his screen
soon as she 'finishes her current co-starring role
with Victor Moore and William Gaxton.
career m MGM's picture version of "Hold On
to Your Hats," from the Al Jolson Broadway
stage hit.
►Alexander-Stern will call their "Man From
►Paul
Gerard Smith, comedy writer whose
Washington"
"Underdog"
and
expect
to
roll
this week with William Nigh directing. The
credits are too numerous to mention, has been
picture, for PRC release, will have Barton
engaged by Producer Scott R. Dunlap to write
MacLane and Charlotte Winters in the leading
roles.
dialogue and musical situations for Monogram's
next Belita starring vehicle, "Lady, Let's
►Ingrid Bergman has reported at MGM for her
role
in "Gaslight,"
in which
starred
with
►Charlie Ruggles will impersonate the late,
Charles
Boyer. The
picturesheis isslated
to start
great
Otis Skinner in Paramount's film version
shooting the first week in August with George
Dance."
of "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay," which
Cukor directing.
was co-authored
the latter's
daughter, Cor►One of the most famous churches in the United
nelia Otis Skinner,by and
Emily Kimbrough.
States is to be immortalized on film in "The
►Producer-writer Casey Robinson has finished
Little Church Around the Corner" on which
Monogram will shortly undertake production,
signing the cast for the RKO picture, "ReJacquesthatTourneur
directing.
with Herman Millakowsky in control.
This is venge,"
the which
picture
Robinsonis announced
would have all screen newcomers, even though
►Loretta Young will do the best selling Rachel
it was a big-budget effort. Toumanova and
Field novel, "And Now Tomorrow," as her
second Paramount commitment for this year.
Gregory Peck are co-starred.
Fred Kohlmar will produce and has selected
Susan Hayward to play the other sister in the ►Ernst Lubitsch, famed director-producer, has
two-sister story.
announced
Arlene,"
a novel by the
H. Lpurchase
Phillips, ofto "All-Out
serve as the
basis
for his next picture at 20th Century-Fox. The
►Maurice
G^raghty
will
produce
RKO's
latest
selection for a light comedy musical which is to novel, recently published, is steadily climbing in
sales and moving into the best-seller brackets.
be called
Blonde."
Storypaper,
revolves "The
around theBamboo
well known
Harvard
►Edward
Wolfe, studio manager for Harry
The Lampoon.
Sherman at California Studios, has found a
cleansing material that will work speedily and,
►"The -SuUivans," to be released by 20th Cenas a result, has placed the material on the
tury-Fox and co-produced by Robert Kane and
Sam Jaffe, with Lloyd Bacon directing, will
market under the registered name of "Ched."
have Thomas Mitchell in a leading role, that of ►Marc
Connelly has been signed by Universal
the father of the five Sullivan brothers.
to do a polish job on the screenplay for Pro►Samuel Bronston has signed Freddie Rich to
Julien Duvivier's "Passport to
write the score and conduct the orchestra in Dakar," which ducer-director
will have Jean Gabin as its star.
recording for "Jack London" a United Artists
►Paul Lukas, who appeared opposite Bette Darelease. Part of the story will cover the Russovis in "Watch on the Rhine," has been signed
Japanese war, as Jack London served as a war
correspondent for one of the large papers. On
for a leading role in Warners' "Uncertain
Glory," next Errol Flynn starrer. Raoul Walsh
his
return but
London
warnedwere
of Japan's
has been set to direct the original by Lazlo
intentions,
his words
scorned. war-like
Vadney. Robert Buckner will produce.
►Erie C. Kenton, Universal associate producer,
has
the rights
to the
Serenade
fromobtained
MGM and
will use
the Donkey's
song in Olsen
and
'One World' Production Plans
Johnson's
"Crazy
House,"
with
Allan
Jones
as
the singer.
Revealed by 20th Century-Fox
►A reunion of some of the top names of modern
Wendell Willkie's book, "One World," will
music is being achieved through the assembly
be produced on the screen in eight foreign languages, it has been announced by Twentieth
of Paul Whiteman's original band for Warners'
Century-Fox.
"Rhapsody in Blue." To date, nine featured
performers of that original organization, includAs Hollywood's first, post-war picture, "One
ing Henry Busse and Jack Teagarden, have been World"
will be made not only in English but
secured for the Jesse L. Lasky production based
in German and Italian, as well as Russian,
on the life of the late George Gershwin.
Chinese, French, Turkish, Arabic and Spanish,
it was disclosed. It is planned to show the
►Arrangements were completed over the weekend between Columbia Pictures and MGM for picture in the Axis countries as well as those
the loan of Gene Kelly to play opposite Rita dominated by them, just as soon as they are
occupied by Allied forces.
Hayworth in the Technicolor production, "Cover
"One World,' which is to be produced by
Girl," which Arthur Schwartz is producing.
Darryl F. Zanuck and released under his name,
is the factual and dramatic record by Mr. Will►Edgar Ulmer is set to direct "Jive Junction,"
kie of his historic flight around the world and
PRC musical which will be produced by Atlantis. Two "name" bands are being lined up for the things be learned on that journey.

Plaque Honors Jack London
Admiring a plaque honoring the memory of Jack
London,room ofto
installed
in theI berty
officers'
the benewiy
launched
ship, wardJack
London, are I seated I Michael O'Shea and Susan
Hayward, who are playing Jack and Charmian
London in "Jack London," based on author-adventurer's life, and Samuel Bronston, the producer.
Mary

Pickford

Acquires

"Junior Miss,"
Gordon's Miss'
hit comedy,
'Junior
to Max
Rights
has
been sold to United Artists for production
by Mary Pickford for the highest price ever
paid to obtain the screen rights for a play or
story, it was announced this week by Gradwell
L. Sears, UA vice-president.
In an unprecedented alternate deal, Gordon
and his associates in the ownership of "Junior
Miss" have the choice of accepting two offers
by Miss Pickford, either an outright payment
of $410,000 or a payment of $355,000 plus 35
per cent of the motion picture's net profits.
Under istheallowed
terms Gordon
of the transaction,
six months'to
time
and his associates
decide which deal they prefer.
United Artists received permission under the
terms of the purchase to release the film version of the play in June, 1944, a year earlier
than the release date on which Gordon and the
writers had insisted.
Seeking Cast for 110 Parts
In order to facilitate casting of "Dr. Paul
JosephducerGoebbels,
and an
Loves,"
W. R. Frank His
has Life
prepared
analysisPro-of
the 110 speaking characters and is sending
copiesing talent
to appro.ximately
of Hollywood's
leadagencies as a50preview
to his needs.
Each part is comprehensively described in order
to familiarize agents with what Frank has in
mind. Shooting is set to start Sept. 15.
To Produce 'Barn Dance'
Paramount has concluded a deal with sponsors of the National Barn Dance, the popular
radio show, to film a picture based upon the
Saturday night broadcast, and to utilize all of
the colorful and unique entertainers who comprise its extensive cast.
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luit/t Cd R.cude*i
Don Quixote rode a horse and performed liis
deeds over the Spanish countryside. Orson
Welles, Joseph Gotten and Rita Hayworth are
riding the art of prestidigitation in a Magic
j Show under a Big Tent in Hollywood. The
trio, imbued with the desire to entertain servicemen, have formed a Big Tent Committee, purchased equipment for a show, with a tent large
enough to hold several thousand people at one
time, and are ready for their first presentation.
That took over $25,000 of their own money, in
itself a credit to their skill at legerdemain.
But
no the
art plan
will of
get operation,
that' moneywhenever
back forthere
them,is
for, by
a deficit, they will make it up out of their own
pockets ; and where there is a profit, it will go
to the Service Funds.
7"/u'_Vandhopedevote
to he themselves
able to eontimie
theirshow
regularat
jobs
to the
night, and other times zvhen they are not zvorking. The Shozv proceeds on the theory that the
price of a ticket for each civilian ivill be sufficient to admit three servicemen free of charge.
The same policy ivill apply to such trimmings as
lemonade and peanuts. It is the type of Quixotic
gesture that anyone ivho knows them, can e.vpcct
from the trio, although the Shoivmanship is all
Welles. The industry, and shovjmen all over
the country zvill be zvatching the experiment
zvith a keen interest and a sincere hope for its
success.
Should they decide to roadshow their Magic,
we feel certain that wherever they visit they can
rely on help and a big splash, for every showman is waiting for the opportunity to help
entertain the boys.
Sets Dates for PRC Westerns
Following conferences with officials of Sig
Neufeld and Alexander Stern companies, Leon
Fromkess, in charge of PRC production, has
set the following starting dates for Westerns :
Stern — No. 1 "Texas Rangers" starring Dave
O'Brien, Jim Newill and Guy Wilkerson, August 16; No. 2 "Texas Rangers" Sept. 15;
Neufeld — No. 2 "Billy the Kid" starring Buster
Grabbe with Al St. John, Sept. 6 ; No. 3 "Billy
the Kid" Oct. 15. Each producer is making
eight Westerns for PRC's 1943-44 program.
SPG Appoints Council for Suit
Teet Carle, president of the Screen Publicists
Guild, has appointed Carey McWilliams as
counsel for the Guild in the suit which the
SPG has pending against Republic Studios.
McWilliams
contends
discharging the
whole that
staff Republic's
violates theactWarin
Stabilization Law and the Guild contract. The
studio disputes these contentions, and has announced a new advertising-publicity setup, with
Len Boyd in charge. Boyd was one of the staff
when the original discharge took place.
Goulding for Red Cross Film
David O. Selznick has made known that
Edmund Goulding has volunteered his services
as director of the Red Cross subject which
Selznick is to produce for the OWL The film,
designed to assist the Arnerican Red Cross in its
national drive to enlist several hundred thousand women in various nursing services, will
supplement many other methods used by the
organization.
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Shooting started on ten more pictures this
week:
COLUMBIA
IS EVERYBODY HAPPY ?— Principals : Ted Lewis
& Band,
.Van Barton.
Wynn, Lynn Merrick, The Jesters. Director, Charles
GAMBLE
OF George
BOSTON
BLACKIE—
Principals
Chester
Morris.
E. .Stone.
Jeanne Bates.
Direc-:
tor, William
Castle.
MONOGRAM
COLLEGE SWEETHEART— Principals: Gale Storm,
Roljert Lowery, Johnny Downs. Director, Arthur
Drcifiiss.
TEXAS KID — Principals: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton. Director, Lambert Hillyer.
Hitchcock Inspects Sets
With his secretary, Director Alfred Hitchcock
inspects a set for his forthcoming production,
"Life Boat," which will be a 20th-Fox release.

RKO RADIO
GILDERSLEEVE ON BROAD WAY — Principals :
Harold
Peary,Douglas.
Billie Burke, Margaret Landry. Director, Gordon
REPUBLIC

Studio-

S tialliii,<f.

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Today's visit takes us to the Russian front . . . via
a picture
"The Rabinovitch
Girl From for
Leningrad."
It's
being
made called
by Gregor
United Artists
release, with Anna Sten in the leading role.
We wade through mud and forest and a whole
contingent of women soldiers before we get to the
"front lines." There, instead of fighting equipment, we
find the camera and ourselves, facing a building called
a Recreation Centre. All around us are the girl-soldiers
who represent those brave Russian women who have
taken up arms to help their country. They are all
dresced
backs. in full regimentals, even to the packs on their
Their outfits consist of long khaki coats over full
uniforms, khaki helmets with red stars on the front and
high black boots ... so that when the order comes
through from Director Fedor Ozep for them to come
running, much happens that wasn't in the script, before
they get set.
The scene they start to rehearse takes place on the
porch of the building. A doctor stands there talking
to them, and as they look up at him, he gives them
instructions about turning the place into a hospital.
There's
touch ofa comedy
to thisRussian
scene, for
just comes
as he
finishes atalking,
funny little
fellow
over to remind him about "the cow." It seems the
adoctor
kickermust
and find
hard someone
to handle.to milk her . . . and she's
After a few rehearsals and the final "take" we get
a chance to meet Miss Sten. In talking about the
picture, she tells us how hard they've been working to
make everything authentic, and shows us her "battle
scars,"
they were carrying the wounded
through received
the flyingwhen
shrapnel.
When she's called for a "still," we say good-bye and
our way out wish the producer luck on his first UA
on
venture.
So until next week.
Ann Lewis
PCA Signs Charles Coburn
Charles Coburn has been signed by the Producers Corp. of America for the co-starring
role of Tienhoven in the screen version of the
Ne\v York stage success, "Knickerbocker Holiwhich Harry
Joe Brown
for
Unitedday,"Artists
release.
At the will
sameproduce
time, the
producers have brought Jeanne Madden from
New York to test for the only femme role, the
role she did in the play. Production is expected
to start after Sept. 1, when Coburn finishes his
part in Warners' "Rhapsody in Blue." In addition, PCA is negotiating with Coburn for the
starring
comedy
role on
in one
of its next year'sof
productions,
based
a modernization
Shakespeare's "Merry Wives of Windsor."

IN OLD OKLAHOMA— Principals: John Wayne,
Martha Scott,
IAlbert Dekker. Marjorie Rambeau,
George "Gabby" Hayes. Director, Albert S. Rogell.
20th CENTURY-FOX
TAMPICO— Principals: Edward G. Robinson, Lynn
Ban, Victor McLaglen. Director, Lothar Mendes.
UNITED ARTISTS
THUNDERING HOOFS— Principals : William Boyd,
Andy Clyde, Jimmie Rogers, Eleanor Stewart. Director, George Archainbaud.
UNIVERSAL
SUNDOWN TRAIL— Principals: Tex Ritter, F.
Knight, Janet Shaw. Director, Vernon Keays.
WARNER BROTHERS
PASSAGE TO MARSEILLE— Principals: Humphrey
Bogart. Director,
Sydney Michael
Greenstreet
, Claude Rains, Peter
Lorre.
Curtiz.
TITLE CHANGES
"A
Night of Adventure" (Col.) now PASSPORT TO
SUEZ.
"Let
UNCLE.Yourself Go" (Univ.) now SO'S YOUR
"Revenge" (RKO) now ONE HOUR OF GLORY.
New Cisco Kid' Looming
A new film star is expected to emerge from
the search now being conducted by Monogram
for a man to play the title role in the forthcoming new series of Cisco Kid pictures. Producers Phil N. Krasne and James S. Burkett
are canvassing the field of the "unknowns" and
contemplate
that the actor chosen for the star
role will also be installed in the title role of
the radio shows now being broadcast from New
York by Mutual. Contracts have been signed
by the producers and 20th Century-Fox and also
by Doubleday Doran, owners of the copyright.

'Girl From Leningrad' Starts
Following several months of preparation, production has started on "The Girl From Lenina story of heroic Russian volunteer
nurses ingrad,"the
front line on the Russian fighting
front. Starring in the film are Russian-born
Anna Sten, and Kent Smith, the legit actor who
has flashed to stardom in recent months. The
picture is a Gregor Rabinovitch production,
with Missproducer.
Sten's husband, Eugene Frenke, as
associate
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
AIR CONDITIONING
BUY BEFORE THEY'RE SNATCHED
UP— REBUILT REVERSIBLE TYPHOON
BLOWER FANS— 24", 5,700 cfm, $111.00;
30", 7,800 cfm, $132.00; 36", 10,400 cfm, $151.20;
42", 12,800 cfm, $186.00; 48", 16,500 cfm,
$232.20. MOTORS and DRIVES INCLUDED.
Refrigerating Room Cooler, 1/3 Ton, D.C.
only $37.50; Air Washer Spray Nozzles, $1.25;
Double
new, 24"
x 28", $26.45. S.O.S.
CINEMADifTusers,
SUPPLY
CORPORATION,
449
WEST 42nd St., NEW YORK CITY 18.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WILL TRADE TWO COMPLETE MAZDA LAMP HOUSES and transformers, good
condition, for popcorn machine in good condition.
Conrad Theatre, Breaux Bridge, Louisiana.

SITUATION

WANTED

MANAGER ... 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN THEATRE OPERATION, booking, buying and exploitation. Must have $75.00 per
week. Best references. Bigger the job the
better. Draft exempt. Desire change from presentview.
circuit.
Box 613, New
Showmen's
Re1501 Broadway,
York 18, Trade
New York.
SOUND

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI PROFESSIONAL
SOUND PROJECTORS COMPLETE WITH
AMPLIFIER, LOUDSPEAKER, CABLES,
TRUNKS. Single Outfit, $545.00; Double
Outfit, $975.00.
Here's
the best
Abeles
Advertising
Service,
453 for
W. the
42nd least.
St.,
New York City.
THEATRE

FOR SALE

WHATEVER YOU'VE GOT— SELL it
and BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses,
Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age, condition,
first letter. Box 609, Showmen's Trade
Review,, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

Sunny south central Mississippi; three thousand population ; modern, five hundred seats ;
Mirrophonic sound, washed air cooling; no
competition. $24,000, half cash; balance five
years.
Box 608,New
Showmen's
Review, Owner,
1501 Broadway,
York 18, Trade
N. Y.

THE ARMY WILL GET THEM— WE'LL
BUY YOUR PORTABLE PROJECTORS
16MM OR 35MM SOUND — HIGHEST
PRICES PAID. Box 610, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway. New York 18, N. Y.

FOR SALE— TERMS CASH. UP TO
DATE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT in
small town of Elkton, Ore,, logging and ranching district. Or will sell equipment alone.
Everything to put on a good show, RCA
sound, etc. For further information write Harriet Edwards, Reedsport, Oregon.

HELP WANTED
HOUSE MANAGER WANTED for small
Te.xas town. State age, experience, ability, salary expected first letter. Send photo. R. N.
SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
PROJECTIONIST and Service man wanted
for small Texas town, good salary and good
opportunity. Permanent position to capable man.
R. N. SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

NO PRIORITY NEEDED FOR RED
COMET FIRE EXTINGUISHERS — Low
cost safety insurance — Standard Size, $4.95 ;
Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95 ;
Senior Size, $4.35. Protect irreplaceable equipment. Order now from S.O.S. CINEMA
SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd
ST., NEW YORK CITY 18.
PORTHOLE OPTICAL GLASS, 3" x 4",
97c; 4" X 4", $1.65; COLUMBIA (AMERICAN) CARBONS, 5/8" x 6", 50% DISCOUNT; GENUINE SIMPLEX BB INTERAHTTENT CAMS, 50% DISCOUNT;
CASHIERS ILLUMINATED GLASS
SIGNS, WIRED FOR LUMILINE. $2.75;
SEAT PATCHING KITS, $2.24; QUART
UNDERWRITERS FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, $11.25. LATE SUMMER BARGAIN
BULLETIN READY— GET YOURS. S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corporation, 449 West 42nd
St., New York City, 18.

WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? — JOE
HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Tuade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10.000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000. 1-75.
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
THEATRE

WANTED

WANTED— SMALL PROFITABLE THE.\TRE. Small town preferable. Give all details.
Box 612, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE THEATRE in small town in northern Illinois or
eastern Iowa. Charles Sanfleben, R. R. No. 3,
Kewanee, 111.
USED EQUIPMENT
LATEST PEERLESS, STRONG, MORELITE L. I. ARCS, as is, $49.50; Mogul Screw
Lamps, 900 Watt, 100 Watt, $2.37; Underwriters 2i/2 gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers,
reconditioned, $20.00 ; Coinometers with side
chutes, originally $132.50, now $98.50: WardLeonard 45 ampere Suprex Rectifier, $137.50;
Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50 ; Simplex
-Single Bearing Intcrmittents, $9.95. Send for
Late Summer Bargain Bulletin. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST
42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY, 18.
JOE HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth
.A-venue, New York. N. Y.

HIS BUTLER'S SISTER (Univ.) ComedyDrama. Principals: Deanna Durbin, Franchot Tone, Pat O'Brien, Evelyn Ankers, Elsa
Janssen, Walter Catlett, Akim Tamiroff.
Plot: A young singer comes to New York
to visit
her her
"supposedly"
wealthyshebrother
to
further
career. There
finds and
the
brother a butler in the home of a noted composer and at his insistence takes the job of
maid in the home. Her opportunity comes
at a birthday party given for her brother in
a restaurant, when the composer unexpectedly shows up. From then on things go well
to a happy ending. Director, Frank Borzage.
MINISTRY OF FEAR (Para.) Spy. Principals: Ray Milland, Marjorie Reynolds, Carl
Esmond, Erskine Sanford, Thomas Louden,
Amenta Dyne, Rita Johnson. Plot: Upon
being released from an insane asylum to
which he was sent because of the mercy
killing of his wife, Ray Milland wanders into
a London Charity Fete. There a fortune
teller tells him about his future and it is
through her lie becomes involved with a
gang of saboteurs. Because of his past, he
avoids police protection and sets out to expose the gang with the help of a young lady
refugee from Austria. Director, Fritz Lang.
ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES
(In Technicolor) (Univ.) Drama. Principals:
Maria Montez, Yvette Duguay, Jon Hall,
Scotty Beckett, Turhan Bey, Andy Devine,
Fortunio iBonanova. Plot: When the son of
the Caliph of Bagdad escapes the Mongolian
conquerors who wiped out his family, he
joins a horde of bandits. Grown to manhood,
he becomes their leader. As such they prey
on the thieving Mongolians and after each
raid return the loot to its rightful owner. He
eventually saves his childhood sweetheart
from marrying the cruel ruler and then, when
a revolt disposes of the conquerors, marries
the .girl himself. Director, Arthur Lubin.
FRENCHMAN'S CREEK (In Technicolor)
(Para.) Drama. Principals: Joan Fontaine,
Arturo de Cordova, Basil Rathbone, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, Ralph Forbes. Plot: The
adventures of a young English aristocrat of
the seventeenth century, who though married and the mother of two children, runs
away with a French pirate. Backgrounded
against the Cornish coast of that period, it
tells of her exploits and her eventual return
to her family. Director, Mitchell Leisen.
THE

HEAVENLY BODY (AIGM) Comedy-Drama. Principals: William Powell,
Hedy Lamarr, James Craig, Fay Bainter,
Spring Byington, Phillip Terry, Connie Gilchrist. Plot: The wife of a professor of astronomy, while having her horoscope read,
is told that she will meet her true love on a
certain date. When the day arrives, and the
air raid warden shows up, things begin to
happen. She tells her husband the story and
asks his help, but he's too busy. But when
it looks like he's really going to lose her, he
takes a hand and straightens everything out.
Director, Alexander Hall.
LET YOURSELF GO (Univ.) ComedyDrama. Principals: Billie Burke, Donald
Woods, Elyse Knox, Frank Jenks, Chester
Clute, Robert Lowery. Plot: When a young
actor rushes out of the theatre in his middleaged character make-up, he is hit by a car
driven by a beautiful young girl. She takes
him home and there he is set upon by the
girl's aunt. Before he can get away, he finds
himself engaged to the young lady, and also
to her aunt in his middle-aged role. Timely
appearance of an uncle untangles things.
Director, Jean Yarbrough.

COMPARISONS

I N£VITAB

L£

• Actions speak louder than words. So let us suggest that you apply a time-honored
test by comparing a copy of Showmen's
in this lield.

Trade Review with any other trade paper

• Those who know theatremen best are aware that exhibitors want information
about pictures in the making, pictures ready for release, practical suggestions for
merchandising their shows; that they will not tolerate anything but accuracy, completeness and every-week booking guide service.
• No wonder theatremen prefer Showmen's Trade Review. Actually they helped to
invent its regular features . . . every-week service that gives the grist, without the
chaff of impressive -appearing text of non-utilitarian application to the problems
of buying, booking, exploiting shows and efficient, economical theatre operation.

SHIP

•

REALLY

•

MEANS

•

LEADERSHIP

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
ASTOR PICTURES
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
Croaked
(C)F
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
Fangs of Circle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
Hell's
Angels
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
Her
Enlisted
Man (CD)
Barbara Stanwyck
-Rnbt. Young
I Cover
the Waterfront
(D) . . .Claudette
Colbert
Keep
'em
Laughing
Jack
Benny
Kino of the Circus Loder-Ratoff-Bennett
Let
'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce CabotVirginiaVelez
Bruce
Palooka
Erwin-Lupe
Scandal for
the Bride Stuart
Anna Lee-Gritfilh
Jcmes
Scarface
(D)
P.
Muni-G.
Raft-A.
Dvorak
Scream in the Night Lon Chaney, Jr
Sky
Devilsin the
(C-D)
Thunder
City Spencer
Edw. G. Tracy
Robinson
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
COLUMBIA
Current 1941 --12
S0I2
FlightSister
Lieutenant
(DIP Pat
O'Brien-Glenn
Fnrd
5002
My
(CD)A
Russell
■ BrianHayden
Aherne
3208 Overland
toEileen
Deailwnod
(W) ...C.R. Starrett-R
S2I6 Vengeance of the West (W) . Bill Elliott-Tex Ritter
4031 After
With Boston C, Current 1942-43
BlackieMidnight
(D)
O-B iVb.Savage
rup . .
t009 AAppointment
Niahi tu h iniiiiMii
I iMyiA.I G VMorris-Ann
Berlin
Sanders-M.
Chapman
4026 Boogie Man Will Gel You
(HG)F
B. Karloff-P. Lorre-Jeff Donnell.
4030 Boston
Blackie Goes
Hollywood (Mvi
C. Morris-Constance Worth
Boy From Stalingrad Scotty Beckett-Conrad Binyon
4013
City
Without
Men
tUj
.
Liiiua Muni-Anna
Darnell-LeslieLee
Brooks
4004 Commandos Strike at Dawn(D).Paul
4827 Counter- Espionage (Mv)F
W William-Eric Blnre
Crime Doctor
Warner Baxter-M. Lindsay
4005 Desperadoes (Tech.) (W)F R. Scott-E. Keyes
4021
Daring
Young
Man
(OF
Joe
E. Brown-M.
Chapman
4203 Fiahting Burkaroo (Wi
Starrett-Kav
Harris
First Comes Courage M. Oberon-B. Aherne
Frontier Fury (W)
Chas. Starrett-Jimmy Davis
Good Luck, Mr. Yates Claire Trevor-Edgar Buchanan
It's
a
Great
Life
P.F. Barthulomew-Billy
Singleton-A. Lake
4038 Junior Army (D)
Halop
4033 Laugh Your Blues Awav (CI. Jinx Falkenburg-Bert Gordon
Law of the Northwest (W) C. Starrett-S. Patterson
4040
Let's Have
(C)
M. Lindsay-J.
Beat
4032 Lucky
Legs Fun
IC)
Jinx
Falkenburg-R.
Hayden
4§44
Man's
Work
(D)
M.
Chapman-W
Wright
4001 More the Merrier (D) J. Arthur-J. McCrea
4034 Murder in Times Square(My) . E. Lowe-M. Chapman
No Place for a Lady (My)....Wm. Gargan-Margaret Lindsay
4028 One Dangerous Night (My)...W. William-E. Blore-M. Chapman..
4202 Pardon My Gun (W)
Chas. Starrett-Alma Carroll
Power
the Press
(D)
Guy
Kibbee-Lee Tracy
Redheadof From
Manhattan
L. Velez-Michael
Duane
4012
Reveille
With
Beverly
(DM)
.
A.
Miller-Wm.
Wright
4ZII Riders of the North West
Mounted (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
4201 Riding Throuah Nevada (Wi C. Starrett-Shirley Pat1»rson
Robin Hood of the Range (W). Charles Starrett-Kay Harris
4212
Sagebrush
R. Hayden-Bob
Wills
4029 Saddles
She Has &What
It Takes(W)
(CD) Jinx
Falkenburg-Tom
Neal
4035 Smith of Minnesote
Bruce Smith-Arline Judge
4006 Something to Shout About (C) . Ameche-Oakie- Janet Blair
4022
Spirit ofBy Stanford
(D)F F. AlbertE.Florence
Nevers-M.Rice
Chapman...
4042
4110 Stand
Tornado in All
the Netwirks
Saddle (Wl(Spy) John
RussellBeal-Havden-Bob
Wills
4019 Two Senoritas From Chicago(C) Jinx Falkenburg-Joan Davis
4039 Underground Agent iO)F ... Bruce Bennett-F Albertson
What'sWereBuzzin'
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard
4012 You
Never Cousin
Lovelier(M)F Ann
F. Astaire-R.
Hayworth
Coming
Psssport to Suez
Ann Savage- Robert Stanford
Cover Girl (Tech.) R. Hayworih-J. Falkenburg
Cowboy From Lonesome River, Chsrles Starrett-Vi Athens
Cyclone
Prairie Rangers r^harles
Stnrrett- Walter
Taylor....
Destroyer
Rohinson-M.
Chapman
Douqhboys (D)
in Ireland. Ed.
KennyG. Raker-Lynn
Merrick
Footlight
Arthur Bates
Lake
Gamble ofGlamor
Boston .
Blackie Penny
Chester SingletonMorris-Jeanne
to the H»<'f}'T^
A, ...Charles
Kay Harris
IsHailEverybody
Happy
Ted LewisStarreit
& Band
Last Horseman >Wi ,..r?ussell Hayden-Bob Wills .,,
My Kingdom for a Cook C. Coburn-Marguerite Chapman....
Restless Lady
Evelyn Keyes- E. Lowe-J. Hubbard.
Riding West (W)
C. Starrett-Shirley Patterson
Silver City Raiders (W) R. Hayden-B. Wills
Sahsra
Humphrey Bogart-Bruce Bennett..
There's
Something About 3 Evelyn Keyes-Michsel Duane
Soldier
Tropicana
Mae West-Victor Moore
Vigilantes Ride (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills.
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell Hayden-Alms C3rroll
MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy Hardy's Double
Lite (CD)F
M Roonev-L.
304 Apache
Trail (WiF
Wm
Lundiann- Stone
Donna Reed
324
A Stranger
in Town (OF
(D)F F.
Morgan-Jean
Rogers
326 Air
Raid Wardens
Laurel
& Hardy
327 Assignment in Brittany (D>F.. Pierre Aumont-Susan Peters
328 Bataan (D)
R. Taylor-T. Mitchell
323
in the Sky (M)F Ethel
Waters-"Rochester"
207 Cabin
Cairo (CM)A
J. MaeDonald-R.
Young
317 Dr. Gillesnie * »Je»
Astistant
'niF
L.
BarrymoreVan
Johnson
333 Du Barry Was a Lady
(Tech.) (M)
Red Skelton-Lucille Ball
309 Eyes in the Niqhi iSiv.F
Edw. Arnold-Ann Harding
312
For
Me Comedy.
and Mv r^t
mviiF
. J Rarland-r;.
Miirnhv
380
Human
The
(D)F....M.
Morgan
314 Journey tor Maroaret iDlF...Rnbt.Rooney-F.
Young. Larsine
Day
32n
Keener of the
Flarae (AD)F...
(D)F Wm.
K. Hepburn-S.
319 Northwest
Rangers
Lundigan-J.Traey
Craig

Rel.
M ins. Dale
71
70
60
lOO
70
80
72
71
70
70
70
88
69
88
81
45
RO.
96.
59.
61.

See
Issue of
Reissued
New Keisbued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued

7/9/42 . . .b6'27 42
. .b9/l9 42
9/30/42
9/25/42 .. .a5/23/42
9/3/42 . .a5/l6 42

12 III 42 . .b7/24/43
0164. 3/18/43 . . .b7/24/43
77. 7/15/43 . b 1 9 17 '
66.. 10/22/42 .blO/17/42
68 .5/20/43
1 1 5/42 . .a3/20/43
70 .1/14/43
..alO/17/42
.a7/25/4?
76
100 .1/7/43 ., .bl2/l9/42
.,
72 .9/3/42
.. .blO/3/42
.b7/IO/43
66 .6/22/43 ., ..b3/l3/43
85 .3/25/43
.
.
.bl/23/43
7358 .10/8/42
43 .
. .a6/l9/43
.a8'29 4?
.7/29/43
.b7/l7/43
.6/24/43 .. .. .34/24/43
55 .6/29/43
69 .5/27/43 .. . .b7/IO/43
6968 . 1 1/26/42 .alO/IU/4<:
.alO/IO/42
69 .11/12/42
57 .5/27/43 . .. .b5/29/43
.b4/24/43
..
6564 .3/4/43
.tO/l/42 ., . .a6/20/42
.9/17/42
. ..a5/l6
.b4/3/43
10362 .5/13/43
. . .b6/5/434?
.4/1/43 .. . ...b6/5/43
65 .2/11/43
. .alO/IO/42
66 .1/21/43
77 .12/1/42 .. . .36/20/42
57 .1/28/43 .
.312/26/42
6363 .5/6/43 .. ..b5/29/43
78 .2/4/43 . . . . .b7/3/43
57 .2/15/43 . .all/14/42
. .36/13/42
61 10 1/42 .. .312/12/42
57, .7/29/43
.312/26/42
5566 .4/27/43
.4/15/43 .. . . .b6/5/43
66 . 1015/42 .
91 .2/25/43
. 10/24/42
.38/8 '42
. ,.b. .b4/IO/43
7364 .9/10/42
. 10/29/42 . .36-20/42
59 .6/10/43
.38/8
4?
.
.
.b7/3/43
. 12 'I5'42 .
68 .12/3/42
fiS .7/8/43 . . . .34/24/43
7598 . I 1/19/42 . blO/IO/42
.b2/20/4<

.Aug
.8/31/43

32/20/43
aiu.'3l 42
.36/12/43
.36/26/43
.3l/9'43
.al,3U *.
.34 '24/43
. a.31in 23 4,.1"
al 16 4.^

95.
Dec-Feb
bl2'l2 4?f!
66. SenNov .,b6'27
67.
Apr-May ..b2/l3/43
67..Apr.May
..b3/20/43
96 Apr-May ..b3/l3/43
1 14. . June-Aug .b5/29/43
10198. .Apr-M3y
Sen Nc.v ..b2/l3/43
hR H ir
87 Dec-Feb bll 14 t?
10 1 , . June- Aug , ,b5/8/43
79 Sen-Nov .b9/l2 4
m?1 17. .June-Aug
Sen-Nov ..hn
i'>
,b2/27/43
80. Dec-Feb .bl0/3l/4S
100.
Dec-Feb .bia/31/42
bl2/l9'47
63.. Dec-Feb
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KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action'
(B) Biographical;
Farct;
(Fa) Fantasy;
(G) Gangster;(C)(H)Comedy;
Horror; (D)
(M) Drama;
^4usical;(Doc)
(My) Documentary;
Mystery; (0) (F)
Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audience
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.
MGM
(Cont)
Current 1942-43
311 Omaha Trail (W)F
J. Craig-0. Jagger
303
(MOF
AFranchot
Sothern-'
Red" Skelton
332 Panama
Pilot No.Hattie
5 (D)
Tone-Marsha
Hunt
33U
Lily Mars
(D) J.G. Garland-Van
Heflin
370 Presenting
Random Harvest
(D)A
Garson-R. Colman
315 Seven
ReunionSweethe3rts
in France (CO)F
(D)A J.K. Crawlord-Philip
Dorn
308
Grayson- Van Heflin
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
301 Somewhere
You (CD) I'll
AFind
Clark Gable-Lana Turner
316 Stand
By Johnson
For Action(B)A
(D)F...R.Van Taylor-C.
322
Tennessee
Heflin R. Laughton
Hussey
321 Three He3rts for Julis (CM)A.M. Douglas-A. Sothern
302 Tish (CD)A
M. M3in-Z3Su Pitts
306 W3r Agsinst Mrs. H3dley(D)A.Edw. Arnold-F. B3inter
313 Whistling in Dixie (C)A R. Skelton-A. Rutherford
310
White atCargo
H. Lamarr-W.
Pidgeon
305 Yank
Eton (D)A
(D)F
M.
Roonev-lan
Coming Hunter
331 Youngest Profession (OF V. Weidler-Edw.
Arnold

333
329
334
380

Rel.
Mins . Date
62 Sep-Nov
June-Aug
7870 June-Aug
SepNov
June-Aug
104
126 Dec-Feb
10597 Apr-May
94 Sep-Nov
Dec- Feb
105 Sep-Nov
108
103 Dec- Feb
90
84
84 Sep-Nov
Dec- Feb
73 Sefl-Nov
Sep-Nov
90n7 June-Aug
82 Sep-Nov

Issue of
.b9/l9/42
.b7/25/42
..b4/
.b5/l/43
10/43
See
bl 1/28/42
.bl2,5/42
..63/6/43
15/42
.,b8/
.b8/8/42
bl2'l9
bl2/ 12/4242
..b7/25/42
bl/9/43
. ,bg/8/42
blO/31 42
.b9/l9 42
. .b3/6/43

.bR/n 49
AAbove
Guy Suspicion
Named Joe
Spencer
Tr3cy-lrene
Dunne
35/29'43
(D)
J. Crswford-F. MarMurrsy 90
b5 1/43
America
B. Donlevy-Ann Richards
36/12/43
Andy
H3rdy's
Blonde
Trouble.
M.
Rooney-L.
Stone
Best Foot Rhythm
Forw3rd(Tech.nM) .L.George
Ball-Wm.
Gaxton
93
b7/3/43
Broadway
Murphy-Ginny
Simms
Cross of Lorraine Gene Kelly-Pierre Aumont
a7/24/43
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sullav3n
Dr.C3seGillespie's
Crimin3l
(D)
L. Bsrrymore-Van Johnson 89
b5/8/4S
Du Barry Was a Lady
(Tech.)
(M)
Red
Skelton-Lucille
B3II
101
.
.June-Aug
.
.b5/8/43
Girl Cr3zy (M)
M, Rooney-J. G3rl3nd
a3 6 43
Harrigan's Body
Kid (D)F Bobby
Readick-Wm.
Gargan 80.. June-Aug .b3/l3/43
Heavenly
W. Powell-H.
Lamsrr
Hitler's
M3dman The
(D)
C3rr3dine-P3tricia
Morison... 184.
Hum3n Comedy,
(D)F John
M. Rooney-F.
Morg3n
17. .June-Aug
.June-Aug .b6/l2/43
.b2/27/43
ILassie
Dood Come
It (C)
Red
Skelton-E.
Pewe!!
a2/l3/43
Home(D) (Tech.). Roddy McDowall- Donald Crisp
alO/24/42
Little
Miss
Magic
M3rgaret
O'Brien-J.
Craig
Madame Curie
G. Garson-W. Pidgeon
a6/5/43
Man From Down Under Charles Laughton-Binnie Barnes
a5/29/43
Meet the People
Lucille Ball-Dick Powell
Right About Face (MC) R.Kay Donat
Kyser &. B3nd — Lena Horne
a2/27 4?
T3rtu
Salute to the Marines
Beery-Fay
Bainter
See(Tech.)
Here. (D)
Private Hargrove. . . W.
Robert
Walker-Donn3
Reed al2/26/42
Song of Russia
R. Taylor-Susan Peters
a6/5/43
Swing ShiftCheer
Maisie(Tech.)
(O (D).Kathryn
A. Sothern-James
Craig
87
b5/8/4a
Thousands
Grayson-Gene
Kelly
31/16/43
Whistling in Brooklyn Red Skelton-A. Rutherford
a7/24/43
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. Marsh3ll-R. McDowall
Young lde3S (C)
M. Astor-H. Marshall
a3/l3/43

MONOGRAM
Current 1941-42
Arizona Stagecoach (W) Ray Corrigan-John King
9 4 42
Criminal Investigator (D) ..Edith Fellows-Robert Lowery
10/23 42
King
of
the
Stallions
(D)F..
Dave
O'Brien-Sally
Cairns
63.
9
Phantom Killer (My)A D. Purcell-Joan Woodbury
61. .10 11/42
2/42
Police Bullets (G)
John Archer-Joan Marsh
9/25/42
Carrent 1942-43
Ape Man (H)A
B. Lugosi-W. Ford
Bowery at Midnight (H)A B. Lugosi-Vince Barnett
Clancy Street Boys (C)
L. Gortey-B. Jordan
Cowboy Smasher
Commandos (W) Edgar
R. Corrigan-D.
Moore
Crime
Kennedy-Gale
Storm
Dawn on the Great(M)F
Divide(W).B. Jones-R.
Bell
Foreign
Agent
(Sny)F
John
Shelton-Gale
Storm
Ghosts on the Loose (D) E3St Side Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. H3tton
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
IHaunted
Escaped Ranch
From the
(D)
D. Jagger-M.
Brisn
IsleGestapo
of Missing
Men (D)A John
How3rd-Helen
Gilbert
Kid
Dynamite
(D)F
Leo
Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
Land of Haunted Men (W) Range Busters
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury
'Ne3th
BrooklynNight
Bridge(CD)A
Leo Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
One
(OA John
McKay
PrisonThrilling
Mutiny (D)
Edw. Beal-Wand3
Norris-Joan Woodbury
(Reviewed
as
"You
Can't
Beat
the Law")
Rhythm Girl
Par3do (M)F A.
Gale Storm-Robt.
Lowery
Sarong
Davis
Silent Witness
(D)F
FrankCorio-J.
AlbertsonMaris Wrixon
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-Patricis Morison
Spy Train (D)
R. Travis-C. Craig
Stranger
(W) Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Texas to From
BataanPecos
(W)
John King-David
Sharpe
Trail Riders (W)
John King-David Sharpe
Two Fisted
(W) B.
J. King-D.
West
of the Justice
Law (W)
Jones-T. Sharpe
McCoy
Wild Horse Stampede (W) H. Gibson- K. Mavnard
Wings Over the Pacifle Inez CooperMontague Love
Coming
Black
Market Rustlers
Blazing
Bullets HiGuns
Saddles
College Sweetheart
Here
Cemes
Kelly
Melody Parade
Nearly
Eighteen
Outlsws of Stsmpede Psss
Revenge
the Zombies
Six
Gun ofGospel
Spotlight Scandals (C)
Texas
The LawKid
Rides
Again
Thirteenth
Guest
Uninvited Guest

a6 '27 42
.88/22/43
. .88/8/42
.. .b8/29'4:
. .b8'22'42

.3'5/43
,4.10/30
'23 4342 . . .b2
hiblO 273 4434?
..b6/26/43
.6/2/43 .. . b2 26 4j
, 1/29 43 . all 14 42
, 1012/189 4242 . . . .b6/5/43
.7/16/43
,4 2 '43 .. .
.b9 I9 '4?
.b5/22/43
,12/4/42 . .. .b5/29/43
,5/24/43 . . .b4/ 17/43
.b8/l5/42
9/18/42 . .. .bl/23
. .82/6/43
2/12/43
31 4243
3/26/43 . blO
1 1 /20/42 .bl0'l7 42
b7/4/4J
8/28/42
1 1/27 '42 .. .. .bl/30/43
2/12/43
I2'll 42 . .b5/l5/43
68. 5/28/43 . bl2/26/4J
62. 7/2/43
1/15/43 ... .bl2/|9/42
76.
61. 2/26 '43 ...b6/5/43
. .b7/
bl 17/43
IB'45
55.,
56. 6/25/43 . ..ain
.
31/4?
55. I12/4/42
10/8'2/42
. .b6/5/43
'43
.
.
10
16
42
55.
57. 4/16/43 . ...34/17/43
.a9'l9/4}
.
6/25/43 . hi 26 4'
. . .b5/l/4?
.36/26/43
64.
63.
B5
53.
h2.
70.
64
64.
64.
75.
67.
67.
61.
6964.
61.

Ray
Corrigan-Dennis
Moore
Hoot Corrigan-Dennis
Gibson-Ken Maynard
Rav
Meore
Gale Storm-Robert Lowery
Joan
WoodburyEddie Quillan
Ted Fio
Rito Orchestra
Gale
Storm-Bill
Henry
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
J.J. M.
Carradine-L.
Talbot-G.
Storm
Brown-R. Hatton
Frank Fay-Billy Gilbert
79.
Johnny
M. Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Hoot GibsonKen M3yn3rd
Helen
Parrish-Dick
Purcell
Victor Jory-Pamela Blake

.36/19/43
.'!a7/3/43
. 35/1/43
.37/17/43
.36/19/43
.36/19/43
.b7, 24/43
.35/29/43

July 31, 1943

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

See
PARAMOUNT
MIns. Date
Rel.
Current 1942-43
Issue of
Block
No.
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82. .6/11/43 . .b3/27/43
J Avengers. The (WarDjF (i. Richardson- Deborah Kerr
88. .1/29/43 . .b8/29/42
(Keviewed
as
"Day
Will
Da*n")
.b3/27/43
55 Uhina
(D)
Loretta
Young-Alan
Ladd
79. .5/28/43
Five Graves to Cairo (D) Franchot Tone-Anne Baxter 96..
7/2/43 .. . . .b5/8/43
2 Forest Rangers (D) (Tech.)F..F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
87.. 1 1/6/4? . .blO/3/42
1 Glass Key (G)F
B. Donlevy-V. Lake
85. .10/23/42 ..b8/29/42
.bl/2/43
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.)(D)F...J.
(M ) F . Martin-D.
Valleo
81.
Editor
Lydon-C. PowellSmith
72. .3/26/43
.12/4/42 .. .blO/3/42
4 Henry
Henry Aldrich,
Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. .4/9/43 .. .. ..b3/27/43
5 High Explosive (D)F C. Morris-J. Parker
63.. 5/14/43 . .bl/2/43
43 Lady
Bodyguard
(CD)F
E.
Albert-A.
Shirley
70..
3/12/43 .. . . .bl/2/43
Lucky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88.. 2/26/43
.bl 1/21/42
12 Major
and
the
Minor
(CD)F...G.
Rogers-R.
Milland
100.
.
10/16/42 . .b8/29/42
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
F. Bainter-C. Lee
80 .11/27/42 . .b 10/3/42
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
DaddyPlane(CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75 .2/12/43 ...bl 1/7/42
4 Night
From
. .bl/2/43
Chungking (D)F
R. Preston-E. Drew
69 .5/7/43 .. .bl
1/7/42
3 Palm Beach Story (C)A C. Colbert-J. McCrea
89../I/43 ... .b7/25/42
14 Priorities
on
Parade
(M)F
A.
Miller-J.
Colonna
80..
10/2/42
.
Reap the Wild Wind (D)
(Tech.)F
R. IVIilland-P. Goddard 124. .Special . .b3/2l/42
2 Road to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. .11/20/42 .blO/3/42
5 Salute for Three (MCD)A B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
75 . 7/16/43 . .b3/27/43
Souls
at
Sea
(D)
G.
Cooper-G.
Raft
93
. . Re-issue
Star Spangled Rhythm
. .bl/2/43
(Tech.)
(M)F
Special
Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
...
99.
.2/12/43
.
2 Street of Chance (MyD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74.. 12/18/42 .blO/3/42
Union Pacific (D)
J. McCrea-B. Stanwyck 138
. Re-issue
I Wake Island (D)F
B. Donlevy-R. Preston
87. .9/25/42 . . .b8/l5/42
Wildcat (D)F
73 .1/15/43
. 10/30/42 . .b8/29/42
3I Wrecking
Crew (D)F R.R. Arlen-A.
Arlen-C. Judge
Morris
73.
.bl
1/7/42
Coming
6
6

Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
b6/26/43
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
Dixie
(Tech)
(M)
Bing
CrosbyDorothy
Lamour
89
b6/26/43
For Whom the Bell Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper- 1ngrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Frenchman's
J.James
Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
Good Fellows Creek
(CD)
Brown-Helen
Walker
a4/l7/44
Hail
Conquering
Henry theAldrich
Plays Hero. ... Eddie Bracken- William Demarest
Cupid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/4T
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House. J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
.Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
a7/IO/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (O.Jimmy Lyden-Chas. Smith
65
b6/26/43
Hostages (D)
A. de Cordova-Luise Rainer
a5/22/43
Hour Before the Dawn Franchot Tone-Veronica Lake
a6/26/43
Lady in the Dark (Tech. (CD) Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
a3/6/43
Let's
It (MC)
Bob
Hope-B.
Hutton
a3/l3/43
Mine Face
Sweeper
Richard
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7/3/43
Ministry of Fear
R. Milland-M. Reynolds-R. Johnson
Miracle
Morgan's
Creek of(CD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
al/2/43
No Time for Love (C) Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
Riding High (Tech.) (CD) D. Lamour-D. Powell
a3/l3/43
6 So Proudly We Hail (D) .Colbert-Goddard-Lake
123.. Sept b6/26/43
Standing Room Only
P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
Story of Dr. Wassell (Tech.) .. Gary Cooper-Laraine Day
6 Submarine
Alert (Spy) Richard
Arlen-Wendy
Barrie 67
b6/26/43
The Uninvited
R. Milland-R.
Hussey
a6/l9/43
Timber Queen
R. Arlen-M. B. Hughes
Tornado
C. Morris-N. Kelly
a6/5/43
Triumph Over Pain
Joel McCrea-Betty Field
a6/27/42
True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell
al/2/43
PRODUCERS RELEASING CORP. 1941-42
59. . 10/10/42
256
the Kid
Sundown
Lee Powell-Art Davis
262 Along
Billy the
SheriffTrails
of
Sage Valley (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
57 .10/2/42 .
266 Border Roundup (W)
Geo. Houston-AI St. John
59 .9/18/42 . .38/22/42
267 Outlaws of Boulder Pass (W). George Houston-AI St. John
61 . 10/28/42
255 Prairie Pals (W)
Art Davis-Bill Boyd
60 .9/4/42 ..
Current 1942-43
.9/15/42 . .b7/25/42
317 Baby Face Morgan (CD) A . . Carlisle-Cromwell-Armstrong 62 .3/5/43
352 Behind
Bad Men Prison
of Thunder
(W).Tex O'Brien-James
Newill
5964 .3/22/43 ... . . .b2/6/43
313
Walls Gap(CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G. Michael
.b3/20/43
321 Black Raven (H)A
G. Zucco-N. Madison
60 .5/31/43 . .blO/17/42
310 Boss of Big Town (D)A John Litel-Florence Rice
69 .12/7/42
.b9/5/42
. 10/12/42 . .. ..b3/27/43
30831 Corregidor
City of Silent
Men
(D)F
Frank
Albertson-June
Lang
65
(D)
0. Kruger-E. Landi
73 .3/29/43 .. . .bl/16/43
320 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle 64 .2/10/43
.5/7/43 .. ...a5/l/43
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)...B. Livingston-AI St. John
.7/1/43 ..
306 Follies Girl
Wendie Barrie-Doris Nolan
359 Fugitive of the Plains (W)... Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
55 .3/12/43
.. ..'b. .b6/5/43
ii/i4/42
314 Ghost and the Guest (My) ... .James Dunn-Florence Rice
61 .4/19/43
.5/17/43 . . .b4/IO/43
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
56 .1/27/43
.
. 12/21/42 . al 1/7/42
302
Chungking
May Wong-Mae
Clark
319 Lady
Man ofFrom
Courage
(D)(D) A.. Anna
B. MacLane-Lyle
Talbot
6766 ..1/4/43
1 1/23/42 .. . .bl2/5/42
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
68 .4/5/43
/238/4
/43
311 My
Son, theRider
Hero (W)F
(C)F Patsy
Kelly-Roscoe
Karns
6855 . I 1/20/42 . ., 'bi.bl
i/2
/16/432
357
Mysterious
B. Crabbe-AI
St. John
. . '..bl
304 Night for Crime
G. Farrell-L. Talbot
78 .2/18/43
.'b.b89//l/1942/42
.
12/1
1/42
363 Overland Stagecoach (W) Bob Livingston-AI St. John
60
303 Payoff (My) A
Lee Tracy-Tom Brown
74 .1/21/43 ... bl 1/28/42
312 Qoeen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe 62 ..3/8/43
351
Rangers ofTake
Over (»)A
(W) James
Newill-Tex Thayer
O'Brien 6761 . 12/25/42
10/26/42 .b7/IO/4
309 Submarine
Secrets
aBase
Co-Ed
Otto Litel-Alan
Kruger-Tina
3
405
(D)
John
Baxter
65 .4/19/43
.7/20/43 .. '.. !a5/22/43
322 Terror House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
.7/1/43
..
361 The Renegade
B. Crabbe-AI St. John
. .b9/26/42
307 Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
67. .9/29/42
.5/10/43
353
West of Texas
Tex
.5/14/43 .. , ..a5/l/43
360 Western
Cyclone(W)
(W)
BusterO'Brien-J.
Crabbe-AINewill
St. John
364 Wild Horse Rustlers Livingston-St. John
57. .2/12/43 . .a6/l9/43
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
.11/9/42 .. .blO/3/42
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
71 .6/21/43
Coming
362 Cattle Stampede
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John...
8/23/43 .b7/17/43
60. 8/16/43
411 Danger — Women at Work (C).. Patsy Kelly-Isabel Jewell . .
8/1/43 . .a6/l9/43
355 Street
Fightingof Valley
O'Brien-JimCurie
Newill
Darkness F.D. Lederer-S.
. .b7/3/43
40 Thundering
Isle of Forgotten
Sins
(D)
J.
Carradine-G.
Sondergaard
81..
8/15/43
Cattle
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
Tiger Fangs
Frank Buck-June Duprez
356 Trail of Terror
Dave O'Brien-Jim Newill
9/14/43 .37/ 17/43
RKO-RADIO
Block
Current 1942-43
No.
3 Army
(WarD),*.
Ja-nes
Wyatt
Bambi Surgeon
(Fa.) Tech.
F
Disney Ellison-Jane
Cartoon Feature
W-1 Bandit Ranger (W)
T. Holt-C. Edwards
1 Big Street (CD)F
Henry Fonda-Lucille Ball
34 Cat
People Swings
(D)A It (DM)F. Simone
Simon-Tom Conway
Cinderella
Guy Kibbee-Gloria
Warren
25 Falcon's
Brother
(My)A
Geo.
Sanders-Tom
Conway
Falcon Strikes Back (My)A...T. Conway-H. Hilliard
W-l Fighting Frontier (W)F T. Holt-Ann Summers
5 Flight for Freedom (D)A R. Russell-F. MacMurray

63.
70.
56.
88.
73.
71.
62.
65.
57.
100.

. 12/4/42 . blO 24 42
,8/21/42 .
.9/25/42
.
.9/4/42
..2/26/43
12/25/42 .. , ..b8/B t?
..b5/3n
.a6/6 '4:'»'
.11/6/42 . . .blO/3/42
.b3/20/43
. May . . . . ,.bl/23/4'
.1/15/43
. ..b2/6/43I.Apr . ,bll/l4
.b2/l3/4'

43

REVIEW

RKO-RADIO (Cont.)
Block
Rel.
Ittua of
No.
Current 1942-43
.
Date
. .bl/23/43
4 Forever and a Day (D)F All Star Cast.
02. .3/26/43 .bl 1/14/42
31 Great
8tt
Here WeGildersleeve
Go Again (C)F
(CM)F EHarold Peary-Jane &Darwell.
Molly .104.
7363 ., 10/9/42
1/1/43 . .b8/29/42
1 Highways by Night (G)F R Bergen-McGee
Carlson-Jane Randolph
.
.
.b8/8/42
.
10/2/42
Granville-T.Deo
Hult
89.
4 Hitler's
Children
(D)AH) A . Bj. Ellison-F.
I WalkedInto
WithFeara Zombie(
68. ,3/19/43 ...bl/2/43
..63/20/43
25 Journey
(D)A 0, Welles-D. Del
Rio
70.
.Apr . . .
62. .2/12/43
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
. . ,b8/B/4/
.Apr ... ..b3/20/43
1 Mexican
ElephantSpitfire's
(C)F ............ Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
64. .9/11/42 . . . .b8/8/42
17/42
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
(D)F...P.
D'Brien-G.
Murphy
87.
Honeymoon (D)F. Ginger Rogers-Cary Grant 117. , 110/30/42
bl 1/7/42
1/27/42 ..blO/
W-l Pirates
Prairie (BD)F..Gary
(W)F..Tim Holt-Nell
O'Day
57. , I 1/20/42 . .b 1 1/7/42
Pride ofofthetheYankees
Cooper-Teresa
Wright 127.
. .37/25/42
W-l Sagebrush
Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
56. ,3/5/43
.Apr
Walt
DisneyBarclay
Feat. Prod
42.
. .b7/ 18/45
2/ I'J/43 .bl2/l9/42
2 Saludos
ScattergooUAmigos
Survives(Tech.)
a
Murder (My)A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
66.
23 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
87. 10/10/42
Seven Miles
11/13/42 .blO/17/42
.bl 1/14/42
Alcatraz
(D)A
J.
Craig-B.
Granville
61.
4 They
TarzanGotTriumphs
(D)F
Weisniuller-F.
Gifford
78.
.bl/23/43
.1/8/43
.2/5/43 .. .b3/20/43
Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour
95. .2/19/43
This Weeks
Land IstoMine
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
103.
45 Two
Live (D)F
(C)F Lum
andComing
Abner
76. !2/26/43 . . .b2/b/43
I Wings and the Woman (D)F..Anna Neagle- Robert Newton 90. ,9/18/42 . .. .b8/8/42
bl '2/4?
Adventures of a Rookie Wally Brown-Alan Carney
a7/3/43
A Lady
Takes Story
a Chance Margo-Wally
Je,'iii Arthur-John
Wayne
a4/3/43
An
American
Brown
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
a7/3/43
W-l7 Avenging
Holt-C. Edwards
38/22/42
Behind theRider
Rising(W)
Sun (D) . . . T.Margo-Robert
Ryan-Tom Neal 56
88
b7/l7/43
6 Coastal
Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R. Scott
99
h5/l5/43
Command
(Doc)
62
b7/24/43
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
69
b7/l7/43
6 Gildersleeve's
Dav (C)........H.Harold
Pearv-J.
Darwell
H2
b5/8/43
Gildersleeve onBadBroadway
Peary-Biilie
Burke
Government Girl
0. de Havilland-James Dunn
37/17/43
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick
a7/24/43
6 Leopard Man (H)
0. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
7 Mexican
Spitfire's Blessed
Event (C)
L. Vclez-L. Errol
63
b7/17/43
6 Mr. Lucky (D)
C. Grant-L.
Day
KiO
b5/8/43
a4/l7/4North Star, The (D)
W. Huston-A. Raxter
One
Hour
of
Glory
Gregory
Peck-Toumanova
7 Petticoat Larceny (CD) Joan Carroll-Walter Reed
61
b7/l7/43
Red RiverVictim
Robin Hood (W)...T.Tom Holt-C.
Edn.irds
a8 i '
Seventh
Gonway-Jca!'
Brooks
a7/10/43
7 Sky's
(C)
F.Lum Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
So Thisthe IsLimit
Washington..
8c Abner
Spitfire
L. Howard-D. Niven
b4/24/41
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Tarzan's Desert Mystery J. Weissmuller- N.Tncy Kelly
The
Fallen
Sparrow
(D)
J
Garfield-M.
O'Hara
a3/l4/4S
Up in GoArmsLatin
(Tech.) Danny Kaye-Dana Andrews
Let's
REPUBLIC
1941-42Burnette.
131 Call of the Csnyon (MW)F...GenoCurrent
Autry-Smiley
i04
Joan
of
Ozark
(CD)F
Judy
Canova-Joe
Brown..
158 Sunset Serenade (W)F Roy Rogers-George E.Hayes....
778
214
264
2301
2313
231 1
275
276
219
274
222
211
777
220
361
2303
251
215
206
205
254
252
210
2312
100
217
2305
209
272
212
202
253
2304
266
265
208
261
218
273
255
2302
221
216
223
263
207
262
204
203

Current 1942-43
Alibi (M)F
M. Lockwood-H. Sinclair
At
Dawn
We
Die
(D)A
John
Clements-Godfrey
Tearle
Blocked Trail (W)
Bob Steele-Tom
Tyler
Boots and Saddles (W) Autry-Burnette- Judith Allen
Bordertown Gunfighters (W)..B. Elliott-G. Hayes
Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
Carson
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.J. E.Barry-L.
Brown-J.Merrick
Canova
Chatterbox
Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
Barry-L.
Merrick
Dead Man's
(W)F S.D. Ridges-R. Williams
False
Faces Gulch
(D)
Fighting Devil Dogs
Lee Powell-Eleanor Stewart
Flying
Tigers
(D)
(Special)
F .Joan Barry-L.
Wayne-John
Carroll
Fugitive From Sonera (W)...D.
Merrick
Gaucho Serenade (W)
G. Autry-S. Burnette
Gentle
8. MaeL3ne-M. Lament
Heart ofGangster
the Golden(D)
West
(W)F
Hit Parade of 1943 (DM)F...J. Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
Carrol-S. Hayward
Ice Capades Revue (CD) Ellen Drew-Richard Denning
Idaho (W)F
R. Rogers-S. Burnette
King of the Cowboys (W) R. Rogers-S. Burnette
Johnny
(CD) .John
Jane Withers-Henry
Wilcoxon
London Doughboy
Blackout Murder(My)
Abbott-Mary McLeod
Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
Mantrap
(My)
H. StephensonL. Corrigan
Mexican Strikes
Rose
(W)
Burnette
Moscow
Back (Doc)A. . Gene
RussianAutry-Smiley
Cast (Special)
Mountain Rhythm (D) Weaver Bros. & Elviry
Old Homestead (C)F Weaver Bros.-Dick Purcell
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (W)..Don Barry-Lynn Merrick
Purple Tenderfoot,
V. The (Spy)A
Archer-M. McLeod
Ride.
Ride J.G. Autry-Smiley
Burnette
Riders of the Rio Grande(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
Ridin'
Down
the
Canyon
(W).Roy
Rogers-George
Hayes
Sante
Three Mesquiteers
Secrets Feof Scouts
the (W)
Underground
Virginia Grey
Shadows
on the (Spy)
Sage (W).... John
Three HubbardMesquiteers
Shantytown
(D)
M.
Lee-J.
Archer
Song of Texas
Roy Rogers-Sheila Ryan
South
(MW)...G.Don Autry-S.
Burnette
Sundown of the
Kid Border
(W)
Barry-Linda
Johnson
Swing Your Partner (0) L. Belle-Scotty-V. Vague
Tahiti
Honey
(DM)
D.
O'Keefe-S.
Simon
Thumbs
B. Joyce-R.
Frazer
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) Three
Mesquiteers
Traitor
Within
(D)A
Donald
M.
Barry-Jean
Parker
Valley of Hunted Men (W).. Three Mesquiteers
X Markson theParade
Spot (CM)A
(My) A John
Helen Hubbard-Ruth
Parrish-Dami3n
O'FlJnn
Coming Terry
Youth

A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald.
Beyond Hills
the Last
Frontier D.
EddieBarry-W.
Dew-Smiley
Burnette
362 Black
Express
Vernon-A.
Heath..
Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes
Deerslayer
Bruce Kellogg-Jean Parker
224 Here
Headin'Comes
for Elmer
God's Country. .. .W.
Lundigan-V.
Al Pearce
&. His Dale
Gang
Hoosier
Holiday
Dale
Evans-George
In Old Oklahoma John Wayne-Martha Byron
Scott
2306 Man
In OldFrom
Monterey
Autry-SmileyTerry
Burnette
Music Mountain ... Gene
Roy Rogers-Ruth
Nobody's
Calhern-G.Burnette
George...
Raiders ofDarling
Sunset Pass M.
EddieLee-L.
Dew-Smiley
256 Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine
Sleepy Lagoon
Canova- Dennis
Day
Someone
to Remember (D)...M.Judy Psige-J.
Crsne
301 The
The West
S3int Side
MeetsKid
the Tiger. ... D.HughBarry-D.
Sinclair-Jean
Evans-H.Gillie
Hull
2314 Wagon Tracks West
Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys

8/10/42
,9/14/42
,8/1/42

.b8/22/42
.b9/l2/42
.b7/l8/42

.3/24/43
.b4/3/43
66, .3/20/43 .. ..b3/27/43
78,
. .al/30/43
55, .3/12/43
1/15/43 . . .b7/3/43
58, ..7/8/43
. Reisiu*
56, .4/30/43 . .. . .b4/24/4S
. .b5/29/43
55. .3/23/43
.b4/10/43
55.
76, .4/27/43 ....a3/6/43
55. .5/15/43
..b6/5/43
55, .2/13/43
.
.b3/20/4j
56, .5/28/43
69. .1/29/43
. 10/8/42 . .b9/26/42
102,
...34/17/43
55, .4/15/43
69, .7/1/43 . ...b7/3/43
57. .5/10/43 . Reiilut
. 12/1 1/42 . b 1 1 /2 1 /42
65.
.bl2/19/42
82. .3/26/43
12/24/42 . ..b3/l3/43
79. ..3/10/43
.b2/20/43
70. .4/9/43 ... ..bl2/26/42
67. . 12/31/42 .bl2/19/42
63.
58. .1/15/43 .. . . .34/3/43
55. .6/11/43
.h4/IO.'43
.4/13/43 . ....b6/5/43
. .b8/l5/42
. . Reissue
57.
.7/15/43
.10/1/42 . .,bl2/l2/42
58.
57.
70. ..1/8/43
10/27/42 .. ..b8/29/42
. . .39/5/42
68. .8/17/42
56. .3/12/43 . ,...b3/27/43
.Reissua
58.
66. .6/1/43 ... ..33/13/43
bl2/|2/42
55. .5/21/43
.
12/30/42
55.
.4/16/43 . , . .a3/6/43
55. .12/18/42
.alO/10/42
. .a8/8/42
71. .8/24/42 . .. .b4/24/43
55.
.4/20/43
.
,
.b5/29/43
65.
. . . . Reisiui
69. .6/14/43
..3/1/43
12/28/42 . ,..b5/l/43
70.
56. .5/20/43 . .a 10/3 1/42
72. .4/6/43 .. .b6/ 19/43
69. .1/25/43
7/5/43 .. . .a 1 1/28/42
67.
..alO/3/42
.b4/3/'43
56. .12/16/42 ,. .bl2/5/42
63. .11/13/42
.11/4/42 .bl
1/7/42
56.
.10/24/42
56.
72.
blO/17'42
.37/24/43
.36. '2 6/43
.8/15/43
.37/3/43
.9/9/43 . ..37/24/43
.8/26/43
..a6.35,'26I . '4343
.9/1/43
. . Reissue
..a7/3/43
.36/12/43
.'8/19/43
.b7 24, 43
.8/12/43 ' .a6/l9/43
.8/26/43
.7/29/43 .a3 27 43
..35/1/43
.8/1 1/43 .36/19.43
.8/19/43

44

SHOWMEN'S

20TH CENT.- FOX
^No".'*
Current 1942-43
1 A-Haunting We Will Go (C)F. Laurel & Hardy
2 Berlin Correspondent (D) F .... Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrews
Black
SwanMoon
(Tech.) (D)F T.Geo.PowerIMaureen O'Hara
II25 Careful
Bomber's
Montgomery-Annabelle
—
Soft
Shoulder(Spy)
A
.
Virginia
Bruce-James
Ellison
7 Chetniks (D)F
Philip Dorn-Anna Sten
6 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery
10 Coney Island (Tech.) (DM)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery
B Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
Desert Dive
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documentary
8 Dixie Dugan (C)F
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
Dr. Renault's
Secret (IMy)A...J.D. Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Roberts
45 Girl
Trouble (CD)F
Ameche-J.
Bennett
88 He
the Hello
Boss (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
Hello,Hired
Frisco,
(Tech.) (DM)F
A. Faye-J. Oakie
11 Heaven Can Wait (Tech.) Don Ameche-Gene Tierney
1 Iceland (M)F
Sonja Henie-John Payne
Immortal Sergeant
Henry Fonda-Maureen
O'Hara
107 Jitterbugs
(C)(D)F Laurel
& Hardy
26 Just
Broadway
Life Off
Begins
at (D)A L. Nolan-M. Weaver
Eight-Thirty U.S.A.
(OF
Monty Woolley-lda
11 Little
Preston
Foster-BrendaLupine
Joyce
Loves ofTokyo,
Edgar Allan (D)F
Pee
(B)F
Linda Darnell-John Shepperd
47 Man
the Error
Trunk (CD)F
(MyD)F...L.J. Bennett-Milton
Roberts-R. Walburn
Marginin for
Berle
47 Manila
L. Nolan-Carole Landis
Meanest Calling
Man in <D)F
the
WorldIs Down,
(OF
Lane
8 Moon
The (D)F C.Benny-Rochester-P.
Hardwicke-D. Bowden
9 My Friend Flicka (Tech.) (D).P. Foster-R. Johnson-R. McDowall..
2 Orchestra Wives (M)F G. Montgomery- A. Rutherford
6 Over My Dead Body (C)F M. Berle-Mary Beth Hughes
101 Ox-Bow
(D)
Henry Fonda-Dana
Pied PiperIncident
(D)F
Monty
Woolley- RoddyAndrews
McDowall
34 Ouiet
Please,
Murder
(My)
G.
Patrick-G.
Sanders
Springtime in the Rockies
(Tech.) Weather
(M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
11 Stormy
(M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast
i5 That
Tales Other
of Manhattan
(CD)A
Boyer-Hayworth-Rogers-Fonda
5 They Came toWoman
Blow Up(D)F V. Gilmore-James Ellison
America (D)
G. Sanders-W. Bond
5 Thunder Birds (D) (Tech.)F. G. Tierney-P. Foster
6» Tonight
Time to WeKillRaid
(D)F
L. Nolan- Heather
Angel
Calais (D) . . Annabolla-B.
Bondi
56 Undying
Monster
(IVly)F
John
HowardHeather
Angel
We Are the Marines (D)F March of Time Feature
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis
Calvert
Coming
Buffalo
Bill (Tech.)
Claudia
Dancing Masters
Guadalcanal Diary
Hanpy Land
Holy Eyre
Matrimony
Jane
Night Is Ending
Pin-L|i Girl (Tech.)
Roger Touby, Gangster
Song of Bernadette
Sweet
Rosie O'Grady (Tech.)
Tampico
The
Gang's All Here
Wintertime

M.
McCrea-L.
Darnell.
R. O'Hara-J.
Young-Dorothy
McGuire
Laurel
& Hardy
P. Foster-W. Bendix
Ameche- Dee-Carey- Rutherford ...
M. Woolley-G.
Fields-L.
Cregar..
Orson
Welles-Joan
Fontaine
G. Sanders-B. Marshall
B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown.
K. Taylor-L. Andrews-P. Foster..
J. Jones-V. Price-C. Bickford....
. B.Edward
Grable-R.
YoungBari . . .
G. Robinson-Lynn
A.S. Faye-Sheila
Ryan-C. Miranda.
Henie-J. Oakie

TRADE

Rel.
Date
Issue of
Mins
1/42
65 .8/7/42
. .. .b7/l
1/42
.b8/l5/42
70 .9/1
.
12/4/42
.blO/17/42
8570 .7/30/43 . .b7/10/43
. .b8/15/42
7073 .9/18/42
.bl/9/43
.2/5/43 . .. ..bl2/5/42
95 .1/1/43
.
.. .b4/24/43
.b5/22/43
96 .6/18/43
10560 .5/14/43
.b4/3/43
.4/16/43 .. ..b3/13/43
66 .3/12/43
.
12/1
1/42
.blO/17/42
8258 . 10/9/42 . .b9/IO/42
73 .4/2/43 . . .b3/13/43
98 . 3/26/43 . . .b7/24/43
.h3/l3/4^
112
(o/4.i
79..IU/2/42 . .. .b8/
.bl/9/43
90..
1/29/43 .. . ..b5/29/43
74. .6/11/43
.
.b8/15/42
66 . 9/25/42 .
.bl2/5/42
84
12/25/42 . ...b7/ll/42
63.. . 8/14/42
1/42
67.. 8/28/42 . .. .b7/l
70 . 2/19/43
10/23/42 . . .b9/19/42
.bl/16/43
74..
81. .10/16/42 . .b9/l9/42
59...4/9/43
2/12/43 .. . . .bl/16/43
90.
. .b3/ 13/43
89.. 4/23/43 . ...b4/IO/43
97.. 9/4/42 .. .b8/l5/42
68. .1/15/43 . ..bl2/12/42
75.. 8/21/42
5/21/43 .. . ..b5/8/43
.b7/l 1/42
86..
70.. 3/19/43 . .hl2/19/42
91. .11/6/42
.h9/19/47
77..
7/16/43 .. .. .b5/29/43
.b8/l5/4^
175.
18. .11/13/42
. 10/30/42 . blO/17/42
73 . 5/7/43 .. . .b4/24/43
78. .11/20/42
. .bl2/5/42
61. .1/22/43
.b4/3/43
72..
4/30/43 .. ...blO/17/42
blO/
17/4'.!
63.
.11/27/42
65. .1/8/43 .. .bl2/l2/42
.
.b9/l9/42
103.. 2/26/43 .
.a6/ 12/43
.36/26/43
.a7/l7/43
.a4/24/43
.a4/in/4:i
.36/26/43
. .36/5/43
.a4/24/43
.33/27/43
..35/22/43
.36/5/43

UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
American Empire (WD)F R. Dix-P. Foster
82. .12/11/42 .. .bl2/5/42
Border
Pstrol
(W)F
Wm.
Boyd-A. Wyatt
Clyde
66. .4/2/43 . . .bl/30/43
Buckskin Frontier (W)F R. Dix-Jane
76.
.b3/13/43
. ....a6/6/42
Calaboose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45. .5/14/43
.1/29/43
. . .b6/19/43
Colt
Comrades
(W)
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
67.
.6/18/43
.
.
.biy23/43
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. Goddard-R. Milland
81.
. .blO/24/42
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44. .1/22/43
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48. ,11/20/42
.3/5/43 .. .. .b5/22/43
.b3/20/43
Hoppy
Serves
a
Writ
(W)F...W.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66.
.3/12/43
.
Hangmen
Also
Die (D)A
B.F. Marsh-V.
Donlevy-W. Lake
Brennan 131.
.b3/27/43
. 3/26/43
10/30/42 . ..blO/17/42
IIn Married
a
Witch
(OF
75.
Which We Serve (D)F Noel Coward
114. ,2/12/43
27/42
12/26/42
Jacare (T)F
Frank Buck, N3rr3tor
65. .11/27/42 .bblO.
Kukan
—
the
Battle
Cry
of
China (Doc)F
61. 8/7/42 .. . .h7/ 18/42
...b5/l/43
Lady
of Burners
Burlesque
B.
StanwyckMichsel
O'Shea 67. ,4/30/43
5/28/43 .. . .b4/IO/43
Leat4ier
(W)
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola L3ne
63. , 12/18/42 .. ..bl/23/43
.b3/6/43
McGuerlns
From Brooklyn(0
A. Geo.
Wm. Ssnders-H.
Bendix-GrsceMarshall
Br3dley 90.
47. 12/31/42 . .b9/12/42
Moon
10/2/42 .
One ofsndOur Sixpence
Aircraft (D)A
Is
Missing (D)F
Godfrey Tearle-Eric Portman 90. , 10/16/42
. . .b9/5/42
Powers Girl
(M)F
Murphy-Anne
93. 1/15/43 . .bl2/19/42
, .b7/l7/43
Prairie
Chickens
(C)... J.Geo.Rogers-N.
Geery,Shirley
Jr
47.
5/21/43
.
Silver Queen (D)F
G. Brent-P. Lane
82. 1 1/13/42 .hi
1/14/42
. .b2/20/43
Somewhere in France (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. 4/16/43
6/11/43
.
. .. .b4/24/43
Taxi,
Mister
(C)
Wm.
Bendix-Grace
Bradley
4b.
..b6/5/43
That Nazty Nuisance (C) Bobby Watson-Joe Devlin
43. 6/25/43 . . . .b5/9/42
Undercover Man (W)
Bill Boyd-Andy Clyde
68. 10/23/42 . .b2/l3/43
Young and Willing (CD)F Wm. Holden-Susan
Coming Hayward 83. 2/5/43 . .
.b7/24/43
Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
55
.36/26/43
False Colors (W)
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
Girl From Leningrad Anna Sten-Kent Smith
.36/19/43
Gunmaster
Albert Dekker-Claire Trevor
Hi Diddle Diddle A. Menjou-M. Scott
Jack
London
M.
O'Shea-S.
Hayworth
Johnny Come Lately J. Cagney-Grace George
. .35/1/43
Riders Door
of theCanteen
Deadline 48William
Boyd-Andy Clyde
.b5/l5/43
Stage
Stars
131
.a8/29/42
Texas Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
Texas Masquerade
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
.b6/ 12/43
The Kansan (W)
Richard Dix-Jane Wyatt
Thundering
Hoofs
Boyd-Andy Clyde
10/43
Victory Through
Air Power. .. Wm.
Disney
..b7/
.b7/3/43
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy-Marjorie Woodworth. 55.. 8/6/43
UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043
All By Myself
Patric Knowles- Evelyn Ankers.
71105 Amazing
Mrs.
Holliday
(D)F..D.
Durbin-A. Treacher
71163
'.diahts
h.) (D)F.Jon
HsII-Maria
7029 Arabi3n
Behind
'(ne
8
-can
iC)F
Ritz
-Carol Montez-Sabu
Bruce
7010 Between Us Girls (C)A Diana Bros.
Cummings
7014 Captive Wild Woman (H) Evelyn Barrymore-R.
Ankers-John
Carradine
7075
Cheyenne
Roundup
(W)
J.
M.
Brown-Tex
Ritter
7036
7071 Cowboy
Deep in intheManhattan
Heart of (C) F. Langford-R. Paige
Texas
(W)F
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
7030 Destination Unknown (D)F....Wm.
Gargan-lrene Hervey
7037
of the Underworld (G)A. Richard Dix-Wendy Barrie
7033 Eyes
Follow
the
Band
(MC)
M.
B.
Hughes-L. Errol
7012 Frankenstein Meets the Wolf
Man (H)
Lon Cbaney. Jr.-llona Massey
Get
McDonald-R.
Get Going
Hep to Love (DM)F G.
Gloria
Jean-Jane Paige
Frazee
Gals. Out
Incorporated
Harriett Hilliard-Leon
Errol
7021 Give
Sisters
(M)F
Andrews
Sisters
7044 Good Morning Judge (C) D. O'Keefe-M.
B.
Hughes
7032 Great impersonation (D) Ralph Bellamy-Evelyn Ankers

63.
.6/11/43 . .. ...b6/5/43
.b2/6/4h
98 ..2/19/43
12/26/4?
12/25/42 .h.bl2/12/42
8660 .12/4/42
.9/4/42 .. ..h8/29/42
87 .6/4/43
.b5/l/43
.,
60
. .39/19/42
.5/21/43 ... ..b4/ 10/43
59 .4/9/43
60 .9/25/42 . . .b9/l2/42
fil . 10/9/42 . .blO/3/42
61 .1/8/43 .. ..b5/l/43
61 .5/14/43 . ..blO/IO/47
.
73 .3/12/43
.6/25/43 . ..b6/26/43
75 .10/2/42 . . .b7/10/43
6165 .7/9/43
.9/11/42 .. . . .b2/27'4'
.5/7/43 .. ..bl2/l9/42
. .b4/24/43
.blO/3'4'/
6871 .12/18/42
. . .b9/5/4'

REVIEW

July 31, 1942
Rel.
See
UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
Date
Current
1942-43Taylor Mins.
Issue of
.b9/12>2
7035 Half Way to Shanghai (Spy)A. Irene
Hervey-Kent
62 9/18/42 . ..■!;b2/6/43
Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
94.. 7/16/43 . . .b7/ 17/43
7041 Hi,
He's Buddy
My Guy(M)
(MC)F J.DickDavis-D.
Foran
.3/26/43 .. . .b3/27/4a
7031
Foran-Harriet
Hilliard ba.
68. .2/26/43
.b7/3/43
.b2/20/43
Hit the Ice (C)
Abbott & Costello-Ginny Simms
82. .7/2/43 .. .... .b2/
13/43
7039 Honeymoon
Hi' Y3 ChumLodge
(C)F
Ritz
Bros.-Jo3n
Fr32ee
bl.
.3/5/43
..
David Bruce- Harriett Hilliard 7/23/43 .
7025 How's About It (CM)F Andrews Sisters
61. .2/5/43 . .b3/l3/43
7001
Ain't Hay
(C)F
& Costello
81.. . 4/9/43
3/19/43 .. . . .bl/30/43
7023 ItIt Comes
Up Love
(C)F Abbott
Gloria Jean-Don3ld
O'Connor 65
. . .b3/6/43
7040
Keep 'Em
(CD)F
Jordsn
61. .4/2/43
,37/25/42
7072 Little
Joe, Slugging
the Wr3ngler
(W)..J.H. M.Hall-B.
Brown-T.
Ritter
61..
11/18/42 .. ...b6/
19/43
7077 Lone Star Trail (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
58 . 8/1 1/42 .
7034 Madsme Spy (Spy) A
C. Bennett-D. Porter
63.. 12/ 1 1/42 .bl2/12/42
7013
Mister
Big
Don3ld
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean
74..
3/28/43
.
.b5/29/43
7026 Moonlight in Havana (CM)F. .Allan Jones-Jane Frazee
62. .10/16/42 ..blO/17/42
7027 Mug Town (D)F
Billy Halop-Huntz Hall
59. .1/22/43 . ..bl/23/43
.blO/17/4
7019
Mummy's
Tomb
(H)F
Dick
Foran-John
Hubbard
60.
.10/23/42
7052 Next of Kin
Nova Pilbeam-Basil Sidney 86.. 5/7/43 .. ..bl.b4/IO/43
1/14/42
7UI5
Nightmare
(Spy) (H)A
F
Diana
Barrymore-Brian
Donlevy. .. 70..
81. .11/13/42
7038 Night
Monster
Bela Lugosi-lrene
Hervey
10/23/42 .blO/24/42
7073
Old
Chisholm
Trail
(W)
J.
M.
Brown-Tex
Ritter
60.
.12/11/42
.
.39/19/42
7008
(D)F
M. Dietrich-R. Scott
90. .12/11/42 .bl2/12/42
7076 Pittsburgh
Raiders of the
San
Joaquin (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
60.. 6/4/43 .. .b6/5/43
13/43
7042 Rhythm of the Islands (MC)F.A. Jones-J. Frazee
60.. 4/16/43 . ....b3y
7065
a Doubtand(MyD)
7024 Shadow
Sherlock ofHolmes
the A .. .Teresa Wright-Jos. Gotten 108. .1/15/43 . ...bl/9/43
Secret Holmes
Weapon and(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
68 . 2/12/43 . . . .bl/2,43
7020 Sherlock
the
Voice
of
Terror
(My)A..
Basil
Rathbone-Nigel
Bruce
65 9/18/42 ...b9/l2/45
7018 Sherlock Holmes in
Washington (D)
B. Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
71.. 4/30/43 .. .blu,
;i
7017 Sin Town (W)F
C. Bennett-Patric Knowles
73.. 9/25/42 .b3/27/43
7028
Strictly
in
the
Groove
(M)F..Mary
Healy-Ozzie
Nelson
60. .11/20/42 .bl 1/20, 4/
7074 Tenting Tonight on the
Old C3mp toGround
(W) J.M. M.Morgan-A.
Brown-TexCurtis
Ritter
61.. 2/5/43
. .310/3/42
London
78..
6/18/43 . ..b6/l9/43
7016 Two
Wlien Tickets
Juhnny Comes
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J.
Frazee-G.
Jean
75.
.1/1/43
.
17/43
Coming
7004
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J.Abbott
Hall-M.
Montez
76..
4/23/43 ..b4/
1/7/42
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
&. Costello
77. .11/6/42
. ..bl.bl/2/n,'

Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves (Tech)
Maria Montez-Jon Hall
Always a Bridesmaid (MC) ... Andrews Sisters-Patric Knowles
32/20/43
Angela
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster
37/17/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon
Hall-Sabu
a6/19/43
CorvetteHouse
K-225 (D)
Randolph
Scott-Barry Fitzgerald
33/20/43
Crazy
Olsen
& Johnson
a7/24/43
Fired Wife
D. Barrymore-Louise Allbritton
36/19/43
For All We Know
Edw. G. Robinson-Charles Boyer
34/24/43
Frontier Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R. Paige-L. Chaney
His
Butler's
Sister
D.
Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
Hi Ya Sailor
Donald Woods-Elyse Knox
Larceny With Music (DM) A. Jones-K. Carlisle
32/6/43
So's
Your
Uncle
E. Knox-D.
Burke a6/26/43
Mad Ghoul
Evelyn
Ankers-Woods-B.
David Bruce
Man
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster a5/29/43
Never ofa the
DullFamily
Moment Donald
Ritz Bros.-Frances
Lsngford
Phantom
of
the
Opera
(Tech.)
.
Nelson
Eddy-Susanna
Foster
Professor Goes Wild
Grace McDonald- David Bruce a4/3/43
Sherlock
a6/l9/43
Sherlock Holmes
Holmes Faces
and theDeath. .B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
Spider Woman
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
a6/l9/43
Son of Draciila (H) .. ...A. Curtis-L. Chanev
o3/20'45
Strange Death of Adolf Hitler. Ludwig Donath-G. Sondergaard
a7/24/43
Sundown Trail
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
7064 You're
We've Never
Licked(D)
al2/5/42
a LuckyBeenFellow,
Mr. .Richard Quine-A. Gwynne
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
WARNER BROS.
138 Gay Sisters (D)F
139 Spy Ship (Spy)A

108. 8/15/42
61. 8/1/42 .

202
221
217
222
203
214
223
204
219
211
212
210
216
209
208
220
218
206
205
2;3
215
201
207

. .b8/l5/42
97.. 9/5/42
. .b5/22/43
.6/12/43 . .. ..b2/6/43
124 .3/20/43
.b6/l2/43
.b8/22/42
.. . . ..b7/3/43
61 .7/3/43
.9/19/42
102 ,1/23/43
112, .7/24/43
I '28/42
15/42
.b3/27/43
107 .9/26/42 .. . bl.bU/
118
.4/24/43 .. , .b9/26/42
65 .12/5/42
104 . 1 1/14/42 ,bl0/31/42
.b9/l9/42
9264 ..1/16/43
1 1/28/42 . ,bl2/12,4i
,
.b9/26/42
.2/20/43
.
107 .11/7/42 . ,..b5/i/43
, .b9/l9/42
65
12357 .5/22/43 . .b2/27/43
. 10/31/42 .. .b8/22/42
117 .3/6/43
.bl/23/43
5858 . 10/17/42 .b8/22/42
..2/2/43
12/19/42 .. . .(Reissue)
.b6/6/42
81
126 .1/2/43
77 . 10/10/42 ..

Current 1941-42
Bsrbara Stanwyck-George Brent
Irene Manning-Craig Stevens
Current 1942-43
Across
Pacific
Action the
in the
North(D)F Humphrey Bogart-Msry Astor
Atlantic (D)
H. Bogart-R. Massey
Air Force (D)F
J. Garfield-G. Young
Bsckground to Danger (Spy).. Geo. Raft-Brenda Marshall
Busses Roar (Spy)F Richard Travis-Julie Bishop
Casablanca (D)F
H. Bogart-lngrid Bergman
Constant Nymph (D)
Charles Boyer-Joan Fontaine
Desperate
Journey
(D)F
Edge of Darkness (D)A E.
E. Flynn-R.
Flynn A. Reag3n
Sheridan
Flying Fortress (D)F Richard Greene
Gentleman
Jim
(D)F
E.
Flynn-Alexis
Smith
George Washington Slept
Here Man
(CD)F
Coburn
Gorilla
(D)A
J.J. Benny-A.
Loder-RuthSheridan-C.
Ford
Hard Way (D)A
I. Lupino-D. Morgan
Hidden Hand l!Vly)A Craig Stevens-Julie Bishop
Mission
Moscow (D)
(D) John
W. Huston-A.
Mysteriousto DKtor
Loder-ClydeHarding
Cook
Now, Voyager (D)A
B. D3vis-P3ul Henreid
Secret
Enemies (G)F
(Spy)F Craig
Truck Busters
RichardStevens-Faye
Travis-Ruth Emerson
Ford
Varsity
Powell-F. Waring
Yankee Show
Doodle iM>
Dandy (DM)F.J.D. Cagney-Joan
Coming Leslie
You Can't Escape Forever(D) A.G. Brent-Brend3 Marshall

.b6/6/42
.b6/6/42

Adventures in Iraq
J. Loder-R. Ford
Adventures of Mark Twain(D) . Fredric March-Alexis Smith
a8/22/42
Arsenic and Old Lace Gary Grant-Priscilla Lane
al/3/42
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart-Alexis Smith
Crime
by Night .
Jane
Wyman
.b9/26/'i'>
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM) ... Dennis Morgan-Irene Manning
a3/i5/42
Destination Tokyo
Gary Grant-John Garfleld
Devotion (D)
0. deHavilland-l. Lupine
j2/27/43
Empty Holsters
Dick Foran-Patricia Walthall
Reissue
Find the Blackmailer J. Cowan-F. Emerson-G. Lockhart
Guns of the Pecos
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel
Reissue
In Our Time
I. Lupino-P. Henreid-C. Rains
224 Irving
Berlin's
This
Is
the
Army
Army All-Star Cast
8/14/43 ...36/19/43
L3st
(D)
R. Travis-Chas. Long
MurderRideon the
Waterfront
Northern Pursuit
E. Flynn-H. Dantine
Old Acquaintance (D) Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins
a2/20/43
Passage to Marseille Humphrey Bogart-Claude Rains
Prairie Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy
Reissue
Princess O'Rourke
(CD) Joan
0. DeHavilland-R.
Cummings
39/19/42
Rhapsody
in Blue
Leslie- Robert Alda..,..
Saratoga Trunk
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman
a6/26/43
Shine
Moon A.DickSheridan-D.
Song ofOn theHarvest
Saddle
Foran-Alma Morgan
Lloyd
Reissue
Thank Your Lucky Stars (M) . .All-Star Cast
al/16/43
The
Cherokee
Strip
Dick
Foran-Jane
Bryan
Reissue
Watch on Ihe Rhine (D)
Bette Davis-Paul Lukas
a8/22/42
MISCELLANEOUS
Heart
(D)A F.Russian
Michelo Morgan-Raimu
In the ofReara Nation
of the Enemy(D)
Cast
Orders From Tokyo (D)A Danielle Dsrrieux- Anton Walbrook..
Outlaw, The (WD)A
J. Buetel-J. Russell

155..Artkino
1 1 . .A.F.E.Corp.b3/20
...blO/3/4243
74. Artkino ....b7/4/4:
121.. H. Hughes. b2/l3/4o
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4431
4428
4432
4435
4422
4425
4436
4427
4433
4423
4434
4421
4426
4424
4430
4429

SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Csmment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
A Maid Made Mad
I51/2. .Not Rev.
ABlonde
Blitz and
on the
Fritz Good
IS'/z.
Groom
Dull
15 .. 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
Boobs in the Night Poor
17/2. . 6/12/43
Carry
Harry
Not
Funny
17
.
10/10/42
Ham
17161/2 Not Rev.
Here and
ComesYeqas
Mr. Zerk....Slow
18 .. 7/24/43
His Wedding Scare Silly
1/30/43
18
I Spied for You
Poor
16 . . 4/24/43
Kiss and Wake Up Ordinary
.. 10/17/42
5/22/43
My Wife's
An Angel Slap
Good
Phony
Cronies
Happy ... 2217l6'/2 .Not
. 8/29/42
Rev.
Piano
Mooner
Sappy
Pappy
Slapsticky
16
.12/
5/42
Two Saplings
17 . .Not Rev.
Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good 18 . 3/ 6/43

AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
4963
Working Together. .Excellent
4962 Men
Mr. Smug
Good
Point
Rationing
Treop Train
4961 Wings for the Fledglings . Fair
4511
4510
4504
4508
4507
4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509

COLOR RHAPSODIES
A Hunting We Won't Go. Good
He
It Stick . Good
KingCan't
MidasMakeJunior
Plenty
Below
Zero
Professor Small and Mr. Fair
SlayTall
It With Flowers Fair
Song of Victory Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll Bridge
Troubles Routine
Amusing
Tree
for Two

4660
4653
4657
4656
4658
4651
4659
4654
4654
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By
College Songs
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba and Conga Hits . Good
Rosie the
Good
Songs
of theRiveter
Service Average
Songs
the States Very
Good
Yankee ofDoodler
Good

Rev.
10II .Not
.. 7/10/43
2/27/43
.Not Rev.
II6 .Not Rev.
10 . 1/ 9/43
7 .
77 ..
7'/2.
71/2.
7 .
9
6'/2.
7 .
77 .

. 7/24/43
,Not7/17/43
Rev.
5/29/43
Not Rev.
10/1/30/43
3/42
4/17/43
10/31/42
12/ 5/42
7/10/43

Rev.
ID . Not
9 . Not Rev.
9 . .. 2/27/43
4/17/43
. Not Rev.
109/2
8 .. 5/8/22/42
1/43
IO'/2.
8 .. 1 1/1/14/42
2/43
91/2.
9 . 9/26/42

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shop Fields) Good

. Not Rev.
7/42
..11/1/ 2/43

4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover, The
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Fair
Mediocre....
Socks
Appeal

10/31/42
l8'/2.
18 . . Not
Rev.
18 . . 5/22/43
l7'/2.
. 3/20/43

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajuns of the Teche. . . . Good ..
Merchant Convoy
Vivid ..
Oddities (LaVarre) Good ..
Our Second Front Timely

1 1 .. 6/26/43
8/22/42
II
10 .. . 10/31/42
IO'/2. . 1/ 9/43

4704
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Cholly
Polly
Duty and the Beast Silly
Fair
The Dumbconscious
Mind. Clever
Average
The
Gullible
Canary
Kindly Scram
Malice in Slumherland. . . Fair
Mass Mouse Meeting Dull
The Fly in the Ointment. Below Average
The Vitamin G-Man Silly
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. I (Kay Kyser) Very Good...
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Good
No.
No. 34 (Jack
(LeopoldBenny) Entertaining
Stokowski)
Classified ...
No. 5 (Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good..
No. 76 (Alan
(Ginny Mowbray)
Simms, M.C.)
No.
No.
No. 89 (Kyser,
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &
Molly)
Good
No. 10 (Mischa Auer) ..Good

6'/2.
. 2/27/43
6 . . 11/
5/22/43
14/42
76I/2.. . 10/17/42
Not
Rev.
66 ..
5/42
61/2. ..12/
6/26/43
7 . . 7/17/43
. 3/13/43
7 . . 5/ 8/43
10 . . 8/15/42

45

REVIEW

COLUMBIA

4406
4401
4408
4402
4405
4408
4403
4751

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running
Time Reviewed
Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
151/2. Not Rev.
l8'/2.
Back From the Front.
18 . .Not Rev.
Even as I 0 U
Fair
18 . .. in/24/42
7/24/43
Higher Than a Kite Slapstick .
18 . . 12/ 12/42
Sock-A-Bye
Baby
151/2.
16
Spook LouderAverage ..
151/2.. . 7/10/43
Three Little Twirps Average ..
.Not
. 1/ Rev.
2/43
They Stooge to Conga. .. .Slapstick l5'/2
9'/2.
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire
. 8/29/42

4551 Old
Journey
Denali
Good
4452
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good.
WORLD OF SPORT
4807 Aqua Thrills
Entertaining
Diving Daredevils Good
4805
4804
Fish,
Jump
Uninteresting
4808 Jump,
Ladies Day in Sports. ... Good
4809 Ski Soldiers
Sweeping Oars
Excellent ....
4UUf
48nR
Kings Good
4803 Trotting
Paradise Interesting
4802 Winter
Wizard of the Fairway. .. Golf Magic...
MGM 1942-43
W-443
CARTOONS
W-441 Bah Wilderness
Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
W-444
Garden
W-446 Dumb
Hounded
Hilarious ...
W-442
Red
Hot
Riding Hood. ..Tops
W-445
Cats
W-447 Sufferin'
and the Mouse...
Wolf... Good
W-450 The
The Boy
Lonesome
Very Funny
Uninvited
Pest
W-448
W-449 The
Who Killed Who Fair
Yankee Doodle Mouse
MINIATURES (10)
M-433 Brief Interval
M-437 Here at Home
M-435 Inca Gold (Sepia)
M-431 Last Lesson
Impressive
M-438 Memories of Australia. . .Timely ....
M-432
People
of
Russia
Excellent
M-434
PortraitGoesof toa War
Genius ..
M-436 Wood
(Tech.)
Fascinating
OUR GANG (10)
C-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
C-494 Calling All Kids Delightful
C-493
Troubles Amusing
C-495 Family
Farm Hands
Slow
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-481 r^adero of Mexico Fine
K-483 That's Why I Left You. Very Good
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
S-465
President's Dog. Good
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive
S-463
S-462 Hollywood
Marines in Daredevils
the Making ...Exciting
... Very Good
S-466
Excellent .
-413
-414 Sky
S-464
Wild Science
Horses
Fair
-416
TRAVELTALKS (12)
-415
-412 Glimpses of Ontario Good
-419
-417 Land of Orizaba
Police on Parade. Interesting
-41 I Mexican
Mighty
Modern Niagara
Mexico City Excellent ..
-420
Excellent
■ 418 OnMotoring
the Roadin toMexico
Monterey
Picturesque
Mass
GoodGood .
Romantic Nevada
Very
Scenic Oregon
Solid
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
A-307
M-401 Inflation
Keep 'Em Sailing AVery"Must"
Good

11
.. 10/
8/15/41
3/42
10 .10/31/42
9
10 . . 12/ 5/42
9/43
9 . ..Not1/ Rev.
109'/2.
10 . ..Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
10 . . 7/10/43
10 . . 7/17/43

TRADE

A2-9
A2-3
A2-5
A2-2
A2-7
A2-I
A2-4
A2-6
A2-8

PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
A Revival of Moments of
Charm
Tops
Hands
Women
Good
Ina Rayof Hulton
& Orch
J.Letter
"Scat"
Davis
&
Orch.
.Average
From Ireland Excellent
McFarlandAyres
Twins& &Orch
Orch. . Fair
Entertaining
Mitchell
Moments of Charm.
Tops
Rationed Rhythm
Fair

10 . . 8/ 1/42
19'/2.
1 . 10/17/42
5/29/43
99 .. ... 3/20/43
6/26/43
lfli/2.
10 . . 4/17/43
. 7/24/43
1101 . ..Not
IO'/2.
10/1/ l//4^
Rev
9/43
10 . .11/14/42

8 . .Not Rev.
. . 1/16/43
. . 7/10/43
. . Not4/10/4'
Kev
. . 5/ 1/43
....Not
5/43
Rev.
. . 6/7/10/43
. .Not Rev.
Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
.Not Rev.
..Not7/10/43
l/23/4„
Rev.
1/30/4'
10 ... 6/19/43
II
II
II
11
11

.... Not5/ Rev.
1/43
.. .. 17/10/43
1/21/4^
. . 4/10/4'

1 1 . 6/19/43
1/43
10 ... 5/1/23/4:1
109
8
99
9
108

.. 6/26/43
. . 4/24/43
.. .. 4/10/43
1/23/42
2/ 6/43
... . 6/19/43
. . 5/ 8/43

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

. . 1/23/43
. .Not Rev.
....Not4/10/43
Rev.
.. Not6/19/43
1/21Rev.'49
.... 11 1/14/42
.. .. 7/5/ 3/43
8/43

22 . . 5/ 8/43
17 .. 6/26/43
20 . . 12/ 5/41'

PARAMOUNT

U2-3
U2-4
U2-2
U2-I
U2-5
U2-6
E2-I
E2-9
E2-9
E2-7
F2-3
E2-8
E2-2
E2-5
E2-4
E2-6

7/17/43
12/19/42
Not Rev.
1 1/14/42
5/15/43
8/22/42
5/1/308/43
'43
6/19/43

Hull
a Mess
Amusing
Hungryof Goat
Goat
Fair
Hungry
Jolly Good Furlough Fair
Me
RationMusical
for theNephews
Duration .. Amusing
Good
Scrap the Japs
Fair
Seein'
Red,
White
'N'
Blue
Spinach Fer Britain
Too Weak to Work Amusing
I
2
3
4
6

POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
Interesting
Good
Good
Informative ..
Weak

J2.|
J2-2
12-3
J2-4
J2-5

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Y2-2
Y2-3
y2'I
Y2.4

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
At the Bird Farm Fair
Current
Swell
Speaking Events
of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
At the Cage Door Canteen .Silly
SPORTLIGHTS (10)

R2-8
K2-6
H2-2
K2-5
R2-3
R2-I
R2-7
H?-4
R2-9

Amphibious
Fighters Interesting
Excellent
Beach Command
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent
Hike
or Bike
Modern Vikings
Enjoyable
Sports I.Bugs
Q
Excellpnl
Tumble
Excellent
Trading Blows
Good
Where Cactus Grows Good ..
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
W2-I Dpslnictinn. Inc
Exciting
W2-3 Jungle
Good
W2-2
Mummy Drums
Strikes(Tech.)
(Tech.).. For
Juveniles ..
W2-4 Underground World Good
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
L2-I No. I
Good
L2-2
Interesting
L2-3 No.
No. 2
3
Average
L2-4 No. 4
Up to Par
L2-5 No. 5
Good
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
T2-I
LetterFamily
From Gets
Bataan.In . .Impressive
r2-4 AAldrich
the
Scrap
Excellent
T2-3 Price of Victory Very
Good
T2-2 We Refuse to Die Gripping

34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34106
33403
33404
33406
33405
33402
33401
33202
33201

8'/2.
IIlO'A.
9 .
lO'A.
9 .
l9'/2.
10 .
22

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
BravoHalsMr. ofStraus
500
Bartholomew Imaginative ... 7 . 3/27/43
Cubblns
Funny
9
1/16/43
1/43
Jasper
the Haunted
Choo-Choo. . Funny
9 . 5/
Jasper && the
House
Excellent
71/2
Jasper's Music Lesson ... .Tops
8 .. 1 6/1/21/42
5/43
The Truck That Flew . . Charming
8 . 7/17/43
POPEYE (12)

34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

7
7/17/43
77 .. 10/24/42
7 .Not
. 5/29/43
Rev.
6'/2
8 ..12/19/42
6/19/43
6'/2 . . 1 1/14/42
B'/a
7
Rev.
4/17/43
7 ..Not
.Not
Rev
101/2.
9 .
9 . 10/24/42
5/42
10 . 12/1/16/43
10 . ,, 7/10/43
5/ 1/41
9
9
9
9

9'/2. 6/26/43
4/24/43
. Not
Rev.
112/19/4''
1/14/42
10/24/42
2/5/29/43
6/43
7/17/43
3/20/4^

8'/2 .
1/16/43
88
81/2. 3/13/43
5/29/43
5/ 1/43
10 . 10/24/42
lO'A.
10 12/19/42
10 . , 3/20/43
1/43
10 . . 5/
7/17/43
15
13II
15

RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
Donald's
Tire
Funny ... 77
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
77
Pluto and
the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
7
Victory Vehicles
8
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck
Soup
Fair
Hold Your Temper
1717
Hot Foot
Will Pass
17
Indian Signs
Fair
17
Rough on Rents Average
18
Two for the Money Fair
17
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
State vs. Thomas Crosby . Fair
State vs. Glen Willett Fair
JAMBOREES (13)
Duke
and
His Ellington
Orch
Ennc
Maunguera
Orch &.
Swell
It's
Time
JohnnyTommy
Long Tucker
& Orch
Average
Ray
Orch Average
Dick McKinley
Stabile & & Orch
Fair
Jerry Wald K Orch For Jitterbugs..

3/27/43
6/ 5/43
. 7/17/43

.10/ 3/42
.11/21/42
. 3/ 6/43
.10/ 3/42

.. 3/5/15/43
6/43
. 3/27/43
.Not Rev.
..Not5/ 8/43
Rev.
. 3/ 6/43
.Not
Rev
3/43
.. 7/5/15/43
.12/
5/42
. 10/24/42
. 1/16/43
.10/24/42

9 Not Rev.
8
3/27/43
Rev.
88 ..Not
88 ..12ie/IO/4J
12 4?
.11
28
10 . 1/16/4342

46

SHOWMEN'S
RKO-RADIO

T!7n2
33704
3J705
33701
33703
33706
34308
34305
34311
34309
34304
34310
34301
34405
34302
34307
34303
33105
33103
33104
33108
33106
33107
33109
33101
33102
34202
34201
34203

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
LEON ERROL (6)
Deer!
Average
1/21/42
Double Deer!
Up
Fair
1817 ,1 5/15/43
Gem-Jams
Fair
18 . 5/15/43
Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing. 18 .10/17/42
Pretty Runaround
Dolly
Amusing
1/16/43
Radio
Good
1817
7/ 3/43
SPORTSCQPES (13)
.Not
Aqua Aces
. 3/ Rev.
6/43
Basketeers
Very Good
Cloud
Chasers
Not Rev.
. 5/15/43
Golf Limited
Interesting ...
"Q"
Interesting ..
.. 7/1/23/43
3/43
RacingMen
Royalty
Inconsequential
.. 10/24/42
Show
Horse
Good
3/27/43
Ski
Trails
Exciting
. 1 1/28/42
Touchdown
Tars Good
.Not Rev.
Rev.
Trout
.Not
Winter Setting
THIS IS AMERICA
Air Crew
Excellent . .
18
4/10/43
19 .. 12/26/42
Army Chaplain
Very Fine .
19
.
2/13/43
Boomtnwn,
D.
C
Very
Good
Lieutenant Smith
Excellent
20 .. 4/17/43
6/12/43
19
Medicine
on
Guard
Very
Good
17 . 5/ 8/43
Merchant Seaman
Excellent ..
17 . 7/10/43
Pacific
Private Island
Smith ofNo.the43. ... Reassuring
U.S.A
Excellent ..
19 .. I10/24/42
1/21/42
18
Women at Arms Very Fine .
VICTORY SHORTS (3)
. 3/20/43
City of Courage
Conquer
by the Album
Clock Impressive
ExcellentVoid .
., l2/2fi'4J
7/ 3/43
North African
Fills

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
10 ..10/17/42
3201 Climbing
Along the the
TexasPeaks
Range. . Picturesque
10 . Not Rev.
3202
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9 . . Not Rev.
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801 Weapons
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
3851
for Victory
Very Good 189 .11/28/42
..5/ 8/43
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902 Jungle Land
9 ..Not Rev.
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. , Good
9 .12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert Wonderland
(Tech.)
Swell
9 . 8/22/42
3157 Land
Where Time
Stood Still
9 Not Rev
3155
(Tech.) Good
99 . 5/15/43
3154 Gay
Royal Rio
Araby
Good
3156 Strange Empire
Good
8 ... 10/24/42
1/16/43
9/26/42
3153 Wedding
Valley of inBlossoms
3152
Bikaner Average
Very Good
99
9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 Africa — Prelude to
Victory
Very Good
IB . 12/12/42
FoodAdolf
Crisis. ... Informative .... 18 . 3/20/43
128 America's
Bill Jack vs.
Hitler
Exceptional .... 17 1/3 . 7/24/43
Stirring
2020 .. 10/10/42
9/l9/4i!
21 F.B.I.
FightingFront
French
Good
Rev.
9 Inside Fascist Spain
17 .Not6/12/43
II Invasion!
Excellent 18 .11/ 7/42
3 Mr. & Mrs. America Very Good
20 . 1/ 9/43
5 Navy and the Nation Very Good 19 . 1/23/43
One Dary
of War
106 Show
Business
at War. .. Outstanding
Excellent ... 2117 .. 5/15/43
2/20/43
7 The New Canada Good
18
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9 . .Not Rev.
3351 Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9 ..12/19/42
3303 Steelhead Fighters Good
9 . . 1/30/43
3301 When
Well-Rowed
Good
1/30/43
3302
WinterHarvard
Calls Good
109 .. .. 8/29/42
TERRYTOONS (26)
. 8/15/42
3551
All
Out
tor
"V"
(Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
8/43
3560
Blackout
777 .. 5/1/16/43
3558 Barnyard
Barnyard WAAC
Comical
. 10/ 3/42
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
7 .Not
3557
Cat (Tech.)
5/ Rev.
8/43
3568 Frankenstein's
He Dood It Again
For Children .. 77 ..11/28/42
3502 lekle Meets Pickle Fair
7 .Not Rev.
3572
Keep
'Em
Growing
(Tech.)
7
Rev.
3569 Last Round Up (Tech.)
7 .Not
3552 Life With Fido (Tech.) .. Routine
7 .Not9/19/42
Rev.
3570
Mopping
Up
(Tech.)
7
3555 Mouse of Tomorrow
. 12/12/42
(Tech.)
Swell
7
3556 Nancy in Doing
TheirLifeBit in(Tech.)
7 . Not Rev.
3554 Night
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 . 10/17/42
Rev.
3571
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not5/ 8/43
3562
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
10/17/42
3553 School Daze (Tech.) Fair
7 . Not
Rev.
3559 Shipyard
Scran for Victory (Tech.)
77
3561
Good
. 5/ 8/43
3562 Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
.Not
3402 Accent on Courage.
.Not Rev.
Rev.
3401 Women in Blue

TRADE

REVIEW

UNITED ARTISTS Running
Comment
WORLD IN ACTION (12) Time
Churchill's
Island Good
Very Good
202U
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food,
of
Conquest
Impressive .... 20
Hitler's
Plan
2222
Inside
Fighting
China.
.
.
Very
Good
Invasion of Europe Thrilling
21
Invasion
Africa. Superb
The
Mask ofofNorth
Nippon
Excellent 2020
New Soldiers Are Tough . .Stirring
16
Our Russian Ally Very Good
19
Road to Tokyo Excellent
19
This Is Blitz
Grim Realism.. 21
Don't Hook Now.

Reviewed
Issue Of
.. 12/12/42
4/ 4/42
.Not4/ Rev.
4/42
. 9/19/42
. 5/ 8/43
. 2/ 6/43
.10/24/42
. 5/30/42
.. 7/25/42
. 9/26/42
3/ 7/42

8602
8604
8601
8606
8603
8605
8608
8C09
8607

SPECIAL

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7 .. 1/16/43
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good ...
7
..10/17/42
7247 Canine Commandos
7242 Loan Stranger
Rev.
7 . .NotNot Rev.
7248 Ration Bored
Rev.
7 .. Not
2/27/43
7244 Screwball
Funny .
7245 Swing Your Partner Fair ...
77 .... 6/19/43
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair ...
6/19/43
NAME BAND MUSICALS
15 . 12/12/42
l5'/2
7125
Entertaining
7129 Chasin'
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
.Not Rev.
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ..
15 .. 8/1/23/43
7123
Session Entertaining
1/42
7130 Jivin'
RussianJamRevels
.Not
Rev.
7122 Serenade in Swing Fair
9/19/42
7131 Smoke Rings
15 ..Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
Rev.
7128 Swing That Band
.Not
7124
Thing
7127 Swing's
Swingtimethe Blues
.Not
Rev.
15 . 8/ 1/42
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375 Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting
Talk Girl
. Not1/16/43
Rev.
7374 Double
Human
Sailboat
.Not Rev.
7371
7372 Jail Hostess
.Not
Rev.
5/42
7373 King of the 49-er8 Interesting
.. 12/
2/27/43
7376 Let Huey Do It
Interesting
7378 Little Clayton FarmNot Rev.
front Wonder
7329 Shepherd
of the Round Interesting
. 6/ 5/43
House
. Not Rev.
She's Armless
A-1 in Dentist
the Navy
7377 The
7381
.Not Rev.
7380 Tom
Thum
in
Person.
...
Interesting
..Not
6/12/43
7382 Western Cowgirl
Rev.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
22
. Not1/16/43
Rev.
221/2..
7111 Roar. Navy, Roar Swell
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
7232
Boogie
Woogie
Sioux Amusing
Very Good
7 .12/ 5/42
7233
Boogie
, 2/27/43
7234 Cow
Egg Cow
Cracker
Suits
77 .Not
Rev.
7235 Pass the Biscuits Mirandy
.Not
Rev.
7231 Yankee Doodle Swing
Shift
Good
7 . 9/12/42
VARIETY VIEWS
7362 Any Chickens Today
Rev.
7352 Canadian Patrol
Very Good
9 .Not6/19/43
7361
7358 Confusion in India Instructive .... 9 .. 10/17/42
Not Rev.
Rev.
India
9 . Not
7359 Hungry
Chimp Goes to Town
7360 Mr.
Mirror
of
Sub-fi^arine
.
6/
5/43
Life
Interesting
. 2/27/43
Mothers
.. .Very
Good
1089 .Not
7354 New
7357
Era ofinPresidents.
India
Rev.
7353 Spirit of Democracy Fine
10 . 10/17/42
7351
7355
of the East. Very
Interesting
7356 Trouble
Western Spot
Whoopee
Good .... 97 .. 9/19/42
9/12/42
2/27/43
Winter Sports Jamboree. . Exciting
9
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
. 12/12/42
0996 Arsenal of Might Excellent .
.10/17/42
0995 What
KeepingWe Fit
Very Good
0997
Are
Fighting
For
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good
20 . 10/10/42
8109 Army Show
Very Fine
20 . 3/13/43
8104
Beyond
of Duty. Great
3/42
.Not1/ 2/43
8107 Man
Little Killers
Islethe ofLine
Freedom
Inspiring 2020 ..10/
Rev.
8106
Rev.
8108 Our
African Front
20 ..Not4/17/43
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
26
Rev.
8101 Spirit of Annapolis
20 . Not
8103 Spirit of West Point Stirring
20 10/17/42
8111 Three Cheers for the
Rev.
Girls
Very Good 20 ..Not6/19/43
8105 Vaudeville Days
20
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
Entertaining .. . 10 . . 3/ 6/43
King
of
the
8306
8304 So You ThinkArchers
You
. . 1/23/43
..Fair
Glasses
8302 So Need
You Want
to Give
10
..Excellent
7/ 3/43
. .. 12/12/42
8303 Up Smoking
Disappointing
8301 Sweeney Steps Out
. 101101 ..10/ 3/42
..Good
(Reissue)
10 . .Not Rev.
831)5 This Is the Enemv . . ,

8508
8504
USUI
8509
8DUB
8503
8505
8502
8507

July 31, 1943
VITAPHONE-WARNER Running
BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.)
Time Reviewed
Issue Of
LOONEY TUNES
Confusions of a Nutzy Spy
7
Amusing
Rev.
. 1 1/28/42
DaffyHepDuckaroo
7 . .Not
The
Cat (Tech.) . . . Fair
In the Groove. . 77 ...... 10/17/42
4/17/43
1/
9/43
Hop
and
Go
My
Favoriteor Not
Duck(Tech.)
Good
7
To Duck
to
Funny
.
.
3/13/43
Duck (Tech.)
7
7 . . Not Rev.
Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7 .. 6/19/43
Yankee Doodle Daffy
(Tech.)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
All American Bands Very Good ..
Army
Air Force& Band
B. Minnevitch
His
Harmonica School Excellent ...
Childhood
Days
Good
Ozzie Nelson & His
Orchestra
Entertaining
Six
and aMarine
Miss Good
UnitedHitsStates
TheBand
United States Navy Outstanding
Band
Pleasing ...
U. S. Army Band

..Not5/29/43
I '23/43
Rev.
6/26/43
.. I 4/24/43
1/28/42
. 2/16/43
.Not
Rev.

MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Teeh.)
8706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
7
8707 Coal Black and do
Sebben Dwarfs Funny
7
8705
Ding
Daddy Very Good
Dover Dong
Boys
77
8701 Fifth
Column Mouse Fair
7
8710
871 1 Flop Goes the Weasel .... Fair
8714
Bait
(Tech.)
..
Amusing
7
8715 Greetings
Hare Brainedand Hypnotist.
Ha! Ha!
Jackrabbit
the
Beanstalk
Very Good
7
Pigs in a Wulf
Polka Very Amusing. 7
8708
8704 Sheepish
8702
8712
Super Rabbit (Tech.) Fair
Tala Aristo
of Two Kitties Very
Funny ... 77
8709
Very Good
8716
■ - WinsCat
8703 The
Tortoise
by
a
Hare.
Funny
77
8713 Unbearable Bear (Tech.)
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
8405 America's
Battle of
Beauty
Good
8404 Cuba, Land of Adventure,
Sports
Fair
8411
Grey,
White
and Horses!.
Blue. ... Eye-filling
8406
Horses!
Horses!
Interesting
8409 Rod
and
Reel
on
Anticosti Island
8410
Rover's Soldiers
Rangers (Tech.). Very
Good ..
8401 Sniffer
Excellent
8403 South American Sports. .. Very Good
8407 Sporting Dogs
Interesting
22
8402
Timing Very
FairGood
8408 The
WomenRightin Sports
8001
8006
8004
8002
8005
8003

TECH. SPECIALS (6)
AChampions
Ship Is Training
Born Inspiring ..
Champions
Eagles
of the Navy Excellent
Very Good
Fighting
Good
Mountain Engineers
Fighters
Young and Beautiful Fair

2020
2022
20

SERIALS 1942-43
The Secret Code
15 Chaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps.
Daredevils of the West
G-Men Vs. The Black Dragon... 15 Chaps.
King of the Mounties
12 Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Adventures
Jack
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSmilin'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

. 1/23/43
. 1/23/43
. 1/ 9/43
.Not
Rev.
. 4/17/43
4/24/43
.. 6/19/43
.12/ 5/42
. 7/ 3/43
. 3/13/43
..Not4/17/43
Rev.
. 12/12/42
6/26/43
. 3/13/43
Not Rev.
. 1/ 2/43
. 2/13/43
. 7/ 3/43
. 1/ 2/43
. Not Rev.
.. 10/10/42
6/ 5/43
... 12/12/42
I 3/13/43
1/28/42
. 3/13/43
. 12/ 5/42
.. 7/5/ 3/43
1/43
..Not1/16/43
. 6/ Rev.
5/43

Not Rev.
1/30/43
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not
11/
Not
Not

Rev.
7/4^
Rev.
Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
Time Date
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
10 ..12/24/42
Community
Transportation
1/7/43
Doctors Battle
at War
10II4'/2...... 5/13/43
Farm
Lines
1/29/43
Farmer at War
9 .. 3/11/43
Food for Fighters
9 ..4/ 1/43
Fuel Conservation
3 ..11/12/42
Henry
Brown,
Farmer
..11/15/42
Lift Your Heads
109 ..7/
8/43
Message From Malta
10 .. 6/10/43
Mission Accomplished
10 .. 4/29/43
Negro Colleges in War Time
8 .. 1/25/43
Night Shift
II9 ..12/10/42
Paratroops
.. 1/21/43
Prelude to War
51 .. 5/27/43
Right
of
Way
91/2..
Since Pearl Harbor
8 .. 4/15/43
2/18/43
The
Spirit
of
'43
51/2..
2/
4/43
Troop
Train
10
..
2/11/43
War Town
10 .. 6/24/43
You, John Jones
lOVi.. 1/14/43
Wings Up
20 .. 5/27/43
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This great working manual is helping live-wire
showmen

everywhere to put more

power and

punch in their campaigns, because it furnishes
the ideas which point up selling methods irrespective ofwhat type of picture or program is
being offered. Index gives you the cue to build
up a selling drive that will work in your particular
location. Everything, from throw-aways to big
civic tieups, stunts, newspaper
window

cooperation,

displays — the whole box of tried and

proved showmanship

tricks is at your beck and

call when you have a copy of ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF EXPLOITATION.
*

*

★

*

Order your copy now. Order Blank below is
for your convenience.

Why

delay? Start

now to streamline your showmanship with
the aid of this great idea source.

"Chick" Lewis
Showmen's Trade Review
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Dear "Chick"
Elnclosed is $1.95 for my copy of the Popular
Priced Edition — $3.50 for my copy of the De Luxe
Edition (please check which edition is desired)
of ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EXPLOITATION to be
sent to the following address po>tpaid, by return
mail.

DE

LUXE

$3.50

EDITION

POSTPAID

Name
Theatre
Address
City

State...

Remit by cash, check or money order (No. C.O.D.'s)
(In Canada add 25c, Foreign 50c.)

Popular
$1.95

Priced

Edition

POSTPAID

REVIEWED

IN THIS ISSUEPage

City Without Men
Girl Crazy
The Saint Meets the Tiger
The Man From Down Under
Adventure in Blackmail

10
10
10
10
11

Let's Face It
Tartu

11
11

What's Buzzin' Cousin
Black Hills Express
Calaboose
Cheyenne Roundup

11
13
13
13

if Complete itc Every Week
BOOKING
GUIDES
Begin on Page 38
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BUILDER

Begins on Page 23
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NEWS

Jack Warner's recent statement about fewer and
better pictures has a very familiar ring. We can recall,
about three years ago, stressing that very same point and
bringing down an avalanche of kidding that we should
know better. But we guess we've proven our point . . .
or at least, time and Jack Warner proved it for us.
Ed Kuykendall's warning last week about increased
taxes is not to be taken lightly. Even though all business
now is being taxed heavily, additional burdens are not to
be considered at all unlikely. So long as new taxes can
be passed along to the customers there will be little public
resentment if increased admissions result. To us, the
most important tax angle is the local and state levies.
These come in a form that add to your already heavy
overhead. Close watch on local and state law-making
bodies is more important than ever.
The country's Third War Loan will be officially inaugurated on September 8th. Our industry's contribution
is of vital importance. We simply have to top all past
efforts and results. The national committee is beginning
to function and every detail is being carefully worked
out so as to make your cooperation comparatively easy.
It is our suggestion that every theatreman contact his
local WAC organization and keep abreast of developments while mapping out individual campaigns. To
develop the utmost in your local campaign, be sure you
get a copy of the press book as soon as it is available.

REVIEW

made some years back that all production executives,
directors, etc., spend three months of each year out in
the field to better understand the problems and tastes of
exhibitors and their patrons.
The still current pleasure driving ban, undoubtedly,
hit theatre business in many eastern localities far and
beyond losses during the first ban. However, indications
point to an early easing of the ban and a return to reasonable driving. But it won't bring back the lost dollars.
The current crop of powerful pictures augers well for
Fall business in most the spots throughout the country
when the product becomes available. Smart booking
plus aggressive show-selling round out the three major
points needed to bring the greatest results from such
product. No matter how good business is in your theatre,
never let any good picture shift for itself. A good picture deserves a selling campaign consistent with its boxoffice potentialities. Give them everything you've got
and get the most out of every picture you book.
Twentieth Century-Fox sales forces are crowing loud
and cheerful following the announcement of next season's product by g.m. Tom Connors at their New York
regional meet. The remarkable strides made by this company in the last year or two are nothing short of miraculous. From run-o'-the-mill product to outstanding hits
is no small step. But 20th-Fox seems to have acquired
some twenty league boots and they are stepping out with
long strides. All the inside dope we have picked up
about the new season only serves to confirm the sales
force enthusiasm.

In our opinion, any attempt to bring back pre-decree
selling is just so much hot air. Regardless of what comes
out of the Department of Justice plans to continue the
decree or some substitute, we can see no reason to believe
that anything decided upon can compel the major companies toabandon their present selling methods. Certain
agitators told you years ago that blind buying and block
booking was ruining your business. You all know better
now. And when it was lost, that precious cancellation
was lost with it. Now you will be told that the recently
revived Neely Bill will accomplish miracles. We wish
we could see it that way, but truth compels us to state
emphatically that we can see no relief from current
conditions in such a Bill.

Speaking of strong box-office product; have you
looked over the recent Columbia announcements about
forthcoming pictures? In a quiet sort of a way this studio
has been moving along without too much fanfare or
rash promises. But now they have some strong product
in the bag and they know just how strong it will deliver
at the ticket window. Hence, the forgivable boasting.
It will pay to keep your picture eye focused on this
outfit.

A recent statement from a studio chief to the effect
that all exhibitors should be compelled to spend two
years in Hollywood to better understand the problems
of production, prompts repetition of a suggestion we

sorship. Although it's the same old ad-clip idea dressed
up in patriotic clothes and, apparently, cloaked with
official approval, it is nevertheless a smart gag.

Neatest trick of the day! Screen Broadcast's tie-up
whereby they carry official messages via advertising spon-

4

Film

Grosses

s : OWMEN'S
Spotty,

With
Supers Leading
Although business in some areas dropped off
slightly this week, apparently because of the
continued heat, the big pictures continue on
their record-breaking parade. "Stage Door
Canteen" and "This Is the Army" are showing
the way, while in New York "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" has joined the supers. The holdover situation remains unchanged, with many
pictures piling up playing-time marks that may
stand for a long while.
In Cleveland four of the six downtown houses
were running holdovers, and this fact was held
responsible for a slight dip in receipts for the
week. "Stage Door Canteen" closed a fiveweek run, with the Loew management wondering, not how to get business, but where to put
the would-be patrons. All situations in Ohio
report equally enthusiastic results for the Lesser
film, and further deals have been closed with
the Schine, Shea and Manos circuits, assuring
complete coverage in the Western Reserve.
Dallas last Saturday sported a temperature
at the Weather Bureau of 105.2 degrees, which
resulted in the slackest week-end in months. It
was the hottest weather in 25 years — and where
is freon?
In Chicago and Milwaukee the star was again "Stage
Door house
Canteen."
broke bythepulling
B and a K$37,000
State
Lake
recordThein film
Chicago
first
week
and
a
$32,000
follow-up.
Same
story
at
Warners in Milwaukee. At the Palace, Danville, III.,
"Cabin
in
the
Sky"
was
so
well
liked
the
management
had to hold it over for three extra days.
In Portland, Ore., "Action in the North Atlantic"
went
into its
second heavy-attendance week at Parker's
Broadway
Theatre.
On the New York City front the Paramount office
has kept tabs on its four weeks of "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" audiences, reporting that 103.000 persons
have already seen the Gary Cooper-Ingrid Bergman
special. As was to be expected, every box-ofiice record
of the Hollywood Theatre was broken during the first
week of "This Is the Army," running over the
"Casablanca"
by nearly
15 per cent.
the
heat, lines figures
are forming
every morning
at the Despite
theatre
at 8:30 a.m.. and during the day they keep forming.
"Mr.piled
Lucky,"
the Cary
the carried
Music
Hall,
up a gross
in itsGrant
secondstarrer
week atthat
it well along with the first week's dollar take. RKO
Radio reports that "Mr. Lucky" is running far ahead
of
"Hitler's
Children"
in such holdover
spots as
Duluth,
Salt Lake
City, Torrington,
Conn., Baltimore,
and other situations.
"Du Barry Was a Lady," which follows "Stage Door
Canteen"
into for
theitself
Capitol,
made
a record
aroundNewthe York,
country.hasA already
survey
by
MGM
reveals
that
the
Skelton-Ball
comedycities,
has
averaged 186 per cent of normal in 47 index
achieving
holdovers
in
16
of
the
first
20
cities
to
show
the film.
Vandalism on Increase
In Boston Area Theatres
Boston — Complaints of vandalism in theatres
in and around Boston are increasing and there is
alarm in some quarters lest the spread of the
evil, which thus far has manifested itself in the
wanton destruction of accessories and furnishings in lavatories and in the ruination of walls
in these places.
Theatremen have felt that the less said about
the matter the better. But now it has grown
to such an extent that police are being appealed
to in many theatre districts and a serious drive
is on to put a stop to vandalism.
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WAC'ites in Washington
A group of War Activities Committee representatives were in Washington Thursday
conferring with Palmer Hoyt, chief of the
Domestic Division of the Office of War Information, and Oscar A. Doob, Assistant National
Director of the War Finance Division.
The discussions with Hoyt centered about
the OWI's plans for the future insofar as they
concern the WAC and the projected film
program.
The subject of the meeting with Doob
concerned
War Loan industry
drive. participation in the Third
Those who made the trip included: M. A.
Rosenberg, Ed Kuykendall, R. B. Wilby,
Joseph Bernhard, Charles Moskowitz, Dan
Michaelov, George Skouras, Arthur L. Mayer,
S. H. Fabian and Harry Brandt.

Savini's Trip to Coast
Marks Astor Expansion
Arrival of R. M. Savini in Hollywood Wednesday marked the consummation of several
producer and distributor deals which put Astor
Pictures Corporation in the field as a national
independent company, with its own producing
as well as distributing facilities. The Astor
president has announced plans to have at least
24 new features for the 1943-44 season, besides
the usual re-issues on which the company has
heretofore concentrated.
Savini's Hollywood trip was for the purpose
of signing contracts with two producers who
will release product exclusively through Astor.
Of the new product one series consists of six
musicals, based on original scripts, with specially
written music and lyrics. The second series will
comprise
six action westerns, with a new baritone as star.
Two Theatres Win and Lose
In Clearance Relief Appeals
The Southgate Theatre, South Gate, Los
Angeles County, won a modified award on an
appeal to the arbitration board last week over
an arbitrator's decision cutting the clearance
of the Vogue Theatre over the Southgate from
91 to 70 days. The Southgate appealed this
decision as affording insufficient relief, and the
board modified the award from 70 to 49 days,
provided the Southgate charged an adult admission price of not less than 20 cents.
On the other hand, the appeal board affirmed
the arbitrator's decision in the complaint filed
by the Beacon Theatre, East Orange, N. J.
The Beacon asked the seven-day clearance held
by the Ormont Theatre be eliminated or reduced to one day.
Upstate N, Y. Theatre Appeals
14-Day Clearance Decision
The recent decision by American Arbitration
Association Arbiter Charles J. Ranney relative
to the case of Edsol Corporation, Scotia, N. Y.,
operating the Scotia Theatre, against Metro,
Vitagraph, 20th Century-Fox and Paramount
was appealed in Albany August 3. RKO had
been eliminated during the hearing.
The appeal is directed against the decision
which cut down first-run Fabian houses in
Schenectady from 35 to 28 days over the Scotia,
but did not cut down the 14-day clearance held
by the second-run Fabian Plaza Theatre over
the Scotia.
Pittsburgh Ad Space Curtailed
The newsprint situation has hit theatre advertising and publicity hard in Pittsburgh.
Amusement advertising and reading copy has
been cut to one-third of the former space by
Pittsburgh dailies.
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Industry
Black

to Aid

Market

OPA
Fight

The nation's exhibitors, according to an announcement from the War Activities Committee, will shortly embark on a campaign to enlist
Americans in stamping out the black market.
This campaign will be pegged on one of the
regular WAC war information films, "Black
Marketing," which will be released on Aug. 19.
A special trailer will be attached to the film,
which was produced by the OWI, asking the
moviegoers
to sign
the "home-front pledge" as
they leave the
theatre.
Brown Lauds Exhibif'ors
A statement from Prentiss M. Brr vvn, adof Ame'ica,"
was
received dressed
atto "The
WAC Exhibitors
headquarters
as information
on the various aspects of the campaign was
being sent out to WAC exhibitor, distributor
and public relations chairmen.
haveexhibitors
observed,"haveMr.aided
Brown
manner
in "Iwhich
the stated,
Treasury"the
in the
sale
of bonds, the War Production Board in the collection of
the all-important scrap metal — and I am certain that
you willdreds ofbethousands
able withof your
campaign
educate
hunpeople
to the toneed
for their
cooperation in holding down the cost of living and
sharing fairly the food, the shoes, the gasoline and all
the other things that war has made scarce.
"By giving your audiences a chance to see the film,
'Black
Marketing.'
doing an
war
service for
the nation,youand are
by urging
the important
people of your
community
to
make
—
and
keep
the
'home
front
pledge'
you are and
helping
inflation
want.protect America from the perils of
"It is plan
a fineto thing
to know
that part
the exhibitors
America
take such
an active
in this vitalof
job on the home-front."
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Owners
Elect Tom Edwards President
The Kansas-Missouri Theatre Owners Association last week elected Tom Edwards president at the annual meeting held in Kansas City.
Other members of the new slate are : Homer
Strong, vice-president ; George S. Baker, secretary and
; Fred Meyn, treasurer.
The theatre owners also elected the following
board of directors : Tom Edwards, George Hartmann, George Griffith, C. E. Cook, Homer
Strong, Fred Meyn, Clarence Schultz, J. E.
Pennington, P. R. Biechele, Stanley Schwartz,
and George S. Baker.
Tom Connors
(The Man on the Cover)
Vice-president in charge of world-wide distribution of Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corporation, who is directing the current
seriesannounce
of the company's
meetings
and
will
at the Los sales
Angeles
gathering
next week the schedule of releases and sales
policies for the 1943-44 season.
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MEETS
Grant's M. H. Record
Cary Grant is playing his 17th engagement
on the screen at Radio City Music Hall, New
York,
as star
of the for
current
"Mr. frequent
Lucky."
Runner-up
to Grant
the most
appearances
on the
Hall's
screen is
Melvyn Douglas
withMusic
11 film
engagements
there to his credit.
WMC

Wm. J. Kupper

A. W. Smith, Jr.

Hal Home

20th-Fox

1943-44

Product

W. C. Gehring

W. J. Clark
Lineup

to

be

Announced
Aug. 11; N. Y. Meet
Concluded
Announcement of the 1943-44 product to be Ricketson, Elmer Roden, Harold Fitzgerald and
offered by Twentieth Century-Fox as well as Dan Michaelove.
On Wednesday afternoon Spyros Skouras,
important organizational matters decided upon
before convening of the Tom Connors, W. J. Kupper, W. C. Gehring,
A. W. Smith, Jr., L. J. Schlaifer, Hal Home
First regional sales meeting of the company in and other home office executives left for Chicago
New York this week will
where the mid-western regional meet opened
lie made in Los Angeles,
Thursday morning.
Aug. 11, date of the openand ing"
finalsession
of of
the the
seriesthirdof
>ectional home ofifice-field
forces confabs.
August Wind-up Month
With 250 in attendance
at the first of three New
Up 25% for Warners
York sessions, Tom ConOn the basis of bookings already set for
nors, vice - president in playoff this month, Warner Bros.' billings for
charge of distribution,
wind-up month for the 1942-43 season,
opened the meeting at the August,
Spyros Skouras
will top last year by 20 to 25 per cent, despite
Hotel Astor Monday
33
per cent records
fewer releases,
company'sat sales
morning with a salute to the men and women
department
indicate.the Annually
this
of the company who are now in the armed
time the company conducts its August Bookers'
forces. One minute's silence and the singing
a view to dating all unplayed prodof the Star Spangled Banner paid homage to Monthuct ofwith
the past season and getting as much
over 2100 stars in the 20th-Fox flag. The 2100
additional business as possible on previous
names include subsidiaries, such as National
releases.
'
Theatres, as well as the Home Office, the seasons'
Average number of playdates for a big picbranches and the studio.
ture, which formerly ran around 11,000, counting
repeat bookings, now exceeds 14,000 in the case
Smith Conducts Sessions
of pictures like "They Died With Their Boots
On," "Man Who Came to Dinner," 'Tn This
Connors turned the meeting over to A. W.
Our Life," "Now, Voyager," and more than a
Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager, who condozen others, while attractions like "Sergeant
ducted the Eastern regional gathering. Later,
York," "Yankee Doodle Dandy," and the new
Connors
reviewed
the
past
season's
activities
"This Is the Army" will exceed 20,000
of the company. Others who addressed the entry
bookings as a result of repeat dates, some of
first day's
session
were:
Wm.
J.
Kupper,
execthem
coming
back six and eight times.
utive assistant to Mr. Connors ; Edmund Reek,
vice-president and production manager of Movietonews ; Wm. Clark, short subjects sales manager, and Roy E. Larsen, president of Time, Inc.,
Keep Theatres Open' Slogan
producers
of "The
of Time."product soon
Of Equipment Dealer Meeting
Production
policy March
and important
to reach the exchanges were the topics of ConThe Theatre Equipment Dealers Protective
nors' address at the Tuesday morning session,
Association has called a three-day meeting at
which was closed with a discussion on adverthe Bismarck Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 17-19 for the
tising, publicity and exploitation by Hal Home,
express purpose of planning methods to keep
director of those departments.
ecjuipment and supplies steady enough to insure
Spyros Skouras, president of the company,
that all theatres may be able to remain open
addressed the meeting at the Tuesday afternoon
for the duration.
session. Other speakers then were : Charles
Allen G. Smith, head of WPB's amusement
Skouras, president of National Theatres; "Rick"
section, has been invited to attend the conference, and is expected to hold a series of general
and individual seminars to instruct members
on how they can best serve theatres with the
'C/)/na' By Bike
amount of material on hand and available.
Cops get some funny answers when they
Dealers will be in session on Sept. 18, while the
ask prying questions. The young assistant
joint meeting of dealers and manufacturers will
manager of an Ocean City, N. J., theatre
take place on the 19th. A banquet is planned
was taken to the city hall for riding a bicycle
for that night.
on the boardwalk. Questioned by the magistrate the assistant manager explained that he
WB Canadian Sales Meet Aug. 19
was looking for "China."
"On a b cycle?" queried the official.
"Yes sir, it's a movie and the print was
The Canadian sales meeting of Warner Brothdelivered to another theatre in error."
has been 'set is
backnowfor scheduled
a week, and
twodav ersconference
for theAugust
"Case dismissed!" said His Honor.
19-20 at the Mount Royal Hotel, in Montreal.

Rules

Deferrees

May Keep Theatre Jobs
Officials of the War Manpower Commission
and the National Selective Service System made
clear to War Activities Committee representatives in a recent Washington meeting that
theatre employes deferred on legitimate grounds
need not switch to war plants in order to retain
their present classification, it was reported last
week by S. H. Fabian and Harry Brandt, WAC
Theatres Division representatives. Reaffirmation of this important fact was sought because
of the actions of several draft boards around
the country, who had instructed deferred theatre
employes to get jobs in war plants or lose their
status.
"The men we met with declared officially tiiat
there is no basis for this type of ruling on the
part of
declared.
"If a theatre any
man is board,"
deferredFabian
because
of physical
disability, dependency or over-age, it does not
afifect his status in the least if he keeps his
present
job where
in a theatre."
In cases
a legitimately-deferred theatre
employe is told to change his job by his board
it is advisable that the War Activities Committee be notified immediately. The WAC will then
communicate the facts to specified individuals
in the Selective Service System, who have
promised prompt action.
WAC

Allocates 175 Prints

OfAllocation
Reportby totheAleutians'
War Activities Committee
of the 175 prints of the War Department film,
"Report
the Aleutians," to exchanges is
as
follows from
:
Albany, Paramount, 3; Atlanta, 20th CenturyFox, 7; Boston, Columbia, 8; BufTalo, Warner,
3 : Charlotte, Republic, 4 ; Chicago, 20th Century-Fox, ;7 Cincinnati, Paramount, 6 ; Cleveland, 20th Century-Fox 6 ; Dallas, RKO, 7;
Denver, Paramount, 3 ; Des Moines, Columbia,
4 ; Detroit, Metro, 7 ; Indianapolis, United Artists, 4; Kansas City, United Artists, 4 ; Los
Angeles, Columbia, 10; Memphis, Metro, 4;
Milwaukee, 20th Century-Fox, 4 ; Minneapolis,
Universal, 7 ; New Haven, RKO, 3 ; New Orleans, Metro, 4; New York, RKO, 18; Oklahoma City, Paramount, 4 ; Omaha, Warner, 3 ;
Philadelphia, Metro, 7 ; Pittsburgh, Metro, 5 ;
Portland, Universal. 4; St. Louis, W^arner, 4;
Salt Lake City, Warner, 3 ; San Francisco,
20th Century-Fox, 8; Seattle, RKO, 4; Washington, Warner, 10.
Cagney-Shea Plan in Comfort
Jimmy Cagney was host this week at his
Martha's Vineyard farm to Joe Shea, his New
York publicity representative, for a conference
on publicity and radio activit)' prior to the
of "Johnny
Come Lately," which has
apremiere
September
release date.
Lazarus Back From Coast Trip
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., UA director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, is back in his
New York office after two weeks on the coast
to
plansCagney's
for Andrew
"Hi make
Diddlecampaign
Diddle" and
"Johnny Stone's
Come

Lately."

SHOWMEN'S
CHARLES

(DINGLE)

COBURN

TRADE

STARS

REVIEW

IN NEW

COMEDY

LAUGH

RIOT!

CHAPMAN and stranger in a hilarious
CHARLES COBURN AND FRIENDS IN HIGH LIGHT SCENE from new Columbia
interlude on a Pullman speeding through
comedy. Mr. Coburn, who gave such a memorable performance as 'Dingle' in "The More
the night in "MY KINGDOM
FOR A
The Merrier" brings new delight to the screen as Rudyard Morley ... a very British
COOK" . . . Columbia's merry successor
British author who comes to America in search of a cook.
to "The More The Merrier".

THE LADY IN THE PICTURE IS MARGARET, MR. COBURN 'S British cook
who causes all the trouble that leads to all the laughs in the new Columbia comedy
"MY KINGDOM FOR A COOK". Mr. Coburn ... the now famous 'Dingle' in
"The More The Merrier" matches that superlative performance in this new comedy.

RUDYARD MORLEY IN A TYPICAL POSE.
As the whimsical 'Dingle' in "The More The
Merrier" he was something of a riot. In this
new role he's a sensation. Oh yes, the real name
is Charles Coburn. And the picture is "MY
KINGDOM FOR A COOK". Columbia's August
release.

MARGUERITE CHAPMAN, BILL CARTER,
BETTY BREWER in a scene from "My Kingdom
for a Cook" . . . Columbia's comedy successor to
the now famous box-office wallop ' 'The More The
Merrier". Mr. Coburn is starred and gives a
wonderful performance.
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Plan
D of J Weighs
Exh ibitor Opinion
A decision by September 15 as to what course the Department of Justice will elect to pursue
regarding the New York consent decree, the trial period of which expires November 20, was indicated
this week by Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark. Clark hopes to have complete record of
exhibitor reactions to the present decree and suggestions for bettering the decree terms before he
goes into serious discussion with producers and distributors.
Indications that their recommendations would be given weight in the course to be pursued by
the Department of Justice has stimulated exhibitor activity in making their opinion known to Clark
and in urging their fellow theatre owners to do likewise.

Gulf

Storm

Damage

Heavy for Theatres
The Gulf storm which hit the South Texas
coast last week closed all houses in the threecounty area of Galveston, Harris, and Jefferson,
for periods of one to four days, and caused
damages to many houses. In some cases cooling
towers were blown from the roofs, as occurred
to some Interstate theatres in Houston and
Galveston, and to Jefferson Amusement Co.
houses in small towns around Houston. Jefferson also had water damages in Port Arthur and
Beaumont. One house in Pelley was totally
destroyed. Greatest damage in relation to
population was in Bay City.
In addition to the circuits, some independent
houses were damaged. The Lamar in La Marque
had its roof swept away and the water caused
the ceiling to collapse, with other damage to
interior trim and fixtures. In Houston independent suburban houses sustained water damages in addition to the money loss from shutdowns. Closings in all these cases were caused
by loss of power. No casualties of theatre personnel have been so far reported.
Film companies will be called on for re-dates
on some pictures in those houses which have
frequent changes, but shows at first-runs were
not curtailed for enough time to make bookings
practical.
Omaha Officials Interpret
Curfew as Control Measure
In Omaha the new curfew law will not mean
that every child under 16 must keep off the
streets from 10 P.M. to 5 A.M., as outlined in
the text, but that the law will serve as a means
of authority for the police to deal with vandals
and incorrigibles, according to Police Commissioner Jepson and City Attorney Linahan. Children conducting themselves properly in theatres
will be unmolested, as will those doing legitimate
work or proceeding on errands under parental
direction.
The new law provides that children violating
the curfew be taken before their parents. If
parents assume responsibility for the children
the elders will be prosecuted with fines up to
$100. If parents admit their inability to control
the children the youngsters will be turned over
to Juvenile Court as incorrigibles.
Poll On War Films
Michigan theatremen are going to find out
for themselves whether the public wants — or
does not want — war pictures. As outlined by
Joseph P. Uvick, secretary of the Michigan
Independent Exhibitors Association, the plan
calls for a series of polls in theatres over the
state, with patrons indicating the percentage
of war films they prefer. One such poll has
already been taken in an upstate theatre, with
400 patrons questioned. More than half of
those polled said they preferred the present
number of war subjects cut in half.
the move
"No one
is inIn aexplaining
better position
than Uvick
we aresaid:
to ascertain
what our customers want, and in turn advise
the producers."

Rathvon, Depinet, Koerner
Get 7-Year RKO Contracts
Seven-year contracts were announced this
week by Floyd B. Odium, chairman of the
board of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, with three chief
executives of the theatre and film branches of
the organization. RKO has entered into a contract with N. Peter Rathvon covering his services as its president, while RKO Radio has
completed arrangements for a contract with
Ned E. Depinet as its president and as executive in charge of world-wide distribution of the
company's
An Charles
earlier contract
had
already beenpictures.
signed with
W. Koerner,
as executive vice-president of RKO Radio, in
charge of production at the studio.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation has granted
to each of these executives the option, for the
seven-year period, of purchasing 50,000 share
blocks of common stock, subject to approval by
stockholders.
Loew Stockholders Vote to Extend
Contracts of Four Executives
Four topofexecutives
votedof
extension
contracts oftoLoew's
1946 atInc.a were
meeting
stockholders last week. The four executives
were : David Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer ;Louis B. Mayer, general of production ;
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and general
counsel ; and Lawrence Weingarten, production
supervisor. The contracts, going to Aug. 31,
1946, call for the same salary and profit-sharing
basis under which the executives are now
serving.
One amendment offered was that the profitsharing should not come into play until $4 was
allowed on the common stock, as against $2 at
present. This was voted down by a large majority and the stockholders gave a vote of confidence to the officers of the corporation.
Coast Independents Protest
Combined Preview-Trade Shows
In a letter to Tom Connors, general sales
manager of 20th Century-Fox, the Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Theatre Owners has
protested the practice of holding trade shows
during regular performances and before paying
audiences. The case in point is that of "Heaven
Can Wait," which has already had such a showing. The letter says in part:
"May we most emphatically protest this action, not only because we believe it defeats the
intent and purpose of Section 3 of the Consent
Decree, but also because it, in reality, goes back
to the generally acknowledged unfair practice
of 'commercialized previews'."
'Phantom of the Opera' Premiere
At Cincinnati, August 19
The world premiere of "Phantom of the
Opera," Universal Technicolor production, will
be held August 19 at the Albee Theatre, Cincinnati. The picture will be generally released
August 31.
'Lassie Come Home' Trade Shows
"Lassie
Home"
on MGM
Augustwill17 tradeshow
in New York
and Come
Los Angeles,
and in all other exchange centers on August 24.

Showmanship

for War

Loan

Drive

The publicity
campaign
for theThird
industry's
participation
in the
forthcoming
War
Loan was planned at a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Public
Relations
Division at
War Activities Commitheadquarters in New
YorkteeTuesday.
Presiding
at theLipton,
meeting was David
publicity and advertising
director of Columbia Pictures, and newly-appointed Division chairman.
Lipton introduced Ray
Beall and A. P. Waxman,
who will serve as Chairman of the Publicity
Committee and Campaign
David A. Lipton
Publicity Director, respectively. Beall, on leave of absence from his
post as publicity and advertising director of
Interstate Theatres, will make his headquarters
in New York for the duration of the campaign.
S. H. Fabian, Theatres Division Chairman,
reviewed the preliminary decisions reached for
conduct of the industry's campaign. In line
with the view that the September drive undoubtedly will mark a major effort for the industry,
the most comprehensive campaign ever attempted will be put into stride at the earliest
moment. General opinion at the meeting was
that emphasis would be on exhibitor participation via bond premieres and special events in
and around the theatre to complement the projected "Star Caravan" and "Heroes Air-Mada."
Discussion also centered around a suggested national "Invasion Bond Army." A press book
is now in preparation for use of theatres participating in the War Bond sales campaign.
In addition to those named above, the following attended the meeting : Maurice Bergman,
Malcolm Kingsbury, Howard Dietz, Ernest
Emerling, Harry Goldberg, James Sauter, Si
Seadler, Vincent Trotta, Harry Mandel, S. H.
Fabian, Herman Gluckman, Chick Lewis, Bill
Formby, Jack Harrison, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Martin Quigley, and Ed Schreiber.
Mrs. Karl Hoblitzelle, Former
Stage Star, Dies in Dallas
Mrs. Karl Hoblitzelle, well-known Dallas
civic leader and wife of the president of the
Interstate Circuit, Inc., and prominent Texas
Philanthropist, died Wednesday night, July 28,
at her home in Dallas, after an illness of several
months. She had just recently returned to
Dallas from Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. Funeral services were held in Dallas
Friday, July 30.
Mrs. Hoblitzelle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Thomas, Louisville, Ky., was a musical
comedy star on Broadway during the last war
and was a Schubert Winter Garden star with
the stage name of Ester Walker. After her
marriage to Mr. Hoblitzelle in 1920 she continued her singing career during which she
popularized
A residenttheof song
Dallas"Dardanella."
for twenty-three years,
Mrs. Hoblitzelle was active in Dallas club
circles arid had been particularly interested in
war work for the past several years. She was
Red Cross sewing room chairman in the Melba
Building, ;and active in the United Services Organization, The British War Relief Society and
Civilian Defense.
O'Sullivan Resigns PRC Post
Joseph O'Sullivan has resigned as director of
advertising and publicity for PRC, it was announced Monday by O. Henry Briggs, president of PRC Pictures, Inc. The resignation is
effective Sept. L
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City Without Men
Drama
Columbia
76 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Although
well told, its heavy, rather gloomy background will leave many cold.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Those patrons
who used to like prison pictures may consider this unusual enough to revive their
enthusiasm; otherwise it is a strong dualer.
Cast: Linda Darnell. Edgar Buchanan, Michael
Duane, Sara Allgood, Glenda Farrell, Leslie Brooks,
Doris Dudley, Margaret Hamilton, Constance Worth,
Rosemary DeCamp, Sheldon Leonard. Credits: A
Samuel Bronston production. Directed by Sidney Salkow. Produced by B. P. Schulberg. Screenplay by W.
L. River. Original story by Budd Schulberg and
Martin Berkeley. Photography, Philip Tannura.
Plot: Duane is falsely cast into prison when
authorities refuse to believe his story that
the two Japs he captured came from a ship
known to be sunk. Linda Darnell, his fiancee,
in order to be near the prison, joins a number of other women at a boarding house
overlooking the penitentiary grounds. This
is the city without men, for they all are
wives or sweethearts of inmates. The life
of these women is depicted from a psychopathic angle. Linda trusts Edgar Buchanan
to help her get Duane out, but Buchanan is
a man fallen low from once-high estate. His
brother, a senator, refuses him admittance to
his house. Eventually the ship that caused
all the trouble comes into the news just when
Duane is about to take part in a jail break.
Buchanan finally regains his manhood and,
with Linda, forces his way to his brother,
making him realize the necessity for immediate action. The senator gets to Duane just
in time.
Comment: This is a serious and well-made
picture that will please those who liked the
prison films of a few years back. It is a
fresh angle on that type of story. The trouble
is, however, the demand for this kind of
thing is very much pre-Pearl Harbor and
audiences as a rule will prefer their dramas —
if they'llwar
takeinterest
grim dramas
all — withThea
current
that is atgenuine.
war is dragged in here by the heels, with
Buchanan making a long speech pleading
for the hoy that is strictly on the phony
side. Be careful in your advertising not to
let your patrons think the title refers to
Washington. Keep exploitation on the cast
names, which are good.
Girl Crazy
MGM
99 mins.
Musical-Comedy
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Swell
fun with Mickey mugging and romancing
and Judy singing those memorable Gershwin
tunes. A field day for the Rooney-Garland
fans.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Star draw plus
very saleable title plus Gershwin music plus
the Dorsey fan following will put it in the
top slot.
Cast: Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland. Guy Kibbee.
"Rags"
Ragland, June
NancyAllyson
Walker, and
Gil others.
Stratton. Tommy
Robert
E.
Strickland.
Dorsey and his Orchestra. Credits: Produced by
Arthur Freed. Directed by Norman Taurog. Screenplay by Fred F. Fincklehoffe. Based on the musical
play of the same name by Guy Bolton and Jack McGowan. Music hy George Gershwin. Lyrics by Ira
Gershwin. Photographic direction by William Daniels
and Busby
RobertBerkley.
Planck. "I Got Rliyllim" number directed
by
Plot: Mickey gets out of hand with the
girls and is branded a playboy on the front
pages. His banker father sends him to Cody

TRADE
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending August 7)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Girl Crazy

Hail to the Rangers

The Kansan
'
Sleepy, Lagoon
We've Never Been Licked
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Honeymoon Lodge

College,
boys'
school
is
about toa woolly
fold up. west
Mickey
meets,
the which
queen
of the campus, the Dean's granddaughter,
who teaches Mickey a few things about ego.
Mickey is about fed up with the cowboy and
Indian tactics of the upper classmen but
after a false start at resignation he stays on
having fallen for Judy. He persuades the
governor to permit the school to continue on
state funds for a month more while he promotes a wild west pageant crowning the
governor's daughter as queen of the rodeo.
This activity loads the Dean with applications from prospective girl students. The
school goes co-ed and Mickey stages a real
bang-up
the map. rodeo that puts Cody College on
Comment: The fact that "Girl Crazy" is
a famous Broadway musical show is reflected in the make-up of the picture, which
follows the usual stage show musical plot
and pattern. Rooney is at his Ijest in the
latter half of the film after over-mugging his
earlier scenes. The show is filled with good
clean fun and delightful musical numbers.
The cowboy atmosphere is rustically refreshing and the comedy interjected by Nancy
Walker, who will be remembered from "Best
Foot Forward," adds merrily to the Rooney
style. Judy sings as charmingly as ever and
her voice enriches the memorable Gershwin
score which includes "I'm Bidin' My Time,"
"I Got Rhythm," "Embraceable You," "Fascinatin'
Rhythm''rodeo
and finale
"Treat
Me byRough."
The spectacular
staged
Busby
Berkley is eye-filling in its sweep of dancing,
singing, roping and shooting. You can .give
this box-office entertainment the "works."
It has plenty of just about everything.
NOTICE
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW does NOT employ subscription solicitors or circulation field
representatives. Persons paying money to solicitors for subscriptions or renewals of subscriptions
for this magazine do so at their own risk and the
publication will not be liable therefor.
All subscription or renewal orders must be
placed direct with the publication. Address all
such orders to:
Circulation Dept.
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
1501 York
BroadwayNew
18, N. Y.
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The Saint Meets The Tiger
Republic Mystery-Drama
70 mins.
(Prod. No. 301— Nat'l Release, July 29)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A highly
entertaining, suspense-crammed addition to
the "Saint" stories. The Scotland yard fans
will go for this one.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Will fit nicely
into a double bill topped with a good comedy
or musical.
Cast: Hugh Sinclair, Jean Gillie, Gordon McLeod.
Clifford Evans. Wylie Watson, Dennis Arundell and
others. Credits: Produced by William Sistrom. Directed by Paul Stein. Screenplay by Leslie Arliss,
Wolfgang Wilhelm and James Seymour from the novel,
"Meet
Tiger," by Leslie Charteris. Photographed
I)y
Bob theKrasker.
Plot: A dying man stumbles into the
Saint's apartment and grasps the clue to the
whereabouts of a gang of gold bullion
thieves. The usual adventures in the quest
for the thieves and murderers takes the Saint
and his butler to a town in Cornwall, England, where an attractive girl joins the hunt
with a Scotland Yard man vieing with the
Saint for honors in making the catch. The
gold has been secreted in a cave along the
coast by "The Tiger" and his gang who are
apprehended when they try to make a getaway aboard a yacht loaded with the bullion.
Comment: A well-made English production. Hugh Sinclair playing the role of the
Saint gives a very fine performance as does
Jean Gillie who proves very attractive to the
eye. The story is told without discrepancies
and contains the angles of suspense the fans
enjoy. Production and photography, good.
Completely satisfactory entertainment for
the detective storv fans.
The Man From Down Under
Drama
MGM
103 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: Weak on comedy,
long on tears, and spotted with artificial action climaxes, this is far below the Laughton
artistic standard, but will please those who
like their pathos and thrills laid on with a
shovel.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: It is Laughton
catering to the supposedly average run of
film-goer, and as such has a certain, if somewhat limited, draw.
Cast: Charles Laughton, Binnie Barnes, Richard
Carlson, Donna Reed, Clyde Cook, Horace McNally,
-Vrthur Shields, Hobart Cavanaugh, Christopher Severn,
Evelyn Falke, Andre Chariot. Credits: Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard. Produced by Leonard, and Orville
O. Dull. Screenplay by Wells Root and Thomas Seller,
based on story by Bogart Rogers and Mark Kelly. Photography by Sidney Wagner.
Plot: Laughton and Clyde Cook return to
Australia after World War I, bringing two
Belgian orphans, supposedly brother and
sister. Laughton forgets to bring Binnie
Barnes, whom he has promised to marry.
The children grow up, and the brother, in
the person of Richard Carlson, becomes Australian prize fi.ght champion (we'd judge he
was a middle-weight). In the title fight,
however, Carlson hurts his shoulder badly.
Binnie turns up in the money after two marriages, and Laughton loses his hotel to her
via the dice route. As manager, he now has
to take orders from her. Meanwhile, the
little sister, now the grown Donna Reed, is
besieged by an American newspaperman,
Horace McNally, but there is a close bond
of affection between her and Carlson which
neither can understand. Carlson leaves home
with his problem, and then the new war
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breaks in upon them. Laughton cannot get
in the Arm^- again, so he joins a work squad.
He and Carlson both happen to be nearb}when the Japs make a raid on the Darwin
vicinitj-. The hotel is bombed and the men
rush there. One Jap plane makes a forced
landing, and the crew take possession of the
hotel. There a battle royal occurs between
them and Laughton. Carlson, and Cook, with
the Japs defeated and the ladies saved. Father
Polycarp (Arthur Shields) has meanwhile
sent to Belgium for the birth certificates of
Carlson and Donna, finding they are not related at all. The lovers are reunited, and even
Laughton and Binnie pair off for a happy
ending.
Comment: Everything but the kitchen stove
is in this one. Laughton runs the gamut in
emotion, and adds a little love-making on
the side. There is a prize-fight, soldiers in
groups, tap room scenes, and the big climax
^-ith the Jap raid, and through it all the old
cliche of the couple who thought they were
brother and sister. Well, the people who
expect something more penetrating from
Laughton are going to be disappointed, but
the down-to-earth
picture evidently
wasn't madeforforthethem.
As
entertainment
guy
and gal around the corner it will surely have
appeal, but not quite so much as its makers
intended. There are times when a picture
can tr\- to take in just too much territory —
and this one does. The exhibitor's advance
job is to sell the film on Laughton alone,
pointing out the fact that he has made a
picture that gets down to earth with you and
me
— nothing
arty,
with plent\- of heart
throbs
and solid
action.
Adventure In Blackmail
Drama
English Films
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Good entertainment for those who enjoy typical
British productions. Slow-moving and heavy
on dialogue despite very fine story material.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should do well
in houses which accept European films. Clive
Brook may attract some of his American
following.
Cast: Clive
Brook,
Campbell,
\". France.
Marguerite
Allan,
PercyJudy
Walsh.
Dennis C.Arundell
and
others. Credits: A Mercury Production, directed by
Harold Huth. Story by Emeric Pressburgher. Director
of photography. Tack Cox.
Plot: Peter Conroy, successful pla^-wright
(Clive Brook), is taken in by an attractive
young lady. Pamela Lawrence who, thinking
that her brother has been wronged by Conroy, seeks revenge through a breach of
promise suit. Pamela produces love letters
addressed to another Pamela, now the wife
of Peter's business associate with whom he
had an affair before her marriage. To shield
his first love he calls the girl's bluff and
marries her. The3- both proceed to make
each other miserable. After a separation
each discovers the error of their appraisal of
the other and thej- are reunited.
Comment: The dialogue is completely British, not particularly brilliant with a tendency
to make the film drag. The story is good,
interesting and weU developed. Clive Brook,
American matinee idol a few years back, has
changed little and handles his role eft'ectiveh^
The film's intellectual dialogue rates it adult
entertainment.

Paramount

Let's Face It
Musical Comedy

11
R E \' I E W
Mabel Terry Lewis. Glynis Johns, Martin
for the jitterbugs and Cole Porter tunes for Penrose.
.Miller. Percy Walsh. Frederic Richter, Hubert Leslie.
music lovers plus the reputation of the stage Miki
Iveria. Credits: Directed by Harold S. Bucque:.
play title wiU help selling.
.Screenplay by John Lee Mahin and Howard Emmeit
Rogers.
Original storj- by John C. Higgins. PhoCast; Bob Hope, Betty Hutton, ZaSu Pitts. Martography by Joh»i J. Cox. Made at the Gainsborough
jorie Weaver, Dona Drake. Raymond Walbum, Eve Studios, London.
Arden, Cully Richards, Joe Sawyer and others. Credits:
Plot: An English engineer, who removes
Associate Producer. Fred Kohlmar. Directed by Sidney
Lanfield.
by Harrj'
Tugend.
MusicBased
by time bombs, is assigned to one of the occuCole Porter.Screenplay
Photographed
by Lionel
Lindon.
pied countries because he speaks their lanon a musical play by, Dorothy Fields, Herbert Fields
guage and has a family history there. His
and Cole Porter. Suggested bv a plav bv Xorma
task
is to contact the underground, find a
Mitchell and Russell G. Medcrait. Song, '-Who Did?
I Did, Yes I Did," by Sammy Cahn and Jule Styne. new gas factory the Nazis have built, get the
Plot: Hope, as Private Jerry Walker, is formula and blow up the factory. He does
all this, and in a running gunfight kills many
constanth- getting in dutch and postponing
his wedding to WinniePotter (Betty Hutton),
Nazis and wins himself a heroine besides.
who runs a health camp near an Army Post.
Comment: This should do a fair business
Three wives are left at the health camp by if plugged on the Robert Donat following.
their husbands who claim to be going fish- Man}- of his fans may be disappointed, for the
ing. Suspecting their husbands of planning
picture will add little if anything to his
stature. There are a few snatches of the
a little philandering, the wives proposition
Hope to line up two other soldiers for a Donat with which they are familiar, but the
role calls for a fighting, dashing. Commandoweek-end party to make the waj-ward husbands jealous. Hope needs three hundred
like adventurer,
a little
than Donat's
bucks to get out of a scrape and persuades
expected
casting.
It isdifferent
an English
version
his chums to come along for ten dollars
of the sabotage agent in a Superman role.
Planned as a rapid-fire adventure picture, it
apiece. The mix-up which ensues produces
a hokum climax that makes Bob a hero and
slows up in spots and feels too long for every
the final sequence delivers a solid laugh.
minute enjoyment, despite the action sequences, where he shoots his Gestapo men
Comment: "Let's Face It" is loaded with
the usual brand of Hope wisecracks and with deadly accuracy in a running gunfight.
Lacking the quality to head a bill in all but
hokum. It even has a pie-in-the-face gag.
subsequents, the picture holds an anomolous
An offering that is bound to ride the boxposition because of its length. Valerie Hoboffice wave of Hope popularitj", it is a musical comedy with an Army background, but son, the girl in the case, is not onh" an
purely an escapist entertainment. The Cole attractive charmer, but a capable actress and
American audiences will want to know why
Porter tunes: "Let's Not Talk About Love,"
"Let's Face It.'' are old but worth mentionthe}- have been seeing so little of her. Use
the Donat name in all exploitation and arrange
ing for the value of the author's name. Lobby
teaser campaign on whether the Nazis will
displaj- showing Hope behind guard house
bars for a laugh will tie in to the final scene
use gas as a last resort.
in the show. Sell it basically on the hilarity
of the Hope-Hutton team. In the small towns
you can play up ZaSu Pitts, Raj-mond W^alWliat's Buzzin' Cousin
burn and Toe SawA-er for their comedv draw.
Columbia
Comedy With Music
75 mins.
Spy
I Xat'l Release. July S)
Tarii
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Offers
rather spotty diversion with one good numMGM
104 mins.
ber by Rochester and Ann Miller's sprightly
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Will be comedy.
dancing as the highlights of a too-plotty
disappointing for the Donat fans, although it
contains some adventure and excitement.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Has the Rochester, Ann Miller and Freddy Martin orchestra
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Difficult to pronam.es
to act as a draw.
gram as it is quite long for the second spot
and is not too strong for first; Donat name
Cast: Ann Miller, Eddie Anderson (Rochester), John
being its sole claim to strength.
Hubbard, Freddy Martin and his orchestra. Theresa
Brooks, Jeff Donnell, Carol Hughes,
Cast: Robert Donat, Valerie Hobson, Walter Rilla. Harris, Leslie{Continued
on Page 13)
Phyllis Morris, Anthony Eustral, David Ward, John

S H O W -M E X ■ S

76 mins.

(Block 1. '43-441
A.UDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) A madeto-order Bob Hope laugh riot to convulse
the fans. A trifle slow in spots but sure to
satisfy the fun-seekers.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Another ten
strike for Hope that should measure up to
his other pictures in gross. Bettj^ Hutton
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Film
3rd
Theatres
50

O n

Industry
War
Must

THE

Loan,
Reach

Million People

Those

to Whom

Treasury Will Direct Drive
The motion picture industry is in the spotlight and "on
spot"
in the Third
War Loan
campaign
whichthe the
Treasury
will launch
Sept.
9, according to Oscar A. Doob, who in his new
capacity as. Assistant National Director of the
War Finance Division, made a flying visit
from Washington over the week-end to confer
with War Activities Committee heads.
"I doubt that many in the motion picture
industry realize fully just how important a
place the industry is expected to take in this
gigantic Third War Loan drive," Doob told
L. C. Griffith, newly appointed bond drive chairman of WAC, and S. H. Fabian, chairman of
the Theatres Division.
Prime Factor in Drive's Success
"Since getting into the new Treasury job,
I've been
surprised
repeatedly
hear, first
hand,
how much
reliance
Secretaryto Morgenthau
and National Director Theodore R. Gamble are
placing on the industry and all it branches to
fulfill a vital part in the over-all drive to sell
$15,000,000,000 worth of war bonds to individuals, corporations, etc., in September. At virtually every Washington meeting with the tremendous field organization of the War Finance
Committee, the plans of the motion picture
industry are discussed and emphasized as a
prime factor in the success of the drive. We
are inviting Mr. Fabian or Mr. Griffith to come
to Washington this week-end to tell the Treasury State Publicity Chairmen of some 20 states
of the movie plans.
"The September drive, with its invasion theme
and
'Back-the-Attack'
slogan, aims The
to sell
numbers
of bonds to individuals.
focusvastis
on the 'E' bonds and mass distribution. It is
probably the greatest mass selling job ever
undertaken — with some 50 million customers in
view. And that makes it a movie industry campaign— because, through the theatres, the movies

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■Dtl
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PATRIOTIC

the

Spot

Declares

FRONT

in

Doob

reach those millions. Ten per cent of all the
official fiscal issuing agents in the country are
now moving picture theatres — which emphasize^ the importance of those lobby booths that
are
everyopen
day.for business night as well as day and
"The Treasury has set up a promotion plan
of breath-taking scope and completeness — newspaper ads, radio, billboards, and all other media.
But one phase of the campaign is primarily in
your hands — the exploitation, the ballyhoo, the
color and spectacle of the campaign. The
Treasury feels that that phase must not be overlooked ;that the touch of the spectacular is
needed to round out the campaign. Hollywood,
with its caravan, its hero tours, and the theatres
with their locally executed parades, rallies, displays, etc., are the key-factors in the publicity
barrage that must pave the way for the vast
army of hundreds of thousands of volunteers
who must do the actual bond-selling.
"War Activities Committees in every city
and town of the country should at once offer
their services to the War Finance Committees
in their communities. They will find their service eagerly welcomed. This Third War Loan
is a grand opportunity for the industry to do a
genuine war service for a department of the
Government that thoroughly recognizes the important part the industry can play."
Doob's appointment to one of the most important civilian jobs so far given by Washington to a movie man is considered a direct
tribute by Secretary Morgenthau to the efifective
work already done by the industry and especially the all-out effort put into the bond drive
of last -September.
Give Greater Movie Coverage
Despite newsprint shortage, which has resulted in elimination of pages and reduction of
type sizes in many newspapers, reports received
by the Industry Service Bureau indicate a definite trend towards increased movie coverage.
Because of greater public interest in screen
entertainment, several metropolitan dailies have
expanded the space being devoted to Hollywood
activities and are using stills more lavishly.

Pledges
^Unending
Effor/
on War
L. C. Griffith, newly-appointed
General Chairman
of the industry's
cooperation inLoan
the National
Third War Loan to sell $15,000,000,000 worth of bonds in September, is on his way back to Oklahoma
City after a visit to War Activities Committee headquarters, where he declared he "would be happy
to pledge unending effort to help make the campaign a success."
Griffith arrived in town last week-end for preliminary discussions with S. H. Fabian, Theatres
Division Chairman; Arthur L. Mayer and Ed. Schreiber, on the general broad outlines of the campaign.
"This is a great opportunity for the entire industry to work together on one of the most
important war jobs it has ever undertaken," Griffith declared. "The Third War Loan will need the
greatest degree of cooperation from every single person in the industry. One of the reasons I was
happy to accept the post of general chairman for the campaign was that I was certain 1 could count
on that
cooperation
job another
industry
Griffith,
who is toalsomake
WACthisexhibitor
chairman
for success."
the Oklahoma City exchange area, will return
from that city on August 10, and make his headquarters in New York until the campaign is
terminated.
While in Oklahoma City Griffith is expected to outline the personnel of the campaign committee.

Former Usher Gets High Honor
Staff Sergeant Schiller Cohen, former chief usher
at Loew's Paradise, Bronx, N. Y., shows the
Distinguished Flying Cross which he received in
Africa to Manager Jerry DeRosa. Between DeRosa and while
Cohen atis the
the sergeant's
Cohen,
right are father,
Mrs. Robert
Cohen
and Eugene Meyers, Loew's Theatres district
manager.
Duringbought
a rally
in Sergeant
honor,
patrons
$3200
worth of Cohen's
stamps.
Films

Vital

to Post-War

Security, Says Harmon
That motion pictures may well become the
chief visual aid in comprehensive educational
programs not only for millions still in uniform
but also for even larger numbers of civilians in
the freed countries and in Axis lands occupied
by United Nations forces was predicted by
Francis S. Harmon, WAC executive vicechairman, in a speech delivered during a weekend broadcast of the program, "The World of
Sight and Sound," eighth in a radio series,
"For This We Fight," sponsored by the NBC
Inter-American University of the Air.
"For it is the language of pictures which after
the war can most quickly surmount the barriers
of suspicion and tradition and best interpret
the attitudes, customs and longings of various
peoples to each other," Harmon continued.
Declaring
that "the today
American
motion
picture
industry
is mobilized
to help
in winning
the war and also to aid in making the peace
secure," the WAC official cited what he termed
"priceless assets" motion pictures bring to the
United Nations :
"First — The language of pictures is the only
common language of mankind.
"Second — The American motion picture already has a great world audience, equal before
the w'ar to one-eighth of the human race each
week.
"Third — Hollywood is today the international
center of the world of sight and sound where
talent and creative genius from everywhere are
assembled.
"Fourth — The American motion picture 'has
demonstrated its capacity to transfer to this
people's art form, the literature, the music, the
history and the drama of all the world and to
utilize the professional skills of artists from
virtually every nation and race in the process."
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Calaboose
What's Buzzin' Cousin
(Continued from Page 11)
Bradley Page. Credits: Produced by Jack Fier.
Directed by Charles Barton. Screenplay by Harry
Sauber from a story by Aben Kandel.
Plot: Ann Miller and some of her girl
friends decide to operate a hotel Ann has
inherited, but find the inn is one of the remaining structures in what is now a ghost
town.
Freddy
Martin'scome
band,
with hotel
Rochester
as a sort of mascot,
to the
when
their car runs out of gas, and there is a plan
soon in effect to bring the town back to life,
with one of the bandsmen, John Hubbard,
putting up the money for the venture. Rochester thinks he discovers a gold nugget—
which is publicized and the hotel starts to
boom. Ann's friends decide to sell out, and
Hubbard breaks with Ann, thinking she has
crossed him up. He learns the truth and
wins Ann back.
Comment: Ann Miller does her usual fine
dancing job and Eddie (Rochester) Anderson
is able and willing as usual to give with
effective comedy, but the feeling persists that
performance does not measure up to promise, something with more bounce being expected from a picture titled and cast as is
this number. The show should have some
pull on the strength of title and names but
will serve best as support on a bill headed by
a strong drama or straight comedy headliner.
While there are many song numbers, the
picture cannot hold up to anticipations if it
is sold as something appealing to the jitterbugs. Stress the names and let 'em come in
in the mood to see what they will see.

United Artists Slapstick 45 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) No matter what you may think of it personally,
run o' the mill patrons will laugh plenty.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Ideal to run
with an extra-long lead feature, and the repetition of stock characters makes the series
solid.
Cast: Jimmy Rogers, Noah Beery, Jr., Mary Brian,
Bill Henry, Paul Hurst, Marc Lawrence, William
Davidson, Jean Porter, Iris Adrian, Sarah Edwards.
Credits: Directed by Hal Roach, Jr. Produced by
Glenn Tryon. Story by Donald Hough. Adaptation
by Harvey Thew. Screenplay by Arnold Belgard.
Plot: Rogers and Beery, the wandering
cowboys, this time get into trouble because
Beery eases himself into jail to be near the
sheriff's daughter, Mary Brian, who wants
to reform all the prisoners. A real gangster
reaches town in the person of Lawrence,
who asks Mary to phone his Ma. "Ma" is
Lawrence's girl friend and she gives the
alarm with the result that the gang goes out
to rescue the chief. In a shooting, roping,
slapstick knockdown affray the criminals are
captured. But don't think Beery gets the
girl; no sir, there's another picure coming.
Comment: You know by this time what
the
streamliner
series can
short,
make excellent
foildoforfor ayou.
big, They're
serious
feature, and actually make audiences laugh,
if they are not too sophisticated. If you
know they go well for you there is an important point in that the chief characters are
repated in each release, so that patrons will
know just what they will get. The point is
— if they liked the previous Rogers-JBeery
they're likely
be attracted
somewhat
like toa radio
serial. by the next,

Black Hills Express
Republic Western
55 mins.
(Prod. No. 362— Nat'l Release, Aug. 15)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A western with all the trimmings that the action
fans look for.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: One of the better
of the series and very satisfactory for its
market.
Cast: Don
"Red"
Barry, Halligan,
Wally Vernon,
ArielAtchley,
Heatli,
George
Lewis,
William
Hooper
Charles Miller, Pierce Lydon, Jack Rockwell, Bob
Kortman, Al Taylor. Credits: Directed by John English. Screenplay
_
by Norman Hall and Fred Myton.
Original story by Fred Myton. Photography by Ernest
Miller. Associate Producer, Eddy White.
Plot: An outlaw with a price on his head
is given thirty days immunity, after he's
caught, in order to have him assist in finding
a gang responsible for the holdup of stagecoaches. By locating a few of his former pals,
the outlaw collects enough evidence to point
the finger of guilt at a U. S. Marshal.
Comment: This latest in the Don "Red"
Barry series is a neat little western with all
the trimmings that the action fans look for.
Starting off with a good script and kept going at a rapid pace by the able direction of
John English and the satisfactory production
values of Eddy White, it appears as one of
the better of the series. Barry is swell, as a
guy with a price upon his head, and he does
more than the average amount of gun-slinging, while the story allows for enough suspense and action to meet with the approval of
the most rabid western seeker. In supporting
roles, William Halligan and George Lewis
do okay as villains and Wally Vernon handles the joshing very capably. This picture
promises much for the future of the Don
"Red" Barry series because of the astute
handling of White, the producer. You might
arrange tieups, using stills of the picture,
with trucking and delivery concerns.

Cheyenne Roundup
Universal Western

57 mins.

(Prod. No. 7075— Nat'l Release, Apr. 9)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Smacking good western that will satisfy all the
fans of open space sagas.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Up to the average of its predecessors.
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy
Knight, Jennifer Holt, Harry Woods, Robert Barron,
Roy Barcroft, Budd Buster, Roy Brent, Ken Duncan,
Gil Patric, Jimmy Wakely Trio. Credits: Directed by
Ray Taylor. Screenplay by Elmer Clifton and Bernard
McConville. Original, Elmer Clifton. Photography by
William Sickner. Associate Producer, Oliver Drake.
Plot: A young outlaw leader takes over a
town after a rich vein of gold has been found.
Putting up a respectable front, he deals in
investments, loans and real estate. When
they finally catch up with him, he's critically
wounded by a posse. He regrets his lawlessness before he dies and enlists the aid of his
twin brother in bringing law and order to
the community.
Comment: When a western tosses in a plot
that smacks of slick story property, it is unusual. And, when the whole thing comes off,
it is a smacking good western picture. This
edition of the Johnny Mack Brown-Tex
Ritter series, with Fuzzy Knight for the
comedy foil, does all those things. It is a
crackling good bang-bang that slows down
in spots to take on a plot, but it will satisfy
all fans of the horse-riding, open-spaces
sagas. Credit Ray Taylor, the director, and
Oliver Drake, the associate producer, with
turning out a better-than-average action film.
Sell it like its predecessors in the series.

Repeat Dates and Reissue
Bookings Hitting New High
Genera! boom in picture bookings are reflected inthe large number of playdates reported
by distributors on officially re-issued features.
Paramount reported this week that in the first
five weeks of selhng re-issues of "Union Pacific"
and "Souls at Sea" (rather generally paired on
twin billings) have reached the high mark of
4,364 independent exhibitor contracts.
Warner Bros, reported that after a lapse of
10 months since initial release of "Now, Voyager," the picture has played more than 200
repeat bookings during the past week in the
Western territory alone, carrying the redate
contracts on this picture to 3,200 thus far.
Warners' "The Man Who Came to Dinner" has
recorded 2,950 rebookings and "In This Our
Life" has piled up 2,900 repeat dates. All three
of
the latter and "Now Voyager" star Bette
Davis.
Entire Texas State to Be Scene
Of 'Never Been Licked' Premiere
"We've Never Been Licked" is to have a series
of state-wide premieres in Texas from August
12 to 16, it was announced this week by W. A.
Scully, general sales manager of Universal. The
picture deals with Texas A. and M. College,
which will be the source of a ten-day radio
campaign over 27 local stations.
The campaign is being conducted by Interstate Circuit on behalf of the openings in Dallas,
Fort Worth, San Antonio, Houston, Austin,
Galveston, El Paso, Amarillo, Abilene, Brownwood, Wichita Falls, Waco, Temple, Harlingen,
San Benito, Brownsville, McAllen, Denton,
Paris, and Tyler. A special exploitation staff
headed by Jack Jackson is now in Texas preparing the way for the premiere.
Pathe Out $111,188, Master Finds
"Pathe has been over-charged by . . . $111,188.67." This was the recent finding of Special
Master James L. Dohr, who was directed by
Judge Knox of Federal Court to give an opinion
concerning the accounting disputes resulting
from a suit brought by Pathe Laboratories
against duPont Manufacturing Corporation. The
Master held that the practice of E. I. duPont
de Nemours & Co. of charging inter-plant
profits in computing costs was improper. The
case will now be tried in the Fall before a jury
in the Federal Court, Southern District of New
York.
Lone Pine Honors 'Hopalong'
The West, traditionally gracious in honoring
its film heroes, has provided another form of
immortality for Hopalong Cassidy, hard-riding,
hard-shooting hero of the Harry ShermanUnited Artists cinema adventure series. A private lake in the hills near Lone Pine, Calif., has
been named "Cassidy Lake."
New Issue of 'Movie News'
The latest
of DeVryon "Movie
featuring
data issue
and comment
the part News,"
motion
pictures are playing in the war and anticipated
applications of films in the post-war era for
audio-visual education, was published this week
by the DeVry company, manufacturers of projectors.
Oscar Harris Joins Billboard
Oscar Harris, for the past 12 years a member
of the advertising department of National Screen
Service resigned last week to become head of
advertising and exploitation for the New York
office of Billboard. Harris took over his duties
with the publication this week.
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Only Just Begun To Star!:
• • • MUSIC, 'tis said hath charms The tune-laden feature
film, whether of the war or nay, makes it easier for America's millions to
walk in Duty's path with the weight of the conflict's cares and worries on
their shoulders And to the exhibitor there is charm in music
His business symphony, which makes possible the efficient operation of
his house in wartime, provides the wherewithal for the purchase of Bonds
in maximum volume, and makes possible his own and much of his community's activities in behalf of Victory, is the clinking of coin as it
pours into the ole box-office till Both of these facets of present-day
filmdom, — from the patron's and showman's standpoint — , bring to mind the
intriguing Case of Deanna Durbin Her latest Universal vehicle,
"Hers To Hold," is not only a rich example of the timely, music-studded
opus which the public wants, but a timely example of music-studded
richness which the theater operator needs Fans are heading eagerly
for the new film, as is evidenced by the heavy "takes" reported from
hosts of situations where it is now playing
T
T
T
• • # THAT "Hers To Hold" is making tiinistiles click witli llic
frequency of machine-gun fire is not altogether a noveltx in the annals
of Durbin pix From the time of the young star's debut in features
via "Three Smart Girls," she has enjoyed unique success, hurtling virtually overnight to stardom, and then hanging up repeated triumphs in
rapid succession Then she was tagged as a prodigy ,— primarily
because of her vocalizing and refreshing personality Today, the
Case of Deanna Durbin is precisely what ive say here,— intriguing
Her vocal skill is far above what it urns formerly, and her personality
even more magnetic From a pretty child-star, with what might
be termed adequate histronic ability, she has grown into an adult
luminary with great performing skill Her glamour enchants
pations of the feminine gender, giving her intense box-office value on
that important score Equally magnetic is she to the male coterie
In "Hers To Hold," she has what it takes to make the femmes
admire and imitate her, and the swains, all the way from knee-pants
to 4-H and far beyond, go "Whoo-Whoo!" in the best Hugh Herbert
manner It all adds up to one inescapable conclusion, namely,
that Miss Durbin is a full-fledged butterfly, no longer in the kid cocoon,
and only just beginning to really spread her wings Her present is
big Her future even bigger She is one of the very, very few
members of the film acting profession who has been able to withstand
the transition from juvenile ranks to adult status, and be better in the
latter than the former
▼
T
T
• • • MUCH of the credit for Deanna Durbin's present high estate
in the hearts of public and press is due to the intelligent and strategic
guidance at the hands of Universal's studio-ites. It was not easy
to convert a girl in early 'teens (the prelly prodigy) into a young woman
in early twenties whom khaki-clad and bluejacketed lads now pin-up and
look upon with ga ga, wolfish eyes, and whom gals, young and old,
view as a magnetic model In this triumphant metamorphosis, considerable credit likewise goes to Felix Jackson, producer of "Hers To
Hold," who collaborated in the writing of several of Deanna's previous
P'X His knowledge of her as a person and an artiste has provided
with exactness the best channels for her ability Miss Durbin, likewise is a mighty factor in her own success She has conscientiously
"stuck to her knitting" in Hollywood, — every stitch a good, clean one
She has only just begun to star, — and gross!
T
T
T
• • • AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
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Procedure
Of

Covers

in the Selection
for His Programs

Is Outlined by Bob Ingham
In a dry climate a breeze blowing against you
cools you off, causes the perspiration to evaporate. Furthermore, even though it may be
hotter, according to the thermometer, the discomfort is not nearly so great as in a humid
climate. In a humid climate the wind can be
blowing, just as it is now, yet the humidity
prevents one from being dry. For example, as
we sit here, with our back to the window, a
gentle breeze strikes the back of our head, and
so the back of our head is dry. On our forehead, however, are beads of perspiration. Wherever the wind does not hit .you in a humid
climate, there you perspire. Only four breezes
blowing from four different directions would

TRADE
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"One other cover I devote each month is on
the institutional idea, and believe it or not,
these attract the most attention among my
patrons. I try to make them breezy and up to
date, and again I use the mat service for my
illustrations (see cut).
"The fourth cover- is usually something that
strikes me as I look through the trade magazines or mat service books where I 'steal' another advertiser's idea and reconstruct it to
suit my purpose, as in the enclosed sample
which you illustrated and discussed in one of
last year's issues (STR, May 9, 1942, p. 18).
"I reallymensely,enjoy
Program
and as Ithehave
said Exchange
before, I imam
pleased that you think my little program is as
well done as you say it is. I really do not devote too much time to it, but it has always
created a good deal of interest among my
And so formative
endsletter. Ingham's
interesting
and the
inFor one thing,
we think
patrons."

August 7 , 1943

person's age." And, as a tie-in, this copy appears below : "But here's the most amazing
puzzle you'll ever see !" A two-column mat
advertising "The Amazing Mrs. Holliday" follows. It's a good advertising plugger, we'd say.
A handbill from Samuel starts off in an institutional vein. Beside an illustration of a knowit-all expounding his theories to bored listeners
is this copy : "Arm-chair generals and backyard diplomats need relaxation ! Sitting around
worrying
and discussing
won't
the
war. Do everything
you can
thathelp
reallywinhelps.
Then for a fresh start, get away from it all for
a while. Discover cool comfort at the movies."
This is followed by an ad on "Seven Miles
From Alcatraz."
The Reminder Is Revamped
The Reminder, program for the Wallace and
Rose theatres, Levelland, Texas, has been revamped. Whereas formerly it was a two-sided
handbill, it is now printed in the form of a
four-page herald, interspersed with press book
scene mats, biographies and other feature material. The particular issue in our possession
features red ink printed on blue handbill paper.
It can be seen a mile away, and is flashy enough
to catch the eye in an instant ; but red type on
blue is difficult to read : the letters dance, the
eyes soon tire. Best color combinations, in our
humble opinion, are black or green (or blue, for
that matter) type on white paper; black type
on blue, green or yellow paper ; green type on
yellow paper. Generally speaking, we like the
new makeup of The Reminder.
Another batch of copies of Grand
Screenews has been received from Bill Drace,
skipper of the Grand Theatre, Greer, S. C. And
once again,
printed
in redBillon has
one that
of the"letter
issues.follows"
But so note
far
there has been no letter. We're an optimistic
lot, however, and we're still waiting.
Ye Editor on Sabbatical Leave

cause the evaporation of perspiration and make
us feel cooler.
And now that we have the weather out of the
way (wish this humidity was out of the way),
we shall turn our attention to programs. Some
time ago in this department (STR, July 10, p.
14) we ventured the prediction that perhaps
Bob Ingham, manager of the Orange Theatre,
Orange, Mass., would "explain to us how he
determines what each week's cover will be,
how he goes about assembling the various elements, etc." Our prediction has come true :
A few days ago there came an explanatory
letter from Ingham. He had just returned from
his vacation and was catching up on his reading
when he noted our words about his program
covers. Writes Ingham :
"I usually try to maintain one cover each
month for the promotion of war bonds and
stamps or in aiding the Civilian Defense units
in advertising their particular phase of home
defense. I will send along my next issue in
which I aided the Report Center in obtaining
the men to man the center at all times. This
cover I made up in the form of a want-ad column actually torn from our local paper. I
blocked out the copy in the particular want-ad
space I needed, and inserted my own copy
(see cut). This was also duplicated on film as
a trailer through Filmack. . . . All this tends
to spread the feeling of cooperation and brings
plenty of goodwill.
"Once a month I use one cover for the plugging of my coming attractions for the next
month, and use the mat service of my local
paper to dress up the ad with a cute cartoon to
attract attention. This I have illustrated by an
enclosed cover (see cut).

Orange management is wise in creating a special formula for program covers and sticking
to it. When the time comes to prepare each
issue, he knows just what he wants, then sets
about to get it. Once again the value of newspaper mat service is proved. On numerous
occasions, not always necessarily in this department but in the Selling the Picture section of
STR, we have cited the advantages of making
use ofvice isthe
This serfree,newspaper's
and while mat
it isservice.
used mostly
by
department stores, it will surprise you at the
number of illustrations you will find that could
be used not only on your programs but also in
an occasional institutional newspaper ad or
even, for that matter, in an ad (on a current
attraction) whose lead-off copy would be enhanced by such an illustration. We suggest you
take time out to visit your local newspaper
office, to look over the various mat services
available to advertisers. We think you'll be
surprised and pleased. We are happy to have
heard from Bob Ingham, and we feel sure his
remarks will prove constructive to other members.
Two advertising pluggers come our way
from W. S. Samuel, manager of the Ritz
Theatre, Milan, Tenn. As noted before in these
columns, Samuel revives old and tested ideas
from time to time, just as any manager can do
if he wishes. You remember the number chart
by
you canof tell
a person's
age.a friend
There
are which
six columns
figures.
You ask
to point to all the columns in which his age
appears. Then, by adding the figures at the
top of each chosen column, you can determine
the friend's age. Just above the age chart is
this copy : "You can reveal the mystery of a

As you read these last few lines, we shall be
on our vacation. An editorial associate may
pinch hit for us while we're away or, on the
other hand, you may find the Program Exchange missing for a week or two. If the former, we know you'll be pleased; if the latter,
we know you'll still be pleased, for then you,
too, will be able to get a little surcease from
these discourses on the preparation, printing and
distribution of programs.

Identification Contest, Opening of
Canteen Helps 'Canteen' Playdate
A three-day "Guess the Star" contest on
"Stage Door Canteen" was planted in the
Meriden Record by J. G. Samartano, manager
of the Loew-Poli Palace, Meriden, Conn.
Smudged faces of two stars, together with descriptive material, appeared each day. Readers
who identified all six stars received guest tickets
to As
see another
"Stage Door
phaseCanteen."
of his campaign on the
picture, Samartano opened a canteen dispensing
milk and doughnuts to service men and women
without charge during the engagement. A local
dairy and a local bakery provided the "drinks"
and "eats." News of the canteen opening made
the front page of the Record.
Monkey Business
Harold Rice, of the Paramount, Denver, was
going
play for
"Thethe Gorilla,"
and hesuggested
wanted
a good tostunt
lobby. What
itself to his mind? That's right, but gorillas
are very scarce. So Rice procured three monkeys and saw to it they had a good-sized cage
in which to romp, swing, and look for — you
know. Result was he had a crowd hanging
around all week, and a large percentage went
in to see the picture.
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Treat for Newsboys
A good-will promotion that worked well
for Tom Soriero at the United Artists, Los
Angeles,
a newspaper
this case was
Soriero
invited thecarriers'
carrier day.
boys In
as
guests of the theatre by mailing out letters
to 1000 of them. The Los Angeles Times was
party of the second part and came through
with a four-column cut of the boys in front
of the theatre and a story of the affair. The
stunt also generated much word-of-mouth
publicity, which reacted on the box-office.
This idea is perfectly adaptable to, and easier
to handle, in the smaller city.
L. A. War Chest Dignitaries
To Back 'Bell Tolls' Premiere
The Paramount exploiteers believe in introducing a big picture to a city under the best
auspices, and so when "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" opens on August 18 at the Carthay Circle
Theatre in Los Angeles it is going to be sponsored by the top civic, business, and social leaders of that area. The tieup comes through the
fact that the entire proceeds of the premiere
will go to the Los Angeles War Chest.
The sponsors include the respective heads of
each of the 18 groups comprising the Los Angeles Area War Chest. Among them are Victor
Adams of Greek War Relief, Count de Lalaing
and Dr. Charles Winsel of Belgian War Relief,
George Fusenot (French), Olaf Halverson
(Norwegian), Richard Ordynski (Polish),
Basil Rathbone (British), and many others.

Conner Holds 'Stranger' Contest
A four-day newspaper contest, seeking the
"Stranger
in of
Town,"
the by
campaign
for the film
that highlighted
title put over
W. J.
Conner, Music Box, Tacoma, Wash. The
paper
printed to
backspotviews
of the "stranger"
and
asked readers
him around
town. Conner
also arranged for a make-over of the front
page of the local News-Tribune, using a screamingticeblack
: "U. S. bySupreme
J. J. headline
Grant Slugged
Thugs, Court Jus-

.ampaign

on

rremiere

o
f 'A

Sets

a

Record

City wide Cooperation
Strong Factor

for

Proves

in Aiding

Film

Producedd for
tor Army
Mrmy Relief
With all New York extending whole-hearted
co-operation in a worthy cause, Irving Berlin's
"This Is the Army," produced by Warner Bros,
for Army Emergency Relief, was launched with
a world premiere campaign unequalled for coverage, both in magnitude and diversity, and accomplished at surprisingly small cost in order to
conserve
all possible revenue for the soldiers'
relief organization.
Conducted under the general direction of
Charles Einfeld, Warners' advertising and publicity chief, with the principal assistance of Mort
Blumenstock, in charge of advertising and publicity in the East, and co-operation from Studio
Publicity Director Whitney Bolton, the advance
program utilized every conceivable channel of
promotion and outdid the elaborate campaigns
on behalf of such pictures as "Dodge City,"
"Fighting 69th," "Sergeant York" and "Yankee
Doodle
Dandy." of newspapers, magazines, stores,
Co-operation
hotels, restaurants, night clubs, shops, radio,
news syndicates, and various organizations and
individuals was the greatest ever accorded any
motion picture, and the premiere gross of close
to $28,000 for a single performance at $55 top
was a healthy start toward a goal of five to ten
million expected to be realized for Army Relief.
Chief highlights of the campaign follow :
Newspapers: In addition to big news column breaks and regular theatre ads, 54 leading
New
York night
department
stores,
men'sspace
stores,in
restaurants,
clubs, etc.,
devoted
their respective ads to a message of welcome to
"This Is the Army" for Army Emergency
Relief. Ads appeared in every newspaper, staggered over a three-day period.
Radio: An all-time record was set in num-

Two
phasesfor ofArmy
the Emergency
campaign for
the are
world
premiere
New One
Yorkof oftheWarners'
"Thisdisplays
Is thesetArmyy,"
produced
Relief,
shown
above.inLeft:
75 window
up in
various stores. Right: World's largest banner is placed in Times Square on site of former Wrigley sign.

Exploitation
ber
big network
shows sequences
playing thewith"Army"
music,of offering
dramatized
guest
stars from the cast, and giving credit to the
film — total of 76 coast-to-coast broadcasts, most
of them big commercial programs originating
from New York, Hollywood and Chicago, taking place up to August 2, with others to follow.
Dialogue plugs for picture also inserted in
the scripts of 32 leading daytime serials — an unprecedented achievement. Every important network script show co-operated. Half-hour transcription (15-minute production one one side,
and testimonials by Eddie Cantor, Walter Winchell, Kate Smith, Al Jolson, Irving Berlin and
Jimmy Durante on other) supplied to 800 radio
stations by World Broadcasting Co.
Store Displays: Full-window displays were
set up, many of them quite spectacular, by 22
principal stores from Saks Fifth Avenue to
Kress' Five & Ten. Secondary window displays put on by 86 additional stores, music
shops,
etc. cards were distributed and spotted in
Window
over 8000 stores, shops, hotels, etc., in the
Greater New York area.
Car Cards: Installed in 3000 buses and
other transportation lines.
Signs: On the site of the famous Wrigley
electric sign, across street from Hotel Aster
on Broadway, Abacrome, Inc., erected the
world's
for aA film
: a fullbanner
block long
and
six biggest
stories sign
high.
smaller
was
also placed on the famous Cola spot at the
north end of Longacre Square.
Ads: The newspaper and tradepaper ad
style created for "Army" by the Warner advertising and art departments was unusually effective in eye-appeal as well as in carrying out the
spirit of the production.
Menu Mentions: More than 20 hotels and
restaurants
their menus. printed "Welcome" messages on
Schrafl^t's gave entire back cover of menu to
a detailed advance writeup of the premiere, with
prices, etc.
Mail: "Welcome" messages imprinted on
envelopes of outgoing business mail, both on
envelopes and via postage meter.
Army Publicity Unit: Public relations unit
of "This Is the Army," consisting of Sgt.
Nathan Schenker, Sgt. Ben Washer, Pfc. Max
Gendel, Pfc. Alfred Palca and Pvt. Max Wilk,
worked on the picture for month in advance of
premiere,
and praised
will continue.
Unit'sEinfeld.
accomplishments highly
by Charles
Premiere Color: Army band, long line of
jeeps, guns and other military equipment, 400
soldiers,
about Lobby
50 AI.P.'sinterviews,
on patrol etc.
Broadcast:
etc., with
opening night celebrities, in one-hour program
over WMCA. Al Jolson, Una Merkel, Kitty
Carlisle, Jack L. Warner, Irving Berlin, Major
Albert Warner, Major Gen. Irving J. Phillipson, among the celebrities.
Kleig Lights: Used for first time since
wartime dimout regulations went into effect.
Newsreels: Covered by Fox Movietone,
Universal and the newsreel of International
Business Machines, whose president, Thomas J.
Watson,
Committee.was chairman of the First Nighters'
Universal Newsreel issued (Aug. 3) an 80-ft.
clip on the premiere, using music from the
picture as background and stating that proceeds
of the film are for Armv Emergencj' Relief.
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"A solid piece of entertainment. Full of fine performances. Don Ameche better
than his past best. Gene
Tierney establishes herself as

"No villain. No war. But a
brilliant undertaking which
comes ofF with sparkle and
vast entertainment. This one

actress of ability and versatility. Picture is best to come

Redbag."
Kann, M. P. Daily
is in the

from Lubitsch talent."
William R. Weaver. M. P. Herald

"Here is as fine a piece of entertainment asthe customers
"Just what the exhibitors and
the public have been waiting
for. Here is a film for exhibitors who want heavy boxoffice lines."
Bill Formby, BoxofTice

are likely to find anywhere.
Twentieth Century-Fox has a
gem of a picture here — one
that exhibitors will find a
"Chick" Lewis,
pleasure to merchandise!"
Showmen's Trade Review

"Geared for big grosses and
holdovers. It's a cinch for
profitable holdovers in the
key situations and will click
in the subsequents as well."
Mori Krushen, Variety

"First class entertainment.
Points to grosses beyond the
ordinary. A film abounding
with entertainment of the sort
that stirs audiences to an enthusiastic pitch."
Lou Pelegrine,
Film Daily

SELL WAR STAMPS EVERY DAY IN THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE!
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Stunts

Get
Civic, Naval
When a big theatre in a big town gets hold
of a big picture what happens? You say that
depends on the manager and the cooperation he
gets from the home office. Right enough. But
when they all click together something does
happen — a rousing exploitation campaign that
really brings out the neighbors and the visiting
firemen. Such a campaign was recently put on
by the Fox Theatre, San Francisco, for "Action
in the North Atlantic." Let us just see in cold
type what was done to make this one of the
most successful engagements ever to play that
house.
1. A proclamation was issued by Mayor
Angelo J. Rossi in which he praised the heroic
work of the United States Merchant Marine
and voiced the pride of San Francisco in the

Cooperation
thousands of men 'the city had sent to this service. The Mayor then went on to say that
Warners had produced "Action in the North
Atlantic," based on the heroism of these men,
and welcomed the , recognition thus afforded
them.appealed
He proclaimed
Marineto Week"
and
to men "Merchant
who had been
sea to
come back and serve in this important branch of
war service. This proclamation gave official
recognition to the picture and pointed, incidental y, tothe playing dates at the Fox.
2. Four hundred men from the U. S. Maritime Service Officers Training School, led by
their band and color guard, marched up Market
Street to the theatre, past six of the busiest
intersections in the city. This was opening night,
and the honored guests were introduced to the

'Movie

Guide,

Ad

HERE

IT IS /

Good

Keep your eye on this space
every day. A complete directory
of shows at Loew's w^ill be published here. Better cut out and
keep the listings -they will save
you expense and trouble of
phone calls. Some swell pictures
this week, eh? Of course, Loew's
always leads week after week!
STARTING TOMORROW
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Wind's
TEAM'
August first marked the fourth birthday of Loew's Movie Guide which has appeared daily in each of
the eight major New York City newspapers. Left above is a clip from the original ad which ran
approximately 2 col. x 16 in. This was the first ad grouping for neighborhood theatres accepted by
the papers and during the past twelve months $483,000 has been spent for this type of advertising. At
the right, above, is shown the same type ad, with the natural refinements that come with years,
appearing on the fourth anniversary. It has been slightly condensed in size and little reminders,
marginal comments
havebybecome
integral his
partassociate,
of Loew'stheadvertising
message.
Conceived
by Oscar andA. cartoon
Doob andillustrations
carried out
Ernest anEmerling,
Movie Guide
has
replaced thousands of snipe posters, billboards, and a 1,000,000 circulation direct mail publication.
Estimates place the daily readers of the guide at 6,000,000.
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Tip-Top Tieup
A large furniture store in Spokane has a
lighted sign (approximately 24-sheet) on its
roof. This gave Manager Oscar Nyberg, of
the Fox Theatre, an idea when he came to
play "Cabin in the Sky." You guessed it, he
made a tieup with the store so that the roof
sign ran this copy: "Furnish Your 'Cabin in
the Sky' Here." This made a wonderful
splash at night and all Spokane knew what
picture was playing at the Fox.

audience while their official song, Heave Ho,
was played.
3. Special processed placards reading:
"Join Merchant Marine — See 'Action in the
North Atlantic' " were placed on lamp posts
running the entire length of Market Street.
4. A large 60-inch tieup ad was placed by
the department store, City of Paris, featuring
art work from the picture and reproducing the
text of the Mayor's proclamation. Besides this,
a large front window of the store was devoted
entirely to the picture, complete with scenes
from the picture. Marine activity, and theatre
credits.
5. With the sanction of the San Francisco
office of the War Production Board, all important shipyards in the area ran publicity in
their company papers and plugged the showing
over their P.A. systems. They also promoted
a contest for production ideas, with free passes
for the winners.
6. A booth erected in the lobby — flanked
by scene stills — was manned by a Merchant Seaman who gave information to those who were
interested in joining the service.
7. A special screening for the press and
Maritime Union leaders resulted in word-ofmouth advertising from the top down.
8. Radio coverage featured SO-second announcements with sound effects of torpedoes
and machine guns. Sixteen plugs day before and
opening day covered all type listeners and also
announced swing shift shows.
9. The National Maritime Union sent out
4000 special letters calling attention to the picture and requesting the cooperation of all union
affiliates.
10. Special cross plug trailers were spotted
in the screen programs of all other Fox houses
in San Francisco.
11. A 24-sheet signboard truck trailer was
towed throughout the city during the run of
the picture. It also was part of the parade on
opening night.
12. A large banner was placed alongside
the theatre's marquee-to-roof upright sign, while
out front on the sidewalk a 40 x 60 A-board
carried copy welcoming the men of the Merchant
Marine.
RKO's Mandel Issues Manual for
This Is the Army' Premieres
A comprehensive manual for the guidance of
theaters in putting on advanced-price premieres
of
Irving
Berlin's for
"ThisArmy
Is theEmergency
Army," Warner
Bros,
production
Relief,
has been and
issued
by ^he RKO
circuit'sunder
national
publicity
exploitation
department
the
direction of Harry Mandel.
The manual outlines all phases of activity
from advance stories, co-operative ads and other
tieups down to radio, parades and mail-order
promotion.
Title Burned in Oak
Much patron comment and attention was
directed to the engagement of "The Human
Comedy" at the Palace, Burlington, la., as a
result of an unusual lobby display created by
Manager Harold B. Lyon. He had the title
burned into a slab of rough-cut oak and used
a plaque beneath made of gold card to simulate
bronze, reading: "Burn this title deep into your
memory — it's one of 1943's best pictures."

3rd War Loan islarls Sfpu-tiihcr 9 — Prepare!
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Advertising

that

BIG!

is

You

Use the Space

Paid

for the Lineage

Suppose (no wishful thinking please) the advertising manager of your local paper- should
with
you all thethatspace
of¥errestriction
the
the you
only want
copy for
you"free"
could use
theatre.
your
of
name
the
in the space would be
A lot of good that would do you. That is
naturally a very, very far-fetched example theof
the value of space, but it does bring home
importance of space value which is a daily commodity of showbusiness. Some showmen without set budgets for advertising are prone to
little consideraa "big ad"of complex
acquire
tion or thought
what kindwithof an ad they use
fellow's.is
the other space
bigger than
long as it's
just asresulting
of valuable
dissipation
The
reflected in the amusement pages from coast to
coast almost daily. "Just slap a mat in the
paper" becomes their slogan. This school of
thought is predicated upon getting attention
through the sheer effect of size rather than
carefully planned advertising copy.

Talk

as

To the right is a
bullseye type ad
which concentrates prominence
on the copy in
the large circle.

Space Can Be An Expensive Toy
Space costs money. It is an expensive toy in
the hands of the careless. It is a point on the
theatre expense sheet that can make for greater
profit through economy and planning or loss
through badly directed thinking. Circulation of
a paper is the gauge by which advertising rates
are established but those same rates have no
bearing on the space value to you regardless of
circulation. It's what you say and how you
prepare the copy from the standpoint of design
and layout that is your yardstick of value.
Wallop,' Not Size, Is What Counts
You have seen four- or even two-inch ads
that literally jump off the page regardless of
all the big ads surrounding them. It is this
attention-getting quality plus the message conveyed that spells value and consequently results.
Reproduced on this page are four attentioncommanding border designs which can be reproduced by your local engraver. Clippings of
title, cast, catchlines and halftone heads of the
stars from the press books can be pasted in
before they are reproduced and the cuts can be
mortised for additional type as you desire. "Old
Doc Layout" passes them along as typical, of
how your space dollars can produce greater results through careful planning.

Layout*

To the left is
an equally
balanced
layout
which directs balanced attention
tions.
to both attrac-

*'Hank^
Harold

Above is a single bill box with white space stars and staggered
copy angle to catch the eye. A panel for prices or shorts is
included.

s/a.

Cut-

To the left is an ad border which ingeniously employs interlocking arrows to direct attention to either two features or a
feature and institutional or sales copy.
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Exploiting

in

Directing
Into
Productive Youth's
WartimeEnergy
Channels
In its anti-delinquency campaign, the Allied
States Association Committee on Juvenile Delinquency, whose chairman is Jack Kirsch, has
appealed to producers to make short subjects
designed
to direct
youngsters'
energies vital
into
such productive
channels
as collecting
scrap materials, selling war stamps, growing
Victory gardens. Furthermore, the Kirsch committee has been making a direct appeal to theatremen for suggestions and views as to the
most effective manner to employ the theatres
in a social welfare program for reduction of
delinquency cases among the young.
Speaking as an observer and not as one
whose opinion on the subject is necessarily
final, this column believes that here would
be one excellent opportunity for the producers to prove the persuasive power of the
short subject. Or if, on the other hand, it is
agreed that short subjects have already
proved their influential worth, then here is
the chance to direct that influence into a
serious and vital wartime channel.
This is not to infer, of course, that short
subject producers have been negligent. Far
from it. As a matter of fact, through the vari"Victory"
OWI-WAC
releases,
muchoushas
been shorts
done toandinform
and maintain
the
morale of the home front. Then, too, there
have been subjects on safety. "1-2-3, Go" and
the current "Seventh Column" are two that
readily come to mind. Detailed investigation
would probably reveal many others.
But the current wave of vandalism — and
shocking reports on the condition emanate
from practically every section of the country
— constitutes, in our opinion, just as serious
a home front crisis as the matter of defense
precautions, conservation of vital materials,
etc. The short subject may not be the final
instrument through which recalcitrant youngsters can be influenced to direct their energies into more productive channels, but coordinated with a well-planned social welfare
program in every community, it can at least
be one of the most important.
With all the necessary resources at their
command, we believe the producers can perform
a much-needed and salient wartime service by
making available as soon as possible such subjects as have been requested by the Juvenile
Delinquency Committee headed by Kirsch.
Word has come our way to the effect that
the first in Warners' new series of two-reel
westerns is "on the beam." Our informant,
one to whom the ordinary western is anathema, found himself cheering the hero to
the very end. It's not the usual blood-andthunder stuff, he tells us, but a fast-moving
outdoor story with a well-contrived plot.
Well — we shall see.
An Interstate theatre manager, playing "Rear
Gunner" recently, says he heard a mother say :
"I
am anofortress,
longer afraid
my seen
boy who
is nowof
flying
since Iforhave
the kind
men he's with."

Flicker Flashbacks.
In the two-reel departMore laughter Season's
and music, less war-time Shorts
subNew
ment : Last Programs
year there were 4 Famous Jury
ject matter will highlight the short subject
Trials and a revival of "La Cucuracha." This
schedules of the major companies for 1943-44,
a checkup of the programs so far announced
year
four of thearecompany's
past outstanding
reel musicals
being revived,
in additiontwo-to
reveals.
the regular 13 This Is Americas, six Edgar
Already, MGM, Paramount, RKO, Warner
Comedies and six Leon Errol comedies.
Bros, and Columbia have made known their
Perhaps the most startling short subject innoproduction plans for the coming season. In
vation is in the Warner Bros, lineup, where a
most cases, the number of subjects have been
series
of six two-reel westerns will be offered
curtailed; or where the number of subjects
exhibitors for the new season. A new cowboy
is the same as last year, revivals or new series
are taking the place of subjects deleted.
star, Robert
appears
abbrevi-as
ated outdoor Shayne,
films which
willin betheknown
Santa Fe Westerns. As for other changes in
Our Gang Is Missing
the Warner
lineup,Tunes
last have
year's given
39 Merry
dies and Looney
way toMelothis
AIGM this year will have 56 shorts, consisting of 52 one-reelers and 4 two-reelers. In- year's 26 Merry Melodies and Looney Tunes.
cluded in the singles are 16 MGM cartoons in Thirteen Blue Ribbon Merry Melodies, a collection of the best Schlesinger cartoons of past
Technicolor; 14 Pete Smith Specialties; 12
seasons in this group, have taken the place of
FitzPatrick Traveltalks ; 10 All-Stars. Last
year the same studio announced 78 shorts, conlast year's 13 Looney Tunes. Besides the six
two-reel Westerns there will be six other feasisting of 72 singles and six two-reelers. Missturettes and six Technicolor Specials.
ing
from
the
new
season's
lineup
are
Our
Gang
comedies and MGM Miniatures, as well as two
Except
minor
two-reelers.
up is muchfor the
samechanges.
as lastColumbia's
year. A linenew
For 1942-43 Paramount had 61 singles and 4 series known as Film Vodvils is in the singlereel group of shorts, while missing are
A^ictory Shorts. This year the company plans
52 single-reelers and 6 two-reel Musicals in Columbia Quizzes and Famous Band reels.
Also new in the cartoon lineup are four
Technicolor. Missing in 1943-44 lineup : Superman cartoons, Headliners and Popular Science.
Li'l Abner cartoon specials in Technicolor. In
Innovations include the 6 two-reel musicals,
the two-reel department, four Hugh Herbert
which are to be produced on an elaborate scale :
specials
the place
Glove
Slingers.takeThere
will of
be last
eightyear's
ThreefourStooges
Little Lulu cartoons ; Noveltoons. Popeye cartoons have been cut from 12 last year to eight
comedies and 16 comedy specials with Vera
for 1943-44. The same number of Sportlights,
Hague, Slim Summerville, Billy Gilbert, Cliff
Speaking of Animals and Unusual Occupations
Nazarro. Una Merkel, Andv Clyde and others.
as were planned last year are also down on the
new season's schedule.
They Used Local Angle
Flicker Flashbacks on Schedule
The local angle was expertly sold by J. P.
Harrison, manager of the Texas Theatre. DenRKO Radio's short subject lineup for 1943-44
is 14 subjects fewer than last year. Whereas there
ton, and his girl Friday, Rubymaye Vestal,
were 155 singles and 30 two-reelers for 1942-43,
when
they played Universal's "Let Huey Do
there are 142 singles and 29 two-reelers for It,"' Huey
being a Denton insurance man who
1943-44. In the single-reel department this year
campaigned neatly for the success of the short.
seven Flicker Flashbacks are offered, and
Strong attention to the subject was built up
through a series of clever ads. Campaign was
among the missing subjects are 13 Jamborees,
4 Disney Specials and 3 Victory Reels. This entered in Universal's recent exploitation contest.
year the single-reel lineup consists of 104 issues
of Pathe News, 18 Walt Disney subjects, 13
Sportscopes and, as mentioned before, seven
Invasion Films Get Front Page
When newsreel clips of the Invasion of Sicily
were released. Manager Joe Samaratano of the
Vandalism Trailer
Loew-Poli Palace. ^leriden. Conn., made arrangements with the Meriden Daily Journal
As an aid to exhibitors in curbing the
whereby the storj' of the local exhibition of the
current wave of vandalism, National Screen
clips received front-page space.
Service has made available a forceful trailer
designed to cope with the situation.
In no uncertain terms, the trailer makes it
clear that persons who slash seats or otherwise
Says It's a Record-Breaker
damage irreplaceable theatre property, are
A type of program declared by John Arnold
working for Hitler, and asks the cooperation
of
the Yale Theatre, Houston, to be "a conof all theatre patrons in apprehending these
at thea box-office"
is the
miscreants.
use of sistent
five record-breaker
cartoons with
western feature.
Have YOU tried it?
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Negulesco

BACK in 1940 the motion picture industry and the moviegoing public were impressed by an
outstanding two-reel subject, "Flag of Humanity." In the film's credits there appeared a name
new to most observers, well known only by those associated with actual motion picture production. The name: Jean Negulesco.
Few had any inkling that this young Rumanian, a native of Craivo, had been applying his talents to
picture-making for nearly a decade; that he had
served as technical director on Paramount's "This
Is the Night" back in 1932; that he had directed
the war scenes and retreat in "A Forewell to
Arms"; that he was associate director of "Kiss
and Make Up" (1936) and "Crash Donovan"
(1937); that he had collaborated on the screenplay
of "Expensive Husbands" and on the story of
"Fight for Your Lady"; that he had written an
original story, "The Beloved Brat," which Warners
released in 1938. Few had any inkling; few
cared. But when Negulesco began endowing
short subjects with a new kind of directorial
touch, when the dramatic featurettes ("Dog in the
Orchard" and "At the Stroke of Twelve," to name
two) and the musicals ("The Gay Parisian/'
"Spanish Fiesta" and the Melody Masters series)
proved equally outstanding examples of directorial
technique, the credit line, "Directed by lean
Negulesco," became the symbol of the highest
quality in short subject entertainment.
Director Jean Negulesco (right) with Capt. Francis
Reste, West Point bandmaster, during producStyled by Besa Short, head of Interstate's
tion of short subject at U. S. Military Academy.
Short Subject Booking Department, as the "finest
director of short subjects in this year of our
Lord, 1943," Negulesco can look back upon a life as colorful, as dramatic and exciting as many
of the featurettes upon which he has, and is, building his reputation.
Twelve years after his birth, he became noted as the most brilliant primary pupil in all Rumania.
With this unique distinction tucked safely under his belt, the youthful lean forsook his native Craivo
for parts unknown and unexplored. By the time his fourteenth birthday rolled around (1914), he
had made an acquaintance with a sculptor who recognized the child's artistic abilities. The sculptor
took Jean under his wing, urged him to tackle the outside world via Paris.
Not with open arms was Paris waiting for the aspiring painter. To make ends meet, he had to
content himself with observing the artistic merits of such pleasurable pastimes as washing dishes
and sweeping floors in not-so-swanky cafes.
With the advent of World War I, the disillusioned Jean returned to Rumania, did his part by
serving as an orderly in the hospitals there. Between tending wounded soldiers and catching a few
winks of sleep, he studied mathematics and painting.
In 1918 he celebrated the signing of the Armistice by holding his first art exhibit, consisting of
about 150 paintings. His stor was in the ascendancy, for he sold every one of them, spent the
money for travel throughout Europe. Upon his return to Rumania, he held another exhibit — but, alas,
this one was a colossal flop, nearly created a first-class scandal that so enraged the elder Negulesco he ordered Jean out of the house.
Turning his eager eyes westward, the young painter came to America, where his reception was
more favorable. With $19,000 garnered from another exhibition of Negulesco masterpieces, he decided
fo make a motion picture. He hired Mischa Auer as his leading man, but the film was never
finished. However, Auer was so struck with the young man's ability that he introduced him to
Producer Benjamin Glazer. As Glazer's assistant for the next three years, Jean learned this complicated business of movie-making from the ground up.
And during the years that followed, his afore-mentioned association in the writing, adapting
and assistant-directing of mcmy features gave him the background and experience which Warner
Bros. Short Subjects Producer Gordon Hollingshead (STR, June 6, 1942, p. 38) needed to improve the
directorial quality of the company's one- and two-reelers.
Since 1940 the number of Negulesco-directed short subjects have been many, including the
various military and dance-band reels, "A Ship Is Born," the two Ballet Russe films and many others.
Coming up: "Women at War," a subject about the Wacs.
Among those who know their motion pictures, it is said that the "Jean" in Negulesco's name is
"short" for "Genius."
Flicker Flashback Previewed
First of the seven one-reel Flicker Flashback
series which RKG Pathe will produce for RKO
Radio release during 1943-44 was sneak previewed in a New York theatre recently and,
according to observers, was given an enthusiastic reception by the audience, which appreciated its nostalgic flavor.
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Epps Gets Page-One Break
Harold Epps, manager of the Texan Theatre,
Arlington, Texas, promoted a two-column 12inch spread on the front page of the local newspaper for March of Time's "Show Business at
War." Marquee space and special ads devoted
to the subject brought extra business to the
Texan box-office.

Specialty

Acts

Seen

In New
Vodvil Reels
First subject of a new short subject series to
be known at Film-Vodvil has been completed
and will be released early next month, it was
announced this week by Columbia.
The series, as the title implies, will actually
biing vaudeville to the screen, with all of the
subjects having a number of acts, each independent of the other. First of the new series headlines Mousie Powell and His Brother Rats,
one of Broadway's most popular comedy bands,
the Kim Loo Sisters, a trio of Chinese rhythm
singers, and the Howard-Paysee Dancers. Harry
Reso, pantomimist, serves as Master of Ceremonies as well as doing a specialty act.
Another release of the series, now in the cutting room, features Zeb Carver and His Country Cousins, a famous hillbilly band; a comedy
dance team billed as the Three Samuels and the
well known act of Al Gordon and His Dogs.
Arthur Blake, currently appearing at New
York's Riobamba night club, acts as Master of
Ceremonies as well as doing some of his famous
impersonations of screen stars.
A third release planned for the new series
will feature Cootie Williams, one of the really
great hot trumpet players, and his Orchestra.
Other acts include the Douglas Brothers, a
dance
team, Laurel
one Singer
of Harlem's
most popular
vocalists,Watson,
and Blues
Eddie
Vinson. One of the bright spots of the reel
features a group of steppers known as The
Lindy Hoppers.
Columbia
announced
that Lucy
Monroe's
first
of a newalsoseries
of rousing,
patriotic
Community Sings has been completed and will be
released around the end of August.
Accompanied
by RCA-Victor's
Recording
Orchestra,
conducted
by Leonard Joy,
Miss
Monroe vocalizes a number of national airs,
including Army Air Corps, Anchors Aweigh,
Over There and The Star Spangled Banner.
The special one-reelers, which are to be made
on the same style as last season's "America
Singsservices.
with KateTheSmith,"
startsiswith
a salutein toa
the
first issue
presented
highly patriotic fashion, designed to encourage
audience participation in the singing.
Nostalgia on Veloz-Yolanda Set
Nostalgia reared its head on the sets where
Veloz and Yolanda are dancing in the Technicolor short made under their names, for the
setting was an Agua Caliente setting and everyone remembered the place. In addition, there
is in production a two-reel short, "The Voice
That Thrilled the World," which is the story
of sound pictures and their development, and
that will stir nostalgia for everyone in the production end of the industry, as well as for the
exhibitors.
Biggest Backlog in Its History
MGM has the biggest backlog of short product in history, and is gearing its shorts department for the 1943-44 program. With animation
completed on 10 cartoons, MGM Producer Fred
Quimby has his entire studio personnel engaged
on the 1944 program. Quimby finds from a
recent theatre survey that the exhibitors and
public
slapstick in their shorts and the
studio iswant
obliging.
Vera Vague Comedy Starts
Vera Vague started work last week on the
first of four All Star Comedies contracted for
with Columbia. Miss Vague, popular screen
and radio comedienne regularly featured in the
Bob Hope radio show, will appear in all four
cf the comedies. Jules White will serve as
producer-director in the first, which is adapted
from a story by Edward Ullman.
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(These pictures illustrate methods used — have no connection with actual enemy spy activities)
How the Cine-Kodak is sound-proofed
SPIES' MEETING PLACE ...To get evidence
that will convict, investigators may conand arranged to "see" through an innocent-lo king wal . . . and other photoceal aCine-Kodak in an adjacent room,
make thousands of feet of movies of such
graphic details necessary for satisfactory
"business conferences" as thatshown here.
results . . . can't be told now.

GENTS

A CASUAL LETTER loses its innocence" wlien a Kodak film, with the
aid of uhraviolet rays, discloses the
real message— in invisible ink.

BURNING an incilinlnatiiig docunicnl
no longer safeguards an enemy agent
— Kodak Infrared Film makes fragments of charred paper readable

not so Secret

to I^sdldk^S
special-purpose films
dusted with a fluorescent powder . . .
'li /TUGGING" the criminal— taking
-LVX his picture "full figure, full face, unseen chemical erasures, or bloodstains on cloth, when illuminated by
and profile" — is the widest use of
infrared
or ultraviolet rays . . . tellphotography by the police. That's
tale differences in ink, or ink strokes,
useful — after he's caught.
on a document which has been tamBut first, catch him . . . be sure
pered with . . . can even photograph
he's the wanted man . . . get evia man in absolute darkness, with
dence no jury can question . . . these
are counter-espionage activities
the aid of invisible infrared "light."
f i f
which photography has made an
exact science.
And photography isn't finished with
A jury will believe what it sees with
the enemy agent when he's trapped.
its own eyes. Photography inakes
Through Kodak's Recordak System.
this possible. Cameras are often on
the "records". . . photographs, fingerthe alert near the meeting places of
prints, and police history ... of 3,000
suspected enemy agents — even their criminals can be condensed on one
"casual" meetings on the street.
small roll of 16-mm. film — for future
reference . . . Eastman Kodak ComKodak special-purpose films find
unseen fingerprints on surfaces
pany, Rochester, N. Y.
Serving kuman

progress tkrougk Pkotograpkj
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Out

Party^,

Cartoons,

Draws the Kiddies
Immediately after the closing of school every
year for Summer vacation, Manager Joseph G.
Samartano of the Loew-Poli Palace Theatre,
Meriden, Conn.,
stages
a "Micke y Mouse
School's Out
Party" for
the
children
of the
community. This
year, as in the
past, a promotional campaign
was put on
which resulted
in "smash attendance."
For exhibitors
who would like
to arrange a
similar stunt,
Samartano furnishes the following details :
1. Ten Walt
Disney popular cartoons are booked.
2. A musical revue is promoted, usually
from a dancing school, which runs about 30
minutes, without cost. (Work "in one" with
piano player.)
3. I'd Comic
insure Books
its success,
two thousand
Disney
are promoted,
and Walt
paid
for by a local bakery shop, and are distributed
to every child attending.
4. Five thousand heralds are distributed two
weeks in advance at schools and in Liberty
magazines.
5. A display is used in the lobby, embracing
all these units : 10 cartoons, a musical revue, free
comic books, etc. {see cut). There are also
cut-out figures of Disney cartoon characters.
6. A special trailer with an appropriate
score is used two weeks in advance.
7. Cards announcing the "School's Out
Party"
are placed
on school
bulletin
boards.
(Permission
was secured
because
we promised
the school officials we would spend a few minutes of the performance to promote safety
during the Summer months.)
8. To all book shops and places where comic
books are sold go special 11x14 cards advertising the show.
9. Teaser ads are placed in both local newspapers one week in advance.
10. A special news story is planted in one
of the papers.

Production
The

Short
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Nationwide
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Front

Staub's Nostalgic Reel
Columbia shorts have Ralph Staub about to
issue one of his Screen Snapshots made up of
old favorites on which he will go back into his
files for 23 years ; Dave Fleischer closing a deal
with United Features for the sole motion picture rights to "Li'l Abner," the comic strip ;
and Jules White producing a two-reel comedy
with Vera Vague, and six Hugh Herbert shorts,
of which the first is already completed. On
the Herbert pictures, White is also directing.
New Contract for Pal
Paramount has signed a new contract with
George Pal for the production of eight Puppetoons during the forthcoming year. One of
the films will be based on Dr. Seuss' story,
"And to Think I Saw It on Mulberry Street,"
film rights to which Pal has bought. The producer plans to use a completely new and original technique in the production. Instead of
using the regular shots on Technicolor he will
start with live action on black and white, jump
into a cartoon on sepia and from that into
Technicolor so that when it is half run, the
film will be in its regular form.
Count Basie in Musical
Universal has finished the fifth of the thirteen
musical shorts scheduled for this season's
product. The next will feature Count Basie
and his orchestra. It is by the cute trick of not
scheduling a certain band for a certain time
that Universal is able to make these shorts
so cheaply. They wait until a band is in town
and thus save fare, transportation and other
prearrangement costs.

Universal News for Navy Ships
The United States Navy Motion Picture Service has signed an exclusive contract, effective
until June 30, 1944, with Universal News under
which agreement Universal will service the biweekly issues of the Newsreel for showing
aboard ships on duty with the U. S. Navy.

Smash ^7th Column^
in Full S
N ow
Promotional results of the recent Washington
test engagement of MGM's two-reel Pete Smith
Specialty, under
"Seventh
at Loew's
Theatre
the Column,"
sponsorship
of thePalace
local
Junior Association of Commerce have been sent
to member organizations in some 850 cities who
will conduct Seventh Column safety campaigns
co-incident with local showings of the film.
Heralded by billboards, street car cards, special window displays and a radio program featuring Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins and
Rubber Director William M. Jeffers, the campaign was launched with a luncheon at Washington's Hotel Statler, which received wide
coverage in the press. Attending were more
than 200 Government officials and civic leaders
including Manpower Chief Paul McNutt; Mrs.
Jimmy Doolittle ; Major General Allen W. Gullion. Army provost marshal general ; Rear
Admiral Emory Land, and Colonel Pelham D.
Glassford,
the Army's
Division. head
On of
behalf
of PeteInternal
Smith, Security
Screen
Actress Anita Louise received from Bruce
Palmer, national president of the Junior Chamber, a plaquecommending
for the "Seventh
Column"Column
film.
Messages
the Seventh
drive came from Donald B. Nelson, War Production Board ; Joseph B. Eastman, Oflice of
Defense Transportation ; Senator Robert R.
Reynolds, Military Affairs Committee ; Norman
H. Davis, American Red Cross. Said Nelson,
in part : "Anything that can be done to reduce
this strain (accidents) on our manpower will be
of direct service to the entire program." Said
Eastman : "In the Smash the Seventh Column
campaign you have selected a most ef¥ective
way to focus attention on the disastrous effects
of accidents in these crucial times."
As part of the "Seventh Column" campaign,
five million booklets prepared by the Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company and telling the
"inside story" on the Pete Smith film, are being
d'stributed to war workers. Liberty is also
running full-page advertisements in The Saturday Evening Post, Life, Time and Newszveek.
With the subject now nationally released,
exhibitors are reminded that all organizations,
civic and otherwise, will surely be glad to extend
co-operation to a film that stresses accident
prevention for home, highwav and factory.

Lumber Companies Cooperate
"Wood Goes to War" was given a vigorous
campaign by Manager Wally Akin of the Paramount Theatre, Abilene, Texas. Akin, quick to
realize the subject's exploitation value, tied in
with eleven local companies who bought newspaper space for tie-in ads running from 19 to 23
inches.
you any
playing
"Wood
Goes to inWar"
And areArethere
lumber
companies
your?
town?
to supportBetter
your contact
showing.them, for they're eager
Streamer on War Short
"Invasion of North Africa Shown in War
Short" was the headline which streamed across
the top of the amusement page of the Huntsville (Ala.) Times recently. F. H. Thomas, of
the Lyric Amusement Co.,' operators of the
Lyric, Grand and Elks theatres, promoted the
headline, as well as a special story on the short.
The feature picture on the program was treated
as an "also ran."

PLAQUE PRESENTATIONS FOR TWO MGM SHORTS
Two MGM short subjects won plaques in July. In the photo at the left screen actress Anita Louise,
on behalf of Producer Pete Smith, accepts a plaque from Bruce Palmer, president of the U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce, presented by the Washington Board of Commerce in honor of Smith's Specialty,
"Seventh Column." Looking on are Paul V. McNutt, War Manpower head, and Major General Allen W.
Gullion, Army Provost Marshal General. In photo at right Jerry Bresier, MGM shorts executive, receives
the silver plaque awarded his company by the National Film Music Council for the two-reel Special,
"Heavenly Music." Formal presentation of the trophy, "in appreciation of the subject's contribution
in fostering a wider interest in music," was made by Constance Purdy and Alice Field, representing
the Council and the Motion Picture Producers, respectively. Sam Coslow produced "Heavenly Music."

Mountain Fighters (Top Quality)
Warners (8005) Special
20 mins.
Here's a graphic story of the training of ski
troops at Camp Hale in the scenically magnificent Colorado Rockies. There is enough of a
plot to hold the technical explanation of training procedure in the background. Beautifully
photographed against the rugged snow laden
mountains in Technicolor it takes the audience
from the rookie stages of skiing to an actiori
finish of the boys in actual combat. It is refreshing, hot weather entertainment and much
of the film will prove of instructive value to
the amateur ski enthusiasts. A top quality subject in all departments with John Ridgely, the
pilot of "Air Force" as a name to sell. The
cast also includes Peter Whitney, Warren Douglas, Frank Wilcox, and Henry Rowland. It
was produced in co-operation with the U. S.
Army.
. . . And Then Japan
(Very Good)
20th Century-Fox — March of Time (No. 13)
18 mins.
The title derives from a paraphrase of the
theory that Allied grand strategy calls for
"defeat of Hitler, then Japan." This then is
the story from the side of those, particularly
former U. S. Ambassador to Japan, Joseph C.
Grew, who maintain that only total war concentrated on Japanese military might will suffice
to defeat that nation. The film's dramatic
strength and interest for the spectator lies chiefly
in the narrative which the camera scenes illustrate. Altogether the picture shapes up as one
that should have widespread interest for average audiences. Mr. Grew is shown in close-up
as he recites the message he has given over
radio and in his book concerning the militant,
aggressive and tenacious spirit with which the
war lords and the Japanese people have entered
this struggle. The Japs use the exploitation
of lands they have over-run to hearten the people
at home by emphasizing in newsreels scenes
showing vast stores of produce being loaded
onto ships at ports in China, Malaya, Java and

. . NEWSREEL
(Released Wednesday, August 4)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 95)— The Battle for
Munda; British action in Sicily; The bombing of
Rome: Night bombing of Turin; President Roosevelt
promises that Mussolini will be punished.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 293)— Bombing
of Rome;
Roosevelt
sees dictators*
captured on -way
to show.
Tokyo;
British doom;
invasionRendova
of Sicily;
Wisconsin
defense
PARAMOUNT (No. 98) — British action in Sicily;
Battle
for Munda;
The Roosevelt
bombing ofreiterates
Rome; Italy's
of
decision;
President
demand hour
for
"unconditional surrender."
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 98) — The bombing of Rome;
President
pledgesCoast
"total
victory":
U. S.
takes
over Roosevelt
Rendova; West
Chinese
build ships.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 21 1 )— Roosevelt flays
Axis; The bombing of Rome; Additional scenes in the
epic invasion of Sicily : Milwaukee defense units stage
realistic fire fighting; Many leaders of motion picture
inchistry
attend world premiere of "This Is the Army"
in New York.
(Released Saturday, August 7)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 96)~Carrier training on
Lake Michigan; Transport planes for war; Disabled
bomber crashes: American wounded evacuated from
Sicily by air; Negro cavalry unit trains in Texas; Costume jewelry for bargaining with natives in Southwest;
Jeeps take to water ; Archbishop Spellman returns
from war fronts; Mrs. Roosevelt sees Waves on

A New Departure
'The Rocky Road to Ruin," a forthcoming
Columbia cartoon produced by Dave Fleischer,
will
field. mark a new departure in the animated
Based on the "rebus" technique of substituting figures and illustrations for words,
the device will be used as a means of
encouraging audience participation in songs
of Patents
the "gayarenineties"
pending era.to cover this new use
of the rebus formula.
other conquered territories for shipment to
Nippon. Altogether the story told is one that
will have very sobering effect, and the excellent
use made of animation on maps to show the
military situation in the Pacific affords a clearer
understanding of the whole theatre of war on the
Japanese front.
Trifles That Win Wars (Engrossing)
MGM — Passing Parade
U mins.
There is an old-fashioned saying: "big oaks
froju little acorns grow." It describes very
well the point of this fascinating subject. One
trifle is a billiard ball, the picture showing how
the search for a substitute for ivory developed
celluloid, the first widely-used plastic, and how
the modern plastics industry came about. The
second trifle is a glass bottle without a cork.
A scientist, whose wife suffered disfigurement
from a broken windshield, accidentally knocks
this bottle off a shelf. It cracks, but does not
break because the inside is covered with a film
of dried collodion. Hence shatter-proof glass in
airplanes. The third element is a spider web,
because captive spiders are now used to supply
the finest of all threads, which play an irnportant part in various kinds of military sights.
This connects important things with simple
objects
everybody knows;
should understand
and like therefore
the film. everybod\-

SYNOPSES

. .

parade; Water ballet features Minneapolis Aquatennial.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol, 14, No, 294)— Axis
prisoners rounded up in Sicily; U, S, airmen jump to
safety from plane hit by Japanese fire ; American warships blast Japanese strongholds on Kiska ; British
rulers honor
Canada's
men ; Carrier
Jeeps take
water:
Sea lions
in waterfighting
marathon:
trainingto
on Lake Michigan; Mrs, Roosevelt sees Waves on
parade in New York,
PARAMOUNT (No, 99) — Henry Ford celebrates
birthday; from
Army warmowsfronts;
'em down;
Archbishop
Spellmanin
returns
Wartime
trout fishing
Canada: Wartime production in Massachusetts and
Ohio; Mrs, Roosevelt sees Waves on parade in New
York,
PATHE
99) — American
ated from(Vol,
Sicily14,; No,
Archbishop
Spellmanwounded
returns evacufrom
war fronts ; Demonstrate giant cargo plane; Brazilian
troops to go overseas; Marines rescue nuns from Japanese: Carrier training on Lake Michigan; Navy bombs
Japanese strongholds on Kiska,
UNIVERSAL
(Vol. 16,seesNo.Waves
212)—onYanks
lookU.overS,
Sicily; Mrs, Roosevelt
parade:
battle fleet shells Kiska; U, S, airmen jump to safety
from plane hit by Japanese fire; Archbishop Spellman
home: Jeeps take to water; Trout-fishing in Canada:
World's largest grass cutter,
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No, 41) —
Negro social science leaders address teachers: Insurance
men buy war bonds; Negro insurance pioneer pleads
for good citizenship: Crows throng beaches to beat the
heat: Jules Bledsoe buried in Waco. Texas: First
warship
for Negro
launched; Glittering stars
shine in named
4th annual
music isfestival.

Journey to Yesterday (Dramatic)
MGM (M-439) Miniature 11 mins.
The story of yellow fever during the SpanishAmerican War campaign in Cuba has served as
a background for fictional pictures, but here is
the story as it really happened — with the emphasis where it belongs : on the man who made
the great discovery of the cause. General Gorgas
is seen first on his death bed receiving a citation
from the King of England. From there the film
shows how it happened. Gorgas' hopes, discoveries, disappointments, non-recognition, his
final triumph. Set it with mature audiences for
best effect, for the kids may find it rather serious
after Harry James. If you run it by all means
notify hospitals and physicians; the story is religion to them, and they will pass on the word
to their patients.
Porky Pig's Feat
(Lots of Laughs)
Warners (8611) Looney Tunes 7 mins.
Daffy Duck loses the money for the hotel
bill in a tussle with the galloping ivories while
Porky tries to hold oft' the proprietor. Their
eft'orts toseries
duckof without
paying
involves
hilarious
ruses, none
of which
work.a
In the finale they call upon the Wacky Wabbit
who is a specialist at escapes . . . but ... it
seems Wacky can be of little help other than to
supply a punch laugh for the audience.
Don't You Believe It (Eye-Opener)
MGM (K-484) Passing Parade 10 mins.
John Nesbitt goes on debunking history and
showing how the public is led to believe old
events happened in ways they didn't happen. In
this one Nesbitt takes up the well-known stories
of Lady Godiva, Nero's fiddling, Steve Brody's
jump,
the battlebeing
of
Hastings,Mrs.
and O'Leary's
the illusion cow,
of Washington
our first President. For instance, Lady Godiva
was a very fine woman who wanted to help the
poor people — religious too. She didn't ride nude
on a white horse ; the story was' concocted by
enemies who wanted to get her out of the way
politically. Mrs. O'Leary's cow didn't kick over
the lantern and start the Chicago fire ; Steve
Brody was in a saloon at the time he was supposed to have
the famous
; Nero and,
wasn'tof
anywhere
nearmade
Rome
when itleap
burned,
course, there were eight Presidents before Washington. There is a touch of daring in this short,
and it is bound to cause discussion among patrons.
When you can give them something to discuss,
you've got a prize.
Champion-Maker
(Pleasant)
RKO Radio (34,312) Sportscope
9 mins.
The champion-maker is Charles (Bud)
Sawin, of the Riviera Club of Indianapolis, and
what he makes is women swimmers. Picture
shows him teaching the tots first, and on up
until he reaches his champions : Patty Aspinall,
Ann Hardin, Mary Ann Walts, Joanne Fogle,
and Betty Bemis — all nationally known swimmers. With an outdoor pool for background,
the film is pleasant to look at. The underwater
and slow-motion shots are especially good, conveying afeeling of the smooth rhythm that goes
into champion swimming strokes. Technically
speaking, don't promise swimming fans anything new in Sawin's method ; his method has
been used by all coaches for twenty-five years,
although the narrative attempts to build up a
sense of discovery.
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ALBANY
Petition by Smith-Howell Film Service to
suspend film delivery service in the southern
tier has been withdrawn from the Public Service Commission calendar by the appellant, who
has also lifted the embargo on certain towns,
effective August 3. Francis Smith of SmithHowell went before the Office of Defense
Transportation in Syracuse last week, together
with Daniel R. Houlihan, 20th Century-Fox
booker, Douglas Leischmann, Schine Circuit,
and Sid Kallet, Kallet Circuit, relative to the
lack of gas. Following the meeting, Smith announced he was withdrawing the suspension petition.
Winifred Allen, 20th Century-Fox cashier,
has returned to her desk after vacationing in
the Adirondacks.
Max Gillis, Republic district manager, was
in Albany Monday to hold a sales meeting and
confer with Artie Newmann, branch manager
here.
John R. Staggs, AAA tribunal clerk, is leaving
for New York on his vacation.
Ben Smith, Monogram salesman, is back
along Film Row after a tough session in the
hospital.
Frank Mulderry, owner of the Columbia and
20th Century-Fox film exchange buildings, is
spending
mer home.the month at his Crooked Lake SumOscar Perrin, present manager of the Delaware Theatre, Albany, celebrated 50 years in
the amusement business this week. Perrin has
managed every important Albany theatre and
was a partner with Chris Buckley in the old
Clinton Square Theatre.
Harry Alexander, Fred G. Sliter, Ben Dare,
and Dan Houlihan left Aug. 3 for the 20th
Century-Fox convention in Chicago.
Jules Curley, Ritz manager in Albany, is
back
job afterwhoa manages
two weeks'
while on
Al the
LaFlamme,
the vacation,
Madison
Theatre, left Monday for a visit with his people
in Maine.
Fabian's Palace had the New York state
premiere
of "The
Sun," Aug.
while
Margo made
personalRising
appearances
at the 4,theatre.
Herman Ripps, Metro branch manager, is in
New York this week on new deals, as is Louis
R. Gelding, Fabian district manager.
Sidney Stockton, Metro office manager, visited
Washington over the past week-end.
Jane Breen, second booker, and Josephine
Lasky, receptionist at Metro, are back from
their vacations.
Metro has a new student auditor, Charles
Bell, and a new exploiteer, Nathan Cohen.
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East. tive in New England, back from a trip down
Martin J. Mullin and Samuel E. Pinanski
are
their desks after a week's visit in
New again
York atCity.
Herb Philbrick, aide to Harry Browning at
the M and P office, is spending a two weeks'
vacation at his home in Wakefield, Mass., atboating. tending to his Victory Garden and doing a bit of
Abe Tarbose, of the Capitol Theatre, Gardner,
Mass., is in town for a visit with local film
folks.
Harry Zeitz of the Strand and Empire theatres in New Bedford, and the Civic Theatre
in Portland, Maine, spent several days here
last week.
Fred Green, owner of the Bijou Theatre in
Woonsocket, R. L, spent the greater part of
the week in Boston.
Terry Turner and Frank Braden, publicists,
prominent visitors in the Hub last week.
Joseph Lincoln and Bob Evans are aiding the
Sullivan Shrine Circus drive. They are handling the advance sale.
Benjamin Welansky has left for Camp Edwards, after having been stationed at the Commonwealth Avenue base here for some time.
Eddie Kaspar is conducting the War Stamp
sales on Boston Common for the War Activities
Committee of the industry.
David Shankman, motion picture salesman,
is spending several days in New York.
Private Eddie MacDonald is home from
Paris Island,
a two
weeks' furlough. He was Georgia,
formerly for
a local
publicist.
Chester Stoddard, North Shore division manager for M and P, has returned from several
days spent in New York.
Angeline Maney, former secretary at the
Metropolitan Theatre, is now with the local
War Production Board.
CHARLOTTE
The State Theatre, which was closed for ten
days after a fire, re-opened Monday (August
2). Bernal Lewis, manager, took advantage of
the closing to have a complete job of interior
decoration done.
Marjorie Coan, secretary to the booker, Marjorie Thomas, at the MGM film exchange, is
on vacation this week.
Harry Graham of Atlanta, district manager
for Universal, was expected in the Charlotte
office this week.
Clay Jessup will join the Charlotte Universal

BOSTON
Hyman Phillips, one of the owners of the
Fenway Theatre in Boston, the Strand in Dorchester, and other theatres, is seriously ill at
Beth Israel Hospital here. He is a member of
the Boston Variety Club.
Earl Savage, long a motion picture photographer inthe Hub, is now in the Beth-Hingham defense plant.
John Rapalas, operator of the Majestic Theatre,film
Easthampton,
visit on
row. is in the Hub for a few days'
Steve Broidy is here from the Pacific Coast
— brought his family with him to enjoy a New
England vacation in their old home here.
Eddie Morey, Monogram, is back in town
for a several days' visit.
Mark Larkin, Will Hays' office representa-

NIGHT OF NIGHTS. Jack L. Warner, executive
producer of Warner Brothers (left), Charles
Einfeld, director of advertising and publicity, and
Mrs. Warner smile happily in the lobby of the
Hollywood Theatre, after the rousing New York
premiere of Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army."
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exchange soon as a booker.
J. B. Tomlinson expects to be inducted into
the Army early this month, after which he and
Mrs. Tomlinson will spend some time in Memphis, their former home.
J. E. Holston, manager of Twentieth Century-Fox exchange ; H. W. Jones, his office
manager ; Herbert Schlesinger, head booker,
and G. E. Ebersole, J. O. Mock, G. C. Graves
and W. W. Powell, salesmen, are in New York
this week attending the regional sales meeting
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
J. F. Kirby of Atlanta, district manager for
Paramount, last week conducted a sales meeting with the staff of the local Paramount exchange. J. B. Gryer, head shipper for Paramount in Charlotte, and Miss Aileen Simpson,
chief accountant, are on vacation. Miss Simpson is in Kansas City.
A fire quickly extinguished on the stage back
of the screen while the first afternoon show was
in progress at the Tryon Theatre gave the
audience a chance to show how quiet and calm
it could
be. Everything
was reported
"model" promptly.
the manager reports.
The fire was
Employes extinguished it before the three engine companies and one fire truck could arrive,
and the audience sat through all without the
least show of panic.
CHICAGO
The United Film Service of Kansas City is
opening a Chicago office at 333 North Michigan
Avenue under the direction of Edward Johnson.
Johnson will handle the Screen Broadcasts for
the Chicago area.
The Warner Theatre circuit will reopen the
Alhambra Theatre in Milwaukee during the
third week in August. The theatre has been
closed many times during recent years, but
Warners plans a complete redecoration job that
will policy.
start off the house anew with a first-run
film
Jack Kirsch, Allied prexy, announces the addition of the Road and Lawndale theatres to
the booking department, making fifty houses
now booking through Allied affiliation.
A directors' meeting of the Chicago Variety
Club was held at the John Balaban offices last
Friday. Plans for the Fall season were started,
with the drive for the LaRabida sanitarium for
general pepping up for a strong finish. Tom
Flannery, of the Whiteway Sign System, may
take the house committee chairmanship.
Wilbert Silverman, formerly of Woods The,atre, has been named short subject booker for
the Essaness Theatre circuit, succeeding Irving
Pearlman, who has joined the Slott circuit as
booking manager.
Mrs. consin
Willdistributor,
Aschmann,
of DeVry's
Wisdied wife
last week.
Interment
was held in Milwaukee.
Rose Alarie Zinn, only lady manager of the
B and K circuit, has resigned her place at the
Park Theatre, LaGrange, 111., to marry Erik O.
Nielson. She will continue to make her home
in LaGrange.
The Army has closed the 8th Street Theatre,
coincident with the ending of the aviation school
in the Stevens Hotel scheduled for August 15.
J. J. Stevens and I. F. Jones have organized
the Park Amusement Company, with offices at
6914 Wentworth iVvenue, to operate theatres.
H. S. McLeod, of the Theatre Utility Service
Co., of Portland, Ore., went through Chicago
recently on his way east, and stopped in to
discuss post-war plans at the Wenzel Projector
Co.Vernon H. Buettner, formerly of the Grand
Theatre, Alton, 111., has been reported a prisoner
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of war in Italy. He also took part in the
Tunisian campaign.
Al Leonard, manager of the B and K Nortown Theatre, is the father of a 75/2-pound baby
girl, born at the Evanston Hospital.
Ted Levy, head Warner booker, has returned
from his Wisconsin vacation.

while the showings do not draw many exhibi29
tors, the fact that they are held restrains exhibitors from asking for screenings and that
this has resulted in a substantial saving on
screening expense.
Euremic
poisoning,
after J.five
days' illness,
caused
the death
of Edward
Detweiler,
South
Texas salesman for National Screen Service.
He died in the P & S Hospital in San Antonio.
Phil H. Isley of the Isley circuit has returned
to Dallas from one of his frequent trips to
California. He goes to visit his daughter,
Jennifer Jones, and her husband, Bobby Walker,
both prominent in films.

CINCINNATI
On the committee that meets at the Queen
City Club to discuss publicity for the benefit
performance
of "This
Is Libson,
the Army,"
at the
Capitol Theatre,
are Isaac
Col. Arthur
Frudenfeld, and E. V. Dinerman, of RKO
I Theatres. Tickets on opening night will sell
from $1.10 to $5.50. Regular prices will prevail beginning August 13.
Louis Wiethe, theatre owner, has announced
the appointment of James McDonald as manager of the Roselawn Theatre.
The Bond Theatre, Bond Hill, was leased for
a period of 15 years by Louis Wiethe and Dr.
J. S. Hoskins, after they had sold the property
to a client through local agents.
Willis Vance, who operates the Twentieth
Century Theatre, will celebrate his second anniversary, week of August 1 to 7 inclusive, with
a revival of four-star hits. The schedule includes "Trail
:
of the Lonesome Pine," "It Happened One Night," "Blossoms in the Dust,"
"Philadelphia Story," "The Major and the
Minor," "How Green Was My Valley," "Birth
of the Blues" and "Sergeant York."
Fred May, owner of the Royal Theatre, Carrolton, Kentucky, is seriously ill in a Louisville
hospital.
Cecil Kepton, associated with Abe Hyman,
Huntington, West Virginia, exhibitor, is missing. After leaving his home recently he was
not heard from, and FBI are investigating.
Columbia's Pete Niland celebrated both his
24th wedding anniversary and his birthday on
July 28th.
F. Monjar, who operated the Town Hall,
Batavia, reports that his wife has been very ill
for several months.
Nat Kaplan, of PRC, announced that Guy
Rand has been assigned to the West Virginia
territory.
John Powell, Matoaka, West Virginia, and
Ray Plielan, Clendenning, West Virginia, were
on the Row this week.
RKO's Irene Meek is vacationing.
Ruth Thorsen, secretary to Allan Moritz,
Columbia, is also on the vacation list.
Variety Club chairmen of the Golf Tournaments are meeting Monday night for a decision
regarding golf tournaments for the duration.
It is reported that the Cliftona, Circleville,
Ohio, is being taken over by the Chakeres Circuit.
CLEVELAND
John J. Huebner, Marion, Ohio, exhibitor, is
proudly announcing the birth of a granddaughter. The young lady, named Lynn, was born
recently to his daughter, June.
William Roseman has come on from New
York to become manager of the Haltnorth, a
theatre
belonging to M. B. Horwitz's Washington Circuit.
Max Stahl, long a Paramount salesman, has
resigned to enter a different line of business.
He will head a newspaper distributing company
in Farrell, Pa.
Charles Kranz, now with Film Classics, was
in town last week, consulting with local film
men for distribution of his product in this
territory.
I. J. Schmertz, 20th-Fox branch manager,
played host to more than 3000 people last Friday at a midnight screening of "Heaven Can
Wait" at the Hippodrome Theatre. Guests included city officials, school heads, and leading
citizens.
Milton A. Mooney, head of Cooperative The-

DENVER

NEW YORK VISITOR. Ernst Lubitsch, producerdirector of the 20tli Century-Fox Technicolor
production,
"Heaven
Can Wait,"
photographed
New
York during
his current
visit from
Hollywood.in
atres of Ohio, has added the Yale, Norwood
and Eclair theatres, all owned by S. Vermes
and Sons, to the group of more than fifty houses
for which he is buying and booking product.
During the recent Lion convention Manager
Howard Burkhart and Loew's State Theatre
personnel sold $120,200 worth of War Bonds
which is a record for one week.
Mrs. Rose Herstand has resigned from the
PRC booking force, and is succeeded by Mrs.
Gretchen Madison, formerly of Universal.
Until this week it was a military secret that
Edith Kanter, Columbia secretary, was married
two weeks ago to Sidney Jacobs of this city.
Sid Zins, in charge of Columbia exploitation
and publicity in this territory, is spending his
Sundays auditioning and rehearsing a group of
young people for a Follies Show to be presented
in September at the Stage Door Canteen.
Charles Kranz, of Film Classics, was one of
the
week's
visitors. He was here shopping for
a local
distributor.
Hank Howard, RKO Radio exploiteer, staged
aat big
for the Akron,
opening inofwhich
"Bombardier"
the campaign
Palace Theatre,
the local
Wacs, W aves and Wingettes, a chorus of
Goodyear Rubber employes, participated.
Charles Kates, former Vitagraph booker,
recently won his corporal stripes at Camp Atterbury, Indiana.
Nat L. Lefton, PRC franchise owner and
district manager, is due back from a four-week
visit in Hollywood.
DALLAS
Inquiry among exhibitors shows that there
will be a considerable call for re-bookings of
the better films that failed to make their draw
at the box-offices where polio has dug deeply
into receipts. This is particularly true in
neighborhoods and small towns.
Subsequent availabilities in Dallas are according to box-office scales. To get on a 75-day
availability P. G. Cameron, Peak, raised from
25c to 30c and has kept his numerical volume,
with a resultant increase in the take. He says
that one Sunday, with 800 admissions, his
profit was $40 greater.
Seen along the row : Ruben Frels, Victoria ;
S. G. Fry, Tyler ; C. M. Cooper, Mart ; L. G.
Leatherman, Interstate, Temple ; John Stewart,
Kaufman ; Jack Arthur, Crosbyton ; C. D. Leon,
Amarillo ; Jack Groves, Houston.
Using two houses to handle a Saturday midnight booking is reported by Ruben Frels, Victoria. The picture is a Mexican-made Spanish
language film done in Technicolor, "Asi Se
Quiere
Jalisco."W.B. branch manager, wants
Doak EnRoberts,
the trade showings retained in any re-work of
the New York Consent Decree. He says that

C. J. (Chet) Bell, for eight years manager
of the Denver Paramount exchange, has been
promoted to the managership of the Los Angeles
exchange. Bell was given a testimonial luncheon by representatives of the industry, at which
time he was presented with luggage as a token
of their esteem. Brief talks were made by Pat
McGee, Hugh Braly, A. De Bernardi, Jr., Robert C. Hill and A. P. Archer, with Frank H.
(Rick) Ricketson acting as toastmaster. Succeeding Bell in Denver will be Harry Haas,
Paramount salesman of Los Angeles. Bell was
also given a farewell party at the Park Hill
golf club by the Paramount force, when he was
given a fortnight bag to match the luggage
given him at the luncheon.
Mickey Gross, manager of the Orpheum prior
to his enlisting in the Marines, is being transferred to Camp Lejeune, New River, N. C. Mrs.
Gross, the former Dorothy Arno of the stage,
will leave Denver to make her home with her
mother in Kansas City.
Harvey Rosenbloom is the new student booker
at the Paramount exchange, and is now in Salt
Lake City subbing for Wayne Thiriot, who
was stricken with a heart attack.
George Nash, recently of Baltimore, Md., is
assistant booker in the Paramount exchange:
Lon T. Fidler, Monogram franchise booker,
went to Chicago to attend the meeting of the
executive committee.
DES MOINES
Lionel Wasson, former publicity director for
Central States Theatre Corp. of Des Moines,
has been appointed manager of the Palace
Theatre at Burlington, Iowa, succeeding Harold
Lyon, who has been named manager of the
Central States theatres at Iowa City.
Harry Wernimount, assistant manager of the
Iowa Theatre at Cedar Rapids for the past two
years, has been named manager of the Strand
and Capitol theatres at Marshalltown for the
Mort H. Singer circuit. Jerome Rieth of
Cedar Rapids, a former organist, will succeed
Wernimount at Cedar Rapids.
Don J. Smith of Carroll, district supervisor
for the Field interests, has been named temporary manager of the three Storm Lake theatres recently purchased by the circuit from Mike
Tracy and George Norman. A permanent
manager, Mr. Hill of Pierre, S. D., will arrive
Aug. IS to take over. Mike Tracy, who sold
the Tracy Theatre and his half interest in the
Lake Theatre, will have direct supervision over
the two houses under the new setup.
Triple bills have arrived in Des Moines, with
the Grand Theatre, East Side house, showing
the first three-feature program. Reason for the
additional picture to the regular dual bill is
competition from the Tri-States Eastown house,
which shows dual pictures. The triple bill is
believed to be an experiment, however, and it is
not known whether it will be continued.
The Raymond Blank jMemorial Hospital is
expected to get a priority rating for materials
from the War Production Board so that construction may get started shortly. The proposed hospital, first announced last April, is
to be financed by a $125,000 gift from Mr. and
(Continued on Page 30)
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Warner Bros, exchange, succeeding Lonnie
Davis who is now in the Armed Forces. Miss
Davie was in the contract department.
R. C. Reagin, office manager of the RKO
e.xchange, is on a two-week vacation.
Dorothy Jones, billing clerk, and Mary Jane
Huber, contract department of the Paramount
exchange, are on vacation trips.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Jourdon, luka. Miss., were
visiting the Paramount exchange to obtain new
bookings last week.
Forrest Dunlap, Fort Theatre, Ft. Smith, was
visiting the Paramount exchange, and reported
the recent flood area was back to normal.

{Conti)Uicd from Page 29)
Mrs. A. H. Blank, given in memory of their
son, who died last March 7. Blank is head of
Tri-States and Central States theatres.
George Smith, Western division manager,
and Ralph Libau, district manager, attended a
sales meeting in Des Moines with the stsifif of
the Des Moines Paramount office.
The Fox family club held its annual picnic
at Birdland Shelter House, with Stanley Mayer,
veteran Des Moines manager, as the host. A
supper was served, followed by games.
DETROIT
Michigan theatres, along with other agencies
selling war bonds to the public, have come in
for high praise from Frank N. Isbey, chairman
of the United States War Finance Committee.
Isbey said that because of the co-operation of
Michigan theatres and other patriotic-minded
organizations individuals in Michigan have purchased from May, 1941, through June, 1943, war
bonds with a maturity value of $1,000,000,000,
about 60 per cent of which were sold in Wayne
County (Detroit).
Joe Conti, eighteen-year-old Detroit actor and
dancer who has appeared in such films as "East
of the River," "Paper Bullets" and "Big House,"
has been given a role with a big supporting cast
under the directorship of Uncle Sam.
Jesse B. Towner, 71 years old, who had been
in the motion picture business for 32 years when
he retired 14 years ago, died last week at Jackson, Mich.
That women are taking over the jobs of managing theatres and doing a good job of it, too,
is not news to Dave Idzal, Fox resident manager in Detroit. Until a month ago Idzal had a
pretty, blond secretary by the name of Eleanor
Birtwell. Then Eleanor went on a trip to
Los Angeles. Eleanor fell in love with the climate or something, it seems, and confided to the
friends she was visiting that if she had a job
she would like to remain on the West Coast.
And presto, next thing she knew she was manager of the Regina Theatre in Beverly Hills,
one of three women managers for Fox in the
Los Angeles district. But that isn't the complete story. True, other former Idzal secretaries are managing theatres right here in the
old home town. Lorna Pauls, who preceded
Eleanor Birtwell, is now running the Varsity
Theatre, and Peg Cutter, who preceded Lorna,
is in charge at the Westown.
Donald O'Connor's first starring role in "Mr.
Big,"
showing
at the Fox
Theatre,
brought back
memories
to Detroit
lovers
of vaudeville,
who
remember Donald at the kid in the act billed
as "The O'Connor Family," one of the five-aday favorites of a decade ago.
The Madison Theatre was robbed Saturday
night, July 31. A lone bandit walked into the
office of Manager Mary Turrill, 22 years old,
and forced her at gun point to hand over $330.
The bandit then made his escape through the
lobby and lost himself in the Saturday night
crowds.
INDIANAPOLIS
Joe Goldberg, manager at the Circle Theatre,
has been transferred to the Indiana Theatre
to succeed Leonard Tuttle, resigned, it was
announced by Kenneth Collins, city manager of
the Indianapolis Amusement Company, last
week. Moe Esserman moves up to the vacated
post at the Circle.
William (Bill) Mcllwaine, formerly manager
of the Lyric in its late vaudeville days, and
for the last his
few resignation.
months manager
of Keith's,
announced
Bill will
go to has
the
West Coast.
E. J. Moskowitz, operator of the Rio, Clovernort, Kentucky, and the State, at Clay, Ken-
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SAID THE PRESIDENT— Roy E. Larsen, president
of Time, Inc. (left), talks over the situation with
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox,
at the cocktail party given by the March of
Timers on Tuesday at the Hotel Astor, New York,
during
regional meeting of the 20th CenturyFox salestheforce.
tucky, was drowned July 29, when the car he
was driving plunged off a ferry boat while
crossing the Ohio River at Cannelton, Indiana.
Ann Haltry, operator of the Lyric Theatre,
Waterloo, was a visitor on Filmrow during
the week, her first trip in several years. Other
exhibitors seen on the row during the week
were : Harry Van Noy, Anderson ; Robert
Hudson, Richmond ; William Studebaker, Logansport; Mrs. Hilda P. Long, Sheridan;
Trueman Rembusch, and his assistants from
Franklin ; and Roy Harrold, Rushville.
Harry Watts, operator of the Alhambra Theatre in Knightstown, and family are enjoying
their vacation at Lake Tippecanoe.
Lieutenant Charles P. Farrell, film star of
silent days, and booker at the U. S. Naval
Base, Peru, Ind., has been transferred to
.Alameda, California. He is succeeded by Ensign Harold Freese.
Carl Kemp, office manager at the Paramount
e-xchange, is on vacation. Francis Van Trees,
secretary to Manager A. R. Taylor, at Paramount, is spending her vacation at home.
The 20th-Fox exchange has had its face
lifted. The main offices, including the executive
section, have been re-decorated and a general
housecleaning has been completed.
MEMPHIS
George H. Armistead, Jr., and William Waller, defense counsel, have filed a motion to dismiss the appeal to the Supreme Court in the
Government anti-trust suit against Crescent
.Amusement Co. and others at Nashville.
Alotion was entered in behalf of Crescent,
Cumberland Amusement Co., Lyric Amusement
Co., Rockwood Amusement Co., Cherokee
.Amusement Co., Anthony Sudekum and Kermit
C. Stengel, and is described as a "motion to
tlismiss the appeal filed by the plaintiff in this
case, on the grounds that the appeal is premature in that at the time of the filing there was
Ijcnding undisposed of by the court a motion
of Crescent Amusement Co. to amend the findings of fact and to make additional findings,
filed
27."
TheMayAckerman
Theatre, Ackerman, Aliss.,
which burned during the Summer, has been rebuilt and is opening this week-end.
Glenys Thomas, of the National Screen staff,
was married last week to Joseph Klodcinski, of
the Air Corps, stationed with the Fourth
Ferrying Group. Doris Gardner, in the same
office, is on a two-week vacation.
Smiley Burnette, Republic star, was visiting
the local branch office and Film Row last week.
Bea Davie has been made office manager at

YORK

John Cunnifl^. Brooklyn booker at MGM, last
week celebrated his twenty-fifth year with the
company.
Current vacationers at Paramount : Aluriel
Lanahan, secretary to District Manager Kusell ;
Ma.x Mendel, Long Island salesman ; Jack Perley, head booker.
Frank Walsh, of the Highland, Highland,
N. Y., is out of the hospital after a serious
operation, and is expected back soon in the
exchanges to do business.
Saul Trauner,
sales
manager,
returned Columbia's
Monday fromassistant
his vacation,
looking fit, as they say.
Tommy di Lorenzo, of the New Paltz in New
Paltz, N. Y., injured his foot recently, and has
been laid up a week.
Lt. Frank R. Fielding, former salesman for
RKO Radio, writes that he is now liaison officer between the Navy, Coast Guard and Marines
to the U. S. Office of Education. He has just
returned from a spell of sea duty aboard both
flat-top and tin can in the South Pacific, and
hopes for another cruise soon. He also hopes
to stop in and say hello during his furlough
later this month.
Lou Schaefer has quit as manager of the
Paramount, New Haven, and now is Westchester manager for the Prudential circuit.
Anna Discepelo has recently joined the UA
forces as clerk.
Pfc. Howard Weiss recently came up on furlough from the South and immediately dropped
in on the boys at Warners, where he used to be
assistant booker.
Mrs. JeanMack, formerly a secretary in the
Warner booking department, recently gave birth
to a girl, Lana.
Irving Dollinger, buyer for Associated Theatres of N. J., recently took himself on a fine
vacation, starting from Buffalo, and traveling
by water through Lake Ontario and the St.
Lawrence River. We could describe this more
fully, but it would make you feel bad.
Ann Crystal, secretary to Harry H. Thomas,
Alonogram eastern division manager, recentl}'
underwent an appendectomy. Patient doing
well.
Al Blumberg, L. I. and upstate booker for
Warner, last week was headed for an Army
Charles Moss, managing director of the Criphysical.
terion Theatre, left for Hollywood Thursday
(5th) to visit studios and look at pictures
which he has scheduled to play within the next
few months.
OMAHA
Dick Hintz, Tecumseh Theatre operator for
his parents. Air. and Mrs. Ralph Hintz, has
entered the Air Corp.
Bill Shartin, formerly with Warner Brothers,
isArtists.
working out of the Omaha office for United
RKO has a new salesman at the Omaha
{Continued on Page 32)
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(^Continued from Page 30)
branch office, Pat Jolley, who towers six feet,
eight inches.
Wayne Stephenson, Paramount salesman, is
passing out cigars for a new boy, Roger.
Allan Campbell has received an honorable discharge from the Army and has returned to
the Twentieth Century-Fox office.
The Twentieth Century-Fox staff, including
Branch Manager Joe Scott, Salesmen Harold
Ironfield, Harry Levy and Gordon Holloran,
Head Booker Irving Mills and Ad Sales Chief
J. Haas are leaving this week for their parley
in Los Angeles.
A new theatre, the Royal, in charge of Carl
Worl, has been opened at Dunlap, la.
The Lincoln, Neb., theatres, which cooperated
all through July with the retail stores in their
big bond-buying campaign, helped climax the
successful drive in Lincoln by offering free
tickets with every bond purchase. Buying a
$25 bond meant the choice of a ticket to the
Capitol, Nebraska or State ; a $50 one a ducat
to the Lincoln, Stuart or Varsity.
PHILADELPHIA
Real estate news topped all local events this
past week when Lewen Pizor purchased the 56th
Street Theatre in West Philadelphia. Charles
Segall, a former partner of Pizor, originally
bought
a trustee'sWilliam
sale in Goldman,
June for
a sum the
said house
to be at$49,500.
who was operating the theatre, had earlier submit ed abid of $45,000 which was approved by
the
Court,
at the trustee's
sale Segall
outbidin
Goldman. but
Goldman
had a recapture
clause
his lease and the lease still has a year to go.
Segall then sold the house back to William
Goldman and Goldman sold the theatre to Pizor,
who took possession on August 1. Settlement
was made through the Broad St. Trust Co. The
amount of the sale was not disclosed. Pizor
also owns the Cedar Theatre in the same neighborhood, which plays day and date with the
56th Street.
Northwestern Theatres, Inc., sold a holding,
once known as the Ritz Theatre, but now operated as a commercial property, in the vicinity of
40th and Parrish Sts. to Pasquale Lasorsa.
Phil Wexler, assistant at the Earle Theatre,
completes his Signal Corps training within the
next two weeks and will leave for the Army.
Joe Morrow, slated to succeed S. E. Applegate as sales manager at the Metro exchange,
has been advised by his physician not to undertake the more strenuous position. Lou Formato,
salesmen in the South Jersey area, therefore
takes over.
Joe Levine, partner of Melvin Hirsch of
Crystal Pictures, was in Philadelphia to make
arrangement for the release of his picture,
"Scorched Earth." Ben Harris of the American
Film Exchange made the deal and will handle
the distribution of the film in this area.
Leon Behal is back at his old stand at the
Capitol Film e.xch.inge. He has recently been
acting as manager of the Riant Tlieatre in Conshohocken.
Gus Harris, of the Mercury Film Laboratory of New York, was a Vine St. visitor.
Jim Ashcraft, Metro exploiteer, returned from
his vacation. While away he deluged his friends
with cards from beautiful Cape Cod, arousing
their jealousy no end.
Ed Rosenbaum, veteran Columbia exploiteer, had a double anniversary celebration this
week when he enjoyed one year of wedded bliss
and eleven years as a Columbia representative.
Both events were celebrated last Tuesday.
Jack Litto, formerly manager of the Eureka
Theatre, is now manager of the Riant and the
Forrest Theatres in Conshohocken.
Mr. Carter, former manager of the Riveria
Theatre for William Greenfield, has retired.
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CORRESPONDENTS

PITTSBURGH
The theatre and film industry in this territory
was shocked to learn of the fatal accident which
caused the death of Mary Dawson, who has been
operating the Victoria Theatre, Gallitzin, Pa.,
for the past year since her brother, Kenneth,
owner of the theatre, left for military service.
Mary was killed instantly when she fell under
the wheels of a moving train at the railroad
station.
Funeral services were held this week at his
home in Wheeling for Air Cadet James W.
Coss, who was killed in a plane crash above
Dothan Field, Alabama, recently when two
planes collided head on. Before entering the
service Coss was manager of the Pike Theatre,
Wheeling.
Three Film Row employes became the brides
of service men during the past week : Audrey
Hammer, of the Columbia exchange. Bertha
Alathews, of Universal, and Josephine Marra,
of 20th Century-Fox.
Thomas Bello, Jr., whose father operates the
Capitol Theatre, Nanty Glo, Pa., has joined
the Army and been assigned to the medical
division at the University of Pittsburgh. His
brother, John, is also in the Army Medical
Corps, being stationed at the University of
Ohio.
Fur the third time since the first of the year
the Temple Theatre here was broken into and
robbed, the thieves not only taking large sums
of money, but looting the candy vending machines of merchandise as well. The Long Theatre, Summerhill, Pa., was also robbed during
the past week. Also the Film Row restaurant
here.
Having been honorably discharged by the
Army, Joe Freeman has resumed the duties of
city manager for Warner theatres in Johntown,
Pa. Before entering the service. Freeman had
been associated with the Warner Circuit for
more than 10 years, and prior to that was with
The local MGM exchange recently dedicated
Loew's.
its
honor roll, listing 10 employes: John Freinstein, Joseph Stack, Harry Lockhart, Allan Tolley, Edward Banaszak, Henry Mulbauer, Edward Fitzpatrick, Norbert Sozinski, Max Shabason and John Zomnir.
PORTLAND
Eddie Rivers has resigned as city manager in
Walla Walla, Wash., for Midstate Amusement
Corporation. He will now devote himself exclusively to operation of Plaza Theatre at
Waitsburg, Wash.
Tony Faligno, resigned as Army booker, has
accepted a position as salesman for PRC Pictures, Inc., headquarters Seattle.
Frederick C. Jacky, member MPO Union
No. 154, native of Montana, died suddenly at
his home in Woodinville.
Mrs. Perunko, for some years past operating
the Sunset and Kay St. theatres in Tacoma,
Wash., has become Mrs. C. Nilson.
Jerry Ross, of Palomar Theatre, Seattle, is
vacationing at Olympic Hot Springs.
Tom Cleary, auditor for 20th-Fox, visited
the Portland and Seattle exchanges and staffs
last week.
Veteran Exhibitor Dave Gross from Ketchikan and Juneau, Alaska, accompanied by his
young son, made his annual Seattle visit.
G. J. -Lalafronte, auditor for Universal, visited Portland and Seattle staffs last week.
Charles Schuler, Park Theatre, Tacoma, and
Fred Girtanner, Prospect St. Theatre, Tacoma,
booking on Seattle row.
Carl Porter, manager of the Elsinor and
Capitolland row.theatres, Salem, Ore., booking on Port-

Jack Matlack of J. J. Parker Theatres taking
his weekly vacation to Oregon beauty spots.
Following a program of remodeling and redecorating during July, the Ames Theatre, Portland, has reopened for the Fall season.
The old trick of hiding in the theatre, and
then robbing and damaging the house, was
again tried in the Rio Theatre at Trail, B. C,
by two would-be robbers. They were surprised
by the manager and turned over to the police.
ST. LOUIS
Priority problems probably will delay for
the duration the reconstruction of the Sterling
Theatre which suffered $90,000 damage from
fire several weeks ago. Frank Ford, owner of
the house, said the theatre was insured for
$60,000 and this money would be available for
a new building to replace the 914-seater.
Harold R. and E. A. Alger, owners of the
Princess Theatre, Champaign, 111., have been
sued for $2500 damages by Margie D. Downes,
who claims she was personally injured in the
theatre last March 9th. Her petition recites
that as she attempted to arise from her seat in
the theatre a long sliver ran into the right side
of her abdomen.
Theatre lotteries with a new twist, like offering a long-distance phone call as a prize, are
still illegal under the Missouri anti-gambling
laws, it has been ruled by Attorney General Roy
McKittrick of Missouri. The case came up
concerning a theatre in Clinton, Mo.
The closed Liberty Theatre, East St. Louis,
formerly operated by Dave Komm, was damaged recently by a bomb apparently intended
for the casino of Vic Doyle at 319A Missouri
Avenue.
Lee Norton, of the RKO Radio booking staff,
has
resigned
to take111. a job with Leon Jarodsky's
theatres
in Paris,
Phil Hill, manager of the Lincoln, Belleville,
III, a Fox-Midwest house, was in Springfield,
III, July 27th for his Army physical.
Roy Cato of the Broadway, Cape Girardeau,
Mo. ; Al Spargian, Globe, Christopher, 111., and
H. M. Burnett, Grand, West Frankfort, 111.,
won trips to California, including Hollywood,
in a recent Theatres.
"Ideas Contest" staged by the
Fox-Midwest
Jimmy Frisina, booker for the Frisina Circuit, Springfield, 111. ; Dick Fisher, Cabool,
Mo. ; Bob Cluster, Salem, 111. ; Martin Oberle,
Ste. Genevieve, Mo. ; Carl Vandiver, Kenneth,
Mo. ; F. L. Lowe, Lebannon, Mo., and O. L.
Wright, Alonroe City, Mo., were among the
visitors to Film Row last week.
Funeral services were held this week for
Thomas N. Dysart, president, St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, who with Mayor William
Dee Becker and eight other men were killed
in the Army glider crash at Lambert-St. Louis
Municipal Airport. Mr. Dysart was interested
in the Ambassador Theatre, and the theatre and
office building at Seventh and Locust Streets,
the Missouri Theatre Building Corporation, and
the St. Louis Amusement Company.
VANCOUVER
A welcome visitor here is Oscar Hanson,
president of Pioneer-Monogram. Oscar is making arrangements for a new film building to
take care of his interests in British Columbia.
The location is a few doors south of the Vancover film centre. The building will be of two
stories and cost around $15,000. Hanson also
controls Foto-Nite in Canada, and it is still
going strong in the B.C. theatres of F.P.
More than 180,000 persons will have seen the
Army show when the company returns East
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this week. The show finished its Western tour
at Saskatoon last Monday.
"Stage Door Canteen" is doing S.R.O. at
the Vogue Van in spite of the hot spell and
without any extra money being spent on advertising. Word-of-mouth advertising is doing the
trick, and the picture looks set for a solid run,
with lots of money at the box-office. The rest
of the theatres are not so good, for the shore
spots are getting a big play in and around
Vancouver.
The percentage policy inaugurated June 1st
has run into snags in some Army camps, and
representatives have asked for minor adjustments in individual cases. Several camps are
reported requesting a stay of policy until Dec.
31st, claiming that revenues will be decreased
under percentage playing, thus causing disruption ofplans for other recreation which Were
to have been carried out by receipts from camp
film shows. Distributors affected will consider
the rnatter separately in accordance with company policies.
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WASHINGTON
Film Row was saddened last week by the
death of Louise Joan Haley, wife of Edward J.
Haley, former general manager of the Lichtman
circuit here and now a circuit owner in Rocky
Mount, N. C. Mrs. Haley died last week after
an operation, and was buried in Washington
Monday. Before going to Rocky Mount she
was connected with the UA exchange in Washington.
Danny Weinberg, owner of the Lee Theatre,
Roanoke, Va., has leased it to the Grandin
Newbold Corp., which operates the Grandin
there. The theatre goes under its new management Saturday.
Nuptial note : Betty Glasser, daughter of Nat
ditto, Warners' district manager, now honeymooning in New York with PFC Sidney Schuman, of Camp McCain, Miss.
Vacation for
notesWashington
: Harry Lohmeyer,
manager
theatres ;Warners'
Hardie
Meakin, Keith's manager, spending most of it
at the local ball park ; Frank Boucher, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Kogod, and Mr. and Mrs. Max
Burka, all, naturally, of the Kogud-Burka circuit, in Atlantic City; also in Atlantic City is
Sidney Lust, celebrating with Mrs. Lust their
thirtieth wedding anniversary; Sylvia Slan,
Monogram cashier, also in Atlantic City ; Sidney
Lust's secretary, Albert O'Connell, is vacationing in Texas,
while the circuit's
Emanuel,
is recreationing
in Newauditor,
York ;Manny
Anne
DeMello,
of
Warners'
advertising
department,
at Clarksville, Md. ; Grace Bannon, inspectress,
and James Tyler, head shipper, both of Metro ;
also Henrietta Rosenthal, Metro billing department, in Cleveland and New York.
Loretta Deiling, secretary to Max Cohen at
Universal for the past two years, went to
New York this week to serve as secretary to
Western
Al O'Keefe.
is being Sales
filled Manager
by Margaret
Foster. Her
Stillspotat
Universal : Elsie Swan is a new face on the
secretarial staff and Miss Maude Speake is the
owner of that new speaking voice on the telephone switchboard. Beverly Bashaw is now a
biller at Universal, Josephine Grasso, assistant
cashier, and Helen Bourdouklis, ledger clerk.
Claire Moses has left to join her husband in
Philadelphia, and Shipper Tom Linkins was
inducted last week. Visitors last week included
District Manager Barney Rose and Eastern
Sales Manager Fred Meyers.
Talking about women in the industry, Mrs.
Grant Thomas, whose husband is now in the
Army, is doing a hangup job as substitute for
him.
She'sVa.operating the Fayette, in Fayetteville, W.
Among the visitors this week were Max Matz
of the Colonial, Bluefield, W. Va. ; Harry L.
Gold and Sam Lefkowitz, UA division and district manager, respectively ; Mrs. W. Spates,
operating in Frostburg, Md. ; Harry Pickett of
the Craver Circuit, Charlotte, N. C. ; Johnny
Darst of Martinsville. W. Va., and Stanley
Barr of the Colonial, Norfolk.
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Hollywood, Calif.
THE

to Star in Every

Direct ^Wilson
Henry
►Margaret King
O'Brien, to
the child star of "Journey
for
Margaret"
and
"Lost
Angel,"
has which
been
assigned the leads in two new
pictures
the Culver City studio will make : "Star
Bright," story of a Broadway actress and her
child, and "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes,"
both of which Robert Sisk will produce.
►With
the start starring
of filming Johnny
on "The Mack
Texas Brown
Kid,"
latest western
with Raymond Hatton, Monogram announced
the full cast. Scott R. Dunlap is producing, and
Lambert Hillyer is directing.
►Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray are
the stars in the mind's eye for the story of
"Every the
Thursday
Off," guidance
a Paramount
vehicle
under
production
of Richard
Blumenthal.
►George Sherman will produce Republic's "Mystery Broadcast,"
murder
mystery
scheduled
for the anfirstoriginal
week in
August.
The
cast includes Frank Albertson, Ruth Terry and
Nils Asther, and Sherman will also direct.
►Mary Wicks, hit of the recent stage success,
"Dancing in the Streets," has been signed by
RKO for a major role in Producer-Director
Tim
Whelan's
"Higher Frank
and Higher."
Michele
Morgan,musical,
Jack Haley,
Sinatra,
Marcy McGuire and Leon Errol head the cast,
which includes Constance Moore and Dooley
Wilson.
►Michael O'Shea, star of "Lady of Burlesque"
and now playing the title role of "Jack London,"
has been borrowed by 20th Century-Fox from
Hunt Stromberg for one of the top roles in
"Eve original
of St. Mark,"
a partproduction.
which he played
the
Broadway
Williamin
Perlberg will produce with John Stahl directing.
►Loretta Young has been signed by Producer
Walter Wanger for one of the top roles in his
forthcoming Universal production, "When Ladies
Fly," based on the story of the Wafs in the
current World War and formerly tagged "Looking for Trouble."
►Dance Director LeRoy Prinz started rehearsals
of dancing chorus for the "Ziegfeld Follies of
1910" number for "Shine On Harvest Moon."
The spot will feature Ann Sheridan and Dennis
Morgan as Nora Bayes and Jack Norworth.
Number will be filmed in Technicolor as a surprise tag for an otherwise black and white WB
picture.
►"The Return of Casanova" will be Joe E.
Brown's
Theclassic,
story
and
title next
have picture
nothing forto Republic.
do with the
"Casanova's Homecoming," by Arthur Schnitzler, but will be a singing and dancing vehicle
for Brown.
►Henry King, one of the screen's foremost directors, has been selected to direct "Wilson,"
the film biography
America's
World War
president
which will of
go before
the cameras
soon
as the biggest picture ever undertaken by
20th
is the
first
which Century-F"ox.
Darryl ZanuckThe
will picture
personally
produce,
now that he has returned to the 20th CenturyFo.x executive production helm.
►Six more players have reported for featured
roles in Producer Felix Jackson's current Uni-
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Thursday

Off ;

\- Next Brown Comedy is Set
versal include
picture,Evelyn
"His Ankers,
Butler'sFlorence
Sister."Bates,
The
group
Roscoe Karns, Russell Hicks, Marion Pierce
and Stephanie Bachelor. Deanna Durbin, Franchot Tone and Pat O'Brien are co-starred in
the production, which is being directed by
Frank Borzage.
►Philip Dorn has been signed by Jack L. Warner for a leading role in "Passage to MarGreenstreet
starrer. seilles,"
Dorn Humphrey
reportsBogart-Sydney
immediately for
his role
in the production which will be directed by
Michael Curtiz for Producer Hal B. Wallis.
►Columbia Studios have started construction of
an entire Polish village at their valley ranch
for sequences in "Lebensraum," story of the
post-war trials of Nazi oppressors in Poland.
Set designing, under supervision of Art Director Lionel Banks, includes a village square,
church, town hall, farm houses, railroad station
and other communal edifices for the town of
Litzbark, mythical community.
►Walter Colmes, who is producing the PRC
musical, "Harvest Melody," has signed Rosemary Lane and Donald Dickson, former operatic star, for the top roles in his picture.
Shooting was scheduled to start sometime this
week.
►Herman Millakowsky and Jeffrey Bernerd
have engaged Hillary Lynn to write the script
of "Where Are My Children," dealing with
today'suled forjuvenile
problems.
picture is schedproduction
starting The
in September.
►Orson Welles, noted character star of stage,
screen and radio, is being paged by Paramount
to make a screen test for one of the important
roles in their coming picture, "The Hitler
Gang."
according
present Producer
plans of
Director Welles,
John Farrow
and to
Associate
Joseph Sistrom, will be tested for the Adolph
Hitler role, as well as for others.
►20th Century-Fox is preparing to go ahead
with the filmization of A. J. Cronin's best-seller,
"Keys of the Kingdom." The screenplay has
already been written by Nunnally Johnson,
and the leading role has fallen to Gregory Peck,
who is doing his first picture at RKO in
"Revenge."
►Jack Schwarz has signed Veda Ann Borg,
Edgar Kennedy and Anthony Caruso for important roles in his PRC production, "The Girl
From
Monterey,"
which isFoxin directing.
work at Fine
Arts Studio with Wallace
The
picture stars Armida and Jack La Rue, with
Bryant Washburn in a supporting role.
►"Yolanda and the Thief," a South American
fantasy, has been purchased by MGM. An
original by Jacques Thery and Ludwig Bemelmans, the picture will be presented as a lavish
musical spectacle in Technicolor with E. Y.
Harburg producing.
►"Love's Trading Post," published magazine
story by Johnston McCulley, has been purchased by Monogram as the next western
vehicle starring Johnny Mack Brown with Raymond Hatton. Screen adaptation is being written bv less Bowers.

Fighting Men Visit Set
Flying Officer Colin Smart, RAF (left), and Fireman First Class Gene Cochran, U. S. Merchant
Marine (second from right), were recent visitors
on
set of by"The
From Leningrad,
" now
beingthe filmed
R &Girl
F Productions
for United
Artists release. Others in the scene above are
Cameraman John Mescal; Anna Sten, star of the
picture; and Associate Producer Eugene Frenke.
Monogram's 'Hitler's Women' Has
Best Cast in Studio's History
A budget of $200,000 has been set for Monogram's "Hitler's Women," and thus far Herman Millakowsky, the producer, has cast the
finest collection of players in any picture in
Monogram's history. The names include Nancy
Kelly, Gail Patrick, H. B. Warner, Gertrude
Michael, Alan Baxter, Tala Birell, Felix Basch,
Maris Wrixon, Anne Nagel, Mary Forbes.
Steve Sekely will direct.
Jeffrey Bernerd, who is associate producer in
charge of production, has announced that Herman Millakowsky and himself have scheduled
a program of five pictures for production during
the coming year. Under an unusual setup, Millakowsky and Bernerd will alternate as producers on individual productions. First, one is
producer and the other production manager ;
then, for the next picture, the roles are reversed.
Starrett Gets Musical Role
Temporarily forsaking" his western roles,
Charles Starrett has been assigned a stellar
spot in hea novelty
musical,
"Barnyard
where
will share
the honors
with Canteen,"
Big Boy
Williams, Shirley Ross and Vera Vague. Also
set for the show are the Mills Brothers.
Starr to Produce for 20th-Fox
Irving Starr, producer of "Bataan" at MGM,
has been signed to a long-term producer contract at 20th Century-Fox, it has been announced. Starr has already reported to the Fox
studio and is examining story properties for
his first production.
Edward Small Buys Original
Edward Small Productions has purchased the
screen rights to an original by Marion Parsonet
which
is called arrangements
"The Guy FromhaveMike's
No production
as yetPlace."
been
set.
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X'ery few
the have
new pictures
put intoas production thisofweek
a war theme,
per
the following:
COLUMBIA
COWBOY IN THE CLOUDS—Principals : Charles
Starrett.
min Kline.Julie Dmican. Duh l^aylor. Director. Benja-

Just in the groove. Republic has had an ear
for songs and song titles for lo! these many
years. Now they've changed the name of their
new ice skating star from \^era Hruba to Vera
Ralsten and whenever anyone so much as thinks
of Hut Sut Ralsten, they will be thinking about
Republic's star.

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
RATIONING — Principals: Wallace Beery, Marjorie
Main, Dorothy Morris. Director, Willis Goldbeck.
MONOGRAM
HITLER'S
— Principals
: Gale
Nancy Kelly, WOMEN
H. B. Warner.
Gertrude
Michael,Patrick,
Alan
Baxter. Director, Steve Sekely.
PARAMOUNT
HENRYpals: Jimmy
ALDRICH'S
CODE Smitli.
OF HONOR—
PrinciLydon, Charlie
Joan Mortimer.
Director, Hugh Bennett.
PRODUCERS
GIRL FROM MONTEREY— Principals : Armida,
Edgar
Antonio Fox.
Caruso, Jack LaRue, Terry
Frost. Kennedy,
Director. Wallace
THE UNDERDOG — Principals: Barton MacLane,
Charlotte Wvnters, Jan Wilev. Director. William
-Vigh.
RKO RADIO
HIGHER & HIGHER— Principals: Michele Morgan.
Jack Haley, Frank Sinatra, Marcy McGuire. Director.
Tim Whelan.
REPUBLIC
MAN FROM THE RIO GRANDE— Principals : Don
Barry,ard I?retherton.
Twinkle Watts. Wally Vernon. Director, HowUNIVERSAL
SET TO
MUSIC—
Allan Director,
Junes, June
Vincent. Betty Kean, Principals:
Gus Schilling.
Edward
Lilley.
TITLE CHANGES
■■Right About Face" (MGM) now THIXKIN' OF
YOU.
••Strange Music" (Prod.) now TWO WORLDS.
'•Man of the Familv" (Univ.) now TOP MAN.
Heaviest Production Schedule
Monogram started the heaviest production
schedule in its history this week, and for the
next 45-day period fourteen pictures will go
before the cameras — eight in .\ugust and the
remaining six in the first two weeks of September. Pictures and their starting dates are :
"Hitler's Women," Aug. 2 ; "East of the Bowery," Aug. 4 ; "Death \^alley Rangers," Aug. 9 ;
■'The Voodoo Man," Aug. 12; "Sweethearts of
the U.S..\.," Aug. 15; "The Sultan's Daughter,"
Aug. 19 ; ■•Johnny Doesn't Live Here Any
More," Aug. 19; "Pride of Avenue B," Aug.
28 ; "Ground Crew," Sept. 1 ; "Charlie Chan in
the Secret Service," Sept. 7 ; "Love's Trading
Post," Sept. 7 ; "Lady Let's Dance," "Where'
.\re My Children?" and "Rustlers of Red Gap,"
Sept. 14.
PRC Plans Jive Junction'
First production to be made by PRC Pictures,
Inc. on its own, will be "Jive Junction," Leon
Fromkess, in charge of production, has announced. Edgar Ulmer will direct the film,
which Fromkess personally will supervise.
Shooting will start Sept. 7th. Also set for proiluction directly by PRC is "Music Without
Bars," a comedy with music, which will be
filmed early in the coming Fall.

Leading Lady Gets Explanations
Son of the Scenarist
New YorkJack
Mirror's
Hollywood
Lait,editor-in-chief,
Jr., explains
scenes to Mady Correll, film ingenue, who will
play thetheleading
"Texas Masquerade,"
which
New lady
Yorkerin authored
for United
Artists. Above scene made during production of
Hopalong western at Harry Sherman Studios.
Mli.

S /taiu*na*t Qoed,

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
We're in for a good time today because Paramount
has invited us to watch the filming of a Polish -wedding scene for the Dorothy Lamour-Fred MacMurray
picture,
"Andplace
the inside
Angelsa Sing."
It takes
restaurant, which we enter
upon our arrival there. The place is filled with small
round tables around a dance floor and lots and lots of
extras. Over to the left is the wedding table, in the
centre of which is a huge wedding cake with figures
of a bride and groom perched on top. The tables are
all covered with red-and-white-striped cloths and set
with red glasses and red-and-white plates. All sorts
of wildflowers are used for decorations.
The guests are dressed in native costumes . . .
women with very full flowered skirts, plain blouses
and huge headdresses of flowers . . . men with baggy
trousers caught in their boots and colored blouses over
which are worn embroidered vests.
The only ones not in costume are Miss Lamour and
MacMurray.
he'swool
wearing
a tuxedo and As
she leader
has on ofa an
soft,orchestra,
rose-colored
suit
w^th
drink. matching *shoes. They've just dropped in for a
They'reMarshall
seated isat bending
one of over
the tables
Director
George
them, and
talking.
His
instructions are for them to drink a toast to the bride
and groom, in Polish, and then as they suddenly
realize
fallen isinItlove,
into tosong.
name ofthey've
the number
Couldbreak
Happen
You. The
Scene starts with the waiter bringing them their
drinks, and except for one or two minor corrections,
rehearsals go along smoothly. Then, when Director
Marshall orders '•everyone quiet — here we go — it's a
picture,"
the cameras
busycastand getrecord
action.
After that,
the rest get
of the
goingthewith
the
wedding celebration, while we, on the sidelines, have
a grand time watching. This goes on . .. and on . . .
and on . . . when suddenly we realize, that in spite
of
fact way.
that we
hatewe togo.leave, it's time for us to
be the
on our
So off
Until next week.
Ann Lewis
Pereira Now Production Assistant
His war work duties in connection with the
passive defense plan of the eight Western states
completed, William L. Pereira, production designer, has been promoted by David O. Selznick to a newly created position of production
assistant.
Columbia's
"Is life
Everybody
musical based on the
of Ted Happy?",
Lewis and thestarring
the band leader himself, has gone before the
camera with Charles Barton directing. Irving
Briskin is the producer.

They tell the story around the Republic lot
(although I don't believe it) that when the "In
Old Oklahoma" company iverc in the Kaibib
Forest to shoot scenes of Buffalo, one of the
cameramen thought he had a great close-up
shot of a Buffalo until the shot was developed,
and then it proved to be Director At Rogell
pecking through the trees!
Jack Schwarz, who makes pictures for PRC
release, is getting in on the ground floor on
the Italian situation. Even before Mussolini
was deposed, Schwarz filed a title, "Rome
Revolts." Let Warners have their "in" with
Casablanca, Schwarz has his "in" with Rome.
Paramount has announced that their pirate
ship. Lamen'sMouettc,
ivas over
used toin the
"FrenchCreek." will zvhich
be turned
U. S.
Coast Guard for a gunnery target. If the studio invites us reviewers on that ship, we'll know
that
zvalk the plank. They've tried so
many it's
otherto zvays.
Just another example of how the war is
compelling people to use every talent, trade, and
experience, is the signing by MGM of Dan
Sheffield, its janitor, to play the part of a
janitor in "The Heavenly Body." (Looks like
there's
endtotokeep
which
days in no
order
our we
help.)will not go these
Birdwell Gets Vanderbilt
Major Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr. has become
an associate in the public relations firm of Russell Birdwell and Associates, and w'ill spend
equal time in the Birdwell offices in New- York
City, Washington, D. C. and Beverly Hills. In
the latter place he will concentrate on the motion picture accounts in cooperation with Birdwell and his staff, and in the other places he
will be concerned with the Birdwell organization
post-war planning.

Huston in 'Dragon Seed'
b'irst player to be definitely chosen for MGM's
screen version of "Dragon Seed," Pearl Buck's
best-selling novel of occupied China, is Walter
Huston who has been signed to play Ling Tan,
the old farmer, about whom the story centers.
Jack Conway will direct the picture, which is
slated to start in September. An entire farming village has been laid out near Calabasas as
the location for the filming.
Frank Seeks Oid-Time Actors
Approximately a dozen old-time actors who
starred in the early days of Hollywood will be
given parts in "Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels, His
Life and
Loves," which
R. FrankFredwillKane,
produce at General
ServiceW.Studios.
associate producer, has sent out a call for
the old-timers to play Germans of advanced
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fen cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts ADVERTISING
or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for theCLASSIFIED
price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or
borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy.
Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S
TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

AIR CONDITIONING
BUY BEFORE THEY'RE SNATCHED
UP— REBUILT REVERSIBLE TYPHOON
BLOWER FANS— 24", 5,700 cfm, $in.OO;
30", 7,800 cfm, $132.00; 36", 10,400 cfm, $151.20;
42", 12,800 cfm, $186.00; 48", 16,500 cfm,
%2i2.2id. MOTORS and DRIVES INCLUDED.
Refrigerating Room Cooler, 1/3 Ton, D.C.
only $37.50; Air Washer Spray Nozzles, $1.25;
Double Diffusers, new, 24" x 28", $26.45. S.O.S.
CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449
WEST 42nd St., NEW YORK CITY 18.

HELP WANTED
HOUSE MANAGER WANTED for small
Texas town. State age, experience, ability, salary expected first letter. Send photo. R. N.
SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.

BOOKS

PROJECTIONIST and Service man wanted
for small Texas town, good salary and good
opportunity. Permanent position to capable man.
R. N. SMITH THEATRES, Mission, Texas.

SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
covering" every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, -check
or monev order, .'\ddress. Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

NEW

NO PRIORITY NEEDED FOR RED
COMET FIRE EXTINGUISHERS — Low
cost safety insurance — Standard Size, $4.95 ;
.Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95 ;
Senior Size, $4.35. Protect irreplaceable equipment. Order now from S.O.S. CINEMA
SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd
ST., NEW YORK CITY 18.

CONFECTIONS
CANDIES, assorted nuts, p(.)p-corn and seasoning. In quantities. Also, ]iopcorn machines,
new and used. CINEPHONE DISTRIBUTING CO., 10729 S. Hale Avenue, Chicago, III
EQUIPMENT

WILL TRADE TWO COMPLETE MAZDA LAMP HOUSES and transformers, good
condition, for popcorn machine in good condition.
Conrad Theatre, Breaux Bridge, Louisiana.
WHATEVER YOU'VE GOT— SELL it
and BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses,
Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age, condition,
first letter. Box 609, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
THE ARMY WILL GET THEM— WE'LL
BUY YOUR PORTABLE PROJECTORS
16MM OR 35MM SOUND — HIGHEST
PRICES PAID. Box 610, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? — JOE
HORNSTEIN HAS IT. 630 Ninth Avenue,
New York. N. Y.
BLANK

PORTHOLE OPTICAL GLASS, 3" x 4",
97c; 4" X 4", $1.65; COLUMBIA (AMERICAN) CARBONS, 5/8" x 6", 50% DISCOUNT; GENUINE SIMPLEX BB INTERMITTENT CAMS, 50% DISCOUNT;
CASHIERS ILLUMINATED GLASS
SIGNS, WIRED FOR LUMILINE, $2.75;
SEAT PATCHING KITS, $2.24: QUART
UNDERWRITERS FIRE EXTINGUISH.
ERS, $11.25. LATE SUMMER BARGAIN
BULLETIN READY— GET YOURS. S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corporation, 449 West 42nd
St., New York City, 18.
SITUATION

WANTED

THE.\TRE MANAGER, SO, experience,
now with theatre circuit in Middle West, desires
connection in vicinity of New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut.
References.
Box 614, Showmen's
Trade Review,
1501 Broadway,
New York
18, N. Y.
TO CONTACT

READY

BUYERS

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. N. Y.
You are authorized to insert
times In your classified section the followina:

THEATRE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE— TERMS CASH. UP TO
DATE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT in
small town of Elkton, Ore., logging and ranching district. Or will sell equipment alone.
Everything to put on a good show, RCA
sound, etc. For further information write Harriet Edwards, Reedsport, Oregon.
THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities. $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
WANTED

WANTED— SMALL PROFITABLE THE.\TRE. Small town preferable. Give all details.
Box 612, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY GOOD THEATRE:
III Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona or New Mexico.
If you have a sound proposition for sale send
complete details with all information immediately—ad res P,O. Box 807, Big Spring,
Texas.
EXPERIENCED THEATREMAN
WANTS TO LEASE THEATRE. Fred
Brown, 48 Redfield Road, Fairfield, Conn.
WILL BUY OR LEASE THEATRES in
Pennsylvania. New Jersey or New York. Write
P. 0. Box 812, .Mlentown, Pennsylvania.
USED EQUIPMENT

8/7/43

LATEST PEERLESS, STRONG, MORELITE L. I. ARCS, as is, $49.50; Mogul Screw
Lamps, 900 Watt, 100 Watt, $2.37; Underwriters lYi gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers,
reconditioned, $20.00 ; Coinometers with side
chutes,
$98.50: $137.50;
WardLeonard originally
45 ampere$132.50,
SuprexnowRectifier,
Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
Late Summer Bargain Bulletin. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST
42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY, 18.

Name

Street.

ONE PAIR POWERS PROJECTORS,
excellent condition. One large air conditioning
blower. One generator, E. E., arc motor, 50
amp. capacity. Southwest Amusement Enterprises, Radford, Va.

City

State

JOE HORNSTEIN
IT. 630 Ninth
Avenue.
New York. N. HAS
Y.

For which I enclose

i

^
SOUND EQUIPMENT
SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI PROFESSIONAL
SOUND PROJECTORS COMPLETE WITH
AMPLIFIER, LOUDSPEAKER, CABLES,
TRUNKS. Single Outfit, $545.00; Double
Outfit, $975.00.
Here's
the best
Abeles
Advertising
Service,
453 for
W. the
42nd least.
St.,
New York
City.

THEATRE

WANTED

USE CONVENIENT

EQUIPMENT

August 7, 1943

( cash
<. check
' money order

in the amount of
in full payment at the rates quoted above.

August 7, 1943
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BLAZING GUNS (Mono.) Western. Principals: Ken Alaynard. Hoot Gibson, KajForrester, LeRoy Alason, Roy Brent. Plot:
Two marshals are sent to clean up a lawless
town. Two previous marshals having been
killed, these men have to tread carefully in
order not to arouse suspicion as to their
identifications. The3' get their men and the
town enjoys peace and quiet. Director, Robert Tansey.
FRONTIER BADMEN (Univ.) Western.
Principals: Diana Barrymore. Robert Paige,
Anne Gw\ nne. Leo Carrillo. Andy Devine,
Xoah Beer}-, Jr., Lon Chaney. Plot: All
cattle to be shipped north have to go
through the town of Abilene, Kansas, a town
run by the crooked owner of a saloon. When
a young cattleman arrives with his herd and
learns that the men are being swindled, he
rounds up the leader and his accomplices,
but gets involved in a murder. Director,
William ^IcGann.
OUTLAWS
OF STAMPEDE PASS
(Mono.) Western. Principals: Johnny !Mack
Brown. Raymond Hatton, Ellen Hall, Jon
Dawson. Harry Woods, Charles King, Edmund Cobb. Plot: The nephew- of a \J. S.
marshal brings a herd of cattle into tow-n and
then proceeds to lose his monej" in a crooked
poker game. A visiting U. S. marshal, who
lias witnessed the proceedings, gets hold of
the fixed deck of cards with which they
played. He uses these with evidence to dispose of the crooks. Director, \\"allace Fox.
BEYOND THE LAST FRONTIER (Rep.)
Western. Principals: John Paul Revere,
Smiley Burnette. Ernie Adams, Richard
Clarke, Bob ^litchum. Plot: A Texas Ranger
poses as an outlaw to sp}- on a gang of
wholesale gun-runners. For a while he gets
away with it, but when the men in the gang
start grumbling about all the "accidents,"
their leader decides to check up. This brings
about quite a mixup before the gang are
apprehended and brought to justice. Director,
Howard Bretherton.
,
HI'YA SAILOR (Univ.) Comedy. Principals: Donald Woods, Elj-se Knox. Jerome
Cowan. Frank Tenks. ^latt Willis, Eddie
Quillan, Phyllis Brooks, Delta Rhythm Boys.
Plot: Three merchant seamen go on a fruitless search of Xew York for the music publisher with whom they invested monej-. In
doing this the\" run up an enormous cab bill
and the lad}' driver hangs onto them for her
money. She even has her gal cabbie friends
help them when they get into trouble. Another publisher who hears their song, gives
them the money to pay off. Director, Jean
Yarbrough.
STORY OF DR. WASSELL (In Technicolor) (Para.) Drama. Principals: Gary
Cooper, Laraine Day, Signe Hasso, Carol
Thurston,
Plot: This Dennis
is the O'Keefe,
true storyStanley
of a Ridges.
humble
American country doctor who narrowly
missed greatness as a medical missionarj- in
China before the war, then won the NavjCross for evacuating nine wounded American sailors from Java during the Japanese
invasion. He arrived in Australia in time to
hear his exploit told to the nation by President Roosevelt in a fireside chat. ProducerDirector, Cecil B. De:MiIle.
COWBOY FROM LONESOME RIVER
(Col.) Western. Principals: Charles Starrett.
Vi Athens, Pinky Tomlin, Jimmy Wakely
Trio. Plot: A group of indignant ranchers
have been trying to break the Water &
Power Companj-'s grip on the community by
having a bill passed turning the privately

owned compan_\- into a municipal project.
Their attempts are blocked when their senator is murdered and his black sheep twin
brother put in his place. However, they succeed after they uncover the trick. Director,
Benjamin Kline.
LITTLE MISS MAGIC (MGM) Drama.
Principals:
Margaret
O'Brien,
James Henry
Craig,
Alarsha Hunt,
Philip
Merivale,
O'Xeill, Donald
]\Ieek.
A six-year-old
foundling,
who has
beenPlot:
brought
up by a
group of scientists, decides to check the
stories told her by a newspaper reporter, so
she hunts him up at his office. Unable to
return her to her home because the place
is quarantined, he keeps her with him and
shows her the sights. Through her influence,
he finally marries the girl he loves. Director,
Ro}- Rowland.
THIRTEENTH GUEST (Mono.) Mystery.
Principals: Dick Purcell, Helen Parrish. Tim
Ryan, Fran Faylen, John Duncan, Jon Dawson, Paul McVey. Plot: On her 21st birthday a young girl goes to the unused home
of her grandfather to read the will left by
him thirteen years before. An attempt is
made to murder her and three other murders
are committed before the private detective,
hired by the oldest member of the family,
is able to solve the case — and also win the
girl. Director, AMlliam Beaudine.
CRY HAVOC (MGM) Drama. Principals: Alargaret Sullavan, Ann Sothern, Joan
Blondell, ^Marsha Hunt. Fay Bainter, Diana
Lewis, Frances Gifford. Plot: This is the
stirring storj' of the role thirteen women
plaj-ed in the heroic defense of Bataan. Coming from all walks of life, they proved their
mettle when they found themselves surrounded by Japs and isolated, without any
chance
Thorpe. for help or escape. Director, Richard
FOOTLIGHT GLAMOUR (Col.) Comedy.
Principals: Penny Singleton. Arthur Lake.
Irving Bacon. Ann Savage, Jonathan Hale,
Plot: Dagwood's boss has him look after the
daughter of a prospective client, while he
takes the father off for a vacation. The girl,
in spite of her father's objections, has decided to be an actress, so she gets the Bumsteads to help her put on a show. When
the father returns, this causes no end of
trouble for everyone, but things work out
all right in the end. Director, Frank Strayer.
TEXAS MASqUERADE (UA) Western.
Principals: William Boyd, Andy Clyde,
Jimmy Rogers. Alady Correll. Don Costello,
Russell Simpson. Plot: Boyd impersonates a
dude in order to uncover the gangster who
had held up and wounded an eastern lawj'er
who has come to town to help his cousin
hold on to her ranch. By representing himself as the man, Boj-d unearths the necessarj'
evidence to show the town lawj-er to be a
mortgage racketeer who drives honest homesteaders out of the territory-. Director,
George Archainbaud.
CATTLE STAMPEDE (PRC) Western.
Principals:
Crabbe,
Al "Fuzzy''
St.
John,
FrancesBuster
Gladwyn,
Charles
King. Plot:
\\'hen
friend
of theirs
unable
to get
men
to drivea his
cattle
across isthe
border,
because
of a range war. Buster Crabbe and his pal
offer their services. They run into trouble
when the friend's foreman, secretly working
with the plotters, sets out to get them. But
the}' come through all right, and by capturing
the culprits make way for the cattlemen to
send their herds out unmolested. Director,
Sam Newfield.

MAN OF THE FAMILY ( Cniv.y ComedyDrama. sannaPrincipals:
SuFoster, LillianDonald
Gish, O'Connor,
Richard Dix,
Peggj' Ryan, Anne Gwynne. Plot: Donald
O'Connor becomes the man of the family
when his father, a flyer in the last war, is
recommissioned in the Navy Air Corps. He
shoulders his responsibilities like a man
watching out for the best interests of everyone. Then, when he learns that the aircraft
plant in town is running behind in production
because of an emploj-ment handicap, he presents an idea that solves the problem. It is
his own father who pins the honorary- award
pin on him for his services. Director, Charles
Laniont.
WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER (MGM)
Drama. Principals: Irene Dunne, Alan
M'arshal. Frank Alorgan, Gladvs Cooper,
Roddy AIcDowall, Dame May Whitty, C.
Aubrey Smith. Plot: An American girl on
tour with her father, before the first World
War, meets and marries a titled young Englishman. When war breaks out, he leaves her
and her son, never to return. The present
conflict comes, and the son joins up. She
sees him again before he dies, when he is
brought into a hospital where she is a Red
Cross Commandant. Director, Clarence
Brown.
Ernest Pascal Signed to Write
And Produce for Samuel Bronston
Ernest Pascal has signed a writing-producing
deal with Samuel Bronston, according to the
United Artists producer. Pascal, one of Hollywood's top-flight scenarists, will make two pictures a year under the Bronston banner for the
next
three
years to be released by United
Artists.
Pascal is in New York negotiating for the
screen rights to several plays and novels.
Margo Doing Spanish Narration
Margo, recently starring in several RKO pictures, has been signed by Paramount to do an
oft-screen narration in Spanish for a LatinAmerican version of the ^lark Sandrich production, "So Proudl}' \\"e Hail." which co-stars
Claudette
Paulette
and picture
\"eron- ;
ica
Lake. Colbert,
Margo will
not beGoddard
seen in the
just her voice will be heard, relating in retrospect the story of the Army nurses.

Rogers
Musical,forthcoming
'Brazil' musical, will
"Brazil,"inRepublic's
have Roy Rogers, King of the Cowboys, in its
cast. According to H. J. Yates and M. J.
Siegel, the western star will be spotted in a
special musical number to be called "A Salute
to Pan-America." The picture, written by Richard English, will be directed by Albert S. Rogell, and the studio will draw heavily on
Pan-American talent and cooperation in filming.

'Burlesque' Setting Records
In first two weeks engagements in Los Angeles County, Hunt Stromberg's "Lady of Burlesque," starring Barbara Stanwjxk, has
grossed more than $100,000. The first Strom.berg-United Artists release is recording one of
the biggest grosses on the United Artists books,
and all records have been established in extremely hot weather.
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Listing feature releases alpliabetlcally by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
Rel.
Mins, Date
ASTOR PICTURES
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
71
Crooked
(C)F
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
70
Fangs of Circle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
60
Hell's
Angels
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
100
Her
Enlisted
Man (CD)
Barbara StanwyckRobt. Young 70
I Cover
the Waterfront
(0) . . .Claudette
Colbert
80
Keep
Benny
72
King 'em
of theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-Ratoff-Bennett
71
Let
'Em
Have
It
(G)
Bruce
CabotVirginia
Bruce
70
Palooka
(C)
Stuart
Erwin-Lupe
Velez
70
Scandal for the Bride Anna Lee-Griffith Jones
70
Scarface
(D)
P.
Muni-G.
Raft-A.
Dvorak
88
Scream in the Night Lon Chaney, Jr
69
Sky
Devilsin the
(C-D)
88
Thunder
City Spencer
Edw. G. Tracy
Robinson
81
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
45

See
Issue o(
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued

COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After Midnight With Boston
.b7/24/43
Blackie (D)
C. Morris-Ann Savage
64. 3/18/43 ..bl2/l2/42
4009 A Night to Remember (My)A.L. Young-B. Aherne
91. 12/10/42 . .b7/24/43
Appointment
in
Berlin
G.
Sanders-M.
Chapman
77.
,7/15/43
4026 Boogie Man Will Get You
(HG)F
B. Karloff-P. Lorre-Jeff Donnell 66. 10/22/42 b 10/ 17/42
4030 Boston
Blackie Goes
Hollywood (My)
C. Morris-Constance Worth
68. 1 1/5/42 .. .37/25/42
.a3/20/43
Boy From Stalingrad Scotty Beckett-Conrad Binyon 70. 5/20/43 .alO/17/42
4013
City
Without
Men
(U)
Linda
Darnell-Leslie
Brooks
76. 1/14/43
4004 Commandos Strike at Dawn(D). Paul Muni-Anna Lee
100.
.bl2/l9/42
1/7/43
.
.
.b7/IO/43
Crime Doctor
Warner Baxter-M. Lindsay
66. 6/22/43 ,
. .b3/l3/43
4005 Desperadoes (Tech.) (W)F R. Scott-E. Keyes
85. 3/25/43
4021 Daring Young Man (OF Joe E. Brown-M. Chapman
73. 10/8/42 .. .bl/23/43
4203 Fighting
Buckaroo
(W)
Starrett-Kay
Harris
58.
2/1/43
.
. .a8/29/42
.a6/ 19/43
First Comes Courage M. Oberon-B. Aherne
.b7/l7/43
6/24/43 .. .34/24/43
Frontier Fury (W)
Chas. Starrett-Jimmy Davis
55. 7/29/43
Good Luck, Mr. Yates Claire Trevor-Edgar Buchanan 69. .5/27/43
6/29/43 .b7/IO/43
It's a Great Life
P. Singleton-A. Lake
68. . 1 1/26/42 ..alO/IU/42
4038 Junior Army (D)
F. Bartholomew-Billy Halop
69. .11/12/42 .alO/IO/42
4033 Laugh
Blues Away(W)
(C)..Jinx
Falkenburg-Bert
Gordon 69.
. .b5/29/43
Law of Your
the Northwest
C. Starrett-S.
Patterson
57. .5/27/43
.3/4/43 . ..b4/24/43
4040
Let's Have
Fun
(C)
M. Lindsay-J.
Beal
65.
..5/13/43
10/1/42 ....36/20/42
4032
Lucky
Legs
(C)
Jinx
Falkenburg-R.
Hayden
64.
4001 More the Merrier (D) J. Arthur-J. McCrea
103. .4/1/43 . . . .b4/3/43
.b6/5/43
4034 Murder in Times Square(My) .E. Lowe-M. Chapman
65.
...b6/5/43
No Place for a Lady (My) Wm. Gargan- Margaret Lindsay 66. .2/11/43
.alO/IO/42
4028 One Dangerous Night (My)...W. William-E. Blore-M. Chapman.. 77. ,1/21/43
. .36/20/42
4202 Pardon
Chas. Kibbee-Lee
Starrett-Alma
Carroll 63.
57. .12/1/42
, 1/28/43 .312/26/42
Power ofMytheGun
Press(W)
(D) Guy
Tracy
Redhead From Manhattan L. Velez-Michael Duane
63. ,5/6/43 . ..b5/29/43
.
4012
BeverlyWest(DM).. A. Miller-Wm. Wright
78. .2/4/43 . . .b7/3/43
4^11 Reveille
Riders ofWith
the North
Mounted (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
57. .2/15/43
.10/1/42 .all/14/42
. .36/13/42
4201 Robin
Riding Hood
Through
Starrett-Shirley
61. .7/29/43
of theNevada
Range (W)..C.
(W). Charles
Starrett-Kay Patterson
Harris 57.
.312/12/42
.312/26/42
4212 Saddles & Sagebrush (W) R. Hayden-Bob Wills
55. .4/27/43
...b6/5/43
4U29 She Has What It Takes (CD). Jinx Falkenburg-Tom Neal
66. .4/15/43
. 10/15/42 . . .38/8/42
4035 Smith of Minnesota Bruce Smith-Arline Judge
66. .2/25/43
. .b4/IO/43
4006
Something
to
Shout
About
(C)
.
Ameche-Oakie-Janet
Blair
91.
4042 Stand By All Networks (Soy). John Beal-Florence Rice
64. .12/15/42
10/29/42 . ..36/20/42
.38/8/42
4210 Tornado in the Saddle (W) ... Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
59. ..6/10/43
.b7/3/43
4019 Two Senoritas From Chicago(C) Jinx Falkenburg-Joan Davis
68. .12/3/42 .. ..b2/20/43
4039 Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson 68.
. .34/24/43
What'sWereBuzzin'
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard 75.
.11/19/42 . .blO/IO/42
4002 You
Never Cousin
Lovelier(M) F . Ann
F. Astaire-R.
Hayworth
98. .7/8/43
Coming
PassportGirlto (Tech.)
Suez
Savsge- Robert
St3nford
8/ 19/43 ...a6/ 19/43
Cover
R.Ann Hsyworth-J.
Falkenburg
Cowboy From Lonesome River. Chsries Stsrrett-Vi Athens
Cowboy in the Clouds Ch3rles St3rrett-Jakie Duncan
Cyclone Prairie R3ngers Ch3rles St3rrett- W3lter T3ylor.,
.32/20/43
Destroyer (D)
Ed. G. Robinson-M. Ch3pm3n Aug.
Doughboys in Ireland Kenny Baker-Lynn Merrick
Footlight
Lake
Gamble ofGlamor
Boston Blackie Penny
Chester Singleton-Arthur
Morris-Jeanne Bates
.alO/31/42
to the Rangers
(W) Ted
CharlesLewisStarrett-K3y
H3rris
IsHailEverybody
H3ppy
& Band
..a.36/12/43
1/9/43
Last Horseman (W)
Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
My
Kingdom
tor
a
Cou>,
C.
Coburn-Marguerite
Ch3pm3n
ti/ol/43
.86/26/43
Restless Lady
Evelyn Keyes-E. Lowe-J. Hubbard
.al/30/43
Riding West (W)
C. Starrett-Shirley Patterson
.a 10/3/42
Silver City Raiders (W) R. Hayden-B. Wills
.34/24/43
b3n3ra
Humphrey Bog3rt-Bruce Benneti
There's
Something
About
3
Soldier
Evelyn Keyes-Mich3el Duane
Tropic3na
Mae West- Victor Moore
Vigilantes
Ride
(W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
.31/16/43
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell
Hayden-Alm3
Carroll
. .al/2/4MGM

Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Hardy's
Double
Life (CD)F
M. Rooney-L. Stone
95 . Dec-Feb .bl2/l2/42
304
Apache
Trailin (W)F
. F.Wm.Morg3n-Je3n
Lundigan-Donna
Reed
66 . Sep-Nov ..b2/l3/43
..b6/27/49
324
A
Stranger
Town
(D)F
Rogers
67..Apr-M3y
326 Air Rsid W3rdens (OF L3urel & Hardy
67. .Apr-May ..b3/20/43
327
in Britt3ny (D)F.. Pierre
Aumont-Sus3n
Peters 196..
328 Assignment
Bat33n (D)
R. Taylor-T.
Mitchell
14. .Apr-May
June- Aug ..b3/l3/43
.b5/29/43
323
C3bin
in
the
Sky
(M)F
Ethel
Waters"Rochester"
98..
Apr-May
207 Cairo (CM) A
J. MacDonald-R. Young
101.. Sep-Nov ..b2/l3/43
..b8/l5/45
317 Dr.Assistant
Gillespie's New
L. Barrymore- V3n Johnson '. 87 . Dec-Feb .bll/14/42
333 Du Barry Was(D)F
a Lady
(Tech.) (M)
Red Skelton-Lucille Ball
101 . .June-Aug ..b5/8/43
309
Eyes
in
the
Night
(Spy)F
Arnold-AnnMurphy
H3rding 103
79. ..Sep-Nov
312 For Me and My Gal (DM)F..I.Edw.Garland-G.
Sep-Nov ..b9/l2/42
.b9/l2/42
329 Harrigan's Kid (D)F Bobby Readick-Wm. Gargan 80.. June-Aug .b3/l3/4J
334 Hitler's Madman (D) John Carradine-Patricla Morison... 84. .June-Aug .b6/12/43
380 Human Comedy, The (D)F M. Rooney-F. Morgan
1 17. .June-Aug .b2/27/43
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KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action; (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Faret;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (O) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audience
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.
MGM (Cent.
Current 1942-43
314 Journey for M3rq3ret (D)F...Robt. Young-Lsraine Day
320 Keeper of the Flame (D)F K. Hepburn-S. Tr3cy
319 Northwest R3ngers (AD)F Wm. Lundig3n-J. Cr3ig
311 Omaha Irail ^W)F
j. Craig-U. Jagger
303
(MC)F A.
Sothern-"Red"
332 Pan3ma
Pilot No.Hattie
5 (D)
Franchot
Tone-Marsh3Skelton
Hunt
330 Presenting Lily M3rs (D) J. Garland-V3n Heflin
370 R3ndom H3rvest (D)A G. Gsrson-R. Colm3n
315 Seven
ReunionSweethe3rts
in Fr3nce (CD)F
(D)A J.K. Cr3wford-Philip
Dorn
308
Gr3yson-Van Heflin
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. YounB
301 Somewhere
You (CD) I'll
AFind
Clark Gsble-Lsna Turner
316
Stand
By
For
Action(B)A
(D)F...R.V3n Taylor-C.
322 Tennessee Johnson
Heflin-R. Laughton
Hussey
321 Three He3rts for Julia (CM)A.M. Douglas-A. Sothern
302 Tish (CD)A
M. Main-ZaSu Pitts
306 War Ag3inst Mrs. H3dley(D) A.Edw. Arnold-F. Bainter
313 Whistling in Dixie (C)A R. Skelton-A. Rutherford
310
H. L3marr-W.
305 White
Yank 3tCargo
Eton (D)A
(D)F
M.
Rooney-lan Pidgeon
Hunter
331 Youngest Profession (C)F V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold
Coming

Rel.
Mins. Date
80. Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb
100. Dec-Feb
63., Sep- Nov
62. June-Aug
78.
70. June-Aug
Sep-Nov
104. June-Aug
126. Dec-Feb
105.
Apr-IUay
97. Sep-Nov
94.
Dec-Feb
105. Sep-Nov
108.
Dee-Feb
103. Dec-Feb
90.
84. Sep-Nov
84. Dec-Feb
73. Se{i-Nov
90.
Sep-Nov
87. June-Aug
82. Sep-Nov

S«« it
luut
.bl2/l9/42
bbl0/3|/4?
10/319/42
1/42
.b9/
, .b7/2a/42
.b4/IO/43
..b5/l/43
bl 1/28/42
, .b 12/5/42
, .b8/ IS/42
...b3/6/43
. ..b8/8/42
.bl2/l2/42
.bl2/l9/42
. . .bl/9/43
.b7/25/42
.. ..b«/8/42
.blO/31/42
. .b9/ 19/42
. ..b3/6/43
.b8/l3/42

A Guy Named Joe... Spencer Tracy-Irene Dunne
a5/29/43
Above Suspicion (D)
J.B. Crawford-F.
90
b5/l/43
Americ3
Donlevy-Ann M3cMurray
Richards
a6/l2/43
Andy
Hardy's
Blonde
Trouble.
M.
Rooney-L.
Stone
Best Foot Forward(Tech.) (M) .L. Ball-Wm. Gaxton
93
b7/3/43
Bro3dway Rhythm
George Murphy-Ginny Simms
Cross of Lorraine Gene Kelly-Pierre Aumont
a7/24/43
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sull3van
Dr.C3seGillespie's
CriminsI
(D)
L. Barrymore-Van Johnson 89
b5/8/4*
Girl Crazy (M)
M. Rooney-J. Garl3nd
99
33/6/43
Heavenly Body
W. Powell-H. Lamarr
37/31/43
I Dood It (C)
Red Skelton-E. Powell
102
b7/3l/43
Lassie Come Home (D) (Tech.) . Roddy McDowall-Don3ld Crisp 103
310/24/42
Little
M3gic
M3rg3ret
O'Brien-J.
Cr3ig a6/5/43
M3d3meMissCurie
G. G3rson-W.
Pidgeon
M3n From Down Under Ch3rles L3U8hton-Binnie Barnes
a5/29/43
Meet the People
Lucille
B3ll-Dick Powell
Tartu
R.
Donat
Rationing
W. Beery-Marjorie Main
Salute
to the Marines
(Tech.) (D)
W. Beery-F3y B3inter 101
b7/3l/43
See Here, Private Hargrove. .. Robert Walker-Donna Reed
Song
of
Russia
R.
Taylor-Susan
Peters
86/5/43
Swing Shift Maisie (C) A. Sothern-James Craig
87
b5/8/49
Thinkin'
of
You
(MC)
Kay
Kyser
&
Band-Lena
Home
a2/27/43
Thousands Cheer (Tech.) (D).Kathryn Grayson-Gene Kelly
al/16/43
Whistling
Skelton-A.Msrshall-R.
Rutherford
White
Cliffsin ofBrooklyn
Dover I.RedDunne-A.
McDowall 37/24/43
Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H. Marshsll
77
b7/3l/43
MONOGRAM

Current 1942-43
Ape
Man
(H)A
B.
Bowery st Midnight IH|A... B. Lugosi-W.
Lugosi-VinceFord
B3rnett
Clancy Street Boys (C) L. Gorcey-B. Jordan
Cowboy Commandos (W) R. Corrigan-D. Moore
Crime
(M)F
Kennedy-Gale
Storm
Dawn onSmssher
the Great
Divlde(W).B.Edg3rJones-R.
Bell
Foreign
(Spy)F
Shelton-Gale
Storm
Ghosts onAgent
the Loose
(D) John
East Side
Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
Haunted
(W)
J. KIng-D. Sharpe
1 Escaped Ranch
From the
(D)
D.
Brian
KidGestapo
Dynamite
Leo Jagger-M.
Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
Land
of Haunted(D)F
Men (W) Range
Busters
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury
'Neath
BrooklynNight
Bridge(CD)
One Thrilling
(C)A A .Leo
John Gorcey-Huntz
Beal-Wsnds Hall
McKay
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Josn Woodbury
(Reviewed
as
"You
Can't
Beat
the Law")
Rhythm Girl
Parade (M)F A.
GaleCorio-J.
Storm-Robt.
Lowery
Sarong
Davis
Silent Witness (0)F
Frank Albertson-Maris Wrixon
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-P3trici3 Morison
Spy
Tr3inFrom
(D)
R. Tr3vis-C.
Cr3lg
Strsnger
Pecos (W) Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Texas to Bata3n (W)
John King-D3vid Sh3rpe
Trail Riders (W)
John King-David Sharpe
Two
(W) J.B. King-D.
West Fisted
of the Justice
Law (W)..
Jones-T. Sharpe
McCoy
Wild Horse Stampede (W) H. Gibson-K. Mavnard
Wings Over the Pacific Inez Cooper-Montague Leva
Coming
Black
Rustlers
BlazingMsrket
Guns
Bullets &. Saddles
College Sweetheart
Here Comes Kelly (C)
Hitler's
Women
Melody Parsde
Nearly Eighteen
Outlsws of Stampede Pass..
Revenge
the Zombies
Six
Gun ofGospel
Spotlight Scandals (C)
Tex3s
Kid
The Law Rides Again
Thirteenth Guest
Uninvited Guest

64.
t>S.
65.
53.
62.
70.
64.
64.
64.
75.
67.
61.
64.
69.
61.
68.
62.
76.
61.
55.
56.
55.
55.
57.

. .b2/27./43
10/30/42 . .
3/5/43
4/23/43
.b3/27/43
.b2/20/434.
6/2/43 .. .. .blU/3
.b6/26/4.i
IZ/
10/42 . .311/
14, 4>
1/29/43
. .b9/l9/42
. .b6/5/43
10/9/42
.
4/2/43
7/16/43 ... . .b5/22/43
12/4/42 .
..b5/29/43
.h4/l7/43
5/24/43 . .....82/6/43
.bl/23/43
2/12/43
.
3/26/43 . .blO/31/42
.blO/17/42
11/27/42 . . .b7/4/42
11/20/42
8/28/42 . . .bl/30/43
2/12/43
12/11/42 .b 12/26/42
5/28/43
.bl2/l9/42
1/15/43 .. ..bl/16/43
.b6/5/43
2/26/43
7/2/43 ... ....b5/l5'4.i
.b7/l7/43
.
.b9/26/42
6/25/43
12/4/42 .
10/16/42
.. .b7/3l/43
..bB/5/43
1/8/43
4/16/43
ie/2/42 ... . .89/ I9/4Z
. .84/17/43
6/25/43 . . ..bS/l/43

Ray
DennisMaynard
Moore
86/26/43
Hoot CorriganGibson-Ken
R3y Corrig3n-Dennis Moore
Gale Storm-Robert Lowery
Josn Woodbury-Eddie Quill3n 64
b7/3l/43
G3le
Patrick-Nancy
Kelly
Ted Fio
Rite Orchestra
8/13/43 85/1/43
G3le Storm-Bill Henry
37/17/43
. J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
J.J. M.
Carradlne-L.
T3lbot-G.
Storm
a6/'i9/43
Brown-R. Hatton
36/19/43
Frank Fsy-Billy Gilbert
79
b7/24/43
Johnny
M.
Brown-R3ymond
Hatton
Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
a5/29/43
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell
Victor Jory-Pamela Blake
a7/3/43
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SHOWMEN'S
Rel.
Date

REVIEW
See TRADE
(Cont.)
No.
Issue of RKO-RADIO
Block

PARAMOUNT
Current 1942-43
Block
No.
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82 .0/11/43 .. . .b3/27/43
. .b8/29/42
1 Avengers, The (WarD)F H. Ricliardson-Deborah Kerr
8U. .1,-29/43
(Reviewed
as
"Day
Will
Davtri")
5 China (D)
Loretta Young-Alan Ladd
79. .5/28/43 . . .b6/26/43
.b3/27/43
65 Dixie
(Tech.)
(M)
Birig
CrosbyDorothy
Lamour
89.
.b5/8/43
Five Graves to Cairo (U) Fraiichut lone-Annt} Baxter 9i>. 17^2/43 .. ..blO/3/42
2 Forest Rangers (D) (Tech.)F..F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
87. .11/6/4? .
1 Glass Key (G)F
B. Donlevy-V. Lake
85. . 10/23/42 ... .b8/29,
.bl/2/4342
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.)(0)F...J.
(M ) F . MartinD. PowellVallee
81.
.
Editor
Lydon-C.
Smith
72. .3/26/43
.12/4/42 . . ,bl0/3/42
4 Henry
Henry Aldrich.
Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. .4/9/43 .. . ..bl/2/43
5 High Explosive (D)F 0. IVlorris-J. Parker
63. .5/14/43 . . .b3/27/43
13 Lady
Bodyguard
(CD)F
E.
Albcrt-A.
Shirley
70. .3/12/43 . . .bl/2/43
Lucky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88.
.2/26/43 . ,bll/2l/42
12 Major
and
the
Minor
(CD)
F
...
G.
Rogers-R.
Milland
100.
.10/16/42 , .b8/29/42
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
80. .11/27/42 , ,bl0/3/42
Patch
(D)F
F.
Bainter-C.
Le
3 My Heart Belongs to
Daddy (CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75. .2/12/43 . . ,b 1 1/7/42
4 Night Plane From
Chungking (D)F
R. Preston-E. Drew
69. .5/7/43 .. , . .bl/2/43
3I Priorities
Palm Beachon Story
Colbert-J. Colonna
McCrea
89.
..bll/7/42
./I/43
Parade(C)A
(M)F....A.C. Miller-J.
80.
.10/2/42... . , .b7/25/42
4 Reap the Wild Wind (D)
{Tech.)F
R. Milland-P. Goddard
124. .Special .b3/2l/42
2 Road to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. . 1 1/20/42 , .blO/3/42
.b3/27/43
5 Salute for Three (MCD)A B. Rhodes-McO. Carey
75.
Souls
at Sea (D)
G. Coopor-G. Raft
93. .7/16/43 . . . Re-issue
Star Spangled
Rhythm
(Tech.) (M)F Special Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour ... 99. ,2/12/43 . .blO/3/42
2 Street of Chance (MyD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74.
Union Pacific (D)
J. McCrea-B. Stanwyck
138. 12/18/42 . . .bl/2/4.'i
Re-issue
I Wildcat (D)F
R. Arlen-A. Judge
73. , 10/30/42 .b8/29/42
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/15/43 . .bll/7/42
Coming
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
b6/26/43
And
the Angels
Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
For Whom
the BellSing
Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Frenchman's
Creek
J. Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
a7/31/43
1 Good
Fellows
(CD)
Brown-Helen
70
a4/l7/43
Hail the
Conquering
Hero. ... James
Eddie BrackenWilliamWalker
Oemarcsl
I Hostages (D)
A. de Cordova-Luise Rainer 89
a5/22/43
Henry Aldrich
Aldrich's Plays
Code of Honor. Jimmy Lydon-Joan Mortimer
Henry
CuDld (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/43
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House.J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
.Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
a7/IO/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (C) . Jimmy Lyden-Chas. Smith
65
b6/26/43
Hour
the Dawn
Tone- Veronica
Lake
a6/26/43
Lady InBefore
the Dark
(Tech. (CU, Franchot
Ginger Rogers-Rav
Milland
aS HM.I
I Mine
Let's Face
It (MC)
Bob
Hope-B.
Hutton
76
a3/l3/43
Sweeper
Richard
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7'3/4,H
Ministry
Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
Miracle ofofMorgan
s
Creek (CD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
al/2/43
No Time for Love (C) Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
Riding High (Tech.) (CD) . . , D. Lamour-D. Powell
83/13/43
6 So
ProudlyRoom
We Only
Hail (D) Colbcrt-Goddard-Lake
123.. Sept b6/26/43
Standing
P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
Story of Dr. Wassell (Tech.) . .Gary Cooper-Laraine Day
6 Submarine Alert (Spy) Richard Arlen-Wendy Barrie 67
b6/26/43
The Uninvited
Milland-R.B. Hussey
'
a6/19/43
Timber
Queen
R.R. Arlen-M.
Hughes
I Tornado
C.Joel Morris-N.
Kelly
a6/5/434/
Triumph Over Pain
McCrea-Betty
Field
aB/27
I True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell 94
al/2/43
PRC
Current 1942-43
317 Baby Face Morgan (CD) A .... Carlisle-Cromwell-Armstrong
352
Bad Men Prison
of Thunder
(W).Tex O'Brien-James
Newill
313 Behind
Walls Gap(CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G. Michael
321 Black Raven
(H)A
G. Zucco-N. Madison
310 Boss ot Bio Town
(D)A
John
Litel-Florence
308 City of Silent Men (D)F Frank Albertson-June Rice
Lang
31
320 Corregidor
Men (D)
Walk (H)A 0.Geo.Kruger-E.
Zucco-MaryLandi
Carlisle
365 Dead
Death Rides the Plains (W)..,B. Livingston- Al St. John
355
Valley
D. O'Brien-Jim
Newill
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
359
Fugitive
Plains (W)... Wendie
Buster Crabbe-Al
St. John
314 Ghost andofthethe Guest
(My)
...
.James
Dunn-Florence
Rice
305 Girls in Chains (D)
Judge-R.
Clarke
358 Kid Rides Again (W) A.Buster
Crabbe-Al
St. John
302 Lady From Chungking (D)A,.Anna May
Wong-Mae Clark
319
(D)
B. MacLane-Lyle
Talbot
318 Man
Mist ofV Courage
From Moscow
(D)F...Lola
Lane-Noel Madison
311 My
Son,
the
Hero
(C)F
Patsy
Kelly-Roscoe
Karns
357
Rider (W)F B.
Crabbe-Al Talbot
St. John
304 Mysterious
Night
for
Crime
G.
Farrell-L.
363 Overland Stagecoach (W) Bob Livingston-Al St. John
303 Payoff (My)A
Lee Tracy-Tom Brown
312
of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe
351 Queen
Rangers ofTake
Over (■)A
(W) Otto
James Kruger-Tina
Newill-Tex Thayer
O'Brien
309 Secrets
a
Co-Ed
405 Submarine Base (D)
John Litcl-Alan Baxter
Terror House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
361
Renegade
B. Crabbe-Al St. John
307 The
Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
360
Cyclone (W)
BusterO'Brien-J.
Crabbe-AlNewill
St. John
364 Western
Wild Horse Rustlers Livinaston-St. John
366
Wolves
of
the
Range
B.
Livingston-Al
St.
John
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie
ming Heller
362
411
401

Cattle Stampede
Danger
— Women
at Work (C)
Girl From
Monterey
Isle
of
Forgotten
Sins (D)
The
Underdog
Thundering
Cattle
406 Tiger Fangs
356 Trail
of Terror
Two Worlds

.9/15/42 . . .b7/25/42
.3/5/43
.. !!!b2/6/43
.3/22/43
.b3/20/43
.5/31/43 .. blO/17/42
..10/12/42
12/7/42 . , . .b9/5/42
.3/29/43 . .. .b3/27/43
,bl/l6/43
.2/10/43
,5/7/43 .., ...a5/l/43
. .a6/ 19/43
.8/1/43
..
.7/1/43 ..
55. .3/12/43 . .. .b6/5/43
61. .4/19/43
i/i4/42
. .b4/IO/43
.5/17/43 ... .'bi
56, .1/27/43
.
12/21/42
66. .1/4/43 .. . al 1/7/42
67.
68. . 1 1/23/42 . ..'bi.!il2/5/42
.bl/23/43
i/28/42
68. .4/5/43
. I 1/20/42 .. ..bl/16/43
55.
.b8/l/42
.
78. .2/18/43
60. . 12/1 1/42 '.b9/ 19/42
74. .1/21/43
... ,b' !a1 1/28/42
62. ..3/8/43
61, . 12/25/42
10/26/42 , ,b75/22/43
67.
.7/20/43 .. /IO/43
65. .4/19/43
.7/1/43
.., . ,b9/
/423
67. .9/29/42
.5/10/43 . ...35/261/4
.5/14/43
.
57. ,2/12/43 . .86/19/43
.11/9/42 ., .blO/3/42
71. .6/21/43
.■.'b7/3/43
62.
59.
64.
60.
69.
65.
73,
64,

Co
Buster Crabbe-Al St. John
8/IG/43
. .Patsy
Kelly-Isabel
Jewell
60. .8/23/43
Armida-Edgar
Kennedy
J.B. Carradine-G.
Sondergaard
81.. 8/15/43
MacLane-Charlotte
Wynters
Buster
Crabbe-Al St. John
Frank Buck-June Duprez
9/10/43
Dave
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
9/14/43
F. Lederer-S.
Curie
10/20/43

RKO-RADIO
Block
N».
Current 1942-43
3 Army
(WarD)A
James
Wyatt
BambI Surgeon
(Fa.) Tech.
F
Disney Ellison-Jane
Cartoon Feature
13 Cat
Big People
Street (CD)F
Henry
Fonda-Lucille
Bali
(D)A
Simone Simon-Tom Conway
4 Cinderella Swings It (DM)F. Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren
25 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Conway
Falcon Strikes
(My)A...T.Geo.Conway-H.
Hilliard

63.
70., .12/4/42
8/21/42
88, ,9/4/42
73.,
12/25/42
71. .2/26/43
62.
11/6/42
65.. May

.
., .b7/ 17/43
.
. .a7/l7/43
,

.blO/24/42
, .b5/30/42
. , ,b8/8'42
. ,..bll/14'43
.bl/23/43
. .blO/3/42
.b3/20/43

Current 1942-43
W l5 Fighting
Frontier
(W)F
T.R. Holt-Ann
Summers
Flight
for
Freedom
(D)A
MacMurray
I forever and a Day (D)F All Russell-F.
Star Cast
S Great Gildersleeve (OF Harold Peary-Jane Darwell
I Here We Go Again (CM)F..,.E. Bergen-McGee &, Molly
1 Highways by Night (G)F R. Carlson-Jane Randolph
45 Hitler's
Children
(D)A A B.J. Ellison-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
I WalkedInto
WithFeara Zombie(H)
2 Journey
(D)A 0. Welles-D. Del
Rio
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
1 Mexican
ElephantSpithre's
(OF
Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
23 Once
Navy Upon
Coniesa Through
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
Honeymoon(D)F...P.
(D)F . Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant
W-l Pirates
ofthetheYankees
Prairie (BD)F..Gary
(W)F..Tim Holt-Nell
O'Day
Pride
of
Cooper-Teresa
Wright
W-l Saludos
SagebrushAniigus
Law (W)
T.
Holt-J.
Barclay
Walt Disney Feat. Prod
2 Suattergood Survives(Tech.)
a
Murder (My)A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
23 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
Seven Miles
Alcatraz
(D)A
Craig-B. F.Granville
4 Tarzan
Triumphs
(D)F J.WeismullerGilford
They Got Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour
54 This
land
Is
Mine
(DIF
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
Two Weeks to Live (C)F Lum andComing
Abner

Rel.

See39
laiue of
. Date
57.. 1/15/43 .. .b2/8/43
100..
.
.tll/23/43
IU4.. 3/20/43
Apr . . . bl 1/14/4^
ii2,, 1/1/43
2!) 4J4/
7j.. 10, 9/42 ., ,1)8
.b8/8,
63,. 3/19/43
10/2/42 . ..b3/20/43
89..
,
,b2/l3/4-<
68.. 2/12/43
70..
..b3/20/43
.b8/8,4/
Apr ... .. ..bl/2.4
62..
. , ,b8/8/42
Apr
...
64..
,bl0/l7/42
87.. 9/11/42
,, bll/7/42
117..
110/30,42
1/27/42 . , ,bl 1/7/42
57..
127.,
1
1/20/42
. ,b7/l8/4?
.87/25/42
Apr ,,bl2/
56.. 3/5/43
19/42
42,.
2/ 19/43 ,bl0/l7/42
66.. 10/16/42
87.. 1 1/13/42 .blO/17/42
bl 1/14/42
61..
78. .2/19/43 . ,bl/23/43
95.. ,2/5/43
. .b3/20/43
1/8/43
103.,
76., 2/26/43 ., ., .b2/6/43
bl /2/43

Adventures of a Rookie Wally Brown-Alan Carney
a7/3/43
A Lady
Takes Story
a Chance , ,Jeaii
Arthur-John
Wayne
a4/3/43
An
American
Margo-Wally
Brown
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
a7/3/43
W-l Avenging Riiler (W)
T. Holt-C. Edwards
56
a8/22/42
7 Behind the Rising Sun (D) ... Marge-Robert Ryan-Tom Neal 88
b7/l7/43
6 Coastal
Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R. Scott
99
b5/l5/43
Command
(Doc)
62
b7/24/43
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
69
b7/l7/43
6 Gildersleeve's
Day (C)...H.Harold
Pearv-J.
Darwell
62
b5/8/43
Gildersleeve onBailBroadway
Peary-Billie
Burke
Government
Girl
0.
de
HavillandJames
Dunn
a7/l7/43
Higher & Higher
Michele Morgan-Jack Haley
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick
a7/24/43
6 Leopard Man (H)
D. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
7 Mexican
Spitfire's
Blessed
Event (O
L. Velez-L. Errol
63
b7/l7/43
6 Mr. Lucky (D)
C. Grant-L. Day
100
b5/8/43
North Star, The (D)
W. Huston-A. Baxter
84/17/43
One
Hour
of
Glory
Gregory
Peck-Toumanova
7 Petticoat
(CD)
Carroll- Edwards
Walter Reed
61
b7/l7/43
Red River Larceny
Robin Hood
(W),..T.JoanHolt-C.
a8/l/42
Seventh Victim
Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
a7/IO/43
7 Sky's
the
Limit
(C)
F.
Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
So This Is Washington Lum &. Abner
Spitfire
L. Howard-D. Niven
b4/24/43
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Pertman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Tarzan's Desert Mystery J. Weissmuller-Nancy Kelly
The
Fallen
Sparrow
(D)
J.
Garfield-M.
O'Hara
a3/l4/4S
Up in GoArmsLa
(Tech.) Danny Kaye-Dana Andrews
Let's
tin
REPUBLIC
Current 1942-43
. . .b4/3/43
214 Alibi (M)F
M. Lockwoed-H. Sinclair
66. .3/24/43 .. . .b3/27/43
778 At Dawn We Die (D)A John Clements-Godfrey Tearle 78. .3/20/43
'!b9/26/42
.3/12/43
.
264 Blocked Trail (W)
Bob Steele-Tom Tyler
55. .1/15/43 . .. ..81/30/43
.b7/3/43
. Reissut
2301
Boots
and
Saddles
(W)
Autry-BurnetteJudith
Allen
58.
2313 Bordertown Gunfighters (W)..B. Elliott-G. Hayes
56. .7/8/43 .. . .b5/29/43
2311 Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes : 55. .4/30/43 . ..b4/24/4S
275
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.J. E.Barry-L.
55.
.b4/ 10/43
,3/23/43 . ....83/6/43
219 Carson
Chatterbox
Brown-J.Merrick
Canova
76. .4/27/43
.5/15/43 .. . .b3/20/4c)
276 Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
55. .2/13/43
.
..b6/5/43
274
Dead Man's
Gulch (W)F S.D. Ridges-R.
Barry-L. Merrick
55.
.
222
Williams
56. .5/28/43
.1/29/43
.
211 False
FightingFacesDevil(D)
Dogs
Lee Powell- Eleanor
Stewart 69.
.10/8/42 . .8
777
(Special)
F.Joan Barry-L.
Wayne-John
Carroll 102.
361 Flying
FugitiveTigers
From (D)
Sonera
(W)...D.
Merrick
55. .7/1/43 .. , .. ..b7/3/43
. .4/Re17lt/4iu3e
2303 Gauche Serenade (W)
G. Autry-S. Burnette
69. .4/15/43
,5/10/43
.
220
B. MacLane-M. Lament
57.
251 Gentle
Heart ofGangster
the Golden(D)
1/21/42
. .b3/13/43
. 12/1 1/42 . .hi
(W)F
65.
215 HitWest
Parade
ot 1943 (DM)F...J.Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
Carrol-S. Hayward
82. .3/26/43
.bl2/l9/42
.
12/24/42
.
.b2/20/43
206
Revue (CD) Ellen
Drew-Richard
Denning 79.
. . .b4/IO/43
252 Ice
IdahoCapades
(W)F
R. Rogers-S.
Burnette
70. .3/10/43
254 King of the Cowboys (W) R. Rogers-S. Burnette
67. .4/9/43 .. .bl2/26/42
.1/15/43 . .bl2/l9/42
205 Johnny
(CD) . Jane
Henry McLeod
Wilcoxon 63.
...84/3/43
210
London Doughboy
Blackout Murder(My)
John WithersAbbott-Mary
58. .12/31/42
2312 Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55. .6/11/43
. . .b6/5/43
.
.4/13/43
.
217 Mantrap
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
Corrigan
57. ,7/15/43
. . Reissue
, . .b8/l5/42
2305
Rose
(W)
Burnette 58.
100 Mexican
Moscow Strikes
Back (Doc) A. . Gene
RussianAutry-Smiley
Cast (Special)
57. .10/1/42 . . .b8/29/42
209 Mountain Rhythm (D) Weaver Bros. & Elviry
70. .1/8/43 . ..bl2/l2/42
. .a9/5,42
202 Old Homestead (OF
Weaver Bros.-Dick Purcell 68. ..8/17/42
10/27/42 . .. .b3/27/43
272 Outlaws of Pine Ridge (W)..Don Barry-Lynn Merrick
56. .3/12/43
. ..83/13/43
.
. . Reissue
212
Purple
V.
The
(Spy)A
J.
Archer-M.
McLeed
58.
.6/1/43
..
2304 Ride. Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
66.
266 Riders of the Rio Grande(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
55. .5/21/43
. 12/30/42 . .bl2/l2/42
.
.
253 Sante
Ridin' Down the (W)
Canyon (W).Roy
Hayes
55. ,4/16/43 . .83/6/43
265
ThreeRogers-George
Mesquiteers
55.
.12/18/42 . .810/10/42
208 Secrets Feof Scouts
the
. . .88/8/42
Underground
John Hubbard-Virginla
Grey
71. .8/24/42
261 Shadows
on the (Spy)
Sage (W).... Three
Mesquiteers
55.
.4/20/43 . . .b4/24/43
218 Shantytown (D)
M. Lee-J. Archer
65. 6/14/43 . . .b5/29/43
255 Song
Roy Autry-S.
Rogers-Sheila
Ryan
69. ,3/1/43
, 12/28/42 . . . Reissue
2302
South ofof Texas
the
(MW)...G.Don
Burnette
. .810/31/42
. ..b5/l/43
273 Sundown
Kid Border
(W)
Barry-Linda
Johnson 70.
56. .5/20/43
221 Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty- V. Vague
72. ,4/6/43 .. .. .b4/3/43
216
Tahiti
Honey
(DM)
D.
O'Keefe-S.
Simon
69.
7/29/43 , .b6/l9/43
301 The Saint Meets the Tiger Hugh Sinclair-Jean Gillie 70. 7/5/43
.. .81 1/28/42
223
Frazer
67.
263 Thumbs
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) B.
ThreeJoyce-R.
Mesquiteers
56. , 1/25/43
12/16/42 . .. .bl2/5/42
.alO/3/42
11/13/42
207
Traitor
Within
(D)A
Donald
M.
Barry-Jean
Parker
63.
, .b 1 1/7/42
262 Valley of Hunted Men (W) , Three Mesquiteers
56. 11/4/42 .blO/17/42
204
Markson theParade
Spot (CM)A
(My)A John
Helen Hubbard-Ruth
Parrish-Oamian
0'Fl;;nn 72.
56. .10/24/42
203 XYouth
Coming Terry
.37/24/43
.86/26/43
A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald
Beyond the Last Frontier Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette
. a7/3/43
362 Death
Black Valley
Hills Express
D.
Barry-W.
Vernon-A.
Heath
55..
8/15/43
.37/24/43
Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes
9/9/43 . .b7/3l/43
Deerslayer
Bruce Kellogg-Jean Parker
224 Here
Headin'Comes
for God's
Country
W.
Lundigan-V.
Dale
78..
8/26/43
.86/26/43
Elmer
Al Pearce & His Gang
Hoosier Holiday
Dale Evans-George Bvron
9/2/43
In Old Oklahoma John Wayne-Martha Scott
. . Reissue
..a7/3/43
2306 In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette 9/i/43
Man
Grande, ...
, , .Don
Watts
.86/12/43
Man From
From the
MusicRio Mountain
Roy Barry-Twinkle
Rogers-Ruth Terry
Nobody's
Calhcrn-G.Burnette
George 8/19/43 .b7/24/43
Raiders ofDarling
Sunset Pass M.
EddieLee-L.
Dew-Smiley
.b7 '31/43
256 Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine 68.. 8/12/43 .aR'19'43
..a5/l/43
Sleepy
JudyPaige-J.
Canova-Dennis
Day 80 8/26/43 .b7/31/43
Someone Lagoon
to Remember (D).,..M.
Crane
The West Side Kid
0. Barrv-D. Evans-H. Hull
8/11/43
Wagon Tracks West (W) Bill Elliott-Anna laffrevs 54. 8/19/43

40

SHOWMEN'S

20TH CENT.-FOX
Rel.
See of
Block
Issue
Mins. Date
No.
Current 1942-43
2 Berlin Correspondent (D) F .... Virginia Gilmore- Dana Andrews.... 70. 9/11/42
12/4/42 . blO/17/4?
.b8/l5/42
Black
SwanMoon
(Tech.) (D)F T.Geo.Power-Maureen
O'Hara
85.
II5I Careful
Bomber's
MontgomeryAnnabelle
70.
7/30/43
.. , .b7/10/43
—
Soft
Shoulder(Spy)
A
.
Virginia
Bruce-James
Ellison
70.
9/18/42
.
..b8/l5/42
.bl/9/4J
2/5/43
.
.
1 Chetniks (D)F
Philip Dorn-Anna Sten
73.
• China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery 95. 1/1/43 .. ,. .bl2/5/42
.b5/22/43
10 Coney Island (Tech.) (DM)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery 96. 6/18/43 . , .b4/24/43
y Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
105.
5/14/43 . , ..b4/3/43
Desert Dive
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documentary
60. 4/16/43
. .b3/l3/43
8 Dixie Dugan (C)F
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66. 3/12/43
12/11/42 . ,.blO/17/42
S) Girl
Dr. Renault's
Secret (MylA...J.D. Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Roberts 58.
Trouble (CD)F
Ameche-J.
Bennett
82. 10/9/42 . . .b9/IO/42
88 He
the Hollo
Boss (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
73. 4/2/43 .. , .b3/l3/43
Hello.Hired
Frisco,
(Tech.) (DMIF
A. Fave-J. Oakie . .
S«,
11 Heaven Can Wait (Tech.) Don Ameche-Gene Tierney 112. 3/26/43 . .b7/24/43
i Iceland (M)F
Soiija Henie-John Payne
7a. IU/2/42 . , .b8/l5/4.i
.b3/|3/4'!
.b 1/9/43
Immortal Sergeant
O'Hara 90.
1/29/43 .. , ..b5/29/43
107 Jitterbugs
(C)(D)F Henry
Laurel Fonda-Maureen
& Hardy
74. 6/11/43
0 Lite Begins at
F F . . . Monty
Woolley-lda
Lupine
84.
.bl2/5/42
4 ManEight-Thirty
in the Trunk(JQ) (IVIyD)
L. Roberts-R.
Walburn
70. 12/25/42
10/23/42 .. .b9/l9/42
7 Margin for Error (CD)F J. Bennett-Milton Berle
74. 2/19/43
..bl/16/43
.
47 Manila
Calling
(D)F
L.
Nolan-Carole
Landis
81.
10/16/42 . .b9/l9/42
Meanest Man in the
WorldIs Down,
(C)F
Lane
59. 2/12/43 . . .bl/16/43
8 Moon
The (D)F C.Benny-Rochester-P.
Hardwicke-D. Bowden
90.
4/9/43
90 Over
My Friend
FlickaBody(Tech.)
(D).P.M. Foster-R.
Johnson-R.
McDowall.. 68.
89. 4/23/43 . .. .. .b3/l3/43
.b4/IO/43
My
Dead
(OF
Berle-Mary
Beth
Hughes
1/15/43 . .bl2/l2/42
10 Ox-Bow Incident (D)
Henry Fonda-Dana Andrews 75. 5/21/43
.
.
..b5/8/43
s4 Quiet
Please,in Murder
(My) G. Patrick-G. Sanders
70. 3/19/43 . .bl2/l9/42
Springtime
the Rockies
(Tech.)
(M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
91. 11/6/42 . . .b5/29/43
11 Stormy Weather (M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast 77.
7/16/43 . . .h9/l9/4?
J5 That
Tales Other
of Manhattan
(CD)
A
.
.
.
.
Boyer-Hayworth-Rogers-Fonda
118.
.b8/l5/4.!
10/30/42 blO/17/42
Woman
(D)F
V.
Gilmore-James
Ellison
75.
11/13/42
B Thev Came to Blow Up
America (D)
G. Sanders-W. Bond
73. 5/7/43 .. . .b4/24/43
Thunderto Birds
(D) (Tech.)F .G.
Tierney-P.
78.
bia/17/42
1/20/42 . ..bl2/5/42
65 Time
Kill (D)F
L. NolanHeatherFoster
Angel
61. 11/22/43
9 Tonight We Raid Calais (D) . . Annabella-B. Bondi
72. 4/30/43
...b4/3/43
.
56 Undying
Monster
(My)F
John
HowardHeather
Angel
63.
We Are the Marines (D) F .... March of Time Feature
65. 1 1/27/42 .blO/17/42
1/8/43 ... .bl2/12/42
; Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis Calvert
103. 2/26/43
. .b9/l9/42
Coming
ounalo
Bill (Tech.) M.
McCrea-L.
Darnella6/l2/43
Claudia
R. O'Hara-J.
YoungDorothy
McGuire
Dancing Masters
Laurel
& Hardy
Guadalcanal Diary
P. Foster- W. Bendix
a6/26/43
Happy Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Rutherford
a7/l7/43
Holy
fHatrimony
M.
Woolley-G.
Fields-L,
Cregar
a4/24/45
Jane Eyre
Orson Welles-Joan Fontaine
a4/
10/43
Night Is Ending
G. Sanders-B. Marshall
a6/26/43
Pin-Lp Girl (Tech.) B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown
Roger Touhy. Gangster K. Taylor-L. Andrews-P. Foster
a6/5/43
Song of Bernadette J. Jones-V. Price-C. Bickford
a4/24/43
Sweet
Rosie
O'Grady
(Tech.)..B.
Grable-R.
Young
a3/27'43
Tampico
Edward G. Robinson-Lynn Bari
The
Gang's All Here A.S. Faye-Sheila
Ryan-C. Miranda
a6/5/43
Wintertime
Henie-J. Oakie
a5/22/43
UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
American Empire (WD)F R. Dix-P. Foster
82. .12/11/42 .. .bl2/5/42
Border Patrol (W)F
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
66. .4/2/43 .. .bl/30/43
Buckskin Frontier (W)F R. Dix-Jane Wyatt
76.. 5/14/43 . .. .b3/l3/43
..a6/6/42
Calaboose (O
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45.. 1/29/43 . . .b6/l9/43
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67.. 6/18/43 . . .biy23/43
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. Goddard-R. Milland
81. .1/22/43 . .blO/24/42
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44. .11/20/42 . .b5/22/43
Fall In (O
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48.. 3/5/43 .. . .b3/2Q/43
Hoppy
Serves
a
Writ
(W)F
.
.
.W.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66. . 3/26/43
3/12/43 .. .b3/27/43
Hangmen
Also
Die
(D)A
B.
Donlevy-W.
Brennan
131.
IIn Married
a
Witch
(OF
F.
Marsh-V.
Lake
75.
.
10/30/42 . .blO/17/42
.blO. 27/42
Which We Serve (D)F Noel Coward
114. .2/12/43
lacare (T)F
Frank Buck. Narrator
65. .11/27/42 .bl2/26/42
,..b5/l/43
Lady
of
Burlesque
B.
Stanwyck-Michael
O'Shea
4/30/43
.
Leather Burners (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67.. 5/28/43 . , .b4/ 10/43
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola Lane
63. .12/18/42
McGuerins From Brooklyn(C) A. Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 47.. 12/31/42 . ..bl/23/43
.b3/6/43
Moon ofandOur Sixpence
Geo. Sanders-H. Marshall
90. .10/2/42 . .b9/l2/42
One
Aircraft (D)A
Is
,
.
.b9/5/42
MissingGirl(D)F
GodfreyMurphy-Anne
Tearle-Eric Shirley
Portman 93..
90.. 1/15/43
10/16/42 . ,bl2/l9/42
Powers
(M)F
Prairie
Chickens
(C)
J.Geo.Rogers-N.
Geery. Jr
47 . 5/21/43
. .b7/l7/43
1/14/42
Silver Oueen (D)F
G. Brent-P. Lane
82 . 1 1/13/42 , bl.b2/20/43
Somewhere in France (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. .6/11/43 . .b4/24/43
Taxi, Mister (C)
Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 4b.. 4/16/43 . , ..b6/5/43
That
Nazty Man
Nuisance
(C) Bill
BobbyBoyd-Andy
Watson-JoeClyde
Devlin
43..
.b5/9/42
Undercover
(W)
68 . 6/25/43
10/23/42 . . .b7/3/43
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy-Marjorie Woodworth. 55. .8/6/43 .. ..b2/l3/43
Young and Willing (CD)F Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83. .2/5/43 ..
Coming
Bar 20 (W)
False Colors (W)
Girl From Leningrad
Gunmaster
Hi Diddle Diddle (C)
Jack London
Johnny
Come Lately
Riders Door
of theCanteen
Deadline
Stage
Texas
Law
(W)
Texas Masquerade
The Kansan (W)
Thundering
Hoofs
Victory Through
Air Power.

Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
55.
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
Anna Sten-Kent Smith
Albert Dekker-Claire Trevor
A. Menjou-M. Scott
72.
O'Shea-S. Hayworth
J.M. Cagney-Grace
George
Boyd-Andy Clyde 131,
48William
Stars
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
Richard Dix-Jane Wyatt
Boyd-Andy Clyde
.. Wm.
Disney

UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043
All By Myself
Patric Knowles-Evelyn Ankers
7(105 Amazing
Mrs. Holliday (D)F..D. Durbin-A. Treacher.
7063 Arabian :4iohts
(D)F.Jon
Montez-Sabu
7029 Behind 'tne s -Ban'"^"h.)
Ritz Hall-Maria
Bros.-Carol
7014
Captive
Wild
WomanlOF
(H) Evelyn
Ankers-JohnBruee
Carradine
7075 Cheyenne Roundup
(W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
7I13S
Cowboy
in
Manhattan
(C)
F.
Langford-R.
Paige
7030 Destination Unknown (D)F Wm, Gargan-lrene Hervey
7037
of the Underworld (G) A. Richard Dix-Wendy Barrie
7033 Eyes
the Band
7012 Follow
Frankenstein
Meets (MC)
the Wolf M. B. Hughes-L. Errol
Man (H)
Lon Chaney, Jr.-llona Mass^v
Frontier Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R. Paige-L. Chaney..
Get
Going
G.
McDonald-R.
Paige
Get
HepIncorporated
to Love (DM)T Gloria
Jean-Jane
Frazee
Gals.
Harriett
Hilliard-Leon
Errol
7044
Good
Morning
Judge
(C)
D.
O'Keefe-M.
B.
7032 Great Impersonation (D) Ralph Bellamy-EvelynHughes
Ankers

August 7, 1943
Rel.
See of
Mins. Date
UNIVERSAL (Cont.
Issue
Current 1942-43
,
.b7/l7/43
Hers to Hold (0)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
94.
7041 Hi,
He's Buddy
My Guy(M)
(MC)F
J.OitkUavis-D.
Foran
B5.
7/16/43 . , ..b3/27,4.,
.b7/3/43
7031
Foran-Harriet
Milliard
68. 3/26/43
2/26/43 . , .b2/20/43
Hit the Ice (C)
Abbott & Costello-Ginny Simms 82.
3/5/43 ..
7/2/43
7039 Hi' Ya Chum (OF
K"i Bros. -Joan Fra2ee
Hi. 7/23/43
Honeymoon Lodge (C) David Bruce- Harriett Hilliard 63. ,2/5/43 .. . .b7/31/43
b2'l3
..b3/l3/43
.b2/b/4„4
7025
(CIVl)F Abbott
Anurews & Slsiers
bl. .3/19/43 . ,. .bl/30/43
7001 ItHow's
Ain'tAbout
Hay It(OF
Costello
81.
.b3/6/43
7023
ItKeepComes
Up Love (C)F
Jean-Donald
O'Connor 65.
.. ... .a7/25/42
7040
'Em
(CD)F(W)..J.
. Gloria
H. M.Hall-B.
Jordan
61. ,4/9/43
,4/2/43
..
7072 Little
Joe, Slugging
the Wrangler
Brown-T.
Ritter
61.
.
12/1
1/42
1
1/18/42
.bl2/12/42
7034 Madame Spy (Spy)A C. Bennett-D. Porter
63. .3/28/43 . . .b5/2S/43
7013
Mister Big
Donald Jones-Jane
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean 74.
. .bl/23/43
, 10/16/42 .blO/17/42
7026 Moonlight
Havana (CM)F.. Allan
Frazee
62.
7027
Mug Town in(D)F
Billy Halop-Huntz
Hall
59. ,,1/22/43
10/23/42 .
7019
Mummy's
Tomb
(H)F
Dick
Foran-John
Hubbard
60.
.b4/IO/43
7052 Next of Kin
Nova Pilbeam-Basil Sidney 86. .5/7/43 .. ..blO/17/4;
1/14/42
7015
Nightmare
(Spy) (H)A
F
Diana Lugosi-lrene
Barrymore-Brian
Donlevy . . . 70.
81. , 1 1/13/42 .bl
.blO/24/42
7038 Night
Monster
Beta
Hervey
.10/23/42
.
.a9/l9/42
,12/11/42
7073 Old Chisholm Trail (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
60.
7008
(D)F
M. Dietrich-R. Scott
90. , 12/1 1/42 .bl2/l2/42
7076 Pittsburgh
Raiders of the
San
.b6/5/43
Joaquinof (W)
J. M.
Brown-Tex
Ritter
60. .6/4/43 . ....b3yi3/43
7042
Rhythm
theDoubt
Islands
(MC)F.A.
Jones-J.
Frazee
60.
4/16/43 ...bl/9/43
7065
Shadow
of
a
(MyD)A.
.
.Teresa
Wright-Jos.
Gotten
108.
1/15/43
7024 Sherlock
the
Secret Holmes
Weapon and(My)F
. B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
68. . 2/12/43 ..b3/27/43
7018 Sherlock
Holmes
in
Washington (D)
. B. Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
71.
.bl I/2U
60. ..4/30/43
7028 Strictly in the Groove (M)F. Mary Healy-Ozzie Nelson
1 1/20/42 . .alO/3/42
7074 Tenting Tonight on the
Camp toGround
(W) J.M. M.Morgan-A.
Brown-TexCurtis
Ritter
61. .6/18/43
.2/5/43 . ...b6/l9/43
.b7/3l/43
TwoOldTickets
London
78.
7064
We've
Never
Been
Licked
(D).
Richard
Quine-A.
Gwynne
103.
7U16 When Johnny Comes
7/30/43
,
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J. Frazee-G. Jean
75. .1/1/43 . . . .bl/2 1
17/43
7004
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J. Hall-M.
Montez
76.
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
Abbott
&Coming
Costello
77. .4/23/43
. .bl 1/7/4.
.11/6/42 ..b4/

TRADE

.b7/24/43
.36/26/43
.a6/l9/43
.b7/3l/43
.. .a5/l/43
.b5/l5/43
. ."b7/i6/43
.a8/29/42
.b6/l2/43

63. .2/19/43
.6/11/43 . . ..b6/5/43
. 12/25/42 ,,b..b2/6/43
12/26/42
86.
12/4/42 ,bl2/l2/42
60. ..6/4/43
60.
..
,..b5/l/4i
.4/9/43 ., . .a9/l9/4?
.
59. .5/21/43
10/9/42 ,, .b4/IO/43
61. ..1/8/43
.hlO/3/42
61. .5/14/43 ... ,.,b5/l/43
61.
73. .3/12/43 .
77. .6/25/43
8/6/43 .. . . .blO/IO/4''
.b6/26/43
75.
.10/2/42
.blO 3 4/
.7/9/43
.. . . .b7/IO/43
61.
. .b4/24/43
68.
12/18/42 .. ,bl2/l9/42
71. ..5/7/43

REVIEW

AMThieves
Baba and
the Forty Maria Montez-Jon Hall
a7/3l/43
(Tech.)
Always a Bridesmaid (MC) ... Andrews Sisters-Patric Knowles
a2/2D/43
Angela
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster
a7/l7/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon
Hall-Sabu
a6/l9/43
CorvetteHouse
K-225 (D)
Randolph
Scott-Barry Fitzgerald
a3/20/43
Crazy
Olsen
& Johnson
a7/24/43
Fired Wife
Robert Paige-Louise Allbritton
a6/l9/43
For All We Know
Edw. G. Robinson-Charles Beyer...
a4/24/4:i
His
Sister D.
Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
a7/3l/43
Hi YaButler's
Sailor
Donald
Woods-Elyse
Knox
larceny With Music (DM)... A. Jones-K. Carlisle
a2/6/43
Mad
Ankers-David
Bruce
a6/26/43
Never Ghoul
a Dull Moment Evelyn
Ritz Bros.
-Frances Langford
a5/29/'i3
Phantom
the Wild
Opera (Tech. ...Grace
). Nelson McDonaldEddy-Susanna
8/27/43 a4/3/43
Professor ofGoes
David Foster
Bruce
Sherlock
Holmes
Faces
Death.
.B.
Rathbone-N.
Bruce
a6/l9/43
Sherlock Holmes and the
Spider
Woman
B.
Rathbone-N.
Bruce
a6/l9/43
Son of Dracula (H)
A. Curtis-L. Chaney
a3/20/43
So's
Your
Uncle
E.
Knox-D.
Woods-B.
Burke
a7/3l/43
Set to Music
Alan Jones-June Vincent
Strange Death
of Adolf H itier . Tex
LudwigRitter-Fuzzy
Donath-G. Knight
Sondcrgaard
a7/24/43
Sundown
Trail
Top
You'reMan
a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
WARNER BROS.
Current 1942-43
221 Action in the North
Atlantic (D)
H. Bogart-R. Massey
217 Air Force (D)F
J. Gar(ield-G. Young
124.
222 Background to Danger (Spy).. Geo. Raft-Brenda Marshall
203 Busses Roar (Spy)F Richard Travis-Julie Bishop 61.
214
Casablanca
(D)F
H.
Bogart-lngrid
Bergman
102.
223 Constant Nymph (D)
Charles Boyer-Joan Fontaine 112.
219 Flying
Edge ofFortress
Darkness(D)F
(0)A Richard
E, Flyn-iGreene
A. Sheridan 118.
211
65.
212 Gentleman
Jim (D)F
E. Flynn-Alexis Smith
104.
210
George Washington
Slept
Here Man
(CD)F
Benny-A. Sheridan-C.
Coburn 92.
216 Gorilla
(D)A
J,J. Loder-Ruth
Ford
64.
209
Hard
Way
(D)A
1.
Lupino-D.
Morgan
208 Hidden Hand (My)A
Craig Stevens-Julie Bishop 107.
65.
220 Mission to Moscow (D) W. Huston-A, Harding 123.
218 Mysterious Doctor (D)
John Loder-Clyde Cook
57.
206
Now, Voyager
B, Davis-Paul
Henreid 117.
205
Enemies (D)A
(Spy)F....Richard
Craig
Stevens-Faye
58.
2;3 Secret
Truck Busters
((3)F
Travis-Ruth Emerson
Ford
58.
215
Varsity
Show
vM'
D.
Powell-F.
Waring
81.
201 Yankee Doodle Dandy (DM)F.J. Cagney-Joan Leslie
126.
207 You Can't Escape Forever(D) A.G. Brent-Brenda Marshall
77.
Coming

, .b5/22/43
.6/12/43 . ,..b2/6/4S
.3/20/43 . ..b6/l2/43
. .b8/22/42
.7/3/43
.9/19/42
1/23/43 .... ..b7/3/43
bl 1/28/42
7/24/43 . . .b3/27/43
. .b9/26/42
.4/24/43
.
.12/5/42 . ,bl0/3l/42
.11/14/42
.11/28/42 .b9/ 19/42
.1/16/43 . ,bl2/l2/42
.2/20/43 . , .b9/26/42
.11/7/42 . ,..b5/l/43
, .b9/l9/42
.5/22/43 . .b2/27/43
.b8/22/42
..3/6/43
10/31/42
..
. 10/17/42 .bl/23/43
.b8/22/42
.2/2/43
.
.
. 12/19/42 . .(Reissue)
.b6/6/42
,10/10/42
,1/2/43 ..
.b9/26/-«?

Adventures in Iraq
J. Loder-R. Ford
Adventures of Mark Twain(D) . Fredric March-Alexis Smith
a8/22/42
Arsenic and Old Lace Gary Grant-Priscilla Lane
al/3/42
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart- Alexis Smith
Crime by Nignt
Jane
Wyman
Desert
Song Tokyo
(Tech.) (DM) ... Gary
Dennis Grant-John
Morgan-IreneGarfield
M-tnning
a3/l5/42
Destination
Devotion
(D)
0. deHavilland-l.
Lupino
a2/27/43
Empty Holsters
Dick Foran-Patricia Walthall
Reissue
Find the Blackmailer J. Cowan-F. Emerson-G. Lockhart
Guns of the Pecos
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel
Reissue
In Our Berlin's
Time
224 Irving
This Is the I. Lupino-P. Henreid-C. Rains
Army
Army All-Star Cast
121. .8/14/43 ...b7/3l/43
Last Ride iU)
R. Travis-Chas. Long.
Murder
on
the
Waterfront
(D).
Warren
Douglas-Joan
Winfield
50
b7/3l/43
Northern Pursuit
E. Flynn-H. Dantine
Old Acquaintance (D) Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins
a2/20/43
Passage to Marseille Humphrey Bogart-Claude Rains
Prairie Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy
Reissue
Princess O'Rourke
(CD) Joan
0. DeHavilland-R,
Cummings
a9/l9/4;f
Rhapsody
in Blue
Leslie-Robert Alda
Saratoga Trunk
Gary Cooper- Ingrid Bergman
a6/26/43
Shine On Harvest Moon A, Sheridan-D. Morgan
Song of the Saddle Dick Foran-Alma Lloyd
Reissue
Thank
Your Lucky
Stars (M) . . All-Star
Cast
al/16/43
The Cherokee
Strip
Dick Foran-Jane
Bryan
Reissue
Watch on the Rhine (D) Bette Davis-Paul Lukas
114
b7/3l/43
MISCELLANEOUS
Black Sea Fighters (Doc.)
61..Artkino ,..b7/3l/43
Heart
(UiA... F.Russian
Michele Murgaii-Kaimu
ill55..Artklno
. . A.F.E.Corp.o3/2u/'to
In the ofReara Nation
of the Enemy(D)
Cast
...blO/3/42
Orders From Tokyo (D)A Danielle Darrieux-Anton Walbrook.. 74..Artklno b7/4/42
Outlaw, The (WD)A
J, Buetel-J. Russell
121.. H. Hughu.b2/13/43
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SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Ctmmtnt Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COiVIEDIES
4431 A Biitz
Maid onMade
Mad
151/2. ,Not3/20/43
Rev.
4428
Fritz Good
W/z.
4432 ABlonde
and the
Groom
Duil
IS . 5/ 1/43
.
6/12/43
4435
Boobs
in
tile
Niglit
Poor
171/2.
4422 Carry Harry
Not Funny 17 . 10/10/42
442.'! Ham
1716 . .Not7/24/43
Rev
4436
Here and
ComesYeoas
Mr. Zerli Slow
4427 His Wedding Scare Silly
161/2. . 1/30/43
4433
I
Spied
for
You
Poor
18
.
4/24/43
4423 Kiss and Walte Un Ordinary
IR . 10/(7/42
. 5/22/43
4434
My
Wife's
An
Angel
Good
22
.
4421
Phony Cronies
Slap Happy 17IG'A. Not8/29/42
Rev.
4426 Piano
Mooner
4424 Two
SappySaplings
Pappy
Slapsticiiy 1716 . 12/ 5/42
4430
Not
Rev.
4429 Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good 18 . . 3/ 6/43
AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
4963
Worlting Together. . .Excellent
4962 Men
Mr. Smug
Good
Point Rationing
Troop Train
4961 Wings for the Fledglings . Fair

11II
6
II
10

Rev.
..Not
7/10/43
. 2/27/43
.Not
Rev.
.Not
. 1/ Rev.
9/43

4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509

COLOR RHAPSODIES
A Hunting We Won't Go. Good
He
it Sticli.Good
KingCan't
MidasMakeJunior
Plenty
ProfessorBelow
SmallZero
and Mr. Fair
SlayTall
It With Flowers Fair
Song of Victory Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll Bridge
Troubles Amusing
Tree for Two
Routine

7 .. 7/24/43
.. 7/17/43
77 ..Not
Rev.
7/2.. 5/29/43
71/2.
Rev.
7 ...Not1/30/43
9 ..10/ 3/42
6I/2.. 4/17/43
77 ..10/31/42
..12/ 5/47
7 .. 7/10/43

4660
4653
4657
4656
4658
4651
4659
4654
4654
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By
Excellent
College Songs
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
McNaraara's
Band
Rhumba and Conga
Hits.. Good
Rosie the
Songs
of theRiveter
Service Good
Average
Songs
of
the
States
Good
Yaniiee Doodler Very
Good

10
9
9
91/2.
108
lO'/z.
8
991/2.

4511
4510
4504
4508
4507

.Not7/31/43
Rev.
, 4/17/43
2/27/43
Rev.
..Not5/8/22/42
1/43
. 1 1/14/42
. 1/ 2/43
. 9/26/42

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shop Fields) Good

.Not Rev.
7/42
..11/1/ 2/43

4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College
Belles
Great Glover, TheFair
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Fair
Mediocre....
Socks
Appeal

16 . Not
10/31/42
I81/2.
Rev.
18 . 5/22/43
l7'/2.
3/20/43

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Caluns of the Teche Good
Merchant
Convoy Vivid
Oddities (LaVarre)
Good
Our Second Front Timely

II
IDI/2.
10
IO1/2.

8/22/42
5/26/43
10/31/42
1/ 9/43

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
4704
Cholly
Polly
Silly
61/2 . ..Not
2/27/43
Rev.
4711 Dizzy Newsreel
4708 Duty and the Beast Fair
6 . . 15/22/43
1/14/42
4702 The Dumbconscious Mind. Average
7 . 10/17/42
4701 The Gullible Canary Clever
7
4706 Kindly Scram
6 . Not Rev.
4703
Malice
in
Slumberland.
.
.
Fair
5/42
. 6/26/43
4709 Mass Mouse Meeting Dull
661/2 .. .12/
7/17/43
4710
The
Fly
in
the
Ointment.
Below
Average
.
6'/2
.
3/13/43
4705 The Vitamin G-Man Silly
61/2 . 5/ 8/43
4707 Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine
7
QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4839
4860

8/15/42

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. 1 (Kay Kyser) Very Good 11 ..10/8/15/41
3/42
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Good
10 . 10/31/42
No.
No. 34 (Jack
(LeopoldBenny) Entertaining ... 9 ,12/ 5/42
Stokowski)
Classified 10
No.
5 (Old Time
. 1/ Rev.
9/43
Screen Gems
Very Good 9 .Not
No. 6 (Ginny Simms, M.C.)
10 .
Rev.
No. 7 (Alan Mowbray)
10 , .Not
No.
91/2 .Not Rev.
No. 89 (Kyser,
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &
Molly)
Good
10 .. 7/10/43
7/17/43
No. 10 (Mischa Auer) ..Good
10

TRADE

REVIEW

4405
4404
4401
4408
44U2
4405
4408
4403
4751
4551
4452
4807
4805
4808
4804
4Rnfi
4809
4801
4803
4802

1942-43 (Cont.
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
18 ..Not Rev.
Dizzy Detectives
18'/2 . . Not Rev.
Even
as
I
0
U.
Fair
Higher Than a Kite Slapstick I.'ii/j
18 ... in/?4/4?
7/24/43
Sock-A-Bye
Baby Average
.12/12/42
Snook Louder
1618 ..Not
Rev.
Three Little Twirps Average
l5'/2.. 7/10/43
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
IS'/2.. 1/ 2/43
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
9'/2 8/29/42
TOURS
10 ..8/ 1/42
Journey
Denali
Good
Old
and toModern
New
11 ..10/17/42
Orleans
Very Good.
WORLD OF SPORT
Aqua
Entertaining .. 991/2.. . 5/29/43
Diving Thrills
Daredevils Good
Jump, Fish, Jump Uninteresting .. 9 . ,. 3/20/43
6/26/43
Ladies Day in Sports Good
10
Ski Soldiers
ini/2, .. 4/17/43
7/24/43
Sweeping Oars
Excellent
10
Trotting Kings Good
11
Rev
Winter Paradise Interesting .... 10 ., Not
1/ 9/43
I 1/14/42
Wizard of the Fairway. . .Golf Magic IO'/2. . 10/I7/4Z

PARAMOUNT

COLUMBIA

MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
Bah Wilderness
8
Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
W.444
Garden
W-451 Dumb Hounded
Hilarinus
88
W-446 One Ham's Family
W.442
Red Hot Riding Hood... Tops
8
W-445
99
W-447 Siifferin'
The Boy andCats
the Wolf ... Good
W-450
The Uninvited
Lonesome Pest
Mouse... AVeryCorker
Funny ... 88
W-448
W-449 The
Who Killed Who Fair
8
Yankee Doodle Mouse
MINIATURES (18)
•Ji-st^ Brief Interval
10
M-437 Here at Home
M.435 Inca Gold (Senia)
M-439 Journey to Yesterday
M-431 Last Lesson
Impressive .... in
M-438 Ode
Memories
of Australia. . .Timely
10
M-440
to Victory
M.432
People
of
Russia
Excellent
10
M-434 Wood
PortraitGoes«f toa War
Genius
10
M-436
(Tech.)
Fascinating ... 10
OUR GANG (10)
C-492 Beniamin Franklin. Jr
II
C-494 Calling
Kids Delightful II
C-496
Election All
Daze
C-493
Troubles Amusing
IIII
C-495 Family
Farm Hands
Slow
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing
II
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-484
Don't
You Treasures
Believe It
K-486
Forgotten
!...
K-481 Nursery
Madero ofRhyme
Mexico Fine
tl
K-487
Mysteries
Excellent
II
K-483 Trifles
That's That
Why Win
I LeftWars
You. Very Good
10
K-485
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting .... 10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
9
S-465
President's Dog. Good
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive 108
S-463 Hollywood Daredevils ...Exciting
9
S-462 Seeing
Marines Hands
in the Making ... Very Good 9
S-468
S-469 Seventh Column
S-466 Sky Science
Excellent
9
S-464 Wild Horses
Fair
8
TRAVELTALKS
T-421 Glimpses of Mexico
(12)
T-413 Glimpses of Ontario Good
9
T-414 Land of Orizaba
9
T-416
Mexican
Police
on
Parade.
Interesting
....
9
T-415 Mighty Niagara
9
T.412 Modern Mexico City Excellent
9
T-419
Motoring
in
Mexico
Excellent
T-417 On the Road to Monterey 9
T-4II Picturesque Mass
Good
9
T-418 Romantic Nevada
Very Good
9
T-420 Scenic Oregon
Solid
9
TWO REEL SPECIALS (0)
22
A-4n2 Heavenly Music
Fair
17
A-307
A "Must"
20
M-401 Inflation
Keep 'Em Sailing Very
Good
W-443
W-441

PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
101/2.
■9 A Charm
Revival of Moments of Tops
101/2.
3 Hands of Women Good
II81/2..
5 Ina Ray Hutton &. Ornh
9 .
22
.
27 J.Letter
"Scat"
Davis
&
Orch.
.
Average
....
From Ireland Excellent ...
9 .
I4 McFarland
Twins
&
Orch.
.
Entertaining
l9'/2.
Mitchell Avres
& Orcb....Fair
6 Moments
of Charm
Tops
10 .
8 Rationed Rhythm
Fair

. Not Rev
4/|n/43
..Not7/10/43
1/16/4?
Rev.
.. Not5/ Rev
1/43
.. 7/31/43
6/ 5/43
7/10/43
. Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
. . Not Rev.
.. Not
Not Rev.
Rev
.. 7/10/43
. .Not Rev.
.. .. NotI /23/43
Rev.
. . 6/19/43
.Not5/ Rev
1/43
.Not Rev.
. 7/10/43
. 11/21/4/
4/IO/4!>
.Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
. I/23/4J
. 7/31/43
..Not6/19/43
Rev.
. 5/ 1/43
. 6/26/43
. 4/24/43
. 1/23/42
2/ 6/43
..Not4/10/43
Rev.
.Not
Rev.
. 6/19/43
. 5/ 8/43
Not Rev.
. 1/23/43
Not
Rev
. 4/10/43
. Not Rev.
.Not6/19/43
I /3IRev.
.. 1I 1/14/42
.. 7/5/ 3/43
8/43
.. 5/6/26/43
8/4.3
.12/ 5/4?

7/17/43
12/19/42
Not Rev.
I 5/15/43
1/14/42
8/22/42
1/30/43
5/ 8/43
6/19/43

U2-3
U2-4
U2-2
U2-I
U2-5
U2-6
E2-I
E2-9
E2-9
E2-7
F2-3
E2-8
E2-2
E2-5
E2-4
E2-6
J2-I
J2-2
J2-3
J2-4
J2-5

1942-43 (Cont.
Running
Time
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
500
Bartholomew Imaginative ...
Cubblns
Funny
9
Jasper
&
the
Choo-Choo Funny
Jasper & the Haunted
House
Excellent
71/2.
Jasper's
The TruckMusic
That Lesson.
Flew .. .Tops
Charming
88
POPEYE (12)
Hull
a Mess
Amusing
Hungryof Goat
Hungry
Goat Fair
Jolly Good Furlough Fair
Mo
RationMusical
for theNephews
Duration .. Amusing
Good
Scrap
the
Japs
Fair . .
Seein'
Red,
White
'N'
Blue
Spinach Fer Britain
Too Weak to Work Amusing
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
No.
No. 2I
Interesting
No. 3
Good
Good
No,
4
Informative
No. 6
Weak

7
77
7
61/8
6'/W.
7
7
IO'/2
10
10

Reviewed
Issue Of
, 3/27/43
5/ 1/43
1/16/43
1 1/21/42
7/17/43
6/ 5/43
.. 10/24/42
7/17/43
.. 12/19/42
5/29/43
.Not
Rev.
6/l9/t»
..I 4/I//W
I/I4/4S:
.Not
.Not Bi>i.
It"*.
.12/
.10/2-.,5/«Z•
. 1/16/43
. 5/ 1/43
. 7/10/43

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
At the Bird Farm Fair
9
Current
Swell
9
3/27/43
6/ 5/43
Speaking Events
of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
9 . 7/17/43
At the Cage Door Canteen. Silly
9
. 12/19/47
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
R2-8 Beach
Amphibious
Fighters
Interesting
Excellent
6/26/43
R2-6
Command
. .. 99'/2 . ... 14/24/43
1/14/42
R2-2-5 Hike
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent ...
or
Bike.
10
Rev.
■3 Modern Viking!
2/ 6/43
Enjoyable ... 10 . ... Not
10/24/42
-I Sports I. Q...
Excellent
.
.
9
.
Good
R2-3
-4
Trading
Blows
..
9/2.
R2-5
. 5/29/43
R2-I
R2-7
R2.4
. 7/17/43
Good
. . 91/2 . . 3/20/43
R2-9
W2
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
Destruction, Inc
Exciting
W2 3I Jungle
1/16/43
9 . 5/
Drums
Good
Mrimmy Agent
Strikes(Tech.)
(Tech.).... fnr
Juveniles
1/43
W? 25 Secret
7/31/43
Misses
W2 4 Underground World Good
8/2. 5/29/43
3'I3'4?
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
L2-I No.
No. 2I
..Good
10/24/42
L2-2
10 . .. 12/19/42
.. 101/2.
.
5/ 1/43
. . 10 . . 3/20/43
. Good
10 . 7/17/43
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
. 10/ 3/42
T2-I
A
Letter
From
Bataanin . Impressive .... 15
r2-4 Aldrich Family Gets
the Scrap
Excellent II .. 13/1 /2 6/43
1 /42
.10/ 3/42
T2-3
Price
of
Victory
Very
Good
T2-2 We Refuse to Die Gripping
1513
V2-2
Y2-3
Y2-I
Y2-4

34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34106

RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
Donald's
Funny .
Fall Out—Tire
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
Pluto and
the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
Victory Vehicles
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)

33403
33404
33406
33405
33402
33401

6/43
77 .. 3/5/15/43
77 ..Not3/27/43
Rev.
7 . 5/ 8/43
8 Not Rev.

Duck Your
Soup
Fair ...
Hold
Temper
Hot
Foot
Will
Pass
Indian Signs
Fair
Roughfor ontheRents
Two
Money Average
Fair
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
33202 State vs. Thomas Crosby . Fair
33201 State vs. Glen Willett Fair
JAMBOREES (13)

|717
1717
IS17

34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

g
8
S8
8
8
10

Duke
and
His Ellington
Orch
Enric Madriguera &
Orch
Swell
It's Tommy
Time
Johnny
Long Tucker
& Orch
Average .
Ray McKinley & Orch Average
Dick Stabile & Orch Fair
Jerry Wald & Orch For Jitterbugs..

. 3/ 6/43
.Not
Rev
. 7/ 3/43
. 5/15/43
.12/
5/42
.10/24/42
.. 10/24/42
1/16/43
.Not Rev.
. Not
3 '27Rev.4,1
. 12 12 4?
..11I 2816 4243
. 10/10, 42

42

SHOWMEN'S
RKO-RADIO

33701
34308
34305
34311
34309
34304
34310
34301
34405
34302
34307
34303
33105
33103
33104
33108
33106
33107
33109
33101
33102
34202
34201
34203

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running
Time Reviewed
Issue 01
LEON ERROL (6)
17 .11/21/42
. Fair
.. 5/15/43
5/15/43
..Fair
Mildly Amusing. 181818 .. .. 10/17
Mail
4i
18 . 7/1/16/4^
..Good
3/43
17
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Aqua Aces
.Not
Rev.
.Not3/ Rev.
6/43
Basketeers
Very Good
Cloud
Chasers
Golf Limited
Interesting ...
.. 5/15/43
"Q" Men
Interesting ...
. 7/1/23/43
3/43
Racing
Royalty
Inconsequential
Show
Horse
Good
. 10/24/42
Ski Trails
Exciting
.
3/27/43
Touchdown Tars Good
..11/28/42
Not Rev.
Trout
Not Rev.
Winter Setting
THIS IS AMERICA
Air Crew
Excellent
18 . 4/10/43
Army
Chaplain
Very
1919 . 12/26/42
Boomtown,
D. C
Very Fine
Good
6/12/43
Lieutenant Smith
Excellent 20 ... 2/13/43
4/17/43
Medicine on Guard Very Good
19
Merchant
Seaman
Excellent
17
.
8/43
. 5/7/10/43
Pacific
Private Island
Smith ofNo.the43 Reassuring .... 17 .10/24/42
U.S. A
Excellent
19 . 1 1 /2 1 /42
Women at Arms Very Fine
18
VICTORY SHORTS (3)
. 3/20/43
City
of Courage
Conquer
by the Clock Impressive
Excellent ...
..12/26/42
7/ 3/43
North African Album Fills Void .

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
10/17/42
3201 Climbing
Along the the
TexasPeaks
Range. . .Picturesque 1010 .. . Not
Rev.
3202
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
3851 Weapons
for Victory
Very Good
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902 Jungle Land
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. . Good
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
3151 Desert Wonderland
.Swell
(Tech.)Time
3157 Land
StoodWhere
Still
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
3154 Royal Araby
Good
3156 Strange Empire
Good
3153
Valley
of
Blossoms
Average
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good

9 ..Not Rev.
189 .. ..11/28/42
5/ 8/43
9 .Net Rev.
9 . 12/12/42
(8)
9
9
9
9
8
99

. 8/22/42
.Not
Rev.
. 5/15/43
.. 10/24/42
1/16/43
. 9/26/42
. 9/ 5/42

MARCH OF TIME
4 AfricaVictory
— Prelude to
Very Good
18 .12/12/42
FoodAdolf
Crisis Informative .... 18 . S/20/43
128 America's
Bill Jack vs.
Hitler
Exceptional 17 1/3 . 7/24/43
1 F.B.I. Front
Stirring
20 . . 9/19/42
29 Inside
FightingFascist
French
Good
20 . 10/10/42
Spain
Rev.
II Invasion!
Excellent 1718 .Not
6/12/43
3 Mr. &. Mrs. America Very Good
20 ..11/
9/43
5 Navy and the Nation Very Good
19 . 1/ 7/42
1/23/43
One DayBusiness
of War
106 Show
at War. .. Outstanding
Excellent ... 2117 ... 5/15/43
2/20/43
7 The New Canada Good
18
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9 Not Rev.
33SI Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9 ..12/19/42
1/30/43
3303 Steelhead Fighters Good
9 . 8/29/42
3301
Well-Rowed
Good
3302 When
Winter Harvard
Calls Good
109 .. . 1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (26)
3551 Barnyard
All Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
8/43
3560
777 .. ... 5/8/15/42
1/16/43
3558 Barnyard WAAC
Comical
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
7 .Not
.10/ Rev.
3/42
3557
Cat (Tech.)
3568 Frankenstein's
He Dood It Again
For Children .. 77 . . 5/ 8/43
3502 Ickle Meets Pickle Fair
7 .11/28/42
Not Rev.
Rev.
3572 Last
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
3569
Up (Tech.)
77 . .Not
. 9/19/42
3552 Life
With UpFido(Tech.)
(Tech.) .. Routine
7 .Not
Rev.
3570
Mopping
7
3555 Mouse of Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 . .12/12/42
3556 Nancy in Doing
TheirLifeBit in(Tech.)
7 . Not Rev.
3554 Night
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 .10/17/42
Rev.
3571 Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not
..10/17/42
5/ 8/43
3562
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
3553 School Daze (Tech.) Fair
7 . .Not
!559 Scrap tor Victory (Tech.)
7 . 5/ Rev.
8/43
3561
Good
7
J562 Shipyard
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 . Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
.. Not
Rev.
3402 Accent on Courage.
Not Rev.
3401 Women in Blue

TRADE

UNITED ARTISTS
Comment Running
Time
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Churchill's
Island Very
Good
2020
Fighting
Freighters
Good
F uuU, Weapon
of
Conquest
Impressive .... 20
Hitler's
Plan
2222
Inside
Fighting
China.
.
.
Very
Good
Invasion
of
Europe
Thrilling
2120
Invasion of North Africa. Superb
The Mask of Nippon Excellent 20
New Russian
Soldiers Ally
Are Tough . Stirring
1619
Our
Very Good
Road to Tokyo Excellent
19
This Is Blitz
Grim Realism.. 21
Don't Hook Now.

August 7, 1943

REVIEW
Reviewed
Issue 01
.. 12/12/42
4/ 4/42
. 4/ 4/42
.Not
Rev.
. 9/19/42
.. 5/
2/ 8/43
6/43
. 10/24/42
. 5/30/42
. 9/26/42
7/25/42
. 3/ 7/42

SPECIAL

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7 .. 1/16/43
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
...
7 ..10/17/42
7247 Loan
CanineStranger
Commandos
Rev.
7242
7 ..NotNot Rev.
7248 Ration Bored
Rev.
77 .... Not
2/27/43
7244 Screwball
Funny
7245 Swing Your Partner Fair ....
7 .. 6/19/43
6/19/43
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair ...
NAME BAND MUSICALS
15 . . 12/12/42
l5'/2.
7125 Chasin'
Entertaining
15
. .Not Rev.
7129
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ..
1/42
15
. .. 8/1/23/43
7123 Jivin'
Session Entertaining
7130
RussianJamRevels
7(22
Serenade
in
Swing
Fair
.Not
Rev.
7131 Smoke Rings
..Not
9/19/42
Rev.
7128 Swing That Band
.Not
Rev.
7124
Swing's
the
Thing
.Not
Rev.
7127 Swingtime Blues
.Not
Rev.
.
8/
1/42
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining
15
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375
Designed
by
Fannie
7374 Hurst
Interesting 99 .... Not1/16/43
Rev.
7371 Double Talk Girl
Human Sailboat
9 ..Not Rev.
Jail
Hostess
9
.
.
Not
Rev.
7373
7372
King Huey
of theDo 49-er8
Interesting
7376
7378 Let
It
Interesting 99 ..12/5/42
.. 2/27/43
Farmfront Clayton
Wonder
9 .. Not Rev.
7329 Little
Shepherd of the Round
House
Interesting 9 .. 6/5/43
7377 The
She's A-l in Dentist
the Navy
9 ..Not
Rev.
7381
Not Rev.
7380 Tom Armless
Thum
in
Person.
...
Interesting
....
9
..
6/12/43
7382 Western Cowgirl
Net Rev.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
22 .Not
Rev.
7111 Roar, Navy. Roar Swell
22'/2, . 1/16/43
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
5/42
7232 Boogie Woogie Sioux Very Good
7 .12/
. 2/27/43
7233
Amusing
7234 Cow
Eqq Cow
CrackerBoogie
Suits
77 .Not Rev.
7235
Biscuits
.Not Rev.
7231 Pass
YankeetheDoodle
SwingMirandy
Shift
Good
7 . 9/12/42
VARIETY VIEWS
7362
Any
Chickens
Today
Rev.
7352 Canadian Patrol
Very Good
9 .Not6/19/43
7361
7358 Confusion in India Instructive .... 9 .. 10/17/42
Hungry India
9 .Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Goes to Town
73.i0
7360 Mr,
MirrorChimp
of Sub-Marine
.
6/
5/43
Life
Interesting
....
9
7357 Mothers of Presidents Very Good
108 ..Not2/27/43
Rev.
New
Era
in
India
7354
7351 Spirit of Democracy Fine
7353
10
9/19/42
Spot of the East. Interesting .... 9 ... 10/17/42
7355 Trouble
Western Whoopee
Very Good
7 . 9/12/42
2/27/43
Winter
Sports
Jamboree.
.
Exciting
9
7356
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
0996 Arsenal of Might Excellent
10 . 12/12/42
0995 What
KeepingWe Fit
II .10/17/42
0997
Are Fighting Very Good
For
10
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good
20 .10/10/42
8109 Army Show
Very Fine
20 ..10/3/13/43
3/42
8164
the Lineand ofJolly
Duty. Great
20
8112 Beyond
Happy Times
Moments
Good Number . 20 .. 7/31/43
8107 Man
Little Killers
Isle of Freedom Inspiring 20 .Not1/2/43
Rev.
8106
8108 Our African Front
20 ..Not4/17/43
Rev.
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
26 .Not Rev.
8101 Spirit of Annapolis
20 . 10/17/42
8103
of West forPoint
Stirring
20
8111 Spirit
Three Cheers
the
. 6/19/43
Girls
Very
Good
20
8105 Vaudeville Days
20 Not Rev.
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
8306 King of the Archers . . . Entertaining . . . 10
8304 So You Think You
10
So Need
You Glasses
Want to Give ..Fair
10
8302 Up Smoking
Stars on Horseback. . . . . . Disappointing
8303
Steps Out
8301 Sweeney
. 10II
(Reissue)
..Good
. 10
8305

. . 3/ 6/43
. . 1/2S/43
. .. 12/12/42
7/ 3/43
..10/ 3/42
. . Not Rev.

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.) Running
Time
LOONEY TUNES
7
Amusing
DaffyHepDuckaroo
Cat (Tech.) . . . In the Groove. . 77
1)()(I4 The
8602
7
and Go
8601 Hop
My Duck
Favorite
Duck(Tech.)
Good
7
or Not
to
8606
8605 To Duck
(Tech.)
Funny
8603
r
7
8607 Wise Quacking Duck
8608
Very
Funny
...
(Tech.)
7
Doodle Daffy
8609 Yankee
(Tech.)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
American Bands Very Good ..
8508 All
Army
Air Force& Band
B. Minnevitch
His
8504
uaui Harmonica School Excellent ...
Days
Good
8509 Childhood
85U6 Uzzie Nelson & His
Orchestra
Entertaining
and aMarine
Miss Good
8502 Six
UnitedHitsStates
8503
United States Navy Outstanding
8505 TheBand
8510 TheBand
United States Service Pleasing ...
Bands
Very Good . .
8507 U. b. Army Baiiu
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Case
of
the and
Missing
7
Black
de Hare. Excellent
8706 CoalSebben
Dwarfs
Funny
7
8705
8707 Ding Dong Daddy Very Good
Dover Boys
77
Fifth Column Mouse Fair
7
8710
8701
871 1 Flop Goes the Weasel .... Fair
7
Greetings
Bait
(Tech.)
..
Amusing
7
8703
Hare
Brained
Hypnotist.
Ha!
Ha!
7
8714
Jackrabbit
and
the
8715 Beanstalk
Very Good
7
8708 Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing.. 77
8702 Sheepish
8712 Super
(Tech.) Fair
Tale of Rabbit
Two Kitties
Very Funny ... 77
The
Aristo
Cat
Good 1077
8716
8704
Hare. Very
Funny
8709 Tortoise
8713
UnbearableWinsBearby a (Tech.)
7
8405
8404
841 1
8406
8409
8401
84U3
8410
8412
8407
8402
8408
8001
8006
8004
8002
8005
8003

SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's Battle of
Good
Beauty
. 10
Cuba,
Land of Adventure, Fair
Sports
Eye-filling .. 10
Interesting
Grey,
Blue. .
Horses!White
Horses!and Horses!.
Rod and Reel on
Rover's Rangers (Tech.) Very
Good. . . .. 1010
Excellent
10
Excellent
South Ariitiiitan bports. . Interesting
Very Good ... . 1010
Sporting
The RightDogs
Timing
Very Good . . . . 1010
TECH. SPECIALS (6)
A Ship Is Training
Born Inspiring 22
Champions
Champions
Excellent 20
Eagles of the Navy Very Good 20
Fighting
Engineers
Good
Mountain Fighters
2220
Young and Beautiful Fair
20

SERIALS 1942-43
Batman
15 Chaps.
The becrel Cuuo
id otiaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps.
Daredevils of the West
G-Men Vs. The Black Dragon... 15 Chaps.
King of the Mounties
12 Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Adventures
Jack
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSnihri'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

Reviewed
Issue Of

. .Not Rev.
..11/28/42
...10/17/42
. 4/17/43
.. 1/ 9/43
... Not3/13/43
Rtv.
.. 6/19/43
. . Net Rev.
. 5/29/43
.Not Rev.
t/23/43
6/26/43
..11/28/42
4/24/43
..10/ 3/42
. . 2/16/43
..Not7/31/43
Kev.
. 1/23/43
.. 1/1/23/43
9/43
.. Not4/17/43
Rev.
4/24/43
.. 6/19/43
.12/ 5/42
.. 7/3/13/43
3/43
.Not
Rev.
..12/12/42
4/17/43
.. 6/26/43
3/13/43
.Not Rev.
. . 1/ 2/43
. . 2/13/43
... 7/1/ 3/43
2/43
.. .Not
. 6/ Rev.
5/43
. 7/31/43
in/IO/42
... ... U/
1;!/42
3/13/43
...11/28/42
. 3/13/43
.12/ 5/42
.. 7/5/ 3/43
1/43
. 1/16/43
.Not
. 6/ Rev.
5/43

7/31/43
Not
Kev.
1/30/43
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
11/ 7/4;^
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
Time Dat*
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
10 ..12/24/42
Community
Transportation
1/ 7/43
Doctors at War
104'/2.... 5/13/43
Farm Battle Lines
II .. 1/29/43
Farmer at War
9 .. 3/11/43
Food
for Fighters
93 ..4/
1/43
Fuel Conservation
..11/12/42
Henry
Brown,
Farmer
9
..11/15/42
Lift Your Heads
10 .. 7/8/43
Message
From Malta
1010 .... 4/29/43
6/10/43
Mission Accomplished
Negro Colleges in War Time
8 .. 1/25/43
Night Shift
II9 ..12/10/42
Paratroops
.. 1/21/43
Prelude to War
51 .. 5/27/43
Report From the Aleutians
47 .. 7/30/43
Right Pearl
of Way
4/15/43
Since
Harbor
89'/s ... . 2/18/43
The
of '43
4/43
TroopSpirit
Train
10S'/a..,. 2/
2/11/43
War Town
10 .. 6/24/43
You,
Jones
1/14/43
Wings John
Up
2010'/,,... 8/27/43
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NAT/ONAL

• Numbers juggled to support an arbitrary premise— such as: This or that area of
the field is a bigger buyer than other sections— can be made to appear impressive.
Such figures also can confuse the issue.
• The space buyer is relieved of problems as to "overloading" or "undercoverage"
in any given geographical or exchange area of the theatre market when he buys
circulation tailored to cover the buying power of the field, and Readership that is
supported by proof.
• Circulation built on the selective system such as forms the foundation of Showmen's Trade Review circulation, assures proportional representation in all areas,
in accordance with geographical location of the buying power represented by
owners and managers of theatres comprising the entire motion picture field.
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The desirability, not to say necessity, of a well organized and coordinated public relations campaign by the
industry as a whole has been the subject of much conversation for many years. In fact, it first gained momentum following the Legion of Decency publicity in
1933-34. Unfortunately, nothing has come of the recurrent agitation for such a program.
Although this crying need for an all-out public relations job by the industry remains unfulfilled, theatremen,
individually, can do a big job for the industry and themselves in keeping the public informed on what pictures
mean to the social and economic and now the wartime
life of America. For theatremen, traditionally and actually, are the men in closest contact with the public.
Accustomed over many years of experience in addressing their messages to their public through newspapers
and other mediums of publicity, theatremen represent
the most potent force this industry can rely upon to
build goodwill.
Theatremen, be they operators of their own theatres
or managers for circuits, owe to themselves as well as to
the industry an obligation to spread in their own communities the information which will keep the public
acquainted with the important job being performed by
the motion picture industry. If they and their theatres
have the standing in their communities to which their
very work entitles them, the task should be far from
difficult or complicated.
There are very few theatremen who are not well informed about what the theatres and the film industry
are doing in the war effort. And, knowing this, they
certainly should be in a perfect position to awaken the
interest of their local newspaper editors and leaders in all
other enterprises through which information is spread
to the individuals of a community.
Through the theatreman the film industry has an
ambassador right on the spot in cities and towns and
hamlets throughout the country. Actually, every theatreman inthe country should be furnished with all the
necessary material for a continuing effort. For through
these theatremen the collective talents of the advertising
and pubhcity brains of the industry might reach directly
the editors of newspapers everywhere. Although a great
deal of material with which to conduct a continuing
goodwill campaign may be had for the asking, the asking
means added effort, and too many theatremen are too
busy to undertake the effort in all its details. They
should be aided and assisted to the greatest degree.
In the absence, then, of an organized, prepared cam-
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paign, the job, naturally, falls entirely upon the shoulders
of the theatreman. Unfair as this is, the stern fact remains that the theatremen must go ahead and do the
job, entirely on their own. They must write articles,
suggest stories to their local editors, keep in close contact with their newspapers and continually "sell" the
editors on the interest of readers in motion pictures, the
news value of information about what the industry is
doing to put entertainment on the fighting fronts, to
assist the government in educational campaigns regarding War Bonds, rationing, etc.; the many outstanding
accomplishments of the industry's glamorous "names"
in touring the combat and training camp areas.
Those theatremen who want to back up their stories
with facts and figures can get a good measure of cooperation from their state War Activities Committee headquarters or from the WAC office in New York. The
Public Relations department of the Hays office, has
plenty of prepared material that would fit perfectly into
this plan.
Just keep uppermost in your minds that basically you
want to inform your community about the motion picture industry's part in the war effort, stressing such features as the non-profit contributions of the industry;
the entertainment furnished by the industry to all the
fighting fronts the world over; the government shorts
and the tremendous wide circulation they were given
through the cooperation of the theatres and the industry;
the part played in the bond and stamp drives; salvage
campaigns; civilian defense; and, especially important,
the part YOUR theatre played locally in the various
activities, to give your series of articles local color. Inject
names of your community leaders who participated in
your theatre's activities and the part the newspapers
played.
If there is a Variety Club anywhere within reasonable
range, contact its Chief Barker and let him give you
some facts and figures on the charitable work the industry does through these Clubs. The amount of money
raised and spent to help the under-privileged.
Paint your industry in bright and truthful colors and
make your articles readable and interesting so that over
a period of weeks the readers will be looking for more
of them. Direct attention to the articles through a short
trailer on your screen and spread the information from
these stories through reprints given out at the theatre or
mailed to your program mailing list.
Nation-wide, it is a terrific task. Individually, handled by yovi competent theatremen, it is comparatively
simple.
"CH/CK" LEWIS
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List o( Unfair

I raae

Practices to D of J
A statement (_)f the stand taken by NorthCentral Allied Independent Theatres, Inc.. of
Minneapolis, on alleged unfair trade practices
was forwarded this week to the Department of
Justice by Donald Guttman, president of the
exhibitor organization. The statement was prepared by a committee headed b.v Henry J.
Greene, secretary.
Guttman, in releasing the document, said that
in the event of theatre divorcement, his unit
would press for a provision to prevent affiliated
circuits from being transferred intact to any
one person or group by limiting the number of
theatres disposed of to a single buyer.
"Our object," said Guttman, "is not only to
[irevent interests closely allied to iiroducers and
distributors from setting up new monopolies
under new names, but is to also prohibit any
large independent circuits from acquiring a large
number of theatres."
A new sales plan is also advocated that would
allow those who prefer to buy product in small
numbers to do so, while permitting others to
contract for larger groups of pictures, a whole
season's output, or even long-term franchises.
The list of practices described to the Department of Justice as unfair is as follows :
1. Forced sale of — undesirable features — foreignmade product — short subjects — trailers.
2. Inflationary film rentals achieved through integrated control of production, distribution and exhibition.
?<. Discriminatory contractual privileges granted
producer-distributor owned theatres.
4. Disclosure and exchange of — exhibitor's boxot'rice
receiptstheir
— andsales
otherrepresentatives,
confidential information
by
distrilmtors,
checkers, and
olher employees.
5. Denial to independent exhibitors of an unconditional cancellation privilege.
6. Refusal to license product unless all theatres
under common ownership or operation are included.
7. Use of contracts entirely lacking in mutuality,
i:nutaining inef|uities such as: (a) arbitrary percentage
lerms; (b) designated playing time; (c) open brackets;
(il) unfair clearance and availability; (e) control of
;i(lmission prices; (f) weekly payment of short subjrcls
without
regardC. to
(g) distributor's
right of
attaching
O. play
D. todates;
any feature
it chooses
for moneys claimed due on tmdated releases; (h) denial
oflo right
to
appeal
Local
Arbitrator's
decision
Section XX T I, Paragraph 6, of the Consent contrary
Decree.
S. Inflexible sales policies administered without
regard lo individual problems.
9. Retaliatory measures directed at exhibitors active
in Ir.'ide organization afYairs.
D of C Bans Theatre Smoking
Smoking, which has been i)ermitted in the
balconies of several downtown houses in Washington, was banned by action of the District
<if Columbia commissioners last week. It will
be permitted hereafter only in a few non-carpeted, non-plush-seated theatres on Washington's bowery, Ninth Street, hereafter.
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Nat'l Gets Its Popcorn
National Theatres is setting up its own
popcorn department, complete with growing
acreage, it was disclosed this week. John E.
Hendryx, popcorn broker of the middle west,
has been named head of the new setup, with
heaquarters in Denver. Recently Hendryx,
along with Rrbert Garland, film buyer; Mel
Glatz, purchasing agent, and Robert Selig,
northern district manager, met 150 popcorn
growers in McCook, Neb., and contracted for
a large acreage in a section considered the
best popcorn country in the world.
Out-of-Court Agreement Ends
E. St. Louis Clearance Case
The clearance complaint of Dr. G. J. Hobbs,
owr.er of the 40th Street Theatre, East St.
Louis, 111., against 20th Century-Fox has been
settled out of court, a stipulation filed with the
local tribunal of the American Arbitration Association revealed last week. Under the agreement clearance of the Majestic Theatre, a Publix house and the first-run theatre in East St.
Louis, has been reduced over the 40th Street to
48 days. In coming to the agreement the stipulation says the reduction in clearance is not to
be construed as an admission that the former
clearance was unreasonable or unfair.
Decision in the clearance complaint of the
Apollo Theatre Corporation, owner of the
Apollo Theatre, St. Louis, against the Big
Five has been postponed until Sept. 6, with
Harry G. Erbs, arbitrator in the case, being
granted a 30-day extension to arrive at a conclusion. The case indirectly involves a number
of theatres in the central western section of St.
Louis and University City.
B and K Drops Second-Run Rule
To Clear More Loop Product
The B and K circuit is trying an experiment
in Chicago in an ei¥ort to clear more product
from the Loop houses to inake film available for
the subsequent runs. The B and K Harding
and Granada theatres usually play second-week
pre-releases, following the Alarbro and Uptown
theatres. Under the new plan, instead of reeating the pictures froin the Loop houses, the
two test theatres will play different films, thus
clearing more pictures overall through B and K.
On the South Side, where the pre-release
product is shared with Warner theatres, this
l)olicy has not been inaugurated as yet. Independents are watching the test runs with much
interest, it was said in film circles.
Bert Stearn Cleveland Manager
Bert M. Stearn, who recently joined the
Warner Bros, sales organization in New York,
has been appointed Cleveland branch manager,
it was announced Tuesday by Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager.
Stearn succeeds Charles Beilan, who returns
to the Warner sales organization in Philadelphia.
Paramount V4 Earnings $3,827,000
Paramount Pictures Inc. estimates its earnings for the second quarter ended July 3, 1943
at $3,827,000 after interest and all charges,
including estimated provision for all Federal
and normal excess profits taxes.
Hutchinson Nazi Prisoner
Cyril Hutcluuson, former 20th Century-Fox
shijiper in the Los Angeles exchange previously
"missing in action" is reported a prisoner in
the hands of the Nazis in Germany.

in Chicago

Drops Under Pressure
\'andalism seems to be on the down-grade in
the Chicago territory, according to a leading
circuit manager. Reasons given for the decline
are : vigilance on the part of theatre staffs, employment of extra guards, placing of w'arning
notices on the entry doors — calling attention to
provisions in the Federal tax law, educational
work of various women's organizations, and the
block system of war protection — now fully developed in the Chicago area.
Many of the younger element are working
on farms this summer, and this, too, is said
to have had a large effect on the juvenile delinquency situation. They are out in the open
air, and are earning good money, with which
they can buy tickets on their return without
asking their parents for spending money. Plans
are
the discussion
at women's
clubsalready
for a in
campaign
to curb stage
possible
further
vandalism when the fall season starts.
Drops Vandalism Charge When
Parents Pay for Damages
Manager James G. Howe of the Richland
Theatre, Carrollton, Ky., dropped vandalism
charges against two boys (aged 14 and 13) who
had confessed to him that they slashed theatre
seats with pocket knives, when the parents of
the boys in juvenile court agreed to pay for
the damage. The boys were paroled in custody
of their parents. Howe ordered arrest of the
boys after they admitted guilt when he questioned, them at the theatre following discovery
of the seat slashing.
Ted R. Gamble
(The Man on the Cover)
West Coast exhibitor and Director of the
War Finance Committee of the Treasury
Department who is heading the Third War
Loan Drive to be held in September and
which the film industry is preparing to
support to the fullest extent of its resources
and energies. The full name, of course, is
Theodore Roosevelt Gamble. He entered
theatre business in Seattle shortly after his
graduation
Washington in 1933.fromHe the
left University
Seattle to ofmanage
the
Orpheum Theatre in Portland. In 1936, Gamble became manager for the J. J. Parker
Theatres. He was appointed an assistant to
Secretary Morgenthau after making a huge
success of a campaign to sell U. S. War
Bonds, putting Oregon over the top in a
drive he supervised in 1941, and is now
stationed in Washington. Gamble operates
the Capitol and Bagdad theatres in Portland
and two theatres in Hood River, his three
brothers now being in active charge of the
theatre operations.
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Streamline Showmanship
On Page 21 we present the first of our
"in-step-with-the-times" Streamlined Showmanalysis features. Stripped of extraneous
wordage, briefed, condensed and ready for
action this old friend in new garb will help
you save precious moments in planning a
practical campaign on "We've Never Been
Licked." Thrcugh a simple system of symbols— ideas are designated as to their applicability to theatres falling in three totally
different categories; i.e., Big city key runs,
smaller city key runs, small towns and neighborhood houses.
MGM

Adds

Two

More

To First 1943-44 Group
Two pictures have been added to the first
group to be offered by MGM in the 1943-44
season, making a total of 12 features in the
group as previously announced. New additions
are the Red Skelton-Eleanor Powell musical,
"I Dood It," and "The Man From Down Under,"
starring- Charles Laughton. The ten previously
announced are "Above Suspicion," "Best Foot
Forward," "Dr. Gillespie's Criminal Case,"
"Girl Crazy," "Lassie Come Home," "Salute
tn tile Marines," "Swing Shift Maisie," "Tartu,"
"Whistling in Brooklyn," and "Young Ideas."
William F. Rogers, general sales manager,
said, in making the announcement, that the
plan of offering twelve instead of ten pictures
in the
first group
followed
the company's
policyas
of
releasing
as many
pictures
at one time
possible. He also pointed out that, although
"Whistling
in completed
Brooklyn" and
is not
yet finished,
will have been
tradeshown
by theit
time the bulk of the selling is under way.
Airmen in China See Animals,
And All From St. Louis, Too
.\rmy Air Force men in China are beginning
to see animals in their sleep, and the animals
all come from St. Louis. After two months with
nothing to look at in the way of movies the
airmen were regaled with "Monkey Doodle
Dandies," the 20th Century-Fox short subject
filmed at the St. Louis Zoological Gardens starring that zoo's chimpanzees, according to a
letter received by zoo director George P. Vierheller from Staff Sergeant James K. Moran,
former St. Louis attorney.
Another letter, from Lt. Col. Linscott Hall
to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Hall, tells of
seeing another St. Louis Zoo film, "Jungle
Land," made
principally
of thelike
zoo'sanyelephant
show.
The upanimals
looked
other
monkeys and elephants, but the zoo background
brought thoughts of boyhood days.

'Phantom' Ad Budget $250,000
Universal has budgeted $250,000 for the promotion of the Technicolor production "Phantom
Of The Opera", bulk of the expenditures to
be used in newspapers, radio and billboards.
The pattern for the promotion is being set
in the campaigns heralding the world premieres
of the picture at the Palace in Cincinnati and
the Orpheum, Minneapolis.
Two Releases Set by Warner
Warner Bros, will release two specials in
September, the first month of the new season.
"Watch on the Rhine", starring Bette Davis
and Paul Lukas, goes into general release
Septemberwith
4. all"Thank
Your Lucky
musical
the Warner
contractStars",
stars
plus several outside headliners, is set for
September 25.

Tri-States

to School

Women
Managers
The WMC order to start taking fathers into
the Army has resulted in Tri-States Theatre
Corp. of Des Aloines, operating houses in three
states, starting a training course for women for
managerial posts. Large advertisements were
placed by the company in Des Moines, Sioux
City, and Davenport, Iowa; Rock Island, 111.,
and Omaha, Neb., newspapers seeking applicants
whoDeswillMoines.
be given
weeks' will
training
in
Thesixcompany
pay courses
them a
salary during the training period and pay
expenses for those living outside of Des Moines
who attend the school. The company is seeking
women over 30 years of age with at least a
high school education.
The school is tiie idea of G. Ralph Branton,
general manager of Tri-States. It is expected
the women will be trained in Des Moines theatres.
At present the company has three women in
managerial posts, the latest being Margaretha
Hudzell, formerly assistant manager of the
Rocket Theatre at Rock Island, 111., who was
named manager to succeed James Dickinson,
resigned. Women are also in charge of two
neighborhood theatres in Des Moines.
The circuit is well prepared in the area, which
includes Davenport, Rock Island, Moline, and
Cedar Rapids, with H. D. Grove, district manager, instituting a plan some time ago of moving
up cashiers as assistant managers. He now has
women assistant managers in virtually all of
his houses and can move them up if the men
managers go. In the other Tri-States areas,
however, the situation is more serious. In Des
Moines all but one of the men managers are
within the age limits of the Army and face
induction if fathers are taken.
Soviet Studio Back in Moscow
With the Nazis moving farther and farther
from Moscow, the Soviet Embassy announced
last week in Washington that Alosfilm, one of
the major Russian studios, has returned to the
capital after two years in Eastern Siberia.
It left AIoscow in the face of the German
advance in 1941, but has been producing pictures
in a temporary location. An ambitious schedincluding filmsis planned.
by several of Russia's worldfamedule,directors,
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Managers — Just Managers
The sight of a theatre manager handling
publicity and exploitation will soon be a
thing of the past for members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Managers and Employes
Union, Local 152, CIO. In a notice issued this
week officers and the steering ccmmittee of
the union announced that managers would no
longer be permitted to do jobs ether than
actual management of the house.
"Matters of publicity on the h:use should
be
of Screen
Publicists'
saidtheD. province
F. Barreca,
president
of the Guild,"
union.
"If a house needs publicity hypo it should
be handled by a trained specialist in theatre
publicity from the SPG rather than saddle
that task on a manager, who is specialist in
his own field and not trained for publicity or
exploitation. "
Big Pictures

Piling Up

Runs;
'Army
' Immen
With business
once more
back to these
fast pace
it set in early Summer, interest last week centered primarily on the remarkable records
being turned in by the big pictures as they
fanned out over the country. Such matters as
day-and-date holdovers are no longer novelties
— there are several cases of three theatres running day-and-date in medium-sized cities.
Most impressive of all, as it 'begins to fill its commitments, is"This records
Is the Army,"
which seems
to break all-time
for combined
gross.destined
Since
distributor's
profits
go
to
the
Army
Relief
everyone is smiling and happy. Warners reportsFund,
that
the second week of the Irving Berlin musical at the
New York Hollywood Theatre matched the first week,
when the film made a new record for the house with
$51,000.
Down innight,
Memphis
"Army"
took business
in $60,000at
for the opening
and the
week-end
regular
prices
pulled
as
much
as
the
usual
week's
gross. The opening scheduled for Philadelphia Tuesday
night ment
is sold
out
at
a
$32,500
figure,
with
the
manageconsidering selling standing room.
set to present
"This Is the
the Army"
twoTenorcities
morearetheatres
simultaneously,
triple-runin
cities being Los Angeles and Denver, while the dualers
include Milwaukee. Portland, Ore., Columbus, Sacramento, Seattle. Long Beach, and San Diego. Approaching openings include Atlantic City, Lima, Ohio, Portsmouth, Ohio, and Cleveland.
"Behind
the Rising
a RKO
79-cityRadio,
world whose
premiere
in New
EnglandSun"andenjoyed
upper
Xew York state, now reports that the picture has
been held over in all situations,
"Dixie," Paramount's Technicolor musical, after six
weeks at the Paramount Theatre, New York, is having
a dual run in Los Angeles, while extended engagements
of more than two weeks are already recorded in Denver.
\ewark, N. J., and St. Louis.
reports throughout
that "ConeytheIsland"
h;isTwentietli
set recordsCentury-Fox
in 278 situations
country only six weeks after release date.
"Mr. itsLucky,"
Grant-Laraine
Day Hall
starrer,on
began
fourth the
weekCary
at Radio
City Music
Thursday, while other holdover spots were 4 weeks in
Salt Lake City. 4^ weeks in Atlantic City, 5 weeks
at x\sbury Park, 3 weeks at Akron and Oakland, 2
weeks in New Haven, Houston. Memphis. Indianapolis,
and Sacramento. These are still running. Other holdovers include Provo, Utah, Boise, San Jose, Waterbury.
.\shland, Ky.. and Mt. Carmel, Pa. In Cleveland,
after a week at the Hippodrome, it moved over for an
extended run to the Allen and Lake theatres.
went isinto
eighthas week
the"Stage
Capitol,DoorNewCanteen"
York, and
doingits just
well atin
Canada, appearing set for a long run in Vancouver.
Other pictures doing holdover business include Republic's "Silver Spurs" ; Bob Hope's "They Got Me
Covered," which is in its seventh week in Chicago's
Loop; "BuBarry Was a Lady," with 33 holdovers in
key city runs; MGM's "Best Foot Forward," now in
its sixth week at the Astor, New York; and "For
the week
Bell atTolls,"
still going
capacity business
inWhom
its fifth
the Rivoli,
New atYork.
.Xfter
its
Atlantic
City
world
premiere,
Warners'
"Watch
as much
first
three daysonasthethe Rhine"
average grossed
good picture
does inin its
a week.
William J. Gell to Represent
PRC in European Sales Field
move wasof inthe"preparation
onDeclaring
our partthatfortheopening
European
market," O. Henry Briggs, president of PRC
Pictures, this week announced that William J.
Gell, long identified with the film industry in
England, has agreed to represent the company
and supervise activities of PRC in the United
Kingdom.
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Kupper

Bond
Wm. Rodgers
F. Rodgers has accepted
the post ofPremiere^
Bond Premiere ChairmanChairman
for the Third War Loan and
will immediately set in motion plans that are expected to result in premieres in more than 1200
cities, according to L. C. Griffith, General Chairman for the campaign.
The goal of 1200 bond premieres makes possible seats-for-bonds shows in every city in the
country cf 10,000 population or over, Rodgers declared.
He also
by arrangement
companies,
contract
and
available
for stated
bookingthat
during
the period ofwith
the distribut
campaign,ng may
be used"any
for picture
a bond under
premiere
at whidh
the admission is purchase of a bond, where such bend premiere is the first performance of a
continuous run in the theatre which has contracted for the picture."

20th

Century -Fox

Announces

1943-44

List

of 39 Features, 40 Shorts, 104 Movietonews
Twentieth Century-Fox will release 39 fea- "All Out Arlene," WAC story produced by
tures, 40 shorts, 104 Movietone News, and 13 Lubitsch; "Something for the Boys," from the
March of Time issues during the 1943-44 season,
Broadway musical comedy ; "By Jupiter," also
It was announced this week at the company's
from
the New York theatre; "State Fair,"
Los Angeles regional sales meeting by Tom
from Phil Stong's book ; "Moment for Music,"
Connors, vice-president in charge of worldwith and about Benny Goodman; "Stars and
wide distribution. Included in the line-up are
Stripes Forever," a biography on John Philip
Sousa ; "Command Performance," with Raye,
two Darryl F. Zanuck productions : "One
Landis, Francis, and Mayfair, who won fame
World," based on Wendell L. Willkie's book,
entertaining soldiers in North Africa.
and "Wilson," the biography of the World
War I President. Seven of the productions on
The new season's shorts will include 20
Terrytoons in Technicolor, 6 Magic Carpets, 6
which details are available will be in Technicolor.
Ed Thorgersen Sports reels, 6 Movietone Adventures, and 2 Lew Lehr comedies, besides one
1943-44 product completed, and in various
"March of Time" every four weeks (13 for the
stages
of
distribution,
are
:
"Heaven
Can
Wait,"
Ernst Lubitsch production in Technicolor ; year). The first M of T scheduled is ". . . And
"Bomber's Moon," with Annabella ; "Holy MatThen Japan." A special short subject will be
Sisters of the Moores," story of tlie
rimony," with Monty Woolley, Gracie Fields ; "Three
Bronte sisters.
"The Song of Bernadette," William Perlberg
The 104 Movietones will be produced, as hereproduction based on Franz Werfel's best-seller;
tofore, by Edmund Reek, vice president in
"Claudia," from Rose Franken's play; "Sweet
charge of Movietone production.
Rosie O'Grady," Betty Grable Technicolor
musical; "Wintertime," Sonja Henie musical;
"The- Night Is Ending," French underground
Siegel Announces Promotions;
drama ; "Jane Eyre," from the classic by Charlotte Bronte ; "Dancing Masters," Laurel-Hardy
Names Sheehan His Assistant
comedy ; "The Gang's All Here," Technicolor
In lint- with tlie new 1943-44 expanded promusical produced by William LeBaron ; "Guadduction program, M. J. Siegel, president of
alcanal Diary," produced by Bryan Foy.
Features in production or in preparation in- Republic Productions, has announced several
clude :"The Keys of the King'dom," from the important changes and promotions in the studio
novel by A. J. Cronin ; "Pin-Up Girl," another
personnel.
Howard J. Sheehan, present studio manager,
Betty Grable Technicolor ; "Happy Land," produced by Kenneth Macgowan ; "Galveston," for- has been advanced to the post of assistant to
merly "Tampico," with Edward G. Robinson ; the president and, under M. J. Siegel's super"Buffalo Bill," outdoor western epic in Techvision, will supervise all feature productions,
nicolor "Lifeboat,"
;
based on a John Steinbeck
excepting the eight deluxe films. Sheehan will
novel, Hitchcock directing, Macgowan producalso supervise all western productions, except
ing ;"The Lodger," mystery produced by Robert
the Roy Rogers specials. The deluxe productions and Roy Rogers specials will be personally
Bassler; "The Eve of St. Mark," picturization
supervised by Siegel.
of Maxwell
liam Perlberg.Anderson's play, produced by WilAl Wilson, labor relations counsel, has been
Also "The Sullivans," based on the real story promoted to studio business manager.
of the five famous hero brothers ; "Army Wife,"
an Otto Preminger production ; "Home in
Indiana," another outdoor Technicolor ; "Where
Golden State-T & D Deal
Do We Go From Here?" a Betty Grable Technicolor by Morrie Ryskind and Sid Herzog ;
J. R. Grainger, president and general sales
manager of Republic, announced the closing of
aprogram,
deal covering
the Golden
company's
with the
Stateentire
and 1943-44
T. and
Let's Be Brief!
D. Theatre Circuit, covering eighty-eight (88)
theatres in Northern California.
That's the thought behind the new streamlined styling of our popular feature, "The
STR SHOWMANALYSIS." In recognition of
the multiplied demands upon the time and
Hammond, Ind., Houses Up Prices
energies of theatremen in wartime we have
Warners Parthenon Theatre in Hammond,
attempted to avoid excess wordage in outInd. has increased its weekday admission price
lining campaigns on worthwhile pictures by
from 30 to 35 cents for matinees, and from 44
getting down to brass tacks in a brief,
cents to 50 cents evenings, the change going
concise,
right
to
the
point
idea.
What's
more
into effect this week. The Paramount Theatre
we have attempted to further enhance the
value cf this feature by analyzing the type
lias already made similar increases.
of theatres in which each suggestion will be
practicable based upon size of situation,
'Sctluie' Premiere August* 19
facilities and budget. A symbol system is
explained in the column. Hope you find it
"Saluic to the Marines," MGM's Technicolor
worth reading, worth using, worth commentfilm starring Wallace Beery, will have its world
ing upon.
premiere
on August 19 at Loew's State, Cleveland.

General

Manager,
Heads

Sales

Schlaifer

New

Division

Re-alignment of the Twentieth Century-Fox
sales
organization
the company's
domestic
distributionunder
will which
be divided
into three
divisions where formerly
there were only two, and
appointment of William J.
Kupper as general sales
manager, were announced
Wednesday by Tom Connors, vice - president in
charge of world - wide
sales, at the opening session of the
company's
gional sales
meeting re-in
Los Angeles. The new
division will be headed by
L. J. manager.
Schlaifer as Central
sales
William Kupper | Newly-appointed
General Sales Manager Kupper has been executive assistant to Connors for
some time. Schlaifer has been a home office
representative for the past several months.
The Central Division under Schlaifer will
comprise the Boston, Buffalo, Albany, New
Haven, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago
and Milwaukee territories.
Connors also has realigned the Eastern and
Western Divisions. Offices
which now become part
of the division headed bv
A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager, are :
New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, D. C, Pittsburgh, Memphis, Atlanta,
New Orleans, Charlotte,
Dallas
Oklahoma
City. The and
Western Divi- l. J. Schlaifer
sion, under William C.
Geliring, Western sales manager, are : Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Des
Moines, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City. San
Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles and all of
Canada.
The Foreign Dept. is now operating under
Connors with Murray Silverstone, vice-president
in charge of Foreign sales.
Kestenbaum Heads PRC Publicity
S. S. Kestenbaum, currently exploitation head
for PRC, has been appointed director of publicity and advertising by O. Henry Briggs, president, it was announced Tuesday. Joseph
O'Sullivan, formerly publicity head, recently
resigned. Kestenbaum's film career includes
posts with Associated Exhibitors, Fox, RepublicTiffany, Monogram, and Grand National.
Sobel Stromberg Aide in East
Hunt Stromberg has appointed Bernard Sobel
as special production assistant and press representative inNew York. Former theatre executive, personal representative of Florenze Ziegfeld and authority on plays and players of the
American theatre for the past quarter-century.
Sobel is the author of "Theatre Handbook,"
"Burlesque"
the theatre. and many other works based on
Hirsch UA Press Book Editor
.\1 Hirsch has been appointed press book
editor
United Hirsch
Artists.
joiningUnited atArtists,
had Prior
been toassociated
with Universal and Paramount.
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Cook"

A

Comedy

Is

In

Tradition

The announcement by Columbia that
on Aug. 31 it will release "My Kingdom For A Cook", a picture it believes
will rank high up among Columbia's
greatest comedies, brings to mind this
studio's remarkable record as a producer of works in a light vein.
There are studios distinguished for
their treatment of headline dramas,
others renowned for their musicals,
still others for their screen romances.
While Columbia has produced successful attractions in all these fields,
it is more often referred to as "the
studio of great comedies" than in any
other way.
And there is good reason for this
appellation.
The industry well remembers the
story of "It Happened One Night".
How it boosted to great new heights
the fortunes of Claudette Colbert and
Clark Gable. How it started the romantic comedy cycle.
And no one in the industry can fail to I'ecall the remarkable success achieved by "The
Awful Truth", which set in full swing the
' wacky" comedy cycle.
It is interesting that within this comedy
field, Columbia has been able to produce outstanding pictures as different from each
other as "Here Comes Mr. Jordan" and "My
Sister Eileen"; "You Can't Take It With
You" and "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town"; "Mr.
Smith Goes To Washington" and "The More
The Merrier".
Which brings us to "My Kingdom For A
Cook".
This one stars Charles Coburn, who has
every right, on the basis of his achievement
in "The More The Merrier", to call himself
Charles "Dingle" Coburn.
Everyone who has seen "Merrier" knows
what a whale of an acting job Coburn turned
in
as "Dingle",
elderly
Cupid,of Columbia
officials
point out.theAnd
the heaps
fan mail
that followed his success in "Merrier" testified to the public response to his rare kind of
heart-warming fun-making.
The studio at once elevated him to stardom, and "My vehicle.
Kingdom For A Cook" is his
first starring
In "Kingdom", Coburn has an even bigger
chance to strut his inimitable stuff, it is said.
He is cast as Rudyard Morley, worldfamous British author, who decides to go to
America to do his bit to further international
amity and United Nations unity.
But bit or no bit, the biggest thing in Morley's
life Pam
is his(Marguerite
stomach. Even
his lovely
daughter
Chapman),
runs
it a bad second in his thoughts.
His adventures in a small American town,
where he makes his presence thoroughly felt,
and ends up by stealing his hostess' cook,
even though Pam has fallen for his hostess'
son (Bill Carter), make for some of the most
farcical farce in years, according to Columbia officials.
Richard Wallace directed "Kingdom". Producer is P. J. Wolfson. The screen play is by
Harold Goldman & Andrew Solt; Joseph
Hoffman & Jack Henley.

I'M HER€ TO TELL YOU ABOUT "MY KINGDOM

FOR

A COOK "THE NEIV H\T sr/tRK/f^e CHMlLlSrffwaiej COBURN

YOU MEAN THE GUV
FROM "the MORE
THE MERRIER"

I SURE VO. THIS T/ME
he'll GIVE YOU A
riN&Le!

WELL THEN I VE
GOT NOTHING TO
WORRY ABOUT.'

.Advertisement
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Hostages
Paramount (4305)
Drama
88 mins.
(Block No. 1, 1943-44)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Heavy,
sordid story of Gestapo persecution in
Prague will please those who want war
films. Well made, well portrayed and full of
heroics.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: The title will
aid topical selling in the action spots. Can
support a bill with comedy or musical topside.
Cast: Arturo de Cordova, Luise Rainer, William
Bendix, Oscar Homolka, Katiiia Paxinou, Paul Lukas,
Roland Varno and others. Credits: Associate Producer, Sol C. Seigel. Directed by Frank Tuttle. Screenplay by Lester Cole and Frank Butler. Based on a
novel
Milner. by Stefan Heym. Photographed by Victor
Plot: A drunken Nazi officer commits suicide in a riverside cafe. The Prague Gestapo
men take the 26 occupants of the restaurant
as hostages. Preissinger, coal baron collaborationist, and Janoshik, active in the underground movement who is posing as lavatory
attendant,
are among
coroner's
report is falsified
by thethem.
NazisA to
cover the
suicide in order to hold Preissinger while
the local "Protector'' takes over the coal
baron's properties. Prague patriots plan to
have one of their members "confess" to the
murder in order to gain the release of
Janoshik. A volunteer is killed before he
can carry out the plan and when another is
about to confess, news arrives that Janoshik
has escaped. The other hostages are shot
while Janoshik directs the dynamiting of
German ammunition barges. The "Protector" kills his subordinate, labeling it suicide in order to save his own skin, and the
patriots go on to carry out further vengeance
for the death of the hostages.
Comment: This is a well-made film which
contains much to recommend it if it did not
fall on fallow ground. Too many similar
war stories will tend to detract from its appeal. The picture is splendidly acted but the
cast lacks box-office appeal. It will of necessity have to be sold along the lines of sensationalism with such headlines as: patriots of
Prague fight back, etc.
True To Life
Paramount (4303)
Comedy
94 mins.
(Block No. 1, 1943-44)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Ashappy-as-the-show-is-long attraction that exhilarates an audience seeking laughter.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Can ring the
bell through solid selling. Rates a good
campaign and can handle preferred playing
time.
Cast: Mary Martin, Franchot Tone, Dick Powell,
Victor Moore, Mabel Paige, Ernest Truex, Ken Carpenter, Beverly Hudson, Raymond Roe and others.
Credits: Associate Producer, Paul Jones. Directed by
George Marshall. Screenplay by Don Hartman and
Harry Tugend. Original story by Ben Barzman, Bess
Tafel and Sol Barzman. Photography directed by
Charles Lang, Jr. Music directed by Victor Young.
Songs by Hoagy Carmichael and Johnny Mercer.
Plot: Two high-priced radio script writers
doing a soap opera are about to get the boot.
One wanders into a neighborhood diner for
a feed, only to find he has no money with
him. The counter girl, thinking him broke,
stakes him to a meal and takes him home to
stay while he finds a job. He falls for the
girl and her home life provides the needed
spark of inspiration for their radio script.
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending Aug. 14th)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Cattle Stampede
Destroyer
Frontier Bad Men
Hoosier Holiday
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Holy Matrimony A Lady Takes a Chance
The Man From Down Under
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
Let's Face It

West Side Kid

The other member of the writing team is
a wolf and makes an unwelcome entry into
his friend's romance which leads to her
family's
are being
for
radiodiscovery
material.thatA they
threatened
suitused
for
$100,000.00 brings fame to the family, but
the girl's "Pop' calls it off in favor of a
happy ending.
Comment: This behind-the-scenes story of
radio soap operas is a hodge-podge of hilarious ingredients reminiscent of "You Can't
Take It With You," "Man Who Came to
Dinner,"Moore
"The atAldrich
Family,''
Victor
his funniest
in a etc.
sort It
of has
W.
C. Fields inventive heyday. Mary Martin and
Dick Powell sing Hoagy Carmichael and
Johnny Mercer tunes that called for more.
Franchot Tone gets the last laugh with his
wolf call and Mabel Paige does all right with
her "mother" role. "True to Life" is a good,
fast, escapist story that should prove easy
to sell through its bakery scenes, with Victor
Moore and Dick Powell at work; radio story;
Mary Martin working in a diner; the soap
companj' radio sponsorship; songs by Carmichael & Mercer; scenes on a bus; Victor
Moore's inventions, kitchen scenes and as
the local air raid warden, etc. All this show
requires is a good, old-fashioned exploitation
buildup and you have plenty of non-war
angles to work with.
Tornado
Paramount Drama
83 mins.
(Block No. 1, 1943-44)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Good acting will put this over, despite shortcomings
in plot and technical handling.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Nancy Kelly
and Chester Morris should pull them in,
with title well exploited.
Cast: Cliester Morris, Nancy Kelly, Bill Henry, Joe
Sawyer, Gwen Kenyon, Marie McDonald, Morgan
Conway, Frank Reicher, Nestor Paiva. Credits: Produced by William H. Pine and William C. Thomas.
Directed by William Berke. Screenplay by Maxwell
Shane, from a novel by John Guedel. Photography by
Fred Jackman.
Plot: A young miner, Chester Morris, marries a cabaret singer, Nancy Kelly, who has
social aspirations. Under her spurring, Morris advances himself to superintendent,
meanwhile alienating his brother and his
friends. Bill Henry, the brother, is the
cause of temporary blindness for Gwen KenBig Joe's
when occurs.
he takesWhen
her
in a yon,
mine
and daughter,
an explosion
Nancy's

rocky

farm

shows
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Morris becomes a mine owner, and the rival
of Morgan Conway. To wipe out Morris,
Conway tells Big Joe that Chester was responsible for his daughter's blindness, with
the result that Joe blows up the mine, killingtwo men. While Morris is trying to reopen
his mine he discovers that Nancy and Conway have been making love to each other.
The men fight. Morris knocks out Conway
and drags him under a large tree. Nancy
runs to his side. A tornado comes up suddenly, killing both, and opening a new life
for Morris and Gwen.
Comment: Two mine explosions, a cave-in,
a he-man fight, and a tornado insure a busy
hour-and-twenty-minutes for action fans,
while over and above the melodrama runs
an emotional
a woman'sThese
ambition
and
what
it does story
to herofhusband.
are two
entirely different elements, and they do not
properly jell together. However, strong acting, especially by Nancy Kelly, will enable
most audiences to feel a degree of authenticity in a story which is otherwise cut-anddried production stuff. The explosions and
the tornado are not convincing, but the fight
is well handled. Play up the two top names.
The Kelly girl will not disappoint, even
though the role is unsympathetic. The title
suggests a good lobby display with cutouts
and maybe sound effects.

Melody Parade
Monogram
Musical 72 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Aug. 13)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A musical that will please the less critical.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Strong enough
to head the program in subsequents, but in
all other respects, program fare.
Cast: Mary Beth Hughes, Eddie Quillan, Tim Ryan,
Irene Ryan, Mantan Moreland. Jerry Cooper, Armida,
.\ndre Chariot, Kenneth Harlan, Cyril Ring, Ruby
Dandridge, Ramon Ros, Loumell Morgan Trio, Ruloff,
Follette & Lunard, Anson Weeks and His Orchestra,
Ted Fio Rito and His Orchestra. Credits: Directed
by Arthur Dreifuss. Original screenplay by Tim Ryan
and Charles R. Marion. Director of photography, Mack
Stengler. Produced by Lindsley Parsons.
Plot: The silent backer of a nightclub dies
and the owner is about to go into bankruptcy. The club is saved and kept open by
the promise of a new 'backer who gives the
hat check girl a chance to be a star. The
backing fails to come through, but the first
night hit makes the club a success.
Comment: With no grand scale musical
pretensions, this musical is a good setting
for the comedy antics of Tim and Irene,
radio entertainers. Being strictly escapist
fare and bordering on the farcical, the music,
the dancing and the singing require, and
receive, very little plot. Mostly the picture
is put together with some comedy gags that
are on the weak side and a collection of specialty numbers. Each of the acts is good.
Mary 'Beth Hughes' singing is all right;
Armida satisfactory and Jerry Cooper, an
interesting newcomer to the screen. But
as one whole unit of screenfare, the various
elements don't jell. Direction is uninspired,
while the production shows a budgetary
weakness. Sell the Tim and Irene names;
Ted Fio Rito Orchestra and Jerry Cooper,
radio entertainers all. Stills from the picture
could be placed with dress apparel shops.
Have one or two girls, dressed as night club
hat
check girls,
go aroundandtown
distributingimprinted
hat checks,
arrange
tieups
with radio stations, using the music from the

coal deposits
picture
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Good Luck, Mr. Yates
Columbia
Drama
70 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A nice,
little Military School-Home Front story that
is slow moving in spots but will satisfy.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: For theatres in
shipbuilding communities this show has possibiHties. Otherwise the draw of both title
and cast are negligible. Will do all right as
bracer on double bills.
Cast: Claire Trevor, Jess Barker. Edgar Buchanan,
Henry Armetta, Tommy Cook, Billy Roy, Scotty
Beckett,BandTheandBobothers.
Mitchell
boys Produced
choir, thebySheriff's
Boys
Credits:
David
.1. Chatkin. Directed by Ray Enright. Screenplay and
storySam
by Rudd.
Lou Breslow, Adele Comandini, Hal Smith
and
Plot: Ais young
teacher
a boys' teaching
military
school
deferred
to in
continue
against his wishes. His influence over the
boys starts slipping due to their belief that
The Peck's 'Bad
the service.
he
Boy isofducking
the school,
whom he has befriended,
brings the issue to a head by a fight in his
defense over cracks by the other students.
Mr. Yates receives a jubilant sendoff and
gifts from the boys as he leaves to enlist.
He is rejected for a schoolday ear injury and
seeks a doctor's aid in correcting the condition. While being treated he serves his country by finding work in the shipyard, keeps
his failure from the boys at the school by
receiving mail and gifts at a nearby camp
through a friend. His ruse is discovered by
the boys and again his little friend comes to
the rescue.
Comment: This picture, although of definitely "B" stature, has much to recommend
special sales efiforts in any shipbuilding community. It carries effective propaganda
against absenteeism and the shipyard scenes
which predominate the picture should get
the
industry's
solidfights,
support.
Womenshipbuilding
welders, lunch
hour prize
etc.,
give it exploitation punch. It carries a good
recruiting angle, boys' school theme and lots
of other tie up possibilities. A new screen
face, Jess Barker, makes a nice showing with
a rather Alan Ladd style and looks. Henry
Armetta, as usual, steals the show in his
scenes. A good show for the youngsters that
won't bore the grownups.
The Good Fellows
Paramount
Comedy-Drama

69 mins.

(Block No. 1, '43-44)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Has
enough ribbing and amusement for the
sophisticates as well as the other members
of the world family.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Needs a strong
action or spice film in support.
Cast: Cecil Kellaway, Mabel Paige. Helen Walker,
James Brown, Diana Hale, Kathleen Lackhart, Douglas Wood, Norma Varden, Olin Howlin, Tom Fadden,
William B. Davidson. Credits: Directed by Jo
Graham. Screenplay by Hugh Wedlock, Jr., and
Howard Snyder. Based on a play by George S. Kaufman and Herman Mankiewicz. Director of photography, Theodor Sparkuhl. Produced by Walter Macewen.
Plot: A kindly, middle-aged man, living in
a small American town, believes in "joining"
every society that comes along, and in doing
favors
"brothers,"
hesitates
to
sacrificeforhishisown
interests never
and those
of his
family. When his difficulties as a result of
this, seem beyond repair, good fortune comes
through and everything is straightened out.
Comment: Lacking top marquee names
and without the story to make it an especially outstanding picture, this film may not
attract too much attention in places other
than the subsequents. It will be satisfactory
fare in the double bill houses, if run with
a companion feature that has spice and
action. The players all do a competent and
workmanlike job. The quality that seems
lacking to make it first-class fare is continuity of the story. There are many lines
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and sentimental twists that will appeal to
the family trade and enough ribbing of
"joiners ' to give amusement to sophisticates
as well as those who spend their time in the
open spaces. Tieups with lodges, clubs and
societies, of which it is estimated there are
thirty million members in the U. S., should
he a natural.

Republic

Nobody's Darling
Musical Romance

71 mins.

(Prod. No. 227— Nat'l Release, Aug. 27)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) As a
junior musical, but done expertly and in
good taste, it will please the oldsters as well
as the youngsters.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: By taking advantage of Republic's national exploitation
campaign for Mary Lee you can set this new
s.ar series with your patrons and pave the
way for additional business to come.
Cast: Mary Lee, Gladys George, Louis Calhern,
Jackie Moran, Lee Patrick, Bennie Bartlett, Marcia
Mae Jones, Roberta Smith, Lloyd Corrigan, Jonathan
Hale, Sylvia Field. Billy Dawson, Beverly Boyd.
Credits: Associate Producer, Harry Grey. Directed
by Anthony Mann. Original story by F. Hugh Herbert. Screenplay by Olive Cooper. Orchestral arrangements by Marlin Skiles. Musical director, Walter
Scharf. Photography by Jack Marta.
Plot: Mary Lee is the daughter of a famous Hollywood co-starring couple, and she
goes to a school where many of the pupils
are children of screen stars. The father, Louis
Calhern, calls her home suddenly because
he wants her to help him deaden the shock
when the studio decides the mother, Gladys
George, has become too old for glamor roles.
However, Gladys blames Calhern and separates from him. Back at school Mary, the
ugly duckling, fights for a chance to get in
the school show, but Jackie Moran can see
nothing but her big feet. Mary, overwrought,
runs away and when Jackie goes after her in
the early morning hours, newspapers print
a rumor of an elopement. The ruckus brings
the parents together again and Mary sings
the leading role in the school play.
Comment: Looking at it piu'ely as a business proposition, this little musical has real
possibilities. First of all, Mary Lee is newly
starred and she is to have national exploitation along the general lines of that company's campaign for Roy Rogers. Secondly,
the girl has talent, personality, and professional camera presence (she used to sing
with Ted Weems' band). Added to those
two principal parts, there is strong cast
backing in Gladys George and Louis Calhern: a simple, unaffected story; excellent
musical accompaniment; and, not least important, the kids are not smart alecks. There
is Hugh Herbert's name, too, for story
credit. If you are looking for a new series
on modest, but solid, lines this may well be it.
NOTICE
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW does NOT employ subscription solicitors or circulation iield
representatives. Persons paying money to solicitors for subscriptions or renewals of subscriptions
for this magazine do so at their own risk and the
publication will not be liable therefor.
All subscription or renewal orders must be
placed direct with the publication. Address all
such orders to:
Circulation Dept.
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
1501 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.
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RoblnliQOd Of T^ie Range
Columbia Western
57 mins.
(.Val'l Rclea.sc, July 29)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Action
entettainment with an extra opening thrill
for the Starrett fans.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Satisfactory
oater for program far:;.
Cast: Charles Starrett, Kay Harris, Arthur (Arkansas) Hunnicult,
Trio, Kenneth
Donald,
DouglassJimmy
Drake,Wakely
Hal Price,
Ed Peil, MacSr.,
Frank LaRue, Bud Osborne, Stanley Brown. Credits:
Directed by William Berke. Story and screenplay by
Betty Burbridge,
Photography by Benjamin Kline.
Produced
by Jack Fier.
Plot: A ruthless western railroad executive has been evicting settlers when they
tailed to pay their high rents. A masked
bandit has been pillaging the district and
returning the money he steals to the homesteaders. When caught, the bandit turns
out to be the son of the executive, who has
been
to right his father's wrongs, so
he is trying
exonerated.
Comment: The followers of the Charles
Starrett westerns will probably find this one
a little more thrilling than others in the
series, because it starts off with a bang. But
other than in the opening footage, it is no
different than the usual western saga with
its fast action and the music of the Jimmy
Wakely Trio. Starrett is satisfactory as the
son of the crooked railroad executive. While
Kenneth MacDonald as the father, Stanley
Brown and Arthur Hunnicutt make their
work count. Direction liy William Berke
takes away much of the action l)y building
up the pathos. Production and other departments are satisfactory. Sell this in the
same manner as previous films in this series,
with an added touch or two on the twist of
the plot.
The Phantom Of The Opera
Universal Drama
92 mins.
(Nat'l Release, August 27)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A superb
entertainment produced on a lavish scale that
will thrill most audiences. The highbrow
operatic theme is offset by the suspense of
the plot giving mass appeal.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Lack of boxoffice names other than Nelson Eddy and
Claude Rains makes large-scale selling effort
imperative. New star in the ascendency, Susanna Foster merits special attention.
Cast: Nelson Eddy, Susanna Foster, Claude Rains,
Edgar bert,Barrier,
Farrar. Leo
Carrillo,Fritz
HansLeiber,
HerFritz Feld,Jane
J. Edward
Bromberg,
and others. Credits: Produced by George Waggner.
Directed by Arthur Lubin. Musical direction by
Edward Ward. Photography by Hal Jlohr and Technicolor by Duke Green. Art direction by John Goodman. Screenplay by Er,ic Taylor and Samuel Hoffenstein from a story based on the composition, "Phantom of the AOpera,"
by Gaston
Plot:
violinist
in theLeroux.
orchestra of the
Paris Opera for twenty years is dismissed.
He has fallen in love secretly with a younggirl in the chorus, and, unknown to her, has
been paying for her vocal training. His dismissal stops his funds and he desperately
tries to sell a piano concerto to a publisher.
In an argument with the publisher he hears
his music being played in an adjoining room.
He kills the publisher, whose secretary
throws a pan of acid in his face. In agony
he secretes himself in the catacombs beneath
the opera, stealing food to exist and plotting
to advance the career of his secret love. The
"Phantom'' warns the opera management
that his protege must appear as the star, but
when his warning is ignored he murders the
star his protege understudies. After the
opera is closed and a manhunt fails, the
police arrange for the reopening of the opera
with the Phantom's concerto to be played
as a ruse to trick him from his hiding. Dur{Contimted on Page 38)
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Film Industry Drive
Barney Balaban, national chairman of Red
Cross Week sponsored by the motion picture
industry under the auspices of the War Activities Committee, last April 1 through April 7,
in a final report issued Monday revealed that
audience collections in the nation's theatres
totaled $3,067,236.25 and that the total proceeds
of the drive reached the all-time high of
$4,122,008.27.
In addition to audience collections, sum contributing to the grand total were $415,000 from
Hollywood individual contributions; $331,910
from motion picture corporate contributions ;
$240,642 from the Red Cross show held at
Madison Square Garden under sponsorship of
the motion picture industry ; and $67,220.02, an
incomplete report, representing other individual
gifts from industry personnel.
In connection with the report, Mr. Balaban
made the following statement :
"In announcing the final results of Red Cross
Week held in April, I want to express my
appreciation for the untiring efTorts of theatre
and exchange division chairmen throughout the
field.
'We know that thousands of exhibitors who
participated so splendidly have been awaiting
with interest tlie final report, and in releasing
it to them I want to convey my genuine admiration for the magnificent job which all of them
performed in bringing to the American Red
Cross the greatest sum of money ever collected
in such a drive. It is they who did the job
and every single one of them can take real
pride
in another
outstanding
war service."
The total
of $.^.067,236.25
in audience
collections was
made up of sums reported by the various exchange
areas, listed bv exchange centers as follows :
Albanv, $,16.7.35.99; Atlanta, $168,000; Boston.
$156,901.69; Buffalo, $60,122.36; Charlotte. $93,273.01;
Chicago.
$189,128.79;
$78,753.22;
Cleveland. $98,771.31;
Dallas, Cincinnati.
$167,086; Denver.
$37,501.38;
Des Moines. $41,764.59; Detroit, $139,484.35; Indianapolis. $80,000; Kansas City, $57,390.65; Los Angeles, $169,499.89; Memphis, $48,000; Milwaukee, $53.534.41; Minneapolis, $102,888.83; New Haven,
$61,184.17; New Orleans, $94,958.60; New York,
$390,432.52; Oklahoma Citv, $22,897.76; Omaha,
$28,317.08; Philadelphia, $180,885.01; Pittsburgh,
$80,277.89; Portland. $41,233.58; St. Louis, $34,816.91 ;
Salt Lake Citv, $43,309.50; San Francisco, $150,236;
Seattle, $47,507.30; Washington, D. C, $112,343.46,
Gluckman to West Coast
Henry Gluckman, War Activities Coinmittee
Distributors Division executive, left New
York Monday for Hollywood.

FIRST TRANSACTION. Joan Blondell, a visitor
this week at WAC headquarters in New York,
where plans for the industry phase of the Third
War Loan campaign are growing apace, and
assisted George J. Schaefer, "Ranger" chairman,
in selling the first bond to Francis S. Harmon,
WAC executive vice-chairman. One objective
of
effort isemploye.
to sell at least one extra
bondthe toindustry's
every industry
Woman

Exhibitor

Scores

On The Patriotic Front
Mrs. O. W. Fors, operator and manager of
the Drake Theatre, Drake, N. D., has rendered
such conspicuous service to the war effort in
cooperation with the Northwest Theatres Division of the WAC that she has received the "C"
award from the Variety Club of the Northwest
for full and complete participation with the
War Activities Committee.
During the entire month of July the Drake
Theatre sold War Stamps and Bonds and then
capped the "Shangri La" drive on July 31 with
a special auction of articles contributed by
jiatrons to bidders buying War Bonds. Mrs.
Fors received pieces of old furniture, springchickens, twine, crates of fruit, fancy work and
other articles when she advertised one week in
advance for such articles to be bid on by buyers
of bonds. She arranged for all stores to close
one hour while the auction took place in the
street with the town band of 17 members playing a concert.
In addition to this, Mrs. Fors has played all of the
film released through the War Activities Committee and
pledges herself to play every short subject that is
released through these channels.
She also put on a special drive to sell enough Bonds
to
Jeep, sale.
the cost of which is $900 and wound up
withbuya a$1200
Although only operating 4 nights a week, Mrs. Fors
participated in the Red Cross collection drive and
collected during these 4 days — $97.50.
Kornblum, Wolff and Gilman on
Committee to Aid War Chest

Record for Faith, S. D.
An example of the thoroughness with which
exhibitors
variousin War
Activ'ties
Committee attack
projectstheis shown
a communique
received from W. R. Pickard, exhibitor in
Faith, atre,South
Dakota.withPickard's
Wapazo Legion
Thein cooperation
the American
and its Auxiliary, staged "Shangri-La" day
near the close of this month-long war stamp
campaign.
In one single day the take was $901.15.
Faith has a population of 500!

Tlirough the Hollywood Victory Committee
the motion picture industry and its stars have
agreed to assume a major share nationally and
in Los Angeles of the War Chest Cainpaign to
be held this Fall. The executive board of
Hollywood Victory Committee voted full cooperation in the campaign and appointed- I. B.
Kornblum, Marco WoHf and Don Gilman as
a committee to work with the Los Angeles
War
Chest Campaigi-(
Victory
Committee
also votedCommittee.
to sponsorThea Victory
CaravanWarof stars
the inTreasury
Department's
Third
Loan for
drive
Septetnber.

Drive as Industry's
Bis Opportunity
On their return to New York Monday after
a two-day session of conferences in Washington in the offices of the War Finance Committee,
Francis S. Harmon, WAC executive vicechairman, and Ray Beall, chairman of the Third
War
Publicity
stated that
"the
most Loan
important
fact Committee,
for the industry
to know
was that it was part of a great ail-American
team
goal brought
was fifteentogether
billion dollars."
Thewhose
meeting
the entire
"team," in the persons of State chairmen and
publicity chairmen of the WFC, as well as
representatives from the press, screen, radio,
retail merchants and the outdoor advertising
companies. Theodore R. Gamble, National Director of the War Finance Committee, with Oscar
A. Doob, newly appointed Assistant National
Director in charge of advertising, and Robert
Coyne, National Director of Field Operations
attended these sessions and spoke to the group,
\'incent Callahan presided.
"There are two things that cannot be stressed
too strongly," declared Beall and Harmon in a
joint statement. "These are, that the industry
is in fine company in the Third War Loan.
The press, radio, the merchants and billboard
people are as potent allies as can possibly be
mustered.
"The second factor is that the industry is
'working for' the War Finance Committee. Its
r-nembers in the states, counties and towns should
be part and parcel of any action taken by the
WAC in those areas. The basic step of any
WAC group is to bring the local WFC man into
the campaign."
New Haven Sets Drive in Motion
One War Activities Comn-iittee exchange
area group — New Haven — ^has accepted the
tremendous challenge to showmanship that the
Third War Loan represents and has already
met to set up preliminary outlines of its participation.
I. J. Hoffman and Harry Shaw, co-chairmen
of the Exhibitor Committee, called the nvseting
which was attended by Lou Brown, Public
Relations Chairmai-i, Dr. Jack Fishman, Herman Levy, Barney Pitkin, Dan Finii and B. E.
Hoffman.
Music Committee

Writes 7

Songs for 3rd War Loan
At the request of the War Activities Comi-nittee, the Music War Committee of the Theatre Wing, headed by Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd,
has written seven new songs for the use of the
WAC in the forthcoming Third War Loan.
The songs, tailored along the "back the attack— buy Unconditional Surrender Bonds."
Santa Monica Theatremen
Set Up Defense Bureau
Organization of a Theatre Defense Bureau in
Santa Monica, patterned after the successful
Los Angeles Bureau, has been announced.
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O'Ne
ill was
in theSyra
cuse
All-embracing
campaign
staged by
Manager Vaughn O'Neill of Loew's Theatre,
Syracuse, N. Y., for his showing of "Hitler's
Madman." O'Neill was assisted by Jack Gilmore. MGM exploiteer. Divided into various
phases, the campaign is outlined herewith :
Newspapers. Readers, stories and art work
were liberally displayed in the Herald Journal.
A recent New York Times editorial on "Lidice"
was repeated in the Post Standard, while LaGaxetta Di Syracuse, a foreign-language paper,
ran pictorial layouts on the picture. In a tieup
with the
News,pricea children's
matinee
held,
for Polish
which the
of admission
was was
any
useful article of children's clothing which was
given to the Polish Relief to be distributed to
the unfortunate countries. The churches, Czech
and Polish Relief Societies cooperated.
Contest: A "How Well Do You Know
Our Historical Poems" contest, based on the
Edna St. Vincent Millay poem, was run by the
Post Standard. Prizes were offered for the
largest lists of "truly great poems commemorating trulyas great
$25 war
bond were
was
offered
first events."
prize, andA other
awards
$5. $3. $2 and ten pairs of guest tickets.
Radio. Spot announcements were broadcast over Station WAGE.
Library. Stills and art copy were displayed in the Syracuse Public Library and
eight branches. Bookmarks were distributed in
all libraries, book stores and department store
lending libraries.
Special Cards. Special two-style odd-size
cards were made up from the national ad copy
for use on hotel counters, cigar stores, soda
fountains, windows and as tack cards on telegraph poles.
Vacant Store Windows. Scene stills with
art, theatre, copy were mounted on 40x60s and
placed in three vacant store windows. A new
angle was given the old "peep hole stunt" :
"Don't Look— This Will Make You Mad." Best
of the stills used in the background.
Lobby. A 40x60 on the stair landing
played by the woman angle. There was also a
40x60 on the lobby floor. Over the door was
a 4xl8-feet shadow box with cut-out letters.
Front. The inside shadow box was moved
to the front during the engagement, placed over
the box-office. On either side of the entrance
was a 40x60 using and art and copy : "Picture
that pulls no punches."
Marquee. "No Woman Can Escape 'Hitler's Madman' " was the general theme of the
marquee billing.
War Worker Contest Fills
Three Theatres in Houston
Interstate Circuit had to utilize three theatres
— the Majestic, Metropolitan and Kirby — to accommodate the finals in a Miss War Worker
of 1943 contest sponsored by the Houston Press
in conjunction with "Action in the North AtPicturethree
was houses.
shown as the midnight
attraction lantic."
at all
Originally intended for only one house, the
Majestic, the contest attracted such wide response through front-page featuring in the Press
that
Al
a second Lever,
house Interstate's
and then a city
third.manager, added

One
of the of
mostthe impressive
to Athens,
date on Ga.
Warners'
"Air Force"
usedtheatre,
for thea
engagement
film at thelobby
Palacedisplays
Theatre,
Constructed
by the was
men that
of the
large scale model of a pursuit plane, along with large cut-out letters of the title, was suspended
from the ceiling. Patrons couldn't help but see the display, and it caused much comment. Special
exercises were held on opening day with participation by naval cadets now undergoing basic training
at the University of Georgia pre-flight school. Note service flag, pictures of officers, on the wall.
War

Theme

Valuable

for Selling

i\omance Still is Potent
The terrific pressure which is being maintained behind Bond selling by the theatres
plus a slackening of pace in the number of
war pictures being released seems to have momentarily steered exploitation into a cycle of
almost totally patriotic selling. Evidence of this
trend seems to permeate the correspondence
from managers which pours into the STR daily.
It is a worthy and patriotic direction to be followed in these days of total war but ... it may
also tend to defeat its own effectiveness through
too frequent repetition and the resulting monotony of the same sales approach. Granted it is
easier to get civic and merchant cooperation
than ever before but it also becomes the popular
publicity pattern for showmen simply because it
becomes the course of least resistance.
Much has been said regarding the topic of war
pictures and the consensus of opinion is that the
public is fed up with war pictures. Is this not
a tip off that the direction of picture selling
should whenever possible be detoured away
from the war theme. It seems only common
sense that if escapist pictures are in demand then
the good old peace-time brand of exploitation
stunts might be equally refreshing. This is a
topic which merits attention and consideration
of theatremen. We are not urging you to
neglect the Bond selling in and around the
theatre but are thinking more in terms of the
general exploitation of pictures.
As an example of all-out patriotic selling reported by Manager Sid Holland of the Palace
Theatre, Akron, Ohio, on his showing of "Bombardier," the following campaign was executed.
Opening night was staged as a tribute to^ the
Bombardiers. Participating were the Wacs,
Army Air Cadets from a local university, and
the Wingettes of the Goodyear Aircraft Co. who
are a singing chorus. Each group presented
their part in the war effort, paying tribute to
the Bombardiers with the slogan "Buy a Bond
forThea Bombardier."
Akron Beacon-Journal publicized the

Bonds,

but

In Selling Shows
event daily for one week prior to opening.
Holland also tied in with radio stations WAKR
and WJW for eight daily spot announcements
plugging the Bombardier song and attraction.
This picture as do most other totally war
stories lend themselves to this type of exploitation but there are a host of other pictures with
war sequences that can be sold on an escapist
theme with the old fashioned brand of ballyhoo.
Romance is still a mighty good stock in trade
where entertainment is concerned and with a
very large segment of our male patrons in service, feminine appeal becomes a most important
sales approach. People are not tired of war
pictures it has developed. The reason most
commonly given for non-attendance at war film
showings is that some one in their family is in
the service
wanttheir
to see
the ones.
horrible thingsand
thatthey
maydon't
befall
loved
This is the human element at work.
As an example of escapist selling mentioned
in the Shomanalysis on "We've Never Been
Licked" appearing in this issue of STR we
have pointed out the joyous, carefree, fun and
romance angles of campus life. The old bag uf
tricks can lure many erstwhile stay-at-homes to
see this film if the war sequences are played
down.
Keeploseselling
all you're ofworth
but
don't
sight Bonds
of theforimportance
prospect
analysis when planning your campaigns.
He Uses Ideas That Work
It's one thing to have ideas and something
else to have ideas that work. George Zeppos,
of the thingRex,
Wheeling,
Va., didn't
do anythat might
rightly W.
be called
sensational
for
"Bataan," but started in by sending special
letters to all local patriotic societies. He then
landed space on Army "A" boards, and promoted a "fighting words" contest lifted from
the press book.
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AII-*Round
Staged

This is what is known as "putting up a front." The largest ever constructed for the Alhambra Theatre
was erected for Harlem premiere of 20th Century-Fox's "Stormy Weather." Note giant doorman at left.
Stormy
Harlem

Weather
Breaks

Al!

Campaign
Bsecords

"Stormy Weather" received a campaign from
RKO's Fred Herkowitz, in conjunction with
20th-Fox exploiteers under Hal Home, when
the film played the RKO Alhambra, that helped
to shatter all existing records at the house in
box-office receipts and attendance. The picture
opened day and date with the Roxy Theatre,
which also played to record business.
The campaign follows :
Seven days before the Alhambra run, the
front of the theatre carried "Stormy Weather"
teaser messages. Seven hundred cards, one
hundred 3-sheets and 25 sixes were posted
throughout Harlem. Twenty merchants' store
windows carried the "Welcome to 'Stormy
Weather' " messages.
A 20-foot banner, valances and a 100-foot
front which included fifteen 40x80 life-size blowups of the stars, were used around the theatre.
The local papers carried 900 lines of paid ads,
eight columns of pictures and story breaks,
including a full backpage picture of Lena Horne

for rremiere

or RKO

Alhamb

in
ra

in Six
the Harlem
Voice. from
hundred tabloid,
lines of The
ads People's
were promoted
local merchants.
Other RKO theatres in Harlem ran trailers,
and had lobby displays selling the Alhambra
premiere.
The opening night with the all-time house
records being broken, was a gala occasion. The
carpet was rolled out on the sidewalk and
Buddy Bowser, a well-known Harlem M.C.,
was at the sidewalk mike. Harlem dignitaries
and celebrities were invited down and the 15th
Regiment sent down 300 men in full regalia
from their armory at 143rd Street, in a grand
parade to the front of the theatre. The colorguard went through the usual ceremony and
Col. W. Woodruff Chisum, who headed the
regiment, made a one-minute address from the
stage. A colored newsreel took shots of the
entire proceedings and a film is now being
shown in all colored theatres.
This entire campaign was conceived and executed within a period of 25/4 days. Result :
All house records for any Harlem theatre, for
all time, were broken.

by

Campaisn
Sayles

on

in Albany
Comedy
By the time Manager Alec Sayles of the
Palace Theatre, Albany, N. Y., had completed
his
werecampaign
few, if on
any,'The
localHuman
citizensComedy,"
who didthere
not
know about its showing.
Starting three weeks in advance, Sayles
opened with a battery of teaser trailers, and
there were followed by the regular trailer which
carried through on the screen until the day
before opening. A large setpiece was placed in
the lobby two weeks in advance.
In each of the six public libraries were
placed, small setpieces with snappy copy and
attractive stills. Some of the libraries had a
Saroyan Week during which they pushed "The
Human
Comedy" the
and week
other 35,000
Williambook
Saroyan's
books. During
marks
were distributed.
Newspapers were "very liberal" in according
space to advance stories and art.
Sayles' appeal to the superintendent of schools
for cooperation brought fruitful results : The
superintendent wTote each school about the
coming of the picture, sent a letter to each
principal with bulletins and two guest tickets in
each. Parochial and private schools and colleges were "covered" with 150 of these letters.
Bulletins
displa3'ed in 75 country schools
in
Albany were
County.
All doctors, lawyers, clergymen and other
professional men were sent 200 short letters calling their attention to the opening of "The
Human Comedy." Two hundred special letters
were also sent to people who had attended a
preview of the film.
In nearly a dozen book shops one-sheet cards
with stills were placed in the windows, and
other cards inside on the shelves.
An attractive window featuring a setpiece and
enlarged telegrams was arranged with Postal
Telegraph.
Last but not least, and considered the high
spot of the campaign by Sayles, was a patriotic
celebration, one of the biggest ever heH in
Albany, and the Palace Theatre played a large
part in it. Fifteen thousand programs — official
programs for the occasion — were printed by
Sayles and distributed by 1000 Boy Scouts to
the thousands who gathered at Bleecker Stadium. Needless to say, the program contained
prominent mention of "The Human Comedy,"
playdate and theatre.

'Hers to Hold' Inspires Club
Of Women Aviation Workers
"HersNewto Jersey
Hold," airplane
women factories
workers
in Inspired
New Yorkby and
whose husbands are serving in the U. S. Air
Corps gathered at the Astor Hotel recently to
form a national society. They were addressed
by Gill Robb Wilson, president of the National
Aeronautic Corp.
Purpose of the club is to inspire other wives
whose husbands are in the flying service to
take jobs in airplane plants and help build the
planes their men fly.

Cue for Your Music Promotion
In connection with the engagement of Paramount's "Dixie" at the New York Paramount, a
display of song hits and stills from the Technicolor
musical filled the G. Schirmer music store window.

'Dangerous' Newspaper Stunt
A newspaper stunt engineered by Edgar
Jones of the Orpheum, Marion, 111., featured this
headline, "Dynamite Found in Theatre " This
was, of course, followed by a story on the enDangerous."
It made
the people gagement
sitof "Slightly
up and take
notice.

Explain Instruments to Patrons
Before and during the run of Warners' "Action
in
the North
Atlantic
" at RKOthatKeith's
Theatre,all
Flushing,
N. Y.,
instruments
help equip
vessels of Uncle Sam's Navy were displayed in
the lobby. Members of the Coast Guard explained gadgets to patrons, as in scene above.
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the Editor in

Discussing Programs
While Ye Ed is on his vacation, we're handling the Program Exchange. We've read the
departmentassociate
many times
; in fact,
we've now
seen that
our
editorial
prepare
it. But
the assignment
has afallen
to usandwhile
he's on
vacation,
it looms
difficult
gargantuan
task. After all, we know nothing about the
weather, so how can we write about it ? Like
our associate, we too suffer from the humidity;
but what we'd like to say on that point would
shock even a hardboiled linotyper. So, as longas the humidity continues, we shall say nothing
about the weather. Now, let's see how we'd continue ifwe were the regular Program Exchange
editor.
Calendars, calendars, who has the calendars?
Well,
we W.
haveLathrop,
some. For
one
from M.
who example,
runs two there's
California
theatres, one in Menlo Park and another in
Palo Alto.
ThenOwen
there's
one from
Jim Owen,
skipper
of the
Theatre
in Branson,
Mo.
And then two
there's
one from
M. H. Alger,
operates
houses
in Lakeview,
Ore., who
the
Alger and the Marius. And then there's one
from W. S. Samuel, who struggles to keep the
citizens of Milan, Tenn., coming to the Milan
and Ritz theatres. Still another comes from
BentheA.Hoo
Dyer,
now oversees
at
HoowhoTheatre
in Gurdon,what's
Ark. what
We
don't have immediate access to Ye Ed's files,
but seems to us that Dyer was hovering around
a community in Tennessee last time we read
about him.

TRADE

are the combination printing colors, and onecolumn slug mats or adaptation of press-book
ad elements are used to advertise t'ne attractions.
The Jim Owen calendar is all right enough,
but we miss that letter to his patrons on the
back. And the calendar from Ben Dyer, just
like that from Owen, gets over the cool angle
by means of clever art work. By the way, Ben,
just how did the Hoo Hoo Theatre acquire
its name. Incidentally, that would make a good
line of chatter for Abbott & Costello. Sample :
"Let's go to the show tonight." "Which one?"
"Hoo Hoo." "Who? Why, us, of course." "I
know we're going, but to what theatre?" "Hoo
Hoo." 'Who'll go to what?" "We'll go to the
Hoo Hoo." "To the Hoo Hoo? To the movies,
of
for course."
hours. And, of course, that could keep up
Incidentally, Ben sends us some other forms
of advertising. There's a small handbill on
"Murder in Times Square." And a larger one
uses "scareheads" to advertise a horror show
consisting of "I Walked With a Zombie" and
"Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man." The regular weekly four-page program constitutes a nice
bit of art work, with a change in color each
week. Blue, green, red and we don't know what
are the colors of the four we have in our possession. We know Ye Ed will be glad to learn
that Dyer forwarded some programs.
Nice Change of Pace
A note in Cinemag, that tabloid published
for the Capitol and Majestic theatres, Paragould,
tribute
the paper's
carrier Ark.,
boys. pays
Seems
the toladonesoldof $108
worth

Something New Added

of bonds and stamps in last month's Shangri-La
drive. Pipe this item in the "Over the Fence"
column
to should
the Lovelorn
: Theof girl
with a ;lot"Advice
of curves
be careful
the
guy
with
a
lot
of
angles."
We
note
a
Wall
Street given as an address in one of the ads.

Now let's look over these calendars. You've
heard — or rather you've read — about Lathrop's,
so it isn't necessary for us to add any further
comments. Likewise, Alger's calendar has been
discussed any number of times — each time with
a different slant, of course — so we don't see how
we canten. But
improve
upon what's
this calendar
from already
Samuel been
looks writlike
something new. Instead of the customary twosided afifair which many managers use to schedule the attractions of two theatres, Samuel gets
both his theatres on one side of the sheet, with
the back left blank. To accomplish this, the
calendar is nearly twice as large as the others.
Looks almost like a 24-sheet, and when hung
on the wall will practically cover mom and
pop's wedding-day picture. Green and black

Is that Paragould's financial district?
We've been reading in this Department where
Bill Drace has been sending some tabloid programs marked "Letter follows," with no letter
following. At this writing, there's still no letter.
Bill, sit yourself down at that typewriter right
now and get that letter on its way to us.
The Uptown Theatre in New York now uses
a post card to inform its patrons about current
attractions. Thanks to Al Mayes for two recent
programs for the Rialto, Rex and Rio theatres,
Beeville, Texas.
As Ye Ed would say : "Well, that seems to
be about all for this time." How're we doin' ?
If that's your answer, just keep quiet. We
didn't ask for the assignment, we just got it.
So there!

COLORFUL
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This trio of effective lobby displays on Warners' "Casablanca," 20th Century-Fox's "Hello, Frisco,
Hello" and Columbia's "Reveille With Beverly" were used at Lichtman's Lincoln Theatre in Washington,
D. C. Cut-out letters, covered with paper and backed by flasher lighting effects, animated displays.

BUY THESE RECORDS AT
Fox Music Store
KAT KYSEB
FREDDY MARTIN
COUNT BASm
BEJfNY
GOODMAN
XAVEER CDC AT
SEE PLUS
48 STARS
GREAT LOVE STORY
SOCl£SS£K

SOL L£5SEIZ —
,STA6E DOOR
CANTEEN
starting Today

See the Picture
THEN
KMD THE BOOK
We Have /t.'
OMOBBOW
I»ew Poll
C. p. FOX
next toMUSIC
Fb1ac« STORE
B*Jr« Band! t Et25??cs

'Canteen' Cooperative Ads
Two cooperative ads on the showing of Unii-ed
Artists' "Stage Door Canteen " at the Loew-Poli
Palace, Merlden, Conn. Music ad (left) was promoted by Manager J. G. Samartano, while the
book
ad was set by his assistant, Helen McLaughlin.

Paper

Bombs

Dropped

To Exploit 'Bombardier'
the opening
"Bombardier"
thePreceding
RKO Palace
Theatre,of Chicago,
Managerat
Frank Smith tied-in with the local war production plants (Douglas Aircraft, Buick Aviation, Western Electric and Signal Air Corps),
and through these sources obtained excellent
mechanical displays for theatre lobby exhibition.
Smith also arranged with the Civilian Air
Pilot Corps and the U. S. Air Force to fly over
the downtown district between 5 :00 and 6 :00
p.m. on opening day. Ten planes participated
in the flight. Three of the planes flew in advance and laid a smoke screen while the remaining seven followed in formation and dropped
10,000 paper bombs, on which was a combined
copy for the Air Force Recruiting and the
Treasury Department and in large type "See
'Bombardier' at the Palace." On 200 of these
bombs, passes to the theatre were attached, and
one had an order attached for a twenty-five
dollar war bond to the lucky finder.
Through the cooperation of the U. S. Ordinance Dept., Smith secured two 2000-pound
block busters and two 500-pound demolition
bombs for a front of the theatre sidewalk exhibit. Winding-up the campaign was a parade
arranged through cooperation of the Civilian
Air Pilot Corps and the Air Force in which
400 pilots in uniform, a 60-piece military band
and Army jeeps and trucks participated. The
procession paraded the downtowm section, diverging at the theatre. Smith also tied-in with
all local radio stations for daily one-minute
spot announcements plugging the Bombardier
song as well as the picture.

'Makes You a Celebrity'
"The Youngest Profession," dealing as it does
with young autograph hunters, gave Adam
Hornbeck of the Bison, Shawnee, Okla., and
MGM Exploiteer Ed Gardner a direct idea.
They had three attractive girls going through
the business district, asking pedestrians for
autographs, and then presenting them with heralds on th% picture. "This makes you a celebrity," they said.
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Cities

Premieres

For

^Behind
Rising
Sun^
Northwest premiere
of "Behind
the Rising
Sun" took place this week in SO Pacific Coast
cities. Promotion was much on the same large
scale which proved so successful in New England, with James R. Young, author of the book
on which the picture is based, making a number
of talks before civic bodies, in churches, in war
plants, etc.
As in the Boston premiere, there was an
increased newspaper campaign, full billboard
coverage, and radio sponsorship with special
broadcasts over a number of Northwest stations.
Included among the theatres and cities participating in the premiere were the following:
Paramount, Seattle ; Orpheum, Spokane ; Roxy,
Bremerton ; Avalon, Olympia ; Liberty, Yakima ;
Liberty, Walla Walla ; Vitaphone, Wenatchee :
Island, Anacortes ; Lyric, Mt. Vernon ; Mt.
Baker, Bellingham ; Granada, Lewiston, Idaho;
Warner, Aberdeen ; Columbia, Longview, Wash. ;
Kelso, Kelso, Wash.; Criterion, Medford, Ore.;
Oregon State, Corvallis, Ore. ; Liberty, North
Bend, Ore.; Venetian, Albany, Ore.; Grand,
Salem, Ore. ; Liberty, La Grande, Ore. ; Rivoli,
Pendleton, Ore. ; Orplieum, Baker, Ore. ; Rogue,
Grant's Pass, Ore. ; Coliseum, Tillamook, Ore. ;
Hunt's
Indian,
Hood River,
Ore. Roseburg, Ore. ; Cascadian,
New England Still Excited
Meanwhile, conservative New England was
reported slowly recovering from the excitement
occasioned by the 79-city premiere in that territory a few days ago, with staid old Boston as
the center of the spectacular affair.
Attendance at the Keith Memorial Theatre,
it was said, broke the house record for the first
day's business of any previous picture. Throughout the day screen star Margo, who plays the
lead
in "Behind
Rising heavyweight
Sun" ; Lt. James
Braddock,
formerthe world
boxingJ.
champion, and author Young made personal appearances atthe Memorial.
Preceding the premiere a mammoth sportsradio-music festival known as a Buddy Party
was held at Boston's Madison Square Garden,
highlighted by a matc'n between Lt. Braddock
and 240-pound wrestling champion Walter
Strack. Bout was patterned after the gruelling
match between an American boxer and a Japanese Judo expert, which is a highlight of the
picture. Admission to the bout had been gained
by civilians through donations of cigarets for
soldiers.

'WE'VE NEVER BEEN LICKED'
{First of the Streamlined SHOWMAN ALYSIS
designed for quick reading by busy theatremen.)
Symbols
(A), (B)suggestion
and (C) to
indicate
bility of particular
variousapplicatypes
of operation; i.e. (A) large city; B) small city;
(C) small town and neighborhood situations.
In the STR of July 31, page 36 we rethis picture
rated
it big "A."
Here areviewedsome
helpfulandhints
augmenting
the

Good Way to Use Stills
Thirteen scene stills, a lobby frame and a little
art work made possible the eye-catching disshown above,Director
on RKOMontague
Radio's Salmon
"Spitfire."of
Credit play,Managing
the Rivoli, New York. Why not duplicate it?
Laramie Manager and Paper
Put Over Clean Plate Club
The spread of Clean Plate clubs has reached
Laramie, Wyo., where Manager Jack McGee of
the Fox has put on a campaign for pledges in
cooperation with the Republican-Boomerang,
Laramie's daily newspaper. The pledge appeared in the paper, and when signed and presented at the theatre was good for admission to
a special Clean Plate matinee. More than 400
children attended the first show.
The save-the-food-to-win-the-war angle was
presented to the adults, who have already built
up a large roster of pledge signers. The Clean
Plate Club will be kept in operation for the
duration, says McGee.
Novel Display Shows Women
How They Look as Waves
A novel display in the lobby of the Albee
Theatre, Cincinnati, is attracting many young
women, who are lured by curiosity to see
how they look while wearing the trim, blue
Navy. of the Women's Reserve of the U. S.
uniform
A special display, which is being used in
conjunction with a film short, "Women of the
Navy", consists of a headless mannequin seated
on a chair. The curious young women merely
step behind the form and gaze into the mirror.
Buttons for Campaigners
MGM has awarded Honor Roll Buttons to
W. B. Jacoby, State, Altoona, Pa., and Vaughn
O'Neill, Loew's, Syracuse for their outstanding
promotion of "The Human Comedy" and "Hitler's Madman," respectively. Brock Whitlock,
Loew's Colonial, Reading, Pa., has been honored
for his campaign on "The Human Comedy."
Gives Prizes for Best Signatures

i
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Parade of 400 men from the U. S. Maritime Service Officers Training School, led by their
band and color guard, ends in front of the Fox
Theatre, San Francisco, where the men view the
Warner film, "Action in the North Atlantic."

For "The Youngest Profession" Art Bailey,
of the Stuart, Lincoln, Neb., planted a 40x60
board in the lobby and invited patrons to write
their signatures on it. When a representative
group of names had been affixed, he gave guest
tickets as a prize for the most distinctive signature.

press
book:
SCREEN
(A) Build collegiate prologue to preface trailer on
theme,
"College
local school
tie-up.Days in Peace and War," with
(B) Use personal message over PA to call attention to
trailer with stage decoration or special lighting.
(C) Use special slides ahead of trailer calling attention
to outstanding college picture.
LOBBY
(A) Giant lobby board with 8x10 or larger photos of
local heroes with copy directed as salute to heroes
and picture.
(A) (B) (C) Where local school is training service men
make display of group photo of cadets drilling
alongside
still with
"local
salutes
local collegesimilar
and Texas
A &copy
M for
part city
in making
(A) (B) Bond booth with overhead blowup of sticker
shown in press book.
(C) heroes."
Make overhead banner of cardboard using circular
stickers shown in press book to spell out title.
NEWSPAPER
(A & B) Press book plan for co-op adv. through use
of slugs in all merchant ads seems adequate.
(C) Get local weekly or daily to promote full page
ad using casts of slug mat for border on war bonds
tieing-in picture copy and title paid or sponsored
by leading business men or citizens.
(A-B & C) Sport writers' story of Texas Aggies stars
on the war front; can be localized to local college
stars.
(A-B-C) Story on Mess Hall lingo on woman's page.
(B) Overprint title across front page of daily or Sunday paper with theatre and playdate.
RADIO
(A-B) Salute local college heroes now in service
through their parents. Use "Aggie War Hymn"
recording by Decca for open and close. Spot announcements closing with new war bond slogan
from press book. Dedication ceremony of picture
to local school by civic officials from radio studio
or from stage opening night.
(A-B-C) Plug national broadcast of national Army
Hour salute to picture in lobby or on screen as
soon as date is announced.
(A-B) Get local sports announcer to do broadcast
honoring Bill Stern and Texas Aggies' stars.
OUTDOOR
(A-B) Get young people to pull familiar hazing stunts
in heart of business section with several sign carriers or red flare bearers for bally.
(A-B C) Tie up local schools for bonfire salute to
picture with cheer leaders and school band opening
night with climaxing parade to theatre. Have
pennants and signs on sticks at scene of bonfire,
and in parade.
(A-B-C) Decorate marquee with college pennants, cutouts of principals from 24 sheet or flags. Use red,
white and blue lights to trim marquee.
(A-B-C) Paste stickers (free from exchange) on any
windows or things that move. Flood the town with
title.
(A-B) Texas Aggie War Hymn played on loud speaker
over box-office with PA announcements between
records by cashier.
WINDOW DISPLAYS
(A-B) Patriotic theme using war bond stickers, flags
and college pennants.
(A-B) Men's stores and haberdashery. "What the welldressed
studentof is
wearing
Salute tocollege
the heroes
Texas
A & these
M ordays."
local
college. Photos of local college boys in service.

ROBERT

(DIANA

PAIGE

• ANNE

BARRYMORE

THOMAS

GWYNNE

• LEO

• NOAH

CARRILLO

BEERY,

• ANDY

GOMEZ
• WILLIAM FARNUM
and LON
Original Screen Play by Gerald Geraghty and Morgan B. Gox
Produced and Directed by FORD BEEBE . A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Jr.

DEVINE
CHANEY
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Angles

UIHRT'S
in IHRS.
PREEmnns
Room?

M
i
If

IS SHE? ^
;iS SHE HERE?
WHAT
THERE
ABOUT HfR THAT
MAKES YOU WANT
TO HUG HER?

'M
*lv
2j|
^

You'll Find Out ^4
THUR5DRV M
8:30 P. HI

mmm

Ti
rl

Tested

UIHOi^ I
IIIRS. i^^
FREERIRR?!

FASCINATING!
CAPTIVATING!
CHARMING!
EXQUISITE!
EFFERVESCING!
IS MRS. %
FREERIRR?!
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Republic

Seeks

Right
HILL"
\ vyiADY"OVfigHE
FJI A DAY

Selling Approach

in

"STELLA

Key City Try -Runs
Test exploitation campaigns in connection with sample key city engagements of "Someone to Remember" were
Republic's method of developing the
right approach to a picture posing a
problem as to selling because it is one
of
thosewillmeritorious
"audience
which
please if you
get themshows"
in to
see the picture but might fail of its
potential box-office performance should
the selling approach miss the mark. Two
of the engagements so far used in the
tests afford a very good reminder of
the elemental showmanship principle
that there is more than one way to sell
any one picture, and therefore STR
here offers the evidence which summarized campaigns attacking from two
entirely different points of appeal.

DALLAS"

L

U"
lllpkN' THRlonft
kvery Urn jMiri. yei far (oo seldoBUfSM
It OHtCfon
.VS|VENTH
HEA\j|EN"
which r Joins
mother
ftreat
Gtm-drama
^ de«p select
down company
Into the hearts
o( all iprfro
We «. andNow c aofllct and heartbreak,
^^fihl«
.. .of Bmiles
%ad^|B9i3
fan)«d
'^uthor Ben Amea Williams has «^^4 tt«ry »> i Ich In human emorloo, rral
Kb
that
It
will
becon)4
oet
(if
TMb'
most
cherished
screen
memories!
lia I

The fact that the star of "Someone
...YOU'RE t|
to Remember" is practically an unknown
Going fo MEET
little old lady added to the absence of
Her... SOON! % box-office names poses a selling problem just as did "Lady for a Day" and
"Four Sons." That fact makes a good
opening important.

DO VOU REmEmBER
•LADY
DAY?"TOMORROW?
-MAKE FOR
WAY A FOR
"THt GREATYOU
McGINTYTMEET UP ^
MOTHER'S

LOVE

Teaser campaign cremystery around
Mrs. ating
Freeman
was
tested
by
Missouri
Theatre, St. Louis,

FOR HER BOY!

Since time begaa, there has
been no mightier theme
than this— the devotion, the
sacrlBce, the deep understanding ofa mother for her
son . . . On this timelessly
powerful theme, Ben Ames
WlUlams has based a great
drama, excitingly told on
the screen in a distinguished
motion picture...

to

Mo., ing
whilehumanadsappeal
stress-

^[?Ci*iv-, WORID PREMIERE SHOWING I
THURS- 8:30 P.M.- MISSOURI

i
P.

Valencia,
Baltimore,
were tried by
Loew's
Md. Combination of
two styles should
make well rounded
campaign.

Teaser ads at upper
left and lower right
from Missouri. Ads
upper right and lower
Valencia.
left from Loew's
SHE'S A JOY
TO KNOW!
SHE'S AtlVE
AND exquisite;
SHVS GAY BUT
NOT GIDDY!

with MABEL PAIGE
en* ScmMtloa ef "Lathr Jardu")
JOHN CRAVEN • DOROTHY MORRIS
CHARLES DINGLE • HARRY SHANNON
Director, ROBERT SIODMAK • Sor>.o pi.t by Ffm.o.i Hriiisd
Original Story by BEN AMES WILLIAMS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Flittr BALTO. SHOWINO
TONIGHTI Continuous
★ ★ STARTS ★ ★
MIDNIGHT SHOW
TODAY
. . . ATOP THI CINTURT . . .
Door> OiMn 12.4S P. M.

#
g
lil
fi\

THURSOnV!
SHE'S POSITIUEIV:DELIGHTFUL!
EXCITING!
PROVOKING !
FASCI NATING !

WHY, MRS.
FREEiniin
mmi

TO

f PRESniERE ^
REllEll!

I

THURSDAY 8:30 P. M.
miSSOURI THEATRE
hREMEMBER!'
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Campaign

Based
Laughs
reflect on
itself at the
box-office on opening night.
A sound trick completely bannered paraded tiie
streets of the city prior to and during the picture's engagement. Five thousand novelty heralds and 5000 Laugh Pill Envelopes were distributed throughout the business area and at
the ball park.
All merchants carried special cards welcoming
the
of "Hi Department
Diddle Diddle"
and premiere
both the Berger
Store to
andUtica
The
Boston Store got out attractive window displays.
Eleven spot radio announcements were promoted on the local station.
On opening night a 4()-piece fife and drum
corps marched through the streets of the city
carrying
bannersOut
announcing
film's
premiere
at the Avon.
front a the
laugh
record
was
constantly being played and special comedy
lobby pieces caught the eye of all passersby.
Bob Goodfried, of the U.A. home ofSce exploitation staff, assisted Laury on the campaign.

Headless Man gag used by George Laury for the
world premiere of United Artists' "Hi Diddle
Diddle" at the Avon Theatre, Utica, N. Y., drew
much attention. See story for other stunts.
To exploit the world premiere of "Hi Diddle
Diddle" to the limit, Manager George Laury of
the Avon Theatre, Utica, N. Y., arranged a
campaign that utilized every merchandising
channel. Laury's entire campaign was in keep-,
ing with the picture's premise — laughs — and he
pulled gags that, while of "the old standby"
variety, managed to make a hit with the town's
population and resulted in word-of-mouth comment days before the opening.
Campaign got under way with generous art
and feature stories in local papers. Manager
Laury had Mayor Corrou accept a print of the
picture for its world premiere in this city — and
local papers gave both stories and art to the
Mayor's thanks for having Utica's first film
world premiere. With the Detroit baseball
team visiting this city, all players attended the
second
player
left the day's
theatreperformance.
his commentsAndon astheeach
attraction
were solicited and broke in the Utica ObserverDispatch.
Three contests, resulting in newspaper and
radio coverage, were put over. The ObserverDispatch used a "Hi Diddle Diddle Jingle Contest" with warwasbonds
and guest tickets
The winner
photographed
in frontas prizes.
of the
Avon Theatre receiving the bond, thus accounting for another newspaper break for the attraction. With the aid of local merchants the Humor Ad Contest was run in dailies. Through the
cooperation of a local radio station a contest
was arranged to find the Ideal Mother and
Daughter most resembling Martha Scott and
Billie Burke, stars of the picture. The station
plugged the contest for several days in advance
and, when the winners were picked, devoted
generous radio time to a special interview which
also contained plugs for "Hi Diddle Diddle."
Laury had the entire town laughing - with
five gag ballyhoo stunts he put over. For days
prior to the opening he used the Stretcher
Gag and the Headless Man — both stunts halted
traffic and had everyone talking about the picture. Another gag revolved around a pretty
young girl shouting to a deaf man "Take Me
to the World Premiere of 'Hi Diddle Diddle'."
Pulled on local busses it got the attention of
passengers and aroused sufificient interest to

Cutout Display at Stair Head
Sure to Force Their Attention
If your theatre boasts a staircase leading to
a mezzanine or balcony lobby you have one of
the best display spaces possible. Anybody coming up the stairs cannot possibly miss looking at
the wall opposite the head of the staircase, and
if you have not used this location you have
missed a really good thing.
Any kind of display can be used, but for an
example, the Paramount, Denver, makes a, regular practice of it— and in a big way. They place
an eight-foot display there which covers the
whole wall at the stairs. Usually it is a cutout,
decorated in some part with tinsel powder, and
the whole thing a frame for a scene from the
next week's picture, plus appropriate copy. Only
a blind man could pass it without looking.

It Got 'Favorable Reaction'
One of the cleverest of the clever displays so
far
"The More
the Merrier
was used
the on
one Columbia's
on view recently
in the
lobby of"
Loew's Theatre, Mount Vernon, N. Y, Manager
George Miner says it got "favorable reaction."
Their First Jobs Pay Off
Getting his first job remains indelibly fixed in
the mind of every person, so Irwin Dubinsky,
of the Missouri, St. Joseph, Mo., put two and
two together for "The Youngest Profession."
He planted a newspaper contest offering war
stamps ■ for the most amusing experiences encountered while searching for that first job.
Response was big because everybody had memories on the subject.
War

Bond for Attendance

Andy Roy, of the Stanley, Utica, N. Y., made
a defense plant tieup for "Bataan," in which
the employe witli the best attendance record got
a war bond. Plant, in return, gave wide publicity to the picture, both on bulletin boards
and house organ.

Canteen
Banner First In City^s History
United Artists' "Stage Door Canteen" was given an effective exploitation campaign by Manager
Harry Greenman, of Loew's Orpheum Theatre, Boston.
to the
were
SUUL UUOR UWIEL..
held Prior
for radio
and film's
movie opening
critics, special
and alsoscreenings
at the Chelsea
Naval Hospital — all resulting in the attraction getting
feature story and art breaks in all newspapers. Through
the cooperation of Mayor Francis J. Tobin, who issued a
proclamation urging everyone to see the picture, special
cards plugging it were posted on all city electric light
standards.
Special bulletins were issued in cooperation with
the American Legion and the 40/8. Three hundred and
fifty 3-color two sheets were posted in all subway and
elevated stations, and 10,000 heralds were distributed
throughout
the opening. the downtown areas a week in advance of
Transcriptions and spot announcements were
secured over Radio Stations WHDN, WBZ, WCOP, and
WORL. For a street ballyhoo. Manager Greenman used
a sound car mounted with six sheet posters on each
side. This car was used a week in advance and covered
the downtown and suburban areas. For the first time
in the city's history a 50-foot net banner (see cut)
was strung across the street facing the Orpheum Theatre plugging 'Stage Door Canteen."
In addition to pennants and banners the front of the theatre also carried cut-out displays. A
sound machine was used to broadcast the hit tunes from the marquee in front of the house.
In New York, part of the campaign for "Stage Door Canteen" at the Capitol was the distribution
the
city. than sixty special photo-standees in twenty-six local Davega Sporting Goods Stores throughout
of more
The special standees are 14x22, in two colors, and each carries full credit to the picture with
an 8 X 10 photo of the leading performers appearing in it.
In addition to window displays the standees were also effectively used for inner-store layouts.
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ALBANY
Variety Tent Nine, which is underwriting the
expense of the Albany Boys Club summer camp,
is holding a corn roast and field day for its
youthful charges August 16.
Exhibitors visiting film row early this week
included Ed Mclntyre and Agnes Ferguson,
Copakc Theater, Copake ; Henry Grossman,
Community, Hudson; B. J. Pearlman, James,
Utica ; Bernie Diamond and Elmer Sichel,
Schine Circuit bookers ; Mrs. Frieda Klein,
Hunter Theatre, Hunter ; C. M. Davis, Phoenicia Theatre, Phoenicia ; Tom Alfrieri, Community, Millbrook ; Walter Wertime and his
secretary, Mrs. T. J. Ferguson, Chester, Chestertown ; Gieorge Thornton, Orpheum, Saugerties ; Mitchel Conery, Conery Circuit, Ravena ;
Harry Lament, Greenville, Athens and Woodstock; Neil Hellman, Hellman Theatres, Albany.
Bonnie Goodman, secretary to Joe Miller, Columbia branch manager, left on vacation this
week.
Oscar Perrin, veteran Albany theatre manager, is handling the vacation shift for Warner
Circuit, now relieving Al LaFlamme, Madison
Theatre manager, who is vacationing in Maine.
Jack Armm, Columbia salesman, is in a local
hospital with a broken rib.
Ben Smith, Monogram salesman, re-enters
the Albany Hospital August 14 for another
eye operation. Smith recently returned to his
duties after a prior hospital siege.
Alma Rendert, telephone operator at Columbia, is on a leave of absence due to illness in
her family.
Daniel R. Houlihan, 20th Century-Fox book■er, left on a vacation to Cape Cod Aug. 10.
Robert Adler, new Monogram booker and
office manager, is moving his wife and family
to Albany this week.
Cornelia Sullivan, Paramount booking stenographer, ispassing her vacation at Greenwich
and Stamford, Conn.
Chris Buckley, exhibitor who operates the
General Stark Theatre, Bennington, Vermont,
is visiting his son Chris, Jr., in Hartford, Conn.,
this week.
Tom Creavy, United States Professional Golf
Association champion in 1931, joined Paramount
exchange here August 9 as assistant booker.
Marge Buckley, contract clerk at RKO, has
returned from her vacation, as has Abe Van
Deusen, head booker in the same exchange.
George Tucker, RKO salesman, enters Albany
Hospital this week-end for an operation on his
arm, injured in an accident while on the road
last winter.
Home on furlough this week wearing his new
sergeant's
stripes is Tommy Carroll, former
shipper at Republic.
Helen Wisper, secretary to Harry Alexander,
20th Century-Fox branch manager, will be
capped August 15 at Troy Hospital, Troy, after
passing her 80-hour Nurse's Aid course.
The new assistant booker at Universal is Fred
Bragdon, who succeeds George SmernofF, resigned.
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summer home near North Conway, N. H.
Ernest Sharaf of the Rialto Theatre, Worces"Bob"
of the the
Plymouth
Theatreter,of andthat
city, Robinson
came to town
middle of
the
week to spend several days looking at film
product.
Moses Jaffery of the Alhambra at Quincy,
formerly of the theatre colony in Leoninster
and Fitchburg, was in town last week purchasingproduct.
Murray Weiss, contractor for the erection of
theatres and similar amusement places, was guest
of honor for the second time in two weeks at
a luncheon given at the Hotel Statler last week.
Eddie O'Donnell of the Liberty and State
theatres in Webster, Mass., and Abe Garbose,
manager of theatres at Athol and Gardner,
Mass., spent several days in the Hub last week.
Lou Richmond, right bower to E. M. Loew,
is on a fishing trip in Maine — and says its a
military secret as to his vacation address.
Many improvements are being made at the
Strand
in Boston's
Backmore
Bayattractive
district,
and the Theatre
theatre will
be not only
but more comfortable.
Hyman , Phillips, one of the owners of the
Fenway Theatre, the Dorchester, Strand, and
other theatres, is seriously ill at Beth Israel
Hospital.
Earl Savage, motion picture photographer, has
athetwo-masted
schooner,Florida,
"Mandarin,"
up at
docks in Daytona,
and is tied
anxiously
hoping that some theatre man will wander down
and take a look at the boat and then inform
Earl, through this paper, what condition "Mandarin" is currently in.
Eddie Morey, Monogram big-wig, is in town
for a visit with old friends here . . . and is
cordially welcomed back to the Variety Club.
Hays'after
representative
theMark
East, Larkin,
is back Will
in Boston
several weeksin
spentcut,inNewvisiting
"foreign"
territory — ConnectiHampshire
and Vermont.
Norman J. Ayers, district manager for Warners, spent some time in New York this week,
stopping at New Haven en route.
Dorothy Taylor, secretary to Phil Engel at
Warners, is spending a vacation in Maine.
CHARLOTTE
Dave Price, district manager for RKO, was a
visitor here from Atlanta last week. Bill Andrew, RKO's office manager, has left Charlotte
for Army.
Atlanta, preparatory to being inducted into
the
Mary Jane Moffit has returned from her
vacation and is back at her desk in the RKO
exchanae.

BOSTON
George Beatty of the Strand Theatre, Westboro, Fred Green, owner of the Bijou at Woonsocket, and Domenic Turturo, theatre owner
from Milbury, Mass., spent several days in
Boston this week.
Joseph and Myer Stangler of Narragansett
Pier and the Wakefield theatres, came up with
a party of friends to spend the week-end.
Dick Rubin of the Saugus Theatre is spending several days in a much-needed rest at his

FATHER AND SON TALKIE. Tom Connors,
vice-president in charge of world wide sales
of 20th Century-Fox, and Tom, Jr., of the U. S.
Army, had time for a social chat at a party
hosted by March of Time during the recent
20th-Fox sales meeting in New York.
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E. E. Heller, office manager for the Producers
Releasing Company, made a recent business trip
to Asheville.
M. A. Cowell announces that construction is
under way for a new theatre, at Jacksonville,
priority having been obtained because of the
proximity to the Marine base at New River.
The new house will be a SOO-seat, second-run
theatre. Two first-run houses now being operated
in Jacksonville were recently purchased by H.
H. Everett of Charlotte.
Kathleen Proctor, booker, and Mrs. Mildred
Warren, of the Twentieth Century-Fox Exchange, are now on vacation.
B. A. Slaughter, Jr., has been made office
manager for the Republic Exchange.
R. H. Bradley has gone to the Everett Enterprises as a booker.
WAC Louise Matthews, formerly with the
Republic Exchange staff and now stationed at
Camp Edwards, Alass., is spending her first
furlough with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Matthews of Charlotte.
CHICAGO
The Chicago Censor Board passed 93 films
last month, making only six cuts, with no rejections and none pinked. Three hundred and two
thousand feet were passed.
The Operators Union, which has to be given
two weeks' notice, reports several closings this
Summer, including Ray Goldstein's Charm Theatre, Dave Rice's Joy Theatre, the Fox Theatre,
the
Berman
CraneFreeman
Theatre,& the
Lake circuit,
Shore Schoenstadt's
Theatre, the
Etelson circuit, and Vesker and Elinek's Prager
Theatre. Number of closings is about the
same as last Summer.
Present among those at the Monogram franchise holders meeting at the Drake Hotel last
week were Charles Trampe, Milwaukee ; Lou
Fidler, Denver ; William Hurlburt, Detroit ;
Hyman Rifkin, Boston; Arthur C. Bramberg,
Atlanta ; Harry Berkson, Buffalo ; George Nest,
St. Louis ; and Irving Mandel of the Chicago
headquarters.
The Variety Club will serve as a clearing
house for contributions from film houses and
the industry during the big Community and
War Fund drive for metropolitan Chicago. Edward Silverman, of Essaness Theatres, is chairman of the club's welfare committee.
Marge Brown has been named cashier for the
Bartelstein Theatre circuit.
DeVry Corporation employes held their annual
Summer picnic at Caldwell Park recently, with
Will DeVry as host. Several hundred of the
workers attended.
Changes at Monogram : Sadie Kalinsky is
Irving
GoldblattMandel's
has been new
namedsecretary
cashier. and Norman
Dave Arlen is now handling Apollo and Garrick publicity for the B and K circuit.
Manny Gottlieb, Universal district manager,
has returned from New York home office conferences.
John Wallerstein, son of Dave Wallerstein,
B and K district manager, will join the Army
Engineering Corps after graduating from Massachusetts Institute of Technology this month.
Jack Pinkus, 20th Century-Fox legal head in
Chicago, has returned from his Wisconsin vacation.
Ted Boisenau, formerly B and K Apollo Theatre manager, is in Chicago on special furlough
from Amorilla camp to attend the funeral of
his father-in-law.
Gary city authorities report the curfew law
of that town is making good. The youngsters
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are off the street by ten each night. Theatres
report no loss of business.
Al Bezel has completed a deal with Herb
Elisburg of the Studio Theatre, Chicago, to
open shortly with the unit show consisting of
"Art of Love," "Bedroom Diplomat" and short
subject entitled "Birth of Life," the same program which recently finished a three-week engagement at the LaSalle, which is said to
have broken house records at the increased
admission price of 75 cents.
Irving Mandel, Monogram franchise holder,
has returned from his Wisconsin vacation,
while Elmer Immerman, B and K personnel
director, has returned from his Michigan vacation.
A son was born to Betty Coston Ling at
Los Angeles. She is the daughter of Jimmy
Coston, Warner zone manager. This is their
second child.
CINCINNATI
Universal's Hank Linet is here from the
home office and is working with E. V. Dinerman, organizing a campaign for the world
premiere of "Phantom of the Opera" which
will open at the Palace on August 19.
Cecil Kipton, booker associated with Abe
Hymen, Huntington, West Virginia, reported
missing, was buried last Thursday. His body,
fully clothed was found in the river near
Ironton, Ohio.
All $1.10 seats for "This is the Army"
benefit performance having been sold out a
week in advance, and with few of the remaining
higher priced tickets still available, there is
talk of using two theatres for the opening
performance.
When two Negros pointed a pistol at Betty
Pitcher, cashier at the Grand Theatre, and demanded money. Miss Pitcher fell to the floor
of the ticket booth in a faint. The robbers
snatched $3.17 and fled.
It is reported that Louis Mills, owner of the
Mills at Morehead, and Dixie at Olive Hill,
Kentucky, has sold his two houses to an undisclosed buyer.
Mrs. William C. Pullen, wife of the owner
of the Linden Theatre, Columbus, died this
week.
Rudy Kjioepfle, Republic representative, said
goodbye to his third son to enter the service.
The Variety Club has definitely set August
30 for their golf tournament. The committee
includes, Saul Greenberg, general chairman ;
Williain Onie, Monogram; Maurice White,
United Theatres ; Alan Moritz, Columbia ;
Harold Bernstein, exhibitor ; Mike Greenberg,
Noah Schechter, exploiteer and Pete Niland,
Columbia.
Film Row- vacationers are Evelyn Robbins,
Paramount ; Ruth Krazinski, Republic ; Bertha
Eckstein, Monogram ; Al Hobt, Metro ; and
Dorothy Lang, Metro.
Joe Oulahan, Paramount's branch manager,
whose birthday was August 7, was the recipient
of hearty congratulations by the office personnel.
Phil Chakeres, Chakeres Circuit, Springfield,
was in town on business this week and stated
that Chakeres has definitely taken over the
Cliftona at Circleville.
E. L. Keesling, of the Keesling Newbold
Circuit, is at the Christ Hospital, Cincinnati.
Paul Hollen of the Alpine Theatre, was a
visitor here this week.
Monogram's Harry Thomas and district
manager George West from the coast are
visiting with William Onie, local franchise
holder.
The Metro Pep Club entertained with a twilight picnic on August 9 at Mt. Airy Forest
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liaving recently been upped from the contract
department. This makes it four to one in the
MGM booking department, with George Bailey
as the only male.
Irving Ribbe, Vitagraph ticket auditor, is
vacationing at Schroon Lake in the Adirondacks. And Nativa Roberts, MGM booker,
is taking in the night life of New York.
Harold Greenberger son of Henry Greenberger, one of the heads of the Community
Circuit, was given an honorable discharge
from the Army when he failed to pass the
final physical examination and is back home
managing the Waldorf Theatre.

DISTINGUISHED PATRON. Mrs. Benjamin Harrison, widow of the 23rd president of the United
States (right), and her friend, Frances Paperte,
of the American Theatre Wing, were greeted by
Manager James Kolbeck of the Capitol Theatre,
New York, when they attended a showing there
of United Artists' "Stage Door Canteen."
where a buffet supper and games were enjoyed
by members, including their president, Edna
Ossege, who returned from her vacation in
tiijie for the festivitie^.
CLEVELAND
Cynthia Ware, publicity director for the
local War Manpower Commision, reports that
war workers are being successfully recruited
through appeals from motion . picture theatre
stages. The plan was first tried several weeks
ago with plant officials making one minute
addresses. The result was forty applicants
signed up. Last week thirty-seven recruits
signed up. Most of the seventy-seven recruits
were women. Women taken from war plants
and dressed in their working uniforms were
the "minutemen" of the second drive.
Rikie Labowich, secretary to G. W. Erdmann
of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association, is vacationing in New York.
M. R. "Duke" Clark, Paramount west coast
branch manager who has been named district
manager pro tem during the leave of absence
of Harry H. Goldstein, is expected in Cleveland
the end of this month. After Clark has checked
in, Goldstein and his wife will check out for
a winter in California.
Milton A. Mooney, head of Co-operative Theatres of Ohio, has added ten more houses,
making approximately sixty theatres in the
northern Ohio area for which his organization
is now buying and booking pictures. The new
additions are the Lake and Park of Painesville,
the Lyric at Fairport Harbor, and the Lexington
of Cleveland all belonging to Abe Schwartz
and Jack Shulman; the Yale, Eclair and Norwood, Cleveland, belonging to S. Vermes and
Sons ; and the Waldorf, Milo and Mt. Pleasant,
operated by Sam Fain and Charles Gottlob.
George W. Erdmann, secretary of the Cleveland Alotion Picture Exhibitors Association,
was on a quickie fishing trip last week.
Vincent Driscoll, partner of Leo Jones in
the Grafton Theatre, Grafton, joined the Navy
because he likes the sea. So, after a year's
service,
he is a pharmacists' mate stationed
in
Oklahoma.
Howard
Burkhardt,
manager
of than
Loew'sto
State
Theatre,
likes nothing
better
sell war bonds. So last week, in his few
spare mornents, he sold $150,000 worth of them.
The previous week he sold $120,200 in bonds.
Stanley Kositsky has resigned as Vitagraph
office manager to go with Co-operative Theatres
of Ohio, succeeding Arthur Simon who is now
Universal city salesman. Joe Friedman, Vitagraph checking supervisor has also resigned.
Rosemary Lavelle is the newest MGM booker,

DALLAS
R. B. Montgomery, of Montgomery & McCallum, operators of four theatres in Wichita
Falls, was a Dallas visitor to get booth equipment to replace that in the Ritz destroyed by
fire. All units in the booth were a complete
loss, partially covered by insurance. Fire was
occasioned by a bad patch. No one was injured.
Paramount opened this week with one booker,
due to a series of drains upon the personnel
A salesman was pulled in to take care of a
booker's desk. Absent also on six months
leave to recover his health is chief accountant Lloyd Henrich.
During the Summer lull at Variety Club
of Texas, Dallas tent No. 17 is preparing for
Fall work. On Monday, August 9, a called
meeting of all members considered details
covering next season's entertainment, charities,
and other interests. Special stress will be
laid on the impending Turtle Derby, which it is
hoped this year will raise upwards of $25,000,
the funds to be used to support the Boys Camp,
Memorial Clinic, and a swimming pool for
underprivileged children.
Marie Harper, who has been Wallace Walthall's National Screen Service phone exchange
operator for 8 years, and who now leaves that
job to enter other work, was entertained by
Walthall at a Variety Club dinner on Friday
of last week. Twelve sat at table. Marie is
the wife of Lt. Fred Harper, Engineers Corps,
now reported to be in Sicily.
John Franconi and Ed Blumenthal, Monogram holders for Texas, announced the sale
of their interest in the National Ideal Pictures,
Inc. of Texas to Bert Willoughby of Chicago.
Willoughby will maintain the Dallas business
for non-theatrical bookings, with Bonnie Long,
former Variety Club and Film Board secretary, in charge.
A heat wave of great severity has held
sway in Texas for more than two weeks, with
an obvious lowering of box-office receipts.
Saturday two weeks ago, along the Dallas
main stem where most trade is adult and
polio has had the least effect, and when the
heat was 105.2 in the late afternoon, the day
was comparatively dull. Next week end
showed a pickup, but there are lulls in Midweek. However, with so many people in war
plants at good wages, volume on the week remain satisfactor}'.
DENVER
Dorothy Lamour and her husband, CapL
William Ross Howard, III, of the U. S. Army
\\\- Force, are in Denver. He is stationed at
Lowry Field, and how long thej'- stay in Denver
will be determined by the Army and by Miss
Lamour's next picture.
Frank H. (Rick) Ricketson, president of Fox
Intermountain Theatres, was named president
of the Central City Opera House Association at
{Continued on Page 32)
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{Continued from Page 29)
the annual meeting. Ricketson has for several
years been a member of the executive committee of this organization which sponsors the
annual play festivals at the 65-year-old opera
house in the old mining town.
Fox Intermountain Theatre notes — Chas.
Morehead, city manager at Sheridan, Wyo., has
been moved to Ogden as city manager, succeeding Ted Kirkmeyer, who has gone to the
Army. Les Newkirk, Trinidad, Colo., city manager, goes to Sheridan, and the Trinidad job
is being handled temporarily by Henry Westerfeld, assistant. Robert Wilson, city manager,
Delta, Colo., goes to Sterling as city manager,
succeeding William Gutstein, resigned. Ed Kingmoves from La Junta to Sterling. C. R. Lindblatt, recently manager of the Santa Fe, Denver,
has been made city manager at La Junta.
John Anderson, former partner in the Telenews Theatre, Denver, has bought the interests
of Bernie Newman in the Producers Releasing
Corporation franchise in Denver and Salt Lake
City, and with Joe Ashby, who has been part
owner for some time, will operate the exchanges,
Barney Shooker, Columbia salesman, is recuperating ina Deadwood, S. D., hospital, and
is able to be up a bit each day.
Buzz Briggs, manager of the State, Denver,
and Wm. Ostenberg II, owner of several theatres in and around Scottsbluf¥, Neb., are grandads for the second time. An eight-pound
daughter was born to Mrs. Wm. Osterberg III
at a Wilmington, Del, hospital, and is one of
the few youngsters in the country with theatre
people as grandparents on both sides. Mrs.
Briggs, one of the grandmothers, was with her
daughter when the baby was born. The father
is in the armed forces and is a member of the
Ferry Command. He formerly managed the
Egyptian at Scottsblufif.
Jerry Safron, district manager, spent a few
days at the Denver Columbia exchange. He
headquarters in Los Angeles.
J. T. Sheffield, owner of Republic franchises,
spent a week at his Denver exchange conferring
with Gene Gerbase and greeting many of his
friends.
Lon T. Fidler, Monogram franchise holder,
went to his Salt Lake City exchange for a week.
DES MOINES
A quick-thinking ticket-seller at Sioux City,
la., turned in a neat one and solved the theft of
$43 and a woman's purse. One of the three 10year-old lads presented a $20 bill for tickets.
The cashier thought the bill was quite too
large for small boys and called the police, who
got a confession and most of the money back
from the youths.
Fire broke out in the Lake Theatre at Storm
Lake, but a fireproof projection room prevented
serious damage. The house was recently purchased by the Harold Field interests of Minnesota. The fire started from some film, but
did not spread, and was virtually out when
firemen arrived. Damage did not exceed $100.
A special premiere showing of "This Is The
Army" was set for the Orpheum Theatre in
Des Moines, Aug. 11, with the show sponsored by the Des Moines Ad Club.
Leo Wolcott, prexy of the Allied-Independent
Theatre Owners of Iowa-Nebraska, and a
veteran golfer, tied for tenth place in the
Masters golf tournament, one of the toughest
golf meets in Iowa. Wolcott shot a 78 and
85 for a 163 total, but had to take a back
seat from his 16-year old son, Harrison Wolcott, who carded 83-78 for a 161 total.
A. H. Blank, president of Tri-States Theatre
Corp. of Des Moines, has left on a 30-day
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vacation trip which will take him to Saratoga
Springs. Blank and G. Ralph Branton, general manager, recently returned from New
Orleans
meeting. where they attended a Paramount
Audrey Bricker, biller at the Paramount
exchange in Des Moines, has resigned because
of ill health and her position has been filled
by Virginia Michael. New assistant contract
clerk at MGM is Charlene Levy of Detroit,
while Madalene Robertson has been named
as the new biller at Republic.
Bill Dippert, former booker at the Universal
exchange, is reported ill with pneumonia in
the Army hospital at Los Angeles. Dippert
is a private first class.
M. E. Lee, veteran booker for Central
States Theatre Corp. of Des Moines, has announced his resignation. No successor has been
named as yet.
DETROIT
Pearl M. Sprott, of Allied Theatres of
Michigan, announces
thatinherDetroit
organization's
war5
conference
will be held
on Oct. 4,
and 6. Theatre operators from over the state
will gather to discuss the many problems of
wartime operation.
The Detroit Variety Club held its annual
golf tournament at Knollwood Country Club
Tuesday, with John McPherson, its former
Chief Barker, returning from New York to
be honored guest. Another guest was George
Dembow, vice president of National Screen.
Charles Perry, of the Adams Theatre, replaced
McPherson as Chief Barker.
Orange-blossom news from United Detroit
Theatres Corp. Cletis Baker, who serves as
secretary to Earl J. Hudson, president of the
theatre chain, came back from her vacation as
Mrs. Robert Pratt. Corp. Pratt is serving
in California. United Detroit's second recent
marriage was that of Josephine Hormel, manager of the Rosedale Theatre, and Larry Wenkowski, manager of the Ramona.
Harold Brown, thirty-three-year-old assistant in the booking department of the United
Detroit Theatres, has been called by Uncle
Sam. His fellow workers gave him a farewell
party at the Hotel Statler.
ThanksTheatre
to the co-operation
Charles
Perry's
Adams
and Detroit ofFree
Press,
the
Downtown USO Club now boasts a new
screened veranda on which service men and
women can enjoy the breeze.
According to Dr. Bruce Douglas, city health
commissioner, infantile paralysis cases, which
are cutting into theatre attendance in other
sections of the country, are comparatively few
in Detroit. However, parents were urged by
Dr. Douglas to keep children away from large
groups.
The Michigan Theatre is using the "voice
trailer"
promoting for"Sothat
Proudly
Hail,"
which isforscheduled
show WeSept.
10.
The United Artists is finding the darkened
theatre with the voice coming out of nowhere
effective in creating interest in "For Whom
the Bell Tolls", which has a Sept. 30 date set
for it.
Along with his myriad of tasks as president
of United Detroit Theatres Corp., Earl J. Hudson serves as OCD co-ordinator for theatres,
ballrooms and public auditoriums. It was
his job to see that the groups under his wingco-operated fully in Tuesday's evening alert
in
whichandplanes
dropped paper "bombs" on
Detroit
its suburbs.

THEATREMEN AT TRADE SHOW. Richard
Nasser, California circuit head, and Mrs. Nasser
(in photo at top); General Manager Bill David
of Readwood Theatres, Al Laurice, 20th-Fox
San Francisco branch manager, and George Mann,
president of the Redwood circuit (lower photo),
were prominent among those seen at the trade
showing of
Theatre,
San"Heaven
Francisco.Can Wait" at the Warfield
INDIANAPOLIS
A first nighters' committee of Indianapolis
citizens will be in charge of arrangements for
the premiere of "This Is The Army" August
17 in the Indiana Theatre. The local committee isheaded by Governor Henry F. Schricker and Mayor Robert H. Tyndall, as cochairmen. Other committee members include
Colonel James M. Churchill, commanding officer
of Ft. Benjamin Harrison, and eleven prominent business men.
Ward Scott, 20th-Fox district manager, arrived in the city Monday and remained through
Thursday.
L. J. McGinley, Universal exchange manager,
was in Louisville, Ky., virtually all of last week
on business.
Cecilia Hughes, formerly employed at the
local Universal exchange and now secretary
to F. T. McMurray, manager of Universal
branch operations, spent the week-end in the
city enroute to Des Moines, on vacation.
Harry Gorman, many years a motion picture
salesman, has left the industry to engage in
the operation of the Colon Club.
J. H. Stephens, formerly manager of Paramount's exchange here, and now in charge of
the
company's
exchange, is visiting
old friends
here, Chicago
while vacationing.
A. R. Taylor, Paramount exchange manager,
spent the week-end in the northern lake regions of Indiana.
Ralph R. Boots, who operates the Riley
Theatre in Greenfield, Ind., bought the first
complete deal of P. R. C. product for 1943-44
in Indiana.
C. C. Wallace, closed the deal.
Lloyd Kerr is the new assistant manager at
the Circle Theatre.
He came from Dallas.
Only a very few exhibs made their appearance
on Filmrow during the past week. William
Passen, of Jasonville ; Bruce Kixmiller, Bicknell ; Andy Anderson, from Hartford City, Ky. ;
Joseph Schilling, Connersville, and Peter Pamagos, from the Gregory Circuit, Chicago.
Columbia exchange has completed its annual
house cleanina- and renovating:, and amonsr
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several improvements has a new floor covering
in pattern tile heavy linoleum with enamel
finish.
National Theatre Supply Company reports
the sale of new equipment as follows : The
Rivoli Theatre, Indianapolis, has purchased a
new Walker Sound Screen ; The Iris Theatre,
Winamac, bought an Alexander Smith Crestwood carpet ; The Walnut Theatre, Lawrenceburg, installed new super mechanisms, pedestals
and magazines, and the Mars Theatre, Lafayette,
installed a new Walker Sound Screen.
MEMPHIS
Attendances at Loop theatres have reached
an all time high, according to managers.
Most pictures continue to play a second week
to full houses, and the gross is said to be
fully 75% ahead of last year's take. The
same report is made by small town theatres
that are not in defense plant areas. The extra
money received from members of families
who are in the Army or engaged in war
work is credited with the extra attendance.
Thesidefirst
"This opened
is the Army"
outof Newpremiere
York, ofwhich
the newly
redecorated Warner Theatre last week, was
shown to a packed house that netted a $7,000
return. The price range was from $5 to $1,
but the regular prices were restored the night
after the opening and will be in force througout the month which the picture is expected
to run.
Bob Kilgore, booker with Paramount exchange, has been transferred to the Dallas
exchange in the same capacity.
J. J. Donahue, district manager, Paramount,
Dallas, held a sales meeting here last week.
NEW

TRADE

YORK

A farewell dinner was given last week by the
Columbia exchange for Pearl Wish, who is
resigning as secretary to Nat Cohen, N. Y.
branch manager. Miss Wish is going to spend
all her time taking care of her home. Martha
M. Doig will step into her shoes as secretary to
Mr. Cohen.
Back and forth on vacations at MGM : Louis
Allerhand, N. J. salesman; Eddie Riechter,
head booker; Gerard Lee, assistant head shipper; Ben Wolff, traveling auditor.
Pearl Silverstein, of the Warner booking
office, said good bye to her husband, Al, last
week.
Navy-bound.
Mrs. He's
Helen
Matthews, owner of the Star,
Jamesburg, N. J., will retire from business in
the east, and transfer her operations to Portland, Ore. (relatives there). Robert MapletofT,
owner of the Plaza, Seacaucus, and the Mattewan, at Mattewan, both N. J., will meanwhile
have supervision over operations at the Star
until final arrangements are concluded.
Herman Silverman, RKO office manager,
recently purchased a new home in Maplewood,
N. J., and has been spending his vacation making final arrangements to move in.
Seymour Katinsky, National Theatre Supply
salesman for N. J. and Brooklyn, is back from
a vacation spent at Livingston Manor, N. Y.
The good old mountains !
Harold Saltz, formerly booker for Universal
in both the New York and Cleveland offices, is
now a technical sergeant in the Army glider
division in North Carolina. On furlough, he
stopped in last week to see his former Universal
pals.
Smiley Burnette, of the westerns, stopped in
at the Republic exchange during the week to
say hello.
Myrle McKenna, receptionist at UA, was
visited recently by her brother, Victor, who is
in the air transport service.
Paul Renaud, manager of the Savoy, Clififside,

N. J., has been getting many thrills from listening to his son, Irving, an RAF gunner, who
is on furlough for a reason. Irving's plane was
hit by flak, which knocked off his oxygen
mask. He took off his gloves to search for
the parachute, but his hands touched metal and
froze up. Meanwhile the plane got home safely
and the gunner was rushed to a hospital. After
18 weeks there, he got the present furlough in
order, he says, to see the Dodgers play.
Nat Goldberg, office manager at Universal,
is a vacationer.
Barclay McCarthy, MGM home office publicity, at last report was still confined to his
home by illness.
Joan Rathael, of the Warner checking department, is resigning after fifteen years on the job.
Abe Savage, of the Rivoli, Hoboken, N. J.,
has been rather poorly of late, and is now resting up at Fallsburg, N. Y.
Vacations, going to or coming back: Frank
Drum, RKO, assistant to Nat Levy, eastern
district manager ; Jack Sokoloff, Columbia ;
Jack Greenberg, Republic shipping room head;
Hannah Eckstein, Republic booker.
Pete Saglenbeni, Warner N. Y. booker, has
been on the sick list for two weeks.
OMAHA
C. N. Robinson of the Home Theatre at
Blair, Neb., and Frederick Dethlefs of the
Crystal Theatre at Manning, la., have returned
from vacations in California. Dethlefs visited
his daughter while there.
Others on the vacation list include : Helen
Donahue and Rhea Schneider of MGM ; Phil
Monsky, Universal salesman ; Kay Kane of
Paramount ; Lorena Anderson, Branch Manager
Joe Jacob's secretary at Columbia; Joan Hines,
Warner Brothers' bookkeeper.
Paramount Branch Manager J. T. McBride
birthday.
flew to St. Louis for his mother's seventy-fifth
Charles Gurney of Milwaukee has succeeded
Charles Lieb, a 15-year veteran, as salesman in
the MGM office. Lieb, who resigned to enter
the furniture business, was honored at an office
party and presented with a going-away gift.
Out-of-town guests to Omaha are being
warned by new signs on parking meters that
they must pay the five-cent an hour fee. For
several years visitors, who patronized Omaha
stores and theatres, were not required to pay.

NOT AFRAID OF LONE WOLF. Marguerite
Chapman, Columbia sfar soon to be seen in
"Destroyer," steps from the train in New York
accompanied by Warren William, starred as the
Lone Wolf in the studio's production of "Passport
to Suez." The two stars, who traveled east
together, said their farewells at the train; Miss
Chapman to be off on a personal appearance tour
of shipyards and war plants; William to remain in
New York on business for a short period.
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Plaudits for Rogers
Lauded as one of the outstanding civic
leaders of Chattanooga, Tenn., Emmett R.
Rogers, Theatre
city manager
Wiiby-of
Kincey
Circuit,ofwasParamountthe subject
editorials in both the Chattanooga Free-Press
and Chattanooga Times on his election as
president of Chattanoogans, Inc.
Rogers previously was advertising and publicity chairman of the civic organization,
which, among other activities, conducts
nation-wide publicity campaigns for this city
as a community enterprise. Chattanooga
stories and pictures have appeared in scores
of national magazines, Rogers reports, and
in more than 3000 daily and some 2000 weekly
newspapers.
but decline in other forms of city revenue
Drought the change.
Maj. Gen. F. E. Uhl, commanding general of
the Seventh Service command, announced here
that uniform blackout requirements for the 16
states included in the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh
commands have been adopted. The new regulations call for no more than one practice blackout
per month, if the public is involved, and requests that they be made as s'nort as possible.
Fred Farley, assistant Paramount booker, has
recovered from an operation and is back at
work.
The difficulty in getting reservations from
Hollywood for stars to attend the world premier of "Claudia" at the Paramount Theatre
August 19, is causing Manager Ted Emerson no
end of trouble. He still doesn't know how big
a program to plan for.
Mary Francis has joined the Columbia exchange, Lois Brown the Paramount.
Omaha's July retail store War Bond drive,
with which the theatres cooperated, reached its
four million dollar quota. In the theatre division
of a contest conducted in conjunction with the
campaign, the Roseland Theatre, with a better
than ten dollar per seat average, appeared the
winner.
PHILADELPHIA
Ray Meyer, for many years a manager of
Warner Bros. Theatre, and recently in charge
of the 69th St. Theatre, has resigned to join
the William Goldman organization and will
manage the Karlton Theatre. Resigning with
Meyer was Henry Rosenfelt, his assistant.
This change caused several switches in the
Warner manager set-up. Jimmy McHugh,
manager of the Lane Theatre in the Oak Lane
section, gets transferred to the 69th St. Louis
Coluntuano, who has been serving as a rotating
manager, gets a permanent assignment at the
Lane Theatre.
Frederick A. Sulzer, 73, died on August 3.
Sulzer was a character actor in the early
days of films and at the time of his death was
in charge of the Fred Alberts Entertainment
Bureau.
Norman Bailey, manager of the Oxford Theatre left this week to join the Navy. Roland
Haynes, manager of the Keystone, switches
to the Oxford Theatre, and Nat Warshaw,
manager of the Allegheny, switches to Keystone.
Thelma Rush, secretary to Jack Greenberg,
prominent South Jersey exhibitor, is leaving
this week. She's on her way to Laredo, Texas,
where she'll be married to Lt. Kenneth Sack.
Andy Schectman, manager of the Forum,
has been transferred to become manager of the
Astor Theatre. Effective August 22, Louis
Gordon, now working as a rotating manager
for Warners, becomes manager of the Forum
Theatre.
George Elmo has joined the Paramount
(Continued on Page 34)
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ALL THREE BRANCHES. The trio shown above
make up the complete cycle of picture business —
studio, distribution, exhibition. They are: Murray
Pearl, Lyric and Terminal theatres, Newark,
N. J.; Republic's star Smiley Burnette; Morris
Epstein, Republic branch manager in New York —
photographed in Epstein's office this week.
{Contimtcd from Page 33)
sales staff.
Stanley Slevin and Phil Wexler, assistants
at the Earle Theatre are leaving to join the
Armed Forces.
Elmer Hirth, booker for the William Goldman cicuit, expects to become a father sometime in October.
Stanley Smithers, Warner short subject booker, expected to go into the Army this week,
but the Army Examining Board said "no."
Leo Trainer, manager of Wilmer and Vincent's Rialto Theatre in AUentown, has resigned to go into private business in Cincinnati.
Sidney Ulan, former assistant manager of
the Stanley Theatre in Chester has gone overseas as a Corporal Technician attached to the
Medical Corps.
ST. LOUIS
Durant Edle, southeastern Missouri salesman
for Warner Brothers, has been called to active
service as an Ensign in the U. S. Naval Reserve.
Herman Steinberg, owner of the Madison
Theatre, Madison, 111., is a patient at the Jewish
Hospital on Kingshighway Boulevard, St. Louis.
Herman checked in shortly after Joe Desberger,
owner of the Norside Theatre, Alton, 111., left
the hospital after being there for several weeks
for a check-up.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen along Film Row
during the week were Caesar Berutt, Gasconade
Amusement Company, Rolla, Mo. ; Ed Clark,
Mattoon, 111.; Ed Fellis, Hillsboro, 111.; Mildred
Rauth, Ritz, Rolla, Mo. ; Frank Finger, Gem,
Marissa, 111. ; George Karsch, Lead Belt Amusement Company, Farmington, Mo., and Noah
Bloomer, Belleville, 111.
Ed ture
Kuykendall,
of t'nehas
Motion
PicTheatre Ownerspresident
of America,
sugegsted
that owners and managers endeavor to get the
cooperation of the Boy Scouts of America in a
nation-wide plan to curb vandalism in theatres.
Kuykendall is of the opinion that the presence
in each theatre or two or more Boy Scouts at
each evening performance would effectively curb
rowdyism. The MPTOA president made the
suggestion while attending a luncheon called by
Fred Wehrenberg, president, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of St. Louis, East Missouri and
Southern Illinois.
At a meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of St. Louis held in the Fox Screening
Room late last week, Wehrenberg named a new
labor committee to deal with the officers of
various labor organizations. The new committee includes Clarence Kaimann, A. D. Pappus,
Henry Halloway, Ben Luken and Wehrenberg.
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CORRESPONDENTS

Two Negro youths who broke into the Circle
Theatre early on August 2nd were arrested by
police called by a passer-by, who saw the lads
break a pane of glass in the front door of the
theatre. Patrolmen from the Deer Street District surrounded the theatre and a thorough
search revealed the intruders. One was hiding
under a seat while the other was in a ventilator
shaft. They said they were broke and needed
money. The house reopened July 18th after
having been dark for several months.
State Auditor Forrest Smith has revealed
that Missouri's state sales tax of 2 per cent
netted $2,857,966 during July, which was an increase of $300,007 over the same month last
year. During the first seven months of this
year the sales tax took a grand total of $19,244,827 from the men, women and children of
Missouri as against $17,998,412 in the corresponding period of 1942. Smith estimates that
if the same ratio of increase is maintained in
the last five months of ths year the grand total
for 1943 will exceed $33,000,000.
The special show at the Ambassador Theatre
on Saturday night, August 7th, for the charity
fund of the St. Louis Variety Club played to
a capacity crowd of 3,000. Chief Barker Harry
Crawford,
manager
Fanchon
Marco's
souri Theatre,
was ofvery
happy & with
how Misthe
benefit went across.
VANCOUVER
John Chadwick, who for the past 20 years
was assistant manager at the Edison Theatre,
New Westminster, passed away recently at
St. Paul's Hospital, Vancouver, after a short
illness.
Harry Kaufman, general manager for Pioneer
and Monogram, was a Van visitor last week.
Harry very happy over business across the
Dominion. His ' British Newsreel is getting
plenty of bookings.
Frank J. Breall, manager of the Newsreel
Theatre, Portland, Ore., here on a busman's
holidayfrom
with theatres.
his family. He just can't keep
away
The Canadian Government states that B. C.
people spend more money per capita on movies
than residents of any other province in Canada.
The average annual per capita in Canada is
$4.04. In Vancouver people spend an average
of $7 to $8 each per year. Average admission
charge is 45^c, which means that city people
see approximately 19 movies a year.
Local exhibitors report most popular movie

TRADE SHOW BIZ GOOD. Paramount's trade
shows in New York City this week drew an
estimated 1200 to three sessions — two double
bills (one comprising "Tornado" and "Let's Face
It"; other "Hostages" and "True to Life") and
a projection room screening of "The Good Fellows." In photo above, left to right. Prudential
Circuit's Harry Britwar, Walter Higgins and Ed
Seider, at the Tuesday morning trade show at
the Normandie Theatre.
entertainment is comedy and light drama. War
films not so good. They say patrons see so
much war in the newsreels that they like to
get away from it in feature pictures. The
more music, laughs, and dancing the better,
theatre men claim.
In an endeavor to help theatre managers to
protect their equipment Canadian newspapers
in many towns across the Dominion are devoting long stories to vandalism in these places,
listing damage done by the patrons and reporting the woes of the managers. They claim
women are the worst of all, with lipstick on
rest room walls the worst offense. It's certainly turning out to be problem No. 1. for
theatres, so the newspapers are doing their
part to overcome this vandalism.
I. H. Allen, formerly of Empire-Universal in
Winnipeg, has joined Monogram and has been
appointed branch manager at Montreal.
Badly damaged by fire three months ago.
the theatre at Radville, Sask., has been made
ready for use again. The delay was due to
difficulties in getting new equipment from Eastern Canada.
Don Gauld, manager of the Winnipeg Metropolitan Theatre, has resigned from the F. P.
staff, and has entered the service of an independent company in Montreal. He is succeeded
by Bill Novak, manager of the Gayety, who
has been with F. P. for 15 years. Jack Proudlove of the Osborne, Winnipeg, goes to the
Gayety, and Hillyard Gunn, assistant manager
at the Met., goes to Osborne.
Frank Gallop, manager of the Vogue Theatre,
Sydney, N. S., has joined the Royal Canadian
Navy. J. P. Connolly, formerly a theatre
manager at Halifax, N. S., and now a captain
in the Royal Canadian Navy, is directing the
first all-Canadian naval show to be sent on
tour of Canada. Connolly had B. G. DeSyl/a,
Lou Silvers, and John Farrow from Hollywood
to assist him in the production.
WASHINGTON

NO FIDDLING! James Nasser (left), San
Francisco exhibitor and associate of Andrew
Stone,
producerJr.,ofUAUA'spublicity
"Hi Diddle
Paul Lazarus,
and adDiddle";
chief;
and Charles Leonard, Stone's publicity head,
get together in New York to plan a rousing
comedy.
publicity tune for the new Menjou-Scott

The wonder is that anybody got anything
done this week. The mercury hovered around
98, and you could stand in front of an electric
fan and start sweating. Washington gets bad
in the summer because of its terrific humidity,
but few could recall anything to match this
week.
The lucky ones, of course, were those on vacation. They include Nancy McDowall, secretary to Nat Browne at Warners, and Isabel
Baugh, secretary to Charles McGowan at the
same shop ; Mrs. Madeline Taylor and Charley
{Continued on Page 38)
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Broadway Dim-Out
(Effective)
RKO Radio (33,110) This Is America
15 mins.
It has been quite some time since a picture of
the semi-travelogue class has attempted to
show what Broadway looks like. When you see
it here you realize that the war has made quite
a few changes. Some of the shots are ordinary
enough, and include daytime scenes on the stem
which offer no novelty — the usual North and
South locations, the usual crowds, the usual
chorus girls, and practice ballets, and night
clubs in the daytime. But when night falls and
the lights begin to go out, then this film rises
to its chance and offers the rest of the country
a real idea of what Broadway is like in the
dim-out. There should be a lot of interest
about it from the folks who have no conception
of how dark Broadway really is. The photography in this difficult subject is unusually vivid,
and was done without the aid of special lighting.
Shot in the Escape
(Slapstick)
Col. (5425) Comedy
ISYz mins.
Billy Gilbert and Double Talker Cliff Nazarro
run into the usual marital difficulties while trying to help a lady across a flooded street. Their
clothes get wet and upon accepting her offer
to dry them in her apartment, become involved
with her unexpected husband. Their wives find
them in rather awkward circumstances and the
boys decide that if they must fight they might
as well do it for Uncle Sam. The short ends
with them being thrown out of a Wac Recruiting Office. The gags are quite hackneyed
and the content of slapstick rates it adult entertainment.
Dizzy Newsreel
(Fair)
Col. — Phantasy Cartoon
7^/4 mins.
Burlesquing the newsreels with animals playing the roles follows the familiar pattern. A
confused
weather, A there's
a running groundhog
of the Filetpredicts
Mignonthe Stakes.
svvan
executes a swan dive with the camera reversing
the shot, about at the Garden with a slow motion sequence and a hog calling contest. Satisfactory for an audience in a good mood.
Song of Victory
Col. — Community Sing (No. 1 — Series 8)
13 mins.
Don Baker at the organ vocally assisted by
The Song Spinners bring back some tunes from
the last war. If He Can Fight Like He Can
Love, 'Til We Meet Again, Move It Over,
For Me and My Gal and the current hit. Coming in on a Wing and a Prayer make this a
highly acceptable screen treat for audiences
who like to sing. The latter two songs are
most popular and set a pleasant mood for a
feature to follow.
"Yankee Doodle Daffy"
(Good)
(Technicolor)
Warner (8609) Looney Tune
7 mins.
Porky Pig is a theatrical agent who is trying
to get off on a vacation when dragged back to
his office by Daffy Duck who is trying to promote a stage career for his little nephew.
Sleepy La Goon. Daffy, unable to get Sleepy
to perform, gives his impressions of Sleepy's
talent with 'hilarious results. The imitation by
Daffy of Carmen Miranda makes swell entertainment.

cession of goldbergian contraptions for transportation, with the Goof trying them all. Very
satisfying is the one where El Goofy draws
himself along on wheels by means of a magnet,
which is impracticable only because the magnet
draws everything else, too, including a stove and
other heavy metal objects, and lands him crashing into a metal billboard. But the great solution is a pogo stick, with which Goofy reaches
work on the. jump, rain or shine — for the stick
also has an umbrella. The possibilities of the
pogo are further shown when the whole city
takes off on them for every purpose, and the
place is once more teeming with traffic. This
Technicolor cartoon was designed to provide
somely. for everybody and it succeeds handlaughs

Short Star and Fans
Johnny Johnston, star of Paramount's new MusiParade two
Technicolor
"Mardi
Gras,"
posescalwith
Wac fans,short,
Pfc Iris
Grampietro
and Pfc Mary Leaney, at Kelly Field, Texas, where
he was starred recently in a USO Camp Show.
Yankee Doodle Mouse
(Tops)
MGM (W-449) Cartoon
8 mins.
Fast and furious is this modern version of
warfare between the mouse and the cat. All the
strategies of human warfare, all the field pieces,
all the ammunition, are depicted through the use
of household implements by Tom and Jerry.
The mouse, as usual, is the winner, but not until
a fierce running battle is fought a la North
Africa and Sicily. Sound effects are all-important and very effective. There is no time for dialogue, even if it were wanted. What you get
is eight minutes of comedy, paced as fast as the
eye can follow, with a first class background
idea.
at
heartKids
? will love it— and aren't we all kids
Victory Vehicles
(Leaping Laughter)
RKO Radio (34,106) Disney Cartoon 8 mins.
Beginning with a pseudo-scientific exposition
on the effect of the gas ban on the average
working man, the film turns into a wild pro. . NEWSREEL
{Rcleascd U^cdncsday, August 11)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25. No. 27)— Allies smash last
Nazi line in Sicily; Motion picture industry conto nation's Stimson
war effort;
Giraud inin
London; tributesSecretary
sees General
Dover defenses
England; Waacs take the oath as Wacs; Frontier
Days Rodeo at Cheyenne.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14. No. 295)— Allies
push on in Sicily; Brigadier General Osbom thanks
Hollywood for movies sent to fighting men ; Secretary
Stimson in Britain ; English royalty looks at model of
the London of tomorrow; Biggest overseas Wac unit
hailed by Yanks in Britain; Diaper Derby of 1943.
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 100)— Eighth Army advances
in Sicily; Secretary Stimson in Britain; Brigadier
General Osbom thanks Hollywood for movies sent to
fighting
Britain. men; Largest Wac unit hailed by Yanks in
UNIVERSAL
No. 213)— ofAllied
vance in Sicily;(Vol.
First16, contingent
Wacsarmies
land ad-in
England; Secretary Stimson in Britain; New canal
opened; Motion Picture Industry contributes films to
fighting men; Diaper Derby in New Jersey.
PARAMOUNT (No. 100) — First Wacs inducted into
regular Army; 16 mm. films rushed to all fronts by
plane; Diaper Derby at Palisades Park, N. J.; Catania
captured; Gen. Montgomery directing attack.

Hollywood in Uniform (Excellent)
Col. — Screen Snapshots
10 mins.
Here is a short that rates box-office headlines
although it lacks any special production treatment and is a rather newsreel-like revue of the
men of the movies in uniform. It's value lies
in the natural public interest in how the stars
look in their GI garb and what they are doing
to help win the war. This Snapshot shows most
of the top box-office names informally playing
their roles in the biggest production of history.
Here are the stars you can mention in your
advertising on this highly exploitable short:
James Stewart, Gene Autry, Tim Holt, Clark
Gable, Gene Raymond, Ronald Reagan, Alan
Ladd, John Carroll, George Montgomery, Van
Heflin, John Payne, John Howard, Eddie Albert, Wayne Morris, "Buddy" Rogers, Rudy
Vallee,
Ford dish
and ofTyrone
overlook Glenn
this side
gravy Power.
when youDon't
lay
out your ad copy.
Forgotten Treasure
(Important)
MGM (K-486) Passing Parade
10 mins.
The treasure in this case — and it really is a
treasure — consists of clips from early newsreels.
Some have been revived before, but this version is
so well edited (in spots amplified by use of stopcamera work) and carries such a good narrative
from John Nesbitt that the whole thing hangs
together as an impressive historical document
(Continued on Page 57)

SYNOPSES

. .

(Released Saturday, August 14)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 98)— American 7th
Army makes triumphal sweep across Sicily; Normandie
floats again ; Canadian lake drained to reach iron ore ;
Glider troops put on big demonstration of invasion
technique; Whirlaway, famous race horse, in clover.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 296)— With the
British,
Canadians,
and theisAmericans
their
wildthewelcome;
Normandie
raised from intheSicily
mud;—
Whirlaway.
Airborne troops in glider maneuvers; Homecoming for
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 42) —
Negro workmen turn out war orders as Louisville plant
wins "E" and "M"; Mrs. Joe Louis visits Great Lakes
Naval Training Station ; Armond W. Scott starts third
term as associate judge of the municipal court in
D. C. ; Record crowd of 55,723 sees all-star Negro
baseball game in Chicago; Wacs now in regular Army.
PARAMOUNT (No. 101) — Airborne troops — they get
there
Normandie, a Navy salvage miracle;
Sicily —first;
latestThevictory.
PATHE (Vol.
No. from
101) — the
The Hudson;
Yanks takeGliders
Palermo;in
Normandie
is 14,
raised
invasion
rehearsal.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 214)— The Normandie
rises; ship;
the Glider
Warinvasion
in Sicily
under Gen. Patton's leadermaneuvers.
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WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 34)
Mendelson at Twentieth ; Clara Carnot at RKO
and plenty more, if we only had the heart to
write about the lucky stiffs.
chief
Warners'A. realty
Brylawski,
Julian
A. just
here,
became
a grandpappy.
Julian, III,
was born to Attorney and Mrs. A. Julian, II.
Julian, incidentally, has been named a special
district deputy air raid warden in charge of
the amusement section. Harry Lohmeyer of
Warners will be his theatre assistant and MGM
Branch Manager Johnny Allen his assistant for
the exchanges.
Another lad, Thomas Bernard, new son of
RKO Salesman Al Folliard, was christened
last week. Andy Auth of .the RKO office and
Mrs. Bob Folliard. Thomas' aunt and wife of
the RKO district manager, are his godparents.
JustMr.to and
vary Mrs.
the column
we'll tell
here
that
Nate Levine,
who youoperate
a circuit in Norfolk and Portsmouth, Va., celebrated their golden wedding anniversary yesterday.
Doris Groves of the Warner contract department was married on her vacation to PFC C.
Wimberley. And over at Universal, Assistant
Cashier Josephine Grasso has just gone and got
herself an engagement ring. Her fiance is beginning merchant marine training at Sheepshead
Bay, Brooklyn. And Wilma Micker of the same
office is now down south visiting her paratrooper
husband.
Among the visitors were Lt. Herbert Scott
Young, j.g., son of Twentieth Booker Sarah
Young.
He'sWood,
on hisMarch
way toof school
Miami.
Also John
Time in
executive.
Twentieth Sales Supervisor Murray Schaffer,
Frank Miske of Ross Federal Service, Exhibitors Henry Musser, Shepherdstown, W. Va., and
Joe
Fields, who runs Baltimore's Rivoli and
Embassy.
Alice Ward and Jack Fruchtman are leaving
Monogram, with Helen De Pasquale replacing
Alice. Booker Gladys Murray and Branch
Manager Harry Brown, this week visited Sam
Bendheimer of the Thalheimer Circuit in Richmond and Ben Pitts of the Pitt Circuit, in
Fredericksburg. Ben, incidentally, seems destined for the Virginia Senate. While in Richmond, Gladys and Harry bumped into
Universal's branch and district chiefs, Max
Cohen and Barney Rose.

Sniped Fifty 24-Sheets
Fifty 24-sheets, like that above were sniped
at various points throughout Rochester, N. Y.,
by Manager Lester Pollock of Loew's Rochester
Theatre for the engagement of Sol Lesser's
United Artists release, "Stage Door Canteen."
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The Phantom of the Opera
(Continued from Page 9)
ing the performance he cuts the giant chandelier down upon the audience and in the panic
kidnaps the understudy, taking her into the
catacombs and confessing his love. He hears
his music being played and releases the girl
to accompany the orchestra in his composition which attracts the police to his lair. A
shot fired in the ensuing tussle loosens the
age-old masonry which crushes the Phantom.
Comment: A most engrossing piece of film
property which merits many new adjectives
of praise for the producer, director, the entire cast which performs with perfection, and
a new screen personality who has come of
age, Miss Susanne Foster. The beauty of
the Technicolor handling which generally
avoids the gaudy is most eyefilling and
pleasing. The suspense of the plot balances
the operatic sequences lending mass appeal
and it must be said of the choice of music
used that it will at no point become tiresome
to the average audience. Nelson Eddy seems
refreshingly new and convincing in his role
opposite the vibrantly beautiful and talented
Miss Foster. The title of this film still stands
as a landmark in the halls of fame of the
motion picture industry and can be heavily
exploited to the younger generation as a
"Must." The old-timers will reminisce as
they see the show but will find in its production much advancement to enhance the comparison.
Frontier Badmen
Universal Western
77 mins.
(Nat'l Release, August 8)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A western on a wider scale that will satisfy the
action fans and outdoor addicts.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Not strong
enough for top billing in class houses, but
suitable for most other situations.
Cast: Robert Paige, Anne Gwynne, Noah Beery,
Jr., Diana Barrymore, Leo Carrillo, Andy Devine,
Thomas Gomez, Frank Lackteen, William Farnum,
Lon Chaney.
Credits:
ProducedOriginal
by Fordscreenplay
Beebe. Directed by William
McGann.
by
Gerald Geraghty and Morgan B. Cox. Director of
photography, William Sickner.
Plot: All cattle to be shipped north have
to go through the town of Abilene, Kansas,
a town run by the crooked owner of a saloon.
When a young cattleman arrives with his
herd and learns that the men are being
swindled, he sets out to smoke out the secret
combine behind the crookedness.
Comment: This is a western on a wider
scale, and, while it will not suit the class
houses, it will do well in situations where
rootin' and shootin' are in order. There is
little to the plot to distinguish it from the
ordinary story, but the casting brings the
picture's level up and the shooting, fighting
and stampeding give it speed and excitement.
Anne Gwynne and Diana Barrymore, as the
women in the case, do a workmanlike job,
but while Miss Gwynne fits her part well,
Miss Barrymore seems miscast in the dance
hall-gambler-girl type. Robert Paige, Lon
Chaney, Leo Carrillo, Andy Devine and
Thomas Gomez make their parts fit the
western locale, but top honors should go to
Noah Beery, Jr., who makes his character
real. Production and direction by Ford Beebe
are smooth and deliver a class western in
this picture. Sell it on the title, with stories
about the bad men of the past, Boot Hill,
and the fight for the west. You can tie it up
with rackets of today, leading the fact that
there were racketeers in beef then, as well
as now.

1

MEET THE PEOPLE (MGM) ComedyWith-Music. Principals: Lucille Ball, Dick
Powell, Virginia O'Brien, Bert Lahr, June
Allyson, John Craven. Plot: A stage star
arrives at the Prizer Shipyards to hop up the
War Bond campaign. The heaviest subscriber
gets a date and he turns out to be a riveter,
who also writes. The star gets a job to be
near him, hoping to influence him to put on
a show he'd written. Instead they put it on
together, with shipyard talent, and it beRiesner. comes an instant success. Director, Charles
TIMBER QUEEN (Para.) Drama. Principals: Dick Arlen. Mary Beth Hughes, June
Havoc, Sheldon Leonard, George E. Stone,
Dick Purcell. Plot: An Army flyer on eight
weeks' leave from duty in the South Pacific,
uses that time to help the widow of a pal
killed in action, get the timber off her property in time to meet a mortgage. The owner
of neighboring timber land, who holds the
mortgage, tries to halt the operations, but
his plans fail. The flyer not only makes sure
that the obligation is met, but wins a bride
for himself at the same time. Director,
Frank McDonald.
SO THIS IS WASHINGTON (RKO)
Comedy-Drama. Principals: Chester Lauck,
Norris Gofl^, Alan Mowbray, Roger Clark,
Mildred Coles, Sarah Padden. Plot: The two
owners of the Jot 'em Down Store in Pine
Ridge, suddenly discover that Abner has
accidentally invented a new kind of synthetic rubber. Anxious to be of help to their
country, they go to Washington to offer it
to the proper authorities. Once there, their
demonstration fails because Abner, through
a bump on the head, becomes an amnesia
victim. After they get back to Pine Ridge
and Abner's memory is restored, they receive
word that the invention isn't rubber at all,
but it is something important to the warwinning effort. Director, Raymond McCarey.
YOU'RE A LUCKY FELLOW, MR.
SMITH (Univ.) Comedy. Principals: Allan
Jones, Evelyn Ankers, Patsy O'Connor,
Billie Burke, David 'Bruce, Stanley Clements.
Plot: To satisfy the conditions of an inheritance, a young lady marries a soldier she
meets on a train traveling from New York
to Chicago. Once there, she tries to avoid
him, but the terms call for his okay to any
money spent. The soldier refuses to countersign, hoping to force her into putting the
money in a trust for her future security.
Angry, she seeks an annulment to their marriage, but ends up by deciding to stick to
the man she loves. Director, Felix Feist.
TWO WORLDS (PRC) Drama. Principals: Francis Lederer, Sigrid Gurie, J. Carroll Naish, J. Edward Bromberg, Alexander
Granach. Plot: In a dingy waterfront hotel
at a West Indies seaport live three brothers
who operate a murder boat, arranging passage to the U. S. with refugees and then
killing them. Staying with them is a man
whose memory is gone. He sits all day at
the piano, and a flash-back shows him as a
famous pianist. Across the street lies his
wife, dying of a broken heart; neither one
knows the other is near. When one of the
brothers shoots this man — for he has learned
their secret
— henear
drags
to his
wife's
room
andRipley.
dies
her himself
dead form.
Director,
Arthur
(Advance Dope Continued on Page 44)
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STUDIOS
Pascal

Signed

by Bronston/ New Jules Levey Assignment for Estabrook
►The cover girls at Columbia have made their ►Robert Benchley, who goes from shorts to
movie debut. All have had scenes to speak features, then back shorts again, has just signed
with Rita Hayworth in the Technicolor picture, to play the father of Donna Reed in MGM's
"See Here Private Hargrove". Robert Walker
"Cover Girl"
produced Vidor.
by Arthur Schwartz and
directed
by Charles
plays the title role and the picture will be directed by Wesley Ruggles and produced by
►PRC has signed Leo Erdody and Lew Porter
George Haight.
to
"Jive Junction,"
which
willwrite
be thenine
first songs
musicalforproduced
by the company
in RKO's
Ghost
on its own. With Leon Fromkess taking per- ►Sole
oppositefeminine
RichardroleDix,
will be"The
played
by Ship"
Edith
sonal production charge, Edgar Ulmer will Barrett, producer Val Lewton announced. The
direct.
picture, newest of RKO's unusual chiller mysteries, will be directed by Mark Robson.
►W. R. Frank has signed Wolfgang Zilzer
to portray the Nazi propaganda Minister in
►The role of Katherine Mary, chief femme char"Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbles, His Life and Loves"
acter in "The Sullivans" falls to Anne Baxter.
which will go into production Sept. 10. Zilzer's
most recent role was in "The Strange Death ►All solo-singing records for one motion picture have been broken by Roy Rogers in Reof Adolph Hitler" at Universal. Alfred Zeisler, the director of "Goebbels", directed Zilzer
public's recently completed "Man From Music
while working for the UFA studios in Berlin
Mountain." The King of Cowboys warbles
before fleeing the Nazis.
nine original songs. His next picture, "Hands
Across the Border", will be directed by Joe
►The screen version of "The Picture of Dorian
Gray" with Herbert Marshall, an MGM opus, Kane and the start is set for t'ne last of Aug.
directed by Albert Lewin and produced by ►Edward Dmytryk will direct Ginger Rogers
Pandro S. Berman, will have the benefit of
RKO's "Tender Comrade" which producer
paintings by Ivan LeLorraine Albright, painter in
David Hempstead will launch this month.
of the fascinatingly horrible, whose works
Announced for the male lead opposite Ginger
bring from $10,000 to $200,000 each.
is Robert Ryan, and Katina Paxinou has been
►Producers Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz have signed for a major role in the pic.
signed Jack La Rue for the heavy role in
►20th Century Fox has agreed to shoot Merle
"East picture
of the with
Bowery",
Monogram's
Side
Kids
William
Beaudine East
directing.
Oberon's scenes first in "The Lodger" which
goes into production this month, in order to
►Dorothy Lamour and Johnnie Johnston will clear her for a commitment to a picture to be
play the romantic leads in "Rainbow Island" made in England in September.
forthcoming Technicolor musical production at
Paramount. Eddie Bracken, William Bendix ►Harry Sherman, who now holds Rod Cameron under personal contract, advises that Cameand Gil Lamb will have other top roles in
ron will go before United Artists cameras
the picture which will be produced by E. D.
Leshin.
as the star of "Wherever the Grass Grows"
Civil War love story. He joins Richard Dix,
►Jules Levey, producing for United Artists, William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy Rogers,
was so satisfied with Howard Estabrook's
Victor Jory and several others under Sherman.
screenplay on "The Hairy Ape" that he set
the writer to do another picture, the title of ►Samuel Bronston, currently producing the life
wjiich he will announce within a few days. story of "Jack London" has signed Ernest Pascal to a producer-writer contract. Under the
Scriptelimination
for "Theof Hairy
written
that
a few Ape"
lines atistheso end
will Bronston banner, Pascal will make six pictures
bring the plot up to date should the war end in the next three years.
before the picture goes into release.
►Gyula Zilzer, internationally known artist, has
►Irving Pichel, who recently signed to direct been commissioned by Universal to do special
a picture for Paramount, will direct "Tomorrow's
cartoons and art drawings to exploit "The
Harvest"
love story
novitiate
nun
and ana Allied
flyer concerning
in France, awhich
will Strange Death of Adolph Hitler."
►Marjorie Henshaw has reported to Warners
be produced by David Lewis.
fulfill a long term contract signed two years
►Leon Fromkess, PRC production chief, has to
ago. Her assignment will be an important
assigned Alexander Stern to produce "Circus
role in "The Devil, George and Rosie" which
Robert Buckner will produce.
Time" from an original by John Klein, formerly
with
the Losstarts
Angeles
district attorney's office.
Production
in November.
►Hunt Stromberg has signed Barbara Bel
Geddes, daughter of the designer. Normal Bel
Warners Sign Barbara Stanwyck
Geddes, stealing a march on a number of stage
W arners have signed Barbara Stanwyck to
and screen impresarios who have been bidding
star
in "Instruct My Sorrow" which is now
for the girl's talents.
being
prepared under the title of "My Reputa►With cameras slated to roll in mid-August
tion." Henry Blanke has been assigned to proon David O. Selznick's "Since You Went
duce the screen version of the Clare Jayne's
novel. Catherine Turney is doing the screenAway,"
nationwide
the Margaret
Buell Wilder
book, promotion
which willof serve
as basic
play and the picture is scheduled for early Fall
matcial, is under way.
production.

Huddle
SceneFoster,
for Assistant
'Angela'DirecPatrlc
Knowles, onSusanna
tor Charles Gould and Director Felix Feist hold a
between-scenes conference during an interlude
in the filming of "Angela" at Universal studio.
Cecfle Kramer, Story Editor,
Returns to Sherman Studio
Cecile Kramer, story editor, writer, and coordinator for Harry Sherman on his production
of "The Life of Buffalo Bill" for 20th CenturyFox, returned to the Sherman lot where she
will assume supervisory capacity on the writing
of two special screenplays. They are titled
"Hank Johnson's Brother" which will be
adapted from Samuel Taylor's Esquire magazine yarn, and "Utah," cattle-epic recently registered by Sherman as his next Technicolor
opus. Miss Kramer was on loan-out to Fox
Studiostion for
the "Buffalo
Bill" stint,
cooperawith Aeneas
MacKenzie
andin Clemente
Ripley.
PRC Readies Ten for Early Start
Ten pictures will be placed in production by
PRC during this month and September, according to a new schedule announced yesterday
by Leon Fromkess, in charge of production. The
lineup : August, "Career Girls," "Return of the
Texas Rangers," "Drums of the Jungle," "End
of the Road," "Billy the Kid." Sept., "My Son,"
"Jive Junction," "Texas Rangers," "Manhattan
Rhythm," and "Oh Say Can You Sing."
Paramount Buys Molnar Play
Paramount has purchased screen rights to
"Olympia," play by Ferenc Molnar, and Charles
Brackett will produce it with Billy Wilder
directing. They will also work on the screen
adaptation. A gay and romantic story of the
Austria of 1920, "Olympia" was filmed by MGM
in
under
the title
of "His Glorious Night"
with1929John
Gilbert
starred.
Turgend a Paramount'
Harry Turgend, author
Rhythm" and other screen
moted to producer status
first will be "California."

Producer
of "Star Spangled
hits, has been proat Paramount. His

Columbia Termer to Leigh Jason
The directorial career of Leigh Jason was
put on a sold basis the other day when Columbia signed him to a long term contract.
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HOLLYWOOD
STIJOIO
ROLND-LP
The "Go" signal this week was given to
nine new pictures at six Hollywood studios.
The pictures:
MONOGRAM
EAST OF THE BOWERY— Principals : Leo Gorcey
& East Side Kids, Jack LaRue, Joan Marsh, Mary
Gordon. Director, William Beaudine.

Pvt. Montgomery Visiting
Pvt. George Montgomery, on leave from his
assignment in the cast of Uncle Sam's great
company, visits his friends at Twentieth CenturyFox studio. Above, George chats with Trudy
Marshall, Director Mai St. Clair, Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy on the set of "Dancing Masters."
Mid'.

SAaiu*Ha*t

Studio-

Q o-ei.

S tialliittf.

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Our visit today takes us to Republic where we shall
see Martha Scott and John Wayne working in a
picture some
called of"IntheirOldfansOklahoma."
how's about
giving
a treat andSo,bringing
them
along too?
The first person we meet as we enter Stage 10 is
George
"Gabby"
alsocorner
in thewhere
picture,
and he very
kindlyHayes,
escorts who
us tois the
the
shooting takes place.
The scene is the lobby of a hotel in the year 1905.
There's the desk, cigar counter and all the furniture of
that period. Seated here and there, as guests, are
extras costumed in dress of that era.
They're
rumpus
takes
place setting
at the upfootforof athelittle
stairs,
wherescene
they which
have
a couple of old-fashioned peep-show machines . . .
the kind in which you insert a coin and then look in
to see the people move.
While Director Albert Rogell is busy supervising
technicians arranging things as he wants them, we
stroll over
to Miss
Scott's updressing
room.
having
her blonde
hair dressed
high with
curls She's
over
her forehead. Once that's finished, we have a chance
to visit with her and get a thrill out of meeting a swell
and regular person who is a big star.
She looks lovely in the old-fashioned costume she's
wearing.
a brownblouse
velvetwith
suit;a full
skirt with
soft blue It's
organdy
pleated
ruffletrain;
that
stands up around her neck and has a matching jabot.
The jacket is Eton style with long sleeves and huge
epaulets. These epaulets are embroidered with blue
beads and there are blue beads sewn here and there
over the entire jacket.
Call comes for Miss Scott. We follow her to watch
the proceedings. The scene calls for her to come down
the stairs just as Wayne and Hayes, who have been
viewing the peep-show in the machine, have a run-in
with the proprietor. When they refuse to leave, sends
his stooge after them. Wayne socks the man on the
jaw and he falls down on the couch.
can hadsimulate
the
jaw,It'sfora ifgood
the thing
stooge onereally
to takea itsockeachon time
there was a rehearsal, there's no telling what would
have happened to him before the final "take."
We tarry for a few minutes after watching this in
order to say good-bye to Miss Scott and the others.
So until next week.
Ann Lewis
Warner to Produce
Cole Porter Biography
Jack L. Warner, executive producer for
Warner Bros., has completed arrangements for
production of the life story of Cole Porter.
Hal B. Wallis will produce the picture.
In addition to incorporating many of the
composer's
outstanding
songs, thewritten
filni will
include a group
of newhit numbers
especially by Porter for this production.

PRODUCERS
RAIDERS OF RED GAP — Principals: Bob Livingston, Al St. John. Director, Sam Newfield.
HARVEST MELODY — Principals: Rosemary Lane,
J(5linn3'
Wilmot. Downs, Claire Rochelle. Director, Robert

If s a
BIG

PICTURE

Darling!

RKO RADIO
GHOST SHIP— Principals: Richard Dix, Russell
Wade, Edith Barrett. Director, Mark Robson.
REPUBLIC
MYSTERY BROADCAST— Principals : Nils Asther,
Frank Albertson, Ruth Terry. Director, George Sher20th CENTURY-FOX
THE LODGER — Principals: Merle Oberon, George
Sanders, Laird Cregar, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Director, John Brahm.
LIFEBOAT — Principals: Tallulah Bankhead, John
Hodiak.
Hitchcock.Canada Lee, Walter Slezak. Director, Alfred
UNIVERSAL
GUNFIGHTERS — Principals: Tex Ritter, Fuzzy
Knight. Director, Elmer Clifton.
GUNG HO! — Principals: Randolph Scott, Alan Curtis,
Noah
Enright.Beery, Jr., J. Carrol Naish. Director, Ray
TITLE CHANGES
"Tampico" (Fox) now GALVESTON.
"Is Everybody
BABY
SMILES Happy"
AT ME. (Col.) now WHEN

MY

Edward Small to Rush
Film of Dumas' Story
Edward Small's forthcoming production of
"Cagliostro," based on the book by Alexandre
Dumas, will be rushed into production for
United Artists release, it was announced
Monday. Both Small and Paramount claim
film rights to the story and both plan to have
the films ready for release by the first of
next year. Paramount has scheduled Arturo
De Cordova for the star role in its version,
while Mr. Small plans to borrow either Orson
Welles or Laird Cregar for his production.
MGM Signs Fred Astaire
For 'Follies' Starring Role
Fred Astaire returns to the studio where he
made his first motion picture in 1933, having
signed a long-term contract at MGM. Astaire
is the first star to be announced for "The
ZiegfeldFreed
Follies"
which will Atbe theproduced
by
Arthur
in Technicolor.
same time,
the studio has announced the signing of Dennis
Day to a contract. Day has been featured as
a vocalist on the Jack Benny program for the
past four years, and more recently made his
picture debut in a United Artists picture.
O'Shea in 'Eve of St. Mark'
Michael O'Shea, who created the role of Sgt.
Mulveroy in the New York stage production
of "The Eve of St. Mark," will play the same
role in 20th Century-Fox's screen version.

Another
ring role forgreat
the startalented \\^
youngster all America has
<A
taken to its heart! Mary's jh
at
her best
in this musical
laugh* f)k
laden,
romantic
story that takesyou behind
the scenes in Hollywood
and into the private lives
of the stars !
/

America's Little Sister in

with Louis Calhern • Gladys
George Jackle Moran>Lee Patri
Marcia Mae Jones
Bennie Bartlett ^
Anthony Mann—
ck
tor •Screen DirecPlan-

It's a

REPUBLIC

PICTURE
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FICHTING

MEN!

A

AROUND
HOLLYWOOD
utitU Cd RaicUft
Dropped over to Monogram to talk to Herman Millakowsky, producer of their coming
big
picture
The cast is lot,
the
finest ever "Hitler's
assembledWomen."
on the Monogram
with Gail Patrick, Nancy Kelly, H. B. Warner,
Gertrude Michael, Alan Baxter, Tala Birrell,
Bill Henry, Anna Nagel. For such women
there's many a man who would consider being
in Mustache Pete's (Hitler) place.
Millakowsky, a widely known producer in
France before the debacle, was very frank in
answering our question, "hozu come a cast of
such charmers and screen notables for a picture
which might not be too gentle in its implications
toward them?" He said that was easy — the
script won them over. It is not a story about
Hitler's personal feminine favorites — but what
about what Hitler's regime has striven to make
of the ivomen of Germany — -thus modestly disclaiming any special personal influence in assembling his fine cast. He smiled broadly as
he contradicted a rather intriguing press release' about himself and his production manager
alternating in the production of pictures. Then,
amused by the realisation that he zvas controverting abudget story given out to build up his
picture, he corrected the figure as to projected
cost, dozvnzvard.

S

T

O

R

The filmakers have been showing us quite
a lot about the Nazis, many of them with
unannounced creations which take the form
of
Supermanbut— United
not Hitler's
soldiersin
or acivilians,
Nationssupermen
heroes who,
the pictures, go to Germany or an occupied
country, fool the Gestapo, blow up factories
single-handed, shoot most of the Nazi police,
and escape with a plane or other convenient
vehicle. Watching "Tartu" recently, we thought
that if Robert Donat, every time he did a
particularly impossible bit of sabotage to the
Nazis, had stopped and snorted "Pooh Super!", or "Yeah
! Hopalong
it would
have manmade
a class
A comedyCassidy,"
gag.
'Seventh Cross' Tracy's Next
Spencer Tracy's new MGM starring vehicle
will be "The Seventh Cross," an adaptation of
the novel of the same name by Anna Sechers,
dealing with the escape of seven prisoners from
a German prison.
Two Pretty Newcomers

Get Break

Two of Hollywood's prettiest newcomers got
their big break Monday when Gloria DeHaven
and June Allyson were handed top roles in
MGAl's "Two Sisters and a Sailor," formerly
titled "Tale of Two Sisters."

-

BOOK

NOW

-

Denver — Commercial
Atlanta — Astor
New Orleans — Astor
Detroit— AFIied
Boston — Astor
New York — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Philadelphia — Astor
Los Angeles — Majestic
Chicago — Elman
Pittsburgh — Crown
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Minnesota — P.R.C.
San Francisco — Astor
Milwaukee — Astor
Cleveland — Imperial
St. Louis — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine Films
Dallas — Astor
Washington — Astor
Montreal — Toronto — Superior

Robinson-Stanwyck Co-Stars
Edward G. Robinson will co-star with Barbara Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray in "Double
Indemnity," Paramount's picturization of a
James M. Cain story. Billy Wilder will
direct and Joseph Sistrom will produce it.
20th-Fox Films Musical 'Bowery'
Twentieth Century-Fox has announced the
plan
to make "Bowery
Dark."a Asnewcomer,
planned
by Producer
Walter After
Morosco,
Perry Como, will take the part of Steve Brodie,
a role played by George Raft in the dramatic
version of "The Bowery."
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWME.WS TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
AIR CONDITIONING
BUY BEFORE THEY'RE SNATCHED
UP— REBUILT REVERSIBLE TYPHOON
BLOWER FANS— 24", 5,700 cfm, $in.OO;
30", 7,800 cfm, $132.00; 36", 10,400 cfm, $151.20;
42", 12,800 cfm, $186.00; 48", 16,500 cfm,
$232.20. MOTORS and DRIVES INCLUDED.
Refrigerating Room Cooler, 1/3 Ton, D.C.
only $37.50; Air Washer Spray Nozzles, $1.25;
Double
Dififusers,
new, 24"
x 28", $26.45. S.O.S.
CINEMA
SUPPLY
CORPORATION,
449
WEST 42nd St., NEW YORK CITY 18.
CONFECTIONS
CANDIES, assorted nuts, pop-corn and seasoning. In quantities. Also, popcorn machines,
new and used. CINEPHONE DISTRIBUTING CO., 10729 S. Hale Avenue, Chicago, 111.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WILL TRADE TWO COMPLETE MAZDA LAMP HOUSES and transformers, good
condition, for popcorn machine in good condition.
Conrad Theatre, Breaux Bridge, Louisiana.
WHATEVER YOU'VE GOT— SELL it
and BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses,
Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age, condition,
first letter. Box 609, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
THE ARMY WILL GET THEM— WE'LL
BUY YOUR PORTABLE PROJECTORS
16MM OR 35MM SOUND — HIGHEST
PRICES PAID. Box 610, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

NO PRIORITY NEEDED FOR RED
COMET FIRE EXTINGUISHERS — Low
cost safety insurance — Standard Size, $4.95 ;
Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95 ;
Senior Size, $4.35. Protect irreplaceable equipment. Order now from S.O.S. CINEMA
SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd
ST., NEW YORK CITY 18.
PORTHOLE OPTICAL GLASS, 3" x 4",
97c; 4" x 4", $1.65; COLUMBIA (AMERICAN) CARBONS, 5/8" x 6", 50% DISCOUNT; GENUINE SIMPLEX BB INTERMITTENT CAMS, 50% DISCOUNT;
CASHIERS ILLUMINATED GLASS
SIGNS, WIRED FOR LUMILINE, $2.75;
SEAT PATCHING KITS, $2.24; QUART
UNDERWRITERS FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, $11.25. LATE SUMMER BARGAIN
BULLETIN READY— GET YOURS. S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corporation, 449 West 42nd
St., New York City, 18.

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI PROFESSIONAL
SOUND PROJECTORS COMPLETE WITH
AMPLIFIER, LOUDSPEAKER, CABLES,
TRUNKS. Single Outfit, $545.00; Double
Outfit, $975.00.
Here's
the best
Abeles
Advertising
Service,
453 for
W. the
42nd least.
St.,
New York City.
THEATRE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE— TERMS CASH. UP TO
DATE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT in
small town of Elkton, Ore., logging and ranching district. Or will sell equipment alone.
Everything to put on a good show, RCA
sound, etc. For further information write Harriet Edwards, Reedsport, Oregon.
NEW FRANKLIN MISSOURI — SELL
OR LEASE; $1200 will handle either way.
A. N, Brown, 7365 Trenton Ave., University
City 14, Missouri,
THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
THEATRE

WANTED

WANTED— SMALL PROFITABLE THEATRE, Small town preferable. Give all details.
Box 612, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY GOOD THEATRE:
In Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona or New Mexico.
If you have a sound proposition for sale send
complete details with all information immediately— address P. O. Box 807, Big Spring,
Texas.
EXPERIENCED THEATREMAN
WANTS TO LEASE THEATRE. Fred
Brown, 48 Redfield Road, Fairfield, Conn.
WILL BUY OR LEASE THEATRES in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey or New York. Write
P. O. Box 812, Allentown, Pennsylvania.
USED EQUIPMENT

MANAGER DESIRES POSITION in
Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina —
will take combination manager and operator.
Age 24 — 9 years' experience. Wire, write or
call. E. W. Allgood, 434 12th St., West, Birmingham, Ala. (6-3703)

LATEST PEERLESS, STRONG, MORELITE L. I. ARCS, as is, $49.50 ; Mogul Screw
Lamps, 900 Watt, 100 Watt, $2.37; Underwriters 2J/2 gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers,
reconditioned, $20.00 ; Coinometers with side
chutes, originally $132.50, now $98.50: WardLeonard 45 ampere Suprex Rectifier, $137.50;
Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50 ; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
Late Summer Bargain Bulletin. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST
42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY, 18.

MANAGER
years' experience
from
operator
to ownertwenty
and manager.
Age, 45. Wife
experienced cashier and assistant. West central
states
Box 615.New
Showmen's
Review,preferred.
1501 Broadway,
York 18, Trade
N. Y.

ONE PAIR POWERS PROJECTORS,
excellent condition. One large air conditioning
blower. One generator, E. E., arc motor, 50
amp, capacity. Southwest Amusement Enterprises, Radford, Va.

SITUATION

WANTED

BUFFALO BILL (in Technicolor) (20thFox) Drama. Principals: Maureen O'Hara,
Joel McCrea, Linda Darnell, Thomas
Mitchell. Plot: This is the story of William
F. Cody, frontiers
the man who
rode out aof worldwide
America's
western
to become
legend, as Buffalo Bill. He started out as
official buffalo hunter for Fort Clark. His
friendship with the Indians helped the white
man in many of his dealings. Then, to familiarize the Eastern white man with the
American Indian, he put on a Wild West
Show which traveled throughout the U. S.
for more than a score of years. Director,
William A. Wellman.
BROADWAY RHYTHM (MGM) Musical.
Principals: Ginny Simms, George Murphy,
Gloria de Haven, Ben Blue, Nancy Walker,
Rochester, Charles Winninger. Plot: A musical comedy producer is looking for a star
for his new show. He turns down Ginny
Simms because she's a film star, and also because he wants someone Spanish. With the
help of his stage-struck younger sister,
Ginny, disguised, is auditioned and hired. It
isn't until afterward that the producer learns
of the deception. Director, Roy Del Ruth.
THUNDERING HOOFS (UA) Western.
Principals: William iBoyd, Andy Clyde,
Jimmy Rogers, Don Costello, Francis McDonald, Eleanor Stewart. Plot: While herding cattle cross country, Boyd and his pals
are attacked by a gang, who steal the cattle
and have him imprisoned as an outlaw. The
sheriff's daughter helps him escape. After
several more run-ins with the gang leader,
who always comes out best, Boyd finally
traps his quarry,
SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE
(MGM) Comedy. Principals: Robert Walker,
Donna Reed, Keenan Wynn, Chill Wills,
Donald Curtis. Plot: A naive, young cub reporter is inducted into the Army and spends
his first five days on KP duty. His blunderfor getting
into period.
trouble Hedoesn't
help ing
anytalentduring
his training
falls
in love with a young girl at a Camp Canteen
and she takes his book with her to submit
to publishers. The success of his book and
his daring rescue, under gunfire, of a companion during final maneuvers, makes a
man and capable soldier of him. Director,
Wesley Ruggles.
TIGER FANGS (PRC) Drama. Principals:
Frank Buck, June Duprez, Duncan Renaldo,
Howard Banks, J. Farrell MacDonald. Plot:
Frank Buck, the famous explorer, is sent to
a spot in Asia to help clear up the serious
bottleneck in the rubber producing section.
There he meets an American, born in the
East, who tells him the trouble is caused
by the fear the laborers have of the unusually ferocious tigers running around loose.
Buck finds the seat of the trouble lies with
a few men who are trying to sabotage the
rubber, because it is being used for the Allied
cause. Director, Sam Newfield.
COLLEGE SWEETHEART (Mono.) Comedy. Principals: Gale Storm, Johnny Downs,
Robert Lowery, Doug Leavitt, Herbert
Heyes. Plot: To avoid fulfilling a radio contract signed by her uncle, and also finally to
get a chance to attend college, a young singer
changes her name and enrolls. The college
band enters a nationwide contest, and when
the soloist is unable to carry on the young
singer
takesbreaks
her place.
all
bedlam
loose. She's recognized and
ADV.
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TT CAN never be said that the motion picture
-■■ industry has ever underestimated the power
of the ladies — nor the potency of the feminine
sex to make strong men stronger and to
heighten the box-ofiice appeal of that glamor
which only the girls of the species can bring to
a show for stage or screen. Theatremen, as
well as producers and directors and writers,
these long years of motion picture showmanship have taken the greatest pains to make
their pictures and their theatres appealing to
the "feminine trade." At this particular moment of manpower shortage, however, the motion picture industry is finding it more than
ever a pleasure to offer a toast to the ladies.
For it is to many of them that the industry
is turning for a kind of practical assistance not
hitherto considered as especially the job for
other than male members of the human family.
For many years this industry has had a large
number of outstanding practitioners of the
crafts of motion picture playwrighting, direction and even production — and many women
theatre owners to whom the industry in general has dehghted to point with pride. However, when the men of military age and those
whose special skills made them valuable to the
factories producing weapons of war marched
off from their normal civilian pursuits as theatre managers, projectionists, advertising specialists, itwas the ladies to whom many a terribly harried theatre owner or manager turned
for help in keeping the show going. The result
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is that there are today lady projectionists, managers, ticket takers at the entrance doors of the
theatres and, to a much wider extent than in
previous times, writers and designers of theatre
advertising.
Most likely there are right now in many
theatres throughout the country, scores of
ladies who will contribute greatly to the progress of showmanship, theatre management,
theatre maintenance — even theatre design.
Which, while it's taken too many words to
arrive at the point, is where we'd like to come
in with a word of advice to theatre owners,
managers, advertising experts and even projection technicians. The advice is to keep your
eyes open for something you may learn, to your
own benefit and that of your craft, from the
ladies working in theatres as to better ways to
do many of the jobs which make up the job
of running a theatre or some particular department thereof. These ladies who are making
good at the new jobs they are holding in theatres, remember, bring to their work an entirely fresh, new viewpoint. They bring to
the job an open-minded attitude that gives
them an advantage in breaking with tradition
when action to meet a new condition arises.
They may teach their far more numerous male
colleagues loads and loads of valuable things
about how to make the theatre more attractive
to the feminine trade (which always was and
probably always will be the most important
trade for the exhibitor to cultivate) ,
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SHOWMAN'S
ROLE
WARTIME
terials with wliich to deliver.
In the theatres IN
Never in the history
of our business have
glorious future
for our country and our industry. The ground-work for these present-day
the resources of the industry been so thor- the showman finds himself head man in an
orbit
of
activities
that
call
for
the
utmost
in
miracles was laid by men now gone from the
oughly marshalled behind a single objective
scene ; men of courage and vision who gambled
devotion and tireless energy while manpower
as they are today. Never have the individuals comprising the industry been callsd upon
and material shortages sap the resources of his much on the future we are still striving to
glorify. From the experiences of these pioneers
to cope with problems of conservation, sales- established organization.
we gain the bridgehead for our attack upon
manship and leadership under a common
cause on such a nation-wide basis. That the Tough Job, WeSI Done
the problems of tomorrow.
The showman's role in wartime calls for inindustry has measured up to the task asIn the face of this widespread expansion of
tense effort, originality and leadership, probsigned it is daily reflected in its record of
achievements.
lem analysis, instruction, salesmanship and
business and contraction of resources the dilemThe showman is a versatile animal who is
ma of the showman is often staggering. Despite
devotion to duty. We will attempt to outline
some of the wartime problems confronting
used to taking the bull by the horns (and is it all we are better than muddling through. We
not averse to throwing it around a bit as a are in truth writing a glowing history of a showmen in hope that by so doing we may be
diversion). Under wartime conditions which young industry on the march. Despite the able to point out some of the pitfalls that can
try the souls of the best of us we find this handicaps we are making ever finer films, op- be avoided if not overlooked. The suggestions
we pass along fall into various categories of
versatility a priceless asset. In Hollywood the
erating more efficient theatres, building a backtheatre operation. They are just little reminders
producers are called upon for bigger and better
log of prestige that challenges the imagination.
Yes, showmen are making strides toward a to busy men with big jobs to do.
Ijroduct with drastic limitations on the maProduct Cost Analyses
Photograph from "PHANTOM OF THE OPERA" as Produced by Universal Pictures Co., Inc.

GRAND
in

OPERA

Technicolor

"PHANTOM OF THE OP- ORCHIDS TO... of DeVRY High Fidelity
ERA" isthe
a production
de- L;//i>/H
Director:
Arthur to
Sound
Systemsadaptations
— to do creditof
mand
ultimate tofrom
... Cameramasterful
projector and sound system. men: Duke Green, Chopin and Tschaikowsky.
Cameramen Duke Green and AS.C, & Hal Mohr, DeVRY is proud to build
Hal Mohr catch dramatic ■ ■ ■
g' equipment capable of reproclose-up
and colorful
expanse
Troum Hoe Lapis ^"^^"g
"""t'""
cXxx,^ tri-s
with artistic
naturalness
—
umphs such
as fUniversal
OF THE OPERA."
"PHANTOM
pro- As
DeVRY
which with
qualitiesscreen
jectors
credit precision
to producers
peace nears, the farsighted and
and applause from patron. "PHAN- forthright plan to buy DeVRYS.
TOM OF THE OPERA" is a picture DeVRY CORPORATION, 1111
to test the range, power and perfection Armitage Avenue, Chicago, U. S. A.
BOX OFFICE BOOSTERS
FOR AUGUST
This is the Army — WB . . . Silver Spurs— REP. . . Destroyer (E. G. Robinson) — COL . . . Texas Rangers— PROD
Vit torv Througli Wr Power — UA . . . The Sky's the Limit — RKO ... So Proudly We Hail — PARA
Heaven C;an Wail — 20TH-FOX
. . . Melody Parade — MONO
. . . DuBarry was a Lady — MGM

The showman who has to buy his film needs
more than anything else to know at a glance
the performance
of ayear
producer's
tures through tlierecord
preceding
in orderpicto
intelligently present his case in making new
deals. Playing time, overhead, and net profit
on each attraction in terms of percentages on
the total contract are vital statistics to the
buyer that hopes to cope with the systematic
procedures
of theareproducers'
Fingertip facts
needed tosales
breakorganizations.
down sales
pressure. Be prepared when the salesmen come
knocking at your door.
A Community Institution
Today the theatre is the hub of community
activity. It's as essential as the corner grocery in keeping up and building high morale
on the home front. More than perhaps ever
before the leaders of your community recognize the essential nature of your enterprise.
We are in a business that has lost the circus
flambouyancy of the good old days. We are
lifting up intellect and the power of the
motion picture is recognized on every hand
as an educational and inspirational medium.
We are taking the home folks to visit their
boys in foreign lands, allaying their fears,
giving them hope and courage and faith in
this great land of ours. We are showing
them how they can do their bit toward speeding victory. It is not our inherent patriotism
alone that prompts these efforts but rather
the dawning realization that we are a force
in our communities, in the nation and in the
world.
Good Housekeeping
Careful handling of your theatre through
good housekeeping, safety precautions, clean
shows, courteous personnel and civic activity
can make your theatre worthy of its important
place in the eyes if your townspeople. Time devoted to civic activities, welfare work, war
bond drives, etc., will pay dividends in prestige.
Child welfare problems in your community deserve and demand your attention. Special shows
for the young people neglected by busy parents
in wartime become your problem. Their emotional energy must be directed into constructive
rather than destructive channels. Curfews will
not solve the problems that activities will.
On the Patriotic Front

WORLD'S

MOST

Distributors in WorltPs Prinripal Cities
COMPLETE LINE OF MOTION PICTURE

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Strict adherence to the etiquette of handling
the flag will save embarrassment from patriotic
organizations. Cooperation with local OCD officials will build good will. They are giving their
time to safeguard the community and they feel
that the theatre is one of their principal contacts with the public. In the air-raid drills you
might arrange to have the theatre notified at
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the first official signal of an alert and by prearrangement flash a blue or yellow dot on the
screen with a stereoptican to give air raid personnel in the theatre an opportunity to reach
their posts. Benefits to raise funds for equipment will meet with solid community support
not only producing public acclamation but
profits as well.
The War Bond and Stamp selling activities of
the theatres are superb and have been recognized gratefully by the nation. Your part in
this effort must be unrelenting. Yes, you're a
mighty important fellow in your community,
Mr. Jones, and it is the fact that you are in
showbusiness that adds to your stature. Your
theatre is something that is important to your
community and your country.
MEMOS

ON

TRADE
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IMPORTANT

to punch them full of personal markings for
cues. If every projection crew handling a print
did this you would get a short instead of a feature by the time the film reached its thirtieth
engagement if you were lucky enough to be
only thirtieth. Insist on good film cement for
careful patches and you may save a lot of
footage somewhere along the line.
MANPOWER

DEVELOPMENT

With the heavy turnover of employes due to
the more lucrative employment available in
defense industry a sound policy of manpower
development is essential to successful operation.
The draft has dipped heavily into theatre manpower as is evidenced by the stars on service

DETAILS

flags and honor rolls. The diminishing army of
experienced workers that are needed to keep our
theatres open presents a most serious problem
and with the plans announced for drafting
fathers, further inroads will be made into an
already critical supply of personnel. Women are
replacing men in many posts of theatre operation but when it comes to the boys in the booth
we must be prepared. This is the time to start
training men in 4F classification or older men
to fill the gaps. Hitler won't wait while you
do it and your draft boards won't hesitate to
tell you so. This is a very serious MUST in
many situations.
Managers and assistants will be getting more
scarce and the inexperienced will have to be
schooled in the complex duties they will be
(Continued on Page 50)

CONSERVATION

That equipment scattered through your
theatre is pretty priceless stuff these days.
Not only is it hard to replace but hard to
repair.
Manpower
is scarce
and you
always get
a Mr. Fixit
just when
you can't
need
him. Caution your staff not to spare the oil
nor the effort in constantly lubricating all
movable parts of all equipment even in the
electric fan near your easy chair. It's a most
important activity today.

mRlD'S

LARGEST

Of PROJECTION

MANUFACTURERS

LIGHTING

Rubber Mat Care
Preserve the life of those rubber mats by
having them taken out doors to be aired and
scrubbed. You can restore the lustre of the
color designs with matching enamel followed
by an overall coat of clear shellac. Lots of
showmen are doing it.

EQUIPMENT

^

n/Cr

Copper Salvage
See to it that all copper drippings and strippings are carefully saved and turn them in
often to keep the precious metal flowing. Urge
upon your operators the need to save every carbon possible. There are enough to go around
but
let's
that way by
not hoarding
stockpile keep
beyondit immediate
needs.
Make surea
that your lamps are operating at maximum carbon efficiency.
Safety for the Public
Let the public know about the planning and
steps you have taken for their safety should
an emergency develop while they are in
your theatre. Tell them how safe they are
while relaxing in a theatre easy chair under
the trained care of your staff. But be certain
that steps have been taken and that your
staff is familiar and able to cope with any
situation which might arise.
Carpet Conservation
With carpets taking a harder beating these
days and with replacement questionable, make
sure that the first sign of a tear, hole or raveled
edge gets prompt attention with needle or tack
hammer. When people trip and hurt themselves
theatres get sued and court costs are more expensive than tacks or thread. Wherever possible
shift sections of carpet around for longer life.
Like recapping tires, don't wait till the carcass
is shot, for then it's too late. Move the rugs
around before they show wear.

m

moNO

tucTRK

87 City Park Avenue

mmATiON
•

Toledo, Ohio

Handle Film With Care
Stress the importance of care in handling film
these days each time you talk to the operators.
Fewer prints are of sheer necessity doing double
and triple duty. Prints must last longer and
travel farther. Lead bands are as scarce as
the prints so don't allow the boys in the booth

PROJECTION

ARC

LAMPS

• RECTIFIERS

• REFLECTORS
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IN
times and seek ROLE
police escort to a night depository whenever such facilities are available.
called upon to perform if the theatres are to
from vending machines fremaintain a high standard of efficiency and Remove quemoney
ntly. Apolicy of leaving little in the theatre
the respect of the community.
as an incentive for robbery will cut the hazard
People today are tolerant in their acceptance of minor inconveniences but will not down tremendously. Don't count too heavily on
insurance coverage for under many conditions
stand for mistreatment or lack of considerasuch insurance is of no effect.
tion for their safety or welfare. The showman and his staf¥ are engaged in the highest
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
type of public relations work and patronage
will suffer if courtesy or consideration is not
Neglect is one of the most destructive
shown toward the patrons. It will be a case
of education with the showman in the role of forces of human nature. That "Manana
habit" can result in the necessity of expenteacher.
sive replacements where an ounce of prevention would have turned the trick. When
KEEP THE DOUGH SAFE
the paint starts to chip off . . . call the
When a pipe starts to leak . . . call
It is nice to see the sheckels roll in at the painter.
the plumber. When fuses start to blow . . .
box-office but it's a heartbreaker to have somecall the electrician. Don't pinch pennies when
dollars are at stake. That building just has
one grab it when you're not looking. There
is the ever-present danger of a stick-up whicli
to last for the duration and then if you want
may place
your is
or the
an greater
employe's
life in jeop- to burn it down, and the insurance company
ardy. The latter
danger.
raises no objection, you can go ahead and
These tense days of jangled nerves lead the have a swell fire . . . but . . . for the present
weaker minds into the channels of crime as is keep it in shape.
evidenced by the recent riots in Detroit and
Harlem. Vandalism is on the increase among
Care of Lobby Posters
the neglected younger element. In view of these
circumstances it is most timely to touch upon
There are many complaints floating around
the importance of care in handling box-office about the condition of posters received from
receipts.
rental agencies — and who is to blame that they're
One of the most important steps in coping shabby?
The fellow who has a careless billwith this problem is to remove money from the
poster, doorman, usher or stooge is to blame.
box-office frequently during the business day. This phase of operation is often neglected as
Leave a receipt with the cashier each time you it is an activity that usually takes place while
do so in order that confusion will be avoided you are checking out the cashier and the employe who is eager to get home just throws the
a check-out time. Have the assistant, doorman
or manager accompany the cashier from the posters around any old way regardless of what
box-office to carry the money, as she is less the weather may be. The resulting messy displays are just bad news to the next guy who
likely to be held up. There is safety in numbers ! Be sure to keep the safe locked at all has to take them and not like it. Due to the
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post-war

equipment
INational Theatre Supply's '■'Magic Bridge''' will help
you plan now for your post-war equipment . . . without "options'" or down payments of any kind.
National's "/Viogic Bridge" will close the gap between
your post-war plans and their speedy realization. If
you have not yet received your personal copy of the
"/tfng/c Bridge" Equipment Survey, ask for a copy
at your nearest National branch.
NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

Divij/on of N ATIONAL-^»»^^-BLU DWORTH, INC.
A Genera) Precision Equipment Corp. Subsidiary
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restrictions
on pulp production for paper and
WARTIME
wood conservation not to mention manpower, the
poster-makers are forced to curtail the quantities they produce and make posters do double
duty like film prints. As a result you get a
bunch of dirty posters and start bellowing
without realizing that they may be twice as
dirty when your crew gets through with them.
Just do your share by keeping an eye on the
poster room and the guy who changes your
front and if we all do that there will be enough
nice gleaming displays to go around.
HANDLING

U. S. FUNDS

We will not go very deeply into this complex
headache which is growing in intensity but
rather offer a word of general wisdom for
you to profit by. Government funds and the
records pertaining thereto are mighty important potatoes these days. Guard them well
and for years to come but above all be prompt
in making your reports and mailing them as
Uncle Sam has a mighty expensive way of
spanking
and interestlittle
and fellows
penalties,who
you don't.
know. Penalties
FIRE PREVENTION
The best insurance and the least expensive
against fire hazards is cleanliness. Most fires
in theatres start from either of three causes :
1. cigarettes carelessly disposed of; 2. trash and
accumulated filth in unused rooms and basements ;3. faulty wiring. The best solution to
the first cause is ample receptacles filled with
sand at the convenience of the patrons, plus
caution signs for both patrons and employes.
The second category is simply a matter of good
housekeeping. The cleaners who fail to dispose
of ALL waste paper, boxes, paint, rags, etc.,
need a bounce. The third angle involves regular
checkups on existing wiring and the employment of competent electricians when any changes
are contemplated. Don't let the boys haywire
a trailer or sweeper cord or anything temporary
without personally inspecting the insulation.
Good supervision on these three points can
save you plenty.
If you're a showman, Little Man You'll Have
a Busy Day — for a showman's work is never
done, but of. . ours
. we'reandgetting
somewhere
this
business
we can
be mightywithproud
that we've come ' so far and that we're in it
heart and soul and that we're going places.
Posf-War Hint
Not only a vast amount of improved
technic in manufacturing processes but
extraordinary new materials will aid in the
design and making of superior projectors and
allied equipment of the post-war era, it is
pointed out by Emil J. Weinke, Research and
Development Engineer of Motiograph, in an
article on post-war projector design and construction inthe current issue of 'The Sound
Track," house organ published by Motiograph.
Speaking says:
of some of the new materials, Mr.
Weinke
"Moulded plywoods — lighter than metal and
infinitely stronger than wood; tempered
glass — tougher and stronger than many
metals; marvelous new plastics that look like
glass, stretch like rubber and are resistant
to water, sunlight, oils and many chemicals;
a combination of paper and canvas, impregnated with certain resins and then laminated
and molded, that may be cut into parts and
outwears many of those made of metal; plus
steel, copper, bronze, brass, aluminum and
other metals in new forms — these are but a
few of the ultra-modern wonders from which
we may choose in the making of better
theatre equipment."
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Notes

on

Prints--and

ircen Fil m
on
By E. R., Missouri
I have read with considerable interest the
recent articles in STR dealing with the care of
film prints in projection rooms, and as one who
handles prints in a theatre booth, I would like
of film delivto point out that on the evidence
ered directly by exchanges, somebody should
do something to shake up the exchanges.
I can speak only for myself — though I might
name dozens of my fellow projectionists as
having the same experience as we are having
at this theatre — but I can say that we receive
prints which have the seal on but in which,
nevertheless, leaders are torn, warped splices
which will tear in the machine as well as splices
with sprocket holes badly patched, are to be
found in great numbers. One such print recently
received required four hours of my time to
in my projectors —
put into proper shape to ofruna very
fine make and
which, I might add, are
are kept in clean, well-adjusted condition. The
splices in the print referred to were so old that
doesn'tthe seem
fell apart.
practically
thev
me that
the exchanges
should Itexpect
theatreto
to act as repair-man on prints in
projectionist
circulation
— but rather that that job should be
done at the exchange before a print is passed
on by the inspection department.
Tip on Handling Green Film
Having registered the above, I thought I
would pass along to those projectionists who
may be interested an idea that I have found to
work especially well in projecting green film.
This is the practice I find works best for me :
Wind the new or green film on a house reel
very smoothly, then take a stick of camphor
ice (obtainable at any drug store) and dab a
bit of it on each side of the film edges, smooth
ice with the fingers to disout the tribucamphor
te itwell over the area of both edges of
the wound film, mount it in projector and be
sure not to close the film gate too tight. The
film will slip through very nicely — as wellbehaved as though it were a "seasoned" print.
a Tip

TRADE
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Labor-Management

Do It With Bonds
This is the time to be setting aside a tidy
reserve for the day when new seats, new
projectors, new frames, new carpets, new
fixtures, new marquee, in fact almost new
everything will become the order of the day.
At no time in the history of the motion
picture industry has the equipment on hand
been required to stand up to the rigors of
constant use without replacement. You will
be wisely foresighted to anticipate the day
when you'll need a big chunk of dough all
at
on a day
buying
spree.times
It's
smartoneto time
save tofor goa rainy
in normal
but under present circumstances it's just
downright urgent. Many showmen are setting aside a weekly kitty in war bonds to see
them through painlessly. How about it?

Cites IPC's Ashton Marshall
The Labor Management Committee of the
New York Metropolitan District have awarded
Honorable Mention to Ashton Marshall, who
has been with the International Projector Corporation since 1929.
He suggested a grinder attachment device
which keeps the table at uniform speed for a
"dressing" operation. Previously, the operator
had to estimate when the table was travelling
at the same speed as the previous dresssing.
If the speed is faster, more grit is removed; if
slower, less grit is removed. This results in
losing the correct number of oscillations required for exact size, as well as in a loss of
time. Marshall's device eliminates guess-work,
and saves approximately three minutes every
operation.

18

Motiograph

Committee

9

6

Maintenance

Helps
Showing
Jealous of its Keep
reputation of 'Em
being the oldest
manufacturer
of professional projection equipment, Motiograph has
carefully selected the dealers who sell and service
Motiograph Projectors and Mirrophonic Sound. Therefore,
you'll
from incoast
the
bestfind
dealer
town. to coast the Motiograph dealer is

THE DISTAFF SIDE. Five girls have joined the
ranks
RadioforCity
Hall'sin famous
staff ofof 125,
the Music
first time
its moreservice
than
ten years of history, and are doing duty on the
executive elevator, in the check-room, and at
the desk in the grand foyer. Gertrude Yusak of
the foyer desk is shown handing a message to
Bettie Napolitano, elevator operator. Husbands
of both are now with the armed forces. More
than a hundred former doormen and ushers at
the Music Hall are now with the armed forces.
Eleven hold commissions in the Army, Navy and
Marine Corps. Sixteen are in the warrant officer
and non-commissioned class. One has died in
action, another has been wounded.

The Motiograph Dealer puts such exacting craftsmanship
into repair work that you may be sure the life of your
equipment will be extended and it will again give you
carefree performance.
Your projection equipment is the heart of your theatre
so you can't afford to neglect it. Call your Motiograph
Dealer for expert work on your equipment, regardless of
make.
MOTIOGRAPH
ESTABLISHED
18 9 6
4431 West Lake Street

Chicago, Illinois
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Telephone

Exhibitors of America have many duties to perform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations— and you promote
and support the various government
drives that are initiated to spur war
production and civilian defense.
RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carrying on important war duties: RCA engineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection room equipment in thousands of theatres to "Keep 'em Running"—and other RCA Service groups
are installing military equipment and
instructing personnel, in this country
and at the battlefronts.
The RCA Service organization is to■WAR
day more than nation-wide
... it is world-wide . . . serv- FCffiyiCTORY
BUY
ing the home front and
battlefronts too!
nSIAMPS
j/bonds

RCA SERVICE CO., INC.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Subsidiary
Camden, N. J.

Etiquette

Is Just

Good

Sense

The theatre's telephone is a point of direct contact with the public, and particularly
representatives of the public who are that interested as patrons or prospective
patrons that they make inquiry regarding your show, and in consequence the
telephone manners (or etiquette) become a most important matter. Below we
reproduce from the Charles Skouras Showmanship Campaign issue of "Par," house
organ of Fox West Coast Theatres, the most concise (and graphic) guide to
telephone etiquette that has come to our notice.
WHEN AWAY from your desk
ANSWER ALL calls promptly.
or office, be sure that someNothing is more irritating to
the other fellow than waiting
will answer
and
know onewhen
you will'phone
be back,
for you to answer.
or where you can be reached.
Otherwise, valuable time — wartime and patrons' time — will
be wasted.
BE COURTEOUS In all telephone
contacts — business courtesy, not
WHEN ANSWERING, always
social, but pleasant, sincere,
use an identifying name. Do
helpful. Don't Interrupt, argue,
away with the time-wasting,
or be impatient. Listen attenout-of-date "Hello." For extively; don't make patron repeat because of inattention on
ample, say: "ThisMr.is Kennedy
the El
Portal Theatre,
your part. Show interest by
your pleasant tone of voice
and by what you say. Get his
speaking."
viewpoint.
When impression
you're talk-of
ing the patron's
us
is
what
you
make
it.
SPEAK DISTINCTLY, In a wellmodulated voice. Do not whisper, mumble, or shout. Speak
directly
BREVITY, DICTION, and politetry to into
talktransmitter.
with cigarDon'tor
ness are termed the three
something in your mouth.
things on which to concentrate
in order to improve one's telephone sense.
DON'T TRANSFER a call to
someone else if you can take
care of it or have the proper
person do so. The other fellow
won't want to go over the
BUSINESS CALLS, especially, ft
same ground twice, once with
the same person who first
demand good telephone manners. One's office is often
answered and again with someferred.one to whom the call Is transjudged
by the way the 'phone
is answered.
KEEP PAD and pencil close at
hand. It makes a bad impression when you say, "Wait
a minute, 'til I get a pencil"
or "I want to get some paper
and make a note of that."
KEEP YOUR schedules and
bookings on the desk near
'phone. Avoid having to ask
caller to "hold the line" while
you look It up. If you have
to leave
'phone with
to another
consult
records
or confer
employe, it may be best not
to keep the patron waiting:
take number and call back as
soon as possible.
WHEN FINISHED talking, say
"Goodbye," pleasantly and rereceiver gently.
Don't
end theplace theconversation
by slamming receiver back and giving
the customer a bang in the
ear.
courtesy.That is not telephone

NEVER SHOW anger or impatience over the 'phone. Never
say and — ah, well — ah.oh.oo,
up-huh, nor grunt.

SOME HAVE difficulty keeping
their minds on the conversation. A moment's thinking before you lift the receiver will
frequently save a lot of
trouble, and your listener long
waits. It will perhaps prevent
you from saying things you
didn't mean to say.
YOU HAVE probably had the
experience of answering your
own 'phone, being asked to,
"Wait a minute. " Having an
office assistant get the person
wanted on the line may be
convenient for the calling person, but often the one who Is
forced to wait on the other
end of the line resents this
because he feels that his time
is being needlessly sacrificed
to another's convenience.

IT IS possible to say 378 words
in three minutes, not too fast
and not too slow. And 3 minutes, in war-time
lines are
busy, is when
ample 'phone
time.
LAST BUT not least — be yourself, and be an asset to your
company.
MANagement!It's the MAN in
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Corne/

Feature

of Theatres

Sure

of Post- War
Period
The tremendous amount of candy business
being done by theatres today despite the shortages of stock is attracting increased attention
to a lucrative field that has barely been scratched.
Never in the history of showbusiness has there
been a greater demand for confections and
never have supplies been more difificult to obtain.
Exhibitors report the farm trade buying ten
candy bars at a clip before sitting down to
enjoy a show, and another ten to take along
home in their pockets.
This increase in demand is opening theatremen's waved
eyes to aside
an avenue
profitbecause
which many
have
in theof past
of a
tenant in the building or neighborhood store
catered
patrons'
this line.
was just totoohismuch
troublewants
to be inbothered
about.It
Now the sweet taste of candy profits are making exhibitors sit up and take notice. The trend
to merchandising other items to patrons pulled
to the theatre by its advertising and screen
attractions is on the up-grade. A large number
of theatres have been and are using soft drink
bars, mechanical drink dispensers, popcorn machines, etc., and the dough is rolling in. This
extra revenue helps pay rent, light — and is
easy to get.
It is no ill-considered prophecy that in the
post-war period of new theatre construction
and reconstruction provisions will be made in
the planning for soda fountain and candy-cigarette-cigar sales facilities.
Carpet

Stocks

Low

T l-J A D E

R E V I li W
RCA-Equipped Land Cruisers
Help Navy Recruit Waves
Three-way sound reproduction equipment specially designed and produced by the RCA Victor
Division of the Radio Corporation of America
for use in Navy Recruiting Cruisers of the
truck-and-trailer type has proved highly sucyear's operation
of eight
cruisers cessfulinin a various
parts of the
country.such land

Price Ceiling On
Safety Equipment
Services involving equipment used for the
protection of property against the hazards of
fire and theft are specifically subject to price
ceilings as established by the Services Regulation, the Office of Price Administration
announced last week.
Included among this equipment are fire
alarms, watchman boxes, burglar alarms,
sprinkler systems, and other similar devices
used for the detection of, and for protection
against, loss or damage by fire, theft, burglary
or sabotage.
Services covered include maintenance, repair, rental, operation, supervision, inspection
and installation of the equipment (except the
installation of sprinkler systems).

Today-

more

than

ever, thousands
exhibitors
its*

Adapted for broadcasting phonograph recordings, radio pickups, and live talent and speakers
at a microphone, either separately or mixed, the
installation in each cruiser includes four loudspeakers driven by two 15-watt amplifiers.
To meet power requirements under all conditions, each unit is equipped with a gasoline
driven generator producing 110-volt AC current.
Telephones, operating on low-voltage current
self-generated by the action of the speaker's
voice on the diaphragm, provide means of communications between cab and trailer.

of

echo

praises_.

and

Supply Still Shrinking
Carpet and rug inventories down to $25,000,000 or less, at wholesale price, are foreseen by
the end of this year by W. D. Gardner, vicepresident and general sales manager of Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co. This compares
with a normal year-end inventory of $150,000,000
held partly by the mills, partly by wholesalers
and partly by retailers.
Today, according
statement,
there are tono Mr.
mill Gardner's
inventoriesrecent
and
those of wholesalers are rapidly being exhausted. As to retailers, for more than a year
now it has been impossible for a store to get,
in a given month, as many goods as it has sold
during that month. With consumer demand
increasing rather than decreasing, this gap between intake and outgo has widened every
month for a year until, by the end of May of
this year, the Federal Reserve Board reported
floor covering inventories of department stores
ofif 43 per cent from the same month in 1942.
Wool, while scarce, is not the chief bottleneck, Mr. Gardner explained in a letter to his
company's dealers. The most important handicap is serious shortage in backing materials.
Facilities of cotton spinners have been put under
further strain by the necessity of producing
binder twine and camouflage net yarns for the
government.
New Type Rectifier
Tube From Continental
Continental Electric Co. now has on the
market the new Cetron mercury rectifier 6
ampere tubes which use a new type of filament,
operating at less filament current and having
a lower voltage drop, according to the company.
R. E. Smiley, manager of war production
sales, is authority for the statement that research
work in connection with war production has
resulted in development of new uses for Cetron
phototubes both of gas-filled and vacuum types.

!ome Victory, it"^ will
be available again to
the
who

thousands
know

represents

that
the

in projection

NATIONAL

more
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it

utmost

arc lamps

SUPPLY

Division of National- ^^^'S^ -Bludworth,
THERE'S A BRANCH NEAR YOU

Inc.
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Loose

Chairs:

Permanently anchors loose chairs
to concrete floors in ten minutes.
COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUCTIONS ... $5. f.o.b. Chicago.
PATCH-A-SEAT
Quickly repoiis cuts and rips on leatherette
seats. Colors: brown, green, black, maroon,
blue. Specify color when ordering. COMPLETE KIT ... $6. l.o.b. Chicago.
CHAIRS
• PARTS
Complete line of used vVg carry a comand rebuilt theatre
chairs — veneer back plete line of new
and box spring seat. „sed parts lor
Al»o insert panel back
and spring edge seats. all makes of chairs.
GENERAL
CHAIR
CO.
2035 Charleston St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

FOREST

***c-^

PRODUCTS

WE MAKE OLD THEATRE
CHAIRS
LIKE
NEW —
LAST EIGHT TO TEN YEARS
ASK PARAMOUNT ABOUT OUR WORK
PRICES REASONABLE
REPUBLIC SEATING CO.
New York City
45 W. 45th Street
BR. 9-4245
World's Fine
st

POP

[ORN

SUPPLIES

Pay less — yet get the highest quality pop corn grown!
Also salt, seasoning, cartons
and sacks — at a sovingl
Prompt delivery.
the
WRITi for
Low Prices.
AMERICAN
POP CORN
Sioux City.
Iowa CO.'

Moke those improvements now!
Now is tile time to make those much needed
improvements to your theatre. Allow us to offer
our suggestions and estimate.
NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, INC.
Draperies . Interior Decoration . Murals
318-320 W. 48th Street
New York
WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS PLEASE
MENTION
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
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Equipment

Pending the development of a highly organized national equipment pool, there's one thing to
remember when some equipment is needed — and that is that there may be just what you want
somewhere either quite remote or not so far away from your very town.
This comforting factor was recalled by a visit to the STR office last week of Howard
Rathburn, owner and operator of the Strand Theatre, Manlius, N. Y., who recited the following
incident:
Requiring replacement sound heads for his Strand installation, Rathburn shopped his nearby
market without success in locating the needed apparatus. He then inserted a classified advertisement
in SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW as the next step in a routine he planned to continue until he
located his sound heads. In response to the broadcast that he was in the market for a certain type
of sound head, Rathburn discovered that he had a quite wide selection from which to choose.
Picking the proposition which to him seemed the one most interesting, Rathburn bought the heads.
They arrived, he said, looking brand new "and twice as shiny."
All of which goes to prove that there may be just what's wanted if only the person looking for
it makes a thorough search before giving up hope of keeping the theatre operating in ship-shape
fashion.

Know

Your

Projection
Definitions
shown as projection rooms. Projectionists, however, use the term to apply specifically to the
The Fourth installment of A Practical
room in which the projection equipment is loGlossary of descriptive terms relating to
cated. The word projection booth is virtually
projection. (Note (*) appearing after
obsolete.
terms indicate such definitions are rePROJECTION SPEED : The speed at which
printed zvith permission from A Selected
the film is projected, expressed in feet a minute.
Glossary for the Motion Picture TechPROJECTION
SPEED
PROPER: The
nician, Compiled by the Academy Techniproper projection speed is a speed exactly equal
cal Bureau of the Academy of Motion
to the camera speed at which any individual
Picture Arts and Sciences.)
scene was taken — 90 feet per minute for sound.
REFRACTION:* Bending of a wave of sound
or light when it passes from one medium to
POSITIVE
BRUSHES:
The commutator
another of difl^erent density.
brushcs of a dynamo or motor which connect
RELAY :* Device by means of which electric
with tlie positive wire of the circuit.
power in one circuit controls electric power
POSITIVE CARBON: In an H.I. arc lamp
(generally greater) in another circuit.
the upper carbon ; the carbon to which the positive wire of the circuit is attached. Is larger in REWIND :* To reverse the winding of a film,
usually so that the end to be first projected
diameter than negative carbon.
POSITIVE PRINT: Film exposed to light shall lie on the outside of the roll.
l)assing through a negative. The film used in RHEOSTAT :* Instrument placed in an electric circuit to supply a resistance (generally
])rojection
"positive"
POSITIVEis aWIRE:
Theprint.
wire connected to a definite known resistance) variable at will.
RHEOSTAT, FIELD :* Controls the field curthe positive pole of an electric generator and
rent of a generator or motor, consequently
charged with positive E.M.F.
POTENTIOAIETER:* Device controlling or controls the magnetic field acting, and thus
regulates the output of the machine.
ineasuring the electromotive force (voltage)
across one or more circuits, by placing each of RUNOUT:* That part of the print from the
last frame of the picture to the end.
these in parallel with a variable part of a fixed
resistance.
SHUTTER, AUTOMATIC:* In a projector,
a fire prevention device which falls into place
POWER : The rate at which work is done,
between
light source and film whenever the
meaning work divided by the time in which it is motor stops.
done. The generally accepted unit is the horsepower, which is 33,000 foot pounds a minute.
SHUTTER, _ FLICKER:* Moving (usually
rotating) device, which intercepts the beam of
See
"Foot
Pound."
PRIMARY COIL: In a transformer, a coil light in a motion picture camera, printer, or
projector, once during each picture cycle. A
consisting of many turns of insulated copper
device from SHUTTER, AUTOwire wound around one "leg" of an iron core, or different
MATIC.
placed within a laminated iron core. In effect
it is a powerful choke coil, its practical purpose
SOUND HE.'VD :* Compartment on the probeing to create a magnetic field in order that
jector which contains sound-reproducing systems and mechanism for guiding and driving
a secondary current may be induced in a secondfilm.
ary coil placed within the magnetic field thus
created, the voltage of the latter being dependent
SPECULAR DENSITY:* The value of
upon the relative number of turns of wire in density obtained when transmission is measured
tlie two coils.
for highly collimated (and therefore mostly
PRIA'IARY CURRENT: The current in the parallel) light — as in optical printing or in
primary coil of a transformer.
SPROCKET:* Toothed cylinder engaging the
projection.
PROJECTION ANGLE : See "Angle of Properforations in the film.
PROJECTION DISTANCE: Distance from
SPROCKET HUM or SPROCKET NOISE:*
projection lens to screen. Commonly referred
96-cycle note produced when the film runs
through the pickup mechanism out of line so
tojection."
as "throw." LENS: The lens combination
PROJECTION
that the exciting light beam for the sound track
passes through one edge of the sprocket holes.
which forms the image upon the screen. The
lens of a projector optical train corresponding
STRANDED WIRE : A wire _ composed of
to the objective in a camera. Also termed
several smaller wires, usually twisted together.
STRIKING AN ARC: The act of bringing
"projection objective."
PROJECTION PERIODS:* Total fraction of the carbons of an arc lamp into contact and
tlie picture cycle during which the picture is separating them again in order to obtain an
electric arc.
being projected. Cf. MOVING PERIOD,
STATIONARY PERIOD.
STATIONARY PERIOD:* That portion of
the picture cycle during which the film at the
PROJECTION ROOM:* There is some confusion in the use of this term. It is common
aperture is stationary, expressed in degrees of
studio practice to refer to the small viewing
revolution
1 cvcle). of the controlling flywheel (360° =
rooms or theatres on the lot where dailies are
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Copper
Carbon
Records Show Theatres

the industry has
g- record
THE
run upoutstandin
and continues
to better in the sale
of War Bonds is not being inatched by
results in turning back into the salvage pile
that possible 90 per cent of the copper coating
of projector carbons, figures recently released
prove. The showing being made, or not being
made to say it another way, is causing considerable anxiety — as well it might. Government
officials know that it is possible to put back
into the copper salvage pile the 90 per cent of
copper used on projector carbons burned at
the theatres — the salvaging process, of course,
calling for saving of the carbon drippings and
stripping off of the copper foil from unburned
stubs. The point for concern on the part of theatres is that officials may decide to reduce the
amount of copper allotted to carbon manufacture
if the industry itself does not make a better
record.

Salvage
Falling Far Below

a Wartime
Potential 90 Per Cent

55

^Must
Return

1. Cut shred of copper coating from carbon stub starting from burnt tip. 2, Peel back copper at
butt end with knife and loosen foil all the way down side at which peeling is to be started. 3. Roll
copper away from carbon stub. 4. Copper coating removed in one rectangular or square sheet.
These figures illustrate the method of stripping carbon stubs suggested by William Coward,
projectionist, Texas Theatre, Waxahachie, Texas.

Turn It in to Dealers
Several factors are stressed by those industry
men who are well-informed on the subject. First
is that the exhibitor, or his projectionists, should
make sure to turn in whatever drippings and
strippings are collected to one of the theatre
equipment dealer establishments — all of whom
are cooperating in getting the carbon back into
the stock pile for the manufacturers of all war
and civilian articles requiring copper. This is
important, it is pointed out, because the average
scrap metal dealer is not aware of the amount
of copper contained in the white or grayish collection of drippings and strippings turned over
by the theatres. The ash contained in the material in no way impairs the metal comprising
the insignificant-looking fragments of carbon
retrieved from lamphouses and carbon studs.
No Amount Too Small
Second factor which it is said still must be
emphasized in the theatre field is that no
matter how slow the process of collecting
amounts of the drippings and strippings seems
to the smaller theatre owners, this apparently
"too small -amount" must be added to other
amounts turned in from theatres all over the
country. One small theatre holding out, because
the amount seems too little to be of any use,
can cause a severe cut in the potential salvage
record the theatres as a whole run up if all
cooperate in the very necessary job.
Manufacturers Aiding
A great deal has been done to aid the theatres
to help themselves in this necessary salvage
work by National Carbon Company. That company, in addition to the great amount of research resulting in savings of copper both in
manufacturing processes and reduction of the
amount of copper for carbon coatings (via the
new Victory Carbons), has broadcast practical
information to theatremen on the best methods
for channeling dripping and stripping salvage
back to the stockpile. Also, the company now
labels each carton containing carbons with
exact data as to the amount of copper contained
in the carbons and the amount it is possible for
the theatre, using average care and effort in
the salvage job, to turn back into stockpile.
Projectionists who have worked faithfully
at the job of saving every particle of drippings
and every fragment of unburned copper from
carbon stubs are agreed that only a set routine,
quite simple but rigidly followed, is the only
way to make the job a thorough one. To begin

with a brush which is used to collect all of the
dusty substance on the floor of the lamphouse
after a full day's run. That substance is practically 100 per cent copper. The unburned stubs
are collected and preserved for some time when
there is an opportunity to strip off the coating.
The stripping job must be done in the theatre.
It is of no use to include the full stub, carbon
core as well as copper coating, in salvaged
material turned over to the dealer. Such practice makes for an utter waste of time on the
part of the theatre collecting the copper and
the dealer's time as well ; because there is no
provision for the stripping work to be performed at any point along the line from the
theatre
claimed. to the place where the metal is reIdea to Aid Carbon Stripping
Above is a suggestion for a gadget to speed up
the operation of stripping copper from carbon
stubs in accordance with the method illustrated
on this page. Use a block of fairly hard wood
about 4 inches long, 3 inches wide, and 1 inch
thick with the grain running length ways. Place
butt of a positive and negative carbon against
the end of block and trace around each keeping
the outside edges of the carbons on a straight
line across the block. (See A.) Next draw a
line through the center of both circles in order
to determine the exact point at which to start
a drill. Select a drill the size of both carbons
and bore two holes to within Vz inch of the
end of the block. This accomplished, saw off
the top of the block exposing the top of the
two holes so that when carbons are inserted in
the holes they will protrude about 1/16 of an
inch above the top surface of the block for their
entire length or within ' inch of the end.
(See 6.) By placing a carbon stub in the hole
you can take a shred of copper from the top
edge to start the peeling process, eliminating
the chance of cutting fingers.

with, they state that a container — most prefer
a glass jar with a cover that will screw on
firmly — must be kept in a handy place in the
projection room to receive the drippings swept
out from the lamphouse and the strippings peeled
off stubs. The lamphouse cleaning job, they
say, should be a daily chore, preferably performed the first thing in the morning when the
projectionist comes on the job. The drippings
are swept into a film can, or other container.

Technic for Stripping
In this department of the issue of June 19,
an article dealing with practical methods of
collecting the drippings, and stripping the carbon stubs included an illustration showing how
the copper may be stripped off by cutting a
diagonal line with a sharp penknife ; then inserting the point of the blade under the foil
to raise a small portion of the coating and then
peeling off the foil in a spiral with the fingers.
We illustrate on this page another method suggested by William Coward, a young and comparative newcomer to the projectionist craft
but very apparently an enterprising and ingenious worker deeply interested in his job in the
booth of the Texas Theatre, Waxahachie, Texas.
Coward says he finds his method of removing
the foil in one piece rather than by peeling it
off to be both easier and quicker — for his own
part at least — and so he permits us to pass
along- the technic he uses for whatever interest
or usefulness it may be to others.
In addition to illustrating above the method
suggested by Mr. Coward, STR offers an idea
that many projectionists may find handy as a
tool to speed up the stripping operation and,
perhaps, save a cut or two on the fingers of the
person taking the copper foil off projector carbon stubs. This is shown in another illustration
above and is, we hope, so described as to make
it a simple matter for the average handyman to
build himself a core-slotted block just the right
size to hold the carbons being- given the stripping
treatment.
Whatever
used, salvage
it's action
needed
to getthein methods
more copper
fromthat's
the
projection rooms.
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''Warhorn''

Projector
Members of the Theatre Equipment Dealers
Protective Association who have been called
to a conference at Chicago's BIsmark Hotel,
September 18th and 19th, are also being
invited by President W. C. DeVry of the
DeVrywarborn
Corporation
a preview
of DeVry's
new
35mm. totheatre
projector.
DeVry will hold "open house" on Saturday,
September 18th, at its main plant, 1111
Armitage Avenue. Transportation will be
provided as desired, to and from the plant.

1 M

IJ Hill"

New • Used • Rebuilt
Proiectors, Screens, Chairs,
Soundheads, Amplifiers, Arc
Lamps, Rectifiers, Generators,
etc. Write for bargain booklet.
^Equipment lutufjbl at highest prices
S. 0. S. CjNEMA SUPPLY CORR, 449 w 42nd st , n y c

Merry

Widow

In St. Louis

Theatre
Trace

Progress of Pictures
Since 1906 there have been four different picture theatres in St. Louis all bearing the name
"The Merry Widow," and all four of them
located within a space of two blocks of the
original
the This
provocative
— and tonowbe
hallowed bearer
theatre ofname.
is believed
something
of atheatres,
world's also,
record.
series
Merry Widow
tell a The
graphic
storyof
of the development of the motion picture industry through the various transformations from
the early nickelodeons to the modern de luxe
showhouses of screen entertainment.
The originalopened
"Merryin Widow"
a 99-seat
nickelodeon
1906 by wasGeorge
and
Harry Hayes. This pioneer house has long
since been converted into a chicken store. The
name of the original house was selected by
Lester Bona, now St. Louis manager for Warner Bros. The Hayes boys paid Les a $5 bill
and an ice cream cone for entering the winning
title in the "name this theatre contest." Bona,
then one of the neighborhood boys, also obtained
a job as an usher, ticket-taker and general allaround handy boy. He also sang in the amateur
contests which carried prizes of $1, 50 cents and
25 cents for the winners.
A few years later the Hayes boys opened the
second "Merry Widow," a 250-seat house
about a block away from their original nickelodeon. It was a great improvement over the
first store show, especially as to seats and projection equipment and screen. In 1914 the
Hayes boys sold out to Fred Klockenbrink, who
operated the "Merry Widow" for two years.
In 1916, John P. Murphy took over the Merry
Widow. Several years ago, the third house to
bear the name of Merry Widow was opened as
part of a neighborhood community building at
1435 Chouteau Avenue. It had 485 seats. This
house continued under Murphy's management
until some three years ago when he sold out
to Johnston Brothers. Several months ago control of the third Merry Widow passed to Sam
Komm, owner of a circuit, and he closed that
house about the time that he opened the fourth
house bearing the Merry Widow title at 1539
Chouteau Avenue. It has about 800 seats and
No Wartime Let-Down in
is among the city's most modern and best
equipped neighborhood shows. It is close to a
big federal housing project that opened within
Circuit's Maintenance
the past year.
Great
States
Theatres
circuit
is
continuing"
its maintenance program despite shortages of
An interesting angle is that Bona, who chose
the name which has so long endured in the St.
materials and labor. Maury Rubens, circuit executive, and Ralph Lawler, district manager at Louis theatre world, was to make his career
Peoria, recently returned to Chicago after a in the picture industry. Bona, still a young man,
was about 9 or 10 years old when he made this
tour of the circuit's several theatres and reported on many of the more extensive jobs of first essay in picture business. He was later
maintenance.
to become the theatre's soloist, his vocalization
The Empress, one thousand-seat house in being given "screen appeal" via lantern slides.
Decatur, has been completely overhauled. It When he was about 16, Bona went to work for
is under the management of John Mendel, a the old General Film Co., and he has been in
the distribution end of the business ever since.
veteran showman. At Danville, the Fischer
Theatre, under the management of Tom Ronan,
has been equipped with new carpets, lobby furniture and given a repaint job. At Kewanee,
Celluloid, Not Movie Film,
Galesburg and Quincy theatres have received
new decoration treatment. The key house of Ends Career of Ex-Theatre
Great States in Kewanee, destroyed by fire two
Celluloid — used for the manufacture of war
years ago, has been granted priorities and will
materials — brought about the end, as celluloid
soon begin on reconstruction of the building.
in motion picture form was responsible for the
It will be the first-run theatre there when combeginning of the former Criterion Theatre in
Rutherford, N. J. The theatre was abandoned
pleted.
Claude Rubens is in charge of the maintesome time ago, and more recently the building
nance department of Great States and the staff was taken over for manufacturing purposes by
under his direction is on the job the year round.
a firm filling government contracts. An explosion in the factory started a fire that totally
wrecked the stru^cture.
Rezone for Theatre Site
ADV.
Upon the request of the San Diego Theatre
Corp., subsidiary of Fox-West Coast, a porCan't Get It?
tion of a cigar-shaped block in San Diego,
Cal., was rezoned as a site for a theatre by the
zoning committee.
Joe Hornstein Has It

House
Swept by Fire
Texas City theatre patrons are finding great
satisfaction with the new Showboat Theatre
as evidenced by the attendance since the house
opened, June 4th, with a gala bond premiere.
The Showboat is actually a reconstruction job,
but presents an entirely new atmosphere, which
is natural since there was not a scrap of equipment usable after the fire which destroyed the
original Showboat in Texas City last October.
Beverly Proud of
Jack A. Farr, manager of the Showboat,
promoted a special section in the Texas City
The Ware
Theatre
Sun, and used other "pre-war" ideas of showmanship inmaking the re-opening of the ShowA few months ago Phil Zeller left the Warboat an event of city-wide interest and imner Bros. Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio, to become
portance.
The theatre has a seating capacity of 1,000; city manager of E. M. Loew's Theatres in
Beverly, Mass. Since his taking over things
is air conditioned; equipped with new projec- have
been really happening around the Ware,
tion and sound equipment. All this was made
Larcom and Strand theatres. The Ware 'has
possible by a priority rating awarded because
come in for particular attention having _ just
the theatre was deemed a necessary recreabeen almost completely redecorated in a highly
tional facility for a vital defense area.
The original Showboat Theatre opened on attractive manner. A new service system has
April 16, 1942. Exactly six months later the been inaugurated to insure a quiet, good neighborly atmosphere conducive to enjoyment of
building was swept by fire which destroyed all
screen entertainment. The patrons like the imequipment and the interior of the playhouse.
provements and are showing it by increasing
The seating arrangement of the reconstructed
attendance, Zeller reports.
house duplicates the original plan, providing
Mrs. Potter, cashier for many years in the
600 chairs on the main floor and 400 on a
Loew Theatres, has been advanced to the assisbalcony floor.
tant managership of the Ware and girls have
Tickets to the opening show were obtained
boys on the service staff. The doorman
by purchase of War Bonds. The scale was : replaced
is now a doorgirl, a term you will be hearing
$35. bond, admitted one child ; $50. admitted
in view of the manpower situation,
one adult; $75. admitted two adults; $100. frequently
dressed in attractive slacks and blouse.
admitted the family.
Another innovation set in being by Zeller is
There was an elaborate dedication ceremony
the use of a pretty girl in evening gown in the
at which J. G. (Johnny) Long head of the
foyer, spotlighted, to direct patrons to the balcircuit owning and operating the Showboat,
cony or main floor, collecting the ticket stubs.
made the presentation with Mayor E. A. JohnThis stunt has been used off and on for many
son responding in the name of citizens of Texas
years in the big city key theatres but this is
City. Jack Farr acted as master of cereprobably a first for the smaller cities and should
monies.
prove most acceptable from a service standpoint.
Stoll, President, Celebrates
40th Anniversary With W.E.
With the week ending August 7th, 1943,
Clarence G. Stoll, president of the Western
Electric Company, reached his fortieth anniversary with that organization.
Mr. Stoll joined Western Electric as a student apprentice in its Clinton Street Shop in
Chicago, after graduating from Pennsylvania
State College in 1903. After a succession of
promotions in the manufacturing department,
he became vice-president in 1926 and was
elected to the presidency in 1940.
was in Belgium,
charge ofin the
at He
Antwerp,
the company's
World Warfactory
year
of 1914. Today, after more than 25 years of
executive responsibility in operating in peacetime the world's largest telephone equipment
business, he is once again directing in wartime
a great establishment committed to the job of
furnishing more than a third of America's production of military communications equipment
for the Allied Nations.

August 14, 1943
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3 Fairbanks - Carlisle s
Fairbanks and Carlisle will produce three
series for Paramount's shorts subject program
for 1943-44. They are: 6 "Speaking of Animals"; 6 "Unusual Occupations" and 6
"Popular Science."
Through an error in a story in STR last
week it was made to appear that the "Popular Science" series would not be represented
on Paramount's new season program.
Walter Lantz Introducing New
Process for Cartoon Animation
A new process for animating human characters has been developed by the Walt Lantz
Cartunes Studios at Universal, Lantz has disclosed. The new process is said to eliminate
jerky movement.
For years cartoon producers have experimented to stop the jittering of their characters.
The Lantz discovery in promoting smooth and
consecutive action is said to afiford one of the
greatest improvements in production.
Showing Films in War Plants
Found Real Morale-Builder
One of the best ways to raise morale and cut
down absenteeism is to show pictures in war
plants themselves, it has been found by the
National Recreation Association in a survey
made in several of the most populous working
centers. The survey showed that films bring
about a relaxation from the strain.
The organization, formed to study the psychological effects of war time work methods,
says one of the most important details with
which both industry and community have to
deal is that of supplying sufficient recreation.

TRADE
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Short Subject Reviews
Forgotten Treasure
( i (iiitimicd jroiii I'agc 36)
seen in relation to present-day happenings.
.•\moi)g the personalities and happenings seen
are McKinley, Teddy Roosevelt, the San Francisco fire, Taft viewing the unfinished Panama
Canal, and the funeral procession of King Edward VIL The procession is really something.
Taking place shortly before World War I, it
shows walking together such monarchs as Albert of the Belgians, Spain's Alfonso, Austria's
Ferdinand, Germany's Kaiser Wilhelm, King
George, and the new Prince of Wales — more
than 25 years before Wally. "Forgotten Treasure" is well worth a strong exploitation effort
on your part. Newspapers and history teachers
will go for it. Suggest to editors that they might
find a good feature story in connection with the
film right in their own morgue. If possible, give
them an advance showing.

Duke Ellington and His Orchestra
(For Connoisseurs}

Seeing Hands
(Appealing)
MGM (S-458) Pete Smith Specialty 11 mins.
This is a simply-told story of the war effort
of a blind man. Ben Helwig, as a boy, was a
nut on model airplanes. In a baseball game he
was hit in the eyes by a bat and blinded for life.
The film goes on to show his solution of the
problem through a seeing-eye dog, and his wonderful hands. With the coming of the war he, a
mature man, is working one night on some of his
machinery, when two industrial engineers happen by. Confused by the noise of metal-working,
and seeingvestigatenoand are
lightamazed
in Helwig's
theydoes
into find barn,
the man
exceptional work. Helwig is quickly hired and
he becomes the most important worker in their
factory, turning out delicate parts that go into
the effort to win the war. Straightforward and
affecting, this little short is a gem.

RKO Radio (34,407) Jamboree 9 mins.
Duke Ellington has a definite following for
his kind of music, which rates as something
super-special in the way of major league swing.
In this short the Duke and his players give
out music and nothing else, content to allow the
sound alone put over the film. It is really better so, for the musicians — and certainly the
Duke — are not cut out for comedy. The band
does three numbers : It Don't Mean a Thing,
Mood Indigo, and Don't Get Around Much
Anymore.
who ; follow
Ellington's
will go intoThose
raptures
those who
follow music
some
other band leader will probably beg to disagree,
while the great middle music class will take the
short as a bit of swing which seems to be un.usually well done and much easier on the ear than
the effusions of some of the wild boys. For the
general audience it is a safe filler, with a kick
in it for the connoisseurs.

Can 'f Duck

Birthday

Duck 'have
is what
the"Happy
gang at birthday,
the Wait Donald
Disney studio
been
practicing all week to say to Donald Friday
(13th). And while Donald was expected to
stop
Disney.scowling and smile a bit at the felicitations, he won't be able to take too much time
off to celebrate, according to his boss, Walt
Natal day or no, Donald Duck is too busy
completing his starring role in Disney's second
South American feature, "Latin for a Day."
It's a long jump from Donald Duck's first
acting
Littleto Hen"
1934 (hevehicle,
had a "The
bit partWise
in this),
his newin
singing and dancing role in "Latin for a Day."

This is only one of 28
Comedies each starring
a Top Comedian ... to
be released during
1943-44 by Columbia!

A Hilarious 2 Reel Comedy
Produced ond Directed by JULES WHITE

THE BEST COMEDIES

OF ALL COME

FROM

COLUMBIA!
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Listing feature releases alpliabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prims or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
Rel.
See of
Issue
ASTOR PICTURES
Mins. Date
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
71
Reissued
.. 70
Crooked
(OF
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason.
Fangs o( Circle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
60
New Reissued
Release
.100
Reissued
Hell's
Angels Man
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
70
Reissued
Her
Enlisted
(CD)
Barbara
Stanwyck-Robt.
Young.
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudette Colbert
80
Reissued
Keep
Benny
72 New Reissued
King 'em
of theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-Ratoff-Bennett
71
Release
Let 'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce CabotVirginiaVelez
Bruce
70
Reissued
Palooka
Stuart
Erwin-Lupe
70
Reissued
Scandal for the Bride Anna Lee-Grlfhth Jones
70
New Release
Scarface
Scream in(D)
the Night P.
Lon Muni-G.
Chaney, Raft-A.
JrDvorak 88
69
New Reissued
Release
Sky
Devils
(C-D)
Spencer
Tracy
88
Reissued
Thunder in the City Edw. G. Robinson
81
Reissued
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
45
Reissued
COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After Midnight With Boston
Blackie (D)
C. Morris-Ann Savage
4009 AAppointment
Night to Remember
(My)A.L.6. 'Voung-B.
in Berlin
Sanders-M.Aherne
Chapman
4026 Boogie Man Will
Get You
(HG)F
B.
Karloff-P.
Lorre-Jeff
Donnell
4030 Boston Blackie Goes
Hollywood
(My)
C.
Morris-Constance
Worth
Boy From Stalingrad Scotty Beckett-Conrad Binyon
4013
City WithoutStrike
Men at(D)
Linda Muni-Anna
Darnell-Leslie
Brooks
4UU4 commanaos
Dawn(D).Paul
Lee
Crime Doctor
Warner Baxter-M. Lindsay
4005 Daring
Desperadoes
(W)F Joe
R. Scott-E.
Keyes
4021
Young(Tech.)
Man (OF
E. Brown-M.
Chapman
4203 Fighting
Buckaroo
(W)
Starrett-Kay
First Comes Courage M. Oberon-B. Harris
Aherne
Frontier
Davis
Good Luck,FuryMr.(W)
Yates Chas.
Claire Starrett-Jimmy
Trevor-Edgar Buchanan
It's
a
Great
Life
P.
Singleton-A.
Lake
4038 Junior Army (D)
F. Bartholomew-Billy Halop
4033 Ldugh
Blues Away(W)
(O..Jinx
Falkenburg-Bert
Gordon
Law of Your
the Northwest
C. Starrett-S.
Patterson
4040
Let's
Have
Fun
(C)
M.
Lindsay-J.
Beal
4032 Lucky
(O
Falkenburg-McCrea
R. Hayden
4001
More theLegsMerrier
(D) J.JinxArthur-J.
4034 Murder in Times Square(My) . E. Lowe-M. Chapman
No Place for a Lady (My)....Wm. Gargan-iVlargaret Lindsay
4028 Pardon
One Dangerous
(My)...W.
Blore-M.
Chapman..
4202
My Gun Night
(W)
Chas.William-E.
Starrett- Alma
Carroll
Power
of
the
Press
(D)
Guy
Kibbee-Lee
Tracy
Redhead From Manhattan L. Velez-Michael Duane
4012
BeverlyWest(DM).. A. Miller-Wm. Wright
.«^ll Reveille
Riders of With
the North
Mounted (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
4201 Riding
Through
Starrett-Shirley
Robin Hood
of theNevada
Range (W),.C.
(W). Charles
Starrett-Kay Patterson
Harris
4212
Saddles
&.
Sagebrush
(W)
R.
Hayden-Bob
Wills
4029 She Has What It Takes (CD) . Jinx Falkenburg-Tom
Neal
4035 Smith of Minnesota Bruce Smith-Arline Judge
4006 Something to Shout About (C) . Ameche-Oakie-Janet Blair
•1142 Stand By All Networks (Sny).John Seal - F lorenrp Rice
4210 Tornado in the Saddle (W) ... Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
4019 Two Senoritas From Chicago(C) Jinx Falkenburo-Joan Davis
4039 Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson
Cousin ) F .Ann
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard
4002 What's
You WereBuzzin'
Never LovelierCM
F. Astairc-R.
Hayworth

64.
91.
77.
66.
68.
70.
76.
100.
66.
85.
73.
58.
53.
69.
68.
69.
69.
57.
65.
64.
103.
65.
66.
77.
57.
63.
63.
78.
57.
61,
57..
55.
66.
66.
91.
64.
59.
H8.
68.
75.
98.

. .b7/24/43
3/18/43
12/10/42 . .bl2/l2/42
7/15/43 . . .b7/24/43
10/22/42 .blO/17/42
. .37/25/42
11/5/42
5/20/43 .. ..a3/2U/43
.b8/7/43
1/14/43 . .bl2/l9/42
.
.b7/IO/43
1/7/43
..
6/22/43 .. . .b3/l3/43
3/25/43
10/8/42 . . .bl/23/43
2/1/43 .. .. .38/29/42
.a6/l9/43
7/29/43
.b7/l7/43
6/24/43 ... .. .34/24/43
6/29/43
. .b7/IO/43
5/27/43
1 1/26/42 . .alO/IO/42
1 1/12/42 .alO/IO/42
5/27/43 . .. .b5/29/43
.b4/24/43
3/4/43
10/1/42 . ., .. ..36/20/42
.b4/3/43
5/13/43 . . ..b6/5/43
4/1/43 .. . ...b6/5/43
2/11/43
.310/10/42
1/21/43
. .36/20/42
12/1/42 .. .312/26/42
1/28/43
.
.. .b5/29/43
5/6/43
..
2/4/43 .. ..b7/3/43
.al 1/14/42
2/15/43
10/1/42 .. . .36/13/42
7/29/43
.
.3(2/12/42
.312/26/42
4/27/43 . . . .b6/5/43
4/15/43 . . . .38/8/42
10/15/42 .b4/IO/43
2/25/43
10/29/42 .
12/15/42 . ...a8/8/42
6/10/43
. . .b7/3/43
12/3/42 .. . ,; ..b2/20/43
.b8/7/43
7/8/43
1 1/19/42 .blO/IO/42
. .36/20/4''

Coming
.8/19/43 ...36/19/43
Passport to Suez
Ann Savage- Robert Stanford
Cover Girl (Tech.) R. Haywnnh-J Falkenburg
Cowboy
From
Lonesome
River
.
Charles
Starrett-Vi
Athens
Cowboy in the Clouds Charles Starrett-Jakie Duncan a8/7/43
Cyclone Prairie Rangers Charles bt.Trreit- Walter Taylor
Destroyer (D)
Ed. G. Robinson-M. Chapman Aug a2/20/43
Doughboys in Ireland Kenny Baker-Lynn Merrick
Footlight Glamor
Penny Singleton- Arthur Lake
a8/7/43
Gamble of Boston Blackie Chester Mcrris-Jeanne Bates
Hail to the Rangers (W)
. Charles Starrett-Kay Harris
alO/31/42
Last Horseman (W)
Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
al/9/43
My Kingdom for 3 Cook... .0. Coburn- Marguerite Ch3nman 8/31/43 ...36/12/43
Restless Lady
Evelyn Keyes-E. Lowe-J. Hubbard
a6/26/43
Riding West (W)
C. Starrett-Shirley Patterson
31/30/43
Silver City Raiders (W) R. Hayden-B. Wills
310/3/42
Sahara
Humphrey Bogart-bruce Bennett
34/24/43
There's
Something
About
a
Soldier
Evelyn Keyes- M ifh.Tel Du3ne
Tropic3na
Mae Wesl-Victor Moore
...
Vigilantes
Ride
(W)
R.
Wills
al/2/43
When My Baby Smiles 3t Me. Ted Hayilen
Lewis &B Band
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell Hayden-Alma C3rroll
al/16/43
MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Hardy's
Double
Lite (CD)F
M. Rooney-L. Stone
95 Dec-Feb
304 Apache Trail (W)F
Wm. Liindigan-nonna Reed
H6. Sep-Nov
324 A Stranger in Town (D)F F. Morgan-Jean Rogers
67. Apr-M3y
Apr-Msy
326
Air
Raid
Wardens
(OF
Laurel
&
Hardy
67.
327 Assignment in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre Aumont-Susan Peters 96. Apr-May
June-Aug
328 Bataan (D)
R. Taylor-T. Mitchell 114. AprMay
323
Cabin
in
the
Sky
(M)F
Ethel
Water8-"Rochester"
98.
207 Cairo (CM)A
J. MacDonald-R. Young
101. Sep-Nov
317 Dr.Assistant
Gillespie's New
L. Barrymore-V3n Johnson
87. Dec-Feb
333 Du Barry Was(D)F
a Lady
June-Aug
(Tech.) (M)
Red Skelton-Lucille Ball
101. ,Sep-Nov
309 Eyes in the Night (Spy)F Edw. Arnold-Ann Harding 79.. Sep-Nov
312 For Me and My Gal (DM)F..I. Garland-G. Murphy
103.. June-Aug
.329 Hitler's
Harrigan'sMadman
Kid (D)F
Bobby Carradine-Patriria
Readick-Wm. Gargan
80. June-Aug
334
(D)
Morison... 117.
84.
.June-Aug
380 Human Comedy.
The
(0)F lohn
M. Rooney-F. Morgan

bl2/l2/42
.b2/l3/43
.b3/20/43
.b6/27'47
.b3/l3/43
.b5/29/43
.b2/l3/43
.b8/l5/4V
.hi 1/14/42
. .b5/8/43
. .b9/l2/42
.b9/l2/42
.b3/l3/4i
.b2/27/43
.b6/l2/43
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KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action; (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Farce;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (O) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audienci
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b — publication date of Box Office Slant.
MGM (Cont.
Current 1942-43
314 Journey for Margaret (D)F...Robt. Young-Laraine Day
320
Keeper
of
the
Flame
(D)F
K.
319 Northwest Rangers (AD)F Wm. Hepburn-S.
Lundigan-J.Tracy
Craig
311 umana Irail iWjF
j. craig-u. J3gger
303
Panama
Battle
(MC)F
A.
Sothern-"Red"
Skelton
332 Presenting
Pilot No. 5 Lily
(D)
Tone-Marsha
Hunt
330
Mars (D) J.Franchot
Garland-Van
Heflin
370 Random Harvest (D)A G. Garson-R. Colman
315 Reunion in France (D)A J. Crawford-Philip Dorn
308 Seven Sweethearts (CD)F K. Grayson- Van Heflin
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
301 Somewhere
You (CD) I'll
AFind
Clark Gable-Lana Turner
316 Stand By For Action (D)F...R. Taylor-C. Laughton
322 Tennessee Johnson (B)A Van Heflin-R. Hussey
321 Three Hearts for Julia (CM)A.M. Douglas-A. Sothern
302 War
Tish Ag3inst
(CD)A
M. Main-ZaSu
306
Mrs. Hadley(D) A.Edw.
Arnold-F. Pitts
Bainter
313 Whistling in Dixie (OA R. Skelton-A. Rutherford
310
White
Cargo
(D)A
H.
Lamarr-W.
Pidgeon
305 Youngest
Yank at Eton
(D)F
Rooney-lan Hunter
331
Profession
(OF V.M. Weidler-Edw.
Coming Arnold

Mins. Date
Rel.
Dec-Feb
80. Dec-Feb
100.
63. June-Aug
b2. Sep-Nov
78.
70. June-Aug
June-Aug
104.
126. Dec-Feb
105. Apr-May
97.
94. Sep-Nov
105. Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb
108. Sep-Nov
103. Dec-Feb
90.
84.
84. Sep-Nov
Dec-Feb
73. Sefl-Nov
90.
June-Aug
Sep-Nov
87.
82. Sep-Nov

Issua ef
bin/3i/4j
hibl2/l9/42
0/3 1/42
.b9/l9/42
.b4/IO/43
.b7/2o/42
..b5/l/43
bl.bl2/5/42
1/28/42
.b8/
15/42
..b3/6/43
..b8/8/42
bl2/l9/42
bl2/l2/42
..bl/9/43
.b7/25/42
..b8/8/42
blO/31/42
.b9/l9/42
..b8/l3/42
,b3/6/43

A Guy Named Joe
Spencer Tracy-Irene Dunne...
..35/29/43
.b5/l/43
Above Suspicion (D)
J. Crawford-F.
America
B.
Donlevy-Ann MacMurray...
Richards....
.36/12/43
Andy
Hardy's
Blonde Trouble.
M. Ball-Wm.
Rooney-L. G3xton
Stone
93
b7/3/43
Best F'-ot
Forward(Tech.)
(M) .L.
90.
Broadway Rhythm
George Murphy-Ginny Simms
37/24/43
Cross of Lorraine Gene Kelly-Pierre Aumont...
.38/7/43
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sullivan
Dr.CaseGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. Barrymore- Van Johnson 89
b5/8/4S
Girl Crazy (M)
M. Rooney-J. Garl3nd
99
b8/7/43
Hesvenly Body
W. Powell-H. Lsmarr
a7/3l/43
I Dood It (C)
Red Skclton-E. Powell
102
b7/3l/43
Lassie Come Home (D) (Tech.) .Roddy McDowall-Donald Crisp 90
alO/24/42
Little Miss Magic
Margaret O Brien-J. Crsig
38/7/43
Madame Curie
G. Garson-W. Pidgeon
36/5/43
Man From Down Under Charles Laughton-Binnie Barnes. ... 103
b8/7/43
Meet the People
Lucille Ball-Dick Powell
Rationing
W. Beery-Marjorie Main
Salute
to the Marines
(Tech.)
(D)
W.
Beery-F3y
101
b7/3l/43
See
Private Hargrove. .. R.
Robert
Walker- Bainter
Donn3
Reed
Song Here.
of Russia
Taylor-Sussn
Peters
a6/5/43
Swing
Shift
Maisie
(C)
A.
Sothern-James
Craig
87..
b5/a/43
Tartu
R. Donat
103
b8/7/43
Thinkin'
of
You
(MC)
Kay
Kyser
&
Band-Lena
Home
32/27/43
Thousands Cheer (Tech.) (D).Kathryn Grayson-Gene Kelly
31/16/43
Whistling in Brooklyn Red Skelton-A. Rutherford
a7/24/43
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. Marshall-R. McDowall
38/7/43
Young Ide3s (C)
M. Astor-H. Marshall
77
b7/3l/43
MONOGRAM

Current 1942-43
Ape Man (H)A
B. Lugosi-W. Ford
Bowery at Miiinight IH)A... 8. Lugosi-Vince Barnett
Clancy Street Boys (C) L. Gorcey-B. Jordan
Cowboy Commandos (W) R. Corrigan-D. Moore
Crime Smasher (M)F Edgar Kennedy-Gale Storm
Dawn on the Great DiVide(Wi .ts. jones-R. Bell
Foreign
(Spy)F
Shelton-Gale
Storm
Ghosts onAgent
the Loose
(D) John
E3st Side
Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. H3tton
H3unted
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
I Escaped Ranch
From the
Gestapo
(D)
D. Jagger-M. Brian
Kid Dynsmite
Hall
Land
of Haunted(D)F
Men (W).... Leo
RangeGorcey-Huntz
Busters
Living
Ghost
(My)F
James
Dunn-Joan
Woodbury
Melody Parade
Ted Fio Rito Orchestra
'Neath
BrooklynNight
Bridge(CD)
One Thrilling
(OA A . Leo
John Gorcey-Huntz
Beal-W3nd3 H3II
McKsy
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury
(Reviewed
as
"You
C3n't
Beat
the Law")
Rhythm Girl
Parade (M)F Gale
Storm-Robt.
Sarong
A. Corio-J.
Davis Lowery
.
Silent Witness (D)F
Frank Albertson- Maris Wrixon
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-Patricia Morison
Spy TrainFrom
(D)
R. Travis-C.
Stranger
Pecos (W) Johnny
Brown- Craig
Raymond Hatton
Tex3s to Bataan (W)
John King-David Sharpe
Trail
Riders
(W)
John
King-David
Sharpe
Two
(W) J.B. King-D.
West Fisted
ol the Justice
Law (W)
Jones-T. Sharpe
McCoy
Wild Horse Stampede (W) H. Gibson-K. Mavnard
Wings Over the Pacific Inez Cooper-Montague Love
Coming

64.
63.
65.
53.
62.
70.
64.
64.
64.
75.
67.
61.
64.
69.
61.
68.
62.
76.
61.
55.
56.
55.
55.
57.

. ,b2/27/43
.3/5/43
.blO/3/42
. IO'30/42 . .. .. .b3/27/43
,4/23/43
.6/2/43 ... .. .b6/26/43
.b2/20/43
,1/29/43
,al
I, 14,
. 12/ 18,42
,10/9/42
,
,4/2/43
..
.
.b6/5/43
.
.b9/l9
42
,7/16/43 .
,12/4/42 . . ,b5/22,43
.b5/29/43
17/43
,5/24/43 . . .b4/
,2/12/43 . .. .bl/23,43
. .a2/6/43
,3/26/43 . ...a5/l/43
11/27/42 .
,8/13/43
l//4^
1 1/20/42 .blU/
. . .b7/4/42
,8/28/42 . . .bl/30/43
,2/12/43 .
12/1 1/42 . .bl2/26/42
5/28/43
.blO '31 '«
1/15/43 . ,bl2/l9/42
. .bl/16/43
2/26/43
.
,b5/l5/4.1
,7/2/43 .. ., ..b6/5/43
6/25/43 . , .b7/l7/43
.
.b9/26/42
10/16/42
12/4/42 .
, ,b7/3l/43
.a9/l9/42
1/8/43
4/16/43
. .b6/5/43
10/2/42 .. . ....34/17/43
6/25/43 .
. . .bS/l/43

Black Market
Rustlers Hoot
Rsy Corrigan-Dennis
Moore...
Blazing
Guns
Gibson-Ken Maynard....
Bullets Sweetheart
& Saddles Ray
Corrigan-Dennis
Moore...
College
Gale
Storm-Robert
Lowery....
East of the Bowery Jack LaRue & East Side Kids
64
Here Comes Kelly (C) Joan Woodbury-Eddie (]uillan.
Hitler's
Women
Gale
P3trick-N3ncy
Kelly
Nearly Eighteen
Outlaws
of Stampede Pass..,. J.GaleM, Storm-Bill
Brown-R, Henry
Hatton
Revenge
of
the
Zombies
J.
Carradine-L.
Storm
Six Gun Gospel
.1. M. Brown-R. Talbot-G.
Hatton
Spotlight Scandals (C) Frank Fay-Billy Gilbert
79
Texas Kid
Johnny M. Brown- R3ymond Hatton....
The
Law
Rides
Again
Hoot
Gibson-Ken
M3vn3rri
Thirteenth Guest
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell
Uninvited Guest
Victor Jory-Pamela Blake

. .38/7/43
.36/26/43
b7/3l/43
. ,a8/7/43
.a7/l7/43
.36/19/43
.36/19/43
.b7/24/43
..35/29/43
.38 7/43
. .37/3/43
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SHOWMEN'S
Rei.
MIns. Date
Currenr 1942-43

TRADE

See
PARAMOUNT
Issue of
Block
No.
5 Aerial Gunner <D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82. 6/11/43 .. .b3/27/43
3 Avengers,
The (WarO)F K. Richardson-Deborah Kerr
88. 1/29/43 .b8/29/42
(Reviewed
as
"Day
Will
Dawn")
5 China (D)
Loretfa Young-Alan Ladd
79. 5/28/43 .. .b6/26/43
.b3/27/43
65 Dixie
(Tech.) to (IV1)
CrosbyDorothy Baxter
Lamour 89.
. .b5/8/43
Five Graves
Cairo (D) Bing
Franchot
Tone-Anne
91). 7/2/43 ; .. .blO/3/42
21 Glass
Forest Key
Rangers
(D)
(Tech.)F..F.
MaclVlurray-P.
Goddard
87.
.b8/29/42
10/23/42 .. ..bl/2/43
(G)F
B. Donlevy-V. Lake
85. 11/6/4?
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.)(D)F...J.
(M) F . Martin-D.
PowellVallee
81. 3/26/43 . .blO/3/42
Henry
Aldrich,
Editor
Lydon-C.
Smith
72.
12/4/42
4 Henry Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. 4/9/43 .. .. .bl/2/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (0) . Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
65. 5/14/43 .. .b6/26/43
.b3/27/43
High Bodyguard
Explosive (D)F
Morris-J. Shirley
Parker
63.
45 Lady
(CD)F C.E. Albert-A.
70. 3/12/43 . . .bl/2/43
3 Lueky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88. 2/26/43
.bll/21/42
I Major
and theof Minor
(CD)F...G. Rogers-R. Milland
100. 10/16/42 ..b8/29/42
Mrs.
Wiggs
the Cabbage
Patch
(D)F
F.
Bainter-C.
Lee
80.. 1 1/27/42 ..blO/3/42
My Heart Belongs to
Daddy (CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75.. 2/12/43 ...bl 1/7/42
Night
Plane From
Chungking
(D)F
R. Preston-E. Drew
69.
. . .bl/2/43
1/7/42
Palm Beach Story (C)A C. Colbert-J. McCrea
89. 5/7/43 .. ...bl
en Parade
A. Miller-J. Colonna
80. /I/43
10/2/42... . .b7/25/42
41 Priorities
Reap the Wild
Wind (M)F
(D)
. .b3/2l/42
R. Milland-P. Goddard 124.
2 Read(Tech.)F
to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. Special
11/20/42 . .blO/3/42
5 Salute for Three (MCD)A B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
75. 7/16/43
. .b3/27/43
.
Souls
at Sea (D)
G. Coopsr-G. Raft
93.
. . Re-issue
Star Spangled
Rhythm
. . .bl/2/43
(Tech.)
(M)F
Special
Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
...
99.
2/12/43
..b
10/3/42
2 Street of Chance (MyD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74. 12/18/42
(D)
J.R. McCrea-B.
Stanwyck 138.
. .b8/29/42
. Re-issue
I Union
WildcatPacific
(D)F
Arlen-A. Judge
73. 10/30/42 ..bl
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/15/43 . 1/7/42
Coming
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
b6/26/43
And
the Angels
Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
For Whom
the BellSing
Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper- Ingrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Frenchman's
J. Fontaine-B.
a7/3l/43
I Good
Fellows Creek
(CD)
Cecil
Kellaway- Rathbone
Helen Walker 70
a4, 17/43
Hail the Conquering Hero. ... Eddie Bracken-William Demarest
I Hostages (D)
A. de Cordova-Luise Rainer 89
a5/22/43
Henry Aldrich's
Code of Honor. Jimmy Lydon-Joan Mortimer
Henry
Aldrich Plays
CupidAldrich
(CD)
Lydon-Chas.
Smith
a2/27/4i
Henry
Haunts a Heuse.J.Jimmy
Lyden-C.
Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
.Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
Aug
a7/IO/43
Hour Before the Dawn Franchot Tone-Veronica Lake
a6/26/43
Lady In the Dark (Tech. (CD). Ginger Rogers-Rjv Milland
aS'B '
I Let's
Face It (MC)
Bob Hope-B.
Hutton
76
b8/7/43
Mine Sweeper
Rirhard
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7/3/4H
Ministry of Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
Miracle
of(CD)
Morgan's
Creek
Eddie
Bracken-Betty
Hutton
al/2/43
No Time for Love (C) Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
Ridiog
High
(Tech.)
(CD)
D
Lamour-D
Powell
a3/l3'4T
6 So
ProudlyRoom
We Onlv
Hail (D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
126. .Sept b6/26/43
Standing
P. Goddard-F. MacMnrray
Story of Dr. Wassell (Tech.) . .Gary Cooper-Laraine Day
a8/7/43
6 Submarine
Alert (Spy) Richard
Arlen-Wendy
Barrio 67
b6/26/43
The Uninvited
R. Milland-R.
Hussey
a6/l9/43
Timber Queen
R. Arlen-M. B. Hughes
I Tornado
C. Morris-N. Kelly
a6/5/43
Triumph Over Pain
i"el MrCren-Bettv Field
an 27 '
I True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell 94
al/2/43
PRC
Current 1942-43
il7 Baby Face Morgan (CD) A ... .Carlisle-Cromwell-Armstrong
R»rt Men Prison
of Thunder
(W).Tex O'Brien-James
Newlll
313 Behind
Walls Can(CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G. Michael
321 Black Raven (H)A
G. Zucco-N. Madison
354
Border
Jim
O'Brien
ilO
Boss ofof Buckaroos
Bio Town
John Newill-D.
LitelFlorence
Kice
3nR
Men (D)A
(D)F 0.Frank
Albertson-June
Lang
31 City
CorregidorSilent(D)
Kruger-E.
Landi
320 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)..B. Livingston-Al St. John
355
Valley
D.Wendie
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
359 Fugitive of the Plains ( W) ... Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
123II Gangs,
Inc
Alan
Ladd-Joan
Woodbury
r:hnst and the Gne^t ( My) .... lames Dunn-Florence Rice
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
302
Lady
FromCourage
Chungking
(D)A..Anna
May Wong-MaeTalbot
Clark
319
Man
of
(D)
B MacLane-Lyle
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola
Lane-Noel Madison
311
Son, theRider
Hero (W)F
(C)F Patsy
Kelly-Roscee
Karns
357 My
Mysterious
B. Crabbe-AI
St. John
304 Night for Crime
G. Farrell-L. Talbot
363 Overland Stagecoach (W) Bob Livingston-Al St. John
«i3 Payetf (Mv)A
..Loo Tracy-Tom Brown
312 Queen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crahbe
351
Rangers
Take
Over
(W)
JamesKruger-Tina
Newill-Tex Thayer
O'Brien.
309 Secrets of a Co-Ed (D)A Otto
405
Submarine
Base
(D)
John
Litel-Atan
Baxter
322 Terror House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
361 The Renegade
B. Crabbe-AI St. John
307 Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
360
Cyclone
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John
364 Western
Wild Horse
Rustlers
Livingston-St.
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-Al St. John
301 Yanks Are Coming (MiF Mary Hcily-Jarkie Hellnr
Coming

.9/15/42 ...b7/25/42
62. .3/5/43
59.
K4. .5'3i,43
.3/22/43
b2/6/41
...b3/20/43
62
60u». .6/15,43
12/7/42 dlU 17/42
.10/12/42 ..b9/5/42
65.
7T 3/29/43 ...bl/16/43
. hi 27 '4»
66. .2/10/43
5/7/43 a5/l/43
55. 8/1/43
a6/l9/43
60.
7/26,-43
72. .3/12/43
5.S. .6/15/43
72.
61. 5/17/43 ...b4/IO/43
. . bd'b'Ai
74. ..4/19/43
I /27/43
^H. .12/21/42
71.
. I /4/43 . .hi
. all,1/14/42
7/42
h7.
FIR. .11/23/42 . "112 5/42
'«56. .4/5 '43 . hi '23 ii
.11/20/42
,bl '16/43
18/43 .,..b8/l/42
76 .2'
60. .12/11/42
71. .1/21/43 hll/2R/49
66. .3/8 '43 ...bl 1/28/42
. 12 '26/42
25/4? ..b9/l9/42
69I'l .10
,7/20/43
...b7/IO/43
66.
.4/19/43
71. .7/1/43 ....a5/22/43
58. .9/29/42 ...b9/26/42
66. .5/10/43 a5/l/43
59.
64. .5/14/43
1 12 '43
...a6/l9/43
60. .6/21/43
.11/9/42
...blO/3/4,;
71.

. .38/7/43
362 Cattle Stampede
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John...
.b7/
17/43
61 . 8/16/43
8/23/43
411 Girl
DangerFrom
— Women
at Work (C) Armlda-Edgar
Patsy Kelly-Isabel
Jewell ...
9/24/43
Monterey
Kennedy
Harvest
Melody
Rosemary
Lane-Johnny
Downs
401 Isle of Forgotten Sins (D) . . . .J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard 84. .8/15/43 . .b7/3/43
RaidersUnderdog
of Red Gap
Bob Livingston-Al
316 The
Paul
KellySt. John 10/4/43 .
406 Tiger Fangs
Frank Buck-B. Crabbe
9/10/43
9/14/43 .. .37/17/43
356 Trail
of Terror
O'BriPn-Jim
Newill....
10/20/43
Two Worlds
F.DaveLederer-S.
Curie
RKO-RADIO
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
3 Army
( WarD)FA . . . . . . James
Wyatt
Bambi Surgeon
(Fa.) Tech.
Disney Ellison.
Cartoon Jane
Feature
1 Big Street (CDiF
Henry Fonda-Lucille Bali
34 Cat
People Swings
(0)A
Simon-Tom Conway
Cinderella
It (DM)F. Simone
Guy Kibbee-Gloria
Warren
25 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)(My)A...T.
A
(3eo.Conway-H.
Sanders-Tom
Conway
Fakon Strikes
Hilliard

63 . ..12/4/42
70
8/21/42 ..blO/24/42
...b5/30 4?
88. .9/4/42 b8/8 '4?
73.
.12/25/42
.bll/14'47
71. .2/26/43 ,..bl/23/4'
62. May
Il'6'42 ...hlO/3/42
65.
b3/20/43

59

REVIEW

RKO-RADIO (Cont.
B'"'''
Current 1942-43
No.
i-urrenr i^'tz.
W-l Fighting Frontier (W)F T. Holt-Ann Summers
54 Forever
Flight forand Freedom
(D)A
R.
MacMurray
a Day (D)F All Russell-F.
Star Cast
3I Great
Gildersleeve
(C)F
Harold
Peary-Jane
Here We Go Again (CM)F E. Bergen-McGee &.Darwell
Molly
1 Highways by Night (G)F R. Carlson-Jane Randolph
45 Hitler's
Children
(D)A
B.
Granville-T.
Holt
I Walked With a Zombie( H) A . J. Ellison-F. Dee
2 Journey Into Fear (D)A 0. Welles-D. Del Rio
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
1 Mexican
ElephantSpitfire's
(OF
Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
Honeymoon(D)F...P.
(D)F. Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant
W-l Pirates
ofthetheYankees
Prairie (BD)F..Gary
(W)F..Tim Holt-Nell
O'Day
Pride
of
Cooper-Teresa
Wright
W-l Sagebrush
Law
(W)
T.
Holt-J.
Barclay
Saludos Amigos (Tech.) Walt Disney Feat. Prod
2 Scattergood Survives a
Murder (My)A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
23 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
Seven Miles
Alcatraz (D)A
J. Craig-B. Granville
4 Tarzan
(D)F
Weismuller-F.
Gifford
They GotTriumphs
Me Covered
(C)F...Bob
Hope-Dorothy
Lamour
54 Two
This Weeks
Land IstoMine
(D)F
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
Live (C)F Lum andComing
Abner

8»
^^^^ Date
Issue of
.
.b2/l3/43
Rel.
57.. 1/15/43 . . .b2/6/43
100.. Apr
104..
. . . . .bl/23/43
1/14/42
62.. . 3/26/43 , bl.b8/29/4i
75
1/1/43
10/9/42 , .b8/8/42
63.. 3/19/43
bl/2/43
89..
68.. 10/2/42 ,.. .b3/20/43
, b8/8/42
70.. Apr
62. 2/12/43
.b3/20/4:'
,b8/8/42
. . . ..blO/17/42
64. Apr
9/11/42
.
87.
10/30/42
.
117., I 1/27/42 . blbl 1/7/42
1/7/42
57 . I 1/20/42
127.
. .87/25/42
56. 3/5/43 ,612/19/42
42..
Apr . .b7/ 18/49
.blO/17/42
66. 2/10/16/42
19/4.1 .blO/17/42
87.. 1 1/13/42
.bl 1/14/42
61.
.bl/23/43
78.
1/8/43
2/19/43
95, 2/5/43 ....b3/20/43
bl/2/43
. . .b2/6/43
103.
76.

I Adventures of a Rookie Wally Brown-Alan Carney
a7/3/43
1 A Lady Takes a Chance Jean Arthur-John Wayne
a4/3/43
An
American
Story
iViargoWally
Brown
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
a7/3/43
W-l Avenging Rider (W)
1. Holt-C. Edwards
56
a8/22/42
7 Behind the Rising Sun (D) ... Margo- Robert Ryan-Tom Neal 88
b7/17/43
6 Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R, Scott
99
b5/l5/43
Coastal Command
(Doc)
62
b7/24/43
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
692/26/43 ' b7/l7/43
6 Glldersleeve's
Day (C) . . H.
Pearv-J.
Darwell
B2
b5/8/43
Gildersleeve
onBadBroadway
Peary-Billie
Clovernment Girl
0.Harold
de HavillandJamesBurke
Dunn
a7/17/43
Ghost Ship
Richard Dix-Russell Wade
Higher &. Higher
Michele Morgan-Jack Haley
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick
a7/24/43
6 Leopard Man (H)... D. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/9/4i
7 Mexican
Spitfire's
Blessed
Event (C)
L. Velez-L. Errol
63
b7/l7/43
6 Mr.
Lucky
(D)
C.
Grant-L.
Day
ino
b5/8/43
North Star. The (D)
W. Huston-A. Baxter
a4/l7/43
One
Hour
of
Glory
Gregory
Pcck-Toumanova
7 Petticoat Larceny (CD) Joan Carroll-Walter Reed
61
b7/l7/43
Red River Robin Hood (W).. T. Holt-C. Edwards
a8/l/47
I Seventh Victim
Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
a7/IO/43
71 SoSky'sThisthe IsLimit
(C)
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
Washington
Lum
and Abner
Spitfire
L. Howard -D. Niven
b4/24/43
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Tarzan's Desert Mystery J. Weissmuller-Nancy Kelly
1 The
Fallen
Sparrow
(D)
J.
Garfield-M.
O'Hara
a3/l4/43
Up in GoArmsLatin
(Tech.) Danny Kaye-Dana Andrews
Let's
REPUBLIC
Current 1942-43
214
M. Lockwoed-H.
Sinclair
778 Alibi
At Dawn(M)F
We Die (D)A John
Clements-Godfrey
Tearle
264 Blocked Trail (W)
Bob Steele-Tom Tyler
2301
Boots
and
Saddles
(W)
Autry-Burnette-Judith
Allen
2313 Bordertown Gunfighters (W)..B. Elliott-G. Hayes
2311 Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
275 Carson City Cyclone (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
219 Chatterbox (C)
J. E. Brown-J. Canova
276 Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
274
Dead
Man's
Gulch
(W)F
Barry-L. Merrick
222 False Faces (D)
S.D. Ridges-R.
Williams
211 Fighting Devil Dogs
Lee Powell-Eleanor Stewart
777 Flying Tigers (D) (Special) F.Joan Wayne-John Carroll
361 Gaucho
FugitiveSerenade
From Sonera
Barry-L. Burnette
Merrick
2303
(W)(W)...D.G. Autry-S.
220
Gentle
Gangster
(D)
B.
MacLane-M.
Lament
251 Heart of the Golden
West
(W)F
Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
215 Hit Parade of 1943 (DM)F...J. Carrol-S. Hayward
206
Revue (CD) R.
EllenRogers-S.
Drew-Richard
Denning
252 Ice
IdahoCapades
(W)F
Burnette
234 King of the Cowboys (W) R. Rogers-S. Burnette
203
(CD) Jane
Wilcoxon
210 Johnny
London Doughboy
Blackout Mijrder(Mv)
John Withers-Henry
Abbott-Mary McLeod
2312 Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
217 Mantrap
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
Corrigan
2305
Rose
(W)
Burnette
100 Mexican
Moscow Strikes
Back (Doc) A. Gene
RussianAutry-Smiley
Cast (Special)
209 Mountain Rhythm (D) Weaver Bros. & Elviry
202
Homestead
WeaverBarry-Lynn
Bros.-DickMerrick
Purcell
272 Old
Outlaws
of Pine (C)F
Ridge (W)..Don
212
Purple
V,
The
(Spy)A
J.
Archer-M.
McLeod
2304
Ride G. Autry-Smiley
Burnette
266 Ride,
Riders Tenderfoot,
of the Rio Grande(W).B.
Steele-T. Tyler
253 Sante
Ridin' FeDownScouts
the (W)
Canyon (W).Roy
Rogers-George
Hayes
265
Three
Mesquiteers
208 Secrets of the
Underground
Virginia Grey
261 Shadows
on the (Spy)
Sage (W) John
Three HubbardMesquiteers
218 Shantytown (D)
M. Lee-J. Archer
256 Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine
255 Song of Texas
Roy Rogers-Sheila Ryan
2302
South
of
the
Border
(MW)...G.
Burnette
273 Sundown Kid (W)
Don Autry-S.
Barry-Linda
Johnson
221 Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty- V. Vague
216
Tahiti
Honey
(DM)
.
0.
o'Kcsfo.S
Simon
301 The Saint Meets the Tiger. .. Hugh Sinclair- Jean Gillie
226 The West Side Kid
D. Barry-D. Evans-H. Hull
223
B. Joyce-R.
Frazer
263 Thumbs
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) Three
Mesquiteers
207
Traitor
Within
(D)A
Donald
M.
Barry-Jean
Parker
262 Valley of Hunted Men (W).. Three Mesquiteers
204
X
Marks
the
Spot
(My)A
Helen
ParrishDamian
O'Fiynn
Coming
203 Youth on Parade (CM)A John Hubbard-Ruth Terry

. b4/3/43
66. .3/24/43
.3/20/43 .. , .b3/27/43
78.
.3/12/43 .. ,. ..al/30/43
55. .1/15/43
. .b7/3/43
. Reissue
58.
56.
.7/8/43
..
..b4/24/4S
.b5/29/43
.4/30/43
.
55.
55. .3/23/43
.b4/IO/43
76. .4/27/43 .. ,...a3/6/43
55. .5/15/43
.2/13/43 . , .b3/20/43
55.
56. .3/28/43 . . . .b6/5/43
69. .1/29/43 . !!b9/26/42
102. .10/8/42
55. .7/1/43 .. . . .34/17/43
69.
. Reiitu*
.4/15/43 . . . . .b7/3/43
57. .5/10/43
. 12/1 1/42 ..bl.b3/1/21/42
13/43
65.
82. .3/26/43
. 12/24/42 . .bl2/19/42
.
.b2/20/43
79.
70. .3/10/43 . ..bl2/26/42
.b4/IO/43
67. .12/31/42
.4/9/43 ..
63.
.1/15/43
.
58.
. . .34/3/43
55. .6/11/43
.. ..b6/5/43
.4/13/43 .. .bl2/19/4r
57.
. . Reissue
.7/15/43
.
58.
..bl2/l2/42
.b8/l5/4.
57. .10/1/42
.
70. .1/8/43
. 10/27/42 . . .b8/29/42
68. .8/17/42
.3/12/43 . . .a9/5/42
56.
.6/1/43 .. ..33/13/43
58.
66.
. . . . Reissue
55. .5/21/43
12/30/42 .bl2/12/42
. .b3/27/4'
55. ..4/16/43
55.
. . . .83/6/43
.
12/18/42
71.
.4/20/43 .. ..810/10/42
53. .8/24/42
. .88/8/42
.b7/
24/43
65. .8/12/43 . .. .b5/29/43
68. .6/14/43 .
69. .3/1/43 . .. .b4/24/4t
70.
712/28/42
-29 43 .., . . . Reissu«
.,4/6/43
56. .3/20/43
. .b5/l/43-i;
72. .8 '23/ 43 . ..al0'3l
. .b8 7 43
70.69.
...b6/
. .b4/3/43
...35
I 43
19/43
.7/5/43 .. .81 1/28/42
67.
12/16/42 . . .bl2/5/42
56. ..1/25/43
63.
1 1/13/42 . .a 10/3/42
56. ..11/4/42
. bll 7 42
56.
72. . 10/24/42 .blO/17/42

A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald
Beyond Hills
the Last
Frontier Eddie
Dew-Smiley
Burnette
362 Black
Express
D. Barry-W.
Vernon-A.
Heath 55
Death Valley
Manhunt Bill
Elliott-George
Hayes
Deerslayer
Bruce Kellogg-Jean Parker
224 Headin'
for God's
Country W.
Lundigan-V.
Here Comes
Elmer
Al Pearce
&. His Dale
Gang 78.
Hoosier
Holiday
Dale
Evans-Georqe
In Old Oklahoma John Wayne-Martha Bvron
Scott
2306 In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette 72.
Man
Grande. ..,...Don
Watts
Man From
From the
MusicRio Mountain
Rov Barry-Twinkle
Rooers-Ruth Terry
Mystery Broadcast
Nils Asther-Frank Albertson
227 Nobody's
Calhern-G.Burnette
George 71.
Raiders ofDarling
Sunset (F)
Pass M.EddieLee-L.
Dew-Smiley
228
Sleepy
Lagoon
Judy
CanovaDennis
Day
65.
225 Someone to Remember {D).-,.M. Paige-J. Crane
80.
Wagon Tracks West (W) Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys 53

.37/24/43
8 15 43 . .b8 7 43
9/9,43 . ...37/24/43
.38
7 '43
.a7/3/43
,8/26/43
.b7.'3l/'43
.36/26/43
. Reissue
.37/3/43
8 27 43 '.
9,'2,''43
8 19 43

.36 19 43
. b7b7 313 1 4343

9 I "43 '
8 26 43 '

60
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TRADE
REVIEW
Rel.
See of
UNIVERSAL
(Cont.)
Issue
Mins.
Date
. .b7/l7/43
20TH CENT.-FOX
Current
1942-43
Rel.
Block
to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Cotten
94. 7/16/43 . .. .b3/27/43
Issue of 7031
Mins. Date
7041 Hers
No.
.b2/20/43
Current 1942-43
He's
My Guy(M)
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4!ib2 Mr. Smug
Good
Point Rationing
Troop Train
4861 Wings for the Fledglings. Fair
4511
4510
4504
4508
4507
4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509

COLOR RHAPSODIES
AHe Hunting
We Won't
Go. Good
It Stick.
Good
KingCan't
MidasMakeJunior
Plenty Below Zero Fair
Professor Small and Mr.
Tall
Slay Itof With
Flowers Fair
Fair
Song
Victory
There's
Something
About
a Soldier
Fair
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll
Bridge
Troubles
Amusing
Tree for Two
Routine

4660
4657
4656
4658
4651
4639
4654
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By Excellent .
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's
Sen
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba
Conga Hits.. Good
Good
Rosie theandRiveter
...
Songs of the States Good
Yankee Doodler Very

FAMOUS BANDS
4951
No.
I
(Ted
Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) . . . . Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shop Fields) Good

II
II
6
II
10

.Not Rev.
.. 7/10/43
. Not2/27/43
Rev.
.Not
. 1/ Rev.
9/43

7'/2
7/24/43
7 .. 7/17/43
Rev.
77 .Not
. 5/29/43
..Not1/30/43
Rev.
.10/ 3/42
6'/2.. 4/17/43
7 10/31/42
5/42
77 12/
7/10/43
10 . . 7/31/43
9 .Not Rev.
9 . . 4/17/43
. 2/27/43
. 1091/2 . .Not
Rev.
, 88 . . 8/22/42
. 101/2. . 5/ 1/43
8 . .11/14/42
1/ 2/43
. 99'/2 .. .. 9/26/42
. 10
10 .. .Not Rev.
7/42
. 10 . ..11/1/ 2/43

4409
4410
4412
4411

GL0VE8LINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover. The
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Mediocre
Socks
Appeal
Fair

16 .10/31/42
Rev.
I8I/2. .Not5/22/43
18
l7'/2. . , 3/20/43

4901
4904
4002
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajiuis of the Teche Gnnd ..
Merchant Convoy Vivid . .
Oddities
liood ...
Our Second(LaVarre)
Front Timely

101/2. . 5/26/43
8/22/42
10 . 10/31/42
IO'/2.
. 1/ 9/43

4704
471!
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
61/2.
Cholly
Polly
Silly
Dizzy andNewsreel
Duty
the Beast Fair
6
The
Mind. Clever
Average
77
The Dumbconscious
Gullible Canary
Kindly Scram
6
MaliceMouse
in Slumberland
Fair
Mass
Meeting . . . Dull
661/2
The
Fly
in
the
Ointment.
Below
Average
.
6'/2
The Vitamin G-Man Silly
6'/2
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine
7

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No.
I
(Kay
Kyser)
"
'Good
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) ! . . . Very
Good
No.
3
(Jack
Benny)
Entertaining
No. 4 (Leopold
Stokowski)
Classified ...
No.
5 (Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good
No. 6 (Ginny Simms, M.C.)
No. 7 (Alan Mowbray)
No.
8
(Kyser,
Autry)
No. 9 (Fibber McGee &
Molly)
Good
No. 10 (Mischa Auer) ..Good

2/27/43
Net
Rev.
5/22/43
1(0/17/42
1/14/42
Not Rev.
12/
5/42
6/26/43
7/17/43
3/13/43
5/ 8/43
8/15/42

II . 8/15/41
3/42
109 .10/
.10/31/42
10 12/ 5/42
9/43
9 . 1/ Rev.
10 , .Not Rev.
10 , .Not
91/2 . Not Rev.
10 .. 7/10/43
7/17/43
10

TRADE

61

REVIEW

4406
4404
4401
4408
4402
4405
4408
4403
4731
4551
4452
4807
4805
4808
4804
4«nfi
4809
4801
4803
4802

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Rev.
Back From the Front
18 Not
Not Rev.
Dizzy Detectives
IS'A.
Even
I0 U
Fair
151/2,
7/24/43
Higheras Than
a Kite Slapstick
18 . .,. in/24/42
12/12/42
Sock-A-Bye
Baby
Average
18
Rev.
Spook Louder
16 .Not7/10/43
Three Little Twirps Average
l5'/2. . 1/ 2/43
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
IS'/z.
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
9'/2 . . 8/29/42
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
TOURS
10 ..8/ 1/42
Journey
Denali
Good
Old
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good.
11 ..10/17/42
WORLD OF SPORT
Aqua
Entertaining 9'/2.
Diving Thrills
Daredevils Good
9 . 5/29/43
Jump,
Uninteresting .. 109 . ,.. 3/20/43
6/26/43
4/17/43
Ladies Fish,
Day inJump
Sports Good
Ski
Soldiers
IO1/2.
Not
Rev.
Sweeping Oars
Excellent 10 . . 7/24/43
Trotting
Kings Good
Winter Paradise
Interesting 10II .10/17/4^
. 1/ 9/43
Wizard of the Fairway. . .Golf Magic lO'/t. . 1 1/14/42

PARAMOUNT

COLUMBIA

MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
W-443 Bah Wilderness
8
W-441 Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
8
W-444 Dumb Hounded
Hilarious
8
W-431
One
Ham's
Family
W-446 Red Hot Riding Hood... Tons
8
W-442
W.445 Siifferin'
The Boy andCats
the Wolf... Good
99
W-447 The
The Uninvited
Lonesome Pest
Mouse... AVeryCorker
Funny ... 88
W-450
W-448
Who
Killed
Who
Fair
8
W-449 Yankee Doodle Mouse
MINIATURES (10)
M-433 Brief Interval
10
M-437 Here at Home
M.4.S5 Inca Gold (Seoia)
M-439 Journey to Yesterday. . . Dramatic
II
M-431
Lesson
Impressive .... 1010
M-438 Last
Memories
of Australia. . .Timely
M-440 Ode to Victory
M-432 Portrait
People ofofRussia
Excellent 1010
M-434
a Genius
M-436 Wood Goes to War
(Tech.)
Fascinating ... 10
OUR GANG (10)
C-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
II
C-494 Calling
Kids Delightful II
C-496
Election All
Daze
C-493
Troubles Amusing
IIII
C-493 Family
Farm Hands
Slow
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing
II
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-484
You Treasures
Believe It. . . Eye-Opener ... 10
K-486 Don't
Forgotten
K-4UI
Maduro
of Mexico Fine
II
K-487 Nursery Rhyme
Mysteries
Excellent II
K-483 Trifles
That's That
Why Win
I LeftWarsYou... Engrossing
Very Good .... II10
K-484
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting 10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
9
S-465
President's Dog. Good
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive 108
S-463 Hollywood Daredevils . . Exciting
9
S-462 Marines in the Making Very Good . .. 9
S-468
Seeing
Hands
S-469 Seventh Column
S-466 Sky Science
Excellent
9
S-464 Wild Horses
Fair
8
TRAVELTALKS (12)
T-421 Glimpses of Mexico
T-413
Glimpses
of Ontario Good
T-414 Land
of Orizaba
99
T-416 Mexican Police on Parade. Interesting .... 9
T-415 Mighty
99
T.4I2
Modern Niagara
Mexico City Excellont
T-419
Motoring
Excellent
9
T-417 On
the Roadin toMexico
Monterey
T-4II Picturesque Mass
Good
9
T-418 Romantic Nevada
Very Good
9
T-420 Scenic Oregon
Solid
9
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
22
A-307 Inflation
A "Must"
17
M-401 Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good
20
PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
A Revival of Moments of
Charm
Tops ....
Ina Ray Hutton & Orch
J.Letter
"Scat"
& Orch. . Averaqe
FromDavis
Ireland
Excellent .......
McFarland Twins & Orch. . Entertaining
Mitchell Ayres
& Orch Tops
Fair
Moments
of Charm
8 Rationed Rhythm
Fair

Not Rev.
1/16/43
. 4/10/43
.Not Rev.
. 7/10/43
.Not
. 5/ Ret
1/43
6/ 5/43
.. 7/31/43
. 7/10/43
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
..Not8/ 7/43
Rev
. 7/10/43
..Not
1/30/4
Rev.
.Not1/23/43
Rev.
. 6/19/43
.Not
Rev.
. 5/ Rev.
1/43
.Not
. 7/10/43
1/21/4.
.. 14/10/4'
. Not
8/ 7/43
Rev.
. 1/23/43
. 7/31/43
.. 8/6/19/43
7/43
. 5/ 1/43
6/26/43
... 4/24/43
1/23/42
. 4/10/43
. 2/ Rev.
fi/43
.Not
.Not
Rev.
. 6/19/43
. 5/ 8/4J
Rev.
..Not1/23/43
.Not
Rev
. 4/10/43
.Not
Rev.
16/19/43
1 /2 1 /42
..Not
Rev.
.11/14/42
.. 7/5/ 8/43
3/43

Reviewed
Issue Of

Time
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
34 500
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
Bartholomew Imaginative ...
Cubblns
Funny
2I Jasper
the Haunted
Choo-Choo. . Funny
Jasper && the
HouseLesson ... .Tops
Excellent
56 Jasper's
The TruckMusic
That Flew Charming

7
9
9
71/2.
88

POPEYE (12)

3/27/43
, 5/ 1/43
1/16/43
11/21 /42
6/7/17/43
5/43

E2-I
E2-9
E2-9
E2-7
E2-3
E2-8
E2-2
E2-4
E2-5
E2-6

Hull of a Mess
Amusing
7 .10/24/42
. 7/17/43
Hungry Goat
Hungry
Goat Fair ... 77 .Not
Rev.
5/29/43
Jolly Good Furlough Fair
7 .. 12/19/42
Me
6'/2
RationMusical
tor theNephews
Duration. .Amusing
Good
8 . 6/ie/«
Scrap the Japs
Fair ... 6'/2 .11/14/41
Bm.
Spinach
Fer White
Britain
7 . Not4/l7y*l
Seein' Red,
'N' Blue
6'/2'
Too Weak to Work Amusing
7
.Not R"«.
10
POPULAR SCIENCE (6) 101/2.
J2-I
I
Interesting
.10/2 3/«Z
., .
.12/
J2-2 No.
No. 2
Good
. . ..
J2-3 No. 3
Good
.
1/16/43
J2-4
Informative .. 10 .. 5/
1/43
7/10/43
J2-5 No.
No. 4
6
Weak
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
3/27/43
Y2-2
At
the
Bird
Farm Swell
Fair
99
Y2-3
6/ 5/43
Y2-I Current
Speakinq Events
of Animals
& Their Families Very Good ... 9 . 7/17/43
Y2-4 At the Cage Door Canteen. Silly
9 . 12/19/42
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
Excellent
Interesting
R2-8 Amphibious Fighters
. 6/26/43
.. . 1099>/2 . . 4/24/43
Excellent
. 1 1/14/42
R2-3 Hike or Bike.
10 . .Not
Rev.
10
Enjoyable
9 . . 2/ 6/43
R2-I Sports I.
8'/2.
Excellent
Good
Excellent
. 10/24/42
5/29/43
Good
9'/2 . . 7/17/43
. . 8'/2.
91/2
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
. 3/20/41
8
.
W2-I Destruction, Inc
Exciting
W2-3 Mummy
Jungle Drums
Good
9 . 1/16/43
W2-2
Strikes(Tech.)
(Tech.).. For
Juveniles
5/ 1/43
7/31/43
W2-3 Underground
Secret Agent
Misses
3/13/43
W2-4
World Good
5/29/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
L2-I No.
No. 2I
L2-2
..Good
10 . .10/24/42
L2-4 No.
...10101/2.. . 12/19/42
. . 10 . 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
L2-5 No,
..Good
10 . . 7/17/43
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
T2-I
A
Letter
From
Bataanin ... Impressive ... 15 .10/ 3/42
r2-4 Aldrich Family Gets
the Scrap
Excellent II . 3/ 6/43
T2-3 Price of Victory Very Good
13 .11/21/42
T2-2 We Refuse to Die Gripping
15

34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34106

33406

.. 5/6/26/43
8/43
.12/ 5/4?

11
101/2.
8'/2.
. 12/19/42
7/17/43
101/2.
9 . ..Not
Rev.
1/14/42
22 . .. 15/15/43
9 . . 8/22/42
101/2.
10 . .. 5/1/30/43
8/43
. 6/19/43

1942-43 Running
(Cont.)

33202
33201

RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
Donald's
Funny ... 77
Fall Out—Tire
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
77
Pluto and the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
7
Victory Vehicles
8
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
..Fair
..Will Pass .. ... . 171717
Hot Foot
. . 18
. 17
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
State
vs. Glen
ThomasWillett
Crosby. Fair
State vs.
Fair

JAMBOREES (13)
34407 His Orch
inric Madriguera &.
34405
34406 Orch
Swell
.Average
34402
34404
34403
34401

. in/ .3/«
.. 3/5/15/43
6/43
.. Not
3/27/43
Rev.
..Not5/ 8/43
Rev.
. . 3/ 6/43
. 7/ 3/43
.. .Not
Rev.
. ..12/5/15/43
3/42
. . 10/24/42
1/16/43
.. 10/24/42

9 .Not Rev.
3/27Rev.43
8 ..Not
.12
12 42
.10/16/42
. 1/16/43
. 1 1 /28 '42

62

SHOWMEN'S

1942-43 (Cont.
Running
Time
LEON ERROL (6)
17
..Average
18
33704 Double Up
18
..Fair
. Mildly Amusing. 1818
. .Amusing
..Good
17
SPORTSCOPES (13)
34308 Aqua Aces
34305 Basketeers
Very Good
34312
Pleasant
3431 1 Champion-Maker
Cloud Ctiasers
34309 Golf Limited
Interesting
34304 "Q"
Men
Interesting ...
34310
Racing
Royalty
Inconsequential
34301 Show Horse
Good
34405
Ski Trails
Exciting
34302
Tars
Good
34307 Touchdown
Trout
34303 Winter Setting
THIS IS AMERICA
Excellent
18
33105 Air Crew
33103
Army
Chaplain
Very
33104 Boomtown, D. C
Very Fine
Good .... 1919
331
Lieutenant Dim-Out
Smith
Excellent 2015
3310810 Broadway
on Guard Very Good
19
33106 Medicine
Excellent 17
33107 Merchant Seaman
Pacific
Island
No.
43
Reassuring
....
17
33109
33101 Private Smith of the
U.S.A
Excellent
19
33102 Women at Arms Very Fine
18
VICTORY SHORTS (3)
34202
City of Courage
34201 Conquer
by the Clock Impressive
Excellent.... 109
34203 North African Album Fills Void
9

TRADE

REVIEW

UNITED ARTISTS

RKO-RADIO

Revitwed
Issue 01
1/21/42
... 15/15/43
5/15/43
. . 10/17/42
.. 7/1/16/43
3/43
.Not Rev.
6/43
.. 3/
8/ Rev.
7/43
.Not
.. 5/15/43
1/23/43
.. 10/24/42
7/ 3/43
..11/28/42
3/27/43
.Not
Rev.
.Not Rev.

'.' 6/12/43
. 4/10/43
,. 12/26/42
2/13/43
. 4/17/43
.. 5/7/ 8/43
10/43
. 10/24/42
. 1 1/21/42
. 3/20/43
.. 12/26/49
7/ 3/43

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Along the Texas Range.
3202 Climbing the Peaks
1010 ...10/17/42
Not Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9 .Not Rev.
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
3851 Weapons
for Victory
Very Good 189 .11/28/42
..5/ 8/43
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902 Jungle Land
9 ..Not Rev.
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandles. . Good
9 ..12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert Wonderland
.Swell
9 .. 8/22/42
(Tech.)
3157 Land
Where Time
Stood Still
9 ..Not5/15/43
Rev.
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9 . 10/24/42
3154 Royal Araby
Good
9 . 1/16/43
3156
Good
3153 Strange
Valley ofEmpire
Blossoms Average
98 . 9/26/42
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good
9 . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 AfricaVictory
— Prelude to
Very Good
1818 . . 12/12/42
America's
Food
Crisis ..Very
Informative
7/43
18 . . 8/.^/2n/43
1312R And
Then
Japan
Good
Bill Jack vs. Adolf
. 7/24/43
Hitler
Exceptional
17
1/3
1 F.B.I. Front
Stirring
20 . 9/19/42
FightingFascist
French
Good
2017 . 10/10/42
9112 Inside
Spain
Rev.
Invasion!
Excellent
18 ..Not6/12/43
7/42
3 Mr. & Mrs. America Very Good
20 .11/
.
1/
9/43
56 One
Navy Day
and oftheWar
Nation Outstanding
Ve)-y Good ... 2110 . 1/23/43
107 The
Show New
Business
at
War.
..
Excellent
17
.
.
5/15/43
Canada Good
18 . 2/20/43
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9 Not Rev.
3351 Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
99 .12/19/42
. 1/30/43
3303
Steelhead
Fighters
Good
. 8/29/42
3301
Well-Rewed
Harvard
Good
3302 When Winter Calls Good
109 . . 1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (26)
3551
All
Out
for
"V"
(Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
3560 Barnyard Blackout
77 .. .. 5/8/15/42
8/43
3558 Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7 . 1/16/43
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
7 .10/ 3/42
Rev.
3557
Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
3568
Again
For Children .. 777 .. .Not
. 5/ 8/43
3502 He
IckleDood
MeetsIt Pickle
Fair
.11/28/42
Not Rev.
3572
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
77 . Not
3569 Last
Up (Tech.)
Rev.
3552 Life With Fido (Tech.) .. Routine
7 . 9/19/42
.Not
Rev.
3570
Mopping
Up
(Tech.)
7
3555 Mouse of Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 . .12/12/42
3556 Nancy
in Doing
Their Bit (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
3554 Night
Life in(Tech.) Funny
the Army
7 . 10/17/42
Rev.
3571
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not
3562
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
5/ 8/43
3553 School Daze (Tech.) Fair
7 . .. 10/17/42
3559 Scrap for Victory (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
3561
Good
7 . 5/ 8/43
3562 Shipyard
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 .Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
.Not Rev.
3402
. Not Rev.
3401 Accent
Women onin Courage.
Blue. . . .

WORLD IN
Churchill's
Island
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food,
of
Hitler's
PlanChina..
Inside Fighting
Invasion
The
Mask ofofNorth
NipponAfrica
New
Soldiers
Are
Tough.
Our Russian Ally
Road
to
Tokyo
This Is Blitz

Running
20 Reviewed
ACTION (12) Time Issue Of
20 . . 4/ 4/42
Good
. . 12/12/42
. 4/ 4/42
Impressive . . . 22 .. .Not
Rev.
Very Good .... . 21202219 . . 9/19/42
Thrilling
.
.
5/
2/ 8/43
6/43
20
20 . . 10/24/42
Stirring
16 . . 5/30/42
19 .. .. 7/25/42
Very
Good
9/26/42
Excellent
Grim Realism. . 21 . . 3/ 7/42

Don't Hook Now SPECIAL
UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7247 Canine
Commandos
7242 Loan Stranger
7248 Ration Bored
7244
7245 Screwball
Swing Your Partner Funny
Fair .,
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
NAME BAND MUSICALS
7125
Chasin'
the
Blues
Entertaining
7129 Dancing on the Stars
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ..
7123 Jivin'
Session Entertaining
7130
RussianJamRevels
7122
in Swing Fair
7131 Serenade
Smoke Rings
7128 Swing That Band
7124
Swing's the Blues
Thing
7127 Swingtime
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375 Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting
7374 Double
Talk Girl
Human Sailboat
7371 Jail
7372 King Hostess
of theDo 49-er9
Interesting
7373
7376
7378 Let Huey
It
Interesting
Little
Clayton
Farmfront Wonder
7329 Shepherd
of the Round
House
Interesting
7377 She's
A-l
in Dentist
the Navy
7381
The
Armless
7380
7382 Tom Thum in Person Interesting
Western Cowgirl
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
7111 Roar, Navy. Roar Swell
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
7232 Boogie Woogie Sioux Very Good
7233 Cow
Amusing
7234
Egg Cow
CrackerBoogie
Suits
7235 Pass
the
Biscuits
Mirandy
7231 Yankee
Doodle Swing
Shift
Good
VARIETY VIEWS
7362 Any Chickens Today
7352 Canadian Patrol
Very Good
7361
7358 Confusion in India Instructive
Hungry
India
7359 Mr. Chimp Goes to Town
7360 Mirror of Sub-Marine
Life
Interesting
Mothers of Presidents. .. .Very Good
7357
7354
7353 New Era in India
of Democracy Fine
7351 Spirit
Trouble
of the East. Very
Interesting
7355
Western Spot
Whoopee
Good
7356 Winter Sports Jamboree. . Exciting
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
0996
Arsenal
of
Might Very
Excellent
0995 What
KeepingWe Fit
Good .
0997
Are
Fighting
For

18 . Not Rev.

. 1/16/43
.10/17/42
.Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
.Net
Rev.
. 2/27/43
. 6/19/43
151/2.
15 . .12/12/42
Rev.
.Not1/23/43
15
15 .. . 8/ 1/42
Rev.
,Not
9/19/42
Not
Rev.
.. Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
Not
Rev.
15
8/ 1/42
99
9
9
99
9
9
9
9

.. 1/16/43
..Not
Rev.
..Not Rev.
..Not Rev.
5/42
....12/2/27/43
.. Not Rev.
..6/ 5/43
. . Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
.. Net
6/12/43
Rev.

22 .Not
Rev.
221/2, . 1/16/43
5/42
7 .12/
.Not2/27/43
Rev.
77 . Not
Rev.
7 . 9/12/42
99
9
9
108
10
97
9

.Not
Rev.
. 10/17/42
.Not6/19/43
Rev.
Not Rev.
6/ 5/43
.. 2/27/43
.. Net
Rev.
.. 10/17/42
9/19/42
9/12/42
. 2/27/43
.12/12/42
.10/17/42

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102
A
Nation
Dances Very Good
20
8109
3/13/43
20 .... .. 10/10/42
RIA4 Army
Beyond Show
the Line of Hiity. Very
Great Fine
....
20 10/ 3/42
8112 Haiipy Times and Jolly
Moments
Good Number . 20 ... . 7/31/43
1/ 2/4d
8107
Little Killers
Isle of Freedom .... Inspiring 20 ...Not
Rev.
Man
8106 Onr
.
.
Not
Rev.
African
Front
20
8110
..
4/17/43
8108 Rear Gunner
Good
26 . . Not Rev.
Spirit
of
Annannlis
20
.
.
10/17/42
Rini
8103 Soirit
of West Point Stirring
20
811 1 Three Cheers for the
.. 6/19/43
Girls
Very
Good
20
20 . .Not Rev.
8105 VaiiUeville Days
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
Entertaining . . . 10 . . 3/ 6/43
8306 So
KingYouof Think
the Archers
You
.. 1/23/43
8304 Need
..Fair
So You Glasses
Want to Give . . Excellent ... 10
10
7/ 3/43
Up Smoking
8302 Stars
8303
on Horseback ... . . Disappointing . 10 . .. 12/12/4?
..10/ 3/42
B3UI Sweeney Steps Out
1
1
8305 This Is the Enemv ..Good
10 . Not Rev.
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1942-43 (Cont.) Running
LOONEY TUNES
Confusions of a Nutzy Spy
Amusing
DaffyHepDuGkaroo
The
Cat
(Tech.)...
In the Groove..
Fair
Hop
and Go
My Favorite
Duck(Tech.) Good
Lots of Laughs.
PorkyDuckPig's
Feat
To
or Not
to
Funny
Duck (Tech.)

Time

8604
7
8602
7
8601
7
8606
77
86031
861
7
7
8605
8608
7
8607
8609 Wise Quacking Duck
Very Funny ... 7
Yankee
Doodle Daffy
(Tech.)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
American
Very Good ..
8508 All
Army
Air ForceBands
B. Minnevitch
& Band
His
85UI Harmonica Sciiool Excellent ...
Good
U0U6 Childhood
8509
8504
Uzzie NelsonDays
& His
Orchestra
Entertaining
8503
Hits and a Miss Good
8502 Six
United States Marine
United States Navy Outstanding
8510 TheBand
8505
Band
The United States Service Pleasing . . .
Very Good . ,
8507 U. Bands
s. Army Band
M ERR IE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Case
of
the and
Missing
7
8706 Coal Black
de Hare. Excellent
8707 Sebben Dwarfs
Funny
7
Daddy Very Good
8705 Ding
Dover Dong
Boys
77
8701 Fifth
8711
8710
Column Mouse Fair
7
Flop Goes the Weasel. ... Fair
7
8714 Greetings
Bait
(Tech.)
..
Amusing
7
8703 Jackrabbit
Hare Brained
Hypnotist.
Ha! Ha!
7
and
the
8715
8708 Beanstalk
Very Good
7
Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing.. 77
Sheepish
8702
8712 Super Rabbit (Tech.) Fair
8704 Tale of Two Kitties Very Funny ... 77
Aristo Cat.. Very Good
7
8716 The
8713
Hare. Funny
8709 Tortoise
UnbearableWinsBearby a (Tech.)
77
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's Battle of
Beauty
Land of Adventure, Good
8411 Cuba.
Snorts
Fair
Grey, White
and Horses!
Blue. .... Eye-filling
Horses!
Interesting
8406 Horses!
and ReelIsland
on
8409 RodAnticosti
Rover's
Rangers
(Tech.). Very
Good . .
8410
8401 Sniffer Snhliers
Excellent
Snow
Sports
...Excellent
South
American
Sports.
.
.Very
Good
8403 Sporting Dogs
8412
8408
8402 The Right Timing Interesting
FairGood
8407 Women in Sports Very
20
TECH. SPECIALS (6)
8001 Champions
A Ship Is Training
Born Inspiring ...
8006
Champions
Excellent ... 20
8004
Eagles
of
the
Navy.... Oon,l
Very Good ..
8002 Fiqtittnq Fnoineers
8005 Mountain Fighters Top Quality
20
8003 Young and Beautiful Fair
20
SERIALS 1942-43
20
Batman
15 Chaps.
The Secret Cuue
15 Chaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps.
Daredevils of the West
G-Men Vs. The Black Dragon... 15 Chaps.
King of the Mounties
12 Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Adventures
Jack
13 Chaps.
Hon Winslowof ofSmilln'
the Coast
Guard
Ovprland Mail
15 Chaps.
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WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
Time Date
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges
at
War
10VA-...12/24/42
Community Transportation
1/7/43
Doctors at War
|0 .. 5/13/43
Farm
Battle
Lines
II
..
1/29/43
Farmer
War
.. 3/11/43
Food for at Fighters
99 ..4/
1/43
Fuel Conservation
3 ..11/12/42
Henry Brown. Farmer
9 ..11/15/42
Lift Your Heads
10 .. 7/ 8/43
Message From Malta
10 .. 6/10/43
Mission Arcomplished
10 .. 4/29/43
Negro Colleges in War Time
8 .. 1/25/43
Night Shift
II9 ..12/10/42
Paratroops
.. 1/21/43
Prelude to War
51 .. 5/27/4.3
Report From the Aleutians
47 .. 7/30/43
Right Pearl
of Way
O'/a..
Since
Harbor
8 .. 4/15/43
2/18/43
The
Spirit
of
'43
Troop Train
105'/2 .. .. 2/2/1 4/43
1/43
War Town
10 .. 6/24/43
You.
John Jones
lOi/j..
1/14/43
Winqs Un
20 . . 5/27/43
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McKENNA

is won, the problem of keeping our present

u

operating at peak efficiency is of prime imporequipment operati
tance to us as exhibitors.
It is no longer a question of choice. It has become

the survival of the fittest. Whether

a matter of

our shows will go on, or our

lights go out for the duration, depends to a great extent on w^hat
w^e do about it now!
I say to you, as I have already said to every manager

and pro-

jectionist inmy organization, if you are not doing everything
possible to safeguard your equipment
B. J. McKENNA
Geveral Manager
Griffith Theatres
Ok.lahnma City, Oklahoma

against breakdowns

insure a continuous, uninterrupted performance,
you got started.
// is later than you think!^'

and

it is high time
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ABOVE

SENSATIONAL

JOAN

together:

SUSPICION

EVERYWHERE

CRAWEORD

ERED

ROMANTIC

GROSSES

THRILLER

ZOOMING!

JOAN CRAWFORD • FRED MacMURRAY in "ABOVE SUSPICION" with
Conrad Veidt • Basil Rathbone • Reginald Owen • Screen Play by Keith
Winter, Melville Baker and Patricia Coleman • Based Upon the Novel by
Helen Maclnnes • Directed by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Victor Seville
Associate Producer Leon Gordon
• A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Begin CO plan your campaign now!
Third War Loan starts September gth!

IS

MacMURRAY'S

SENDS

WATCH!

"It Happened
on a

Honeymoon!"
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Get
Let's Be Happy
We particularly liked this quote from a recent letter
from Ed Kuykendall:

"If more of us spent more time thinking up good
things about this industry instead of all the continuous
complaints, how much happier we would be. ..."
You took the words right out of our typewriter, Ed.
Only a short time before limbering up our two typewriting fingers, we were going through a batch of organization bulletins and, believe it or not, we could find
only a few containing a pleasant expression or thought
about this business of ours.
Far be it from us to say that all the complaint and
invective were not completely justified. But, kidding
aside, has the situation become so terrible, so deplorable,
so hopeless, that, when organization leaders set out to
contact the membership through a regular or special
bulletin, they can't possibly find one solitary nice thing
to say about the industry that feeds us, clothes us, helps
us buy some war bonds, pay our taxes and (remember?)
spend a miserable month or six weeks in Florida?
Fortunately, in our many contacts with exhibitors, we
hear many fine things said about the industry and a large
number of individuals occupying important posts in it.
Regardless of how many gripes the exhibitor may have,
he never has to tax his memory or imagination to recall
an equally large number of courtesies and cooperative
gestures that have been extended to him.
One of the saddest things about too many exhibitor
organizations these last few years is their penchant for
continuous complaining. Many of them act as though
anything complimentary said about a distributor or producer or the industry in general might brand them as
being traitors to the exhibitors' cause. Just the same, no
group in the entire industry is better informed on the
many fine things about this industry.
One of the Congressmen who followed the progress
of the industry hearings some years back asked this
writer whether there was anything good to be said for
our industry. All he heard was a long tirade of complaints unbroken by one single statement that could be
construed as showing that this was a pretty good business.
We ask our theatremen to go out and spread the good
word about our industry while the industry itself keeps
on beefing about a hundred and one petty peeves of
which not more than two per cent has enough merit to
waste time and words on.
Thank goodness everyone isn't writing bulletins like
the ones we've been reading.

3
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The importance and seriousness of the coming Third
War Loan Campaign cannot be over-estimated. This
industry CAN and MUST do a job that will rank with
other outstanding efforts to help bring about a victorious
conclusion to the war.
As is usually the case, there will always be two kinds
of theatremen. First; those who get behind a campaign
like this and contribute tremendously to its success. And,
second; those who trail along behind the leaders and the
doers, taking a lot of the bows but, actually, doing
mighty little to help along the cause.
The latter class, thank goodness, has fallen off with
each succeeding campaign, until today they represent
only an infinitesimal minority. However, even the few
laggards will have to get the lead out of their pants and
go to work this time.
Just as your most successful picture selling campaigns
resulted from careful and advance planning, so will this
Third War Loan Campaign reflect by results the amount
of time, effort and planning you put into it.
September 9th is uncomfortably close at hand, especially for those who have as yet to map out their plan of
battle. For those who are pretty well advanced as to
what they are going to do, the shortness of time will
necessitate fast work to tie up all the loose ends and get
ready for a terrific drive.
No kidding ourselves about it. The entire industry,
especially the theatres, are on the spot and in the limelight of public attention. Ours is the task of injecting
showmanship and interest in this War Loan.

Stop Wasting Time
Trade screenings, one of the consent decree step-children, have so definitely proven to be a waste of time and
money that they should be discontinued without further
ado.
From their very start the attendance figures indicated
little or no interest in such screenings except for the
better pictures, which always drew a good representation
even before the decree.
Even in the larger cities where transportation is not
much of a problem, the attendance has made the practice
seem childish and why it should be continued even before
a determination by the Department of Justice about the
decree, is one of the mysteries.
We doubt if the Department, at this moment, cares
—''C
HICK" LEWIS
a hoot whether they are continued or
stopped.
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''Extra^'
Goal

War

Bond

for Filmites

Goal of the film industry in the Third War
Loan drive, so far as its own personnel is concerned, will be to sell at least one extra War
Bond to each of its estimated 200,000 employes,
it was pointed out this week by L. C. Griffith,
general WAC chairman for the campaign. Field
men for this phase of the bond-selling- drive
are to be formed into an organization called
"The Rangers,"
which George
Schaefer,
WAC
chairman, of
is acting
director.J.Prominent
film personalities in New York, Hollywood,
and the key cities will be active members of
this group, who will vi'ork in the same manner
as "The Commandos" did in the drive of last
September.
During the selling period — Sept. 9 to Oct. 2 —
sales of bonds within the industry are to be
reported separately, both as to dollar receipts
and the number of bonds disposed of. Emphasis
is being put by the Government on a large
percentage sales to persons in the under-$S,000
salary level, so that a record of the number
of bonds sold to film folk is important to the
over-all showing of the industry.
In view of the fact that the $15,000,000,000
national goal will cause the film campaigners
to speed up their efforts, a meeting was called
for this Friday to plan an expansion of the
New York Executive Group for the drive.
Those now members of the group include Barney
Balaban, O. Henry Briggs, Steve Broidy, Jules
Brulatour, Jack Cohn, Stanton Griffis, Will
H. Hays, Hermann G. Place, Edward C. Raftery, N. Peter Rathvon, Herman Robbins,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros Skouras, Herbert
Yates, and Adolph Zukor. Joseph H. Hazen
and Henry Ginsberg are the New York and
Hollywood chairmen.
26 Weeks

Profit of $3,843,249

Reported by 20th Century-Fox
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation on
Thursday reported a consolidated net profit for
the twenty-six (26) weeks ended June 26, 194,3,
of $3,843,249, after provision for Federal Income Taxes of $4,620,000. This compares with
a profit of $2,190,894 for the first twenty-six
(26) weeks of 1942, after providing for Federal Income Taxes of $1,250,000.
Amusement Space Shrinks
The Philadelphia Bulletin on Tuesday notified theatre advertisers that all ad space must
be cut immediately by a 25 per cent reduction.
The cut was retroactive, so to say, for advertisers were advised that the ruling was effective
the 16th.
The Chicago Daily Ncin's has reduced its
Hollywood section from two pages to one daily.
The Tribune, operating under a IS per cent cut
in newsprint, is barring any advertising space
increases.
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'Army' Gross Soars
In its first three weeks at the Hollywood
Theatre in New York, ending Wednesday
(18th) "This Is the Army" played to an
attendance of 255,000 persons; an all-time
record for the house and believed to be a
1475. record for any theatre seating only
world's
Warner Bros, home office reported that the
Irving Berlin picture will show a gross of
well over $1,000,000 in its first 107 openings
up to and including Friday (20th). A breakdown of the grosses according to this compilation showed that receipts for ten special
advanced-price premieres, including New
York world premiere, totaled $75,000. To
this will be added $105,000 estimated gross
from special premieres in Los Angeles, Philadelphia and San Francisco, and $564,000 from
premieres in 94 additional cities from Tuesday to Friday of this week, with $290,000
additional from regular runs in the New
York and 9 other engagements.
Holdovers

Tying
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REVIEM^

Up

New Product in N. Y.
Theatremen are still raising their eyes at the
holdover situation in New York. Two new
pictures, "Du Barry Was a Lady" and "The
Fallen Sparrow," opened this week, but the
former had been held up because of the eightweek run of "Stage Door Canteen," while the
latter got in because of RKO's new first-run
policy overs
forwerethe
In other situations holdthe Palace.
rule.
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" went into its
sixth week at the Rivoli, playing capacity at
two-a-day, with a record attendance of 125,000
persons to date — a record, that is, for road show
engagements. The Rivoli is a 2100-seat house.
"Best Foot Forward," MGM's musical, is
now in its eighth week at the Astor, a smaller
house. According to home office statistics, the
Technicolor picture is outgrossing every other
musical to play the theatre.
"Mr. Lucky," the Cary Grant-Laraine Day
starrer, began its fifth week at Radio City
Music Hall on Thursday, staying on despite
a large backlog of films.
"Victory Through Air Power," although
known by the public to be in the semi-entertainment class, has shown unusual strength at the
Globe, going into its fifth week with the boxoffice keeping to even keel.
"Let's Face It," Paramount's Bob Hope comedy, pulled the biggest second-week business in
the history of the Paramount, and seems headed
for a long run at the big theatre.
"The Constant Nymph" is still at the Strand
for its fifth week, although second-run commitments have brought the picture into neighboring Brooklyn.
"Heaven Can Wait," the Lubitsch Technicolor comedy at the Roxy, reached big totals
for its first week there, smashing all records
for the house on opening day.
Curfew Laws Spread
The Carrollton, 111., City Council has enacted
a city ordinance providing for 10 p.m. curfew
for juveniles. Children unaccompanied by
parents or legal guardians will not be permitted
on the streets between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m.
The town of Jacksonville, 111., has instituted
a curfew law to keep children ofif the streets
between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. and police have been
ordered to strictly enforce the regulation.
Oriental Feels Product Pinch
Shortage of product for Chicago loop independent theatres has forced the 4000-seat OrienUniversal's
run talatto play
the RKO
Palace."Mr. Big" after its first-

PCC

Quiz

on

Decree

To Aid Clark's Survey
A questionnaire designed to give factual evidence of the workings of film trade practices in
relation to the New York Consent Decree is
being sent to all independent exhibitors by the
Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners. The decision to send out the
questionnaire came after the PCC meeting with
Tom C. Clark, Assistant U. S. Attorney General, when Clark declared he wanted the inviewpointaffects
in definite
of how
the Consent dependents'
Decree
their form
theatres.
The answers of the exhibitors are expected
to be on hand, not only before the decree expires
on November 20, but also in time for the meeting of Clark and PCC representatives early
in September in Hollywood.
The PCC, in announcing the move, declares
that its questionnaire will be the most definite
and best-concerted action yet taken by any exhibitor organization to "correct the inadequacy
of the decree." Among problems to be answered
will be move-over practices, arbitrary play dates
by distributors, excessive percentage, clearances,
delayed releases, and increased rentals.
'Destroyer' Providence
Premiere SRO Event
"Destroyer," Columbia's drama of the seas,
had its world premiere at the Strand Theatre,
Providence, R. I., Tuesday (16th) following
a smashing advance campaign that brought such
crowds that it was necessary twice during the
opening
tickets. evening's show to halt the sale of
The campaign just about blanketed the entire
city of Providence and the surrounding territory, with thirty war plants in the area carrying
placards announcing the opening and personal
appearance of Marguerite Chapman, co-starred
with Edward G. Robinson ni the picture.
William K. Jenkins
( The Man on the Cover)
Georgiakins, theatre
executive
who has been
electedof toLucas
the and
BoardJen-of
Directors of the First National Bank of
Atlanta, succeeding to the directorship made
vacant by the death of the late Arthur Lucas.
Active in civic as well as business circles,
Mr, Jenkins is Fifth District Chairman of the
War Finance Committee and chairman for the
Atlanta Exchange area of the War Activities
Committee. He entered the motion picture
field through the urging of his friend and
Georgia Tech classmate, Y. Frank Freeman.
He was a pioneer in the suburban theatre
field in Atlanta, building the Palace Theatre
there in 1913; the same year in which he
formed the partnership with Lucas.
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St. Louis Amusement's
Clearance Reduced
I Harry G. Erbs, St. Louis attorney, as the
AAA arbiter, has decided that the present 14I day clearance being granted by 20th CenturyFox, RKO-Radio, Paramount and Vitagraph
! to the St. Louis Amusement Company's Pageant
I! " Theatre
the Apollo
Theatre, isoperated
by
the ApollooverTheatre
Corporation,
unfair and
unreasonable, and directed that clearance should
not exceed 7 days.
Commenting on the present clearance of the
I Will Rogers Theatre, operated by the Union
Southern Company, which had been named in
the original complaint of the Apollo Theatre
Corporation, Arbitrator Erbs held that the Will
Rogers is entitled to its present clearance and
it will remain undisturbed.
Loew's, Inc., was an original defendant in
the case but the complaint was dismissed as to
that company before the final trial.
Costs in the case are to be equally divided
by the complainant Apollo Theatre Corporation,
the defendants 20th Century-Fox, RKO-Radio,
Paramount and Vitagraph and the intervenor,
the St. Louis Amusement Company.
20th-Fox Sets Release Dates
For 4 New 1943-44 Features
Release dates for the first four features on
the 1943-44 20th Century-Fox schedule were
announced this week by Tom Connors, general
sales manager. They are as follows : "Bomber's
Moon," August 6; "Heaven Can Wait," August 13; "Holy Matrimony," August 27;
"Claudia," Sept. 4.
William J. Clark, short subjects sales manager, named the company's short subjects releases for August and September as follows :
"Super Mouse Rides Again," Terrytoon in
Technicolor, August 6 ; . . . and "Then Japan."
March of Time, August 13; "Mormon Trails,"
a Lowell Thomas' Magic Carpet in Technicolor,
August 20; "Camouflage," a Tt-rytoon (Gandy
Goose) in Technicolor, August 27 ; "Dog Sense,"
Ed Thorgersen-Sports, September 3; "Somewhere in Egypt," a Terrytoon in Technicolor,
Sept. 17 ; "Flying Gunners," Movietone Adventures in Technicolor, Sept. 24,
"So Proudly We Hail" Hailed
By U.S. Army Surgeon General
Major General Norman T. Kirk, Surgeon
General of the United States Army, has officially
congratulated Paramount Pictures on its production of "So Proudly We Hail," the first
picture based on the experiences of the Army
Nurse Corps in World War IL In a letter to
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, General Kirk wrote : "In behalf of the
Medical Department of the United States Army
— the Army Nurse Corps in particular — congratulations are hereby extended to the entire
stafT of Paramount Pictures, Inc., for the production of 'So Proudly We Hail'."
The picture has already received wide publicity among the Red Cross and the Army and
Navy Nurse Corps, which cooperated in the
production. The editors of the American Journal of Nursing, devoted an entire page of art
and text to the picture in the August issue. '
"A Bed for a Buddy"
Representatives of 510 Southern California
motion picture theatres have pledged themselves
to join with the public in raising $350,000 to
help relieve the shortage of sleeping facilities
for servicemen on leave. The campaign will get
under way on September 1. According to a
recent survey, more than 4,000 soldiers were
sleeping on park benches and in alleyways in
Los Angeles over a week-end. Slogan selected
for the campaign is "A Bed for a Buddy."
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Trailer Cures Vandals
Hoodlums and vandals have ceased to annoy
and
in Dallas'
theatres city
according
Jamesdestroy
O. Cherry,
Interstate
manager,to
which happy condition he ascribes to the
success of a trailer appeal to the public to
assist in putting down this nuisance. For
more than two weeks, since beginning use
of the trailer, Cherry says, there have been
none of these incidents. In one case, in a
neighborhood house, the rowdies hooted the
trailer from the screen, but after that all
was peace.

Warner Eastern 'Finds'
Already Before Lens
In the six months since Warner Bros, established atalent bureau in the east under Martin
Jurow the company has discovered and signed
seven new leading men — and all seven already
have been put to work in pictures, it was announced this week
Newcomers include Warner Anderson and
Tom Tully, both recruited froni radio ; Robert
Shayne, William Prince, John Dall and Zachary
Scott, from Broadway legitimate shows, and
Bob Hutton, whose only experience was in summer stock. Prince played the iead in "Eve of
St. Mark." Dally, who replaced him in that
show, was signed shortly thereafter. An eighth
newcomer. Bob Alda, was selected by Jesse L.
Lasky for the George Gershwin role in "RhapA few
likely feminine candidates also have
sody in Blue."
been discovered. One of these, Marie Lund,
stage actress, went to the coast this week.
Another, Angela Green, from the musical, "Early
to
voted
prettiest
showgirl
NewBed"
York,andleaves
for the
the studivi
within
the nextin
ten
days.
"Victory Square" in New York
The Treasury Department has leased the
premises together with the tent located on 50th
St., in the rear of the Roxy Theatre, New York,
for an area that will be officially designated as
Victory Square and which is to serve as the
focal point of publicity activities during the
Third War Loan.

Restraint

of Trade

Charged in Omaha
As ail added cuinplexity tu the long-|)cnding
suits among Omaha theatre owners, Ralph D.
Goldberg Theatres Corporation has filed suit
in district court against four downtown theatre
managers and a number of film distributing
companies.
The Goldberg Corporation, winich operates
the Town and a string of neighborhood theatres,
charges in the suit that operators of other large
downtown theatres and the film distributors have
formed a combination and conspiracy in restraint
of trade and that they monopolize the motion
picture business in Omaha.
Through this alleged combination, the suit
charges, the Town is prevented from getting
any first class pictures that have not been
shown in the city previously. It also charges
other theatres are able to dictate what jjictures
the Town shall show and when it will have them.
The suit states that Attorney General Walter
Johnson had been asked to take action against
the defendants because they are acting in unlawful restraint of trade, but that he had refused.
The suit also asks that the defendants be permanently prohibited from doing business anywhere in Nebraska.
The list of defendants includes : Tri-States
Theatres Corporation, owner of the Omaha,
Orpheum and Paramount theatres ; Singer
Omaha Corporation, operator of the Brandeis;
Abraham Blank and G. Ralph Branton, TriStates executives ; Joe Kinsky, Tri-States
Omaha district manager ; Ted Emerson, Paramount manager; Bill Miskell, Orpheum manager; United .'Artists Corporation; Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp. ; Universal Film Exchanges, Inc. ; Columbia Pictures Corporation ;
Loew's, Inc. ; Paramount Film Corporation ;
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. ; and \'itagraph. Inc.
Glamor Names Back Entries
in Variety Club Turtle Derby
Joining a bevy of Hollywood names who
are purchasing entries in the National Turtle
Derby, staged annually by Tent No. 17, the
Variety Club of Texas, is Hunt Stromberg,
United Artists producer, who recently sent Earl
Collins, Dallas branch manager for U.A., a
check for $50.00 covering five turtles for the
big race, which will be staged in Dallas on
Oct. 2.
Stromberg's five turtles will be named Michael
O'Shea, Barbara Stanwyck, Hunt Stromberg,
"Dishonored Lady," and "Lady of Burlesque."
The producer made an agreement with \'ariety
that O'Shea's turtle be a bright green in color,
and that Miss Stanwyck's be a beauty with
gay personality.
The National Turtle Derby's net receipts
will
to the charity funds of the \"ariety
Club go
of Texas.
Hal Wallis to Produce
New Irving Berlin Film
Hal B. Wallis, Warner Bros, producer, leaves
Hollywood next week for New York to confer
with Irving Berlin on a new musical, tentatively titled "Liberty Hall," which Wallis will
produce. Michael Curtiz has the directing assignment.
Humphrey Bogart has been set as star of
the picture, with Ingrid Bergman a possibility
for the feminine lead.
James Clark Made Branch Mgr.
Promotion of James Clark, Paramount salesman in Philadelphia, to branch manager in
Portland, Ore., was announced this week by
Neil Agnew, general sales manager.
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Only Four Days?
Some independent exhibitors in Cleveland
are talking of cutting their playing time to
four days a week. They are protesting against
the high cost of doing business on a percentage basis, declaring they are losing money
and that, if some way of reducing their
alleged losses is not found, they will attempt
to lessen the red ink by opening only four
days.
Palace

Joins

Broadway

First-Runs for RKO Films
The RKO Palace Theatre, New York, mecca
of all entertainers in the days of vaudeville,
began a new chapter in its career Thursday when
it became a first-run outlet for new RKO Radio
product. The first film premiered under the new
policy was "The Fallen Sparrow," starring
John Garfield and Maureen O'Hara.
Increased number of pictures on the 1943-44
RKO Radio schedule, coupled with booking congestion in other first-run houses and a desire
to speed distribution, were given as the chief
reasons for the move. Pictures so far booked
include Fred Astaire's "The Sky's the Limit,"
"Behind the Rising Sun," Kay Kyser's "Around
the World," and "The Iron Major," starring
Pat O'Brien.
San Francisco Gets 1st 2-a-Day
As Alcazar Houses 'Bell Tolls'
B. V. Sturdivant, northern California division supervisor of Fox-West Coast Theatres,
announces the opening on September 3 of the
historic Alcazar Theatre as a motion picture
house de luxe, premiering "For Whom the Bell
The deal with Sid Grauman, in which the
Tolls."
Alcazar changed hands, was consummated last
week by the FWC Circuit. San Francisco
acquires its first theatre de luxe with two performances daily and reserved seats for all shows,
through the new policy.
Memphis Theatre Redecorated,
So Midnight Show Is Dropped
Althdugh vandalism has been comparatively
mild in Memphis, midnight shows were discontinued at Warners Theatre after that house
had been renovated and redecorated in preparation for the opening of "This Is the Army."
Management said the midnight performances
had a tendency to attract those likely to practice
vandalism, and since new seats had been instal ed itwas decided that late show attendance
was not worth the damage which might be
done to the theatre.
WB Home Office Execs
Off to Canadian Meet
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros, general sales
manager, headed the home office sales department delegation which left New York Wednesday for Montreal, where he conducted the comCanadian
meetingmorning.
in the
Mount pany's
Royaltwo-day
Hotel
startingsales
Thursday
Scophony Signs Research Head
Dr. A. H. Rosenthal, internationally known
physicist and electronic engineer, has been appointed 'Director
of Researchof and
Development'
of Scophony
Corporation
America
under a
three ment
year's
contract,
an Scophony,
announceiDy Arthur
Levey,according
Presidentto of
with which are associated Television Productions,, Inc. (a Paramount subsidiary) and General Precision Equipment Corporation.

E N 'S

Hoover

T R A D E
Says

R E V I E W

Films

Still Glorify
A returning tendency toward gangster pictures
and a habit of making heroes out of criminals
were charges brought against the motion picture
industry last week by FBI director J. Edgar
Hoover when he spoke at the ISth annual conference of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police at Detroit.
Hoover declared "some" producers were returning totheand
gangster
formula
whichenforcement
"glorifies
the criminal
ridicules
the law
officer. This, combined with gross distortion
of historical facts indulged in by certain segments of the motion picture industry, should
receive the serious thoughts of the mothers and
fathers of this nation."
Hoover's declaration later led to approval
by the association of a resolution condemning
anyCharles
picture P.which
"heroes"
of criminals.
Taft,makes
director
of the
Office of
Community Services, FSA. in addressing the
police chiefs, pointed out that some of the juvenile problems were encouraged by theatres
which did not separate unattended children from
adults, which failed to police the balconies and
galleries, and which admitted unescorted children to late or midnight shows On the good
side, Taft pointed out that the motion picture
industry, through its War Activities Committee, was joining in the national campaign to
eradicate juvenile delinquency.
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Crowds Too Big — Honest!
Box-cffice lines, usually the delight of
theatre managers, are causing worriment in
Vancouver and several other cities in Canada.
Merchants have been protesting that persons
waiting on the street to get in theatres are
blocking store entrances and holding off business. Exhibitors blame it cn lack of police
protection, and say they would gladly hire
special guards, but none such are available.
The irony is that the merchants picked their
locations to attract the theatre crowds.

Cincinnati

Exhibs

Call

For 1940-41 Price Level
Rewriting of current picture contracts on the
policy and per-picture average price existent
in 1940-41 agreements will be strongly urged
by Greater Cincinnati independent motion picture exhibitors, led by the membership of the
Indignant
Exhibitors'
Forum,
was learned
in Cincinnati
trade circles
this itweek.
Readjustments of current contracts to the
1940-41 level, the exhibitors point out, "might
but it isn't
hard has
or astoday
big
aseem
job aasbigthejob,
distributors
salesas force
in the effort to drive home unreasonable deals."
Robert H. Dann and John Zinn

Johnny Jones Gets Franchise
For Film Classics in Chicago
Film Classics productions will be released in
the Chicago territory by Johnny Jones, of the
Jones, Linick and Schaefer circuit, according to
an announcement made this week by George A.
Hirliman, president.
Jones is opening exchanges in Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis and St. Louis. The new
exchanges will distribute Film Classics product
exclusively, including the twenty-four 20th Century-Fox Gaumont re-issues and the "Lucky
Seven" David O. Selznick-John Hay Whitney
productions.
Jones, in addition to his theatre and exchange
activities, is Chief Barker of the Chicago Tent
of the \^ariety Club.
A. J. Lindsley Appointed Head
Of National Theatre Publicity
W. E. Green, president of the National Theatre Supply Company of New York, this week
announced the appointment of A. J. Lindsley
to handle advertising and publicity.
Mr. Lindsley, who has recently been associated with the International Projector Corporation, takes over the duties of F. L. Friedman,
who resigned from National Theatre Supplv on
July 31.

Get Vanguard Appointments
DanielInc.,T. this
O'Shea,
Vanguard
Films,
week president
announced ofthat
Robert
H. Dann, for 12 years associate counsel for
RKO in New York, will assume the post of
vice president and general counsel for Vanguard
on October 1. Dann was formerly associated
with the New York law firm of Cravath, De
Gersdorf, Swain and Wood, and is a graduate of
Cornell University and Law School.
John Zinn, for the past seven years business
manager of talent and casting at Paramount,
joins
VanguardThe
as general
manager,
O'Shea
also
announced.
compejiy
releases
through
Lhiited Artists.
'Fired Wife' Audience-previewed
"Fired Wife," Universal's initial release for
the new season, is being audience-previewed in
all exchange centers. First showings were in
Atlanta, Omaha, Albany, New York, and Milwaukee. August 23, Fox, Detroit ; Orpheum,
San Francisco ; and Basil's Vi ;toria, Buffalo ;
August 24, Harris-Denis, Pittsburgh ; August
25, United Artists, Portland, Ore. ; August 26,
Hollywood Pantages, Los Angeles ; August 30,
Des Moines, Des Moines ; and Fox, St. Louis ;
August 31. Albee, Cincinnati; and September 2,
Palace, Dallas.

Bugie (PRC) to Cincinnati
Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president and general
sales manager of PRC Pictures, Inc., announces
tlie appointment of Harry Bugie as branch
manager of the Cincinnati Exchange. Bugie,
formerly with Warner Bros., MGM, and ReIHiblic, succeeds Nat Kaplan, who has resigned.
The Cincinnati Exchange is under the district
supervision of Nat Lefton.

Drumbar to Build in Knoxville
W. E. (Bill) Drumbar, owner of the Sunset
Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn., announced recently
that he had purchased a corner lot, 70 x 180
feet, at Ailor Avenue and Fort Sanders Street
and plans to build a $39,000 theatre as soon as
war construction restrictions are lifted. Drumbar
said architects are already working on the
plans, which call for a 1000-seat house and airconditioning. Besides owning the Sunset, he
also is interested in the Lee Theatre, Knoxville.

Sam Shain a Father
A son was born to Sam Shain, head of Trade
Relations Dept. of 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation and Mrs. Shain, Aug'.ist IS at the Le
Roy Sanitarium, Manhattan. Airs. Shain and
son are doing well.

Frances Fink Joins PRC
Frances Fink, former newspaperwoman and
magazine writer, has been appointed assistant to
Samuel
for
PRC. S. Kestenbaum, director of advertising
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Filling Gap with Song
While M.C.'ing the beauty contest at
Loew's 175th St. Theatre, New York, recently, District Manager Jim Grady filled in
a four-minute gap between the contest and
one of the President's speeches by leading
the audience in community singing of patriotic songs. Audience liked it so much it may
become a nightly feature.

Army

Air

Field

and

Theatre Cooperate
A demonstration of how a local theatre and
an
Air Field's
Relations
Office canof
workArmy
together
for thePublic
successful
promotion
a patriotic program was given recently when
Pampa Army Air Field and the La Nora Theatre, at Pampa, Texas, cooperated in staging
an "Air Forces Week" celebration.
phrase,at "Squelch
That arranged
Rumor" asa
a Using
theme, the
officials
Pampa Field
one week series of programs at the various
service clubs (Rotary, Kiwanis and Lions) and
climaxed the week with a street dance in the
city. Clergymen in all of Pampa's churches
initiated
the week's schedule by delivering special sermons.
The theatre cooperated by securing the picture, "Air
Forces,"Aviation
for a four-day
showing
starting
Sunday.
Cadets from
the
Advanced Flying School at Pampa were invited
to attend the Monday evening showing as
guests of the theatre, and put on a formal
parade
streets,
the line through
of marchthe incity's
frontmain
of the
theatreending
and
filing in to view the film in a body. Prior to
the start of "Air Forces," Lt. Col. Robert C.
McBride, director of training at Pampa Army
Air Field, addressed the theatre audience on
the theme, "Squelch That Rumor," and pointed
out how rumors, both true and false, hamper the
War effort.

Carl Benefiel, manager of the La Nora Theatre
(center), poses with officials of Pampa
Air Field after Aviation Cadets stationedArmyat
Pampa's Advanced Flying
had filed into
the theatre to be guests School
at a showing of the
Warner Brothers' production, "Air Force." Left
to right. Major W. B. Marschner, executive
officer; Manager Benefiel Lt.-Col. Robert C.
McBride, director of training, and Colonel Daniel
S. Campbell, commanding officer of the field.

MOPPETS VIE FOR 'CONEY ISLAND' BEAUTY CROWN
Ticket sales for 20th's "Coney Island" in Albany were accelerated by one of the most effective promotions
ever
in the
Empire
State's
Capitol.
Alecwhich
Sayles,wasmanager
Palace ofTheatre,
struck atupon
uniquestaged
idea of
a Miss
Albany
of 1960
contest,
inspiredofbythea photo
Betty Grable
the Hie
age
of 4 years old. With post-war planning a current topic and uppermost on most people's minds, Alec
thought, and rightly, that the shape of things to come a decade or so hence, would be of interest to
the citizens of Albany. A contest was staged by the Palace Theatre in conjunction with the Albany
Times-Union and 20th Century-Fox. Contestants were limited to young girls 2 to 8 years old. Photo
above shows the jam-packed pool, of over 5000 spectators. Five hundred young beauties com/peted for
the silver loving cup and other prizes. The judges were representatives from the Wacs, Spars and the
American auxiliaries.

It'll Soon

Be

Time

to Get

Going

on

Plans for Cooperation with Schools
in the auditorium or in the outside lobby or in
Since
there's lots of
of the
missionary
work ofnecessary to development
full potential
local front of the theatre. Local pride ties up with
school cooperation, there is not much time to such activities and the youngsters come to
be lost in setting the plans for this very profit- regard the theatre as an intimate part of their
school life if the encouragement for the rallies
able method of increasing box-office receipts and comes
from the showman.
building the kind of good will that withstands
best of all any assaults from groups whose
The debating societies, the old-fashioned spelling bees, any number of scholastic events are
motives may be good but who, if they can have
their way, may cause burdens of taxation or possible and most desirable for the theatre. Such
local
restrictions which discriminate against the events give the theatre a prestige that can come
"movies."
only through the evident endorsement of the
Theatremen who have made the greatest theatre itself by all those who are associated
with the school — from the board of education
strides in developing the school cooperation
right on through the whole faculty.
which is so helpful in establishing their theatre
as a local institution commanding deep respect,
At times when some department — either musical, athletic or direct academic branch of the
declare that no real beginning can be made in
the direction of efficient activity without close school — can use a little extra money for equipment, the theatreman has an opportunity that
relations between the department heads and
officials of the school. These theatremen make
should not be passed up. He can, with no great
it a rule to keep in close contact with the local efrort and certainly with no decrease in his
normal box-office revenue, assist such activities.
school situation ; inform themselves as to whether
In return for this kind of cooperation, the
there are to be any new teachers on the faculty.
theatre
receives consideration that could not be
If so they establish the entente cordiale immediately by sending the newcomer a letter of obtained in any other way. The athletic field is
good wishes and welcome. Moreover, there is a perfect "stage" for some advertising of a
usually a follow-up to the letter in the form of special show or just straight "prestige" billing
a personal call.
of the theatre's name. Distribution of handbills
The school tie-ups cover a very wide range of at these athletic events takes on the power of
activities. As pointed out in previous articles first-rate advertising when the school enjoys
on school cooperation, friendly relations with the good will of the authorities and students.
Whether the projected cooperation with the
the music teachers, for example, has made it
possible for many theatres to hold a late Fall school is to be elaborate (taking in continuing
and early Spring band concert at the theatre and activities connected with football or other athletic events, debates on the stage, Christmas
thus create two events of recurring interest and
novelty matinees by the kiddies instructed in
outstanding appeal for people of the town.
The football coach and other athletic and choral work or dancing, etc.) or whether there
recreation directors in many schools have been is to be only an occasional special show of
some picture of historical nature, the theatreman
responsible for the production of stage novelties
that have played to sell-out business for one or who has had experience and has gotten results
two special performances. The football rallies knows that the time to get organized is before
the school
prior to some "big" game are a natural for good now
on. opens — and that means any day from
theatre reaction, whether these events are staged
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Air Field after Aviation Cadets stationed at
Pampa's Advanced Flying School had filed into
the theatre to be guests at a showing of the
Warner Brothers' production, "Air Force." Left
to right. Major W. B. Marschner, executive
officer; Manager Benefiel Lt.-Col. Robert C.
McBride, director of training, and Colonel Daniel
S. Campbell, commanding officer of the field.

outstanding appeal lui ^j^^^.^ ,
The football coach and other athletic and
recreation directors in many schools have been
responsible for the production of stage novelties
that have played to sell-out business for one or
two special performances. The football rallies
prior to some "big" game are a natural for good
theatre reaction, whether these events are staged

,- ' fstructed
/other
ath-in
Christmas
crtorai woiiv o»
^,
, ^ •■.hether there
is to be only an occasional special show of
some picture of historical nature, the theatreman
who has had experience and has gotten results
knows that the time to get organized is before
the school opens — and that means any day from
now on.
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Handy-Size,
Offset

Easy -fo^ Mail

Job Merits

Note/

A

Sample of Snappy Copy
What is so rare as a day in June (make that
August). Ah, weather, Ah, wilderness (42nd
and Broadway). Ah, nuts! Why it's raining
again and the little ears of corn in our victory
gardens are jumping to conclusions while the
box-offices take a beating. If the weather man
could only fix it up so that all rains would take
place from two to five a.m. or any reasonable
segment of the allotted time wouldn't that be
just dandy. Of course we would then receive
complaints from the resort theatres who relish
a good matinee and evening shower to drive the
folks off the beaches and promenades into the
flicker factories. Also the 24-hour movie shops
might kick but . . . whocantell?
It's that way with programs,
this colis for showman
has his own ideas, and lucky it every
umn for if all were alike, Ah boredom !

Busman's Holiday Pays
; On a upbusman's
holiday the other evening we
picked
an attractive
program produced by
offset process at the 34th Street Savoy Theatre
in New York. While no sales copy or even
catchlines are employed in its makeup, the
illustrations adapted from press book ads are
effectively grouped. The sheet is letter size
(Sy2 X 11) printed on both sides and then folded
twice to match the standard business envelope.
The middle of the page or one-third of the
space provides mailing permit and addressing
space with the theatre name, return address and
mailing instructions. Also a plug for the Savoy's
daily ads in the N. Y. Daily Ncius is spotted
on thisandspread.
When offolded"
this becomes
cover
the reverse
the folder,
the other one
on
which is carried a layout on the principal attraction for the week, plus the theatre sig. and the
institutional slogan: "Rendezvous for Smart
New Yorkers." This makeup provides four
sides to plug attractions measuring Syi x 8^2
inches upright. It is furthermore a convenient
pocket or handbag size for carrying.
We can't help visualizing the possibilities of
this type program
for the showman who wants
to use smaller ads and devote a part of the
space to reading matter while still being adaptable to as many changes as desired. The Savoy
has a really attractive piece of program matter
showing intelligent planning.
From Harry Hobolth, manager of the MidSavoy Uses Attractive Program

(Back)
(Cover)
(Folds Inside)
SVz X 11 letter size program, printed both sides
on offset press provides one inside fold, back
and cover as shown above. Reverse side permits
three pages for attraction copy.

way, Davison, Michigan, also the Deluxe and
Capac theatres of Imlay City and Capac, Mich.,
respectively, came two programs in Summery
green on white. Both are neat, easy to read and
convenient to carry. The covers of these twofold heralds are devoted to star photos and the
theatre sig. cuts. Adequate attention is given
to short selling and the airy effect obtained by
the judicious use of white space makes the layouts most effective. The patrons are given a
look-in on coming attractions and each attraction is provided ample selling copy considering
the space involved.
Cinemag Waggery
We get a kick out of the Capitol and Majestic
Cinemag masthead box from Paragould, Arkansas. The copy reads : "Exalted Member G.V.
(Grape-Vine) News Service" as a tip off on the
source of this tabloid's news. Another gag to
encourage the sale of advertising space in its
columns to help cover printing cost is the listing
of a local name for a Cinemag guest ticket to
see bottom
one of of
the each
theatre's
specificad.
attractions
the
commercial
This stuntat
assures reader interest for the merchant's message. Looks like Orris F. Collins, ye editor,
has taken the weather into account in his column, "Over the Fence." It must be contagious,
but :after
all he
has "Stormy Weather" on the
screen
at the
Majestic.
Chatter Enlivens Copy
The Gramercy Park Cinema of New York
City has sent along a copy of their program
which is similar in a sense to the one we talked
about from the Savoy : the difference being that
it is smaller in size and employs type to do
the selling rather than illustrations. Following
the listing of stars, title and cast on each attraction there is a very brief and chatty paragraph
of copy on the plot and highlights of the picture.
Feature time for each show is given prominence
for the patrons' convenience, as well as theatre
policy copy. As an example of the chatty selling
of "More the Merrier" the copy reads : "Not
since 'It Happened One Night' has a motion
picture crossed the screen
possessing as much
charm, as much humor and as much entertainment value as 'The More the Merrier.' The
screenplay is concerned with
an extremely
timely subject . . . living conditions in jampacked, war-time Washington. The script
crowded with laughs as Washington is, iswithas
the will to win." This same form of selling is
applied
to each picture and seems very effective
where intellectual audiences are to be reached.
Well, there's the bell and the space-meter
says enough! until your
regular Program Exchanger returns from his well-earned jaunt
away from it all. Hope he had nice weather,
and escaped the humidity, frigidity, and returns
witli rapidity. Weeew!

Lady of Burlesque' Book Snipe
Ties in With Department Stores
During the four-theatre run of "Lady of Burlesque" in Los
recently an effective
tieup was arrangedAngeles
by S. Z. Oppenheim
of West
Coast Theatres with department store book sections. More than 3,000 book snipes were distributed, which advertised the film edition of
the story and advised readers to buy the book
and see the film.
Copy pointed out that "Lady of Burlesque"
was originally published as "The G-String Murby Gypsy Rose Lee, and quoted a price
for theders," edition.
Cuts of Barbara Stanwyck
stood out prominently, as did the direct plug
for the four theatres : Grauman's Chinese,
Loew's State, the Carthay Circle, and the Ritz.

Double-Jointed Tieup
Vaughn O'Neill, of Loew's State Theatre, Syracuse, hooked up with the local Planters Peanut
Company office on a street ballyhoo in connection
with UA's "Hi Diddle Diddle." The Planters
outfit loaned the peanut man get-up and
the
ballyhooer trooped around all main city streets,
was seen at school recesses, and appeared at
defense plants when thousands changed shifts.
Nutty, you say? Nuts to you, answers O'Neill.
Melting-Ice Guessing Gag

Keeps Them Hot Down in Texas
The Abbott-Costello comedy, "Hit the Ice,"
certainly gave Al Mayes, of the Rialto
Theatre,
Beeville, Texas, a brainstorm that meant business at the box-office. Thinking up exploitation
for the picture you'd naturally consider ice, so
did Mayes— and in such an original way it
must be told. With the temperature around 104
degrees, Mayes placed three large blocks of ice
m front of the theatre. On a big sign he invited passersby to guess how long it would take
for the ice to melt away, starting at 8 a.m.
Prizes were guest tickets.
Pedestrians couldn't resist this stunt; just
looking at the ice made them cooler. The staff
had all they could do to handle the replies, and
some of them came very close to the correct
answer. In case you want to try this, you should
know that block 1 lasted 12 hours, 10 minutes ;
block 2 lasted 12 hours, 24 minutes; and block
3 lasted 12 hours, 39 minutes.
Had No Display Cases, So He
Borrowed a Store Window

W'hen a manager does
have any large
display cases at his theatrenotwhat
can he do?
Harry G. Westerfield, of the Caretta Theatre.
Coalwood, West Va., found a ready answer for
this problem by looking next door. He was
offered a window by the Caretta store and
took immediate advantage. He was playing
"Air Force." and tied up the film with U. S.
.■\rmy promotional material.
He used five model airplanes, plus a regular
40x60 poster on the picture. On either side he
placed recruiting posters for Air Cadets. A
recruiting sergeant from nearby Welch also
helped bynectionmaking
a personal appearance in conwith the film.

Looking for 'Victory Family'
An eight-day newspaper contest to discover
the city's "Victory Familv" helped greatly to
put across "The Human Comedy" for Jack
Matlack, of the Broadway, Portland, Ore. This
is not hard to do in localities where many families are involved in both military service and
war plant activity, and it is tops for creating
goodwill.

I
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Attractive window display used in Droop's Music Shop in Washington for the opening of United Artists'
"Stage Door Canteen" at Loew's Palace Theatre. The stunt was one of many promoted by Carter Barron.
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Shoe-Sale

Drive

Basis

One of the
broadest single
tie-ups everForward'
made
\^'3sbington officials.
A suggested circular exof
Best
Foot
Tieup
plaining details on
stamp purchasing and care
oa a motion picture has been arranged by Metroof shoes is also ofifered for exhibitor-store tieGoldwyn-Mayer and the Shoe Rationing Branch
of the Office of Price Administration with the ups. Special 14 x 22 two-color posters for use
by stores and theatres will be made available for
announcement that a nation-wide shoe sale and
use as part of local campaigns.
salvage campaign will be launched in conThe drive, which will reach the public in
junction with theatre engagements of "Best
every state, is expected to result in bringing
Foot Forward."
about a normal sale of shoes among civilians
The tie-up, which is designed to stimulate
current purchases of shoes by civilians and also and also produce thousands of pairs of wearshoes which are lying unreclaimed in home
to promote community Swap Centers for chil- attics ableand
closets.
dren's
shoes,
will
be
brought
home
to
fifteen
thousand exhibitors and one thousand OPA
branches throughout the country in a broadside
to be distributed by the film company.
Mock Air Raid Sells
Thousands of shoe stores throughout the
nation are expected to participate in the tie-up
'Bombardier' in Camden
in an attempt to avoid the mass buying of shoes
A mock air raid was the highlight of the
when the current shoe coupon, Ration Stamp
18, reaches its October 31 deadline.
campaign for "Bombardier" staged by Manager
.■\rt Smith of the Savar Theatre, Camden, N. J.
Through the cooperation of the U. S. Army
Set Up Swap Centers
Recruiting Service and the Civil Air Patrol,
In addition, the OPA is sponsoring the estabsi.x bombing planes circled the city two days
in advance of the opening and dropped 10,000
lishment of Swap Centers for children's shoes
in
communities.
paper bomb cut-outs over the city at high noon.
shoesindividual
are brought
to a centralUsed
pointyoungster's
and after
The stunt had been built up through the planting
being disinfected by a procedure approved by of special stories in all editions of the Courier
the U. S. Public Health Service are distributed
and Post the day before the bombardment tellunder the supervision of the local Community
ing readers that Camden was to be bombed.
Service Member of the War Price and RationThrough the cooperation of Radio Station
ing Board.
WCAM, a tie-i n was eflfected plugging t|iie
Bombardier song daily and following this with
"Today there are millions of pairs of outgrown, but still wearable shoes lying idle in a one-minute plug for Air Corps Cadet recruitclosets, attics and basements," states the broading and telling listeners that all applicants for
side sent to theatres and OPA offices. "Let's
cadets
would be admitted free to see "Bomput them back into circulation ! Setting up and
bardier" during the run of thp engagement.
Smith also eflfected a novn street bally for
running
a
Children's
Shoe
Swap
Center
is
purely a local matter. Your first step will be his house by obtaining two 100-pound bombs
to ask your Community Service Member what
through the cooperation of local recruiting oflocal organization is sponsoring the project.
ficers. These were put on display in the front
If no such Center is now in existence, what
of the theatre and passersby were requested to
better time could there be to start one than
autograph them.
during the 'Best Foot Forward' picture engageStreet Photo Gag Works
ment?"Distributes Plans
OPA
The street photographer gag works so well
Virgil Edwards, of the Salida, Salida, Colo.,
"The OPA Department of Information in for
that he repeats it at fairly close intervals, no
Washington has sent your Community Service
Member a complete plan for organizing and matter what the picture is. He has a, girl on
the street, supposedly taking pictures of pedesoperating a Swap Center for children's shoes.
trians. They are curious, of course, and then
Why not help him put this project over?"
she hands them cards with copy on the order
Another feature of the campaign contained
in the broadside are suggested cooperative ads of "This is the picture you've been waiting to
which have been checked and approved by
see, etc."

Resolution

Passes,

So

Displayed

Banner

On
Human
Comedy
A large banner suspended across the mai
street of the city one week in advance was thi
"opening gun" for the campaign on "The Hu
man Comedy," staged by Manager Brock Whit
lock of Loew's Colonial Theatre, Reading, Pa
To display the banner, it was necessary to have
the mayor of Reading introduce a resolution
to the city council authorizing its erection. Th^i
council passed the mayor's resolution. f
A private screening was attended by radio'
representatives,
of women's clubs
and,
for the first time,heads
the superintendent
of schools,
who later authorized an essay contest to be
conducted in the local public schools. Subject:
"What I Learned About People From 'The
Human Comedy'." A war bond was given as
first prize, and the schools awarded special
credits to those who entered essays in the
contest.
Multigraphed
Prayer
were sentletters
to allcontaining
clergymen. Tobey's
Letter
urged them to publicize the picture in their
sermons.
Inspired by the acting of little Jack Jenkins
as Ulysses, Station WRAW conducted a "cute
sayings" contest, awarded guest tickets to
parents who sent in the cutest sayings of their
offspring.
A two-way tieup was effected with a leading
department store whereby the store ran a cooperative ad featuring furniture "designed for the
Macauleys of Reading" and set up a window
devoted
boys' were
clothing
and displays
of Ulysses.
Book tomarks
distributed
by the
library
and the Book Mart, and complete book windows
were promoted from three establishments.
Special 22x28 cards in the lobby of the theatre aweek in advance served to introduce each
member of the cast. Feature of the outer lobby
was a large blowup of Ulysses with the copy,
"You'll Fall in Love With Me When You See
Postal Telegraph
to the picture, using
dow also contained
suggested in the
Me,testetc."

devoted an entire window
special art and stills. Winthe jumbled telegram conpress book.

Ballyhoo Horrifies Pedestrians
An upright replica of a coffin with that old
nasty mummy himself greeting spine-chilled
passersby was used as street ballyhoo by Sam
hiorwitz, assistant manager of Loew Poll Bijou,
New Haven, to plug horror show consisting of
Universal's Mummy's Tomb" — "Night Monster."
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(Periodicallv STR publishes reproductions of tlie amusement pages of certain newspapers for the purpose of illustrating how these papers cater to the public interest in
motion pictures and screen personalities. The reproductions have further interest in
that they show how theatres are using the advertising space they buy in local
publications to merchandise their current attractions. Theatremen in localities where
the newspapers give little attention and space to motion pictures may find added
interest in these reproductions as examples oj how other publishers cooperate zvith
the theatres and, in so doing, offer their readers attractive and interesting editorial
and pictorial matter.)
This Week:

Hedy
Walter Pidgeon Lamarr
Is Opposite Her

Has

The Huntsville (Alabama)

Glamorous

Role

Times

In 'White

Cargo'
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Tail Coat for Manhattan
An obvious ballyhoo, but a good one was
used by Manager Chris. Hadfield, of the
.\pollo, Ardwick, Manchester, for "Tales of
Manhattan." For some days before playdate
he hung a massive tail coat, 16 feet long, in
his large foyer. It was suspended on a special
coat hanger so that the lining would show.
On the lining was "Tales of Manhattan."
Opening day Hadfield brought the coat to the
front of the house and almost stopped traffic.
Passengers on busses invariably craned their
necks around as they passed and pedestrians
stopped to gaze. In addition to the ballyhoo,
Hadfield ran a contest for patrons on "Who
is your favorite star in 'Tales of Manhattan'—
and why?" Answers were limited to 25 words
and read out in the theatre. Hadfield said
some of them had a real literary touch.
Getting Cooperation
With "Flying Tigers" and "To-morrow We
Live" coming up at the Rivoli, Southend, Manager J. R. Harrison figured he could tie in
with large organizations. So he made a deal
with the Aid-to-China Committee and the
Ministry
of him
Information
for "Flying
Tigers."
They loaned
some remarkable
photographs
of the Chinese army, and with models he built
up an attractive display, with a collecting
drum nearby which realized 15 pds. For "Tomorrow We live" Harrison got the cooperation of the Association of French Volunteers,
who helped get together such display material
as flags, bunting and a large Cross of Lorraine.
They were, in turn, given space in the lobby
to display articles for sale and to sign up
volunteers for knitting.
A Title Tieup
"Silver Fleet" was scheduled to play the
Odeon at Portsmouth. Manager Patrick
Reed tookmemberedaalarge
lookdryaround
— lo !— ^^he
recleaningandcompany
called
"The Silver Arrow." That was close enough
for Reed and he proceeded to make a tieup.
Result was a series of window displays in the
cleaning stores and advertising matter from
the stores to their patrons. The window cards
went
this finest
way : dry
" 'The
Silver naval
Arrow'uniforms
offers
you the
cleaning,
being
at the
Odeon our
will specialty—The
prove to be theSilver
finest Fleet'
in cinematic
entertainment. It's a picture you can not
a'fford to miss."
Using the Youngsters
"In Which We Serve" has a way of bringing
out folk who generally d6 hot visit the films.
This happened in Lancing when the Mayor and
Mayoress wanted to pay their first visit to the
Luxor. Manager A. G. Leavers, D.C.M., needed
a guard of, honor, which was, a difficult thing
to find. Solution : Leayerk routed out the local
Sea Scouts, who rhade'a fifie showing and won
the praise of the Mayor.

Jiftt as a newspaper in one community may refuse to cooperate with local theatres in making news of
current attractions and Hollywood available (STR, July 24, p. 34), so may a newspaper in another
town reverse this procedure and lend whole-hearted support to local theatremen. Such a publication
is The Huntsville Times, from which a recent tear-sheet, forwarded to this office by F. H. Thomas,
of the Lyric Amusement Co., which owns and operates the Lyric, Grand and Elks theatres in the
Alabama community, is reproduced above. Note the streamer headline, the generous display of art on
attractions playing at the theatres, the syndicated Hollywood News column by Jimmy Fidler, the time
schedule for the Lyric and Grand theatres. Writes Thomas: "Our newspaper doesn't stop at cooperating
on amusement page; last year they opposed carnivals vigorously; now we are free of this nuisance."

Arrowing the Town
Citizens of Harrogate were startled recently
to find arrows all over town labeled "The Road
to Morocco." With scarcely any investigation
at all they found the arrows led to the Odeon,
where the picture of that name was playing.
This street ballyhoo idea was the work of
Manager Charles Smith, who was rewarded
with an excellent week's business.

August 21. P>4^
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$1400 For Managers
A contest for theatre managers during
Paramount Week, Sept. 5 to 11, offers prizes
of $H00 in War Bonds for the six best
selling
on "Soon Proudly
We ofHail."
Awards campaigns
will be made
the basis
the
gross earned, compared with grosses on comparable Paramount pictures previously played
by the house. Prizes are $500, $350, $250,
$150, $100, and $50. Every theatre playing
"So Proudly We Hail" not later than Oct.
30 may enter, and an outline of the selling
campaign must be submitted to the nearest
Paramount district office by Nov. 30.
'Scrambled Screen Sweethearts'
Contest Planted in Newspaper
A "Scrambled Sweethearts" contest was
planted in the Meriden Daily Journal by Manager Joe Samartano of the Loew-Poli Palace
in connection with the run of "Presenting Lily
Mars."
In the center of the contest announcement was
a romantic scene of Judy Garland and Van Heflin. Surrounding this were the scrambled names
of four pairs of famous screen sweethearts. Contestants correctly unscrambling the names were
awarded guest tickets to see the picture.
(Ed. Note: Just to test our memory, we did
a little unscrambling ourselves, and within three
minutes came up with John Bunny and Flora
Finch, Lou Tellegen and Geraldine Farrar,
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, Rudolph Valentino and Nita Naldi, Greta Garbo
and
John
Gilbert. Sorry we won't be able to
use those tickets.)
Opportunity for Tieups
The September issue of Cosmopolitan now on
the stands, features a painting of the new MGM
starlet, Esther Williams, on the cover. Miss
Williams will be seen soon in "A Guy Named
Joe," with Spencer Tracy. The cover provides
excellent opportunities for tieups with newsstands, drugstores, book shops and department
stores.

EFFECTIVE

USE

OF CUTOUTS

FOR

THEATRE

FRONT

Are you soon to play "Lady of Burlesque"? Then the above photo, which shows how Manager Rodney
Toups
of Loew's United
State Artists
Theatre release
in Newshould
Orleans
cutouts
his lay
theatre
frontown
display
Hunt Stromberg
proveused
helpful
whenin you
out your
frontforon theit.

High

School

About

Girls

Create

Talk

Cabin

in Sky
for Brien
female
jitterbug.
Also we had large outline
.\ campaign that resulted in "enviable businotes, inside of which were listed the
ness" was staged by Manager Lige Brien of musical
stars of the picture. Then, on the floor, within
the Kenyon Theatre, Pittsburgh, for his ena green fence, we had many sprigs of pussyg
a
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
"Cabin
in
the
Sky."
Brien's
selling
activities consisted of nine stunts, any one of
willows to finish off the display."
which alone would have aroused considerable
Stunt 3. Around the Kenyon's neighborhood Brien placed tie-in cards on top of a
interest in the all-Negro musical.
dozen juke boxes. He also made sure that
Stunt 1. An usher carried a brightlycolored zoot suit cut-out figure as street bally- each
recordings.
box featured an ample number of "Cabin"
hoo (see cut).
Stunt 4. Five thousand bags distributed
Stunt 2. An usual display occupied the
lobby eight days in advance. Brien describes it by McCrory's department store were imprinted
with selling copy on the picture. The bags
thusly : "We had two sets of letters, which were
each one and one-half feet high. One set was
were given out only with purchases for a twoweek period.
painted black, the other pure white ; then we
mounted the black letters on top of the white
Stunt tributed
5. doorTwo
thousand heralds were disto door.
__
letters, which gave us a very good effect. This
Stunt 6. Brien had his usherette make
made the display look enormous, and attracted
many lookers. Then below the letters we had 200 personal telephone calls to patrons, telling
a 5xl2-foot piece of white oil cloth, upon which
them the Kenyon was calling and wanted to
was painted a male zoot suit dancer and a remind them "of that swell feature, 'Cabin in
Ads were run in three local patheStunt
Sky,' 7.etc."
pers, the Pittsburgh Press, Sun-Telegraph and
Post-Gacettc.
Stunt 8. In four different store windows
were placed llxl4s, stills and large poster signs
made
the Let
theatre's
art describe
department.this stunt:
Stuntby 9.
Brien
"We called into our office girls from our nearby
high school and arranged to give them three —
passes per week if they would start spreading
the wordto around
that 'Cabin
in let
the them
Sky' read
was
coming
the Kenyon.
And we
the press book to get additional ideas about
the picture. We told them just how we wanted
it plugged. This was not a whispering campaign— we call it our Talk Campaign. We told
theBrien
girls made
to talka ittieup
up. with
They adidlocal
a fine
shoejob."
store

'Window Draws Large Crowds
One of the 200 window displays for the premiere
engagement of Paramount's "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" in New York City, and perhaps the most
outst|nding, was that tieing in with the Sleep
Shop of Lewis Cr Conger. Ominous bell-tolling
lured pedestrians to the scene, where the efforts
of "Hitler" and "Tojo" to rest were being
harassed by the tolling. Cut-out bells on wall
carried this copy: "Speed the toll for Fascism
— Buy War Bonds." Note stills from the
picture, and credit card, in the foreground.

for a cooperative herald, with the store's ad
at the top and the theatre's ad at the bottom.
The manager, in reporting his campaign, failed
to list this among his stunts ; but a sample of
the handbill proves that it could easily have
been No. 10 on the list.
Usher carried a zoot suit cut-out street ballyhoo
to arouse public's interest in MGM's "Cabin
in the Sky" at the Kenyon Theatre, Pittsburgh.
Two young ladies at left, too interested in conversation to see ballyhoo, might be surprised if
Manager Lige Brien offered them passes if they
could satisfactorily identify themselves.

Played Hit
Installing a
W. O'Brien,
hit tunes from
system as part

Tunes From Film
miniature cabin in his lobby, C.
Fox, Walsenburg, Col., plaj'ed
''Cabin in the Sky" over a p. a.
of his promotion for the musical.
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Theatres
Marine
Ready

Doing

Corps Request
Response/

THE

PATRIOTIC

Bang-up

Job

FBOHT

for

Marine

Recruiting

Brings

Government

Agencies Turn to Theatres
The showmen of America and the popular
appeal of the motion picture have demonstrated
such superior ability in getting results for many
agencies and services that
the government's
of
appeals
for the support of publicity campaigns
for recruiting women by the Marine Corps to
assistance in stamping out black markets by the
OPA are but two of the recent instances put
up to the theatremen for action that brings
about the desired result of public response.
The requests from these official agencies of the
government put an added job on the shoulders
of the showmen who cooperate, but at the same
time they pay a resounding compliment to the
movie theatre and the men who are identified
with its operation in cities, towns and hamlets
throughout the country.
The glamor of the pictures, the apparent confidence ofthe public which gives manifest attention to appeals made on the screen, from the
stages of picture houses, or even in the lobby
displays of posters, is certain t3 be in demand
for official activities seeking this response from
the general public. Showmen are more than
doing their bit, but business men in other lines
are not a little envious of the kind of results
which the picture people can produce in contrast to the reaction from activities in which they
engage.
Up to this point in the war, the film industry
has outstripped all others as a medium of popular appeal for all causes connected with the
war effort. The United States Marine Corps
recently called upon the Theatre Division of the
War Activities Committee to assist in recruiting members for its Women's Reserve. Members of the publicity committee of the New YorkExchange Area headed by Harry Mandel of
RKO and Eddie Dowden of Loew's and including Miss Janice Rentchler and Nick Matsukas
of Skouras, Myron Segal of Century and John
A. Cassidy of RKO, met with U. S. Marine officers,— Lt. Col. Frank V. McKinless. Major
Harry W. Miller, Captains B. Perrin, John
Breile and R. Hyman, and Lt. jMarion Wing on
Wednesday, August 4th.
As a result of this meeting, a group of twelve
women Marines in 3 types of uniforms — dress,
winter and summer duty, a U. S. Marine Corps
Women's Reserve Color Guard, accompanied by
an officer and one or two wounded men, appeared at evening performances on the stages of
Loew's Metropolitan and Century's Kingsway
in Brooklyn, Skouras Park Plaza and Loew's
Paradise in the Bronx, RKO's 86th Street
Theatre and Skouras Academy of Music, ManLoew's Valencia and RKO Keith's
Flushing hattan,
in Queens.
Marching down the aisles of these theatres
to the music of the Marine's Hymn (To the
Shores of Tripoli) and at attention on the flag
bedecked stages while the National Anthem was
played, these U. S. Marines made splendid and
deeply impressive appearances. After an appeal
to the ladies in the audience, by Lt. Colonel
McKinless, to join the Women's Reserve of the
Marine Corps and release a man to fight, two
women Sergeants took their places in the lobbies
to answer questions and take applications.

Once again the Theatres' Div sion of the War Activities Committee-Motion Picture Industry goes to bat
for
UncleCorps.
Sam. The
This young
time itladies
helps accompanied
the United States
CorpsV. recruit
youngand ladies
its Women's
Reserve
by Lt. Marine
Col. Frank
McKinless
other forMarine
officers
and men appeared at theatres in Brooklyn. Bronx, Manhattan and Queens and made appeals to the
women in the audiences to join the Women's Division and release a man to fight.
Ted Lloyd Loaned to Treasury
Department for Third War Loan
Ted Lloyd, who is in charge of the Raditi
Department for 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation, has been appointed to represent the
Treasury Department in Hollywood, California
during the forthcoming Third War Loan Drive.
Lloyd, who is to serve as liaison between the
Treasury and the WAC, will report in Hollywood on August 21.

MAKE

THIS PLEDGE:

i pay no more than top legal prices
I accept no rationed goods
without giving up ration staipps
c njunction
with Committee
the film, "Black
aIn War
Activities
war Marketing,"
information
short released Thursday (August 19th), the
nation's exh bitors embarked upcn a campaign
to aid the OPA to stamp out the black market by
having millions of Americans sign the "home
front pledge" in theatre lobbies. The reproduced
poster,
whichmaterial
carriessupplied
the "pledge"
the
display
exhibitors.is part of

Skouras

Theatres

Radio

Shows Aiding War Fund
The New York City Committee of the National War Fund in cooperation with the
Skouras Theatres War Effort Department is
sponsoring a series of radio broadcasts on behalf of various of its 18 member agencies actively
engaged in war relief work. Broadcasts are held
every Sunday over Station WINS, the Fund
shows Matsoukas
being titledand
"This
Is Our
Cause." Fuchs
Nick
John
Harry
Alexander
are producers of the show.
The series was started Aug. 15 for the benefit of the Belgian War Relief Society. Other
dates of "This Is Our Cause" broadcasts and the
affiliated war relief agencies they will feature
are: "The United States Committee for the Careof European Children," on August 22nd ; the
"Polish War Relief" on August 29th; the"United Labor" broadcast, on September 5th :
the "British War Relief Society," on September 12thtember
: the
"WarUSO,
Prisoners'
Aid," 3rd;
on Sep19th: the
on October
the
"French War Relief" (through the Fighting
French) on October 10th; the "Queen Wilhelmina Fund," on October 24th.
"This Is Our Cause" is a weekly radio program maintained by the Skouras Theatres War
Effort Department since January 3rd, 1943.
Any group actively engaged in war effort may
apply directly to Mr. Nick John Matsoukas,
director of the Skouras Theatres War Effort
Department, for a date for a special broadcast
on the "This Is Our Cause" series.
800 Soldier^uests
The Fanchon & Marco Theatres, the Fox,
Missouri and St. Louis, donate some 800 tickets
each week to service men who visit the Midtown USO center in the Grand boulevard
theatrical district.
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Sleepy Lagoon
Musical Comedy

65 mins.

(Prod. No. 228— Nat'l Release, August 26)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Hoke
and slapstick fun set to music for tiie Judy
Canova fans.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Musical aspects
plus Canova following and Dennis Day from
radio may help this show on double bills.
Cast: Judy Canova, Dennis Day, Ruth Donnelly,
Joe Sawyer, Ernest Truex, Douglas Fowley, Mike
Riley and his orchestra and others. Credits: Production Associate, Albert J. Cohen. Directed by Joseph
Santley. Screenplay by Frank Gill, Jr. and George
Carleton Brown. Based on an original story by Prescott Chaplin. Photography by Bud Thackery. Musical
directioB by Walter Scharf. Music and lyrics by Ned
Washington
PhilJack
Ohman.
Song, "Sleepy Lagoon,"
by
Eric Coatesand and
Lawrence.
Plot: A wartime boom town, Sleepy Lagoon,
blitzed by racketeers and gamblers, revolts
against corrupt government by electing Judy
Canova its first woman mayor. The gals
take over the town and Judy calls in her
Uncle to reopen the local amusement park
to provide clean fun for the war workers.
Judy's
out to be Judy
the tool
of
another Uncle
group turns
of racketeers.
finally
triumphs over the Uncle's superiors.
Comment: Aside from the ridiculous nature of the story in which the femme chief
of police goes around with her slip showing
and the mayor and director of civilian defense
are throwing each other around with Judo,
the musical numbers are refreshing and the
corny comedy against a carnival background
will have the kids in high glee. It lends itself
to an election-time style of campaign, radio
plugs for Dennis Day fans of the Jack Benny
program. The fact that radio studio scenes
tie into the plot may help for tie-ups.

Columbia

Destroyer
Drama

99 mins.

(Nat'l Release, August)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A simpla,
direct and very sincere story of the men in
the U. S. Navy that will be swell entertainment for the entire family^
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should create
considerable attention at the box-office wherever shown, and if wisely exploited, should
achieve the limit in dividends.
Cast: Edward G. Robinsont Gknti Ford, Margue]it«
Chapman, Edgar Buchanan, Leo Gorcey, Regit
Toomey, Ed Brophy, Warren Ashe, Craig Woods,
Curt Bois. Credits: Directed by William A. Seiter.
S«reenplay by Frank Wead, Lewis Meltzer and Bordeo
Chase. Story by Frank Wead. Director of photography, Franz F. Planer. Produced by Louis F. Edelman.
Plot: Story of the ex-Navy man who
welded the ship, John Paul Jones II, and
who fought on the original of the same name
in World War I. He returns to the Service
to sail on the new ship, and manages to
antagonize every man aboard. Most of his
trouble is with Glenn Ford, who is also in
love with his daughter. In spite of her
reputation as an "old tub" because she falls
down on her shakedown cruise, the old man
proves her a worthy addition to the U. S.
Navy.
Comment: Here is a fine example of what
swell entertainment for the entire family can
be put into a picture with a war theme. A
simple, direct and very sincere story, it is a
classic symbol of the men in the U. S. Navy,
and dips into the soul of a man to give you
an insight and understanding of what a
ship means to her men. It is the type of
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending Aug. 21)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Death Valley Manhunt
True to Life

Passport to Suez

SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Fallen Sparrow
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
Fired Wife
screenfare that will create considerable attention at the box-office wherever shown and if
wisely exploited, should achieve the limit in
dividends. Edward G. Robinson as the man
whose love for a ship controls his actions, is
excellent and has rarely been in better form.
Glenn Ford, in his last part for the duration,
gives his best performance to date with
Marguerite Chapman playing opposite him
in the romantic interludes. Regis Toomey is
splendid as the skipper and Edgar Buchanan,
Leo Gorcey and Ed Brophy take care of the
amusing moments. The understanding direction of William A. Seiter keeps the theme
light, playing up the men, their bravery and
their fun. Cooperation of Naval units should
be secured; with Naval officers and Naval
Reserve invited to an advance showing. All
patriotic groups should be contacted, and
arrangements made with shipbuilding companies for tieup ads, and if possible, Navy
recruiting officer could be stationed in theatre lobby. Since destroyers are fondly reto by you
theirancrews
Cans" drive
this
should ferred
give
idea as
for "Tin
a salvage
tie-up. Ship model contests are in order and
you can play up the lighter side of Navy
life in your ads to good advantage. The picture is surprisingly light and fun-filled for
a war theme.
Thank Your Lucky Stars
127 mins.
Warners
Musical Revue
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) The/U
be pop-eyed every minute, and will simply
dote on seeing the stars step out of character
to do specialties.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: With such a star
line-up and a major league show to back
them,crowds.
it's just a matter of accommodating
the
Cast : In the story : Eddie Cantor, Joan Leslie, Dennis Morgan, Dinah Shore, Edward Everett Horton,
S. Z. Sakail, Ruth Donnelly, Henry Armetta, Don
Wilson. Specialties: Humphrey Bogart, Bette Davis,
Olivia de Havilland, Errol Flynn, John Garfield, Ida
Lupino, Ann Sheridan, Alexis Smith, Jack Carson,
Alan Hale, George Tobias, Hattie McDaniel, Willie
Best, Spike Jones and His City Slickers. Credits:
Produced by Mark Hellinger. Directed by David Butler. Music and lyrics by Arthur Schwartz and Frank
Loesser. Story by Everett Freeman and Arthur
Schwartz. Screenplay by Norman Panama & Melvin
Frank and James V. Kern. Dances by Leroy Prinz.
Photography by Arthur Edeson.
Plot: Horton and Sakall, as producers of a
big charity show, want Dinah Shore, but they
can't get her without Eddie Cantor, who
moves in on the affair with an all-directing
hand. Meanwhile Joe Simpson (Eddie Cantor), abus driver who is a double for Cantor,
is trying to get Dennis Morgan in the show
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as a career-starter. Joe, Joan Leslie, and
others of Morgan's pals, get Eddie away by
a ruse, and with Joe impersonating Cantor
(you know what we mean), they succeed.
Cantor's frantic efforts to get loose land him
in an asylum and he is delayed enough so
that Morgan gets his big chance.
Comment: This is a great, big show, with
a raft of high-ranking stars — both in story
and production numbers — to attract patrons,
and a topflight musical in the best BroadwayHollywood tradition to satisfy them. Yet
the underlying idea is simple: do you remember in the old days when families used to get
together once in a while and each member
was asked to do something to entertain the
others? That's all this picture is — a family
gathering of the Warner clan, with the stars
stepping out of character to do specialties
that no one thought they could do. And
therein lies its pull for the fans; the stars
put on a show of their own and invite the
fans to look in on their family party. Bette
Davis sings "They're Either Too Young or
Too Old," and does a jitterbug dance. Ann
Sheridan and
singsHale
"Lovedo Isn't
Born, It's
Made."
Carson
an oldtime
vaudeville
turn, and wonder where vaudeville has gone.
Flynn, with handlebar mustachios, appears
in a comedy-patter song. Lupino, de Havilland, and Tobias come through with a wild
swing number. Alexis Smith astonishes
everybody with her grace in a ballroom
adagio dance. And, of course, Cantor revives
his well-known singing-prancing style. This
is but an idea of the material; there is too
much for detailed report. However, every
exhibitor should recognize that one of the
most important selling points of this film is
the music. Arthur Schwartz has turned out
a score that will be heard for the next year
on the radio, thereby making automatic exploitation for each theatre playing "Thank
Your Lucky Stars." Keep your ear out for
such numbers as "Good Night, Good Neighbor," "Know You, Know Me," "We're Staying
"Ice "How
Cold Katie,"
Riding Home
for Tonight,"
a Fall," and
Sweet "I'm
You
Are." The story is negligible, but offers Cantor an opportunity to make a screen comeback that will have them talking. Push on
that exploitation accelerator and get all the
mileage possible out of this one.

RKO

So This Is Washington
Radio
Comedy-Drama
64 mins.

1, '43-44)
AUDIENCE (Block
SLANT:
(FamUy) Those
who like the homespun dramas, will fuid
good entertainment in this. There's something in it for the sophisticates too.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should do well
among the Lum & Abner fans and where
stories of small town life are popular. Added
to this is the word-of-mouth it will create.
Cast: Chester Lauck, Norris GofiF, Alan Mowbray,
Roger Clark, Mildred Coles, Sarah Padden, Minerva
Urecal, Dan Duncan, Mat McHugh, Barbara Pepper.
Credits: Directed by Raymond McCarey. Original
story by Roswell Rogers and Edward James. Screenplay by Leonard Preskins and Roswell Rogers. DirecHersh.tor of photography, Harry Wild. Produced by Ben
Plot: The two owners of the Jot 'em Down
Store in Pine Ridge suddenly discover that
Abner has accidentally invented a new kind
of synthetic rubber. Anxious to be of help
to their country, they go to Washington to
offer it to the proper authorities. Once there,
^Continued on Page 26)
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So This Is Washington
{Continued from Page 24)
their demonstration fails because Abner,
through a bump on the head, becomes an
amnesia victim. After they get back to Pine
Ridge and Abner's memory is restored, they
receive word that the invention isn't rubber
at all, but it is important to the v^'ar-winning
effort.
Comment: This is a creditable follow-up
on the other Lum & Abner pictures and will
build more friends for these two small-town
philosophers. It is a homespun tale of their
experiences away from Pine Ridge that
should do well among their fans and in the
theatres where stories of small town life are
popular. Added to the Lum & Abner draw,
is the word-of-mouth it will create by the
sequences in Washington, where they rib
the Congress. Presented with a tongue-inthe-cheek attitude, even the sophisticates will
get a laugh out of the way they give advice
on a park bench to the Senators and Congressmen, who, beset with problems even
as you and I, come to these two backwoods
philosophers for a solution. Both men are
excellent, actually living the characters which
they have created. A standout in the supporting cast is Alan Mowbray, who as the
head of the committee to discover new inventions, gives the part the right touch of
comedy. Due credit must be given to the
writers of the story, for the touch of originality the yarn holds and to Director Raymond McCarey for giving it everything
pointed for fun. Local organizations working
for the war effort should be willing to cooperate, especially any place that has to do
with rubber or tires, since the story is about
synthetic rubber. Cooperation of broadcasting station for plugs before and after the
Lum & Abner program, would prove invaluable. Teaser ads about coming to these two
philosophers for advice on your troubles,
would attract attention.
The Shrine of Victory
20th-Fox Documentary 45 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Its interest tive
is wholly
"educational"
as an informascreen document
aboutandGreece
and the
people of that ancient land, it is fascinating
information for all peoples of the United
Nations.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A picture that
can be built up to draw added interest for
any program, regardless of the feature with
which it is presented.
Cast: Officers and men of the Greek Navy, including
Vrassidas Capernaros. Credits: A Casanave-Artlee
Production. Produced at Ealing Studios, London,
England. Directed by Charles Hasse. Commentary by
Frank
Cavalanti.Owen and Angus MacPhail. Produced by
Plot: A petty ofificer of the Greek navy reconstructs innarrative form the story of the
peaceful life of the people of Greece before
they were attacked by the legions of Mussolini and later ruthlessly crushed by the Nazis.
His story reaches its climax when, after
serving his people through sabotage of the
Nazi occupying forces' rule of horror, he is
forced to flee Greece and makes his way to
England, where he becomes a petty officer
aboard a warship manned by his countrymen
and fighting with the British Navy.
Comment: A most eloquent statement of
the part which Greece and her people have
played in this war, into which they were
plunged by the lust for plunder of the Axis.
The picture in style is a sort of super-
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travelogue pointed up with facts about the
global war as it has been carried into the
historic land of Greece. For all peoples of
the United Nations this is a picture of great
interest and a picture that can serve, as only
the screen medium can, a source of popular
understanding of a country that was among
the first to stand up to the might of would-be
world conquerors. There are many moments
wherein the interest and movement could
have been fortified by shortening of some of
the footage, but on the whole the picture
is one worthy of exhibitor consideration, and
especially of strong selling to bring to the
theatre many people who are not among the
regular patrons of movie shows. Enlisting
the interest of leaders in patriotic as well as
educational groups of the locality should
prove a great help to arousing enthusiasm
for your showing of "The Shrine of Victory."
The Adventures of a Rookie
RKO Radio
• Comedy
65 mins.
(Block No. 1, 1943-44)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Good
clean fun picturing the lighter side of Army
life in the training camps.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Will bolster lower half of double bill. Nice company for heavy
drama.
Cast: Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Richard Martin,
ErfordRobert
Gage, Anderson
Margaret and
Landry,
PattiCredits:
Brill, Rita
Corday,
others.
Produced
by Bert Gilroy. Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Screenplay by Edward James. Original story and adaptation
by William Bowers and M. Coates Webster.
Plot: Three fellows from different walks
of life are drafted and the sequence of humorous events lead them into all sorts of
hilarious mixups including a two-week quarantine in the home of a girl friend with a
l)unch of gals and their tough top kick,
several sessions on the spud pile, the guardhouse and the hospital ward of a troop transport while they are AWOL from camp.
Comment: A rather run of the mill war
comedy confined to training camp life. This
is the first film for the new team, Wally
Brown, a fast talking actor with more ideas
that lead to trouble than you can shake a
stick at and Alan Carney a big fat dumb
guy with Laughtonesque features. It will be
well for exhibitors to watch carefully the
audience acceptance of their style of comedy.
Given better than the average material with
which they work in this show they may go
places as a team. Carney does two good
impersonations of Edward G. Robinson and
Charles Laughton and certainly looks the
part of the latter. Spot it with a tear jerker
away from the war theme. Catchline: "A
Laugh for Every Spud and they've got millions of 'em."
Lassie Gome Home
(Technicolor)
MGM
Drama
90 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Any doglover will go nuts over this picture, and that
includes a lot of people.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: There is a readymade audience for Roddy McDowall and this
type of picture.
Cast: Roddy McDowall, Donald Crisp, Elsa Lanchester. Dame May Whitty, Edmund Gwenn, Nigel
Bruce, Elizabeth Taylor, Ben Webster, J. Patrick
O'Malley,
Alec Craig,Alan
and Napier,
Lassie. Arthur
Credits: Shields,
ProducedJohnby Rogers.
Samuel
Marx. Directed by Fred M. Wilcox. Screenplay by
Hugo Butler, from the novel by Eric Knight (film is
dedicated to Knight, who was recently killed on war
duty).
Plot: Roddy's father, Donald Crisp, and
his mother, Elsa Lanchester, sell Lassie, the
beautiful collie, to the Duke (Nigel Bruce)
because they are so poor they cannot feed
the dog and themselves too. After Lassie
escapes twice from the Duke's kennel and

comes back to Roddy, she is sent from Yorkshire several hundred miles north to Scotland. She escapes once more and begins the
trek back home. Her adventures en route and
her final arrival, plus a happy ending when
the Duke gives Crisp a job, comprise the
bulk of the story.
Comment: Beautiful Technicolor shots of
the highland country form a background for
Lassie's remarkable trip back home, and the
haardships and adventures undergone by the
dog hold the interest as much as a highly
dramatic story. The handkerchiefs will be
out for "Lassie Come Home," and this time
not so much for Roddy as for the dog herself. Lassie is truly the star of this picture,
and fully half the footage finds her in the
frame alone. This is a fact to be noted, for
it makes the film different from the earlier
McDowall efforts. It is not the case of a boy
and his dog, but of a dog and his master.
Therefore, make every effort to publicize
Lassiewillalong
Roddy.
fans
come with
anyway,
but The
there boy
is a star's
vast
audience to be tapped who remember other
collie stories by Jack London and Albert Payson Terhune. An obvious street ballyhoo
would be to have a boy lead around a collie
(if you can get a really good-looking animal),
with
dog tagged "Lassie" and the boy
withouttheadvertising.

RKO

The Seventh Victim
Radio
Horror
71 mins.

(Block 1, '43-44)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Good atmosphere, camera work and a few effective
melodramatic incidents, but on the whole
a story so vague in its import and unpleasant inits implications that average picturegoers are not likely to like it.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Essentially a
support niunber for some strong and very
gay
headline
straight
comedy feature
type. of the musical or
Cast: Tom Conway, Jean Brooks, Isabel Jewell,
Kim Hunter, Evelyn Brent, Erford Gage, Marguerita
Sylva, Chef Milani, Mary Newton and others. Credits:
Produced by Val Lewton. Directed by Mark Robson.
Written
Charles O'Neal
DeWitt Bodeen.
Director ofbyphotography,
NicholasandMusuraca.
Plot: Kjm Hunter is being educated at a
boarding school by her older sister, whose
sudden disappearance and failure to keep up
the tuition payments, sends the girl in search
of her somewhat famous sister. In New
York the girl finds no trace, though there
are many who tell of having recently seen
her sister. The search leads the girl to a
young lawyer who, it develops, is married
to the lady who vanished, and his only contact with his wife is through Tom Conway,
a doctor
who claims
physical and mental
state that
makesthe itwoman's
impossible
for
the husband to see her. Various experiences
and adventures result in the young lawyer
and the young sister falling in love, and
when the older sister, succumbing to a neurotic urge, and the urgings of a group of
"Devil Worshippers" with whom she is involved, commits suicide, these two profess
their mutual love.
Comment: This picture is in the vein which
Val Lewton has been developing with some
interesting results in such predecessors as
"The Cat People" and "I Walked With a
Zombie." Here the eerie atmosphere is
shrewdly, but laboriously, built up with camera work that suggests impending doom,
disaster and thrilling adventures for the principals. That this promise of action is not
fulfilled, naturally, dulls, if indeed it does not
wholly cancel, much that is accomplished in
the way of interesting direction. The whole
basis of the plot has a wormwood flavor of
mental aberration as the motive for the action of the lady who vanished, and who,
while conspicuous by her absence from most
of the scenes, is also a most conspicuous element in the plot. If instead of some double-
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talk (about philosophies of evil as a greater
force than good) "The Devil Worshippers"
included
their group
a goodto scare-'em
ure of a indoctor
who wants
transplantfig-a
brain or something, there would be more for
the showman to work on in selling "The
Seventh Victim." As matters stand, you
can't promise thrills and chills to any great
degree without disappointing the customers,
and so must dwell upon the sheer "different"
and exotic style of this screen drama. Tom
Conway, Kim Hunter (a newcomer cast in
a part calling for considerable experience in
acting), Jean Brooks, Isabel Jewell, Erford
Gage and Marguerita Sylva make good impres ions in their acting roles.

Law Rides Again
Monogram
Western 54 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Good
action entertainment for the western followers.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Average western.
Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard, Betty Miles,
Jack LaRue, Eramett Lynn, Kenneth Harlan, Thunder
Cloud, Chief Many Treaties, Bryant Washburn, John
Bridges, Fred Hoose, Charles Murray, Jr., Hank Bell.
Credits: Directed by Alan James. Original screenplay
by Frances Kavanaugh. Director of photography.
Marcel Le Picard. Produced by Robert Tansey.
Plot: Under the authorization of a U. S.
Commissioner, two deputies use a convicted
bandit to help them find the cause of the
Indian uprising. This bandit leads the forces
of law to the office of the white leader of a
gang which has been systematically robbing
the Indians. When the gang is wiped out and
the leader killed, the bandit is turned over
to the sheriff.
Comment: This is program, western fare,
aimed at the middle of its spot, neither too
high nor too low. There is riding, shooting
and fighting, though the latter is a little too
obviously staged. Jack LaRue stands out
as a heavy. The stars. Hoot Gibson and
Ken Maynard, are still warming up to their
return. Production by Robert Tansey, and
direction by Alan James have the qualities
that westerns require, just keeping the picture on a middle track for average fare. Sell
this like any western with emphasis on the
two leads, Gibson and Maynard.

RKO

The Fallen Sparrow
Radio
Drama
93 mins.

(Nat'l Release, August 18)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Tense,
absorbing, edge-of-the-seat drama for men
and women alike.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: With the marquee names to entice the first customers, and
word-of-mouth to carry through, it should
be a surefire box-office attraction.
Cast: John Garfield, Maureen O'Hara, Walter
Slezak,
Morison,
Bruce
Edwards, Patricia
John Banner,
JohnMartha
Miljan, O'Driscoll,
Sara Goldenberg,
Hugh Beaumont. Credits: Directed by Richard Wallace. Screenplay by Warren Duff. Based on the
novel,
Sparrow,"Nicholas
by Dorothy
B. Hughes.
Director"Theof Fallen
photography,
Musuraca.
Produced by Robert Fellows.
Plot: In New York after his escape from
the Nazis, a young refugee begins to hear
again the steps of the man he never saw,
but who supervised his weekly torture. Was
he crazy or did he really hear it? To find
out, he starts to investigate and thus brings
about the destruction of a gang of saboteurs.
Comment: With the marquee names to
entice the first customers, and a tense, absorbing, edge-of-the-seat action drama for
word-of-mouth, it is sure-fire box-office.
There's
product
for for
the the
drama
and and
action clubs;
John here
Garfield
women
Maureen O'Hara, Patricia Morison and
Martha O'Driscoll for the men. Put them
all
together and you've got something that
smacks
of extra dough in the bank. Mystery
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fans and action-seekers will fight for the
privilege of sweating through an hour and
a half of nervous excitement and tense melodrama. The action revolves around Garfield,
who gives the film dash and vitality with
effective alternate moments of fear, courage
and determination. The top character role of
the sadistic Nazi, done to give the audience
the willies, shows Walter Slezak in the best
portrayal
his career.andMaureen
O'Hara is
exquisitelyof beautiful
her performance
stirs the sympathies, even though she is a
spy. The other two female leads as handled
by
and Martha
O'Driscoll
add Patricia
zest and Morison
great interest
to the drama
and
mystery. Production in the hands of Robert
Fellows hits a peak in retaining the essence
of the story and adding glamour and mystery.
Richard Wallace's direction builds a sustained psychological tension. Arrange for
teaser ads, such as "Who Is the Man With
the Limp?", "Would Your Mind Withstand
the Wrack of Scientific Torture?" and
"What stores
Was on
the the
Secret?"
book
sale of Cooperation
the book of with
the
same name should be planned.
A Lady Takes A Chance
RKO Radio
Comedy
85 mins.
(Block No. 1, 1943-44)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Although
there is little entertainment in it for the very
young, the rest of the family will go for it in
a big way and have lots of fun and laughter.
One of the best offered this season.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should exceed,
with the Jean Arthur-John Wayne draw and
the type of story, any of the grosses piled up
by previous Jean Arthur comedies. Good
exploitation and word-of-mouth will bring
in a procession that will have the SRO sign
hanging out.
Cast: Jean Arthur, John Wayne, Charles Winninger,
Phil Silvers, Mary Field, Don Costello, John Philliber,
Grady Sutton, Grant Withers, Hans Conreid, Peggy
Carroll, Ariel Heath, Sugar Geise, Joan Blair, Tom
Fadden, Ed Waller, Nina Quartaro, Alex Melesh, Cy
Kendall, Paul Scott, Charles D. Brown, Butch and
Buddy, The Three Peppers. Credits: Directed by
William A. Seiter. Original story by Jo Swerling.
Screenplay by Robert Ardrey. Director of photography,
Frank Redman. Associate Producer, Richard Ross.
Produced by Frank Ross.
Plot: A young lady goes on a vacation by
bus, stops off at a small town in the middle
west and while at a rodeo show, meets a cowboy who shows her a good time. His elderly
companion resents the intrusion of a woman,
and the cowboy tries to avoid being "caught,"
but Cupid takes a hand and after the cowboy
sends the girl back home, he suddenly turns
up and takes her back with him.
Comment: Loaded with laughter and fun
and the kind of hilarious situations most audiences go for in a big way, this latest Jean
Arthur offering seems to be the answer to
what the public seeks for entertainment
these days. A little reminiscent of "It Happened One
Night"any(which
itself),
it should
exceed
of the speaks
grossesforpiled
up
by previous Jean Arthur comedies and turn
out
to beAlthough
one of the
draws.
thereseason's
is littletop
for box-office
the very
young, the rest of the family will enjoy it so
much that word-of-mouth will bring in a
procession that will have the SRO sign out.
Jean Arthur, in a part that is tailor-made,
proves again her right to the title of one of
the screen's best comediennes, while John
Wayne is excellently cast as the big, bold
man of the West and he turns in a performance that will have him listed for romantic roles in the future. Production has given
true values to the picture, and Frank Ross
in the producer's seat has added color and
variety to a fine story with two top players.
Direction by William A. Seiter brings out
the best talents of all the cast, keeping the
action going, the comedy smart and the romance exciting. Elaborating on the type of
transportation used in the story, a special

bus might be arranged for in a tieup with
a transportation company. Proper-bannered
. . . "A Lady Takes a Chance . . . How
About You," it should tour all the towns
within a drawing radius. Title is a natural
for teaser ads with imprinted heralds distributed and tying up with same. Department stores, Gas and Electric companies
should cooperate by using stills from the
picture.
Claudia
20th Century-Fox Drama 91 mins.
(Nat'l Release, September 4)
AUDIENCE
SLANT:
women will love it and
the men(Adult)
can beThecounted
upon to join the ladies in its praise.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Title should
make up for box-office names lacking. Cast
excellent for key run audiences with word
of mouth helping from there on.
Cast: Dorothy McGuire, Robert Young, Ina Claire,
Reginald Gardiner, Olga Baclanova, Jean Howard.
Frank Tweddell. Elsa Janssen. Credits: Produced by
William Perlberg. Directed by Edmund Goulding.
Adapted for the screen by Morrie Ryskind, from the
play by Rose Franken as produced for the stage by
Tohn Golden. Photographic direction by Leon Shamroy.
Plot: David, a young architect has inherited enough money to buy and remodel
a quaint Connecticut farm house where he
and his wife, Claudia are happily established.
David is a sensible, solid American while
Claudia is a more childlike, exhuberant
mamma's girl. Her Mother, Mrs. Brown is
a very understanding person who refuses to
move in on the couple knowing the conlove
is too placid sequences.
and Claudia
sets feels
aboutthat
beingDavid's
glamorous
with a writer who has taken a nearby house.
The escapade brings her down to earth. The
discovery that her mother has been given
but a short time to live by the doctors
coupled with the pronouncement that she is
to be a mother brings a tense climax to the
story with David watching the transition of
his wife from the child to the woman.
Comment: Here is an out of the ordinary
story that gets completely away from the
hackneyed and blossoms forth upon the
screen as it did on the stage as an enthralling
entertainment. It is filled with priceless moments of joy and sorrow. Although there are
several spots where the story drags slightly
as a result of background dialogue it is
nevertheless top flight product. The sincerity
of this first screen role for Dorothy McGuire
immediately establishes her as star of the
first magnitude. Her stage career is eclipsed
by her screen performance and although
comparisons are sometimes revolting, Miss
McGuire offers screen fans a Margaret Sullavan-Katharine Hepburn quality combination in both looks and acting ability. Robert
Young gives his usual fine performance while
Ina Claire is splendid as the mother and
Olga Baclanova gives a refreshing zest to
her role of the eccentric opera singer. This
is a swell
for program
a "No War"
effort.
Buildpicture
a short
that isselling
light
and humorous around it and sell it to the
ladies. The writer in the play tells Claudia
that where other men's wives are concerned,
he has no scruples. This offers a basis for
one approach to the selling plan. The
mother-in-law theme may provide another
choice. Tell the ladies to bring along a
hankey, they love a good cry.
Coslow to Produce and
Compose for Paramount
Sam Coslow, who wrote the songs for fortyone Paramount pictures before forming his own
short subjects producing company several vears
ago, returned
to the Studio
today
the 'dual
capacity
of associate
producer
andincomposer.
Coslow will function under B. G. De Sylva.
Executive Producer.
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CHARLOTTE

ALBANY
The report of the Motion Picture Division of
the State Education Department, August 18,
reveals that 1152 motion pictures were reviewed
and only two were rejected in the period from
July 1, 1942 to March 31, 1943. Eliminations
were made in 41 films on statutory grounds.
The report covers but nine months due to
the change in the state's fiscal year. Receipts
for the division, according to its director, Irwin
Esmond, totaled $226,995.50, while expenses
were $51,582.46, leaving a net revenue to the
State of New York of $175,413.04.
John R. Staggs, tribunal clerk of the American Arbitration Association, left with Mrs.
Staggs
forthnight's
will visitonina New
York. vacation. The Staggs
Ben Dare, 20th Century-Fox salesman, visited
})is mother in Denver last week after conclusion
of Members
the company's
convention.
of Variety
tent passed the day at
the Albany Boys Club Summer camp on Monday
holding a corn and hot dog roast for the boys
at night. Variety underwrote more than $1500
to support the camp after it had been announced that the Summer home must be closed.
Chief Barker C. J. Latta led the expedition to
the Helderberg Mountains.
A complete sell-out netting $13,500 for the
Army Emergency Relief Fund was achieved
by Warner Circuit for the Strand Theatre
premiere
Albany. of "This Is the Army" Aug. 18 in
Harry Brooks, state secretary and treasurer
of the New York State Projectionists Association, president of the Troy local of operators
and projectionists, died in Troy Aug. 17, after
an illness of several months. Brooks had been
president of the Troy local since 1917 and was
a former national president of the Motion Picture Operators Union. Brooks, who is survived by his wife, a daughter, Mrs. J. B.
Weinhauer, Tampa, Fla., and a sister, Mrs. Cora
M. Smyth of Troy, was buried in Troy
Aug. 19.
Golfers from all parts of the country, including the famous Walter Hagen and Gene Sarazen, are coming to Albany August 29 to compete in a special tournament for Tom Creavy,
assistant booker for Paramount exchange here.
Creavy was United States Professional golf
champion in 1931, before the tragic illness which
cut short his links' career.
Formation of Exhibitors Associates, Incorporated, aNew York outfit, was revaled at
the office of the Secretary of State this week,
where charter papers were issued. Listed as
subscribers were Walter A. Leonhardt, 81 Stewart Avenue, Tuckahoe ; Lawrence L. Brown,
715 Saint Marks Avenue, Brooklyn, and Philip
Shafter, 1 Riverside Drive, Beechhurst. Authorized capital stock includes 200 shares, 150 shares
of preferred with par value of $100 and 50
shares of common stock, no stated par value.
Dan Houlihan, 20th Century-Fox booker, has
returned from Cape Cod, where he vacationed.
BOSTON
Jack Robbins of the Modern Theatre, Marlboro, Mass., and the Opera House, Barre, Vermont ;and William Lavery, manager of the
Strand in Lawrence, the Lafayette in Haverhill, and the Royal in Lowell, spent some time
in the film colony here this past week.
Moe Jaf¥e, of the Lyric in Leominster, is
pinch-hitting at the Alhambra in Quincy.
Ernest Sharaf of the Rialto in Worcester
spent the first part of the week calling on distributors inthe Boston film district.

INTERESTED EXECUTIVES. Charles Francis
(Socker) Coe (left), MPPDA vice-president and
general counsel, and Thomas J. Hargrave, president of the Eastman Kodak Company, are struck
— neither speechless nor dumb— by an item in
the Eastman house organ, "Kodak," during
Socker's recent visit to Rochester to address the
company's Foreman's Club on "Let's Invade the
George Beatty of the Strand in Westboro,
Future."
Mass.,
and Martin Tuohey, ©f the Leroy Theatre in Pawtucket, were Boston visitors this
week.
Moe Grasgreen will not be transferred, nor
will he transfer his allegiance as rumored, but
will remain in Boston at the helm of 20th
Century-Fox.
Edward Reed of the Strand Theatre, Providence, was a guest of Boston film friends this
week.
Joseph E. Cohen, theatre broker, gave a
dinner for William Koster, who is leaving for
the Army, and had as guests many of the leading lights of the film district at Hotel Statler.
Hyman Phillips, owner of the Fenway and
other theatres, is critically ill at his home in
Boston.
Mrs. Martin J. Mullins is recovering from
a slight operation.
Louis Rosensweig of Greenfield is in Boston
for the first time in two years and is being
greeted on every hand by friends in the film
district, after his recovery from a long and
stubborn illness. He has his old familiar smile
once more and is feeling great.
Eddie Kaspar is aiding in the work of selling
War Stamps and Bonds on Boston Common
at the Motion Picture War Activities booth.
Red King conducted a highly successful bathing beauty contest in a tie up with the Raytheon plants in Waltham and Newton at Keith
Memorial.
Louis Goldstun, senior partner in the Fay
Foto Company, official photographers for the
majority of the theatre interests here, has had
his name officially changed to Louis Colson.
Colonel George D. Lindsay, of Sarasota,
Florida, intimate friend of the officials of the
former Sparks circuit in Florida, and himself
the publisher and editor of the Sarasota HeraldTribune, visited friends in Boston film circles.
David F. Perkins, veteran of the industry,
now manager of the Paramount Theatre in
Brattleboro, Vermont, reports that Joe Di Pesa,
publicist for Loew's theatres, now recuperating
in Vermont, drops in to visit him almost every
day and is looking fine and will be back in full
harness soon.
Perkins, for the first time in a number of
years, closed his own theatre, the Plaza, for
the Summer.

Carl D. Burton has been made manager of
the United Artists Exchange here eflfective this
week to succeed Byron Adams, who has been
made United Artists branch manager in Dallas.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams and their small daughter
will leave this week for that city, where Mr.
Adams was a salesman before coming to Charlot e a year ago as manager. Mr. Burton came
to this exchange from Oklahoma and has served
for the past year as eastern Carolina salesman.
Eli Dreylinger, former manager of the Broadway, one of the five Wilby-Kincey theatres in
this city, has been transferred to Lexington as
manager for Wilby-Kincey there.
Alice Stienbeck, biller with the United Artists
exchange, has returned from her vacation spent
in the mountains.
Mary Katie Neeley, ledger clerk for Universal, is on vacation. W. A. StuUy, general sales
manager for Universal, and F. J. A. McCarty,
eastern sales manager, are expected at the
Charlotte exchange this week.
Mrs. Saline Martin, cashier at the RKQ exchange, went to Jacksonville, Fla., the past
week-end to visit her son, Seaman Phil Martin.
Cy Dillon, manager of the Republic exchange,
and his sales staflf, attended the recent dinner
given in Asheville to honor Francis S. Harmon
of New York, director of war activities for the
motion picture industry.
Sam Noel of Republic, J. B. Tomlinson of
Universal, and Office Manager Andrews of
RKO left their respective exchanges last week
for induction into the armed forces.
CHICAGO
Film Row will receive only two mail deliveries
daily after September 15, according to word
from the Chicago Post Office. Downtown business houses are cut from four to three. The
plan will save 100 employes. Mail will reach
exchanges 30 minutes later each morning.
Dr. Walter Parran, Chief of the Army Medical Service, says the polio curve is declining
all over the country. Chicago and Cook County
report 85 cases to date, but these are under
control, say local health authorities.
Loop theatres are getting ready for the opening of the Chicago subway, which is now tentatively set for October 1.
Judge William Holly has lifted the temporary
injunction on 20th Century-Fox's "Roger Touhy.
Gangster," allowing the company to show the
film throughout the country. Touhy's attorney
has five days in which to file an amended bill
in the case.
The Operators Union is organizing a bowling
league, with Neal Bishop, of the State Lake
Theatre, as chairman. The boys are now busy
with a golf tournament at the Hickorv Hills
Golf Club.
Evelyn L. Avery, Chicago Arbitration Board
secretary, is spending her vacation in Michigan.
Frank Walsh, lATSE president, was recently
in Chicago on his way to New York headquarters, after attending the Iowa Operators
meeting at Davenport.
The annual state meeting of the Illinois
Operators Union will be held in Springfield
t'ne week eration
of convention.
September 20, during the State FedBob Kaplan, of the B and K Howard Theatre, has joined the Navy and gone to the Great
Lakes Training Station.
More than $8,500,000 in War Bonds and
approximately $1,000,000 in War Stamps have
been sold by the Balaban and Katz and the Great
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V States theatre circuits. More than $50(),U0U in
bonds have been purchased b)- employes of the
two circuits.
Ben Bloomfield, for many years manager of
the Uptown Theatre, is now located in Beverly
IHills, Calif., having left theatre business.
' WarTheBonds
DeVryto home
Corporation
is ofTering
$1500
movie users
for design
ideasin
for 8mm. cameras and projectors.
Betty Coston Ling, daughter of James Coston,
Warner zone manager, is the mother of a boy,
born to her in Los Angeles. This makes Jimmy
a grandpa for the second time.
CINCINNATI
Jack Bannan, Universal branch manager, is
on the sick list.
Florence Herman, Virginia Monahan, Estelle
Schelferth, and Louis Brown, of MGM, are on
vacation.
Universal Booker Al Hobt's son, Jack, was
inducted into the armed forces this- week.
Warners' president,
Club picnic inat charge,
Mehle's, was
with aGeorge
Daumeyer,
huge
success. About 45 members and guests participated in the games, dancing and swimming.
The Metro Pep Club outing at Alt. Airy
Lodge afforded much fun to a large gathering.
Games, swimming, dancing and cards were the
order of the day under the guidance of the
committee headed by H. A. Watson, exploiteer ;
Esther Polito, and Gladys Gooley.
Fox's Irene Sagel, secretary to J. J. Grady,
district manager, has returned from her vacation spent at an Indiana resort.
The Fox local exchange is now part of the
Central Division under Andrew Smith, newly
appointed division manager.
Mrs. Archie Clemons, of Black Diamond
Theatres Circuit, West Virginia, was here on
a booking trip. Mrs. Clemons is the widow of

Everybody

will

M EN'S

T R A D E
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Archie Clemons, operator of the circuit, who
was killed in a plane crash several weeks ago.
Calvinto Leeder,
officeHospital
manager,forwasan
rushed
the GoodWarners'
Samaritan
emergency appendectomy.
Paramount's former Sales Representative
James Doyle has been promoted to first lieutenant in the Army. Lt. Doyle is stationed in
Texas. His wife, Rita, was formerly telephone
operator at Paramount.
Dorothy Maddox and .Atta Kuhlman of Warners are vacationing.
Warners' Ruth Harrer resigned to book for
the RKO exchange.
Willis Gabhardt, Harrisburg, Kentucky, was
here on one of his rare booking trips to the Row.
Mrs. Phil Chakeres, wife of Phil Chakeres,
Chakeres Circuit, Springfield, has gone to the
Mayo Clinic for treatment.
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal sales manager,
was in town during the past week.
Mrs. Hank Linet a visitor; joined her husband. Universal home office publicist who conducted the campaign for "Phantom of the
Plan Bond Campaign
Opera."
Greater Cincinnati independent motion picture exhibitors affiliated with the Indignant
Exhibitors' Forum met Wednesday at the
Variety Club to outline Fall projects. Willis
Vance, forum chairman, presided. Reports on
plans to aid the nation-wide bond drive in September, was discussed.
Two talented young Cincinnatians will receive
$500 scholarships to contin'^e their musical educations because Susanna Foster, star of "Phantom of the reached
Opera," stardom.
wants to show
gratitude
for having
Miss her
Foster
chose
to present her gift to Cincinnatians because the
picture which marks her entrance to stardom
will be shown for the first time here.

want

to

see

CLEVELAND
Tom Mooney, former Cooperative booker and
son of Milton A., president of Cooperative Theatres of Ohio, had a very busy day last Wednesday. At Pensacola, Fla., he was awarded his
commission as a Naval Aviation pilot and immediately upon completion of the ceremony
married Miss Margaret Plunkett of Cleveland.
Stuart Cagney, manager of the Broadvue Theatre, entertained G. W. Erdmann, Urban Anderson, "Red" Sandler, Jimmy Kalafat, Joe Setron
and Jack Reppengagen with a fishing party at
his Catawba Island home.
Nat L. Lefton, PRC franchise owner, returned lastwhere
week hefrom
month's
visit Briggs,
on the
west coast
went a with
0. Henry
PRC president, and General Sales Manager
.Arthur Greenblatt for a conference on production. Soon after checking in, he left again for
a tour of his exchanges in Cincinnati, Detroit
and Pittsburgh.
Max Lefkowich, head of Community Circuit,
and Mrs. Lefkowich, have returned from a
vacation in the Adirondacks.
Stanley Kositsky, who resigned as Vitagraph
office manager last week to join the Cooperative booking force, changed his mind and instead
went to Philadelphia as office manager for
Universal.
Sid Zins, in charge of Columbia publicity in
this territory, is spending a couple of weeks in
and around Detroit in the interest of Columbia
Pictures. Lester Zucker, Columbia branch manager, heldnight
a sneak
"Destroyer" last
Thursday
at thepreview
Colony ofTheatre.
A county-wide practice blackout in the early
evening hours last W ednesday ruined business
at the neighborhood houses, according to exhibitor reports. All pedestrians and vehicles
were p.m.
ordered off the streets from 7 p.m. to
8:30
Mrs. Paul Jacobs, assistant manager at War{Contimied on Next Page)
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ners' Columbia Theatre, Portsmouth, is a seaman second-class Spar, and has been assigned to
duty at Palm Beach, Florida.
William Barack, recently appointed Publix
booker, was in town on a booking spree last
week.
Bert Stearn took over the management of the
Vitagraph exchange last week amid hearty congratulations from all the Film Row boys who
are happy to have him back. For the past years
Bert has been spending most of his time on
sleepers as United Artists district and western
division sales manager. Charles Beilan, whom
he succeeds, has returned to his home in Philadelphia to resume Vitagraph sales activities.
Jerry Whitesell, MGM head booker until
recently, is now at a Radar School in San
Diego. And George Tarassoff of the MGM
booking department is a staff sergeant at Orlando, Fla.
Mrs. Katherine Ward, who carries on as
manager of the Flushing and Scio theatres of
Flushing and Scio, was here on a booking visit
last week. Jane Meisel, Warner theatre assistant
publicity director, is taking in the sights of
Atlantic City and New York.
DALLAS
Because
couldn'ttogetDallas,
a seatstraight
on the across
direct
route
from heAtlanta
middle Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana,
Fred Jack, UA southern division manager, had
to go to Mobile, New Orleans, and Houston.
The route is 500 miles longer.
20th-Fox force to the New York sales convention included Phil Longdon, district manager ;Clair Hilgers, branch manager ; W. S.
Miller, ofifice manager, T. P. Tidwell, head
booker ; salesmen Neal Houston, Truman Hendricks, Harvey Day, L. E. Harrington, and
Wayne Love; and Dick Owens, publicity.
Martha Black is latest oflfice assistant in the
Jefferson booking office. She moved across the
street from the Dallas Gas Co.
Fred Rohr, assistant general sales manager,
PRC-Pathe, currently is visiting the Jack
Adamses, franchise holders for Texas.
Jack Adams, Sr., after 25 years, is scheduled
to retire from the Adams Film Exchange, with
Little Jack to take over. There will be a
general reorganization with new partners and
associates.
Robert Earl Edmondson, installation man for
American Seating Co., died of heart failure
while working on a seating job at Camp Chaffee.
His body was returned to Dallas for burial.
DENVER
W. W. Kendrick, who was with Lon T.
Fidler from '32 to '42 as manager of the Salt
Lake City exchange, of Distinctive Screen Attractions, Grand National, and Monogram, has
returned after a couple of years in plumbing
contracting. Fidler has named him sales manager of the Denver and Salt Lake territories for
Monogram.
C. W. Inman is reopening the theatre at Hugo,
Colo., changing the name to the Talky Toy.
Clif? Lindblad has left the managership of
the Santa Fe, Denver, to go with Fox-West
Coast as city manager at La Junta, Colo. Ida
Frances Meinzer, recently with the Granada,
Monta Vista, Colo., is now managing the Santa
Fe. Mary Piele has been advanced to the managership of the Jewell, Denver.
Mrs. Fern Eerretta has been added at the
Monogram exchange as secretary and cashier,
and Mrs. Marie Briggs has been added to the
-Salt Lake City exchange in a similar capacity.
J. J. Morgan, manager of National Theatre
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Supply here, is taking a well deserved vacation.
Kenneth Mead, city manager at Pueblo, Colo.,
for the J. H. Cooper theatres, is doing relief
work for other managers as they go on vacation.
Barney Shooker, Columbia salesman, who is
recuperating from a serious illness at the St.
Joseph Hospital in Deadwood, S. D., was
visited by the Columbia exchange manager, R.
C. Hill, and "Buss" Campbell, salesman who is
subbing for Barney. They found him much
improved.
Bernie and Edna Hynes of the Denver Theatre are the proud parents of a baby girl born
at St. Luke's Hospital, Denver.
The Screen Club made another annual payment of $500 to the Library of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences of the University of Denver.
This library was originated and endowed by
the Rocky Mountain Screen Club. Lidustry
members everywhere are asked to send in books,
advertisements, posters, picture slides and items
of interest about motion pictures and theatres.
If you know of any, advise Robert Garland,
Fox Intermountain Theatres, 516 Sixteenth St.,
Denver, Colo.
Ray Davis, former Fox theatres district manager, has enlisted in the Merchant Marine.
Robert Selig has been named publicity director
of the United War Chest of Colorado.
Carl Jung, formerly operator at Glenrock,
Wyo., has bought the Peerless, Holyoke, Colo.,
from R. E. Guild.
DES MOINES
The midwest premiere showing here of "This
Is The Army" netted the Army Emergency
Relief Fund ^,337 with the 1,600-seat RKOOrpheum Theatre sold out. The showing was
sponsored by the Des Moines Ad club with
business firms buying blocks of tickets at prices
ranging from $5.50 to $1.10.
William Hill, formerly of Pierre, S. D., has
arrived at Storm Lake, Iowa, to take over the
management of the three theatres recently purchased by the Field interests. Harold Field of
Minneapolis and Herman Field of Clarinda, la.,
were on hand to meet the new manager at
Storm Lake.
A 13-year-old lad. Jack Macy, awoke during
the middle of the night in the Lincoln Theatre
in Des Moines and when he could not find a
door or window open, simply broke out a window. Police then received a jolt when he
called and told them they had better get the
manager because someone else could get in
through the broken window.
The Shangri-La stamp sales campaign in
Iowa was called the "most successful War Bond
and Stamp project yet undertaken in Iowa
theatres" by A. H. Blank, WAC chairman for
Iowa and Nebraska. Blank said the campaign
was outstanding especially for the enthusiasm
shown by the exhibitors. Preliminary checks
revealed that War Stamp sales during the
month of July were 25 times greater than in
any previous month.
Harold Lyon, former manager of the Palace
at Burlington, is now managing the Englert in
Iowa City for Tri-States Theatre Corp. He
succeeds Al Davis, who is moving to California.
The Des Moines and Omaha MGM exchanges
are sponsoring an advertising exploitation con"The Youngest
Statestest ontheatre
managers Profession"
serviced by for
the Tritwo
branches. Three prizes of $100, $75 and $50
are offered.
lola Lehman has been named booker and
office manager for the Des Moines Monogram
exchange by Leo Blank, newly appointed manager. Miss Lehman formerly was a booker at
Warner Brothers in Des Moines. .
Lieut. Robert E. Lowe, formerly assistant
manager of the Des Moines Theatre, fiew to
Des Moines from Hondo Field, Texas, in his

own bomber plane and brought Mrs. Lowe
with him. He visited his family while in the
state.
Hillis E. Carlton has been named as third
booker at the Paramount exchange, replacing
Ruth Faust.
Jack Kennedy, MGM Des Moines manager
here, has returned from a vacation trip to
Colorado.
DETROIT
A woman's place today, it seems, is in the
theatrical business. Seven women are now acting as managers of theatres in the United Detroit chain, all of whom have begun as cashiers
or usherettes, They are : Eleanor Stanton, now
managing the Bloomfield Theatre, Birmingham,
after seven years with the chain, having started
as an usherette at the Annex ; Mary Turrill,
boss at the Madison ; Kay Brehan, in charge
at the Vogue ; Jean Schmidt, running the Annex ;Grace Mubar, now operating the Norwest ;
Lorna Pauls, manager of the Varsity; and
dale.
Dale Young, who recently took over the RoseCharles (Chalkie) Ames, 59 years old, widely
known in Michigan theatrical circles, died Aug.
12 in the University Hospital at Ann Arbor,
Mich. Mr. Amie had been stage manager at
the Capitol Theatre in Owosso, Mich., for the
last 12 years.
Three children and a woman, standing in the
ticket line of the Redford Theatre, were injured
Saturday afternoon, Aug. 14, when an explosion
tore up the sidewalk on which they were standing. One small boy suffered serious injuries
when the force of the blast hurled him into the
air and over the top of a truck. The others
received only minor injuries. The blast was
caused by an accumulation of fumes in an
unused gasoline tank under the sidewalk.
Carole Landis of the screen will be wearing
the crown of Copper Queen and acting as mistress of ceremonies at the copper rally scheduled at Hancock, in Michigan's Upper Peninsula,
Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 21 and 22.
"Bataan" was held over for a third recordbreaking week at the United Artists Theatre.

TWO-GUN GUNDER. The Swedish mile and
two-mile world's champion, Gunder Hagg, takes
delightmentinsentthe
Cassidy"
him"Hopalong
by Bill Boyd,
aftersuittheandfilmequipstar
overheard the runner at the studio wishing he
had a real wild west outfit, which was presented
to him at the United Artists home offices last
week. Can you imagine the effect when Gunder
wears it in Sweden?
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"Action in the North Atlantic" has brought
plenty of box-office action for four weeks at
the Palms-State.
One of the most colorful troop farewells
held in Detroit was that conducted on the stage
of the Michigan Theatre last Fall coincident
with
the showing
of "Wakeat Island."
A group
of Marines
was enlisted
that time.
Now,
from the South Pacific comes word that one of
the group, Floyd W. Wahlers, 17 years old, of
Flint, has been killed in action.
United Detroit Theatres Corp. now has 45
members in the armed services, which is roughly
10 per cent of its staff. The UD employes still
at home put together a regular letter to keep
the boys in the services informed of doings here.
Last Thanksgiving, the organization's managers
contributed the fund they usually gather for
festive reasons as a gift to the boys, and the
Christmas bonus money also was devoted to
the same purpose.
INDIANAPOLIS
Buyers of the $11 loge seats for the state
premiere showing of the motion picture, "This
Is the Army," August 17 at the Indiana Theatre, rode to the theatre in a jeep that night.
Colonel James M. Churchill, commanding
officer of Ft. Harrison, furnished a limited
number of jeeps, along with two small tanks.
Governor Henry F. Schricker and Mayor Robert
H. Tyndall, co-chairmen of the first-nighters
committee, rode in the tanks and were greeted
by a rifle gun salute.
A two-hour show, featuring flights of planes
from
Stout equipment
Field's 1stand
Troop
Carrier Command,
motorized
a detachment
of drilling Wacs from Ft. Harrison, was given at the
Drive-In Theatre, near Lawrence, Saturday
and Sunday at 6:30 p.m. to promote the sale
of War Bonds and Stamps.
Indianapolis bingo advocates have found some
new encouragement, they think, in ordinances
passed recently by some Ohio and Illinois cities
which permit public playing of the game. They
hope to persuade some Indianapolis councilman
to take the lead in seeking passage of such an
ordinance here.
Morris Blacher is the new manager of the
Reo Theatre, Cloverport, Ky., and the State
Theatre at Clay, Ky. He succeeds his uncle,
the late E. J. Moskowitz, who was drowned in
the Ohio River, at Cannelton, Ind.
A. W. Schwalberg, Warners supervisor of
exchanges ; Jules Lapidus, assistant general sales
manager, eastern division, and Charles Rich,
last Friday'.
in the city
were formerly
manager,
district
Pvt. John
Kulum,
a clerk
in the
Warner poster department, is home on furlough
and visiting his friends on Filmrow.
Norma Geraghty, accountant at the National
Theatre Supply Co., is spending a vacation
with her brother in Boston.
Estelle Nelson, secretary to Morris Lefko,
RKO exchange manager, is vacationing in Chicago.
Frank Hanley, manager of Universal exchange advertising and poster department, is on
vacation.
L. J. McGinley, Universal Pictures manager,
spent the week in southern Indiana and western
Kentucky on business.
Bill Reisinger, former manager of Loew's
Victory Theatre, Evansville, and now manager
of
Loew's
Theatre
in Dayton Ohio spent part
of his
vacation
in Evansville.
Seen along Filmrow during the week were :
Mrs. Aneta Kuebler, Jasper; Roy Harrold
Rushville; Bob Hud son, Richmond ; Don Steinkamp,
ton. French Lick, and Art Clark, BloomingV. U. Young, of Gary, and Charles Wolf
were visitors at the office of the Y. & W. Management Corporation last Friday.
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PORTLAND, ORE., CITATION. The Defense
Council
Portland
Parker's
Broadway ofTheatre
with presents
an award J.forJ.complying
with the very rigid war safety regulations laid
down in a recent campaign. Left to right: Jack
Matlack, manager; Capt. E. A, Ranes, Fire Dept.
officer in charge of the Theatre Bureau; and
William C. Alexander (making the presentation).
Master Warden of the Civilian Defense Council
of Portland and Multnomah County.
Herman Morgan, Jr., of Affiliated Theatres,
Inc., and his family are vacationing at Lake
Tippecanoe, Ind.
Ruth Ann Mable, cashier at Affiliated Theatres, isvacationing in the Ozark Mountains.
Mrs. Sylvia Gill, accountant at the office of
the Marcus Enterprises, is on vacation.
MEMPHIS
J. Harry Spann, former branch manager of
Monogram exchange, has been placed with the
Dallas exchange. He has also announced his
marriage to Mrs. Mary Tatum.
Don Reed has replaced Bob Kilgore as booker
at Paramount exchange. Bob was transferred
to Dallas last week.
Delma Shide, Republic exchange, is the horse
show fan of Film row. She leaves this week
to attend shows in Tuscumbia, Ala., and Forrest
City, Ark., in which her sister Mrs. R. J.
Haley, Paragould, Ark., will exhibit her horses.
Mrs. Mary Hale, manager of Warners Theatre, says that frequently they have to accommodate the pets of soldiers, who refuse to attend
the show unless their pets are taken care of.
Last week this situation reached an all-time
high when a soldier appeared with a pigeon
on hiswasshoulder
"Tojo."
bird
put in which
a box he
in called
the office
while The
the
soldier attended the show. "Tojo" and his
owner were on their way overseas, and "nothing," saidTojo.
the soldier, would make him part
with his
Elizabeth Smith, with the MGM exchange
for the past 17 years, has announced her marriage to Lieut. Claude Quinn A'litchell, U. S.
Army, stationed at Camp Swift, Texas. They
were secretly married last spring. Miss Smith
is secretary to J. Frank Willingham, branch
manager.
NEW
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Paramount sales and booking staffs held a
two-day meeting last week to make plans for
the new season. Among those attending — and
some of them did some speaking — were : Henry
Randel, branch manager ; Myron Sattler, sales
manager ; Jack Perley, head booker ; Sid Mesibov, district ad head ; Salesmen Edward Bell,
Albert Gebhardt, Edward Ugast, Nat Beier and
Max Mendel ; and Bookers Richard Magin,
Charlotte Solomon, Irving Barron, Lillian Bergson, and. Jvitty Flynn.

Etta Segall, head booker at Monogram, had
a birthday last week. You know, orchids and
jewelry.
Howard Lesser, of the Callicoon Theatre, CalHcoon, N. Y., was around the Row this week,
as was Philip G. Rosenberg, from the Strand,
Hudson,
Y. Both are river boys— the Delaware andN.Hudson.
Sam Lefkowitz, UA district manager, has
been making a flying trip to his exchanges in
Washington and Philadelphia.
Herbert Silverman, RKO office manager, has
now taken the big step. He has bought the
house in Maplewood, N. J., that caught his eye,
and will move in October 1.
Al Blumberg and Pete Saglembini, bookers at
Warners, took their Selective Service physicals
recently, and now have been notified they are
lA. Murray Kaplan, former Warner booker,
after serving a year in the Army, has received
ahe's
medical
discharge.
Murray liked the life, and
disappointed
.
N. Y. and N. J. salesmen at MGM held an
mterim sales meeting last week at the Hotel
Astor. Among
present were Ted O'Shea,
eastern
division those
manager; Jack Bowen, district
manager ; Ben Abner, N. J. exchange manager ;
and Ralph Pielow, N. Y. manager.
Pvt. Conrad Baker, formerly in the Universal
booking department, stopped in to see his exfornia. change friends while on furlough from CaliDavid Black, Brooklyn salesman for Republic,
has had to keep at home for a few days because
of a badly sprained ankle.
Vacations, coming and going: Harold Greenlx;rg, Publix-Netco; Phil Hodes, RKO Radio;
Ed Dacey, RKO (for a few days) ; Hannah
Eckstein, Republic ; Jimmy Cummings, UniversalVirginia
;
Aarons, MGM ; Marion Landsman, UA ; Pauline Naiman, UA ; Archie Berisch, WB ; Ceil Sasow, Universal.
Mrs. Bertha Farkas, of the Kimble, Yonkers,
has now acquired the Howard Beach Theatre
in Long Island from Jacob Fells.
Exhibitor journeyings: Henry Wilson, of
the State, Marlboro, N. Y., to Ninth Avenue;
Irving Dollinger, N. J. Allied, to Baltimore;
Carl Bogner, of the Manor Theatre, Livingston
Manor, N. Y., and the Roscoe in that town,
to Manhattan; Doc Emmett, Newbury circuit;
Albert McKennon, Albermac, Pawling, N. Y. ;
Abe Cohen, the Messina, Messina, N. Y. ; Tom
Alfieri, Community Theatre, Millbrook, N. Y. —
all to Manhattan.
Murray Ginsberg, of the Beacon, Beacon,
N. Y., is well on the way to recovery after an
illness.
RKO Radio's roster of seven former employes who have made the supreme sacrifice in
the war, had an eighth name added this week
when it was learned that Aviation Cadet Ray
F. Ellis, 20, former home office page boy, was
killed in a training plane crash near Waco,
Texas.
OMAHA
All proceeds of the world premiere of
"Claudia," starring Omaha's Dorothy McGuire
and held Aug-ust 18 at the Paramount Theatre,
were tagged for the "Smokes for Service Men"
fund. Those helping with arrangements included Joseph Kinsky, Tri-States Theatre Corporation district manager ; G. Ralph Branton of
Des Moines, Tri-States general manager ; Julius
Fields, Twentieth Century-Fox field representative from New York, and Walter HofTman of
Minneapolis, territory exploiteer.
Wayne Sweeney, who was general manager
of two theatres at La Porte, Ind., has replaced
George Foster as manager of the Town Theatre.
A new policy of the theatre will be to book head(CoufiiiKcd cm Next Pag^e)
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line vaudeville acts and bands every three or
four months.
Herman Levy, in charge of publicity for R.
D. Goldberg Enterprises, is on vacation.
By selling $21,191 worth of bonds and stamps
during July, A. H. Cohn of the Roseland Theatre won first prize in the theatre division of
the three hundred dollars July war bond contest.
Former RKO salesman, Cpl. Wallace Johnson, has returned to Camp Crowder, Mo., after
spending a furlough in Nebraska.
Additions to the United Artists branch office
here include Carl Reis and Ted Mendenhall,
former branch managers in Omaha, who now
will serve as salesmen.
S. McSwain, manager of the Arbor Theatre
at Nebraska City, has entered the Army. He is
succeeded by M. Bigley, who managed theatres
in Kansas and Missouri.
Eddie Schnitzer, United Artists western division manager, and T. R. Thompson, district
manager, came to Omaha for a pow-wow with
their Omaha staff.
Earl Kerr, manager of the Broadway Theatre
in Council Bluffs, telephones from his mountain
cabin 40 miles southwest of Denver, saying he's
missing
the hay fever
season97, and
coolhumidity
enough
for
an overcoat.
It was
withit'sthe
high, in Omaha.
Shirley Crowley is the new manager of the
Royal,
a March Brothers' theatre, at Le Mars,
la.
Former Warner Brothers' Salesman Harry
Schifferin is now an Army sergeant.
Bill Barker has left Universal to become
Omaha manager of Monogram, succeeding Sol
Francis, who has been made a special home
office representative. A. J. O'Keefe, western
sales manager, of New York, and J. E. Garrison, district manager from Kansas City, visited
the Universal exchange.
Thomas Hansen is an addition to the Universal exchange, succeeding Ed Hollingshead.
Among filmrow vacationers were Margaret
Smith, Universal ; Hazel McLaughlin and
Marie Franksen, RKO ; Ester Moberg, United
Artists.
Warner Brothers exchange will hold their
annual picnic at Linoma again.
PHILADELPHIA
With a gross of more than $35,000 for the
reserved seat opening night of "This Is the
Army," the Philadelphia opening at the Mastbaum Theatre of Irving Berlin's Technicolor
picture, broke all records for Philadelphia for
a one night gross.
John Turner, Warner booker and buyer, joins
the lists of 4F's. He was turned down by the
Army examining board, who found a hitherto
unknown defect.
Bill Doyle, Universal salesman, who had
been in the Graduate Hospital following an
operation, was recently released and is now
recuperating at home.
Jack Flynn, Warner district manager, made
it number six, when his wife gave birth to a
baby girl in the Bryn Mawr Hospital.
Al Myers, former manager of the Astor Theatre, has resigned to go into the fur business.
Irving Blumberg, Warner ad chief, goes on
vacation
campaign. after the strenuous "This Is the Army"
Walter Potamkin, manager of the Eureka
Theatre, in the hospital for a checkup, has gone
to Florida to recuperate.
Herb Pincus, former manager of the Mayfair
Theatre, has resigned to join his father in the
tailoring business.
Lillian Gimbel is the smiling new cashier at
PRC. Also new at PRC as a salesman is Har-
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PITTSBURGH

GUEST OF HONOR. Major Henry Dittman,
DFC, and a graduate of Texas A & M College,
shown at the Waldorf-Astoria dinner given by
New York alumni of the school in connection
with a preview of Walter Wanger's production
fcr Universal of "We've Never Been Licked."
Twenty other service men, all A & M graduates,
also attended the dinner and preview of the
picture, which is built around the Texas school.
ol Rosenheim, former private secretary to
William Goldman.
Ann Rosen has severed connections with
Capitol Film after twelve years of service and
is headed back to her home town, AIcKeesport.
Penna.
The Rio Theatre closed suddenly last Sunday
and the reason has everyone guessing.
The Studio Theatre, which recently did a
smash business with the Charlie Chaplin Festival, has now blossomed out with a triple horror
how, "Horror House"' — "Black Raven" — and
"Shadows
of Chinatown."
Lester Adler
of the Easton Theatre, Easton,
made his first appearance along film row in six
months, and astonished everyone by being thirtyfive pounds lighter.
W arne^■^3ros. Theatres has re-purchased the
Center Theatre and property from Eugene
Hookey through the Albert M. Greenfield Co.
Reported price was $225,000.
Ben Greber, manager of the Bristol Theatre,
where lected"Miss
sethe otherEastern
evening, Pennsylvania"
decided to singwas
during
a break in the selections while the contestants
were changing clothes, and to his utter astonishment, received nine encores.
Oscar Neufeld of the Horlacher organization
is one of the moving spirits in the beauty
pageant and is responsible for much of its success
in this area.
Vincent Trotta, art director for Paramount,
and
\^yvyan
20th Century-Fox's
expert,
have Donner,
been selected
as the motion fashion
picture
industry's
on Bathing
the board
judges
for representatives
the Atlantic City
Beautyof
Pageant.
Russell Banks, assistant at the Boyd Theatre,
is vacationing in Canada, from whence he comes.
For the first time in their history, the Karlton
and the Keith's theatres are playing the same
feature day and date. The picture is "Stage
Door Canteen" from United Artists, and Warners have complained, because this will cut
into the Palace Theatre's second run, but so
far, nothing has been done.
Marie Morse, chief of service at the Fox
Theatre, was married last week to Lt. George
Johns at Camp Davis, N. C.

F. A. Miller, assistant manager at the local
Vitagraph exchange, has been transferred to
the Cleveland office in the same capacity.
A son was born to Corporal and Mrs. Anthony
P. Antonoplos here this week. Father is the
son of the veteran exhibitor, Peter Antonoplos,
who operates theatres in East Pittsburgh and
Turtle Creek, with which his son was associated
before entering the service.
Cupid has been busy among Film Row emjloyes recently. The engagement of June Tolley,
of the RKO exchange, to Pvt. Edward Hill,
of this city, now stationed at Camp Claiborne,
La., was announced by her father, Ted Tolley,
veteran MGM employee here. Edward R. Zebra,
booker for Republic Pictures, and Dorothy
Ketterer, of National Screen Service, announced
their engagement and set the wedding date
for September 13.
Rosemary McDonald, daughter of Brian
McDonald, radio announcer and Chief Barker
of the local Variety Club, has joined the Marine
Corps Women's Reserve and reports to Camp
Lejeune, New River, N. C.
Due to the scarcity of projectionists, John
B. Wiseman, who owns and operates the Ritz
Theatre in Freeport, Pa., has been forced to
become projectionist also in order to keep the
house open. Five of his former projectionists
have entered the service within the past two
years.

PORTLAND

Milt Overmeyer,
Altec's
electronics
division,
was visiting with
Barclay
Ardell,
Seattle
manager, last week.
J. Lyman Barber, operator of Laurelhurst
Theatre, Portland, has been named Chairman
of Local Ration Board No. 4.
Bob Matlack, well known exhibitor of McMinville, has just returned from an eastern tour
which
included
the national
Elks'
Convention.
Manager
Stewart
of Pacific
Poster
Company
taking his annual convention at Oregon beaches.
A nation-wide call has been sent out by a
number of Portland exchanges for bookers and
assistant bookers and stenographers. The shortage in these three jobs is becoming serious.
C. H. Strom of Seattle has replaced Roland
Fregger of Missoula, Mont., as manager of the
Fox Rialto Theatre. Fregger will manage a
theatre at Longmont, Colo.
Phil Blake, Portland manager for B. F.
Shearer Theatre Equipment Co., advises of
extensive equipment and supplies for Army and
Naval centers in this area.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob White and Mr. and Mrs.
AI. Alattacheck, leading independent Oregon
theatre operators, went to the Los Angeles convention Aug. 18th.
Bill Kostenbader, Seattle theatre executive,
is at Virginia Mason Hospital.
Chilton Robinette, territory salesman at 20thFox, inwill
be called into Uncle Sam's service
late
August.
Merriam Holtz, of Screen Addettes, Portland,
Inc. from sojourn in New York offices of Films
back
Ellen Castleman, assistant cashier, Columbia
exchange, Seattle, resigned to join the Waves.
Duties will be taken over by Dee Crisp of billing department.
H. A. Carpenter has purchased the Springfield (Ore.) Theatre from H. C. Durkee.
Mrs. Mason French McDonald, 63, wife of
one the
of Oregon's
exhibitors
ownerat
of
McDonaldpioneer
Theatre,
Eugene,anddied
Portland Hospital.
Lou Metzlaar, for past 14 years booker for
Columbia Pictures, Portland, has been named
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theatres in Portbooker
land. for Hamrick-Evergreen
Walter Brennan, of the films, stopped over in
Portland en route to Enterprise, Ore., where
he admits he has "Best damn ranch in Wallowa
County."
Booking on Portland row : Manager Long,
Liberty, Oregon City ; Manager Dunlap, Liberty,
Astoria; Al Adolph, Salem, Ore.
ST. LOUIS
The premiere of "This Is the Army" at
Fanchon & Marco's Ambassador Theatre the
night of August 12th played to a capacity audience of 3200 plus, grossing nearly $10,000 for
the Army Emergency Relief fund. The Army
took over and made the afTair strictly military.
Men in khaki by the hundreds participated in
the festivities, and the high ranking officers in
the ceremonies in front of the house included
Major General Barton K. Yount, commanding
the Army Air Force Training Command; Major
General F. L. Martin, commanding the Second
District, and Brigadier General Wolcott P.
Hayes, commandant at Scott Field, 111.
Honoring employes who are serving with the
armed forces, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer unveiled
aInc.,
plaque
the St.
exchange
of Loew's,
last atweek.
JohnLouis
X. Quinn,
manager,
was
in charge , of the ceremonies. Visiting relatives
of employes who attended included : Mr. and
Mrs. j. L. Dillon, parents of Virginia Dillon,
who is a Wave ; Mrs. J. Walts, mother of
Harry Walts, former booker, now with the
Army Air Corps ; Mrs. Alfred Coco and Al,
Jr., wife and son of Al Coco, former booker,
now with the Army. The New York office was
represented by Tom Grady of the auditing department and Bob Long, district checking supervisor. Following the ceremonies at the exchange
the guests were invited to a luncheon served at
the Coronado Hotel and later viewed an advance showing of "Girl Crazy."
The new manpower regulations compelling
fathers to go into war work or fight probably
will not have serious complications in the local
film world in the St. Louis territory. Most
theatres have long since anticipated such a
move and have placed their houses in order.
Another Washington order that will hit this
section harder is the "Share-the-Misery" decree
reducing the gasoline rations of persons in the
niiddle west. The new rule will vitally afifect
many persons in the motion picture industry.
James Hill, of the story department in the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, stopped of¥ here
for a few days to do some research work in
connection with a forthcoming picture. He was
en route from New York to the west coast.
Rex Williams, manager of Loew's theatres
here,
including
andat Orpheum,
has gone
to New Loew's
York forState
confabs
the home
office.
A treasury balance of $103,000 in cash and
War Bonds of Local No. 309, Electrical Workers Union, in East St. Louis, 111., is to be
divided between Local No. 309, representing
regular electrical workers, and a new local, No.
274, which will be composed of wiremen and
maintenance workers. Committees of five from
each union will decide on the division of the
funds on hand.
Herman Gluckman of the WAC stopped of?
to visit his son who is with the Air Corps here.
He was en route from New York to Hollywood
and plans to return east about September 10th.
James Cripe, Loew's, Inc., salesman, has returned to his home in Elkhart, Ind., to recuperate following an 8-week sojourn in a local
hospital. He hopes to be back selling MGM
pictures at an early date.
Bob Johns, former booker for MGM at Des
Moines, has taken over a similar post at the
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Golden Gate Theatre and chairman of the entertainment at Stage Door Canteen, has returned
from a three-week tour of eastern canteens.
Dick Marshall, formerly manager here for
Henry Duf¥y, has taken over management of
the newly reorganized Tivoli.
Jack Alexander, of the New York office, is
auditing
the books of the Republic Exchange
here.

local office of Loew's, Inc., under Manager
John X. Quinn.
Leo F. Keiler, who operates a number of
motion picture theatres in Paducah and Murray, Ky., under the banner of the Columbia
.A.musement Company, is on the west coast.
Perry Hoefiler, city manager for Publix
Great States Theatres, Inc., at Quincy, 111.,
was a visitor to Film Row.
Harris P. Wolfberg, district manager for
MGM, and Mrs. Wolfberg are vacationing at
Colorado Springs, Colo. A fine spot at this
time of the year.
SAN

New manager of the Strand, a downtown subsequent-run, isHerbert Goldstein.
George A. Smith, western division manager
for Paramount, is touring exchanges in his
territory to discuss plans for selling and releasing "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," with company
branch
managers.
June Heidhues has left the Larry Allen
agency and is journeying east to New York,
taking over her old job with the William Morris
Agency.
;
Roy Cooper, Golden State circuit assistant
general manager and buyer, was called to Seattle by an auto accident in which his wife,
Adelaide, was injured.
Ernest Turnbull, managing director of Australia's biggest circuit, the Hoyt Theatres, is
looking the town over while waiting for a boat
to carry him home. Turnbull is en route from
Los Angeles, where he conferred with National
Theatres executives. The two circuits are associated.
Columbia Exchange here had to install two
more film vaults, bringing the total to six, to
take care of the increase in film distribution
due to need of Army camps and the business
rise in commercial film houses.
(Continued on Page 35)

FRANCISCO

Marty Weiser, western publicity head for
Warner Brothers, was in town this week to
ballyhoo the benefit premiere of "This Is the
Army," on Wednesday at the Fox Theatre.
Fox-West Coast took a prominent part in
the American Legion state convention held
here Aug. 16, 17 and 18. Hollywood film artists
appeared in an impressive stage production,
"The Rumor," which Irving Pichel wrote. Honorary chairman of the midnight show was
Charles P. Skouras, president of the Fox-West
Coast Theatres.
Two northern California theatres were recently swept by fire. The Rex in Oroville,
operated by Emory Clover, was completely
burned in a 6 a.m. blaze, believed started by a
cigaret. The 800-seat State in Petaluma, owned
by Dave Boulton and John Peters, was damaged
by a fire on the roof to the tune of $500, and
is now shut down for repairs.
Harry Ettling, stage manager of the RKO
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in the Navy, was the first name on the local
MGM Servicemen's Birthday List. A shaving
set went to him. . . . Genial Phil Bobys — the
"Always first man" among Metro salesmencelebrates his forty-? birthday tomorrow. . . .
Back from vacations are Josephine Young, inspectress ; Rose Frank, contracts, from Pt.
Pleasant, N. J. ; James Tyler, head shipper, and
Henrietta Rosenthal, biller, from Cleveland
and New York. . . . Vacationing are Thomas
Wheatley, shipper ; Paul Wall, Vivian Kelley,
contract department ; Alice Clark, inspectress ;
Vivian Brown, district manager's office; Helen
Gingles, checking department, and Office Manager Joe Kronman.

VANCOUVER
{Continued from Page 33)
I David Fairleigh, manager of the Hollywood,
j Vancouver, spent his holidays in Kelowna, B. C.
Bob Holm, projectionist at the Royal, Van.,
has been away with his family for two weeks on
Vancouver Island.
I The candy business in theatres is slow these
I days,
the signquite
"temporarily
out of stock"
has
to be for
displayed
often in Western
Canada.
Less than half of the Canadian public wants
Sunday shows, according to a poll by the Canadian Institute of Public Opinion. The survey
revealed that SO per cent of those polled opposed
Sunday shows, 44 per cent want them, and 6
per cent were undecided.
No more word has been heard on the proposed
Federal priority plan for raw stock, although
a government committee is known to be toying
with a scheme to insure the first share of undeveloped negative and positive supply for the
National Film Board.
Ruby Arneson, a secretary at U.A., was
married recently to Charles R. Kuster, employe
of a local airplane plant. Ruby will still carry
on at U.A.
Levi Graham, of the Strand and Capitol theatres at Prince George, was in town last week
visiting film row on a buying and booking trip.
Prince George is booming with construction of
air fields and war work.
Earl Dalgleish, Warners Van. branch manager, away to Montreal to attend the Canadian
convention Aug. 19.
Jimmy Patterson, Fox manager, is in Chicago for a sales meeting, . and Leslie Plottel,
Empire-Universal manager, is at Toronto for
the Canadian convention of E-U.
Frank Sheppard has bought the Gary, Calgary, asuburban theatre seating 300. The price
was $24,000, and Frank takes immediate possession from Glen Peacock.
Walter Wilson of the Capitol, Edmonton, still
running his annual rose show for the 10th year.
He has the largest rose show in the northwest.
Through Wilson's ef¥orts over 30,000 rose
bushes have been planted in the Edmonton district. Walter is a member of the Canadian Picture Pioneers.
Charlie Doctor, manager of the Dominion,
Vancouver, had a severe accident last week, and
is in St. Paul's Hospital. He fell and broke his
hip.
An old-time theatre in White Rock, B. C,
has been purchased by Army and Navy veterans,
Surry unit, who will remodel it for permanent
headquarters. This theatre closed down when
Guy Graham's Park Theatre opened.
Ben Gensaler, chief booker for F.P., was a
visitor last week from Toronto, spending the
time going over the local F.P. set-up. Victor
Armand, maintenance manager for Western
Canada F.P., also in town. Chief business was
to go into new contracts with Projectionist
Local 348.
The turnover of ushers and other personnel
in local theatres is so great that uniforms have
to be altered almost every week. One local
exhibitor boasts of a veteran staff because the
oldest member from the point of service has
been with him five weeks. Film exchanges are
turning more and more to girl employes. About
the only job they are not doing here in Van.
is shipper in the exchanges.
_ ''Stage
Vogue,to isgostill
lining
themDoor
up Canteen,"
daily and atis the
expected
at
least six weeks.
Nat Lavant, Columbia manager, away to
Pender Harbor, near Victoria, for a vacation.
Thelma Evans, assistant manager of Vogue,
a two-week trip to San Francisco to
on sister.
away
visit her
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LITTLE LULU'S "MA." Marge, creator of "Little
Lulu," gets her first view of an animated cartoon
story board at the Paramount-Famous Studios,
New York. Sam Buchwald, general manager of
Famous Studios, points out hew the story is
developed from individual cartoons.
WASHINGTON
Outstanding among local news events last
week was the Washington premiere of "This Is
the Army," with Warners' Frank La Fake and
a group of volunteer society women doing a
terrific job on it. The 2200-seat Earle was
packed, grossing over $11,000. To attempt to
recount all the big names — civilian, military and
diplomatic — on hand to view the film would be
like reprinting "Who's Who."
After nearly a year. Bob FoUiard, RKO district manager, has finally discontinued commuting from Washington to his ofiice in Philadelphia. He's taken
house in Philly.
Brother
Al Folliard,
RKO a manager
here, has
just
brought his family home from a vacation in
southern Maryland. . . . Jimmy Salvetti and
Cliff Reed are newcomers to the RKO shippingstaff, replacing Ralph Collett, now in uniform,
and Ed. Smith, former second shipper who now
fills Collett's
spot Helen
as shipping
. . .
Agnes
Turner and
Paulson chief.
are readying
for a vacation.
Ira Sichelman, Fox booker, becomes a
salesman for PRC Monday in a three-way
switch which brings Barry Goldman from PRC
to replace Salesman Jack Fruchtman, recently
resigned from Monogram.
The Paramount staff held a shower Monday
night for Margaret Hayes, who's marrying Fred
Blacher, of the Army Medical Corps. The
scene was the home of Margaret's uncle, Republic Branch Manager Jake Flax. . . . Now at
Camp Fannin, Texas, is former Paramount
Booker Jack Howe, whose place is filled by
Aliss Emlyn Benfer, who was booker's secretary. . . . Mrs. Bertha Boyd, another booker,
is out ill, but not seriously. . . . Leaving for
a government job is Steno. Birdie Mae Brown.
. . . Bookers, salesmen, the chief accountant and
the branch and district managers are looking
forward to the payoff on the Paramount incentive drive on 1942-43 product. WLB has
approved.
Visitors along Film Row included Steve
Broidy, Ed Morey and Harry Thomas of Monogram. Plus George Seay, who was an exhibitor
in Blackstone, Va., before his recent induction
into the Army. Plus Booker Bill Zell of the
Rome Circuit, Baltimore, who leaves Monday
on his vacation.
Oscar Blumenthal, Columbia ofiice manager,
is vacationing. Branch Manager Sam Galanty
was in New York for a couple of days this
week,
after spending all of the previous -.veek
in Cincinnati.
Jimmie Byrnes, erstwhile Metro shipper now

PROFESSOR GOES WILD (Univ.j Comedy. Principals: George Dolenz, David
Bruce, Grace McDonald, Lois Collier, Charles
Dingle. Plot: The senior partner in a law
firm tries to break up his niece's romance
with one of the junior members of the firm.
To do this, he hires a singer who he knows
is an ex-sweetheart of the man's, and gives
her a job in the office. In spite of all his
planning, the couple become engaged because
the singer falls for another junior partner.
Director, James Hogan.
MAN FROM THE RIO GRANDE (Rep.)
Western. Principals: Don "Red" Barry,
Harry Cording, Twinkle Watts, Nancy Gay.
Plot: The suspicious death of the part-owner
of a rich ranch, while on a hunting trip
with his brother, brings Don Barry into the
investigation. Legitimate heirs to the property are two girls and a boy who was reported killed. The man arranges to have
the two girls brought into town, planning to
murder them so that the entire fortune will
be his, but he is tricked and made to confess
his guilt, by Barry, who turns out to be the
boy supposed to have been killed. Director,
Howard Bretherton.
GILDERSLEEVE ON BROADWAY
(RKO) Comedy. Principals: Harold Peary,
Billie Burke, Claire Carleton, Margaret
Landry, Freddie Mercer. Plot: Harold Peary,
on his way to New York to find out what's
wrong with his niece's beau, stumbles into
the compartment of a coquettish widow, who
immediately sets her cap for him. Unknown
to
him, his
butniece
alsoandon histhenephew.
train are
fiancee,
WhenPeary's
they
see what's happening, they try to help him
but only make matters worse. An unexpected occurrence, at a hotel, removes the
widow from around Peary's neck and peace
is restored. Director, Gordon Douglas.
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STUDIOS

Janet Blair Replaces Rita Hay worth in ^My Client Curley^/
lifeb oat Making Headway/ MacDonald Directs Musical
►George Moscov as production manager and
Neil McGuire as art director, liave been signed
for Monogram's Ann Corio-starrer, "The Sultan's Daughter,"
goes ofbefore
cameras
this month
under which
direction
Arthurthe Dreifuss.
Philip N. Krasne and James S. Burkett produce.
►"Curacao," a novel by Stuart Cloete, author
of
Song" and
"The Turning
Wheels,"
has "Congo
been purchased
by Paramount
and the
studio
announces it will be made in Technicolor, with
John Farrow directing.
►Frank MacDonald has arrived from New York
to direct "Oh My Darling Clementine," a nostalgic filmusical which Armand Schaefer is preparing to produce. Already signed are Roy
Acuff and his Smoky Mt. Boys, Pappy Cheshire
and other radio names.
►Herman Schlom will produce, Ray McCarey
direct the unusual story of a London scrubwoman who sets out to kill Hitler, based on the
dramatic comedy by Val Burton, "Dangerous
Journey." RKO plans for immediate production.
►The 20th Century-Fox picture, "Lifeboat," in
which the entire action takes place in a 26-foot
boat, is moving ahead rapidly, with a cast that
includes Tallulah Bankhead, Walter Slezak,
John Hoviak and Canada Lee. Born from an
idea that Hitchcock had, the picture is being
produced by Kenneth Macgowan, from a novel
first developed by John Steinbeck, and screenplay by Jo Swerling and Alma Reville.
►Lee Garmes left the Samuel Bronston picture,
"Jack London," to take over photography on
Columbia's
Cary
Grant and "My
JanetClient
Blair.Curly,"
The co-starring
deal was made
through Hunt Stromberg, to whom Garmes is
under contract.
►Frank Gross, as associate producer of the
Andrews Sisters' newest epic, "Moonlight and
Cactus," will have the services of Edward F.
Cline as director. Cline just finished directing
Universal's Olsen and Johnson's "Crazy
House."
►Jack L. Warner has completed arrangements
for the production by the Burbank studio of
the story of Cole Porter, to be titled "Night
and Day."
►With production slated to start this month on
"My Client Curly" at Columbia, Producer Lou
Edelman has set Janet Blair to replace Rita
Hayworth in the co-starring role. As originally
announced. Miss Hayworth was to be the star,
but a disagreement developed over this assignment and for a time Miss Hayworth was suspended. Cary Grant will star, with Al Hall as
director.
►"Music Without Bars," an original by Lawrence Tayloi, has been bought by PRC and
will be the second picture produced by the comitself, following
"Jive
Junction." Productionpany
is scheduled
to start
in November.
►"The Hoodlum Saint" will be produced for
MGM by Cliff Reid. Casey Robinson, one of
the top writers in Hollywood, has been signed
to write the screenplay. The story is based on

the life of the late Dempster MacMurphy, Chicago utilities and newspaper executive who
established an extensive system of charities.
►W. Ray Johnston, resident of Monogram, announces that the company has protected the
title, "Women in Bondage," for possible use
on
the future
currentevents
production,
"Hitler's
Women,"
in case
affect the
box-office
appeal
of the present title.
►Cast of Roy Rogers' next special western for
Republic includes Ruth Terry, Big Boy Williams, Mary Treen, Joseph Crehan, Duncan
Renaldo. Joe Kane will direct, Harry Grey
produce
camera. and Reggie Lanning will handle the
►"Rookies in Burma" is the second in the series
RKO is making featuring Alan Carney and
Wally Brown. Les Goodwins is directing and
Bert Gilroy producing.
►William LeBaron, producing the Technicolor
musical of "Pin Up Girl" for 20th Century-Fox,
has had his cast augmented by Eugene Pallette.
The Betty Grable starrer, which H. Bruce
Humberstone is directing, already boasted of
Martha Raye, Joe E. Brown, John Harvey,
Charlie Spevak and his swing band and the
"Skating Vanities."
►Bruce Manning, Universal producer, who has
been on a six months' leave of absence to
handle a special mission for the War Department, has started work on the screenplay for
"As Before, Better Than Before," a stage play
written by the famous Luigi Pirandello.
►Edmund Goulding has been signed to direct
Joan Crawford's initial picture for Warner
Bros, which is entitled "Never Goodbye." The
love story, which is an original idea of Goulding,
has been assigned to Henry Blanke to produce.
►Irving Cummings has started rolling at Columbia on the Rosalind Russell-Brian Aherne
starrer, "Ten Percent Woman," which P. J.
Wolfson produces. Jonathan Hale and Willard
Parker plays top supporting roles in the picture.
►Elmer Clifton is writing the original story for
"The Return of the Texas Rangers," PRC
picture with Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill and
Guy Wilkerson. The Alexander Stern production is scheduled to go into work August 23rd.
►"The Canterville Ghost," directed by Norman
McLeod and produced by Arthur Field, for
MGM, will have Robert Young in a dashing
and romantic role. Young will co-star with
Charles
and Margaret
O'Brien. Rags
Raglund Laughton
has also been
cast.
Jack Moss as Columbia Producer
Jack Moss moved over to Columbia as a
producer. No picture assignment has yet been
announced. Jack Moss was business manager
and associate producer for Orson Welles' Mercury Theatre Productions, and also played the
role of the killer in "Journey Into Fear." For
a number
of years he was Gary Cooper's business manager.

Theatreman on Hollywood Tour
Captain Frank Butterfield, Lansing, Mich., of
the famous W. S. Butterfield theatre circuit, is
seen above In a chat with King Vidor on the set
"America."
of that producer-director's current MGM picture,

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
When an exhibitor produces a picture that's news,
so let's astroll
overfortoPRC.
Jack Schwarz's set where he's
making
picture
is calledJack
"TheLaRue,
Girl From
andThein picture
it are Armida,
Terry Monterey"
Forest (a
newcomer), and Edgar Kennedy, in a straight part.
It's all about a Mexican girl whose brother becomes
a fighter and challenges her boy-friend for the title.
There's plenty of action going on as we walk on
the set. The cameras, under the direction of Wallace
Fox,
a scene
in the fight manager's office
and allaretheshooting
principals
are there.
The scene proceeds with Armida trying to persuade
the promoters and fighters to stop the proposed fight
between her brother and her sweetheart. The dialogue
is rehearsed many times before the director okays it.
Armida is wearing an everyday dress of peachcolored
her head.silk, with a small black hat pertly perched atop
After introductions and brief chat with each member
of the cast, we find ourselves listening to Edgar Kennedy tell about the different casting in pictures. He
calls attention to his own case; how for many years
he's built up a reputation as a frozen-faced comedian
and then suddenly someone decided to give him the
part
a psychopathic
kiUer, parts.
from whence
on he's
been ofplaying
mostly straight
Edgar says
the
thing that kills him is that now, instead of squirming
to figure out which way to read a line to make it
sound fellow
funny,squirm.
he sits by and watches, with glee, the
other
Our chatter session ends when they're all called
back to work . . . and we leave with the impression
that
whether one be an exhibitor or a producer, making
awork.
picture looks the same to the onlooker who sees it in
Until next week.
Ann Lewis
Una Merkel, 3 Bands for Monogram
Monogram have signed Una Merkel for the
lead in their forthcoming musical, "Sweethearts
of the U.S.A.," which will be produced by
Lester Cutler. Cobina Wright, Sr., Parkyakarkus, and the bands of Jan Garber, Henry
King and Phil Ohman have also been signed for
the picture.
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We have only seven new pictures starting
this week: —
COLUMBIA
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME— Principals : Chester
Morris,liam Castle.
George E. Stone, Jeanne Bates. Director, Wil-

Wassell"
"Dr. tresses
in her
part of
We hear
to
Daythatwillforbehershorn
Laraine
within two inches of her head. With woman
maybe
so many
place onin the
taking
and Delilah
Samsonthings,
the switch
this is man's
plot. 'Ware the Philistines Laraine !
Sometimes the toll for being a film star is too
high. Look at Michael O'Shea. First they take
his name of Eddie aimy, and call him Michael,
and noil' — just because he plays Jack London
and has several fights — he has been forced to
get into trim. There was from ten to twenty
miles of running every morning for nearly three
weeks, and then, when production began, they
cut it down to five miles each morning before
breakfast.
it wear you out just to
imagine
suchDoesn't
a regimen?
Harry "Pop" Sherman calls it authenticity
when he puts sandpaper on the seats of his
western pants so they can strike a match. Comes
in handy to keep from slipping, also.
the between
town's bookies
not quoting
odds
on Sothefarrace
Edward areSmall
Productions
and
Paramount
to get
on the
screen first,
bid the
therestory
mayofbe"Cagliostro"
a Summer
book any minute — it's getting that interesting.
(Small owns the rights to Alexandre Dumas'
novel, while Paramount ozms "The Life of
Cagliostro" by Johannes Von Guenther.) If
Small manages to sign Orson Welles for the
title role, as the whispers have it, maybe Orson
tvill pull some of his magic and make the Paramount version vanish.
After flying 11,000 miles over the worst kind
of jungles on his recent Caribbean Army camp
tour,
came off
home,
and atsprained
his
ankle Pat
whenO'Brien
he stepped
a curb
Universal,
where he is working in "His Butler's Sister."
And Tex Ritter, Universal' s tough guy gunfighter, who goes through Hell and high water
to rescue the gal or capture the crooks, fell from
the hay-mow of his barn, and — suffered no
broken bones, but was that done up that he had
to postpone start of the studio's second 1943-44
western called "Gunfighters."
'Devil and Daniel Webster'
In Successful Revival
Under the title of "The Devil and Daniel
Webster," the William Dieterle production forknown as "All
Thatweek
Money
Can World
Buy"
had a merly
successful
opening
at the
Theatre, Minneapolis, preliminary to national
re-release by RKO. A special campaign was
effected with the cooperation of Paramount,
which operates the theatre, and RKO. W. R.
Frank, who will produce "Dr. Paul Joseph
Goebbels, His Life and Loves" for major company distribution, was associated with Dieterle
in the production of "The Devil and Daniel
Webster."
Rogers Brothers Conferring
Budd Ro gers. New York representative for
Charles R. Rogers Productions, arrived in
Hollywood this week to discuss the forthcoming production of "The Gaunt Woman" and
other United Artists releases with his brother,
Charles R. Rogers.

TEN PERCENT WOMAN— Principals : Rosalind
Russell, Brian Aherne, Willard Parker. Director, Irving Cummings.
Seeing the Real Thing
Director Richard Rosson is showing Ella Raines
Scott, co-stars in Universal's "Corand Randolph
vettes in Action," scenes Rosson took during a
three months' tour with the Canadian Navy on
hazardous convoy duty. The Real Thing, thus,
was fresh in the minds of director and co-stars
when they made their scenes for the Howard
Hawks production.
Loew Sets Up Independent
Financing Unit
David L. Loew has widened his film activities
with the setting up of an organization through
which he will handle secondary financing of
motion pictures. Loew established special
offices for this enterprise in the California Bank
Building in Beverly Hills. Through this setup,
stars, directors and producers with proper qualifications can be completely financed in their
own film ventures, with Loew contacting primary
financing and handling secondary money personally as well as assisting with release negotiations. Loew declared his new undertaking is in
no way connected with Producing Artists, Inc.,
the film-making company he launched a few
weeks ago in partnership with Arthur S. Lyons.
The financing organization is entirely a separate
enterprise, operated personally by Loew without partnership of any kind, direct or indirect.
Warner Renews Producer
Pact With William Jacobs
After viewing early cuts of "Shine On Harvest Moon," the Ann Sheridan-Dennis Morgan
starrer, and "Conflict," starring Humphrey Bogart, Alexis
Smith, Sydney
Greenstreet,
Warners have renewed
the contract
of William
Jacobs. Jacobs has been with the Burbank
studio for the past eight years, only recently
turning producer. He is slated to produce
"Danger Signal," a new novel by Phyllis Bottome.
Seltzer Loaned to HVC
Frank Seltzer, publicity director for Samuel
Bronston Pictures, has been loaned to the Hollywood Victory Committee to aid in preparing an
itinerary for the coming tour of stars in behalf
of the Treasury Department's Third War Loan
drive. Seltzer left for New York to join Edward Alperson, who represents the War Activities Committee, and the two men will visit 12
cities to talk with exhibitors.
Post-War Star Gets New

Name

Robert Stack, 22-year-old Coast Guardsman,
who has been signed to a post-war acting contract by David O. Selznick for Vanguard Films,
has had his screen name changed to Chris
Stanton. As soon as he is mustered out of
service, a career in films awaits the youthful
actor, who is now serving with the Coast Guard
in Southern California.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
GASLIGHT — Principals; Charles Boyer, Ingrid
Bergman, Dame May Whitty. Director, George Cukor.
PARAMOUNT
GOING MY WAY— Principals: Bing Crosby, Rise
Stevens, Jean Heather, James Brown. Director, Leo
McCarey.
RKO RADIO
TENDER COMRADE— Principals: Ginger Rogers,
liobert Ryan, Katina Paxinou. Director, Edward
Dmytryk.
ROOKIES IN BURMA— Principals: Alan Carney,
Wally Brown, Claire Carleton. Director, Les Goodwins.
REPUBLIC
HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER— Principals : Roy
Rogers, Ruth Terry, Duncan Renaldo. Director, Jossph Kane.
TITLE CHANGES
"Thirteenth
Guest"
THE THIRTEENTH (Mono.)
GUEST. now MYSTERY OF
"College Sweetheart" (Mono.) now CAMPUS
RHYTHM.
"Henry Aldrich's
Honor" (Para.) now
HENRY
ALDRICH,Code
BOYof SCOUT.
TARTU.
"Tartu" (MGM) now THE ADVENTURES

OF

Harry James to Introduce
'Visual Music' in 'Mr. Co-Ed'
Music to be seen, as well as heard, is what
Harry James will deliver for his current stint
in "Mr. Co-Ed." The picture, in Technicolor,
will have James and his band playing for an
elaborate water ballet sequence featuring Esther
Williams and thirty-two aquacuties. As the
rhythms of the music change from sweet to hot,
lighting effects within the swimming pool
change color to harmonize with the mood of
the melodies. James begins the sequence with
blues rhythms behind a blue foreground, and
as his music gets hotter the lights take on
incandescent hues of red and orange. The water
nymphs are bathed in light and sound.
Parsons RKO Associate Producer
Celebrating the beginning of her tenth year
as a producer, Harriet Parsons has signed a
long term contract as an associate producer
and writer with RKO. During the past nine
years, with Republic and Columbia, she has
made over 100 short subjects and used over
500 name players. She recently completed her
first
comedy,and"Joan
Ozark,"
which feature
starred length
Judy Canova
Joe E.of Brown.
PRC Announces Two New Pictures
PRC has announced two new productions,
both of which will be made next Fall. "Carnegie Hall" is an original by S. Castle and
"The Devil's Apprentice" is a Larry Williams
original. Producers will be assigned soon.
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Paxinou Herself Launches

Chicago 'Bell Tolls' Campaign
A Greek War Relief rally at the Civic
Opera House, on Sunday will highlight Chicago
appearances of Katina Paxinou, of Paramount's
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," in connection with
the local campaign on the picture which will
be given its Midwest roadshow premiere at
the State-Lake Theatre on September 2.
Mme.York,
Paxinou's
Friday morning
from
New
set ofTarrival
an intensified
exploitation
and publicity campaign. Preceding the rally
prominent Greek Americans will tender a dinner
to Mme. Paxinou at the Morrison Hotel. A
parade, with a band, drum corps and representatives ofGreek societies in native costume
participating, will culminate in the rally. Mme.
Paxinou will also be guest star on four radio
programs while in Chicago.
Marlene Dietrich Opposite
Colman in MGM's "Kismet"
One mentsofof the
MGM's
important casting
year most
was announced
this weekassignwith
signing of Marlene Dietrich for the feminine
co-starring lead opposite Ronald Colman in
"Kismet." Miss Dietrich will portray Zuleika,
harem queen and sweetheart of Haji, the beggar,
played by Colman, in this Technicolor screen
version of one of the most successful stage properties of the American theatre. The picture is
the
first
Miss banner.
Dietrich's career to be made
under theinMGM
Richard Harding Davis Story
To Be Produced as Musical
20th Century-Fox Film Corporation has purchased Richard Davis' 'good neighbor' story,
"Laredo."
is to produce
Carmen
Miranda, asPlan
a lavish
musical itin with
Technicolor.
The story gets its title from the border town of
Laredo, which has been very much in the public
eye during these times. Irving Starr, now producing "Command Performance," will also produce "Laredo," it was announced.
New

TRADE

Role for Anne Baxter

20tli Century-Fox has signed Anne Baxter
to play one of the leading feminine roles in
"Army Wife," in which Dorothy McGuire will
make her second screen appearance. Picture
will be directed by Archie Mayo.
Kim Hunter in "Tender Comrade"
Kim Hunter, 20-year-old Hollywood newcomer, wins an important role in the Ginger
Rogers drama "Tender Comrade," now before
the RKO Radio cameras. She will play the
youngest
sweethearts.of the three service men's wives and
NOTICE
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW does NOT employ subscription solicitors or circulation field
representatives. Persons paying money to solicitors ior subscriptions or renewals of subscriptions
for this magazine do so at their own risk and the
publication will not be liable therefor.
All subscription or renewal orders must be
placed direct with the publication. Address oil
such orders to:
Circulation Dept.
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
1501 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.

Hit Tune Serenade

(Fair)

Universal (8231) Name Band Musicals
15 mins.
Henry Busse and his orchestra, Ray Everle,
crooner,
a girl trio,
"The combine
Taylor to
Maids,"
and
Janelle Johnson,
singer,
put over
15 minutes of fair-to-middling entertainment
of the night club variety. Acted out scenes
and a dream of oriental fantasy pictured for
a production number add variety and give the
audience something to look at. Busse plays his
well-known "Hot Lips," while the other numbers include "You Were Meant for Me" and
"Linger Awhile." Use it right after the break,
for it can be walked in upon without harm,
since there is no dialogue.
Any Chickens Today?
(Good)
Universal (7362) Variety Views 9 mins.
This is all about chickens — serious and funny.
You are taken to the Hull Hatchery in Connecticut, where they have incubators that can
hatch
26,000
at once,
and whereYoua year's
output runs chicks
more than
16,000,000.
see a
chicken farm where hens wear spectacles to
keep them from fighting and thus reduce the
egg production. You visit the Miami "hen
hotel,"
a building
intended
but
which went
unfinished
when for
the humans,
Florida real
estate boom burst. You also meet a rooster that
likesanyone
his beer
right his
at the
bar and
for
ruffling
feathers
; he won't
fights stand
back.
Altogether, an unusual little number, gathered
with painstaking care, that will pep up a program handily.
Ration Bored

(Fast)

Universal (7248) Andy Panda Cartunes
7 mins.
Woody Woodpecker goes on his scatterbrained
way in this Technicolor cartune, with the result
that he and the cop land among the clouds in
a place that might be heaven, but on second
thought probably is not. The reason for the
heaven-ward journey is because Woody tries
to get around the gas rationing rules by siphon-

. . NEWSREEL
{Releascd Wednesday, August 18)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 99)— The Global War,
covering Kula Gulf, road to Messina, Sicilian prisoners,
the Cardinal of Palermo, Churchill in Canada; Manpower Commissioner McNutt talks on the food situation; Big Lancaster bomber goes into mass production
in
Canada;
tells his story.Waves take to water; 16-year-old war hero
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 297)— Churchill
here for war parley; 12 Jap warships sunk; Volunteers
answer canning time call; Latest from Sicily; Boy
gunner tells of his experiences; Hambletonian, trotting
classic, comes to Empire City.
PARAMOUNT (No. 102)— Gunder Hagg says farewell; Churchill in Quebec; Manpower reclassified;
Wounded Yanks convalesce at hospital given by
British; American officers inspect the Magna Carta;
U. S. Engineers in Sicily; A veteran (16) comes home.
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 102) — Churchill in Canada;
Army engineers clear Sicily roads; Cardinal welcomes
Gen. Patton; Interview 16-year-old veteran; Town
answers manpower appeal; U. S. lands on Munda.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 215) — Churchill's visit;
Night actionPacific
in Kula
Gulf; It's
Lease too; David
Ripe
tomatoes;
yachting;
The Lend
Hambletonian;
Soden takes 4000 orphans to Long Beach, N. Y.

ing gas from every car he encounters, whether
in a junk yard or whether the car belongs to
the Police department. When the cop discovers
the siphoning tube he blows OUTWARD, and
soon a contest is on, with the car finally exThe shortploding.
is That's
fast,when
and they
while reach
on thethesillyclouds.
side,
will serve its fill-in purpose well, especially for
the kids.
Yukon Outpost
(Very Good)
Universal (7363) Victory Featurette 9 mins.
A well-planned survey of the part played by
Alaska in the war effort, this little scenic shows
the chief elements which make up the importance of the territory to the United States.
Forests of spruce and hemlock are carefully
thinned to furnish the wood for airplanes and
other war articles. Mining, especially for gold,
comes in for .attention. The great fishing industry is shown all the way from the catch
to the cannery. The abundance of waterpower
is pointed out. Above all this activity you
see the far-reaching mountains and beautiful
vistas of the northern country. Alaska is coming in for much more interest from the public
than ever before, which puts this one in the
timely class. Recommended for a bill in which
you want to keep up some semblance of dignity.
Pass the Biscuits, Mirandy (Right Pert)
Universal (8351) Swing Symphonies
7 mins.
The mountaineer
sings herself
a song decides
about Mirandy's
biscuits,
and Mirandy
to bake
some. Result is that the "boys" have a supply
of ammunition to carry on their feud with
the neighboring Foys. The two families have
a battle royal for a time, but then Uncle Sam
comes
along
there's
somebody
else
to fight.
Theyandjoinsays
forces,
bringing
Mirandy
along with them, and soon the Axis is made
to
the power
of Mirandy's
At
the feel
end Hitler,
Mussolini,
and Tojo biscuits.
are reduced
to a frankfurter, a dish of spaghetti, and a
plate of rice. In Technicolor, this short boasts
a good hill-billy
fast,
accurate
animation.song
All (an
rightoriginal)
for any and
program
and all classes of audiences.

SYNOPSES

. .

(Released Saturday, August 21)
MOVIETONE
(Vol. 25,oilNo.fields.
100)—Salamaua.
Around-the-clock
bombing
in Rumanian
Sicily,
Rome; Germans in rout in Sicily; News of Allied
war leaders: Eisenhower, Patton and Montgomery,
Halsey, MacArthur, Chiang Kai-Shek; Wyoming gets
worst forest fire in 25 years; Warning: women at work!
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 298)— U. S.
bombers
Hitler's
oil fields;Yanks
Final back
phasefrom
in Sicily;
Quentin blast
Reynolds
interviews
Rome
raid; Madame Chiang home again; A visit with Mrs.
Churchill; Service men at the A.A.U. swim meet.
PARAMOUNT (No. 103)— U. S. honors GeneraUssimo ; Shipsof— America's
super familyoilin boom;
the yards;
The
review.
bombing
Ploesti; Synthetic
Quebec
PATHE (Vol. 14, No. 103)— Raid on the Ploesti oil
fields; German prisoners in U. S. camps; Town makes
vow to service men ; Yosemite Valley is haven for
Navy injured; Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek receives
high U. S. honor; B-24s bomb Japs near Salamaua.
UNIVERSAL
16, No.
216)— upBombing
Ploesti; Quebec (Vol.
conferences;
Mopping
in Sicily;of
Salamaua attack; Chiang decorated; Work or fight;
$1,000,000 twister; Yosemite convalescence.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 43)
—Richmond
^Civilians soldiers
study small
man found;
ride; arms;
Mobile Honest
blood bank;
Ickes
lauds Negroes; Kids take over Community Kitchen.
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Listing feature releases alpliabetically by title under name ot distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
ASTOR PICTURES

King of the Circus

See of
Rel.
Issue
Mins. Date
.... 71...
....
70..
.... Reissued
Reissued
.New
Release
.. 60..
....
..100..
.Barbara Stanwyck- Robt. Young.. .. 70..
.... Reissued
Reissued
.... 80..
, . . . Reissued
72..
.Jack
Benny
Loder-RatofT-Bennett
.. 71..
.New
Release
.Bruce
CabotVirginiaVelez
Bruce .. 70..
.Stuart Lee-Griflith
Erwin-Lupe
.... 70.
.
.... Reissued
70..
.Anna
Jones
.New Release
.P. Munj-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .... 88..
.... Reissued
69..
.New Release
.Spencer Tracy
.. 88..
Reissued
.... 45.
81...
. Beebe and Barton

COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After Midnight With Boston _ ^
..
64.
Morns-Ann Savage
(D) (My)A.L.C. Young-B.
4009 A Blackie
ai.
Aherne
Night to Remember
//.
Sanders-M. Chapman
in Berlin
4026 Appointment
Boogie Man Will
Get Yeu G. , . „ „ .
i
«
n„„n.ii
kk
66.
Donnell
Lorre-Jeff
B. Karloft-P.
F
(HG)
4030 Boston
Blackie Goes
,„
„.
68.
e Worth
Morns-Constanc
C.Scotty
(My)
Hollywood
Binyon 7670.
Bny Frr.m Stalingrad Linda Beckett-Conrad
4013
Brooks 100Darnell-Leslie
Men at(D)
City WithoutStriKe
4UU4 c-iiiiiiaiiuus
Lee..
Uawn(D|.Paul Mum-Anna
bb.
Lindsay
Baxter-M.
Warner
Doctor
Crime
4005 Desperadoes (Tech.) (W)F....R. Scott-E. Keyes
85.
4021 Daring
73.
Chapman
Brown-M.
E.
Joe
(OF
Man
Young
4203 Fighting Buckaroo (W) Starrett-Kay Harris
58.
Bb.
M. Oberon-B. Aherne....
First Comes Courage Chas.
55.
Davis
Starrett-Jimmy Buchanan
Frontier FuryMr.(W)
69.
Trevor-Edgar
Claire
Yates
Luck,
Good
It's a Great Life
P. Singleton-A. Lake.
68.
4038 Junior
bS.
Haiop
F. Bartholomew-Billy Gordon
(D) (C)..Jinx
4033 Laugh Army
69.
Falkenburg-Bert
Away
Blues
Your
Patterson 57.
(W)....C.M. Starrett-S.
Northwest
Law ot the Fun
4040
(0)
Lindsay-J. Beal..
65.
4032 Let's Have
64.
Hayden 103.
Falkenburg-R.
Jinx
(C)
Legs
4001 Lucky
McCrea
Arthur-J.
J.
(D)
Merrier
the
More
4034 Murder in Times Square(My) .E. Lowe-M. Chapman...... bS.
66.
Wm. Gargan- Margaret Lindsay
No Place for a Lady (My)
4028 One
Chapman.. 77.
Blore-M.
(My)...W.
4202
57.
Carrnll
Starrett- Alma
Chas.William-E.
(W)
My Gun Night
PardonDangerous
Stanford 72.
Savage-Robert
to Suez
Passportul the
Po»«f
Press
(D) ....Ann
Guy
Kibbee-Lee
Tracy
63.
Redhead
From
Manhattan
L.
Velez-Michael
Duane
63.
4012
BeverlyWest(DM).. A. Miller-Wm. Wright
78.
4211 Reveille
Riders ofWith
the North
Mounted
(W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
420 1 Riding Through Nevada (W)..C. Starrett-Shirley Patterson 57.
61.
Robin Hood of the Range (W) .Charles Starrett-Kay Harris 57.
4212 Saddles
&
Sagebrush
(W)
R.
Hayden-Bob
Wills
55.
4029 She Has What It Takes (CD) .Jinx Falkenburg-Tom Neal
66.
4035 Smith ot Minnesota Bruce Smith-Arline Judge
o6.
4006
to
Shout
About
(C)
.
Ameche-Oakie-Janet
Blair
91.
4042 Something
Stand
By
All
Networks
(Roy)
John
Beal-Florence
Rice
64.
4210
In theFrom
Saddle
(W) .. .Russell
Hayden-Bob Wills
59.
4019 Tornado
Senoritas
Chicago(C)
Jinx Falkenburg-Joan
Davis
68.
4039 Two
Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson 68.
What's
Buzzin'
Cousin
Ann
M
iller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard
75.
4002 You Were Never Lovelier(M) F . F. Astaire-R. Hayworth
98.

..b7/24/43
3/18/43
12/10/42 .bl2/l2/42
. .b7/24/43
7/15/43
10/22/42 .blO/17/42
.37/25/42
11/5/42 .. ...a3/20/43
.5/20/43
1/14/43 . . . .bB/7/43
.1/7/43 .. .bl2/l9/42
.b7/IO/43
,6/22/43
. . .b3/l3/43
3/25/43
10/8/42 .. ...bl/23/43
,2/1/43
.. .. .38/29/42
,7/29/43
.36/19/43
17/43
6/24/43 .. ..b7/
.. .b8/
14/43
,6/29/43
.
.b7/IO/43
,5/27/43 .
.310/
10/42
,11/26/42
,11/12/42 .alO/IO/42
.5/27/43 . ..b5/29/43
.3/4/43 .. . ..b4/24/43
.10/1/42
. .36/20/42
.b4/3/43
.5/13/43 . .....b6/5/43
.4/1/43
...b6/5/43
.2/11/43 .. . .alO/IO/42
.1/21/43
,12/1
'42 ..
,36/19/43
.8/19/43 . .. .36/20
1/28,43 . ..b5/29/43
.3l2/2b,42'42
,5/6/43
..
...b7/3/43
.2/4/43 ..
.10
'I '42 . .311/14/42
.2/15/43
.36/13/42
7/29/43 . . .bS/
14/43
.4/27/43 . ,312/26/42
,
.
.b6/5/43
.4/15/43
.
. . .38/8/42
.10/15/42
,2/25/43 . .b4/ 10/43
. 10/29/42 . ...38/8/42
.12/15/42
.6/10/43
.. ..36/20/42
,b7/3/43
.b2/20/43
.12/3/42 . ., ..b8/7/43
.7/8/43
.
.
.11/19/42 .blO/IO/42

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action; (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (Dl Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Fare*;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (O) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audiene*
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b — publication date of Box Office Slant.
MGM (Cont.
Current 1942-43
314 Journey for Marg3ret (D)F...Robt. Young-Lsraine Day
320 Keeper of the Flame (D)F K. Hcpburn-S. Tracy
319 Northwest Rangers (AD)F Wm. Lundigan-J. Craig
311 0m3h3 Trail (WjF
J. Craig-D. Jagger
303
Panams
Hattie
(MC)F A.
Sothern-"Red"
Skelton
332
Pilot
No.
5
(D)
Tone-M3rsh3
Hunt
330 Presenting Lily Mars (D) J.Fr3nchot
Garl3nd-V3n
Heflin
370 Rsndom Harvest (D)A G. Gsrson-R. Colm3n
315 Reunion in France (D)A J. Crawford-Philip Dorn
308 Seven Sweethearts (CD)F K. Grayson-Van Heflin
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
301 Somewhere
I'll Find
You (CD)A
Clark G3ble-L3na Turner
316 Stand By For Action (D)F...R. Taylor-C. Laughton
322 Tennessee Johnson (B)A Van Heflin-R. Hussey
321 Three Hearts for Julia (CM) A.M. Douglas-A. Sothern
302 War
Tish Against
(CD)A
M. Main-ZaSu
306
Mrs. Hadley(D)A.Edw.
Arnold-F. Pitts
Bainter
313 Whistling in Dixie (C)A R. Skelton-A. Rutherford
310
White
Cargo
(D)A
H.
Lamarr-W.
Pidgeon
305 Yank at Eton (D)F
M. Rooney-lan Hunter
331 Youngest Profession (C)F V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold
Coming

MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Hardv's
Double
. 95.
Life (CD)F
M. Rooney-L. Stone
66.
304 Ap3che Tr3il (W)F
Wm. Liindigan-nonna Reed.
.. 67.
324
A
Stranger
in
Town
(D)F
F.
Morgan-Jean
Rogers
326 Air Raid Wardens (C)F L3urel & Hardy
67.
.
96,
327
in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre
Aumont-Susan
Peters.
328 Assignment
Bataan (D)
R. Taylor-T.
Mitchell
114.
323
in theA
Sky (M)F Ethel
Waters- "Rochester"
98.
207 Cabin
C3iro (CM)
J. MacDon3ld-R.
Young
101.
317 Dr.Assistant
Gillespie's
New
L. Barrymore-Van Johnson
87.
333 Du Barry Was(D)F
3 L3dy
(Tech.)
(M)
Red
Skelton-Lucille
B3ll
101.
309 Eyes in the Night (Spy)F Edw. Arnold-Ann Harding 79.
312 For Me and My G3I (DM)F..l. Garland-G. Murphy
103.
329 Hitler's
Harrigan'sMsdman
Kid (D)F
Bobby Carradine-Patricis
Readick-Wm. Gargsn
80.
334
(D)
lohn
Morison...
84.
380 Human Comedy, The (D)F M. Rooney-F. Morgan
117.

Dec-Feb
Sep-Nov
Apr-Msy
Apr-May
Apr-M3y
June-Aug
Apr-M3y
Seo-Nnv
Dec-Feb
.June-Aug
Sep-Nov
Sep-Nov
June-Aug
.June-Aug
.June-Aug

MIns. Rel.
Date
Feb
Oec-Feb
80.. Dec100.. Dec- Feb
63..
b2. June-Aug
bep-NovAug
78.
Sep-Nov
June-Aug
70. June104.
126. Dec-Feb
105. Apr-May
97. Sep-Nov
94.
Dec- Feb
105. Sep-Nov
108. Dec-Feb
103. Dec-Feb
90.
84.
84. Sep-Nov
Dec- Feb
73. Se«-Nov
90.
Sep-Nov
87. June-Aug
82. Sep-Nov

8«( If
luue
2/ 19/42
bbbin/31
110/3
1/42
/42
.DH/
19/42
.b7/25/42
10/43
..b4/
.b5/l/43
12/5/42
bl.b 1/28/42
.b8/l8/42
.. .b3/6/43
.h8/8/42
.bl2/l2/42
.bl2/l9/42
. . .bl/9/43
. .b7/25/42
. . .b8/8/42
.blO/31/42
. .b9/l9/42
. ..b8/|3/42
.b3/6/43

402 Adventures
Above Suspicion
(D)
MacMurray 90
b5/l/43
406
of Tartu,
The J.R. Crawford-F.
Donat
b8/7/43
AAmerica
Guy Named Joe
Spencer
Tracy-Irene
Dunne
a5/29/43
B. Donlevy-Ann Rich3rds
a6/l2/43
Andy Foot
Hardy's
Blonde Trouble.
Rnonev-L. Gaxton
Stnne
405 Best
Forw3rd(Tech.)
(M) .L.M. Ball-Wm.
93
b7/3/43
Broadw3y
Rhythm
George
Murphy-Ginny
Simms a7/24/43
Cross
of Lorraine
Gene Kelly-Pierre
Aumont
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sullivan
38/7/43
407 Dr.C3seGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. Barrymore-V3n Johnson 89
b5/8/43
Boyer-lngrid
Bergman
409 Gsslight
Girl Crazy (M)
M.Ch3rles
Rooney-J.
Garland
99
b8/7/43
Heavenly Body
W. Powell-H. Lamarr
a7/3l/43
403 I Dood It (C)
Red Skelton-E. Powell
102
b7/31/43
410 Lassie Come Home (D) (Tech.). Roddy McDowall- Don3ld Crisp 90
aiO/24/42
Little
M3gic
Margaret
O'Brien-J.
Craig
38/7/43
M3d3meMissCurie
G.
G3rson-W.
Pidgeon
36/5/43
411 Man From Down Under Ch3rles Laughton-Binnie B3rnes...l03 b8/7/43
Meet the People
Lucille Ball-Dick Powell
38/14/43
R3tioning
W, Beery- Marjorie Msin
401 Sslute
to the Marines
(Tech.) (D)
W. Beery-Fay Bainter 101
b7/31/43
See
Private Hargrove. .. Robert
Walker-Donns
Reed
Seng Here.
of Russia
R. Taylor-Sus3n
Peters
a6/5/43
404 Swing Shift M3isie (C) A. Sothern-James Craig
87
b5/8/43
Thinkin'
of
You
(MC)
Kay
Kyser
&
Band-Lens
Home
32/27/43
Thous3nds inCheer
(Tech.) (D).K3thryn
Gr3yson-Gene
Kelly
31/16/43
412 Whistling
Brooklyn
Red Skelton-A.
Rutherford
a7/24/43
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. Marshall-R. McDowall
a8/7/43
408 Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H. Msrshsll
77
b7/3l/43
MONOGRAM

Coming
Case of the Dangerous
Blonde. The
Evelyn Keyes-E. Lowe-J. Hubbard 9/23/43
Chance of 3 Lifetime Chester Morris-G. E. Stone
Cover Girl (Tech.) R. H3yworth-J. Falkenburg
Cowboy From Lonesome River. Charles Starrett-Vi Athens
Cowboy
the Clouds
Cyclone inPrairie
Rangers Charles
r.harles Starrett-Jakie
Starrett- W3lterDuncan
T3ylor
Destroyer (D)
Ed. G. Robinson-M. Ch3pman 9/2/43 .
Doughboys in Irel3nd Kenny Baker-Lynn Merrick
Footlight
Lske
G3mble ofGl3mor
Boston Bl3Gkie Penny
Chester Singleton-Arthur
Morris-Jesnne B3tes
Hail to the Rangers (W) Charles Starrett-Kay Harris 9/16/43
Last
Horsemantor(W)
My Kinndora
a Cook Russell
C. Cohiirn-Hayden-Bob
Marguerite Wills
Chapman 8/31/43
Riding West (W)
C. Starrett-Shirley Patterson
Silver
City
Raiders
(W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
Sahars
Humphrey Bogart-Bruce Bennett Sept. ..
Ten Percent Woman R. Russell-B. Aherne
There's
Something
About
a
Soldier
Evelyn Keyes- Michael Du3ne
Tropic3n3
M3e West-Victor Moore
Vigilantes
Ride
(W)
R.
Wills
When My Baby Smiles at Me. Ted Haydsn-B.
Lewis & Band
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell Hayden-Alma Carroll

39
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.'.'38/7/43
.38/7/43
.32/20/43
.310/31/42
...31/9/43
. .36/12/43
..31/30/43
. .alO/3/42
. .34/24/43
. .al/2/43
!ai/i6/43

.bi2'i2 47
. b6/27'«"
..b2/13/43
..b3/20/43
..b3/13/43
.b5/29/43
..b2/13/43
b8/l5'42
.bll/14/42
..b5/8/43
...b9/12/42
.b9/12/'42
.b3/l3/4-i
.b6/l2/43
.b2/27/43

Current 1942-43
Ape M3n (H)A
B. Lugosi-W. Ford
Bowery at Miiinight (H)A....B. Lugosi-Vince Barnett
Clancy Street Boys (C) L. Gorcey-B. Jordan
Cowboy Commandos (W) R. Corrigan-D. Moore
Crime
(M) Dlvlde(W).B.
F. ........ EdgsrJones-R.
Kennedy-G3le
Storm
Dawn onSmasher
the Great
Bell
Foreign
(Spy)F
Shelton-Gale
Storm
Ghosts onAgent
the Loose
(D) John
East Side
Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
IHaunted
Escaped Ranch
From the
Gestapo
(D)
D. Jagger-M.
Brian
Kid Dynamite
Hall
Land
of Haunted(D)F
Men (W) Leo
RangeGorcey-Huntz
Busters
Living
Ghost
(My)F
James
Dunn-Joan
Woodbury
Melody Parade
...Ted Fio Rito Orchestra
'Neath
BrooklynNight
Bridge(CD;A
Leo Gorcey-Huntz
One Thrilling
(C)A John
Beal-Wanda Hall
McKay
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury
(ReviewedGaleas Storm-Robt.
"You Can't Beat
the Law")
Rhythm Parade (M)F
Lowery
Sarong Girl
A. Corio-J. D3vis
Silent Witness (D)F
Frank Albertson- Msris Wrixon
Silver Sk3tes (M)F
Kenny Baker-P3trici3 Morison
Spy
TrsinFrom
(D)
R. Travis-C.
Craig
Stranger
Pecos
(W)
Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Tex3s
to B3t33n
(W)
John
Tr3il Riders
(W)
John King-Dsvid
King-Dsvid Shsrpe
Sharpe
Two
(W) J.B. King-D.
West Fisted
of the Justice
Law (W)
Jones-T. Shsrpe
McCoy
Wild Horse St3mpede (W) H. Gibson-K. Mavnard
Wings Over the Pacific Inez CooperMontague
Love
Coming
Black Market Rustlers
Blazing
Bullets &Guns
Saddles
Campusof the
Rhythm
East
Bowery
Here Comes Kelly (C)
Hitler's
Women
Law
Ridesof Again.
The
Mystery
the Thirteenth
Guest
Nearly
Eighteen
Outlaws of Stampede Pass
Revenge
the Zombies
Six
Gun otGospel
Spotlight
Scandals
Texas Kid (C)
Uninvited Gi'-^t

1 42
..b2/27/43
64.,
. .b3/27/43
H3.
65. 3/5/43
4/23/43
10 10 '42..... .. .b2/20/43
.b6/26/43
53. .6/2/43
62. ,,1/29/43
12/ 18/42 .. .all/ 14/42
70.
,10/9/42
. .b9/19/42
..b6/5/43
64.
64. ,4/2/43
,7/16/43 ...
. .b5/22/43
64. ,12/4/42 . ..b5/29/43
.bl/23/43
5/24/43 . .. .h4/17/43
75.
. .a2/6/43
67. ,2/12/43
,3/26/43 . . . .a5/l/43
61. 1 1 '27 '42 nil
.8/13/43
11/20/42 . .blO/
17/42
64.
. ..bl0'3|/42
. ..b7/4/42
.bl/30/43
69. .8/28/42
,2/12/43
.
61.
.bl2/26/42
68. ,12/11/42
,5/28/43
.. .bl2/19/42
,1/15/43
. bS l.s 43
..bl/16/43
62. .7/2/43
76. 2/26/43 ... ...b6/5/43
61. ,6/25/43
10/16/42 . .67/17/43
55.
.12/4/42 . .. .b9/26/42
56.
.b7/3l/43
55.
..39/19/42
10/2/42
1/8/43 .. .. ...b65/43
55.
57. 4/16/43
.6/25/43 . ..34/17/43
. . .b5/l/43

Ray Corrigan-Dennis Moore
a6/26/43
Hoot
Gibson-Ken Maynard
Ray Corrigan-Dennis
Meore 38/7/43
Gale LaRue
Storm-Robert
Jack
& East Lowery
Side Kids
Joan Woodbury-Eddie Quillan 64
b7/3l/43
Gale
Patrick-Nancy
Kelly
Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
35/29/43
Helen Storm-Bill
Parrish-DickHenry
Purcell
a8/7/43
Gale
a7/17/43
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
a8/7/43
J.J. M.
C3rr3dine-L.
Storm
a6/l9/43
Brown-R. Talbot-G.
Hatton
a6/l9/43
Frank
Fay-Billy
Gilbert
79
Johnny M. Brown-Rsymond Hattonb7/24/43
Victor itiry-Pamela Blake
a7/3/43

40

SHOWMEN'S
Rel.
Mins. Date

TRADE

See
PARAMOUNT
Issue of
Current 1942-43
Slock
No.
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82. ,6/11/43 .. .b3/27/43
3 Avengers. The (WarD)F H. Richardson-Deborah Kerr
88. . 1/29/43 .b8/29/42
(Reviewed
as
"Day
Will
Dawn")
5 China (D)
Loretta Young-Alan Ladd
79. ,5/28/43 . .b3/27/43
65 Dixie
(Tech.)to (M)
CrosbyDorothy Baxter
Lamour 89.
..blO/3/42
.b5/8/43
Five Graves
Cairo (D) Bing
Franchot
Tone-Anne
SB. .7/2/43 . ... .b6/26/43
2 Forest Rangers (D) (Tech.)F..F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
87. .11/6/4?
1 Glass Key (G)F
B. Donlevy-V. Lake
85. .10/23/42 , ., ..bl/2/43
.b8/29/42
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.)(D)F...J.
(M) F . Martin-D.
Vallee
81.
Editor
Lydon-C.PowellSmith
72. .3/26/43
.12/4/42 , . .blO/3/42
4 Henry
Henry Aldrich,
Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. .4/9/43 .. ...bl/2/43
. .b6/26/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings it (C).. Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
65.
.. ..b3/27/43
54 Lady
High Bodyguard
Explosive (D)F
Morris-J. Shirley
Parker
63.
.
.bl/2/43
(CD)F C.E. Albert-A.
70. .5/14/43
1/21/42
.2/26/43 .. .bl
3 Lucky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88. .3/12/43
. .b8/29/42
12 Major
and
the
Minor
(CD)F...G.
Rogers-R.
Milland
100.
.10/16/42
Mrs. Wigos of the Cabbage
F. Bainter-C. Lee
80. .11/27/42 . .blO/3/42
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
DaddyPlane(CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75. .2/12/43 . ..bl 1/7/42
4 Night
From
. .bl/2/43
Chungking (D)F
R. Preston-E. Drew
69.
. . .bl
1/7/42
31 Priorities
Palm Beachon Story
(C)A
C. Miller-J.
Colbert-J. Colonna
McCrea
89. .5/7/43
./I/43
...
.b7/25/42
Parade
(M)F
A.
80.
.10/2/42
.
4 Reap the Wild Wind (D)
. .b3/2l/42
R. Milland-P. Goddard 124.
.11/20/42 . .blO/3/42
25 Salute
Road(Tech.)F
to torMorocco
83.
Three (CM)F
(MCD)A Crosby-Hope-Lamour
B. Rhodes McD. Carey
75. .Special
. .b3/27/43
.7/16/43
.
Souls
at Sea (D)
G. Coopar-ii. Raft
93.
. . Re-issue
Star Spangled
Rhythm
...bl/2/43
.2/12/43
.
(Tech.)
(M)F
Special
Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
...
99.
,.b
10/3/42
2 Street of Chance (MyD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74. 12/18/42
(D)
J.R. McCrea-B.
Stanwyck 138.
. Re-issue
I Union
WildcatPacific
(D)F
Arlen-A. Judge
73. 10/30/42 . .b8/29/42
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/15/43 . .bl 1/7/42
Coming

REVIEW

RKO-RADIO (Cont.
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
W-l5 Fighting
Frontier
(W)F
T.R. Russell-F.
Holt-Ann Summers
Flight
for
Freedom
(D)A
MacMurray
4 Forever and a Day (D)F All Star C3st
3I Here
Great WeGildersleeve
(OF
Harold
Peary-Jane
Go Again (CM)F E. Bergen-McGee &,Darwell
Molly
I4 Hitler's
Highways Children
by Night(D)A
(G)F B.R. Gr3nville-T.
Carlson-Jane Holt
Randolph
52 Journey
I WalkedIntoWithFeara Zombie(H)
A
.J.
Ellison-F.
Dee
(D)A 0. Welles-D. Del Rio
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
ElephantSpitfire's
(OF
Lupe Velez-Leon Erroi
1 Mexican
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
Honeymoon(D)F...P.
(D)F. Ginger
Rogers-Csry
Grant
-I Pirates
Prairie (BD)F..Gary
(W)F..Tim Holt-Nell
O'Day
Pride ofofthetheYankees
Cooper-Teresa
Wright
'•I Saludos
SagebrushAmigos
Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
(Tech.) Walt
DisneyBarclay
FeaL Prod
2 Scattergood Survives a
Murder (My)A
Guy Kibbee-John Archer
23 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
Seven Miles
Alc3tra2 (D)A
J. Craig-B. Granville
4 Tarzan Triumphs (D)F Weismuller-F. Gifford
They Got Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope-Coming
Dorothy Lamour
This Weeks
Land IstoMine
O'Hara
45 Two
Live (D)F
(C)F Laughton-M.
Lum and Abner

August 21, 1943

Mins
57.
100.
(04.
62.
75.
63.
89.
70.
62.
64.
87.
117.
57.
127.
56.
42.
66.
87.
61.
78.
95.
103.
76,

Itsu*
8m of
.. .b2/l3/43
Rel.
..b2/6/43
,1/15/43
Date
, .b 1/23/43
.bll/14/42
.
.b8/29/42
Apr
...
3/26/43
10/9/42
.
..b8/8/42
1/1/43 ...bl/2/43
.
.b3/20/43
10/2/42 ...b8/8/42
2/12/43 . .b3/20/43
3/19/43
Apr . . .
.b8/8/42
Apr . . . ...blO/17/42
..bl 1/7/42
9/11/42
10/30/42 . .bl
1/7/42
11 1/27/42
1/20/42 ...87/25/42
.b7/l8/42
3/5/43 .bl2/l9/42
Apr .blO/17/42
2/19/43
10/16/42 .blO/17/42
11/13/42
.bl 1/14/42
. .bl/23/43
1/8/43 . .b3/20/43
2/19/43
b|/2/43
.... .b2/6/43
2/5/43
2/26/43

of a Rookie Wally Brown-Alan Carney
a7/3/43
I AAdventures
Lady T3kes a Chance Jean Arthur-John Wayne
a4/3/43
An
American
Story
Margo-Wally
Brown
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan D3vis
a7/3/43
W-l7 Avenging
Holt-C. Edwards
a8/22/42
Behind theRider
Rising(W>
Sun (D) . . . T.Margo-Robert
Ryan-Tom Neal 56
88
b7/l7/43
6 C03St3l
Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R. Scott
99
b5/l5/43
Command
(Doc)
62
b7/24/43
7 Falcon in D3nger (M) Tom Conwsy-Jesn Brooks
69
b7/l7/43
Fallen Sparrow,B3dTheDay(D)
J. Garfield-M.
0'H3r3
a3/l4/43
6I Gildersleeve's
(0)...H.
He3rv-J.
D3rwell
62
bS/8/43
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
b6/26/43
Gildersleeve
on
Broadw3y
Harold
Peary-Billie
Burke
And
the
Angels
Sing
Lamour-MacMurray-B.
Hutton
a6/26/43
Government Girl
0. de Havilland-James Dunn
37/17/43
For Whom the Bell Tolls
Ghost
Dix-Russell Wade
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Higher Ship
& Higher Richsrd
Michele Morgan-Jack
Haley
Frenchman's
Creek
J.
Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
a7/31/43
Iron
Major
Pat
O'Brien-Ruth
Warrick
a7/24/43
Going Fellows
My Way
Bing Kellaway-Helen
Crosby-Rise Stevens
6 Leopard Man (H)
D. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
I Good
(CD)
Cecil
Walker 70
b8/l4/43
Hail the Conquering Hero, ... Eddie Bracken-William Demarest
7
Mexican
Spitfire's
Blessed
Event (C)
L. Velez-L. Errol
63
b7/l7/43
Henry
Aldrich,
Boy
Scout
Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
6 Mr.
C. Grant-L.
100
b5/8/43
Henry Aldrich Plays
NorthLucky
Star. (D)
The (D)
W.
Huston-A. Day
Baxter
a4/l7/43
CuDid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/43
One
Hour
of
Glory
Gregory
Peck-Toumanova
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House. J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
7 Petticoat
(CD)
Carroll- Edwards
Wslter Reed
61
b7/l7/43
Henry Aldrich's
Little Secret. .Jimmy
Lydon-Joan Mortimer
Aug b8/l4/43
a7/IO/43
Red River Larceny
Robin Hood
(W)...T.JoanHolt-C.
38/1/42
I Hostages
(D)
de Cordova-Luise
89
Rookies in Burms
Alan Carney-W3lly Brown
Hour Before
the Dawn A.
Franchot
Tone-VeronicaRainer
Lake
a6/26/43
I Seventh Victim
Tom Conw3y-Je3n Brooks
a7/IO/43
Lady in the Dark ilech. (CDi Ringer Rnqers-Rav Milland
a3'H/43
7I Sky's
(C)
F. Ast3irc-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
I Let's
Face It (MC)
Bob
Hutton
76
b8/7/43
So ThistheIs Limit
Washington
Lum
and Abner
Mine Sweeper
RichardHope-B.
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7/3/43
Spitfire
L. Howard-0. Niven
b4/24/43
Ministry of Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Miracle
of(CD)
Morgan's
Tarzan's
Desert
Mystery
J.
Weissmuller-Nancy
Kelly
Creek
Eddie
Bracken-Betty
Hutton
al/2/43
Tender Comr3de
Ginger Rogers-Robert Ry3n
No Time for Love (C) Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
Up in GoArmsL3tin
(Tech.) Dsnny Kaye-Dana Andrews
Riding High (Tech.) (CD) D Lamour-D. Powell
a3/l3M^
Let's
6 So Proudly We Hail (D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
126. .Sept b6/26/43
Standing Room Onlv
P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
Story of Dr. Wassell (Tech.) . .Gary Cooper-Laraine Day
a8/7/43
REPUBLIC
. ..b4/3/43
Current 1942-43
6 Timber
Submarine
Alert (Spy) R.
Richard
Arlen-Wendy
Barrie 67
b6/26/43
,3/20/43 .
Queen
Arlen-M.
B.
Hughes
a8/l4/43
214
,3/24/43
.
, ..b3/27/43
, b8/7/43
.
M. Lockwoed-H.
Sinclair
66.
I Tornado
C. Morris-N. Kelly
83
b8/l4/43
778 Alibi
At Dswn(M)F
We Die (D)A John
Clements-Godfrey
Tearle 78.
. .ai,SU/*3
Tnumnh nver Pain
Joel McCrea-Bettv Field
an 27 4^' 2301
362
8/15/43
.
Black
Hills
Express
D.
Barry-W.
Vernon-A.
Heath
55.
I Uninvited,
True to LifeThe
(D)
M. Martin-F.
Powell 94
b8/l4/43
264
12/43 . .. ..b7/3/43
Trail IW)
Bob Steele-Tom Tyler
55. .J/
Ray
Milland-R.Tone-D.
Hussey
a6/l9/43
. . Reisiut
2313 blocked
Boots and Saddles
(W)
Autry-Burnette-Judith
Allen
58. .1/15/43
7/8/43
.. . ..54/24/4}
Bordertown
Gunfighters
(W)..B.
Elliott-G.
Hayes
56.
..b5/29/43
231
1
.4/30/43
.
.b4/ia/43
Calling
Wild
Bill
Elliott
(W).B.
Elliott-G.
Hayes
55.
PRC
,3/23/43
275 Carson City Cyclone (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
.4/27/43 .. ...a3/6/43
Current 1942-43
55.
219 Chatterbox (O
J. E. Brown-J. Canova
76. .5/15/43
276
.9/15/42 .. . , .b7/25/42
317 Baby Face Morgan (CD)A. . . .Carlisle-Croniwell-Armstrong 62 .3/5'43
.b3/20/43
.2/13/43 .. ....b6/5/43
Days
of
Old
Cheyenne
(W)
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
55.
211
274
3M
Rari
Men
nf
Thunder
Gan
(W).Te<
O'BrienJames
Newili
.'>9
!!!b2/6/43
Dead
Man's
Gulch
(W)F
D.
B3rry-L.
Merrick
55.
.5/28/43
..
222
313
Behind
Prison
Walls
(CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G.
Michael
66
.3/22/43
.
.b3/20/43
Fslse
F3ces
(D)
S.
Ridges-R.
Willi3m$
56.
.5/31/43
.
.1/29/43
321 Black Raven (H)A
G. Zucco-N. Madison
62. 12 7 42 .
Devil Dogs
Lee Powell-Ele3nor Stew3rt 69. .10/8/42 ;;b9/26/42
777 Fighting
.6/15/43 .
Tigers
(D)
(Special)
F.Jo3n B3rry-L.
Wayne-John
Carroll 102.
354
Border
Buckaroos
Jim
Newill-D.
O'Brien
60.
.7/1/43 .. . .34/17/43
361 Flying
2303
Fugitive
From
Sonera
(W)...D.
Merrick
55.
^ln
Boss
of
Big
Town
(D)A
John
Litel-Florence
Rice
"i
.
.a8/7/43
251
,blo'''l7/42
. -Reitiua
.8/16/43
362
St. John
58.
Serenade (W)
G. Autry-S. Burnette
69. .4/15/43 . . ..b7/3/43
lU U,4Z .. , . .b9/5/42
220 Gaucho
30B Cattle
Citv olStampede
Sileni Men (D)F Buster
Frank Crabbe-AI
Albertson-June
Lang
uj ...S'29/4.S
Gentle
Gsngster
(D)
B. M3cL3ne-M. Lsment
57. 5/10/43 .
Heart
of
the
Golden
31
Corregidor
(D)
0.
Kruger-E.
Landi
7S
, 12/1 1/42 .bl.b3/l3/43
1/21/42
h3/27'43
320 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle
66, .2/10/43 . .,bl/l6/43
(W)F
Rogers-Burnette-Hayos
65. .3/26/43
.a5/l/43
. 12/24/42 . ..bl2/l9/42
215 HitWestP3r3de
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)..B. Livingston-AI St. John
55. .5/7/43 .. .a6/l9/43
ofRevue
1943 (CD)
(DM)F...J. EllenCarrol-S.
Hayward
82.
206
.
.b2/20/43
.8/1/43
..
Ice
Capsdes
Drew-Richard
Denning
79.
10/43
355
Valley
D.Wendie
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
60.
252
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
72. .7/26/43
(W)F
R. Rogers-S. Burnette
70. .3/10/43 .. . ..b.b4/
.3/12/43 ..
210
254 Idaho
12/26/42
359 Fugitive of the Plains ( W) ... Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
55 .6/15/43
King of the Cowboys (W) R. Rogers-S. Burnette
67. .4/9/43
,,1/15/43
12/31/42 . .bl2/l9/42
.
205
123
Gangs,
Inc
Alan
Ladd-Joan
Woodbury
72,
Johnny
Doughboy
(CD)
J3ne
Withers-Henry
Wilcoxon
63.
. ..a4/3/43
314 fihmt and the GMost ( My) .... James Dunn- Florence Rice
61 .4/19/43 . ..b7/3/43
Bl3ckout Murder(My) . John Abbott-M3ry McLeod
58.
. .b6/5/43 2312 London
. ...b6/5/43
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
74. .5/17/43 .. ,. .b4/IO/43
Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55. ,6/11/43
217
.4/13/43
.
401 Isle of Forgotten Sins (D) J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard 84. .8/15/43
. . Reissue
Mantrap
(My)
H.
Stephenson-L.
Corrlgan
57.
. I 27 43 . bl 1/14/42 2305 Mexicali Rose (W)
,10/1/42
7/15/43 . .. .b8/
15/42
Autry-Smiley
Burnette 58.
358 Lady
Kid Rides
Again
(W)
RiisterMayCrahhe-AI
St. Clark
I..iin
-.K .12/21/42
100 Moscow Strikes B3ck (Doc)A. . Gene
Russian
Cast
(Special)
57.
302
From
Chungking
(D)A..Anna
Wong-Mae
71.
.bl2/l2/42
..b8/29/42
.
al
1/7/42
,1/8/43
.
209
,. . .!il2/5/42
Mountain
Rhythm
(D)
Weaver
Bros.
&.
Elviry
70.
319 Man of Courage (D)
B. MacLane-Lyle Talbot
67 .1/4/43
,8/17/42
.
.
1
1/23/42
202
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
68 .4/5/43
Homestead (OF
Weaver Bros.-Dick Purcell 68. , 10/27/42 . . .39/5/42
2,'i3 Old
272
of Pine Ridge (W) . . Don B3rry-Lynn Merrick
56. ,3/12/43 . . .b3/27/43
311
Son, theRider
Hero (W)F
(OF
Kelly-Rnscoe
Karns
fiR . 1 1/20/42 , .bl/16/43
.bl.b8/l/42
/23/43
212 0utl3ws
Purple
V.
The
(Spy)A
J.
Archer-M. McLeod
58.
357 My
Mysterious
B.fatsvCrabbe-AI
St. John
56,
.
., ..a3/l3/43
.2/18/43
.
. . . Reissue
Ride. Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autry-Smiley
Burnette
66. ,6/1/43
304 Overland
Night forStagecoach
Crime
G.
Farrell-L.
Talbot
76,
.5/21/43
3 2304
266
. I12/1
'21 1/42
'43 . '.3'.'b5/29/2/4
12 ^n 42 . . ..b8/7/43
Riders
of
the
Rio
Grande(W).B.
Steele-T.
Tyler
55.
363
(W)
Bob
Livingston-AI
St.
John
60
26
/4
2
301 Paynlt (MviA
lee Tracy-Tom Brown
74 .3/8/43 .. blhi 1/28/42
,7/29/43
.
Ridin'
Down
the
Canyon
(W).Rov
Roqers-Georoe
Haves
55
208
301 Saint Meets the Tiger Hugh Sinclair-Je3n Gillie 70.
i /28M2
312 Queen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe 66. . 12/25/42
265 Sante Fe Scouts (W)
Three Mesquiteers
55. 4/16/43 . . . .83/6/43
351
Rangers
Take
Over (W) James
Newill-Tex
O'Brien 58.
61, .7/1/43 .. ,b9
Secrets of the
12/18/42 .alO/ID/42
361
Renegade,
The
B.
Crabbe-AI
St.
John
/l9
218
/42
I2'42
.
10/26/42
309 Secrets of a Co-Ed (D)A Otto Kruger-Tina Thayer
69. .7/20/43 . ,b7/IO/43
Underground
Virginia Grey
71.
. .88/8/42
8/24/42 . ...bl?
261 Shadows
en the (Spy)
Sage (W).... John
Three HubbardMesquiteers
55. ,4/20/43
.b7/24/43
405 Terror
Submarine
Base (D)
John
Litel-AlanMason
Baxter
66. .4/19/43 .
.
.h4/24/4S
322
House
W. Lawson-J.
71.
Shantytown
(D)
M.
Lee-J.
Archer
65.
.
. ..b5/29/43
256
307 Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
66. .9/29/42
SilverofSpurs
68. 8/12/43
273 Song
255
.5/10/43 . .. .a5/l/43
6/14/43
. .810/31/42
. . . Reltlua
Texas ...Roy
Roy Rogers-John
Rogers-SheilaCarr3dine
Ryan
69.
353 Western
West of Cyclone
Texas (W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
59.
221
3/1/43
12/28/42
.5/14/43
.
South
of
the
Border
(MW)...G.
Autry-S.
Burnette
70.
360
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AI
St.
John
64,
2302 Sundown Kid (W)
. ..b5/l/43
.2 12/43 . .36/19/43
Don
Barry-Linda
Johnson
56.
,5/20/43
.
364 Wild Horse Rustlers Livingston-St. John
57 .6/21/43
223
Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty-V. Vague
72. 4/6/43 .. ...b4/3/43
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
60. .11/9/42 ,. ,bi0/3/42
.b6/l9/43
216 Swing
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
71,
Tahiti Honey
(DM)
D. Joyce-R.
O'Keefe-S.Frazer
Simon
69. 7/5/43 .. ..811/28/42
B.
67.
Coming
263 Thumbs
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) Three
Mesquiteers
56. 1/25/43 . ..bl2/S/42
II /13/42
2314
Donald Mesquiteers
M. Barry-Jean Parker 63.
262 Traitor
Vallev ofWithin
Hunted(D)A
Men (W).. Three
5fi. 12/16/42 . . . .35/1/43
Tracks West (W) Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys 55. 8/19/43
11/4/42
207 Wagon
459 Blazing Frontier
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
9/1/43 .. .b7/ 17/43
8/23/43
.bl 1/7/42
226
West Side Kid. The
D. Barry-D. Evans-H. Hull
58. 10/24/42 . .b7/3l,/43
411 Girl
Danger—
at Work (C) Armida-Edgar
Patsy Kelly-Isabel
Jewell
61.. 9/24/43
8/23/43 ..
204
FromWomen
Monterey
Kennedy
X Markson thePar3de
Snot (CM)A
iMy)A.... John
Hrltn Hubbard-Ruth
HarrishO'Flynn 56,
. ,»in/3 /4»
.blO/17/42
ComingDaniianTerry
203 Youth
72.
Harvest
Melody
Rosemary
Lane-Johnny
Downs
367 Law of the Saddle B. Livingston-AI St. John
8/28/43 .
'.37/3/43
368 Raiders of Red Gap
Boh Livingston-AI St. John
9/30/43 .
.a7/24/43
406 Tiger Fangs
Frank Buck-B. Crabbe
9/10/43 . ,37/17/43
.
.38/7/43
A
Scream
in
the
Dark
Robert
Lowery-Marie
McDonald
356 Two
Trail Worlds
nf Terror
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
9/14/43
.37/3/43
351 Beyond the Last Frontier Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette 56.. 9/18/43 ..37/24/43
F.DaveLederer-S.
Gurie
10/20/43 . .38/14/43
375 Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes
55. .9/9/43 .
316 Underdog, The
Paul Kelly
10/4/43 .
Deerslayer
Bruce
Kellogg-Jesn
P3rker
.b7/3l/43
Hands Across the Border Roy Rogers-Ruth Terry
224 Headin'
for God's
Country Al
W. Pcarce
Lundigan-V.
78.. 8/26/43
Here Comes
Elmer
& His Dale
Gang
RKO-RADIO
302 Hoosier
Holiday
Dale W3yne-M3rth3
Evans-George Byron
72.. 9/13/43 .36/26/43
In
Old
Oklahoma
John
Scott
Block
2306 In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette 72.. 9/1/43 . . Reissue
Current 1942-43
No.
Man
Gr3nde . . . Don
Wstts
, b 10/24/42
3 Army
(WarD)A
James
Wyatt
63. ,12/4/42
Man From
From the
MusicRio Mount3in
Roy B3rry-Twinkle
Roqers-Ruth Terry
,8/21/42 , .b5/30/42
Bambi Surgeon
(Fa.) Tech.
F
Disney Ellison-Jane
Cartoon Fe3ture
70,
.b8/l4/43
Mystery Broadcast
Nils Asther-Frank Albertson
1 Big Street (CD)F
Henry Fonda-Lucille Ball
88. ,9/4/42
.
.b8/8/42
227 Nobody's
Darling
(F)
M.EddieLee-L.
Calhern-G.Burnette
George 71.. 8/27/43 .36/19/43
34 Cinderella
Cat People Swings
(D)A
Simone
Simon-Tom
Conway
73.
,
12/25/42
bll/14/42
Raiders
of
Sunset
Pass
Dew-Smiley
.b7/3l/43
It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren
71. ,2/26/43
.b 1/23/43
228 Sleepy Lagoon
Judy Canova-Dennis Day
65.. 9/5/43 .
, .blO/3/42
25 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Conway
62. ,11/6/42
225 Someone to Remember (D) M. Paige-J. Cr3ne
80.. 8/21/43
May ... .b3/20/43
Falcon Strikes
(My)A...T.Geo.Conway-H.
Hilliard
65.
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

Ret.
ttOTH CENT.-FOX
See
llock
Mins.
No.
Current 1942-43
Issue of
Date
.
.b8/15/42
2 Berlin Correspondent (D)F Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrews 70. 9/11/42
5 Bomber's
Blaek SwanMoon
(Tech.) (D)F T. PowerMaureen O'Hara
85. 12/4/42 ..blO/17/42
.b7/10/43
Montgomery-Annabelle
.b8/ IS/42
2 Caroiul
— Sutt Shoulder(Spy) A . Geo.
Virginia
bruce-James tllison 70.,
71). 8/6/43
9, 18/42 . ....bl/9/43
7 Chetniks (D)F
Philip Dorn-Anna Sten
73. 2/5/43
.
6 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery 95. 1/1/43 . ...b5/22/43
.bl2/5/42
10 Coney Island (Tech.) (DM)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery 96. 6/18/43 . .b4/24/43
B Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
105.
Desert Div«
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documentary
60. 5/14/43 ...b4/3/43
. .b3/l3/43
8 Dixie Ougan (C)F
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66. 4/16/43
12/1 1/42 .blO/17/42
Dr. Renault's
Secret (MylA...J.D. Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Roberts 82.
58. 3/12/43
. .b9/10/42
45 Girl
Trouble (CD)F
Ameche-J.
Bennett
10/9/42 ..b3/l3/43
88 Hello,
He Hired
the Hello
Boss (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
73. 4/2/43
.
Frisco.
(Tech.) (DMtF
A. Faye-J. Oakie
98. 3/2B/43 .. .b7/24/43
.b3/l3/43
Heaven Can Wait (Tech.) Don Ameche-Gene Tierney 112.. 8/13/43
2 Iceland iMlF
Sonja Henie-John Hayno
7a. IU/2/42 . . .bl/9/43
1/29/43 . .b5/29/43
Immortal Sergeant (D)F Laurel
Henry Fonda-Maureen
O'Hara 90.
107b Jitterbugs
& Hardy
74. 6/11/43
Lite beyins (C)
at
F
MontyRoberts-R.
Woolley-lda
Lupino
84.
.b9/l9/42
4 ManEight-Thirty
in the Trunk(BJ (MyD)F...L.
Walburn
70. 12/25/42
10/23/42 ... .bl2/5/42
.bl/16/43
74 Margin
for
Error
(CD)F
J.
Bennett-Milton
Berle
74.
2/19/43
. .b9/l9/42
Manila
Calling
(D)F
L.
Nolan-Carole
Landis
81.
10/16/42
7 Meanest Man in the
WorldIs Down.
(OF
Lane
59. 2/12/43 , . .bl/16/43
8 Moon
The (D)F C.Benny-Rochester-P.
Hardwicke-0. Bowden
90..
. .b3/13/43
4/9/43
«6 Over
My Friend
Flicka
(Tech.)
(D).P.
Foster-R.
Johnson-R.
McDowall..
4/23/43 .. , ..b4/IO/43
Dead Body(D)
(C)F M.
Hughes 89.
68.,
.bl2/ 12/42
1/15/43 ., ...b5/8/43
10 Ox-BowMy Incident
HenryBerle-Mary
Fonda-DanaBethAndrews
75. 5/21/43
34 Quiet
Please.
Murder
(My)
G.
Patrick-G.
Sanders
70.
.hl2/ 19/42
3/19/43
Springtime in the Rockies
(Toch.i (M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
91. 1 1/6/42
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast 118.
77. 7/16/43 ..b5/29/4.;3
3 Stormy
lulus ol Weather
Maiinattaii(M)
iCO)A Boyer-Hayworth-Rogers-Fonda
. .b8/ 15/4/42
5( They
That Came
Other toWoman
(D)F
V.
Gilmore-James
Ellison
75. 10/30/42
11/13/42 .blO
.b9//17l9/4''
Blow Up
..b4/24/43
America (D)
G. Sanders-W. Bond
73. 5/7/43 . blO/ 17/4/
(D) (Tech.)F..G.L. Tiernoy-P.
78.
1/20/42 . .bl2/5/42
65 Thunder
Time to Birds
Kill (D)F
Nolan-HeatherFoster
Angel
61. 11/22/43
...b4/3/43
S5 Tonight
W*
Raid
Calais
(D)
.
.
Annabella-B.
Bondl
72.
4/30/43
Undying
Monster
(My)F
John
HowardHeather
Angel
63.
17/42
1
1/27/42 .blO/
6 We Are the Marines (D)F March of Time Feature
65. 1/8/43
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doe)F R. Donat-Phyllis Calvert 103. 2/26/43 . ..bl2/12/42
.b9/19/42
Coming
ouiralo Bill (Tech.) M.
O'Hara-J. McCrca-L.
Darnell
Claudia
R.
Young-Dorothy
McGuire
9/4/43
Dancing Masters
Laurel
Hl Hardy
Galveston
Edward G. Robinson-Lynn Bari
Gang's All Here.
The
A.
Ryan-C. Miranda
Guadalcanal
Diary
P. Faye-Sheila
Foster-W. Bendix
Happy Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Rutherford
Holy Matrimony
M. Woolley-G. Fields-L. Cregar 8/27/43
ianr tvre
ur^im Wflles-Juan
F-nntatnt>
Lifeboat
Tallulah
Bankhead- John
Hodiak
Lodger,
The
Oberon-George
Sanders
Paris After
Dark
G.Merle
Sanders-B.
Marshall
Pin-Lp Girl (Tech.) B. Grable-M. Rayc-Joe E. Brown
Roger Touhy. Gangster K. Taylor-L. Andrews-P. Foster
Song of Bernadette J. Jones-V. Price-C. Bickford
Sw»»i
Rosie O'Grady (Tech.)..B.Edward
Grable-R.
Young
Taropico
G. Robinson-Lynn
Bari
Wintertime
S. Henie-J.
Oakie

.36/12/43
. .a6/5/43
.36/26/43
.37/17/43
.34/24/43
.34/10/4i
.36/26/43
. .36/5/43
.84/24/43
.33/27/43

UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
American Empire (WD)F R. Dix-P. Foster
82. .12/11/42 . .bl2/5/42
Border Patrol (W)F
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
66. .4/2/43 bl/30/43
Buckskin
Frontier
(W)F
R.
Dix-Jane
Wyatt
76.. 1/29/43
5/14/43 ...b3/13/43
Calaboose (C)
J, Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45,,
b8/7/43
Celt
Comrades
(W)
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
67.
.6/18/43
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. Goddard-R, Milland
81, ,1/22/43 ...b6/l9/43
...bl/23/43
Otvil With Hitler (O
A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44. .11/20/42 .blO/24/42
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48.. 3/5/43 b5/22/43
Hoppy Serves a Writ (W)F...W. Boyd-A. Clyde
66.. 3/12/43 . . .b3/20/43
Hangmen
Also
Die
(D)A
B.
Donlevy-W.
Brennan
131.
IIn Married
F. Marsh-V.
Lake
75.. .3/26/43
10/30/42 ...b3/27/43
.blO/17/42
Which Wea Witch
Serve (OF
(D)F Noel
Coward
114.
.2/12/43
..blO.
27/42
Jacare (T)F
Frank Buck. Narrator
65., 1 1/27/42 .bl2/26/42
Lady
of
Burlesque
B.
Stanwyck-Michael
O'Shea
4/30/43
b5/l/43
Leather Burners (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. .5/28/43 .,.b4/IO/43
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola Lane
63.. 12/18/42 ..bl/23/43
McGuer'ins
From
Brooklyn(C)
A.Wm.
Bendix-Grace
Bradley
47..
12/31/42 ...b9/l2/42
.,.b3/6/43
Moon
Geo. Sanders-H. Marshall 90., 10/2/42
One ofandOur Sixpence
Aircraft (D)A
Is
Missing (D)F
Godfrey Tearle-Erie Portman 90.. 10/16/42 ...b9/5/42
Powers Girl (M)F
Geo. Murphy-Anne Shirley 93.. 1/15/43 ..bl2/l9/42
Prairie
Chickens
(C)
J.G. Rogers-N.
Geery, Jr
47.
Silver Queen
(D)F
Brent-P. Lane
82. .5/21/43
.11/13/42 ..,b7/17/43
.bll/14/42
Somewhere in France (D)F..,C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. .6/11/43 ...b2/20/43
Taxi,
Mister
(C)
Wm.
Bendix-Grace
Bradley
46,
,4/16/43
.,.b4/24/43
That Nazty Nuissnce (C) Bobby Watson-Joe Devlin
43.. 6/25/43 b6/5/43
Undercover Man (W)
Bill Boyd-Andy Clyde
68.. 10/23/42 ...b5/9/42
Yanks
Ahoy
(C)
William
Tracy-Marjorie
Woodworth.
55..
b7/3/43
Young and Willing (CD)F Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83.. 8/6/43
2/5/43 ....b2/13/43
Coming
Bar 20 (W)
False
ColorsLeningrad
(W)
Girl From
Gunmaster
Hi Diddle Diddle (C)
J3ck London
Johnny
Come Lately
Kansan, The (W)
Riders of the Deadline
Stage Door Canteen ,
Texas Law (W)
Texas Masquerade
Thundering
Hoofs
Victory Through
Air Power.

55.
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
Wm.
Anna Boyd-A.
Sten-KentClyde
Smith
72.
Albert Dekker-Claire Trevor..
A. Menjou-M. Scott
O'Shea-S. Hayworth
J.M, Cagnev-Grace
George
Richard Dix-Jane Wyatt
William Boyd-Andy Clyde
48 Stars
131
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
Boyd-Andy Clyde
.. Wm,
Disney

UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043 All By Myself
Patric Knowles- Evelyn Ankers
71105 Amazing Mrs. Holliday (D)F ,D. Durbin-A. Treacher..
7063
7029 Arabian
Behind 4no:jiohf«
8 can'■'--h.)
iC)F(D) F .Jon
Ritz Hall-Maria
Bros.-Carol Montez-Sabu.
Bruce... , .
7014 Captive Wild Woman (H) Evelvn Ankers-John Carradine
7075 Cheyenne Roundup (W) M. M, Brown-Tex Ritter
7036 Cowboy in Manhattan (C) . . . . F. Langford-R. Paige.
7030 Eyes
Destination
7037
of the Unknown
Underworld(D)F
(OA. Wm.
RichardGargan-lrene
Dix-Wendv Hervey
Barrie.
7033
Follow
the
Band
(MC)
M.
B.
Hughes-L.
Errol
7012 Frankenstein Meets the Wolf
Man (H)
Lon Chaney, Jr,-llona Massey.
7011 Gals,
FrontierIncorporated
Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R.
Paige-L.Errol.
Chaney
7046
Harriett
H illiard-Leon
.
7045 Get Going
G. McDonald-R. Paige
7044 Good Morning Judge (C) D. O'Keefe-M. B. Hughes!

.b7/24/43
.36/26/43
,36/19/43
.b7/3l/43
.b6/l2/43
. .35/1/43
.b5/l5/43
. .38/29/42
.38/7/43
.b7/10/43

.b6/5/43
.6/11/43 . .. .. .b2/6/43
.2/19/43
98.
60.
60.
.bl2/26/42
6163 . .. 12/25/42
86. 12/4/42 .bl2/l2/42
59.
.4/9/43
b8/7/43
'4? . . b4/|0/43
hS/l '4'
59.
.5 '2 1/43
6173.. .6/4
. blO/3/42
61. .1/8/43
..5/14/43
IO/g/42 ... .blO/|0/42
,, ,b5/l/43
IV.
77. .3/12/43 .
,
.. .b8/14/43
61. .8/6/43
.b2/27/4l
7/9/43
.. . ,.b7/10/43
6/25/43
. . .b6/26/43
75. .10/2/42
.bia/3/4?
59.68.
.5/7/43 ., . .M/24/43
71. . 12/18/42 .bl2/19/42
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REVIEW

See
Rel.
MIns. Date
UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
Current 1942-43
Issue of
7006 Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
94.
17/43
.b3/27/43
7/16/43 . . . .b7/
.2/26/43
7041 Hi.
He's Buddy
My Guy(M)
iMC)F J.DmkUavis-U.
Foran
oa.
.3/2b/43
7031
ForanHarriet
Hilliard
68.
.
,
.b7/3/43
.b2/20/43
7003 Hit the Ice (C)
Abbott & Costello-Ginny Simms 82.
7039 Honeymoon
Hi' Ya ChumLodge
(OF
Hii/ Bros.
-JoanHarriett
Fra2ee
t>l. .i7/2/43
:>'M . . , .. .b7/31/43
.01.
1.5 4i
7047
(C) David
BruceHilliard 63.
.b2/b/43
7/23/43 .. ..b3/l3/43
7025
How's
About
It
(CM;F
Andrews
Sisters
61. .2/5/43
7001 It Ain't Hay (C)F
Abbott &. Costello
81.
.3/19/43 . .bl/30/43
7023
It Comes
Up Love (C)F
Gloria Jean-Donald
O'Connor 65.
.b3/6/43
7040
(CD)F
Jordan
61. .4/9/43 . .. ..a7/25/42
7072 Keep
Little 'Em
Joe, Slugging
the Wrangler
(W)..J.H. M.Hall-B.
Brown-T.
Ritter
61.
.4/2/43
. . .b5/29/43
7034 Madame Spy (Spy)A C. Bennett-D. Porter
63. ..l2'll/42
1
1/18/42
3/28/43 .bl2'l2/42
7009
Big
O'Connor-Gloria Jean
74.
7026 Mister
Moonlight
Havana (CM)F.. Donald
Allan
62.
. .b 1/23/43
7027
Mug
Town in(D)F
Billy Jones-Jane
Halop-Huntz Frazee
Hall
59. . 10/ 16/42 .blO/17/42
1/22/43 . .b4/10/43
7019 Next
Mummy's
Tomb (H)F Dick
7052
of Kin
Nova Foran-John
Pilbeam-BasilHubbard
Sidney 60.
86. ..5/7/43
.
.
10/23/42
7015 Nightmare (Spy) F
Diana Barrymore-Brian Donlevy.... 81. . 1 1/13/42 .bll/14/42
7038 Night Monster (H)A
Bela Lugosi-lrene Hervey
70.
..blO/17'4?
.39/19/42
7073
Old
Chisholm
Trail
(W)
J.
Brown-TexScott
Ritter
60.
1/42 .blO/24/42
10/23/42
7008
(D)F
M. M.Dietrich-R.
90. .. 12/1
7076 Pittsburgh
Raiders of the
San
12/1 1/42 .bl2/l2/42
Joaquinof (W)
Brown-Tex
Ritter
60. .6/4/43 . ...b6/5/43
7042 Rhythm
the Islands (MOF.A.J. M.
Jones-J.
Frazee
60.
.4/16/43 . .b3/ 13/43
7065
a Doubtand(MyD)
7024 Shadow
Sherlock ofHolmes
the A .. Teresa Wright-Jos. Gotten 108. .1/15/43 . . .bl/9/43
Secret Weapon
68.. 2/12/43
7018 Sherlock
Holmes in(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
Washington
(D)
B.
Rathbene-Nigel
Bruca
71.. .11/20/42
4/30/43 . .b3/27/43
7028 Tenting
Strictly Tonight
in the Groove
60.
.bl 1/20/42
7074
on the (M)F..Mary Healy-Ozzie Nelson
Old
Camp
Ground
(W)
J.
M.
Brown-Tex
Ritter
81..
2/5/43
.
7013 Two Tickets to London M. Morgan-A. Curtis
78.. 6/18/43 . . . .b6/19/43
.alO/3/42
7064
Never Been
7UII} We've
When Johnny
Comes Licked (D). Richard Quine-A. Gwynne 103. .7/30/43 . . .b7/31/43
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J. Frazet-G. Jean
75.. 1/1/43 . . ..bl/2/n3
.b4/l7/43
7004
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J. Hall-M.
Montez
76.. .4/23/43
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
Abbott
&.Coming
Costello
77
1 1/6/42
. bl 1/7 4.
AliThieves
Baba and
the Forty Maria Montez-Jon Hall
a7/3l/43
(Tech.)
Always a Bridesmaid (MO ... Andrews Sisters-Patric Knowles
a2/20/43
Angela
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster
a7/l7/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon
Hall-Sabu
36/19/43
CorvetteHouse
K-225 (D)
Randolph
Scott-Barry Fitzgerald
33/20/43
Crazy
Olsen
& Johnson
a7/24/43
Fired Wife
Robert Paige-Louise Allbritton
36/19/43
For All We Know
Edw. G. Kobinson-Charles Beyer
34/24/43
Gunfighters
Tex Rltter-Fuzzy Knight
Gung Ho
Randolph Scott-Alan Curtis
His
Sister Donald
D. Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
37/31/43
Hi Y3Butler's
Sailor
Woods-Elyse
Knox
38/7/43
LarcenvGhoul
vvith Music (DM),.. A.
Junes-AnkersK caricie.
a2 h 4d
Mad
Evelyn
David Bruce
36/26/43
Man
of
the
Family
(CD)
Donald
O'Connor-S.
Foster
38/7/43
Never a Dull Moment Ritz Bros.-Frsnces Lsngford
a5/29/4a
7061 Phantom
the Wild
Opera (Tech.) Nelson
Eddy-Susanna Foster
92. .8/27/43 ,..b8/l4/43
Professor ofGoes
Grace McDonald-David
Bruce
Sherlock
a6/19/43
Sherlock Holmes
Holmes Faces
and theDeath.. B. R3thbone-N, Bruce
Spider Woman
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
36/19/43
Son ofYourDracula
(H)
A.
Curtis-L. Woods-B,
Chanev
a^'20'43
So's
I'ncle
E.
Knox-D,
Burke
a7/3l/43
Set to Music
Alsn Jones-June Vincent
Str3nge 0e3th of Adolf Hitler, Ludwig Donsth-G. Sondergaard
37/24/43
Sundown Trail
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
Top Man
38/7/43
You're
a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
a8/14/43
WARNER BROS.
Current 1942-43
221 Action in the North
Atlantic
(0)
H.
Bogart-R. Massey
.124.
217 Air Force (D)F
J. Garfleld-G.
Young
222
Background
to
Danger
(Spy)..
Geo.
203 Busses Roar (Spy)F RichardRaft-Brenda
Travis-JulieMarshall
Bishop 61.
214 Casablanca (D)F
H. Bogart-I.ijrid Bergman 102.
223
Nymph (D)
Fontaine 112.
219 Constant
Edge of Darkness
IL))A Charles
E. Flyn-iBoyer-Joan
A Sheridan
118.
211 Flying Fortress (D)F Richard Greene
65.
212
Gentleman
Jim
(D)F
E.
Flynn-Alexis
Smith
104.
210 George Washington Slept
Here Msn
(CD)F
J.J. Benny-A.
Coburn 92.
216 Gorilla
(D)A
Loder-RuthSheridan-C.
Ford
64.
209
Hard
Way
(D)A
I.
Lupino-D.
Morgan
208 Hidden Hand (Mv>A Craig Stevens-Julio Bishop 107.
65.
224 Irving
Berlin's This Is the Army All-Star Cast
Army
121.
220 Mission
to Moscow (D) W. Huston-A. Harding 123.
218 Mysterious Doctor (D)
John Loder-Clyde Cook
57.
206
Now,
Voyager
(D)A
B.
Davis-Paul
Henreid
117.
205
Secret
Enemies
(Spy)
F
Craig
Stevens-Faye
Emerson
58.
215 Tmck Busters (G)F
Richard Travis-Ruth Ford
58.
215
Varsity Show
Powell-F. Waring
81.
201 Yankee
Doodle iM>
Dandy (DM) F.J.D. Cagney-Joan
Leslie
126.
207 You Can't Escape Forever(D) A.G. Brent-Brenda
Marshall
77.
Coming

. .b5/22/43
6/12/43 .. ...b2/6/43
3/20/43
.. .b6/l2/43
.b8/22/42
7/3/43
9/19/4?
I /23 '43 . .. , ..b7/3/43
7/24/43 . . .b3/27/43
I 28'42
..bl.b9/26/42
4/24/43
12/5/42 .. .b 10/3 1/42
11/14/42 . .b9/l9/42
11/28/42
2/20/43
1/16/43 . .bl2/12/42
. .b9/26/42
11/7/42 . . .h9/l9/42
.b7/3l/43
,. ..b5/l/4S
8/14/43
5/22/43 .. . .b2/27/43
3/6/43
10/31/42 .. .. .b8/22/42
10/17/42 .b8/22/42
12/19/42 .. ..bl/23/43
. ..b6/6/42
( Reissue)
2/2/43
10/10/42
1/2/43 ..

. .b9/26/«
Adventures
in
Iraq
J.
Loder-R.
Ford
Adventures of Mark Twain(D) . Fredric March-Alexis Smith
a8/22/42
Arsenic and Old Lace Gary Grant-Priscilla Lane
fll'3'42
Cherokee
Strip,
The
Dick
Foran-Jane
Bryan
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart- Alexis Smith Reissue
Crime by Night
J3ne
Wyman
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM) ... Dennis Morgan-Irene Minning
a3/l5/42
Destination(D)
Tokyo
Grant- John Lupino
Garfield a2/27/43
Devotion
0.CarydoHavilland-l.
Empty
Foran-Patricia
Walthall
Find theHolsters
Blackmsiler J.DickCowan-F.
Emerson-G.
Lockhart Reissue
Guns of the Pecos
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel
Reissue
In Our Time
I. Lupino-P. Henreid-C. Rains
Last Ride (D)
R. Travis-Chas. Long
302 Murder
the Waterfront (D). Warren
Douglas-Joan
Winfield 50.. 10, 9 43 ...b7/3l/43
Northernon Pursuit
E. Flynn-H,
Dantine
Old
Acquaintance
(D)
Bette
Davis-Miriam
Hopkins
Passage
to Marseille Humphrey
Bogart-Claude
Rains a2/20j'43
Prairie Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen
Clancy
Reissue
Princess
(CD) Joan
0. DeHavilland-R.
Cummings
a9/l9/42
Rhapsody O'Rourke
in Blue
Leslie- Robert Alda
Saratoga Trunk
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman
a6/26/43
Shine On Harvest Moon A. Sheridan-D. Morgan
Song
of
the
Saddle
Dick
Foran-Alma
Lloyd
Reissue
303 Thank Your Lucky Stars (M) . .All-Star Cast
127. .9/25/43 .31/16/43
301 Watch on the Rhine (D) Bette Davis-Paul Lukas 1 14.. 9/4/43 . .b7/3l/43
MISCELLANEOUS
Adventure
Blackmail(Doc.)
(D)...CIive Brook-Judy Campbell
Black Sea inFighters
Heart
of
a
Nation
(D)A
Michele Morgan-Raimu
In the Rear of the Enemy(D) F.Russian
Cast
Orders From Tokyo (D)A Danielle Darrleux-Anton Walbrook.,
Outlaw, The (WD) A
J, Buetel-J. Russell

b8 7 43
7261 . . English
.
.
Artkino
155.
1 1 . .Artkino
.A.F.E.Corp.b3/2u
b7 31.'434S
.,.bl0/3/42
74 . Artkino b7/4/42
121. .H. Hugh«i.b2/l3/43
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Ten cents per word (10
words minimum).
No cuts ADV
or borders. No charge
for name andISI
address. 5 insertions
equipment—
NG SIMPLEXsound
SIFI
2000' SEMI PROFESSIONAL
for theCLAS
price of 3. Money
order or ED
check with copy.
Ads will appearERT
as soon as received
unless otherwise
SOUND
PROJECTORS
COMPLETE WITH
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
AMPLIFIER, LOUDSPEAKER, CABLES,
TRUNKS. Single Outfit, $545.00; Double
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or
AIR CONDITIONING
Here's
the best
borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions Outfit, $975.00.
Advertising
Service,
453 for
W. the
42nd least.
St.,
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Abeles
New
York
City.
BUY BEFORE THEY'RE SNATCHED
Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
UP— REBUILT REVERSIBLE TYPHOON
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S
BLOWER FANS— 24", 5,700 cfm, $in.OO;
TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
THEATRE FOR SALE
30", 7,800 cfm, $132.00; 36", 10,400 cfm, $151.20;
42", 12,800
cfm, and
$186.00;
48",INCLUDED.
16,500 cfm,
FOR SALE— TERMS CASH. UP TO
$232.20.
MOTORS
DRIVES
HELP WANTED
DATE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT in
Refrigerating Room Cooler, 1/3 Ton, D.C.
small town of Elkton, Ore., logging and ranchonly $37.50 ; Air Washer Spray Nozzles, $1.25 ;
ing district. Or will sell equipment alone.
PROJECTIONIST
WANTED.
Excellent
Double Diffusers, new, 24" x 28", $26.45. S.O.S.
Everything to put on a good show, RCA
CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 working conditions. Salary $50.00 per week.
sound, etc. For further information write HarWEST 42nd St., NEW YORK CITY 18.
State age, draft status. COLONIAL THEriet Edwards, Reedsport, Oregon.
ATRE, SOUTHINGTON, CONN.
CONFECTIONS
NEW FRANKLIN MISSOURI — SELL
OR LEASE; $1200 will handle either way.
NEW EQUIPMENT
A. N. Brown, 7365 Trenton Ave., University
CANDIES, assorted nuts, pop-corn and seasoning. In quantities. Also, popcorn machines,
NO PRIORITY NEEDED FOR RED
City 14, Missouri.
new and used. CINEPHONE DISTRIBUTCOMET
FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS
—
Low
ING CO., 10729 S. Hale Avenue, Chicago, 111. cost safety insurance — Standard Size, $4.95 ;
THEATRE GAMES
Senior Size, $7.45 ; Manual Grenade Extinguishers with Bracket, Standard Size, $2.95 ;
CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
EQUIPMENT WANTED
Senior Size, $4.35. Protect irreplaceable equip12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
ment. Order now from S.O.S. CINEMA
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
WILL TRADE TWO COMPLETE MAZSUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST 42nd
DA LAMP HOUSES and transformers, good ST., NEW YORK CITY 18.
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
condition, for popcorn machine in good condition.
Conrad Theatre, Breaux Bridge, Louisiana.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
PORTHOLE OPTICAL GLASS, 3" x 4",
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
WHATEVER YOU'VE GOT— SELL it 97c; 4" x 4", $1.65; COLUMBIA (AMER1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
ICAN) CARBONS, 5/8" x 6", 50% DISand BUY BONDS— Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses,
COUNT; GENUINE SIMPLEX BB INc/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
Projectors, Motors, Etc. Give age, condition,
TERMITTENT CAMS, 50% DISCOUNT;
New York 18, N. Y.
CASHIERS ILLUMINATED GLASS
first letter. Box 609, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. SIGNS, WIRED FOR LUMILINE, $2.75;
SEAT PATCHING KITS, $2.24; QUART
THEATRE WANTED
UNDERWRITERS FIRE EXTINGUISHTHE ARMY WILL GET THEM— WE'LL
BUY YOUR PORTABLE PROJECTORS
ERS, $11.25. LATE SUMMER BARGAIN
WANTED— SMALL PROFITABLE THEBULLETIN READY— GET YOURS. S.O.S.
16MM OR 35MM SOUND — HIGHEST
ATRE. Small town preferable. Give all details.
Cinema
Supply
Corporation,
449
West
42nd
PRICES PAID. Box 610, Showmen's Trade
Box
612,
St.,
New
York
City,
18.
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
Broadway, Showmen's
New York 18,Trade
N. Y. Review, 1501
HELP WANTED

SITUATION

WANTED

EXPERT PROJECTIONIST and service
man, work 40 hours per week, could also use
lobby display artist. Good town, good pay,
permanent job for right man. Give full details first letter. Soak operators and drifters,
keep away. Queen-Gem-Ritz Theatres,
Brownwood, Texas.

MANAGER DESIRES POSITION in
Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina —
will take combination manager and operator.
Age 24 — 9 years' experience. Wire, write or
call. E. W. Allgood, 434 12th St., West, Birmingham, Ala. (6-3703)

OPERATOR — Draft Exempt — seven
nights — Sundays from two — $40.00 week and
bonus — Theatre in Middle West — Permadrifters.
Box 616,
Review,nent. No1501
Broadway,
NewShowmen's
York 18, Trade
N. Y.

MANAGER
years' experience
from
operator
to ownertwenty
and manager.
Age, 45. Wife
experienced cashier and assistant. West central
states
Box 615,New
Showmen's
Review,preferred.
1501 Broadway,
York 18. Trade
N. Y.

USE CONVENIENT

BLANK

TO CONTACT

READY

BUYERS

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
You are authorized to insert
times in your classified section the following:

:
i cash
■
For which I enclose < check
!
\ money order
■■
■
!
Name
■■
■■
■
;
City

8/21/43

in the amount of
in full payment at the rates quoted above.
Street
State

WANTED TO BUY GOOD THEATRE:
In Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona or New Mexico.
If you have a sound proposition for sale send
complete details with all information immediTexas.ately— address P. O. Box 807, Big Spring,
WILL BUY OR LEASE THEATRES in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey or New York. Write
P. O. Box 812, Allentown, Pennsylvania.
WANT TO BUY— or lease theatre in small
southern town. Complete details first letter.
405 Revilo Blvd.. Daytona Beach, Fla.
USED EQUIPMENT
LATEST PEERLESS, STRONG, MORELITE L. I. ARCS, as is, $49.50; Mogul Screw
Lamps, 900 Watt, 100 Watt, $2.37; Underwriters 2^ gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers,
reconditioned, $20.00; Coinometers with side
chutes, originally
$98.50: $137.50;
WardLeonard
45 ampere$132.50,
SuprexnowRectifier,
Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals, $39.50; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
Late Summer Bargain Bulletin. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 WEST
42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY, 18.
ONE PAIR POWERS PROJECTORS,
excellent condition. One large air conditioning
blower. One generator, E. E., arc motor, 50
amp. capacity.
Southwest Amusement Enterprises, Radford, Va.
FOR SALE — Actodector motor generator,
30-50 amp., 220 volt, 60 cy. 3 phase, with rheostat, resistors and switch. Price complete, $600.
As good ATRE,
as Ruidoso,
new.New
Address
Mexico.PUEBLO THE-
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SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA

1942-43
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COIVIEDIES
Rev.
4431 A Maid Made Mad
IS'A. .. Not
4428 ABlonde
Blit? and
on the
Fritz Good
IB'/j.
4432
Groom
Dull
15 . 3/20/43
5/
1/43
4435 Boobs in the Night Poor
\T/2- . 6/12/43
4422 Carry Harry
Not Funny 17 . 10/10/42
442'i
. Slow
1716 .Not
Rev
. 7/24/43
4436 Ham
Here an<1
ComesYeoos
Mr. .Zerk
4427
His
Wniiiiinq
Scare
Silly
IB'/z.. .. 4/24/43
1/30 43
4433 I Spied tor You
Poor
18
4423 Kiss i>"rt Wake Ud
Ordinarv
IR .1017 42
4434 Phony
My Wife's
An Angel Slap
Good
22
. .. 85/22/43
2yRev.42
4421
Cronies
Happy
16'/:.
4426 Piano Mooner
17 . .Not
4424
Sapny
PsDpy
Slansfirky
16
5425 Shot in the Escape Slapstick
Wh. ..12/8/14/43
.'i'4?
443U l»u Saplings
17 .Not
Kev.
4425 Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good 18 . 3/ 6/43
AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at Wj»r
4963 Men Working Together. . .Excellent
4962 Mr. Smug
Good
Point Rationing
Treop Train
49EI Wings for the Fledglings. Fair

Rev.
II ..Not
7/10/43
II .Not
.
2
27
Rev.43
6
II .Not Rev.
10 . 1/ 9/43

4511
4510
4504
4508
4507
4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509

UULOR RHAPSODIES
A Hunting We Won't Go. Good
He Can't
It Stick. Good
King
MirlasMakeJunior
Plenty
ProfessorBelow
SmallZero
and Mr. Fair
Tall
Slay
It With Flowers Fair
Song of Victory Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll
Bridge
Troubles Routine
Amusing
Tree for Two

7 . . 7/24/43
Rev.
77 .. .Not7/17/43
T/i. , 5/29/43
Not Rev.
7'/2.
7 . ..10/
1/30/43
3/42
9
Wi. , 4/17/43
7 .10/31/42
5/42
7/10/43
77 .12/

4660
4653
4657
4656
4658
4651
4659
4654
46S4
4661
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By Excellent
College Songs
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's
Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba and Conga Hits . Good
Rosie the
Songs
of theRiveter
Service Good
Average
Songs ofof the
States Good
Song
Victory
Yankee Doodler Very Good

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. 1 (Ted Powell)
4952 No.
Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 32 (Hal
(Shep FleldO Good
4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover, The
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Mediocre
Socks
Appeal
Fair ....

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajiuis of the Teche Good ...
Merchant Convoy Vivid ..
Oddities (LaVarre) Good ...
Our Second Front Timely

10 ,.Not
7/31/43
Rev.
9
9 . 4/17/43
, 2/27/43
9'/2.
Rev.
108 .Not8/22/42
.
5/
1/43
lO'/z.
8 . 1 1/14/42
1/2/43
139i/j .. .. 8/14/43
9/2B/42
9
10
10
10

Not Rev.
7/42
..11/1/ 2/43

16 . . Not
10/31/42
Rev.
18 . . 5/22/43
171/2.
3/20/43
M
IO'/2.
10 .
101/2.

8/22/42
5/26/43
10/31/42
1/ 9/43

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Chnllv Polly
Silly
Ri/, . , 2/27/4S
Dizzy andNewsreel
Fair ... 671/2 . 8/14/43
Duty
the Beast Fair
5/22/43
1/14/42
The Dumbconscious
Mind. Average
77 .. I10/17/42
The
Gullible Canary
Clever
Not Rev.
Kindly Scram
6 .12/
5/42
Malice
in Slumberland.
Mass Mouse
Meeting . .Fair
Dull
6OVi . , 6/26/43
7/17/43
The
Fly
in
the
Ointment.
Below
Average
.
6'/2.
The Vitamin G-Man Silly
B'A . 3/13/43
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine
7 . , 5/ 8/43
QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing

4704
4711
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707

4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860
4861

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No.
I
(Kay
Kyser)
Good...
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Very
Good
No.
3
(Jack
Benny)
Entertaining
No. 4 (Leopold
Stokowski)
Classified
No.
5 (Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good..
No.
Simms, M.C.)
No. 76 (Ginny
(Alan Mowbray)
No.
No. 89 (Kyser,
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &
Molly)
Good
No.
10
(Mischa
No. II (HollywoodAuer)in ..Good
Uniform)
Excellent

..10/8/15/41
3/42
.10/31/42
10 12/ 5/42
9 . 1/ 9/43
10 . Not Rev.
Rev.
10 .Not
91/, .Not Rev.
7/10/43
10 .. 7/17/43
10
10 , 8/14/43

TRADE

REVIEW

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
4406 Back From the Front
18 ..Not Rev.
4404 Dizzy Detectives
ISVb . . Not Rev.
4401
Even
as
I
0
U
Fair
'94 '4?
4408 Higher Than a Kite Slapstick 151/2
18 .... in7/24/43
44U2
S>otK-A-Byu
Baby
Average
18
.12/12/42
4405 Snook Louder
16 ..Not Rev.
4408 Three Little Twirps Average
I51/2.. 7/10/43
4403 They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
l5'/2.. 1/ 2/43
KATE SMITH
4751 America Sings With
9'/2 . . 8/29/42
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
TOURS
10 ..8/ 1/42
4551 Old
Journey
Denali
Good
4452
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good.
11 ..10/17/42
WORLD OF SPORT
4807 Aqua
Entertaining 9'/2.
4Kiifi
Diving Thrills
Daredevils Good
9 . 5/29/43
4808 Jump, Fish, Jump Uninteresting .. 9 . ,. 3/20/43
6/26/43
48U4 Ladies Day in Sports Good
10 . . 4/17/43
4Bn'.
Soldiers
4809 Ski
Sweeping
Oars
Excellent IO1/2.
10 . ,Not7/24/43
Rev.
4ttui
lioiiing Paradise
Kings Good
4803 Winter
Interesting II10 . lU/1/ it,9/434^
4802 Wizard of the Fairway. .. Golf Magic lO'/z. ..11/14/42

PARAMOUNT

COLUMBIA

MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
Bah Wilderness
Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
Dumb
Hounded
Hilarious ...
One
Ham'sRiding
Family
Red Hot
Hood... Tops
Snfferin'
The Boy andCats
the Wolf... Good
The Uninvited
Lonesome Pest
Mouse... AVeryCorker
Funny...
The
Who Killed Who Fair
Yankee Doodle Mouse... Tops
MINIATURES (10)
M .433
M-437
Brief Interval
Here at Home
Inca Gold ISeoia)
M-439
M-431
M.4;i.')
to Yesterday. .. Dramatic ...
M-438 Journey
Last
Lesson
M-440
Memories
of Australia.. ..Impressive
. .Timely
M-432 Ode
M.434
to Victory
People ofofRussia
bxcellent ...
M-436 Portrait
a Genius
Wood Goes to War
(Tech.)
Fascinating
OUR GANG (10)
C-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
C-494 Calling
Kids Delightful
C-496
Election All
Daze
C-493
Family
Troubles
Amusing
C-495 Farm Hands
Slow
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing .
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-484
Don't
You Treasure
Believe It. . . Eye-Onener
..
K-486
Forgotten
Important
K-4bl
Muiivr*.
ol
Mexico
Fine
K-487 Nursery Rhyme
Mysteries ....Excellent
K-483 Trifles
That's That
Why Win
I LeftWars.
You. .Engrossing
Very Good ....
K-484
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting ....
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
S-465
President's Dog. Good
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive ....
S-463
S-4B7 Hollywood
Marines in Daredevils
the Making. ...Exciting
. .Very Good ....
S-468
Appealing
S-4u9 Seeing
Seventh Hands
Column
S-466 Sky Science
Excellent
S-464 Wild Horses
Fair
T-421
TRAVELTALKS
T-413 Glimpses of Mexico (12)
T-414 Glimpses
of Ontario Good
T-416
Land of Orizaba
T-413 Mexican
Police on Parade. Interesting
T-412
Mighty
Niagara
T-419
Mexico City Excellent .
T-417
T.4n Modern
Excellent
T.4I8
OnMotoring
the Roadin toMexico
Monterey
Picturesque Mass
Good
T-420 Romantic
Nevada
Very Good
Scenic Oregon
Solid ....
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
22
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
20
M-401 Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good
w-443
W-441
W-444
W-451
W-446
W.445
WW-447
442
W-450
W-44a
W-449

10

A2-9
A2-5
A2-2
A2-7
A2-I
A2-4
A2-6
A2-8

.Not Rev.
. 1/16/43
..Not4/10/43
Rev.
7/10/43
..Not5/ Rev
1/43
.. 7/31/43
6/ 5/43
. 7/10/43
8/14/43
.Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
..Not8/ 7/43
Rev.
. 7/10/43
.Not
Rev.
.. I1/23/43
IW 4.Not Rev.
. 6/19/43
.Not Rev
1/43
..Not5/ Rev.
. 7/10/43
.. 141/21/4.
/ III 4<
8/8/14/43
7/43
1/23/4.1
7/31/43
6/19/43
8/5/ 7/43
1/43
. 6/26/43
.. 4/24/43
1/23/42
. 4/10/43
. 8/14/43
.Not2/ Rev.
6/4^<
.. 6/19/43
5/ 8/43
.Not Rev.
. 1/23/43
.Not
Rev.
. 4/10/43
.Not
Rev.
.. 16/19/43
.Not
1/21Rev./47
. 1 1/14/42
8/43
.. 7/5/ 3/43
..12/
5/ 8/43
5/4?

PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
101/2.
81/2.
A Revival of Moments of
Charm
Tops
7/17/43
91 . .. 12/19/42
1IO'/2.
.Not Rev.
Ina Ray Hutton & Orch
1/14/42
22 . .. 1 5/15/43
J.Letter
"Scat"
&. Orch.. Average
FromDavis
Ireland
Excellent ...
.. 8/22/42
McFarland
Twins
&
Orch.
.
Entertaining
101/2.
109 . . 5/1/30/43
Mitchell Ayres
& Orch Tops
Fair
8/43
Moments
of Charm
Rationed Rhythm
Fair
. 6/19/43

U2-3
U2-4
U2-2
U2-I
U2-5
U2-6
E2-I
E2-9
E2-9
E2-7
E2-3
E2-8
E2-2
E2-5
E2-4
E2-6
J2-I
J2-2
J2-3
J2-4
J2-5

1942-43 (ContJ
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
3/27/43
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
500
Bartholomew Imaginative ...
, 5/ 1/43
Cubblns
Funny
T/2.
Jasper
the Haunted
Choo-Choo . . Funny
1/16/43
Jasper && the
House
Excellent
11/21 /42
Jasper's Music Lesson. .. .Tops
6/ 5/43
7/17/43
The Truck That Flew Charming
POPEYE (12)
Hull of a Mess
Amusing
Hungry Goat
Hungry
Goat Fair
Jolly Good Furlough Fair
Me
RationMusical
for theNephews
Duration. .Amusing
Good
Scrap the Japs
Fair
Seein'
Red,
White
'N'
Blue
Spinach Fer Britain
Too Weak to Work Amusing
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
No.
I
Interesting ..
No.
Good
No. 2
3
Good
No.
Informative . .
No. 4
6
Weak

7 . 10/24/42
7/17/43
Rev.
77 .. ..Not5/29/43
7 . 12 19/42
6'/2.
8 . . 6/19/44
6I/2. 11/14/44
61/2.
7
7 . .Not4/I7/44
Not Rue.
R'w.
101/2
9
9
10
10

12/
5/«z
lO/i.-.,
1/16/43. 7/10/43
5/ 1/43

99
9
9

3/27/43
6/ 5/43
.12/19/42
. 7/17/43

91/2..
9'/2
109 .
108'/2.
9 .

6/26/43
4/24/43
1 1/14/42
Not
Rev.
2/ 6/43
10/24/42
5/29/43

L2-I
L2-2
L2-3
L2-4
L2-5

SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
At
the
Bird
Farm Swell
Fair
Current
Speaking Events
of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
At the Cage Door Canteen .Silly
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
Amphibious Fighters
Excellent
Beach
Command
Interesting
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent
Hike or Bike
Modern Vikings
Enjoyable
Sports
I.Bugs
Q
Excellent
Tumble
Excellent
Trading Blows
Good
....
Where Cactus Grows Good
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
Destruction, Inc
Exciting
Jungle
Good
Mummy Drums
Strikes(Tech.)
(Tech.).. For
Juveniles
Secret
Agent
Misses
Underground World Good
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
No. I
Good
No. 2
Interesting
No.
3
Average
...
No. 4
Up to Par.
5
.Good

9/2. 3/20/43
7/17/43
8I/2.
8 . 1/16/43
98 . 3/13/43
5/ 1/43
7/31/43
5/29/43
IO'/2.
10 .
10 . 10/24/42
12/19/42
5/ 1/43
10
10 . ,, 3/20/43
7/17/43

T2-I
r2-4
T2-3
T2-2

VICTORY SHORTS (4)
AAldrich
LetterFamily
From Gets
Bataanin ... Impressive ....
the Scrap
Excellent
Price of Victory Very Good
We Refuse to Die Gripping

15
II
13
15

Y2-2
Y2-3
Y2-I
Y2-4
R2-8
R2-6
R2-2
R2-5
R2-3
R2-I
R2-7
R2-4
R2-9
W2-I
W2-3
W2-2
W2-5
W2-4

.10/ 3/42
. 3/ 6/43
.11/21/42
.10/ 3/4?

34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34106
33403
33404
33406
33405
33402
33401
33202
33201
34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
Donald's
Funny ... 77
Fall Out—Tire
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
77
Pluto and
the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
7
Victory Vehicles Leaping Laughter 8
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck
Soup
Fair
Hold Your Temper
1717
Hot
Foot
Will
Pass
1717
Indian Signs
Fair
Rough
on
Rents
Average
18
Two for the Money Fair
17
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
State vs. Thomas Crosby. Fair
State vs. Glen Willett Fair
JAMBOREES (13)
Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra
For Connoisseurs 9
Ennc
Mauriguera &
Orch
Swell
8
It's Tommy
Time
Johnny
Long Tucker
& Orch
Average
S8
Ray
Orch Average
88
Dick McKinley
Stabile & & Orch
Fair
Jerry Wald * Orch For Jitterbugs 10

.. 3/5/15/43
6/43
..Not
3/27/43
Rev.
. 5/8/14/43
8/43
. 3/ 6/43
.Not
Rev.
. 7/ 3/43
. 5/15/43
.12/
5/42
. 10/24/42
..10/24/42
1/16/43

. 8/14 43
Not Rev.
, 12/12/42
.11
28/42
3/27
'43
1/16/43
10/10/42

44

SHOWMEN'S

34308
34305
34312
34311
34309
34304
34310
34301
34405
34302
34307
34303
33105
33103
33104
33110
33IUU
33106
33107
33109
33101
33102
34202
34201
34203

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Climbing
Along the the
TexasPeaks
Range. . .Picturesque 1010 .10/17/42
3202
.Not Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's
Everybody's
War Excellent
189 .. .. 15/1/28/42
8/43
3851 Weapons tor Victory
Very Good
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
Rev.
3902 Jungle Land
9 .. Not
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. .Good
9 12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert Wonderland
(Tech.)
Swell
9 . 8/22/42
3157 Land
Time
StoodWhere
Still
9 . Not Rev.
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9 . 5/15/43
3154 Royal Araby
Good
9
3156 Strange Empire
Good
8 .. 10/24/42
1/16/43
3153 Valley of Blossoms Average
9 . 9/26/42
3152 Wedding In Bikaner Very Good
9 . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 AfricaVictory
— Prelude to
Very Good
18 . . 12/12/42
Amerira's
Fond
Crisis...Very
Informative
.... 1818 . . 8/ 7/43
13128 And
Then
Japan
Good
. . 3/20 /4;<
Bill Jack vs. Adolf
Hitler
Exceptional 17 1/3 7/24/43
1 F.B.I. Front
Stirring
20 10/10/42
9/19/42
2 Fighting French
Good
20
Fascist Spain
Rev.
II9 Inside
Invasion!
Excellent 17
18 .. Net6/12/43
3 Mr. & Mrs. America Very Good
20 11/ 7/42
5 Navy and the Nation Very Good
19
1/1/23/43
9/43
One DayBusiness
of War
106 Show
at War. .. Outstanding
Excellent ... 2117 .. 5/15/43
7 The New Canada Good
18
2/20/43
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9 Not Rev.
3351 Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9 . 12/19/42
1/30/43
3303 Steelhead Fighters Good
9 .. 8/29/42
3301
Well-Rowed
Harvard
Good
9
3302 When Winter Calls Good
10 . 1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (26)
3551 All
Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
3560
Barnyard
77 .. 5/8/15/42
8/43
3558 Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7 . 1/16/43
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
7 .10/ 3/42
3557
Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
3568
Again
For Children .. 777 .Not
. 5/ Rev.
8/43
3502 He
IckleDeed
MeetsIt Pickle
Fair
.11/28/42
.Not
Rev.
3572
Keep
'Em
Growing
(Tech.)
7
3569 Last Round Up (Tech.)
7 .Not
Rev.
.Not9/19/42
3552
Lite
With
Fido
(Tech.)
..
Routine
7
Rev.
3570
(Tech.)
7
3555 Mopping
Mouse of Up
Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 . 12/12/42
3556 Nancy in Doing
Their Bit (Tech.)
7 . Not Rev.
3554 Night Life in
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 . 10/17/42
3571
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 . NotWlev.
3562
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
3553 School Daze (Tech.) Fair
7 . 10/17/42
Rev.
3559
Scrap for Symphony
Victory (Tech.)
77 ...Not5/5/ '8'/43
8/43
3561
Good
3562 Shipyard
Somewhere in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 .Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
.. Not
3402 Accent on Courage.
Not Rev.
Rev.
3401 Women In Blue

SPECIAL

7243
7241
7247
7242
7248
7244
7245
7246
7125
7129
7126
7123
7130
7122
7131
7128
7124
7127
7121
7375
7374
7371
7372
7373
7376
7378
7329
7377
7381
7380
7382
7110
7111
7232
7233
7234
7235
7231
7362
7352
7361
7358
7359
7360
7354
7357
7353
7351
7355
7356
0996
0995
0997

Reviewed
Issue Of
.. 4/ 4/42
. . 12/12/42
. . 4/ 4/42
.. .Not
Rev.
.. ... 9/19/42
5/
2/ 8/43
6/43
..10/24/42
. . 5/30/42
.. .. 9/26/42
7/25/42
. . 3/ 7/42

19
18 . . Not Rev.

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
Air Raid Warden Amusing
Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good ...
CanineStranger
Commandos
Loan
Ration Bored
Screwball
Funny
Swing
Your Acrobat
Partner Fair
The Dizzy
Fair ....
NAME BAND MUSICALS
Chasin'
Entertaining
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ..
Jivin'
Session Entertaining
RussianJamRevels
Serenade
in Swing Fair
Smoke Rings
Swing That Band
Swing's the Blues
Thing
Swingtime
Trumpet Serenade Entertaining
PERSON-ODDITIES
Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting
Double
Girl
Human Talk
Sailboat
Jail Hostess
KingHuey
of theDo 49-ers
Interesting
Let
It
Interesting
Little
FarmfrontClayton
Wonder
Shepherd of the Round
House
Interesting
She's Armless
A-l in Dentist
the Navy
The
Tom Thum in Person Interesting
Western Cowgirl
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
Eagle vs. Dragon
Roar. Navy. Roar Swell
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
Boogie
Woogie
Sioux Amusing
Very Good
Cow
Boogie
Egg Cow
Cracker
Suits
Pass
the
Biscuits
Mirandy
Yankee Doodle Swing
Shift
Good
VARIETY VIEWS
Any Chickens Today
Canadian
Good
Confusion Patrol
in India Verv
Instructive
Hungry
India
Mr, Chimp Goes to Town
Mirror
of Sub-Marine Interesting
Life
Mothers
... Very Good .
New Era ofinPresidents.
India
Spirit
of
Democracy
Fine
Trouble
of the East . Very
Interesting
Western Spot
Whoopee
Good ,
Winter Sports Jamboree. . Excitino
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
Arsenal of Might Excellent .
KeepingWe Fit
What
Are Fighting Very Good
For

August 21, 1943

REVIEW

UNITED ARTISTS Running
Comment
WORLD IN ACTION (12) Time
Very Good . . . . 20
Churchill's Island ..Good
20
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food,
of
Conquest
Impressive . . . . 20
Inside Fighting
China.. Very Good
22
Invasion
of Europe
2119
Invasion
Excellent . 202120
The
Mask ofofNorth
NipponAfrica Stirring
New Russian
Soldiers Ally
Are Tough.
2216
Our
Very Good
Road Isto Blitz
Tokyo
This
Grim Realism.

RKO-RADiO

33704

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
LEON ERROL (6)
..Average
..11/21/42
..Fair
Double Up
18 .. .. 5/15/43
..Fair
5/15/43
IS
18
17
. . IM ildly Amusing. 18 ..10/17/42
..Amusing
17 . . 1/16/43
. 7/ 3/43
SPORTSCOPES (13)
.Not Rev.
Agua Ac^s
Basketeers
Very Good
. 3/ 7/43
6/43
Champion-Mal<er
Pleasant
.
.Not8/ Rev.
Cloud Chasers
Golf Limited
Interesting ...
. 5/15/43
"Q"
Interesting ...
.. 7/1/23/43
3/43
RacingMen
Royalty
Inconsequential
Show
Horse
Good
. 10/24/42
Ski
Trails
Exciting
.. 13/27/43
Touchdown Tars Good
. Not1/28/42
Rev.
Trout
.Not Rev.
Winter Setting
THIS IS AMERICA
18 . 4/10/43
Air Crew
Excellent . .
Army
Chaplain
Very
2019 . 12/26/42
Rnnmtnwn,
D C
V^y Fine
Good .
Broadway
Effective
8/14/43
19 .. 2'n/43
Lieutenant Dim-Out
Smith
Excellent
6/12/43
1915 . 4/17/43
Medicine
on Guard Very
Good ..
17 . 5/ 8/43
Merchant Seaman
Excellent
17 . 7/10/43
Pacific
Private Island
Smith ofNo.the43. ... Reassuring
U.S.A
Excellent ..
. 10/24/42
18
Women at Arms Very Fine .
. 1 1/21/42
19
VICTORY SHORTS (3)
. 3/20/43
City
of Courage
Conquer
by the Clock Impressive
Excellent ...
.. 12/26/4?
7/ 3/43
North African Album Fills Void .

TRADE

. 1/16/43
.10/17/42
.Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
.Not
Rev.
. 2/27/43
. 6/19/43
12/12/42
151/2. . , Not
Rev.
15
1/23/43
8/
1/42
Not
Rev.
15
15 . 9/19/42
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Rev.
Not
Not Rev.
8/ 1/42
9
99
9
99
9
9
9
9

...Not1/16/43
...Not
Rev.
Rev.
..Not Rev.
..12/
5/42
.. 2/27/43
. . Not Rev.
..6/ 5/43
. . Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
.. 6/12/43
Net Rev.

221/2 .. Not Rev.
22
. 1/16/43
.12/
5/42
. 2/27/43
.Not
Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 9/J2/42
.Not
Rev.
. 10/17/42
.Not6/19/43
Rev.
Not Rev.
. 6/ 5/43
. 2/27/43
.Not
Rev.
.. 10/17/42
9/(9/42
. 9/12/42
. 2/27/43
. 12/12/42
. 10/17/42

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good
20 .. .. 10/10/42
3/13/43
8109
Show
Very Fine
20
8104 Army
Beyond the Line of Duty. Great
20 . . 10/ 3/42
Times
and
Jolly
81 12 Happy
Moments
Good Number . 20 ... . 7/31/43
1/ 2/43
8107 Little
Rev.
Isle of Freedom. .. .Inspiring 20 ...Not
8106 Man
Killers
.
.
Not
Rev.
8108 Our African Front
20 .. 4/17/43
81 10 Rear Gunner
Good
26 ..Not Rev.
Rini
Annapolis
20 . . 10/17/42
8103 Spirit ofof West
Stirring
20
811 1 Spirit
Three Cheers forPoint
the
.. 6/19/43
Girls
Very
Good
20
8105 Vaudeville Days
20 . .Not Rev.
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
3/ 6/43
8306
King
of
the
Entertaining .
8384 So You ThinkArchers
You
1/23/43
Glasses
8302 So Need
You Want
to Give Fair
Up Smoking
Excellent . ...
..12/12/42
7/ 3/43
8303
Stars
on Steps
Horseback
Disappointing
8301 Sweeney
Out
(Reissue)
Good
10/
3/42
Net
Rev.
8305 This Is the Enemy

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.) Running
Time Reviewed
Issue Of
LOONEY TUNES
.Not Rev.
8604 Confusions of a Nutzy Spy
7 . 1 1/28/42
8602 Daffy Duckaroo
Amusing
7 .10/17/42
8601 The Hep Cat (Tech.) In the Groove.. 7 . 4/17/43
8606 Hop and Go
Fair
7
8603 My Favorite Duck(Tech.).Gond
7 . 8/1/ 7/43
9/43
8611
Feat
Lots of Laughs. 7 .Not3/13/43
8605 Porky
To DuckPig's
or Not
to
Rev.
Duck
(Tech.)
Funny
7
8608
Jokio
7
8607 Tokio
Wise Quacking
Duck
(Tech.)
Very
Funny
...
77 . 6/19/43
8/14/43
8609 Yankee Doodle Daffy Good
MELODY MASTERS (10)
..Net5/29/43
All American
Very Good ..
8508
Rev.
Air ForceBands
dbUI Army
Minnevitch
& Band
His
8504 B. Harmonica
School Excellent ...
1/23/43
Good
8509 Childhood
6/26/43
Uzzie NelsonDays
& His
8DUb Orchestra
..11/28/42
4/24/43
Entertaining
and aMarine
Miss Good
8502 Six HitsStates
8503 United
.10/
3/42
Band
United States Navy Outstanding
8505 TheBand
. 2/16/43
United States Service. . Pleasing . . .
8510 TheBands
.Not7/31/43
Very Good . .
.
Rev.
U.
s>.
Army
Band
8507
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
8706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
7 . 1/23/43
BlackDwarfs
and de
8707 CoalSebben
Funny
7 .. 1/1/23/43
9/43
Daddy Very Good
8705 Dins
8701
Dover Dong
Boys
77 . Not Rev.
Column Mouse Fair
7 . 4/17/43
8710 Fifth
Flop Goes the Weasel Fair
7 6/19/43
8711 Greetings
4/24/43
8703
Bait (Tech.) .. Amusing
7 ..12/
8714
5/42
Hare Brained
Hypnotist.
Ha! Ha!
7
Jackrabbit
and
the
8715 Beanstalk
3/43
Very Good
7 .. 7/3/13/43
Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing.. 77
8708 Sheepish
Rev.
8712 Super Rabbit
.Not4/17/43
(Tech.) Fair
8702
Tale Aristo
of Two Cat
Kitties
Very
Funny ... 777 . 12/12/42
8716
8713
6/26/43
The
Very
Good
8704 Tortoise Wins by a Hare. Funny
. 3/13/43
8709
Unbearable Bear (Tech.)
77 . Not Rev.
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's Battle of
Beauty
Good
10 . 1/ 2/43
Cuba, Land of Adventure,
Sports
Fair
10 . 7/2/13/43
3/43
8411 Grey,
White
and Horses!.
Blue. .. . Eye-filling
Horses!
Horses!
Interesting .... 1010 . 1/ 2/43
8406 Rod
and
Reel
on
8409 Anticosti Island
8401
10 .Not Rev.
8410
. 6/ 5/43
Rover's Soldiers
Rangers (Tech.). Very
Good
8403 Sniffer
Excellent ..
. 7/31/43
Sports
Excellent
.
8412 Snow
. 12/ 12/42
South American Sports. .. Very Good
. 103/13/43
'in/42
8407
Dogs
Interesting
8408
.. 13/13/43
1/28/42
8402 Sporting
The
Right
Timing
Fair
Women in Sports Very Good
TECH. SPECIALS (6)
AChampions
Ship Is Training
Born Inspiring ...
Champions
Excellent
Eagles
of Enaineers
the Navy Rood
Very
Good .....
Fighting
Mountain
Fighters Top
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Our government has given the motion picture industry an assignment of major importance. They have
asked us, especially through the motion picture theatres
of the country, to pace the Third War Bond Drive the
slogan for which is "Back the Attack."
In order that we may do a complete and effective job,
the industry's own War Activities Committee has done
a magnificent job in organizing the campaign through
its nation-wide committees right on down to the most
important group of all, the theatres.
L. C. Griffith, chairman for the industry drive, called
upon the motion picture trade press to act as the liaison
between the committee and the exhibitors, and the trade
press has undertaken to provide the theatremen with the
suggestions and guidance they can use to good advantage.
As you will see in this issue, ALL the companies have
dropped their regular advertising and in its place are
using their space to stimulate the showman's
in the Campaign.

interest

In this issue, STR has prepared a special section devoted exclusively to helping the theatremen prepare and
execute effective campaigns in their own communities.
Earnest effort was put into the preparation of this
special section so that showmen sincerely anxious to
help make the industry's contribution successful, may
have added tools with which to plan or enhance local
campaigns.
Because we enthusiastically agreed to back the WAC
drive through this issue, certain departments have been
compressed or dropped altogether for this one time so
as to provide as much space as possible to the bond drive
material.
We feel that our readers will forgive us for making
those necessary deletions and abbreviations of such
regular services as we were forced to curtail in order
to offer the bond campaign material herewith presented.
No effort was spared to make the material serve a
practical and useful purpose for the theatres cooperating in the Third War Loan drive.
It is vitally important that every theatreman decide,
right now if he has not already so decided, to undertake
some definite activity in behalf of the sale of extra war
bonds during the drive commencing September 9th.
There is a wealth of material with which to work.

9

REV1E\\^

YOU...

AND

YOU

We

mentioned last week that our industry is no exception from others in one respect: that there will be
found two separate and distinct types of individuals.
Those who tackle this job with a full appreciation of its
grave and vital importance; and those who talk a lot
but do mighty little to contribute to such a campaign.
Fortunately for our industry the laggards are few —
constitute an insignificant minority. Fortunately, also,
is the fact that the exhibitors whose theatres are modest
as to size and in small communities habitually have
shown a willingness to aid without stint in every worthwhile call upon them. For it is these theatremen, reaching the hearts, the emotions and patriotic spirit of people
in areas remote from the more prominent channels of
publicity, who will carry the message directly from the
War Finance Committee to those not otherwise accessible to the urgent matters this drive is designed to
communicate to them.
It is important that we bear in mind that our job
is to pace and keynote the entire campaign for everybody and every industry. It is our job to inject the
showmanship and appeal that will strike a responsive
cord in every American's heart and move them to extra
sacrifices through the purchase of many extra bonds.
It is not only your job to sell bonds BUT to make every
person in your community conscious of the drive and
its importance to the war effort as a whole. Done successfully and impressively, it will be the reason for many
millions of extra dollars being invested in bonds regardless of where they are bought. We are not to concern
ourselves as much about where they are bought as we
are in making sure they ARE bought.
The successful drives will be those in which the
theatreman works in close cooperation with his local
bond committees, merchants, newspapers, etc., with the
single purpose of making his local quota in the shortest
space of time and then topping that quota.
Don't let it ever be said of YOU that you failed to do
your utmost in every respect in backing this drive. You
owe it to your country, your community and your
industry. If others in your town take the top honors
away from your theatre, it is only because the others
have what you lack. Initiative, guts and showmanship.
How will you stand in the final —"C
score?
HICK'' LEWIS
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STEPS TO A SUCCESSFUL BOND PREMIERE (1)
1. Contact local War Finance Committee for approval.
2. Set date and contact film company for picture.
3. Print special tickets with price of bonds and show.
4. Estimate local purchasing power to scale house.
5. Spot premier bond booths in lobby and big stores.
6. Staff booths for advance sale from civic groups.
7. Have business and civic leaders as guest bond sellers.
8. Get ad salesmen to promote co-op special edition.
9. Prepare special heralds, drop them from plane.
10. Tie up radio station for advance spot announcements.
11. Arrange for radio broadcast of premier from lobby.
12. Get local 'Heroes' on leave for personal appearance.
13. Give Hollywood touch with flood lights and cameras.
14. Stage band concert in front of theatre before show.
15. Promote military convoy of equipment if possible.
16. Select capable M.C. to sell bonds from stage.
17. Plan community sing to get them in buying mood.
18. Take photo of audience 'Shot in Theatre' for press.
19. Follow report instructions of WAC on results.
20. Don't fail to credit cooperating people and agencies.
Add your own ideas and shoot the works!

Bond Buyers
Wait Preview
A screenis promised
ireal ol major
proporlions
war
bond
"mSlincc"
in theIhe Paramount
buyers aitendinK
war bond
theater this Tuesday night at
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is an opportunity for you to do a job
for your country, for your industry and
for yourself. This means YOU.
L. C. GRIFFITH
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SALES

(4)

Child participation in the Third War Loan drive cannot
be too emphatically expressed. The older children, particularly of high school age, can well be called upon to staff
war bond booths in the theatre lobby. Their zest and energy
can lend impetus to bond selling. Jitterbug contests have
been a most successful type of extra business getting activity
and if you find it impractical to conduct such a contest on
the stage of your theatre you can promote one in your local
ball room with admission confined to War Bond and Stamp
purchase at the theatre box-office. Here again a large
congregation of people will make it possible to arrange for
extra bond sales. Outstanding juvenile dancers could perform specialties in honor of each person purchasing a bond.
This phase of the stunt could be handled by an M. C. who
would encourage the audience to "make 'em dance by buying
bonds." Booths could be set up in the ball room where
baseballs, darts or quoits could be hurled at the heads of
Hitler and Hirohito with each ball costing the thrower a
war stamp purchase. In the latter instance a peg could be
used for the nose of both Hitler and Hirohito. Refreshment
booths could sell lemonade, etc. to war stamp purchasers.

Your local newsboys constitute a major army of potential
War stamp salesmen. Door to door contacts can be a
great asset if properly directed. Get your newspapers to
sanction their boys' cooperation then stage a special matinee
at which you can lay your plan of attack before them.
Give each boy a quota and offer guest tickets for every
so many dollars worth of stamps by which the quotas
are exceeded.
Your newspaper should be willing to display a barometer
recording these sales. Hold weekly meetings with the
boys at Saturday morning matinees to discuss the progress
of the drive. The free show should help to keep their
enthusiasm at top pitch. The newspapers will feature stories
on the subject, through interviews with the carriers.
Incentive may be heightened by playing the newsboys
against other youth groups. The newsboys could be designated "Commandos," Boy Scouts as "Rangers," Girl Scouts
as Junior "WACS." Sunday school groups as "Crusaders,"
etc. A picnic could be promoted as a final payoff with the
local civic groups handling program details and merchants
supplying eats.

THEY'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG TO CULTIVATE (5)
A number of activities which can be successfully employed
in this drive involving children include the following: War
Bond for the first baby born after 12 o'clock midnight, September 8th, which will be the opening moment of the drive,
this stunt has always been good for newspaper coverage
and the local physician delivering the child might be held
responsible for the donation of the bond. This stunt has
always been good for feature newspaper publicity and the
added angle of the doctor being hooked for the bond donation might make a good subject for advance stories.
Baby contests have always been great publicity getters.
In this case the prizes to be awarded could be in the
form of war bonds for the prettiest baby, the most healthy
baby, the most attractive blonde or brunette, etc. If you
care to elaborate on the stunt a perambulator parade could
be staged with war bond prizes for the most attractively
decorated coach stressing the Third War Loan theme "Back
the Attack." If the contest is held in your theatre with
the parade on the stage admission could be through the
purchase of war stamps and bonds with your house scaled
to bring in a juicv return of war stamn sales.

ENLIST

SCHOOL

NEWSBOY

STAMP

KIDDIE

SALESMEN

CLUB

MEMBERS

(2)

(3)

In theatres with a kiddies club policy — the children of a
community can be active in the 3rd War Loan Campaign
as a Junior Ranger or Commando club with each child
given a goal of $2.50 or $5.00 per week in war stamps to
be sold away from the theatre. Membership cards and arm
bands could be issued to lend importance to the activity in
the eyes of the children and the regular kiddie club matinee
can be the meeting place. A lobby or store window display
could be developed to enhance this activity as an autograph
collection. Each child could be supplied with a large size
sheet of white cardboard upon which each purchaser of
$1.00 worth of war stamps could sign their name. When
these cards are filled with autographs they could be
assembled into a display headed by the slogan. "These
Are the Autographs of the Patriotic Citizens of Blank
Town. Each has purchased war stamps from the Commandos of the Blank Theatre." The same incentives to
the children as outlined in the newsboy plan will work
equally as well on this campaign angle. The Junior Club
could also be divided into teams to create a spirit of competition with awards based on the number of autographs
obtained by each member.

TIE-UPS SELL STAMPS

(6)

With the reopening of schools around the 13th of September it should be possible to enlist the cooperation of
educational groups behind a childrens' War Bond rally.
This could be developed into an outdoor Carnival staged
at the local athletic field. Admission for children could be
on the basis of a 10c war stamp purchase with adults
buying 25c stamps. The children could participate in
athletic and humorous games with prizes for the winning
teams donated by local merchants. The prizes could be
auctioned by junior members of the student body to the
highest bidder in war stamps or bonds. Such prizes would
not have to be confined to items with kid appeal. A school
band could provide music and a soft ball game between
students and teachers would make a good highlight. A
patriotic program could be a part of the activity and a
competent public speaker could stress the importance of
the 3rd War Loan. Educational authorities should welcome
such an opportunity and here again the Theatre can assume
leadership. Offer guest tickets as prizes for some games.
Sell tickets for the Kiddie Bond Carnival at your bond
booth, help promote the prizes and publicity.
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ASSUME LOCAL LEADERSHIP
(7)
A city-wide civic promotion which can take on gigantic
of the "Buy a Bomber" stunt.
an adaptation
proportions
Organize a iscommittee
of business leaders through your
chamber of commerce to soHcit every merchant, big or
small. Have him pledge that the customers of his store
will buy a gun, jeep, P. T. boat during the Third War Loan
drive through the purchase of bonds and stamps. These
quotas will give you an over-all city-wide quota. The
theatres could group together to buy a bomber as the
flagship of the fleet. The slogan of the drive could be
"Blank town is buying a war fleet to defeat the axis. Back
the Attack." Merchants could carry cuts of guns, tank,
etc. which they have pledged to purchase in all their ads
and display blow-ups or paintings of these items in their
windows. Campaign could be inaugurated with patriotic
parade and special editions of your newspapers. Stores
could feature bargain days during the month offering special
prices with purchases of a specific amount of war stamps.
Barometer of the campaign's progress could be reported
daily by press and radio and recorded on a giant bulletin
board in the public square.

BARGAIN

NIGHTS

WITH

WAR

STAMPS

(8)

Remarkable results from both the patriotic and the pocketbook standpoint have been obtained by establishing what
have been termed "Defense Nights" and this same idea
can easily be twisted around to fit the present drive as
"Back the Attack Night." The method used in handling
this promotion was nothing more or less than the old
theory of a bargain night or give-away stunt.
With every adult admission, a 10 cent defense stamp
was given to the ticket purchaser. Stamp albums were
distributed to each patron on the opening night of the
stunt and the theatre where it was originally tried was
jammed to capacity.
The appeal, which was plugged by newspaper, radio,
screen trailer and lobby display, stressed that attendance
on that night was the patriotic duty of every citizen. So
successful has this idea proved that it could well run as
a regular year-round feature but even as a four-time stunt
during the drive it can serve to place stamp albums in the
hands of thousands of people who thus may be encouraged
to fill their books during the drive. Prizes could be
awarded to the first patrons to turn in completely filled
albums which would have to be numbered or stamped
for theatre identity.

'SELLING' TALENT FOR BENEFITS
(9)
Theatres are frequently called upon to supply talent and
entertainment for civic events, benefits, etc. An enterprising
theatreman decided he would set a price on such talent in
War Bonds; thus a band usually supplied gratis for a
charitable event was "sold" to the organization for $25,000
in bonds purchased through the theatre. The idea chcked
with the organization soliciting the bond purchases and the
theatre credited with the sale.
This idea can be applied to almost any situation in which
talent is supplied.

AMATEUR BOXING, WRESTLING BOUTS
(10)
Promote an amateur boxing match or wrestling bout on
the stage of your theatre. This has been done successfully.
The tickets were sold on a first come, first served basis
with the price of admission in bond and stamp purchases.
The house can be scaled and the event could take the form
of a midnight matinee. Ringside seats can be scaled as
high as the tariff will allow and the paste boards can be
placed on sale in various stores for resulting publicity.

TIE-UPS

Yon are in an ideal position to help in
this most important of all war bond
drives.
SECRETARY MORGENTHAt;

A WIND-UP FOR BASEBALL SEASON
(11)
Baseball fans are definite prospects for bond purchases
and can be reached through a promotion which has been
worked in a number of cities. Prevail upon your local ball
club to stage a special game (or it could be handled at
one of the regularly scheduled games during the drive)
with the fans admitted "free" if they purchase a war bond
or a designated amount of war stamps at the theatre in
the community. Tickets for such an event would be issued
at the theatre box-office at the time of the bond or stamp
purchase. Baseball contest between the local professionals
and the business men of your community can draw a
bang-up crowd and such a game should be promotable in
view of the patriotic cause this suggested activity represents.
The big event can be turned into a further bond and stamp
rally with a local band promoted to supply the music, a
color guard from either a service camp or the American
Legion to add patriotic flavor, with the sales solicitation
handled by some local women's civic organization such as
the Business and Professional Women's Club, Legion
Auxiliary, Red Cross, etc. This type of activity can be
developed into a very big bond-selling event and if its
promotion is handled by the local theatre it will up the
sales record.

BONDBALL ... A GAME OF STAMPS
(12)
Bondball is a game designed to sell War Bonds and has
produced worthy results. This game is an adaptation of
the play-by-play baseball stunt used frequently in announcing the results of the world series games. The essential
item is a large board with electric lights to indicate runs
and keep the score. Where such an electrically equipped
board is not available it would be possible to construct one
using colored pegs which would advance manually. The
board should be placed in some prominent spot, in front
of the theatre if possible and consist of a painted baseball
diamond covering most of the board with cards to indicate
the competing teams and the number of runs scored. This
scheme can be adapted to an Army-Navy competition or
localized to the employees of industrial plants in team
playoff. A barker is needed to encourage pedestrians
to buy bonds and stamps thus helping the team of their
choice to win the day's game. Publicity for .such a stunt
can be obtained through the sports department of your
local newspaper. It may be possible to recruit a police car
with P.A. sound equipment to ballyhoo the game. A
stamp produces a single run while a bond purchase brings in
a home run.

SHOWMEN'S

WORK BECOMES FUN ... IF IT'S A CONTEST (13)
A contest which can build good-will between industry,
merchants and theatres can be built along the lines of
the standard community welfare drives. Teams can be
appointed from local war plants, department stores, utilities,
newspaper staffs, theatre employees, civic clubs, etc., with
the teams competing for the largest sale of War Bonds
and Stamps. Each committee can be organized with a
chairman, vice-chairman, etc. with a quota for each group.
A loving cup, plaque or other suitable trophy can go to
the team exceeding its quota by the highest percentage.
In this type of promotion you can readily take the leadership and a score board can be erected at the theatre to
reveal the progress of the teams. It is only natural that
the dollar sales volume of the groups will vary depending
upon the number of people to be solicited in each line of
business. Quotas can be arrived at by investigating the
number of employes in each field and by averaging their
earning power. It would be practical to arrive at a per
person
on which toforbase
team's
collective
Dutch quota
treat luncheons
thetheteam
chairmen
willquotas.
build
interest and theatre party for the teams can wind up
the event.
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(15)
GET RESULTS
ESSAYS OR LIMERICKS
A press or radio essay contest with theatre tickets as
prizes can be developed with good results from a publicity
standpoint. Subject of the essays could be "What the
Purchase of a War Bond Means to Me" or any similar
patriotic topic which might tie in with the Third War
Loan. Interest might be heightened by creating a preliminary elimination setting aside one day for war plant
workers, another for utility employees, another for students,
etc. with the daily winners competing for a grand award.
By handling the idea in this manner, the contest can
be prolonged over a period of several weeks, and where
radio is used, the winner could be presented on the air
to read his or her winning essay. This stunt can mean
publicity for your current attraction in the mention of the
tickets being awarded. Judges of the contest should be
chosen from leading civic and literary circles.
A variation of this contest may take the form of limericks
with a winning line to be added to the following — "The
third war loan is under way, they're buying more bonds
every day, to bring our boys back home to stay . . .". Here
too, guest tickets to your theatre can be played up.

. we are asked to put our know-how
to work — and to shoiv how it's done. . . .
Asked, I said, not ordered. Let's never
forget that.
S. H. FABIAN

NOVEL

TRADE

(14)

The old "Tall Story" contest idea can be switched around
to fit the Bond Selling Campaign. Through the medium
of press or radio, prizes can be awarded for the tallest
tale on "What I would do with $15,000,000,000." Guest
tickets and merchant awards will make participation attractive. Limit the number of words to be submitted on
the subject and have literary and humorist personalities
serve as judges.
Jumbled word contests using "Third War Loan — Back
The Attack" in merchants co-op ads or scattered through
the classified columns will bring large returns. Set a reasonable deadline for returns and make the prizes attractive.
Another sure-fire classified page gag is to scatter the names
of local citizens through the columns with the tag that
"If Mrs. So-and-So will call at the bond booth of the
Blank Theatre and buy one dollar's worth of War Stamps
she will receive a guest ticket free to see (Your Attraction)."
An insignia contest planted through the press or radio
for the more artistically inclined should bring in some excellent display material. Children and grown-ups ahke will
compete and school art departments can be contacted for
judges and cooperation. Suggest that the designs should
follow the "Attack" theme. Offer prizes for children and
grown-ups and display the results.

POPULARITY CONTEST A NATURAL
(16)
The ever successful popularity contest idea can be used
as a money-getting stage event and sell plenty of War
Stamps and Bonds to boot. You could set up voting for
the most popular girl in the war plants, the most popular
salesgirl, the most popular highschool student or college
girl with each contest running a week and have a grand
elimination as a finale to select your city's most popular
girl. Winner can be presented a plaque, crown, furniture,
clothing or cash in War Bonds. Voting could be on the
basis of one vote for each war stamp purchased at the theatre bond booth or could be expanded to include issuance
of votes by local merchants. Press and radio cooperation
is certain. The winners could assist in local war bond
rallies throughout the community. Co-op newspaper ads are
assured if the event is city-wide. Your theatre will be certain of leadership. This type of contest supplies excellent
photographic material for newspaper coverage. In establishing candidates for the contests, encourage the entry
of girls with speaking or entertaining ability plus good looks.
In order to get high type girls who will be a credit to
your town contact woman's clubs and civic groups. Such
organizations can help in influencing the right type of girls
to enter the competition.

MODEL BUILDERS, ARMCHAIR STRATEGISTS (17)
The model builders among the youth of America have
been encouraged to help the war effort and have produced
some remarkable results. There are thousands who follow
the model-building hobby, including whittlers in the older
age group. Get these hobbyists to compete for prizes with
miniature airplanes, tanks, ships, guns. This type of contest can be equally good through either press or radio
although the press is better able to cover the results with
pictures. The models entered will make a bang-up window
or lobby display and attract no end of attention to your
bond message.
Arm-chair strategists should be given an outlet for their
emotions and there are plenty of arm-chair strategists.
Why not plant this as a newspaper contest with prizes
for the most cleverly conceived plan of 'attack' on Germany
and Japan. Permit the use of war maps and you should
get some very graphic entries with which to create a "Back
The Attack" window or lobby display. Local Editors,
Military Men and Geography Teachers can be induced to
act as a board of judges. This stunt can be tied in with
some war picture which' you are playing for added theatre
publicity.
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The Third War Loan will need the
greatest degree of cooperation from
every single person in the industry.
L. C. GRIFFITH

40 X 60 AND

ONE SHE^ET

TELL 'EM AND SELL 'EM ON THE BOARDS (19)
The War Activities Committee has produced some of the
most attractive posters yet designed to aid the motion picture theatres in Bond and Stamp campaigning. While
most
of these
posterssingly
ranging
11 x 14's
to 40 Screen
x 60's
are only
available
in from
kits from
National
Service, larger quantities of three different one sheets can
be had through your local War Finance Committee.
Three special one-sheets have been prepared by the U.S.
Treasury Department and are being sent to exhibitors
without charge from Washington. A 24-sheet has been
prepared for outdoor posting. These are available to the
theatres through your local outdoor advertising firm or
the head of your local War Finance Committee.
Wherever possible, we would urge quantity posting of
the one-sheets and 24-sheets to supplement your current
attraction advertising through the use of snipes.
Tie-up with your local poster company and snipe a 40 x 60
or 1 -sheet in the center of empty bill boards with red
arrows directed at the poster against blanked out backing.
Use one-sheets on three-sheet boards with theatre name
and attraction snipes.

(18)

The attractive poster pictured above is available in two sizes
from National Screen Service as a part of the Kit they are
distributing for 75c. This is the most theatrical and most
fitting poster designed to date to plug War Bond Sales
through the theatres. Kits will not be broken to provide
'extras' of one item.

ATTRACTIVE

24 SHEET

POSTER

AVAILABLE

TO

YOU

(20)

S H O

MEN'S
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The above illustration shows the snappy 22 x 28 available as
part of the National Screen Service Kit.
(22)
atre in the country. Let's Go!
S. H. FABIAN
PEP-UP AND

STEP-UP

BOND

SALES

(23)

National Screen Service offers at the below cost price
of 75c a complete kit of lobby accessories including 40 x 60,
one sheet, 22x28 and 11x14 which can be cut to fit an
8x10 frame. This is a very important item and is most
attractive.
In addition to the National Screen kit, they are also
distributing an 8 foot marquee gabardine valance at $3.75
each. Ushers' sashes from the same source at 75c each.

The above 11 x 14 can be adapted to 8 x 10 size by cutting
around panel. A unit of National Screen Kit.
(21)
THREE

U.S. TREASURY

DEPARTMENT

The U. S. Treasury Department is supplying gratis the
three one-sheets shown at the bottom of this page to all
theatres direct from Washington. Quantities of these can
be obtained through your local War Finance Committee.
The most important thing about these posters is that
you USE them, prominently, effectively and in quantity.
They can be cut up by art departments for adaptation to
set pieces, bond booths, overhead banners, merchant displays, tie-ups, and in a dozen and one other different ways.
Don't overlook the possibility of displays on delivery trucks.
ONE

SHEETS

GRATIS TO YOU

(24)
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NEW IDEA TO REPLACE THERMOMETER (25)
We offer the following suggestion without the knowledge
as to whether the necessary accessories for this stunt are
available at the present time. However, we feel sufficiently
keen about it to believe that some novelty house will pick
up the idea and prepare a kit of the necessary accessories
in short order. This idea is based upon the decalcomanias
used by the armed forces in aiding our fliers and naval
officers to record the destruction of vAxis planes or naval
craft. If such accessories which would comprise miniature
stickers, rather than decalcomanias, of Swastika Flags,
Rising Sun Flags, Silhouettes of Enemy Planes, Tanks,
Guns and Naval Craft are not available, your local sign
man could very easily paint these on a display board.
These stickers or silhouette paintings could be used as
symbols to indicate bond purchases with each given a
dollar value and in this way by pasting or painting the
miniatures on a large display in the theatre lobby, it would
be possible to record the local bond sales rather than use
the old thermometer gag. This display could apply to
theatre or city-wide sales of bonds and stamps either in
the lobby or on a large bill board in central city.

GALLERY OF HEROES FOR YOUR LOBBY (26)
Much attention can be directed to your Third War Loan
appeal by constructing either a simple or elaborate setpiece. Placed in a prominent location and spotlighted, it
will call attention to your war bond activities during the
drive.
A 'gallery of heroes' display, calls for photographs
obtained from the parents of local service men, regardless
of whether they are in the training camps or overseas. If
there have been any casualties in your community, special
treatment should be given to pictures of such service men.
Dedicative ceremonies could surround the unveiling of such
a display with civic officials and the parents of local heroes
participating. The photos could create a frame for changeable poster space upon which to announce your various
war bond events. Newspapers would be glad to cover the
unveiling ceremony with resulting publicity including local
names, etc. The lead line over the display could be "The
Blank Theatre Salutes Blank Town's Heroes." A spread
of United Nations' flags or two American flags, one on
either side will help to enliven such a display, not to mention a golden eagle.

LOBBY GAGS TO COMMAND ATTENTION (27)
A display of war material which could include relics
from the last war would make an interesting attention
getter in connection with lobby set-piece selling the various
events on your Third War Loan drive calendar. Each
item should be identified by a small card explaining the
item and crediting the source of the material. If you are
near an army camp, try to arrange to have soldiers explain
the significance of the items at certain peak hours.
The "Buy a Bond and Help Hang Hitler" gag can be
worked as a lobby stunt with each bond purchaser entitled
to a pull on the rope. The rope can be rigged to a miniature block and tackle, regulated so that it will require a
number of pulls to bring the effigy of Hitler to the top of
the scaffold.
Another lobby gag which will help sell bonds is the
display headed virith the copy "Sign a Bomb When You
Buy a Bond." A large imitation block buster could be
built in your art department and would suffice for this stunt.
Another adaptation of the liberty bell idea would be to
secure a real church or school bell and permit each bond
purchaser to ring the bell for victory.

R E V IE
LOBBY

"

The showmen of America will put the
ballyhoo, the color and spectacle behind
the Third War Loan Drive.
OSCAR DOOB

NOVEL ITEMS ATTRACT BOND SALES
(28)
Where ample outside lobby space is available larger
theatres might be able to either construct or purchase a
papier mache liberty bell which when hooked up with an
animation device could appear to be ringing. A sound
effect record of a ringing bell could be played through a
P.A. system giving a very realistic effect and attracting
much attention to your war bond booth or display set piece.
Another item which is on the market is a small motor
driven blower which keeps a fair sized American flag
waving in the breeze. This can be a very valuable permanent accessory around the theatre and although it involves an initial investment, it could greatly enhance the
decoration of any lobby display or bond booth.
For those who have available a copy of the Encyclopedia
of Exploitation, we would remind that pages 429, 430, 431
and 432 contain a wealth of suggestions and ideas for
animation which could be used in this activity by your art
department. Novelty animations such as Uncle Sam punching Hitler and Hirohito's heads with the latter designed
to represent punching bags would make a good moving
attention getter. The possibilities in this field are limited
only by your ingenuity.

Set Piece and Bond Booth

(29)

Attractive Lobby Display

SHOWMEN'S

Remembering
impressive
cffoi-ts
...
put forth in thethewar
bond drive
of last
September ... 7 am confident that you
will
Thirdagain
War play
Loan.an important part in the
SECRETARY MORGENTHAU
NOVELTY AND LOCAL ANGLE FEATURES (30)
An all-request program could be developed for your local
radio station in a tie-up with the theatre bond booth. Radio
fans could leave their request accompanied by the purchase of a certain amount of war stamps or a bond and
the radio station in turn could announce the purchaser's
name at the time the selection is played. This could be
handled as a contest by announcing the person requesting
the number and without announcing the name of the number. Guest tickets could be awarded to the first five
people submitting a correct list of the names of all the
requests played on that program.
A radio program based upon two minute talks by local
bond buyers on the theme "what I think of Hitler and
Hirohito" would make a highly amusing topic for radio
listeners. It might be worked out that each purchaser of
a War Bond at the theatre booth would be given an opportunity to state their opinion publicly of Hitler and Hirohito.
Naturally, each person desiring the platform would have
to submit the text of his broadcast in writing, confined to
the number of words which could be spoken in two minutes.
Theatre tickets should be given to each person selected
for the broadcast.

KIDDIE

BOND

CARNIVAL

AIR SHOW

(31)

A very successful form of radio entertainment in the past
has been the development of. the children's broadcast from
the theatre stage in which the children entertain, discuss
civic affairs with prominent citizens, talk of their hobbies
and sports, etc. The slogan has been variously named, such
as "Junior Town," "Youth on Parade," etc. Why not arrange
a Saturday morning kiddie bond carnival? The radio station
may be able to sell a sponsor on the program and it can
serve as an excellent incentive to draw thousands of children
into your theatre not only to see the show but to be
organized into teams of stamp salesmen. These programs
could be of a patriotic nature and where local heroes are
available to tell the kids of their experiences, you can well
imagine the results. Community singing along with the
guest on the stage will make swell broadcast material and a
local radio announcer can be supplied by the sponsor to
M. C. the show. This is no haphazard suggestion; — it has
proved its merit through experience. Such a broadcast will
account for a good half-hour of radio time and will attract
a tremendous listening audience.
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THEATRE-RADIO COOPERATION VITAL
Radio should and will play a most important part in (32)
the
promotion of the Third War Loan. Radio industry will
trim its sails for all-out cooperation. Consideration in the
use of this important media of advertising should under no
circumstances be overlooked in making your plans. Special
broadcasts from the theatre bond booth, program covering
bond premiers, celebrity appearances, spot announcements,
contests, etc., should take their place in your planning.
Local radio entertainers and announcers, newspaper columnists, dance band leaders, business executives, amateur
entertainers could all be lined up for a daily radio program
from your theatre bond booth. If space prohibits such an
activity in the theatre lobby, a vacant store window away
from the theatre but in a prominent place could be decorated
along patriotic lines and equipped with a studio piano, mike,
etc. with loudspeakers carrying the daily programs to pedestrians on the street. This has been done by department
stores, but why can't it be a theatre activity? Any number
of contests can be worked into the series for the listeners
with guest tickets as prizes.

AUTOGRAPHS AND HOME TOWN LETTER (33)
A radio campaign built around the popular autograph
hobby could be developed. Guest tickets could be awarded
as prizes and the theme could follow the line: "do you
have a clever autograph? Is the way you write your name
unusual?" Prizes will be awarded by the blank theatre for
the most unique signatures by purchasers o5 bonds at the
theatre booth. If there is a handwriting expert in your
community, induce him or her to serve as judge of the
contest and such an expert might supply an interesting subject for personal broadcasts to lend pep to the contest.
Theatres could sponsor a radio record to the boys in the
service over seas. This could be handled by a radio search
for the largest family of a local service man. Undoubtedly
a sufficient number of such families can be found to make
this stunt worthy of a nightly radio feature. The thought
would be to have the guest family broadcast a radio letter
from the home town. A transcription which would include
a very brief introduction by the mayor or some city official
followed
by the
informal
gossip
home under
direction
of anabout
M. C.what's going on back

MUSIC SOURCES TO ENHANCE PLUGS
(34)
There is nothing quite so dynamic in building up the bond
buying urge as music with a patriotic flavor. At the request
of the War Activities Committee, the Music War Committee of the Theatre Wing, headed by Oscar Hammerstein,
II, has written seven new tunes tailored along the "Back
The Attack — Buy Unconditional Surrender Bonds" lines.
Some will undoubtedly be recorded so watch for them.
These songs will be useful for non-sync playing before
or after the show and during intermission. You will need
music for P.A. system use on sound trucks, etc.
There is a possibility of transcriptions and spot announcements being made available, so keep a weather eye out
for them. Your radio station will be able to help out with
incidental patriotic music to dress up programs and civic
events requiring recordings.
Don't overlook the "Man On The Street" programs when
it comes to developing contests to sell bonds and get your
attractions plugged.
If your local station has a good singer who could record
brief singing spot announcements to be rebroadcast old
favorite tunes with patter built around theatre bond sales
and your show would get plenty of action.
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CULTIVATING PRESS CONTACTS
(36)
Securing publicity for the Third War Loan campaign
should be duck soup for the aggressive showman. The
easiest solution of the problem of digging up and writing
the stories can be solved by getting your local papers to
assign a reporter to cover all War Bond activities and place
your theatre on his beat. If you assume the local leadership of the bond drive you can set up a publicity committee of such reporters to cover the events. Most newspapers will be only too willing to treat the campaign as
the biggest story of the month and you as a showman can
assist in creating news for the press.
Don't overlook the classified page promotions in planning
your campaign. Tried and true stunts can fit nicely.
Roving reporter, roving photographer, mystery man
dressed as Uncle Sam using the gag that "Sam" will be
in town and will give guest tickets to all who identify
him and give the slogan he wants to hear stunts will make
good newspaper promotions.
Border mats to aid in promoting co-op merchant ads as
I well as scene mats and full-page ads for local merchant
! sponsorship are available through National Screen. The
mat services at your local newspaper are alive with flashy
,
'Bond' art material which you can draw upon.

IDEAS FOR MAKING

COOPERATION

WORK

(38)

Co-op ad page stressing the patriotic angle can be used
in promoting War Bond and Stamp sales by several
methods . . . SCRAMBLED SLOGAN CONTEST using
"Back the Attack." Letters comprising this slogan can
be mixed through the ads or jumbled in one group with
prizes donated by merchants for the most artistic arrangement of the unjumbled letters featuring a patriotic motif.
Each entry would have to be accompanied by the purchase
of a dollar's worth of war stamps at the theatre bond
booth in order to be eligible for prizes. A display of the
entries can be used in lobbies and merchant windows.
WORD CONTEST in which prizes are awarded for
the greatest number of words which can be assembled
from the letters comprising the slogan "Back the Attack."
Theatre tickets can be added to the prize list as an extra
incentive.
IDENTIFY THE INSIGNIA or know your SERVICE
EMBLEMS CONTEST can be worked by running cuts
of insignia in co-op ads. Correct identification and artistic
arrangement deciding the winners. The general contest
procedure can be followed.

JUUUULJ

"Popeye," one of the biggest features of the comic strips,
available from National
is hero of a newspaper cartoon
Screen Service. Three columns wide — shown above.

Above, a four-column cartoon, also available from National
Screen Service, featuring "Snuffy Smith." Place with your
newspaper — first offer must be to paper using particular
cartoon.
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NOVELTY ITEMS ADD NEEDED SPICE
(42)
Incidental accessories to any successful bond promotional
campaign require a great deal of tracking down. Undoubtedly there are a sufficient number of novelty houses
within reach of your community to provide for almost any
exhibitor needs. We have in mind items such as arm
bands for junior commandos, junior rangers, junior crusaders. Items such as these along with membership cards,
honor scrolls, etc., are essential to youth promotional
activity. Inexpensive overseas caps made of white starched
muslin with an appropriate insignia on the Third War
Loan should be available. While most badges require
critical materials, there may still be a supply available.
Flags of the United Nations, penants, banners, burgees
and other such items will undoubtedly be available. A
splendid supply of posters have been prepared and are reproduced in this section. Ushers' sashes, lapel ribbons,
bumper cards, tire covers and other related accessories
are certain to be obtainable. Contact the standard accessories suppliers who will be only too glad to help you fill
your needs even though they may not themselves have on
hand what you are looking for.
pictures for premieres.

THE "NEWS EXTRA" TECHNIQUE
(40)
One large group of theatres turned in sensational results
during the Second War Loan by employing a news extra
technique. This scheme was built around trailerettes stressing the need for an extra push, an extra tank, an extra plane,
an extra jeep or gun, etc. The same idea can be adapted
in any other territory where it has not been previously used.
These trailerettes can be spotted into your screen program
between various shorts and can serve as a supplement to
the regular trailers designed for the Third War ' Loan.
Suggested copy can read as follows:
"Back the Attack" With an Extra Smack, an Extra
Tank, an Extra Plane. Invest Your Money in Extra Bonds
to Hasten Victory."
Another trailerette might read.
"It's That Extra Something That Will Lick the Axis.
Send Your Extra Dollars to "Back The Attack." Buy an
Extra Bond Today."
A lead-off frame showing a newsboy yelling "Extra —
Extra — Read All About It" would make a swell attentiongetter.

SLIDES ENHANCE SCREEN BOND APPEAL (41)
In the January 30th issue of STR, Page 29, a complete
description was given on the possibilities of utilizing effect
slides to make screen presentations stand out. Most theatres are equipped with a suitable stereoptican for the projection of slides and effects on the screen. Here is your
opportunity to apply ingenuity to your bond appeal. With
the existing problem of special trailers due to war-time
film shortages the screen slide can do a lot to help put
your bond messages across. Effect slides with patriotic
motifs can dress up local War Bond Activity announcements, progress of sales, special events, etc.
Cosmopolitan Studios, 145 West 45th Street, N. Y. C.
carry a large stock of slides and National Screen Service
branches are equipped to stencil special announcement
slides to help you out under the circumstances. Where
a special stage decoration is developed and lighted internally
or through the use of spots the patriotic effect slides,
particularly moving ones, can greatly highten the impressiyeness of your bond message during intermission. Effect
slides can open and close the showing of War Bond
Trailers.

STAR APPEAL IN BOND TRAILERS
(43)
Two special trailers have been produced to point up
attention in the Third War Loan Campaign and are being
distributed by National Screen Service free. The first of
these stars Rosalind Russell and is designed as an advance
appeal for showing before September 9th. It has been
produced by Columbia Pictures and will be a credit to
any screen. The second trailer stars Cpl. Alan Ladd and
is designed for showing during the drive. This trailer was
produced
by theplenty
U.S.A.
Air Corps' first motion picture
unit
and packs
of punch.
To direct added attention to the presentation of these
trailers, we would suggest some special treatment so far
as stage lighting effect to make the announcements stand
out from the rest of the program. If you have not been
spot lighting American flags on either side of the screen,
this would be a worthwhile stunt during the trailer's showing. Another way of getting attention would be the use
of an affect slide of the American flag with a patriotic background which are available and can be used as a frontispiece
from which to dissolve into the trailers. Spotlighted stage
set-pieces or 40 x 60's on easels would help.

REVUES

OF THE BOND TRAILERS
(44)
"ONE DAY SOONER"
3 Minutes
The advance trailer made by Columbia Pictures and starring Rosalind Russell opens with the star in a projection
room. The audience is taken back to 1918 via the screen
and Miss Russell describes the joy of the Armistice news.
Next the scene is the fighting before the Armistice and
the story is told of men dying who might have been saved
had Victory come one day sooner. Shots of star selling
bonds to war workers and present day battle scenes is
backed by appeal to Back the Attack to hasten victory.
Picture of Theatre Bond Booth and star urging patrons
to Buy an Extra $100.00 bond during drive closes the film.
"LETTER FROM A FRIEND" Minutes
The Alan Ladd Trailer produced by the U. S. A. Air Corps
First Motion Picture Unit is entitled "Letter From A
Friend." Corporal Ladd is seen with his fellow crew members in a Flying Fortress reading them a letter. The appeal is made through the lines of the letter with the crew
members injecting punch comments.
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ers . . . are appreciated by the TreasSECRETARY MORGENTHAU

A NEW JOB FOR LIVELIER RESULTS
(46)
In most cities of any size or importance, Theatres have
already constructed bond booths in their lobbies and in
the larger cities community booths have been erected in
important public places to stimulate War Bond sales. With
the inauguration of the Third War Loan with its new
slogan "Back the Attack," there will be a need to refresh
the sales appeal by redecorating or reconstructing existing
booths. In order to assist the showmen along this line
we are reproducing photographic evidence of what enterprising exhibitors have accomplished in designing attractive
bond sales windows. You may want to profit by the other
fellows' ideas while still being original in your city. It is
just a case of your doing what someone else has done with
the other fellow perhaps emulating your idea.
The WAC posters for the Third War Loan drive stress
the heads of the movie stars now actively in the service.
This theme is particularly practical for motion picture bond
booth decoration and should possess very definite appeal
to the theatregoers. If you decide to strike upon another
slant, blowups of the heads of local war heroes could be
employed with effect. Displays of United Nation flags
make a nice dressing.

PUT TOPICAL

APPEAL

TO WORK

FOR YOU

(48)

A newsy flavor can be given theatre bond booths by
tieing into the design a barometer, thermometer or symbol
recording the sales results in your theatre during the course
of the campaign. The symbol system is covered in great
detail under heading Lobby Display. Don't fail to read
it as we believe it is a fairly new and effective idea.
It may
be possible towith
create
extra newspaper
"pull" for to
your
booth
by arrangement
the local
pickbond
up,
frequently during the day, sheets torn from the teletype
news wire machine carrsdng the latest war news and by
posting this in a prominent place on the outside walls of
your bond booth. This is an application of what is done
at newsreel theatres in the larger cities and is a no-cost
proposition. The newspapers supplying you material can
be credited in the layout to accommodate the news flashes.
The
display
be headed,
"Back from
the Attack
by Buying
Bonds.
Here can
is the
Latest News
the Battle
Front
Supplied by the Blank Newspaper." If a P.A. system is
available the saleslady could read the news from the bond
booth, ending each flash with a bond plug.

EN'S

ness associates
and selling them an
extra
bond.
PVT. GEORGE SCHAEFER
Third War Loan Rangers

FLOATS TO SPARK UP THE PARADE
(50)
For theatres of the larger size with more extensive
facilities for art work and ballyhoo construction there are
unlimited possibilities for the development of the attractive
floats which could be used throughout the campaign. If
all of the theatres of a community share the cost, attractive
floats and portable bond booths could be constructed and
operated. A floral theme could include artificial floral
decoration of the drive slogan "Back the Attack" with
flower girls selling bonds. Costumed minute men or the
three characters personifying the Spirit of '76 could be
employed. A float designed around the Liberty Bell would
be good. Cut-outs of soldiers in action and reproductions
of tanks, planes and guns can be worked out attractively.
Some floats already used in previous war bond campaigns
have been presented in the form of tanks, planes and PT
boats or submarines with excellent effect. The sky is the
limit in what can be done with this type of construction
and if all of the theatres of a community share the cost you
can undoubtedly secure permission for the float to be
parked at prominent places in the central city at which
bonds and stamps can be sold from the ballyhoo.
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PUT ON OLD GRAY BONNET TO SELL 'EM (52)
Digging into the good old bag of tricks, innumerable
types of ballyhoo can be adapted readily to the Third
War Loan drive. A town crier dressed in colonial costume
with the wig and dinner bell can be used to cover the
town shouting a war bond message with the familiar
"Hear Ye, Hear Ye, Back the Attack by Buying Extra
Bonds at the Blank Theatre." He can also shout the name
of your attraction and urge pedestrians to buy their bonds
at Ifyour
theatre'swagon
bond isbooth.
a covered
available, displays on either side
of it will attract plenty of attention particularly if such
a ballyhoo hasn't been used in some time. This has been
done with pictures of a Jap on sides saying "So happy
when people don't buy bonds. Thank you." With a plug
for the drive slogan and your theatre.
Nothing is so conducive to excitement as a parade and
the more parades you can stage during the drive, the bigger
will be the bond sales. This type of ballyhoo is tops.
The horse and buggy, particularly of the older vintage,
can be used to advantage with signs plugging the bond
message.

MILITARY

CONVOY

WILL

DRAW

CROWDS

(53)

If you are located near a service camp, it may be possible
to arrange for the display of military equipment in front
of the various theatres at specified times during the drive.
Plans already under way in New York City include the
promotion of a convoy idea in which units of military
equipment will make a tour of all theatres, in order to
attract attention to the bond campaign. This is another
ballyhoo stunt of utmost importance and of course will
require individual promotion to develop. Such a "Victory
Convoy," can be built into a patriotic parade and if a float
has been constructed, such float or floats could be tied
into the procession. This convoy type of ballyhoo can be
started off with a bang by tying it up with a service flag
raising ceremony or any other patriotic activity, following
which a tour of all local theatres could be set up. Sanction
for such cooperation of course finally rests with the local
commanding officer. Recruiting authorities can in many
cases be of definite assistance in arranging such a tie-up.
Wherever possible, secure the cooperation for appearances
of local service men who may be home on leave, so much
the better if they are heroes. Head the parade with a
band and ring in youth groups.
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FLAG CEREMONY TO LAUNCH DRIVE
(55)
Glamour has been added to bond drives by staging mass
flag-raising ceremonies covering Treasury Department
minute men or local service honor flags. Such a ceremony
includes simultaneous raising of flags at a given hour with
attractive young ladies presiding. To add excitement, bands
and groups of service men and women participated. Theatre
fronts were decorated, civic dignitaries delivered one-minute
appeals. An M.C. kept the program lively, a local vocalist
sang the national anthem and bond sales flourished at
theatre booths. This has been done with great success.
Why not create a special 3rd War Loan flag to inaugurate
the opening of the drive. United Nations Flags will dress
the affair and otherwise the previous routine could be
followed. A mass song fest might be added. If tanks, guns,
etc., are available, have displays during the ceremony. Your
facilities and energies will determine the scope of the stunt
and excellent pictorial newspaper coverage of the opening
of the drive will result. Merchants' windows will be decorated. Civic backing should make it possible to decorate
light standards, intersections, and to use overhead street
banners for glamour. Get "Back the ATTACK" proclamation from mayor and youth group support to help swing it.
MISCELLANEOUS

THE

Cover with photographers, radio broadcast, advance buildup through all mediums, reviewing stand in front of theatre.

IDEAS

BROADCAST OF DRIVE OPENING
(56)
Spectacular plans are now being formulated to elaborate
the Third War Loan Campaign. The first and opening
gun of the drive may take the form of a White House
broadcast with the stars of the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade
participating. Watch the press for announcements of
broadcast time, details, etc. Plan to pipe the broadcast to
your auditorium and loudspeakers in front of the theatre.
Advertise the fact and pull an audience which might be
inclined to stick by their home radios.
Tours of war heroes are also being projected and should
be capitalized.
The stars scheduled for all or part of the Cavalcade
include: Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, James Cagney, Olivia
de Havilland, Judy Garland, Kathryn Grayson, Walter
Pidgeon, Dick Powell, Kay Kaiser with the possibility of
Mickey Rooney joining en route.
The cities scheduled to be visited following the opening
appearance in Washington on September 8th, are: Philadelphia, 9th; Boston, 10th; New York City, 11th; Pittsburgh,
12th; Detroit, 13th; Cleveland, 14th; Cincinnati, 15th;
Chicago, 16th; Minneapolis, 17th; St. Louis, 18th; New
Orleans, 19th; Dallas, 20th; San Francisco, 23rd; Los
Angeles, 24th.

BACK

THEY LOVE A PARADE ... SO HERE'S HOW (58)
One of the easiest ways to line up a parade is to get
some local citizen experienced in this work to handle the
promotion. Usually such an individual knows all the angles
through experience and can prove an invaluable aide. If
you can't find such a man here are some pointers to help
get one started. Suggested line-up.
1. Motorcycle Police lead men.
2. Mounted Police.
3. Parade Marshall (Civic or Military Dignitary & Aides).
4. Color Guard of Honor.
5. Band or Drum Corps, Military groups.
6. Legion and Veteran groups.
7. Band led by baton twirling majorettes.
8. Youth Groups interspersed with floats.
9. Drill team and band.
10. Women's Auxiliaries, Red Cross, Ambulance Corps.
11. Fire Engines, Firemen, Floats and Band.
12. Citizen groups, business men, business women, etc.
13. trucks,
Merchants'
etc. floats, newspaper trucks, bakery and dairy

ATTACK

IMPORTANT DAYS DURING THE BOND DRIVE
SEPT. 9— CALENDAR— OCT. 13
(57)
Sept. 13. Schools open in most communities.
Constitution Week Sept. 13 to 18
Star Spangled Banner written 1814
15.
Sept.
Carole Lombard Day
Sept. 17. Constitution Day (Constitution adopted in 1787).
Sept. 21. National Newspaper Boys' Week
Sept. 23. First Day of Autumn
Sept. 25. Bill of Rights enacted in 1789
College football season starts
Sept. 26. Gold Star Mothers' Day
American Indian Day
Sept. 27. Religious Education Week (Sept. 27 to Oct. 4)
Sept. 30.1. Rosh Hoshanah (1st Day) Jewish New Year
Oct.
Nationally Advertised Brands Week starts
Oct. 2. National Retail Furniture Week starts
Oct. 3. Fire Prevention Week starts
Oct. 9. Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) Jewish Holiday
Canadian Thanksgiving Day
Oct. 12. Columbus Day (Celebrating 1492 discovery)

TO

SPEED

VICTORY

ALBUMS AUTOGRAPHED BY MOVIE STARS (59)
Ten thousand War Stamp Albums autographed by the
Hollywood Stars are being prepared to be taken along for
distribution by the screen luminaries on their Caravan Tours.
It seems that the thousands of small theatres across the
country who do not rate a star appearance but do their
level best to Back the Attack are entitled to several of
these Autographed Albums to be used as prizes in promoting in their ov/n way the Third War Loan Campaign.
Such a giveaway would pack big time glamour for the folks
in the hamlets and would further goodwill for the motion
picture industry's part in the drive. All we can do is suggest that you contact your local War Finance Committee
Chairman and have him TRY to get you a few.
If you are lucky in the endeavor don't keep the fact
that you have them a secret. Display them in a store
window with photos of the stars and information as to
how they can be obtained. They would make swell door
prizes, contest prizes, sales team awards, etc. Have them
insured for say $10,000 as a newspaper story stunt with
photos and copy of the insurance policy.

WITH

SHOWMANSHIP

CITY-WIDE

PROMOTIONAL

(60)
SLOGANS

1. "Outfit the Outfit"
2. "Equip A Fighting Unit"
3. "Buy A Bomber"
4. "Sponsor A Fighting Ship"
5. "Name A Liberty Ship"
6. "Buy A Fighter"
A most complete 30-page tab-size press book on these
activities with all necessary details for successful handling
is available through your local war finance committee. It
shows costs of all sorts of items in terms of war bonds
and stamps and is illustrated with mats which are available
through the various matrix services subscribed to by your
local newspaper.
Scene mats to fit each campaign theme are also illustrated
and available. This press is titled, "SELLING MORE
WAR SAVINGS," a promotion guidebook. If you feel
equal to the challenge of community leadership you will
find this item a wonderland of showmanship and it's free
and waiting. In ship or boat-building cities you may be
able to arrange to select a young lady to represent your
city in christening the boat your city buys. Same goes for
tanks, planes, etc., to be handled as a popularity contest.
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Each box of idea copy in this special section contains a key number in the upper right
. . .hand corner. These numbers are used for reference to save you precious time in planning.
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ADVERTISING

Put

Bond

CLIMIC

Appeal

in

Complete the circle of all-out selling of War Bonds during the
Third War Loan Campaign by including Bond appeal in newspaper
and program displays. It will add might to your drive to keep the
public conscious of the duty to buy extra bonds and stamps.
There are several slugs, illustrated elsewhere, which are available
from National Screen Service exchanges. These, used either in
toto or in part, can become an attractive element of your newspaper and program ads. In order to illustrate the point, Old Doc
on this page is offering a few examples of advertisements in
which the bond selling slogans and devices function as decorative
aids to the general design. No matter how you work it out — be
sure you get reference to the Third War Loan in all your advertising as well as your exploitation and display campaigning. Your
engraver can reproduce these displays if you desire to use them,
as STR is glad to waive copyright on the three displays illustrated.

Newspaper

by Old
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ALABAMA
R. H. Kennedy
Alabama Theatre
Birmingham
ARIZONA
Harry Nace
Orpheum Theatre BIdg.
Phoenix
ARKANSAS
M. S. McCord
Little Rock
CALIFORNIA (Southern)
Chas. Skouras
1837 So. Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles
CALIFORNIA (Northern)
D. J. McNerney
25 Taylor St.
San Francisco
COLORADO
Rick Ricketson
Denver Theatre BIdg.
Denver
CONNECTICUT
Harry F. Shaw
Poli BIdg.
New Haven
DELAWARE
Lewis S. Black
Warner Theatre
Wilmington
FLORIDA
J. L. Cartwright
Tampa Theatre BIdg.
Tampa
GEORGIA
W. K. Jenkins
Fox Theatre BIdg.
Atlanta
IDAHO
Harry Gordon
Rialto Theatre
Boise
ILLINOIS
Jules Rubens
175 State St.
Chicago
INDIANA
Don Rossiter
444 N. Illinois St.
Indianapolis

Treasury

Third

War

TRADE
Loan
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State

Chairmen

Contact for information about State events, drive activities
and for advice on campaign work in which they may assist you :
NEW JERSEY (Southern)
IOWA
Sam Varbalow
A. H. Blank
Paramount BIdg.
4605 Westfield Ave.
Des Moines
Camden, N. J.
KANSAS
NEW JERSEY (Northern)
Harry Wareham
H. 24H. Walnut
Lowenstein
Manhattan
St.
KENTUCKY
Newark
Fred Dolle
NEW MEXICO
Fourth Ave. Amuse. Co.
Geo.
Louisville
KimoTucker
Theatre
Albuquerque
LOUISIANA
E. V. Richards
NEVADA
608 Canal St.
N. Dow Thompson
New Orleans
TReno& D Ent.
MAINE
Connie Russell
NEW YORK (Metropolitan)
Bangor
Leo Brecher
MARYLAND
32 East 58th St.
Frank A. Hornig
New York, N. Y.
531 N. Howard St.
NEW
YORK (Upstate)
Baltimore
Myer
Schine
MASSACHUSETTS
Gloversville
Sam Pinanski
NORTH
CAROLINA
60 Scollay Sq.
H. F. Kincey
Boston
120 E. 3rd St.
MICHIGAN
Charlotte
E. C. Beatty
NORTH DAKOTA
Mike Cooper
1492 National Bank BIdg.
Detroit
Forx Theatre
MINNESOTA
Grand Forks
John Friedl
OHIO
Minnesota Amuse. Co.
Pete Wood
17 No. 6th St.
55 E. State St.
Minneapolis
Columbus
MISSISSIPPI
OKLAHOMA
Arthur Lehman
B. J. McKenna
Jackson
1 1 Vz No. City
Lee Ave.
MISSOURI
Oklahoma
Harry Arthur
OREGON
Fox Theatre BIdg.
A. Finke
St. Louis
303
Orpheum Theatre BIdg.
MONTANA
Portland
A. M. Russell
PENNSYLVANIA (Eastern)
Bozeman
NEBRASKA
Jay1225
Emanuel
Vine St.
William Miskell
Philadelphia
Orpheum Theatre BIdg.
PENNSYLVANIA (Western)
Omaha
M. A. Silver
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Warner Bros.
Edw. J. Fahey
Clark BIdg.
1118 Elm St.
Pittsburgh
Manchester

Ed Fay
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
SOUTH CAROLINA
Warren Irwin
Palmyra Theatre
Columbia
SOUTH DAKOTA
Fred Larkin
State Theatre
Sioux Falls
TENNESSEE
Tony
SudekumAmuse. Co.
Crescent
Nashville
TEXAS
R. Interstate
J. O'DonnellCircuit
Dallas
Majestic Theatre BIdg.
UTAH
Samuel Gillette
Strand Theatre
Tooele, Utah
VERMONT
Frank Venett
Paramount
Theatre
Rutland
VIRGINIA
M. G. Thalheimer
1013 A. East Main
Richmond
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Carter Barron
Loew's Inc.
Washington, D. C.
WASHINGTON
Frank Newman, Sr.
Skinner BIdg.
Seattle
WEST VIRGINIA
SolLecko
HymanBIdg.
Huntington
WISCONSIN
Harold Fitzgerald
1324 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee
WYOMING
Fred Glass
Lincoln Theatre
Cheyenne

Department
War
Finance
Committee
Chairmen
Contact for clearance date for bond premieres and inform of
activities. Report periodically as advised by your chairman on sales:
HAWAII
KENTUCKY (Eastern)
ALABAMA
COLORADO
Ben Williamson, Jr.
Fred H. Kanne
Clarence H. Adams
Ed Leigh McMillan
Young
Hotel
BIdg.
808 Second National Bk. BIdg.
302 Colorado BIdg.
1525 Comer BIdg.
Ashland
1055 Bishop Street
Denver 2
Birmingham 3
IDAHOHonolulu
ALASKA
CONNECTICUT
KENTUCKY (Western)
Thomas Hewes
S. Albert Phillips
Governor Ernest H. Gruening
John
A.
Schoonover
Post Office Box 110
510 Republic BIdg.
36 Pearl Street, Room 523
423
First
National
Bank
BIdg.
Boise
Juneau
Hartford 3
Louisville 2
DELAWARE
ARIZONA
ILLINOIS
LOUISIANA
Leon G. Tujague
Walter R. Bimson
Henry T. Bush
Harold H. Swift
1064 duPont Hotel BIdg.
300 Bankers BIdg.
Post Office Building
512 Pan American BIdg.
Chicago
Phoenix
Wilmington 99
105 W. Adams St.
Camp
and Poydras
Streets
ARKANSAS
New Orleans
6
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
INDIANA
W. W. Campbell
John A. Reilly
Radio Center, 1st Floor
MAINE
852 Washington BIdg.
Eugene
C. Pulliam
H. Federal
Nelson BIdg.
McDougall
816 Illinois
BIdg.
Little Rock
Washington 5
Indianapolis
4
CALIFORNIA (Northern)
FLORIDA
Augusta
IOWA
Charles R. Page
W. W. McEachern
Herbert L. Horton
MARYLAND
404 Federal BIdg.
733 Monadnock BIdg.
800 Walnut BIdg.
San Francisco 5
Jacksonville 1
Hooper
CalvertS. Miles
Building
Des Moines 8
KANSAS
CALIFORNIA (Southern)
GEORGIA
Fayette and St. Paul Streets
Baltimore
W. Laird Dean
Robert H. Moulton
Charles A. Stair
208
Federal
BIdg.
621 South Spring St.
1202 C & S National Bank BIdg.
{Continued on Page 43)
Atlanta 3
Los Angeles 14
Topeka
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Third War
Should

Lo an Campaign

Top Everything

Else

In Your September Programs
Vacation days — for us, at least — are over.
No more basking in the sun. No more traversing
country roads at dusk while breezes caress our
brow, while crickets chirp and birds sing in the
woods and thickets to either side of us. No
more awakening in the morning to hear the
crow of the cock and to inhale the appetizing
aroma of sizzling sausages. No ! No more of
this paradise until, if and when we have another
vacation. But then, it's good to be back again,
to get into the swing of things, to dash for the
subway just as the door closes or be trampled
in the rush. Yes, it's wonderful to be back
again.
Our substitute did a mighty fine job of guiding this department while we were away. As
a matter of fact, we fully expect to be appointed
his substitute. For us, the Exchange held more
interest than ever before. We found ourselves
trudging into the county seat to invade the
office of one of the theatres and grab the latest
copy of STR before the manager and his assistant got a stranglehold on it.
Biggest- Underhaking Right Now
Well, vacation is over, so we must get down
to business. Biggest undertaking right now
among the theatres of the nation is the Third
War Loan drive. This campaign must go over
the top. There is no doubt about that. It is the
duty of every showman to utilize every means
at his command to spur the sales of bonds and
stamps to such an extent that the set goal will
be exceeded. We know it's a terrific job. Campaigns should already be in the making. Playing no small part are programs. Through your
house organ you can do much to spread the
word of your drive activities.
If your program is the type whose front cover
is devoted to institutional messages or cartoons,
start now to use this space to plug the Third
War Loan Campaign. And even if you've used

Make

TRADE

Should Dominate All Else
But no matter what your type of program,
whether it be a post card, a calendar or a miniature "newspaper," be sure that the Third War
Loan dominates all else. Start hammering away
right now, and don't let up until the goal has
been reached, and better still, over-subscribed.
Elsewhere
in this issue
of STR
find
plenty
of ammunition
to help
you inyou'll
planning
your campaign. Just be sure that your programs
play a big part.
Just before we left for our vacation a card
reached us from the State Theatre, Point Pleasant, Va. For its program the State employs
government postal cards. The top feature on
the program is pretty well described, while the
second attraction is merely mentioned. Just
noticed, after more careful scrutiny of the return address, that Point Pleasant is in West
Virginia, not Virginia. The post office cancellation stamp had covered the "W." Just what
the "Hollywood" above the return address
means we do not know, so perhaps the State
management will enlighten us on this point.
Gives Patrons 'Best News'
On the back of the calendar for the Ozark
Theatre, Eldon, Mo., Manager Tom Edwards
dispenses with his weekly letter to his patrons
to give them this short message: "My wife,
daughter and myself have gone to California to
see my son Tom, who is taking Pilot Training

This Season's
An EXTRA BOND FOR EVERY SEAT
in your theatre, Mr. Exhibitor, is the
showman's job while the quietly
colossal guys are doing the fighting.
We'// all BACK

BACK

August 28, 194:

the cover to sell your outstanding attraction,
just bear in mind that there'll be no attraction
more outstanding than getting your patrons to
buy more and more and more bonds and stamps.
Take
remind advantage
patrons ofoftheevery
drive.little "hole" inside to
If you have the tabloid type program, make
your top headlines and your biggest stories deal
with this most important war-time ef¥ort. Between stories use the slogan, "Back the Attack
— -Third War Loan," in place of break-off rules.
Get your advertisers — for at least one issue
(that which helps get the drive under way) —
to devote as much of their space as possible to
the campaign.

Victor

BUY WAR
BONDS
Every employee 10% or more
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Product

THE ATTACK!

*

SELL WAR
BONDS
One for each theatre seat

3rd
WAR
SEPTEMBER 9th to OCTOBER
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Good Balance in This Page
We like this typical page from the tabloid,
Screenews, issued by Manager Bill Drace of the
Grand causeTheatre,
Greer, S.artC.in And
it isn'trightbeof the cheesecake
the upper
handdraws
corner,
either, But
although
admitbalance
that
art
attention.
note we'll
the nice
between art, text and advertising. And note,
too, that war bond sales are plugged in the
space between the art and ad. Even more
prominent space should be given to the Third
War Loan Drive during the month of September.
in the Air Corps. To me, this is the Best News
I have ever written. See you soon, Tom."
Maybe this vacation has gone to our head,
but we've read a certain item three times, and
it still puzzles us. Under the headline, "Revive
Two Hits," appears this Grape-Vine story in
Cinemag from out Paragould way : "Two songs
from a pair of early musical successes, 'On
With the Show' and 'Gold Diggers of Broadway' have been re-styled and will be featured
by
Joan
Leslie in 'The Hard Way', etc." Maybe
ruary.
Cinemag's Grape- Vine hasn't heard it, but "The
Hard Way" has been released since last FebA new style program comes from the Uptown
Theatre in New York. It's a colored card,
regulation
size, with
attractions listedpost-card
on one side.
The the
cardweek's
is designed
to be folded in half so that it can be conveniently
carried in one's pocket or purse. When folded,
the cover carries the name of the theatre, address, telephone, etc. The back page plugs the
9 p.m. showing of the two features, as well as
the late Saturday night show and the sale of
war bonds and stamps.
We're so worn out from our strenuous vacation that we must stop here. We'll need another
vacation to recuperate from this vacation. Before we: leave
you,Third
however,
here'sCampaign
another
reminder
Back the
War Loan
with every ounce of showmanship at your command ! See you next week.
San Diego Theatre Gets Credit
For Its Part in the War Effort
Be sure that your theatre is getting the credit
due it for its contribution to the war effort.
For instance, out in San Diego the Fox West
Coast theatres are doing their part, and they're
getting recognition in the local newspapers. Recently anylon hose salvage drive was held at the
Fox, and the newspaper came out with "the
evidence" : a two-column photo of the huge pile
of nylon hosiery collected during the drive.
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Film
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Industry
Third

Starts

War

War Bond Premieres

Film premieres for which War Bonds are the
price of admission have been arranged in 1200
cities, according to William F. Rodgers, who is
this
serving as bond premiere chairman. How
works out is illustrated in the case of Atlanta,
where Atlanta exchange area chairman William
K. Jenkins and distribtor chairman Fred Dodson
have notified 1200 exhibitors throughout tlie area
that prints for such premieres will be available.
$10,000,000 was set as the goal for these Atlanta
area premieres alone.
The cooperation of service men and war heroes
is also to play an important part in the campaign.
In New York there will be a Home Front Invasion by seven military convoys made up of jeeps,
trucks and tanks, which will converge on Times
Square at 10:30 A.M. on September 9. Each
men
convoy will include at least five woundedgreeted
from the New York area who will be
and other
by Gov. Dewey, Mayor LaGuardia, Astor.
At
officials at a reception at the Hotel
noon the party will proceed to a platform m
the middle of the square and there officially open
the drive. Following this, the convoys will journey to seven nearby areas for similar festivities.
Blackout in Texas
The Texas committee has completed plans for
one of the most spectacular stunts yet offered
—a War Bond Blackout. James O. Cherry,
Dallas chairman, who is credited with the idea,
has arranged with Robert E. Smith, regional
director of the Office of Civilian Defense, for a
statewide blackout on the night of September 8
from 10 to 10:30 P.M. During that time a
broadcast will be made that is sure to get the
full attention of the public. Governor Coke
{Continued on l\uic 43)
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Drive

Keep In Touch
Announcements of important developments
are certain to pop continuously from this
date until the close of the Third War Loan
Drive. Watch for information of vital value
to your campaign — itinerary of stars on bond
tours, rallies in nearby cities, special events
of national or statewide scope. Keep in touch
through your press and close contact with
your state WAC chairmen.
Investigate

Memphis

Cooling System Blast
The first tragedy in Memphis caused by the
use of substitute refrigerants occurred last week
when an explosion at the Peabody Theatre,
a neighborhood house owned by John Eaton,
cost the life of Elroy R. Curry, the maintenance man, while Milton Rayburn, usher, received third degree burns which have confined
.Ml patrons esJoseph's
St.without
him to caped
injury.Hospital.
DepartThe explosion was found by the Fire chloride,
ment to have happened when methyl
the refrigerant, leaked from the cooling system and became ignited. Mr. Eaton said he
had changed refrigerants when Freon, for which
his cooling system was designed, was frozen
by the War Production Board July 1.
The accident spurred a meeting of city offiby a check, that several busicials, houses
who found,
ness
had changed to methyl chloride,
and some were contemplating the change. The
Fire Department turned off these systems. Film
Row, with few exceptions, is working by_ fans.
Any action in regard to Mr. Eaton will be
up to the Attorney General's office.
DeRochemont,

. liigitst 28, 1943
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Work

Loan

Theatre men, distributors, actors, and technicians were rolling up their sleeves and tightening their belts this week, ready to carry out
the elaborate plans laid by the War Activities
Committee and local groups all around the
job
the industry's
to put
States War
United
Reports from
Drive.
Loanover
in the Third
key centers reveal that the stage is being set
8 curtain-raising. Asthe September
early for surances
have streamed in to General Chairman
L. C. Griffith of the WAC from sectional chairmen that they and their campaigners are well
along in details of their individual plans, and that
the drive in every case shapes up as the greatest
of the war.
WAC and War Finance Committee workers
in 200 cities met during the week and were
addressed by Griffith from Washington by means
of a closed circuit radio hook-up. The address
marked the culmination of regional conferences
in Los Angeles, Chicago and Washington held
by Griffith, accompanied by Francis S. Harmon,of
vice chairman, and S. H. Fabian, chairman
the theatres division.
Among the national-scope plans already completed and ready for the big drive is the Hollywood Star tour, which will visit fifteen cities
from coast-to-coast.

TRADE

M of T Head,

Signs as Feature Producer
Louis de Rochemont, founder and since its
inception in 1934 producer of The March of
Time on the screen, has signed with Twentieth
Century-Fox as a producer of feature pictures.
Previous to the founding of The March of
Time, and after a period of service as an
officer in the U. S. Navy, from which he
resigned in 1923, he was active as a newsreel
cameraman and editor. In 1930 he became
Director of short subjects production for Fox.
In this capacity he originated and edited the
Magic Carpet series and The Adventures of
a Newsreel Cameraman.
Richard de Rochemont will succeed his brother
as producer of the March of Time releases. He
has been managing editor since 1940, and during the past few months has been in full charge
of production activities.

Schulman with Lichtman Circuit
Charles C. Schulman, a member of Washington's Variety Club and well known in the
circles, has joined the
Capitol City's business of
theatres in the DisA. E. Lichtman circuit
trict of Columbia and A^irginia as executive
assistant to the president, it was announced
this week by general manager H. Graham
comBarbee, Jr. Schulman's entrance into altheoperanot affect present department
l)any will
tion, it was pointed out.

Femme Ist-Run House
First woman to manage a local Cleveland
downtown first-run theatre arrived in town
this week from Worcester, Mass. She is
Mrs. Gertrude L. Tracy and she has been
manager
of Loew's
aappointed
reconditioned
1400-seat
houseOhio
whichTheatre,
opens
for business in September. Mrs. Tracy has
been with the Loew theatre circuit for the
past
15 N.
years,
Chester,
Y. starting as cashier in Port
10,000-Gal. Fuel Oil Margin
Extended to More Districts
If you don't burn over 10,000 gallons of oil
atheyear
don't worry from
about OPA
converting.
was
announcement
officials This
last May
for exhibitors and others in the New England
States, the Dakotas, Missouri, Nebraska and
Kansas.
This week it was extended to include New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota
and the District of Columbia. It applies also in
Florida, the eastern part of Georgia and the
Pacific Northwest even if you use more than
10,000 gallons of oil per year.
Amusement

Taxes for July

Over June
$4,500,000
Up
Amusement
tax collections
for July were
more than $4,500,000 better than for July, the
Bureau of Internal Revenue announced this
week. Total was $15,750,518.85. This figure
was also $1,000,000 better than the May high
of $14,625,615, and fell only slightly below the
record figures for last December. July collections a year ago amounted to $12,484,881.
The high figure for July, it was admitted, may
have been due partly to the inclusion of some
collections really belonging to previous months,
which had been held over for various reasons,
chiefly because they were unclassified. With
the beginning of a new fiscal year, it is believed collectors made a special effort to clean
up accounts.
Ousting 2nd Feature With Disney
Shorts Wins Bridgeport Fans
Testing
the second
box office
reaction
a displacement of the
feature
with tofour
Disney
technicolor shorts labeled the Walt Disney
Laff Revue, Loew's circuit inaugurated this new
idea recently in the Poli, Bridgeport, with such
satisfactory results that it has spread throughout the circuit.
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St. L. Congressman
Pushes Film Probe
Walter C. Ploeser, Republican Congressman
from the 12th Missouri District and bitter antiNew Dealer, this week announced, before leaving St. Louis for Washington, that he plans to
introduce a resolution when the House of Representatives reconvenes calling for a sweeping investigation into the motion picture industry to
determine whether it has been subjected to any
pressure to produce propaganda pictures beneficial to the New Deal and furthering the drive
for a Fourth Term. He added that the current
Congressional investigation of the Federal Communication Commission clearly indicates that
certain governmental offices are exceeding their
powers and rights in radio censorship.
The investigation that he will propose for the
motion picture industry will determine whether
any producing company or individual acting for
such companies have violated the Corrupt Practices Act by making direct or indirect contributions to a political candidacy and whether pressure to force such violation exists. Congressman
Ploeser said.
Congressman Ploeser vigorously opposed President Roosevelt's foreign policy prior to Pearl
Harbor. He was especially critical of the sea
meeting of Mr. Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Churchill in August, 1941, when the Atlantic
Charter was drawn up. He took the position
then that the President was driving us into
the war.
Loew's State, N. Y., Celebrates
22nd Birthday by Service Party
On Monday, August 30th, Loew's State Theatre will mark its 22nd birthday. The celebration will feature a week's festivities, which
actually started Thursday when "Stage Door
Canteen"
screen, Sr.
with and
Henry
Jerome's
Orchestra, onPattheRooney,
Tommy
Dix
on the stage, opened to large crowds.
Instead of having a party in its own honor,
the State will give a party to twenty-two service
men and women who are celebrating their
twenty-second birthday on that date. Another
highlight of the celebration is an exhibit of
memorabilia from the Albert Davis Collection
of Theatrical Photographs. Old photographs
ot Eddie Cantor, Irving Berlin, Jack Dempsey,
Lou Holtz, George Jessel, Joe E. Lewis, Sophie
Tucker, Belle Baker, Paul Whiteman, George
Price, Gus Van, Mae Murray, Mary Pickford,
Louise Fazenda, Constance and Norma Talmadge, Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Ina Claire,
Gloria Swanson, Bert Lytell and many others
are included in the exhibit.
William Miskeli Made Manager
Of Tri-States Iowa District
Appointment of William Miskeli as Nebraska and western Iowa district manager
for Tri-States Theatre Corp. of Des A'loines,
was announced by G. Ralph Branton, general
manager, at a meeting of Tri- State managers
in Omaha. Miskeli succeeds Joseph Kinsky,
who is moving to Monica, Cal., where he has
purchased the Aero Theatre. Miskell's place
as manager of the Orpheum will be taken by
Ted Emerson, manager of the Paramount at
Omaha, Don Shane, manager of the Capitol
at Sioux City, la., will come to the Paramount.
Kinsky has been district manager for the
past two and a half years.
Stalingrad Film Separate Deal
Neil Agnew, Paramount general sales manager, announced Thursday that "The City that
Stopped on
Hitler
— Heroic
Stalingrad" will be
released
separate
contract.

Fathers Now AloWe Fans
As a result of a survey which showed that
all members of the average American family,
middle-aged father and mother as well as
the young folks — are now going to the
movies, the Chicago Daily News is now run
ning two full news pages, with pictures from
Hollywood, on current screen plays and
personalities daily. That is a step-up of from
four columns to 16 columns.
Says motion
Lloyd Lewis,
editor:
found
picturemanaging
attendance
today"Weis
33 per cent higher than it was two years
ago. Children have always gone to the movies
and mothers some. Now the fathers are
going regularly and are asking about the
screen players: 'who is this one, who is that

4,000,000

Have

Seen

/Army
in 2 Weeks
A new national attendance record was turned
in by "This fs the Army" this week when Warners reported that the Irving Berlin musical in
two weeks time has been seen by almost 4,000,000
persons in 126 cities. All situations playing
the soldier film have been breaking house records, from the Hollywood Theatre in New York
on across the country. An added slant on the
New York run is the fact that the picture is
drawing the highest percentage of service men
in Broadway's history. Normally 10 to 15
per cent is the average of uniformed men at
Broadway theatres, but "This Is the Army" has
been getting 20 to 30 per cent since the opening, with all classes of service represented.
Meanwhile the earlier soldier-film, "Stage Door
Canteen,"
continues
amazing
along
the line,
a good with
example
being box-office
in Chicago,takes
whereall
M.P.
one?' "Engineers Plan
Rud Lohrenz, UA district manager, reports that "Stage
Door Canteen" is topping $150,000 in five weeks of
loop
Oct. Hollywood Meet
record. showings and breaking the State Lake house
Swelled by War Bond openings and multiple theatre
The fifty-fourth semi-annual technical consituations,
"For sell-outs
Whom intheLosBellAngeles,
Tolls"
ference of the Society of Motion Picture Engihas repeatedParamount's
its New York
neers will be held from October 18 to 22 in- where it is running day-and-date at the United Artists
Carthay Circle. For the premiere in Washington
clusive at the Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel in and September
15 seats are scaled from $10,000 to $25
Hollywood, it was announced this week by on
in War Bonds, and the opening will be a feature of
W. C. Kunzmann, convention vice president of the Third War Loan Drive.
Barry New
Was York,
a Lady,"
was late
gettingahead
into
the Society. An informal get-together luncheon
the"DuCapitol,
madewhich
up time
by going
will launcii the conference on Monday, October
of all other MOM attractions at that theatre since a
new stage show policy was inaugurated several months
18. and general sessions will be held at 2 P.M.
and 8 P.M. each day except Wednesday, with ago. The picture's opening day receipts topped those
sessions at 10 A.M. on Wednesday and Friday of "Stage Door Canteen."
big week
one, with
"Phantom
of the openings
Opera," instarted
itsAnother
career last
simultaneous
Cinmaking up a schedule of ten. Wednesday evecinnati and Minneapolis. The opening day shows at
ning
is
reserved
for
the
fifty-fourth
semi-annual
the Palace, Cincinnati, ran only from 6 P.M. to closing,
dinner dance.
film did more business than any other Universal
Officers of the society and chairmen of committees in yijt the had
heretofore done for an entire day.
charge are Herbert Griffin, president ; Emery Huse. picture
"Best
Forward" is now in its ninth week at
past president and chairman of the reception and local the Astor,Foot
New
York, with the box office holding at
arrangements committee ; Loren L. Ryder, executive
a
steady
pace
from
week to week.
vice-president; Mr. Kunzmann, convention vice presiLucky," atforRadio
City Music
still can
dent; A. C. Downes, editorial vice president; E. A. not"Mr.
be
dislodged,
comedy
was Hall,
held over
for
Williford, secretary; C. W. Handley, chairman of the a sixth week, exhibiting this
much latent strength.
Pacific Coast Section ; Julius Haber, chairman of the
"Swing
Shift
Masie,"
out
of
the
big
picture
class,
publicity committee ; and Mrs. C. W. Handley, hostess is reported by MGM to have done exceptional business
forOther
the ladies'
receptioncommittees
committee. and their chairmen
in its erage
firstbusiness
key was
city asopenings.
cent over
avparticipating
follows: The
Akronper 277%,
Canton
include the Papers Committee, C. R. Daily, chairman,
232%, Allentown 157%, and Provi144%.
and C. R. Keith, vice chairman for the East Coast ; 281%, denceReading
Registration and Information Committee, Mr. Kunzmann, chairman ; Luncheon and Dinner Dance ComMr. Ryder,A. chairman
; Hotel and
TransportaOutbreak of Infantile Paralysis
tionmittee,
Committee,
M. Gundelfinger,
chairman
; and
Projection Committee, R. H. McCullough, chairman
Closes Bremerton, Ore. Houses
for 3S-mm. programs, and H. W. Remershied, chairman
for 16-mm. programs.
Combating a small outbreak of infantile
paralysis (polio), health authorities of Kitsap
county. Ore. and the Puget Sound Navy Yard
Warner Net Profit for 9 Mos.
city of Bremerton have closed all theatres (five
houses of B. F. Shearer and Hamrick-Evergreen
$342,517 Over 1942 Figure
chain) for a minimum of seven days.
A net operating profit increase of $342,517
over a similar period last year was reported
Despite an increase in Seattle's polio rate
this week by Warner Brothers for the nine during
the past seven months, no deaths have
months ended May 29, 1943. After deduction
to date resulted. Fifteen cases have been reported since Jan. 1st. Some 14 polio cases
of all charges, including amortization and depreciation and provision for Federal income and have been reported in the Portland area to
excess profits taxes, the net profit came to date.
$5,714,392, compared with $5,371,875 for the
same nine months in 1942.
No provision for contingencies in respect to 'Bell Tolls' in Loew Key Houses
foreign assets was made, but a provision of
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount assistant general sales manager, this week completed a
$4,500,000 was made for net losses on fixed assets sold subsequent to May 29, 1943. (Warner
deal
with
R. Vogel, Loew's executive
fixed assets include land, and buildings and equip- in charge ofJoseph
out of town theatres, whereby "For
ment on both owned and leased land). ProWhom the Bell Tolls" will play Loew's situavision for income taxes this year was $11,600,000
tions where the circuit plays Parainount pictures. The picture will open on September 30
as compared with $4,100,000 for the same period
last year. Gross income amounted to $97,518,625,
in three key situations, Cleveland, Columbus,
as compared with $87,790,224.
and Buft'alo.
KAO Lists $963,605 Net Profit
Support Allied Resolution
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation this week
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey at a reported $1,953,629.96 profit before provision
meeting Monday adopted a resolution of the for depreciation and income taxes for the period
Board of Directors of Allied States Association
of 26 weeks ended June 30, 1942. The corresponding period in 1942 showed a profit of
at
the
latter's
meeting
in
Baltimore
last
week
calling upon Columbia to deliver eight pictures $1,300,000.62. Net profit after all charges for
the 1943 period was $963,605.55, compared with
which the Allied directors allege were sold on
1942-43 schedules but were not delivered.
$507,571.46 for 1942.
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ALBANY
The promotion of Irving Liner, manager oi
Fabian's
district
of Fabian Proctor's,
theatres on Troy,
Staten toIsland
whilemanager
Harry
Black is absent due to illness, will be celebrated
by Variety tent August 30 at the Ten Eyck
Hotel. Louis R. Golding, division manager of
Fabian's,
will the
be toastmaster
at the dinner.
Shure heads
dinner committee,
assisted Joe
by
Joe Miller, Columbia branch manager, and
Herman Ripps, Metro. Liner will be succeeded
at Proctor's by Milton Schosberg
Vitagraph Ad Salesman Ray Cheney has enlisted in the Marine Corps and leaves Aug. 30
for Paris Island, S. C.
Warners' Strand, Albany, reports "This Is
the
smashed all records for its first
week Army"
run.
Freddy Meyers, Universal division manager,
was in Albany Tuesday making calls on the
Warner and Fabian circuits with Jere Spandau, branch manager.
Edward X. Callahan, 20th Century-Fox district manager, was in from Boston for three
days this vi'eek.
Albany County has set its guns on raising
$40,000,000 in the third war loan drive to build
the battle cruiser "Albany."
Catherine Dobbs, Republic inspectress, returned from a vacation in the Adirondacks this
week.
Lieutenant Charles Horn, son of Arthur
Horn, Metro salesman, was killed in action in
the Pacific, according to word received by his
parents from the War Department this week.
Exhibitors calling along film row this week
included Harriet Woldenburg, Clinton, Clinton ;
Walter Wertime, Chester, Chestertown ; Mrs.
Frieda Klein, Hunter, Hunter ; Sam Davis,
Phoenicia, Phoenicia ; Ed Mclntyre and Inez
Ferguson, Copake, Copake ; Allie Mallory,
Starr, Corinth ; Henry Frieder, Community,
Hudson ; Henry Grossman, Community and
Warren, Hudson ; Harold Freshman, Avon,
Bainbridge and Greene, Greene ; Vivien Sweet,
Star, Salem, Swan, Greenwich and Broadway,
Schuylerville ; George Thornton, Orpheum,
Saugerties and Orpheum, Tannersville ; Charles
Wilson, Lake, Indian Lake ; John Rossi, Strand,
Schroon Lake.
Bob Adler, Monogram booker, moved his
family up from New York over the week-end.
Harry Rabinowitz of National Screen Service
is leaving with his family for New York to
enter business there.
Sam Milberg, who has been selling for Producers Releasing Corp., has resigned to accept
a job as salesman for Monogram.
Sidney Stockton, Metro office manager, made
a flying trip to New York on business this week.
Lou Golding, Albany exchange head of the
War Activities Committee, is in Washington
this week with Si Fabian, attending a WAC
conference there.
Fabian theatres in this territory are working
on
the 30thTheanniversary
founding.
drive ends drive
Sept of
10. the circuit's
Claude Watkins, chief operator at the Strand,
Albany, broke his wrist last week.
BOSTON
The Bowdoin Casino has reopened with many
improvements calculated to make the theatre
more comfortable for the patrons. Stage shows
and features is the policy.
It's Captain Martin J. Peterson now . . . the
lad who enlisted two years ago as a private is
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now
Sicily.a Captain in the United States Army in
Herb Philbrick is back at his M and P desk
aiding
Browning after a vacation and
fishing Harry
trip.
"This Is the Army" is booked for its Boston
premiere on September 29th at the Metropolitan
Theatre, the big 4300-seater, M and P de luxe
house.
The Strand Theatre on Huntington Avenue
has been redecorated under the E. M. Loew
management.
Bert MacKenzie, MGM publicist in New
England, has been spending a vacation on his
farm in upper New York state.
Jack Saef, publicist at the Paramount in
Boston, spent his vacation attending to his
Victory Garden. He claims to have the finest
specimens . . . etc.
Dave Shankman has returned from a vacation
spent at Lake Sebago in Maine, while Charlie
Morse is back after a brief vacation in Maine
and New Hampshire.
Paul Levi, publicist at the Metropolitan Theatre, has returned from a visit with relatives
in New York.
Joe Ehrlich, aide to Jack Goldstein in the
publicity department of 20th Century-Fox home
offices, is in town visiting relatives.
Eddie Reed of Providence spent the greater
part of the week in Boston looking at previews
and visiting friends on film row.
Dave Perkins of Brattleboro, one of the real
veterans of the industry in this sector, was in
town last week.
"Skip" McManus, district manager for
M and P theatres, has returned from his
vacation.
Ruth Resnek, of the booking department at
Warners, has resigned and was given a farewell party by employes of the exchange here.
District Manager Norman J. Ayers of Warners is of¥ to Buffalo, stopping at the Albany
branch before returning to Boston.
Branch Manager Bill Horan of Warners
accompanied Salesman Al Daytz to Maine last
week on company business.
Visiting the Boston Warners exchange this
week was Jules Lapidus, eastern division manager, who consulted with District Manager
Ayers.
Isabel McGrath of the RKO offices is spending a few weeks at Milford, Massachusetts.
C. M. McGerigle, RKO head booker, will go
to Maine and New Hampshire on vacation.
Loretta Duffy of RKO announces her coming
marriage to Emmett Hunt.
Ray Dean, for years a showman on the
Pacific Coast and in the mid-west, and later in
New England, was inducted into the United
States Navy on August 23.
Exhibitors in town : Morris Simms and Harry
S. Zeitz from New Bedford ; Louis Kenney of
the State Theatre, East Milton; Bill Canning
of Fall River.
CHARLOTTE
Oscar W. Montgomery, Jr. becomes manager
this week of the Broadway Theatre here, succeeding Eli Dreylinger, recently made city manager for North Carolina Theatres, Inc., in
Lexington, N. C. Mr. Montgomery is a native
of Charlotte, but has recently been manager of
the State Theatre in Salisbury.
Carlotta Porter, formerly secretary to Scott
Lett, Charlotte manager for Paramount, has
been made booking manager to succeed B. A.
Slaughter, Jr.
Robert Street, manager of the Dilworth, a
suburban theatre, and Bernal Lewis, manager of
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the down-town State, both managers for North
Carolina Theatres, Inc., have exchanged locations.
Billy Ann Newman, local radio singer, has
joined the staff of the Visulite Theatre as
cashier, it is announced by the manager, A. B.
Craver. Mr. Craver is taking part in the golf
tournament at the Myers Park Country Club
while on what he describes as a "semi-vacation,"
a full vacation being impossible under the present manpower shortage.
Mrs. Elizabeth Henderson Marshall, of the
Plaza Theatre, has returned from a vacation
spent with her husband. Private Marshall Henderson, who is on furlough from duty on the
west coast.
H. B. Meiselman, owner of the Ritz in Fayetteville and the Manor in Wilmington, was
among
change. recent visitors to the Paramount exBoyd B. Horton, owner of the Red Springs
Theatre, which was destroyed by fire a few
months ago, announces that the theatre has
been rebuilt and is again in use. Mr. Horton
also owns the State Theatre in Concord, N. C,
and the Rialto, in Grier, S. C.
E. E. Heller, branch manager of PRC, announces that Dan L. Craddock, owner of the
Grand Theatre, Leaksville, N. C, and the
Y.M.C.A. Theatre, Spray, N. C, has now added
the Y.M.C.A. Theatre at Draper, N. C, formerly operated by the Martin Theatres and
Estate at Leaksville. N. C. The Martin Estates
will reopen tlie Independent Theatre at Draper.
N. C.
CHICAGO
Officials of Chicago theatres on Monday held
their first meeting at the Blackstone Hotel,
under the direction of Jules J. Rubens of the
Great States Theatre circuit, to plan for the
Third War Loan Drive.
The CIO effort to organize Chicago theatre
managers faces a difficult time with so many
changes taking place among the personnel, according to a leading executive. Besides this
situation, it was pointed out, the Chicago Operators Union already has a charter from the
AF of L which permits organization of managers and other theatre employes in this area.
White collar employes of film row exchanges
and the shipping and inspection departments
have long made up Locals B. 45 and F. 45.
Myles Concannon, for 25 years a loop theatre
executive for Balaban and Katz, has resigned
and will take a long rest. He is succeeded at
the State Lake by Charles Cottle, who in turn
is succeeded at tlie Roosevelt by Charles Nesbitt.
R. Schmidt, manager of the Luna, is transferred
to the Cine Theatre, and George Rosenthal goes
from the Garrick to the Luna.
The silver anniversary of Jack Osserman,
RKO district manager, will be celebrated by
the sales staffs of four exchanges under his
management — Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City,
and Milwaukee — with a sales drive running
from September 17 to October 14.
Mary Sitton, member of the executive board
of Local B. 45, AF of L, and a Paramount film
inspector,
the aWacs
the first
film row. has
She joined
was given
going— away
partyfrom
by
Union members.
G. R. Greer has been named manager of the
loop Apollo Theatre of the B and K circuit.
Mort Singer, of the Mort Singer circuit, is
back in Chicago from the Coast.
Mrs. Katherine Beatty, wife of Thomas E.
Beatty, manager of the Englewood and Linden
theatres, is dead from a heart attack.
Jack Schwartz, of the RKO theatre depart-
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ment, was in Cliicago last week for a conference
with
manager.
TedTom
Tod,Gorman,
Warner Chicago
publicitydistrict'
director,
went to
Detroit this week to arrange for the opening of
"This Is the Army."
Actor Dick Arlen was here last week attending the Beverly Golf Club victory championship
matches.
Carl Henriksen has been named chief production methods engineer at Bell and Howell.
Ralph Bangart has joined the RKO exchange
publicity department.
The film trade is mourning the death of Mrs.
Millie Rolloff, mother of Clair Rollofif, advertising manager of the DeVry Company.
Theatre stafif changes : James Rose from the
North Shore to the Gateway ; Seymour Odems
to the Howard ; Ted Reglin to the North Shore.
CINCINNATI
Warner's office manager, Carl Leeder, has
returned from the hospital where he underwent an emergency operation, and is now convalescing satisfactorily at his home.
Laura Dell Dugle of Manchester was a
visitor at the Row this week.
Pauline McAnally has joined the Warner
staff.
Warner's trade
"Thank
Yourat Lucky
Stars"
had
a successful
preview
the Palace
Theatre
screening room this week.
Paramount's Lillian Aherne visited her husband, Private John T. Aherne, at Camp Croft.
Ann
Milligan is the new "hello" girl at
Paramount.
Paramount'shis Jack
undergoing
usualRodman,
annual head
siege booker,
with hayis
fever.
Ray Frisz was among visitors at the exchanges this week.
Universal's Howard and Helen Roudebush
are vacationing.
William Weigel, MGM office manager, has
been promoted to the Kentucky sales department. He succeeds E. A. Coen, who was
transferred. Weigel is succeeded by head
booker Mike Berger.
Wes Huss, President of Associated Theatres and chairman of Southern Ohio ITO, is
vacationing in Quebec.
Fred May, Carrolton, Kentucky, owner of
the Royal Theatre, died at a Louisville hospital of a cerebral hemorrhage.
CLEVELAND
"Stage Door Canteen" broke in twenty out
of a possible twenty-four local situations last
Sunday. This was the first available playing
date for the "A" subsequent run houses 35
days following the first showing downtown.
John Himmelein, with Paramount in Chicago,
is back here as assistant to the district manager.
Martin Printz, of the Alhambra Theatre,
has returned from four weeks on the West
Coast. And Bill Skirball, head of the circuit
which bears his name, extended his vacation
in the east to attend a meeting in Washington,
D. C. of WAC field chairmen.
Sanford Leavitt, assistant to M. B. Horwitz, general manager of the Washington Circuit, now an assistant Red Cross field supervisor, has been assigned to duty at Fort Hayes,
Columbus.
Nat L. Lefton, PRC franchise owner, returned from Cincinnati where he installed
as PRC branch m.anager Harold Bugie, formerly with Republic in Cincy. Lefton got in
just in time to johnhancock some important
paper and then went on to visit the PRC
exchanges in Detroit and Pittsburgh.
Yarrow Miller has been transferred from
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More Prints for Dallas
The commercial print situation in the Dallas
territory will be eased, following arrangements
completed with distributors by Col. H. ACole, president of Texas Allied. Col. Cole
made a survey of areas affected by Army
camp demands for prints, and found that,
while other sections had the same problem,
the Dallas district was the most stringently
limited. As a rule, Cole said, prints going
to the camps were not returned to the
exchanges for 35 days, because of the large
number of showings. Under the new arrangement a larger number of prints will be available from the Army store of prints.
Pittsburgh, where he was Vitagraph office
manager, to Cleveland where he takes over
similar duties, succeeding Stanley Kositsky,
now Universal office manager in Philadelphia.
An engagement of industry interest announced
last week is that of Norman Levin, ex-United
Artists city salesman, and ex-private in the
U. S. Army, to Dorothy Goodfriend of this
city. Another engagement is that of Florence
Gordon, secretary to Vitagraph district manager Charles Rich, to Lt. Philip Astor, stationed in Alaska with the Quartermaster Corps.
Milton Mooney of Cooperative Theatres of
Ohio has added M. M. Blattner, former manager of the Heights Theatre, to his booking
stafif.
Emanuel Stutz, manager of the Circle Theatre, was in New York looking for product
for the Penn Square Theatre which plays an
exclusive foreign film policy. Penn Square,
dark during July and August, is scheduled to
reopen in September.
Imperial Theatre, Cleveland, closed all summer for repairs and a redecorating job, reopened this week with Donald Rogers, formerly
of Buffalo, as manager.
McKinley Theatre, Canton, closed the past
month, will be re-opened in September by
Clarence D. Smith, owner of the building.
World premiere of "Salute to the Marines"
last week at Loew's State Theatre was the
event of the week. A capacity crowd attended
the Wednesday midnight special war workers
performance and the formal trade premiere on
Thursday, with recruiting in the lobby, induction on the stage and Marines all over the
place, was filled to capacity.
Six Monogram first-runs in September in
Cleveland will be the record hung up by the
local Monogram branch, Nate Schultz, franchise
owner reports. The six pictures will play
either Keith's East 105th St. or the Circle
Theatre during the four week period.
Mt. Pleasant and Milo Theatres, owned and
operated by Charles Gottlob and Sam Fain,
have started their fall give-away policies.
They are giving away ovenbake dinner and
kitchen ware, distributed locally by Jack
Gurss.
DALLAS
Robb & Rowley Theatres has issued No. 1
Vol. 1 of a new house organ for employes : Robb
& Rowley Theatres 24-Sheeter, to be issued bimonthly. Don Douglas, director of public relations, is the editor. Permanent departments include :On the Picture Front, Shorts Worthy
of Mention, Publicity, Our Gang, Our Boys in
Service, Playing in A Houses, Milestones, Miscellany, and Dog House Department.
In town for booking : J. G. Deakins, Palace,
Floydada ; Herschel Crawford, Slaton ; Jack
Groves, Houston ; S. G. Fry, Fry circuit, Tyler ;
Mrs. Tom Donnell, Stephenville ; E. H. Rockett,

Itasca ; Lonnic Lcgg, Denison.
Earl Collins has been transferred from Dallas
branch manager to Los Angeles branch manager,
called a promotion by United Artists. Fred
Jack, southern division manager, has brought
over
DallasByron
spot. Adams from Charlotte to fill the
C. D. Touchon, traveling auditor, UA, is
proud of his two sons. Touchon was an Army
captain in the first world war, along with the
present general Ben Lear. He is glad to have
his son, Lieut. Chas. M. Touchon, serve under
the general. John D. Touchon is a master sergeant with the Fifth Ferry Command at Dallas.
Mon Witcher, office manager, Columbia :
Acute appendix, about two weeks required to
convalesce.
Major H. S. Cole, American, Bonham, is in
Methodist hospital for an operation.
Jack K. Adams has retired from the AdamsFilm Exchange, franchise distributors of PRC
films, and Jack H. Adams, better known as
Little Jack, has assumed management. In the
shift ownership of the business has changed
hands, with Little Jack and some associates
acquiring the interest of Jack K. Adams. Frank
Lucchese, partner of Little Jack in the Harlem
Theatre, Austin, will be a silent partner in the
exchange. Personnel will include J. Carroll
Smith, as office manager and head booker. Charlotte Evelyn Simms has been added to the
bookkeeping department. Mable Howlett, currently booker, will be transferred to executive secretary. Lester B. Gottschall, former
National Theatre Supply Co. salesman, has been
added to the sales force for West Texas. Bill
Wesley remains in the San Antonio territory,
and one other salesman will be added. Betty
Dean is receptionist.
DENVER
Approximately $25,000 is expected to be the
gross for the premiere showings now set for
the
for "This down
Is the toArmy."
startDenver
at $10area
in Denver,
$1, withPrices
top
prices in other spots being $5 and $3. Theatres
being- utilized, so far as booked at present,
include the Denver and Esquire, Denver ; Chief,
Colorado Springs ; Pueblo, Pueblo, Colo. ; Fox,
La Junta, Colo. ; Alliance, Alliance, Neb. ;
Fox, Laramie, Wyo. ; America, Casper, Wyo. ;
Lincoln, Cheyenne, Wyo. ; Serf, Las Vegas,
N. M. ; and the Fox, McCook, Neb.
Earl Bell, Warner Bros, exchange manager,
has been named chairman of distribution of the
War Activities Committee. The appointment
was made by W. F. Rodgers, national head.
Clarence K. Olson, Salt Lake City United
Artists branch manager, has moved to Denver
in the same capacity, succeeding B. J. McCarthy,
resigned, who left at once for Los Angeles.
Bern Mariner, U.A. salesman, also resigned
at the same time and has taken the managership of the PRC exchanges in Omaha and
Des Moines.
Lon T. Fidler, Monogram franchise holder,
has gone to Kansas City for a week to confer
with Steve Broidy, Monogram salesmanager.
D. A. Winscott has resigned as manager of
the Plaza and has been succeeded by James
Potter.
DES

MOINES

Tri-States Theatre Corp. of Des Moines
has completed plans for setting up a training
school for women to take over managerial
posts in the organization when drafting of
fathers is expected to create a manpower shortage. Under the plan 12 to 15 women will
be sent through the school at a time.
Iowa exhibitors are still of the opinion there
{Continued on Next Page)
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are too many war pictures and that the public wants films of a lighter vein. A questionnaire sent to a cross-section of exhibitors in
Iowa resulted in virtually a 100 per cent opinion
to that effect.
Cedar Rapids now has a curfew setting the
hours of 9:30 p.m. for all children under 13
years of age and 10 p.m. for all minors under
16 years of age. The hours will remain in effect
from Oct. 1 to May 1, with the curfew changing to 10:30 p.m. and 11 p.m from May to
Oct. 1.
Leo Blank, new district manager for Monogram, announced the appointment of William
Barker
as manager
of the
Omaha
oifice. Barker
succeeds
Sol company's
Francis, who
has
been promoted to special home office representative for Monogram.
Frank Thomas, veteran Paramount salesman
for the southern Iowa territory, has been transferred to a sales post with the Kansas City
Paramount exchange. Lin Martin of Kansas
City will replace Thomas in the Iowa territory.
Lewis La Grange is the new poster clerk
at Universal, replacing Wesley Smith who
resigned because of illness. Earl Jones, Universal shipping clerk, also has resigned. John
Stroud is the new shipper at the Warner
e.xchange.
Manager Harry Hamburg and his Paramount crew entertained Frank Thomas, salesman, who is being transferred to Kansas
City. He was given a jacket as a parting gift.
DETROIT
of "This
Is the was
Army"
at The
the opening
Palms-State
Theatre
the Thursday
highlight
of the theatrical week in Detroit, with the final
count expected to show results far above the
$40,000 goal for the Army Emergency Relief
Fund. In charge of arrangements for the special premiere were Earl J. Hudson, president
of United Detroit Theatres Corp. ; Col. August
M. Krech, representing the Army, and Abner
Larned, local chairman of war activities. Instead of attempting a drive for individual seat
sales, the committee sold blocks of tickets in
amounts up to $1,000 to firms and individuals.
Each of these sponsors received up to eight
tickets,
2,200had
seatsstrong
for sei-vice
men. for
Detroitleaving
theatres
competition
the 10 days ended Sunday, Aug. 22, from the
Ringling Brothers and Barnum-Bailey Circus,
with attendance figures rising well toward
250,000. Just for comparison, last year the
circus drew only 100,000 customers. Theatres
in the rest of the state will escape this competition this year because travel restrictions
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liavc limited the circus to one Michigan stand.
Disney, his wife and their older daughWalt
ter Diane, 9 years old, were guests of Henry
Ford last week at Dearborn. Among those
who dined with them at Dearborn Inn were
William B. Stout, the inventor, and Mrs.
Stout. Disney's visit was made especially
to get material for a new picture he is to
Soy Bean." The Ford
make, entitled "Johnny
Motor Co. has been one of the leading developers of the soybean for industrial purposes.
he's gone up another
JackusedHurford—
Maj. who
to keep things running smoothnotch—
Iv at the Fox Theatre, is keeping his hand
in charge of
in at his
Alaska.
up inhe's
Army Now
the job.
for old
movies
INDIANAPOLIS
The Tuesday afternoon audience in the
Ambassador Theatre was treated to a bit of
Hollywood procedure when the program \yas
interrupted to permit an unannounced showing
of "Adventures of a Rookie." The "sneak preview" stunt was staged in order to observe the
audience's reaction to the film.
Mrs. Betty Larrimore, advertising manager
at 20th-Fox exchange, is on her way to the
Navy. coast to visit her son who is in the
West
Ernest Pelson, 20th-Fox auditor, is checking the local exchange. Alanager George
Landis, of the 20th-Fox exchange, has returned
to his desk after a week's absence in the
Methodist Hospital under observation.
Well-wishers called relatives of Pfc Howard
T. Windell in Ft. Wayne last Thursday, elated
over seeing his picture in a newsreel, but their
tidings were received solemnly. The same
day the newsreel began a five-day run at the
theatre .brothers and sisters of the soldier
learned he had died in action.
Charles Boasberg, RKO-Radio district manager, Cleveland, was in the city last week on
business.
Otto Ebert, RKO-Radio office manager,
returned from a very successful sales trip in
Kentucky last week, and is now on vacation.
The union of front office employes in all
local exchanges here will meet hereafter in
the Coral Room of the Antlers Hotel the second Wednesday of each month.
The opening date of the National Theatre
in Louisville, Ky., is September 3, with a
combination policy.
Every exchange in Indianapolis received a
bushel of very fine peaches to be divided
among employes from Bruce Kixmiller, Bicknell, Indiana exhibitor.
Betty Woodrum has been added to the Paramount office staff and Betty Minnis has succeeded Gail Mullins, as billing clerk.
Dale Loomis, manager of Gregory Theatre
in Peru, Ind., is on vacation.
Mrs. Wilma Payne, chief inspectress at
Universal, is on vacation. Mrs. Catherine
Strohm, Universal accountant, has resigned to
join her husband in a soutliern Army camp.
Fred Boyd, manager of the Ritz Theatre,
is vacationing in Charleston, South Carolina,
his former home.
MEMPHIS

VETERAN AT 16. Staff Sgt. Clifford R. Wherley, veteran of 21 combat missicns as a turret
gunner during the North African campaign, is
greeted by Ronald S. Gall, representative of the
Glenn Martin company, builders of the B-26, in
which Wherley flew. Left to right: Maj. Dick
Kirschbaum, Gall, and Wherley. The lad has
been approached by film companies for a possible
picture series.
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The Industry met last Monday at the Variety
Club to make plans for its activity in the Third
War Loan Drive. The meeting was called
by M. A. Lightman, chairman of the Motion
Picture division for West Tennessee.
J. Frank Heard, former office manager for
MGM exchange, and now a lieutenant in the
Navy, was home on a visit last week. He
is stationed at Jacksonville, Fla.
Leonard Shea, Republic salesman, has been

called to the x\rmy.
B. B. Gray, exploitation man for Paramount,
was here last week from Dallas, making plans
forDon
"So Reid,
Proudly
We at
Hail"
booker
Paramount, spent the
week-end in Atlanta.
Juanita Bane has replaced Frances Horton
as booker's stenographer at Republic exchange.
Warner Bros., exchange has made several
promotions as the result of the inroads of
the Army. Mrs. Martha Summers has been
moved up from checking to the contract department, and Mrs. Elorose Byrne is the new
checker. Lillian Burt handles the telephone
desk.
NEW

YORK

Smiles are rampant at the 20th Century-Fox
exchange this week. The New York outfit won
first place in the eastern division of the National Sales Drive, and the 20th-Fox employes
have been awarded a bonus of 3 weeks' salary.
Just in time for the War Loan Drive.
Al Burks, Charlotte exploiteer, spent his
vacation in New York, most of the time with
his old pals at MGM. Burks is a native New
Yorker.
Joe Gondolier, of the Paris Court Theatre,
Brooklyn, visited the Columbia exchange this
week especially to greet Brooklyn Salesman
Jack Sokoloff, just back from his vacation.
Business had something to do with it, too.
The Park Lane Theatre, First Avenue and
89th Street, formerly operated by Brandt, has
been
taken N.overJ. by Henry "Doc" Brown, of
Lakewood,
Sam Lefkowitz, district sales manager for
UA, is back from a long trip around eastern
division exchanges.
The Warner office reports with something of
a sigh that it is swamped by bookings for "This
Is the Army" in the New York area.
John Dacey, RKO short subjects manager,
had a family party last Saturday. Reason : his
birthday. Dacey is talking up a British Government short
"Theplanes
Last interfering
Hazard,"
which shows
howsubject,
subs and
with merchant ships are fought.
Otto Rettig, of the Windsor and Ormont,
Orange, N. J., has been commuting back and
forth to Connecticut, visiting his wife and child
at the Rettig country place.
took Lilian
Blumber's
place
in Audrey
the 20thCorbin
Century-Fox
contract
department,
following Lilian's departure to join the Wacs.
Lots of birthdays at the Paramount exchange :
Jack Perley, head booker ; Charlotte Solomon,
Jersey booker ; Alaury Weiss, booking.
James Ashcraft, MGM exploiteer in Philly,
came to Manhattan last week for a showing of
"Salute to the Marines," accompanied by Marine Capt. Everett Callow. Also attending were
Maj. Harry Miller, Lt. Col. Frank McKinless,
and Capt. D. Perrin.
.\rchie Berish, Warner head booker, is back
at the job after a vacation.
Exhibitor Alax Cohen, of the Monticello and
Liberty theatres, in the New York state towns
of those names, was lining up product last week.
Ben Levine, head booker at UA, was sorry
to get back from his vacation when he looked
at his desk Monday morning. "I don't know
where to start," said Ben.
Tom Di Lorenzo, of New Paltz, N. Y.. came
in
last week
Home"
at the for
MGMa screening
exchange. of "Lassie Come
Mrs. E. Koenigsberg, of the 20th CenturyFox home office, has shifted to the exchange
contract department to take over for Margie
Blydenberg, who resigned as contract clerk.
Evelyn Berkowitz, LTA biller, has resigned.
Marine Pvt. Robert Ellsworth, former MGM
salesman,
paid a visit to the exchange last week
while
on furlough.
Anna Disceplo, file clerk at UA, has been
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away for a week because of illness.
Back to work : Marilyn Garden, 20th CenturyFox secretary.
Paramount send-off to Bette Herman, gone
to join Army husband, included a lunch at the
Edison and a nifty traveling bag. Returned
vacationites include Lil Bromberg, Sid Mesibov,
Ed Bell, and Joe Davis.
OMAHA
Sweeping changes in the Omaha district of
the Tri-States Theatres Corp. have been announced by G. Ralph Branton, of Des Moines,
general manager of the circuit. William Miskell,
manager of the Orpheum, will become Omaha
district manager, replacing Joseph Kinsky, who
is moving to California to operate a theatre of
his own. Ted Emerson, manager of the Paramount, will take over Miskell's position. Emmet Lockard, who moved here recently to manage the Omaha, probably will continue in that
role and a new manager will be appointed at
the Paramount.
world premiere
"Claudia"
at
theTheParamount
Theatre ofnetted
$1700 held
for the
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Polio in New Haven
Neighborhood houses around New Haven
are reporting attendance drops over week
ends up to 40 per cent, pr'^sumably because
cf the polio outbreak. Downtown theatres
also say attendance figures hive been sharply
cut. The downtowners are affected by an
order from Army and Navy officers making
theatres out-of-bounds for the several thousand service men now in training on the Yale
University campus, which is close to all of
the larger houses.
but is on the road to recovery.
Ben Harris of American Film Exchange is
walking around with a badly swollen ankle.
He can't remember hurting it in any way, but
the ankle is all puffed out like a football.
Milt Young celebrated his twelfth wedding anniversary last week and during the same week
became an uncle, when his brother and sisterin-law became the parents of a baby girl
The whole town is talking about "This Is The
Army." The business has been terrific, with
long lines of people pouring into the theatre
all day long.
Harvey Schwartz of the Warner Booking
Department, due for induction into the Army
Signal Corps, was tendered a party at the
Club Bali by his fellow office workers.
Exhibitors are squawking plenty about the
Bulletin's short notice on the cut in allowable
newspaper advertising space. Quick notice cut
all exhibitors 15 per cent, and as far as the
W arner space for the downtown theatres is
concerned, the cut has amounted to more than
50 per cent due to the fact that the neighborhood
theatres cannot take the full cut.
Jim Dormond of the Warner Publicity Deday.
partment went up for induction this past Thurs-

"Smokes for Service Men" fund, which will
go to purchase 750,000 cigarettes for the men
overseas.
Fay Honey has resigned as manager of the
Grand Theatre at Grand Island, Neb., and
Harry Schiller, former manager who has been
ill, has taken over again.
Glen Bottorff has been promoted to assistant
manager at the Capitol Theatre in Grand
Island.
The appointment of Ed Cohn as a Universal
salesman here was announced by Branch Manager Harold Johnson.
Phil Monsky, veteran Universal salesman,
began his vacation by hanging around the office
a little too
planned
on. long — and closing a deal he hadn't
The lot opposite the Mastbaum Theatre at
Clyde Wooley, secretary of the Nebraska
the northeast corner of 20th and Market Sts.,
Association of lATSE locals, has been elected and used for years as a parking lot, has been
a delegate to the State Federation of Labor
sold to the T.N.F.R. (Tower, Nixon, Frankparley at Norfolk, Neb., September 13-15.
ford, Roosevelt) Realty Co. The lot has an
Recent vacationers include Henry Saggau,
interesting history, going back to the days of
Dennison, la., exhibitor; William Youngclaus of 1926, when it was acquired by the old Stanley
the Island Theatre in Grand Island, Neb. ; Doris
Company of America and the Dillingham and
Gross of the Warner Brothers exchange ; Erlanger interests, as a site for what was to
be the new Forrest Theatre. However, when
Rehea Snyder, MGM bookkeeper; Minnie Lonergan, MGM inspectress.
Warner Bros, took over the old Stanley ComSgt. Wilmer N. Baker, brother of Mrs. P. ^pany, the plan was dropped, with the Erlanger
M. Swisher of the Brandeis Theatre, is being interests building the Erlanger Theatre at 21st
Sts. (now owned by William Goldheld in a Japanese prison camp, but is in "ex- and Market
man) and the Schubert interests building the
cellent
health,"
according
to
a
card
received
new
Forrest
Theatre on Walnut St. west of 11th.
from him. He was stationed at Nichols Field
in the Philippines, when the Japs struck.
William Mansell, Jr., son of Bill Mansell,
congenial manager of the Vitagraph exchange,
Jack Redmond, general manager of the Mort
has become a Naval Air Cadet.
Singer circuit, was a filmrow visitor last week.
Stanley Kositsky is the new office manager
at Columbia Pictures, having left a similar
PHILADELPHIA
position at the Warner Exchange in Cleveland.
Charles Bielan, former Vitagraph salesman,
Jay Emanuel, as State Chairman of the War
who left Philadelphia to go to Cleveland to
Activities Committee, called a special meeting take charge of the Vitagraph exchange, has reto announce the coming of the Hollywood
signed that post out there, to return to his old
Caravan to Philadelphia on September 9. Among
spot here.
film men at the meeting were Robert Lynch,
Jim Ashcraft, and Frank Scully of MGM, Ed
PITTSBURGH
Rosenbaum of Columbia, Bill Brooker from
Paramount, Bob Pryor of RKO, Herb Miller
from The Exhibitor, Stanley Goldberg of NaManny Greenwald, for a number of years
tional Screen Service, and Milt Young from
manager of the Barry Theatre, downtown, will
Warner Bros. Theatres.
don the uniform of Uncle Sam the first week
Thomas J. Dunlop, 39, an operator at the in September. He will be replaced by Norman
William Goldman Karlton Theatre, was a Thomas, who is being transferred from Mansfield, Ohio.
suicide Monday. Dunlop was despondent because he had failed to pass the physical exHelen
Schu, head inspectress for 20th Centuryaminations for enlistment in the Navy. He
Fox,
has
a ten-week's
leave
leaves a wife and son.
of absencejust
due returned
to poor from
health.
Her substitute,
J. Ellis Shipman, Warner contract manager,
Molly Tognetti Stein, leaves this week for a
was the victim of ptomaine poisoning last week. three-month's leave of absence to spend with

lier
husband. Pvt. Irvijig .Stein, in San Antonio,
Texas.
The Vox Theatre in Greensboro, Pa., has
been forced to close because its jjrojectionist
was drafted into the Army
Friends of William Kupper were delighted
to learn of his promotion to general sales manager for 20th Century-Fox, and lost no time
in extending congratulations.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Huhn, of the Grandview Theatre, are the proud parents of a baby
girl, their first cliild, born at the Mercy Hospital
this week.
James G. Balmer, Jr., son of the Harris
Amusement Companies' executive, has been assigned to the air cadet school at the University
of Vermont. His brother. Pvt. John R. Balmer,
is stationed at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
The distribution and exhibition branches of
the War x\ctivities Committee held a meeting
in the ballroom of the William Penn Hotel on
Wednesday, August 25, to complete plans for
the Third War Bond Drive. M. A. Rosenberg,
president of the AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania, representing the exhibitors, and John J.
Maloney, division manager for MGM, representing distributors, presided.
Dr. A. L. Koontz, pioneer exhibitor, who
with his partner, Mr. Muhleman, has operated
the Lincoln Theatre, New Martinsville, W Va.,
for many years, is in the Columbus Hospital,
Columbus, Ohio, where he underwent a serious
operation this week.
The Olympic Theatre, Finleyville, Pa., owned
and operated by John Zwick, veteran exhibitor,
has
been leased to Leon Reichblum. Zwick is
retiring.
The annual convention of the AMPTO of
Western Pennsylvania, Inc., has been set for
Monday and Tuesday, October 18 and 19.
George Corcoran, of the Anton Theatre,
Monongahela, Pa., has been appointed general
chairman of tlie convention committee.
PORTLAND
A veritable army of motion picture exhibitors
of Oregon in some nine key cities bent all their
efforts forsales
premieres
on "This
Army."
Advance
are extra
heavy, Iswiththe Portland
and
other
cities
reporting
a
sell-out
for
the
initial night.
Sammy Seigel has been renewing many old
acquaintances on Portland row, with headquarters at United Artists Exchange.
Film visitors included Diana Barrymore,
Mischa Auer and Dale Evans, to Camp Adair.
Al Rosenberg, of Evergreen Theatres, is on
a trip to Vancouver, B. C, and other Canadian
Zollie Volchok, manager of the Portland
points.
Paramount, entertained the boys from the Army
for a full week.
Mrs. J. J. Parker and family are sojourning
at their Ocean View home at Seaside.
Morrie Segel has joined the United Artists
(Continued on Page 42)
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Hoosier Holiday
Republic
Comedy-With-Music
72 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Sept. 2nd)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A tuneful, amusing, little number that will entertain the family, especially in the rural areas.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A good bet
where homespun stories are well-received
and a satisfactory filler in other situations.
Use the draw of the Hoosier Hot Shots and
Mrs. Uppington for advance exploitation.
Cast: George Byron. Frank Kettering. Paul
Trietsch, Charles Ward. Kenneth Trietsch, Dale Evans,
Alice son.
Ludes,
Patt Hyatt.
Jeanne
Darrell.George
Denny Hay,
WilEmma Dunn.
Lillian
Randolph,
Thurston Hall, Isabel Randolph, Shug Fisher. Credits:
Directed by Frank I\IcDonald. Original story and
screenplay by Dorrell and Stuart McGowan. Based
on an idea by Edward James. Photography by Reggie
Lanning. Associate Producer, Armand Schaefer.
Plot: Five brothers, stalwart young farmers of the middle-west, are bent upon becoming pilots. Because of the government
regulations regarding farmers they are refused permission to enlist. They decide to
work on the five daughters of the head of
the board, hoping thus to get his consent.
But they end up by deciding to remain here
on the farm front, with the five lovely
feiiimes beside them.
Comment: 'Being a homespun drama, this
picture should do best in all rural areas,
while in other situations it should make an
amusing filler. The story, which features
the Hoosier Hot Shots, is topical and wellpresented, the first of its kind about the farm
labor shortage due to military conscription.
Although none of the standard movie cast
has a known name, the radio fame of Mrs.
Uppington of the Fibber McGee and Molly
airshow, the Hot Shots from the National
Barn Dance and Dale Evans from the McCarthy show, is widespread and will do much
to selltorythescreenpicture.
a very
satisfacdebut ' Making
are Dale
Evans
and
George Byron — Byron with a good voice and
a nice personality and Miss Evans with
looks, singing and dancing that is eye-filling
and ear-filling. (The rest of the cast are
uniformly good with Isabel Randolph (Mrs.
Uppington) a standout.) Direction by Frank
McDonald is smooth, bringing out the best
performance from each player, although the
picture is slow-moving in spots. Production
by Armand Schaefer is satisfactory. In the
rural districts, exploitation can be planned
with the cooperation of the Farm Labor
Boards. Tieups with music stores should be
arranged, while plugs, in advance of the
showing, on radio stations are a natural.
Holy Matrimony
20th Century-Fox
Comedy-Drama
87 mins.
(Nat'l Release, August 27)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) A sophisticate's picture with entertainment that bristles.
Enough story to satisfy most other theatregoers too.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Monty Woolley,
Gracie Fields and "Holy Matrimony" to attract the patrons and have it turn in a satisfactory profit.
Cast: Monty Woolley, Gracie Fields, Laird Cregar,
t'na
Melville
FranklinO'Connor,
Pangborn,Alan
Ethel Mowbray,
Griffies, Eric
Blore, Cooper,
George
Zucco, Fritz Feld, William Austin, Montagu Love,
Richard Eraser, Edwin Maxwell, Leyland Hodgson,
Whitner Bissell, Geoffrey Steele, Lumsden Hare,
Thomas Louden, Ian Wolfe, Milton Parsons, Alec
Craig. Credits: Directed by John Stahl. Produced

TRADE
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending Aug. 28)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Good Fellows

•

Law of the Saddle

So This Is Washington
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Claudia
and written fur the screen by Nunnally Johnson. From
the
novelBallard.
by Arnold Bennett. Director of photography,
Lucien
Plot: A famous painter, wanting solitude,
is forced to return to England to be knighted.
His valet falls ills, dies, and, mistaken for
the painter, is given a great burial. The
deception continues with the painter marrying
the valet's girl but is discovered when a
painting is sold. Recognized, he retires with
his wife to his painting.
Comment: Monty Woolley, Gracie Fields
and "Holy Matrimony" are three strikes
against any but a satisfactory profit. While
the picture itself is well done satire and the
sets are handsomely mounted, there is just
a little too much sophisticated irony to
stimulate the belly laughs that make John
Q, Public pour out his dough. The humor
is delightful, but not quite broad enough to
catch the pennies as well as the dollars.
Monty Woolley and Gracie Fields give a
fine portrait and their restraint, unexpected
though it may be, gives the picture strength.
The others, all handled by exemplars of
character portraiture, are rich and delightful,
each accurately essaying a ditferent type
from King to Butler. Produced and written
by Nunnally Johnson, the production is wellmounted, boasting broad and delicate lines,
as well as monumental and small, but graceful sets. Direction by John Stahl realizes
the humor and irony of all the situations
using here a restraining hand and there a
prodding one. Sell the title, which has many
facets for side play, as well as the names
of Woolley and Miss Fields. A weddingcouple, wandering through the neighborhood,
will stimulate interest. Run an essay contest on marriage, offering a prize to the one
with the most involved marital situation.
Beffer L ate Than Never
Exhibitors who have not signed the WAC
pledge have an opportunity to join their fellow theatremen in closing ranks for the
all-American, ail-out attack to Back The
Attack in the Third War Loan Drive. Pledge
forms, printed in triplicate have been slipsheeted into the press books sent to all
theat res by the WAC. Those signing NOW
will be in time to make their contribution
to the biggest show ever to be staged and
which will be recorded in history as the
proudest achievement of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America.
Exhibitors who sign the pledge are insured
the free trailer, available from all National
Screen Service exchanges, starring Cpl. Alan
Ladd. Signed pledges facilitate the job of
servicing theatres with trailers. A signed
pledge is your passport to take your part in
attack on the enemies of freedom.
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Deatli Valley Manliunt
55 mins.
Western
Republic
(Prod. No. 375, Nat'l Release, Sept. 9th)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Has the
sizzle and pep the lovers of action fare go for.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Satisfactory for
the action spot on any bill
Cast:Jeffreys.
Wild Weldon
Bill Elliott,
George
"Gabbv"
Anne
Heyburn,
Herbert
Heyes. Haves,
Davison Clark; Pierce Lyden, Charlie Murray, Tr.. Jack
Kirk,
Phillips,
Bud Geary,
Al Taylor.
"Credits:S.
DirectedEddie
by John
English.
Screenplay
by Norman
Hall and Anthony Coldewey. Original story by Fred
Myton. Produced by Eddy White.
Plot: The independent oil drillers in Death
Valley are harassed by the tricky manager
for a rich oil well owner. He sets masked
men onto the drillers for George Hayes and
has them dynamite the drill-engine. Wild
Bill Elliott is sent in to maintain order. To
silence one man, a murder is committed and
this leads
entire
mixup.to the eventual solution of the

Comment: This has sizzle and pep, with
Wild Bill Elliott hitting the action spots hard.
Right in the groove for the lovers of the
action western picture, opens with a runaway
stagecoach and continues hot and heavy to
the melodramatic finale of a fight on an oil
derrick, with the derrick blown up. George
"Gabby" Hayes, as much a part of the western saga as horses and the outdoors, lends
the comedy relief with his usually deft interpretation. Producer Eddy White, contributing first toward the original story, brings the
final entry in like a class show and rates bows
as well as nods. Jack English, the director,
should be extolled for the pace, continuity
and clarity of the performances.
Johnny Gome Lately
United Artists
Period Drama
97 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: This leisurelypaced, occasionally exciting, frequently humorous drama of the early 1900s should leave
a pleasant and lasting impression on your

BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Its intriguing
patrons.
title and Cagney's present high popularity
indicate smooth sailing at the box-office.
Cast: James Cagney, Grace George, Marjorie Main.
Marjorie Lord. Hattie McDaniel. Ed McNamara, Bill
Henry, Robert Barrat, George Cleveland, Margaret
Hamilton, Norman Willis, Lucien Littlefield, Edwin
Stanley. Irving Bacon Tom Dugan, Charles Irwin.
John Sheehan. Clr.rence Muse. John Miller. Arthur
Munnicutt, Victor Kilian, Wee Willie Davis. Credits:
I'vurluced by William Cagney. Directed by William K.
Howard. Screenplay by John Va.n Druten. From the
story "McLeod's Felly" by Louis Bromfield. Di rector
of photography, Theodor Sparkuhl. Art direction. Jack
Okey. Musical direction, Leigh Harline.
Plot: Though her wealthy publisher husIiand has been dead many years, gallant
Grace George continues to publish his newspaper. Discovering a likable tramp, James
Cagney, she finds herself compelled to give
him employment after speaking in his behalf
during the tramp's hearing for vagrancy.
Double - dealing Ed McNamara and his
henchmen, who extort money from certain
citizens for an "orphans' fund," force Grace
into printing editorials dictated by them.
I3ut reporter Cagney proves tough opposition, and the fight is on. Cagney seeks the
aid of Marjorie Main, a dance-hall queen,
and her old sweetheart, Robert 'Barrat, but
fear prevents_
from helping him. Despair settles ineither
the Cagney-George camp as
McNamara acquires the mortgage on Grace's
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house. One night two thugs waylay the
woman publisher and her reporter, shoot
Grace in the hand. Cagney pursues them
and finds McNamara's political stooge, Norman Willis. When the attempt on Grace's
life is published, the citizens become furious.
Fearing for his life, McNamara agrees to
leave town, leaves behind him the canceled mortgage. His work done and longing
for the freedom of the open road, Cagney
embarks on further adventures,
j Comment: While "Johnny Come Lately"
j may not instantly bowl one over, in its own
way it leaves a pleasant and lasting impression. Set in the early 1900s, its characters
I and costumes serve to induce a nostalgic
I atmosphere which in these times should be
I welcomed by the public in general. The
story moves at a leisurely pace, is occasionally punctuated with sit-up-and-takenotice action, frequently effervesces with
sparkling, down-to-earth humor. But for all
these attributes, in spite of its pleasant after"Johnny Come
Lately''
seems
lack thateffects,
certain
something
which
mightto
have made it outstanding entertainment.
Nevertheless, as it stands, it is an offering
with which few patrons, with the possible
exception of adolescents who might not react
too favorably to the time and setting of its
story, will care to find fault. The once
rough and rowdy James Cagney who acquired asomewhat genteel and good-natured
personality
in "Strawberry
and
whose versatility
and depth Blonde"
of dramatic
expression reached full flower in "Yankee
Doodle Dandy," again wins sympathy with
his well-defined characterization of a lovable, plucky, happy-go-lucky son of the
open road. To the screen Grace George
brings a certain warmth and dignity, yet
her role is not of sufficient demands to bringforth the many facets of her fine acting
ability. Chief among the supporting players,
and a serious contender for highest audience
enthusiasm, is Marjorie Aiain as the dancehall queen whose droll, yet near-ribald humor
will bring forth gales of laughter. Director
William K. Howard has admirably caught
the spirit
and and
atniosphere
of the story's
and
setting
has expertly
guided time
his
players. Because of its intriguing title,
and in consideration of Cagney's present high
popularity, "Johnny Come Lately" should
have pretty smooth sailing at the box-ofifice.
And while it may not occasion excited outbursts of enthusiasm, there is every likelihood
that as its exhibition continues the number
of admirers of its appealing and chucklesome story will steadily increase.

Black Market Rustlers
Monogram
Western
58 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Aug. 27th)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Everything the western fans seek, plus story tieing
in with present day black market.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Standard western which should fit the spot it was intended
for on duals.
Cast: R:y Coriigan. Dennis Moore, Max Terhune,
Evelyn Finley, Steve Clark, John Merton. Glen Strange,
Carl Sepiilveda, George Chesebro, Hank Warden, Frank
Ellis, Frosty Royce. Credits: Directed by S. Roy
Lnby. Original screenplay by Patricia Harper. Produced by George W. Weeks.
Plot: Cattle are being stolen for the black
market and the men who try to protect their
stock are being killed by the desperadoes. To
clear up the situation, the government has
sent three federal agents. While one of
them is l)eing detained for a murder, he overhears a conversation that gives them a lead
and eventually helps in the discovery of the
gang behind all the trouble.
Comment: Besides giving the western fans
all the ingredients they seek, like riding,
shooting and fisticuffs, this one ties in with
the present day black market. Other than
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this cattle
addition,
it's the
aboutit
the
rustlers
andstandard
should western
fit the spot
was intended for on dual bills. The three
tops, Ray Corrigan, Dennis Moore and Max
Terhune score as three investigators, with
Evelyn Finley showing up very capably as
an expert rider and good actress. Direction
by S. Roy Luby keeps the picture going fast
enough to satisfy every western addict and
production by George W. Weeks are well
provided. A natural tieup would be with
markets and other places where black market
dealings could be carried on, bringing out the
patriotic angle.
The Unknown Guest
Monogram
Mystery 65 mins.
(Nat'l Release, October 29th)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Chillerdiller that will keep you at the edge of your
seats and give you sixty-five minutes of very
satisfactory entertainment.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Good picture for
melodrama market; worthy of top spot in
many situations. Word-of-mouth should
bring substantial returns.
Cast: Victor Jory, Pamela Blake, Veda Ann Borg,
Harry Hayden, Emory Parnell, Nora Cecil, Lee
"Lasses" White, Frank Faylen, Ray Walker, Paul
I'ix,
Mills, Screenplay
Paul Porcasi.
Credits:Yordan.
DirectedPho-by
Kurt Edwin
Neumann.
by Philip
t
o
g
r
a
p
h
y
b
y
Jackson
Rose.
Associate
Producer,
Franklin King. Produced by Maurice King.
Plot: A hunted man seeks refuge at a
Lodge belonging to his aunt and uncle. They
disappear and the man and a young lady who
had been working for the owners take over.
People in the town become suspicious when
the old couple cannot be found, so the sheriff investigates. The picture ends with the
young man, and the young lady, explaining
everything to the apparent satisfaction of all
concerned.
Comment; Although there are no names
and this picture was originally aimed at the
minor league, its quality beams it for higher
class and makes it a contender for top spot
in many situations, especially where thrillers
have
following.
It's from
a chiller-diller
that
opens awith
a bang and
then on keeps
building the suspense to such a pitch that one
sits on the edge of the seat, until just before
the final fadeout. If given plenty of advance
exploitation, it will create considerable wordof-mouth and bring in substantial returns.
Victor Jory and Pamela Blake in the leads
do creditable jobs, carrying most of the picture themselves. Jory gives a convincingportrayal of a hunted man, while Miss Blake,
as the girl who believed in him in spite of
his obvious guilt, shows that she has looks,
charm and acting ability. Direction by Kurt
Neumann has the touch that retains psychological tension and the picture maintains the
steadily increasing pressure of suspense.
Credit for the combination of all these qualities goes to the King Brothers who have
established the knack of getting outstandingvalues in a lower budget production. Arrangen-ients should be made for cooperative
ads with Summer camps and hunting lodges,
with imprinted heralds being distributed
offering- prizes for the solution of the "Unstoresdisplays
could
use stillsknownofGuest.''
the Sporting
picture forgoods
window
and large posters hung around gas stations
would attract attention. An open car can
serve as street bally, with girl in drivingseat, banner announcing that she is seeking
the "Unknown Guest."
Easy Does It!
To facilitate the organization of Third War
Loan Drive activities, STR provides an "organizer" which appears on page 27. Make use
of this easy method for pulling all the campaigns together.

BULLETS AND SADDLES (Mono.) Western. Principals: Ray Corripran, Dennis
Moore, Max Terhune, Julie Duncan, Forrest Taylor. Plot: The owner of a large
cattle ranch requests that the U. S. Marshal
put a stop to the burning of property and
the rustling of cattle ... or he would gather
together his own force of vigilantes. Then
this man finds himself framed for murder.
So his wife and daughter send for Corrigan,
Moore and Terhune. They learn the whereabouts of the gang causing the trouble and
by catching the leader, clear an innocent
man's name. Director, Anthony Marshall.
HAIL
THE
CONQUERING HERO
(Para.) Comedy. Principals: Eddie Bracken,
Ella Raines, Bill Edwards, Raymond Walburn. Plot: A young Marine, son of a hero
in the Marine Corps in World War I, is discharged because of a physical disability. In
a bar he meets six Marines and tells them his
problem. Now he cannot go home because
the townspeople are expecting great things
of him. They cook up a plan together, take
him home as a hero from Guadalcanal, and
he receives a royal welcome. He ends up by
being elected Mayor . . . after he admits his
dishonesty. Director, Preston Sturges.
RAIDERS OF SUNSET PASS (Rep.)
Western. Principals: Eddie Dew, Smiley
Burnette, Leroy Mason, Roy Barcroft,
Charles Miller, Jennifer Holt. Plot: To overcome the manpower shortage on the range,
a group of hard-riding ranch daughters form
an organization called the WAPS. They are
trained in military procedure and given radio
sets to use when calling for assistance against
cattle rustlers, who have become quite prevalent. Through the use of one of these sets,
Burnette is able to give the location of the
crooks'
hangoutDirector,
and solve
riddle of the
stolen cattle.
JohntheEnglish.
SET TO MUSIC (Univ.) Comedy-WithMusic. Principals: Allan Jones, June Vincent, Edward Norris, Gus Schilling, Betty
Kean,
Hinds.
Plot: America's
favorite Samuel
baritone S.makes
a farewell
broadcast
and then, under his legal name, goes to
work in a defense plant in a small midwestern
city. When his attentions to a young lady
arouses the jealousy of another suitor, the
man puts the baritone up for ridicule before
the entire plant. The arrival of his ex-manager clears up the situation and the baritone
ends up by going back to his concert tour
with his
ladylove by his side. Director, Edward C. Lilley.
TEXAS KID (Mono.) Western. Principals:
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Marshall Reed, Shirley Patterson. Plot;
Brown and Hatton, two U. S. Marshals, are
sent to find the men who robbed the stage
carrying
the ran
ranchers'
payrolls
and Texas
killed
tlie man who
the trading
post. The
Kid, a young fellow whom Brown kiiows,
joins up with the gang and it is through him
that the outlaws are tracked down. Director,
Lambert Hillyer.
HERE COMES ELMER (Rep.) ComedyWith-Music. Principals: Al Pearce, Gloria
Stuart, Arlene Harris, Frank Albertson, Will
AVright, Artie Auerbach, Jan Garber & Band.
Plot: To bring Al Pearce and his entertainers to New York, and incidentally get 'set
himself, Frank Albertson turns many tricks.
Once there, however, they find Albertson's
phoney stories have a kickback, so that instead of a job thejr're kicked out. Pearce
resorts to a job as Elmer Blurt, door-to-door
salesman, but things eventualh' right themselves and the gang make a hit on a radio
program. Director, Joseph Santley.
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Sing Operatic

Chertok Will Produce 'Widow
►Marlene Dietrich, Edward Arnold and Harry
Davenport are a few of the names that have
joined the cast of "Kismet" in which MGM will
star Ronald Colman. Produced by Everett
Riskin, direction has been turned over to William Dieterle.
►Under the production banner of Scott R.
Dunlap, rehearsals have started at Westwood
ice rink on Monogram's "Lady, Let's Dance,"
top-budgetBelita.
specialFrank
on theWoodruff
new season's
starring
will schedule,
direct.
►Rise Stevens and Bing Crosby will sing
operatic arias in Paramount's "Going My Way"
which Leo McCarey will produce-direct. This
is the picture in which Crosby will play the
part of a Padre who sings, and the title was
originally announced as "The Padre."
►Republic has borrowed George Reeves from
Harry Sherman to play the male lead opposite
John
in "The August
Fighting26th
Seabees"
which
went Wayne
into production
with Albert
J. Cohen producing.
►Dorothy Maloney, 18-year-old Southern Methodist University co-ed, has been signed to an
RKO contract with her first part selected in
Eddie Cantor's "Show Business."
►Lon McCallister, screen find of "Stage Door
Canteen," has been signed for a starring role in
"Home in Indiana," a story of trotting horses
which will be filmed in Technicolor by 20th
Century-Fox. Andre Daven, recently handed a
new contract by the studio, will produce the
picture and Henry Hathaway will direct. Cast
for important parts : Walter Brennan and Preston Foster.
►David O. Selznick may have another bestseller in "Since You Went Away," which has
gone into its third printing. Shooting on the
picture, which includes an all-star cast of Claudette Colbert, Jennifer Jones, Shirley Temple,
Monty Woolley, Joseph Gotten, Robert Walker
and Hattie McDaniel, starts within a week.
►Richard Whorf and Peter Van Eyk have been
borrowed by Universal from MGM and 20thFox for top roles in Producer-Director Julien
Duvivier's
"Passport
Dakar"
will
have
Jean Gabin
as itstostar.
Whorfwhich
and Van
Eyk will share feature billing with Allyn Joslyn, John Qualen and Eddie Quillan.
►Jack Chertok will produce "The Widow
Wouldn't
Weep"
Warners,
and theLees
studioto
has assigned
Fred for
Rinaldo
and Robert
do the script.
►Columbia has signed Alexander Knox to play
the role of the Polish Nazi official in "None
Shall Escape" which Sam Bischoff and Burt
Kelly will produce for them. Andre De Toth
has been named as the director.
►Milt Gross has completed the screenplay of
"End of the Road" which he will direct for
Ripley-Monter for PRC release. The picture is
expected to start during September.
►Walter Colmes scheduled the start of his next
production,
"Trocadero,"
21. Having
recently made
his debut for
as Sept.
a producer
with
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for Warners

"Harvest
Melody," a musical for PRC, Colmes
is busy casting.
►Jeffrey Bernerd, production manager on "Hitler's Women" which Herman Millakowsky is
producing for Monogram, has slated Rita Quigley for an important role in "Where Are My
Children ?", which he will produce.
►Capt. Sally Davis of the Wac, is now working
in cooperation with George Bruce, writing the
screenplay, and George Haight, producer, on
MGM's coming picture, "Women in Uniform,"
which is a story of the Women's Army Corps.
►"Mr. Muggs Steps Out" will be the release
title for the East Side Kids comedy-drama
heretofore
called
"TheforHonor
System."
William Beaudine
directs
Producers
Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz of Monogram.
►Hillary Brooke has replaced Rita Johnson in
"Ministry of Fear" due to the sudden illness of
Miss Johnson. Fritz Lang is directing and
Seton I. A-Iiller producing.
►"The r'alcon and the Co-eds," latest of the
Falcon series, has gone before the cameras with
Tom Conway in the title role, Jean Brooks in
the femme lead, and Rita Corday supporting.
Picture is produced by Maurice Geraghty, directed byWilliam Clemens.
►William Seiter has been signed by 20th Century-Fox todirect their forthcoming "Command
Performance,
by Irvingof
Starr, it is to U.S.A."
be based Produced
on the adventures
Carole Landis, Martha Raye, Kay Francis and
Mitzi Mayfair. These four will be in the picture, and in addition, the cast includes Jack
Oakie, Phil Silvers and Jimmy Dorsey and his
band.
►Charles Richards, casting director for Samuel
Bronston Productions, has been loaned to Harry
Joe Brown of Producer's Corporation of America to select players for "Knickerbocker Holiday." Richards will continue casting on Bronston's "Jack London" which is only partially
completed.
►Charles Lamont, who will direct Universal's
"We of the Theatre,' draws Mack Wright as
his first assistant. Donald O'Connor, Martha
O'Driscoll
and Peggy
Arthur Treacher
in the Ryan
cast. are starred, with
►Important roles have been assigned Hans Conreid and Charles La Torre in Warners' "Passage
to Marseilles" which Hal B. Wallis is producing. The cast is headed by Humphrey Bogart,
Sydney Greenstreet and Michele Morgan.
Michael Curtiz directs.
►Charles Barton was named by Producer Irving
Briskin to direct Columbia's forthcoming musi"Hey Rookie,"
stars Ann
Hal cal,
Maclntyre
and which
his orchestra
haveMiller.
been
signed to appear in the picture.
►The next Jack Schwarz picture for PRC will
be "The Devil's Apprentice" based on an original by Larry Williams. Martin Mooney is
writing the screenplay and shooting is scheduled
to start September 23.

Ratoff Discusses Tropicana'
To what Producer-Director Gregory Ratoff is
pointing is a matter of conjecture, but apparently it has the attention of Alan Dinehart
and Mae West as the trio discuss the forthcoming Columbia film, "Tropicana," now in work.
Warners Announce

Purchases of

'Charms' and 'Escape Me Never'
Purchase of "Those Endearing Young
Charms" and "Escape Me Never" for future
production has been announced by Warner Bros.
"Those Endearing Young Charms," Edward
Chodorov's stage play produced on Broadway
this season by Max Gordon, has been assigned
to Director Howard Hawks. (The New York
Times this week carried a story which stated
that Producer Samuel Goldwyn also claimed
the rights to the Chodorov play. Goldwyn is
said to have outbid Warners and, according to
Gordon, is the purchaser of the play.)
Production of "Escape Me Never," the stage
vehicle in which Elizabeth Bergner starred on
Broadway, has been assigned to Henry Blanke.
20fh-Fox Buys 'Purple Heart'
For Darryl F. Zanuck Production
Twentieth Century-Fox has announced the
purchase of "The Purple Heart," which will
be the third
Darryl
Zanuck's
duction picture
schedule foronthis
year.F. The
story,proby
Jerry Cady, dealing with the military medal,
will tell of the American heroes who have received the decoration in the South Pacific.
Otto Tolischus, former New York Times
correspondent in Tokyo, has been engaged as
the technical adviser on the film.

Hilton to Narrate 'Mme. Curie'
Because of liis distinctive voice, James Hilton,
famous novelist and author of "Goodbye Mr.
Chips" and "Random Harvest," will do the
narration behind various sequences of MGM's
"Madame Curie." Hilton has had extensive experience on the lecture platform, but this will
be his first attempt at screen narration. The
author, who has a writing contract at AiGM,
also assisted in the writing of the commentation which he will deliver under the supervision
of Producer Sidney Franklin and Director Mervyn LeRoy. Shooting on the film is completed.
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Have you a Lucrezia Borgia? Edward Small
would like to borrow her for a picture he will
make. But, he says, she was not the evil being
she has been painted. Such stories are libels.
It's true that she was married and divorced four
times
was reduced
22, and the
it's also
murderbefore
and she
suicide
rankstrue
of that
her
admirers and lovers. But it was her beauty, not
her sins, that caused these deaths. Poor dear
Lucrezia ! Such fatal charms.
RKO has done so well with their spookies
that they want to apply a yardstick to the
process. They have retained Dr. Jeron Criswell
as technical consultant on their film, "The Ghost
Ship," and the Doctor, who is an authority on
"psychic phenomena and extra-sensory percepception," will test the members of the cast.
When they get the exact point at zvhich the
blood pressure skyrockets and the body gets the
whim whams and the willies, watch out for
audience participation.
Shades of Robert Louis Stevenson's "I have
a little shadow . . .". Anna Sten, playing the
title role in "The Girl From Leningrad" now
filming for UA release, refuses to wear clothes
that "make demands" upon her. Says Miss
Sten : "When I put on a dress or a suit it must
immediately become a part of me. I and my
dress must become one."
Billy the Kid has always been a hero in pictures, zvhich contradicts the written stories
about him just a wee bit. But PRC is changing
its series of "Billy the Kid" to the "Buster
Crabbe" series
eliminate IfanyFu suggestion
gangsterism
or to
outlamism.
Manchu canof
change from the evil and sinister to the good,
why can't Billy the Kid remain a hero? Or
can it be that the title, "Billy the Kid," can't be
copyrighted?
And we see by the notices that Martin
Mooney, PRC story editor, has broken into the
new edition of "Who's Who in the Western
Hemisphere,"
the tospot
Mr.
Molotoff. Beingrating
so close
the preceding
Soviet Foreign
Commissar maybe Martin can give us a little
inside bit about the future?
Still discovering stars is Harry Sherman,
only this time it's a horse named "Powder Face,"
a 1200-pound steeldu-st {ivhatever that is).
Gail Patrick Escapes Accident
Gail Patrick narrowly escaped serious injury
on the location set of Monogram's "Hitler's
Women"
when ran
a motorcycle
and sidecar
used
in the picture
wild and missed
the actress
by inches. The company was working on a
German street set when the accident occurred.
The set represented a small Nazi village, humming with activity and teeming with marching
storm troopers and wildly racing dispatch cars.
Miss Patrick was to march down the street at
the head of a column of "Hitler's Women." A
speeding motorcycle with sidecar roared up
the street and the driver lost control when the
front tire blew out. Before he could gain
control, the machine shot off at a tangent,
flashed by Miss Patrick and turned over when
it hit the curb. Luckily, the rider was uninjured and no damage was done.

There have been very few instances when
the list of new productions put in work,
have been any higher than this week's:
COLUMBIA
RETURN OF THE VAMPIRE— Principals : Bela
Lugosi, Michael Duane, Miles Mander, Shirley Collier.
Director, Lew Landers.
MY CLIENT CURLY— Principals: Gary Grant,
Janet Blair, James Gleason. Director, Alexander Hall.
Just Before Cameras Grind
Observing an old pre-production custom, Producer Herman Millakowsky treats the cast and
crew
of
"Hitler's
Women"
to a
champagne Monogram's
cocktail. Above,
you see,
left to right,
Mary Forbes, Gail Patrick, Associate Producer
Jeffery Bernerd, Director Steve Sekely, Millakowsky and Felix Basch. Miss Forbes, Miss
Patrick and Mr. Basch have roles in the film.
Mid..

SAaiu*Ha*t

Qaed

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Not only are we going to see Olivia de Havilland
today, but we are also going to meet a new star in
the ascendancy. Sonny Tufts. They're both working
in "Government Girl" over at RKO.
Story being about Washington and the inside workings of the government, we naturally find ourselves in
an
office,
our arrival
the officeBoard.
of the
head of theuponBomber
Divisionthere.
of theIt'sAircraft
Tufts, sans coat, is busily engaged collecting papers
and such, when in walks Miss de Havilland with a
large box under her arm. The camera, set up close to
get a more intimate shot, is to record the scene that
takes place between them. Tufts doesn't know who
she is, and she mistakes him for an interfering employe, not knowing that he's the new boss and the
man she's been assigned to work for.
She looks stunning in a snazzy suit: Black wool
skirt with white pencil-striped Eton jacket, white
tailored blouse and a white beret with a black visor
brim. Hanging from her left shoulder is a large,
black, patent leather envelope purse. Her hair is worn
high on top of her head and white pearl earrings
adorn her ears.
Director Dudley Nichols has given the order for a
"take" just as we enter, so as the camera starts to
grind, in walks a porter with a hand cart, bringing
in a large filing cabinet. He sets the cabinet down,
and as he leaves in walks Miss de Havilland. Seeing
Tufts at work, she orders him to leave things alone
. . . the new boss won't like it . . . and it strikes him
funny them
that heanddrops
the the
papers
he's over.
holding, reaches
toso catch
brushes
cabinet
The scene has to be gone over quite a few times,
because of the danger that the cabinet will fall on
Tufts. The situation is finally solved when Director
Nichols assigns a man out of range of the camera, to
control its fall.
Lunchtime arrives with the finish of the scene, so
oS we go to the commissary. There we get a closer
glimpse
of Tufts.
Until next
week. . . .
Ann Lewis
Sherman Budgets Three Millions
While three major studios were dickering
with Harry Sherman for the release of the
pictures, Richard Johnston, production manager
for Harry Sherman Productions, handed in
for approval a budget in excess of $3,000,000
for the three films that will comprise Sherman's
product.
films
are "Utah,"at
a1944-45
Technicolor
epicThe
whichthree
alone
is computed
$1,500,000: "The American Cowboy" and "Nob
Hill." "The American Cowboy" is Will James'
last masterpiece,
while by"Nob
Hill" Griffith.
is an unpublished novel authored
Eleanor

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
MR. CO-ED— Principals: Red Skelton, Esther Williams, Harry James & Orchestra, Xavier Cugat &
Orchestra, Carlos Ramirez. Director, George Sidney.
CANTERVILLE G H O S T — Principals : Charles
Laughton,Z. Margaret
Norman
McLeod. O'Brien, Robert Young. Director,
MONOGRAM
SWEETHEARTS OF THE U.S.A.— Principals : Una
Merkel, Donald Novis, Lillian Cornell, Parkyakarkus.
Director, Lew Collins.
MR. MUGGS STEPS OUT— Principals : Leo Gorcey,
Huntz
Joan Marsh, Betty Blythe. Director,
William Hall,
Beaudine.
SULTAN'S
DAUGHTER—
Principals:
Corio,
Charles Butterworth,
Eddie Norris,
FortunioAnn
Bonanova.
Director, Arthur Dreifuss.
DEATH VALLEY RANGERS— Principals: Hoot
Gibson,
Director, Ken
RobertMaynard,
Tansey. Bob Steele, Linda Brent.
PARAMOUNT
OUR HEARTS
WERE
YOUNG
AND GAY—
Principals: Diana Lynn, Gail Russell, James Brown,
Charles Ruggles. Director, Lewis Allen.
PRODUCERS
BLAZING FRONTIER — Principals: Buster Crabbe,
Al
field.St. John, Marjorie Manners. Director, Sam NewRKO RADIO
FALCON AND THE CO-EDS— Principals : Tom
Conway,
Jean Brooks, George Givot. Director, William Clemens.
UNIVERSAL
MOONLIGHT AND CACTUS— Principals : Andrews
-Sisters, Leo Carrillo. Elyse Kno.x, Mitch Ayres &
Orchestra. Director, Edward F. Cline.
MUMMY'S
GHOST— Principals: Lon Chaney, Jr.,
LeBorg. Carradine,
John
Acquanetta. Director, Reginald
WHEN LADIES FLY— Principals : Loretta Young,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Anne Gwynne, Diana Barrymore.
Director, John Rawlins.
TITLE CHANGES
"When
Mv Baby
Smiles At Me" (Col.) now IS
EVERYBODY
HAPPY?
"Gamble
of Boston Blackie" (Col.) now CHANCE
OF A LIFETIME.
"Restless Lady"
(Col.) now CASE OF THE DANGEROUS BLONDES.
••Little Miss Magic" (MGM) now LOST ANGEL.
"Tarzan and
the Sheik" (RKO) now TARZAN'S
DESERT
MYSTERY.
"Angela" (Univ.) now THIS IS THE LIFE.
'Three Cheers' for September
Universal has scheduled its Charles K. Feldman
production, shooting
"Three Cheers
for megaphone
the Boys,"
for September
under the
of Edward Sutherland. The picture, rated for
xjut ofson, the
top productions
of the
seaalreadystudio's
lists George
Raft, Sophie
Tucker,
W. C. Fields, Ted Lewis and his orchestra,
Carmen Amaya and her dance troupe, and
Charley Grapewin among the cast.
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Frank to Conduct Pre-Selling
Campaign on 'Dr. Goebbels'
Perhaps the most intensive pre-selling campaign pictures have seen for a long- time, is
being carried out by Producer W. R. Frank
in connection with his pending production of
"Dr. Paul Joseph
His Life
Determined
not toGoebbels,
seek release
for and
his Loves."
picture
until after it is completed, Frank is conducting
a campaign designed to create exhibitor demand
for the production, which will begin shooting
on September 8.
Frank has taken space in all leading national
trade papers and will send descriptive literature
to 17,000 theatres, representing virtually every
house in actual operation in the United States.
Coincidentally, he is putting on a publicity campaign reaching every possible medium, including
the national syndicate.

Anne Baxter Becomes Army Wife'
Anne Baxter, talented young 20th CenturyFox actress, has been awarded the title role in
the studio's forthcoming film, "Army Wife." A
human comedy of life among the Army officers'
wives in a small southern town, "Army Wife"
will be directed by Archie Mayo. Producer
Otto Preminger expects the film to roll early
in Sept., and promises many laughs in the
Arthur Kober screenplay.
Large Backlog of Scripts
With six stories in preparation preliminary to
Fall shooting, Alexander-Stern has the largest
backlog of scripts in its history. Pictures being
lined up are: "Career Girls," "Waterfront,"
"Return of the Texas Rangers," "Forgotten
Children," the Jim Tully story ; "Cry of Youth"
and "Circus Time." All are scheduled to be
shot or shooting by October or early November.
RKO Announces 6 More Horrors
Six horror films have been announced on the
1943-44 schedule for RKO. Results on recent
releases are described as "sensational." The
films on the new slate are : "The Seventh Victim," "The Ghost Ship," "The Curse of the
Cat People," "They Creep By Night" and a
twin billing of two four-reelers, "The Amorous
Ghost" and "The Screaming Skull."
Soldiers See Gift Movies
Gift programs of American movies on 16 mm.
film, donated by the motion picture industry for
free exhibition to military personnel overseas,
2,232,205area"persons
weretheviewed
in
North byAfrican
during intheuniform"
month
of June, according to a delayed report released
by Francis S. Harmon.

Kyser's First for Columbia
The tentative title of "Victory Caravan" was
announced by Producer Sam Bischoff for the
first of the two musicals for which Kay Kyser
was recently signed by Columbia. Scenarists
M. M. Musselman and Kenneth Earl have been
assigned to do the original story.
Sam Coslow Returns to Paramount
Sam Coslow, who wrote the songs for fortyone Paramount pictures before forming his
own shorts subjects company several years ago,
returned to the studio in the dual capacity of
associate producer and composer. He will be
assigned a picture shortly.

Mardi Gras
(Major League)
Paramount (FF3-1) Musical Parade 20 mins.
Here is the first of a new series designed to
furnish short musical comedies done with major
production values to fill that void in a bill
between the big feature and the time-passers.
"Mardi Gras" has a story that is tiny, but
effective ; a cast that includes such good troupers
as Betty Rhodes, Johnnie Johnston, and Bert
Roach ; and a pictorial background in Technicolor that simply runs riot in lavishness. Also
there are two original songs, "All the Way,"
and "At the Mardi Gras." During the action
there is time for specialties such as the juggling
of Val Setz, the bouncing couple, Adriana and
Charly, and the Rogers Dancers. Betty and
Johnnie are very effective in the leading roles,
both in good voice and packing lots of personality. Produced by Walter MacEwen, this
20-minute musical looks like a big production,
and it can be fitted into almost any program for
any audience.
Three Bears in a Boat

(Cute)

Paramount (A2-11) Headliner 10 mins.
Three bear cubs are the actors in this "adventure" film. They find a canoe and take a ride
through the rapids, where they finally overturn.
On shore they get into more trouble on high
wires, the leader, Gary, being especially mischievous. Eventually even thrills must come to
an end and Gary curls up for some much-needed
rest with a woodchuck. A gag narration goes
along with the action, spoken by Joe Laurie, Jr.,
of vaudeville and radio fame. At times this is
over-cute and strained, but serves its purpose.
For the kids.
Jasper Goes Fishing
(Tops)
Paramount (U3-1) Madcap Models 8% mins.
This Puppetoons Technicolor series has the
element of real novelty to offer your patrons,
. . NEWSREEL
( Released Saltirday, August 28)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 102)— Bombing of Hamburg: Japanese on one of Solomons Islands bombarded;
Seized Japanese films show Nipponese stalled in China;
Labor shortage in cannery; Explosion wrecks war
plant (except Dallas) ; U.S.S. Corpus Christ! launched
(Dallas only); Army flame throwers demonstrated;
Ex-ball player wins victory golf tournament in Chicago;
How Fascism died in Sicily.
NEWS
OF Americans
THE DAYblast
(Vol.bases;
14, No.
Japanese
on
run as
U. 300)—
S. Government
releases
captured
films; in Anti-fascist
Catania as
British Japanese
troops march
; Home townriotshailsin
boy
hero
"retired"
air
veteran
at
16;
Negro fliers
ready
for battle; American soldiers well entertained
in Great
Britain; Gov, Martin reviews guard (Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh
only); Volunteer army saves crops (Philadelphia only).
PARAMOUNT (No. 105)— Volunteer army harvests
tomatoes; String bean harvest in Maine; Mystery plant
blast at Kearney, N. J.; Bombing of Hamburg;
Bombing of Japanese bases; Army demonstrates flame
thrower;mount 16-year-old
war friend.
hero comes home — Parainterviews his girl
PATHE (Vo. 15, No. 1) — British troops capture
Catania; Bombing of Hamburg; Negro pilots train
for
combat; Bombing of Japanese bases in South
Pacific.
UNIVERSAL
(Vol. Pacific;
16, No. British
218)— Bombing
of Japanese bases in South
capture Catania;
Negro pilots train for combat ; Army demonstrates
flame thrower; Bombing of Hamburg; Mystery extomatoes. plosion at Kearney, N. J.; Volunteer army harvests
(Released IVediiesday, August 25)
MOVIETONE
(Vol. 25, No, 101) — Roosevelt and

plus scripts that pack entertainment of the first
order. "Jasper Goes Fishing" keeps up the high
level of earlier issues. Jasper, the little darkey,
is tempted in this one to go fishing on Sunday
by a scarecrow. They are pulled down to the
bottom by the enraged fish and after a series of
adventures with a flying fish dive bomber, a
sword fish and a whale, are finally blown out
of the water by a giant cannon fired by the
deacon of the fish congregation. The repentant
Jasper rushes to his own church. There is
enough to please all classes here, and the technical-minded wil marvel at the smoothness and
finish of the puppetoons.
I Con Hardly Wait
(Typical)
Columbia (5401) Stooge Comedies 16% mins.
Curly, of the Three Stooges, gets a bad toothache, and the footage is mostly concerned with
the efforts of the other boys to get it out. The
methods employed, as you can well imagine, are
pretty rough and not always very funny. However, the Stooges aim at a level which admits
of little criticism — the audience either likes their
kind of comedy or it doesn't. If your audience
goes for the Stooges, then this release will
prove satisfactory ; if anything, it is a little above
average. Spot it right after the feature.
Sing, Helen, Sing
(Tops)
Paramount (A2-10) Headliner 11 mins.
Instead of presenting Helen O'Connell singing
with Joe Venuti's Band in the accepted manner.
Paramount has injected an element of novelty
by introducing her in three numbers, supposedly
requested by Marines, Sailors, and Army men.
Helen carries the whole thing herself before
a suitable background with the band out of
sight. This is possible because the radio favorite
has a style all her own that puts emphasis on
facial expression and interpretation as well as
actual song. The idea goes over with a bang.
Most anybody will like the film.
SYNOPSES

. .

Churchill meet in war parleys; Allies attack Europe
by air; Last days of battle in Sicily; U. S. Treasury
explainsbeard
September
15th New
taxes;
Montycarrier
WooUey's
famous
in cement;
airplane
Wasp
launched
to
fight
the
Japanese;
Rickenbacker
reports
on tour of war zones.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14. No, 299)— Roosevelt
and Churchill map Axis destruction; Churchill goes
visiting with wife and daughter in Quebec; U. S. airmen bomb Hamburg; Americans and Canadians mop
up as the battle of Sicily ends; U. S. Treasury explains
September 15th taxes; New airplane carrier Wasp
joins the fleet.
PARAMOUNT
— Air
CorpsNurses
nurses starts
in Aus-in
tralia; Recruiting(No.
drive104)for
Cadet
New York; New airplane carrier Wasp is launched to
fight the Japanese; U. S, Treasury explains September
15th tax payment; Last days of battle in Sicily;
Roosevelt and Churchill in war parleys; Rickenbacker
reports on tour of war zones,
PATHE
No. 104)—
U. S,September
bombers blast
Hamburg; (Vol.
U. S.14,Treasury
explains
15th
tax payment; Roosevelt and Churchill meet in war
parleys; Allies hit Axis Mt. Etna line in Sicily.
UNIVERSAL (Vol, 16, No. 217)— Roosevelt and
Churchill meet in war parleys; Americans and Canadians surge forward in battle of Sicily; Rickenbacker
reports on tour of war zones; U. S. Treasury explains
September 15th tax payment; New airplane carrier
Wasp is launched; U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps gets
stunning
new wardrobe;
New show.
York's Police Athletic
League stages
annual pugilistic
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol, 2, No. 44) —
"Billikin Day" parade witnessed by 200,000; Oldest
woman in South dies at 103; Diamond Jubilee celebrated by Southern Baptists; Bathing beauties parade
and judges are stymied; Army flyers learn new
maneuvers.
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Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
kft indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
ASTOR PICTURES
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
Crooked
(OF
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
Fangs ofCircle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
Hell's
Angels Man
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
Her
Enlisted
(CD)
Barbara
Stanwyck-Robt.
Young.
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudette Colbert
keep
'em
Laughing
....Jack
Benny
King of the Circus Loder-Ratoff- Bennett
Let 'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce CabotVirginiaVelez....
Bruce.
Palooka
Erwin-Lupe
Scandal for the Bride Stuart
Anna Lee-Grifiith
Jones
Scarface
(D)
P.
Muni-G.
Ratt-A.
Dvorak
Scream in the Night Lon Chaney, Jr
Sky
Devilsin the
(C-D)
Thunder
City Spencer
Edw. G. Tracy
Robinson
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton

Rel.
Mins. Date
. 71
70
. 60
.100
..80
70
72
71
70
70
70
88
69
88
81
45

COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After Midnight With Boston
Morns-Ann Savage
Blackie (D) (My)A.L.C. Young-B.
Aherne
4009 A Night to Remember
Chapman
G.
Berlin
in
Appointment
4026 Boogie Man Will Get You Sanders-M.
.„ „ ,
, « nDonnell
„„oii
(H(3)F
4030 Boston
Blackie (joesB. KarlofT-P.
. „ Lorre-Jeff
. ,.,
Worth
C. Morns-Constance
(My)
Beckett-Conrad Binyon
From Stalingrad Scotty
BoyHollywood
Linda Darnell-Leslie Brooks
4013 City Without Men (D)
Lee.^
Strike at Dawn(D).r'aul
cuiumaiiuiis
40U4 Crime
Lindsay
Baxter-M.
WarnerMum-Anna
Doctor
Keyes
(Tech.) (W)F....R.Joe Scott-E.
4D0S Desperadoes
Chapman
Brown-M.
E.
(OF Starrett-Kay
Young Man (W)
4021 Daring
Harris .
Buckaroo
4203 Fighting
M. Oberon-B. Aherne...
First ComesFuryCourage
Davis
Chas. Starrett-J immy Buchanan
Frontier Mr.(W)
Trevor-Edgar
Yates Claire
Good
It's a Luck,
Great Life
Singleton-A.
Lake
F. Bartholomew-Billy Halop
Army (D)
4038 Junior Your
Falkenburg-Bert Gordon
Blues Away(W)(C) . Jinx
Ldughof the Northwest
4033 Law
M.C. Starrett-S.
Lindsay-J. Patterson
Beal
4040
Let's
Have
Fun
(C)
4032 Lucky
(C)
Falkenburg-R.
Hayden
J.JinxArthur-J.
McCrea
4001
More theLegsMerrier
(D)
4034 Murder in Times Sauare(My) E. Lowe-M. Chapman
No Place for a Lady (My)... Wm. Gargan-Margaret Lindsay
4028 One Dangerous Night (My) W.
William-E. Blore-M. Chapman..
Carrnll
( W ) . . . . T . Chas. Starrett- A Ima Stanford
4202 Pardon Mv Gun
Savage-Robert
Ann
Suez
to
Passport
PoKor
of
the
Press
(D)
Guy
Kibbce-Lee
Tracy
Redhead From Manhattan L. Velez-Michael Duane
4012
BeverlyWest(DM).. A. Miller-Wm. Wright
4ZII Reveille
Riders ofWith
the North
Mounted (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
.C Starrett-Shirley Patterson
Through
Riding Hood
4201 Robin
of theNevada
Range (W)
(W). Charles Starrett-Kay Harris
4212 Saddles & Sagebrush (W) R. Hayden-Bob Wills
4029
It Takes (CD). Jinx
Neal
4035 She
SmithHasof What
Minnesota
Bruce Falkenburg-Tom
Smith-Arline Judge
4006
Something
to
Shout
About
(C)
.
Ameche-Oakie-Janet
Blair
4042 Stand By All Networks (Spy) John Beal-Flnrence Rice
4210
Tornado
in theFrom
Saddle
(W) ... Jinx
RussellFalkenburg
Hayden-Bob
4019 Two
Senoritas
Chicago(C)
-Joan Wills
Davis
4039 Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson
What's
Buzzin'
Cousin
Ann
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard
4002 You Were Never Lovelier(M) F . F. Astaire-R. Hayworth
Coming

64.
81.
77.
cg66.
coos.
70.
76.
100bb.
85.
73.
58.
8b.
55.
69.
68.
69.
69.
57.
65.
64.
103.
65.
66.
77.
57
72.
6b63.
78.
57.
61.
57.
aS.
66.
66.
91.
64.
59.
6R.
68.
75.
98.

See of
Issue
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued

..b7/24/43
3/18/43
12/10/42 .bl2/l2/42
. .b7/24/43
,7/15/43
10/22/42 .hi 0/17/42
..a7/25/42
.11/5/42
.5/20/43 ... .. ..a3/20/43
.b8/7/43
.1/14/43
19/4:;
I ; 7 43 . .. .bl2/
. .b7/IO/43
.6/22/43
,3/25/43
.
.b3/l3/43
. 10/8M2 . , .bl/23/43
.2/1/43 .. ..38/29/42
.36/19/43
.7/29/43
,6/24/43 .. ,. .b7/l7/43
.6/29/43 . .. .b8/l4/43
.b7/IO/43
.5/27/43
. I 1/26/42 . .310, lU, 42
.5.'27/43
. .b5/29/43
. I I '12 '42 .. . .alO/IO/42
.3/4/43
10 1/42 . . .b4/24/43
.36/20/42
.5/13/43 . . ..b4/3/43
.b6/5/43
.4/1/43 ... .. .. .b6/5/43
.2/11/43
,1/21/43
12 1 42 . .310/10/42
2n 42
.36/19/43
.8/19/43 . .. .afi
I 4ci .
2b/42
5/6/43 .. ,al2,
. . .b7/3/43
.2/4/43 .. ,.b5/29/43
in 'I '42 . .al 1/14/42
.2/15/43
.36/13/42
7/29/43 . . .b8/l4/43
,4/27/43
.. .312/26/42
. . .b6/5/43
.4/15/43
, IO'l5/42 . . .38/8/42
2/25/4342 . .b4/IO/43
.10-29
.38/8/42
.12/15/42
,H/|0'43 . .. ...36/20
.b7/3/43'42
. 12/3/42 . .. ..b2/20/43
.b8/7/43
.,7/8/43
1 1/19/42 . , .blO/IO/42

Case of the Dangerous
Blondes,
Evelyn Keyes-E.
Hubbard 9/23/43 ...36,26,43
Chance
of aThe
Lifetime Chester
Morris-G.Lowe-J.
E. Stone
Cover Girl (Tech.) R. Hayworth-J. Falkenburg
.38/7/43
Cowboy
River .Charles
Starrett-Vi Athens
Cowboy inFromthe Lonesome
Clouds
Charles Starrett-Jakie
Duncan
Cyclone Prairie Rangers ruarles Starrett- Walter Taylor ,9/2/43 b8/2l/43
Destroyer
Robinson-M. Merrick
Chapman 99.
Doughboys (D)
in Ireland Ed.
KennyG. Baker-Lynn
38/7/43
Footlight
Glamor
Penny
Singleton-Arthur
Lake
Hail
to the Rangers
(W) Charles
Harris
,9/16/43 ..alO/31/42
Is Everybody
Happy
Ted LewisStarrett-Kay
& Band
Last Horseman (W)
Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
31/9/43
My
Grant-Janet Blair
Mv Client
KingdomCurly
for a Cook Cary
C. Rnhurn-Mironerite
Chapman
8/3i/43 '.'..36/12/43
Return of the Vampire Bela Lugosi-Michael Duane
31/30/43
Riding City
West Raiders
(W)
Starrett-Shirley
Patterson
310/3/42
Silver
(W) C.R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
Sahara
Humphrey
Bogart-Bruce
Bennett Sept 34/24/43
Ten Percent Woman
R. Russell-B. Aherne
There's
Something About a Evelyn Keyes-Michael Duane
Soldier
Tronicana
Mae West-Victor Moore
Vigilantes Ride (W)
R. Hayden-B. Wills
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell Hayden-Alma Carroll....
MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Double
Life H3rdy's
(CD)F
M. Roonev-L. Stone
95..Dec-Feb .bl2/l2/42
304 Ap3che Tr3il (W) F
Wm. Lundiqan-Ponna Reed
66..Sep-Nnv
324 A Str3nger in Town (D)F F. Morgan-Jc3n Rogers
67.. Apr-May .. .b2/l3/43
.b6/27/47
326 Air Raid W3rdens (OF Lsurel i Hardy
67. .Apr-May .b3/20/43
327
in Brittany (D)F. .Pierre
Aumont-Susan
Peters 196..Apr-M3y
. .b3/l3/43
.b5/29/43
328 Assignment
Bat33n (D)
R. Taylor-T.
Mitchell
14. . June-Aug ..b2/l3/43
323
in the Sky (M)F Ethel
Waters-"Rochester"
98. .Apr-May
207 C3bin
Cairo (CMIA
J. M3cDon3ld-R.
Young
101
SoD-Nnv . ,b8/l5
317 Dr.Assistant
Gillespie's New
L. Barrymore- Van Johnson
87. Dec-Feb .bll/14/42
333 Du Barry Was(D)F
3 L3dy
(Tech.) (M)
Red Skelton-Lucillc Ball
101 . .June-Aug ..b5/8/43
309 Eyes in the Night (Spy)F Edw. Arnold-Ann Harding 79..Sep-Nov .. .b9/
12/42
.b9/l2/42
312
Me and KidMy (D)F
Gal (DM)F..l.Bobby
Garland-G.
Murphy
329 For
Harrigans
Reartirk-Wm.
Garqan l03..Sep-Nov
KO.. June-Aug
334
Madman The
(D)
Carradine-Patriria
Morison... 184.
.b3/l3'4<
.b2/27/43
380 Hitler's
Human Comedy.
(D)F John
M. Rooney-F.
Morg3n
17. .June-Aug
.June-Aug .b6/l2/43

REVIEW

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis Indicate type of picture: (A)
Action: (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Farct;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (O) Operetti;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audienct
classification: f — Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b — publication date of Box Office Slant.
Rel.
MIns.
Sti %t
MGM (Cont.)
luua
Date
Current 1942-43
b
1
0/3
1/42
314 Journey for Margaret (D)F...Robt. Young-Laraine Day
80. Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb bb 112/0/319/42
320 Keeper of the Flame (D)F K. Hepburn-S. Tracy
100.. Dec-Feb
1/42
.b9/ 19/42
319
Northwest
Rangers
(AD)F
Wm.
Lundigan-J.
Craig
63..
311 0m3na Trail iW)F
J. Craig-D. Jagger
62. June-Aug
Sep-Nov .b7/25/42
.b4/IO/43
303
(MC)F A.
Sothern-"Red"
78.
June-Aug . .b5/l/43
332 Panama
Pilot No.Hattie
5 (D)
Franchot
Tone-MarshsSkelton
Hunt
70. June-Aug
330 Presenting Lily Mars (D) J. Garland-Van Heflin
104., Dec-Feb bl 1/28/42
370 Random Harvest (D)A G. Garson-R. Colm3n
126.
.bl2/5/42
315 Reunion in France (D)A J. Crawford-Philip Dorn
105. Sep-Nov
.b8/ IS/42
308 Seven Sweethearts (CD)F K. Grayson-Van Heflin
97. Apr-May ..b3/6/43
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
94.
301 Somewhere
. .b8/8/42
You (CD) I'll
AFind
Clark Gable-Lana Turner 105. Dec-Feb
Dec-Feb bl2/l2/42
316 St3nd By For Action (D)F...R. Taylor-C. Laughton 108. Sep-Nov
. .b 1/9/43
322 Tennessee Johnson (B)A Van Heflin-R. Hussey
103. Dec-Feb bl2/l9/42
.b7/25/42
321 Tish
Three (CD)A
Hearts for Julia (CM)A.M.M. Douglas-A.
90.
302
Main-ZsSu Sothern
Pitts
84. Sep-Nov
Dec-Feb . .b8/8/42
306
Wsr
Against
Mrs.
Hadley(D)
A.Edw.
Arnold-F.
Bainter
84.
blO/31/42
Seo-Nov
313 Whistling in Dixie (C)A R. Skelton-A. Rutherford 73. June-Aug .b9/l9/42
310
White 3tCargo
H. Lamarr-W.
90.
305 Yank
Eton (D)A
(D)F
M.
Rnoney-lan Pidgeon
Hunter
87. Sep-Nov , .b8/l3/42
331 Youngest Profession (OF V. Weidler-Edw.
82., Sep-Nov . .b3/6/43
Coming Arnold
402 Adventures
Above Suspicion
(D)
MacMurray 103
90
b5/l,'43
406
of Tartu,
The J.R. Crawford-F.
Donat
b8 7,43
AAmeric3
Guy Named Joe
Soencer
Tr3cy-lrene
Dunne
a5/29/4i>
B. Donlevy-Ann Rich3rds
a6/l2/43
Andy Foot
Hardy's
Blonde Trouble.
Rooney-L. Gsxton
Stone
405 Best
Forward(Tech.)
(M).L.M. Ball-Wm.
93
b7/3/43
Bro3dway Rhythm
George Murphy-Ginny Simms
38 14,43
Canterville
Ghost
Charles
Laughton-Margaret
O'Brien
Cross of Lorraine Gene Kelly-Pierre Aumont
37/24/43
Cry H3V0C
A. Sothern-M. Sullivan
a8/7/43
407 Dr.CsseGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. B3rrymore- Van Johnson 89
b5/8/43
Gaslight
Charles Boyer-lngrid Bergman
409 Girl
Crazy Body
(M)
M.W. Rooney-J.
99
b8/7/43
Heavenly
Powell-H. Garland
Lamarr
37/31/43
403 I Dood It (C)
Red Skelton-E. Powell
102
b7/3l/43
410 L3ssie Come Home(D) (Tech.) Roddy McDowall-Donald Crisp 90
b8 21 43
Lost
Margaret
G'Brien-J.
Craig
a8 7 43
M3d3meAngel
Curie
G. G3rson-W.
Pidgeon
a6/5/43
411 Man From Down Under Charles Laughton-Binnie Barnes. .. .103
b8 7 43
Meet the People
Lucille Ball-Dick Powell
38/14/43
Mr. Co-Ed
Red Skelton-H. James &. Orchestra
Rationing
W. Beery-Marjorie Main
Right About
(MC) Kay Kyser & Bsnd-Lens Home
32 27 43
401 Salute
to the Face
Marines
(Tech.) (D)
W. Beery-Fay Bainter 101
b7/3l/43
See
Private Hargrove.. R.
Robert
Walker-Donna
Reed
a836/5/43
14 43
Song Here.
of Russia
Taylor-Susan
Peters
404 Swing Shift Maisie (C) A. Sothern- James Craig
87
b5/8/43
I iKiiibaniis I. hi'fr (Tech.) (D).l<athryn Grayson-Gene Kelly
al/16/43
Whistling in Brooklyn Red Skelton-A. Rutherford
37/24/43
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. Marshsll-R. McDow3ll
38/7/43
408 Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H. Marsh3ll
77
b7/3l/43
MONOGRAM
Current 1942-43
Ape
BoweryM3nat (H)A
Mmnight (H)A....B.B. Lugosi-W.
Lugosi-VinceFord
B3rnett
Cl3ncy Street Boys (C) L. Gorcey-B. Jord3n
Cowboy Commsndos (W) R. Corrigan-D. Moore
Crime
(M)F
Kennedy-Gale
Storm
Dawn onSmasher
the Great
Divide(W).B.EdgarJones-R.
Bell
Foreign
Agent
(Spy)F
John
Shelton-Gale
Storm
Ghosts on the Loose (D) E3st Side Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. Hstton
Haunted
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
I Escaped Ranch
From the
Gestapo (D)
D.
Brian
Kid
Leo Jagger-M.
Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
Lsnd Dyn3mite
of H3unted(D)F
Men (W)....R3nge
Busters
Living
Ghoit
<My)F
)3mes
Dunn-Joan
Woodbury
Melody Parade
Ted Fio Rito Orchestra
'Neath Brooklyn BridgeiCDjA Leo Gorcey-Huntz H3II
One Thrilling Night (OA John Beal-W3nd3 McKay
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury
(ReviewedG3leas Storm-Robt.
"You C3n't Be3t
the Law")
Rhythm P3rade (M)F
Lowery
S3rong
Girl
A.
Corio-J.
D3vis
Silent Witness (D)F
Frsnk Albertson-Maris Wrixon
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-Patricia Morison
Spy
TrainFrom
(D)
R. Travis-C.
Cr3ig
Stranger
Pecos
(W)
Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Texas to Bataan (W)
John King-David
Sharpe
Trail Riders (W)
John King-David Sharpe
Two
(W) J.B. King-D.
West Fisted
of the Justice
L3w (W)
Jones-T. Sharpe
McCoy
Wild Horse Stsmpedo (W) H. Gibson-K.
ComingMavnard
Wings Over the Pscific Inez Cooper-Montsgue Love

64. . 3/5/43 .. , .b2/27/43
i^i. 10 '30 '42 . .b3/27/43
4/23/43 . .b6/26/43
65. .6/2/43
bill t/
53. ,1/29/43 ... ... .b2/20/43
62.
.311,14/4;:
.
70. 10/9/42
12/ 18/42 .. .b5/22/43
. .b6/5/43
64.
64. 4/2/43
7/16/43 ... ..b9'l9/42
.b5/29/43
64. 12/4/42 . .. .b4/l7/43
. .bl/23/43
5/24/43
.
75.
. .. .32/6/43
67. 2/12/43
3/26/43
11/27/42 . .hlO/31
/42
. bS 17/42
14 43
61. 8 13 '43 . .blO
. . .b7/4/42
64. 2/12/43
I I /20/42 .. . .b 1/30/43
69. 8/28/42
61. 12/11/42 .b 12/26/42
.b5/ 15/43
68. 5/28/43 . ..bl2/l9/42
..bl/16/43
1/15/43
.
2/26/43
.
.
62. 6/25/43 ... . .b6/5/43
76. ,7/2/43
61. 10/16/42 . .b9/26/42
55.
. -bb 5/43
56. ,12/4/42 . .. .b7/3l/43
,'43
55. l/8/'43
10/2/42 .. . . .b7/l7
55.
57. 4/16/43 . . .39/19/42
. 34/17,43
,6/25/43 . . . .b5/l /43

Black Market Rustlers Ray Corrig3n-Dennis Moore
36 '26/43
Bl3zing Guns
Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
a8,7/43
Bullets
&
Saddles
Rav
Corrinan-Dennis
Moore
Campus Rhythm
Gale Storm-Robert Lowery
38 14 43
Death ofValley
Rangers Jack
Hoot LaRue
Gibson- &KenEastMaynard
East
the Bowery
Side Kids
Here Comes Kelly (C) Joan Woodbury- Eddie Quillan 64
b7/3l/43
Hitler's
Women
Gale
Patrick-Nsncy
Kelly
Law Rides Again, The (W)...Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
54
b8/2l,43
Mr. Muggs Steps Out Leo Gorcey-Jcan Marsh
Mystery
of the Thirteenth
Guest
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell
a8 '7/43
Nearly Eighteen
G3le Storm-Bill Henry
a7 17/43
Outlaws of Stampede Pass J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
a8 ^. ^S
Revenge
the Zombies J.J. Carradine-L.
Storm
36/19/43
Six
Gun ofGospel
M. Brown-R. Talbot-G.
Hatton
a6/l9/43
Spotlight Scand3ls (C) Fr3nk Fsy-Billy Gilbert
79
b7/24/43
Sultan's
Daughter
Ann
Corio-C.
Butterworth
Sweethearts
of
the
U.
S.
A.
...Una
Merkel-Dcnald
Novis
Texas
Kid
Johnny
M. Brown-Raymond
Hatton a7/3/43
Uninvited
Gu"st
Victor Jory-Pamela
Bl3ke

50
PARAMOUNT

Current 1942-43

SHOWMEN'S
Uale
Rel.

August 28, 1943
See
RKO-RADIO (Cont.)
Rel.
Date
Issue of
Block
. .b2/l3/43
Current
1942-43
...62/6/43
1/15/43
.>....
.
.bl/23/43
W-l
Fighting
Frontier
(W)F
T.
Holt-Ann
Summers
57..
.
N
Flighto
forandFreedom
R. Russell-F.
MacMurray 100..
Apr ... .bl 1/14/42
45 Forever
a Day (D)A
(D)F All
Star Cast
104.. 3/26/43
. .b8/29/42
3I Great
Peary-Jane &.Darwell
62..
...b8/8/42
Here WeGildersleeve
Go Again (OF
(CM)F E.Harold
Bergen-McGeo
Molly
75.. 1/1/43
10/9/42
10/2/42 ...bl/2/43
1 Highways by Night (G)F R. Carlson-Jane Randolph
63.. 3/19/43
..b3/20/43
. . b8/8/42
45 Hitler's
(D)A A .J.
B. Ellison-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
89.
I Walked Children
With a Zombie(H)
68. 2/12/43
Apr . . .
2 Journey Into Fear (D)A 0. Welles-D. Del Rio
70.
. .b3/2D/43
5 Ladies' Day (D)A
L. Velez-E. Albert
62. Apr . . . . . .b8/8/42
.blO/17/42
1 Mexican
Spitfire's
Elephant (OF
Lupe Velez-Leon Errol
64. 10/30/42 . . bl 1/7/42
23 Once
Navy Upon
Comesa Through
O'Brien-G.
Murphy
87. 9/11/42
. bl 1/7/42
11 1/27/42
Honeymoon(D)F...P.
(D)F. Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant 117.
1/20/42 .. .b7/l8/42
W-l Pirates
of
the
Prairie
(W)F..Tim
Holt-Nell
O'Day
57.
.a7/25/42
Pride of theLawYankees
(BD)F..Gary
Cooper-Teresa
Wright
127.
3/5/43
Apr .bl2/l9/4?
W-l Saludos
Sagebrush
(W)
T. Holt-J.
Barclay
56. 2/19/43
Amigos
(Tech.)
Walt
Disney
Feat.
Prod
42.
.blO/17/42
2 Scattergood Survives a
.blO/17/42
Murder (My)A
Guy Kihbee-lohn Archer
66. 110/16/42
1/13/42
23 Seven
Days'
Leave
(CM)F...V.
Matiire-L.
Ball
87.
Seven Miles From
blbl/23/43
1/14/42
Alcatraz (D)A
J. Craig B. Granville
61. 1/8/43
4 Tarzan Triumphs (D)F Weismiiller- F. Gifford
78. 2/5/43
2/19/43 . .b3/20/43
They Got Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope-Dorothy
Lamour
95.
. . .b2, 0, 4J
This Weeks
Land IstoMine
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
103.
45 Two
Live (D)F
(C)F Lum
andComing
Abner
76.
hi 2 '41

TRADE
Sm
Issue of

5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlcn
82. .6/11/43 . .. .b3/27/43
3 Avengers, The (WarD)F K. Kichardson-Drbdrah Kerr
88. .1/29/43 . .b8/29/42
(Reviewed
as
*'Day
Will
Dawn")
.b3/27/43
5 China (D)
Loretta Young-Alan Ladd
79. .5/28/43 . ...b6/26/43
65 Dixie
(Tech.)to (M)
Dorothy Baxter........
Lamour 89.
Five Graves
Cairo (D) Bing
FranchulCrosbyTone-Anne
9b. !7/2/43 .. ..b5/8/43
.b
10/3/42
.11/6/47
21 Glass
Forest Key
Rangers
(D) (Tech.)F..F.B. Mac
Murray- P.Lake
Goddard
87.
. 10/23/42 . .. ..bl/2/43
.b8/29/42
(G)F
Donlevy-V.
85,
.3/26/43
.
4 Happy-Go-Lucky (Tech.) (M ) F . Martin- D. Powell-Vallee
81. .12/4/42 . . .blO/3/42
2i Henry
Editor (D)F...J. Lydon-C. Smith
72.
Henry Aldrich.
Aldrich Gets
.bl/2/43
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. .4/9/43 .. ... .b6/26/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (C).. Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
65.
. .b3/27/43
.5/14/43
.
04 Lady
High Boilyguard
Explosive (D)F
C.
Morris-J.
Parker
63.
. . .bl/2/43
(CD)F E. Aliitrl-A. Shirley
70. .3/12/43 .. .bl
1/21/42
3 Lucky Jordan (D)A
A. Ladd-H. Walker
88. .2/26/43
. 10/16/42 ..b8/29/42
12 Major
and
the
Minor
(CD)F...G.
Rogers-R.
Milland
100.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
F. Baintor-C. Lee
80. . 1 1/27/42 .blO/3/42
3 MvPatch
Htart(D)F
Belongs to
Daddy
(CD)F
R.
Carlsnii
M.
O'Driscoll
75. .2/12/43 . .bl 1/7/42
4 Nigitl Plane From
. .bl/2/43
Chungking
(D)F
R.
Preston-E.
Drew
69. .5/7/43 .. .bl
1/7/42
3 Palm Beach Story (C)A C. Colbert-J. McCrea
89.
./I/43
... . .h7/25/42
14 Priorities
on
Parade
(M)F....A.
Miller-J.
Colonna
80.
,10/2/42
Reap the Wild Wind (D)
Special .b3/2l/42
(Tech.)F
R. IHilland-P. Goddard 124. ,11/20/42
.blO/3/42
25 Salute
Road to torMorocco
83.
Three (CM)F
(MCD)A Crosby-Hope-Lamour
B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
75. ,7/16/43 . .b3/27/43
. Re-issue
Souls
at
Sea
(D)
G.
Cooner-G.
Raft
93.
Star Spangled Rhythm
. . .bl/2/43
(Tech.) (M)F Special Crosbv-Hone-MacMurray-Lamour ... 99. .2/12/43
2 Street of Chance (MyD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74. 12/18/42 .blO/3/42
. Re-issue
(D)
J.R. McCrea-B.
Stanwyck 138.
I Union
WildcatPacific
(D)F
Arl^n-A. Judge
73. . 10/30/42 .b8/29/42
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/15/43 . .bl 1/7/42
Coming

REVIEW

I Adventures of a Rookie Wally Brown-Alan Carney
b8/2l/43
1 A Lady Takes a Chance Jean Arthur-John Wayne
b8/2l/43
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
a7/3/43
Avenging Rider (W)
T. Holt-C. Edwards
56
a8/22/42
Behind the Rising Sun (D) . . . Margo-Robert Ryan-Tom Neal 88
b7/l7/43
Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R. Scott
99
b5/l5/43
Coastal
Command
(Doc)
62
b7/24/43
Falcon & the Co-eds Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
69
b7/l7/43
I Fallen
Sparrow,
The (D) J.Margo-Wally
Garfield-M.Brown
O'Hara 2/26/43 ' b8/2l/43
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
68
b6/26/43
Gangway
for
Tomorrow
And
the Angels
Lamour-MacMurray-B. Mutton
a6/26/43
6 Gildersleeve
Gildorsleeve's onBadBroadway
Day (C)...H.
Pearv-J.
Darwell.
62
b5/8/43
For Whom
the BellSing
Tolls
Harold
Peary-Billie
Burke
a8/2l/43
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Government Girl
0. de Havilland-Sonny Tufts
a7/l7/43
Ghost Ship
Richard Dix-Russell Wade
Frenchman's
Creek (Tech.) . . . . J.BingFontaine-B.
Going My Way
Crosby-RiseRathbone
Stevens a7/3i/43
Higher &. Higher
Michele Morgan-F. Sinatra-J. Haley
I Good
Fellows
(CD)
70
b8/l4/43
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick
a7/24/43
Hail the
Conquering
Hero. .., Cecil
Eddie Kellaway-Helen
Bracken- WilliamWalker
Oemarest
6
Leonard
Man
(H)
D. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
Henry
Aldrich,
Boy
Scout
Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
Let's
Go
Latin
Disney
w- 7 Mexican Spitfire's Blessed
Henry Aldrich Plays
CuDid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/4.^
Event
(C)
L.
Velez-L.
Errol
63
b7/l7/43
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House. J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
6 Mr.
C. Grant-L.
100
b5/8/43
NorthLucky
Star, (D)
The (D)
W.
Hiiston-A. Day
Baxter
a4/l7/43
Henry Aldrich's
Little Secret. .Jimmy
Lydon-Joan Mortimer
a7/IO/43
I Hostages
(D)
A. de Cordova-Luise
Rainer 89
b8/l4/43
One Hour of Glory
Gregory Peck-Toumanova
Hour
Before
the
Dawn
Franchot
ToneVeronica
Lake
a6/26/43
7 Petticoat
(CD)
Carroll- Edwards
Walter Reed
61
b7/l7/43
Lady in the Dark (Tech. (CD; Ginger Riio.Ts-Rav Milhind
a3/6/43
Red River Larceny
Robin Hood
(W)...T.JoanHolt-C.
a8/l/42
Rookies inVictim
Burma
Alan Conway-Jean
Carney-WallyBrooks
Brown b8/2l/43
I Mine
Let's Sweeper
Face It (MC)
Bob
Hutton
76
b8/7/43
RichardHope-B.
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7/3/43
I
Seventh
Tom
Ministry of Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
7I So
Sky'sThisthe IsLimit
(C)
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
Washington
Lum
& Abner
b8/2l/43
Miracle
of(CD)
Morgan's
Creek
Eddie Bracken-Betty
Hutton
al/2/43
bpittire
L. Howard-D. Niven
b4/24/43
No
Time
for
Love
(C)
Claudelte
Colbert-Fred
MacMurray
a7/25/42
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Our Hearts Were Young
Tarzan's
Desert Mystery J.Ginger
Weissmuller-Nancy
& Gay
Diana Lynn-Gail Russell
Tender Comrade
Rogers-Robert Kelly
Ryan
Riding High (Tech.) (CD) U Lamnur-D. Howell
a3/l3/41
Up in Arms (Tech.) Danny Kaye-Dana Andrews
6 So
ProudlyRoom
We Only
Hail (D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
126
b6/26/43
REPUBLIC
.3-24/43
Standing
P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
Current 1942-43
.3-20
43 ..
Story
of
Dr.
Wassell
(Tech.)
.
.Gary
Cooner-Laraine
Day
a8/7/43
214
. . .b8/7/43
b4/3/43
Alilii
(MiF
M.
Luckvn.(id-H.
Sinclair
66
6 Submarine Alert (Spy) Richard Arlen-Wendy Barrie 67
b6/26/41
778 AI Dawn We Die (D)A John Clements-Godfrey Tearle 78
Timber Queen
R. Arlen-M. B. Hughes
a8/l4/43
., ..al/3U/4o
362 Black
Hills
Express
D.
Barry-W.
Vernon-A.
Heath
55.
I Tornado
C.
Morris-N.
Kelly
83
b8/l4/43
.3/12/43 . . ,.b7/3/43
264 blocked Trail (W)
Tniiiiinh Over Pain
Joel McCrea-Betty Field
aii/27 42
Bob Steele-Tom Tyler
55. .8/15/43
.1/15/43 . .'!
. . Reissue
Boots and Saddles
(W)
Autry-Burnette-Judith
Allen
58. .7/8/43
I True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell 94
b8/l4/43 2301
b9/26/42
2311
275 Bordertown
.. . ...b4/24/4S
.4/30/43
Gunfighters
(W)..B.
Elliott-G.
Hayes
56.
Uninvited, The
Ray Milland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43 2313
. .b5/29/43
.b3'27'41
219 Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
..b4/
10/43
55.
.4/27/43 . ...a3/6/43
Carson
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.J. E.Barry-L.
Merrick
55.
.3/23/43
'.'.'.bi/e'As
PRC
Current 1942-43
Chatterbox
Brewn-J.
Canova
76.
276 Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
55. .2/13/43
.5/15/43 . .. .b3/20/43
..b6/5/43
.9/15/42 . . .b7/25/42
274 Dead Man's Gulch (W)F D. Barry-L. Merrick
317 Baby Face Morgan (CD)A Carlisle Cromwell-Armstrong 62. .3/5/43
55.
.5/28/43 ..
222 False Faces (D)
.. .
S.
Ridges-R.
Williams
56.
1!>2
Bail
Men
nf
Thunder
Gan
(W).Tex
0'Brien-Jame<i
Newill
59.
.1/29/43
.3/22/43
211 Fighting Devil Dogs
313 Behind Prison Walls (CO)F..AIan Baxter-G. Michael
66. .5/31/43 . ,b3/20/43
Lee
Powell-Eleanor
Stewart
69.
.10/8/42 . . .34/17/43
777
321 Black Raven (H)A
G. Zucco-N. Madison
62. .6/15/43 .
(Special)F.Joan
Wayne-John
Carroll 102.
301 Flying
FugitiveTigers
From (D)
Sonera
(W)...0. Barry-L.
Merrick
55. .5/10/43
354
Border
Buckaroos
Jim
Newill-D.
O'Brien
60.
.12 '7 42 .
.7/1/43 . . . . . Reiitut
.4/15/43
2303
<in
Boss
of
Big
Town
(D)A
lohn
Lite)
Flori>nce
Rice
k9
Gauclio
Serenade
(W)
G.
Autry-S.
Burnette
H9.
^
bib"/
1
7/42
.b7/3/43
220 Gentle Gangster (D)
362 Cattle Stampede
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
58. .8/16/43
. . .. .a8/7/43
B. MacLane-M. Lament
57. .8/26/43 . . ..b7/3l/43
.b9/5/42
224
.10/12/42
JOB
City
of
Silent
Men
(D)F
Frank
AlbertsonJune
Lang
65.
Headin'
for
God's
Country
W.
Lundigan-V.
Dale
78.
.3/29/43
.
.
.b3/27/43
Heart
of
(he
Golden
251
31 Corregidor (D)
0. Kruqer-E. t .nodi .
73.
.b7/l7/43
1 1 '21/42
. I2/| 1/42 . . b.b3/l3/43
411
Work (C). Patsy
Kelly-IsabelCarlisle
Jewell
61.
(W)F
Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
65. .3/26/43
.2/10/43 .. .bl/16/43
215 HitWest
320 Danger—
Dead MenWomen
Walk at(H)A
Geo. Zucco-Mary
66. .8/23/43
Parade
of
1943
(DM)F...J.
Carrol-S.
Hayward
82.
.
.a5/l/43
.b2/20/43
.
12/24/42 . ...bl2/l9/42
206
.5/7/43
..
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)..B. Livingston-AI St. John
55.
Ice
Capades
Revue
(CD)
Ellen
Drew-Richard
Denning
79.
.3/10/43
.b4/IO/43
.a6/l9/43
205
252 Idaho (W)F
..
R. Rogers-S. Burnette
70. .4/9/43 .. .bl2 26/42
355
Valley ....Wendie
D. O'Brien-Jim
Newill
60.
254 Kino of the Cowboys (W) R.
.7/26/43
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
72. .8/1/43
Rogers-S. Burnette
67.
.3/12/43 ..
359 Fugitive of the Plains (W)... Buster Crabbe-AI St. lohn
55. .6/15/43
Johnny
Doughboy
(CD)....
Jane
Withers-Henry
Wilcoxon
63.
210
.
.1/15/43
London
Blackout
Miirder(Mv)
John
Abbott-Mary
McLeod
58. .6/11/43
123
Gangs,
Inc
Alan
Ladd-Joan
Woodbury
72.
. 12/31/42 .. ...34/3/43
. .b6/5/43 2312
314 Ghost and the Guest (My) James Dunn-Florence Rice
61. .4/19/43 . . .. .b4/IO/43
Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55. .7/15/43
IIO'l/42
'R 43 .., .bl2'l9'4:
217
. .b6/5/43
. Reissue
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judgc-R. Clarke
74. .5/17/43
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
Corrigan
57. ...4/13/43
209 Mantrap
... ..b8/l5/42
.8/15/43 . . ..b7/3/43 2305
401
Isle
of
Forgotten
Sins
(D)
J.
Carradine-G.
Sondergaard
84.
Mexican
Rose
(W)
Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette
58.
100 Moscow Strikes Back (Doc) A .. Russian Cast (Special)
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crahhe-AI St. J'llin
ih . 12/21/42 .bl 1/14/42
57.
Mountain Rhvthm (0) Weaver Bros. & Elviry.
70. .8/27/43 . . .b8/l4/43
302 Lady From Chungking (D)A..Anna May Wong-Mae Clark
71. .8/28/43
I ?7 4:-i .
227 Nobody's
367 Law of the Saddle B. Livingston-AI St. John
.8/17/42 . . .b8/2»/4^
Darling (C)F
(F) M.
Lee-L.Bros.Calhern-G.
George 71.
202 Old Homestead
. I 4 4a , . . .!ll2/5/42
319
Man
of
Courage
(D)
B.
MacLane-Lyle
Talbot
67.
Weaver
-Dick
Purcell
68.
10/27/42 . . .a9/5/42
272 Outlaws of Pine Ridge (W) . . Don Barry-Lynn Merrick
hi '23/43
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
68.
56. ..6/1/43
... .b3/27/43
212
311 My Son, the Hero (OF Patsv Kelly-Rnscoe Karns
68. .. I 1/20/42
.
.bl/16/43
Purple
V.
The
(Spy)A
J.
Archer-M.
McLeod
58.
.3/12/43
2.S3
1/23
'42
. .a3/l3/43
. . Reissue
2304
.'hi
i
'28/42
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI St. John
56.
Ride. Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
66. .5/21/43
... ai.b8/l/42
i/7'42
266
. . . .h8/7/43
.
I?
'in
12
304 Night for Crime
G. Farrell-L. Talbot
76. .2/18/43
Riders
of
the
Rio
Grande(W).B,
Steele-T.
Tyler
55.
265
■
.4',S
.35
. 112/121 4.'i1/42
hi''
f
/22
363
Overland
Stagecoach
(W)
Bob
Livingston-AI
St.
John
60.
/43
Ridin' Meets
Down the
the Tiger
Canvon (W).Roy
Roqers-Georoe
ts. .7/29/43 . ..bl2'l2'/<^
'b9/26/42 301
208 Saint
. .a3/«/43
-13 .. . .bl'.1/28/42
3m Pavnd (MviA
Lee Tracy-Tom Brown
74.
Hugh
SinclairJean Haveq
Gillie 55.
70.
Sante
Fe
Scouts
(W)
three
Mesqi.ileers
312 Queen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe 66. .3/8/43
.4/16/43
.
Secrets of the
351
Over (W) James
Newill-Tex
O'Brien 58.
61. . 12/25/42 ..
.8/24/42
..4/20/43
12/18/42 . alO/IO 42
361 Rangers
Renegade,Take
The
B. Crabbe-AI
St. John
Underground
(Spy)
John
Hubbard-Virginia
Grey
71.
256
261 Shadows
. 10/26/42 .. .b9
/l9
/42
on
the
Sage
(W)
.
Three
Mesquiteers
55.
309 Secrets of a Co-Ed (D)A Otto Kruger-Tina Thayer
69. .7/1/43
.b7
/IO
/43
218 Shantytown (D)
405 Terror
Submarine
Base (D)
John
Litel-AIanMason
Baxter
66. .7/20/43
M.
Archer
65. .8/12/43 . .. .b7/24/43
a8 8 1:
.4/19/43 ..
.b7/3l/43
322
House
W. Lawson-J.
71.
Silver Spurs
Roy Loe-J.
Rogers-John
Carradine 68.
225
.8/21/43
.
. . . .a5/l/
307 Tomorrow We Live (D)A R. Cortez-Jean Parker
66. .9/29/42
Someone
to
Remember
(D)....M.
Paige-J.
Cr3ne
80.
.6/14/43
.
273
.
.b5/29/43
255
43
.5/10/43 .
Roy
Rogers-Sheila
Ryan
69.
.. .h4/24/4'
353 Western
West of Cyclone
Texas (W)
Tex
O'Brien-J. Newill
59. .5/14/43
2302 Song
South ofof Texas
the
(MW).. Don
G. Autry-S.
Burnette
70.
360
(W)
Buster
John
64.
- Reissut42
216
Sunilnwn
Kid Border
(W)
Barry-Linda
Johnson 56.
364 Wild Horsi'
Rustlers
Livino'^tn.iCrabbe-AI
- «| l"hnSt...
57. .6/21/43 .. .a6/l9/43
.3/1
'43 . .alO/31
.5/20/43
223
.
12
'28/42
221
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
60. ,2.ll/9'42
Swing
Your
Partner
(C)
L.
Belle-ScottyV.
Vague
72.
.
.
.b5/l/43
I2'4.s
.
2B3
.BlO/3/42
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
71.
.4/6/43 . . . .b6/l9/43
Tahiti Honey
(DM)
D. O'Keefo-S Frazer
Simon
69. .7/5/43
Thumbs
67.
.. . . .b4/3/43
Coming
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) B.ThreeJoyre-R.
Mesquiteers
56. .1/25/43
/28 4?42
Traitor
Within
(D)A
Donald
M.
Barry-Jean
Parker
63.
. all
.bl2/5
262 Vallev of Hunted Mfn (W).. Three Mesquiteers
56. . II2/IB/42
.b7/3l/43
I
'13
'42
2314
459 Blazing Frontier
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
9/1/43 ..
Wagon
Tracks
West
(W)
Bill
Elliott-Anne
Jeffreys
55.
207
8/23/43 . , . .a5/l/43
226
Girl From Monterey Armida-Edgar Kennedy
9/24/43 .
Side Kid, The
D. Barry-D. Evans-H. Hull
58. .. 8/19/43
I 1 /4/42 , .blalO'3
204 West
1/7/42
Harvest Melody
Rosemary Lane- Johnny Downs
11/22/43
X Markson theParade
Spot (CM)A
(My)A John
Helen Hubbard-Ruth
ParrishDamianTerry
O'Fiynn 72.
56. 10/24/42
203
Coming
Youth
368
Raiders
of
Red
Gap
Bob
Livingston-AI
St.
John
9/30/43
.
.blO/17/42f)
.38/14/43
406
Tiger
Fangs
Frank
Buck-June
Duprez
9/10/43
356 Trail nf Terror
Dave O Brien-Jim Newill
9/14/43 . .37/17/43
Two Worlds
F. Lederer-S. Gurie
10/20/43 .38/14/43
37/24/43
A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald.... 55
316 Underdog, The
Barton MacLane-Charlotte Wynters 10/4/43 .
.38/7/43
351 Beyond the Last Frontier Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette 56. .9/18/43
.37/3/43
375 Death
Valley,.
Manhunt Bill
Elliott-George
Hayes
55, .9/9/43 . a7/24/43
Deerslayer
Bruce
Kellogq-Je3n
Parker
RKO-RADIO
Hands
Across
the
Border
Roy
Rogers-Ruth
Terry
Here Cftmes Elmer
AI Pearce & His Gang
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
302 Hoosier
Holiday
Dale
72.. 9/13/43 ...a6/26/43
.12/4/42 . .blO/24/42
In
Old
Oklahoma
John Evans-George
Wayne-Martha Byron
Scott
3 Armv
Surqenn
(WarD)A
James
Ellisnn-Jane
Wvaft
63.
..b8/2l/43
. Reissue
.8/21/42 .
Bambi (Fa.) Terh. F
nisney Cartoon Featiirp
70. .9/4/42
2306 In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette 72. .9/1/43
1 Bia Street (CDiF
Henry Fnnda-Lucille Ball
88.
228 Sleepy
Lagoon
Judy
Canova-DennisTerry
D3y
65, .9/5/43
Man
From
Music
Mountain
.,.
Roy
Rooers-Ruth
34 C3t
People
(D)A
Simone
Simon-Tom
Conwav
73.
.38/21/43
. 12/25'42 . .hi
Man From the Rio Grande .... Don Barry-Twinkle Watts
Cinderella Swings It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren
71. .2/26/43
.. ..b5.b8/R
n '47
'30
'4'>f
Mystery
25 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Conway
62. .11/6/42
.hi 1 /23'4.?
.May .... . . .blO/3/42
.b3/20/43
Raiders ofBroadcast
Sunset Pass Nils
Eddie Asther-Frank
Dew-Smiley Albertson
Burnette
Fal'^on Strikes
(My)A...T.Geo.Conway-H.
Hilliard
65.
. .a7'3 '43

August 28, 1943

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

20TH CENT.-FOX
See of
Rel.
Block
Issue
Mins. Date
»r No.
Current 1942-43
.b8/l5/42
12 '4 '42 . ..bin/|7/42
2 Berlin Correspondent (D)F Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrews 70. 9/11/42
Black
SwanMoon
(Tech.) (D)F Geo.
r PowerMaureen Annabelle
O'Hara
.
.b7/IO/43
401J.5 Caroiui
Bomber's
Montgomery70.
18 42 .. .. .. Uo.UI/9I J, 4243
— S3tt Shoulder (Spy) A . V irginia Bruce-James Ellison 7U. a8/6/43
7 Chetniks (D)F
Philip Dorn-Anna Sten
73. 2/5/43 ..
6 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery 95.
., .bl2'5/42
.b5/22/43
le Coney Island (Tech.) (DM)...B. Grable-G. Montgomery 96. 6/18/43
1,1 '43 .. . .b4/24/43
• Crash
(Tech.) (D) T.
Baxter
105.
5/14/43
.. .b,Vb4/3/43
Desert Dive
Victory
War Power-Anne
Documentary
60. 4/16/43
13/43
8 Dixie Dugan (0)F
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66. 3/12/43 ..
12/1
1/42
S4 Girl
Dr. Renault's
Secret
(My)A...J.
Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Roberts
58.
.blO/17'42
.
li'J
III 42
Troublethe (CD)F
Ameche.J. Venable
Bennett
2 '43 ,. , .b3/ 13/43
He Hired
Boss (CD)F S.D. Erwin-E.
7382. 410/9/42
88 Hello,
Frisco, Hello
(Tech.) (DMIF
A Favp-J Onkin
98.
. .b7/24/43
402 Heaven Can Wait (Tech.) Don Ameche-Gene Tierncy 112. 3/26/43
lid I J, 424'
lU <!. 42 . .... ..h3'n
I Iceland (M)F
Sorija Henie-John Payne
/'.i 8/13/43
bl 9/43
I 29 43 . . .b5/29/43
Immortal Sergeant
(D)F Laurel
Hxiiry Foiirla-Maiireen
O'Hara 74.
^0 6/11/43
107fj Jitterbugs
(C)
&.
Hardy
.
Life Begins at
bl2 5/42
F
MontyRoberts-R.
Woolley-lda
Lupine
84.
.b9 19/42
4 ManEight-Thirty
in the Trunk(fi) (MyD)F...L.
Walburn
70. 12/25/42
I0'23 U ...bl/16/43
74 Margin
for
Error
(CD)F
J.
Bennett-Milton
Berle
74.
2/19/43
.
L. Nolan-Carole Landis
81. 10/16/42 . .b9/l9/42
7 Manila
Meanest Calling
Man in (D)F
the
.bl/16/43
World
(OF
Benny-Rochester-P.
Lane
59. 2/12/43 . .. .b3/l3/43
8 Moon Is Down, The (D)F C. Hardwicke-D. Bowden
90.
4/9/43 .. . .b4/IO/43
56 Over
My Friend
Flicka
(Tech.)
(D).P.
Foster-R.
Johnson-R.
McDowall..
89.
4/23/43
.
1/15/43
My Dead Body (C)F M. Berle-Mary Beth Hughee 68.
,bl2
12/42
..b5/8/43
10 Ox-Bow Incident (D)
Henry Fonda-Dana Andrews 75. 5/21/43 . ..bl2,
19/42
i4 Uuiet
Pleaso.in Murder
(My)....G. Patrick-G. Sanders
70. 3/19/43
SniinfltimR
the Rockies
iTfch I (MIF
Grable-Pavne-Miranrta
91 I I /6/42 . .b5/29/43
Stormy Weather (M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast 77. 7/16/43
. h.i I ) 135 That
lales Other
of Manhattan
iCD
)
A
....
BoyerHayworthRogersFonda
118.
17 4?
10/30/42 hlll
Woman
(D)F
V.
Gilmore-James
Ellison
75.
.b9 ■11/4-'
9 They Came to Blow Up
1 1/13/42 . .h4/24/43
America
(D)
G.
Sanders-W.
Bond
73.
5/7/43 .. hiu 17 4
Thunderto Birds
(D) (Tech.)F..G.L. NolanTierney-P.
78.
65 Time
Kill (D)F
HeatherFester
Angel
61. I /22
1/2U/4J42 . ...h4/3/43
95 Tonight
We
Raid
Calais
(D)
.
Annabella-B.
Bondi
72.
4/30/43
. bio.
Undying
Monster
Angel
63.
.bl2 17^ 421 '
II 27/42 ..bl2'l2
6 We
Are the
Marines(My)F
( D) F .... John
March Howardof TimeHeather
Feature
65. 2/26/43
4?
1/8/43
-.
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis Calvert 103
. ,b9 19 42
Coming
.aB/ 14/43
Buffalo Bill
(Tech.) R.
M. YoungO'Hara-J.
McCrea-L.
Darnell
Claudia
Dorothy
McGuire
91. .9/4/43 . .b8/2l/43
Dancing (D)
Masters
Laurel
&. Hardy
Galveston
Edward G. Robinson-Lynn Bari
. .36/5/43
Gang's
All Here.
The
Ryan-C. Miranda
.36/26/43
Guadalcanal
Diary
P.A. Faye-Sheila
Foster-W. Bendix
.37/17/43
Happy Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Rutherford
.34/24/43
Holy
Matrimony
M.
Wooley-G.
Fields-L.
Cregar
8/27/43
.34/ lU/4i
Jane c\re
ur.son Wclles-ioan
i "fna"«»'
Lifeboat
Tallulah
Bankhead-John
Hodiak
Lodger,
The
Oberon-George
Sanders
.36/26/43
Paris After
Dark
G.MerleSanders-B.
Marshall
Pin-Lp Girl (Tech.) B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown
.
.36/5/43
Roger Touhv.
K. Taylor-L.
Andrews-P. Foster
.b8/2l/43
Shrine
of VictoryGanqster
(Doc.) Greek
Navy
45
.34/24/43
Song of Bernadette J. Jones-V. Price-C. Bickford
Sweet Resie O'Grady (Tech.)..n.Edward
Grable-R.
Young
.33/27/43
Tampico
G. Robinson-Lynn
Bari
.30/22/43
Wintertime
S. Henie-J.
Oakie
UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
Americsn Empire (WD)F R. Dix-P. Foster
82. , 12/1 1/42 .. .bl2/5/42
Border
(W)F
Wm.Dix-Jane
Boyd-A. Wyatt
Clyde
66. ,5/14/43
4/2/43 .. . . .bl/30/43
.b3/l3/43
BuckskinPetrol
Frontier
(W)F R.
76.
.b8/7/43
C3l3boose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45.. 1/29/43 . ....b6/l9/43
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. ,6/18/43
.
.
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. Goddard-R. Milland
81. ,1/22/43 . .b 1723/43
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby W3tson
44. 1 1/20/42 .blO/24/42
.b5/22/43
Fsll InServes
(C)
Tr3cy-JoeClyde
S3wyer
48. .3/5/43 . . .. .b3/20/43
Hoppy
a Writ (W)F...W.Wm. Boyd-A.
66.
3/12/43 .
Hanamen Also Die (D)A B. Donlevy-W. Brpnnan 131.. 3/26/43
.b7/3l/43
Hi Diddle Diddle (0) A. Menjou-M. Scott
72. .8/20/43 . . . .b3/27/4?
10/3U/42 .blO.
IIn Married
F. Marsh-V.
Lake
75. ,2/12/43
010/ 27/42
17/4.
Which Wea Witch
Serve (C)F.
(D)F Noel
Coward
114.
Jacare (T)F
Frank Buck. Narrator
65. ,11/27/42 ...b5/l/43
.b
12/26/42
,4/30/43
.
Lady of Burners
Burlesque
B.
O'Shea 67. 5/28/43 . . .b4/ 10/43
Leather
(W)
Wm.StanwyckBoyd-AndyMichsel
Clyde
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola Lane
63. 12/18/42 . .bl/23/43
.b3/6/43
McGuerins From Brooklyn(C) A. Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 47. 12/31/42 .. ..b9/12/42
Moon ofandOur Sixpence
Geo. Sanders-H. Marsh3ll 90. 10/2/42 .
One
Aircr3ft (D)A
Is
. .b9/5/42
Missing (D)F
Godfrey Te3rle-Eric Portm3n 90. 10/16/42
1/15/43 . ,bl2/l9/42
Powers Girl (M)F
Geo. Murphy-Anne Shirley 93. ,5/21/43
. .b7/l7/43
.
Pr3irie
Chickens
(C)
J.
Rogers-N.
Geery,
Jr
47.
1/14/42
Silver Queen (D)F
G. Brent-P. Lsno
82 11/ 13/42 .bl
Somewhere in Frsnce (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. 4/16/43
6/11/43 . . .b2/20/43
T»xl, Mister (C)
Wm Bondtx-Grace Bradley 4b. ,7/1/43
.
.h4/24/43
Th3t
Nuis3nce
(C) .. Bobby
Watson-Joe Devlin
43. 8'l3/43 .. . .. ..b6'5/43
VictoryNazty
Through
Air Power.
Disney
lU 23/42 . .b7/IO/43
.b5/9/42
Undercover
Man
(W)
Bill
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
Ii8
8/6/43
.... . .b7/3/43
Yanks
Ahoy
(C)
William
TracyMarjorie
Woodworth.
55..
2/5/43
.b2/ 13/43
> i.iing and Willing (CD)F ...Wm. Hnlden-Susan Havward 83
Coming
.b7/24/,43
Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
55.. 10/1/43 . .36/26/43
False
ColorsLeningrad
(W)
Wm.
Girl From
Anna Boyd-A.
Sten-KentClyde
Smith
Gunmaster
Albert Dekker-Claire Trevor
10/29/43 .36/19/43
Jack
London
M.
O'Shea-S.
Haywnrth
Johnny Come L3tely J. C3gney-Gr3ce George,. 9/3/43 .. .b6/l2/43
Kansan,
(W)
Rich3rd Boyd-Andy
Dix-Jane Wy3tt
9/10/43 . . .35/1/43
Riders Door
of The
theCanteen
De3dline
Li>ue
.b5/l5/43
Stag*
48William
Stars
131
Texas Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
. .38.38/7/43
'29 '42
Texas M3squer3de
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
.38/14/43
Thundering Hoofs
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043 All By Myself
P3tric Knowles- Evelyn Ankers
71)05 Amazing Mrs. Helliday (D)F . D. Durbin-A. Treacher
7063
Arsbian
^liohts '''--h.)
(D)F.Jon
Montez-Sabu
7029
Behind tno
Ritz Hall-Maria
Bros.-Carol
7014 Captive
Wild8 -oan
WomaniC)F
(H) Evelyn
Ankers-JohnBruce
Carradine
7075 Cheyenne Roundup (W) M. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
7036 Cowboy in Manh3ttsn (C) F. L3ngford-R. Psige
7030 Destination Unknown (D)F Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervty
7037
Eyes of the
the Underwnrld
(G)A. Richard Dix-Wendy Barrie
7033
7012 Follow
Frankenstein Band
Meets(MC)
tha Wolf M. B. Hughes-L. Errol
Man (H)
Lon Chaney, Jr. -Nona M assay
7011 Gals,
Frontierlncorpor3ted
Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R.
Paige-L.Errol
Chaney..
7046
Harriett
H illiard-Leon
7045
McDon3ld-R.
7022 Get
Get Going
Hep to Love (DM)F G.Rloris
Jean-J3ne Psige
Frazee
7044
Judge (D)
(C) Ralph
D. O'Keete-M.
B. Hughes
7032 Good
Great Morning
Impersonation
Bellamy-Evelyn
Ankars

63. .6/11/43 . . . .b6/5/43
98 ,2/19/43
, . .b2'6'4o
86.
12/25'42
12/4/42 .. ,bl2/2fi/42
60. ..6/4/43
.bl2/12/42
Bn.
, . .b8/7/43
.b5/l/4t
59. .4/9/43
hlO/3/42
59. .5/21/43 .. . .b4/|0/43
Ri. ..1/8/43
10'9/42
.. ,bin'ie/42
6161 .5/14/43 . . .b5/|/43
.3/12/43
73. .8/6/43 .. . . .b2/27/43
.b8/l4/43
77.
61,, ,7/9/43
.. . .b7/IO/43
.b6,/26/43
59.75 .6/25/43
.10/2/42 .
.blO/3/47
68. .5/7/43 ,. .. .b4/24/43
71.
. I2/18'42
bl2'l1 4-

REVIEW

51

Rel,
UNIVERSAL (Cont.
Current 1942-43
Issue of
Mins.
Date
94.
7006 Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
. .b7/ S«e
17/43
...b2/20/43
.b3/27/43
7041 Hi,
He's Buddy
My Guy(M)
(MC)F J.DickDavis-O.
Foran
.3/26/43
7031
Foran- Harriet
Hilllard b5.
68. .7/16/43
.2/26/43
7003 Hit the Ice (C)
Abbott & Costello- G inny Simms 82. .,i/5/43 . . ..b7/3/43
7039 Honeymoon
Hi' Ya ChumLodge
(C)F
RU2 Bros. -Joan France
lil. 7/2/43 .. .. .b7/3l/43
.b2/ 13/43
7047
(C)
Hilliard 63.
7U25 Hows About It (CM)F David
Andrews Bruce-Harriett
Sisters
61. .2/5/43 . . .b2/fa/43
7001 It Ain't Hay (OF
Abbott &. Costello
81. 7/23/43 ..b3/l3/43
7023 It Comes Up Love (OF Gloria Jean-Dnnald O'Connor 65. .4/9/43
.3/19/43 .. . .bl/30/43
7040
(CD)F....H.
Jordan
61. .4/2/43
7072 Keep
Little 'Em
Joe. Slugging
the Wrangler
(W)..J. M.Hall-B.
Brown-T.
Ritter
61.
. .37/25/42
7034 Madame Spy (Spy)A C. Beiinetl-D. Porter
63. . 1 1/18/42 . .b5/29/43
.12'l|/42
3/28/43
7009
Mister
Big
Donald
O'Connor-Gloria
Jesn
74.
. .b3/6/4'
.bl2
12 4
7026 Moonlight in Havana (CM)F. .Allan Jones-Jane Frazee
62. . 10/16/42 ..bl0/l7/4<
7027 Mug Town (D)F
Billy Halou-Huntz Hall
59. .1/22/43 . .bl/23/43
7019
Mummy's
Tomb
(H)F
Dick
Foran-John
Hubbsrd
60.
.
10/23/42
7052 Next of Kin
Nova Pilbeam-Basil Sidney 86. .5/7/43 . . .b4/IO/43
7015 Night
NightmareMonster
(Spy) (H)A
F
Diana Barrymore-Brian
Donlevy.... 81.
.. I10/23/42
1/13/42 .bl
.blO/17
7038
Hervey
70.
1/14/4/7073 Old
Chisholm Trail
(W) 1.BelaM. Lugosi-lrene
Bmwn-Tex Ritter
60. ,12/11
/42 . .blO/24/4?
7061
Phantom
of
the
Opera
(Tech.)
.
Nelson
Eddy-Susanna
Foster
92.
.b8/l4/43
.39/19/42
7008
(D)F
M. Dietrich-R. Scott
90. . 8/27/43
12/ 1 1/42 . ..bl2/12/4Z
7076 Pittsburgh
Raiders of the
San
. .b6/5/43
Joaquin
(W)
J.
M.
Brown-Tex
Ritter
60.
.b3/l3/43
.6/4/43
.
7042 Rhythm of the Islands (MC)F.A. Jones-J. Frazee
60. .4/16/43
7065
a Doubtand( MyD)
7024 Shadow
Sherlock ofHolmes
the A .. .Teresa Wright-Jos. Cotton 108. .1/15/43 . .bl/9/43
Secret We3pon
68.
7018 Sherlock
Holmes In(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
Washington
B. Rathbone-Nigel
71. .4/30/43 . .b3/27/4S
7028 Strictly
in the (D)
Groove (M)F..Mary
He3ly-0zzie Bruce
Nelson
60.
. 1 1/20/42 .bl 1/20/42
7074 Tenting Tonight on the
Old Camp Ground (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
61. .2/5/43 . .a 10/3/42
19/43
7013 Two Tickets to London M. Morgan-A. Curtis
78. 6/18/43 . . . .b6/
7064
Never Been
/Mil) We've
When Johnny
Comes Licked (D).Rich3rd Quine-A. Gwynne 103. 7/30/43 . . .b7/3l/43
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J. Fr3zee-G. Jean
75. .4/23/43
.1/1/43 . .b4/ 17/43
7004
SavsgeIt. (Tech.)
J.Abbott
HsII-M.
Montez
76.
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
& Costello
77 . 1 1 , (1 . 42
Coming
bl I 7 4
AMThieves
Baba and
the Forty Maris Montez-Jon Hall
a7/31/43
(Tech.)
Always
a
Bridesmaid
(MO)
...
Andrews
Sisters-Patric
Knowles
a2/2n/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon Hall-Sabu
36/19/43
Corvette
K-225
(D)
Randolph
Scott-Barry
Fitzgerald
a.1'2n'43
Crazy House
Olsen & Johnson
37/24/43
Fired Wife
Robert Paige-Louise Allbritton
36/19/43
For All We Know
Ertw. R Rohinson-Charles Beyer
34/24/4,:
8072 Gunfighters
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
Gung Ho
Randolph Scott-Alan Curtis
His
Sister Donald
D. Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
37/31/43
Hi YaButler's
Sailor
Woods-Elyse
Knox
38/7/43
L^n-L-nv
With
Music
(DM)...
a
luiies-K
Carlisle
az •> >
Mad Ghoul
Evelyn Ankers- David Bruce
a6/26/43
Man
of the & Family
(CD) Donald
Moonlight
Cactus
Andrews O'Connor-S.
Sisters-Leo Foster
Carrillo a8/7/43
Mummy's
Ghost
Lon Chaney,
Jr. -J. Carradine
Never
a Dull
Moment Ritz
Bros. -Frances
Langford
35/29/43
Professor Holmes
Goes Wild
GraceR3thbone-N.
McDonald-David
Bruce
a8,'21/43
Sherlock
Faces
Death
B.
Bruce
36/19/
Sherlock Holmes 3nd the
Rathbone-N. Bruce
3G/I9 43
Womsn
SonSpider
of Dracula
(H)
AB r.'irtis- L. nhaney . .
' ->ii i
So's Your Uncle
E Knox-D.
Woods-B. Burke
a7/3l/43
Set to Music
Alan Jones-June Vincent
Strsnge Death of Adolf Hitler. Ludwiq Donath-G. Sondergaard
37/24/43
8071 Sundown Trail
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
This Is the Life
Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster
a7/ 17/43
Top
Man
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna Foster
a8/7/43
When
Ladies
Fly
Young-Fitzgerald-Barrymore
You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr.
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
38/14/43
WARNER BROS.
Current 1942-43
221 Action in the North
, .b5/22/43
Atl3ntic (D)
H. Bogart-R. Massey
, . ..b2/6/43
217 Air Force (D)F
J. Garfield-G. Young
124. ,6/12/43
3/20/43
.
. .b6/l2/43
222 Bsckground to Danger (Spy).. Geo. Raft-Brenda Marshsll
203 Busses Roar (Spy)F Richard Travis-Julie Bishop 61. ,7/3/43
1/23/43 .. . , . .b8/22/42
.b7/3/43
214 Casablanca (D)F
H. Bogart-I.igrid Bergman 102. 9/19/4?
223 Constant Nymph (D)
Charles Boyer-Joan Fontaine 112. 7/24/43
I '28 12
4/24/43 .. ,, bl.b3/27/43
219
Edge
of
Darkness
'0)A
E.
Flyn'i
A
Sheridan
118.
211 Flying Fortress (D)F Richard Greene
65. 12/5/42 . ,b.b9/26/42
10/3
1/42
212
Gentiemah
Jim
(D)F
E.
Flynn-Alexis
Smith
104.
1 1/14/42
210 George Washington Slept
.b9/ 19/42
11/28/42 ,bl2/12/42
Here
(CD)F
J.
Benny-A.
Sheridsn-C.
Coburn
92.
2IB Gorill3 Man (D)A
J. Loder-Ruth Ford
64. 2/20/43
1/16/43 .. , .b9/26/42
209
I. Lupino-D.
Morgan
208 Hard
HiddenWayHand(D)A
iMvtA Craig
Stevens-Julie
Bishop 107.
65. 11/7/42 . , .b9/19/42
224 Irving
Berlin's This Is the Army All-Star Cast
.b7/3l/43
Army
121. 8/14/43 . ,. ..b5/l/43
220 Mission
to Moscow (D) W. Huston-A. Harding 123.
. .b2/27/43
218 Mysterious Doctor (D)
John Loder-Clyde Cook
57. 5/22/43
3/6/43
. . .b8/22/42
10/31/42
206 Secret
Now, Voysger
B. D3vis-Paiil Henreid
117.
.b8/22/42
10/17/42
205
Enemies (D)A
(Spy)F Craig
58. 2/2/43
12/19/42 . . .bl/23/43
2:3 Truck Busters
(G)F
RichsrdStevens-Fsye
Tr3vis-Ruth Emerson
Ford
58.
Reissue)
215
Powell-F. Wsring
81. 1/2/43 .. . .( .b6/6/42
201 Varsity
Ysnkee Show
Doodle »M>
Dsndy (DM)F.J.D. C3gney-Jo3n
126.
Coming Leslie
207 You C3n't Escspe Forever(D)A.G. Brent-Brend3
Msrshsll
77. 10/10/42
Adventures in Irsq
J. Loder-R. Ford
Adventures
Tw3in(D) . Gary
FredricGrant-Priscill3
March-Alexis Lane
Smith
88/22/47
Arsenic and ofOldMarkLace
al/3'4?
333 Cherokee Strip, The
Dick Foran-Jane Bryan
56. .10/2/43 Reissue
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart-Alexis
Smith
Crime by Night
Jane Wyman
b9/26/<'»
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM) ... Dennis Morgan-Irene M?nning
a3/l5/42
Destination Tokyo
Gary Grant-John Gsrfield
Devotion
(D)
0.
deHavill3nd1
.
Lupine
.
.a2/27/4'
334 Empty Holsters
Dick Forsn-Patricia Walthall 62.. 10/2/43 Reissue
Find the Blackmsiler J. Cow3n-F. Emerson-G. Lockhsrt
335 Guns of Pecos
Dick For3n-Anne Nsgel
56. .10/2/43 Reissue
Time
1. Lupino-P.
Henreid-C. Rains
336 InLandOurBeyond
the Law
Dick
Foran
10/2/43 Reissue
Last Ride (D) .
R. Travis-Chas. Long
302 Northern
Murder on Pursuit
the Wsterfront (D). Warren
Douglas-Joan
Winfleld
50..l0/9/'43
E. Flynn-H. Dantine ...b7/3l/43
330 Old
Oklahoma
Kid
J.
Cagney-H.
Bogart
9,/25,'43 . ..Reissue
Acqu3int3nce (D) Bette
Davis-Miriam
Hopkins
a2/20/43
to
Marseille
Humphrey
Bogart-Cl3Ude
Rsins
332 Passsge
Prairie Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen CIsncy
55 . 10/2/43 . ..Reissue
Princess O'Rourke
(CD) Joan
0. DeHavilland-R.
Cuinmings.
a9 i9
Rhapsody
in Blue
Leslie-Robert Alda
S3r3toga Trunk
Gsry Cooner-lngrid Bergmsn
a6/26/43
Shine On Harvest Moon A. Sheridan-D. Morgan.
10 2 43 .b8/2l/43
. . Reissue
331
the Ssddle
Foran-Alma
Lloyd
59. .9/25/43
303 Song
Thank ofYour
Lucky Stars (M) Dick
All-Star
Cast
127.
.b7/3l/43
301 Watch on the Rhine (D) Bette Davis-Paul Lukas
114. 9/4/43 .
MISCELLANEOUS
. .b8/7/43
.b7/3l/43
Adventure
Blackmail(Doc.)
(D)...CIive Brook-Judy Campbell 72.
Black Ses inFighters
61. English
Artkino
A.F.E.Corp.DS 20 /4a
Hesrt
ol
3
Nation
(D)A
Michele
Morgan-Ralmu
III.
In the Rear of the Enemyi D) F. Russian Cast
55. Artkino ...brO/3/42
57/4/42
Orders From Tokyo (D)A . Danielle Darrleux-Anton Walbrook.. 74. Artkino
Outlaw, Tha (WD)A
J Buetel-J. Russell
121 H. Haohu.b2/l3/43
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TK.ADE REVIEW. 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
CONFECTIONS

NEW

August 28, 1943

REVIEW

EQUIPMENT

THEATRE

NEW FRANKLIN MISSOURI — SELL
OR LEASE; $1200 will handle either way.
A. N. Brown, 7365 Trenton Ave., University
City 14, Missouri.
THEATRE

CANDIES, assorted nuts, pop-corn and seasoning. In quantities. Also, popcorn machines,
new and used. CINEPHONE DISTRIBUTING CO., 10729 S. Hale Avenue, Chicago, 111.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WILL TRADE TWO COMPLETE MAZDA LAMP HOUSES and transformers, good
condition, for popcorn machine in good condition.
Conrad Theatre, Breaux Bridge, Louisiana.
WE PAY CASH— YOU BUY BONDS—
Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses, Projectors, Motors,
Etc. Give age, condition, first letter. Box 617,
Showmen's
Review. 1501 Broadway,
New
York 18,Trade
New York.
THE ARMY NEEDS 'EM— ANY MAKE
PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR
35MM SOUND— HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
Box 618, Show-men's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y,
Edison Peep-box Machine, Edison Spoolbank, Edison universal and old models of projection heads. DUNSTON— 306 West 33rd
Street, Norfolk, Va.
WANT 100 STATIONARY SEATS. Size
18" wide only. A. Elice, New Washington, Ind.
HELP WANTED
EXPERT PROJECTIONIST and service
man, work 40 hours per week, could also use
lobby display artist. Good town, good pay,
permanent job for right man. Give full details first letter. Soak operators and drifters,
keep away. Queen-Gem-Ritz Theatres,
Brownwood, Texas.
OPERATOR — Draft Exempt — seven
nights — Sundays from two — $40.00 week and
bonus — Theatre in Middle West — Permanent. No1501
drifters.
Box 616,NewShowmen's
Review,
Broadway,
York 18, Trade
N. Y.
USE CONVENIENT

BLANK

BENCH
REWINDERS,
$7.65; 1000'
FILM
SHIPPING
CASES, PAIR
SECTION,
39c;
RED FIREPAILS, 49c; QUART UNDERWRITERS APPROVED EXTINGUISHERS,
$11.25;
TWO SIX
QUART,
$13.50;$17.58;
2000'
FILM CABINETS,
SECTION,
FIIGHT SECTION, $23.64; TEN SECTION,
$29.30; RCA PHOTOPHONE
3' x 5'THROAT,
MULTICELLULAR HORNS, DOUBLE
WORTH $250.00, NOW $79.50. Alany more
comparable values — see Fall Bargain Bulletin.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION,
449 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
CHOSEN AT RANDOM FROM FALL
BARGAIN SHEET— Super GM Visitron 868
type Photocells, $4.95 ; Simplex Cinemaphone
Soundheads, $56.50 ; Carbon Savers, Suprex
or Low Intensity, 98c ; Vocochrome Snowhite
Soundscreens, 23y2C square foot; Flextone
Washable, 30K'C; Crystal Beaded, 39140. Get
vour copy now. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, N. Y.
SITUATION

WANTED

MANAGER DESIRES POSITION in
Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina —
will take combination manager and operator.
Age 24 — 9 years' experience. Wire, write or
call. E. W. Allgood, 434 12th St., West, Birmingham, Ala. (6-3703)
MANAGER
years' experience
from
operator
to ownertwenty
and manager.
Age, 45. Wife
experienced cashier and assistant. West central
states
Box 615,New
Showmen's
Review,preferred.
1501 Broadway,
York 18. Trade
N. Y.
SOUND

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
SOUND Projectors, absolutely complete with
amplifier, tubes, loudspeaker, cables and telescoping pedestal. Single projector outfit, $545;
Double outfit, $975. Good condition, used for
roadshowing commercial films. ABELES ADVERTISING SERVICE, 453 W. 42nd St.,
New York City.
TO CONTACT

READY

BUYERS

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
You are authorized to insert
times in your classified section the following:

8/28/43

FOR SALE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
THEATRE

WANTED

WANTED— SMALL PROFITABLE THEATRE. Small town preferable. Give all details.
Box 612, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY GOOD THEATRE;
In Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona or New Mexico.
If you have a sound proposition for sale send
complete details with all information immediately— address P. O. Box 807, Big Spring,
Texas.
WILL BUY OR LEASE THEATRES in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey or New York. Write
P. O. Box 812, Allentown, Pennsylvania.
WANT TO BUY— or lease theatre in small
southern town. Complete details first letter.
405 Revilo Blvd., Daytona Beach, Fla.
USED EQUIPMENT
FALL BARGAIN BULLETIN BURSTING WITH BUYS LIKE THESE— Simplex
Lamphouse Stabilizers, $14.75; Monitor Speakers, $1.25; Amplifiers, from $9.95; Portable
Snund Projectors, from $59.50; G.E. 30/60
Mercury Rectifiers, $150.00; Thousand Watt
Mogul Screw Bulbs, $2.00; Motiograph or
Superior Projector Mechanism, $95.00; Ross,
Bausch & Lomb, Ilex Series II Lenses, long
focus, $19.50 ; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals,
$39.50; Aisle Lights, $1.95; Spring Edge Cushions, $2.25 ; Coinometers, latest type, $77.50 ;
Underwriters 2^ gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers, reconditioned, $20.00; Ward-Leonard 45
ampere Suprex Rectifier, $137.50 ; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
your copy. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, New York.
ONE PAIR POWERS PROJECTORS,
excellent condition. One large air conditioning
blower. One generator, E. E., arc motor, SO
amp. capacity. Southwest Amusement Enterprises, Radford, Va.
Back

the Attack

a

THIRD
For which I enclose

cash
check
money order

Name
City.

in the amount of
in full payment at the rates quoted above.
Street.

WAR

LOAN

DRIVE
Starts September

.State.

9
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SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Cemmtnt Running Reviewed
Time issue Of
ALL-STAR COIVIEOIES
4431 A Maid IMade IMad
IS'A . . Not Rev.
4428
Biitz and
on ttie
Fritz Good
IB'A
4432 ABlonde
Groom
Dull
15 .... 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
4435
Boobs
in
the
Night
Poor
W'A..
6/12/43
4422
Carry
Harry
Not
Funny
17
..10/10/42
4425 Ham and Yeaqs
17 . .Not Rev
4436 Here Comes Mr. Zerk Slow
16 .. 7/24/43
4427 His Wedding Scare Silly
\W2.. 1/30/43
4433
Poor
1818 ....10/17/42
4/24/43
4423 IKissSpiedand forWakeYou
Up
Ordinary
4434
My
Wife's
An
Angel.
...
Good
22
..
5/22/43
4421 Piano
Phony Cronies
Slap Happy
4426
Mooner
17l6'/2....Not8/29/42
Rev.
4424
Sappy
Pappy
Slansti^lty l8'/2..
16 .12/8/14/43
5/4''
5425
Shot
in
the
Escape
Slapstick
44iiu 1*11 Saplings
17 ..Not Rev.
4429 Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good 18 ..3/ 6/43
AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at Wjr
Not Rev
4963 Men Working Together. . .Excellent II .. 7/10/43
4Mb2 Point
Mr. Sinug
Good
II
..
Rationing
6 ..Not2/27Rev.'4J
Troop Train
II ..Not Rev.
41161 Wings for the Fledglings. Fair
10 .. 1/9/4^1
4511
4510
4504
4508
4507
4505
4501
4506
4502
4503
4509
4660
4653
4657
4656
4658
4651
4659
4654
4654
4661
4652

COLOR RHAPSODIES
AHe Hunting
We
Won't
Go. Good
Good
It Stick.
KingCan't
MidasMakeJunior
Plenty
ProfessorBelow
SmallZero
and Mr. Fair
Tall
Slay It With Flowers Fair
Song of Victory Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll Bridge
Troubles Amusing
Tree for Two
Routine
COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By Excellent
College Songs
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's
Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba and Conga Hits. . Good
Rosie the
Songs
of theRiveter
Service Good
Average
Songs ofof the
States Good
Song
Victory
Yankee Doodler Very Good

7 .... 7/17/43
7/24/43
77 ..Not
Rev
71/2.. 5/29/43
71/2..
Rev.
7 .. Not1/30/43
9 ..10/ 3/42
O'/j.. 4/17/43
77 ..10/31/42
..12/ 5/42
7 .. 7/10/43
7/31/43
10 . ,Not
Rev.
9 .
4/17/43
9
2/27/43
9'/2.
Rev.
108 .Not8/22/42
IO'/2.
5/
1/43
8 . ,11/14/42
1/ 2/43
1391/2.. .. 8/14/43
9/26/42
9

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No.
No. 32 (Hal
Fair
4953
(Shop Mclntyre)
Fields) Good

.Not Rev.
7/42
..11/1/ 2/43

4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover, The
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Mediocre
Socks
Appeal
Fair

10/31/42
16 . , Not
I81/2.
Rev.
18 . . 5/22/43
171/2.
3/20/43

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajuns of the Teche Good
Merchant
Convoy Vivid
Oddities (LaVarre)
Good
Our Second Front Timely

II
IO1/2.
10
IOV2.

4704
4711
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707
4601

, 8/22/42
5/26/43
.10/31/42
, 1/ 9/43

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Chollv Polly
Silly
fii/, . .. 2/27/43
8/14/43
Dizzy andNewsreel
Fair
Duty
the Beast Fair
671/2. ,. 15/22/43
1/14/42
The
Dumbconscious
Mind.
Average
7
10/17/42
The Gullible Canary Clever
7 . Not
Rev,
Kindly Scram
6 .12/
5/42
MaliceMouse
in Slumberland.
Fair
6/26/43
Mass
Meeting . . Dull
66'/2.. . 7/17/43
The
Fly
in
the
Ointment.
Below
Average
.
6'/2.
The Vitamin G-Man Silly
6V2 , 3/13/43
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine
7 . , 5/ 8/43
QUIZ REELS
8/15/42
Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. I (Kay Kyser) Very Good II .. 10/8/15/41
3/42
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Good
10 .10/31/42
No.
No. 34 (Jack
(LeopoldBonny) Entertaining ... 9 12/ 5/42
Stokowski)
Classified 10
No.
5 (Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good 9 .Not1/ Rev.
9/43
No. 76 (Alan
(Ginny Mowbray)
Simms. M.C.)
Rev.
No.
1010 . , Not
Not
Rev.
No.
91/2
No. 89 (Kyser,
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &
7/10/43
Good
10 .. 7/17/43
4860 No.Molly)
(Miseha Auer)in ..Good
10
4861 No. II10 (Hollywood
8/14/43
Uniform)
Excellent 10

4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859

TRADE

COLUMBIA

4406
4404
4401
4408
4402
4405
4408
4403
4751

1942-43 (Cont.
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
18 Not Rev.
Rev.
Dizzy Detectives
I81/2. .Not7/24/43
Even
as
I
0
U
Fair
Higher Than a Kite Slapstick 151/2.
18 . ,. 112/12/42
0/24
'4?
Sock-A-Bye
Baby Average
Spook Louder
1618 .Not7/10/43
Rev.
Three Little Twirps Average
l5'/2. . 1/ 2/43
They Stooge to Conga. ... Slapstick
IS'/j.
KATE SMITH
9'/2.
America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.

10 . . 8/ 1/42
4551 Old
Journey
Denali
Good
4452
and toModern
New
.10/17/42
Orleans
Very Good.
11 .
WORLD OF SPORT
4807
Entertaining 99'/z. , 5/29/43
4805 Aqua
Diving Thrills
Daredevils Good
4808 Jump,
Uninteresting .. 109 ,, 3/20/43
6/26/43
4/17/43
4804
Ladies Fish,
Day inJump
Sports Good
4806
Ski
Soldiers
Rev.
4809 Sweeping Oars
Excellent IO1/2,
ID . ,Not7/24/43
4tiai Trotting Kings Good
II
4803 Winter Paradise Interesting 10 , ,IO/l7/4i
,
1/
9/43
4802 Wizard of the Fairway. . .Golf Magic IO'/2. ,11/14/42
MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
W-443 Bah Wilderness
W-441 Barney
Bear's
Victory
Garden
Funny
W-444 Dumb
Hounded
Hilarious ...
W-451
One
Ham's
Family
W-446 Red Hot Riding Hood... Tops
W-442
W-445 Siifferin'
The Boy andCats
the WoH...Good
W-447 The
The Uninvited
Lonesome Pest
Mouse... AVeryCorker
Funny...
W-450
W-448 Who Killed Who Fair
W -449 Yankee Doodle Mouse... Tops
MINIATURES (10)
M-433 Brief Interval
M-437
Here
at
Home
M-435 Inca Gold (Senia)
M-439 Journey to Yesterday. .. .Dramatic ...
M-431
Last
Lesson
M-438 Ode
Memories
of Australia.. ..Impressive
. .Timely
M-440
to Victory
M-432
People
of
Russia
Excellent ...
M-434
PortraitGoesof toa War
Genius
M-436 Wood
(Tech.)
Fascinating
OUR GANG (10)
C-492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
C-494 Calling
Kids Delightful ..
C-496
Election All
Daze
C-493
Family
Troubles
Amusing
C-495 Farm Hands
Slow ...
C-491 Unexpected Riches Amusing ...
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-484
Don't
You Treasure
Believe It. . . Eye-Onener
...
K-486
Forgotten
Important
K-481
Maueru
of
Mexico
Fine
K-487 Nursery Rhyme
Mysteries Excellent
K-483 Trifles
That's That
Why Win
I LeftWars.
You. .Engrossing
Very Good ....
K-484
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting ....
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
S-465
President's Dog. Good
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive ....
S-463
S-4R2 Hollywood
Marines in Daredevils
the Making ,,.... Exciting
Vpry Rood ....
S-468
Appealing
S-4b9 Seeing
Seventh Hands
Column
S-466 Sky Science
Excellent
S-464 Wild Horses
Fair
TRAVELTALKS
(12)
T-421
T-413
Glimpses
of
Mexico
T-414
T-416 Glimpses
of Ontario Good
of Orizaba
T-415 Land
Police on Parade. Interesting
T-412 Mexican
Mighty Niagara
T-419
Mexico City Excellent ..
T-417 Modern
Motoring
Excellent .
T-41 1 On
the Roadin toMexico
Monterey
T-418 Picturesque
Mass
Good
T-420 Romantic Nevada
Very Good .
Scenic Oregon
Solid .....
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
M-401 Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good ....

35
2
7
4I
6
8

53

REVIEW

Not Rev.
. 1/16/43
4/10/43
...Not7/10/43
Rev.
Not
. 5/ Rev
1/43
6/ 5/43
... 7/31/43
7/10/43
. 8/14/43
Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
Rev
..Not8/ 7/43
..Not7/10/43
Rev.
.. 1/30/4
1/23/43
.Not Rev.
. 6/19/43
.Not
Rev.
. 5/ Rev.
1/43
.Not
. 7/10/43
1/21/4.4.^
.. 14/10.
10
11
II10
10
10
11

PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
A Revival of Moments of
8'/2.
Charm
Tops
iOVi.
Hands of Women Good
II
Ina Ray Hutton &. Orch
9
" "■
22
J.Letter
"Scat"
& Orch. .Average
IO1/2,.
FromDavis
Ireland
Excellent
9 .
lO'/j.
McFarland
Twins& &Orch
Orch. . Fair
Entertaining
Mitchell Ayres
10 .
Moments of Charm Tops
Rationed Rhythm
Fair

8/8/14/43
7/43
1/23/40
7/31/43
6/19/43
8/5/ 7/43
1/43
6/26/43
.. 4/24/43
.. 4/10/43
1/23/42
. 8/14/43
..Not6/19/43
Rev.
.. 2/5/ 8/43
6/4<t
Rev.
,..Not
Not1/23/43
Rev
.Not
Rev.
. 4/10/43
. 6/19/43
.Not Rev.
. 1 1/14/42
5/ 3/43
8/43
.. I7/1/21/4''
. 5/ 8/43
.12/ 5/4?

PARAMOUNT

1942-43 (Cont.
Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
U2-3
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
U2-4 500
Bartholomew Imaginative ...
3/27/43
Cubblns
Funny
6'/2 5/ 1/43
U2-2
Jasper
&
the
Choo-Choo
.
.
Funny
U2-I Jasper & the Haunted
1/16/43
House
Excellent
U2-5
Jasper's
Music
Lesson
...
.Tops
1
1/21/42
6'/2. 7/17/43
U2-6 The Truck That Flew Charming
6/ 5/43
POPEYE (12)
6'/2.
E2-I
a Mess
Amusing
7 . . 10/24/42
E2-9 Hull
Hungryof Goat
7 . 7/17/43
E2-9
Hungry
Goat Fair ...
.Not
Rev.
E2-7 Jolly Good Furlough Fair
5/29/43
7
. 12/19/42
E2-3
E2-8 Me
RationMusical
for theNephews
Duration. . Amusing
Good ...
8 .11/1
. 6/19/44
E2-2 Scrap the Japs
Fair ....
4/45
E2-5
'N' Blue
E2-4 Seein'
SpinachRed,
Fer White
Britain
.
4/17/w
7
E2-6 Too Weak to Work Amusing
7 Not Bo
POPULAR SCIENCE (6) 101/2.
.Not R'«
J2-I
No. 2
I
Interesting
10/i-v5/«J2-2 No.
Good
. . .. 1099 .. 12/
12-3 No. 3
Good
J2-4
No.
4
Informative
.
.
5/1/16/43
1/43
7/10/43
J2-5 No. 5
Weak
10 ,
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
Y2-2
At
the
Bird
Farm Swell
Fair ... 99
3/27/43
Y2-3
6/ 5/43
Y2-I Current
Speaking Events
of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
9 . 7/17/43
Y2-4 At the Cage Door Canteen Silly
9 , 12/19/4?
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
. . 6/26/43
R2-8 Amphibious Fighters
Interesting
4/24/43
Excellent ... .. ..
,. ,. 1099'/2 ... ..Not
Rev.
R2-5 Hike or Bike.
, 10 . .. 12/1/14/42
6/43
Enjoyable
R2-I Sports I. Q
Excellent ... , . 10 ..10/24/42
R2-7 Tumble Bugs
Good
. . 8'/2.
9 ... . 5/29/43
R2-4 Trading Blows
Good
7/17/43
. 3/20/43
8'/2.
9'/2
. . 91/2
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
1/16/43
W2-I Destruction, Inc
Exciting
W2-3 Jungle Drums (Tech.) Good
3/13/43
5/ 1/43
W2-2 Mummy Strikes (Tech.) . For Juveniles .. _
7/31/43
W2-5 Underground
Secret Agent
Misses
9
W2-4
World Good
5/29/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
10 .
L2-I No. I
..Good
.10/24/42
L2-2 No. 2
. 12/19/42
.. . 10
IO'/2.
ID .. ... 3/20/43
5/
1/43
10
7/17/43
VICTORY
T2-I
LetterFamily
From Gets
Bataan.in
r2-4 AAldrich
the Scrap
T2-3 Price of Victory
T2-2 We Refuse to Die

15
II
13
15

. 10/ 3/42
.. 13/1/21/42
6/43
. 10/ a/49

34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34107
34106
33403
33404
33406
33405
33402
33401
33202
33201

7/17/43
12/19/42
Not
Rev.
15/15/43
1/14/42
8/22/42
5/1/30/43
8/43
6/19/43

SHORTS (4)
. .Impressive ....
Excellent
Very Good
Gripping

34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

RKO-RADIO 1942-43
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
Donald's
Tire
Funny ... 77 .. 3/5/15/43
6/43
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble,
In . .Very
Tops
. 3/27/43
Flying
Jalopy
Good
Pluto and
the Armadillo
77 .Not Rev.
Private Pluto
Tops
7 ..Not
Rev.
5/ 8/43
Reason and Emotion
8
Victory Vehicles Leaping Laughter 8 . 8/14/43
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
. 3/ 6/43
Duck
Soup
Fair
Hold Your
Temper
1717 .Not
Rev
.. 7/5/15/43
3/43
Hot
Foot
Will
Pass
17
Indian Signs
Fair
17 .12/ 5/42
Roughfor ontheRents
1817 . 10/24/42
Two
Money Average
Fair
FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
.. 10/24/42
1/16/43
State
vs.
Thomas
Crosby. Fair
State vs. Glen Willett
Fair
JAMBOREES (13)
Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra
For Connoisseurs 9 . . 8/14/43
Enric
Madriguera &
Orch
Swell
8 .Not Rev.
It's Tommy
Time
Johnny
Long Tucker
& Orch
Average
88 , . 12/12/42
1/28/42'43
Ray
Orch Average
88 , ... 1 3/27
1/16/43
Dick McKinley
Stabile & & Orch
Fair
.10/10/42
Jerry Wald A. Orch For Jitterbugs.. 10

54

S H O W lAI E N • S
RKO-RADIO

1942-43 (Cont.)
Running
Tima Reviewed
Issue Of
LEON ERROL (6)
33702 Deer! Deer!
....Average
18 ...11/21/42
Fair
33704
18 . .. 5/15/43
Fair
5/15/43
33705
, . Mildly Amusing. 1717IB . . 10/17/42
3370
337031 Pretty Dolly
.
.
33706 Radio Runaround . .
Good
. 7/1/16/43
3/43
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Not Rev.
34308 Aqua Aces
34313 Barnyard Golf
.Not
. 3/ Rev.
6/43
34305 Basketeers
very Good ....
34312 Champion- (Maker Pleasant
. 8/ Rev.
7/43
.Not
34311
Cloud
Ch.-isers
34309 Golf Limited
Interesting ...
. 5/15/43
34304 Racing
"Q" Men
Interesting
. 7/1/23/43
34310
Royalty
Inconsequential
.
3/43
34301
Show Trails
Horse
Guoil
. I0/24/4Z
34405
Ski
Exciting
.. 13/27/43
34302 Touchdown Tars Good
.Not1/28/42
Rev.
34307 Trout
. Not Rev.
34303 Winter Setting
THIS IS AMERICA
18 . 4/10/43
Air Crew
Excellent . .
33105 Army
33103
Chaplain
Very
201919 . 12/26/42
33104 Bnnmtown, 0. C
Very Fine
Good .
13 . 2/13/43
331
Effective
. b/8/14/43
12/43
Lieuleiiant Dim-Out
Smith
Lxtellent ..
3d I us10 Broadway
19 . 4/17/43
Medicine
on
Guard
Very
Good
33106
Merchant
Seaman
Excellent
..
33107
.
5/
8/43
17 . 7/10/43
33109 Pacific Island No. 43 .... Reassuring
33101 Private Smith of the
17
. 10/24/42
U.S.A
Excellent ..
33102 Women
. 1 1 /2 1 /42
at Arms Very Fine .
19
VICTORY SHORTS (3)
18
34202
City of Courage
Impressive .... 109 . 3/20/43
34201 Conouer
by the Clock Excellent
7/ 3/43
34203 North African Album Fills Void
9 .. I2/2B/4?
20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Climbing
Along the the
TexasPeaks
Range. . .Picturesque ..
. 10/17/42
3202
Not Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801 Weapons
It's Everybody's
War Very
Excellent
189 15/1/28/42
8/43
3851
for Victory
Good
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902 Jungle Land
9 .Not Rev.
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. .Good
9 .12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3131 Desert Wonderland
.Swell
9 . 8/22/42
(Tech.)
3157 Land
Where Time
Stood Still
9 .Not
Rev.
3155
(Tech.) Good
Good
99 . 5/15/43
3154 Gay
Royal RioAraby
.
10/24/42
1/16/43
3156
Good
89 .. 9/26/42
3153 Strange
Valley ofEmpire
Blossoms Average
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good .... 9 . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
18
4 AfricaVictory
— Prelude to
Very Good
18 .. 12/12/42
3/20/43
Amerif-a's
Food
Crisis. ... Very
Informative
18 . 8/ 7/43
13128 And
Then
Japan
Good
Bill Jack vs. Adolf
. 7/24/43
Hitler
Exceptional
1 F.B.I.
Front
Stirring 1720 1/3 .. 10/10/42
9/19/42
29 Inside
FightingFascist
French
Good
20
.
Not Rev.
Spain
17
II Invasion!
Excellent
IB . 6/12/43
3 Mr. i Mrs. America Very Good
20 .11/
7/42
9/43
5 Navy and the Nation.... Very Good
19 .. 1/1/23/43
6 One Day of War
Outstanding ... 21 . 5/15/43
ID7 Shew
Business
at
War.
..
Excellent
17
.
2/20/43
The New Canada Good
IB
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9 , Not Rev.
3351 Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9 . 12/19/42
1/30/43
3303 Steelhead Fighters Good
9 .. 8/29/42
3301
Well
-Rowed
Harvard
Good
9
3302 When Winter Calls Good
10 . 1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (261
3551 All
Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent 77 . 5/8/15/42
8/43
3560
3558 Barnyard
Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7 ., 10/1/16/43
3/42
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
7 .Not Rev.
3'k-)7
Cat (Tech.)
3568 Frankenstein's
He Dood It Again
For Children .. 77 . 5/ 8/43
3502 Ickle Meets Pickle Fair
7 . 1 1/28/42
.Not Rev.
3572 Last
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
3569
Up (Tech.)
77 .Not Rev.
3552 Life With Fide (Tech.) .. Routine
7 ..Not9/19/42
Rev.
3570
(Tech.)
7
3555 Mopping
Mouse of Up
Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 . 12/12/42
3556 Nancy
Their inBitDoing(Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
3554 Night Life in
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 . 10/17/42
3571
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not'Bev.
3562 Pandora's
Patriotic Pooches
Amusing
5/ '8/43
3553 School Daze (Tech.) Fair
7 .. 10/17/42
3559 Scrap for Victory (Tech.)
7 .Not5/ Rev.
8/43
3561
Shipyard
Symphony
Good
7
3562 Somewhere tn the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
Rev.
3402
Accent
on
Courage.
. Not
Net Rev.
3401 Women Id Blue. . . .

TRADE

REVIEW

UNITED ARTISTS Running
Time
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Churchill's
Island .... .Very
Good . . . . 2020
.Good
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food.
of
Conquest
Impressive . . . 20
Hitler's Plan
Inside
Fighting
China..
Very
Good .... 2122
Invasion ofof Europe
20
Invasion
North Africa Superb
20
Excellent
The
Mask
of Are
NipponTough.
.... Stirring
New
Soldiers
Our Russian Ally Very Good .... 16
Road Isto Blitz
Tokyo
19
Excellent
This
Grim Realism. 21
SPECIAL
UNIVERSAL 1942-43
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good ...
7247 Loan
Canine
Commandos
724?
Stranger
7248 Ration Bored
Fast
7244 Screwball
Funny
7245 Swing Your Partner Fair ....
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair ....
NAME BAND MUSICALS
7125 Chasin' the Blues Entertaining
7129 Dancing on the Stars
7126 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ..
7123
Jivin'
Session Entertaining
RussianJamRevels
7130
7131 Serenade
7122
in Swing Fair
7128 Smoke Rings
Swing That Band
7124
the Blues
Thing
7127 Swing's
Swingtime
7121 Trumpet Serenade
Entertaining
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375 Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting
7374 Double
Talk Girl
Human Sailboat
7371
Jail
Hostess
7372
7373 King of the 49-ers Interesting
7378 Let Huey Do It
7376
Interesting
Little
Farmfront Clayton
Wonder
7329 Shepherd
of the Round
House
Interesting
7377 Slie's
A1
in Dentist
tlie Navy
The
Armless
7381
73B0
ThumCowgirl
in Person .... Interesting
73B2 Tom
Western
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
7111 Roar. Navy, Roar Swell
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
7232
Boogie
Woogie
Sioux Amusing
Very Good ....
7233 Cow
Boogie
72^4
Ego Cow
Cracker
Suits
8351 Pass the Biscuits.
Mirandy
Pert
7231 YaTiKii' Uundle Swing
Shift
Good
VARIETY VIEWS
7362 Any Chickens Today Good
7352 Canadian Patrol
Very Good ....
7361 Confusion
in India Instructive ...
7358
Hungry India
7359 Mr. Chimp Goes to Town
7360 Mirror of Sub- Marine
Life
Interesting ...
7357
MothersEra ofinPresidents.
.. .Very Good ....
7354 New
India
7353 Spirit of Democracy Fine
7351 Trouble
Spot
of the.......Very
East. Interesting
7355
Whoopee
Good .......
7356 Western
Winter Sports
Jamboree. . Exciting
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
0996 Arsenal of Might Excellent .. ..
0995 What
KeepingWe Fit
0997
Are Fighting Very Good
For
7363 Yukon Outpost
Very Good ....
UNIVERSAL 1943-44
NAME BAND MUSICALS

19

18
7
7
77
7
77

Reviewed
Issue Of
. . 4/ 4/42
. . 12/12/42
4/42
. . Not4/ Rev.
9/19/42
...... 5/2/
8/43
6/43
..10/24/42
. . 5/30/4^
.. .. 7/23/42
3/9/26/42
7/42
Not Rev.

.. 1/16/43
..10/17/42
Not Rev.
....Not8/21/43
Rev.
. . 2/27/43
.... 6/19/43
6/19/43

15 . . 12/12/42
l5'/2.
15
. Not Rev.
15 . ,, 8/1/23/43
1/42
Rev.
15 Not
9/19/42
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
Rev.
Not
Not Rev.
8/ 1/42
. 1/16/43
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.12/
5/42
. 2/27/43
Not Rev.
. 6/ 5/43
.Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
. 6/12/43
. Not Rev.
22
. Not1/16/43
Rev.
22'/2..
.12/ 5/42
. 2/27/43
.Not Rev.
. 8/21/43
. 9/12/42
9
9
9
9
9
8
10
97
109

.. 8/21/43
. . 10/ 17/42
. . 6/19/43
.Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
.. 6/ 5/43
. . 2/27/43
.. .. Not
Rev.
10/17/42
.. .. 9/19/42
9/12/42
. . 2/27/43

10 .. .. 12/12/42
1 1 10/17/42
Rav
9 .... Not8/21/43

7 .. 8/21/43

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Vorv f^nod 20in .. 10/10/42
3/13/43
8104 Army Show
8109
Fine
2020 . 10/
3/42
8112 Bevond the Line of Duty. Very
Great
Hanpy
Times
and
Jolly
Moments
Good
Number
.
20
.
7/31/43
8107 Little Isle of Freedom. .. .Inspiring 2u .Not
. 1/ 2/43
Rev.
Man Killers
Rev.
20 .Not
8108 Our African Front
8106
. 4/17/43
81810!10 Rear Gunner
Good
26 .Not
Rev.
Spirit
of
Annaonlis
20
8103 Spirit of West Point Stirring
20 . 10/17/42
811 1 Three Cheers for the
. 6/19/43
8105 Girls
Very
Good
20
Vaudeville Days
20 .Not Rev.
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
. 10 .. 3/ 6/43
8306 King of the Archers. . . .
8304 So You Think You
1101 .. 1/23/43
..Fair
8302 So You Want to Give
7/ 3/43
Up Smoking
. Disappointing . 10 . ..12/12/42
8303 Stars
on Steps
Horseback....
Out
.10/
3/42
8311 1 Sweeney
Not Rtv.
in
8305 This(Reissue)
It the Enemv . ..Good
in

August 28, 1943
VITAPHONE-V\/ARNER Running
BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.)
Reviawtg
Issue 01
Time
LOONEY TUNES
Not Rav.
..11/28/42
8604 Confusions of a Nutzy Spy
7 ...10/17/42
8602 Daffy Duckaroo
Amusing
7 . . 4/17/43
8601 The Hep Cat (Tech.) In the Groove.. 7
8606 Hop and Go
Fair
7 . . 8/ 7/43
8603 My Favorite Duck(Toch.).Good
7 . . 1/ 9/43
8611
Porky
Pig's
Feat
Lots
of
Laughs.
7
. . 3/13/43
auUo To Duck
Duck (Tech.)
or Not to
Funny
7 . . Not Rev.
8608 Tokio Jokio
7
8607 Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Funny ... 77 ..,-n8/
14/43
. 6/19/43
8609 Yankee
Doodle Daffy Very
Good
MELODY MASTERS (10)
. 5/29/43
American Bands Very Good ..
8508 All
Not Rev.
Army
Air Force& Band
1/23/43
B. Minnevitch
His
8504
OOUl Harmonica School Excellent ...
6/26/43
Days
Good
8509 Childhood
Nelson &. His
85U6 Ozzle
.. 1 4/24/43
Orchestra
Entertaining
1/28/42
Hits
and aMarine
Miss Good
8502 Six
States
.10/ 3/42
8503 United
TheBand
United States Navy Outstanding
. 2/16/43
Band
The
United
States Service Pleasing ...
8510 Bands
.Not7/31/43
Rev.
Very Good . .
8507 U. b. Army Band
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Case
of
the and
Missing
7 . 1/23/43
Black
de Hare. Excellent
8707 CoalSebben
.. 1/23/43
8706
Dwarfs
Funny
7
1/ 9/43
8705
Daddy Very Good
77 .Not Rev.
8701 Ding
Dover Dong
Boys
.
4/17/43
7
8710 Fifth Column Mouse Fair
7 . 6/19/43
871 1 Flop Goes the Weasel .... Fair
4/24/43
8714 Greetings
Bait
(Tech.)
..
Amusing
7
Hare Brained
Hypnotist.
Ha! Ha!
7 . 12/ 5/42
8703
Jackrabbit
and
the
8715 Beanstalk
3/43
Good
7 .. 7/3/13/43
8708 Pigs in a Polka Very
Rev.
Sheepish WolfVery Amusing.. 77 .Not
.
4/17/43
Rabbit
(Tech.) Very
Fair
77
8712 Super
8702
Tale
of
Two
Kitties
Funny
...
8716
.
12/12
8704
6/26/4342
Aristo Cat
Very Good
7 . 3/13/43
8709 The
Tortoise Wins by a Hare. Funny
77 .Not Rev.
8713 Unbearable Bear (Tech.)
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's Battle of
Beauty
Cuba,
Land of Adventure. Good
Sports
Fair
.. 7/1/ 3/43
B41
2/43
White
and Horses!.
Blue. ... Eye-filling
84061 Grey,
Horses!
Horses!
Interesting
. 2/13/43
and KeelIsland
on
8409 RodAnticosti
.Not Rev.
Rover's Soldiers
Rangers (Tech.). Very
Good ..
. 6/ 5/43
8410
Sniffer
Excellent
B401 Snow
8412
. 10/10/42
..12/12/42
7/31/43
Sports
Excellent .
8403 South American Sports. . .Very Good
8402
. 3/13/43
8408
Sporting
Dogs
Interesting
.11/28/42
Timing Fair
B407 The
WomenRightin Sports
Very Good
. 3/13/43
TECH. SPECIALS (6)
8001 Champions
A Ship Is Training
Born Inspiring ... 22 . . 12/ 5/42
8000
. 7/ 3/43
Champions
B004 Eagles of the Navy Excellent
Very Good ..... 2020 . . 5/ 1/43
Bnn2
Fighting
Fnaineers
Good
.
...
20
8005 Mountain Fighters Top Quality
5/43
7/43
20 . .. 8/6/1/16/43
8003 Young and Beautiful Fair
20

SERIALS 1942-43
COLUMBIA
Batman
15 Chaps.
The Secret
Code
Chaps.
Valley
of Vanishing
Men
IS13 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West
G-Men
Black Dragon... 1512 Chaps.
King ofVs.theTheMounties
Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Aoventiires
Jack
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowor ofSirilin'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

7/31/43
Not1/30/43
Kev.
Not Rev.
Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Not
11/
Not
Not

Rev.
7/42
Rev.
Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE Running
RELEASES
Title
At the Front
Colleges at War
Community
Transportation
Doctors at War
Farm Battle Lines
Farmer at War
Food for Fighters
Fuel Conservation
Henry
Farmer
Lift YourBrown,Heads
Message From Malta
Mission Accomplished
Negro Colleges in War Time
Night Shift
Paratroops
Prelude to War
Report From the Aleutians
Right Pearl
of Way
Since
Harbor
The
Spirit
of '43
Troop
Train
War Town
You.
Jones
Wings John
Up

Time Release
Data
40 . . 3/18/43
10 12/24/42
104'/2.... 5/13/43
II
1/ 7/43
9 .. 3/11/43
9 .. 1/29/43
3 . . 11/12/42
4/
1/43
7/ 8/43
109 .... 11/15/42
10 .. 6/10/43
IB .. 4/29/43
8
1/25/43
II .. 12/10/42
519 ... . 5/27/43
47 .. 7/30/43
1/2 1/43
9'/s..
4/15/43
8
2/18/43
S'/j.. 4/43
10
1/43
10 .... 2/2/1
1/14/43
6/24/43
IO'/i..
20 . . 5/27/43
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The
'43-'44:
• • Roaring
• A GLANCE
at M-G-M's first group for the new season discloses that Bill Rodgers and his lads had a word ior it when they were
planning the initial selling set-up — as they undoubtedly have ior the
rest of the productions in various stages of filming ...... That word is
"balance" The dozen which'U be available next month include
three musicals, "Best Foot Forward/' "Girl Crazy," "I Dood It"; as
many comedies, "Whistling in Brooklyn," "Swing Shift Maisie," "Young
Ideas"; the service drama, "Salute to the Marines"; a trio with wartime
backgrounds. "Above Suspicion," "The Adventures of Tartu," "The Man
Down Under"; another in the popular series of mellers. "Dr. Gillespie's
Criminal Case," and the Eric Knight yarn of a dog and a boy, "Lassie
Come Home"
T
T
▼
• # • AMONG 17 completed but not yet set, or still before the
cameras at Culver City, that same balance can be observed
Five are musicals: "Right About Face," "Thousands Cheer," "Broadway
Rhythm/' "Meet the People" and "Mr. Co-ed" Comedies are four
in number: "The Heavenly Body," "Little Miss Magic," "Andy Hardy's
Blonde Trouble," and the topical "Rationing" Five dealing with
the present global struggle are, "Cry Havoc," "The Cross of Lorraine,"
"Song of Russia," "The White Cliffs of Dover," and "See Here, Private
Hargrove" Three dramas, all of which assume top places on the
new season's roster, are "Madame Curie," "A Guy Named Joe," and
"America" Soon, to start are "Kismet," "Meet Ale in St. Louis,"
"Dragon Seed" and Canterville Ghost" Again, comedy, music
and drama are well interspersed
T
T
T
RATHER

BLOW

OWN

THAN

OUR

HORN-

•

• • The world, it appears, is M-G-M's oyster in '43-'44, as witness the diversity of locales presented by the line-up A better
understanding of our Allies, and a more accurate picture of our enemies
is behind the planning Use of Technicolor has hit a new high at
Culver City, with the list including "Best Foot Forward," "Lassie Come
Home," "Thousands Cheer/' "America/' "Broadway Rhythm," "Dragon
Seed," "Kismet" "Mr. Co-ed" and "Meet Me in St. Louis/' — all produced au naturel
T
▼
T
• # • DEALING with our Soviet comrades-in-arms
{and in
peace) is "Song of Russia" "White Cliffs of Dover" covers both
global conflicts and the growth of Anglo-American amity "Dragon
Seed," soon to start, is a drama of war-torn China
"America"
depicts the industrial rise of our own land, and "The Man From
Down Under" is the story of modern-day Australia "The Cross
of Lorraine" shows the suffering endured in a German prison camp
by a group of patriotic French soldiers ..... ."Above Suspicion" tells
of pre-war Germany New Guniea and the South Pacific are the
backgrounds of "A Guy Named Joe"
"Malta" will dramatize
the most bombed place on earth "Cry Havoc" recounts the role
of civilian nurse aides in the heroic defense of Bataan "Salute to
the Marines" has a Philippine locale, and "Mr. Co-ed" will use Mexico
City as a background for part of the story
¥
▼
▼
• • • SMART Lion is Leo!
You'll notice that one of the main
(or should we say "mane") ideas back of his '43-'44 line-up, aside from
balance, is exploitability. Yes, and timeliness Consequently.
the Friendly Company is bound to have a lot closer friendships 'mong
its customers than ever before

3d

WAR

LOAN!

OUR

BIGGEST

JOB!

BACK

THE

ATTACK!

SHOWMEN'S

\Septeniber 4, 1943

Master

TRADE

Craftsmen

Most showmen are, by nature and training, good
craftsmen at their trade. Give any good craftsman suitable working tools and you generally can depend on
getting a good job.
If this be true, then the job America's theatremen will
do on the Third War Bond Drive will be something to
crow about . . . but good.
STR's efficient editorial staff — composed of theatretrained men — is indeed grateful for the mountains of
praise heaped upon them for the job they did in last
week's issue. Our Showmanship Section provided theatremen with the kind of tools they needed to round out
a complete and thorough campaign on behalf of the
War Bond Drive.
No showman need seek for ideas to make his individual
campaign a success. The Section provided more than
enough suggestions and ideas around which any theatreman could build as large or small a drive as his situation
demands.
We are sorry that paper stock and printing limitations
made it impossible to comply with the avalanche of
requests for reprints of the section. So if you know of
a neighboring theatreman who was not fortunate enough
to get a copy of last week's issue, pass along your copy
after you have picked what you wanted from it.
Despite the terrific goal that has to be attained, we
have every confidence that our industry will make good
on its assignment to spearhead the entire, nationwide
drive. That it will set a pace for all industries to follow,
goes without saying.
This is YOUR job Mr. Showman. Prove that you are
a master craftsman by the efficient manner in which
you use the tools that have been placed at your disposal.

Don

t Look

Now

.

Don't look now, but you who are in theatre business may have many an envious eye trained your way
by businessmen in a great number of fields. Word certainly has gotten around that the theatres are doing
a whale of a business at the ticket counter and the
result is that people are talking — and how!
All this, of course, has its very bright side — but it
won't do to lose sight of the fact that there goes
with the condition a situation calling for caution. There
can be — already is— a reaction not at all justified by
the overall facts and very unfair to a great number
of theatre businessmen who are not reaping any harvest
of gold. Too much emphasis upon the dollar sign, be
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it in connection with Hollywood salaries or box-office
grosses of outstanding pictures in particular runs, do
not give the index to the overall situation.
It is no time for this industry to be crying either
poor-mouth or boastfully referring to extraordinary
gross "takes" at particular engagements. As a matter
of fact, there never is a time when "money publicity"
has any value to a business such as that of entertaining
the public. Entertainment on the screen is made of
dreams — an illusion which serves best in its purpose
when such matters as cost of production, revenue from
outstanding pictures, or methods of creating spectacular
effects for the cameras are not disclosed.

Observations
With the pleasure drive ban lifted, theatres that
were adversely affected can look to an immediate upswing in business. This was verified through direct
contact with some ten or more exhibitors in scattered
sections of the east where the ban was in force. Some
of the theatres contacted experienced a drop-off of from
twenty-five to forty per cent for the entire period of
the ban.
From all indications the industry — especially theatre
owners — will soon find out what the Department of
Justice has in store with regard to the consent decree
and the vexing problems connected with it. Whatever
does happen, we can only say with all sincerity and
seriousness, that we hope it will, for a change, help,
rather than hurt, the independent theatremen.
It is quite likely that Tom S. Clark, U. S. Assistant
Attorney General has had a full mail bag of recommendations, complaints and suggested reforms pertaining to the decree and all the ramifications in the field
of buying, booking and exhibition of pictures introduced
by that famous instrument. We certainly do not wish
to add fuel to the burning hopes of many exhibitors
that out of all this will come Utopia. We hope, with
all who have at heart the best interests of this great
industry, that something constructive, progressive and
conducive to improved distributor-exhibitor relations
will issue from action that may be taken by the Department of Justice, In order that the greatest good for
the greatest number should be achieved, we must also
hope that there will be an attitude of fair play and
willingness to cooperate on the part of parties to both
sides of the questions which will be argued.
— 'CHICK'' LEWIS
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Method
Revision

IsReforms,
Clarl<*s
Approach
amendments
and revisions of the
New York Consent Decree, as and when they
are integrated in some new working agreement
in extension of the instrument which came into
being as a compromise to an anti-trust suit,
will be worked out via the round-table method
rather than by court proceedings, it was indicated in Washington Wednesday by Tom C.
Clark of the Department of Justice.
The clear indications that conference and
negotiation would be the method for working
out the form of the agreement, which will
extend the consent decree in a revised form,
followed a meeting Wednesday between Clark
and executives of MGM, Paramount, 20th-Fox
and Warner Bros. It is understood that the
company representatives were asked for certain
data as to the working of the decree and
application to their selling policies, and practices
of its provisions.
A rather exhaustive survey of the exhibitor
sentiment, particularly that of the independent
theatre owners, has come to Clark without
much necessity of the Department itself investigating or surveying the situation. Theatremen
as individuals, as well as organizations representing exhibitors, have filed their recommendations and complaints with the D. of J. in letter
and resolution form. While there is every indication that exhibitors in overwhelming numbers
urged selling in larger blocks than five pictures
at a time, there has been no authoritative source
of information as to how the distributors feel
about changing the maximum to the block
method which was ushered in by the decree.

Republic Signs Player, Producer
Bob (Lone Ranger) Livingston has been
signed by Republic under a new long-term starring contract. He will appear in both westerns
and features according to the new agreement.
The studio has also signed George Blair, who
has served them for the past seven and a half
years as assistant director, as associate producer.
His first assignment, according to Howard J.
Sheehan, executive producer, will be the_ production of "Whispering Footsteps," an original
fantasy by Dane Lussier and Gertrude Walker.
Howard Bretherton has been set as director, but
no castings have been made.

When Ladies Fly' Starts
Camera work has started on "When Ladies
Fly," Universal picture produced by Walter
Wanger. This story of the Women's Auxiliary
Ferrying Service will be almost entirely a
woman's nounced
picture.
Thus far
the who
namesstarsan- ;
include Loretta
Young,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Evelyn Ankers, Lois Collier, June Vincent, Diana Barrymore, .Anne
Gwynne and \^ivian Austin.
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That's Gold etc.
Gerald Hardy, cwner of the Fresno Theatre
in Fresno, Calif, and his staff are still hunting
through upholstery of chairs, in the walls, and
under carpets for a missing $350.
Story is that Norris W. Ott, manager of the
theatre, asserted last week that he was held
up and robbed of $1,300 on a dark stairway
in the building, but later confessed that he
had staged a fake holdup to cover a $500
shortage in his bank accounts. Hardy and
Assistant District Attorney M. K. Gibbs accompanied Ott on a hunt through the theatre auditorium, but only recovered $450 of
the $800 loot.
114 Detroit

Operators

Receive Wage Boost
Wage increases for 114 motion picture operators in 86 Detroit theatres were approved last
Saturday by the Detroit regional War Labor
Board. Operators afifected were receiving from
$58 to $119 a week before the raise.
The award gives operators of Co-operative
Theatres of Michigan and the United Detroit
Theatres Corp. a flat weekly increase of $2 or
$3, depending on their current salary, with an
increase in the overtime rate of 15 cents an
hour, retroactive to March 1.
All operators earning less than $80 a week
prior to March 1 will be raised $3 a week,
effective Sept. 1, while operators who earned
more than $80 will get the $2 increase.
Edwin E. Witte, chairman of the board, said
in a majority opinion that the public members
were mindful that refusal of the increase would
not correct "substandard" wages paid ticket
takers, ushers and janitors, since none of the
amount withheld would go to the low-paid employes.
"Refusal would merely benefit the theatre
owners, who are admittedly enjoying great prosperity," Witte said. "The most equitable thing
to do probably would be to roll back theatre
admission prices, but this is not within our
power. Acting under the powers we have, and
hi accord
national board's
tion of the with
Waget'neStabilization
Act, weinterpretahave no
other course but to approve the increases."
Inner Sanctum Writer in Film
Robert Bice, radio writer and director, is
performing a dual stint on RKO's "The Ghost
Ship." Between scenes in the film, in which he
plays the steward. Bice is dictating to his
stenographer a radio dramatization of the story.
The ether version will be broadcast nationally
in connection with the film's release late in
October. Bice, a mystery specialist, writes "The
Black Chapel" and "Inner Sanctum" shows.

Adheres

to

'Negotiation Policy
Although exhibitors in particularly diflncull
booking mix-ups may be advised by the national
committee of MPTOA, Ed Kuykendall, president of the organization, this week emphasized
that theatre men are not expected to call on the
MPTOA committee on product, prices and policies for assistance until they have exhausted the
possibilities for relief through local exchange
managers, home offices, and state exhibitor associations.
Prompted by confusion in the minds of some
exhibitors and sales managers Kuykendall |
pointed out that distributors, through their
sales managers, have given written support of
the MPTOA plan and have promised cooperation. Some of the sales managers and exchange
heads may have confused the issue, he said, by
intimating the MPTOA organization must be
used in less difficult cases.
"We have never varied from the principle of
individual negotiations by the exhibitor, himself, and any statement to the contrary is unfair
to distributor and exhibitor," Kuykendall declared. "The national organization, MPTOA,
will attempt with all its strength to be of
assistance, if and when individuals and state
More unfortunate
exhibitors may be given
organizations
have failed."
consideration in such cases as difficulties because
of shifting populations and general misunderstandings between distributors and exhibitors.
Youth Attendance

Ban Hits

Dubuque Theatre Owners
Report of 11 cases of infantile paralysis at
Dubuque, la., has resulted in drastic action by
health authorities to curb the disease, with
the opening of public schools delayed and a
ban placed on all children 16 years or younger
from attending public places or gatherings,
including theatres, churches, and Sunday schools.
Police officers were instructed, if necessary, to
arrest their parents in order to enforce the ban.
Discussion was held on extending the ban
to adults, but it was left only on children 16
years or younger. Dubuque is the first city
in Iowa to enforce such a ban, but cases of
infantile paralysis have been reported in other
cities, including four cases at Davenport and
nine at Muscatine.
Newbold Adds Roanoke House
The J. C. Newbold Circuit, with headquarters
ill Bramwell, W. Va., has added the Lee Theatre in Roanoke, Virginia, to its chain of 25
houses operated in Virginia, West Virginia and
Kentucky. The Grandin, in Roanoke, also is
operated by the Newbold Circuit, and its manager. Otto Whittaker, Jr.. also will serve as
manager of the Lee.
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Westerns Get Boost
An influx into San Francisco of new residents from farm and ranch lands has inspired
the neighborhood houses to show more westerns than ever before, and as a result, the
box-office take has been boosted to the
highest level local theatres have known.
Also found eagerly patronizing theatres where
the westerns are shown are small town
service men afflicted with homesickness and
nostalgia.

Md.

Theatre

Modified

Appeals

Award

The modifying of one award and the remanding of another case to the arbitrators were the
decisions handed down this week by the arbitration appeal board. The EUicott Theatre,
Ellicott, Md., was granted a clearance cut from
14 to seven days after playdate of the Alpha
Theatre, but appealed the decision, since its
original claim asked for elimination of the
clearance or a reduction to one day. The appeal
board decided some competition existed and
reduced the clearance to seven days, with the
proviso that if the Alpha commenced playing
a picture more than 14 days after it had become available the clearance over the Ellicott
would be reduced one day for each day of delay
until the clearance shall have reached one day.
The appeal board remanded to the arbitrator
the complaint of the Peacock Theatre, New Orleans, against RKO, Paramount, Warners and
20th Century-Fox. Further hearing was ordered because of technicalities brought a-b^ut
because the defendants apparently had not seen
a zoning schedule submitted by the complainant.
The Peacock charged that RKO, which had
released product to the house prior to 1935 for
use 60 days after first run, had subsequently
forced the Peacock to play 60 days after the
Rivoli, which played second run after a 60-day
clearance.
Selznick-Vanguard Seek to Have
Service Vacated in Chaplin Suit
Co-defendants V anguard Films, Inc. and David O. Selznick Productions, Inc. this week
moved to vacate service of the $1,000,000 suit
brought in New York Supreme Court by Charles
Chaplin, acting both in his own behalf "and
that of all United Artists stockholders affected."
Through their counsel, White & Case, the defendants asked that the service be vacated on
the ground that the organizations are incorporated in California and operate there.
Counsel for the defendants are asking a 20day extension, a move that will be opposed, it
is
plaintiff's
counsel,
Schwartzon
and expected,
Frohlich.byC<jurt
will hear
arguments
September 10.
Picture Pioneers Committee
Sets Date for Harvest Dinner
Plans for the Annual Harvest Dinner of the
Picture Pioneers are now being formulated by
the organization's Executive Committee. According to Jack Cohn, House Manager, a committee has been appointed to investigate the
facilities of the various hotels as well as to
determine the most suitable date, with November being the month in which tlic dinner is to
be held.
More than 300 veterans with twenty-five
years or more of service in this industry to
their credit are now on the Picture Pioneers'
roster. Applications have been coming in
steadily with many states being represented in
its membership.
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on Decree

at Suggestion

of

Clark, Myers Declares
Abram F. Myers, counsel for National Allied,
this week sent out questionnaires to organization members at the suggestion of Assistant
Attorney General Tom Clark so that independents may record their experiences with the
New York consent decree and their suggestiqns
for the consideration of the Department of
Justice.
riie Allied questionnaire, somewhat similar
t(i the one recently circulated by the Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, was dispatclied early in the week and is
now in the hands of members. Myers, in a
letter accompanying the quiz, pointed out that
the move was the direct result of an interview
by representatives of Allied with Clark, and
stressed the importance of early replies.
Myers explained that there were three courses
open to the Department of Justice, as follows :
1. to continue the present form of the conseiit
decree,, either temporarily or for a term of
years ; 2. negotiate a new decree and enter it
for a trial period; 3. terminate the consent decree entirely and proceed with the pending suit
against the Big Eight.
At all events, Myers said, the independents
were assured of a fair hearing before the Department of Justice.
The questionnaire contains 22 questions, divided into three parts : experiences under the
consent decree ; arbitration provisions : unfair
trade practices. Under the first part exhibitors
are asked to state their actual experiences in
such matters as forcing shorts, forcing features,
effect ofi the five-picture plan on run, preferences
of plans for licensing features, blind pricing,
some runs, cancellations on moral or similar
grounds, clearance, withholding prints, theatre
expansion, and compulsory block booking. The
arbitration section deals with experiences in
making complaints, results, and suggestions for
betterment. Unfair trade practices takes up
high film rentals, hoarding of pictures, first-run
moveovers, selling out to chains, double-featuring "A" pictures,
pressure on patriotism, and
miscellaneous
practices.
D. of J. Has MPTOA Decree
Record, Kuykendall Points Out
In a statement clarifying the position of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America in
respect to the consent decree, president Ed
Kuykendall this week declared the organization's activities and viewpoint on the decree were
on record with the Department of Justice, in
t'ne
exact language
approved
the Board canof
Directors
in New asYork.
Thisby document
be corrected or changed only when the Board
decides, he pointed out.
"We feel," said Mr. Kuykendall, "that the
mistake of omission, as well as comm.ission,
stands out in the decree, so far as exhibitor
interests are concerned and must be corrected
if we are to have any unity in the industry. In
this most all exhibitors are in accord. We have
expressed no radical approaches to any industry
problems and do not endorse those who do.
We want only that to which we are entitled, on
sane business-like principles, and for that we
will continue to fight."
1 1 Stars in Cavalcade
For Bond Tour Campaign
Greer Garson and Harpo Marx are the two
newest additions to the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade. The addition of these two stars brings to
eleven the number of personalities who will
leave Hollywood on September 4th for tlie initial
stop in Washington on the 8tli.
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No Panic with Kids
When fire broke out in the attic of the
Academy Theatre, Waukegan, III., recently
the management feared a panic in the juvenile audience of 250. But when the youngsters were asked to leave quietly and calmly
they refused to go at all, demanding that
the western feature continue without interruption. Itwas quite a job to persuade them
to leave long enough for firemen to extinguish the blaze, which was confined to the
roof and attic.

Republic Realigns Ad
And Publicity Setup
Realignment announced
of Republic'sover
advertising-publicity
organization,
the weekend by
Republic president James R. Grainger, sets up
two separate departments with Steve Edwards
promoted to the newly created post of director
of publicity and Charles Reed Jones, who previously has directed both publicity and advertising,
handling added advertising duties as director
of advertising. Bill Saal, special representative in Hollywood who has devoted much of his
time to special advertising and publicity promotion, will make his headquarters in New York
as assistant to Herbert J. Yates. Under the
new setup all West Coast publicity will clear
through the New York office with Ben Boyd
as studio liaison.
Granger's announcement stated that the rewas made
promotionalignment
activities
closerto inbring
line Republic's
with the company's increased promotional plans for the 194344 season.
It was also announced that the success of
the company's national billboard and radio
campaigns for Roy Rogers has brought about
the company's decision to adopt similar national
campaigns
the coming for
year.its major productions throughout
First of these enlarged campaigns has been
set for November with the largest advertising
and publicity budget in the history of the
company allotted to the promotion of "In
Old Oklahoma," based on Thomson Burtis'
story "War of the Wildcats," starring John
Wayne, Martha Scott and Albert Dekker.

Nat'i-Simplex Equipment
Manager Meyer on Coast Trip
A. E. Meyer, for many years sales manager
of International Projector Corporation, who has
been appointed manager of the Projection Equipment Division of the recently organized NationalSimplex-BIudworth, Inc., soon will commence
a coast-to-coast trip, stopping at key centers
to meet theatre owners and National Branch
managers.
Meyer also expects to attend meetings of I. A.
Locals to discuss subjects which will lead to
improved maintenance and secure better projection under existing conditions. This is a
matter of great importance to the entire motion
picture industry and is part of the National Conservation Campaign and patriotic effort.
A. G. Smith to Attend
Equipment Dealers Meet
Allen G. Smith, head of the theatre equipment
division of the WPB, will attend the meeting
of Theatre Equipment Dealers Association in
Chicago Sept. 17-18, it was reported this week.
Members of the organization invited Mr.
Smith to attend and it is expected that discussions of mutual problems of equipment manufacturer dealers and the exhibitors can be greatly facilitated toward practical ends serving all
interests through the guidance of the WPB dividures.sion head with respect to materials and proce-
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Thantom'
is Entertainmen
Certainly showmen worthy of the name will recWe were singulai'ly impressed with "Phantom of
ognize the appeal of the title itself and can use
the Opera" because it is definitely such fine audience
merchandising ideas without limit in planning and
entertainment. At the same time we recognized
executing a strong campaign.
that many theatremen might make the fatal mistake of sitting back and under-selling it, and for that
In this Showmanalysis, STR's staff has, in my
reason we present this special Showmanalysis section.
opinion, succeeded in drafting a series of suggestions
STR is happy to participate in this idea because
that can be blown-up or modified to fit any budget
''CHICK" LEWIS
we feel that "Phantom," intelligently and properly
or situation, and result in top grosses.
sold, will pay handsome dividends in far-aboveaverage receipts.

Thantom

of

the

Cincinnati-Minneapo
Premieres

Prove

Opera^
lis

Show

World
Values

Cincinnati and Minneapolis provided the locale for simultaneous world premieres of Universal's elaborate Technicolor
version of 'Phantom of the Opera." The campaigns in both
cities reflect credit on the efforts of Universal's publicists with
front page news breaks and editorial comment resulting. Both
campaigns, also, served to demonstrate many points for important consideration by all showmen in their selling plans for
this picture which, in its dualcity world premiere, proved by
the response of press and radio
and the reaction of the public
that it is an attraction of extraordinarily potent popular

Susanna Foster is presented to
her home town folks over the
air at Minneapolis premiere.

appeal.
Analysis of the publicity received via press and radio in
both Cincinnati and Minneapolis indicates that "Phantom
of the Opera" to a remarkable
degree reflects the great strides
made in motion picture production through the past decade. About twenty years ago
Lon Chaney starred in a Universal picture of the same title.
Chaney was presented as an
ugly,
disfigured,
loathesome creature
who even
haunted
the

Paris sewers and who, for
some reason never well clarified, sought to commit various acts
of murder and mayhem upon the artists of the famous opera.
The new "Phantom" rises above its predecessor in adult, wholly
believable fashion. This version smacks of dignity, sympathy
and, enhanced by the judicious use of really gorgeous Technicolor, the picture rises to the distinction of being a production
achievement. In the words of a Cincinnati Times-Star editorial,
reproduced on the opposite page: "Phantom" shows "Evidence
of a dawning interest on the part of Hollywood in the cultivation
of the serious art of song in America."
Box-office results in the two opening engagements, employing
strictly class campaigns, sweep aside decisively any thought
thai the American public doesn't like good music. The millions
who glue their ears to their loudspeakers for fine symphonic
broadcasts give the lie to any such doubts or misgivings.
At the Palace, Cincinnati, and the Orpheum, Minneapolis,

Makes
Front
Page
News!
"Phantom of the Opera" outgrossed the best Universal pictures
ever played by these theatres and they sold it strictly as a class
attraction. In view of the results it becomes vitally important
to every exhibitor playing the picture to carefully evaluate his
potenial draw and plan his campaign in the light of the premiere
experiences.
In Cincinnati the central "selling" theme was the award b\Universal, in the name of Susanna Foster, of two music scholarships. One was given to the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music,
the other the Cincinnati College of Music. Once the details of
these awards were set, there was material for "oflf the amusement
pages"
promotion.
The editors
and publishers and important people of the city
were contacted and talked to about the reasons for these awards.
It made the presentation of "Phantom" important. It made
possible an unusual preview of the picture before an audience
not only interested in motion pictures, but in music and art as
well. Most of all, it provided the opportunity to talk about
Susanna P'oster and to build around her all the glamor and
excitement that goes with a star who is about to be discovered.
The first slK)wing of the picture proved this point, for so well

D^TTlie

Effort

Paid

Off

Street traffic stopped cold as result of throngs trying to get to the
opening
Theatre inperformance
Minneapolis.of "Phantom of the Opera" at the Orpheum
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was Miss Foster publicized and glamorized in the pre-opening
publicity, that the audience actually cheered at the conclusion of
her first song in the picture. This is especially important in
view of the several pictures which Universal has already completed with Miss Foster playing opposite the irrepressible
Donald O'Connor. Keep this in mind.
In Minneapolis, the central theme was a contest for the discovery of a new voice among the girls of the city. In a tie-up
with a newspaper and also a radio station, there were nightly
elimination competitions,' and on the opening day the elimination
winners competed in the theatre. Audience applause chose the
winners, and War Bonds were the prizes.
In both instances the important consideration was that the
ideas were directly tied up with Miss Foster, for the publicity
read that it was she who gave the scholarship or sponsored the
competition so that some worthy, talented youngster might more
easily get an opportunity to fame — an opportunity for which
Miss Foster had to work so hard and long. The public loved it !
These were the bases for "off the amusement page" pubhcity.
In addition to these ideas, not a single plan of publicity, advertising, or exploitation in keeping with the class idea was
overlooked and the effort paid
off. Based on the results obtained by "Class" selling in
the two premiere campaigns to
the exclusion of, the horror
angle it will behoove every
showman to weigh carefully
this aspect of the picture's appeal in relation to his own
situation. The use of a "horror" slant in many spots will
work against the magnitude
and impressiveness of this attraction. Many sales angles on
this picture are set forth for
your
guid-'
ance. consideration
You will have and
to decide,
as to their application in your
situation. If you stage a preSpecial Opera one sheet and
stills form Minneapolis window
view make sure that screen-,
ing conditions are equal to
display for "Phantom" showing.
che spectacular quality which
distinguish this production, and, also that the class factor is
stressed in the handling of publicity and advertising.
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Movies and the Art of Song
Cincinnati is having a world movie premiere Thursday in
the shape
ofJ^lJ^Qtppa
.tt;ie,5P££a,"by More
Important Is ofthea
fact
that the
occasion isOJEcelebrated
the presentation
pair of music scholarships to the College and the Conservatory of Music on behalf of Susanne Foster, singing star of the
film. Still more important is this evidence of a dawning interest on the part of Hollywood in the cultivation of the
serious art of song in America.
Long before the war the time had passed when it was
necessary for American singers to study in Europe or to acquire
a Continental reputation before they could malce their way
in opera on this side. Our music schools are as good as any.
The finest coaching can be had at home. The Zoo Opera has
become recognized as a training ground for new singers of
outstanding talent, as well as an -operatic stage for the best
of finished talents. Even the rather silly custom of Italianizing
one's name has pretty well dropped into the discard. America
not only has the best opera today. It trains its own singers
for the best.
What remains to be done is to spread appreciation of
music among the masses who have never heard a symphony
orchestra or a live opera. The radio — in the winter-time — and
the gramophone have done much to popularize the great instrumental works. The movies, if they would, could do no less ^^^^
for operatic culture. Up to now Hollywood has treated opera a far
rather gingerly, inserting an aria or two in a romantic film ^pp^
to give a star like Grace Moore something to do. It has not
yet ventured on a full-length operatic work.
red'
Nelson Eddy, who ought to be an authority in this field,
predicts that the day will come when operas "will be written ^ea
especially for the screen." As a beginning, how about a movie in
version of "Carmen," with all the technical magic that Holly- ^jlj^j
wood commands? We would lay odds that the producer tarii;
ventured it would reap a fortune.
lows

Above is a reproduction of the editorial that appeared in the Cincinnati
Times-Star. We think you ought to show it to the editor of your
newspaper, for two reasons: One, because you will thus impress him
with the importance of the picture, and two, because it is a splendid
ind.
editorial for the motion picture industry generally, and might give
your editor a new slant on pictures.

Ballyhoo
That

I This Was
Front Pase NewsQ
In Cincinnati Universal
made an award of two scholarships to the leading music
schools. They were made in
the name of Susanna Foster,
who stated that she hoped
they might make it possible
for some talented youngster
to get an opportunity for
fame and recognition, which
otherwise and without the
help of the scholarship might
never come.
The story of that award
made front page news in the
any city or town in the
Enquirer, the Post and the
United States who couldn't
work up some adaptation of
Times-Star, with two-column
this basic idea if he puts his
art in the last two papers.
mind to it.
There isn't a manager in

It, But

Avoid

'Horror
Formula
"Phantom" has been produced with such care and good taste
that any attempt to relegate it to the "horror-action" category
will only result in a dissipation of the superior box-office values
of the picture. This is not meant to imply that any opportunities
to surround this colorful show with mystery, suspense, etc.,
should be overlooked for a second. Rather, it boils down to a
matter of resorting to all the tried and true ballyhoo and circus
selling while keeping each stunt on a high plane through the
manner of handling.
The masked man about town dressed in black fedora, cape,
silk mask, bow-tie and dickey, can be most effective to stir
interest and create word of mouth but it must be classy. His
tours of the town might be enhanced by having him ride about
in a carriage driven by a liveried coachman who would help the
"Phantom" from the coach at each stop. No gaudy signs or
posters should be used to detract from the dignity of the
ballyhoo. The words, "The Phantom," should be embroidered
on the back of the cape.
Have him do your leg work, run copy to newspapers, post
office, city hall, get him into ball games, fights, lectures and
cover the "event of the day" in your city. (Continues on Page 14)
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for

Spectacular

Campaigns

Urge or personal enthusiasm is the prerequisite of success in
salesmanship ; knowing your product probably rates second,
and both of these points are vitally important to any exhibitor

the management into personalized contact with both their public
and the show being offered — sort of identifies the man in charge
of the theatre with a production sponsored by Hollywood and

who approaches the showing of "Phantom of the Opera." If
you are able to see the film in advance both of these points will
be fulfilled, for you will know what a valuable piece of screenfare you are able to oflfer and your enthusiasm to spread the

having Hollywood names associated with it. "Phantom" is a
picture you can select for this treatment and profit well thereby.

good news will know
picture, an audience
requires spectacular
that will please any
effort accorded it.

no bounds. "Phantom" is a showman's
picture, a spectacular picture that only
selling to break records. It is a show
audience and in so doing it will justify

Manaser's
Every so often an Endorsement
attraction comes to your Idea
theatre that has
special qualities of spectacle, new personalities, some flavor
which sets it off as worthy of special and personalized mention
by the manager of the theatre. When such opportunities arise
it is smart showmanship to use the "personal endorsement" line
in advertisements or special announcements posted in the lobby
in advance, or in the form of letters to the mailing list. Two
good purposes are served : if the picture has some distinctive
quality it will be more certain to impress the patrons who have
had this suggestion in advance ; secondly, such messages bring

Idea

for

Marquee

Flash

Lobby
Display Important
The spectacular scope of this production calls for spectacular
lobby treatment. Show the folks lots of stills built around
massive set-pieces. Lend mystery to the "Phantom" by using
standees in those ordinarily dark recesses or alcoves in the foyer
and command attention with baby spots to surround them with
a shaft of green light. Build a giant marquee display or use a
giant banner over the theatre front featuring this big money
title. Valances, burgees and the special art of the opera house
showing a cut-away view to be tied in with ribbons and stills
as shown in the press book can be used to profitable advantage.

^Phantom^ Singer on
Arrange for a "Phantom Singer or
request program over the local station.
to heighten the mystery as to who the

Radio
Songbird" to do a daily
Use spot announcements
singer is ; tieing in teaser

copy on the "Phantom" coming to your theatre. Be certain
the voice used is of quality
from a vocal standpoint. The
announcer might make the
spots more effective if they
or Set-Piece
were given that "Inner Sanctum Mystery" touch with the
aid of suitable sound effects.
Wind

ows

Theanfigure
is
easy ofonethe to"Phantom"
duplicate
through the use of standard
window dummies. The costume
is equally simple to obtain at
any costume house, consisting
of a black cape, black felt
hat, white scarf, black pants
and silk mask in green or a
light shade of pink. The tie
Teaser

Ad

Mats

THRILL TO...
Beautifulman's girl
mercy inat— o madPHANTOM
of theOI^ISBA
The above sugges^lon for a marquee Hash or lobby set-piece can be executed by your art department with
a minimum of effort. The title lettering and the figures of man and woman are from the stock 24 sheet.
The head of the phantom could be a blow up or poster art painting.

The six teaser ads offered in
the press book insert should be
used without fail spotted off
the amusement page in advance.
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grab some very worth while copy ideas to work with. Make
Warning
Notes
Warning notes have often
been used in the past with
great measure of success.
Here's a picture on which
such an idea becomes a
natural. Various forms of
this stunt can be adapted.
With much talk today on the
subject of Black Markets the
warnings could be tied up to
a patriotic theme. Copy could
read, "Warning!
Don't who
patronize the merchant
evades the law. Black Markets are UNAMERICAN !
Don't pay more than ceiling
prices. Buy only what you
need ... be a good neighbor
. . . get your reward at the
Blank Theatre— I'll be there
next week !" Sign it : "The

Nelson Eddy and Nicki Andre
each give outstanding performances both vocally and
dramatically in "Phantom."

Phantom."
You can undoubtedly figure out all sorts of angles on
this stunt that will tie up to
local problems using blotters
for office coverage, calling
cards passed out on streets,
parking tickets, etc., with
your bally man doing the
distributing.

the prizes attractive, tell 'em what the picture is all about, give
leads as to cast and catchlines and a deatlline to hasten entries.

'Extra' Class Accessories
Something new and perfectly perfect has been added to the
original press book as a result of the class campaigns on the
premiere openings. Special "class" paper including 24 sheet,
three sheet and one sheet have been added with a generous
display of this box-office title in smash lettering. Special "class
appeal" ads avoiding the horror element have been designed
and are available in mat form of all sizes. In addition, and a
very happy addition for towns where papers can use color ads,
some mighty fine two and three color display ads will be available in two and three colors using red, yellow and black and
just red and black. These can be had in electro or mat form.
Launch

Greater

Movie

Season

If your engagement of "Phantom" opens at a time prior to
any efforts along the "greater movie season" drive (which every
theatre should play up in the early Fall or before) then here
is a picture whose show values and exploitation opportunities
make it an ideal candidate for the opening gun in your drive.

Spectacular Selling . . . Continued
up could be made by using the catchline, "Phantom Values
Are Not Our Speed; Lasting Quality in Material You Can
See and Appreciate, etc." This is a window you could promote in either a men's or women's apparel shop.
Title

Calls

for Circus

Billing

The very fame of the title makes "circus billing" of this attraction a showmanship must. Double or triple your locations on
this show and don't overlook huge block lettering on cards,
paper, etc., using giant date snipes on the boards.
Ballyhoo New
Star Discovery
Through every publicity medium shout about the discovery of
a new and glamorous star in the person of Susanna Foster.
Women's page editors will help this along. Teaser ads based
on the inside tip angle could call attention to this new lovely.
This slant will tie in with the talent search type promotion
used on the film's premieres at Cincinnati and Minneapolis.

'Phantom' In Town
Stunthe
t picture will pay
Ballyhoo handled with dignity befitting
of¥. If you sell the "Phantom," the "Opera" will have a tendency
to sell itself to the lovers of better music. With this picture
breaking during the Third War Loan Drive why not have a
man dressed as the "Phantom" sell bonds and stamps in bond
booths about town. Refer to the story on "Warning Note" distribution as an adjunct to your "Phantom" bally man.
Invite

Patrons

to Write

Ads

Invite the public to write an ad for you on the "Phantom."
This type prize contest usually pulls a heavy return and if
started well in advance of the playdate you may easily enough

The above suggestion for an effective lobby standee can be developed
from stock three sheets or blowups directly from the press book ads.
Spot them in dark corners of the foyer and spotlight them.
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Studios
iBIow

Ready

on WMC

for
Rule

I According to reports in Washington this
Iweek, Hollywood studios are on the verge of
they have been weakest for
hit w'here
being time,
II some
with already depleted technician
' ranks threatend with further reduction under
search
Commission
! the
for urgent
workers War
for Manpower
aircraft plants
in the 's
California
j area. That studios will receive no deferments
was indicated, though there was nothing official
' on the subject up to Wednesday afternoon.
I Exhibitor leaders took as an invitation to
! seek a meeting with Paul V. McNutt the WMC
Chairman's remarks to a meeting of WAC com! mittee heads with him in Washington last week
I to the effect that while theatres were considered
! non-essential he would meet with industry leaders for discussion of the matter. This move,
however, left little consolation for the producer
heads who are already hard put for studio
workers and fear further inroads into a scant
supply should there be as strict an interpretation
of
necessityto to
to "essential
jobs" as
applicable
theirtransfer
labor and
technical crews.
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Cleveland Exhibitors Turn to Reissues
A number of subsequent run theatre owners in Cleveland are turning their backs on current
film releases in favor of reissues, according to word around the local film row. The exhibitors declare
they can't stand the heavy traffic of high percentage pictures, which they point out net them less
than their average on flat rental second grade product, even if they double the box-office take.
They also claim that extended downtown runs milk even the best features of profit possibilities for
them. Antipathy of the public for current war pictures is given as a reason for favoring reissues of
a number of outstanding hits of previous seasons which are now available for revival bookings.

Distributors

Start

September

with

159
Ready
and
85
in Production
Producer-distributors enter the current month ness have release schedules been set up on the
with approximately the same total of pictures basis of "flexibility" such as obtains today.
completed and in production as obtained in The national release dates are fast becoming
the overall Hollywood backlog of a year ago, a thing of the past, except in the cases of
a relatively few companies. Moreover the
the figures being: 1942-43 — 159 pictures comnational release date when given, is not set
pleted and for release after Sept. 1, 1943 and as
far in advance of actual release as was
85 in production ; as compared with 162 comthe custom for many years past.
pleted and dated for September 1, 1942 release
Congestion in the key cities, where first runs
(or later) with 81 in production.
A tabulation of the product situation for all are held up for unprecedented lengths of time
eleven companies shows that there is little fear by extended-run as well as "move-over" situations, continues to be a headache to many of
of a shortage of pictures should the demand for the distributors,
Monogram
Announces 8
and such moves as have been
more releases develop suddenly due to changes
made
to
convert
former second-runs to firstin the field generally. The breakdown by comFor New Block Selling
run status has merely scratched the surface of
panies
of
product
to
be
released
this
month
or
With a new selling policy of selling pictures later is as follows :
attempted solution of the theatre shortage which
in blocks of eight. Monogram has announced
exists in, a majority of the key situations.
the first group of its 1943-44 program. All
Columbia — 19 completed; 8 in producexcept one of the eight are completed or in
tion.
MGM — 20 completed; 12 in production.
Armed Forces to Assist
production. Heading the list is 'Lady, Let's
Monogram
— 14 completed; 6 in proDance," a skating and dancing spectacle starduction.
ring Belita, with Frick & Frack, ice comedians.
On Third War Loon
Frank Woodruff is directing for producer Scott
Paramount
duction.— 19 completed; 13 in proExhibitors who have need of army equipment
R. Dunlap. Also in production is "Hitler's
and personnel for their various bond efforts
PRC — 10 completed; 1 in production.
Women,"
viith
Gail
Patrick,
Nancy
Kelly,
Bill Henry, Tala Birell, Gertrude Michael and
RKO Radio — 13 completed; 14 in pro- during the Third War Loan will be able to
duction.
Alan Baxter, directed by Steve Sekely and prosecure this army cooperation through their
duced by Herman Millakowsky. Likewise beWar Finance Committees, according to
Republic
tion. — 11 completed; 4 in produc- alocal
statement Wednesday by the War Activities
fore the cameras is "Sweethearts of the U. S. A."
Committee.
with Una Merkel, Donald Novis, Parkyakarkus,
20th-Fox — 11 completed; 6 in production.
Cobina Wright, Sr., and the orchestras of Jan
This information was contained in a directive
Garber, Henry King and Phil Ohman. with
United Artists — 8 completed; 3 in from the Secretary of War to all commanding
officers, to remain effective throughout the Third
Lester Cutler producing and Lew Collins diproduction.
recting.
Universal — 20 completed; 11 in pro- War Loan, beginning September 9. The Secreduction.
Completed are "The Unknown Guest," drama
tary's
declareswithin
that all
possible
coopfeaturing Victor Jory and Pamela Blake ;
Warner Bros. — 14 completed; 8 in
erationdirective
will be given,
limits
of military
production.
security ; the cooperation also extends to per"Spotlight Scandals," with Billy Gilbert, Frank
sonnel.
Fay and Bonnie Baker ; "Mr. Muggs Step.s
This
prcKluct
reserve,
with
the
continuing,
The Treasury Department has also asked the
Out," East Side Kids picture with Leo Gorcey ; if not growing, practice of extended runs for
Secretary of ,the Navy for similar collaboration,
and "Melody Parade," musical film with Mary all
product above the lower-bracketed program
Beth Hughes, Eddie Quillan, and Armida. Only
which is expected to be forthcoming.
fare, means that for the season now opening
picture in the group still to go into production
the product situation is considerably more fais "Charlie Chan in the Secret Service."
vorable than the previous high of September
Southeastern TOA Meeting
1942.
In Atlanta Strictly Business
Announcements for the coming season place
'North Star' Ad Budget $500,000
the figure (tentatively) at about 450 pictures
The Southeastern Theatre Owners AssociaSamuel Goldwyn has appropriated $500,000
(features and westerns) as the pre-season schedtion, with members in Georgia, Florida, Alafor a national advertising campaign for his
ule set by the eleven distributor companies.
bama, and Tennessee, has called its annual
business session and election of officers for
forthcoming production, "The North Star," it Thus more than 50 per cent of the scheduled
was announced on Friday by RKO Radio Pic- product for the full '43-'44 season is now comSeptember '13 at the Ansley Hotel. Atlanta.
tures, Inc., who will distribute the picture.
pleted or in actual production work. Moreover,
The first session is set for 10 a.m.
The campaign, designed to blanket the en- most of the Hollywood lots have many pictures
Nat M. Williams, president of the SETOA,
tire country, will embrace extensive coverage
in making the announcement emphasized that
ready for early production v\'ork.
of newspaper space, radio, and billboards.
the meeting is to be strictly business ; for
How fast product will be released will continue to be a matter wholly guided by market
exhibitors only and minus banquets and other
trimmings. Among the leading topics for
conditions. Never in the history of the busidiscussion is the consent decree.
Altec Promot'es Inspector
Altec Service has promoted L. W. McClung,
formerly service inspector in the Albany,
Weitman Heads Benefit Unit
M exfco in Wyo ming
Georgia, territory, to the position of district
supervisor, with headquarters in Atlanta. L,
Ixobert AI. Weitman, managing director of the
Several theatres in Wyoming and Montana
Grady Kennedy succeeds him as service inspecthat have never run Mexican pictures are now
Paramount Theatre, has been appointed co-chairtor in the Albany territory.
man, with Louis K. Sidney and Ed Sullivan,
using them at special matinees for Mexican
of the Night-of-Stars benefit November 16 at
nationals employed in farm work in the vicinity. Fox Theatres have worked out a plan
Aladison Square Garden. Ben A. Boyar is assoClark Publicity Head for Small
ciate chairman, while honorary chairmen from
whereby no advertising is done on the films,
but through contact with the county agent
the film industry include Barney Balaban, David
Edward Small Productions, Inc. this week
farmers that employ them, bring the workers
Bernstein, Nate J. Blumberg, Tack Cohn, N.
announced the appointment of Sam Clark as
into town on the day of the showing.
Peter Rathvon, Marvin H. Schenck, and .Albert
director of publicity and advertising at the
Warner.
company's new studios in Culver City.
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Northwest Still Gaining
Virtually all theatres in Pacific Northwest
defense work centers report at least double
the August business of a year ago, and in
view of new population figures just released
indications are it will continue upward during
the balance of the year at least. Seattle now
has a population of 600,308; Portland — including Clackamas and Multnomah counties —
491,510; Tacoma (Pierce County), 205,177;
Spokane (Spokane County), 169,217.
Despite the opposite situation in Chicago,
where latest census reports show a decrease
of 32,113, theatre attendance there is also
going up strongly.
Memphis Theatre Owner Faces
Second Degree Murder Charge
John Eaton, owner of the Peabody Theatre.
Memphis, has been arrested on a charge of
second degree murder as a result of the explosion in the theatre recently which caused the
death of maintenance man Elroy R. Curry.
Eaton was released in $5000 bond, and it is
expected he will be arraigned before the Grand
Jury in fall term.
The Fire Department, in its investigation of
the explosion, found that the refrigerant in the
cooling system became ignited and blew up.
The fact was established that the refrigerant
was methyl chloride, a substitute for freon.
Scully Appoints 3 to Head
Universal Offices in East
In an effort to bring closer cooperation between branch offices and better supervision over
sales in combined districts Universal Pictures
announced this week that Samuel Applegate,
Dave Miller, and Barney Rose had been assigned
new headquarters. W. A. Scully, general sales
manager, has placed Applegate, a new man,
in Philadelphia to take charge of Philadelphia
and Washington sales activities. Dave Miller
will make his headquarters in Cleveland, covering the Cleveland and Pittsburgh areas.
Rose has been transferred from his former
headquarters in Philadelphia to Boston, where
he will cover the Albany, Boston, Buffalo, and
New Haven offices.
Sam Goldwyn Builds Railroad
Samuel Goldwyn is now a railroad operator
as well as producer.
The first new railroad construction in the
United States since 1940, and as such duly
reported to the I.C.C., the Goldwyn Line was
built at the Samuel Goldwyn studios with a
track three-fourths of a mile long for "The
North Star," screen drama of the Nazi invasion
of Russia. The track, of standard gauge of
90-pound
railsinmay
record, since
1939well
onlystand
one as
miletheofyear's
new
railroad was built.
Astor Gets Thousands Cheer'
"Thousands Cheer," third Metro-GoldwynMayer Technicolor film of the new season, will
have its New York premiere at the Astor
Theatre Tuesday, Sept. 14. It will succeed
"Best Foot Forward," which on Sept. 12 will
complete an engagement of eleven weeks at the
Broadway playhouse.
PRC Buys Omaha Exchange
O. Henry Briggs, president of PRC Pictures,
Inc., has announced the purchase of the Omaha
exchange owned by Meyer Stern. PRC will
operate the exchange. Bernard Mariner is
the new branch manager.
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as

More
Records Fall
With big picture grosses again in the upper
regions, a new element of box-office excitement
entered this week when a reissue began to pile
up business far above average. The Warner
reissue of "The Oklahoma Kid," with Cagiiey
and Bogart, has grossed double normal busmess
in Albany, while the take in Louisville — at a
first-run house — was within $75 of that for
"Yankee Doodle Dandy," which holds the theatre record ; at New Bedford and Troy the
picture went 90 per cent above normal.
In thetinued tomeanwhile
Is the Army"
set all kinds"This
of records.
In its confirst
130 openings the Army picture was held over for
at least an extra week in all situations, with
more weeks to come. In further special premieres ".A.rmy" chalked up $44,000 at the Palms
State Theatre, Detroit, and $14,000 at the Fox,
Atlanta. Six premieres at Interstate Circuit theatres in Texas brought $73,000, and the end is
not yet. The New York and Los Angeles runs
showed no change from their first week, which
was capacity, while the picture holds to the
same pace in its sixth week in Seattle and third
in Portland, Ore.
First runs were coming to an end for "Stage
Door Canteen." In Chicago the seventh and
final week brought the gross well over $200,000,
the film having broken all records since GWTW.
After leaving the New York Capitol following
eight weeks there, the film is now demonstrating
its power by drawing 50 per cent above normal
business in two subsequent Brooklyn runs. .\t
Vancouver
completed
a sixth week,
while it went"Canteen"
into a seventh
in Toronto.
They can't get them out of the Broadway firstrun houses. The amazing "Mr. Lucky" started
a seventh week at the Music Hall, while "DuBarry Was a Lady" began her third week at
the Capitol after having made the biggest firstweek record of any MGM picture since "Anna
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" passed its 100th
performance
(2-a-day) at the Rivoli, New York,
Christie."
while in Hollywood and Los Angeles it has
been going at absolute capacity.
The famous Palace in New York came
through with flying colors in its initial week
as a first-run house, racking up $31,000, compared with results under the former secondrun policy when a good week brought in about
$15,000.
wasweeks
"The toFallen
taken ofif Picture
after two
make Sparrow,"
room for
"The Sky's the Limit."
"Salute to the Marines," backed with an oldfashioned publicity campaign went big in Cleveland, holding for a second week. Other winners
in the Forest City were "Hers to Hold" and
"Above Suspicion."
"Destroyer," with pre-release engagements
in Providence, Seattle, Portland, Me., Waterbury, Conn., and Detroit, has broken house
records established by all others.

'Horizon' and 'One Night'
Setting Reissue Records
Columbia's re-release combination of "Lost
Horizon of Shangri-La" and the Academy
Award winner, "It Happened One Night" this
week completed a record run at the RKO metropolitan circuit, consisting of 37 theatres. The
combination played the 25 RKO Manhattan
Theatres and the 13 RKO Brooklyn houses.
The outstanding showing of the RKO booking,
comes immediately after a similarly successful
Philadelphia run of "Lost Horizon of ShangriLa" which was released in Philadelphia at the
first run Keith's Theatre a month ago, the
picture drew so well that Keith's held it over for
a second week's run.

Exhibitors Shangri-La
The
been found
— it is exhibitor's
up in YukonShangri-La
Territory,hasCanada,
along
the
Alaska
Klighway.
Larry
O'Reilly,
recently
back from filming a short for Pathe called
"Arctic Passage" about the highway, told the
other day about an exhibitor who opened a
theatre along the route in one of the boom
towns,
of '98.The
in two
months which
he hadresemble
cleaned those
up $5000.
rub
was, however, that the Canadian Government
prohibits a profit of more than $5000 in one
year. Therefore, the exhibitor — barely settled
in his office — had to sell. This was not hard
to take, however, for he added $35,000 to
his pile. Next year he can buy or build
another theatre.
New

I

Distribution Plan Gives

Navy Thirty-day Availability
As the result of a plan worked out by the
Distributors Division of the War Activities
Committee of the Motion Picture Industry and ;
the Bureau of Naval Personnel of the United
States Navy, newest pictures will be made avail- I
able to Naval shore activities in the continental
United States within 30 days. For several
months the Bureau of Naval Personnel has
been working with William F. Rodgers, Chairman of the Distributors Committee, on details
of the plan, which was approved at a conference
held last week in Washington with Mr. Rodgers
and H. M. Richey.
The new Optional Motion Picture Plan will
become effective September 15th and detailed
explanation of the plan has been sent to branch
managers of all distributors and to the Naval
District Commandants.
Admiral Deyo Congratulates
Columbia on 'Destroyer' Film
Rear Admiral Morton L. Deyo, USN, commander of the Portland Naval Command and
Destroyer Base for the North Atlantic Fleet,
has expressed approval of Columbia's latest film.
"Destroyer,"
in a letter
to Harry Cohn, president of the producing
company.
Admiral Deyo, who is considered an authority
on destroyer activity, wrote : "I have just seen
'Destroyer' and am happy to endorse it as a
picture which gives the public an authentic impression of our .\merican destroyers and the
men who go to sea in them. Please accept our
A special screening was held for Admiral
congratulations."
Me.
Deyo
and his staff at headquarters in Portland.
Dick Condon Leaves 20th-Fox
To Open Offices of His Own
Richard Condon, director of national promotion for 20th Century-Fox and long associated with HalandHorne,
the company's
director
of advertising
publicity,
resigned his
post
this week in order to open publicity offices of
his own — the Richard Condon Organization.
Before joining 20th Century-Fox Condon
was director of publicity for Walt Disney Productions, where he handled all national campaigns, plus road show publicity and exploitation for "Fantasia." He also was general manager of the Hal Horne Organization, which did
national exploitation for top Fox product.
Max Youngstein, recently executive assistant to Mr. Horne, also leaves 20th-Fox to be
associated with Condon in the new venture.
RKO Executive Enters Navy
Norman Freeman, who joined RKO in 1942
and has been assistant to RKO president N.
Peter Rathvon since the beginning of this year,
reported for induction in the Navy Tuesday.
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Leo's in a happy frame of mind also. His new group, M-G-M's
Toppers are exactly that. Trade shows have been held for most
them.

Announcements

will be made

of any

12
of

yet to be trade shown.

You'll find a wealth of varied entertainment: star names for the
marquee, big-scale musicals, knockout comedies and tense thrillers. More
shows

to give your patrons

a happy

frame

of mind

than you'll find any-

where and it's good to know

you're set with fine product for weeks

ahead.

Let Leo guide you through
his Gallery of Box-office
Masterpieces on following

"For

A

Happy

Frame

of

Mind!"

Mickey Rooney • Judy Garland in
"GIRL CRAZY" with Gil Stratton
Robert E. Strickland • "Rags"
Ragland • June AUyson • Nancy
Walker • Guy Kibbee • Tommy
Dorsey and his Orchestra • Screen
Play by Fred F. Finklehoffe • Based
Upon Musical Play "Girl Crazy" by
Guy Bolton and Jack McGowan
Music by George Gershwin • Lyrics
by Ira Gershwin • Directed by
Norman Taurog • Produced by
Arthur Freed • An M-G-M Picture

MICKEY
JUDY

GARLAND

"GIRL
TOMMY

ROONEY

CRAZY

DORSEY

"

Charles Laughton in "THE MAN
FROM DOWN UNDER" with
Binnie Barnes • Richard Carlson
Donna Reed • Screen Play by Wells
Root and Thomas Seller • Based
Upon the Story by Bogart Rogers and
Mark Kelly • Directed by Robert Z.
Leonard • Produced by Robert Z.
Leonard and Orville O. Dull • A
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

CHARLES

LAUGHTON

"THE

FROM

MAN

DOWN

6- BAND

UNDER"

"LASSIE COME HOME" with
Roddy McDowall • Donald Crisp
Dame May Whitty • Edmund Gwenn
Nigel Bruce • Elsa Lanchester • Lassie
Photographed in Technicolor
Screen Play by Hugo Butler • Based
Upon the Novel by Eric Knight
Directed by Fred M. Wilcox • Produced by Samuel Marx • A MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Picture

Technicolor

"LASSIE
COME
HOME
RODDY McDOWALL
DONALD CRISP • LASSIE

"BEST FOOT FORWARD" starring
Lucille Ball with William Gaxton
Virginia Weidler • Tommy Dix
Nancy Walker • June Allyson
Kenny Bowers • Gloria DeHaven
Jack Jordan • Harry James and his
Music Makers • Photographed in
Technicolor • Screen Play by Irving
Brecher and Fred Finklehoffe • Book
by John Cecil Holm • Music and
Lyrics by Hugh Martin and Ralph
Blane • And Produced on the Stage
by George Abbott • Directed by
Edward Buzzell • Produced by Arthur
Freed • An M-G-M Picture

It's like the

Technicolor
LUCILLE

BALL

HARRY JAMES
AND HIS MUSIC MAKERS

BEST

FOOT

FORWARD'

Hall of Fame"!

"What a pageful of joy this is! It's just part of my 12 Toppers! 'GIRL CRAZY' brings
Rooney and Garland together again in a musical bigger than 'Babes on Broadway'. And that
Charles Laughton picture 'THE MAN
FROM
DOWN
UNDER' will be one of the season's
most lovable action comedies. As for 'LASSIE COME
HOME' it is an alkime Great! It
will be advertised to the skies as is deserves ! 'BEST FOOT
FORWARD'
needs no introduction

to the industry which

has seen it set Astor, N. Y. records for two glorious months!"
N/ce going. Let's continue, Leo. {Turn!)

"For

A

Happy

Frame

of

Mind!"

Joan Crawford • Fred MacMurray
in "ABOVE SUSPICION" with
Conrad Veidt • Basil Rathbone
Reginald Owen • Screen Play by
Keith Winter, Melville Baker and
Patricia Coleman • Based Upon the
Novel by Helen Maclnnes • Directed
by Richard Thorpe • Produced by
Victor Saville • Associate Producer
Leon Gordon • An M-G-M Picture

JOAN
CRAWFORD
"ABOVE

"YOUNG IDEAS" starring Susan
Peters • Herbert Marshall • Mary
Aster with Elliott Reid • Richard
Carlson • Allyn Joslyn • Original
Screen Play by Ian McLellan Hunter
and Bill Noble' • Directed by Jules
Dassin • Produced by Robert Sisk
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

FRED

• MACMURRAY

"YOUNG
IDEAS"
SUSAN HERBERT MARY
PETERS • MARSHALL * ASTOR

Red Skelton in "WHISTLING IN
BROOKLYN" with Ann Rutherford
Jean Rogers • "Rags" Ragland • Ray
Collins • Henry O'Neill • William
Frawley • Sam Levene and The
Brooklyn Dodgers • Screen Play by
Nat Perrin • Additional Dialogue by
Wilkie Mahoney • Directed by S.
Sylvan Simon • Produced by George
Haight • An M-G-M Picture

SUSPICION"

"DR. GILLESPIE'S CRIMINAL
CASE" with Lionel Barrymore • Van
Johnson • Donna Reed • Keye Luke
John Craven • Nat Pendleton • Alma
Kruger • William Lundigan
Margaret O'Brien • Original Screen
Play by Martin Berkeley, Harry
Ruskin and Lawrence P. Bachmann
Directed by Willis Goldbeck • A
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

RED

SKELTON

"WHISTLING

"DR.

IN

GILLESPIE'S

LIONEL BARRYMORE
CASE"
CRIMINAL

BROOKLYN"
"What the
well-dressed
lobby will wear."

"First engagements of 'ABOVE
SUSPICION' terrific. Akron equals 'Lily
Mars' biz. New York first-run biggest summer gross in history of State
Theatre.

(2nd Big week at press-time). 'YOUNG
IDEAS' is an uproarious audience subject. They rolled in the aisles at the preview.

'WHISTLING

IN

BROOKLYN'

whistling-in-the-dark
the newest

'DR.

Mr,

Skelton.

GILLESPIE'

by a mile. Naturally

it's one

crime

continues

the

It's great fun

merry

madness

of

for the folks. And

mystifier has all the others topped

of the 12 Toppers!"

*Tor

A

Happy

Frame

of

Mind!^*

"SALUTE TO THE MARINES"
starring Wallace Beery with Fay
Bainter • Reginald Owen • Ray
Collins • Keye Luke • Marilyn
Maxwell • William Lundigan • Screen
Play by George Bruce • Adaptation
by Wells Root • Story by Robert D.
Andrews • Photographed in TechnicolorDirected
•
by S. Sylvan Simon
Produced by John W. Considine, Jr.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

"SWING SHIFT MAISIE" starring
Ann Sothern • James Craig with
Jean Rogers • Connie Gilchrist • John
Qualen • Kay Medford • The Wiere
Brothers • Original Screen Play by
Mary C. McCall, Jr. and Robert Halff
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod
Produced by George Haight • A
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Technicolor
WALLACE

•SALUTE

BEERY

TO

ANN SOTHERN
JAMES CRAIG
SWING

SHIFT

MAISIE

THE

MARINES"

Robert Donat in "The Adventures
of TARTU" with Valerie Hobson
Walter Rilla • Glynis Johns • Screen
Play by John Lee Mahin and Howard
Emmett Rogers • Original Story by
John C. Higgins • Directed by Harold
S. Bucquet • An M-G-M Picture

Red Skelton • Eleanor Powell in
"I EXDOD IT" with Richard Ainley
Patricia Dane • Sam Levene'
Thurston Hall • Lena Horne • Hazel
Scott • Jimmy Dorsey and his Orchestra •Screen Play by Sig Herzig
and Fred Saidy • Directed by
Vincente Minnelli • Produced by
Jack Cummings* An M-G-M Picture

ROBERT
THE

DONAl

ADVENTURES

SKELTON

OF

• POWELL

"I DOOD
JIMMY DORSEY

TARTU"

"Note

the variety of subjects in my

Beery's show

'SALUTE

TO

THE

new

IT"
& BAND

group, the 12 Toppers.

MARINES'

Wally

is one of the biggest he's

contentment
& >
"They're
/>ictures of
^^^^ been in,>
the rough,
rarin', j
romantic
of the Marines
dark

in Technicolor

kind, '
with swashbuckling o action
that's terrific. Ann Sothern's got a tall

military secret in her timely comedy

MAISIE.'

Robert

Donat

gives another

romance

'SWING

blue 'Chips' performance

SHIFT
in the

mystery love story 'The Adventures of TARTU'
that the critics call
t-h-r-i'l'l-i-n-g. The critics are also throwing hats in the air for the Red
Skelton^Eleanor

Powell

madcap

musical

show

'I DOOD

IT'."

Take a stroll down Broadway with Leo. [Turn]

YOUR

FUTURE

FRAME

OF

MIND!

Just a few of M-G-M's mighty productions that will make future box-ofiice headlines.
Lots of talk in this business. The Friendly Company specializes in action. Start with
M'G'M's

"12 Toppers"

you've

that when you're an M-G-M
season— but ALWAYS!
3rd WAR

loan;

just read about.
showman,

OUR

Then

success

BIGGEST

JOBl

relax in the comforting

is not

BACK

for just a day, not

THE

ATTACK.'

knowledge
for just a

THEY

ARE

HOW

DOING?

SALUTE

TO

THE

MARINES

204%

SWING

SHIFT

MAISIE

181%

ABOVE

SUSPICION

176%

BEST

FOOT

ASTOR

FORWARD

CHAMP

Just

the

start

you

haven't

3rd

of

M-G-M's

'42

seen

anything

yet!

says:

''Bye-bye

MONTH!

Toppers"
The

buy

Records

M-G-M

Topper

indeed!

and
that
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Stars

Rehearse

(or
Welcome

Appearances
Bond

in War

Cavalcade

Intensive rehearsals of the all-star variety
show which will make up the Hollywood Bond
Cavalcade were in full swing over the weekend, according to a dispatch from Charles K.
Feldman and Ken Thomson, co-managers of
the tour for the Hollywood Victory Committee.
Planned as the biggest entertainment of the
year for war bond buyers during the Third
War Loan, starting September 9th, the Cavalcade must be completely cast and routined in
little more than a week. Additional rehearsals
were scheduled up to the moment of the departure of the special train on September 4th,
with polishing to be done en route to Washington for the first appearance on the 8th.
Alfred Newman, musical director of last
year's
Victory
again been for
enlisted
to assist
with Caravan,
special has
arrangements
the
featured stars of the show. Every possible effort is being made by the west coast group to
line up additional name personalities so by the
time the Cavalcade reaches Washington it will
present the greatest talent roster ever sent on
tour in the interest of bond sales.
Those stars contributing their time and talent
to this Third War Loan effort thus far include :
Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, Mickey Rooney,
Kathryn Grayson, James Cagney, who may not
be able to make all fifteen of the cities planned,
Olivia de Havilland, Judy Garland, Betty Hutton, Walter Pidgeon, Dick Powell and Kay
Kyser and his orchestra.
Screen and radio writers, enlisted through
the Hollywood Writers' Mobilization, worked
over last weekend with Kyser to set the dethe big show's
script.areAmong
the
writerstails ofcontributing
material
H. Allen
Smith, Eddie Moran, Jerry Gollard, Wilkie
Mahoney, Arthur Phillips, Carl Hurzinger and
J. M. Josefsberg.

"Bell Tolls" Display to
Tour for Bond Campaign
The "For Whom the Bell Tolls" window
exhibit first used by the Lewis & Conger
"sleep" shop in New York has been approved
by the Treasury Department as a display for
stores in connection with the Third War Loan
Drive. The Treasury Department has also
extended to Paramount the cooperation of its
State War Bond Administrators in arranging
"playdates"
for the ofdisplay
in important
key
centers. Replicas
the display
are being
circuited around the country in connection with
key city engagements of the picture.
The elaborate display is built around effigies
of Hitler and Hirohito trying to drown out
the bell tolling their impending doom. War
Bond messages surround them.
War Stamp Matinee
Many theatres report increases in stamp sales
through War Stamp Matinees for both adults
and children. Stunt is a builder of goodwill
for your theatre.

Additional

Bond

Premieres

Motion picture exchange area chairmen in the Third War Loan campaign have been notified by
W. F. Rodgers, chairman of the WAC Distributors' Division, that "distributors will welcome additional
bond premieres and will gladly furnish a picture to any exhibitor who desires to participate in the
war bond premiere plan no matter where he is located in the United States."
The telegraphed notification was to correct the erroneous impression In some places that war
bond premieres were restricted to the list of cities attached to a letter he sent out on August 13th.
Chairman Rodgers also advised exchange area chairmen that distributors were willing "to agree
to a picture being played not further than two weeks in advance of the opening date of its regular
Since very few, if any, flat rental pictures will be used for bond premieres, and since the bond
engagement."
premiere
will be for only one performance. Chairman Rodgers announced that "it would hardly
justify the consideration of reduced rental" for such pictures.
Prizes Offered Century Circuit
Managers in Third War Loan
One hundred dollars in war bonds is being
offered as prizes by the Century Circuit to
its managers in the forthcoming Third War
Loan Drive.
To the maanger who submits the best campaign will go a $50 bond. For the manager
whose theatre features the most novel and
attractive bond booth will go a $25 bond, and
for the most original stunt or exploitation feature staged the instigator will receive a $25 bond.
The circuit, it was announced, has organized
an intensive campaign to launch the Third War
Loan Drive, and has already arranged to have
a gigantic bond show at the Albemarle Theatre
with stars from the screen, stage and radio in
person.
A dozen
American
Beauty
models have
been engaged
to sell
bonds Powers'
during
the drive.
Century managers are already busy devising
prize-winning stunts.

mm
FIPSTPPIZf
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v/croRy

Set

Extra

Trailer

for

3rd War
Loan Drive
In recognition of the vital role to be played:
in the Third War Loan by the motion picture
theatre — termed the "cash register of the war",
by
T. —R.theGamble,
Finance this
Di-'
rector
War National
ActivitiesWar
Committee
week (Tuesday) announced that an additional,
free trailer starring Carole Landis is being;
rushed to completion.
This trailer, titled "Tomorrow's Headline,"
was
York produced
Studios, inandTwentieth
printing Century-Fox's
is being rushedNewso
that it can be in the participating theatres around
September
Headline"
free
from all20th.
National"Tomorrow's
Screen Service
exchanges!is
to
exhibitors
who
have
signed
the
Third
War
Loan pledge.
The line-up of product scheduled for thf
Third War Loan is the most ambitious attempted!
thus far by the WAC, L. C. Griffith, General:
Chairman, declared, and is indicative of the
importance with which the industry views the
campaign. Griffith explained:
"There is the first 'Film Bulletin,' made bj^
Columbia Pictures and utilizing the services
of Rosalind Russell. This is attached to alF
the newsreels and will also be distributed tc;;
those theatres which do not buy the newsreels?
This is being distributed before the opening
of thethecampaign
September
Following''
this
trailer on
produced
by 9th.
the Army
Aii:
Corps starring Corporal Alan Ladd will be sent
to theatres which have signed the pledge frorr,
all National Screen Service exchanges. Follow-!
ing that, the new trailer, in which Miss Landis'
does an excellent, appealing bond-selling job!
comes to serve as a campaign wind-up."
Lou Metzger to Join WAC
On Permanent Basis Oct. 1
Lou Metzger, prominent California exhibitoi
and former general manager of Universal Pictures, will join the War Activities Committee
staff October 1st, on a permanent basis, according to an announcement from Francis S. Harmon, WAC executive vice-chairman.
Metzger is at present in his offices on the
West Coast, and is delaying assumption of hi,
new WAC duties until the completion of the
Third War Loan, to which he is currentlj'
devoting the major part of his time.
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.^Rangers' Roster of
Schaefer Reads Like

Movies* Who*s
Who
George J. Schaefer's roster of "Rangers,"
I pledged to sell at least one extra bond to
everyone in the motion picture industry at the
- start of the Third War Loan campaign, reads
like a Who's Who in the Movies. All of the
[company presidents have agreed to serve. In
Hollywood
"Rangers"
include representatives of the themajor
and independent
studios,
Iagents, free lance publicists and business manlagers, guilds, labor unions and allied industries.
I Exhibitor representatives will serve as field
["Rangers" in all exchange areas, and each
jexhibitor will be responsible for his own peri|sonnel. Sales managers will follow up to see
\j that personnel in each of the exchanges is successfully solicited.
As Chief "Ranger" Schaefer has pointed out,
the film industry has competition because newsi papers, radio, retailers and outdoor advertisi|ing men are all working for 100 per cent
! extra bond sales to their own personnel. So
it is up to the motion picture industry to beat
i the record of its teammates in reporting 100
I' per cent sales, Schaefer says,
j Bond sales within the industry will be relj ported separately both in terms of dollar value
111 and also the number of bonds sold.
i| Here is the roster announced by Chief "RaniJ ger"
The Schaefer
New York: executive committee includes Barney
' Balaban, O. Henry Briggs, Steve Broidy, Jules Brula,! mann
tour, Jack
Cohn,Edward
StantonC. Griffis,
HerG. Place,
Raftery,WillN. H.
PeterHays,
Rathvon,
'Herman
Robbins, Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros
f" Skouras,
Hazen is Herbert
chairman Yates
of theandNewAdolph
York Zukor.
division.Joseph H.
'i hasHenry
Ginsberg,
who
heads
the
Hollywood
Division,
pledges
a special
comu mitteereceived
including
Louis ofB.support
Mayer, from
Y. Frank
Freeman,
I Joseph M. Schenck, Harry Cohn, Charles Koerner, H.
i M. Warner, Clif? Work, William Goetz, Jack L. Warli ner, Walt Disney, Samuel Goldwyn, David O. Selznick,
. M. J. Siegel, Walter Wanger, Nate Blumberg, Dr.
'\I Herbert
Kalmus,Edward
James Mannix,
Cagney,MaryEdward
Mark Sandrich,
McCall, Arnold,
Joseph
I. Breen, George Bagnall, Bert AUenberg, Kenneth
Thomson. Arthur Ungar. William R. Wilkerson, Red
I Kann,
Fred Beetson, Rex Cole, John Flinn and
\ ictor Snapiro.
Albert G. Ruben is associate chairman of the Hollywood executive committee, which includes representali; fives of all the studios, the guilds, labor unions and
J, other organizations. Tom W. Baily is chairman of a
committee which includes representatives of allied
■ industries in Hollywood.
iI phase
Fieldof "Rangers"
who inhave
to head
this
the campaign
theiragreed
respective
exchange
I areas are: Lou Golding, Albany; R. W. Wilby,
; Atlanta; S. Pinanski, Boston; Vincent R. McFaul,
Buffalo; H. F. Kincey, Charlotte; Ike Libson, CinV cinnati;
Skirball, Denver;
Cleveland;A. R.H.J. Blank,
O'Donnell,
Dallas; William
Rick Ricketson,
Des
jt Don
Moines;
Charles
Perry,
Detroit;
Harry
and
R. Rossiter, Indianapolis; Elmer Rhoden,KatzKansas
I City; Charles Skouras and Arch Bowles, Los Angeles;
J M. A. Lightman, Memphis ; Harold Fitzgerald, Mil]i waukee; John Friedl, Minneapolis; I. J. Hoffman,
, New Haven; E. V. Richards, New Orleans; William
Omaha;; G.
M. J.A. McKenna,
Silver, Pittsburgh;
'- Miskell,
Finke, Portland
Oklahoma Albert
City ;
,l John Nolan, Philadelphia ; Harry Arthur, St. Louis ;
-i John Rugar and Tracy Barham, Salt Lake City ;
■]!
D.
J. McNerney
and B. V. and
Sturdivant,
San Francisco;
i|
Frank
Newman,
A. • Julian
j Washington,
D. Seattle,
C, Leo Brecher,
New Brylawski,
York, is
5crving as chairman.

' Capitol Striving to Hit
A Million-Dollar Goal

j With only twelve days to go, the manage'I ment of the Capitol Theatre and Horace Heidt's
■' "Stars In Person Show" are furiously attempt,'|
reach dollars
the theatre's
goal
;! ing
of a tomillion
in Warcurrent
Bond year's
and Stamp
j sales, before starting the Sept. 9th campaign
for $2,000,000 in sales for the following twelve
-| months. Only $150,000 more is needed,
jj As an official Treasury Department War
I Bond Issuing Agent, the Capitol Theatre, it is
' claimed, leads the theatres of the United States
in sales made without special inducement.

Third

Official 3rd War Loan Baby
Owen Murphy, Jr., 7-mrnth-old war bond salesman whose stern and belligerent countenance is
shown above, was guest of honor at a novel "Baby
Cocktail
this week
the the
Hotelparty
Astor.at
Instead ofParty"
cocktails,
guestsat at
which Owen was officially adopted as the Third
War Loan Baby, were served milk from bottles,
pabulum, animal crackers, strained vegetables.
Handlins

Bond

Sale

Reports is Explained
On his return to War Activities Committee
headquarters in New York over the week-end,
L. C. Griffith, general chairman for the Third
War Loan, announced that a plan had been
set for a national pattern of reporting bond sales
registered during the campaign. This plan was
unanimously adopted by the three bodies of
WAC-ites who attended the recent Third War
Loan meetings in Los Angeles, Chicago and
Washington.
The intent of the deciding bodies was that
reports would be filed by exhibitors in each
state to the state chairman, who would report
each week to the New York WAC, so that there
would be a tally at the close of each of the
three weeks of the campaign. In this manner,
the WAC, the War Finance Committee, the
trade and regular press will all know exactly
how well the industry is doing, Griffith explained, at the close of each week of the
campaign.
"The burden of this job," he stated, "which
is in the main simply bookkeeping, rests on the
exhibitor.
is goingTheto amount
go 'all-out'
sales of warHebonds.
that tohe boost
sells
is important information. May I, through the
WAC Trade Press Division, ask that each exhibitor file his report every day to his state
chairman It's the un-glamorous side of this
glamorous campaign, but it is necessary."
Jusf Like in M owes
Mrs. Christine Righter, assistant manager
of Loew s Yonkers Theatre, was forced into
her first stage appearance when Manager
Burns was off and the speaker for a bond
rally failed to show up. With the local
AWVS representatives in the aisles ready to
go to work, she made the pep talk, and
pulled more than $500 in war stamp sales.

Stars

War

Salute

Loan

in

Radio Transcription
Stars representing most of the major film
studios in Hollywood appear in a special Treasury Star Parade radio transcription being
shipped this week to more than 850 radio stations throughout the country. News of the
completion of the recording was announced by
telephone from Los Angeles by E. G. Opie,
chief of radio recording and transcription for
the War Finance Division of the U. S. Treasury,
to L. C. Griffith, general chairman of the Third
War Loan campaign for the War Activities
Committee.
Mr. Griffith recorded a one-minute salute to
the Third War Loan when he was in Los Angeles conferring with state exhibitor chairmen,
and "Salute to the Third War Loan by the
motion picture industry" is the title of the disc.
Mr. Opie and Don Bernard of Los Angeles
produced the program, which features Ginny
Simms, Dick Powell, Thomas Mitchell, Grace
McDonald, B rian Aherne, Olivia de Havilland,
Kay Kyser and his band, Victor Young and
his orchestra, in addition to Mr. Griffith.
Opening music includes Kay Kyser and his
band playing Great Day, Ginny Simms singing
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To and
Dick Powell singing Sunday, Monday or Always. Both singers are accompanied by Victor
Young and his orchestra.
Then follows a dramatic offering entitled
"Salute to the Four Freedoms," written by Paul
Franklin, in which "Freedom From Fear" is
done by Thomas Mitchell, "Freedom of Religion" by Grace McDonald, "Freedom of
Speech" by Brian Aherne and "Freedom From
Want" by Olivia de Havilland. Next comes
Griffith's
"Salute
to the
text
of which
follows
: Third War Loan," the
"Ladies and gentlemen, the motion picture industry
salutes America's
Third industry
War LoanI am
Drive.
As ato representative of this great
happy
have
the privilege of appearing on this Treasury Star
Parade, that has featured your favorite movie stars. In
the past the Motion Picture Industry has been closely
associated with the Treasury Department in the sale
and distribution of War Bonds and Stamps, and we
have ingpledged
our to
fullsell
cooperation
and support
the Treasury
fifteen billion
dollars inin helpWar
Bonds during this Third War Loan. To you . . . the
motion picture public — eighty million of you — we, the
motion picture producers, distributors, stars and 16
thousand exhibitors salute your participation through
your purchases of extra war bonds in the movie theatres
this month. We stand united and ready to help you
BACK THE ATTACK by purchasing at least one
extra $100 War Bond during the Third War Loan.
Remember our goal is Victory and Peace — so let's
Back the Attack! BUY WAR BONDS NOW!"
After Griffith's talk, the official Third War
Loan song. Back the Attack, is sung and played.
Set

Plans

'Beir

Bond

for Capital

Premiere
Loew's Palace Theatre, Washington D. C,
has been scaled at more than $1,000,000 in
war bonds for the War Bond premiere of
Paramount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls" on
September IS.
Carter Barron, Loew's division manager,
who has set the price of seats from $10,000
to $25 in war bonds each, believes that the
premiere will not only realize $1,000,000 but
may net a half million more.
The event is being publicized as a "Million
Dollar War Bond Premiere" and is expected
to give a tremnedous impetus to the Third ^^'ar
Loan in the capital. A special "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" bond booth has already been
placed in front of the theatre selling war bonds
as tickets of admission to the premiere.
Paramount is cooperating in this impressive
event. Alec Moss, Paramount exploitation
manager, discussed the campaign with Barron
in Washington last week.

derful

won

t

commen

cards

•
"SU1PE
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COMED

V!

HEADED

FOR

TAKES!

WOOU

F'EIDS,

HEAVV
EY

SUPERU

T/VE
TEAM!ONE
OF20th's
B'GGEST
GROSSERS
OF

THE

MW

YEAR!"

WOOU:

w.». LAIRD CREGAR • Una O'Con if
Ethel Griff ies • Eric Blore • Geor sZ
and Written for the Screen by
BACK THE AHACK!

BUY WAR BONDS!

THIRD WAR LOAN!

CENTURY-FOX
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Big Campaign
In 'Hi
Hagadone
On

Back

Imprints Calendar
of Rogers*
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S
"FIVE GRAVES TO CAIRO"
'CONE WITH THE WIND'

Photo/

Patrons'
Well, here it Angle
is, another on
week. Programs
Seems like no
sooner does one week pass than another comes
along to take its place, and with it a new edition
of
Programhave
Exchange.
It's September
andtheshowmen
the opportunity
to make now,
this
a memorable month by devoting their major
efforts to selling more war bonds and stamps in
the Third War Loan drive.
Last week we urged you to use the facilities
of your program to the fullest in putting over
this drive in your theatre. We hardly need
repeat that appeal now, for we know that the
members and readers of the Program Exchange
are showmen of the first water and that, realizing the importance of this drive and cognizant
of the fact that all-out effort will have to be
expended to insure its overwhelming success,
they will leave no stone unturned to attain that
end.
While we were on vacation we experienced
the most delightful weather : cool and refreshing winds nearly all the time. But alas ! it
could not last. For now we are faced with
humidity again, and once more the perspiration
stands out on our fevered brow, our clothes
stick to us like a postage stamp. Oh well, it
could be even worse than it is, so we shouldn't
complain. But that cool vacation weather — ^ah,
what a pleasant memory !
Much-Sought-Affer Item
Elsewhere on this page you'll find reproduced
a calendar from the Rialto Theatre in Cozad,
Neb. Now there's little to distinguish this calendar from those of other showmen, but the
manner in which it was prepared is somewhat
different. With a Roy Rogers western booked.
Manager W. J. Hagadone took advantage of
the opportunity to make his calendar a muchsought-after accessory by imprinting it on the
back of the Roy Rogers four-color fan photo.
You can imagine the grand selling job the
Cozad showman accomplished. In a great many
cases you can duplicate this procedure, provided of course, you can obtain fan photos of
the star or stars appearing in one or more of
your weekly or monthly attractions. Then too,
you can always utilize the blank pages of distributor heralds for imprinting your pictures for
the week or whatever period you choose.
Carry Program in Our Pocket
Just received a new program from the Park
Theatre, Columbus Circle, N. Y. We have
already described this selling accessory in detail, so what we'd like to note here is the fact
that in this instance we place ourselves in the
position of the movie-going public. The Park
Theatre is located near us ; it is our neighborhood movie. Like any other patron, we are
always eager to see what attractions are playing.
So, _instead of looking at the program with a
critical eye whenever it makes its appearance,
we seek the names and playdates of the various
pictures booked. We carry the program in our
pocket and refer to it frequently whenever we
are in doubt as to which theatre to attend tonight. There are undoubtedly a lot of people
just like us, and your patrons can be counted
among them. So, once you've established a program, discontinuing it is apt to irritate not a
few of your steady customers.
Bill Drace never did get around to writing
that letter he promised us several weeks ago,
which evidently means that Bill is pretty busy
these days. But he has sent us two new editions
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Calendar on Back of Photo
W. J. Hagadone of the Rialto Theatre in Cozad,
Neb., attracted audience attention to RoyRiver"Rogers,
King of the Cowboys, by printing his calendar
program on the back of the four-color fan
phcto of the Republic star. Two types of Rogers
photos are available at Republic branches.
of Screenews, his sterling tabloid publication,
and that makes up for the absence of the letter.
We would, however, like to hear from Bill ; to
find out how the public is "taking" his tabloid;
whether or not it is an effective show-seller ;
something about its preparation and distribution.
What Bill would have to say on the matter
would make mighty interesting and helpful
copy, we think, and so we hope he won't be
long in letting us hear from him. Just from
what we can see from this end we know he is
doing a grand job. Each copy of Screenews is
literally a knockout. Bill uses plenty of good
text.
art, and that'll get more attention than a lot of
Know Your Local Merchants
In "Joe's Jabber Column," a feature of the
publication, there's a picture of the back of
the head of a local well-known merchant. Clues
are given to aid readers in identifying him. If
they think they know who he is, they are to go
into his store and say, "That was a good likeness of you in Screenews, Mr. Blank." And
if
merchant,
he'll give a free pass
to it's
eachreally
of thethefirst
ten persons
appearing at his
store. The stunt, of course, is an adaptation of
the familiar "Raffles" gag; but it still
brings the merchant into play and it works,
increasesit

Diddle

Ushers
Diddle'

at State,

Syracuse
Premiere of "Hi Diddle Diddle" was ushered f
in at Loew's State Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.,
with an effective all-round exploitation campaign by Manager Vaughn O'Neill.
Prior to the picture's opening local newspapers
devoted space to feature stories and art breaks
on stars in the attraction. Radio station WAGE
used 15 spot announcements and other plugs.
For a street ballyhoo, O'Neill used the "Headless Man" stunt and through the cooperation of
the Planters Peanut Company secured a replica
of a giant peanut carrying a sign reading : "You
will go nuts about 'Hi Diddle Diddle' next week
at Loew's State." Stunt attracted attention and
got plenty of laughs. All sidewalks in the downtown business area were stenciled with selling
copy. was
Another
gag thatof got
the picture's
title
the placing
two over
suitcases
on the
busiest street corner. Each suitcase had a sign
on it reading : "The boss says see 'Hi Diddle
Diddle' now at Loew's."
Nut-Guessing Contest
Window displays, making attractive use of
special stills and art work, were planted in i
several local stores. Planters Peanut window
used a huge bowl of nuts ; and tickets were
given to persons guessing the number of nuts
in the bowl. Postal Telegraph got out an
attractive window with plugs for the picture.
Halfsheet cards were tacked about the city and
special displays were secured at railroad and
bus terminals, five local hotels, the YMCA,
YMHA, armory where student soldiers are
quartered, and in defense plants.
The with
front lobby
of thepieces
house playing
was attractively
deco- '
rated
up the comedy
angles in the picture. Four extra 40x60s were
used inside, a huge display covered the main
entrance and banners were stretched across
the balustrade. Inside the lobby a small room
resembling a padded cell was used with a sign '
reading: "Reserved for our patrons who convulse themselves next week after seeing 'Hi
Diddle Diddle'."

the value of the theatre program. Why don't
you try it yourself some time?
That new four-page style for The Reminder
is a great improvement over the old handbill
style, in our opinion. We've been watching it
closely ever since it came out in its new dress,
and there's more appeal now. The use of art
and the inclusion of short news stories livens it
up white
considerably.
on
paper. Newest copy features red type
Well, the humidity is too much for us, so
we're going to wind up right now. We hope
you're busy with the Third War Loan and
that your local drive goes away over the top.
We'll see you again next week.
Help From the Schools
When you get a picture with a real historical
background, such as "Tennessee Johnson," the
thing to do is to line up the educators on your
side. Dale Loomis, of the Roxy, Peru, Ind.,
managed it very nicely by arranging a special
student showing, which resulted in widespread
word-of-mouth advertising by the pupils and
their teachers.

'Nymph' Gardenia Window
Here is a florist window display In New York
resulting from
of a florist
"Constantassociation.
Nymph"
Gardenia
by the
thenaming
national
Since most flower shops throughout the nation
are members of the association, this affords
excellent opportunities for exhibitors playing
the Warner Bros, film to arrange tieups.
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'Heaven

Bathing Beauty Contest Display
To herald a bathing beauty contest at Loew's
Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., this atmospheric and attractive display, arranged by Manager Lester Pollock, was on view in the lobby.

UlSCUSS

'Bell Tolls

Key City Premieres
Plans for handling important key city premieres of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" were
discussed
at an all-day
meetingrepresentatives
of Paramount'sat
Eastern district
advertising
the home office last week. Some 50 premiere
openings in strategic centers throughout the
country are scheduled on or about October 1,
with a large number of advanced price engagements to follow.
With Alec Moss, exploitation manager, presiding, the discussions were devoted to every
angle of advertising and exploitation that has
been successfully used in the New York, Los
Angeles and Chicago campaigns, which are
serving as the blueprint for subsequent engagements.
W. C. Lewellen, Dallas district representative,
who has been assigned to key city campaigns
on the picture, gave the field men an outline of
the campaigns already put on. Lewellen, who
has been working on the Million Dollar War
Bond premiere of "Bell Tolls" at Loew's Palace,
Washington, D. C, on September 15, left this
week for the field to discuss handling of the
campaigns with District Representatives M. D.
Cohn in Kansas City and James Lundy in
Denver. He will then go to his headquarters in
Dallas and with the assistance of Bud Gray,
acting district representative there, will take
care of the campaign in the Dallas territory.

Can

Wait

Campaigns

Set Strong
Pace
in Key
Runs
Field reports from five key runs all point trailers, and many window displays helped
lure enormous crowds to the Fox.
to strong effort on the part of theatre exThe Palace Theatre, Washington, enjoyed
ploiteers
in
getting
behind
'Heaven
Can
Wait."
At the Colonial Theatre, Elmira, N. Y., the typical "Heaven Can Wait" business, which
picture, in spite of opening on one of the hottest
was built up by a well-rounded exploitation
days of the year, recorded a new high figure campaign.
Local telephone Company took opening day
and continued the pace throughout its engagement. Tom Roberts created gay, sparkling
and intriguing display ads, which were the display ads keyed to : " 'Heaven Can Wait' —
ButEmbassy
War Production
Can't."
Dairies hung
collars on all their
backbone of his many-faceted campaign.
outgoing
bottles
with
copy tieing in on the
Substantial Business in Hartford
famous Mabel, the bovine depicted in the
film. Over 65,000 copies of the Washington
Lou Cohen, Loew's Poll, Hartford, Conn.,
reported substantial business as a result of Shopping News, a handout, were distributed
previous to the opening. All radio stations
his smartly planned ticket selling promotions.
were utilized in the playdate drive and carried
Tops in getting attention was the posting over
200 lamposts on the main streets with cards
scores of spot announcements.
reading : " 'Heaven Can Wait' — War Bonds
Department Store Title Tieup
Can't — Buy Now !" This bond drive tie-in
The Garfinkle Department Store devoted
was extended to include displays in 200 windows. Posters were placed in banks, public main window and display ad space to title tie-up,
buildings and even the postoffice. The Hartford
theme of which was " 'Heaven Can Wait' — But
Times used the slogan on its giant bulletin
Cover
the localCan't."
Amusement Guide was
FallofWardrobe
sheets. These sheets, a daily feature, display Your
a resume of the headlines and are posted in devoted to the picture and the same treatment
store windows, hotel lobbies and other heavy
was given by the hotel publication "V/ashington
trafficked spots.
Philadelphians poured into the Boyd Theatre
Off to Flying Start in 'Frisco
for the Quaker City engagement of "Heaven Can
Teaser ads were used several days in ad- Wait" attracted by the sound campaign staged;',
under the direction of Warner Theatre Ad
vance followed by a barrage of giant display
ads.
Chief,
Irving Blumberg. An over-budget camWeek."
At the Fox Theatre, San Francisco, the
paign in the newspapers helped account for the
turnout, and an unusually heavy radio campaign
picture got ofif to a flying start with a sneak
contributed immeasurably.
preview, to which the press and trade were
invited guests. B. V. Sturdivant, Northern
City Blanketed With Posters
Division Manager of Fox West Coast Theatres,
played host to the newspaper people following
The City was blanketed with 24-sheets and
the preview.
3-S'heets were posted on the subway and El
stations.
Generous Coverage From Papers
A special lobby display was flashed in advance of the opening. The Philadelphia ComPapers gave generous coverage to the prepany devoted its institutional ad to the theme
shoWing, with the local Call-Bulletin going all
out on a full page feature titled "The First of "'Heaven Can Wait' — War Production
Can't." Window cards and many fine window
Folks
Previewing."
HeavyGo radio
plugging, especially prepared
displays contributed to the campaign.

r
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Paramount Sets Radio Publicity
Tieup on 'So Proudly We Hail'
A two-week radio network exploitation tieup
has been arranged by Paramount with the
"Hollywood Theatre of the Air" program whereby "Hold Back the Dawn," Paramount property,
will be broadcast in serial form in exchange
for publicity on the program for "So Proudlv
We Hail."
This is the fourth serial broadcast tieup on
"So Proudly We Hail" with the Procter &
Gamble program, three other Paramount properties having previously been set for five-day
serialization.
I The newest tieup covers the period from
1 August 30 to Setpember 10. The program is
heard over NBC, 10:45-11:00 a.m., EWT.
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EXPLOITS 'CONEY ISLAND' WITH BEAUTIFUL LEGS
Sent along by Edgar Goth, director of advertising and publicity for Fabian's Staten Island Theatres,
the above photo show/s how Fabian General Manager Irving Liner's Staten Island District capitalized
on
a recenttheBeautiful
exploit
20thTheatre.
Century-Fox's
Island, each
" whichcontestant
opened the
day
following
contest Legs
at theContest
Fabianto St.
George
In the "Coney
stunt above,
walked
onto the stage with a card, blank side out. Then, when all were lined up. they reversed the cards,
revealing the words "Betty Grable, Coney Island in Color." Note sun-tanned lass, third from right.
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Screen Play by Frank Wead, lewis Meltzer and Borden Chase • Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER
Produced by LOUIS F. EDEIMAN • A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Music,
Feature

Rogers*
Appearance
Concentrated publicity,Milwaukee
combined with twentyfour sheet posting and radio spot announcements,
resulted in widespread audience interest in the
personal appearance of Republic's Roy Rogers,
King of the Cowboys, at the Wisconsin Theatre
in Milwaukee, Wise, in conjunction with the
first-run booking of "Song of Texas."
Steve Edwards, Republic's director of publicity, worked with Gene Kilburg, city director
handling deluxe houses for the Fox Wisconsin
Circuit ; Ed Hickey, its advertising and publicity head ; and Harry Boesel, manager of the
Fox Wisconsin Theatre.
For a week prior to the engagement, sixty
24-sheet billboards were strategically placed
throughout the city and suburbs. A week in
advance of the opening, the Wisconsin Theatre
An old-fashioned coach was used to ballyhoo
spotted a huge display of the Life issue which
the in-person appearance of Roy Rogers and the
carried a photograph of Roy Rogers on its
cover. A special animated trailer made up from
showing
Republic's
"Song of aTexas"
the
Wisconsin ofTheatre
in Milwaukee
few daysat ago.
the Life break was also run on the screen ; and,
during
intermission,
of somewasof played
Roy's
songs and
plugs for ahisrecord
appearance
billed as The Smartest Horse in the Movies,
over the theatre's public address system. During was also included in the festivities, and his
his part of the show, the theatre organist used hoof print was recorded on the city register,
a parody of A Touch of Texas to herald the
appearance of the star.
along
Roy was
Rogers'
Roy with
Rogers
guestname.
of Harold Fitzgerald,
Guesf on Radio Programs
operating head of Fox Wisconsin Theatre Circuit, at a Civilian Defense Pageant at the Fair
In addition to spot announcements on radio Grounds. He gave an informal performance
stations WEMP, WTMJ, and WISN, Rogers
for a group of five hundred orphans at St.
appeared on the following programs : Connie
Joseph's
Orphan
Home.and Hestamps
also participated
in the sale
of bonds
outside the
Rice's Sports program over WEMP; Johnny
Olson's Rumpus House show on station WTMJ ; bond window of the Boston store, Milwaukee's
the Mary Ann program presented over WISN.
largest department store. An entire block was
Both the Milwaukee Journal and the Mil- roped off, and some eight thousand people were
waukee Sentinel gave exceptionally good coverpresent. An indication of the enthusiasm with
age to Rogers, including color stories, inter- which Rogers was greeted can be found in the
views, news breaks, and human-interest picture fact that $1500 worth of 25-cent war stamps
breaks.
were sold in one hour, with a four-color fan
Other special promotion included a two-mile
photo ofchaser ofRoy
each Rogers
stamp. given gratis to each purparade staged in honor of the star upon his
arrival in Milwaukee on Friday, July 23rd.
The King of the Cowboys and Trigger also
More than eighty horse riders participated in entertained at the War Veteran's Home; and
the parade ; and, together with ballyhoo trucks, assisted in the recruiting drive of the Coast
stagecoaches, motorcycle and mounted police, Guard Spars. They entertained members of
accompanied him through the downtown streets the Air Corps in a hangar at Billy Mitchell
of the city to City Hall, where Roy presented a Field. On this occasion, a new bombing plane
was named in honor of Trigger.
ten-gallon hat to Mayor John L. Bohn. Trigger,

Novel

Radio

Tieup

for ' hAr.

Lucky^

Radio

Tieups

Wilmington

Canteen

Campaign
Outstanding window displays and wide radio
coverage were among the highlights of the successful campaign put on by Manager Edgar
Doob, of Loew's Aldine Theatre, Wilmington,
Del., for the showing of "Stage Door Canteen."
Practically every shop in town carried special'
cards or stills plugging the picture. Music
tieups, incorporating the use of records and
sheet music, were the means of securing attractive displays in Macabee Piano Company and
other music store windows.
Fashions accounted for displays in both the
Arthur Apparel Shop and Braunstein Department Store. Cosmetic displays were arranged
in Whelans, Echards, Woolworth, Kresge and
Grant stores. In addition, special snipes plugging a "Stage Door Canteen" soda were posted
throughout Kresge's and Grant's stores.
The Hotel Dupont carried a special 11x14
card in the lobby announcing the film's opening
at the Aldine. Imprinted napkins were distributed in restaurants, cafes and counters all
around town.
Radio Station WILM, in addition to using
five spot announcements, devoted two 15-minute
transcriptions to the picture. Via Station WDEL
"Stage Door Canteen" received more air time
with five spot announcements and a transcription. An Old Song Contest was staged over
WDEL in which the song hits in the picture
received plugs. Winners of the contest received
guest tickets.
Prior todevoted
the film's
opening
the Washington
Journal
several
feature
stories and
art breaks to the Aldine's attraction. The
lobby was decorated with cutouts, and two 40x60
displays were used a week in advance announcing the opening of "Stage Door Canteen."
Player's Personal Appearance
Brings 'Breaks' to 'Destroyer'
The Fox Theatre got good two- and threecolumn art in the Detroit papers to exploit
the showing
of "Destroyer"
through
the personal appearance
of Marguerite
Chapman,
the
leading feminine player. One two-col cut showed
her inspecting the assembly of a fuel pump;
at the Ford Lincoln plant. Another showed,
her with her proud escort of two sailors. Miss;
Chapman made a personal appearance on thestage of the Fox at an evening performance.^
Her Detroit visit was a stop on her national^,
tour in behalf of the Third War Loan drive.
an advance
"Destroyer,"'
theAs Fox
Theatre interest
used abuilder
lobby for
display
of precision instruments and equipment made by the
Eastern Marine plants of Bendix Aviation Corp^
Many of the instruments in the display are
used on United States destroyers.

Lawrence Lehman, manager of the Orpheum Theatre, Kansas City, staged a novel radio tie-in to
highlight his exploitation for "Mr. Lucky."
With the cooperation of Radio Station KCKN, a tiein was effected with that station's "Lady
Luck" program. Each day persons bearing the name of Luck were interviewed, chiefly on lucky
events and happenings in their lives. In addition, the half-hour program was interspersed with
musical selections having some relation to the lucky theme.
The management daily urged listeners to bring in their lucky charms or tokens for display
in a show case in the lobby. The owner whose lucky charm was judged each day to be the most
unusual was awarded a free admission to see "Mr. Lucky."

Old Programs Give Nostalgic
Flavor to "Dixie" Campaign
Paul E. Glase, manager of the Embassy The-I;
atre, Reading, Pa., used his collection of old
minstrel playbills to good advantage in exploiting Paramount's
"Dixie,"
Bingpicture.
Crosby-Dorothy
Lamour
Technicolor
starring
Glase dipped into his collection for playbills
dating back 100 years for an interesting display
of "when minstrelsy was born." Included wer<
photos of Dan Emmett, at the time he wrote
"Dixie," with the original frontispiece of hi|
earlier song hits, photos of Emmett in 1880 anq
later in 1901 when he made his farewell ap-f
pearances with the Fields Minstrels, the Bryan^
playbills
featured othei
as ai
finale in showing
1860 and "Dixieland"
1861, and numerous
mementoes
of
early-day
minstrel
shows.
Stills^
from "Dixie" completed the display.
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.ost ^Bataan^ Men
iXZ Honored
in War

^^^^^
m

\^
XllTiXAS ^^:^ll"*Tmom

tond

Stunt

Of
SSAGEETI
MEHS
6H
FITH

by Groom

A special screening given one week in advance for General Danielson and his staff,
lewspaper critics and the West Tennessee War
Bond Chairman, inaugurated the campaign
taged by Manager Arthur Groom for the
Jiowing
Memphis. of "Bataan" at Loew's State Theatre,
with Manager
Groom'sStaff
suggestion,
hv'Complying
West Tennessee
War Bond
plugged
:hc slogan, "Remember 'Bataan' by Buying War
Bunds
itcrature.and Stamps," in all their campaign
Through stories in the Press-Scimitar, the
;heatre on opening night had as its honored
quests the parents and wives of Mid-South
~oldiers lost or imprisoned on Bataan. These
relatives of the six men notified Groom in
advance of their intention to be present. Upon
'arrival that evening the wives and mothers
,'Were given corsages and small silk American
Flags, were photographed for newspaper art
land seated in a group in the theatre. The War
'Bond Staff then conducted a brief ceremony
:3n the stage honoring the memory of the missing men, and introduced (from the audience)
the honored guests, who received a tremendous
ovation from the capacity audience.
Stating his expectation of selling $1000 in
bonds for each of the six men honored, the
Chairman announced a two-minute bond drive.
So inspired was the audience by the feature
attraction and the presence of relatives that it
; collectively purchased bonds amounting to
: $15,775 — a local record for such a brief,
spontaneous sale.
Newspapers were generous in their publicity :
The Commercial- Appeal gave the attraction advance art breaks. The Press-Scimitar used
advance stories on the "guest" stunt and a
'follow-up art break showing the wives and
mothers honored. The Commercial- Appeal used
:three-column art on the Wac booth setup in
the theatre lobby {see below). The daily Legal
Nc'a's gave the attraction unusual art breaks.
All effective newspaper display teaser campaign
was used five days each week for three weeks.
A tie-up was made with the local Wac
Recruiting Service for an Information Booth
which was installed in the outer lobby and
womanned throughout the entire run of the
attraction.
Yellow Cabs carried 100 two-color bumper
strips, while 2000 grocery sacks were imprinted with the "Bataan" — "Buy War Bonds"
Copy for Saturday distribution. Two of the
best windows in Memphis were obtained for
' the war bond tie-up, with full theatre credits.
Radio announcements were promoted, bulletin
' boards of the Memphis State College were
liused, other displays were placed in leading
i hotels, and 25 24-sheets were posted.
Canadian Showman's Stunts Set
Record Business on 'Action'
Ivan Ackery, manager of the Orpheum, Vancouver, B. C, really went to town with his
handling of "Action in the North Atlantic,"
with the picture setting a record week's business
for the Summer period. Ackery got plenty of
) publicity when he put on a big radio tieup with
local stations. Patrons, not only for the premiere, but also for the second night's showings,
i opinions.
were interviewed "on the run," giving their
1-; ^ Ackery then got a brand new wave of pub[ licity by giving a special showing for members
j3 this
of the Merciiant Marine. The papers went for
in a big way.
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In advance of and during the showing of Universai's "We've Never Been Licked" at the Majestic Theatre,
Dallas, a large panel was displayed in the lobby featuring photos of Dallas A. & M. men now in the
service. Note photographic strip of 15 generals (at bottom) who received their first military training
at Texas A. & M. A 24-sheet lowered to stage level at each performance was part of the campaign.
Window
Growth

Display

Depicts

of Air Power

" Three unusual displays depicting the growth
of air power from 1903 to 1943 were unveiled
recently at Gimbel's department store in New
York, with the ceremonies under the sponsorship of the U. S. Treasury Department to
stimulate the sale of war bonds and stamps.
Tieing in with Walt Disney's screen version of Major Alexander P. de Seversky's
book, "Victory
Through
patriotic ceremony
featuredAiranPower,"
AWVS thecolor
guard and the American Legion Band. In
addition to high city ofiFicials, Major General
Ralph Royce, in command of the First Air
Force, U. S. A., Major de Seversky and Major
John Dregge were present.
The models in the window are of papier mache
and wood construction and hand-painted in
oil color for vivid effects.
Stills Tell the Story
Let stills tell the story for you and sell
your attraction. Use them in a display.

Reynolds' 'Darkness' Display
Herewith is the attractive display set up in
the lobby of the Majestic Theatre, Dallas, for
the showing there of Warners' "Edge of Darkness." Manager Al Reynolds, who arranged the
setpiece, fastens his gaze on Ann Sheridan.

Maps

Available

for

Arrangements have been completed between
United
Artists and
AluminumPower'
Company of
ofthe'Air
Selling
.\merica, whereby United ./^rtists in connection with several
"Victorymillion
Through
Air Power"
distribute
air maps
published will
by
the Aluminum Company.
Each map is 33x24 inches, printed in four
colors and contains geographical locations of
key airport bases, information on aircraft identification of all allied nations as well as the
various American service and squadron insignias. The maps are similar to expensive air
maps now being sold in stores throughout
the nation.
In its promotion campaign on "Victory
Through Air Power," United Artists has made
these maps available gratis to all theatremen
Inlaying the picture.
Several effective methods have been employed
by exhibitors in the distribution of the maps
lofcally. Some showmen playing "Victory
Through Air Power" have secured the cooperation of their local newspaper in arranging contests with the winners receiving free
copies of the map. Many theatres have arranged to distribute the maps in special envelopesare
containing
the the
theatre's
ad. Other
exhibitors
using
maps own
as free
gifts
for the first several hundred theatre admissions,
and many theatremen are using them for tieups with local stores for window displays and
through various radio programs. Some exhibitors have requested the maps for distribution through the local Board of Education.
The maps, according to C. C. Carr. advertising manager for the Aluminum Company,
have been found exceptionally useful for local
airplane spotters in Civilian Defense work.
Parade
'Human
A high for
school
parade Comedy'
to the theatre, with
the vanguard carrying a sign plugging "The
Human Comedy," highlighted the campaign for
the
film Harrisburg,
put over by
Regent,
Pa. Sam Gilman, Loew's

BENCHUY
ROBERT
V
BERT RYAN'ELIZABETH PATTERSON'MARJORIE GATESON
REDDIE

SIACK

ORCHESTRA

Produced by DAVID HEMPSTEAD • Directed by E. H. GRIFFITH
Arten
Original Screen Play by Frank Fen.on and Lynn Roo. • lyrics by Johnny Mercer • Mosic by Harold
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Campaign

Held
Biggest Launched
There
Embracing the entire Chicago metropolitan "For Whom the Bell Tolls" bell in leading
area, the greatest campaign ever launched here night clubs, hotel dining rooms, cafes and restaurants.
for a motion picture was used for the Midwest
Standard Brands, Inc. planted 2500 miniature
premiere of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" at billboards
on the production in an equal number
Balaban and Katz State-Lake Theatre on September 2.
of retail outlets. The miniature bill board proved
The proven newspaper and radio advertising
a new advertising novelty that attracted widecampaign used so successfully in New York
spread attention.
and Los Angeles was duplicated in full force for
A
juicy
publicity break on the "Maria Hairthe Chicago opening.
appeared in the Chicago Herald- Amerkan
William Hollander, advertising and publicity Do"
Sunday feature section as well as daily pictorial
director for Balaban and Katz, carried through
page breaks. E. Burnham, leading Chicago hair
stylist, featured the hair-do and backed it up
on the local plans, which included every instrument of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
with advertisements in the Herald- American.
Advance arrival of Katina Paxinou, the Pilar
All nine Sears-Roebuck stores in Chicago
of "For Whom the Bell Tolls," was the signal were tied in with a tremendous promotion on
for an avalanche of newspaper and radio pub- work clothes featuring scenes from the picture
licity, highlighted by her appearance at a Greek
showing the unusual costuming. Newspaper
War Relief Rally at the Civic Opera House
advertisements, window displays and departwhich was especially arranged in her honor. A
ment cooperation plugged the picture. One S-R
crowded four-day schedule arranged for Mme.
store, located at one of the company's factories,
Paxinou included official events, radio appearhas a daily traffic of 10,000 employes alone that
ances and press interviews designed to impress
pass a huge panel display featliring Groesbeck
the entire metropolitan area with the importance
paintings on characters from the picture and
of the picture as an outstanding attraction.
all other display material that Paramount made
available for the Chicago engagement.
Tieups With Windy City Merchants
Other leading stores cooperated with window
Leading Chicago merchants went all-out in displays and departmental tieups, including
Marshall Field, The Fair Store, Mandell Brotha dozen different ways to tie-in with the Midwest premiere. High on the long list of exers, V. L. &other
A. and
Various
bookBrentano's.
stores, rental libraries,
ploitation tieups was a promotion with the
Wieboldt Department Stores who turned their circulating libraries and many other merchants
also featured displays.
annual back-to-school sale into a "For Whom
the School Bell Tolls" event. A total of 550,000
Forty-six Chicago public libraries displayed
store circulars plugging the promotion were
a set of five study charts on the picture to an
distributed throughout the entire Chicago resi- estimated circulation of 350,000 patrons weekly,
dential district to break with the opening newsin addition to special displays featuring the
paper advertisements on the picture itself. The
book.
stores turned their daily 15-minute radio program over to the promotion and the same theme
All-Out Hollywood Campaign
was carried through in window displays in all
six stores plus departmental displays plugging
When "For Whom the Bell Tolls" opened at
the sale of the book.
the Carthay Circle, Hollywood, on August 16
The Lewis & Conger War Bond window that it had back of it an exploitation campaign that
created so much attention in New York (STR,
was undoubtedly one of the most extensive the
August 21, p. 19) was featured by the Chicago
film capital has yet seen.
Boston Store in a window at "the world's busiest
The advertising campaign began on August 2
with major space in all Los Angeles newspapers.
intersection,"
at Stateof and
Madison.
By actual
count,
an average
40,000
pedestrians
pass
In the outdoor drive a total of 420 24-sheets
this window daily.
were posted in the Los Angeles metropolitan
The Philip Blum Company, distributors for area, in addition to all available painted bulChristian Brothers Wine, planted thousands of letins.
special die-cut table cards in the shape of the
For the first time in local theatre history seven
first-run t'neatres ran trailers advertising the
forthcoming engagement, showing for a week
before
openingCircle,
at the
Chinese,
State,
Ritz, Carthay
United
Artists,Loew's
Paramount,
and Paramount Hollywood theatres.
The radio no'campaign
of spot
anuncements on virtuallyconsisted
every station
in Los
Angeles day and night, with special features
and spots beamed to the "swing" and "graveyard" shifts in order to reach thousands of
war workers. Erskine Johnson, NEA correspondent in Hollywood, used players from
the cast of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" on his
radio show each night for a week before
opening.
2263 Stores Display Material

Window Is Worth Duplicating
This unusually trimmed and attractive window
display on Warners' "Action in the North Atlantic" was arranged for the showing of the film
at the Broadway Theatre, Portland, Oregon, by
Jack Matlack, publicity director of J. J. Parker
Theatres. Display is worth duplicating.
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The promotion campaign resulted in 2263
stores in the metropolitan area displaying cooperative advertising material. Every prominent
store in downtown Los Angeles and Hollywood
tied up with window displays or special activities. For instance. Standard Brands carried onesheets on its 40 trucks, which covered the
territory.
Thirty county, and 45 Los Angeles public
libraries
displayed
"For Whom
Tolls"
study charts
and distributed
book the
marksBellcarrying
plugs for the picture.

Indiana Exhibitor Honored
Herman J. Arnold (right), manager of the
Indiana Theatre, Terre Haute, is shown here
receiving a silver plaque for his campaign on
MGM's "Random Harvest." Capt. A. C. Duddleston, who made the presentation, shakes hands
with Arnold. Left: newsman J. T. Brassie.
More Exhibitors Are Recipients of
Buttons, Plaques for Campaigns
H. J. Arnold, Indiana Theatre, Terre Haute,
becomes the sixth showman to win an MGM
Honor Roll Plaque for six winning exploitation
campaigns. His award-winning promotion was
for "Random Harvest." Previously he had been
cited for "The Stars Look Down," "Lady Be
Good," "Johnny Eager," "Tortilla Flat" and
"Mrs. Miniver."
MGM also announces that Mrs. Jessie Pulcipher, Loew's Washington, D. C, and Arthur
Groom, State, Memphis, have won Honor Roll
Buttons for their outstanding promotion of
"Bataan."
Sam Oilman, Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, Pa.,
has had a fourth campaign honored, this time
for "The Human Comedy.''
Fine Stunts Put Over
'DuBarry' in 3 Cities
A boy inin themessenger's
out
telegrams
lobby of theuniform
Gateway,passed
Kenosha,
Wis. — with a number of them good for guest
tickets — as part of the "Du Barry Was a Lady"
campaign put over by Manager Hall. In order
to get the passes, the winners had to call at
a local shop, where they also received one of
the Varga girl drawings.
Several girls strolled through the streets
of Syracuse carrying parasols with picture
copy as a highlight of Vaughn O'Neill's campaign for the musical. O'Neill also had an
artist sketching in a window which had a background of Varga paintings.
A city-wide bathing beauty contest in conjunction with local swimming pools, with the
winner turedbeing
awardedput"Miss
feathe campaign
over Duby Barry,"
Andy Roy,
Stanley, Utica, N. Y.
'Claudia' Premiere Gets Breaks
Front-page and second-page newspaper breaks
were scored by Manager Ted Emerson of the
Paramount Theatre, Omaha, for the world
premiere of "Claudia." One piece of art showed
Mayor Butler buying the first ticket for opening
night, while another showed soldiers and nurses
holding purchased tickets. Proceeds went to the
Smokes for Service Men Fund.

Cutouts of 'DuBarry Girls'
Life-size a cutouts
of theof "Du
Barry ingirls"
attracted
great deal
attention
the
lobby of the State, Easton, Pa., as part of
Fred Osterstock's promotion for "Du Barry
Was a Lady."
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Three Hearts' in Transit
In advance of the showing of MGM's "3 Hearts
for
the Loew
Poli Bijou
Theatre hadin
New Julia"
Haven, atAssistant
Manager
Sam Horwitz
a youngaround
man the
carrycollege
a "three-heart"
around
town,
campus and sign
elsewhere.

'Salute to Marines' Gets
Triple Cleveland Tieup
When MGAI's "Salute to the Marines" had
its world premiere one midnight in August
at the Loew's State Theatre, Cleveland, publicitj- director Ed Fisher got the kind of cooperation every manager dreams about. He
not
only
had
A'aughn
P. Utt ofdirect
the
U. S. Marines Sergeant
to help, but
also received
aid from the Cleveland Advertising Club. The
three publicity elements worked out a program
of 35 items.
Mayor Frank J. Lausche proclaimed August
19-31 as Marine Week. He was also a member
of the reviewing committee in front of the
State Theatre, before which marched several
thousand service men who staged the parade
as a "salute to the Marines." All service
branches participated. iMarines of both sexes
were inducted into ser\-ice on the State stage
and a temporary- recruiting station was set up
in the theater lobby against a Philippine back
ground of tropical plants.
Marine recruiting boards carried notices of
the picture opening, as did 65,000 milk bottle
collars, shields on all utilitj- posts, taxi bumper
strips, and street car dash signs.
Victor Records Aiding in
Exploiting 'This Is the Army'
Victor Records, which has put out one of
the albums of songs from Irving Berlin's "This
Is the Army," is supplying 14,000 record dealers
throughout the country with promotion material
for tie-ups with local runs of the production.
A 10x30-inch streamer, splashed with full
color and "This Is the Army" scenes, is being
issued by Victor as part of the material for
display on counters and in windows.
The unusual promotional possibilities offered
by the musical production also are being pointed
out in articles in Victor Record Xeivs, distributed to 14,000 dealers.
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Personal

Appearances

Highlighted by the personal appearance of Hotel in Miss Chapman's honor, which was
Hishiight
Destroyer'
Openings
attended by Navy and civic officials, and memAlarguerite Chapman, "Destroyer" had a smashbers of the press and radio. The same evening,
ingly successful world premiere recently at the
Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I. Twice during
Miss Chapman, Strand Theatre Manager Leo
the evening the sale of tickets had to be stopped
Young and Mrs. Young were entertained at
because of the huge crowds which thronged to dinner at the Portland Country Club by a
see the picture.
group of Navy officers, as a gesture of Navy
The entire city of Providence and the sur- appreciation of Miss Chapman's visit and her
Navy and Wave recruiting activities. At the
rounding territory was made "Destroyer" condinner, the star was officially welcomed by
scious, with thirty war plants in the area carrying placards announcing the opening of the Rear Admiral Morton L. Deyo, head of the
Portland Naval Command and Destroyer Base
picture and the personal appearance of Marfor the North Atlantic Fleet.
guerite Chapman at the premiere.
The festivities opened with a parade of Na\'y
Opening
day's during
activities
highlighted
for
Miss
Chapman
the were
evening
by a Navy
and Coast Guard men and volunteer organizations through the streets of the city, headed by parade up Congress Street to the Strand, where
she was met by the Navy Band and regular
the Navy band from near-by Brown University.
In addition to the service men and volunteer
detachments of U. S. Navy sailors and Waves,
new recruits both for the regular Navy and the
organizations, over two hundred Navy Mothers,
Waves, color guards from both services, etc.
to whom the premiere was dedicated, marched
Crowds estimated at many thousands stormed
in the parade.
the theatre all evening and milled around the
The climax to the rally occurred at the Providence City Hall, with the massing of the colors, streets surrounding the house, trying to get
where Aliss Chapman pinned gold stars on five in to see the star's appearance on the stage
Navy Mothers whose sons had lost their lives to participate in the public swearing-in of Wave,
in combat. This also served as a focal point Seabee and seventeen-year-old recruits by Lieut.
for a war rally and Wave recruiting drive of J. C. Gaking, Ensign Alargaret Haggerty and
which Miss Chapman was named honorary
Capt. W. G. Ludlow, Jr., representing Rear
recruiter.
Admiral Deyo. Many thousands were turned
away when crowds forced police to close the
Providence newspapers took unusual cognizance of the opening, devoting front page
box-office temporarily. The stage ensemble was
one of the most spectacular ever seen here, with
stories to the picture and its stars.
the Navy Band, Waves and regular Navy men,
A day later Portland, Maine, took Marguerite
and new recruits grouped with Miss Chapman
Chapman to its heart on her arrival to make
a personal appearance in connection with the against a patriotic background. The entire proceedings were broadcast to the State of Maine
opening
"Destroyer" at
Strand according
Theatre.
over Station WGAN.
The civicofdemonstration
andtheparades,
to local officials, far exceeded any popular demPreceding the evening's ceremonies. Miss
onstrations ever recorded in the city, with the Chapman
appeared at Station WCSH with
Beatrice
Waxman, for a broadcast devoted to
film's opening day proclaimed "Navy Destroyer
Home Front. The station presented the
Daj-" maninof thePortland
by Herman B. Libby, chair- the
City Council.
star with a bouquet of American Beauties for
Immediately following her arrival in town.
being
the was
da3-"sgreeted
"good atsoldier."
At luncheon
noon Missat
Chapman
an official
Miss Chapman, escorted by Lieut. M. R. Burr,
the
Columbia
Hotel,
by
civic
officials,
members
USN, was accompanied by a Na\'y and local
of the press and radio and Navy officers headed
police guard to Station WGAN, for a broadcast
by Capt. W. G. Ludlow, Jr.
tied broadcast,
up with the
Mothers'
After
the
the Navy
star visited
the Club.
club, where
During the mid-afternoon Miss Chapman visshe presented a patriotic bouquet to a group
ited Navjf recruiting headquarters, where she
was named Honorary Wave Recruiter and
of mothers of men on active duty in the Navy.
Later that afternoon, the Ralph G. Snider
assisted in signing up new Wave recruits. She
later appeared at the Naval Section Base.
enterprises hosted a reception at the Lafayette
''l^ And Was She Surprised

GIVEN ' - Navy Mothers and Thar Som at Attention
PIN'SMOTHERS:
iOLD
10 MVy
Rve R. L Women Take Part
1 Rally oruProvidence
City Han Steps. ■
TtSr. lit ProriSciM-

3?. pcoeited Utt Cold S

ilu^ Oiatoa. tC Bar

Pretty Girl Stills on Desks
Stills of the "Du Barry girls" were used
on the desks of leading local hotels bj' Ernie
Dodds, Palace, Lake Placid. N. Y., as a
highlight of his campaign for "Du Barry Was
a Ladv."

When Marguerite Chapman appeared in person at the Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I., in connection
with the opening of Columbia's "Destroyer" there, newspapers devoted generous space to her appearance
and to the opening-night ceremonies which paid tribute to Providence Navy Mothers. Above are
two samples of the publicity garnered for the special event which brought large crowds to theatre.
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The City That Stopped Hitler
Paramount Documentary 58 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A graphic
picture of the heroic defense of StaUngrad;
a story that will go down in history as one
of the most terrific battles of all times.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A title that can
be exploited to draw interest for any program. Worthy of strong selling to bring
them in because it carries a message that no
one can afford to ignore. Should be seen.
Cast: Officers and men of the Red and German
Armies, and the civilians of the City. Credits: Compiledby
. Central Newsreel Studios in the U.S.S.R.
Edited for the American Market by Richard Bliimenthal. From Motion Pictures taken by Soviet cameramen on the Don and Stalingrad Fronts. Narration by
John Wexley, spoken by Brian Donlevy.
Plot: This is a compilation of shots taken
during the defense of Stalingrad with the
German and Red Armies playing the major
roles.
Comment: An informative document about
"The City That Stopped Hitler" that combines the shots taken from captured German
prisoners with pictures of the heroism of
the Russian people and the Red Army in the
defense of Stalingrad. It presents a picture
of a modern city before the Nazi hordes
devastated it and then the shell of the town
when the invaders were finally thrown back
by the Russian counter-offensive. For all
peoples of the United Nations, this is a
film of great interest and a medium through
which every viewer will get a better understanding of just what the defense of Stalingrad meant to the world in general. There
are moments of great drama and tears as
men of the Red Army rush to greet each
other when they meet after the encirclement
of the last remaining German divisions. It
is worthy of strong selling to bring them in,
because it carries a message that no one can
afford to ignore. Should be seen. Being educational and informative, cooperation of patriotic and educational groups should prove a
great help in attracting attention.
Fired Wife
Comedy
Universal
73 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) A comedyfarce with punch lines and funny situations
that will have the audience in hysterics.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Exploit this as
a comedy riot and after the first showing
you can expect word-of-mouth to sell your
tickets.
Cast: Diana Barrymore, Robert Paige, Louise Allbritton, Walter Abel, George Dolenz, Rex Ingram,
Ernest Truex, Alan Dinehart, Walter Catlett, Richard
Lane, Samuel S. Hinds. Credits: Directed by Charles
Lamont. Original story by Hagar Wilde. Screenplay
by Michael Fessjer and Ernest Pagano. Director of
photography, Paul Ivano. Produced by Alex Gottlieb.
Plot: Complications arise when, after a
secret wedding to a radio advertising executive, a young lady stage director tries to
keep the knowledge from her boss. Animosity develops between the two men, while
jealousy develops in the wife after she sees
the attention showered on her husband by
the Sunshine Lady of Radio. To further commatters,butshe alldiscovers
she'swhen
goingeachto
have a plicate
baby,
ends well
discovers the others' status.
Comment: Hits the bulls-eye for the laugh
jackpot, this comedy farce has smart and
lusty lines that gag from beginning to end.
The story, done before, has been polished
and reset with comedy gems that make it a
crown for riotous laughter. jWalter Abel is
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending Sept. 4)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Adventures of a Rookie
Tiger Fangs
Outlaws of Stampede Pass
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Here Comes Kelly
Larceny With Music
Johnny Come Lately
My
Kingdom
for a Cook
Tornado
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
A Scream in the Dark
The Seventh Victim
the standout, having perfect material for his
long face, dry humor style. The picture introduces George Dolenz in an amusing and
well-done characterization, while the other,
lesser members of the cast, do jobs which
have identified the excellence of their work
for many years. Production by Alex Gottlieb and direction by Charles Lamont supply
the spark that makes this a rapid, sure-fire
money-making hit. Herald resembling marriage license, using the names of Mr. & Mrs.
Dunne and on outside printed "Warning!
See 'Fired Wife' first!" should be distributed
around town. A stage wedding can be arranged. Tieup with newspaper or radio station, invite couples to register their names.
Comedy rules on "How to Be Happy Though
Married'' might be basis of radio or newspaper contest.
Six-Gun Gospel
55 mins.
Monogram
Western
(Nat'l Release, Sept. 3)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Western
in the accepted mould.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Okay where an
action film is desired.
Cast: Johhny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Inna
Gest, Kenneth R. MacDonald, Roy Barcroft. Edmund
Cobb, Artie Ortego, L. W. Brent, Bud Osborne, Eddie
Dew, Kernan Cripps, Jack Daley, Mary MacLaren,
Milburn Moranti. Credits: Directed by Lambert Hillyer. Screen
Play by Jess
Bowers
Ed EarlProduced
Repp. Director of Photography,
Harry
Neumann.
by
Scott R. Dunlap.
Plot: Two U. S. Marshals are sent to a
NOTICE
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW does NOT employ subscription solicitors or circulation field
representatives. Persons paying money to solicitors for subscriptions or renewals of subscriptions
for this magazine do so at their own risk and the
publication will not be liable therefor.
All subscription or renewal orders must be
placed direct with the publication. Address aU
such orders to:
Circulation Dept.
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
1501 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.
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small town to get the gang hijacking the shipments of gold. Secret head of the outlaws is
the town's most respected citizen, who besides
stealing the gold, has been forcing the townspeople to sell him their property.
Comment: Here again, as they liave since
the beginning of this Monogram series, Johnny Mack Brown and Raymond Hatton appear
as United States Marshals, characters that
have created a following for them. It is a
good western that can be played where an
action film is desired, for, there is the usug.!
amount of physical combat, enough to satisfy
all the under
western
wellpaced
the addicts.
direction Production
of Lambert isHillyer
with such supporting players as Kenneth
MacDonald, Roy Barcroft, Bud Osborne and
other western familiars adding their good
work for the benefit of the picture as a whole.
Exhibitors familiar with the Johnny Mack
Brown series will find this release measuring
up to its predecessors.

i
;

I
'

Strange Death of Adolf Hitler
Drama
Universal
72 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Novel
idea that will interest most theatregoers.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Highly exploitable title will bring them in.
Cast: Ludwig Donath, Gale Sondergaard, George
Dolenz, Fritz Kortner, Ludwig Stossel, William Trenk.
Joan Blair, Ivan Triesault, Rudolph Anders, Erno
Verebes, Merrill Rodin, Charles Bates, Kurt Katch,
Hans Schumm, Fred Gierman, Richard Ryen, John
Mylong, Kurt Kreuger, Lester Sharpe, Trude Berliner, Hans Von Twardowsky, Wolfgang Zilzer.
Credits: Directed by James Hogan. Screenplay by
Fritz Kortner. Screenplay by Fritz Kortner and Joe
May.
Director
of photography, Jerome Ash. Associate
Producer,
Ben Pivar.
Plot: A German workman impersonates
Hitler and the Gestapo arrests him, and then
announces his death as a traitor. Instead he
is taken to a hospital where plastic surgery
makes him Hitler's double. His wife is informed of his death, so plans vengeance. He
is killed by her before he can make himself
known to her, and she is killed by a Storm
Trooper.
Comment: Strangely enough in this one.
Adolf Hitler doesn't die. The title is packed
with box - office and should draw many
people to the cashier's till. The cast carries
no names, and the exploitation will be strictly
on the title. There is an interesting idea
behind the story plot and the picture at
times reaches the level at which it has interest and intrigue. Generally however, it seems
to slow up with needless dialogue and leaves
the audience with a feeling of frustration.
Portrayal by Ludwig Donath as Hitler is
very impressive, and the trick alteration of
voices by which he is credited with mimicry
is effective. The others, especially Gale Sondergaard, George Dolenz, Fritz Kortner and. I
William Trenk, give the picture all that is (
required of them. Production by Ben Pivar,
cleverly dovetailing pieces of stock Nazi
pictures, and working sound and photo illusions, is good picture magic. Direction by
James
Hogan
gets whatbutit itcanis out
of a storyto 'iI
that limps
somewhat,
insufficient
raise this out of the programmer class. Sell
it on the title, using past and present newspaper headlines. A fake copy of a newspaper headlining the death of Adolf Hitler ;
can be distributed in your town or neighbor- :
hood. The hoax can be explained lower on ;
the page. The same stunt can be worked in
cooperation with your newspaper b}' carrying a column ad giving the storjr.
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Escapist and War Shorts Cited
For Respective Contributions;
Traveltalks Are Still Popular
A few days ago Paramount screened the first
of its new 20-minute Technicolor Musical Parades, "Alardi Gras." Our editorial associate
rated the subject "major league" in his review
(STR, August 28, p. 48). We quote a few
lines of comment : " 'Mardi Gras' has a story
that is tiny, but effective ; a cast that includes
such good troupers as Betty Rhodes, Johnnie
Johnston and Bert Roach ; a pictorial background
in Technicolor that simply runs riot in lavishness." If escapist entertainment is what many
Gras"
"Mardi
days, then
thesecandidate
people
should bewant
an ideal
to fulfill
that desire.
But aside from the escapist angle, the subject
should boost the entertainment value of any
program at any time. We hope the first release
will meet with such popular response that Paramount will see fit to make the series an annual
institution.
And while we're pointing to outstanding
subjects,
we'd made
hke to
call attention
ashort
series
that has
remarkable
stridesto
since it was first introduced at the start of
the 1942-43 season and which, when the
industry is cited for its contribution to the
war effort, will deserve special attention. We
refer to RKO Radio's This Is America series
produced by Frederic Ullman, Jr.
For the record, let's just look over the titles
of past releases : "Private Smith of the U.S.A.,"
"Women at Arms," "Army Chaplain," "Boomtown, D.C.," "Air Crew," "Medicine on Guard,"
"Merchant Seaman," "Lieutenant Smith," "Pacific Island No. 43," "Broadway Dimout" and
the current "Arctic Passage." Those titles
alone indicate a compilation of events that form
a vivid background for the conflict through
which the nation is now passing. Whether dealing with the war front or home front, the military or civilian efifort, these subjects are so
intelligently prepared and edited, that their
presentations on the screens of theatres throughout the land bring every patron a lucid and
understandable pictorial record of a nation at
war. Producer Ullman and his associates are
doing a wartime job deserving of highest praise.
If theatremen have the idea that just because a war is on travel subjects are taboo
they should take a cue from Bill Chambers,
manager of one of Interstate's theatres down
Texas way. Reporting on an MGM FitzPatrick Traveltalk, "On the Road to Monterey," Bill had this to say to Besa Short,
head of the circuit's short subject booking
department :
" 'Road to Monterey' gets the proper credit
for the outstanding short of the week. It deserved all of the attention it got. We are really
finding out that people appreciate getting a
ration-free trip. We heard repeated remarks
throughout the engagement like 'I am certainly
going to that place when the war is over and I
can travel again.' Such comments came from all
classes of patrons, and we intend to sell our
FitzPatricks and all other travel subjects
prominently."

Profitable

Shorts

Replace
Missing
With the shortage of product becoming more
and more acute, with additional theatres finding
it necessary to draw on important pictures of
former years to fill out their programs, the time
for short subjects to prove their audience worth
is indeed ripe. With an ample supply of short
product available, a number of short reels —
carefully selected and well exploited — could take
the place of the customary second feature.
One example of the manner in which this
was profitably achieved comes from the LoewPoli Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn. Displacing the
second feature. Manager Joe Samartano booked
four Walt Disney Technicolor shorts, labeled
the collection a Walt Disney Laff Revue. Results were so satisfactory, it is reported, that
the idea is spreading throughout the Loew
Circuit.
And well it might, for there are numerous
short subjects of high quality which have failed
to reach the screens of countless theatres because
of the double-feature policy. To specifically
name such shorts would require far more space
than is available here, but the smart showman
has only to scan his list of availabilities to
find this out for himself.
The average second feature runs around an
hour. Let's just see, for instance, how Joe
Showman could entertainingly and profitably
displace that feature. (It should be understood,
of course, that the sample program suggested

Programs

Car

2nd
Features
here will contain subjects unavailable to some
exhibitors. And it should be further understood
that the subjects have been selected, not from
a biased viewpoint, but on the basis of their
entertainment, merchandising and box-office
value). Here, then, is a sample program:
"Young and Beautiful," 20-minute Warner
Technicolor subject. Here is really something
to sell : Names — Jinx Falkenburg, Gracie Fields
and Frieda Inescort. The "beauty parlor" angle
could be used for beauty parlor and department
store tieups involving window displays and
cooperative ads. We won't swear to it, but we
feel pretty sure there are Gracie Fields recordings available, and if so, tieups could be made
with music shops on this angle. The subject is
a natural for newspaper women's page publicity
promotion. These are just a few of the ways in
which this two-reeler can be sold.
Audience Reaction Enthusiastic
"As Time Goes By," a Columbia Community
Sing. We chose this ten-minute subject because
we happened to view it during an actual performance and found the audience reaction very
enthusiastic. Besides the title song, there are
also You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby,
Old Chisholm Trail, Great Big Saw and the
official Marine song. Heave Ho, My Lads, Heave
Ho. Here again tieups can be made with
music
shops,
time Goes
By. especially on the song hit, As
People of All Ages Enjoy Cartoons
Any Disney cartoon (RKO Radio), any Merrie Melody or Looney Tune (Warners), any
MGM, Paramount, Universal or Columbia cartoon. People of all ages enjoy these animated
reels,
and
least one. no program is complete without at
"Seventh Column," Pete Smith short released by MGM. In view of the strong advance
campaign MGM has put behind this one-reeler
(heretofore reported in this section), and considering its war-time importance. "Seventh Column" deserves a local campaign of city-wide
magnitude.

Sees Brain-Child Become Star
Marge, creator of "Little Lulu. " demonstrates
the cartoon technique that has made "Little
Lulu" the toast of The Saturday Evening Post.
Executives of Paramount's shorts department who
look on approvingly are: Oscar A. Morgan, general sales manager of short subjects and Paramount News; Sam Buchwald, general manager of
Paramount's Famous Studios, and Richard F.
Murray, business manager, short feature. During
her visit to the Famous Studios in New York,
Marge saw preliminary story sketches and
listened to some of the hit tunes in the first
releases of Paramount's series of eight "Little
Lulu " cartoons being made in Technicolor.

Play Up Newsreel Clips
Add the newsreel, playing up any important
and timely clips which may be included therein,
and allowing three or four minutes for trailers,
you have a short subject program not only tops
in entertainment, but also of sufficient selling
strength to attract added patronage to the boxoffice. You could undoubtedly make up other
strong combinations.
The chief thing to bear in mind, however, is
that "all is not lost" simply because you may
find difficulty in getting product. With a little
showmanship, with care used in the selection of
shorts, you should be able to displace the missing
section feature with a program of one- and
two-reelers that will reflect strong credit at
the box-office. Consider the matter carefullv.
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MGM Retains Miniatures
MGM will retain its series of Miniatures for
1943-44,
the This
"All-Stars"
designation
previouslyforegoing
announced.
group will
consist
of 10 one-reelers featuring Carey Wilson, Robert Benchley, Horace McNally and Our Gang.
Lupita Tovar Signed
Lupita has
Tovar,
popularBrothers
screen
actress,
been Mexico's
signed bymostWarner
to appear opposite Robert Shayne in a tworeel Technicolor short subject, "Old California."
Cummings in Snapshot
Ralph
Staub's Robert
Screen Cummings
Snapshots for
Columbia will feature
in the
role
of a civilian flight instructor for army person eland
;
Bronco Billy Anderson will appear
in another, based on Leo Carrillo's recent rodeo
staged at the Coliseum in Los Angeles.
Season's First Cartune Ready
Walter Lantz has shipped the first of his
1943-44 series of cartunes for Universal release.
The short is tagged "The Boogie Woogie Man'll
Get also
You purchased
(If You Don't
Watch rights
Out)."
has
the screen
to aLantz
new
tune entitled Abou Ben Boogie, the "Sheik
Boogie
Woogie" which
willUniversal
use as therelease.
basis
for a forthcoming
cartunehe for
Rush at Pal Studio
A rush of work caused George Pal to put
his Puppetoon Studio on two eight hour shifts.
Most of the night work was devoted to finishing a three reel training picture for the Navy.
"Package for Jasper" is now shooting, with
"Mulberry Street" and "Jasper Goes to the
Dentist" in preparation.
UA to Release Canadian Film
"The War for Men's Minds," one of the World
in Action series of two-reelers produced by the
National Film Board of Canada, will be released
in the United States by United Artists.

New

March
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Shorts Songs Score
Paramount shorts are ringing the bell in
the music department, with five hit tunes
from Paramount shorts being published by
Famous Music. They are: All the Way, by
Jule Styne and Kim Gannon, and At the
Mardi Gras, by Lester Lee and Jerry Seelen,
which are sung by Betty Rhodes and Johnnie
Johnston in the new two-reel Technicolor
musical, "Mardi Gras"; Moonlight Holiday,
from the George Pal Puppetoon, "The Truck
That Flew"; Now You Done It, by Mack
David and Sammy Timberg, featured in the
first "Little Lulu" Technicolor cartoon, and
Little Lulu, the theme song for the series.
of Time

Campaign Continues
Unusual exploitation continues in behalf of
". . . And Then Japan," recent March of Time
which 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation is
releasing. In addition to the obvious exploitation
values such as talks by returned service men,
etc.. The March of Time has arranged the
following national tie-ups :
Publishers Simon & Schuster, drawing attention to their book, "Report From Tokyo," featured in the film with its author, former Ambas ador toJapan, Joseph C. Grew, are sending
out a special bulletin to over 1000 bookstores
throughout the U. S. stressing the fact that
they should arrange tie-ups with theatres in
their communities playing the film. Also they
are sending out a special poster calling attention
to the film and urging the public to contact local
theatre managers, requesting that they show
". . . And Then Japan."
Reviews on the film are appearing in Time
and other national publications.
Both United China Relief and the Institute
of Pacific Relations have circularized their
membership, enclosing the MOT publicity insert
and urging cooperation with theatre managers.
In addition, the former is including a review of
the picture in their monthly magazine (circulation approximately 30,000) and urging members
to see the film.
20-Fox Sets 7 Short Subjects
For October-November Release
Titles and release dates of seven more 20th
Century-Fox short subjects were this week
announced by Tom Connors, Vice-President in
charge of World-Wide distribution. The films
include two March of Time subjects, one-reel
featurettes and Technicolor Terrytoons. On
the list are "Down With Cats," a Terrytoon,
October 7 ; an untitled "March of Time," October 8; "Coast of Strategy," a Magic Carpet
series, October
October 22
15;; "Aladdin's
Lamp," a Terrytoon,
untitled Thorgerson
sports
reel, October 29 ; an untitled "March of Time,"
November 5 ; "The Lion and the Mouse," a
Terrytoon, November 12; "Snowland Sentinels," Movietone Adventures, November 19;
"Yokel Duck
November
26. Makes Good," a Terrytoon,
Government

Smith Receives Safety Plaque
Mayor Fletcher Bowron of Los Angeles (center)
presents the Junior Chamber of Commerce plaque
to Producer Pete Smith (right) for his MGM
safety Edwards,
short, "Seventh
Looking
on is
Chas.
presidentColumn."
local Junior
Chamber.

TRADE

to Cooperate in the

Exploitation of 'Women at War'
War Department has given its enthusiastic
approval to 'Women at the War," the Warner
Bros, two-reel special dealing with the Wacs,
and plans to cooperate in exploiting the picture.
The short will be tied in with promotional
activities on behalf of the new Wac recruiting
drive being launched by the Army.
Filmed in Technicolor at Fort Des Moines,
with U. S. Army cooperation, the Wac cast is
augmented by several leading Hollywood
players.

Short

to

^Smash

Spearhead

7th

Campaign

Column^

in Chicago

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Pete Smith Specialty, "Seventh Column," will be the spearhead
of Chicago's "Smash the Seventh Column"
Safety Campaign which begins on September
19th. The drive commences with a lunch and
preview on September 16th, under the sponmerce. sorship of the local Junior Chamber of ComDuplication of the extensive promotion campaign used in Washington for the premiere
engagement of the short will include the use of
"Smash the Seventh Column" cards in taxicabs ; posters on street cars ; window displays
and radio programs.
of "Seventh
for brought
officials
of Athepreview
sponsoring
committeeColumn"
in Chicago
enthusiastic praise for the production : Hal Herman, Secretary of the United States Junior
Chamber of Commerce, hailed it as "a splendid
picture that is a definite contribution and which
helps to more quickly bring the day of peace
by eliminating productive loss at home, in business, and in the factory," while Robert E.
Raleigh, Acting Director of the International
Association of Chiefs of Police, pointed to it as
"an excellent presentation of accidents in home
and industry that should do much to help make
the public aware of these hazards."
Meanwhile, a 250-station radio campaign dedicated to the prevention of accidents and fires
has had the backing of the Parents Forum of
The Parents Magazine, sponsored by national
Parent-Teacher organizations.
A 20-page manual outlining selling highlights
of the short has been published by Besa Short,
in charge of Interstate Circuit's short subject
department,
to the circuit's 160
houses down and
Texasdistributed
way.

sm
ant hmmy/
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TO

HOLiy

Schine Showmanship Sells Short
Because Lt. George Heaid and several other local
soldiers are seen in Warners' Technicolor
Special, "Mountain Fighters," Mgr. Lou Hart,
of Schine's Glove Theatre, Gloversville, N. Y.,
played up this angle, garnered a special newspaper story listing the localites and plugging
the short. In the 40x60 above, the two-reeler
is prominently billed above feature picture.
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Western
Shorts Bring New
Cowboy
Star
Remember when a two-reel western, a two-reel comedy and perhaps a cartoon or newsreel
constituted a super-duper program that brought out the crowds on Saturday night? The good old
days may not be coming back, but the two-reel western, faster-moving, more actionful because of
its abbreviated form, is headed for the screen again via
a series of six Santa Fe Trail outdoor films produced
and released under the Warner Brothers banner.
First release in the series is "Oklahoma Outlaws,"
to be followed by "Wagon Wheels West," "Trial by
Trigger," "In Old California," "Frontier Fighter" and
"Roaring
Guns."exhibitors who find difficulty in obtaining
For those
a second feature (for example, one that makes for a balanced program) or who have difficulty in arranging suitable schedules because of extremely lengthy features,
the new western series is expected to prove a boon.
Not only will one of the two-reelers take the place of
a second feature, but the difference in running time
will permit more flexible schedules, in many cases
allow more shows per day.
Star of the Santa Fe Trails series is tall, brownhaired, green-eyed Robert Shayne, a personable son of
the west whose dramatic career cast him opposite the
ROBERT SHAYNE
who's
of the states
Broadway
sent him touring a
He golfs, swims — and cooks!
number who
of Eastern
with stage,
stock companies.
First role young Shayne ever played was the villain's part in a high school production of "The
Man From Home." That did it, and from that time on he wangled his way into every dramatic
production he could find.
After high school, Shayne attended college in Boston and Chicago, later went to work as a
publicist and newspaper writer but detoured while employed by a woman's ready-to-wear store in
Birmingham, Ala., to take a one-week job with the local stock company. During his New York
sojourn he appeared on the stage with Ethel Barrymore, Katharine Hepburn, Ina Claire, Mrs. Patrick
Campbell, Helen Gahagan, Ilka Chase, Philip Merivale, Osgood Perkins, Walter Pidgeon, others.
Since coming to Hollywood, he has played a variety of roles for Warner Brothers.
Westerner Shayne plays tennis, badminton and golf, swims and occasionally cooks. Financially,
he is usually careful, although he admits he "strains at a gnat and swallows a camel." His favorite
color: blue; his best-liked flower: the gardenia. One fault which makes his production heads happy:
he arises early every morning. His greatest ambition: to write for the stage and screen.
the newscreens
Santawithin
Fe Trail
Shayne's
riding, shooting,
fighting just
and enough
romancing
will
take As
placestaron oftheatre
the series,
short space
of approximately
20 minutes,
to whet
the appetite of action fans for more of the new outdoor personality.

jSpotlight

Basis

for

! Nat'l Recruit Drive
I Paramount's "All Sails Set," a Grantland
" Rice Sportlight, is being made the basis of a
[ nationwide recruiting drive by the U. S. Mari' time
Oscar Service,
Morgan. it was announced last week by
The entire reel carries a strong appeal to
young America, since it is based exclusively on
the training activities of the U. S. Maritime
Service at two important stations : Sheepshead
II Bay, New York, and St. Petersburg, Florida,
j A special bulletin has been sent out by Lt. S.
' H. McConnell, Public Relations Officer of the
U. S. Maritime Service in Washington, instructing all field men to contact all theatres booking
il the subject and arrange to give it the widest
publicity possible.
The instructions stress the importance of
capitalizing on the first-run showings following
the national release date September 10th. Local
newspaper and radio stations will be asked to
cooperate. Recruiting booths will be set up in
the lobbies of theatres, and special posters and
banners tying in the picture with the recruiting
drive will be displayed on trucks, buses and
taxicabs.

Scrap

and

Football

Smith Reel Topics
Pete Smith has again used the humorous
approach in tackling a wartime activity, this
time for his forthcoming short subject, "Scrap
Happy," soon to be released by MGM.
In line with the War Production Board's plea
for more scrap. Smith shows that although the
first salvage drives brought in most of the
obvious scrap items, there are still many things
in the average household that have outlived
their
usefulness and which might make excellent
salvage.
Local salvage committees will be advised by
the Information Division of the War Production
Board to cooperate with exhibitors in publicizing "Scrap Happy."
Despite the curtailment of football games because of wartime restrictions, gridiron fans will
be able to re-live some of last year's most exciting moments when another Pete Smith subject,
"Football Thrills of 1942," is released soon.
Subject will include scenes of the Army-Navy
game; Georgia's 21-10 victory over Alabama;
Notre Dame vs. Ohio State ; Georgia vs. Georgia Tech ; Michigan vs. Notre Dame, and other
football classics.

RKO Radio to Release RAF Film,

Albert Here to Direct Short

The Last Hazard,' on Sept. 24
RKO Radio will release on September 24th
the Royal Air Force Film Unit picture, "The
Last Hazard," it is announced by Short Subjects
Sales Manager Harry Michalson.
Subject, a two-reeler, produced factually, tells
the story of the balloon ships which guard the
entrance to British ports and act as defense
against mine-laying German aircraft.

On 'Devil Boats' for Warners
Arnold Albert, Warner Bros, short subjects
producer, arrived in New York from the West
Coast Monday to direct a two-reel Technicolor
film entitled "Devil Boats." The picture, which
is a story of our PT boats, will be directed at
the U. S. Naval Base in Melville, Rhode Island,
and at a PT hull manufacturing plant in
Bayonne, New Jersey.

New

Field

For Shorts Publicity
B. Bernard Krcisler, Universal featurette
sales manager, has tapped an entirely new field
of exploitation for the motion picture. Trade
papers in various fields
have been provided with
material on Universal
short subjects and these
papers terial
are considerable
finding the mainterest toofreaders.
For the Variety View
"Any
Chickenspoints
Today,"
Mr. Kreisler
out,
The American Egg and
Poultry Reviezv used its
entire front cover with a
caption inside
an additional articleand
illustrated
B. B. Kreisler with two stills. Cackle
and Crow, another poultry trade paper, featured a front page editorial
on the subject. The Poultry Supply Dealer, in
its September issue, is also using a story on
"Any Chickens Today."
The Person-Oddity "Cactus Artist" is mentioned inthe August issue of Central Headlight,
house organ for New York Central Railroad
employes. This paper is read in railroad towns
along the extensive route of the New York
Central System. "Cactus Artist" included a
scene about the abandoned New York Central
depot at Mahopac, N. Y., now in use as a
sculptor's studio. For the same reason, Railroad
Magazine, a publication with a circulation of
70,000 among railroad employes and railroad
fans, is using a photo in its November issue
which will be distributed this month.
"Cactus Artist" includes a clip about the
oldest fire engine in the United States. Called
the Papeete, which is still in service at Columbia, Calif., the romantic story of how it came
to be there is carried in the September issue of
Fire Engineering which goes to firemen, both
volunteer and paid, all over the country. This
publication will also use a still on the subject.
Interest which is being shown by publishers
of papers for particular business and employment groups, Kreisler says, gives further evidence of the popular appeal of short subjects
and indicates the exploitation possibilities showmen can_ capitalize by featuring either direct tieup mention of magazine articles or special selling via mail or displays reaching firemen, poultry raisers, or any group whose particular interests are treated in the wide variety of topics
covered by the short subject releases.

News

Policy

Pleases

Folk in Inglewood
Policy of selling "hot" news in the newsreel
while it's hot is working for Henry Pines, Fox
West Coast city manager of Inglewood, Calif.,
who operates the United Artists Theatre there.
Apprised of the fact that a scene in his newsreel depicting Americans taken prisoners at
Bataan, showed a relative of a United Artists
patron. Pines re-screened the reel after the last
show for the benefit of kinfolk of the prisoner.
Relatives had not heard from their soldier boy
in months and, of course, were overjoyed.
Having leaked out to the Inglewood public,
news of Pines' courtesy and his patronizing
policy has since boosted goodwill for the theatre
no end. and has aroused increased interest of
the public in newsreels.
THIRD

WAR LOAN
STARTS SEPTEMBER 9th
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Community Sing No. 2
(Good)
Columbia (5652) Community Sing Series 8
9 mins.
The Delta Rhythm Boys carry the burden of
this audience sing-fest, offering "Honey Suckle
Rose," "A Heart That's True," "Way Down
Yonder in New Orleans," "I'm Just Wild About
Harry," and "By the Light of the Silvery
Moon." All good numbers, these, and the songs
are done simply enough so that when the words
are flashed on the screen the audience will have
no trouble joining in. Your patrons will probably have a better time with the voices than
with
pick the spots — it doesn't
go withan aorgan,
serious but
program.
(Good)
7 mins.
20th-Fox (4504) Terrytoon
The mouse family is out en mass ice-skating
on a nice Technicolor pond when the cats arrive
to make a kill. The felines have a way of skidding into danger signs, with instantaneous holes
swallowing them up, but one uses a magnet
from the shore to draw the skaters and soon
has a bagful. They bore through the other side.
However, after the mice take refuge in a log
cabin, the cats start a huge snowball rolling
down the hill and ofif the clifif so it will land
on the shelter. Then — winging out of the air
comes Super Mouse! He flies under the mammoth snowball, lifts it, drops it on the cats.
The mice are saved again. There are a number
of healthy laughs in this cartoon, and it will go
on any bill.
Down With Cats

Mormon

Trails

(Colorful)
9 mins.

20th-Fox (4151) Magic Carpet
A Technicolor tour through Utah that concentrates for eye ef¥ect chiefly on queer rock
formations caused by wind erosion and the reds
and blues in the bare surfaces. A series of shots
of Salt Lake City, featuring the Mormon Tem. . NEWSREEL
(Released Wednesday, September 1)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 103)— Air raid over
France; U. S. troops capture Munda; American soldiers relax in Egypt; Warship for Greece (New
Orleans only) ; Lord Louis Mountbatten new Southeast
Asia Commander; Memorial services for Aleutian war
dead; President Roosevelt warns Hitler to surrender;
Down onwins
the La
farm JoUa
with rough-water
England's royal
Mellon
swim.family; Muriel
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14. No. 301 )— American
soldiers seize Munda in epic battle; Roosevelt warns
Hitler to surrender; Tribute to Americans who died
at Attu; King and Queen go harvesting; Mountbatten
chief for Asia; American soldiers relax in Egypt.
PARAMOUNT (No. 106) — American soldiers relax in
Egypt; King and Queen go harvesting; Football game
at Evanston, 111. ; Paramount News analyzes the Quebec
Conference.
PATHE
No.to 2)—
Quebec Memorial
Conference-to
Roosevelt (Vol.
warns 15,
Hitler
surrender;
American war dead on Attu; Air raid over France;
American soldiers relax in Egypt; U. S. troops capture
Munda.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 219)— Roosevelt warns
Hitler to surrender; Bombers over Italy and occupied
France; U. S. troops capture Munda; Memorial to
American war dead on Attu; King and Queen go
harvesting; Fifty thousandth army tank on way to war.
(Released Saturday, September 4)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 25, No. 104)— Official films of
Sicilian campaign: Drama of the invasion — What air

TRADE

ple, and the open-cut mine of the Utah Copper
Company fill out the footage in an interesting
manner. Lowell Thomas does the narration,
with at times too boisterous a tone. This subject won'ta cause
any excitement
whatever,
but
it makes
fine filler
for a program
overladen
with action and heavy drama.
(Good)
Flying Gunners
9 mins.
20th-Fox (4251) Adventures
Here is the school where aerial gunners are
taught to take care of themselves and the enemy
at the same time. Details include the use of
skeet-shooting to break in, a further step in
firing from conning towers like those in planes,
long practice in hitting moving targets, the
actual flying training, and finally graduation.
In Technicolor, this short gives a good idea
of a branch of military training not too well
understood by laymen, and should therefore be
welcomed by a large audience of those who
want to know what the service men are doing.
Good for any program, and especially those with
some pretense of dignity.
Somewhere in Egypt
(Fantastic)
20th-Fox (4503) Terrytoon
7 mins.
The duck and cat soldier buddies are found in
a tent in Egypt, with a cross-eyed sphinx looking oh. When the duck plays haunting oriental
strains on what looks to be an oboe, the cat falls
asleep and dreams a fantasy that includes flying
on a rug, landing in a tomb, becoming a shah —
or maybe it is a pasha — in a harem, and joining
a young pussy-hussy in a dance that goes from
hootchie-cootchie to jitterbug. The cat awakes
from his marvelous sleep and asks the duck to
play again. Although the wild fantasy of this
Technicolor cartoon may be confusing to some
literal-minded youngsters, the whole effect is of
a good-natured dream spoofing, and some of the
detail is original and striking — such as the
dancing hieroglyphics.
SYNOPSES
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power did — Nazi prisoners — After Palermo fell — Plannext blow; tells
Hitler'sabout
Fortress
Majorning Hubbell
free Europa
movies inforturmoil;
Army
overseas; Baseball greats perform in war bond game;
Paratroop show dedicates new Army air base.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 302)— Official
films of Sicilian campaign ; Chinese honor General
Chennault (except New Orleans) ; European kings in
spotlight ofas European
Hitler's fortress
cracks; Babe
Paratroops
show
pattern
air invasion;
Ruth swats
liomer in baseball bond pageant ; New invention boon
to fliers (New Orleans only); Fashions for war brides;
Message from Britain to women.
PARAMOUNT (No. I) — Bond baseball game; Seven
recruits for sentry dog at Norfolk Naval Air Base;
Seven hundred pay $5 each to scoop trout from private
lake; ingMail
gifts early;
Nazisfilms
crack-of
in soldiers'
BulgariaChristmas
and Denmark;
Official
Sicilian up campaign.
PATHE (Vol. 15, No. 3) — Axis planes hit Palermo;
Danish king is Nazi prisoner; Parade of war workers
in South Africa; Mary Churchill in Quebec; King
Boris' death
starts
honors General
Chennault; Largest
bus crisis;
carries China
five platoons;
Axis attacks
Allied armada.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 220) — Danish king is
Nazi prisoner;
King Boris'
death airstarts
bombers
hit Palermo;
New Army
base;crisis;
Axis Axis
prisoners in North Africa; Fishing for trout; Marriage
on furlough; General Eisenhower honors heroes.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 45)
—15,000
Premiere
Is the Army"
in Washington;
take ofpart"This
in I.B.P.O.E.
national
convention;
Donald
Nelson
says "more
work";dedicated
Bathingto Beauty
Contest at
Lexington,
Ky. ; Week
Urban
League; Poor children get camp vacation.

Who's Next?

(Excellent)

Universal (8351)
9 mins.
Here is an unusual subject : barbering. The
location is the De Zemler barber shop in Radio
City, and Mr. De Zemler's collection of old
prints, paintings, and instruments offers a miniature history of barbering from times very old.
The narrator reminds us that the ancient barber
was also dentist, surgeon, and blood-letter. Cups,
skin-scrapers, and other paraphernalia are grim
reminders of this practice, which was done
mostly with leeches. Mustache bowls, and private shaving mugs are another part of the
De Zemler collection that may bring reminiscences to some of the gaffers who used to own
them in Victorian days. Do not be afraid to
spot this nicely in your program. The seriousminded will like it as a legitimate exhibit, while
the youngsters will get laughs over the old
customs.
(Good Stuff)
Kings of Basketball
Columbia (5801) World of Sport
10 mins.
Bill Stern, as commentator, explains the development of the St. Johns basketball team,
which has national ranking in the sports field.
The film ofifers shots from Madison Square
Garden tournaments and specially arranged action scenes showing how Coach Joe Lapchik
trains his charges. Set plays and free work are
both illustrated, with many of the plays shown
in slow motion. Basketball fans may be interested in seeing the St. Johns captain, Harry
Boykoff, who is considered tops among college
players. Considering the interest of small cities
and towns in basketball, this film ought to work
in well for most exhibitors. Even for those
who do not follow the game. "Kings of Basketball" will prove a pleasant interlude.
Coast of Strategy (Instructive)
20th-Fox (4152) Magic Carpet 9 mins.
Starting at Calcutta, Lowell Thomas takes
us on a tour of southern India, making his chief
point the forgotten city in Buddha Island, in
Ceylon. The camera strikingly shows the wellIireserved ruins of this city, which two thousand
years ago was the center of Buddhism. According to legend, the place once had a population of 15,000,000, whereas today there are
hardly 5,000,000 in the whole island of Ceylon.
Temples, statues, and porcelain figures in color
are still to be seen in profusion, while buildings
and swimming pools (hi, there, Hollywood!)
to this day reflect the grandeur of a departed
time. This subject is best for a mature audience,
since the actual scenes require imagination on
the part of the audience to realize their significance.
Two RKO

Jamboree Bands to

Play for Harvest Moon Ball
Two popular band organizations currently *
featured in RKO Pathe "Jamboree" musicals,
will provide the dance music for the contestants
of the Ninth Annual Harvest Moon Ball to be
held at Madison Square Garden, New York,
Wednesday evening, September 8.
Long will play for the waltzes and foxtrots
and Madriguera will play for the tango and
rhumba contests.
Last season Jerry Wald played at these famous contests immediately following his work i
before RKO Pathe cameras.
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Back the Attack! Back the 3rd War Loan in September'.

BEIIfPAVIS-PAULLUKAS
WATCH ON THE RHINE
with
GERALDINE FITZGERALD
LUCILE WATSON • BEULAH BONDI
GEORGE COULOURIS
Directed by HERMAN SHUMLIN
Screen Play by Dashiell Hammett
From Ploy by LILLIAN HELLMAN
Add. Scenes & Dialogue by Lillian Hellman
Music; Max Steiner
A HAL B. WALLIS PRODUCTION
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was accompanied by Sam Haas, who generously
offered to help get the children safely into the
park. Mr. Loew had purchased tickets for more
than 1000 children during the week. The Outdoor Circus was given as a benefit for the Five
Sullivans Memorial Shrine Fund.

ALBANY
Exhibitor participation in the battle-cruiser
"Albany"
$40,000,000
Loan
this drive
monthfor was
outlined inatthea Third
Hotel War
Ten
Eyck meeting Aug. 31, with Louis R. Golding,
WAC chairman, and Meyer Schine of Gloversville, state war bond chairman of the motion
picture industry, speaking. Area plans for the
drive beginning Sept. 9 were outlined by Golding, who announced theatres in Albany city and
county will make their drive on the cruiser,
including trailers, war bond premieres of special pictures and allied events. Highlight of the
drive will be the arrival of the Cavalcade of
Heroes caravan here Sept. 15. A group of war
heroes will travel by bombing plane in charge of
a Hollywood star yet to be named. Among
those attending were C. J. Latta, zone manager
of Warner Circuit; William C. Smalley, Snialley Circuit, Cooperstown; Seymour Morris,
Gloversville ; Alonzo F. Adams, Jr., deputy
manager of the War Finance Committee ; Neil
Hellman, Hellman Theatres ; Harry Lamont,
Jr., Lamont Circuit ; and Mitchel Conery, Conery Circuit.
Promotion of Irving Liner, who managed
Proctor's, Troy, to district manager of Fabian
Theatres in Staten Island during the absenccon-leave of Harry Black was celebrated by
Variety tent Aug. 31 at a dinner in the Ten Eyck
Hotel. More than 75 exhibitors and distributors attended, presenting Liner with leather luggage. C. J. Latta, chief barker, was toastmaster,
whil Louis R. Golding, Fabian district manager,
Joe Shure, Fabian booker and Joe Miller, Columbia branch manager, were among the speakers. Exhibitors attending included Milt Schossberg. Liner's successor at Proctor's, Troy ; Sol
Ullman, city manager for Fabian in Schenectady ;Ward Creag, Community, Catskill ; Joe
Saperstein, Grand ; Paul Wallen, Leland ; Leo
Rosen, Strand ; Jules Curley, Ritz, Albany ; and
Bill Smalley, Smalley Circuit, Cooperstown.
Official figures show the Army Emergency
Relief drive was aided to the extent of $11,910
by the "This Is the Army" premiere at the
Strand, Albany and by $7,500 from the Troy
premiere. After a 'hold-over at the Strand last
week, the picture moved to the Ritz, Albany,
Sept. 1 for its third week.
WAC officials announced their intention of
using the Strand, Albany for a war bond drive
premiere Sept. 15 to the tune of $800,000. Picture has not been selected, but the performance
will receive a personal appearance by the Cavalcade of Heroes caravan in Albany that day.
Eddie Winc'hey and Jules Lippidus of Waroffice Krumenackcr.
were in town this week to
confer ner's
withhome Paul
BOSTON
Murray Weiss was again an honor guest at
a luncheon given at the Hotel Statler this week.
Weiss is on the committee named by Governor
Leverett Saltonstall for post-war planning.
Walter Reed, motion picture contractor, is
back from a vacation spent in Memphis, St.
Louis and Chicago.
Morris Posner is spending a great deal of
time in New London, Conn., where he has
been having the old Crown Theatre completely
renovated and remodelled. It will reopen under
the name of the Victory Theatre.
Harold Stoneman, of the Interstate offices,
has been spending a pleasant two weeks vacation on Cape Cod.
Larry Herman, Booker for Ralph Snider,
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CHARLOTTE

SUSANNA ARRIVES. Susanna Foster, who became a screen star overnight to share singing
honors with Nelson Eddy In Universal's "Phantom
of
the Opera,"heronhome
her arrival
in New
Minneapolis,
town and
whereYork
she from
was
feted at the preview of her picture. Susanna,
who was guest of honor at a press party in New
York Tuesday, will tour Army Camps as a USA
attraction, which accounts for the presence of
the two Army cameramen.
will join the colors some time in September.
The Film district in Boston has been wildly
excited over a "blind" advertisement running in
the Sunday papers advertising "bargains in theatres, for sale cheap." — investigation has failed to
discover any such theatres available and the
district is wondering whether it is the "real
Lucille Litchfield of the film district is spending a two-week vacation in Bar Harbor, Maine.
McCoy."
Chester Stoddard, district manager for the
M & P Theatres on the North Shore of Massachusetts, has returned from his vacation. He
was in Boston checking on current films this
week.
John Carroll, M & P district manager in
Maine, spent the week with friends in Boston.
Angeline Maney, former secretary at the
Metropolitan Theatre, is now executive secretary with a division of the OPA in the Boston
area.
Private Domenic Lupo, theatre artist, now
with the United States Marines in the Far
West has been transferred to the Mojave Desert
for work in vectography.
Martha Ferris, of the Film Board of Trade,
is on her vacation, which she is spending at
some point which is a military secret at the
moment.
The Art Theatre in Springfield has been sold
to Warner Brothers, by the Harry Arthur
organization. This was for several years the
Fox Theatre.
Peter Gonyea, former owner of the Strand in
Portsmouth and of theatres in Boston has joined
the Internal Revenue department.
Mildred K. Johnston has joined the J. C.
Harlacker organization, amusement operators,
as private secretary.
Sylvester Bell, 85, father of Floyd L. Bell,
Boston publicist, died recently after a lingering
illness. The elder Bell was one of the pioneers
in the motion picture industry in Minnesota,
but retired many years ago.
The Olympia and Strand theatres were especially active last week in the drive for Copper
and other metals, and copper matinees at these
theatres have produced excellent results.
Mrs. E. M. Loew, wife of the theatre magnate
who heads the E. M. Loew circuit, brought more
than 300 children to the Outdoor Circus given
at Fenway Park. The attractive Mrs. Loew

H. F. Kincey, president of Carolina Theatres.
Inc., announces the purchase of a one-hundred
foot frontage on South Tryon Street, the main
thoroughfare of the city, for the erection at the
earliest possible date of the sixth and finest
theatre of their chain in Charlotte. The building
will be thoroughly streamlined according to the
latest achievements in theatre building.
R. D. Craver, formerly head shipper for the
Republic exchange, has gone to Florence, S. C,
as manager of the Lincoln Theatre and has been
succeeded here by Sam Noel, formerly his
assistant.
Randolphbardier," Scott,
of the in
current
"Bom-in
will visit star
his mother
Charlotte
October, according to a letter just received by
Mrs. Scott, explaining that his proposed summer
visit had to be postponed because of a government picture.
John Holston, manager of the Twentieth Century exchange, is on a business trip in the
eastern part of the state. Mrs. Gladys Kendall
of the inspection staf¥ has returned from her
vacation.
Al Burkes of the MGM exchange has gone
to visit the New River Marine Base in connection with the showing of "Salute to the
Marines." Rose Mcllroy, secretary to A. W.
Bell, head booker for MGM in Charlotte, is
back at her desk after a vacation.
Herbert Pieman of Atlanta and Ralph L.
McCoy, southeastern manager for Warner Bros.,
have been in Charlotte co-operating with the
officials at Morris Field and Camp Sutton in
preparation for the opening of "This is the
Dave Prince, district manager, visited the
Charlotte RKO exchange this week. E. W.
Andrews, office manager for RKO, is being
succeeded by Jule Williamson, formerly head
Army." Mr. Andrews is due to report Septembooker.
ber 1 to Fort McPherson, in Atlanta, his
former home. Mr. Andrews will be accompanied to Atlanta by Mrs. Andrews and their
small daughter. Clay Jessup has been advanced
to the position of head booker for RKO. Lynn
Dunn of Haines City, Florida, has been added to
the RKO sales force to cover eastern Carolina.
Charles Picciuet of Pinehursf, where he is
maanger
of the recently.
Carolina Theatre, visited Charlotte exchanges
J. B. Tomlinson, salesman for Universal, will
report for Army service at Fort Jackson, S. C,
on September 3. He and A-Irs. Tomlinson have
just returned from a three weeks' visit to Memphis, their former home.
District manager Harry Graham was a visitor
last week at the Charlotte office of Universal.
CHICAGO
A day of real sport is expected when the
Variety Club of Chicago holds its first Annual
Golf Party and Outing on September 16 at
the Olympia Fields Country Club. This stag
party will include golf, cards, games and good
food. Committee on arrangements includes
Jack Kirsch, Jack Rose, Larry Stein, Irving
Mack, and Bill Baker.
The Chicago
Used Chair
Mart, 54)
Samuel Levin(Coitfiiiucd
on Page
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{Continued from Page 52)
sohn, manager, reports the company has installed more than 100,000 opera chairs in Army
camp theatres during the past year.
The Chicago Times reports 12,000 lines increase in theatre advertising in July over the
same period last year. An added Saturday issue
is given credit for part of the increase.
Harold Wirthwein, sales manager of the
Paramount Chicago exchange, has been promoted to branch manager in Milwaukee, it
was announced last week by Neil Agnew, general sales manager. Exchange employes gave
Wirtheim a going-away luncheon at the Blackstone Hotel.
J. D. Schmelzer, comptroller for the Jones,
Linick, Schaefer circuit, has been spending his
vacation in Wisconsin busy with rod and reel.
Al Dezel, independent distributor, says he has
closed a deal with Oliver Unger of Astra Pictures for middle western distribution of Astra
releases. He has also completed arrangements
with J. D. Kendis, of Continental Pictures to
handle their Teen Age film for the central states.
Eddie Silverman, Essaness Circuit, has returned from his summer home at Eagle River,
Wisconsin.
Tom Gillian, 20th Century - Fox exchange
manager, hosted Capt. Jack Barnett to a luncheon at the Blackstone Hotel, where he had Jack
meet the newspaper boys.
The Motion Picture Theatre bowling league
gets under way at the Bensinger Alleys on
September 15. Teams taking part this year
are Paramount, AIGM, Universal, Republic,
Warners, Columbia, and Film Chauffeurs.
Kenny Stein has been named treasurer of
Local F 45, Film Employes Union.
Bernard Malets is the new assistant manager
of the Essaness Woods Theatre.
Frank Smith, manager of the RKO Palace
Theatre, has returned from a Michigan vacation.
Bob Snook is deserting the Liberty Theatre,
Vandalia, 111., to join the Missouri Pacific Railway. His place as manager is being taken by
Fred Chandler.
Howard Landgraf is now manager of the
State Theatre, Mendota, 111., relieving Robert
Briggs, who is Army-bound.
Thomas J. Seymour is starting an open-air
theatre at Dyer, Ind.
Lou Abramson, secretary to Jack Kirsch,
Allied prexy for the past several years, is
going into the Navy Friday. His many friends
gave him a gala sendof¥.
Allied Theatres booking circuit has added
Harry
Goldmore
Coastthan
theatres
to theirGoldson's
circuit. Plaza
This and
makes
fifty
theatres using the Allied booking service.
MGM Employes club will hold its annual
golf and dinner meeting on September 11th
at the Lincolnshire Country Club. One hundred
and fifty guests are expected. Miss Ilah Ellwood is chairman of the outing.
CINCINNATI
Margaret Woodruff, Belpik booker for Cincinnati territory, has returned from a twelveday visit with Major Louis Lazar, general
manager of Schine Circuit, at his home in
Gloversville, New York. While there Mrs.
Woodruff visited at the home office, which is in
Gloversville.
Kay Lankam has returned to her desk at
Belpik
a week's
illness. booker for Schine,
HaroldafterRaives,
Cleveland
is expected in this week.
Captain Joe Goetz, assistant in charge of
military personnel in Air Service Command at
Dayton, Ohio, when in Cincinnati worked out
a special system for booking pictures and now
the system has been converted for use at the
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STAR - EXCHANGE HEADS GET - TOGETHER.
Buster Crabbe on his visit to the PRC home
office in New York is greeted by Zippie Goldman, PRC Boston franchise holder, left, and
Harry Gibbs, PRC New Haven branch manager.
Air
Service Command Headquarters in shipping
troops.
RKO-Midwest retired $3,500,000 worth of
6 per cent mortgage bonds in Cincinnati property. The bonds were not due for 6 years, but
were subject to call within three months.
The Variety Club picnic, which was held at
the Summit Hills Country Club last Monday,
was reported to be one of the largest to date,
with Dayton and West Virginia well represented. Saul Greenberg was chairman.
Mary Weller and Lenore Schmidt of Warners are vacationing.
Charlie Schroeder, former ad sales manager
now in the service, is stationed at the Nazi
prison camp in Texas.
Warners' Lois Repass has recovered from
a major operation which she underwent recently.
Lillian Ahern of Paramount is on vacation.
Ike Libson returned from Washington where
he conferred on the September Bond Drive.
Maury White accompanied Mr. Libson, who
called a meeting on Tuesday morning at the
Variety Club for all exhibitors and exchange
heads.
Peter Rosian, Universal, has returned from a
territorial jaunt through Ohio and Indiana.
Doc Newbold and E. L. Keesling of KeeslingNewbold Circuit, Bramwell, West Va. ; Mannie
and Louie Shore of Williamson and War, West
Va. ; and Rot Wells, Red Krem and Herb
Byrd, all of Dayton, Ohio, were here for the
Variety Club picnic.
Allan Moritz, of Columbia, received a cable
from Captain Allan Moritz, Jr., now stationed
at Iceland.
Marion Holtzlider, RKO, passed preliminary
exams and has resigned to join the Waves.
Among visitors to the Row were Jack Custer,
Custer Theatre, Charleston ; Albert Aaron,
West Theatre, Charleston ; Lester Rosenfeld,
Dunbar Theatre, Dunbar, West Va., who also
stayed over for the Variety Club picnic. Among
others seen at the picnic were Jack Frisch,
RKO West Virginia representative, and Ross
Williams.
Other visitors at the exchanges were Lloyd
Rogers, Wells, West Va. ; H. M. McHaffie,
Marmet,
Carrolton, West
Ky. Va., and James G. Hare of
Saul Bragin of Warners, Pittsburgh, was here
this week.
CLEVELAND
M. R. "Duke" Clark, Paramount district
manager pro tem in this territory, checked in
from California last week and left almost immediately for a short vacation in Cincinnati with
Mrs. Clark. They visited with son Bob, a Paramount salesman in the southern Ohio territory.
Dan Cowhig, RKO Radio cashier, is contributing his son, Jim, just turned 18, to the
armed forces. He will be inducted at Fort
Hayes, Columbus, on Sept. 5th.
David Aliller, Universal district manager, and

Mrs. Miller will celebrate their 25th wedding
anniversary on Sept. 10th.
"Prisoner of Zenda," "Tom Sawyer" and
"Garden of Allah" are back with us again.
M. M. Jacobs, operating Imperial Pictures, will
release these Selznick reissues in Ohio and
Kentucky starting Oct. 1st.
Jack Cohen, NSS district manager, made one
of his routine visits to Cleveland last week,
visiting with local branch manager Nat Barach.
J. Maxwell Poice, Paramount exploiteer in
this territory, was in New York over the weekend, getting final instructions regarding the
territorial
the Bellalthough
Tolls,"
about whichrelease
there ofis"For
much Whom
speculation,
the general belief is that the picture will open
Loew's newly reconditioned Ohio Theatre in
mid September.
September 15th is the date set for the Cleveland opening of General
"This is chairman
the Army" inat charge
Warners'of
Hippodrome.
the premiere is D. J. Dwight, vice president
and general manager of Thompson Aircraft
Products. For the premiere the house is scaled
at $35,000. Picture opens at the Strand Theatre,
Akron on the same date. Warners' Strand
Theatre, Youngstown, is scaled at $8,000 for
a Sept. 5th opening.
Home on a week's leave from the armored
division at Fort Knox, Ky., was 2nd Lt. Richard Miller, former United Artists salesman.
He visited with his wife and three children.
There was a minor Lefton convention in town
last week when Milton Lefton, PRC manager
in Pittsburgh, accompanied by his wife and
son, were in town visiting with local PRC
franchise owner Nat L. Lefton and PRC salesman. Jack. Saul Bragin, Warner Pittsburgh
head theatre booker, formerly of Cleveland,
drove up with them.
Co-chairmen W. N. Skirball and I. J.
Schmertz held a Bond Drive meeting of
all exchange personnel last Monday at
which all film salesmen were urged to
get exhibitor pledges, to see that all those
who pledge get NSS bond trailer, and to urge
them to use bond lobby displays during the
drive period. Plans are now being made for
the Caravan Stars who will hit Cleveland on
Sept. 14th. They include a rally at the 12,000
seat Auditorium for which admission price is
one bond, and a luncheon at the Carter Hotel
when war trophies will be auctioned off to
bond bidders.
DENVER
Merry Karen McGee was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Pat McGee in a Denver hospital. He is
district manager for J. H. Cooper theatres.
Five key men in the industry have either been
accepted or have their notices to appear for
their first physicals. Accepted are Bill Agren,
city booker for Fox theatres, and Jimmy Micheleti, Metro salesman. Up for their physical are
Bill Dollison, Fox theatre booker ; Ralph Bacheleti. Bluebird manager, and Sam Dunevitch,
booker for a number of independent theatres.
Mrs. Bernard Newman is leaving the PRC
exchange after having been with it since its
start. Her husband, Bernie, is in the Navy and
he recently sold his interests to John Andersen,
who is learning the exchange business from the
ground up, starting in as poster clerk in his own
exchange. Anderson formerly operated two
theatres at Ft. Morgan, Colo., and later was a
partner in the Telenews, Denver. Bernice Smith,
with RKO for 15 years, succeeds Mrs. Newman.
Ed Bluck, former theatre owner in this area,
is now an auxiliary M.P. at a military field at
Stockton, Calif. He writes his son Ross, who is
in the
film end, that he is entering a hospital
for
treatment.
Word from Los .A.ngeles is to the effect that
B, J. McCarthy, recently United Artists manager here, (Continued
has been made
city56)salesman for
on Page
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life-saving movies. . . , outgrowth

of I^(o)(olglIk'fe pioneer Teaching Films. .... the Amij
and Na\y are giving milhons
HISTORICAL NOTE — Back in 1923, having perfected "safety" film — making classroom
projection practical — Kodak made available
16-mm. movie cameras and projectors . . .
and shortly afterwards pioneered a program of teaching films for schools.

PUT yourself in the boots of one of
these young men. You've been accepted for the Army or Navy. What do
you knov^ about this war of 2,000horsepower aircraft motors . . . Bazo kas .. . submarine detectors?
Our Army and Navy Commands
reaUze this lack of experience. They
know that you may go up against battle-wise troops or ship crews or flyers.
They have done the worryingfor you.
They will turn you out a better man —

the know

how of war

more competent in the use of your
weapons, abler to take care of yourself
— than any "trainee" who ever went
before you.
Training Films are a great and
growing part of their system. The
Army and Navy have made thousands.
Don't get the idea that you're just
"going to the movies," though. These
movies are different. Each teaches you
to do a part of your job in the Service
— do it exactly right.
Maybe
it's howlifetoraft.
dig Or
a foxhole.
Or
inflate
a rubber
take down
and reassemble a 50-calibre machine
gun. Or — bake a batch of bread . . .
In an Army and Navy made up

Serving human

largelyareof not
"specialists,"
films
too many. thousands
(Kodak is ofa
major supplier of film for these pictures— one big reason civilians are
not getting all the film they want.)
You'll see battle, in these training
movies. You'll hear it— to make your
new life and work "second nature"
under all conditions. Tou'll be hardened
. . . ready to ^'dish it out and take it" . . .
up to 40% sooner because of Training Films.
After this war is won, you — and millions like you who have learned so
much, so easily, through training films
— will want your children to learn the
Arts of Peace this way.
Teaching through motion pictures
and slide film — steadily growing in
importance during the twenty years
since Kodak made its first teaching
films available — will really come into
its own . . . Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

progress through Photograph
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Columbia. He works with Wayne Ball, manager, also from Denver.
Here for the Screen Club picnic is Earl Kerr,
who used to operate the Santa Fe, but is now in
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Doug Pratt, former Columbia auditor, on leave
of
absence, is spending a month's vacation in
Colorado.
Richard Roberts is now manager of the Kiva.
Otto Aichinger, assistant shipper 20th-Fox,
has joined the navy.
Helen Ross, contract clerk, 20th-Fox, and Lorraine Warwick, file clerk same place, have
gone to Alaska where they have accepted government jobs.
DES

MOINES

Iowa exhibitors have gone all out in organizing for the Third War Loan drive with more
than 300 theatres signing pledge cards several
weeks in advance of the opening, a record number for a drive of this type so far in advance.
A. H. Blank of Tri-States Theatres, WAC
chairman for Iowa and Nebraska, has mapped
out extensive plans and reports the enthusiasm
shown indicates a successful drive. Tri-States
Theatres and Central-States will hold war bond
premieres in most of the towns where the circuits operate. Both circuits are planning to
spend several thousand dollars on materials for
lobby and front decorations and war bond booths.
In the Des Moines area most of the theatres
have indicated they will suspend their performances for a half-hour on the evening of Sept. 8
while loudspeakers in the houses will be turned
to radio broadcasts signaling the start of the
campaign. Volunteer workers and ushers will
then take orders for bonds. As in previous campaigns the theatre men in the state will work
closely with retail merchants and other civic
organizations and will tie-in with whatever
programs are setup, Blank said.
R. H. Haines, Warner's general sales manager from New York ; Hal Walsh, district
manager of Kansas City, and Frank Hannon,
Omaha branch manager, were in Des Moines
to meet with branch manager Elmer Tilton and
other circuit officials recently.
Maurice Crew, manager of the Paramount
Theatre in Waterloo, was awarded first prize
of $200 for the best exploitation campaign on
"The Moon is Down." Second prize of $100
went to Eddie Forester, manager of the Des
Moines Theatre in Des Moines. Prizes of
$50 each went to Jerry Greenebaum of Illini
Theatre, Moline 111., and Orville Rennie, Paramount, Cedar Rapids, who tied for third place.
John Winn, Warner booker, has been named
business agent for Film Employes Union, Local
F-39, succeeding Bob Leach who is now head
booker and office manager at RKO, a position
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which required his resignation from the union
office. Lola Lehman, new booker at Monogram,
is the new secretary of the union, replacing
Amelia Winn.
The city of Dunlap has a new theatre, the
Royal, which will be operated by Carl Worl.
Equipment for the house was furnished by
Quality Theatre Supply.
Jack Kennedy, manager of MGM in Des
Moines, brought back a complete cowgirl outfit from Colorado, where he spent his recent
vacation, for his one-year old daughter, Jacqueline. Jackie made quite a picture when Kennedy took her all over film row to show
the new outfit.
Edna McClain has returned to her desk at
National Screen service after a month in the
hospital, where she underwent an operation.
Dick Geissinger, former assistant shipper at
RKO, has been appointed shipper in the Universal exchange, replacing Earl Jones.
DETROIT
Holding the chief attention of Detroit theatres this week is the preparation for the arrival of the Hollywood Caravan on Sept. 13 to
promote the Tihrd War Loan. Earl J. Hudson,
president of United Detroit Theatres Corp., is
chairman of arrangements for the Detroit visit
of the caravan. Among the stars expected, according to Hudson, are Fred Astaire, Lucille
Ball, James Cagney, Kay Kayser, Walter Pidgeon and Dick Powell. Hudson said that arrangements also were being made to have Judy
Garland, Mickey Rooney and Hedy Lamarr join
the caravan here. A $l,000-a-seat show will be
put on at Olympia, with the Hollywood stars
and Kyser's band as the attractions. Admission
will be free — free, that is, to all who join the
local "Gallant 60,000" army of E Bond salesmen and sell $1,000 in bonds.
More than 800 members and 200 planes of
the Michigan wing of the Civil Air Patrol participated inspecial maneuvers last Saturday and
Sunday for the benefit of five major film companies— MGM RKO, Universal, Fox and Paramount. The film companies, with the approval
of the Army, shot scenes of regular CAP activities which will be released for public showing.
Michigan's
wing was
chosentheforgreatest
the filming
purposes because
it offers
unit
concentration, according to Maj. Ray Baker,
wing commander.
The Detroit premiere of "This Is the Army"
at the Palms-State on Aug. 26, set a national
record for premiere returns by bringing in
$43,475 for the Army Emergency Relief Fund.
Fans in the ticket line and lobby of the Roxy
Theatre got a thrill not included in the admission price this week. A customer, James Leslie,
was waiting to get a seat when he felt his
wallet being lifted. Leslie turned and ran out
of the lobby after the fleeing pickpocket. Police
joined the chase and several shots were fired.
The pickpocket was finally captured after a
police bullet hit him in the shoulder, and Leslie's
wallet was returned. Said Leslie : "I wanted to
see that "Flight to Freedom" because I heard
it was exciting. But no movie could thrill
me
now. I'm going home."
INDIANAPOLIS

CLASSMATES REUNION. Martin Smith, president of the Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio, shown with Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio
general sales manager. Smith and Mochrie were
former classmates at Cornell University.
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Mrs. Mark W. Clark, wife of the major
general whose secret mission paved the way
for the African invasion, brought hitherto unreleased motion pictures of her husband's feat
to an all-Indiana state conference and luncheon
of Hoosier workers in the Third War Loan
Drive Sept. 1, in the Claypool Hotel. General
Clark's pictures have just been released by
the War Department, and the showing here
was the first in the nation.
Evansville health authorities are making every

eff^ort to guard against a possible epidemic of
infantile paralysis, since Henderson, Ky., just
across the Ohio River reports a total of 27
cases since Junt 28 and is delaying opening its
schools.
Hank
Howard,
from
the home
office,RKO's
is in thepublicity
city doingdirector
some
special advance work on "Behind the Rising
Sun" to open soon at the Indiana Theatre.
Keith Secrest, who before his induction into
the armed forces was connected with Affiliated
Theatres, Inc., and now stationed somewhere
in Alaska, is home on furlough.
Tom Thompson, 20th-Fox exploitation director for the Indianapolis area, will be inducted
into the Army Sept. 17.
Claude McKean, Warner local exchange manager, and Charles Rich, district manager, spent
several days in Louisville, Ky., on business.
Claude Allison, manager of the Walker Theatre, is vacationing at Lake Freeman near
Monticello, Ind. Needless to say, he is fishing.
Tom Baker and Earl Herndon of Affiliated
Theatres are visiting New York, calling on
home office executives.
Ward Scott, 20th-Fox district manager, is
spending several days in the city on business.
The Fox Theatre, closed for the summer
months, has been renovated for the season opening Sept. 3, according to Sam Green, manager.
It was also announced that the mid-night shows
will again be a feature of the house on Saturday
nights.
Sauntering along Filmrow were Joe Schilling,
Connersville ; William Studebaker, Logansport;
Harry Van Noy, Anderson; Bob Hudson,
Richmond; and Ethel Luckett, Scottsburg, during the week.
W. T. Tidwell, Warners auditor here for
several weeks, left Saturday for Seattle, Wash.
Albert Raymond, Jr., of Warners shipping
department, has been drafted into the Army
and will reoprt for duty Sept. 9.
Marc Wolf, of the Y. & W. Management
Corporation, and Mrs. Wolf spent the weekend in Cincinnati.
The Midnight show at the Indiana Theatre
Wednesday nights for defense workers has
proved a success.
MEMPHIS
The Industry responded one hundred per cent
to a call by M. A. Lightman, Malco president,
and chairman of Motion Picture Division for
West Tennessee of the Third War Loan drive,
to a meeting at the Variety Club to map plans
for putting over the drive. It was decided to
have a premiere and a bond auction Sept. 29.
Edwin P. Sapinsley is chairman of a committee
on arrangements composed of Norman Calquhoun, Republic exchange, and Jimmy Prichard,
Universal.
All theatre managers and exchange managers
pledged to sell one bond to each employe in
addition to the regular quota.
Film Row was extending warm greeting to
W. B. Mallory, former head booker at MGM
exchange, but now a Naval Lieutenant stationed
at Trinidad. Bardy is on his first visit home
since leaving for duty.
Changes at Universal exchange brought in
Rita Scott as contract clerk to take over Mrs.
Gracecashier.
Holmes' duties. Beatrice Rogers is the
new
Mrs. Bunny Carter, Paramount exchange, is
on a two-week vacation, as is Thelma Shide,
assistant cashier at Republic exchange.
Columbia exchange has a new office manager,
Marvin Godwin, replacing Norma Williams,
who has been appointed secretary to the branch
manager. New stenographers are Margaret
Morgan and Irene Hartley. A new postal clerk,
Cliff Wilson, and two new student bookers.
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Wellington Jackson and James Polk, complete
the changes.
Edwin P. Sapinsley, chairman of the Copper
Drive committee, has announced that on Sept.
9 there will be a copper matinee at all neighborhood houses, both white and colored. Sept. 11
is set for a matinee at Loew's State, and Daisy
on Beale for colored. Those who bring in three
pounds of copper or six pounds of brass or
bronze are eligible for a matinee at the Malco
Sept. 18. On this date prizes will be distributed
to the one who has brought in the most metal,
which will range from a $50 War Bond on down.
NEW

YORK

Mack Shapiro, manager of the College Theatre, College Point, L. I., is being transferred
by the Interboro Circuit to the Harbor Theatre
in Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn. Mack has been
at the College since 1940.
The Warner Theatre Department of N. J.
held its annual outing and golf tournament at
Caldwell on August 26. Those attending from
the N. Y. exchange included Lee Mayer, salesman ;district manager Clarence Eiseman ; and
branch manager Gus Solomon.
There's a feminine hegira out of the ParamountEdna
exchange.Hogan,
Businesswhomanager
Randal's
secretary,
has been
with
the company 13 years, is leaving for domestic
reasons. Three other girls checking out are
Lillian Bromberg, file clerk ; Phyllis Cornaccia,
of the contract department ; and Beatrice Manowitz, file clerk.
20th Century-Fox's party to celebrate winning the sales drive in the eastern division has
been set for Wednesday, September 8 at the
Cafe Royale. Drive leader John Fernacola is
handling the afifair, but if you don't belong to
hisMGM
exchange
can't from
get inWarners
— it's a family
party.
took you
a prize
when MGM
district manager Jack Brown won an award
at the Warner Golf Tournament mentioned
above.
Folks at the Universal Exchange gave a luncheon last week for Jack Madell, former assistant in the Accounting department, who has been
inducted into the Army.
The Rivoli Theatre, West New York, closed
for some time, is reopening on Labor Day
under the management of John Gurton, of the
J and A Amusement Company. House has been
remodeled to the tune of $4000.
Mrs. Eddie T. Carroll, wife of the RKO
N. J. salesman, has just returned after a severe
illness from the Mountainside Hospital, Morristown N. J.
Janice Emerson Bernat, daughter of Joseph
Bernat, director of amusement advertising for
the General Outdoor Advertising Company, was
married recently to Cpl. S. Laurence Caine.
Judge Ferdinand Pecora, friend of the family,
performed the ceremony.
Ray Moon, 20th-Fox branch manager, spent
last weekend at Lake Placid on a visit to Fred
Schwartz, head of the Century circuit.
Pvt. Tom Connors, Jr., of the Photographic
Division, who used to work in the MGM booking department, dropped in last week to see
his exchange friends.
Irving Rothenberg, Warner up-state and
L. L salesman, is getting to be quite an m.c.
since he has been handling a number of "This
Is the Army" premieres in up-state summer
resorts. Some matrons, it is said, have confused him with Irving Berlin, and he is expected to sing next.
Minnie Berger, of the 20th-Fox accounting
department, is quitting because she got married
last Saturday.
Harry Kugel, former RKO cashier and now
a Seabee at Camp Peary, Va., dropped in at
the exchange during his furlough last week.
Leo Simon, head Universal booker, got back
from a vacation this week at Bradley Beach,
N. J.
Another returning vacationer is Jack Finkelstein, N. J. booker for RKO.
Eddie Susse, MGM booker, has been trans-
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at Omaha, who are now in the armed services,
were honored at the office in a special ceremony
attended by wives and mothers. The service
men were : Lt. Walter J. Guy, flight command ;
Lancaster, Cal. ; Lt. Jerome L. Marcus, Camp
Fannin, Tex. ; Lt. William S. Ruthhart, Aberdeen, Md. ; Sgt. Milton Malashock, air base,
Columbia, S. C. ; Sgt. Norman Love, Camp
McCabe, Miss.; Seaman Howard E. Clark,
Memphis, Tenn. ; Leo Ickman, Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo. ;L.Jac
department;
T. Crawford,
Genung, C. provost
E. Chace,marshal's
Joseph
Slattery and H. A. Chase.
The Omaha Variety club sponsored a farewell party for Chief Barker Joseph Kinsky, who
retired as Tri-States Theatres corporation district manager to move to California where he
will own and operate a theatre. Ike Rubin,
Paramount salesman, was chairman of a commit e — which included salesman Leon Mendollsen of Warner Brothers and Walter Green,
Fepco owner — that had charge of arrangements for the party held at the Hill Hotel.
Kinsky was presented with a farewell gift and
scroll with the names of those present on it.
{Continued on Next Page)

ferred temporarily to the Albany office.
Two 20th-Fox home office auditors, Joseph
Burke and Bob Long, have been making the
exchange rounds for the past two weeks.
Walter Branson, RKO western division sales
manager, has gone on a trip to the coast. He
stopped a day in Chicago.
OMAHA
Mrs. Harold Martin, who served eight years
as secretary to Tri-State Theatres corporation
district managers in Omaha, is the new manager of the Omaha Theatre, succeeding Emmet
Lockhard, who recently moved here from Des
Moines. Mrs. Martin, who is the former Evelyn
Knudsen, is the first woman manager of any
major theatre in the history of Omaha.
In more of the sweeping changes made by TriStates in Omaha, Donald Shane, manager of the
Capitol in Sioux City, la., moved to Omaha
this week to manage the Paramount, succeeding
Ted Emerson who was upped to the Orpheum
Twelve former MGM
post.

branch office employes
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PHILADELPHIA
Jimmy Dormond of the Warner publicity
department has been inducted into the Navy and
left for camp last Thursday. Last Monday evening he was tendered a party by his fellow workers and representative from other companies at
OldWilliam
Bookbinder's.
Goldman celebrated a birthday last
week.
Al Zimbalist was in town telling his friends
that he has bought a home in North Arlington
and will be moving his family over from Philadelphia after October 1.
Silvert Setron, manager of the Uptown Theatre, resigned last Saturday to go into the
building supply business.
Morris Connor, manager of the Hiway, goes
out Sunday at which time Ben Blumberg now
manager of the State Theatre, will move over.
Frank McNamee, head of the War Manpower Commission, and prominent in film circles
here, celebrated his 2Sth Wedding anniversary.
The Cadet Theatre re-opened Saturday, and
will operate on Friday, Saturdays, and Sundays
hereafter.
Universal pulled a sneak preview of ''Fired
Wife"
at the very
Uptown
Theatre last Monday, with
the reaction
favorable.
It was during the screening of "Phantom of
the
Opera"
in thein Warner
screening
room,is given
when
during
a scene
which Claude
Rains
his notice by the conductor of the opera, the conductor says : "And in recognition of your twenty
years service, the Opera Company will give you
a life-long season pass" that someone piped up —
"Yes — but not good Saturday, Sundays or HoliIsador Borosky, owner and manager of the
days."and New Jewel theatres, is the father of
Rex
baby girl. It's his second childvthe first being
aa boy.
All the exploitation boys are busy working
with Jay Emanuel and the other members of
the War Activities Committee getting ready for
the Hollywood Caravan due here next Thursday.
Gloria Israel, daughter of Bill Israel, manager
of the Earle Theatre, has completed her course

SEND YOUR
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{Continued from Page 57)
Mendollsen will become the new chief barker.
C. C. Moore, Dunlap, la., exhibitor whose
theatre burned last spring, will open his rebuilt
house the first week in September with nearly
all equipment new.
Julie Hittner, formerly with Twentieth Century-Fox here, is now stationed at Camp Le
Jeune,
N.
C, corps.
as a member of the women's
reserve marine
Bill Miskell, new Tri-States Theatres district
manager, has accepted an appointment as chairman of the Nebraska exhibitor's committee to
co-operate with the state War Finance Committee in the Third War Loan Drive. E. D.
Nash, exhibitor at Canton, S. D., has accepted
a similar position for the state of South Dakota.
Tom Sandberg, former Laurel, Neb., exhibitor, has purchased the theatre in Moville, la.,
from Charles Logan.
Frank Van Husen and Ernest Epley of Western Theatre Supply Company here are leaving
this week for the Theatre Equipment Dealers
Association parley at Chicago.

JILMACK
TRAILER CO.

TRADE

Chicago

PLAN BIG-TIME CAMPAIGNS. Plans for opening campaigns of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" were
discussed at a meeting of Paramount's Eastern district advertising representatives in New York, presided
over by Alec Moss, exploitation manager. Left to right: J. Maxwell Joice, Cleveland; James C. Furman,
Atlanta; William Brooker, Philadelphia; Alec Moss; Arnold Van Leer, Boston, and W. C. Lewellen, Dallas.
in the Warner dramatic school and is set to
take a screen test in the near future.
Irving Phillips has resigned as manager of
Charles Segall's Apollo Theatre to take charge
of Lou Pizor's Cedar Theatre.
R. Royer is the new manager of the Riviera
Theatre, succeeding Mr. Carter who resigned
recently.
The house belongs to William Greenfield.
Jack Brawl has moved from Sam Frank's
Berlin Theatre in Berlin, N. J. to Lou Rovner's
Belgrade.
Harry Reiners, RKO district exploitation
manager was a visitor in town last week.
Irving Blumberg, Warner ad head, is back
from a vacation in the mountains.
Morris Stein, assistant at the Bromley Theatre, became a Naval Air-Cadet.

ing to be held at Forbes Field the evening _
of September 12, there will be a parade with
the stars through the downtown section. Frank
J. Harris has been appointed chairman of
the parade committee, and M. A. Silver is
co-chairman. The goal set for bond sales in
Pittsburgh and Allegheny County is $305,820,900, and all purchasers of bonds of $25 or
more will be admitted to the giant rally and
entertainment to be held at Forbes Field on
September 12.
At its last business meeting, the AMPTO
of Western Pennsylvania, Inc., unanimously
endorsed and passed two resolutions adopted
by
national
directors,
the
first the
beingorganization's
directed against
percentage
pictures
and the second against Columbia Pictures for
allegedly failing to deliver a number of pictures on the 1942-1943 contract.

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND
The marriage of Virginia Alexander, daughter of James H. and Mrs. Alexander, to Aviation Cadet John Fowler, of Oakmont, Pa., will
take
in theofnear
future. Pictures
The bride-to-be's
fatherplace
is head
Republic
here and
the oldest film exchange manager in length
of service.
F. E. McClellan, Jr., son of the head of the
Ideal Amusement Company in Johnstown, Pa.,
and manager of the Penn Theatre, Conemaugh,
has enlisted with the Marines and leaves this
week for training at Parris Island.
Mrs. Ruth Hapburg has taken over the management' of the Hazelwood and Grand theatres
in this city, succeeding her husband who recently entered military service. Mrs. Hapburg
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. N. Shapiro
of Fineman & Shapiro Theatres.
Robert L. Conrad, son of the manager of
Wilmer & Vincent's Embassy Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., has just been made a captain at
Fort Bragg, N.C., less than six months after
becoming a first lieutenant. His brother,
Donald Conrad, is a surgical technician with
a station hospital unit in Australia.
C. V. Hake, recently appointed branch manager for the local 20th Century-Fox exchange,
was confined to his home for several days
this week with a severe cold.
The local War Activities Committee has
completed arrangements for the campaign in
connection with the Third War Loan drive,
the big feature of which will be the visit of
approximately 15 Hollywood stars on September 12. Co-chairmen in this area are
M. A. Silver, zone manager for Warner Bros.
Circuit, and M. A. Rosenberg, president of
National Allied as well as the AA/fPTO of
Western Pennsylvania. Before the bond meet-

Both independent and chain theatre operators,
following a special meeting in Portland August
25th, again decided that Oregon will do more
than their share to "hasten victory" by exceeding the September-October bond quota, and
judging by past performances they will do so.
"This is the Army" goes into a big second
week at Portland's Paramount.
"Stage Door Canteen" starting a sixth continuous week at "Music Box" Seattle, is also
in
a third big week at Parker's Broadway,
Portland.
Bill Prager, well known theatrical advertising man, will shortly leave Seattle to join the
publicity staff at the RKO-Radio studio at
Hollywood.
Bremerton, Wash, continues to fight infantile
paralysis, which has closed all theatres of
B. F. Shearer and Evergreen in Kitsap County.
Spokane theatre men and others announce
they have opened at their Athletic club a
"Barn Door Canteen," and is especially for
"first and last lieutenants."
Paul J. Sharpegger, operator at the Mayfair Theatre, Portland, and a member of Motion
Picture Operators' Union since Jan. 1909, died
at his home following a short illness.
Leroy Johnson of Jensen VonHerberg, and
L. O. Lukan, Seattle delegates, returning from
another PCCITO convention at Los Angeles.
Leading Washington exhibitors booking last
week on Seattle row included Walter Graham.
Mickey Carney, Elden Pollock, Ike Rogers, Mel
Sohn, and O. M. Durham.
Maury Saffle was host at a special dinner
honoring Muriel Parker, resigning from MGM.
Bob Hutchins, well known on Seattle row,
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has left for Alaska to manage for Dave Gross
at Juneau.
J. T. Sheffield, head of Sheffield-Republic,
Seattle, returning from Los Angeles, Salt Lake
City and Denver.
Henry Herbel, Western district sales manager
for Warners, has been covering Pacific Northwest spots.
Del Goodman, Western district manager for
Paramount, visiting Seattle and Portland exchanges.
James Clark, has been named Portland manager for Paramount Pictures. He replaces
.\. R. Anderson, transferred to Philadelphia.
ST. LOUIS
Plans for Missouri's participation in the Third
War Loan Drive were discussed at a meeting
of exhibitors and exchange managers held at
Fanchon & Marco's Fox Theatre's screening
room August 25. The highlights of the big
campaign in St. Louis will include : War Bond
Ambassador
Fanchon & 8thMarco's
at September
premiere
Theatre on
; A monster
War
Bond rally at Sportsman's Park, home of the
World's champion St. Louis Cardinals, on
September 9th ; an all-day program of local
events for members of the Hollywood War
Bond caravan on September 18th. Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., Vice-president and General Manager, Fanchon & Marco Inc., is chairman for
both Missouri and St. Louis. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, the Ansell Brothers,
Sam Komm, and the Frisina Amusement Cornpany are among the other big circuits that will
swing 100 per cent behind the Drive.
A certificate of incorporation has been granted
officeat to23 E-S-A
of State's
the Secretary
by
Pictures,
Incorporated,
with offices
North
State Street, Chicago. The company will have
100 shares of $100 par value common stock and
is authorized under its state charter to manufacture and distribute moving picture plays to
be used in "juke boxes," or cabinets, and for
television. The incorporators were given as
Cyril Milton, Ernest Sties and Laurence M.
Fine.
The Clerk of the Circuit Court has entered
a judgment for $605.53 and another for $608.40
in favor of John S. Leavy versus Fanchon &
Marco Enterprises and the Maryland Casualty
Company, its surety.
Trial of the suit to determine the rights of
the owner. Ambassador Building Corporation,
and the lessee, the St. Louis Ambassador Theatre, Inc., in regard to the privilege of the
lessee to deduct rent when the showhouse is
not open has been set for the October term of
the St. Louis Circuit Court. From May 9th
to August 1, 1942, the lessee deducted $2516.13
from the amount of rent due. The owners assert
that the lessee may deduct $1000 a month between May 1st and September 1st, under the
terms of the lease, only when the theatre is
kept open and pictures selected in accordance
with a prescribed formula, and that since the
theatre was closed down entirely for almost
three months and no films were shown at all,
the lessee could not make any deduction. Judgment for the $2516.13 is being sought.
Hall Walsh, district manager, and Lester
Bona, St. Louis manager for Warner Brothers,
appreciated that extra bit of exploitation for
"This is the Army" that came through Wallie
Gleason, Vitagraph salesman, and Johnny
Menardi of the Fox Midwest organization,
reporting at JefTerson Barracks for induction.
Gleason was finally rejected while Menardi
was sent to the post hospital for further physical
observation.
Joe Garrison, district manager for Universal,
was here last week.
Eddie Snitzer, United Artists district manager, and Tommy Thompson, district manager,
were in town to confer with Eddie Ashkins, St.
Louis manager, on circuit deals for "Stage Door
Canteen."
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Rexa Williams,
Loew's
from
business tripmanager
to New ofYork
City. is back
D. Abeln, manager of the St. Louis AmuseCompany's Hi-Points Theatre, has enlisted
ill thement
Navy.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Eugene Poplack replaces H. W. Sherburne,
who resigned, as manager of the Esquire, a Blumenfield downtown first-run featuring horror
pictures.
Robert L. Lippert is pleasing the patrons of
his defense district theatres. Lippert booked
Don
("Red")
cowboy
star of Republic
Pictures,
for aBarry,
personal
appearance
tour of
his chain of northern California houses.
Vice-president William B. David of Redwood Theatres, Inc., purchased the Ellis Theatre, a neighborhood film house which at one
time also featured stage shows. New policy
will be subsequent-run "B" pictures plus vaudeville, thus bringing to three the total of combination houses in San Francisco. The two other
theatres are the RKO Golden Gate and the
Warfield, a Fox-West Coast, both of which
are downtown first-runs.
The Golden Gate Theatre, downtown firstrun, has discontinued its policy of having a
combination m.c. and house orchestra leader, for
the reason that name bands were featured on
the stage and therefore the house orchestra
was idle for long periods. Charles Kaley, who
held the now vacated post, has picked up a band
for himself and is at present filling an engagement in Las Vegas, Nevada. New policy at the
Gate will call for some act to m.c. when a
variety bill is staged and a nominal leader for
the house band will be furnished by the Musicians' Union when needed.
B. V. Sturdivant, northern California district
supervisor for Fox-West Coast Theatres, will
direct the local showing of "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" at the Alcazar Theatre, recently
leased by FWC to roadshow films at popular
prices. The San Francisco premiere to be held
on September 2 will be a benefit for the xA.merican Women's Voluntary Service.
All theatres in the Golden State Theatre Circuit and San Francisco Theatres, Inc., will hold
copper salvage matinees. Two of the neighborhoods have already had matinees, the Midtown
and the Noe, which netted a ton of metal.
James R. Young, author of "Behind the RisingatreSun,"
presentof atthetheRKO
GoldenfilmGate
for thewasopening
basedTheon
his book. For this picture the Golden Gate
opened the run on Wednesday evening Aug. 25
at 7 p.m. instead of Thursday. American boxing
versus Japanese jiu-jiutsu was demonstrated
three times opening night. Margo, star of the
film, also appeared in person.

BIG

PICTURE

is for
JUDY

Jubilant

Joy^

Jolly

Hiyh' Jinks, Jumpiny
Jive and Jovial Jokes
... jaunt to your nearest
theatre in Jig-time and Join
the Jubilee

VANCOUVER
Jack Fairley, projectionist at the Port Theatre, Port Alberni, is proud of his family of
three sons, all in the Armed forces. One boy
was killed in Hong-Kong. Jack himself is a
veteran of World War I.
Marion Morton, assistant manager at the
Strand, Van., is now on her tenth year at the
de-luxe down-towner. Managers come and
go, but Marion is a permanent fixture.
On vacation or just returned: Violet Bedford, Art Gilbert, Jack Jackson of Regal Flms ;
Mabel Grant, Violet Yates of Empire-Universal ;
Grace and Beverly McDonald, Paradise ; Mrs.
Hewitt, Mary Wallace, Larry Katz of Warner
Bros.; Ruth Scott, Lyric; Stan Pooley, Strand;
Dorothy Clark, Olympia; Janet McBeth, U.A. ;
Michel Goldin, Vogue Theatre.
The contracts with all theatres and Projectionist Union 348 in B.C. expired August 31st.
The local is seeking two weeks holiday with
pay, and double time for all regular holidays,
{Continued on Next Page)

with
DENNIS DAY
Ruth Donnelly
Joe Sawyer Ernest Truex
Douglas Fowley
MIKE RILEY
and his ORCHESTRA
S\eeM

i< You ^le It'sie
Political Satite
REPUBLIC
foniesntimj I »m Ot

Joseph
Santley
— Director
Screen Play
by Frank
Gill,
Jr. — George Carleton Brown
Based On An Original
Story by Prescott Chaplin
Associate Producer — Albert
J. Cohen
BACK THE ATTACK— BUY
WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
PICTURE
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BASED ON " THE AMAZING
QUEST of MR. ERNEST BUSS'
ALPERSON
L.
EDWARD
by
-r«ented
A GARRETT KLEMENT Production
Directed by ALFRED ZEISLER
BOOK
Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cleveland — Imperial
Dallas — Astor

NO

Denver — Commercial
Detroit— AFIied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota — P.R.C.
Milwaukee — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine

New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Hollywood
Pittsburgh — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor
Washington — Astor

S

with the same basic paj' as in effect at present.
Tommy Thompson, for many years manager
of the Regent Theatre, Vancouver, has been
appointed manager of the Grandviewv succeeding Larry
who leaves
the Xavj-.
■'This
Is News
The Armj-"
is due for
to open
at F. P.
Orpheum,
\"ancouver,
SepL seating
24th. This
theatrein
has
3000 Canada.
seats,
the largest
capacity
W'estern
One of the rare cases of the Wartime Price
Control Board allowing a closed theatre to be
re-equipped occurred last week at Redcliff, Alberta. A. Derder, operator of the Astor at
^ledicine Hat, obtained a special permit.
Roy Chown, manager of the Strand. Calgary,
spent his vacation in Seattle and Vancouver.
Peter Egan, of the Palace, Calgarj-, has been
holidaying at Banff.
A survey across the Dominion shows that
Canadian audiences are passing up theatres playing war pictures in favor of musicals, comedies
and light drama. Reissues are doing well.
Many of the close kin of the local amusement
business are in the Sicily invasion, and many
anxious moments are spent here until definite
information comes as to the whereabouts of the
absent ones. B.C. soldiers formed the best
part of the Canadian forces that were in the
drive.
Quite a number of the boys in amusement and
him business out here are expecting their Army
calls in the new act which calls the married
men age group, 27 to 30 years.
George Gerrard, Projectionist Union official,
has gone to Quebec as a delegate to the Trades
and Labor council.
WASHINGTON
Ted Lohmeyer. former manager of the local
Avalon and son of Warners' Washington district manager, Harn,- Lohmeyer, was a visitor
here last week. He's stationed at Lake Forest,
X. C., at a special Army Finance School. He
was here during convalescent furlough after an
eight-day seige in the hospital.
Weekenders last week included Marj- Metz
of RKO — to Phill}-, Jack Safer, Monogram
salesman — Xew York. Dorothy Kolinskj-, Warners publicitj- — to Xew York, and Doris Mullineux,
Warners atpublicitj— who spent a formal
dance weekend
Annapolis.
Back from his vacation — and verj- much in
the pink — is RKO booker Jess Smith.
Among exhibitors along the row this week :
F. Southern of the State. Clarksville, Va. ;
Jerry Cohen, the Plaza, Baltimore; Allen Kahn,
the Pennington, Curtis Bay. Md. : Wilbur Bizendine, the Linden, Baltimore ; Julius Goodman,
the Ideal, Baltimore ; Max Goodman of Ellicott
Cit>-. Md. : and W. F. Crockette of the Bayr.e,
Virginia
Beach,
^'a.of gab is Metro's Tom BalGood who
for
a load
dridge,
tells
of — The surprise birthday party
tossed bj- his exchange for salesman Phil Bobys,
who's somewhere over 40. Plenty of gifts were
opened, and plentj- of cake eaten . . . Branch
Manager Johnny Allen, newh' appointed Assistant deputv' air raid warden for the row, held
his initial meeting with the other exchange managers at t'ne
projection
room. A.
Brylawski
of Fox
Warners,
Amusement
Air Julian
Raid
Warden, spoke ... Ralph Gingles, assistant head
of the checking department, spent a week in
Xew York. .. Salesman Frank Scully is at
Peak's Island, !Me., recuperating from his recent operation . . . \\"elcome weekend visitor was
Howard Ridgely, seaman son of Cashier Anna
Ridgely. He's stationed temporarily at Xorfolk
...Ida Eerezofsky- of the booking department
took in a few days of mountain air. .. Several
shades darker from the Virginia sun is Viv
Brown, assistant to district manager Buddy
Hall. The coloring was done at Virginia Beach
...And out in the rural reaches are Inspectress
Margaret Chaney and Cashier Dot Pfluger.

STR West Coast Offices

6777 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

PRODUCTION
M aureen

On the set of "Madame Curie" at MGM, Director
Mervyn LeRoy and stars Greer Garson and Walter
Pidgeon study actual photographs of Marie
and Pierre Curie which were used in creating
an authentic atmosphere for the production.

Producing

Company

Begins Operations
Declared by film observers to be Hollywood's
most unusual picture-making company, the
newly organized Producing Artists, Inc., headed
by David L. Loew, of the famed theatrical
family,
and Arthur
Lyons, noted
artists'
representative,
began S.operations
at General
Service Studios.
A unique aspect of the new organization is
that its corporate structure will allow Hollywood's top stars, directors and producers to
organize their own film-making units, yet will
leave them free to work for other studios. As
explained by Loew, who is president of P. A.,
and Lyons, its vice-president, stars who organize
their own units will choose their own stories,
make their pictures in their own way, and
share the profits of these various activities. At
tlie same time, the parent company will make
pictures of its own, for which talent will be
Hired on a contract basis.
As if to emphasize their intention to do unusual things, the company this week registered
the first "sound only" trade-mark and motion
picture title. A recording of two whistled notes
constitutes the title and is described as follows :
"The two whistled notes, taken together, form
the typical sound that comes from a young man
the moment after he sees a strikingly pretty
young lady. It is a whistle of admiration, and,
at times, admiration."
Sherman to Try Musicals
Harry Sherman, western producer, has decided to enter an entirely different field in
motion pictures, with the production, early next
Winter, of a musical comedy, "Belle of the
Bowery." The picture, in Technicolor, will be
a lively, colorful, fast-moving story about the
Bowery at its heyday.

0*Hara
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Teresa Wright and Dana Andrews to Co-Star in 'Charms^
► Kur the first time in his career Tommy Dordozen of radio's best-known singers in one
sey played a trombone duet. His partner was none
of their musical numbers for Columbia's "Cover
other than Charles Winninger, who launched
Girl," Technicolor feature starring Rita Hayhis own professional carrer in 1901 playing a worth, which Arthur Schwartz is producing.
trombone in "Breezy Times" a musical show.
The pair recorded Corny Music, a new tune ►More than 30 feet of newsreel shots of the
Nazi Propaganda Minister, brought to this
by Don Raye and Gene de Paul.
country from Germany several years ago by
►Rick Vallin, just signed by Monogram to Alfred Zeisler, will be used in the W. R. Frank
a long-term, four pictures a year contract, will production, "Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels, His
do his first work under the agreement as the
star of an untitled melodrama to be produced
Life and Loves."
►Lena Horne will be handed an important role
by Jack Coyle. Lambert Hillyer will direct.
in "Two Sisters and a Sailor" which features
►Ray Milland has been signed to a straight June Allyson and Gloria De Haven. In the
musical, to be produced by Joe Pasternak, Lena
seven-year deal by Paramount, with no options.
will sing several numbers, including The
His last picture was "Lady in the Dark," his Trembling
of a Leaf, written especially for
present effort "Ministry of Fear" and his next
her by tunesmith Johnny Green.
assignment
will
be
"Tomorrow's
Harvest,"
a
O'Hara. in which he will co-star with Maureen
romance
►Charles Butterworth has been signed to join
Ann Corio
in "The
Daughter,"
Monogram filmusical
withSultan's
Tim and
Irene, Edward
►June
Havoc
will
be
Joe
E.
Brown's
next
leading lady. The sister of Gypsy Rose Lee
Norris, Fortunio Bonanova, Chris-Pin Martin
and Jack La Rue. Arthur Dreifuss directs
has been signed by Republic to play in "The
Return of Casanova" a picture reminiscent of for Krasne-Burkett Prods.
Brown's early stage days. Work should begin
of the screen's
outstandingto
around
ducing. Sept. 25th with Albert J. Cohen pro- ►Harry
writers, Tugend,
has beenonepromoted
by Paramount
producer status, and his first assignment will
►Jacques Tourneur, directing the Casey Robinbe, "California," an elaborate musical film with
Bing Crosby in the cast.
son production "Revenge" at RKO, has one
of the largest exterior sets ever constructed
►As a reward for three successful leads at
in Hollywood for his next setting, which deRepublic, Dale Evans, the singing-dancing
picts a bombed monastery and several acres
"Gam Gam Girl," has had her option renewed
of Russian countryside south of Moscow for for
another year. Miss Evans, who still sings
the
story ofandtoday's
Russia.
for Charlie McCarthy's air program, will next
Toumanova
Gregory
Peck. The film stars
be co-starred with Jane Withers and Ruth
►Maxwell Anderson's stirring drama of AmeriTerry in "Three Little Sisters.'"
can valor, "The Eve of St. Mark,' will reach
Goldwyn announces that he will prethe screen with Maureen O'Hara as the femi- ►Samuel
sent Teresa W right and Dana Andrews in
nine star, it has been amiounced at 20th Century"Those Endearing Young Charms," Broadway
Fox. been
Charles
and Michael
stage hit by Edward Chodorov, whose film
have
cast Bickford,
for outstanding
parts.O'Shea
John
rights he recently purchased.
Stahl will direct the picture which William
Perlberg is producing. Work should begin ►Walter Morosco will produce "Torpedo Squadlate this month.
von 8" and Henry Hathaway will direct. The
picture, screenplay by Norman Reilly Raine,
►Adding still another player to his growing
will have Randolph Scott in a starring role,
contract list. Producer Harry Sherman has and
is scheduled to go into early production.
signed character actor Douglas Dumbrille to
►Edward
Dein has been recalled by Universal
a long-term contract that calls for three pictures a year for Sherman with complete freeto write additional dialog for "Calling Dr.
dom to make any outside commitments he wishes.
Death" based on liis own original, and for which
he did the screenplay. The vehicle is the first
►Robert Siodmak has been named by Associate
of U's new Inner Sanctum mystery group.
Producer Joan Harrison to direct Universal's
►Ernest Haller has been assigned as director
"The Phantom Lady" which goes into production in September. Siodmak, under conof photography for the next Bette Davis-Paul
tract to Universal, recently finished direction
Henreid starrer, "Mr. Skeffington." Vincent
Sherman will direct the picture which will mark
on "Cobra Woman."
the production debut of screenplay writers
►"Uncertain Glory," a love story laid in occuJulius and Philip Epstein.
pied France, with Erfol Flynn and Paul Lukas
►Sig Neufeld has slated Frances Gladwin for
co-starring, has started rolling with Raoul
the top feminine role in his next untitled
Walsh directing for Producer Robert Buckner.
Buster Crabbe western for PRC which Sam
►PRC has decided to produce the original story Newfield will direct.
"Music Without Bars" under the title "No
►Audrey Manners has been added to the
Bars — No Music" which will be the second
picture made by the company under its new
cast of "Return of the Vampire" for director
policy of producing its own pictures. This
Lew Landers. The producer is Sam \^'^hite.
should go into production late in September
►Producer Walter Colmes is planning to make
at the former Fine Arts Studios.
"The Avenger" from an original story by Sheldon Leonard, the actor.
►Gene Kelly and Phil Silvers will satirize a
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Whenever I say zvaiidering I picture myself
as the old nag Nellie ankling around in clover
and picking the lush spots, but old nag or no,
it's wandering. There was the set for "Rookies
in Burma"
where Brown
I saw for
thema laugh
working
Alan
Carney
and Wally
sequence.
I had planned to see Jacques Tourneur directing
"Revenge," RKO's extra special, but found
they had folded up quietly for a few days of
script rewriting. So I dropped in to see Tourneur at his office. He is the fellow who made
the Val Lewton horror specials creep of¥ the
screen right down your spine. We chewed the
fat about those horror pics, and about "Revenge." While we were both interested in motion
pictures,
theremoons
is enough
"chewing"
in that forandmany
of talk,
Jacques material
happens
to be an old school chum of a close friend of
mine, so newsman and director, brought together by an interest in pictures, talked about ye
olde chum.
At Warners the zmndering took me through
the set for "Rhapsody in Blue" where the first
thing I satv zvas the hack of Alexis Smith, she
being bent over a piano facing Oscar Levant,
who zvas nibbling on the keys and making it
sound like music. I tore my gaze azmy from
the piano, to look at Robert Alda, who stood
next to it. He is the nczo Warner find zvho
looks like Cary Grant and is portraying George
Gershzvin. Such things do happen. That group
faded quickly zvhen I saw Charles Coburn.
zvhose comedy characterisations have made hits
in
a friendly
gentleman
andsowemany
talkedpictures.
a minuteHe's
zvhile
I sat ne.vt
to Elsa
Ma.vzvell, herself famous for being a party girl.
y
The "Harvest Moon" set was a striking
stage structure of artificial vegetables many
■times normal size. The girls were wearing hats,
or what passed for hats, made to resemble a
vegetable, and looking good enough to eat. The
hats ? No, the girls.
We sazv them "Jack London"-ing Michael
O'Shea for the Bronston TTA production, and,
though the screen calls him Michael, the boys
still call him Eddie zvhen they zvant his attention.
He posed zvith a couple of sailors zvho fought in
the Guadalcanal area, so they could send the
pictures home, but the Naz'y got a bigger kick
out of having their pictures taken with Margot
Methot, a voluptuous blonde under contract to
Goldzvyn, on loanout to Bronston for this picture. Such zvandering makes the mind zvander.
PRC Signs Gerre Young
As the first step in its plan to build up a
roster of contract players, both established and
promising, PRC has signed Gerre Young, 16year-old soprano, under a long-term deal. The
girl's first assignment will be a featured role
in "Jive Junction," a musical which will be the
first picture made by PRC on its own. Shootingstarts Sept. 13 under direction of Edgar Ulmer.
PRC will give the girl a national publicity and
promotional campaign.
Plans to Team Cooper-Dunne
Sam Wood plans to co-star Gary Cooper and
Irene Dunne in "Jubal Troop," which he will
pi'oduce and direct for Columbia release. Negotiations are under way between the producer
and both stars.

Eight new pictures were set to be given the
■'go" sign at 6 of Hollywood's plants this
week, as follows:
COLUMBIA
ROUNDUP FOR VICTORY— Principals : Charles
Starrett.
min Kline.Jeanne Bates, Dub Taylor. Director, Benja-

Trio Discusses Script
Walter Colmes (left), who is making his debut
as a producer with the PRC musical, "Harvest
Melody,"
discusses
the script
Sam
Newfield
and Rosemary
Lane,with
star Director
of film.
Mil.

S Aautma*t

Qaed.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
KISMET (Technicolor) — Principals: Ronald Colman,
Marlene
Dietrich,
James Craig, Edward Arnold. Director, William
Dieterle.
PRC
RETURN OF THE RANGERS— Principals : Dave
O'Brien, Elmer
Jim Newill,
Director,
Clifton. Guy Wilkerson, Nell O'Day.
RKO RADIO
DANGEROUS
JOURNEY—
: Elsa LanMcCarey. Gordon Oliver, FritzPrincipals
chester,
Feld. Director,
Ray
CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE— Principals :
Simone
Guntlier Simon,
Fritsch. Kent Smith, Jane Randolph. Director,

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Today's visit calls for us to go over and vpatch
Susan Hayward and Michael O'Shea re-enact Jack
London's
to his Bronston
wife, for isthemaking
pictureforof UA
the
same
nameproposal
that Samuel
. . . with the additional treat of meeting Mrs. Jack
London who has come here for the occasion.
Our first introduction, upon entering the set, is to
Mrs. London — a very charming lady with whom we
sit and chat while the stars rehearse. Upon questionus about inherJapan,
husband's
that asing, shea tells
newspaperman
he wascolorful
the firstlife;to
write about the Yellow Peril, before the Russo-Japanese
War and that he wrote almost three hundred books.
While talking she keeps a watchful eye on the proceedings, checking such things as posture and general
getup
of
O'Shea,
as her husband did.to make sure that he looks exactly
She also okayed Miss Hayward's costume, which is
a white mannish shirtwaist with brown tie- -the type
worn at the turn of the century; tan skirt with wide
brown leather belt and brown riding boots. Her hair
is worn high in front with a large brown bow pinned
to the back.
Meanwhile, rehearsals have been going on under the
supervision of Director Alfred Santell. He has been
checking dialogue and positions for the proposal scene,
which takes place on a bridge out in the country.
This is what is called a process shot in motion picture
parlance, for instead of it being built up as a countryside, there is a moving screen behind the players that
gives the same effect when the scene is filmed.
The dialogue has been gone over quite a few times,
for Miss Hayward, who is a splendid actress, muffs
her lines ... as who wouldn't, having to do it under
the watchful eyes of the woman she's portraying.
Scene is finally okayed by Santell . . . word is passed
around
recorded. that this is a "take" and the proposal is
When Mrs. London is called away for stills, we are
all asked in to lunch, which has been kept waiting.
There we eventually get a chance to visit with the
stars. Back to work for them, means the same for us,
so off we go.
Until next week.
Ann Lewis
Five Ready, Five to Go
With the biggest backlog of pictures since
they started production for Paramount two
years ago, Pine-Thomas now have five pictures
ready for release. Fortified with this advance
product, Pine-Thomas also have five stories in
preparation including "The Navy Way," a
story of the Great Lakes Naval Training Center;"Rhythm Ranch," "One Body Too Many,"
"Fast Freight" and the Book-of-the-Month
novel, "Storm," by George Stewart, screenplay
by Isabel Dawn, to be produced with a stellar
cast.

UNIVERSAL
MARSHAL OF GUNSMOKE— Principals : Tex Ritter,
Russell
Hayden,
Dii'ector,
Vernon
Keays. Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt.
PASSPORT TO DAKAR— Principals : Jean Gabin,
Allyn Joslyn. John Qualen, Eddie Quillan. Director,
Julien Duvivier.
WARNER BROS.
UNCERTAIN GLORY— Principals : Errol Flynn,
Paul Lukas. Jean Sullivan, Fave Emerson. Director,
Raoul Walsh.
TITLE CHANGES
"Case of the
GEROUSDangerous
BLONDES. Blondes (Col.) now DAN"Lost
MIKE. Angel" (MGM) now FOR THE LOVE OF
Take Over Lesser Contracts
In a deal consummated between Jack L.
Warner and Sol Lesser, the latter's contracts
with Cheryl Walker and Marjorie Riordan
have been assigned to Warner Bros. Both
girls scored hits in the recently released "Stage
Door Canteen," which Lesser made for United
Artists. Lesser, who had no immediate roles on
his schedule for the two girls, retains their
services for one picture a year. At Warners,
the new comers will be given assignments within
the next few weeks.
Ida Lupino in Walpole Story
Twentieth Century-Fox has announced that
Ida Lupino has been signed to star in the screen
version of Hugh Walpole's famous novel, "Blind
Man's House." The story, in its screen form,
will be called "The House of Chadworth," and
will be produced for the screen by Otto Preminger. It is exected to go into production in
November as one of the most important pictures
on
the wrote
studio's
Sheriff
the forthcoming
screenplay. schedule. R. C.
Home Screening Ban Reaffirmed
Reaffirmation of a resolution banning all
home screenings of pictures until their local
first runs have been completed was voted
.\ugust 25, at a regular meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Association of Motion Picture Producers.

Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
Rel.
ASTOR PICTURES
Mins. Date
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
71
Crooked
(OF
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
70
Fangs of Circle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
60
Hell'sEnlisted
Angels Man
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-HaM
100
Her
(CD)
Barbara
Stanwyck-Robt
Young
70
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudctte Colbert
80
Keep
Benny
72
King 'em
of theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-Ratoff-Bennett
71
Let
'Em
Have
It
(G)
Bruce
Cabot-Virginia
Bruce
70
Palooka for
(C)
Stuart Lee-Griffith
Erwin-Lupe Jones
Velez
70
Scandal
the Bride Anna
70
Scarface
(0)
P.
Muni-G.
Raft-A.
Dvorak
88
Scream in the Night Lon Chaney, Jr
69
Sky
DevilsIn the
(C-D)
88
Thunder
City Spencer
Edw. G. Tracy
Robinson
81
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
45

See of
Issue
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
New Release
New Reissued
Release
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued

COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After
Midnight
With Boston
Blackie
(D)
C
Savage
64 . 3/18/43 ...b7/24/43
Appointment in Berlin g'. Morris-Ann
Sanders-M. Chapman
77. .7/15/43 ...b7/24/43
4030 Boston Blackie Goes
Hollywood (My)
Morris-Constance Worth
68.. 1 1/5/42 ...a7/25/42
Boy From Stalingrad C.Scotty
70.. .1/14/43
5/20/43 . . .a3/20/43
4013 City Without Men (D) Linda Beckett-Conrad
Darnell-Leslie Binyon
Brooks 76
b8/7/43
4UU4 Crime
commandos
Strike at Oawn(D) Paul Muni-Anna Lee
1/7/43 ...bl2/l9/42
Doctor
Warner Baxter- M. Lindsay 100..
66.. 6/22/43
...b7/IO/43
4005 Destroyer
Desperailoes(D)
(Tech.) (W)F... R. Scott-E. Keyes
85. .3/25/43 ...b3/l3/43
Ed. G. Robinson-M. Chapman 99.. 9/2/43 ....b8/2l/43
4203 First
Fighting
Buckaroo
(W)
Starrett-Kay
Harris
58.. 2/1/43 ....a8/29/42
Comes Courage M. Oberon-B. Aherne
86.. 7/29/43 ...a6/ 19/43
Frontier Fury (W)
Chas
Starrett-Jimmy
Davis
.6/24/43 ...b7/l7/43
Good Luck, Mr. Yates Claire Trevor-Edgar Buchanan 55.
69.-6/29/43 ...b8/l4/43
P.
Singleton-A.
Lake
68.
.5/27/43 ...b7/IO/43
It's
a
Great
Life
4038 Junior Army (D)
F. Bartholomew-Billy Halop
69. .11/26/42 .alO/IO/42
4033 Law
Laughof Your
Blues Away(W)...
(C) . , Jinx
Falkenburg-Bert Gordon 69.. 1 1/12/42 .alO/IO/42
the Northwest
C. Starrett-S. Patterson
57. .5/27/43 ...b5/29/43
M. Lindsay-J. Beal
65.. 3/4/43 ....b4/24/43
4040 More
Let's the
HaveMerrier
Fun (C)
4001
(D)
Arthur-J. McCrea
103.. 5/13/43 ....b4/3/43
4034 Murder in Times Square(My) J.E. Lowe-M.
Chapman
65.. 4/1/43 b6/5/43
My
Kingdom
a Cook
Chapman 8/31/43 ...a6/l2/43
No Place
for aforLady
(My)... C.Wm.Coburn-Marguerite
Gargan-Margaret
Lindsay
66..
2/1 1/43 ..alO/IO/42
b6/5/43
4028
One Dangerous
W. William-E.
Blore-M.
Chapman.. 77.
4202 Pardon
My Gun Night
(W)(My)... Chas.
Starrett-Alma
Carroll
57.. .1/21/43
12/1/42 . . .a6/20/42
Passportof the
to Suez
Ann Savage-Robert Stanford 72.. 8/19/43 ...a6/l9/43
Power
Press (D)
Kibbee-Lee Tracy
63.. 5/6/43
1/28/43 ....b5/29/43
..al2/2B/42
Redhead From Manhattan... Guy
L
Duane
63..
4012 Reveille With Beverly (DM) A. Velez-Michael
IMiller-Wm.
Wright
78..
2/4/43
b7/3/43
«2II Riders of the North West
Mounted (W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
57
.
2/15/43
..all/14/42
Robin Hood of the Range (W) .
Starrett-Kay Harris 57. .7/29/43 ...b8/14/43
4212 Saddles &. Sagebrush (W) Charles
R Hayden-Bob
Wills
55..
4/27/43
..al2/26/42
4029 She Has What It Takes (CD) Jinx
Falkenburg-Tom
Neal
66.. 2/25/43
4/15/43...b4/10/43
b6/5/43
91.
4006 Something to Shout About (C) Ameche-Oakie-Janet Blair
4210
Tornado
in
the
Saddle
(W)...
Russell
Hayden-Bob
Wills
59..
12/15/42
...a8/8/42
4019 Two Scnoritas From Ctiicago(C) Jinx Falkenburg-Joan Davis
68. .6/10/43 b7/3/43
4039 Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson 68.. 12/3/42 ...b2/20/43
Ann
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard
75.
b8/7/43
What's
Buzzin'
Cousin
4002 You Were Never Lovelier(M)F F. Astaire-R. Hayworth
98.. .7/8/43
1 1/19/42 .blO/IO/42
Coming

Chance of a Lifetime Chester Morris-G. E. Stone
Cover Girl
R. Hayworth-J.
AViV;,
Cowboy
From(Tech.)
Lonesome River. Charles
Starrett-ViFalkenburg
Athens
a8/7/43
Cowboy in the Clouds Charles Starrett-Jakie Duncan
Cyclone
Prairie
Rangers
Charles
StarrettWalter
Taylor..
A„;4-,:,
y,^iy.i
Dangerous Blondes
Evelyn Baker-Jeff
Keyes- E. Lowe-J.
Hubbard l..
9/23/43 . . .a6/26/43
Donnel
Kenny
Doughboys in Ireland Penny
Footlight
ArthurHarris
Lake
■.TffJr?„
Hail to theGlamor
Rangers (W) Charles SingletonStarrett-Kay
9/16/43 ..alO/31/42
IsLastEverybody
Happy
Ted
Lewis
&
Band.......
\y„;;i.
Horseman (W)
Russell Hayden-Bob Willsr al/9/43
Blai
Grant-Janet
Gary
Curly
Client
My
e
Lugosi-Michael Duan
Vampire 0.BelaStarrett-Shirley
Return ofWestthe (W)
Riding
Patterson
al/30/43
Roundup for Victory Charles Starrett-Jeanne Bates
Silver
City
Raiders
(W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
Sahara
Humphrey Bogart-Bruce Bennett Sept *!"/?';^?
a4/24/43
R. Russell-B. Aherne
Ten Percent Woman
There's Something About a Evelyn Keyes-Michael Duane
Soldier
Mae West-Victor Moore
Tropicana
Vigilantes
Ride (W)
R. Hayden-B.
Wills..
^MV.'A
Wyoming Hurricane
(W) Russell
Hayden-Alma
Carroll
al/16/43

MGM
318 Andy
Double
Life Hardy's
(CD)F
324 A Stranger In Town (D)F.

323
317
333
329
334
380

Current 1942-43
. M. Rooney-L. Stone.

in the Sky (M)F Ethel Waters-"Rochester"
Cabin
Dr. Gillespie's New
,.
Du Barry Was a Lady ,
,
.,,
„Ball
„
Skelton-Lucille
Red
(Tech.) (M)
Harrigan's
Kid (D)F
Bobby Carradine-Patricia
Readick-Wm. Gargan
..
Hitler's
Madman
(D)
lohn
Morison.
Human Comedy, The (D)F M. Rooney-F. Morgan

95 . Dec- Feb
67. .Apr-May
67. .Apr-May
96. .Apr-May
.June-Aug
98. .Apr-May
114
87. .Dec-Feb
101 .June-Aug
80 .June-Aug
84. .June-Aug
117 .June-Aug

.b2/I3/43
.bl2/l2/4?
..b3/20/43
..b3/
13/43
.b5/29/43
. .b2/l3/43
.bl 1/14/42
..b5/8/43
.b3/l3/43
.b6/l2/43
.b2/27/43

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action: (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Fare*;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; <M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (0) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audience
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.
MGM (Cont.
Current 1942-43
314 Journey (or Margaret (D)F...Robt. Young-Laraine Day
320 Keeper of the Flame (D)F K. Hephurn-S. Tracy
319 Northwest Rangers (AD)F....Wm. Lundigan-J. Craig
332 Pilot No. 5 (D)
Franchot Tone-Marsha Hunt
330 Presenting Lily Mars (D) J. Garland-Van Heflin
370
Random inHarvest
Garson-R. Colman
315 Reunion
France(D)A
(D)A G.
J. Crawford-Philip
Dorn
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
316
Stand
By
For
Action
(D)F...R.
Taylor-C.
Laughton
322 Tennessee Johnson (B)A Van Heflin-R. Hussey
321 Three Hearts for Julia (CM)A.M. Douglas-A. Sothern
313 Whistling in Dixie (C)A R. Skelton-A. Rutherford
331 Youngest Profession (OF V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold
Coming

Rel.
Mins. Date
80..Dec-Feb
IOO..Dec-Feb
63..Dec-Feb
70..June-Aug
104. . June-Aug
126.
.June-Aug
l05..Dec-Feb
94. .Apr-May
l08..Dec-Feb
l03..Dec-Feb
OO. Dec-Feb
73..Dec-Feb
82.. June-Aug

See
liiue ef
.blO/31/42
b 12/ 19/42
b..b4/
1.b5/l/43
0/3 10/43
1/42
, bn/28/42
.bl2/5/42
..63/6/43
.bl2/l2/42
.bl2/l9/42
. ..bl/9/43
..b3/6/43
.blO/31/42

402 Above Suspicion (D)
J. Crawford-F. MacMurray 90. .Sept-Dec ..b5/l/43
406 Adventures of Tartu, The R. Donat
103. .Sept-Dec ..b8/7/43
AAmerica
Guy Named Joe
Spencer
Tracy-IreneRichards
Dunne
a5/29/
B. Donlevy-Ann
a6/12/ 3
Andy
Hardy's
Blonde
Trouble.
M.
Rooney-L.
Stone
405 Best Foot Forward(Tech.) (M) . L. Ball-Wm. Gaxton
93. .Sept-Dec ..b7/3/43
Broadway Rhythm
George Murphy-Ginny Simms
a8/l4/43
Canterville
Ghost
Charles
Laughton-Margaret
O'Brien
Cross of Lorraine Gene Kelly-Pierre Aumont
a7/24/43
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern-M. Sullivan
a8/7/43
407 Dr.CaseGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. Barrymore-Van Johnson 89.. Sept-Dec ..b5/8/43
For the Love of Mike Charles
Margaret Boyer-lngrid
O'Brien-J. Craig
Gaslight
Bergman a8/7/43
409 Girl Crazy (M)
M. Rooney-J. Garland
99. .Sept-Dec ..b8 7,43
W. Powell-H.
a7/31/43
403 1Heavenly
Dood It Body
C)
Red
Skelton-E. Lamarr
Powell
102. .Sept-Dec .b7/3l/43
Kismet
(Tech.)
R.
Colnian-Marlene
Dietrich
*
410 Lassie
Home(D) (Tech.) Roddy
McDowall-Donald
Crisp 90. . Sept-Dec .b8/2l/43
MadameCome
Curie
G. Garson-W.
Pidgeon
a6/5/43
411 Man From Down Under Charles Laughton-Binnie Barnes. ... 103. Sept-Dec . .b8 7/43
Meet
the
People
Lucille
Ball-Dick
Powell
a8/14/43
Mr. Co-Ed
Red Skelton-H. James & Orchestra
Rationing
Main
Right
About
(MC) W.
Kay Beery-Marjorie
Kyser &. Band-Lena
Home 78
a2/27/43
401 Salute
to the Face
Marines
(Tech.)
(D)
W.
Beery-Fay
Bainter
101
.
.Sept-Dec
.b7
31/43
See
Private Hargrove.. Robert
Walker-Donna
Reed
a8/l4/43
Seng Here.
of Russia
R. Taylor-Susan
Peters
a6/5/43
404 Swing Shift Maisie (C) A. Sothern- James Craig
87.. Sept-Dec ..b5/8/43
Thousands inCheer
(Tech.) (D).Kathryn
Grayson-Gene
Kelly
al/16/43
Whistling
Brooklyn
Red Skelton-A.
Rutherford
a7/24/43
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. Marshall-R. McDowall
a8/7/43
408 Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H. Marshall
77. .Sept- Dec .b7/3l/43

MONOGRAM

Current 1942-43
Ape Man (H)A
B. Lugosi-W. Ford
Clancy
Boys (0)
Cowboy Street
Commandos
(W) L.R. Gorcey-B.
Corrigan-D.Jordan
Moore
Crime
Smasher
(M)F
Edgar
Kennedy-Gale
Storm
Dawn
on
the
Great
Divide(W)
.B.
Jones-R.
Bell
Ghosts on the Loose (D) East Side Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
(W)
J. King-D. Sharpe
IHaunted
Escaped Ranch
From the
Gestapo
(D)
D. Jagger-M.
Brian
Kid Dynamite
Hall
Land
of Haunted(D)F
Men (W) Leo
RangeGorcey-Huntz
Busters
Living
Ghost
(My)F
James
Dunn-Joan
Woodbury
Melody Parade
Ted Fio Rito Orchestra
Neath Brooklyn Bridge(CD) A . Leo Gorcey-Huntz Hall
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury
(ReviewedGaleas Storm-Robt.
"You Can't Beat
the Law")
Rhythm Parade (M)F
Lowery
Sarong Girl
A. Corio-J. Davis
Silent Witness (D)F
Frank Albertson- Maris Wrixon
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-Patricia Morissn
Spy
TrainFrom
(D)
R. Travis-C.
Craig
Stranger
Pecos (W) Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Trail Riders (W)
John King-David Sharpe
Two Fisted Justice (W) J. King-D. Sharpe
Wild
(W) Inez
H. Gibson-K.
Mavnard
Wings Horse
Over Stampede
the Pacific
Cooper-Montague
Love
Coming

64.
65.
S3.
62.
70.
64.
64.
75.
67.
61.
64.
61.
68.
62.
76.
61.
55.
55.
55.

. .b2/27/43
3/5/43
.. . . .b3/27/43
4/23/43
.b6/26/43
.6/2/43 .. . .b2/20/43
.al..b6/5/43
1/ 14/42
1/29/43
.
.
12/18/42 .. . . .b5/22/43
,7/16/43
4/2/43
12/4/42 . . .b5/29/43
17/43
5/24/43 . ..b4/
.. .b. .a2/6/43
1/23/43
2/12/43
3/26/43 .. .blO/31/42
1 1/27/42 . .b8 ' l4, 43
8/13/43 . .blO/17/42
11/20/42
2/12/43 . . .bl/30/43
12/11/42 . .bl2/26/42
5/28/43
. .b5/l5/43
1/15/43 ... .bl2/l9/42
2/26/43
7/2/43
..bl/16/43
12/4/42 . ...b6/5/43
6/25/43
. .b7/l7„ 43
..b6/5/43
4/16/43
1/8/43 ... .. .b7/3l/43
6/25/43 . ..84/17/43
...b5/l/43

Black Market Rustlers (W)...Ray Corrigan-Dennis Moore
58
Blazing
Hoot Corrigan-Dennis
Gibson-Ken Maynard
Bullets &Guns
Saddles Ray
Moore
Campus Rhythm
Gale Storm-Robert Lowery
Death ofValley
Rangers )acl<
Hoot LaRue
Gibson-Ken
East
the Bowery
& EastMaynard
Side Kids
Here Comes Kelly (C) Joan Woodbury-Eddie Quillan 64
Hitler's
Women
Gale
Patrick-Nancy
Kelly
Law Rides Again, The (W)...Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
54
Mr. Muggs Steps Out Leo Gorcey-Joan Marsh
Mystery
of
the
Thirteenth
Guest
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell
Nearly Eighteen
Outlaws
of Stampede Pass. .. J.GaleM. Storm-Bill
Brown-R. Henry
Hatton
Revenge of the Zombies J. Carradine-L. Talbot-G. Storm
Six Gun Gospel
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
Spotlight Scandals (C) Frank Fay-Billy Gilbert
79
Sultan's
Daughter
Ann Corio-C.
Butterworth
Sweethearts
the U. S. A. ...Una
Donald
Novis
Texas Kid of(W)
JohnnyMerkelIV1. Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Unknown Guest (M)
Victor Jory-Pamela Blake
65

b8/2B 43
a8/7/4343
a8/28
a8/l4/43
b7/31/4
b8./2l'
a8/7
a7/l7
a8/
a6/l
b'

64

September 4, 1942
TRADE
REVIEW
Sii
PARAMOUNT
iKua of RKO-RADiO (Cont.)
Slock
Rel. 8h
Block
No.
No.
. Date luu* ot
Current
1942-43
1/15/43 ...b2/l3/43
Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82.
Frontier (W)F T. Holt-Ann Summtri
57 Apr
.b6/26/43 W-l5 Fighting
b2/6/«
Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker 68. 6/11/43 . .b3/27/43
Flight forandFreedom
R. Russell-F.
MacMurray 100
4 Forever
a Day (D)A
(D)F All
Star Cast
104 3/26/43 ...bl/23/43
Avengers, The (WarU;F K. Kichardson-Deborah Kerr
ttU.
.b8/29/4z
3
Great
Gildersleeve
(C)F
Harold
Peary-Jane
Darwell
62
(Reviewed
as
"Day
Will
Dawn")
1/1/43
..bll/14/42
.5/28/43 . .b3/27/43
ChinaThat(D)
Loretta Young-Alan Ladd
79.
45 Hitler's
(D)A B. Elllson-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
8968 3/19/43
. .b9/4/43
Apr ....bl/2/43
b3/20/43
City
Stopped Hitler(D)F
58.
I Walked Children
With a Zombie(H)A.J.
.b6/26/43
2/12/43
....b8/8/42
Dixie (Tech.) (M)
Bing Crosby- Dorothy Lamour 89. !Special
2
Journey
Into
Fear
(D)A
0.
Welles-D.
Del
Rio
70
Five Graves to Cairo (D) Franchot Tone-Anne Baxter 9i>. 7/2/43 3'! .b. .bS/8/43
Apr
b3/20/43
5
Ladies'
Day
(D)A
L.
Velez-E.
Albert
62
10/3/42
11/27/42 ..bll/7/42
Forest
Rangers (D)(Tech.)
(Tech.)F..F.
MacMurray-P.
Goddard
87.
3 Once Upon a Honeymoon (D)F, Ginger Rogers-Cary Grant 117 11/20/42
i/29/4 . . .bl/2/43
11/6/47
Happy-Go-Lucky
(M) F. Martin-D.
Powell-Vallee
81. 3/26/43
..bll/7/42
W-l
Pirates
ot
the
Prairie
(W)F..Tim
Holt-Nell
O'Day
57
.
Henry Aldrich,
Editor (D)F...J. Lydon-C. Smith
72. 12/4/42 . .blO/3/42
..b7/l8/42
Pride of the Yankees (BD)F..Gary Cooper-Teresa Wright 127 3/5/43
W I Sagebrush
Henry
Aldrich Gets
Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
Barclay
56 Apr a7/25/42
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72 ..4/9/43 .. ...bl/2/43
Saludos
Amigos
(Tech.)
Walt
Disney
Feat.
Prod
42,
2/19/43
.bl2/l9/42
.
.b6/26/43
Henry Aldrich Swings It (C).. Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
65
Z3 Seven
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
87 11/13/42 .blO/17/42
..b3/27/43
Seven Miles
High Explosive (D)F C. Morris-J. Parker
63.
...bl/2/43
Lady Bodyguard (CD)F E. Albert-A. Shirley
70. 3/12/433 . .bll/21/42
Alcatraz (D)A
J. Craig-B. Granville
61 1/8/43 .bll/14/42
31 Lucky
Jordan
(D)A
A.
Ladd-H.
Walker
88.
4 They
TarzanGotTriumphs
(D)F
Weismuller-F.
Giftord
78 ,2/19/43 ..bl/23/43
2/26/4 .
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Me
Covered
(C)F...Bob
Hope-Dorothy
Lamour
95
,2/5/43 ...bl/2/43
b3/20/43
F. Bainter-C. Lee
80. 11/27/42 . .blO/3/42
Land IstoMine
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
10376 2/26/43 ...b2/6/43
45 This
Two Weeks
Live (D)F
(OF Lum
andComing
Abner
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
DaddyPlane(CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75. 2/12/43 . . .bl 1/7/42
• Night
From
.'.bl/2/43
Chungking (D)F
R. Preston-E. Drew
69. 5/7/43
5/i4/4..3 '..bl
1/7/42
3 Palm Beach Story (OA C. Colbert-J. McCrea
89. /I/43
10/3/42
2 Road to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. M/20/42... .b.b3/27/43
II Adventures
of aa Rookie
Brown-Alan Wayne
Carney
b8/2l/43
5 Salute for Thiee (MCD)A B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
75. ,7/16/43 . .b6/26/43
A Lady Takes
Chance Wally
Jean Arthur-John
b8/21/43
() So
Proudly
We (D)
Hail (D) G.Colbert-Goddard-Lake
126.
Around
the
World
Kay
Kyser-Joan
Davis
a7/3/43
. Re-issue
Souls
at
Sea
Cooper-G.
Raft
93.
W-l
Avenging
Rider
(W)
T.
Holt-C.
Edwards
56
a8/22/42
Star Spangled Rhythm
.. . .bl/2/43
7 Behind the Rising Sun (D) . . . Margo-Robert Ryan-Tom Neal 88
b7/l7/43
(Tech.) (M)F Special Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour ... 99. 2/12/43
6 Coastal
Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R. Scott
99
b5/l5/43
1 Street
Chance(D)
(MyD)F J.B. McCrea-B.
Meredith-C.Stanwyck
Trevor
74. 12/18/42 ..hlO/3/42
Command
(Doc)
62
b7/24/43
. . Re-issue
Union ofPacific
138.
Curse of the Cat People Simone Simon-Kent Smith
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/15/43 , .bll/7/42
Dangerous
Journey
Elsa Conway-Jean
Lanchester- Gordon
Oliver
Falcon &, the
Co-eds Tom
Brooks
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
69
b7/l7/43
Coming
I Fallen
The (D) J.MargoGarfield-M.
O'Hara
b8/2l/43
GangwaySparrow,
for Tomorrow
Wally Brown
6 Gildersleeve's
Bad
Day
(C)...H.
Peary-J.
Darwell
62
And
the
Angels
Sing
Laraour-MacMurray-B.
Hutton
a6/26/43
Gildersleeve on Broadway Harold Peary-Billie Burke
a8b5/8/43
21/43
For Whom the Bell Tolls
Government Girl
0. de Havilland-Sonny Tufts
a7, 17/43
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Ghost Ship
Richard Dix-Russell Wade
Frenchman's
Creek
(Tech.)
.
.
.
.
J.
Fontaine-B.
Rathbone
a7/3l/43
Higher
&, Higher
Michele Sanders
Morgan-F. Sinatra-J. Haley
Going Fellows
My Way
Bing Kellaway-Helen
Crosby-Rise Stevens
International
Zone
George
I Good
(CD)
Cecil
Walker 70
b8/l4/43
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick
a7/24/43
Hail the Conquering Hero Eddie Bracken- William Demarest
a8/28/43
6 Leopard
(H)
D. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
Henry
Aldrich, Plays
Boy Scout Jimmy Lydon-Joan Mortimer
Let's Go Man
Latin
Disney
Henry Aldricn
Cupid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/4.i
7
Mexican
Spitfire's
Blessed
Event (C)
L. Velez-L. Errol
63
b7/l7/43
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House.J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
6 Mr. Lucky (D)
C. Grant-L. Day
luu
b5/8/43
Henry Aldrich's
Little Secret, .Jimmy
Lydon-Joan Mortimer
a7/IO/43
North Star, The (D)
W. Huston-A. Baxter
a4/l7/43
I Hostages
(D)
A.
de
Cordova-Luise
Rainer
89
b8/l4/43
One
Hour
of
Glory
Gregory
Peck-Toumanova
Hour Before the Dawn Franchot Tone- Veronica Lake
a6/26/43
7 Petticoat
(CD)
Carroll-Walter
Reed
61
b7/l7/43
Lady in the Dark (lech. (CD) Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
a3/6/4j
Red River Larceny
Robin Hood
(W)...T.JoanHolt-C.
Edwards
a8/l/42
I Let's
Face It (MC) ....Bob
Hutton
76
b8/7/43
Rookies
in
Burma
Alan
CarneyWally
Brown
Mine Sweeper
RichardHope-B.
Arien-Jean
Parker
a7/3/43
I Seventh Victim
Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
b8/2l/43
Ministry of Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
7I So
Sky'sThisthe IsLimit
(C)
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
Miracle
Morgan's
Washington
Lum
& Abner
b8/2l/43
Creek of(CD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
al/2/43
Spitfire
L. Howard-D. Niven
b4/24/43
No
Time
for
Love
(C)
Claudette
Colbert-Fred
MacMurray
a7/25/42
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/43
Our Hearts Were Young
Tarzan's
Desert Mystery J.Ginger
Weissmuller-Nancy
& Gay
Diana Lynn-Gail Russell
Tender Comrade
Rogers-Robert Kelly
Ryan
Riding High (Tech.) (CD) D. Lamour-D. Powell
a3/l3/43
Up in Arms (Tech.) Danny Kaye-Dana Andrews
Standing Room Only P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
Story of Dr. Wassell (Tech.) . .Gary Cooper- Laraine Day
a8/7/43
6 Submarine Alert (Spy) Richard Arlen-Wendy Barrie 67
b6/26/43
Timber Queen
R. Arlen-M. B. Hughes
a8/l4/43
I Tornado
C.
Kelly
83
b8/l4/43
iriumph Over Pain
JoelMorris-N.
McCrea-Betty
Field
a6/27/42
I True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell 94
b8/l4/43
Uninvited, The
Ray Milland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43
REPUBLIC
Current 1942-43
. ..b4/3/43
.3/20/43 .. . .b3/27/43
214 Alibi (M)F
M. Lockwood-H. Sinclair
66. .3/24/43
778 At Dawn We Die (D)A John Clements-Godfrey Tearle 78. .8/15/43 . ...b8/7/43
362 Black Hills Express D. Barry-W. Vernon-A. Heath 55. .1/15/43
.3/12/43 . . .al/30/43
264 Blocked
TrailSaddles
(W)
Bob
Steele-Tom Tyler
55.
. . . Reissue
PRC
2301
Boots
and
(W)
Autry-Burnette-Judith
Allen
58.
...b7/3/43
.7/8/43
Current 1942-43
Bordertown Gunfighters (W)..B. Elliott-G. Hayes
56. .4/30/43 .. . ..b4/24/4S
.3/5/43 . ..b2/6/43 2313
2311 Calling Wild BUI Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
55. .3/23/43 . ."..b5/29/43
152
Bad
Men
of
Thunder
Gap
(W)
.Tex
O'Brien-James
Newill
59.
.34/17/43
275
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.J. E.BarryL. Merrick
55.
. ..b4/
313 Black
Behind Raven
Prison (H)A
Walls (CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G.Madison
Michael
66. .5/31/43
10/43
.3/22/43 .b3/20/43
219 Carson
Chatterbox
Brown-J.
Canova
76. .4/27/43
.5/15/43
321
6. Zucco-N.
62.
.2/13/43 .. ...a3/6/43
276
Days
of
Old
Cheyenne
(W)
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
55.
459 Blazing Frontier
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
.9/1/43
.
.
.b3/20/4S
.6/15/43 . .blO/17/42
274
(W)F S.D. Ridges-R.
Barry-L. Merrick
55.
354
Border
Buckaroos
O'Brien
60.
.5/28/43 .. ...b6/5/43
222 Dead
False Man's
Faces Gulch
(D)
Williams
56. .1/29/43
. 12/7/42 ...a8/7/43
tlO Cattle
Boss ofStampede
Big Town (0)A Jim
John Newill-D.
Litel-Florence
hy. .8/16/43
211
Fighting
Devil
Dogs
Lee
Powell-Eleanor
Stewart
69.
362
Buster
Crabbe-AI St. Rice
John
58.
,
.b3/27/43
.7/1/43 ..
361 Fugitive From Sonera (W)...D. Barry-L. Merrick
55. .4/15/43
.3/29/43 . .b7/ 17/43 2303
31 Corregidor (D)
o. Kruger-E. Landi
73. .8/23/43
Gauche Serenade (W)
G. Autry-S. Burnette
69. .5/10/43 . ..b7/3l/43
. -Reluut
411
Danger
—
Women
at
Work
(C).
Patsy
Kelly-Isabel
Jewell
61.
,. ..b7/3/43
,
.
.bl/16/43
.2/10/43
220
Gentle
Gangster
(D)
B.
MacLane-M.
Lament
57.
320 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle
66.
.8/26/43
.
a5/l/43
224
Headin'
for
God's
Country
W.
Lundlgan-V.
Dale
78.
365 Death Rides the Plains <W)..B. Livingston-AI St. John
55. ,5/7/43 .a6/l9/43
. 12/1 1/42 .bl 1/21/42
251 Heart of the Golden
355
Valley
D.Wendie
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
60.
(W)F
65. ..3/26/43
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
72. ,7/26/43
.b3/l3/43
/I/43
12/24/42 . ..bl2/l9/42
.3/12/43
215 HitWest
Parade
of 1943 (DM)F...J. Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
Carrol-S. Hayward
82.
J59 Fugitive of the Plains (W)... Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
55. ,6/15/43
206
Revue (CD) R.
EllenRogers-S.
Drew-Richard
Denning 79.
123 Gangs, Inc
Alan Ladd-Joan Woodbury
72.
.3/10/43 . .. .b4/
.b2/20/43
.b6/5/43
252 Ice
IdahoCapades
(W)F
Burnette
70. .9/1/43
il4 Ghost and the Guest (My) James Dunn-Florence Rice
61. .4/19/43 . ...b4/IO/43
10/43
. . Reissue
. .bl2/26/42
In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette 72.
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
74. .5/17/43 , ...b7/3/43 2306
254
King
of
the
Cowboys
(W)
K.
Rogers-S.
Burnette
67.
.4/9/43
..
401
Isle
of
Forgotten
Sins
(D)
J.
Carradine-G.
Sondergaard
84.
.
12/31/42
.8/15/43
,
205 Johnny
(CD) John
Jane WithersHenryMcLeod
Wilcoxon 58.
63. .1/15/43 . .bl2/l9/42
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. Junn
56. .1/27/43 .bii/ 14/42
. . .34/3/43
210
London Doughboy
Blackout Murder(My)
Abbott-Mary
302
(D)A..Anna
May Wong-Mae
Clark
71. .12/21/42
55. .6/11/43 . ...b6/5/43
.8/28/43 . aii/7/42 2312 Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
367 Lady
Law ofFrom
the Chungking
Saddle
B. Livingston-AI
St. John
.4/13/43 . . . .Reissue
217 Mantrap
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
Corrigan
319 Man of Courage (0)
B. MacLane-Lyle Talbot
67. .1/4/43
. . ,bl2/5/42
2305
Burnette 57.
58. .7/15/43 .bl2/l2/42
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
68. ,11/23/42
.b8/ 14/43
209 Mexican
Mountain Rose
Rhythm(W)
(D) Gene
WeaverAutry-Smiley
Bros. & Elviry
70.
,bl/23/43
.4/5/43 ., .bl/16/43
.1/8/43
311 My Son, the Hero (OF Patsy Kelly-Roscoe Karns
68. .11/20/42
227
Nobody's
Darling
(F)
M.
Lee-L. Calhern-G.
George 71.
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI St. John
56,
8/27/43 . . . .03/27/43
.3/12/43
,..b8/l/42
212
Purple
V.
The
(Spy)A
J.
Archer-M.
McLeod
58.
304 Night for Crime
G. Farrell-L. Talbot
76. .2/18/43
. . . Reissue
. ..33/13/43
2304 Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
66. .6/1/43
363 Overland Stagecoach (W) Bob Livingston-AI St. John
60. . 12/1 1/42
266 Riders of the Rio Grande(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
55. .5/21/43
. 12/30/42 . . ..b8/7/43
lU/i Payolt (My) A
Lee Tracy-Tom Brown
74. .1/21/43
2.'>3
Ridin'
Down
the
Canyon
(W).Roy
Rogers-George
Haves
53.
312 Queen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe 66. .3/8/43
.7/29/43
.
/28/42
. 12/25/42 .
. . .33/6/43
301
Saint Meets
the Tiger Three
Hugh Sinclair-Jean
Gillie 70.
/28/42
351
Over (W) James
Newill-Tex
O'Brien 58.
61. .7/1/43
2b3
Mesquiteers
55. .4/16/43 . .bl2/l2/4?
361 Rangers
Renegade,Take
The
B. Crabbe-AI
St. John
.b7/IO/43
208 Sante
Secrets Feof Scouts
the (W)
.7/20/43 . ,, .a5/22/43
.12/18/42
.310/10/42
405
Submarine
Base
(D)
John
Litel-Alan
Baxter
66,
Underground(D)
(Spy)
John
Hubbard-Virglnia
Grey
71. .4/20/43 . ..b4/24/4S
322 Terror House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
71. .4/19/43
.35/1/43
. .b7/24/43
.5/10/43
218 Shantytown
M. Lee-J.
Archer
65.
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
59.
.8/12/43 . , .b7/3l/43
256 Someone
Silver Spurs
Roy Paige-J.
Rogers-John
Carradlne 80.
68. .8/21/43
.5/14/43
360
Cyclone
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John
64.
225
to Remember (D) M.
Crane
. . .b5/29/43
164 Western
Wild Horse
Hustlers
Livingston-St.
57.
,a6/l9/4342
255 Song of Texas
Roy Rogers-Sheila Ryan
69. .6/14/43
. . . . Reitsui
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
60. .2/12/43
.6/21/43
.3/1/43
.blO/3
2302
South
of
the
Border
(MW)...G.
Autry-S.
Burnette
70,
.
12/28/42
3UI Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller 71. .11/9/42
273 Sundown Kid (W)
Don Barry-Linda Johnson
56. .5/20/43 . .310/31/42
. ..b5/l/43
221 Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty- V. Vague
72.
Coming
, .b6/l9/43
.4/6/43 .. ...b4/3/43
216 Thumbs
Tahiti Honey
(DM)
D. Joyce-R.
O'Keefe-S.Frazer
Simon
69. .7/5/43
223
Up
B.
67.
..
.311/28/42
.1/25/43
.
263 Thundering Trails (W) Three Meiauiteers
56.
I2/5/42
207
Traitor
Within
(D)A
Donald
M.
Barry-Jean
Parker
63.
. 12/16/42 ..b
Girl From Monterey Armida-Edgar Kennedy
9/24/43
.11/13/42
262
Vallev
of
Hunted
Men
(W).,
Three
Mesquiteers
56.
. .b7/3l/43
.alO/3/42
Harvest Melody
Rosemary Lane-Johnny Downs
11/22/43
2314 Wagon Tracks West (W) Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys 55. .8/19/43
8/23/43
.
,..35/1/43
368 Raiders of Red Gap
Bob Livingston-AI St. John
9/30/43
226 West Side Kid, The
D. Barry-D. Evans-H. Hull
58.
Return Fangs
of the Rangers Dave
Newill
204 X Marks the Spot (My)A Helen Parrish-Oamian
O'Flynn 56, .11/4/42 ..bll/7/42
406 Tiger
Frank O'Brien-Jim
Buck-June Duprez
9/10/43 ...a8/l4/43
Coming
356 Two
Trail Worlds
of Terror
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
9/14/43
F.DaveLederer-S.
Gurie
10/20/43 ...a7/l7/43
..a8/l4/43
316 Underdog, The
Barton MacLane-Charlotte Wynters. 10/4/43
A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald 55
.37/24/43
351 Beyond the Last Frontier Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette 56.. 9/18/43 ..38/7/43
375 Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes
55 . 9/9/43 , ,b8
.37/24/43
28 43
Deerslayer
BruceRogers-Ruth
Kellogg-JeanTerry
Parker
Hands
Across Elmer
the Border AlRoy
RKO-RADIO
Here Comes
Pearce & His Gang
.38/28/43
.36/26/43
302 Hoosier Holiday
Dale Evans-George Byron
72.. 9/13/43
In Old ofOklahoma
John Wayne-Martha
Scott
Current 1942-43
.38/28/43
Raiders
Sunset Pass Eddie
Dew-Smiley Burnette
.. .b8/2l/43
3 Army Surgeon (WarD)A James Ellison-Jane Wyatt
63. .12/4/42 ..blO/24/42
228 Sleepy
Lagoon
Judy
Canova-Dennis
Day
65
.
9/5/43
.
3 Cat People (D)A
Simone Simon-Tom Conway
73. .12/25/42 .011/14, 4<
Man From Music Mountain ... Roy Rogers-Ruth Terry
4 Cinderella Swings It (DM)F. Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren
71. .2/26/43 ...bl/23/43
..38/21/43
...37'3/43
Man From the Rio Grande. ... Don Barry-Twinkle Watts
25 Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Conway
62. .11/6/42
Mystery Broadcast
Nils Asther-Frank Albertson
Falcon Strikes
(My)A...T.Geo.Conway-H.
Hilliard
65..
May ...blO/3/42
b3/20/43
SHOWMEN'S
R(l.
Mini. Date
Current 1942-43

September 4, 1943

SHOWMEN'STRADEREVIEW
65
See
Rel.
UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
Mins. Date
20TH CENT.-FOX
Issue of
Current 1942-43
Rel.
See of 7003
7039 Hit the Ice (C)
Block
. ..b7/3/43
Abbott
&
Costello-Ginny
Simms
82. .7/2/43
Issue
Mlns. Date
or No.
Current 1942-43
..
.3/5/43
(C)F (C) David
Kitz Bros.
-JoanHarriett
Frazee
61.
7047 Hi' Ya ChumLodge
BruceHilllard 63.
.b2/l3/43
2 Berlin Correspondent (D)F Virginia Gllmore-Oana Andrews 70. 9/11/42 . ..blO/17,
.b8/l5/4242 7025 Honeymoon
..b3/13/43
.b2/6/43
.. ... .b7/3l/43
How's About It (CM)F
Andrews Sisters
61. .7/23/43
7001
12/4/42
.
57 Chetniks
Blael( Swan(D)F
(Tech.) (D)F Pliilip
T. Power-Maureen
O'Hara
85.
.
.
.bl/9/43
It
Ain't
Hay
(C)F
Abbott
&.
Costello
81. .2/5/43
.3/19/43
.
,
.bl/30/43
Dorn-Anna
Sten
73.
7023
2/5/43
..
Up Love (C)F
Jean-Donald
O'Connor 61.
65. .4/9/43 .. . ,b3/6/43
6 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery 95. 1/1/43 .. ,. .bl2/5/42
7040 ItKeepComes
7034
(CD)F(W)..J.
. Gloria
H. M.Hall-B.
Jordan
108 Crash
Coney Dive
Island (Tech.)
(Tech.) (D)
(DM)...B.T. Power-Anne
Grable-G. Montgomery
96. 6/18/43 . . .b5/22/43
7072 Little 'Em
Joe, Slugging
the Wrangler
Brown-T.
Ritter
61. .11/18/42
.4/2/43 .. . .a7/25/42
.b4/24/43
Baxter
105.
5/14/43
.
Madame
Spy
(Spy)A
C.
Bennett-D.
Porter
63. .12/11/42 ..bl2/l2/42
.b4/3/43 7009
Desert Victory
War Documentary
60. 4/16/43 . ., ..b3/13/43
7U27 Mister Big
Donald
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean
74.
.3/28/43 . .b5/29/43
8 Dixie Dugan (C) F
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66. 3/12/43
Mug Town
(D)F
Billy
Halop-Huniz
Hall
59.
12/1 1/42 . .blO/17/42
7052
58 Dr.
Renault's
Secret
(My)A...J.
Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Roberts
58.
.1/22/43 .. . ..bll/14/42
.b4/IO/43
Next
of
Kin
Nova
Pilbeam-Basil
Sidney
86.
.bl/23/4:)
the Hello
Boss (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
73. 4/2/43 .. .b3/ 13/43 7015 Nightmare (Spy) F
.5/7/43
Donlevy 81.
8 He
Hello,HiredFrisco,
, 1 1/13/42 . .a9/ 19/42
7073 Old Chisholm Trail (W) J.Diana
M. Barrymore-Brian
Brown-Tex Ritter
60. .12/11/42
.b3/13/43 7061
(Tech.) (DM)F
A. Faye-J. Oakle
98. 3/26/43 . ....bl/9/43
7008 Phantom
of the
Opera (Tech.) .Nelson
Eddy-Susanna
Foster 92.
. .b8/14/43
Immortal Sergeant
O'Hara 90.
(D)F
M. Dietrich-K.
Scott
90. ,8/27/43
1/29/43 .. , .b5/29/43
.12/11/42 . .bl2/l2/42
107 Jitterbugs
(C)(D)F Henry
Laurel Fonda-Maureen
& Hardy
74. 6/11/43
Raiders of the
San
7076 Pittsburgh
. ..b6/5/43
(1 Life Begins at
Joaquinof (W)
Brown-Tex
Ritter
60,
.bl2/5/42 7065 Rhythm
12/25/42 ,.bl/16/43
Eight-Thirty
(fi)(CD^F
F
Monty
Woolley-lda
Lupino
84.
.6/4/43 .. . . .b3/13/43
the Islands (MC)F.A.J. M.
Jones-J.
Frazee
60. .4/16/43
77 Margin
for
Error
J.
BennettMilton
Berle
74.
Shadow
of
a
Doubt
(
MyD)
A
.
.
.Teresa
Wright-Jos.
Gotten
108.
2/19/43
.
...bl/9/43
Meanest Man in the
7042
.1/15/43 .
7024 Sherlock Holmes and the
WorldIs Down,
(C)F
Lane
59. 2/12/43 . .. .b3/l3/43
.bl/16/43
Secret Weapon
(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
68. .2/12/43 .
Sherlock
Holmes
in
8 Moon
The (D)F C.Benny-Rochester-P.
Hardwicke-D. Bowden
90.
7028
. .bS/27/48
86 Over
My Friend
FlickaBody(Tech.)
McDowall.. 68.
89. 4/9/43
4/23/43 .. . ..b4/IO/43
Washington
B. Rathbone-Nlgel
71. ..4/30/43
My Dead
(C)F(D).P.M. Foster-R.
Berle-MaryJohnson-R.
Beth Hughes
1 1/20/42 . .bl l/20/4<
.bl2/12/42
Strictly
in the (D)
Groove
(M)F.,Mary
Healy-Ozzie Bruce
Nelson
60.
7074 Tenting
1/15/43 .. ...b5/8/43
10 Ox-Bow Incident (D)
Henry Fonda-Dana Andrtwi 75. 5/21/43
Tonight
on
the
7013
34 Quiet
Please.in IMurder
(My) G. Patrick-G. Sanders
70. 3/19/43 . .bl2/l9/4^
Old Camp Ground (W) J M. Brown-Tex Ritter
61. .2/5/43 .,. . .alO/3/42
Springtime
the Rockies
Two Tickets to London M. Morgan-A. Curtis
78. .6/18/43
11/6/42 . . .b5/29/43
.b7/3l/43
(Tech.l
(M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
91.
7064
.b9/19/42
.7/30/43 . . .b6/l9/43
We've
Never
Been
Licked
(D)
.Richard
Quine-A.
Gwynne
103.
Stormy Weather (M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast 77. 7/16/43 . b 1 0/1 7/42 7ult> When Johnny Comes
58 They
That Came
Other toWoman
(D)F
V.
Gilmore-James
Ellison
75.
7004
11/13/42
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J. Frazee-G. Jean
75. .1/1/43 .. .b4/l7/4S
Blow Up
7002 White
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J.Abbott
Hall-M.
Montez
76.
. ..bl/2/4
. .b4/24/43
America
(D)
G.
SandersW.
Bond
73.
Who
Done
(OF
Sc
Costello
77 .4/23/43
5/7/43
..
.11/6/42 . bl 1/7/4
(D) (Tech.)F..G.L. Tierney-P.
78.
1/20/42 blO/17/42
65 Thunder
Time to Birds
Kill (D)F
Nolan-HeatherFoster
Angel
61. 11/22/43
.
.bl2/5/4?
. ..b4/3/43
1 Tonight W* Raid Calais (D) . . Annabella-B. Bondl
72.
. .hlO/17/42
Current
1943-44
56 We
Undying
Monster
Angel
63. 4/30/43
11/27/42
Coming
Fired Wife
.9/3/43 ....a6/l9/43
.Robert Paige-Louise
Allbritton.
Are the
Marines(My)F
(D) F .... John
March Howardof TimeHeather
Feature
65.
1/8/43
..
. .b9/l9/42
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis Calvert
103. 2/26/43 . .bl2/l2/42
AM Baba and the Forty
Current 1943-44
Hall
a7/31/43
Thievesa Bridesmaid
(Tech.)
Maria MontezAlways
(MC) .. .Andrews
Sisters-JonPatric Knowles 9/24/43 ...a2/20/43
.b7/
10/43
II Claudia
Bomber's (D)
Moon
Geo.
Montgomery-Annabella
70
8,6/43
.
9
4/43
Cobra
Woman
..M.
Montez-Jon
Hall-Sabu
10/15/43
..a6/l9/43
R. Young-Dorothy McGuire 91
b8/21/43
Corvette
K-225 (D)
Randolph
Scott-Barry Fitzgerald 9/17/43
.b7/24/43
I Heaven Can Wait (Tech.) D. Ameche-Gene Tierney
98
.b8/28/43
Crazy House
Olsen
&. Johnson
10/8/43 ...a3/20/43
. . .a7/24/43
I Holy Matrimony (CD) M. Woolley-G. Fields
87 .8/13/43
8/27/43
Flesh & Fantasy
Edw. G. Robinson-Charles Boyer 10/29/43 ..a4/24, 43
8072
Gunfighters
Tex
Ritter-Fuzzy
Knight
Coming
Gung Ho
Randolph Scott-Alan Curtis
His
Sister D.
Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
a7/3l/43
HiLarceny
YaButler's
Sailor
Woods-Elyse
Knox
10/15/43 ...a8/7/43
Buffalo
Bill
(Tech.)
M.
O'Hara-J.
McCrea-L.
Darnell
a8/l4/43
With
Music
(DM)...
A.Donald
Jones-K.
Carlisle
9/10/43
, . .a2/6/43
Dancing Masters
Laurel & Hardy
Mad Ghoul
Evelyn Ankers-David Bruce
a6/26/43
Galveston
Edward G. Robinson-Lynn Bari
Man
of the
Family (CD) Tex
DonaldRitter-Russell
O'Connor-S. Hayden
Foster
a8/7/43
. .a6/5/43
Gang's
All Here.
The
A.
Ryan-C. Miranda
Marshal
of Gunsmoke
.a6/26/43
Guadalcanal
Diary
P. Faye-Sheila
Foster-W. Bendix
Moonlight
&
Cactus
Andrews
Sisters-Leo
Carrillo
.a7/l7/43
HappyEyre
Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Rutherford
Mummy's
Ghost
Lon Chaney,
Jr. -J. Carradine
.a4/10/43
Jane
Orson Welles-Joan
Fontaine
Never
a Dull
Moment Jean
Ritz
Bros. -Frances
Langford
a5/29/«3
Lifeboat
Tallulah
Bankhead-John
Hodiak
Passport
to Dakar
Gabin-Allyn
Joslyn
'..a6/26/43
!a6/5/43
Lodger,
The
Merle
Oberon-George
Sanders
Professor
Goes
Wild
Grace
McDonaldDavid
Bruce
a8/21/43
Paris After Dark
G. Sanders-B. Marshall
Sherlock
9/17/43 ..,.a6/l9/43
Pin-Up Girl (Tech.) B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown
Sherlock Holmes
Holmes Faces
and theDeath . B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
Roger
Touhy,
Gangster
K.
Taylor-L.
Andrews-P.
Foster
Spider Woman
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
a6/19/43
.b8/2l/43
Shrine of Victory (Doc.) Greek Navy
45
Son of Dracula (H)
A. Curtis-L. Chaney
a3 '20 i
.84/24/43
Song of Bernadette J. Jones-V. Price-C. Bickford
So's
Your
Uncle
E.
Knox-D.
Woods-B.
Burke
a7/31/43
Sweet
Rosie
O'Grady
(Tech.)..B.
Grable-R.
Young
Set
to
Music
Allan
Jones-June
Vincent
a8/28/43
.a3/27/43
Tampico
G. Robinson-Lynn
Bari 9/17/43 .ai/ii/ii
Strange Death of Adolf Hitler. Ludwig Donath-G. Sondergaard 9/10/43 ...a7/24/43
Wintertime
S.Edward
Henie-J.
Oakie
8071 Sundown Trail
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
This Is the Life
Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster
37/17/43
Top
Man
Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster 10/1/43 ....a8/7/43
When
You're Ladies
a LuckyFly
Fellow, Mr. Young-Fitzgerald-Barrymore
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
10/22/43 ..a8/l4/43
UNITED ARTISTS
24
Current 1942-43
.bl2/5/42
American Empire (WD)F R. Dix-P. Foster
82. . 12/1 1/42 . ...bl/30/43
V\/ARNER BROS.
Border
(W)F
Boyd-A. Wyatt
Clyde
66. .4/2/43
Current 1942-43
.5/14/43 . . ...b8/7/43
. .b3/13/43
BuckskinPatrol
Frontier
(W)F Wm.
R. Dix-Jane
76.
221 Action in the North
Calaboose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45. ,1/29/43
, .b5/22/43
.6/12/43 . ...b2/6/43
Atlantic (D)
H. Bogart-R. Massey
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. .6/18/43 .. ...b6/l9/43
.biy23/43
.3/20/43 . ..b6/ 12/43
217
Air
Force
(D)F
J.
Garfield-G.
Young
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. Goddard-R. Milland
81. ..11/20/42
1/22/43
.1/23/43
222 Background to Danger (Spy).. Geo. Raft-Brenda Marshall
.blO/24/42
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44.
.7/3/43 .. . bl..b7/3/43
1/28/42
214 Casablanca (D)F
H. Bogart-l,iQrid Bergman 102 .7/24/43
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48. .3/12/43
.3/5/43 . ., ...b5/22/43
. . .b3/27/43
.b3/20/43
223
Constant
Nymph
(D)
Charles
Boyer-Joan
Fontaine
112
Hoppy
Serves
a
Writ
(W)F...W.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66.
. .b9/26/42
219
Edge
of
Darkness
(a)A
E.
Flyn<i
A
Sheridan
118
.4/24/43
.
Hangmen Also Die (D)A B. Oonlevy-W. Brennan 131. .3/26/43
211 Flying Fortress (D)F Richard Greene
65 .12/5/42 . ,bl0/3l/42
.b7/31/43
.8/20/43 ... .b3/27/4<
Hi
Diddle WeDiddle
A. Menjou-M.
Scott
72. .2/12/43
212
Jim (D)F
E. Flynn-Alexis Smith
104 .11/14/42
.blO.27/4,:
in Which
Serve (C)
(D)F Noel
Coward
114.
11/27/42 . .bl2/26/42
210 Gentleman
George Washington
Slept
lacare (T)F
Frank Buck. Narrator
65. .9/3/43
.b9/l9/42
. .b8/28/43
Her* Man
(CD)F
Coburn 6492 .11/28/42 bl2/l2/41
Johnny Come Lately (D) J. Cagney-Grace George
97. .4/30/43 .. ...b5/l/43
216 Gorilla
(D)A
J.J. Benny-A.
Loder-RuthSheridan-C.
Ford
.1/16/43
.
,
Lady
of
Burlesque
B.
StanwyckMichael
O'Shea
.
.
.b4/
10/43
.5/28/43
209
Hard
Way
(D)A
I.
Lupino-D.
Morgan
107
Leatlier Burners (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. . 12/18/42 . .bl/23/43
.2/20/43 .. .b9/26/42
208 Hidden Hand (Mv)A.. Craig Stevens-Julie Bishop
65 .11/7/42
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola Lane
63. .12/31/42 . . .b3/6/43
, .b9/l9/42
.b7/3l/43
224
Irving
Berlin's
This
Is
the
McGuer'ins
Brooklyn(C) A.Wm.
Bendix-Grace Bradley
47. .1/15/43 .bl2/l9/42
.8/14/43 .. ,,..b5/l/43
Army
Army All-Star Cast
121 .5/22/43
Powers GirlFrom
(M)F
Geo. Murphy-Anne
Shirley 93.
,..b7/
17/43
220
Mission
to
Moscow
(D)
W.
Huston-A.
Harding
123
Prairie Chickens (C)
J. Rogers-N. Geery, Jr
47. .5/21/43
.b2/27/43
.bl 1/14/42
. 1 1/13/42 , ..b2/20/43
218 Mysterious Doctor (D)
John Loder-Clyde Cook
57 .3/6/43 ....
Silver Queen (D)F
G. Brent-P. Lane
82. .6/11/43
i.i Truck Busters (G)F
Richard Travis-Ruth Ford
58 ..2/2/43
Somewhere in France (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. .4/16/43
12/19/42 .b7/3l/43
301
Watch
on
the
Rhine
(D)
Bette
Davis-Paul
Lukas
114
,..b4/24/43
Taxi,
Mister
(C)
Wm.
Bendix-Grace
Bradley
4b.
b6/5/43
215 Varsity Show vM)
D. Powell-F. Waring
81 .9/4/43 .. . .bl/23/4'
That
Nuisance
(C) . . Bobby
Watson-Joe Devlin
43. .7/1/43
.b6/6/42
.8/13/43 . ...b7/IO/43
VictoryNazty
Through
Air Power.
Disney
.1/2/43
.. .(Reissue)
201
Yankee
Doodle
Dandy
(DM)F.J.
Cagney-Joan
Leslie
126
Coming
...b7/3/43
.
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy-Marjorie Woodworth. 55. .8/6/43
Young and Wilting (CD)F....Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83. .2/5/43 . , . .b2/l3/43
Coming
Adventures ofin Mark
Iraq
J. Loder-R.
Ford
Adventures
Twain(D) . Gary
Fredric
March-Alexis
Smith
a8/22/42
Arsenic
and
Old
Lace
Grant-Prlscilla
Lane
al/3/42
Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
55. .10/1/43 ...b7/24/43
333
Cherokee
Strip,
The
Dick
Foran-Jane
Bryan
56.
.10/2/43
Reissue
False
ColorsLeningrad
(W)
Wm.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
a6/26/43
(Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart-Alexis Smith
Crime by Night
Jane
Wyman
Girl
From
Anna
Sten-Kent
Smith
Gunmaster
Albert Dekker-Claire Trevor
10/29/43 ..a6/19/43
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM) ... Dennis Morgan-Irene Minning
a3/l5/42
Jack
London
M.Richard
O'Shea-S.
Hayworth
Destination Tokyo
Gary Grant-John Garfield
Kansan,
The
(W)
Dix-Jane
Wyatt
9/10/43
...b6/l2/43
Devotion
(D)
0.
deHavilland-l.
Lupino
a2/27/43
Riders Door
of theCanteen
Deadline 48William
Boyd-Andy Clyde
a5/l/43
334 Empty
Foran-Patricia
Walthall
62. .10/2/43 Reissue
Stage
Stars
131
b5/l5/43
Find theHolsters
Blackmailer J.DickCowan-F.
Emerson-G.
Lockhart
Texas Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
a8/29/42
335
Guns
of
Pecos
Dick
Foran-Anne
Nagel
56..
10/2/43 Reissue
Texas Masquerade
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
a8/7/43
Time
I. Lupino-P.
Henreid-C. Rains
336 In
LandOurBeyond
the Law
Dick
Foran
10/2/43 Reissue
Thundering Hoofs
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
a8/l4/43
Last Ride (D)
R. Travis-Chas. Long
302 Murder on the Waterfront (D). Warren Douglas-Joan Winfield 50.. 10/9/43 ...b7/3l/43
Northern Pursuit
E. Flynn-H. Dantine
330 Oklahoma Kid
J. Cagney-H. Bogart
9/25/43 Reissue
Old Acquaintance (D) Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins
a2/20/43
UNIVERSAL
Passage
to
Marseille
Humphrey
Bogart-Claude
Rains
Current 1942-43
332 Prairie Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen Clancy
55.. 10/2/43 Reissue
Princess O'Rourke
(CD) Joan
0. OeHavilland-R.
Cumninat
a9/l9/42
.6/11/43 . . . .b6/5/43
7043 All By Myself
Patric Knowles-Evelyn Ankers 63. .2/19/43
Rhapsody
in Blue
..bl2/26/42
..b2/6/43
71105 Amazing Mrs. Holliday (D)F..D. Durbin-A. Treacher
98.
Saratoga
Trunk
Gary Leslie-Robert
Cooper-lngrld Alda
Bergman
a6/26/43
7063 Arabian ^iahts
h.) (D)F.Jon Hall-Maria Montez-Sabu 86. .. 12/25/42
Shine
On
Harvest
Moon.,
A.
Sherldan-D.
Morgan
12/4/42 .bl2/12/42
7029
F
Ritz
68. .6/4/43
331 Song of the Saddle Dick Foran-Alma Lloyd
59.. 10/2/43 Reissue
.. ,. .b5/l/43
7014 Behind
Captive tne
Wild8 -Ban
Woman^C) (H)
EvelynBros.-Carol
Ankers-JohnBruce
Carradine 60.
303 Thank Your Lucky Stars (M).AII-Star Cast
127.. 9/25/43 ...b8/21/43
7075 Cheyenne Roundup (W) M. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
59. .4/9/43
.. . ,..b8/7/43
Uncertain Glory
Errol Flynn-Paul Lukas
.5/21/43
. .b4/IO/43
7036
Cowboy
in
Manhattan
(C)
F.
Langtord-R.
Paige
59.
7037 Eyes of the Underworld (G) A. Richard Dix- Wendy Barrie
61. .1/8/43 ...
,..b5/l/43
7033
the Band
61. .5/14/43
.blO'l" 4
7012 Follow
Frankenstein
Meets (MC)
the Wolf M. B. Hughes-L. Errol
.3/12/43 . . .b2/27/4.1
Man (H)
Chaney, Jr.-llona
Massey
73. .8/6/43
MISCELLANEOUS
7011 Frontier
Bad Men
D.Lon Barrymore-R.
Paige-L.
Chaney.. 77.
.. ...bB/14/43
.b7/IO/43
7046 Gals, Incorporated Harriett Hilliard-Leon Errol 61. 7/9/43
Adventure
Blackmail(Doc.)
(D)...CIive Brook-Judy Campbell 72.
English ....b8/7/43
7045 Get Going
G. McDonald-R. Paige
59. 6/25/43 . .. .. .b6/26/43
.b4/24/43
Black Sea inFighters
6I..Artklno
...b7 31/43
7044 Good
Judge (D)
(C) Ralnh
0. O'Keefe-M.
B. Hughes
. 12/18/42 .. . .b7/17/43
Heart
ofReara Nation
(D)A F.Russian
Michele Morgan-Raimu
155..Artkino
1 1 . . A.F.E.Corp.bS
20/43
'n32
Rr«at Morning
I mnersonntion
Bellamy-Evnlyn
Ankers 68.
71. .5/7/43
In
the
of
the
Enemy(D)
Cast
...blO/3/42
7006 Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J, Gotten
94. .7/16/43
.
Orders
From
Tokyo
(D)A
Danielle
Oarrleux-Anton
Walbrook.
74
Artkino
.
...b7/4/42
.3/26/43 . ...bl2/l9/4!'
.b3/27/4?
7041
He's
My
Guy
(MC)F
J.
Davis-D.
Foran
65.
Outlaw, The (WD) A
J. Buetal-J. Ruuell
121. H. Hoghu.b2/ 13/43
7031 Hi, Buddy (M)
Dick Foran-Harriet Hilllard 68. .2/26/43 . .b2/20/43

66

4431
4428
4432
4435
4422
4425
4436
4427
4433
4423
4434
4421
4426
4424
4430
4429
4963
4962
4961

SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA 1942-43
ComiiKnt Running Raviewed
Tim* Issue Of
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
A Maid Made Mad
151/2 .. Not Rev.
ABlonde
Blitz and
on tlie
Fritz Good
IS'/j..
Groom
Dull
15 ..5/3/20/43
1/43
Boobs Kerry
in tlie Night Poor
I7i/j..
6/12/43
Carry
Not
Funny
17
..10/10/42
Ham and Yeqqs
17 ..Not Rev.
Here Comes Mr. Zork Slow
16 .. 7/24/43
His
Wedding
Scare Silly
1/30/43
I Spied
for You
Poor
18I61/2..
.. 4/24/43
Kiss and Wake Up
Ordinary
18 .10/17/42
My Wife's
An Angel. ... Slap
Good
22Wi.... 8/29/42
5/22/43
Phony
Cronies
Happy
Piano
Mooner
17 ..Not Rev.
Sappy
Pappy
Slapsticky
16
..12/5/42
Two Saplings
17 ..Not Rev.
Wolf in Thief's Clothing. Very Good 18 ..3/ 6/43
AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
9 ..Not Rev.
Men
Working Together. . .Excellent
II
Mr. Smug
Good
II .... 7/10/43
2/27/43
Point Train
Rationing
Treop
It6 ..Not
. .Not Rev.
Rev.
Wings for the Fledglings. Fair
10 .. 1/9/43
71/2.
COLOR RHAPSODIES

4511
4510
4507
4505
4506
4502
4503
4509

A Hunting We Won't Go. Good
He Can't Make It Stick. Good
Professor
Small and Mr.
Tall
Slay It With Flowers Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll
Bridge
Troubles Amusing
Tree for Two
Routine . .

4660
4653
4657
465S
4658
4651
4659
4654
4655
4661
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As
Time Songs
Goes By
Excellent
College
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba and Conga Hits. . Good
Rosle the
Songs
of theRiveter
Service Good
Average
Songs ofof Victory
the States Good
Song
Yankee Doedler Very Good

7'/2.
7/24/43
7 . .. 7/17/43
771/2. .Not
Rev.
. 5/29/43
Not
Rev.
6I/2.
7 . . 1/30/43
7'/2.
77 .. . 4/17/43
5/42
7 .10/31/42
.. 12/
7/10/43

FAMOUS BANDS
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shep Fields) Good

tev.

4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover, The
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Fair
Mediocre
Socks
Appeal

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajuns of the Teche. . . . Good
Merchant
Convoy Vivid
Oddities (LaVarre)
Good
Our Second Front Timely

4704
4711
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Cholly Polly
Silly
Dizzy Newsreel
Fair
Duty and the Beast Fair
The
Dumbconscious
Mind
.
Average
The Gullible Canary Clever
Kindly Scram
Malice in Slumberland . . . Fair
Mass Mouse Meeting Dull
The Fly In the Ointment. Below Average
The Vitamin G-Man Silly
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine

QUIZ' REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4R39
4860

10 .11/ 7/42
10 ..1/ 2/43
16 .10/31/42
lO'/a . . Not Rev.
18171/2.... 3/20/43
5/22/43

4406
4404
4401
4408
4402
4405
4408
4403
4751
4551
4452
4807
4805
4808
4804
4806
4809
4801
4803
4802

5402
5426
5401
5409
3427
5425

5651
5652
5653
5951
5952
5751
5901
5902
5701
5702
5851

II .. 8/22/42
lO'/j..
5/26/43
10 .10/31/42
IO'/2.. 1/ 9/43
6I/2.
71/2.
6 . .. 2/27/43
8/14/43
7 . . 5/22/43
6'/2.
7 . ..11/14/42
10/17/42
66'/2.. Not Rev.
5/42
6'/2.
6 . .12/
. 6/26/43
7/17/43
7 . 3/13/43
5/ 8/43
10

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. I (Kay Kyser) Very Good II
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Good
10
No. 3 (Jack Benny) Entertaining ... 9
No.
4
(Leopold
StokowskI)
Classified 10
No.Screen
5 (OldGems
Time
Very Good 9
No. 6 (GInny Simms, M.C.)
10
No. 7 (Alan Mowbray)
10
No.
8
(Kyser,
Autry)
91/2
No. 9 (Fibber McGee &
Molly)
Good
10
Ne. 10 (MIseha Auer) ..Good
10

. 8/15/41
.10/
3/42
.10/31/42
.12/ 5/42
. 1/ 9/43
.Not Rev.
.Not
. Not Rev.
Rev.
.. 7/10/43
7/17/43
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5802
5801

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
18 ..Not Rev.
Dizzy Detectives
l8i/2 . . Not Rev.
Even
as
I
0
U
Fair
Higher Than a Kite Slapstick 151/2
18 .... 10/24/42
7/24/43
Sock-A-Bye
Baby
Average
Spook Louder
1618 ....12/12/42
Not Rev.
Three Little Twirps Average
151/2.. 7/10/43
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
l5'/2.. 1/ 2/43
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
9'/2 . . 8/29/42
TOURS
Journey
Denall
Good
10 .. 8/ 1/42
Old
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good II ..10/17/42
WORLD OF SPORT
Aqua
Thrills
Entertaining .. 91/2..
5/29/43
Diving Daredevils Good
9 .. 3/20/43
Jump. Fish, Jump Uninteresting .. 9 .. 6/26/43
Ladies Day in Sports Good
10 .. 4/17/43
Ski
Soldiers
Rev.
Sweeping
Oars
Excellent lOi/j
10 .... Not7/24/43
Trotting Kings Good
II ..IO/l7/4i
Winter Paradise Interesting 10 ..1/ 9/43
Wizard of the Fairway. . .Golf Magic IO1/2 .. 1 1/14/42

MGM

COLUMBIA

5501
109 ... .Not
7/31/43
Rev.
9 .. 4/17/43
9'/2..
2/27/43
108 ..Not
Rev.
.. 8/22/42
lO'/z..
5/
1/43
8 ..11/14/42
1/ 2/43
13991/2..
.... 8/14/43
9/26/42

TRADE

COLUMBIA 1943-44
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
Dizzy Pilots
Farmer for a Day
I Can Hardly Wait Typical
Pitohin'Service
in the Kitchen
Quack
Shot in the Escape Slapstick
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Rocky Road to Ruin
COMMUNITY SING
No.WingI (Baker)
--On a
&
Prayer"
No. 2 (Delta Rhythm
Boys)
No. 3 (Lucy Monroe)
Patriotic Songs
FILM-VODVIL
No. I Featuring Mousie
Powell
No.Williams
2 Featuring Cootie
FOX & CROW
Room and Bored
PANORAMICS
Birds onby theBannister
Wing
Babies
PHANTASIES
NurseryBlackCrimes
The
and Blue
Market
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. II (Hollywood in
Uniform)
Excellent
SPORT REELS
Cue Wizards (Andrew
Ponzi)
Kings ol Basketball

Not Rev.
171/2 .. Not Rev.
l6'/2.. 8/28/43
Not Rev.
Rev.
16 ,. Not
19 .. 8/14/43
Not Rev.
10 ..Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
101/2 . Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
91/2 . Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
10 .. 8/14/43
Not Rev.
10 . Not Rev.

MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
W-443 Bah Wilderness
8
W-441 Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
8
W-444 Dumb Hounded
Hilarious
8
W-451
One
Ham's
Family
W-446 Red Hot Riding Hood... Tops
8
W-442 Sutferin' Cats
9
W-445
and the Mouse...
Wolf... Good
W-447 The
The Boy
Lonesome
Very Funny ... 98
W-450
Pest AFair
Corker 88
W-448 The
Who Uninvited
Killed Who
W-449 Yankee Doodle Mouse... Tops
8
MINIATURES (16)
M-433 Brief Interval
10
M-437 Here at Home
M-435 Inca Gold (Senia)
M-439
to Yesterday Dramatic
M-431 Journey
Last Lesson
Impressive .... II10
M-438
Memories
of
Australia.
.
.Timely
10
M-440 Ode to Victory
M-432
People
of
Russia
Excellent
10
M-434 Portrait of a Genius
10
OUR GANG (10)
C'492 Benjamin Franklin, Jr
II
C-494 Calling
Kids Delightful II
C-496
Election All
Daze
C-493
Troubles Slow
Amusing
IIII
C-495 Family
Farm Hands
C-411 Unexpected Riches Amusing
II

Not Rev.
. 1/16/43
. 4/10/43
.Not
Rev.
. 7/10/43
.Not
Rev.
.. 5/
1/43
6/ 5/43
. 7/31/43
.. 7/10/43
8/14/43
Not Rev.
..Not
Net Rev.
Rev.
.. 8/1/30/43
7/43
. 7/10/43
.Not
Rev.
. 1/23/43
. Not Rev.
Not5/ Rev.
1/43
.Not
Rev.
.. 4/10/43
7/10/43
. 1 1/21/42

Running
1942-43 (Cont.)
Time

K-484
K-486
K-48i
K-487
K-483
K-484
K-482
S-467
S-465
S-461
S-463
S-462
S-470
S-469
S-466
S-464

X-460
T-421
T-413
T-414
T-416
T-412
r-415
I-4I7
T-419
T.4II
T.4I8
T-420

A-402
M-401

PASSING PARADE (10)
Don't You Believe It. . , Eye-Opener 10
Forgotten
Treasure
10
Maueru
Mexico Important
Fine
jj
Nursery ofRhyme
Mysteries Excellent II
That's Why I Left You. Very Good 10
Trifles
That Win
.Engrossing
II
Who's SuperstitiousWars.
? ...Interesting ...
.. 10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
Dog House
Tops
9
Fala, the President's Dog. Good .
First Aid
Instructive 108
Hollywood
Daredevils
...Excit
ing 9
MarinesHappy
in the . Making
.. .Very Good
..
Scrap
9
Seventh Column
I'^sins
Hands
Appealing
Sky
Exiellent H'9
Wild Science
Horses
Fair
8
SPECIAL
These Are the Men
|2
TRAVELTALKS (12)
Glimpses of Mexico
Land of Orizaba
9
Mexican
on Parade. Good
Interesting . . "9"9
Glimpses Police
ol Ontario
Mighty
Niagara
9
Modern Mexico City Excellent
9
Motoring
Excellent
9
On
the Roadin toMexico
Monterey
Picturesque
Mass
Good
2099
Romantic Nevada
Very Good
Scenic Oregon
Solid
9
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
Heavenly Music
Fair
22
Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good

Reviewed
Issue 01
8/ 7/43
8/14/43
1/23/40
7/31/43
6/19/43
8/5/ 7/43
1/43
. 6/26/43
. 4/24/43
. 4/10/43
1/23/42
. 2/ 6/43
.Not
Rev.
. 8/14/43
.Not
Rev.
. 6/19/43
. 5/ 8/43

.Not
Rev.
. 1/23/43
.Not
Rev.
. 4/10/43
.Not Rev.
1/21/42
. 16/19/43
.Not
Rev.
.11/14/42
8/43
. 7/5/ 3/43
. 5/ 8/43
.12/ 5/42

PARAMOUNT 1942-43 IO'/2.
8'/2.
HEADLINERS (6)
A2-9 A Charm
Revival of Moments of Tops
101/2.
7/17/43
Hands of Women Good
..12/19/42
Ray Hutton & Orch
.Not
Rev.
A2-3 J.Ina"Scat"
& Orch. .Average
22
. .11/14/42
A2-5 Letter FromDavis
.. 8/22/42
5/15/43
IO'/2.
Ireland
Excellent
...
9
.
A2-2
Twins & Orch. . Entertaining
A2-7 McFarland
Mitchell Ayres
& Orch Tops
Fair
. 1/30/43
of Charm
A2-I Moments
10 . . 5/ 8/43
Rationed
Rhythm
Fair
A2-I0
A2-6 Sing, Helen. Sing Tops
. 6/19/43
A2-8
A2-4 Three Bears in a Boat... Cute
8/28/43
7'/2. .. 8/28/43
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
9 . 3/27/43
U2-3
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
U2-4 500
Bartholomew Imaginative ... 79 .. . 5/ 1/43
Cubblns
Funny
1/16/43
U2-I Jasper
& the Haunted
House
Excellent
.. 16/1 /2 5/43
1 /42
U2-5
8 . . 7/17/43
U2-6 Jasper's
The TruckMusic
That Lesson
Flew Tops
Charming
8
.
A2POPEYE (12)
E2-I2
Ain't Human
E2-I0 Cartoons
Happy Birthdaze
E2-I Hull of a Mess
Amusing
E2-9 Jolly
HungryGoodGoat
Fair
E2-7
Furlough Fair
E2-3 Me Musical Nephews Amusing
E2-8 Ration for the Duration .. Good
E2-2 Scrap the Japs
Fair
E2-5
'N' Blue
E2-4 Seein'
SpinachRed,
Fer White
Britain
E2-6 Too Weak to Work Amusing
E2-l[ Wood Peckin'
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
J21
No.
I
Interesting
J2-2 No. 2
Good
J2-3 No. 3
Good
J2-4
No.
4
Informative
J2-5 No.
No. 6
5
Weak
J2-6
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
Y2-2 At the Bird Farm Fair
Y2-4 Current
At the Cage
Door Canteen. Swell
Silly
Y2-3
Events
Y2-6
In the
the Garden
Desert
Y2-5 In
Y2-I Speaking of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
R2-I0 All Sails Set
R2-8 Beach
Amphibious
Fighters Interesting
Excellent
R2-6
Command
R2-2 Hike
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent
R2-5
or Bike
R2-3 Modern Vikings
Enjoyable
R2-I Sports I. Q
Excellent
R2-7 Tumble Bugs
Excellent
R2-4 Trading Blows
Good
R2-9 Where Cactus Grows Good

Not Rev
8 ..Not
Rev.
7 ..10/24/42
77 .... 5/29/43
7/17/43
6'/2 .. 12/19/42
8 .. 6/18/41
O'/j .. 1 1/14/41 9 '.
61/2
. Not Boi,
7 ...NotR'W.
7 .. 4/I7/4II
0 .'
7 ..Not Rev.1
IO'/2.
9 .
9 . .10/i-v
.12/ 5/4Z
10 . .. 5/1/16/43
1/43
10 . .Not
. 7/10/43
Rev.
9 .
9 .

. 3/27/43
.Not7/17/43
Rev.
6/ Rev.
5/43
9 . .Not
9 . .12/19/42
91/2.
99'/2..
1010
10
10
9 .
91/2.
91/2.

Not Rev.
, 6/26/43
4/24/43
11/14/42
Not
Rev.
2/
6/43
10/24/42
, 5/29/43
3/20/43
7/17/43
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PARAMOUNT

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)

W2-I
W2-3
W2-2
W2-5
W2-4
L2-I
L2-2
L2-3
L2-4
L2-5
T2-I
r2-4
T2-3
T2-2

Destruction.
Inc
Jungle
Mtimmy Drums
Strikes(Tech.)
(Tech.)..
Secret Agent
Underground World

Excitino
8'/a
Good
For
Juveniles .. 88 .
Misses
9 .
Good
B'A .

UNUSUAL OCCUPAriONS (6)
No. I
Good
No. 2
Interesting
No. 3
Average . . .
No. 4
Up to Par.
No. 5
Good
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
A Letter From Bataan . Impressive
Aldrich
Family Gets in Excellent
the Scrap
Price of Victory Very Good .....
We Refuse to Die Gripping

1/16/43
5/ 1/43
3/13/43
7/31/43
5/29/43

10
101/2
10
10
10

10/24/42
12/19/42
. 3/20/43
5/ 1/43
. 7/17/43

15
II
13
15

. 10/ 3/42
. 3/ 6/43
.11/21/42
. in/ 3/49

PARAMOUNT 1943-44
MADCAP MODELS
L3-I Jasper Goes Fishing Tops
{MUSICAL PARADES
FF3-I "Mardi Gras"

Major League.. 20

RKO-RADIO

8/28/43

1942-43

DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34107
34106

Donald's
Tire
Funny ..
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
Pluto and
the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
Reason and Emotion
8
Victory Vehicles Leaping Laughter 8

. 3/ 6/43
., 3/27/43
5/15/43
Not Rev.
.Not5/ 8/43
Rev.
. 8/14/43

33403
33404
33406
33405
33402
33401

EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck
Soup
Fair
Hold Your Temper
Hot Foot
Will Pass
Indian Signs
Fair
Roughfor ontheRents
Two
Money Average
Fair

. 3/ 6/43
Rev.
.Not7/ 3/43
. 5/15/43
,12/ 5/42
.10/24/42

1717
17
17
1817

FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
33202 State vs. Thomas Cros
18
33201 State vs. Glen Willett.
18
JAMBOREES (13)
34407 Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra
For Connoisseurs 9
34405 Enric
iviauriguera &
8
Orch
Swell
8
34406 Johnny
It's Tommy
Time
8a
34402
Long Tucker
& Orch
Average
34403
Ray
McKinley
&.
Orch
Average
8
34404 Dick Stabile & Orch Fair
10
34401 Jerry Wald * Orch For Jitterbugs .

.. 8/14/43
...Not
. 3/27/43
Rev.
. . 12/12/42
..11/28/42
. . 1/16/43
.18/10/42

33702
33704
33705
33701
33703
33706

LEON ERROL (6)
Deer! Deer!
Average
17
Double Up
Fair
18
Gem-Jams
Fair
Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing. 1818
Pretty
Dolly
Amusing
Radio Runaround Good
1817

1 1/21/42
5/15/43
5/15/43
. 10/17/42
3/43
, 7/1/16/4^

34308
34313
34305
34312
34311
34309
34304
34310
34301
34405
34302
34307
34303

SPORTSCOPES (13)
Aqua Aces
Barnyard Golf
Basketeers
Very Good
Champion-Maker
Pleasant
Cloud Chasers
Golf Limited
Interesting ...
"Q" Men
Interesting ...
Racing
Royalty
Inconsequential
Show
Horse
Good
Ski
Trails
Touchdown
Tars Exciting
Good
Trout
Winter Setting

Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.. 3/
6/43
7/43
.Not8/ Rev.
.. 5/15/43
1/23/43
. 7/ 3/43
.. 10/24/42
3/27/43
.11/28/42
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.

33105
33103
33104
331 10
33108
33106
33107
33109
33101
33102

THIS IS
Air Crew
Army Chaplain
Boomtown, D. C
Broadway
Lieutenant Dim-Out
Smith
Medicine on Guard
Merchant Seaman
Pacific
Private Island
Smith ofNo.the43
U.S.A
Women at Arms

AMERICA
Excellent .
Very Fine
Very Good
Effective .
Excellent
Very Good
Excellent .
Reassuring
Excellent .
Very Fine

4/10/43
12/26/42
. 2/13/43
8/14/43
6/12/43
4/17/43
8/43
. 5/7/10/43
10/24/42
I I /2 I /42

SHORTS (3)
Impressive
Excellent
Fills Void... .

. 3/20/43
.. 12/26/42
7/ 3/43

VICTORY
34202
City
ef
Courage
34201
by the Clock
34203 Conquer
North African
Album

AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801 It's Everybody's War Excellent
3851 Weapone for Victory Very Good

10 .11/28/42
9 ..5/ 8/43

LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902 Jungle Land
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandies. Good

9 ..Not Rev.
9 ..12/12/42

.. 1/16/43
. . 10/24/42

MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
Desert Wonderland
.Swell
(Tech.)
Land
Time
StoodWhere
Still
Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
Royal Araby
Good
Strange
Empire
Good
Valley of Blossoms Average
Wedding in Bikaner Very Good ....

(8)
9
9
9
89
9
9

Not8/22/42
Rev.
5/15/43
10/24/42
1/16/43
9/26/42
9/ 5/42

MARCH OF TIME
4 Africa — Prelude to
Victory Very Good
18 . 12/12/42
America's
Food
Crisis. ... Very
Informative
.... 1818 . 8/3/20/43
7/43
13128 And
Then
Japan
Good
Bill Jack vs. Adolf
Hitler
Exceptional 17 1/3 . 7/24/43
1 F.B.I. Front
Stirring
20 .. 10/10/42
9/19/42
29 Inside
FightingFascist
French
Good
Rev.
Spain
1720 .Not
11 Invasion!
Excellent 18 ..11/6/12/43
3 Mr. & Mrs. America Very Good
20 . 1/ 7/42
9/43
5 Navy and the Nation Very Good
19 . 1/23/43
One DayBusiness
of War
106 Show
at War. .. Outstanding
Excellent ... 2117 .. 5/15/43
2/20/43
7 The New Canada Good
18
3304
3351
3303
3301
3302

SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
Back to Bikes
Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
Steelhead Fighters Good
Well-Rowed Harvard Good
When Winter Calls Good

9
9
9
9
10

. Not Rev.
. 12/19/42
. 1/30/43
. 8/29/42
. 1/30/43

TERRYTOONS (26)
3551
3560
3558
3501
3557
3568
3502
3572
3569
3552
3570
3555
3556
3554
3571
3562
3553
3559
3561
3562
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20TH CENTURY- FOX 1942-43
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Along the Texas Range. .. PicturesQue .. 10 .10/(7/42
3202 Climbing the Peaks
.10 . . Not Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
B ..Not Rev.

3151
3157
3155
3154
3156
3153
3152

S'/z

TRAJJK

. 8/15/42
All Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
8/43
Barnyard
777 .. 5/1/16/43
Barnyard WAAC
Comical
3/42
Big Build-up
Filler
7 .10/
Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
77 .Not5/ Rev.
8/43
He
Dood
It
Again
For
Children
..
Ickle Meets Pickle Fair
7 . 1 1/28/42
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
. Not Rev.
Rev.
Last
Up (Tech.)
77 .Not
Life With Fido (Tech.) . . Routine
7 . 9/19/42
Mopping
Up
(Tech.)
7
.
Not
Rev.
Mouse of Tomorrow
. 12/12/42
(Tech.)
Swell
7
Nancy in Doing
Their Bit (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
Night Life in
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 .10/17/42
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .NotHev.
5/ 8/43
Patriotic Pooches
Amusing
.10/17/42
School forDazeVictory
(Tech.)
Fair
Scrap
(Tech.)
77 Not Rev.
Shipyard
Good
7 . 5/ 8/43
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.

WORLD TODAY
3402 Accent on Courage.
3401 Women in Blue . . .

7125
7129
7!26
7123
7248
7130
7122
7131
;i28
7124
7127
7121

PERSON-ODDITIES
Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting 99 ....NotHev.
l/(»/«.>
Double
Girl
Human Talk
Sailboat
9 ..Not Rev.
Jail Hostess
9 ..Not Rev.
KingHuey
of theDo 49-er8
Interesting
5/42
Let
It
Interesting 99 ..12/
.. 2/27/43
Little
Clayton
Farmfront Wonder
9 ..Not Rev.
Shepherd of the Round
House
Interesting .... 9 ..6/ 5/43
She's Armless
A-1 in the Navy
9 ..Not Rev.
Rev.
The
Tom Thum inDentist
Person interesting .... 9 .. Not6/12/43
Western Cowgirl
Not Rev.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon
22 . Not Rev.
7111 Roar. Navy. Roar Swell
22'/2 . . 1/16/43
7375
7374
7371
7372
7373
7376
7378
7329
7377
7381
7380
7382

7232
7233
7234
7235
7231
7362
7352
73GI
7358
7359
7360
7357
7354
7353
7351
7355
7356
0996
0995
0997
7363

BI2I
8371
8231

Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not

UNITED ARTISTS
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Very Good . . . . 2020
Churchill's
Island
Good
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food,
of
Conquest
Impressive ... . 222020
Hitler's
PlanChina. .
22
Inside Fighting
Thrilling
20
Invasion of North Africa Excellent
The Mask of Nippon
Stirring
New
Soldiers
Are
Tough.
Our Russian Ally Excellent
Very Good .... 211919
This Is Blitz
Grim Realism. 21
16
21
SPECIAL
Don't Hook Now.

7243
7241
7247
7242
7248
7244
7245
7246

...12/12/42
. 4/ 4/42
. . 4/ 4/42
.. .Not
Rev.
. .. 5/9/19/42
8/43
...10/24/42
. 2/ 6/43
... ... 5/30/42
7/25/42
9/26/42
.. .Not
. 3/ 7/42
Rev.

UNIVERSAL 1942-43
Cfjniment Running Revieweo
Time Issue 01
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
Air Raid Warden Amusing
7 .. 1/16/43
Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7 ..10/17/42
CanineStranger
Commandos 7 ..Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Loan
Ration Bored
Fast
7 .. 8/21/43
Screwball
Funny
7 .. 2/27/43
Swing Your Partner Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
7 .. 6/19/43
151/2,
NAME BAND MUSICALS
Chasin'
Eiilerlaining . 15 . 12/12/42
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
Rev.
Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ... 15 ,. .Not
Jivin'
Session Entertaining
Ration JamBored
Fast . 7 . 1/23/43
Russian Revels
. 8/21/43
Serenade
in Swing Fair
1/47
15 ..Not
Rev.
Smoke Rings
. 8/9/19/42
Swing That Band
15 .Not
.Not Rev
Rev.
Swing's the Blues
Thing
Swingtime
1515 .Not
8' Rev.
1/42
Rev.
Trumpet Serenade Entortainiiiii .. 15 ..Not

8351

SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
Boogie
Woogie
Sioux Amusing
Very Good
7
Cow
Boogie
Egg Cow
Cracker
77
Pass
the
Biscuits.Suits
Mirandy
Pert
7
Yankee
Doodle Swing
Shift
Good
7
VARIETY VIEWS
Any Chickens Today Good
9
Canadian Patrol
Very Good
9
Confusion in India Instructive .... 9
Hungry India
9
Mr. Chimp Goes to Town
Mirror
of
Sub-Marine
Life
Interesting .... 9
Mothers
.... Very Good
108
New Era ofinPresidents
India
Spirit of Democracy Fine
10
Trouble
of the East . Interesting
Western Spot
Whoopee
Very Good .... 97
Winter Sports Jamboree , , Excitino
9
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
Arsenal of Might Excellent 10
KeepingWe Fit
11
What
Are Fighting Very Good
For ,
10
Yukon Outpost
Very Good
9
UNIVERSAL 1943-44
NAME BAND MUSICALS
Hit Tune Serenade
PERSON-ODDITIES
Wizard of Autos
SWING SYMPHONIES
Boogie Woogie Man
VARIETY VIEWS
Who's Next

.12/ 5/42
. 2/27/43
Not Rev.
. 8/21/43
. 9/12/42
8/21/43
.. 10/17/42
. 6/19/43
.Not Rev,
Not Rev.
6/ 5/43
.. 2/27/43
.Not Rev.
. 10/17/42
. 9/12/42
9/19/42
. 2/27/43
. 12/12/42
.10/17/42
..Not8/21/43
Rev

Not Rev.

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
3/13/43
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good
20 , .. 10/10/42
8109 Army Show
Very Fine
20 .10/ 3/42
8164
Beyond
the
Line
of
Duty,
Great
20
8112 Happy
Times and Jolly Good Number . 20 . 7/31/43
Moments
8107
Little
Isle
of Freedom. .. .Inspiring 20 , .Not Rev.
8106 Man Killers
8108 Our African Front
20 ,. .Not
.. 4/17/43
1/ 2Rev.'43
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
26 .Not
Rev.
8101 Spirit of Annapolis
20 ..10/17/42
8103 Spirit of West Point Stirring
20 . 6/19/43
8111 Three Cheers for the
Girls
202010 . Not Rev.
8105 Vaudeville
DaysVery Good
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
. 10 . . 3/ 6/43
Entertaining ..
8306 King of the Archers
.. 1/23/43
So You Think You
Need Glasses ..Fair
8304 So You Want to Give Excellent
8302
, . 7/ 3/43
Up Smoking
Stars
on Horseback , . . . Disappointing . 10 ...10/
3/42
Not Rev.
B3U1 Sweeney Steps Out
..Good
1101 . .12'I2'4?
(Reissue)
8303 This
Is the Enemv...
8305
in
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VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.)
Running
Tim* Reviewed
Issue Of
LOONEY TUNES
8604 Confusions
o( a Nutzy Spy
77 .Not R«.
8602
Daffy Ducliaroo
Amusing
8601 The Hep Cat (Tecli.) In tlie Groove.. 7 .11/28/42
8606 Hop and Go
Fair
7 .10/17/42
8603 IMy Favorite Di]rk(T«cli.).Gnnd
. .. 7 .. 4/17/43
9/43
8/1/ 7/43
861!
Porl<yUucliPig's
Feat
Lots of Lauglis. 7
86US To
ur Not
to
. 3/13/43
Ducl(
(Tecli.)
Funny
7
8608 Tnkio Jokio
7 Not Rev.
8607 Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7 . 6/19/43
8609 Yankee Doodio Daffy Good
7 . 8/(4/43
fMELOOY fHASTERS (10)
8508 All American Bands Very Good
»5UI
Air Horce& Band
1010 .Not5/29/43
Rev.
8504 Army
B. Minnevitch
His
1/23/43
Harmonica School Excellent
10
8509
Childhood
Days
Good
10
6/26/43
85Ub U22ie filelson & His
Orchestra
Entertaining .. 1010 . 4/24/43
8502
Six
Hits
and
a
Miss
Good
.
1
1/28/42
8503 United States IVIarine
Outstanding
...
10
.10/
3/42
8505 TheBand
United States Navy
. 2/16/43
Pleasing
10
8510 TheBand
United States Service
Very Good
10 .Not7/31/43
8507 U. Bands
Rev.
S. Army Band
fWERRIE MELODIES (26) (Toeh.)
8706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
7
8707 Coal Black and de
I/23//0
Sebbon
Dwarfs
Funny
7 ... 1/23//.,
8705
Ding
Dong
Daddy Very Good
7 . Net1/ 9/43
8701
Dover
Boys
7
Rav.
8710 Fifth Column Mouse Fair
7 . 4/17/43
871 1 Flop Goes the Weasel Fair
7 . 4/24/43
8714
.
6/19/43
Greetings
Bait
(Tecli.)
.
.Amusing
7
8703 Hare Brained Hypnotist. Ha! Ha!
7 .12/ 5/42
8715 Jackrahbit and the
Beanstalk
Very Good
7 . 7/ 3/43
8708 Pigs
in aWolf
Polka Very Aniusino 77 ..Not3/13/43
8702
Rev
8712 Sheepish
Rabbit (Tech.) Fair
7 . 4/17/4
8704 Super
Tale
of
Two
Kitties
Very
Funny
.
7
6/26/4o
8716
Aristo Cat
Very Good
7 ...12/12/4'.
3/13/43
8709 The
Tortoise
Hare. Funny
8713
UnbearableWinsBoarby a (Tech.)
77 Not Rev.
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Teth.)
America's
Battle of
Beauty
Good
10
Cuba, Land of Adventure,
Sports
Fair
10
841 1 Grey, While niid Blue. . .Eye-filling
10
8406
8409 Horses!
Rod and Horsi's!
Reel on tlorsesl. . Interesting .... 10
Anticosti Isiiiml
lo
8410
Rover's Soldiers
Rannmo (Tech.). Very
Good .... 1010
8401 Sniffer
Excellent
8412
Snow
Sports
Excellent
10
8403 South American Sports. . .Very Good .. 10
6407
8402 Sporting
RightDogs
Timing Interesting
Fair . .. 1010
8408 The
Women in Sports Very Good .... 10
TECH. SPECIALS (6)
8001
A
Ship
Is
Born
Inspiring .
20
8006 Champions Training
20
Champions
Excellent .
20
8004 Eagles of the Navy Very Good .. 20
8002 Mountain
Fighting Engineers
Oond
8003
Fighters Top
Quality
20
8003 Young and Beautiful Fair
SERIALS 1942-43
COLUMBIA
Batman Secret Code
15 Chaps.
The
Chdn!,
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Ch,ips
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West
G-Men
Black Dragon . . (512 Chaps
King ofVs.theTheMounties
Chaps
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Adventures
Jack Guard
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSmilin'
the Coast
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

. 1/ 2/43
. 2/13/43
. 7/ 3/43
. 1/ 2/43
Rev
. Not
6/ 5/43
.10/10/42
.. 12/12/42
7/31/43
. 3/13/43
. 1 1/28/42
. 3/13/43
12/ 5/42
7/ 3/43
5/
1/43
1/16/43
8/6/ 7/43
5/43

Not7/31/43
Kev.
1/30/43
Not Rev,
Not Rev.
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
11/ 7/42
Not
Rev.
Net Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Time
Date
Title
At the Front
3/18/43
Colleges at War
12/24/42
Community
Transportation
.. 104'/2.. 1/ 7/43
Doctors at War
5/13/43
Farm Battle Lines
1/29/43
.,. II99 ... 3/11/43
Farmer at War
Food
for
Fighters
4/ 1/43
. 3 . 11/12/42
Fuel Conservation
Henry
Brown,
Farmer
. 10 . 11/15/42
Lift Your
Heads
8/43
10 .. 7/
Message
From
Malta
6/10/43
. 10
4/29/43
Mission Accomplished
. 8 . 1/25/43
Negro Colleges in War Time.
12/10/42
Night Shift
Paratroops
1/21/43
51 .. 5/27/43
Prelude
to War
Report From the Aleutians...
7/30/43
4/15/43
Right Pearl
of Way
.. 89'/j.. 2/18/43
Since
Harbor
. 1051/2 . . 2/ 4/43
The
Spirit
of
'43
Trnop
Train
War Town
10 . 2/11/43
6/24/43
Id/a..
You. John Jones
1/14/43
8/27/43
Wings Uo
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
fen cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 3 insertions
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
CONFECTIONS
CANDIES, assorteii nuts, pop-corn and seasoning. In quantities. Also, popcorn machines,
new and used. CINEPHONE DISTRIBUTING CO., 10729 S. Hale Avenue, Chicago, 111.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WE PAY CASH— YOU BUY BONDS—
.Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses, Projectors, Motors.
Etc. Give age, condition, first letter. Box 617,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, New York.
THE ARMY NEEDS 'EM— ANY MAKE
PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR
35MM SOUND— HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
Box 618, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
Edison Peep-box Machine, Edison Spoolhank, Edison universal and old models of projection heads. DUNSTON— 306 West 3.3rd
Street, Norfolk, Va.
HELP WANTED
EXPERT PROJECTIONIST and service
man, work 40 hours per week, could also use
lobby display artist. Good town, good pay,
permanent job for right man. Give full details first letter. Soak operators and drifters,
keep away. Queen-Gem-Ritz Theatres,
Brownwood, Te.xas.
PROJECTIONIST WANTED. Excellent
working conditions. Salary $50.00 per week.
State aoe, draft status. COLONIAL THEATRE, SOUTHINGTON, CONN.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

BENCH
REWINDERS,
$7.65; 1000'
FILM
SHIPPING
CASES, PAIR
SECTION,
39c;
RED FIREPAILS, 49c; QUART UNDERWRITERS APPROVED EXTINGUISH$11.25; TWO SIX
QUART,
$13.50;$17.58;
2000'
FILM ERS,
CABINETS,
SECTION,
EIGHT SECTION, $23.64; TEN SECTION,
$29.30 ; RCA PHOTOPHONE
3' x 5'THROAT,
MULTICELLULAR HORNS, DOUBLE
WORTH $250.00, NOW $79.50. Many more
comparable values — see Fall Bargain Bulletin.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION,
449 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
CHOSEN AT RANDOM FROM FALL
BARGAIN SHEET— Super GM Visitron 868
type Photocells, $4.95 ; Simplex Cinemaphone
Soundheads, $56.50 ; Carbon Savers, Supre.x
or Low Intensity, 98c ; Vocochrome Snowhite
Soundscreens, 23^c square foot ; Flextone
Washable, 30K-C ; Crystal Beaded, 39i4c. Get
vour copy now. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, N. Y.
SITUATION

WANTED

YOUNG MAN, EXPERIENCED in Theati'c Management, Army exempt, desires AssisManager's position.
Box 619,NewShowmen's
TradetantReview,
1501 Broadway,
York 18,
New York.
THIRD WAR LOAN
BUY AN EXTRA BOND

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI-PROFESSIONAl
SOUND Projectors, absolutely complete witi
amplifier, tubes, loudspeaker, cables and tele
scoping pedestal. Single projector outfit, $545
Double outfit, $975. Good condition, used foi
roadshowing commercial films. ABELES ADVERTISING SERVICE, 453 W. 42nd St
New York City.
THEATRE

FOR SALE

NEW FRANKLIN MISSOURI — SELL
OR LEASE; $1200 will handle either way.
.\. N. BrOwn, 7365 Trenton Ave., University
City 14, Missouri.
THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 way^
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581.
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway.
New York 18, N. Y.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous.
c/o
New Showmen's
York 18, N.Trade
Y. Review, 1501 Broadway,
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO BUY GOOD THEATRE;
In Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona or New Mexico.
If you have a sound proposition for sale send
complete details with all information immediately— address P. O. Box 807, Big Spring,
Texas.
WILL BUY OR LEASE THEATRES in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey or New York. Write
P. O. Box 812, .A.llentown, Pennsylvania.
WANT TO BUY— or lease theatre in small
southern town. Complete details first letter.
405 Revilo Blvd., Daytona Beach. Fla.
USED EQUIPMENT
FALL BARGAIN BULLETIN BURSTING WITH BUYS LIKE THESE— Simplex
Lamphouse Stabilizers, $14.75; Monitor Speakers, $1.25; Amplifiers, from $9.95; Portable
Sound Projectors, from $59.50; G.E. 30/60
Mercury Rectifiers, $150.00; Thousand Watt
Mogul Screw Bulbs, $2.00 ; Motiograph or
Superior Projector Mechanism, $95.00; Ross,
Bausch & Lomb, Ilex Series II Lenses, long
focus, $19.50 ; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals,
$39.50 ; Aisle Lights, $1.95 ; Spring Edge Cushions, $2.25 ; Coinometers, latest type, $77.50 ;
Underwriters 2^ gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers, reconditioned, $20.00 ; Ward-Leonard 45
ampere Supre.x Rectifier, $137.50 ; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
vour copy. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, New York.
ONE PAIR POWERS PROJECTORS,
excellent condition. One large air conditioning
blower. One generator, E. E., arc motor, 50
amp. capacity. Southwest Amusement Enterprises, Radford, Va.
PAIR REAR SHUTTER Simplex Five
Point Stand Projectors. Also One $490.00 Dual
Channel DX-31 Ace Amplifier. All Like New.
Bargain. AUDIEN, 2025 Jackson, Dallas, Texas.
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The

Attack

TRADE

Is On

Some fifteen thousand theatremen are now deep in the
battle of selhng Bonds to Back the Attack of our fighting
men all over the world.
No peacetime or wartime effort of our industry can
compare with the enthusiasm and support being given
to this drive by our theatre operators.
Only one word as a reminder; PLEASE do not fail to
send in reports as directed by the War Activities Committee so that a running record of the job being done
can be maintained.

REVIEW

allow Kuykendall to hammer away at a program that is
fo definitely favorable to the exhibitors?
The answer, as we see it, is that their control, if it
exists, does not extend to making a puppet out of Kuykendall who has really been working hard for unity, fairdealing and cooperation.

Crystal

Gazing

It seems like only yesterday that the occasional outstanding picture from Universal caused the head men
here and in Hollywood to celebrate with special gusto.

(P.S.: Have you, personally, bought your share of
extra bonds and encouraged every member of your staff
to do likewise?)
AAA

But, alas, the "U" outfit this long while is taking such
events for granted.

Allied

pleted, we thought we'd take a gander into the crystal
ball and see what the immediate future held in the way
of product from this interesting source.

s Questionnaire

It would be marvelous if a real cross-section of exhibitors would fill out and return the questionnaires circulated byAllied. With such data on hand the Department of Justice might find some solution to the troubles
of the independents and a guide to lead the whole industry out of the maze of the consent-less consent decree.
But similar questionnaires and efforts have been attempted many times in the past without success because the average exhibitor simply will not cooperate by
furnishing the information requested.
The reluctance appears to stem from some impression
that there might be reprisals from the companies complained against. If this is the only reason for not complying, then we can say to such exhibitors: go ahead and
answer the questions! No major company, in our opinion, would dare to hit back at any exhibitor who cited an
honest and truthful report of an unfair trade incident.
Every exhibitor — and there were many of them — who
kicked against the consent decree should make his individual recommendations for the eliminations or amendments of undesirable provisions therein. He is best qualified to set forth any unfairness of the decree because he
has had to work under it.

With a purty nice record for the season just com-

They'll release a lot of pictures between now and the
end of the year, but we are not particularly concerned
about a "lot" of pictures but, rather, a selection of the
o les that sound like unusual box-office possibilities.
First to attract our attention was "Flesh and Fantasy,"
but don't hold us to that title because it sounds like one
that will be changed before release. For timely action and
entertainment, "Corvette K 22 5" has Howard Hawks
behind it besides its strong selling title. "Phantom of
the Opera," discussed at length last week and already
proving our faith in it by current box-office results.
"Fired Wife" should be a field day for showmen who
like to merchandise a good picture, and, besides, we suggest paying a bit more attention and build-up to that
Allbritton gal because she's due to draw coins to the till.
With "Hellzapoppin' " to prove they are money
names, Olsen and Johnson ought to do a bigger repeat
with their newest, "Crazy House." For the jitterbug
trade — which means most all trade these days — "U"
offers "Top Man," worthy of the talents of Donald
("Mr. Big") O'Connor. To which you must add the
rapidly growing popularity of Susanna Foster, whose
performance in "Phantom" will win her an army of
fans. And as the crystal started to fade we caught a

MPTOA'S
rrogram
Regardless of whether you like or dislike the MPTOA
set-up, none can deny that the program this organizations' president, Ed Kuykendall, has consistently advocated isa good, healthy one for the independent exhibitor
i:i particular and the industry in general.
If, as has so often been claimed, this organization is
controlled by the major companies, why is it that they

quick look at "Cobra Woman" which prompted our including itin this seance because it has the kind of appeal that never fails to click at the cash registers.
This concludes the first class in crystal gazing. As
the spirit moves, other sessions will be called to delve into
the future and read the stars. As to how accurate our
predictions and selections may be, you, the theatreman,
will have to tell us after you play these''C
pictures.
HICK" LEWIS
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Marshall
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'a Complete

Bust' — Kuykendall
After three
"noble decree
experiment"
attempt
throughyears
the ofconsent
to findthea
remedy for bHnd selling has proved "a complete
bust," Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president declares in a bulletin issued Wednesday. Calling
the blind selling angle an artificial controversy, Kuykendall maintains the so-called remedy has brought about nothing but trade shows
in empty projection rooms and blocks-of-five
selling which has resulted in excessive film
prices.
Kuykendall, in addressing MPTOA members
points out that the MPTOA basic proposals on
picture selection, arbitration, mediation, and
standard contract were the first on re-cord with
the Department of Justice and that the organization still maintains its original stand. He
praises the new open-door policy of former
assistant attorney general Tom C. Clark, and
his associate, Robert L. Wright, indicating that
since negotiations to re-write the decree will be
between Department of Justice lawyers and
the lawyers for the defendant distributors, the
exhibitors should realize that what influence
they have on the outcome will develop indirectly through the D of J or by the pressure
of opinion from the industry as a whole.
The most necessary improvement is to get a
new slant on selling methods, says Kuykendall, and this could best be accomplished by
throwing out the present decree remedy for a
plan built along lines suggested in the MPTOA
basic plan.
"The professional reformers who brought most
of the pressure 'to abolish blind selling' are
practically extinct," the exhibitor chief says.
"The war has completely smothered all such
agitation and threats of reform legislation. All
that remains is a costly, useless, ill-advised
system imposed for political reasons which
prevents exhibitors from getting the right to
buy product in wholesale quantities and at
wholesale prices.
"Exhibitor leadership that supports the antiblind selling trade shows and the requirement
that feature pictures be sold only in small
blocks plays into the hands of predatory distributors and helps them to maintain arbitrary,
artificial and excessive film price levels and
terms not justified by the quality of product
or by box-office receipts.
"Any abuses in blind selling and in block
booking can be cured by adequate cancellation
rights," he concludes.
Warner Theatres Sign Musicians
Warner Bros; Theatres has signed a new
contract with the musicians union for the Earle
Theatre, Philadelphia and the Stanley in Camden, guaranteeing 52 weeks. For the first time
in five years the contract also includes the
Allegheny Theatre, which is rumored going
into vaudeville. In this case the contract provides for eight men on a three-day-a-week basis,
with full time if business warrants.
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Industry's War
Role
The part played by the film industry in the
life of the armed forces overseas and specifically the value of 16 mm. films contributed for
their entertainment was brought out forcefully
this week by Gen. George C. Marshall in his
biennial report to Secretary of War Stimson
on the course of war operations in all sectors.
Under the heading of "Organized Leisure
Time Activities," General Marshall's report
states :atres"In
past year
the Picture
number of
theof thetheArmy
Motion
Service
operating under the Special Service Division,
has been doubled over the previous year. The
average daily attendance in 1943 was 573,756 as
compared with 260,000 in 1942. Each week at
least three Hollywood feature pictures, the
gift of the American Motion Picture Industrj',
are distributed among overseas stations, these
pictures being released simultaneously with the
release of similar programs in the United
Comments on Screen Stars
In addition. General Marshall included a
comment on the screen stars, who with stars
ofStates."
radio and the concert stage, have "circulated
throughout 950 army stations in the past six

Bomb

Explodes Before Theatre;

Believed Boys' Act of Revenge
The Wayne Theatre in Germantown, Philadelphia suburb, was believed to have been the
victim of a gang of hoodlums last Sunday
when a crude bomb made of a lead pipe and
packed with powder was exploded outside the
front doors of the theatre during the performance. A near panic was averted by Ella
Maher, the theatre's ticket seller, and Joseph
McPhillips, manager.
McPhillips told police he believed the bomb
had
been He
exploded
by had
'teenrecntly
age boys
on
mischief.
said he
been bent
forced
to issue an order permanently excluding a
group of such boys from the theatre because of
acts of vandalism.
Universal Out of Goldman Suit
Judge Kalodner in the United States District
Court last week granted a petition to eliminate
Universal Pictures as a defendant in the antitrust suit being- brought -by WiHia-m Goldman,
Philadelphia theatre owner, against major film
companies and Warner Bros. Theatres. The
case is expected to come to trial during September.
St. Louis Ruling Appealed
The Apollo Theatre Corporation, owner of
the Apollo Theatre, St. Louis, has appealed
from the recent ruling of AAA Arbitrator
Harry G. Erbs, reducing the St. Louis Amusement Company's
Theatre The
clearance
the Apollo
from Pageant
14 to 7 days.
Pageantoveris
the closest competitor of the Apollo.
Plain Dealer Orders Ad Cut
The Plain Dealer, only Cleveland morning
daily newspaper, has notified the first-run theatres that efi^ective immediately, it will accept
only 50 per cent of the advertising heretofore
used. Space is cut to preserve newsprint. The
evening newspapers have as yet issued no cut
orders.

The "three Hollywood feature pictures" mentioned by General Marshall are, in reality, full
programs, averaging about 100 minutes and
months." in addition to the feature, a newsincluding
reel and one or more short subjects. Twentynine prints of each of these programs are turned
over to the Army in America for distribution
overseas.
A statement received by Francis S. Harmon,
WAC executive-vice chairman, shows that during the week of August 30th, 123 features and
213 shorts were turned over to the army. This
brings the total number up to 6140 features and
7986 shorts delivered in the United States and
England.
Robert S. Wolff
( The Man on the Cover)
New York Metropolitan District Manager of
RKO Radio Pictures, who began his career in
the industry in 1914 as a theatre manager
and three years later entered the distribution
field in which his career has fallowed an
uninterrupted course since that time. Veteran
associates in his company declare that Bob
Wolff has run up one of the greatest records
ever achieved by a district sales executive,
and his achievements have been rewarded by
hts company wrrir -a flattering offer of a very
important and most responsible post abroad
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'Bell's Toll Too High
The Canadian War-Time Prices and Trade
Board has announced that it has refused permission for Paramount to play "For Whom
the Bell terms
Tolls" ofin advanced
Canada atprices
that and
picture's
contract
a 70
per cent rental basis. The plan was to
road-show the picture at the Royal Alexandra, Toronto, and the Majestic, Montreal,
at $1.50 top, but the board pointed out that
under the war ruling the top admission price
for these theatres is 75c and that the distributor take could be no more than 50 per
cent. Since regular prices are pegged in
other theatres for the duration, it was decided
no exceptions could be made for any one
picture.

Westerns

TRADE

Join

REVIEW

the

High Gross Parade
The current trend of high grosses is not limited to specials, musicals, and heart throb
dramas, it developed this week, for reports
from San Francisco showed that westerns have
gone into the big money class too. Roy Rogers'
"Silver Spurs," presented as a full-fledged
first run, topped the house record by 25 per
cent at Loew's Warfield on its opening day last
Saturday. Sunday grosses were 20 per cent
above average, and the Monday business broke
all records again — including that of former
Labor Days. Returns for the full week are
almost certain to score a house record. San
Francisco
is seeing
Door welcomed
Canteen"
in its ninthalsosession,
and"Stage
this week

"For Whom the Bell Tolls."
Another newcomer in the big money is the
Bette
starrer,
the York,
Rhine."it
In its Davis
first week
at the"Watch
Strand,onNew
set a new high for the theatre, which is the
Adopt 'Brownout' Plan
"Brownouts" may soon become as common
oldest first-run house on Broadway. With
as dimouts — and a good deal more popular — if 89 playdates heard from thus far, Warners retheatremen and the public generally carry out
port the picture is beating all of the previous
the request of Donald M. Nelson, WPB head;
Davis
films including "In This Our Life" and
Joseph B. Eastman, director of the Office of
Voyager."
Defense Transportation, and Harold Ickes, Solid ■"Now,
. The slow turnover of product in New York
Fuels Administrator. The three Government
s'till prevails. The first run holdovers include
chiefs this week called for a nation-wide con"The Sky's the Limit," in its second week at
servation
of
electricity.
"Brownout"
was
the
the Palace ; "DuBarry Was a Lady," in its
word coined for this movement, and it means
fourth at the Capitol ; "Heaven Can Wait," No.
simply that people will save electricity every
5 at the Roxy ; and a sixth week for "Let's Face
chance they get.
It" at the Paramount. Radio City Music Hall
"Critical resources of manpower, fuels, and has broken the chain by bringing in "So Proudly
equipment" must be saved, the request points We Hail," and the Roxy is soon to get "Holy
out, and suggests that among the opportunities
Matrimony." Of the special run theatres, the
for conservation is that of cutting down on elec- Astor still has "Best Foot Forward," although
it goes out next week to make room for
tricity consumption. It urges a nation-wide
reduction in the use of display lighting and
"Thousands Cheer." "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
cautions against the use of lights and other
has racked up nine weeks at the Rivoli, while
electric equipment that is not absolutely neces"This Is the Army" continues smoothly at the
Hollywood.
sary in theatres, stores, homes, and factories.
Theatres will be expected to eliminate day
Out of New York "Best Foot Forward" has
so far had 30 key city openings, with 22 of these
lighting of signs and window displays and hold
such lighting to the period between dusk and holdover situations doing business 197 per cent
10 p.m. Although many theatres already limit of normal — although, as Apple Annie, or someelectricity consumption to similar periods, it is
body, has said ; "Who knows any more what's
believed enough theatres and other places of
Labor Day week-end business all over the
advertising will be afifected to make an apprecinormal ?"was generally reported as terrific, with
country
able difference in overall power drain.
most of the play for first runs. In Cleveland
the surprise of the week was "Above SuspiWar-born Technical Advances
cion," which
piledtheupsecond
a larger
week than
it did
week.gross the third
Subject of SMPE Conference
Chicago also is experiencing records, "Dixie"
Wartime developments in motion picture sound
going into its third week at the Chicago Theatre after topping all previous marks for the
recording and reproduction vi'ill be spotlighted
house. A special premiere was also held in the
at the fifty-fourth semi-annual technical conference of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
of for
"So theProudly
Hail"
on
to be held from October 18 to 22, inclusive, in Windy
Tuesday City
evening
workers Weon the
Third
War
Loan
Drive.
FJ( illy wood.
Thirty technical papers have been scheduled
for presentation, it was revealed by C. R. Daily.
News Drops Theatre Listing
Chairman of the Papers Committee.
Among the papers listed include "Post-War
In a further curtailing of free space in PhilaTelevision Planning and Requirements," by
delphia, the Daily News no longer is carrying
Klaus Landsberg, Television Productions, Paratlie Saturday free listing of all the neighbormount Studios ; "Walt Disney Studios a War
hood theatres advance bookings.
Plant," by Carl Nater, production coordinator.
Army and Navy Training Films, Walt Disney
Productions ; "New Single Film Recording
Camera," by George Worrell, Mitchell Camera
Banditry Up-to-Date
In the old days of the west rough, uncouth
Co. ; "An Improved Light Valve Checking Debandits used to cache their stolen goods in
vice," by James P. Corcoran, Twentieth
caves or desert shacks. Nowadays the bandits
Century-Fox Studio ; and "Improvements in
seem to be young girls and they cache their
Sound
Equipment,"
by Dr.Division,
L. F.
Brown, Recording
Electrical Research
Products
swag in theatres. At least, that was the case
Western Electric Co., Inc.
in Klamath Falls, Ore., last week when it was
discovered that two girl delinquents had used
the Rainbow Theatre as a cache. They stole
Chicago Censors Reject None
goods of various kinds, exchanged them, and
then sold the exchanged goods. The money
During the month of August the Chicago
they hid in the hollow arm of a seat at the
censor board inspected 108 films with a footage
Rainbow. Like most of the old bandits,
of 427,000. They made no rejections, ordered
they
were caught in the act.
four cuts, and pinked two: "Revenge of the
Zombies" and "Ecstacy."
Nelson

Asks

Theatres

to

f^^^ Playdate Peak
"My Sister Eileen," the Columbia comedy
co-starring Rosalind Russell, Brian Aherne
and Janet Blair, has set a new record for the
company
by playing
in the
the
first 45 weeks
of its 12,082
release. theatres
This marks
greatest number of situations ever played
by a Columbia picture in that period of time.
Reserved

Seat

Policy

For 'Convenience'
A reserved seat policy, aimed to accomplish
the dual purpose of increasing box-office gross
and affording a desired convenience to those who
are willing to pay a premium to avoid waiting
on lines, is one of the ideas which Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros.' sales manager, discussed
with exhibitors on his recent 75,000-mile tour
of the country, according to reports from the
coast. Kalmenson returned to the home office
this week but had no further comment to make
on the reserved seat proposal.
The suggestion, according to Kalmenson, is
based on the opinion that A theatres could
set aside certain choice seats at a scaled-up
price, as is done at the Music Hall and Capitol
in New York for loge seats. Alternate suggestions for relieving the congestion at box-offices
of the A theatres during hit run pictures were
the possibilities of spotting features at more
convenient hours, and perhaps earlier opening
with later closing hours.
12 Women Handle Washington
Booking, With More to Come
An even dozen women are now serving as
bookers in Washington, D. C, exchanges, a
checkup revealed this week. Twenty men are
on the job, but it is likely that several will be
called for njilitary service, and that their jobs
will be filled by women. Six of the girls were
installed during the last year.
Twentieth, whose booking department has
been headed by Mrs. S^'ra Young for 13 years,
will have an all-female department now that
Ira Sichelman has left to sell for PRC. Two
women have become bookers at Paramount
within the past year. Four men booked for
Metro, but when one of them was drafted last
year their assistant, Mrs. Catherine Murphy,
became a full booker. RKO, Columbia, and
Universal have all-male booking staffs. Margaret Stant has come in recently to help Booker
Elmer McKinley at UA, and Gertrude Epstein
is now assistant booker to David Rosenthal, at
PRC. Mrs. Sara Monfried, at Republic, has
been the only booker there since the exchange
was opened, while Gladys Murray is sole Monogram booker.
Republic to Increase Branches
In South American Countries
Returning this week from five months in
Latin America, Morris Goodman, Republic's
vice-president in charge of foreign sales, revealed that the recent establishment by the company of its own exchange in Buenos Aires is the
first step in a plan to operate exchanges in
other parts of South America. Republic now
has its own branches in Buenos Aires, Santiago,
Trinidad, and Panama and expects to extend
operations to Mexico City, Peru, Brazil. Venezuela and Colombia.
Immediate reason for the expansion, says
Goodman, is the increase in Latin American
business. He pointed out that the average gross
for Republic has risen from 25 to 50 per cent
during the last few years and that there was a
need for direct handlinc.
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Texas WAC
Adopts STR Bond Layout
Dallas — Photo offset of pages 11 to 27 inclusive of the STR section on the Third War Bond
Drive featured in the issue of August 28, will be made by Bob Kelley, pinch-hitting for Ray Beall
of Interstate, and acting as director of publicity for the WAC Southwestern Committee. Copies
will be sent to each chairman of the WFC in Texas, something over 200 towns, and each will be
requested to get in touch with his theatre manager and work out some of the plans.
This aid to the campaign by STR has been received enthusiastically by the WAC publicity office.
The mailing will cover every town in the state large enough to have a chairman of the WFC.
Kelley will make weekly mailings of new matter as fast as it is developed.
New

Warner

Stars

Win

Exhibitors' OK in Poll
Confirming earlier action by Jack L. Warner
in spotting seven contract players for stardom,
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros, general sales
manager, informed the executive producer this
week as to the results of an extensive poll conducted by the company's sales organization
which affirms star billing for these seven players. A secret ballot conducted among exhibitors, sales forces, newspapermen, and other
individuals in contact with the public were compiled during a six month jaunt in which Kalmenson covered more than 85,000 miles.
Seven players whom Warner promoted from
featured class, and who have been approved by
both public and exhibitor are Joan Leslie, rein "This and
Is Irene
the Army"
; thesoon
teamto be
of
Dennis cently
Morgan
Manning,
seen in 'The Desert Song" ; Alexis Smith, outstanding in "The Constant Nymph" ; Jack Carson, comedian ; Sydney Greenstreet, the "fat
man" of "Casablanca" ; and newcomer Dolores
Moran ; but Kalmenson reported the tremendous publicity and exploitation campaign put
behind her initial performance as Miriam Hopkins' daughter in Bette Davis' "Old Acquainserved toa screen
acquaintappearance.
the public with
her and tance,"
to hasdemand
Releases winning approval during first seven
months of 1943 are, in order, "Yankee Doodle
Dandy," "Air Force," "Now Voyager," "The
Hard Way," "Casablanca," "Action in the
North Atlantic," and "The Constant Nymph."
Universal Sets Oct. 29 Date
For 'Flesh and Fantasy' Release
Universal has set October 29th as the
national release date for "Flesh and Fantasy."
co-produced by Charles Boyer and Julien
Duvivier and directed by Duvivier, and the
most ambitious production undertaking to come
ofT the Universal lot in many years. Stars
appearing in the picture include Robert Benchley, Betty Field, Robert Cummings, Edgar
Barrier, Edward G. Robinson, Thomas Mitchell,
C. Aubrey Smith, Anna Lee, Dame May Whitty, Boyer, Barbara Stanwyck, Charles Winainger.
"Johnny" in 28 Loew Keyers
The United Artists William Cagney ProLately"
starring James
Cagney, duction,
has "Johnny
beenCome
booked
for September
and
early October engagements in twenty-eight key
city Loew Thatres throughout the country.
Col. Levinson Leaves MPAAS
Following his resignation 10 days ago from
the Motion Picture Research Council, Col.
Nathan Levinson has tendered his resignation
as vice-president of the A/Iotion Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Jerry Dale with Bogeaus
Jerry Dale has become publicity director for
Benedict Bogeaus, producer who releases
through United Artists.
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Max Milder, matuiging director of Warner
Bros, in Great Britain, arrived in New York
over the week end. He will he about for
another zveek.

Equity Committee Weighs
Drama, Music, Radio Merger
A merger of the three AF of L performer
unions — Actors Equity Association, the American Federation of Radio Artists, and the American Guild of Musical Artists — was broached
this week by the AFRA in a letter from its
secretary, Mrs. Emily Holt, to Actors Equity.
Directors of AGMA have already voted to
align their group with the radio artists.
Alfred Harding, as spokesman for Equity,
said the proposal had been received by the
council, and that a committee would be appointed to examine the terms and report back
to the council. The idea of an over-all organization of amusement industry artists has been
discussed for many years, since performers
often shift from one field to another and under
present conditions must pay multiple dues.

Mart Blumenstock in Chicago this week at
arrangement of Warner premiere of "This Is

Both 2-a-Day and Continuous
For "Bell Tolls" in Detroit
The Wilson Theatre in Detroit, a legitimate
house, has been taken over by Paramount for
an indefinite run of "For Whom the Bell Tolls,"
the picture opening there September 30 .simulthat city. taneously with the United Artists Theatre in

Bob Hope to Hollywood, after press conferences on his 11-week camp tour. Ten day rest
in prospect.

The picture will play the Wilson on a two-aday reserved-seat engagement on a price
scale of $1.10 matinees and $1.65 evenings. The
United Artists policy will be continuous showings, at 75 cents matinees, and $1.10 evenings.
Bond Premiere at Astor
The first War Bond world premiere in connection with the motion picture industry's participation in the Third War Loan drive will
be held at the Astor Theatre Monday night,
Sept.
13, when Sale
MGM's
"Thousands
will
be
presented.
of bonds
began atCheer"
the Astor
boxoffice Wednesday. Reserved seats are presented to purchasers of bonds of $25, $50, $100,
$500 and $1,000 denominations.
Postpone AM PA Service Salute
Because of possible conflict with activities of
the Third War Loan Drive the AMPA meeting scheduled for September 16 as a Salute to
Industry Men and Women in the Armed
Forces will be postponed to October 14, it was
decided this week at a meeting in the Hotel
Edison, New York.
WACS
Pleasant Error
When William F. Rodgers, chairman of
the WAC committee on War Bond Premieres,
set up a quota of 1200 premieres recently he
felt the maximum number of these events
had been contemplated. But this is the way
it has worked out: more than 1400 premieres
had already been reported to WAC headquarters up to Tuesday of this week, with
30 per cent of the territories still to be
daily.
heard from. Additional dates are coming in

theWilliam
Army." Thomas, Paramount producer, back
in Hollywood after trip east.
Rodney Bush, exploitation director for 20th
Fox, back in the home office following fortnight's vacation.
Tom Connors arid William. C. Gehring, sales
chiefs, have returned to the 20th-Fox office following aweek spent in Toronto, conferring with
Sidney Samson, Canadian district manager.
Mark Sandrich, Paramount producer-director,
and Sam V orzimer, exploitation official on the
Hollywood end, both have returned to the coast
after New York visits.

Felix Jenkins, 20th-Fox general counsel, back
in Nezv York from Los Angeles convention.
Robert M. Gillham, Paramount advertising
and publicity director, returned to New York
W ednesday from the W est Coast.
George A. Smith, Paramount Western division manager, has left on a trip throughout
his territory.
Gordon Lightstone, general manager of Paramount Film Service Ltd., Canada, at the home
office conferring with Neil Agnew.
John Garfield flew in Thursday from- Hollywood to take part in the W ar Bond Caravan.
Nat W in
olf,Cleveland,
zone manager
for in
Warner
theatres
arrived
New Bros.'
York
W ednesday for home office conferences.
George
Theatre

A. Hunt,
Owner,

Oregon
Killed

George A. Hunt, one of the largest independent theatre owners in Oregon, was instantly killed last Wednesday when an automobile he was driving crashed into another car
in Medford, Ore., his home city and center of
his theatre operations. Hunt was driving from
his home on Route 2 to the Craterian Theatre,
where his office is located, when at a street intersection his car and another driven by Lowell
Fleser, 18, high school football star, met without either driver having a chance to brake.
Hunt, 58, was in his prime as a theatre man,
having become interested in the amusement business after the first World War. Beginning with
one theatre, Hunt built up his holdings until
at his death he operated four houses in Medford,
two in Grants Pass, and two in Roseburg. His
corporations were the George A. Hunt Theatres,
Inc., Grants Pass Amusement Company, Inc.,
and the Umpqua Amusement Company.
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Wintertime
20th Century-Fox Musical Comedy 82 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Septeml)er i7)
AUDIENCE SLANT: Delightful entertainment spiced with jive, laughs and of
course flashing skates.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Another winner
for Miss Henie and the exhibitors.
Cast: Sonja Henie, Jack Oakie, Cesar Romero, Carole
Landis, S. Z. Sakall, Cornel Wilde, Woody Herman
and His Orchestra. Credits: Produced by William
Le Baron. Directed by John Brahm. Screenplay by
E. Edwin Moran, Jack Jevne and Lynn Starling. Story
by Arthur Kober. Music by Leo Robin and Nacio
Herb Brown. Musical Direction by Alfred Newman
and Charles Henderson. Photographic Direction by Joe
MacDonald.
Story: A run-down winter resort in Canada is put on its feet when a rich Norwegian
and his daughter are deliberately detoured to
its door by its owners. An ice show starring
the rich girls puts the place on the map and
her father buys the place as a result of an
'incident' trumped up by the owners. Romance flourishes with the usual complications and girl gets boy with the girl going on
to a broadway career on ice for the fade out.
Comment: Although the story follows the
oft-repeated pattern of past performances it
is spiced with some rather hilarious hokum
comedy that will evoke those gales of
laughter that patrons seek these days. Some
lorgnettes may be lifted at the sequence of
Cesar Romero running through scads of
ladies in his long underwear but its just like
Jack Oakie to steal a fellow's clothes on his
wedding night. The skating scenes are set
against picturesque backgrounds and the interior ice routines are enhanced by clever
lighting effects. Woody Herman and His
Orchestra set the musical tempo largely to
jive which will make the hep cats happy and
the comedy work of S. Z. Sakall is extremely
well managed.
Larceny Witli Music
Universal Comedy-With-Musical
64 mins.
(Nat'l Release, September 10)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A musical offering that will please generally.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: A strong number for the dual situations and a good possibility for top billing in the subsequent runs.
Cast: Allan Jones, Kitty Carlisle, Leo Carrillo, William Frawley, Lee Patrick, Gus Schilling, Samuel^ S.
Hinds, Sig Arno, Alvino Rey & His Orchestra, King
Sisters. Credits: Directed by Edward Lilley. Original
screenplay by Robert Harari. Director of photography,
Paul Ivano. Produced by Howard Benedict. Musical
director, Charles Previn.
Plot: In a desperate attempt to get a job
for
client up
and aAlvino
Orchestra,
agenthis cooks
plan toRey's
pretend
the manan
ahired
missing
heir.owner
The of
plana works;
they'reclub
all
by the
swank night
who is in need of money. This, however,
throws the girl singer out of a job, but that
small matter is rectified when the two get
together.
Comment: Universal continues to deliver
the same good entertainment in this their
latest light musical ofTering for program
fare. It's a picture that will please generalljr
for in its sixty-four minutes of running time,
it presents the singing of Allan Jones and
Kitty Carlisle; the music of Alvino Rey &
His Orchestra and some lively swing numbers by the King Sisters Quartette. In the
supporting cast, Leo Carrillo as an ex-boot-
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending Sept. 11)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Black Market Rustlers Law Rides Again
Ghosts On The Loose
Melody Parade
Wintertime

legger andtake
William
as Allan
Jones'
manager,
care ofFrawley
the comedy
effectively,
while (jUS SchiUmg's mterpretation of a
"ham" will bring many a chuckle. Edward
Lilley's direction keeps the simple story
niovmg at an average speed, never permittmg tne presentation of the musical numbers to appear without reason. The production by Howard benedict is tops, with such
outstanding numbers as "For Want of You"
and "Do You Hear Music' headed for popular acclaim. Music store and radio tieups
snouia be arranged to coincide witn opening
date. Restaurants, hotels and local dance
halls can use stills from ttie picture tor lobby
and general display, iilow up to life size, a
romantic pose or Allan Jones and Kitty
Carlisle to attract attention in your lobby.

Slierlock Holmes Faces Deatli
Universal Mystery
68 mins.
(Nat'l Release, September 17)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) All
"Holmes' aaaicts, as well as ordinary armchair detectives, will be satisfied.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should do well
in all situations where this series has been
estabhsnea.
Cast: Margetson,
Basil Rathbone,
Bruce,
DennisHobbes,
Hoey,
Arthur
HillaryiN'igel
Brooke,
Halliwell
Mmna Plumps, iviilDurn Stone, Uavin Muir, (jerald
Hamer, Vernon Downing, Olaf Hytten, Frederic
Woriock, iUary Gordon. >^redits: Produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Screenplay by Bertram
MiUhauser. Based on a story by Sir Artnur Conan
Doyle. Director of photograpny, Charles Van Enger.
Plot: When Rathbone is called in, the
head of an old Manor Home is found murdered. Next of kin is a brother and then a
sister. Through a family ritual Rathbone is
able
spot two
tlie more
murderer,
but he
isn't caught
until toafter
murders
occur.
Comment: As the next m the series, this
Sherlock Holmes boasts of the "deductive
genius" aura that epitomizes the Conan
Doyle creation. It should do well in all situations where this series has been established.
To the millions of followers of the first real
"great"
detectives,
Holmes among
is more fiction
real than
fictional. Sherlock
In that
characterization, Basil Rathbone, via radio
and pictures, has become Holmes, and Nigel
Bruce has become Dr. Watson. Thus, for
those who look on the figure with awe and
reverence, a well pictured story of the Baker
Street duo is a delight and this edition is
such a picture. Produced and directed by
Roy William Neill, who has handled some
part of the series since it started, the picture
is well-mounted and produced. Direction is
so paced that the flavor which made
"Holmes" is definite and all addicts, as well
as ordinary arm-chair detectives will be satisfied. Sell like others of the title, using
tieups with chess and checker stores, as well
as antique shops. Have a float, shaped like
a stone coffin, travel through town with
the sign "The Secret of Musgrave Manor."

First Gomes Courage
Columbia
Drama
86 mins.
(Nat'l Release, July 29)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) An engrossing drama of Norwegian resistance.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Too little and
too late to be a money picture. Well made
but just more of the same. Aherne and
Oberon will have to provide the pull.
Cast: Merle Oberon, Brian Aherne, Fritz Lieber,
Carl Esmond, Reinhold Schunzel, Erville Alderson,
Erik Rolf, Isobel Elsom. Credits: Produced by Harry
Joe Brown. Directed by Dorothy Arzner. Screenplay
by Lewis Meltzer and Melvin Levy. Adaptation by
George
.Vrnold. Sklar from "The Commandos" by Elliott
Plot: Merle Oberon plays a Norwegian
lady of position who serves as a spy by pretending to encourage the attention of Major
Dichter, young Nazi Commandant. Through
their friendship she learns and relays to
England information needed for successful
Commando raids but is looked upon by her
friends and neighbors as a traitor. Her duplicity isexposed on the eve of her wedding
to Dichter and a big Commando sortie. Her
prewar sweetheart, a Commando Captain,
arrives, and thus complications develop, but
all is eventually ironed out.
Comment: Coming as this picture does on
the trail of many of the same type it automatically falls into the unfortunate category
of just another Commando story of Norway.
This is indeed a misfortune as the picture is
deftly directed and effectively portrayed by
a most capable cast. In the telling of the
story there are a few slightly obvious discrepancies resorted to for dramatic effect
but generally speaking it is a highly pleasing
production. Its greatest handicap is the
repetitious nature of the plot. The romance
is played to overshadow the Commando
scenes but there are plenty of thrills and
suspense nevertheless. The picture will
profit
by selling the romance rather than the
Nazi angle.
Beyond Tiie Last Frontier
Republic Western
55 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Sept. 18th)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A western that has enough of what it takes to
satisfy all outdoor fans.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: First of the
John
Paul Revere series shows promise for
the future.
Cast: Eddie Dew, Smiley Burnette, Lorraine Miller,
Bob Jlitchum, Harry Woods, Ernie Adams, Richard
Clarke, Charles Miller. Kermit Maynard. Credits:
Directed by Howard Bretherton. Original screenplay
by John K. Butler and Morton Grant. Director of
photography.
Louis
Gray. Bud Thackery. Associate Producer,
Plot: A Texas Ranger poses as an outlaw
to spy on a gang of wholesale gun-runners.
For a while he gts away with it, but when
the men in the gang start grumbling about
all the "accidents" their leader decides to
check up. This brings about quite a mixup
before the gang is apprehended.
Comment: This first of a new series, should
do all right in its market, having enough for
all outdoor shooting and riding fans. Investing the film with action and more action,
Lou
production
talent makes
better Gray's
than average
newcomer.
The plotit isa
smart, with Eddie Dew, Smiley Burnette
and Bob Mitchum giving the picture zip and
comed}'. Romance is very fleetingly dropped
in and out and the Texas Rangers win out
to audience satisfaction.
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Us An
Report

Christos Acquires a Theater
Well, here it is another week and another
edition of the Program Exchange. Did we use
that introduction last week? We can't remember at the moment, and we're too comfortably
ensconced in our chair to do any research. Before you, too, become settled, here's a little reminder Have
:
you filed your declaration of estimated income with the collector of internal
revenue in your district? Maybe you'll have to
make a payment — one out of every three will,
so officials
by September
you
for a say
few— moments
while 15.youWe'll
do aexcuse
little
bookkeeping,
but
we'll
expect
you
back
here
to
continue with us.
(At this point there is a slight pause while
members figure up their Federal taxes, make out
a check, if necessary, and mail it.)
Umbrella Indicates No Rain
Just a few remarks about the weather before
we begin : The sky is dark and cloudy ; there
is
threat of; but
rain.having
For safety's
oura umbrella
it close sake,
at handwe ishave
the
surest indication that no matter how immediate
the threat, there will be no rain. When agriculturists declare rain is sorely needed, we simply
hide our umbrella or raincoat and forget all
about them. Then follows a deluge, and both
the crops and ourselves are soaked.
We gratefully acknowledge the letters and
notes that have come to us from certain members of the Exchange.fromFirst,
let's Bob
take Walter
a look
at a communication
Private
of the Summit Theatre, Kansas City, Mo. If
you remember. Bob joined the Navy Air Cadets
(isn't was
that found
right?),
went toouthighto altitudes,
Californiawasto
train,
allergic
honorably discharged and sent back home. Since
that time he has been at the Summit, but now
he has been accepted by the Army and leaves
for training on September 17.
Children's War Stamp Matinee
Holding a war stamp matinee for the kiddies.
Bob sold $87 worth of stamps which, he points
out, "is equal to the amount sold monthly here
on the west
side." Children
admission by buying
10 cents under
or more15 gained
in stamps,
while adults over 15 were required to purchase
stampswere
in the
amount with
of 25 the
centsopportunity
or over. "The
kids
delighted
and,
frankly, it was perhaps done more for the goodwill involved than tbe amount of sales."
In the middle of the night after the last show
distribution of a novel herald began. Pedestrians
were angered to see this "propaganda" staring
them in the face ! "Heil Hitler. Japan Will Win
the War."
up they
the heralds
and theinspecting them at Snatching
close range,
could see
small
agate type which, when coupled with the large
Cooper Bold, revealed this copy : "Don't ever
say Heil Hitler. And don't say Japan Will Win
the War because they can't." Inside of the herald
was this copy : "Because of the U. S. 'Air Force,'
starring John Garfield, Harry Carey, with the
Mary Ann
... with
a B-17,
copy followed, along
the etc."
theatreSelling
signature
and
playdate. "It's a wonder I didn't get attacked
or something," comments Private Walter.
They Practically Demand
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The weekly Summit Sho-Card continues, and
well it might, for this show-selling accessory is
not only accepted by patrons, they practically
demand it. We've enjoyed hearing from Bob, md

That Explains It!
Inductee Bob Walter of the Summit Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., had passed his physical
examination with flying colors. A session with
the psychiatrist would be his last hurdle.
Came the session. As Walter answered
questicns, a perplexed expression overcast the
examiner's face. Things looked bad for the
inductee: he'd be rejected for "insanity or
something." Then came this question:
"What is your occupation?"
"I manage a theatre."
Immediately
the psychiatrist's face
brightened.
"Oh well, then," he mumbled, "that explains this condition!"
we wish him the best of luck under his new employer, Uncle Sam. Wherever he may be, we
hope he finds time to drop us a line occasionally.
Another letter comes from Chris Christos,
former manager of the Lincoln Theatre, Chicago.
"Reason you haven't heard from me," explains
Chris,
I am circuit,
no longer
connected
with the"is V because
an Nomikos
having
finally
bought my own theatre. It is only a 400-seat
house,
but then,
a start." to STR, the new
Renewing
his it's
subscription
owner-manager of the Verdi Theatre writes
(and we blush as we read the lines) : "I certainly couldn't permit my subscription for STR
to lapse now. I'll need every idea I have ever
used or can get my hands on to put this
house over. It is last run, so I will have to give
them pictures, plus the kitchen sink. Keep pitchthose ideas
your column
— I'll need
You ingknow,
therein must
be thousands
who them.
read
your
column
and
use
your
ideas,
and
don't
even
bother to let you know about it. There should
be a law. I know it would make you feel good
(and your bosses) to know just how many take
advantage
of themake
ideasus you
What would
feel present."
better would be for
members to send in their ideas so they can be
beneficially exchanged through the medium of
this department. Our only hope is that our readers are deriving some degree of help from the
few ideas we do try to incorporate in this department from time to time. If they are, then
we are in some measure accomplishing our task
as a clearing house for the dissemination of
helpful selling suggestions.
Chris has set up a seven-foot calendar in the
Verdi lobby similar to the one which was so
successful
at the soon.
Lincoln. We'll expect to hear
from
him again
A note from G. B. Odium, former manager of the Uptown Theatre, New York, expresses the hope that he will be "able to con-
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tribute some further acceptable ideas in the immediate future." We hope so, too, for G. B.
turned out some of the smartest and most attractive weekly programs we've ever come across
while he was guiding the Uptown's destiny.
Tory Cavallo, manager of the Gerard Theatre, West View, Pa., sends us a copy of his new
calendar program. If possible, a little color
would enliven the selling accessory. And the
dates, we feel, might be brought up a little more.
Use of one-column slug mats or cuts would also
add to the general attractiveness. We intend to
send Tory some sample calendars ; we don't say
they're all better than his, but by studying them
he can make any changes he feels will benefit
his own.
Speaking
Kennett
Vohrof(iscalendars,
that right?)here's
of theone
Ritz from
and
State theatres, Chariton, Iowa. Ritz side of the
calendar is printed in red and black, with the
dates set in open-face type and over-printed on
the names of the attractions. Vohr gets a lot
of copy on his selling accessory, and has promoted two ads from merchants to help defray
the cost of printing. Overprint of the dates on
the attraction copy is just a little confusing, but
it permits more room for attraction copy and
isn't too objectionable. On the back side the
-A^ugust program for the State is without color.
A note in the latest issue of Cinemag says
that the tabloid publication of the Capitol and
Majestic theatres, Paragould, Ark., will take a
vacation
during its absence, a "junior"
Cinemag and
will that
be issued.
seems
to beuntil
as far
we canSeego,youso then.
we'll
takeThisleave
of you
nextas week.
He Snared an Admiral
When Marguerite Chapman made a personal
appearance at the Fox Theatre in Philadelphia
recently in conjunction with the opening of
"Destroyer," Columbia exploiteer Ed Rosenbaum did himself proud by snaring an Admiral
as the comely star's escort. Miss Chapman also
attended war bond rallies at Cramp's Shipyard
and at the Navy Yard while in the City of
Brotherly Love.
Helped Red Cross Recruiting
Capitalizing on the ideas presented by the
Paramount exploitation department in New
York, Manager Roy Robbins of the Aldine Theatre, Philadelphia, helped the Red Cross to sign
up recruits in the Nurses Reserve as part of his
campaign on "So Proudly We Hail."
Features Poem in Campaign
Library tie-ups featuring the poem, "Murder
of Lidice," and other anti-Nazi literature featured the campaign for "Hitler's Madman" put
across
Boyd
Fry, cards
Loew's
Grand,
Atlanta.
Fry alsobyhad
special
tacked
to telephone
poles and distributed 5000 heralds house-tohouse.
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Fifty Cities

Via Air Transports
In addition to the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade,
a second group of film personalities will accompany war heroes from the various fighting
fronts on army and navy air transports that
will visit fifty cities during The Third War
Loan. The tours will take ten days, with
ten screen players made available through the
Hollywood Victory Committee.
Known as the War Veterans Bond Airmada,
this particular facet of the industry's multisided participation in "history's greatest financial
operation"
Edward
Sniderman, isonunder
loan the
fromsupervision
RKO forofthe
stint.
Sniderman is working with Ray Beall, chairman
of the Third War Loan Publicity Committee.
The Airmada is set for five zones, with a
flight leaving each zone and making its 10-city
quota of stops. In each city the War Activities
Committee will take over and utilize the
services of the servicemen and film people for
giant bond-selling rallies.
The set-up is as follows :
Zone I: Originates from Los Angeles, with
Lois Andrews and Shiela Ryan as mistresses
of ceremonies, and Louis Alleman as advance
man, with stops at Sacramento, Portland, Seattle,
Butte, Salt Lake City, Denver, Roswell, Phoenix, and San Diego.
Zone II: Starts from Dallas, with stars
William Boyd and Grace Bradley, co-masters
of ceremonies, and E. B. Coleman advance man,
stops at Fort Worth, Austin, Corpus Christie,
Beaumont, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Wichita,
Kansas City, Omaha and Des Moines.
Zone III: Originates in Chicago, with stars
Elyse Knox and Helen Walker, with advance
man Earl Wingart, stops at Peoria, Davenport,
Rock Island, Moline, Milwaukee, Flint, Fort
Wayne, Indianapolis, Louisville, Charleston,
West Virginia, Buflfalo and Toledo.
Zone IV: First stop Atlanta, with Shirley
Patterson and Lynn Carver, with Leonard Allen
as advance man, stops at Jacksonville, Birmingham, Memphis, Nashville, Charlotte, Norfolk,
Richmond, Baltimore and Wilmington.
Zone V: Originates in New York, stars
Virginia Grey and Gene Lockhart, Ed Holland
is advance man, stops at Newark, Jersey City,
New Haven, Providence, Worcester, Manchester, Albany, Syracuse, Rochester and
Scranton.
Salt Lake, Minneapolis Areas
Report $145,000 for Shangri-La
With total exhibitor stamp sales for the
"Shangri-La" Campaign as yet unrecorded,
John J. Friedl, WAC chairman for the Salt
Lake City Exchange Area, reports that the 346
theatres in that area sold a total of $99,723.63
in War Stamps during the July drive.
John Rugar, WAC chairman for the Minneapolis Exchange Area, making a similar report,
stated that $45,544.95 in stamps and bonds were
sold in his area during the "Shangri-La" Campaign.
This brings the total for the two exchange
areas to over $145,000.
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Special

Study 3rd War Loan Plans
assistant distributor
Byron D. for"Buck"
chairman
WAC Stoner
in West ern Pennsylvania and
West Virginia; John J. Maloney, distributor
chairman, and Joseph Fcldm
assistant Pittsburgh zone m anager,
an, Warner
who Brothers'
will act
as cc-ordinator for the 6 16 theatres in the
shown
here
studying
WAC Pittsburgh area, are
rd War Loan plans.
Western Pennsylvania's Thi
War

Loan

Pledges

Above
10,000 Mark
With more than 10,000 Third War Loan
pledges from both independent and circuit exhibitors already signed, War Activities Committee officials felt that every indication pointed
to record participation on the part of nation's
showmen in this most important industry campaign to date.
However, with some 16,000-odd theatres
pledged to permanent WAC projects, it was
felt that many more participants would be
needed in order to support the gargantuan efifort
necessary over.
to put the industry's portion of the
campaign
The pledge, which is incorporated in the press
book, is in triplicate, with one copy to be sent
to the local WAC state bond chairman, the
second to WAC New York headquarters, and
the third to the local National Screen Service
exchange. On receipt of the pledge National
Screen will ship the signer the two free campaign trailers : "Letter from a Friend," starring
Corporal Alan Ladd, and "Tomorrow's Headline," with Carole Landis.
Japanese Submarine Exhibit Ups
Alliance Circuit Sales of Bonds
More than one million dollars in bonds were
sold by theatres of the Alliance Circuit, Chicago, in connection with the exhibit of the twoman Japanese submarine in six Indiana cities :
Anderson, Terre Haute, Logansport, Kokomo,
Vincennes and Delphi.
The two Anderson houses, the State and the
Times, seating 2300, sold more than half a
million dollars in bonds, breaking all past
records, according to Peter Panagos of the
circuit's home office.
Theatres of the Alliance Circuit boosted the
tour in their respective newspapers. In Anderson (population: 55,000), more than 24,000 people visited the submarine in 16 hours.

Speaks

in

Broadcast

Launching War
Loan
The President of the United States, the Secretary of the Treasury and a group of Hollywood stars officially launched the Third War
Loan this week in a broadcast covered by all
four networks, with an estimated audience of
over 70,000,000 persons. President Roosevelt
was introduced by Secretary Morgenthau.
Theatres across the country postponed performance during the radio program.
The President's talk came as the climax of
an hour's program, the first 45 minutes of
which
E.W.T. originated in the film colony at 9 p.m.
From Hollywood, the program sponsored by
the War Finance Committee of the Treasury
Department, the Hollywood Victory Committee,
and the industry's War Activities Committee,
brought to the listening millions the voices of
Bing Crosby, Gary Cooper, Burns and Allen,
Dinah Shore, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Humphrey Bogart, Robert Young, Don
.\meche, Jimmy Durante, Charles Boyer, George
Murphy, Ronald Colman and Akim Tamiroff.
KayUsing
Kyser's
supplied
the musical
as thebandtheme
the slogan
of the setting.
Third
War Loan
"Back
the Attack"
the recounting
stars presented aseries
of dramatic
sketches,
the highlights of the war to date from the first
numbing shock of Pearl Harbor through the
slow shift from peace to war, from struggling
defense to powerful offense. In anticipation of
an imminent
Italy's
surrender and the invasion
relentless following
pursuit of the
Japanese
aggressors in the South Pacific, the Hollywood
program also carried a gayer note reflecting the
battle songs of the services.
Government officials estimated that approximately 17,500,000
the country's
radio family
with aofpossible
listening 28,838,000
audience
of more than 70,000,000 persons were tuned to
the broadcast. Virtually all of the 567 outlets
of the four major networks as well as most of
the 324 independent radio stations carried the
feature.
From Hollywood the program switched to
Washington where James Cagney, as president
of the Screen Actors Guild, placed the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade of top-flight stars and all
the resources of the motion picture industry at
the disposal of Secretary Morgenthau. After
a brief acknowledgment, the Secretary introduced President Roosevelt.
With the President and Secretary were members of the "Cavalcade," including Greer Garson, Judy Garland, James Cagney, Fred Astaire,
Lucille Ball, Olivia de Havilland, Kathryn
Grayson, Harpo Marx, Dick Powell, Betty
Hutton and Mickey Rooney.
From Washington the film group proceeded
with their war bond shows and demonstrations
to Philadelphia, September 9 ; Boston, September 10; New York City, September 11 Pittsburgh, September 12; Cleveland, September 13:
Detroit, September 14; Cincinnati, September
15; Chicago, September 16; Minneapolis, September 17; St. Louis, September IS; New Orleans, September 20 ; Dallas, September 21 ; San
Antonio, the 22nd, Sand Francisco the 26th.
and Los Angeles the 27th.
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$2500
Giant

Bond
Rally

Convoy
Tours

Feature

Anthem

Will

Be Honored at Rally
On Tuesday evening, September 14th, just
129 years after Francis Scott Key wrote the
words for The Star Spangled Banner, our
National Anthem will resound vigorously as a
special feature of the program being prepared
by the Good Neighbors Center cf New York
as a salute to the Mexican and Central American
Independence Day Rally-Fiesta to be held on
the stage of Skouras' Beacon Theatre, Broadway and 74th Street, in New York.
Fifty American Legion Posts will participate in this especially arranged tribute to be
staged by Jack Kantor, Director of Special
Events for the Center. Assisting him will be
Maria Moreno, Cuban coloratura, who will
sing The Star Spangled Banner, representatives
of
Women'sLegion
CorpsPosts.
and
the the
ColorNational
Guards Security
of the various
A program of entertainment by stars of
stage, screen, radio and opera will follow the
presentation. Jack W. Miller, from the American Guild of Variety Artists, will be Program
Director.
Second Film Bulletin
Winston Churchill, Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and a war bond,
series "E," are the subjects of the War
Activities Committee "war information film"
No. 2, which went into national release this
week via the newsreel cans of the five
newsreel companies. Separate prints of the
bulletin will be added to features in various
exchanges.
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Lunch,

Stars* Boston Visit
An entire
floor ofawaited
Boston'stheHotel
Statler,ofwith
some
105 rooms,
occupancy
the
Hollywood stars who were scheduled to visit
the Hub City this week as one of the special
features of the local campaign in the Third War
l,oan Drive.
On this floor also was a Press Suite of three
rooms where the stars were to be interviewed
and photographed during their stay in Boston.
In some instances room lunches were arranged
and served by the hotel to the stars. Most
notable affair, however, was the bond luncheon
held Friday noon at the Statler, for which the
admission was the purchase of a $2500 bond.
During the afternoon the stars were interviewed, later to be taken to Boston Garden for
a dress rehearsal of their appearance Friday
evening. On their return, dinner was served in
their rooms to guard against autograph seekers.
Last night the screen personalities were to
return again to Boston Garden for their bond
selling campaign and the presentation of a special program. The Boston papers, in heavily
publicizing the affair, placed emphasis on the
fictional "rivalry" between Hedy Lamarr and
Dorothy Lamour who were in the visiting
party.
On their arrival in Boston the stars were
met by Harry Browning, Jack Saef, Joe Longo,
Red King, Paul Levi, Bert MacKenzie and
others of the local motion picture brigade. New
England Chairman Martin J. Mullin and State
Chairman Samuel Pinanski and Nathan Yamins
also occupied suites at the Statler and were on
hand to greet the stars on their arrival. Collaborating inthe plans for the reception and
entertainment of the personalities were Mayor
Maurice J. Tobin and Governor Leverett Saltonstall.
National

TRADE

Select Stars to Escort
Enlisted personnel representing all branches of
the armed forces assembled in the office of Governor Leverett Saltonstall recently to select,
by drawing, members of the Hollywood Bond
Cavalcade whom they would escort in the gala
street parade in Boston this week. Each service
organizati:n selected by ballot a famous screen
star. Right: Sam P'nanski, state chairman, WAC.
Intensive

Campaign

Planned by Century
An intensive campaign in conjunction with
the Treasury Department's Third War Loan
Drive was announced by^the Century Circuit
Wednesday at a breakfast at the Hotel Warwick where the managers were given a "pep
talk" by F. J. Schwartz, vice-president of the
company. Following are some of the events the
circuit has planned during the drive :
►A Giant Bond Show at the Albemarle Theatre
on September 27 featuring stars of stage, screen
and radio. Admission ; war bonds.
►Twelve John Powers models will serve as bond
sellers at the Bliss in Long Island City on
September 17.
►A giant rally was scheduled to be held Friday
evening at the Kingsway in Brooklyn with Jack
Dempsey and Bob Olin, Jewish war veterans,
members of the local Air Raid Warden groups,
jeeps and members of the .A..W.V.S. participating.
^At the Town and Tivoli theatres War Mothers
will act as special deputies and their services
have been enlisted as bond salesmen during the
September drive.
^.A.t the Marine Theatre purchasers of bonds
may register a name of a service man in the
armed forces. At the conclusion of the drive
a name will be chosen and a war bond sent
to the lucky winner.
►Anyone purchasing a bond on September 13
will
be admitted
free toandanyononeSeptember
of the circuit's
17 Brooklyn
theatres
20 to
any of its 20 Long Island theatres.
►Application blanks for bond-buying are a part
of every program mailed out by Century this
month.
So Proudly We Hail' Opens
War Loan Drive in Chicago
A special showing of Paramount's "So
Proudly We Hail" was the main event of the
huge inaugural rally of workers in Chicago
for the start of the Third War Loan.
Four thousand key workers from Cook County's corpsand
of some
30,000 witnessed
volunteer the
war showbond
salesmen
saleswomen
ing, along with Governor Dwight H. Green
and Mayor Edward J. Kelly, and at the conclusion of the showing made advance personal
bond purchase pledges of their own.

of Heroes

Five

Boroughs

In War
Bond Rail les
Inaugurating the Third War Loan Drive, six
United States Army convoys mobilized in Times
Square Wednesday morning at 11 a.m. in front
of the Hotel Astor. Destined for each of the
five boroughs and Westchester County, the
convoys, comprised of motorized equipment,
trucks, jeeps, tanks, tank destroyers, etc., were
accompanied by Navy heroes who have come
back from the fighting fronts to aid in the
Bond Drive.
Six special floats were assigned to accompany each of the convoys. Following an informal reception and introduction of the war
veterans to the assembled audience, the Army
fired a salute at 12 noon initiating the opening
of the Third War Bond Drive. The opening
proceedings included music by the U. S. Army
Band and greetings by prominent officials.
With the firing of the Army salute, all six
convoys started on their scheduled tours while
the Manhattan Convoy of Heroes moved directly to Wall Street in front the Sub-Treasury
Building, then to Union Square, Herald Square,
72nd Street and Broadway, 86th Street between
Lexington and 3rd Avenue and 181st Street
and Broadway. At each stop-over point, war
bond rallies, staged by members of the War
Activities Committee — Motion Picture Industry,
highlighted the ceremonies.
At its first stop, the Manhattan convoy was
greeted by Emil Schram, president. New York
Stock Exchange ; Allen Sproul, president. Federal Reserve Bank ; Leon E. Fraser, president,
First National Bank of New York, and W.
Randolph Burgess, War Finance Committee,
chairman of New York State. Accompanying
ceremonies included music by the U.S.S. Seattle
ship'sWalter
companyCassell
band, ofthetheDowntown
Glee Opera
Club,
and
Metropolitan
Company sang The Star Spangled Banner.
James Zabin of the War Activities Committee —
Motion Picture Industry, arranged the gathering.
All September Sales Count in
Third War Loan Drive Total
Word from the Treasury Department War
Finance Committee has come to WAC headquarters saying that all bond sales for the
month of September are credited to the Third
War Loan.
This means that even though the industry was
prepared to go on September 9, the official starting date, all sales from September 1 on have
been allocated to the $15,000,000,000 sought in
the Third War Loan.

of of
^Dange/
BothWarn
the Secretary
the Treasury and
L. C. Griffith, general chairman for the
indusfry's
participation
Thirdwarning
War
Loan, released
statementsinthistheweek
of the "danger" of complacency which may
arise as a result of the news of the surrender of Italy to the United Nations.
Said
Morgenthau:
"Theit fall
Italy is Secretary
glorious news,
if we take
as theof
end of round one instead cf the finish of the
tight. . . . The more American dollars that
go into superior equipment, the less American
blood is going to redden foreign soil."
Said Griffith: ". . . . You have got to use
every bit of showmanship to make the fall
of the
Italytwothe remaining
basis for enemies,
'Backing Germany
the Attack'
on
and

Japan."
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Mafs For Co-op Display
A tieup by 20th Century-Fox with the
Meyer Both Company, distributors of newspaper matrix in the commercial field, will
net theatres in many cities added publicity on
"Happy Land." A five-column page-depth
layout has been designed for a three way tieup with mats distributed to over 600 retail
store subscribers to the Meyer Both Service.
The ad features Boy Scouts of America, a
6x8 inch still from the picture and a War
Bond Message.

Bombar-Dear

Contest

Boosts 'Bombardie/
Highlight
of the campaign
on of
"Bombardier"
staged
by Manager
Al Adolph
the Grand
Theatre, Salem, Oregon, was a Miss BombarDear Competition.
Participants were young women of the Salem
area who entered by having their pictures taken,
free of charge,
a cooperating
studio.
Judges at
were
officers at photographer's
the Salem air
base, with Lt. Lillian Garrick, Wac recruiting
officer, as chairman.
Announcement of the contest appeared on
the front page of the Oregon Statesman, issue
of Sunday, July 18. The following Wednesday,
July 21, a picture of the first applicant apunder the up
heading
Each daypeared
thereafter,
to and "Bombar-Dear?".
including August
8, a picture of an applicant appeared on the
Statesman's first page. At frequent intervals
photos of the judges, as well as details of the
contest, appeared on inside pages.
Winner of the title Miss Bombar-Dear and
also recipient of a lapel watch was Miss Dorothy Lott. To Mrs. Florence Rose, as the girl
with the most zoom, went a string of pearls,
while Miss Nadine Wickman, hailed by the
judges as the neatest pursuit job, was the
recipient of a bracelet. Interesting and unusual
revelation made during announcement of winners :Miss Lott and Mrs. Rose are sisters, but
the judges had no inkling of their relationship.
During the contest the Wac conducted an
enlistment campaign and members of the Corps
sold war bonds to civilans and citizens. The
cooperating photographic studio devoted a window to the contest and "Bombardier."
Star's Music Scholarship Brings
Newspaper Breaks for 'Phantom'
Suzanna Foster, star of Universal's "Phantom
'if the Opera," was recently awarded $1000
scholarship to be used at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music as an appreciation of her
own progress as a singer. The gift has now
returned the good deed, for the presentation of
the scholarship was taken up by Cincinnati
papers to help push the premiere of the "Phantom" at the Palace Theatre. There were
three page-one breaks on the Foster story, plus
an editorial in the Times-Star. These breaks
were said to be unprecedented in Cincinnati.
Displays Autograph Books
A special display of autograph books helped
put
over Rialto,
"The Youngest
Profession"
for Joseph
Shevra,
Lewistown,
Pa.

Christ

Uses

Anniversary

Date

For a Splendid
Goodwill
Stunt
Most valuable asset to any theatre is goodwill,
Christ and the Fox staff, as well as indicaand goodwill is essential to and a part of good
tions, pictorially and editorially, of the imshowmanship. Particularly important these war
portance the theatre has taken in the war
days, what with shifting populations and the effort.
influx of new citizens into the community, it
In short, the news of the Fox Theatre's
is an asset which no theatre can successfully
12th Anniversary
Arizona's
warafford to be without.
swelled
population was
in acarried
mannerto which
reflected
Headquartered at the giant Fox theatre
the
State's
feeling
for
FWC's
management
and
in Phoenix, Fox West Coast District Manager
community leadership, and second, in a style
Lou Christ, in charge of Arizona operations,
with the grandeur and spectacular showmanship of pre-war times.
is
one
of
the
nation's
top
showmen
who
realize
the importance and necessity of creating and
After
reporting
on Christ's
accomplishments,
Hyskell
of Par,
FWC house
maintaining goodwill for their theatres. And, Editor Dean
his associates say, he's almost "religious" about organ, appealed to FWC theatremen : "Christ's
example of 'anniversary date' showmanship
it. In lavish and spectacular fashion, Christ each can
set with pride a pattern for others to
year implants upon the Arizona consciousness
follow — for, after all, every Fox West Coast
the fact that the Phoenix Fox Theatre is theatre, wherever it may be and whatever its
really — as the FWC slogan goes — "the Place to size or style must have a birthday date. How
Go." And he does it with the simple expedient about yours ? Well, what's stopping you ? . . .
take Christ's experience and put it to work
of the theatre's birthday date.
for you. It just proves that so-called cooperaHe Seizes the Opportunity
tive ads (and cooperative merchants) are not
dead, but very much alive ; it's merely up to
This seized
year, onupon
the the
theatre's
you — you, the man in showwaHship."
Christ
date as12ththeAnniversary,
opportunity
What Hyskell has written to FWC theatreto stage the biggest birthday party the theatre
men should be thoroughly absorbed by showhas had in its eleven years of existence.
men everywehre. Just because business may
The fact that the general tenor of Arizona
be booming in your particular situation is no
war-time business was good- — even above norsignal for you to let up on goodwill.
mal in most lines — and thus required little, if
any, showmanship, didn't stop Showman Christ.
Furthermore, the fact that he had a potenLobby Minstrel Show Display
tially great picture which was a self-seller
booked for the week of the theatre's 12th
Anniversary didn't dampen his realization of Helps
Kentuckian
A miniature
minstrel Sell
show'Dixie'
occupying one
the need for "selling the picture."
side of the lobby featured the advance campaign
On the contrary, it challenged his showmanly abilities which, put to the test, resulted in for 'Dixie" staged by A'lanager Edward May
of Schine's Russell Theatre, Maysville, Ky.
oneWith
of thethegreatest
in the theatre's
help ofweeks
his resourceful
and history.
willing
Display featured four endmen, eight chorus
costumes, 20 tambourines, wigs, props (exstaff'
members,
Christ,
through
the
Phoenix
Republic and Gazette promoted an outstanding
amples : 3-foot wooden razor, 6-inch dice) .
Background was made up of minstrel sheet
special section.
music, stills, photos and banners giving titles
Four standard-size pages bulged with advertising of all descriptions in salute to the the- and playdates.
In each of four local windows there appeared
atre's anniversary. Columns of news paying
a complete minstrel costume, tambourine, etc.,
tribute to Fox West Coast leadership in Arizona were also carried. Figuring prominently
with a still mounted on a 22x28 card giving title,
theatre and playdate.
in the makeup were pictures of Showman

-ALDINEssTODAYiS.-.-

■ ?S^ f

BRIAN DONLEVY I.

TO CATCH MOST PAIRS OF READERS' EYES'
Once again from Irving Blumberg's advertising department come t ne examples of effective newspaper
advertising. Prepared for showings at Stanley- Warner theatres in Philadelphia of Universal's "Next
of Kin" and "White Savage," and United Artists' "Hangmen Also Die," the layouts point up just the
right elements to catch the most pairs of readers' eyes. That "Kin" ad. incidentally, is a pip.
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^Behind Rising Sun^
Midwest
Premiere is
Sponsored
by WLW
With the Albee, Cincinnati, as the spearhead,
agotfifty-city
premiere
of "Behind
Sun"
under way
this week
under the
the Rising
sponsorship

Humorous

Gags

and

Novelties

Aid

Groom

In
^Hi Diddle"
Diddle
Campaign
For Successful
the opening of "Hi Diddle
at iiffice?"
'Hi Diddle'
Diddle
(seeDiddle'
cut). please call at the manager's
Loew'sthur State
Theatre,
Memphis,
Manager
ArGroom made effective use of several printed
Printed novelties used included over 3000 spenovelties and two clever gags which got the
cial imprinted napkins, distributed in cafes and
attention of his picture-going audience.
restaurants ; 3000 special heralds and 200 eyeFor a street ballyhoo, a man dressed as Santa
appealing window cards placed around the city
Claus paraded the streets of the city prior to in the most prominent locations. In addition 200
and during the engagement with a sign reading : bumper strips were used on all cabs of both the
Yellnw and Jolly Cab companies.
"I came early this year to see 'Hi Diddle Diddle!" {sec cnf). In the lobby of the theatre.
Groom used another gag which created conWindow Cards in Men's Stores
siderable word-of-mouth publicity for his attracFor his lobby. Groom made good use of a
tion. On a long table in the lobby he displayed
caricature of Adolphe Menjou and other laug'h
lobby pieces. Window cards were placed in all
the lady
wax who
head laughed
of a woman
withoffa while
sign : seeing
"Will
the
her head
haberdashery shops — each utilizing the photo
of Adolphe Menjou as the best-dressed man,
with
full before
credit tothe"Hiopening
Diddle generous
Diddle." feature
Days
stories and art breaks were secured in both the
Press-Scimitar and Commercial Appeal.

Japanese

IWl bulM tht
_ 'Or,,
AJreritt Carrlsr- Snangrl-La
Buy an aitri SI worth of War Stamp:
Top Billing for Western
In his opening-day ad on Republic's "Silver
Spurs" ofandthe"Headin'
God's Brooklyn,
Country," gave
Ted
Trust
Strand for
Theatre,
top billing to the Roy Rogers outdoor film.

Plane

in

Bombardier
Display
Hardie A'leakin, managing director of the
RKO Keith Theatre, Washington, D. C, came
through recently with an outstanding campaign
on "Bombardier."
A tie-in was effected with the Army Aviation
Recruiting service whereby 78 plastic models of
fighting airplanes of every nation in the world
were loaned to the theatre. These were hung
from the ceiling in the lobby and attracted unusual attention from moviegoers. A booth was
also erected in the lobby which was manned
throughout the day by army sergeants for enlistment purposes.
For the opening ceremonies the services of
Lieut. John Carpenter, hero of the famous 19th
iiombardment Squadron, were enlisted. He
officiated
at thefrom
"swearing-in"
twenty recruits
the stage ofceremonies
the theatre,of
after which he recounted his experiences in the
Philippines in an interview over Station WINX.
As an added feature, through the cooperation
of the Treasury Department handling the local
war stamp and bond drive, a downed Jap Zero
])lane, bearing evidences of the excellent marksmanship of our gunners, was loaned to the
theatre.
Meakin
had this"
up in oftheimmense
lobby,
and the stunt attracted
the set
attention
throngs throughout the day.
To round out his campaign, Meakin tied-in
with Station WINX for five spot announcements throughout the day plugging the ceremonies and featuring the Bombardier Song.

of
WLW, America's most powerful radio
station.
Opening-day ceremonies were broadcast by
WLW which services the entire midwest territory, and included personal appearances both on
the air and on the stage of the Albee by James
R. Young, author of the best-seller upon which
the picture was based, and Margo, star.
An added attraction at the night shows was
the appearance of Gregor Ziemer, noted WLW
news commentator and author of "Hitler's
Children,'' which was world premiered under
similar circumstances last January. The stage
phase of the premiere was augmented by the
participation of the Ruth Lyons Radio Show.
One of the innovations of the premiere was
the opening of the Albee at 7 :30 a.m., first time
in the history of this theatre that doors were
opened to the public at such an early hour.
Included among the fifty midwest cities which
took part in the premiere were : Dayton, Columbus, Indianapolis, Louisville, Muncie, Terre
Haute, Evansville, Zanesville, Lima, Kokomo.
.\nderson, Wabash, Marion, Ind., Huntington.
W. Va., Parkersburg W. Va., and Fort Wayne.
S. Barret McCormick, RKO Radio director
of
advertising and publicity, left New York
Friday.
Wednesday to attend the Cincinnati premiere on
Corbin Exhibitor Promotes Book
Window on 'My Friend Flicka'
Alanager Lou Merenbloom of the Hippodrome
Theatre, Corbin, Ky., arranged with a local
book store for an attractive window display on
"My Friend Flicka." He also had 1000 25pound grocery
bagsin imprinted
column
mat a week
advance. with a fourTwo 4x8 boards were made up with stills,
insert cards and playdate signs and were
placed on either side of the foyer. During the
engagement the boards were moved out in front.

Loew's 'Coney Island' Canteen
A tie-in was effected by the management of the
Loew's Palace ofanda acanteen
soft drink
the
establishment
for company
members for
of the
armed forces in ccnnection with the showing of
20th ton,Century-Fox's
D. C. Over 3000"Coney
boys Island"
and girlsin inWashinguniform
were served during the run of the picture. In
this scene you see the canteen setup in lobby.

PUT

YOURSELF

THIS

IN

PICTURE/
Are you cooperating with your local War Finance Committee

Chairman?

Have you sent a copy of your pledge to National Screen Service? This step constitutes an automatic order for the two gratis War Bond trailers, one with Alan
Ladd, the other with Carole Landis.
Have you arranged a Bond Premiere in your town?
Have you arranged a Parade or a Bond Rally?
Have you used the accessories in the National Screen Service kit in your lobby?

'For every hero
in a fox - hole,

Any War Heroes in your town? Have you invited them to be part of your campaign?

a hero in a

Have you dressed up your marquee front and lobby?

bond - booth I"

Have you built a new Bond booth or redecorated your old one and arranged to
see that it is adequately staffed?
Have you planned to sustain interest in your campaign with local angles?
Have

you obtained the cooperation of the personnel of nearby Army,

Marine or Coast Guard Camps? It's yours for the asking. Government
have approved this cooperation.

LET'S

ALL
Back
The

DO
Attack!

IT
TOGETHERf
3rd War
Loan!

War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, New York City

Navy^

directives,
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Approach
Wartime

Conditions

It's Fall again. Yes sir, Autumn begins
officially on September twenty-third running
for fifteen big weeks. How big those weeks
will be for your theatre is in your hands.
You'll bankrolls,
have super
patrons withto
super
and product,
super opportunity
register new box-office highs during the
period. This year the old "Greater Movie
Season" line seems inadequate and outmoded. Every showman in the land will be
out, yes all out to sell that fifteen billion in
War Bonds to make the record of the motion
picture industry glisten in the final writing of
the Third War Loan Campaign. The very
fact that every theatre is going to be War
Bond groggy by October the second makes
it a cinch that our customers will be found
in a similar state of mind. These simple
truths make it rather important that we take
stock of our own show selling problems at
this important time of the movie year without any subtraction from our patriotic efforts.
Much has been spoken and written about the
importance of the theatre in relation to the
community. This annual 'something to shout
about' will be vividly etched in the public mind
wherever the theatres get wholeheartedly behind the Bond Drive. They will have ample
opportunity to witness showmen at work and
the theatres carrying the ball in an inspiring
fashion. It seems that the only plugging, on
this topic of civic pride in the theatre, needed
will be to keep your house in the forefront
of bond activities and all the other patriotic
appeals now under way. This covers blood
plasma donors, recruiting, Red Cross, etc. The
fact that in mose situations the theatremen will
be working in close harmony with mayors,
civic leaders, military personnel, war plant executives, educators and public servants will
automatically place the theatres in the public
eye from a community standpoint.
The job therefore which remains to be done
is to talk about the part the motion picture
theatre, your theatre in particular, is doing
in the field of Home Front Morale from the
entertainment, educational and informational
standpoint. This is where the prologue of
this discussion ends and the important story
begins.
In past years. New Movie Season was a
feature and was exploited as such. The event
merited this treatment for with the return
of vacationists, opening of schools and a return to the work-a-day routine of living it was
important to reglamorize the local theatre in
the eyes of its patrons. Greater Movie Season
was the hypodermic to lend freshness and zest
to the rather same-sounding phrases we use
to sell the biggest shows ever made on a weekafter week basis throughout the year.
This year we have competition in our own
field to distract the attention of our customers
in the form of the most impressive slam-bang

for

Tall

Indicate Different

Angle

Season
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Drives

Is Required for Campaigns
the billboards so far as size is concerned.
The autos are stationary while the effect of
motion can be obtained by having the posters
mounted on canvas on rollers moving away
to the rear from the cars. Trees and sky
can be painted on the canvas and the entire
panorama can be viewed through a cut-out
of clouds. This can be greatly elaborated
upon with toy soldiers, tanks, guns, etc., used
in the foreground as a parade with miniature
banners on the Victory Parade of Hits being
carried in the lineup. Such display tactics
will attract no end of attention even if you
onlv have Uncle Sam tipping his hat to
Hollywood's Victory Lineup. Carry the
theme throughout all theatre displays for
selling.
repetition
is a most effective element of

That 'Fall Festival' Display
To impress his patrons with the pictures coming
to Loew's Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.,
Manager Lester Pollock erected a 'Tall Festival
of Hits" display for the lobby. Titles of the
pictures asarethe onfilms"falling
leaves" which are
changed
are exhibited.

Outdoor Campaigns for
New Customer Allure

Carry the Victory Parade of Hits campaign
away from the theatre and plant it promi• nently wherever tie-ups and locations permit.
Poster printers will gladly design special paper
around this idea for you as someone in another
a prospect
orderposters
of theshould
same
Ijallyhoo sales campaign in the scope of our city
once will
theybecan
see it. for
All ansuch
memory.stancesThe
problem
under
these
circumtie
in
Bond
copy
and
it
is
reasonable
to
assume
resolves itself into the category of a that if the two topics are cleverly blended you
tie up with the new product exploitation rele- may be able to land many otherwise unattainable
gated to second place. Careful planning can
locations. Don't overlook delivery trucks of
make this one of those times when the second
bakeries, dairies, laundries, etc., as they are
feature
handled. tops the first if the tieup is judiciously
moving targets worth hitting.
With parades, ballyhoo, public meetings and
Patriotic Theme in
all sorts of events on the program for September
in behalf of the War Bond Drive there will be Keeping With Drive
bigger and better opportunities than ever to
This year the slogan on new product ballyget
across
new advantage
season message.
It's
hoo could well be "The Victory Parade of
just the
case your
of taking
of a natural
Hits," or "The Movie Salute of New Screen
setup. Here are a few pointers on how you
Hits," or "Hollywood's New Season Hits on
can accomplish the results needed.
Parade," etc. This theme should be dressed
in patriotic garb using star heads in stars,
Lobby Display Offers
ribbons, red, white and blue streamers and
Creative Opportunity
other decorative paraphernalia. Uncle Sam
behind a movie camera or movie stars marchThe possibilities of lobby display on your
ing with Uncle Sam would make eye-appealnew season's product is limited only by your
ing motifs for newspaper and display adverfacilities and ingenuity. If you have a Galtising. By using such an approach your tag
lery of Heroes on one side of the lobby you
lines on the War Bond angle would tie in
might erect on the other wall a similar dis- effectively.
headed on
withcoming
the line,
"Gallery
Color playpages
shows
from of
the Hits!"
trade
Newspaper Ads, Tieups
papers could be neatly framed to make an
And Publicity Stories
elaborate and colorful display. Another treatment that will get attention is the use of
Your newspaper has practically all the paminiature 24-sheet billboards cut from comtriotic art needed to dress your ads, co-op
poboard and used to frame posters made up
contest heads, etc., in mat form through
from the same ads mentioned above. Ani- pages,
mation can add punch to this type of display their various services. Movie star heads will
be about the only extra art you will need to
by making the set-piece into an outdoor
scene with toy autos in proper proportion to make up if you want to go about the thing
conservatively. The mat services are loaded
with patriotic ribbons, stars, art borders and
all the other items required by the ad writer.
In many cities a complete newspaper section
Active Definition of a Showman
has
been promoted
to herald
the new
So many definitions for a showman have been advanced that one hardly knows which to accept.
product.
This should
be doubly
easyseason's
if the
event
is
associated
with
the
bond
drive. In
Instead of a definition, perhaps the report of rne theatreman's action might serve to impress the
reader with at least one of the qualities that goes to make a showman: alertness to a box-office name.
view of the many Hollywood stars now in
the service a special section could be promoted
When
a
rival
theatre
exhibited
"Reveille
With
Beverly"
and
did
only
average
business,
Manager
Eddie Selette of the Strand Theatre, New Bedford, Mass., was just a little skeptical. After all, if
in your papers on the idea, "Blank Town Salutes
the film wasn't clicking too well in its initial engagement, he had little to expect from his
Its Hollywood Heroes." This could follow
second-run playdate.
with, "Hollywood salutes its heroes with the
And then Eddie studied the rival theatre's ads. There it was: Ann Miller plus 5 Orchestras in
greatest hits of the century," and then bang
away with sponsored or co-op ads on your big
"Reveille With Beverly." Was that the way to bill a picture in which Frank Sinatra, the hottest thing
shows with each merchant saluting a particular
on theHe airrealized,
right now,
had a that
part?Sinatra
Not toappeared
Eddie's inwayonlyof one
thinking.
of ccurse,
scene, but he knew there were plenty
picture. Each page might carry a "Back the
of Sinatra worshippers in New Bedford who would do handsprings just to get a fleeting glimpse of
Attack —ofBuy
bottom
eachW'ar
page.Bonds" streamer across the
their idol.
So he billed the romantic singing star above the rest of the cast. Result: business doubled.
Publicity stories throughout the 'edition' could
And there you have an active definition of a showman.
on Hollywood's
in the
war efTort,
acenter
memorial
dedication torole
Carole
Lombard
who

1
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gave her life on a bond selling mission, the
stars in the service, the great pictures of the
past year on war time themes, the movies for
morale slant, the great pictures on the way,
the Hollywood Bond Caravan touring the country and loads of other equally good story slants.
Add to these localized stories about your
theatre's part in the war effort, how many
bonds you have sold, how you have trained
your stafif for the safety of your patrons, how
many of your staf¥ are in the armed forces, etc.
Your new product story and as many of the
others as possible should' be illustrated with
pictures to add glamor. Pictures of the theatre
front, bond booth, staff members in the service should be worked in for local color. Such
a section will attract co-op and sponsored ads
if your local advertising sales department gets
behind it with an attractive dummy.
Window Displays Can
Easily Be Promoted
By associating the new season announcement with the bond drive you should be
able to spot much production propaganda in
merchants' windows. Your star stills, art
displays, etc., can attract much attention to
the stores' new Fall merchandise and they
know it. Use of animation will enhance the
value of these displays as well if you can
afford it. In the matter of animation you
will find that the display department head
in many stores has much equipment to help
out with.
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Amusement

Page

Layouts

(^Periodically STR publishes reproductions of the amusement pages of certain newspapers for the purpose of illustrating how these papers cater to the public interest in
motion pictures and screen personalities. The reproductions have further interest in
that they show how theatres are using the advertising space they buy in local
publications to merchandise their current attractions. Theatremen in localities where
the newspapers give little attention and space to motion pictures may find added
interest in these reproductions as examples of how other publishers cooperate with
the theatres and, in so doing, offer their readers attractive and interesting editorial
and pictorial matter.)

This

Week:

The

Oregon

Statesman,

Salem

Re<l Skehon Leaps Into Past
In Technicolor Fantasy

Bond Premieres Offer
Ideal Opening Blast
The bond premieres being held across the
country make an ideal activity with which
to open the new movie season. The resulting
excitement, publicity, cooperation, etc., will provide the opportunity for a swell build up.
Radio Is Important
Medium for Selling
Radio contests on favorite stars, favorite
stories, favorite pictures and all the hoop-la
at your command can help to make the Victory Parade of Hits common gossip. Broadcasts in the form of a salute program in
which bigwigs from the mayor down voice
their praise for the theatres' part in the
community's life will help put it over.
Parades Set the Tempo
For New Season Selling
If there are parades during September, as
there surely will be in your city, just fall in
line with a float or banners on the new product. It's the lead off for such an event but
we have saved the best till the last.
Weather

Forecast Teaser Stunt

Scott's 'Stormy Weather' Highhght
A weather forecast teaser campaign was used
by Manager John Scott of the Liberty Theatre,
Pikeville, Ky., to arouse interest in the showing of "Stormy Weather."
Tack cards carried this copy : " 'Stormy
Weather' predicted at the Liberty Sunday.
Weather Forecast : Hottest day on record predicted at Liberty Saturday, changing to 'Stormy
Weather'."
For street ballyhoo, Scott had a man or
woman (he doesn't report which) wear a slicker
raincoat lettered with "Get ready now for
'Stormy Weather' at the Liberty Saturday."
Plants Identification Contest
Manager Herman Kopf of the Waller Theatre,
Laurel, Del., was successful in planting a ship
identification
contest on "Crash Dive" in one
of the local dailies.
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BOSTON
Norman J. Ayers, district manager for Warners in this territory, has just returned from
a lengthy visit in Buffalo, Rochester and New
Haven on company business.
Betty Doherty, secretary to Warner Branch
Manager Bill Horan, has entered U. S. service,
and a party was held by her fellow employes
at which she was presented with many gifts.
Phil Engel, Warner publicist, has returned
from Fall kiver, Providence, New Bedford and
the Cape where he has been publicizing "This
Is Rosetta
the Army."
Tedder, of the shipping department
at Warners, has returned from a pleasant two
weeks in New York City.
Another member of the Warner booking department to enter the Service is Eddie Segal.
Anneners,O'Rourke,
at Warhas resigned secretary
and will tobeAyers
succeeded
by
Martha Spartell, former secretary to Arthur
Sachson of the Home office.
Bert MacKenzie of the MGM publicity staff,
has returned from a trip into Maine and New
Hampshire.
Irene Trahan has been suffering from a badly
infected throat for the past ten days.
Benjamin Rudnick, popular member of the
Variety Club, has sold his theatre interests and
will move permanently to Florida. He was
formerly with Interstate in this territory.
Bill McPhee, owner of the Star at Old Town,
Me., and of theatres in Bangor and Orono, will
come to Phillips House in Boston this month
to undergo an operation.
The Ken has been sold to Irving Shapiro,
one of the most popular members of the Variety
Club. Martel Mekleberg remains in charge.
Sam Haase is active in the brokerage business these days, and is said to have two or three
theatre deals pending.
Sergeant
E. Smith,
son ofbyRKO's
Harry
Smith,Harry
was royally
entertained
Newt
Jacobs, branch manager of RKO in San Francisco while he, Harry, was at the Letterman
Hospital there, after one and one half years
service somewhere in the Pacific.
Among those present at the American Legion
Convention held in Hotel Statler this week
were Ken Forkey, Pat Healey, and Harry
Smith, all leading officials of RKO in this territory. Healey is former state censor.
Bessie
"Paramount"
Richmond will join the
United States
Marine Corps.
James Bracken, head of the Warner Theatres
in the Hartford district, who has been hospitalized, was visited by several members of the
Boston Warners office, who report that he is
rapidly recovering.
George A. Barry, associated with the legal
department of Paramount in New York, spent
several days this past week at the local Paramount and M and P offices.
CHARLOTTE
H. F. Kincey, chairman of the War Activities
Committee, and R. B. Wilby of Atlanta, vice
president of the Wilby-Kincey chain of theatres,
and seventy managers and officials from all
sections of North and South Carolina held an
all-day session here to discuss means of best
co-operation in the War Bond Drive. Speakers
included M. S. Hill of Greensboro ; Norris
Hadaway, publicity chairman for his state ; and
Jack Austin, city manager for Wilby-Kincey

TRAINS NAVAL FLEDGLINGS: William E.
Schmidt (center), fcrmer Comerford executive
and now a Naval Flight Instructor, is shown
with some of his Naval Cadet students at the
Allentown-Bethlehem Airport, a new Naval
Cadet base at which he is stationed. Schmidt
teaches flight training to cadets stationed at
Muhlenberg and Lehigh Universities. In temporary retirement from his many theatre interests.
Schmidt
the
Navy.is devoting all his time to his work for
theatres here, who is chairman for "Armada"
day of the drive.
Mr. Austin announced that on September 14
an armada of war veterans and movie veterans
\yill fly to Charlotte, the group to include
Coast Guard, Marine, Merchant Marine, Navy,
heroes and as "stars over America" :
and
FredArmy
Astaire,
Lucille Ball, James Cagney,
Olivia de Havilland, Dick Powell, Judy Garland,
Kathryn Grayson, Mickey Rooney, Walter
Pidgeon, and Kay Kyser and his orchestra.
Verdah Looper, assistant booker for Republic
exchange, is on vacation.
Ted Wynn of the Public relations department of RKO was a visitor in Charlotte this
week on his first trip South.
The "Tenneessee Ramblers," a group of
singers on local station
WBT, have gone to
Hollywood to make a new picture, "Round Up
for Victory." They left almost immediately
upon returning from a personal appearance
tour of eight states with their former Republic
picture, "Swing Your Partner." Claude Casey
remained with WBT, his place in the quartet
being taken by Eddie Gershaw. The other
singers of the quartet are Jack Gillett, Curley
Campble, and Don White.
CHICAGO

The Mort Singer office turned over $1300 to
the Minneapolis Red Cross unit, coming from
the "Phantom of the Opera" premiere at the
Orpheum Theatre in that citv.
Chicago newspapers show an increase of
approximately 180,000 lines of theatre advertising for the first seven months of this year
over the same period in 1942, according to
Henry Markbreit of the Times.
Chicago Operators Union officials are seeking a rehearing of their wage contracts with
the Chicago regional WLB.
Amusement business is booming in the Loop,
and plans are under way to open the small
Civic Theatre this month under the direction
of Ralph Kettering.
of "This
Is the
Army"
is The
set forChicago
the B &premiere
K Chicago
Theatre
September
23, with an elaborate promotional campaign
planned by Warners.
The new polio high in Chicago caused 471
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cases in the city, with 46 deaths, including
Jacqueline Frances Eckhardt, five - year - old
daughter of Jack Eckhardt, head booker at
20th Century-Fox. However, authorities say
polio cases are trending downward, and schools
were opening this week.
The National Entertainment Industry Council
was organized at a meeting at the Hotel Sherman to cooperate in war drives.
Mrs. Will Hays is visiting friends here, stopping off on the trip back east from the coast.
Mr. Hays went directly to New York.
Leo Carillo and Victor Mature were Chicago
visitors, helping in the War Bond rally of the
Italian societies in which more than $1,000,000
in bonds were sold.
Marylyn Schroeder has been named assistant
manager of the Orpheum Theatre.
J. Yeranson, of RKO Theatres, New York,
was a visitor last week at the company's Chicago
offices.
Don Ameche and his wife are in Chicago,
planning to adopt a baby girl from the Evanston
Cradle.
There are thirty stars on the Mort Singer
Circuit service flag and the compnav proudlv

are buying Wa'r
all Singer
reports onthatweekly
allotments.
salarytheatres
Bonds
The Essaness Circuit is trying out five acts
of Sunday vaudeville at its Northcenter Theatre.
for
"Son of
opening
The film
the
bill.billThehadreissue
willthebe Sheik"
shown in
fourteen of the Essaness houses.
The $400,000 estate of Louis M. Rubens, Great
States circuit head, will receive adjudication
in the Will County circuit court at Joliet, 111.
The trust fund for the widow and three daughters, which runs for 21 years, will also receive
a court test.
It pull
is expected
"Stage
will
$200,000 that
for the
sevenDoor
weeksCanteen"
run at
the State Lake Theatre. When the film goes
into general release runs in the Chicago district
the United Artists exchange will spend several
thousand dollars for extra newspaper advertising and other exploitation.
CINCINNATI

Peter Rosian, Universal district manager,
returned from a week's visit to the home office
in New York. Mr. Rosian's district is leading
in the Bill Blumberg Drive.
Universal's Bill Langer is on the sick list.
Alec Schreiber,
Detroit last week. Telenews, was here from
Paul Hollen, Alpine Theatre Circuit, was
also a visitor.
Duke Clark, new acting district manager
for Paramount, was here for several days. His
furlough.
son, 2nd Lt. Donald Clark, was home on
Ross Spencer, former Columbia booker now
in the air forces, was here on furlough. Other
furlough visitors were Donald Jacques, son of
Stanley Jacques, RKO; Charlie Sponaegle,
Columbia, and Gordon Bugie, son of PRC
manager, Harry Bugie.
Lou Seibert is leaving National Screen to
join United Artists as salesman. Fred Bein
is also leaving National Screen to manage the
State Theatre, newly decorated colored house
owned by Bein. John Dressing is replacing
Bein in the shipping department and Peter Lennet is the new assistant shipper. National is
also losing Ralph Cornell and Leonard Wernke.
who are joining Uncle Sam.
Morton Perlman. former Columbia booker, is
now stationed in South Africa.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Wolf,
were
{Continues
on PageIndianapolis,
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(Continued from Page 24)
guests of Allan Moritz, Columbia branch manager, over the week-end. Mr. Wolf is an
Indianapolis exhibitor.
Pete Niland, Columbia, announces that the
Variety
Golf Tournament
successful,Club's
financially,
ever held. was the most
Warner's Carl Leeder, office manager, is
back at his desk after a month's illness.
Paramount's
Colina and Jessie Due
have
joined theMary
SPARS.
For the first time in the history of Cincinnati, the RKO Albee opened at 7 :45 A.M. on
September 10th for the premiere of "Behind
the Rising Sun," RKO release. Ruth Lyons
of radio Station WSAI conducted her Woman's
Hour from the Albee stage prior to the feature. Gregor Ziemer, author of "Education for
Death" which was made into "Hitler's Children,"
also appeared.
CLEVELAND
Tony Stern, recently appointed head of the
Warner theatre booking department, over the
week-end returned to Pittsburgh, where for
ten years he was affiliated with the Warner
exchange, to attend a testimonial banquet at
the William Penn Hotel staged in his honor.
I. J. Schmertz, 20th Century-Fox branch
manager, and Mrs. Schmertz are back from a
short vacation trip.
Ed Giggio and his brother, Bill, Steubenville
theatre owners, had two busy days in Cleveland last week. They booked pictures, attended
a night baseball game and checked in at the
Bond Drive luncheon held Thursday at the
Allerton Hotel.
Ben Engel has resigned as manager of
Warners' Hippodrome to succeed M. M. Blattner as manager of the Heights Theatre, an
Associated Circuit house.
Only the projection booth survived a fire
that completely demolished the Ohio Theatre
in Kenton last week. W. D. Ward, who
operated the house, does not plan to rebuild
at this time.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager, accompanied by Tony Stern, head theatre booker,
were in New York working on circuit deals.
Milton A. Mooney, president of Co-operative
Theatres of Ohio, has added a fourth booker
to his organization. He is Gus Davis, former
Vitagraph short subject booker in Pittsburgh.
James J. Grady, 20th Century-Fox district
manager, who headquarters in Cincinnati, spent
a few days in the local exchange during the
past week.
Julius Lamm,
Theatre,
is verymanager
proud of
of Warners'
his new Uptown
title of
grandfather. It all happened when his daughter,
Mrs. Theresa Bandler, presented him with a
six pound grandson.
Arnold
Gates,past
manager
of Loew's
Park made
Theatre for the
ten years,
has been
manager of the Stillman, according to an announcement byCharles Raymond, Loew Great
Lakes division manager. Boyd Sparrow of
Norfolk, Va., succeeds to the Park post.
Premiere of "This Is the Army" at Warners'
Hippodrome on Sept. ISth is a complete sellout.
Joe Minsky, ex-Vitagraph city salesman, who
has been in service since the fall of 1941,
writes from England where he is a sergeant
in the military police.
Nat L. Lefton, PRC franchise owner, closed
a 100 per cent deal for product last week with
the Smith and Beidler Circuit of Toledo.
Local independent subsequent run theatres
will celebrate Sept. 9t'n — opening day of the
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Third Bond Drive — -by devoting all of their
newspaper advertising space to the Drive. No
mention of their picture attractions will be
used. To compensate, the newspapers will list
the theatres alphabetically with titles of their
current releases. First run theatres will share
their regular theatre advertising with space
devoted to the drive.
The Movie Caravan, originally scheduled to
appear here on Tuesday, Sept. 14th will, instead,
be here on Monday, Sept. 13th. Because Cleveland department stores have a noon to 9 P.M.
policy on Monday, the Caravan Show will
open at 9:15 P.M. so as not to interfere with
shopping. Admission will be by bond.
Frank Cost, manager of the Shore Theatres,
has adopted khaki as his favorite color. Urban
Anderson succeeds him at the Shore and Louis
Swee goes back to the Knickerbocker, where
he was manager prior to his short term of
Army service.
DALLAS
Horace Falls, executive with Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma City, lately was in Dallas
to check on the methods employed here by the
Variety Club with a view to putting on a
Turtle Derby in Oklahoma City. The upshot is
that he will get the paraphernalia used in Dallas
and the Derby will be held in Oklahoma City
one week after the Dallas event.
Booking along the row : Jack Lilly, Commerce ; Johnny Stewart, Kaufman ; C. M.
Cooper, Mart.
Stars Over Texas, six groups of them,
popular players in the smaller towns, will tour
200 towns in Texas in the interest of the
Third War Bond sales. The groups being
booked are : Johnny Mack Brown, Raymon Hatton, Mary Lee, George Byron, Elaine Sheppard, Gail Storm, Betty Wells, Helen Gilbert,
Jimmy Newell, Dave (Tex) O'Brien, Guy
Wilkerson — the Texas Rangers — Wild Bill
Elliott, Ann Jeffries, Gabby Hayes, and Sidney Toler.
The plan originated with Henry Reeve,
Menard, president of the Texas Theatre Owners Assn., who asked the aid of Phil Isley, and
Republic was contacted for some of the stars.
When it appeared that the plan would succeed,
the other companies were invited to join in.
Reeves original idea was that Hollywood tours
would be in evidence during this drive, but that
the smaller places never have had this activity
put on for them. The feeling was that it will
be a natural in selling bonds.
An advance man will go in front of each
unit and a manager will travel with the unit.
Brown and Hatton will have W. J. Cammer,
Monogram, with unit ; Al Pickens, Isley Theatres, in advance ; Mary Lee unit will have
Phil Isley and Claude C. Ezell with the
unit and Hick Haralson, Republic, in advance ;
Gail Storm unit, J. Harry Spann, Monogram,
with, and Ed Laird, Republic, advance ; Texas
Rangers will have L. B. Gottchall, PRC, in
both posts ; Bill Elliott unit, Sidney Toler unit,
aids not yet named.
DES MOINES
Davenport may get a drive-in movie house,
the first planned for Iowa, with a group of
Davenport business men buying the Mississippi
Valley fair grounds to turn it into a yeararound amusement center.
Harry Lowden, former manager of the Arrow
Theatre at Cherokee, is now assistant manager
of the King at Ida Grove.
The Dunlap Theatre, which burned last May,
has been rebuilt and reopened Sept. 6, according to C. C. Moore, owner of the house. The

PRODUCER ARRIVES. William Cagney, production chief of William Cagney Productions, arrives
In New York to confer with United Artists
officials on the Capitol Theatre premiere of
"Johnny
his first independent
production Come
starringLately,"
James Cagney.
seats were rebuilt, but almost everything else,
including
projector, sound equipment and
interior wasthenew.
William Feld of St. Louis is the new manager of the Republic exchange in Des Moines,
succeeding Bud Moran who resigned to take
a job with Warner Brothers exchange in St.
Louis, Mo. Feld has been on the Republic
sales staff for several years. Feld, upon taking
over his new duties, announced Jack Frost,
formerly a salesman with Monogram, will
handle Republic's Northern Iowa territory, succeeding Marvin Godwin who resigned recently.
Ruby Dyer, who has served as secretary to
the
manager
exchange
in Des
Moines
for the atlastWarner's
19 years, has
been promoted
to the position of office manager. Mildred Oliver
will
Miss manager.
Dyer's place as secretary to
Elmertake
Tilton,
E. V. Delaney, operator of the Lyric Theatre
at Marcus, Iowa, has hit upon a novel method
to treat the service men in his town when
they return home on a furlough. He gives them
a blue ticket which invites them to attend his
theatre as often as they desire during their
furlough. Delaney at first just invited the solfound— sotheyhe didn't
likefree
to
come diers
in to attend,
without but
a ticket
had the
tickets printed.
Jack Alexander, Republic home office representative, and E. L. Walton, of Chicago,
Republic district manager, were in Des Moines
recently conferring on the managerial change.
Mike Tracy, veteran Storm Lake operator,
is back on the job again after a long sojourn
in the Swallum hospital because of an attack
of blood poisoning in his leg.
DETROIT
The Detroit motion picture industry paid
tribute to its members in the armed services
Thursday, Sept. 2, with the unveiling of an
honor roll of 85 men and women from Detroit
film exchanges and associated companies. The
honor roll was installed in the lobby of the
Film Exchange Building. The formal dedication
was in the charge of Lieut. Charles W. Snyder,
Detroit police censor. Invocations were given
by the Rev. Father Harold J. Markey, Rabbi
Hirshman and the Rev. C. B. Allen. Officiating
at the unveiling were four pioneer showmen,
each with more than a third of a century in
the business. They were Harlan Starr, Wesley
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Schram, Jacob Stocker and Michael Schoeiiherr.
More than 100 Detroit theatres have joined
in the enlistment of "E Bond Gallants." The
First Women's Regiment of the Office of Civilian Defense took over the duties of signing
of citizens for the sale of War Bonds, with
the campaign being pushed in the theatre lobbies.
The theatre committee in charge of the drive
consists of Earl J. Hudson, of United Theatres,
chairman ; David M. Idzal, of the Fox ; Sam
Barrett and James F. Sharkey, of Cooperative
Theatres ; C. L. Buermele, of General Theatres
Service Corp. ; Pearl Sprott, of Allied Theatres ;
Charles Perry, of the Adams Theatre ; Norman
Wheaton, of Telenews Theatres ; Louis Lutz,
of RKO Uptown, and Allan Dowzer, of Mutual
Theatres.
With the date of the appearance of the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade set back one day to
Tuesday,
14. Detroit's
bond-selling
Gallants haveSept.
one more
day to realize
their goal.
Some 60,000 Gallants are expected to sell more
than $40,000,000 in the city. But only about
16,000 — the first to pass their minimum of
$1000-— will see the show in Olympia. With the
recent addition of Greer Garson and Harpo
Marx, Detroit is looking forward to seeing a
big
turnout
top stars.areIncluded
on the
rosterof ofHollywood's
visiting celebrities
Lucille
Ball, Judy Garland, Fred Astaire, Mickey
Rooney, Kathryn Grayson, Betty Hutton, Dick
Powell, Kay Kyser and his band, with Harry
Babbitt, Georgia Carroll, Julie Conway, Ish
Kabibble, Diana Pendleton and the four Hollywood starlets, Rosemary La Planche, Doris
Merrick, Dolores Moran and Marjorie Stewart.
The Detroit Nnvs. in pushing the sale of
bonds for the Third War Loan, published an
entire column listing the name and address of
every theatre in Detroit which cooperated in
the bond sales — with very few theatres not on
the list.
INDIANAPOLIS
Cpl. Daniel Penrod, former salesman for
Republic Pictures, is home on furlough. He is
stationed at Camp Gordon, Ga.
Mrs. Paul Sanders of Canipellsville, Kentucky
was on Filmrow during the week lining up
product. Other visitors seen on the row were
Sam Neall, Kokomo ; Harry Kornblum and
Oscar Fine, Evansville; and A. H. Kaufman,
Terre Haute.
Fire of undetermined origin caused slight
damage Wednesday night on the third floor
of the Indiana Theatre building. When the
smell of smoke became noticeable members of
the staff explained the trouble was in the projection booth. Patrons were not disturbed to

ARMY RELIEF FUND GROWS. Earl Hudson of
United Detroit Theatres, Col. August Krech and
Abner Larned (left to right) snapped in the
lobby of the Palms-State Theatre, Detroit, at the
special premiere of Warner Bros, production of
Irving Berlin's 'This Is the Army." The premiere
netted $43,375 for Army Emergency Relief.

any extent, however.
Charles W. Schneider, booker and manager
for the Kenneth-Sink Theatres at Union City
and Angola, has resigned. He will devote his
time to the jewelry business.
L. J. McGinley, Universal exchange manager
and Don Hammer, northern Indiana salesman,
called on exhibitors in northern Indiana towns
during the week.
William Hardisty, Universal exchange custodian, celebrated his 41st wedding anniversary
September 3.
Indianapolis exchanges are co-operating with
Indiana theatres in planning their War Bond
sales shows.
Sgt. Kohlman Hirschman, who was booker
for the Settos Theatres before his induction,
is home on furlough.
James Ricketts has resigned as booker for
the S. & S. Theatres Corporation and has accepted a similar position with the Universal
exchange in Des Moines, Iowa.
The State Theatre, Clay Kentucky, recently
damaged by fire is reported by the operator,
J. M. Blue, to have suffered little loss.
Norma Geraghty, National Theatre accountant, is back at the job after a vacation. R. H.
Robertson, operator of the Majestic Theatre,
Springfield, Ky., is back at his desk after
vacationing on the East coast.
Leo McCarthy, assistant general sales manager, P R C, Inc., is in the city conferring
with Joseph W. Bohn and doing some special
sales work.
Pete Mailers, of the Mailers Circuit, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., and his family are vacationing
at Atlantic City.
A special War-Bond-selling premiere to be
held later this month in Loew's Theatre will
be a high-light of the campaign in which
Indianapolis theatres will co-operate with other
agencies supporting the Third War Loan Drive.
The premiere plans were outlined at a meeting
of theatre men last Thursday at the Indianapolis Athletic Club. Kenneth Collins, manager
of the Circle Theatre and chairman of the
motion
picture industry's WAC here, presided
at
the meeting.
MEMPHIS
Is the Army"
completedlasta week,
four-week
run"This
at Warner
Bros. Theatre
and
it
was
estimated
by
Howard
Waugh,
Warner's
zone manager here, that the picture had grossed
$50,000. This figure would indicate that more
people attended the show than did "Gone With
the Wind," which also played a four-week run
in Memphis. The opening night produced better
than $6,000, which went to the Army Relief
fund.
The recent explosion in the Peabody Theatre,
a neighborhood house, does not seem to have
affected the attendance at other houses. Most
downtown theatres are still playing to full
houses, and holding pictures over for second
week runs.
John Eaton, owner of the Peabody Theatre,
in which the explosion occurred due to a
change of refrigerant in the air-cooling system,
was indicted by the Shelby County Grand Jury
on a second degree murder charge last week.
However, Mr. Eaton has taken out a permit
to recondition his theatre, which has been closed
since the accident, which cost the life of the
maintenance man and injured an usher. The
cooling system is being converted to the use of
a different refrigerant from that of Freon.
M. A. Lightman, president of Malco Circuit,
has returned from Washington where he attended the meeting of the War Activities Committee
in connection with the Third War Loan Drive.

STAR AND MRS. EXHIBITOR. To give Marguerite Chapman M) a breathing-spell during her
round of personal appearances and the big
campaign for Miss Chapman's Columbia picture,
"Destroyer," by Manager Leo Young of the
Strand Theatre, Portland, Me., Mrs. Young entertained the visiting celebrity at the Young heme.
NEW

YORK

Sidney Picker, assistant branch manager at
Republic, has gone to the coast to enter the
production end of the industry as an associate
producer at the Republic Studios.
Bob Mochrie, general sales manager for RKO
Radio, has gone on an exchange tour to the
coast, meanwhile covering branches along his
route cross country.
The Victory Dinner given Wednesday by
20th Century-Fox employes supposedly to celebrate their winning of the sales drive turned
out to be a surprise party for Ray Moon, manager of the N. Y. branch. He was i)resented
with a scroll of friendship. Among officials
present were Larry Kent, executive assistant
to Mr. Skouras ; T. J. Connors, vice president
in charge of sales; A. W. Smith, Jr., eastern
division manager; W. J. Kupper, general sales
manager ; Lew Lehr, Movietone executive ; and
Sam Shain, in charge of trade paper relations.
New faces of '43 at Paramount: Marilyn
Gravitz and Agnes Bartell, contract department;
Beatrice Raye, accounting ; Vivian Spinner,
booking.
Seymour Schussell, L. I. and upstate salesman
for Columbia, went upstate once more over
Labor Day, but for a different kind of w'ork.
He helped his brother-in-law harvest a crop of
vegetables
resulting from a hard summer of
labor.
Henry Field, former owner of the Forum
Theatre, Metuchen, N. J. and now very much
a member of the RCAF, stopped in last week
at the MGM exchange while on furlough to
renew friendships.
Meyer Solomon joins the Monogram exchange
this week as salesman.
Irene Summers of Paramount is moving her
secretarial desk from the oflSce of sales manager
Myron Sattler to that of branch manager Henry
Randel. Ruth Novisk is moving into the Sattler
Murray Kaplan is back at Warners as nontheatrical
booker after a year-and-a-half in the
spot.
.\rmy. Medical discharge.
Robert Fannon, L. I. and upstate salesman
for Republic, has now taken on added duties
as assistant branch manager.
Exhibitor
along
Film Row'
: Frank
Walsh
of the visitors
Highland,
Highland,
N. Y.
: Doc
Emmett, of Newbury Circuit ; Aaron Shusterman, of the Roxy, Perth Amboy, N. J. ; Morris
Spebak, of Carteret, N. J. ; and Dave Snaper,
Irving Renner, Leon Rosenblatt, and Doc Brown.
Former Paramount Booker Nat Stern was
{Continued on Page 30)
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drafted into the Signal Corps, but not away
from pictures. He is being trained as a film
cutter.
Mrs. Helen Matthews, who recently disposed
of the Star Theatre, Jamesburg, N. J., dropped
into the Republic exchange, among others, this
week to say good bye. She has completed plans
to enter business in Portland, Ore., where
she has relatives.
MGM branch manager Ralph Pielow spent
the week-end in Albany, where he was branch
manager several years ago. Plenty of friends
still there.
Changes at Warners : Gertrude Reiner, assistant to Harry Hummell, cashier, has resigned.
Added to the booking department are Rosalind
Spandorf, Gertrude Zanoil, Mary Cicincione, and
Ellen Myer.
Vacations, back or still loafing: Ellitt Foreman, MGM exploiteer ; Peggy Loonan, 20thFox booking assistant ; George Blenderman,
20th-Fox head booker. Also Nat Beier, Paramount upstate salesman, who is writing rhapsodies about the early fall colorings in the
Kaaterskills.
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CORRESPONDENTS
cake brought in, with one candle, celebrating
thirteen months of married life for Eddie Rosenbaum, Columbia's Philadelphia exploitation representative. Eddie, who is just a newly-wed,
still celebrates his anniversaries monthly.
PORTLAND

EXHIBITORS, STARS MEET. When Universal
press-previewed
its lead-off
picture for the new "Fired
season, Wife,"
at the Pantages
Theatre,
Hollywood, 300 Southern California and Arizona
exhibitors were invited to attend the show and
meet the stars. Above, George Bromley, theatreman who operates houses in the Los Angeles
area, Louise Allbritton and Walter Abel.

OMAHA
Hartington,
children
under Nebraska's
16 of? thecurfew
streetslaw,andrequiringout of
public places by 10 p.m., unless accompanied
by their parents or guardians, went into effect
this week with the city council promising strict
enforcement and in case of violations, prosecutions against the parents.
Six deaths have now resulted from polio in
Omaha and 23 more cases are under treatment,
but schools were still scheduled to open here
and no talk of closing public places was yet
under way.
Damian O'Flynn, like Dorothy McGuire and
Henry Fonda, a product of the Omaha Community Playhouse, has a short part n "So
Proudly We Hail."
Joseph Kinsky, resigning district manager for
Tri-States Theatres, spent two days in Des
Moines visiting friends before he left, September
3, for Santa Monica, Cal., where he will make
his home.
Dale Russell is the new assistant manager
at the Omaha Theatre.
Ike Rubin was presented a scroll at the latest
Variety
Clubfor meeting
of the
club's
appreciation
his worktelling
as general
chairman
of the first annual "Meet the Show Business"
picnic.
Henry Carlin is scheduled to have the Carlin
Theatre in Spaulding, Neb., ready for business
again this week.
Maj. Gen. F. E. Uhl, commanding officer of
the Seventh Service Command, served as honorary military chairman for "This Is the Army"
premiere held at the Paramount Theatre September 8. Mayor Dan Butler was honorary
chairman. As advertisement for the premiere
tanks, jeeps and trucks were on display for
inspection in downtown Omaha for a week
in advance of the premiere, several sales rallies
were held, and daily stories were carried in the
paper.
Boys Town, site of two movies, now has
more than 400 former Boys Town boys in the
service and the eleventh gold star has been
added to its service flag.
B. E. Mariner, new PRC branch manager,
was a salesman here in 1936 with United
Artists.
Gordon Beck, operator at the Orpheum Theatre, again has been picked as a member of the
Iowa State Federation of Labor executive board.
R. L. Mclntire, former projectionist at the
Orpheum, is now in Florida doing picture work
for Uncle Sam's soldiers.
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PHILADELPHIA
Death claimed two film veterans last week
v\hen Jack Beilen and Fred Felt passed on.
Mr. Beilenhibitors,was
one ofthe
the Palace
area's pioneer
who owned
Theatre ex-in
Bethlehem for the past twenty-two years. He
was fifty-eight years old and died of a heart
attack at St. Luke's Hospital.
Sam Steifel's Fays Theatre is all set to reopen on September 24, with Sid Stanley again
acting as manager.
Marty Balaban, former manager of the
Hamilton and Overbrook theatres, was inducted into the Army last week.
John Jones, booker for the Magazie circuit,
was a Vine St. visitor.
Sylvan Cohen, brother of Albert M. Cohen,
Vine St. attorney, was married last week.
Sylvan, like his brother, is in the Army.
Elmer Hirth, booker for William Goldman
theatres, and George Rubens, booker for the
Wax Theatre, back from vacations.
Sam Bernstein, Universal shipper before his
induction into the Army, has received his discharge.
Rumors are along Vine St. that the Rio
Tlieatre, formerly operated by George Higgenbottom, is being decorated for a reopening soon.
The Lincoln Theatre on South Broad St.
long closed, is scheduled to reopen on October
1st by Morris Wax. Present plans call for the
presentation of colored stage shows with pictures, on a noon to midnight grind policy.
Robert Bien has been added to the staff of
tlic Warner publicity department after Jimmy
Dormond was drafted into the Navy. Bien
has a discharge from the Army and was working in the contact department before being
transferred.
The Golden Slipper Club has taken the Fox
Theatre for a Bond premiere and will get a
preview of "Best Foot Forward" on the night
of Sept. 15th.
Vine St. was shocked to hear of the death
of the mother of Joseph Engle, congenial
branch manager for Republic pictures.
Street Scene : Vine Street, from which
comes all the films to provide entertainment
for the thousands of holiday movie-goers, absolutely deserted in the middle of the afternoon on a very hot Labor Day.
When a dinner was being given for Columbia Picture star Marguerite Chapman last
week, Ted Baldwin,
resentative, lent a Columbia's
novel twist New
by York
havingrep-a

Among the first of the dinners for the Third
War Loan drive was that of an outstanding
group of film-row branch managers, given to
honor Al Anderson, Paramount branch manager, who is transferring to the MinneapoHs
territory, after four years in Portland. Among
those present were : Mark Cory, of RKO ; Jimmie Sheffield, Republic-Sheffield ; James Beal,
Columbia Pictures; Howard Mapes, Star Film
Exchange ; Charles Powers, 20th-Fox ; Charles
Epperson, Lou Amacher, MGM manager; Jack
Kloepper,
United Walter
Artists;Wessling,
W. O. "Slats"
Wilson, Universal;
Monogram;
O. J. Miller, secretary, Oregon Theatre Owners;
Phil Blake, B. F. Shearer Equipment Co. ; Al
Anderson, Paramount; Albert Finke, general
manager, Evergreen Theatres; Eino Hemmila,
Medford exhibitor ; Wilbur Patterson ; James
Clark,
Paramount; and Claude Smith, Marshfield exhibitor.
"This Is the Army" has stolen house records
from "Gone
With totheManager
Wind" atOscar
the Fox-Spokane, according
Nyberg.
Figures for the first week show 36,000 came
from a 100-mile area, in spite of gas rationing.
Parent - Teacher organizations, cooperating
with theatre owners of Seattle and the Seattle
City Council, have established curfew hours
in order to cut vandalism and juvenile delinquency.
To date Oregon has twenty-two new cases
of polio, showing a marked increase the past
month, but as yet no reported closing of theatres.
Oregon led the nation in July sales of Series
E war bonds, according to Dave Eccles, Oregon
war bond administrator.
Jane Hawkins of Warners and Georgine
Martz of National Screen, Seattle, are back
from vacations.
Roy A. Brown, film booker for Portland division of Hamrick-Evergreen Theatres, has taken
over duties as film buyer for Evergreen Theatres, Seattle.
Irving H. Millgate, director of visual education for the Boy Scouts, has been taking western scenes in Oregon-Washington for a newmotion picture, "The Scout and the Forest."
_A week-long ban on public gatherings in
Kitsap County, Wash., was lifted with fewer
fatal cases of polio.
Jay Porter of the Community Theatre, Tacoma, sustained a fractured back at Lake
Washington, near Seattle.
ST. LOUIS
Motion picture theatre owners and managers
in the Southeastern Missouri territory are
pleased with the recent promotion of Bill Field,
salesman in that territory for Republic Pictures
to the post
of Moines.
manager of the company's exchange in Des
Frank X. Reller, Jr., formerly manager of
Loew's Orpheum Theatre in St. Louis, last
week took over the American Theatre in Wentzville. Mo., a 500-seater which he has purchased
from L. K. Rockenstein of St. Louis.
recent Knecht,
additionoffice
to the
PRC exchange
is ADelores
secretary,
formerly stafi:'
with
Monogram.
Pat Meadows, new Southeastern Missouri
salesman for Republic Pictures under Nat Steinberg, is the inventor of the white light shutter
which is very popular with theatre owners,
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maangers, and projectionists.
Everett Hays, owner of the Grand Theatre,
Sullivan, 111., and Mrs. Hays have returned from
a trip to New York City. He was along Film
Row last week.
Bert Day, Monogram salesman, is feeling
great these days. Apparently that trip he took
to Hot Springs, Ark., several weeks ago was
exactly what the doctor ordered.
Julia Joyce, formerly with United Artists
and Columbia Pictures, is the latest acquisition
of Monogram.
C. D. Hill, manager for Columbia Pictures,
was in Lx)uisiana, Mo., on business.
B. B. Reingold, manager of 20th Century-Fox,
is
expected to
breakpublication
into "Fieldforand
Stream,"
a nationally
known
hunters
and
fishermen. On his recent trip to Canada, Ben
landed one fish that is said to have set a record.
He was accompanied on the vacation trip by
Jules Leventhal, St. Louis exhibitor.
Mark Raymon, former RKO-Radio salesman
and booker, who left the trade some months
ago to become a civilian instructor for Uncle
Sam's
in
town.young birdmen down in Texas is back
T. J. Bankhead of Bowling Green, Mo., and
Ed Clark of Mattoon, 111., were out-of-town
exhibitors noted along Film Row last week.
Ray Curran, who has been booker here for
United Artists for several years, will branch
out in the selling end of the business when his
successor as a booker has been found. He will
take over the Memphis territory.
Eddie Askins, the U.A. manager, had a funny
accident while motoring near Nokomis, 111.,
recently. He was following a large truck.
He noticed that the spare tire on the rear
of the truck was jangling loose. Suddenly the
extra tire broke away from its fastenings,
bounced onto the highway and landed in the
front part of Eddie's car. The machine was
considerably damaged.

SAN

TRADE
FRANCISCO

All San Francisco, Bay Area, and peninsular
theatres joined in the "Buy a Bed for a Buddy"
campaign to procure funds for accommodations
for servicemen on furloughs. Through the cooperation of the motion picture industry and
theatre patrons, a fund of $100,000 is sought,
and on September 4, 5 and 6 a special short
feature, showing Spencer Tracy describing the
needs of "Buddy," was shown in all theatres
and contributions taken.
The Blumenfeld Circuit is having a building
on Market Street, the old Portola Theatre, restored to its former use, and according to reports will give it a first-run policy. This new
filmhouse will be the first theatre property
opened on Market Street or in the surrounding
downtown district in more than 15 years and
will give Blumenfeld four first-runs, equal to
the number operated by Fox-West Coast.
Robert L. Lippert recently opened his twentieth motion picture theatre, and hosted his staff
at dinner. Honor guests included Robert Stack,
Preston Foster, Elsa Knox and Leo Carrillo.
George A. Leal, for many years a San Francisco business man, is making his first venture
into local theatrical circles. He has sub-leased
the Bush Street Music Hall from Andy Wong,
who is entering the Armv.
VANCOUVER
New officers of the National Council of Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors of Canada
were announced last week at the Toronto convention. Western Canadian members are Russ
McTavish, Cambie Theatre, Vancouver ; W.
Mahon, Strand, Prince Albert, Sask. ; H. D.
Stevenson, Edson Theatre, Edson, Alberta ; H.
Schulman, Winnipeg, Manitoba. The advisory
council has equal representation of distributors

HUGH
first 2

THE

BEST

COMEDIES

OF
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and circuits with J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of
Famous Players-Canadian Corp., as chairman.
Larry New is pinch-hitting for Stan Pooley at
the .Strand Theatre.
The amusement gang here is going to organize a local Stage Door Canteen. A meeting
at the Orpheum Sunday started the idea going.
Leone Atkinson, popular member of the
Piaza Theatre staff, was married last week to
Anthony Ciccozzi of the R.C.A.F. Leone will
still carry on at the downtown Plaza.
Lorraine Charbonneau, RKO cashier at Calgary, spent her vacation in North Dakota visiting relatives.
Al O'Camp,
for RKO,
here
from
Seattle toexploitation
help in theman
publicity
campaign
on "Behind the Rising Sun" at the Orpheum.
Earlger, is back
Dalgleish,
Vancouver
manafrom Warners'
the Canadian
sales meeting.
Earl collected second prize in the Canadian
Sales Drive, $600 in Victory Bonds. The actual
number of films to be released in Canada for
1943-1944 will depend upon the needs of the
market, Earl reports.
The lATSE is taking steps to unionize Canadian National Film Board projectionists operating 16mm. machines in rural, trade union, and
other circuits. The matter of new contracts
between
348 and theatres in B.theC.projectionists'
is now beforeLocal
the Regional
War
Labor Board for decision. The local Union is
asking for two week holiday with pay or one
week holiday with pay and double time for all
legal holidays, plus the cost-of-living bonus. The
circuits are willing to give a one-week holiday
with pay, and the matter is now up to the
RWLB.
Vic Armond, who represented Famous Players on the contract question, left last week for
White-Horse, Yukon Territory, where F. P.
opens its new house September 20 with "This
Hislop, Fox shipper, is ill and will be
Is George
the Army."
(Continued on Next Page)
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V'^CKANT WITHERS SHEILA LYNCH
Produced by GEORGE A. HIRLIMAN
Scrno Pliy
iy D. S.IESIIE
Directed
by LOUIS
GASNIER '
Original Sloif by lAWRENCE MEADE

BOOK
Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cleveland — Imperial
Dallas — Astor

G

E

S

NOW

Denver — Commercial
Detroit— AFIied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota — P.R.C.
Milwaukee — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine

off the job for a month on doctor's orders.
George is president of the Vancouver Film
Exchange Union.
Violet Bedford, secretary to Charlie Ramage
of Regal Films, spent two weeks at Highland
Valley Lodge, B. C, fishing and riding. She
has the usual big fish stories.
The first death among former Vitagraph employes now in the Canadian armed forces is that
of Lance-Corporal Aaron Sabblut, who lost his
life in action in the Sicilian campaign. Sabblut
was a member of the Winnipeg staff as reviser
and shipper and joined up on May 30, 1942.

New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Hollywood
Pittsburgh — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor
Washington — Astor

Comes Monday and the parade of exhibitors
to Film Row begins. At 9 a.m. any Monday
one sees Julius Goodman (Ideal Theatre, Baltimore) hurrying along from exchange to exchange. Julius always managers to catch the
"next" train back to Baltimore. We hear of
Bill Brizendine's (Apex and Linden Theatres,
Baltimore) habit of sleeping and breakfasting
in the diner of the B. & O. Harry Silver (Overlea), Lou Cohen (Essex), Morris Siletzky
(Windsor), Morris Jacobs of the Goldfield
(Happy
Morris),
Soltz welcome
(Howard ) andBirthday,
many others
are Sam
regular
visitors.
Irving Grant (Dunbar-Rio) has returned
from his vacation and will be visiting soon.
Among the infrequent guests this week were
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Sothern of the State,
Clarksville. B. F. is looking fine again and has
completely
recovered from his recent back
injury.
T. D. Field, Tazewell, Va., arrived to tell us
that his situation is under control now. A newcomer, H. Makover, of the very new Albert,
Baltimore, has been buying and booking.
At Columbia's
officehappiness
Oscar Blumenthal's
tenance reflects the
occasioned bycounthe
transfer of his youngest son, Harry, to Fort
Bragg. Helen Gormley is visiting her brother
stationed in Miami. Accompanying her on this
trip is her newly acquired sister-in-law and
old friend, the former Mary Ellen Higgins.
Marguerite Alion has stepped up from the shipping room to fill a vacancy in the accessory
department.
At A'lonograni Harry Brown's always pleasant smile has become — if such a thing is possible
— even broader. Daughter Janet has returned to
the parential abode for a short visit. Her husband, Lt. Yale Cohen, is stationed at Fort
Benning, Ga.. and Janet will rejoin him there
within a few days. Jack Safer, Virginia salesman, arrived in D. C. on Friday, liurried to
New York immediately to visit his famil^^ returned to the office on Monday, and hit the
road again the next day.
At Fox Ann Griffin and Catherine Merkel
traveled to New York for the holiday week-end.
Grace Katz returned on Monday from her vacation at home in St. Paul, Minn. Mae Feldman
spending her vacation trying to keep cool at
Lake Placid, and reports no trouble along those
lines. "Home Cookin' " for Sarah Young,
head booker, who will visit her family in Boston
this week-end.
At Equity : Lou Ramm, that most diligent and
energetic worker, remains every faithful. Lou
is one of those few individuals who allows
nothing to interfere with good business policy.
At the Schine office : The bells are ringing for
Christ Pope and Ida Epstein of this city. The
big event takes place some time this month.
Miscellany:
S. Naval Jones
Command Booker)BillandJones
Jane(U.(Republic)
honeymooning
since
August
29
when
the
knot
was tied.

YOU

TOO,

HOLLYWOOD!

as well as New York (the
HOLLYWOOD
home office location of most of the distributors) actually has an interest in a condition which has become too widespread to be
ignored. The condition referred to, of course,
is the mounting evidence that considerable deterioration has taken place in the print-handling phase of distribution with the result that
those great dramatic moments, those touches of
art in direction or lighting, the subtle or broad
comedy achieved after so much effort by writers, directors and actors, often fail to reach the
paying customers at the smaller subsequent run
theatres in anything like the form and substance created on celluloid after such care and
hard work by the artists and craftsmen of the
studios.
Now before going any further, don't let
anybody toss this matter off as inconsequential
because there has been reference which appears
to limit the evil under discussion to "subsequent
run" theatre customers. For they, friends, are
the best pals this industry has. At the small
theatres, in the rural districts, in the neighborhood houses of the big cities are cradled the
movie-going habits among the young and
among the older who later may be residents of
the big town swank sections from which our
high-hat cinema palaces draw their clientele
for the premieres, for those big occasions when
an established star or a budding celebrity
crashes over with a mighty reaction upon

critics of the big daily newspapers, the reviewers for the national magazines, the radio
commentators.
The reason for calling this matter to Hollywood's attention, as well as New York's, is that,
as a result of editorial prominence given by this
department to ways and means of handling
prints at the theatre to insure them longer life,
a mass of evidence from all sections of the
country has been forthcoming from theatremen and projectionists as to the extent of the
trouble now besetting theatres because of mutilated prints which arrive at the theatre
MUTILATED.
Many and many projectionists (all of whom
are of solid repute as good craftsmen and excellent operators) inform us that they honestly
have come to regard the inspection seal on the
bands of reels delivered by exchanges as denoting that the reel has been rewound but that
it has NOT been inspected.
Manpower shortages have hit and hit hard
at the exchanges. But it certainly is up to the
higherups to see that something is done about
this. Maybe Hollywood could stir up something— what with all those pretty glamor
girls not looking at all glamorous in a scene
here and there because there are scratches, oil
smudges, dots of light splashing onto the screen
just when they're putting some subtle facial
expression or gesture into a very special scene.
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Your war time strategy is to
make your house more appealing
right now! There are many things
you can do to maintain and improve its appearance and comfort.
Most important, keep a weathereye cocked on the not far distant
time when you can call in USAIRCO
for some real box-office boosting.
Yes, there'll be some new ideas.
From today's war time production,
USAIRCO has developed new plans.
But one basic idea hangs on —
USAIRCO will continue to design
UNITED

pi

and manufacture Theatre Air Conditioning built around your box
office. USAIRCO systems are as big
or small as your job requirements
and operating budget. Comfort
cooling that pays a profit is the
blueprint for your USAIRCO system.
This much you can do now
maintain your house in tip-top condition— and when the time comes,
you can depend on USAIRCO Theatre Air Conditioning for greater

profits.
STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION
Profits in Cooling for the Exhibitor
NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

usAIRco
AIR
Refrigerated
KOOLER-AIRE
This Unit, a masterpiece of engineering simplicity combines every
phase of refrigerated cooUng in a
Single Unit. Manufactured in various sizes, it can be used singly or in
combination with other units to give
you the precise capacity you need.
Refrigerated Kooler-Aire is a good
unit to be acquainted with. Books
describing this system are available.
We'll be glad to send you a copy.

CONDITIONING

Exchanses

to

Cooperate
on Prints
Elsewhere in this department there is editorial
comment on the subject of prints and the condition in which they are delivered to theatres. The
comment below is typical of scores of complaints
from projectionists, and to publish more than
this one would be mere repetition :
In all my sixteen years of experience in ihe
projection room I have never seen prints come
directly from the exchanges in the condition that
they are being delivered now. This situation has
been marked for the past year and is becoming
worse every tveek.
It has gotten to the point that the inspection
seal placed on the band denotes only that the reel
has been rezvound, not inspected. Any child could
catch the loose splices, broken frames, etc., on
prints
coming occurrence
through as for
"inspected."
it is
no uncommon
me to have And
to spend
from three to four and a half hours to put the
prints into running condition. {Would like to
add that my projectors are the finest available
and are ivell adjusted and in excellent running
condition, and I propose to keep them so.)
In my opinion, seven operators in ten ivill
handle film with the utmost care, and in our own
case, as in the majority of cases at theatres
everywhere, the prints are returned to the exchanges or forimrded to other exhibitors in as
good running condition as u'hen they u'ere received from the exchanges.
All operators, I am sure, are not only willing
but glad to cooperate 100 per cent in this matter,
and feel that it is our patriotic duty to do so.
But ive also feel that the exchanges should at
least meet us half ivay.
Georgia
L. S., Jr.

New

Title for WPB

Equipment Division
Recent changes of titles of sections within
the War Production Board affecting matters
relative to the operation of theatres should
be noted by theatre owners and equipment
manufacturers and dealers.
The Amusements Section of the Service
Equipment division, of which A. G. Smith has
been Chief for several months, has been
changed in title to the Theatre Equipment
Section of the Service Equipment Division,
War Production Board. The proper address
is: Room 325, Standard Oil Building, 3rd and
Constitution Avenues, Washington, D. C.
All matters pertaining to the manufacture,
sale and distribution of 35mm motion picture
equipment, sound systems, accessories and repair parts should be addressed to the above.
The title of the Amusements Section is
retained in the WPB, having been transferred to the Office of Civilian Requirements,
with George MacMurphy as Chief. The address is Room 2408, Social Security Building,
Washington, D. C.
Matters pertaining to the construction of
all theatres or the reconstruction of burned
out theatres as well as correspondence relating to repairs to a theatre building should
MacMurphy.
be
addressed to the section headed by Mr.
Under the new setup, A. G. Smith is devoting all cf his time to the allocation of controlled materials necessary to manufacture
the equipment required by the Army, Navy,
Lend-Lease Administration, Office of Economic Warfare, Canadian Division and the
Office of Civilian Requirements.
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Avoid

Unnecessary,

Shutdowns
this New

Prolonged

by Taking Advantage
Cooperative

by Motiograph

of

PROJECTION
Theatre

PROJECTORS

Motiograph dealers thraughout America are taking
inventories of the projection equipment in all the theatres
in their respective territories.
By keeping this information on file they will be better
able to keep in stock such emergency parts and supplies
as are most likely to be needed by yourself and other
theatremen whom they serve.
When an emergency occurs, such as a fire in your booth,
your Motiograph dealer will then have ready for immediate
delivery to you the right gear, sprocket, shaft, rectifier
tube, generator brushes, even the right kind of carbons.
In other words he wants to maintain a pool of everything

PROJECTOR
BASES
MAGAZINES

SOUND

SYSTEM

LAMPS

you may need. He'll buy these parts himself and carry
them at absolutely no cost to you.
Fill in the check chart reproduced herewith and mail it
to Motiograph today. It will in turn be sent to your nearest Motiograph dealer. You will then be afforded immediate service when you need it. By failing to file your list
you may, because of extremely stow deliveries, and the
scarcity of replacement parts, be forced to close down
until you can procure them.
It is also suggested that you put an X opposite the kind
of booth equipment on which you would like information
in the post-war period.

REFLECTORS
RECTIFIERS

GENERATOR
PROJECTION
LENS
CARBONS

MOTIOGRAPH
Established 1896
4431

West

Lake St.

Chicago

24, III.

INVENTORY

City & State
Street

Plan Offered

Dealers.

EQUIPMENT

Make
Model
Purchase Date
Serial Number of Projector No. 1 .
Serial Number of Projector No. 2.
Type of Shutter Front
Rear
Double
Barrel
Date of Last Projector Repair. . . .
Make
Type
Serial Number 1 .
Serial Number 2
Make
Type
Serial Number 1 .
Serial Number 2.
Make
Type
Serial or Model — Number of Reproducers.
Date of Purchase
Make
Model or Type
Serial Number of Lamp No. 1 .
Serial Number of Lamp No. 2.
Date of Purchase
Type
Make
Size
Make
D.C. Amps
D.C. Volts
Serial Number of Rectifier No. 1
Serial Number of Rectifier No. 2
Date of Purchase
Make
D.C. Amps
Serial
Number D.C. Volts
Date of Purchase
Make
Size
Type
Focal Length
Type of Negative
Type of Positive

Size
Size

Your tion.
projection
equipment
Is thecall
heartyour
of your
theatre dealer.
operaWhen it needs
servicing
Motiograph
Trained in the repair of all kinds and types, he has specialized
in rendering
day
or night. the most expert service. Call him any hour of the
'Hasten the Return of Peace — Buy More War
Bonds Now!"

. mm
. mm
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A

Clean

Is

Theatre

^Unknown Origin' of Many
a Fire is Some Dust Pile or
Cluttered Corner o f the Ho use
In setting aside the period of October 3-9 inclusive as Fire Prevention Week the President
will stress by Proclamation in greater than ever
importance of avoiding fires, particularly in war
time. We need not be too often reminded that
fires, disastrous as they can be, are largely avoidable. The fact that fire prevention is a rather
unglamorous topic and that all discussion on the
subject seems to necessarily swing toward the
more feminine art of good housekeeping makes
it difficult to stress the importance of the theme
in exciting terms for showmen readers.
Only by retrospect can the seriousness and
excitement of the topic be discovered. Those
headlines which today seem to be quite trite,
commonplace and just plain ordinary will a year
from now take on color and meaning and excitement. One never appreciates a landmark
quite as much until it has disappeared from the
scene. So it is with the subject of Fire Prevention, atheatre is destroyed by fire, people are
evacuated safely, an operator is badly burned,
or a janitor, or even a manager, firemen are
overcome by smoke and the story of the event
rates five or six lines in the trade press. Some
old timers who knew the theatre intimately feel
badly to hear of its passing ; others pass over the
item disinterestedly ; smugly believing that it
has no significance for them. A sort of "It can't
happen to me" feeling.
Only when you cull through several years editions of a national trade paper does the subject
become exciting and serious. Only the quantity
of such fire stories from across the nation begin
to drive home the realization that no section is
immune, no city or state has been spared the
terror and then comes the dawning realization
that fire is no respecter of man's property even
though
it may represent
tion of individual
wealth. a lifetime's accumulaThis year Fire Prevention Week takes on
added significance due to the near impossibility
of replacing damaged equipment as a result of
wartime restrictions on critical material. There
also lurks the ever growing spectre of fire danger
due to the increased years of service demanded
of equipment which unless carefully inspected
frequently and thoroughly may start a fire.
When you read item after item telling of
theatre employees being burned, losing their
lives, property after property being totally or
partially destroyed, losses running into the hundreds of thousands, showmen being held on
manslaughter charges, then and only then does
this unglamorous topic come seriously home to
roost in your own back yard and you start to
think more realistically of your operation in
terms of prevention and safety.
Let us turn back to the opening line of this

A

Safe

story, "A clean house ... is a safe house." Here
is the crux of most of the fires we've read about
in those rather mundane little items that have
meant death and destruction in our industry.
Cigarettes carelessly thrown in trash piles, hot
carbons falling in the film clip box, etc. have
caused the most fires. Then there's that long
list of fires due to "undetermined origin." Only
one guess places the highest percentage of these
in the careless class. Rigid inspection and constant caution could have prevented most of such
fires but laxness is the partner in crime of fire
and so is care its enemy. A soldier under fire
can forfeit his life by relaxing his vigilance for
a single instant and so can any employee of a
theatre. The truth of this assertion is pointed

Today -more

its*

up in bold relief in those hundreds of "little
items" we have just been reading off the records. It becomes the duty of every showman
to make Fire Prevention a vital part of his daily
routine through surveillance, words of caution
to his staf¥, rigid discipline, regular checkups
and by example. The observance of Fire Prevention Week is not a cure for the disease. It
can only serve as an annual call to arms in the
battle against home front destruction, a never
ending battle against an unseen enemy as deadly
as a Jap sniper who stalks his prey in the blending foliage of the South Pacific jungles. Fire
is the silent saboteur. Be on the alert to apprehend him before he gets in his licks. Today
it becomes a duty rather than a chore.
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Showmanship
to Build Confidence
The theatres of the country can do much to bring the significance of Fire Prevention Week home
to their
millions
of patrons.
Underwriters'
Inc..
has
prepared
a special
trailer The
whichnational
will benon-profit
offered toorganization.
theatres in all
parts of theLaboratories,
country through
the local chairmen of Fire Prevention Week committees. It is important that theatres cooperate
wholeheartedly in the showing of these trailers and your local editors should be invited to see it in
advance wherever circumstances permit. It can easily become the subject of an editorial in the local
press. Display posters on the subject wherever possible and make the week mean something by
informally discussing the subject with the members of your staff.
During this week you might well arrange a demonstration of local fire fighting equipment in
front of the theatre along with a display of photos and posters on how to cope with incendiary bombs
in the lobby of the theatre. Have local firemen publicly test the theatre hose and plant a story on
how every safety precaution in the interest of your patrons have been taken by equipping and training
ycur staff in the handling of any emergency. It is an opportunity for showmanship and following
the Bond Drive as it does may provide a refreshing interlude in the public eye. Remember the date,
October from
3-9 the
inclusive
and youwillmight
preparein your
a copylocalof newspaper.
the President's proclamation for your lobby
display
text which
be fcund
Underwriters

Exhibitors of America have many duties to perform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations— and you promote
and support the various government
drives that are initiated to spur war
production and civilian defense.
RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carrying on important war duties: RCA engineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection room equipment in thousands of theatres to "Keep 'em Running"—and other RCA Service groups
are installing military equipment and
instructing personnel, in this country
and at the battlefronts.
The RCA Service organization is today more than nation-wide
... it is world-wide . . . serving the home front and
battlefronts too!

RCA SERVICE CO., INC.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Subsidiary
Camden, N. J.

Look

to Theatremen

for Vital

Assistance to Fire Prevention Week
Drive
proclaims
as
Fire
Prevention
Week, the week
The managers of motion picture theatres have
it in their power to exert a tremendous influence containing the anniversary of the great Chicago
on the thinking and actions of a large slice of fire of 1871. This year Fire Prevention Week
will be observed in all communities throughout
the American public.
the Nation from October 3 to 9 inclusive.
This influence can and has aided materially
in the Nation's war effort. The important part
that theatre managers have played in helping to Opportunity for Cooperation
promote worthy national and local drives and
this week Fire Departments. Chambers
campaigns has increased the prestige of show of During
Commerce, Insurance organizations, City ofbusiness and has won patrons to individual theficials, and other civic groups cooperate in a
atres. No more open way is offered to theatre
men to become factors in their communities than campaign intended to teach the puljlic the futility of burning up 315 million dollars of propby cooperating with civic .minded groups for
and allowing fire to kill 8,000 men.
the betterment of the community and for society womenerty a year
and children, and to show that these
as a whole.
losses, most of them preventable, are seriously
Such another opportunity will be ofTered dur- delaying Victory.
ing the coming Fire Prevention Week campaign.
The campaign is conducted in all communities
Each vear the President of the United States
at the same time on a nation-wide basis, the
local organizations receiving their direction, inspiration and materials from federal and state
Make Fire Prevention a
governments, and from national organizations
such as the United States Chamber of Commerce, the International Association of Fire
Rule^Use the WPB
Chiefs, Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, and the
Nine-Point Safety Plan
National
Fire Protection Association. Because
1. Pull the main entrance switch at the
of
the
war
it is more important this year than
conclusion
of be
eachdelegated
day's operation.
One em- ever before to
have a thoroughly successful Fire
ploye should
to this task.
2. Do not permit an accumulation of in- Prevention Week campaign.
flammable rubbish in store rooms, poster
As an important part of the campaign a onerooms, boiler or furnace rooms.
minute, sound trailer which makes a strong emo3. Appliance cords for vacuum cleaners,
tional appeal to the public to practice fire-safety
work lights or other portable apparatus
should be inspected daily and, if found de- and thus help bring Victory, is being produced by non-profit Underwriters' Laboratories.
fective, should be repaired immediately.
Twenty-five thousand mailing pieces will be
4. Smoking in a projection booth should not
sent to officials of civic organizations offering
be permitted under any circumstances.
5. At the conclusion of each day's run, all them prints of this trailer, at cost, for use in
films should be removed from the projector their local Fire Prevention Week drives. These
magazine or rewinder and placed in the film fire chiefs, chamber of commerce secretaries, and
storage cabinet. Trailers and ad films should
fire prevention committee chairmen will be
never be left exposed when not in use.
6. The use of electric or other types of urged to visit theatre managers, to enlist their
portable heaters should be avoided at all cooperation in running the trailers as a public
service during the week of October 3-9.
times while handling film.
7. The operation of porthole shutters should
be frequently tested to see that the shutters
Town Cheers WPB Permit
slide freely in the grooves. The entire porthole shutter system should be properly fused
To Build New Theatre
to insure that shutters will close instantaneLyman, Neb., townspeople hailed with joy
ously in case of fire.
8. Have local fire officials make regular in- the news that the War Production Board had
spections of the theatre from the roof to the given the green light to rebuilding of a theatre
basement. Their recommendations for fire which had been destroyed by fire. The house
had been the chief recreational resort in the
prevention should be followed implicitly.
9. Faulty electrical contacts and switch- social life of Lyman, but how important it was
became even more apparent when a blaze so
board connections are responsible for the majority of theatre fires. The entire electrical damaged the building and equipment that no
system should be checked frequently and elec- shows were possible. The house is operated by
R. A.manager.
Goodall with W. C. McLaughlin as
trical contacts carefully tightened to eliminate local
this fire hazard.
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Formula for flameproofing fabrics consists of first washing any new riaterial or
cleaning used cloth to be followed by the
application of the solution comprising, one
gallon warm water, nine ounces of borax and
four ounces of boric acid. The liquid is applied by spray with a stirrup pump. A dollar's worth of supplies will do the average
theatre and all cloth other than the screen
should be treated. This procedure will generally meet the approval and requirements of
most Fire Departments.
!•: if ^
To avoid the danger of explosion as a result
of coal storage the following steps of prevention
should be taken when large amounts of coal are
involved. Spontaneous combustion being the
lurking danger you should protect pile or bin
from the boiler room by brick or other heat insulating walls. Provide ventilation of boiler
room to avoid high temperature, keeping coal bin
as cool, dry and as nearly air-tight as possible.
Handle coal so as to produce a minimum area
of freshly broken surfaces. Don't wet down
coal during or after piling. Place one kind of
coal in each pile or bin. Keep the coal away
from wood joist or other combustible matter.
Don't fill bin to ceiling to allow air space for
lieat. Ventilate only where excessive heat exists.
In large bins or piles drive a one-half inch pipe
to center of coal so that a thermometer may be
passed through it to determine temperature at
the interior of the pile. If temperature rises to
150 degrees it's a warning signal, at 180 decrees removal of coal should be carried out. If
t'nis is necessary coal should be aired till cool
and restored. Live coals should be separated
from the rest and left in safe place to burn out.
Water is useless to cool or extinguish coal fires.
Fire extinguishers are useless if not recharged over a minimum period of six
months. Tags should be used on each unit
to record the date of renewal and they should
be located strategically so that they can be
reached from many points in an emergency.
The value of such extinguishers is negligible
to the person that has never had to use one
to protect his property but to the fellow who
has used one they are priceless. Have your
entire staff familiar with their location.
In organizing your staff for fire emergencies
the following assignments are essential. An
organizer or leader to direct and teach procedure. Two watchers who are taught to deal with
])reventing a fire from spreading, to fight a
delaying action. Male and Female searchers to
see that everyone is out of rest rooms and
care for any who may be overcome or faint. A
runner who will send in the alarm and direct
apparatus to the scene. The fire brigade trained
in the use of 3'our equipment to hold the line
till the firemen arrive. Safety staff to direct
patrons to exits, one outside to keep doors open
and traffic moving the other inside to keep them
from crowding. Speaker who will calm audience and give instructions on movements from
stage or other vantage point. Size of theatre,
size of audience and fire location will create
different problems but most important is to be
prepared . . . and for the worst.
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L. A. Theatremen
Tighten Defense Rules
Intensification of the activities of the Los Pearl Harbor. As a resuh of cooperation
.\ngeles Theatre Defense Bureau, as a result of between the theatremen of the Los Angeles area
the California State War Council's decision to in this work, much has been accomplished in
advocate three-way defense zoning, was pledged the direction of devices and materials from
available sources.
at a meeting of the organization's members last
week-end.
"Los Angeles, Beverly Hills, Santa Monica,
St. Louis Projectionist Pulls
Long Beach, San Diego, Ventura, Santa BarSwitch
for Blackout, Then Dies
bara, Venice and other coastal cities undoubtedly
Harry
Myers,
veteran projectionist at Ansell
will be listed as the No. 1 danger zone," it was
declared in the Theatre Defense Bureau's resoBrothers' Empress Theatre, St. Louis, died on
lution. "We cannot minimize the possibility of August 31 while on the job. Just as a practice
blackout was to begin Myers left the booth at
enemy attack," the resolution continued, therefore, this Bureau must insist that all theatres be
9:45
p.m.After
to pull
the switch
the theatre's
prepared on at least four fronts. These fronts
facade.
putting
out theon lights
Myers
collapsed.
are : Fire, Panic, Sabotage and Patriotism."
Ambulance men diagnosed tlie death of Myers
The Los Angeles Bureau has served as a
model from its inception immediately after as heart failure.
Photo, Courtesy 20th Century-Fox

OUR

FAITH

RENEWED

Among autumn's splendid releases is "THE SONG OF
BERNADETTE" by 20th
Century-Fox — starring Jennifer Jones. It is for the faithful
reproduction of a screen
triumph such as this that
DeVRY Projectors and Sound
Systems are built. Steadiness
of image — no bobbing! FiDirector:
Henry Ktiig
delity of sound! Full-bodied
Cameraman:
tone! Lifelike portrayal of
Arthur
Miller,
A.S.C.
scene, action, voice. Just as
CHIDS TO
Author Franz Werfel caught
J0^^^ ORSoundmen:
Alfred Bruzlm
firsthand the inspiration of the
and Roger Heman
Shrine of Lourdes, so DeVRY
projects it — flawlessly, beautifully, colorfully — as the most
terns are available for civilian needs.
exacting projectionist and the most
When
Peace comes, you will want
critical audience demands. It won't
DeVRY
equipment. DeVRY CORP.,
be very long now until war-proved
DeVRY Projectors and Sound Sys- 1111 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, 111.
BOX
OFFICE
BOOSTERS
FOR SEPTEMBER
Spotlight Scandals — MONO . . Across the Pacific — \VB . . Yanks Aho> — UA . . The Fallen Sparrow — RKO
My Kingdom for a Cook — COL . . . For Whom The Bell Tolls — PAIL\ . . . The Youngest Profession — MGM
Cobra Woman — UNIV . . . Man from Music Mountain — REP . . . Danger! Women at W'ork — PROD.

—thefor Production
Excellence of
in
Motion Picture
Sound Equipment
\
WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE

LINE OF MOTION PICTURE SOUND EQUIPMENT
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REPUCEMENT
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WENZiL

Allot her
A NEW

W enzel

Accomplishment . . .
SHOCK-ABSORBING

INTERMEDIATEGEAR
FOR

PROJECTORS
(Patents Pending)

A development of importance
to you. Write for details
While war orders must
naturally come first, please
bear in mind that we can
supply all standard 35 MM.
projector replacement
parts. Wenzel precision,
quality parts are available
to theatres exclusively
through their supply dealers, but if your dealer is
unable to supply your requirements, write us directly and we will give you
name of dealer able to
serve you. FREE — our
latest complete parts catalog WC 11A is now available. Ask for it and give
us dealer's name serving
your community.

UIENZEL
, PROJECTOR COMPANY
2S0S-19 S.STAn STREET

WE MAKE OLD THEATRE
CHAIRS
LIKE
NEW —
LAST EIGHT TO TEN YEARS
ASK PARAMOUNT ABOUT OUR WORK
PRICES REASONABLE
REPUBLIC
45 W. 45th Street

SEATING
BR. 9-4245

CO.
New York City

Bigger Profits with Low Cost
POP CORM Supplies
Better pop com boosts sales! Lower costs enlarge profits! Use cartons,
the world'ssacks.
finestGuaranteed
pop com,
salt, seasoning,
quality. Quick delivery. WRITE todayl
AMERICAN POP CORN CO., Sloui CHy, Iowa p

Know
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Projection
Definitions
VOLATILIZATION: In projection, the transforming of carbon into vapor through heat.
Concluding installment of A Practical
VOLT : Unit of electrical pressure.
Glossary of descriptive terms relating to
VOLTAGE DROP: The drop in voltage due
projection. (Note (*) appearing after
to the resistance of the conductors. Voltage
terms indicate such definitions are reprinted with permission from A Selected
drop exists in every circuit. See "Copper Loss."
Glossary for the Amotion Picture TechVOLT-AMMETER: An instrument for measnician, Compiled by the Academy Techniuring current consumption in watts.
cal Bureau of the Academy of Motion
VOLTMETER: An instrument of high rePicture Arts and Sciences.)
sistance for measuring electrical pressure.
WATT:* Unit of power (see POWER).
Power employed to do ten million ergs of work
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR:* Type of motor
whose speed is governed by the standard fre- in one second. Power produced by a onequency of the alternating current supplied to it. ampere current falling through a potential difference ofone volt. 746 watts equals one horseTAKE-UP :* Mechanism by means of which a
film is wound upon a reel after passing the
WATT HOUR: The energy consumed when
aperture (in photography, printing or projection) also,
;
to wind it thus.
one watt of electrical energy has been used for
power.
TAKE-UP REEL:* Reel on which film is one hour.
taken-up.
WATT-HOUR METER: A meter used for
TENSION: As applied to projection (a) the measuring electrical consumption in watt hours.
pressure exerted by the tension springs, either
WORKING APERTURE: In projection, that
through the tension shoes or direct upon the portion of the aperture of a lens which is
film at the aperture, (b) The tension exerted
actually in use in the sense that it is contributing
to the improvement of the finished screen result.
by a spring upon two friction discs for the purpose of revolving the film reel in the lower
magazine, providing slippage so that the reel,
although driven by a power having steady speed,
may revolve at dii¥erential speed, gradually
Projector Company Ads
slowing up as the film roll increases in size.
Get Down to Brass Tacks
TENSION SHOES: Metal bars upon which
Basing his premise on the hard facts that
the tension springs bear on the film and provide braking friction to stop film over aperture.
"without audiences, neither exhibitor, producer
TENSION SPRINGS: The springs which
nor equipment manufacturer would have any
provide braking action to stop the film over
business," William C. DeVry, president of
DeVry Corporation, manufacturers of cameras
the aperture
at the completion of the intermittent movement.
and projectors, set the keynote for an advertisTHREADING-UP:* Operation of starting the
ing campaign in which his company is featuring
film through the camera, printer, or projector,
outstanding pictures currently in release or
as the case may be.
soon to be available to theatremen.
THROW:* Same as PROJECTION DISThe advertising copy of the DeVry CorporaTANCE.
tion in trade papers in this field will continue
THUMB MARK: A mark on the lower left
the theme of giving prominence to film produchand corner of a stereo when the slide is held
tions, it was announced, as a result of the
so as to be read against the light. Thumb
favorable reaction to the pioneer efforts along
mark
is
on
the
face
(cover
glass)
side
of
the
slide.
this line in July issues of the film trade papers.
TRACK, SHOW THE :* To remove the sound
In July Warner Bros.' "Action in the North
track mask, in projection, so as to permit an Atlantic" was used as the advertising theme. In
image of the track to appear on the screen be- August DeVry advertisements paid tribute to
side the pictures.
Universal's Technicolor offering, "Phantom
TRAILER: A short length of opaque film at- of the Opera." The current advertisements focus
tached to the end of a reel of film so that proattention on the Twentieth Century-Fox screen
jection may proceed up to the end of the film
of "Song
of Bernadette."
inproper without showing white light upon the production
cluded in the
advertisements
is a list Also
of curscreen.
rent pictures which each of the major proTRANSFORMER: Apparatus used in an a.c.
ducers believe will get, the best audience recircuit to raise (STEP-UP) or lower (STEPDOWN) the voltage. Consists (in its simplest
sponse.
form) of two coils of wire and a laminated iron
core, all insulated from one another. Current
in the primary coil sets up magnetic flux around
Loew's State, St. Louis
the core; the variations in this flux, due to Celebrates 19th Anniversary
the variations in the primary current, set up a
similarly alternating current in the secondary
Loew's State Theatre, Eighth Street and
coil. In general, the voltage across each coil Washington
Avenue, St. Louis, is observing its
is proportional to the number of turns on the 19th anniversary the week opening September
coil ; the current in each coil is inversely pro2nd. It has taken extra space in the newsportional to the voltage.
papers and otherwise is exploiting the anniTRAVELING ARC: An unsteady arc, particularly one in which the point of highest ilversary and that "Loew's Has the Shows."
MGM's "Best Foot Forward" is the feature of
lumination inthe crater moves about, usually
the
show.
due to faulty carbons.
ULTRA VIOLET RAYS : Rays of light existing beyond the violet light of the visible specSutton Theatre Renovated;
trum. These rays have a vibration in excess
of eight hundred billion per second.
To Re-Open Under R&G Aegis
USEFUL LIFE : A term applied to many
The Sutton Cinema on 57th St., East of 3rd
things, but in electrics particularly to incandescent lamps, which deteriorate with age. It Avenue, temporarily closed its doors on Saturis the time an incandescent lamp will burn
tions. day, September 4, to undergo extensive alterabefore its output of light has decreased more
than 20 per cent. When a lamp has fallen
It will reopend under the new management of
below 80 per cent of its rated c.p. it is the
part of true economy to replace it with a new
Rugoff houseand
Becker,
operators of 8th St. Playand Art
Theatre.
one.
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Heating
Plants
in Operating
Condition
from
outdoors.
This
infiltration or leakage occurs
waste fuel in great quantities. Therefore, there
around windows and doors as well as through
Adoption of Plan to Affect
is the necessity of proper insulation of the building, and thorough covering or insulation of all walls not substantially built. All this air comwater pipes and heating pipes. A careful and
ing in through chinks around the window or
Fuel Saving is Duty and a
door openings as well as infiltrating through
frequent check on the amount of fresh air necesProfit Producer in Wartime
air-porous walls must be heated and where such
sary to proper ventilation — which does not mean
conditions exist the failure to correct the fault
a surplus of cold air — is the means of saving
fuel. With respect to the amount of outside air by proper insulation (also by diligence in seeing
Nobody can be accused of "pinching pennies"
who insists upon a very rigid rule for the proper
required for proper ventilation, the one guide that windows are tightly closed and doors are
is the sense of smell. When odors and stuffi- not allowed to remain open or ajar unnecesmaintenance and operation of the heating system— and least of all a theatre owner. In consarily) there is an equivalent of an attempt in
ness of the air within the theatre are noticeable,
reverse of efforts to keep a leaky boat dry by
sequence of fuel shortages, every insistence of there is need for more ventilation. But oversupply of outside air is quite possible and is a continual bailing out gestures — for as fast as the
the theatre owner or manager upon extrafurnace delivers heat to create the comfort
special attention of those attending the furnace great waster of fuel.
Those uninvited gusts referred to are the conditions desired, the leaky walls of the buildevery day from the time the heating plant is put
result of infiltration of larger quantities of air
into operation is a highly commendable effort.
ing work to nullify the job.
Efficiency of the heating system depends primarily, of course, upon the condition of the instal ation, but every piece of machinery requires
man-handling and the finest heating plant in the
world can be operated in a manner that will
make it highly inefficient and wasteful of fuel.
The fact that a clean boiler, flues and circulation system figure most importantly in fuel
efficiency is reason enough for every theatre
owner to order a thorough-going job of servicing by some individual or firm specializing
in that work. Just what a properly cleaned
system means in the saving of fuel is rather
graphically illustrated by the authoritative
statement that one thirty-second of an inch of
soot will cause a loss in efficiency of ten per
cent in the operation of a boiler.
The well operated heating system provides
comfort conditions in the auditorium and other
public rooms of the theatre. Consequently a
supply of too much heat, with the occasional
necessity of opening up doors to cool off the
customers certainly cannot be said to have any
virtue.
Since people themselves generate a supply of
heat sufficient in varying degrees to warm the
atmosphere they inhabit, a crowded auditorium
certainly does not require the volume of heat that
will be necessary to create comfort conditions
in an area where there are relatively few occupants.
This latter consideration is one wherein teamwork between the manager and the man in
charge of the furnace can effect a tremendous
saving in fuel. That manager who can estimate how large an attendance he will have for
a given show at given hours of the day (but
particularly at the early hours after opening)
can guide the person who does the furnace
work with respect to the duration of the period
of full-heating required just before opening.
A complete ventilation of the theatre before
opening is important in more ways than one.
First consideration, of course, is that the house
will prove anything but inviting to patrons if
there lingers the stale atmosphere of the improperly ventilated place. Next, the fresh air
will heat up far more satisfactorily than stale
air. Fresh air is a MUST — but, on the other
hand, uninvited gusts of cold air from outdoors
can make the most efficiently run heating plant
Timely Tips . . . Clothes Catchers
Rrripppp
. . and pants
you're or
holding
the bag Why?
for a
torn
dress, . coat,
stockings.
Became a member of your staff carelessly overlooked checking the seats, stand rail and standee
tapes or chains for sharp edges, loose screws,
etc. which catch on people's clothes. A personal
check-up may save you money and your patrons
embarrassment.
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No More

Loose

Chairs!

Permanently anchors loose chairs
to concrete floors in ten minutes.
COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUCTIONS ... $5. f.o.b. Chicago.
PATCH-A-SEAT
Quicldy repairs cuts and rips on leatherette
MotE. Colors: brown , green, black, maroon,
blue. Specify color when ordering. COMPLETE KIT ... $6. i.o.b. Chicago.
CHAIRS
• PARTS
Complete line of used
We carry a comand rebuilt theatre
plete line of new
chain — veneer back
and box spring seat. and used parts for
Alio insert panel back
all makes of chairsa
and sprine edge seats.
GENERAL
2035 ChaxUstoh St.

CHAIR
CO
CHICACO, ILL.

New • Used • Rebuilt
Projectors, Screens, Chairs,
Soundheads, Amplifiers, Arc
Lamps, Rectifiers, Generators,
etc. Write for bargain booklet.
^Equipment bought at highest prices
S. 0. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP, 449 w. 42nd st , n
Make those improvements now!
• Now is the time to make those much needed
improvements to your theatre. Allow us to offer
our suggestions and estimate.
NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, INC.
Draperies . Interior Decoration . Murals
318-320 W. 48th Street
New York

What

Are

Your

Joe Hornstein

Needs?
Has

It

The Pin-Up Reminder appearing on
Page 36 of this issue is a quick, easy
and realistic approach to the ever
present fire menace in your theatre.
If you want reprints for Ushers Room,
Boiler Ro:m, Office, Booth, etc., just
write us and we'll send you a supply.
No cost involved.
A practical way to celebrate
FIRE PREVENTION V^EEK
365

DAYS

A YEAR

TRADE
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Discover Simple Maintenance
Plan
Necessity may be the mother of invention, as the saying goes, but leading theatre executives in
charge of technical departments of circuits declare that the necessities saddled upon their organizations by scarcity of new materials for refurbishing theatres has found its answer in the oldest trick
of 'em all — just plain "elbow grease."
Many of the most spic and span appearing theatres in the country today have had no more access
to new materials for replacement or repair than other plants. How these playhouses maintain their
good appearance cannot be built into a story that either will amaze or startle, because a check-up in
all quarters of the land shows that nothing more than a very rigid practice of old-fashioned go:d
housekeeping is responsible for the pleasing, and profitable, result.
Many of the men in charge of large theatre properties declare that the greatest enemy of continued freshness in the appearance of houses as well as the functioning of their equipment is a feeling
of frustration that something which ordinarily would be replaced now cannot be relegated to the
discard pile but must continue to do service. "When a manager or a projectionist or a maintenance
man gives
up hope,"
deterioration
progresses
rapidly."
Instead of giving
up, thethese
man executives
on the job say,
should"then
consider
what he sets
can indo,and
rather
than despair
because
he can't
manysome
things
shortages
materials
A pot doof sopaint,
extrawhich
special
polishingof of
whateverprevent.
bright metals figure in the hardware and
the fixtures about the theatre, special glisten to whatever glass may be in evidence — these things
give the whole place a lift and are more responsible than m:st people think for that slick, wellgroomed
theatre.andCarpets
may use
be ofworn,
they'll
look lotsSo better
they are
especially appearance
well cleanedof bythefrequent
thorough
the but
vacuum
machine.
far as ifmechanical
equipment
concerned,
the same story — lots of elbow grease in keeping things well cleaned and
lubricated, isadjusted
and it's
repaired.

ame

Manpower,

Gas Shortage

Sales Drop; Warn
Ag
Wartime payrolls which are hitting new
peaks every day have resulted in packed houses
in war production centers. The opposite is
true in many communities adversely affected
through lack of industry, diminishing population,
the draft, etc. It has been reported that accessory sales are falling off and that the decline
can be attributed to gas rationing, manpower
for posting and distribution, and general apathy
on the part of those enjoying S.R.O. business.
Gas rationing has set up two lines of resistance against the use of accessories. Some
exhibitors confronted with a transportation
problem have embarked on a retrenchment
policyso onwhythe waste
theory money
that customers
won't walk
far,
on advertising.
The
other argument frequently heard is that no one
sees the billboards due to driving limitations,
so why do posting. The first theme is a dangerous line of reasoning", since it reveals an
apathetic attitude and can only result in the loss
of customers who will be hard prospects to lure
back to the theatre. The theory of retrenching
is all right, but in advertising the saving can
be accomplished without sacrificing potential
patrons. Neighbor merchants are in the same
boat as theatremen so they are likely prospects
to share the cost of heralds and distribution
tlirough a co-op page on the shop-and-see-ashow-angle. On the subject of posting, most
of this has always been confined to locations
within the confines of a town or city. Today
more people are walking than ever before and
they can read your paper, card or billboards
more easily as pedestrians than as motorists.
The man-power problem is another reason for
declining use of accessories. Many billposters
have entered the service, older boys for herald
distribution are working in defense plants and
the mailing list is gathering moss for want of
an addressograph operator.
All these knotty problems have their solutions
but are far from easy of accomplishment. . Add
to these the ODT gasoline cuts on trucks for
posting and that S.R.O. apathy and you have
a resulting pi'etty kettle of fish, which you can
top of? with the industry wholly engrossed in
all-out bond selling effort to the point that
consideration for getting extra customers is
secondary.
Many of the bigger circuits are wrestling with
the problem of the man-power shortage and
its effect on exploitation activities at houses in
their fold. The attitude of theatre executives
and advertising men is that now is the time to
harvest a fresh crop of movie fans, with the fields

for Accessory

financially fertile and ready to be picked. They
ainst
Boom
point out that
never has Apathy'
the industry had so
much of merit to offer people working under
the pressure of time and long hours in connection with war work and that it would be a
major disaster if this crop should be left to
spoil for lack of the harvesting because of
apathy and shortage of initiative. There may
come a day when those extra fans may make the
big
difference
between black
and red ink fig-ures
on the
theatre financial
statements.
To those who are not getting the attendance
increases prevailing in most situations it is a matter of good business judgment to try pulling up
the grosses via some extra exploitation pressure.
To those who are lining them up at the box-office it would be a matter of good judgement to
plow back some of the profits in cultivating new
patrons for the screen shows. The present-day
slogan for maintained exploitation effort, including the use of accessories, these showmen
insist, could well be : ''Let's till and toil till the
boys come home."

N.T.S. Advertising Chief
A. J. Lindsley who was recently appointed direcfor
of advertising and publicity of National Theatre
Supply Company. Mr. Lindsley previously was associated with int-ernafional Projector Corporation.
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Camera

SHOWMEN'S
Drives

Film 70 mi. an Hour
One hundred and sixty times quicker than a
wink — eight thousand winks a second — that's
how fast a new movie camera developed by
Bell Telephone Laboratories and manufactured
by Western Electric can photograph the splitsecond action of our high-speed war machines.
Using 8mm and 16mm film — sometimes at
the rate of 70 miles an hour — and appropriately
called the Fastax, this new camera is driven by
its motors at the terrific top speed of 8,000
frames a second — an exposure period of 35 millionths of a second — making it an invaluable
tool for the research engineer. This speed means
that the Fastax can photograph action far too
fast for the ordinary slow motion camera. It
means that subjects made with the Fastax and
projected in slow motion can lay bare the
innermost secrets of mechanical parts moving
at lightning speed — that it can even slow down
electricity itself. Thus the Fastax has revealed
to engineers frailties in communications and
other equipment never before beheld by the human eye.
Goes 70 Miles Per Hour
The camera is marked by its versatility — a
film travel ranging from less than three to
almost 70 miles an hour, adaptability to black
and white and color photography, and the photography of self-luminous objects. The slower
speeds have been invaluable in determining stress
and impact conditions of new ecjuipment designs under test; color, black and white and
polarized light pictures having been taken
of these tests.
A number of features distinguish the Fastax
from other types of high speed motion picture
cameras. For example, it employs continuous
film drive, as distinguished from the stopexpose-advance cycle of the professional and
amateur slow motion cameras. Exposure of
successive "frames" in the new camera is accomplished bya revolving prism acting as an
optional compensator. Hence the images travel
in synchronism with the film past the film gate
during the exposure period.
Uses Continuous Light
The object under study is illuminated by the
continuous concentrated light of high intensity
lamp filaments instead of the intermittently
flashing gaseous discharge lamps as in the
case of stereoscopic cameras. This basic principle enables the Fastax to photograph selfluminous objects such as fusing lamp filaments,
or to make high speed analyses by polarized
light. The wide choice of light sources permits
the use of many film types including color film
up to 1,000 frames per second.
New Portable Sound Recorder
Uses Steel Wire Fine as Hair
The Armour Research Foundation of the
lUinois Institute of Technology has developed
a new wire sound recorder that is now being
tested in Europe under actual battle conditions.
The new equipment makes on-the-spot recordings, simple and sure, according to reports from
the institute. The device was invented by 26year-old Marvin Cam^eras of the Armour Research Foundation, and General Electric Co. is
preparing to manufacture the instrument.
Sound is recorded by the new device magnetically on steel wire, as fine as human hair,
which can be played back immediately.

TRADE

Vandals Close Theatre
The Strand Theatre at Ottumwa, Iowa,
which has been in operation since 1911, has
been closed because vandals damaged the
seats beyond repair. The management explained it has been impossible to purchase
new seats or replace the old ones. The
Strand seat-breaking is believed the most
serious case of vandalism in Iowa, and it
occurred
despite a recently established curfew
law.
Moriarty Celebrates 30th
Anniversary With W. E.
Edward J. Moriarty, general attorney of
Western Electric, celebrated the 30th anniversary of his service with the company (in
Sunday, September 5.
A graduate of New York University, Mr.
Moriarty joined the legal department of Western Electric at the company's headquarters in
New York on September 5, 1913. Six years
later, in June, 1919, he became assistant attorney and in April of the following year he assumed the duties of tax attorney. Later in 1920
he was also made assistant secretary of the
company. In 1923 he became assistant general
attorney and in 1928 he advanced to the post of
general attorney, which position he now holds.
Timely Tips . . . Panic Bolts
Check the panic bolts on a!! doors to inalcc
certain they arc in good ivorking order. In an
emergency it is too late to make repairs and
carelessness on this point can cost lives. Have
your inaintenance man or Handy Andy go over
each door giving special attention to the sill
receptacles and pressure liar mechanism.

Pc<!ut

Dealers

Expect

Turnout

at Chicaso

20 Joy Theatres Sign Up
Joy Theatres, Inc., of New Orleans, has
signed a sound and repair-replacement agreement with Altec Service for 20 Joy theatres in
Louisiana, Alississipiii and Arkansas.

Post-War

'^^Z

NATIONAL'S

• Here's an easy way to plan your post-war equipment
now, without obligations, options or deposits of any kind.
• Use National's "Magic Bridge" Equipment Surve> , designed to assure you of speedy delivery of new equipment
when the war is over.
• If you haven't received your copy of the "Magic Bridge"
Equipment Survey, ask for it today at your nearest
National Branch.

NATIONAL
THEATRE

Bi^

Hay L'ulvin, head <j) the E.xhibitors Supply
Co. and secretary of the Tiieatre Equipment
Dealers Protective Association, reports that the
advance hotel reservations for the three-day
meeting of equipment dealers and manufacturers
to be held at the Bismarck Hotel, Chicago, Sei>tember 17, 18 and 19, has far surpassed all the
expectations of those in charge of the arrangements. Itnow looks like about 150 will attend.
Friday, September 17, will be devoted to sessions of the Theatre Equipment Dealers Protective Association, while the program on September 18 and 19 will be open to all equipment
dealers and manufacturers, regardless of their
affiliations. The last two days will be in the
nature of a school of instructions for those in
attendance, with Allen G. Smith, chief of the
amusement division of the War Production
Board, acting as the headmaster. At these
sessions Smith will advise the dealers and manufacturers what the Government expects of
them and just what they can do under any particular situation that may arise in the course of
normal trade.
Mr. Smith will also be the chief speaker at the
banquet the night of Sunday, September 19.
Ed Weber of the War Production Board in
Washington will also attend the business sessions and the banquet.

Your

Equipment
Use
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SUPPLY^

Division of National • Simplex • Btudworth, Inc.
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Cottage\-

Marshall

to

Direct Incendiary Blonde^/ Tracy, Hepburn Again Teamed
►Michael Curtiz, directing Warners' "Passage ►Dennis O'Keefe has been signed by Republic
to replace George Reeves in "The Fighting
to Marseilles,"
has inhadAfrica
a former
French
Commander of Spahis
training
76 United
Seabees."masculine
Reeves, role
who opposite
was to have
the
leading
John had
Wayne
States Negroes as a company in the French
in the Naval Construction Battalion epic, was
Army. Appearing as Senegalese, , the group
back Humphrey Bogart, who is starring in the suddenly inducted into the service last week
and had to be replaced. The picture, with Susan
Hal B. Wallis production.
Hayward in the femme starring role, should
►Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano, Universal
start this week with Edward Ludwig directing
writer-producer team, have completed their and Albert J. Cohen producing.
assignment on "The Merry Monohans" and
Murphy, whose term directorial deal
have started production preparations for "Her ►Ralph
Primitive Man" which will star Louise All- with Paramount expired, has signed a new
britton and Robert Paige. It wil.l be their first deal to direct "The Man in Half Moon Street"
after which he will go to New York to fulfill
as associate producers.
a
commitment
to directwhich
the play,
"Sleep
It Off,"
►Negotiations are under way between RKO and starring
Ann Corio,
he and
Harry
Joe
Samuel Goldwyn for the loan of Teresa Wright
Brown will produce.
from the latter for the top feminine role in
"The Enchanted Cottage" based on the Sir ►September 21 has been set as the starting date
Arthur Wing Pinero play which will be Harriet on "Where Are My Children?", Jeffrey Bernerd's production for Monogram, based on
Parsons'ducinginitial
venture
contract with
RKO.under her new pro- Hilary Lynn's story of juvenile delinquency.
William Nigh will direct.
►Republic, making "Brazil," based on an origi- ►Aline MacMahon has been signed to a longnal story by Dick English, will have the coopterm contract by MGM and the studio has
eration of the Brazilian Government in backassigned her to the role of the mother of a
grounding the musical, and have sent a camera
crew to South America where they will seek Chinese family in "Dragon Seed," with Walter
Huston and Charles Laughton cast in other star
both talent and background shots.
roles. Pandro S. Berman is producing the picturization of the Pearl Buck novel.
►George Marshall will direct "Incendiary
Blonde,"
spectacular
musicalGuinan.
production
starring Betty
Huttonperiod
as Texas
The ►Richard Wallace was announced by Columbia
picture is scheduled to start early in October at as the director of its next Paul Muni starrer,
"At Night We Dream." Wallace's most recent
Paramount. ^
directorial chore for Columbia was the Charles
►Producers Philip N. Krasne and James S.
Coburn film, "My Kingdom for a Cook."
Burkett have set Phil Rosen to direct Mono"Three Cheers for the Boys,"
gram's next Sidney Toler feature, "Charlie ►Universal's
cavalcade of show business in war time, will
Chan
in
the
Secret
Service."
The
picture
is
slated to go before the cameras this month and have vaudeville's miracle dogs, "The BrickRosen is now conferring with the producers on
layers." The canine act was ticketed for the
Charles K. Feldman production, directed by
selection of the final cast.
►Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn again A. Edward Sutherland, after scoring a new
success in the variety hit, "Laugh Time."
will be co-starred in "Without Love," MGM
film adaptation of the Philip Barry play in ►Lenore Aubert has been borrowed by RKO
for the romantic lead opposite Gordon Oliver in
which Miss Hepburn and Elliott Nugent starred
on the stage. .Leon Gordon will produce.
"Dangerous Journey," which Herman Schlom
producing and Ray McCarey directing. Elsa
►Half dozen big-time vaudeville acts will be is
Lanchester plays the central character in the
used by Producer Walter Colmes in "Trocaamusing story of a London scrubwoman who
dero," biography of a world famous night club believes she bears a charmed life and goes to
which he plans to start shooting late in Sep- Berlin to kill Hitler.
tember. He is now setting up releasing arrangements.
►Leon Ames, one of Broadway's top dramatic
►Eric Taylor has completed the treatment of actors, joins the all-star cast of MGM's Techproduction, "Meet Me in St. Louis."
"The Whistler," first of the series of pictures He will nicolor
be seen as the father of Judy Garland,
based upon the radio program of that name
Margaret O'Brien, Van Johnson and Lucille
which Columbia is making at Darmour under
Bremer.Minelli
Mary will
Astordirect
plays the
the Arthur
mother. Freed
"VinRudy Flothow's production eye.
cente
►Two units in production, one in rehearsal, is production.
the
schedule
in Blue."
Shooting
are for
the Warners'
story unit "Rhapsody
and the music
unit, ►"Counterattack," a play by Janet and Philip
Stevenson, which ran on Broadway last year,
which
takes
in
the
"name"
stars.
Rehearsing
are Anne Brown and 150 chorus singers, for has been purchased for filming by Columbia.
stage production was directed by Margaret
the Summertime excerpt from "Porgy and The
Webster and had Morris Carnovsky as its star.
Bess." The picture's personnel call for one day
totals 520 persons.
►Director Hugh Bennett took Paramount's
►Associate Producer Ben Pivar has assigned "Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout" troupe for location
Ramsay Ames, under contract to Unversal, to scenes with Jimmy Lydon, Charles Smith,
Watson, Darryl Hickman and others.
the stellar role in "The Mummy's Ghost" after Minor
Burnu Acquanetta suf¥ered a fainting spell Michael Kraike is associate producer of the
film.
during the first scenes of the picture.

Studio.

S tiallitiif,

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
Today we're going to meet Una Merkel. She's
working
"Sweethearts
of the U.S.A.," which Lester
Cutler is inproducing
for Monogram.
It's a musical with Henry King, Jan Garber, and
Phil Ohman's bands, Donald Novis and two newcomers,
Joel Friend and Judith Gibson, dancers.
In leading
to the Lou
placeLifton,
where takes
today'sus shooting
takes
place, ourus escort,
through
a night club set, which is being used in some of the
sequences in the picture. It's a very attractive place,
all blue and silver . . . blue-gray walls, blue tablecloths and a huge blue velvet hanging behind the
bandstand. To the left, sort of hiding the bar, is a
lattice-work wall with plants and flowers growring over
it. The silver trimmings are found in the fixtures and
the chrome chairs.
From there we're taken onto the set. There we find
rehearsals going on between Una Merkel, Parkyakarkus
and Cobina Wright, Sr. It's the living room and
entrance hall of a rich socialite's home and is very
magnificent, with a huge marble staircase, crystal
chandeliers, art treasures and exquisite furniture, including a gold leaf grand piano.
We sit down to watch, for Director Lew Collins
has just finished giving instructions and the players
are going through their lines. Una Merkel is trying to
sell Cobina Wright, Sr., on the idea of turning her
home into a night club for defense workers, as her
contribution to the war effort.
Miss Merkel is wearing a simple beige silk sport
dress with front detail . . . pin tucks at each shoulder,
and below the waist to give it the illusion of fullness.
Belt is of self-material with a gold leather buckle and
blue suede pumps. Her red hair hangs down to her
shoulders with pin-up curls in front.
While rehearsals are on, we're introduced to Donald
Novis.
aboutsomethe offour
songsfunny
he's
to
sing He
and tells
also usabout
the original
screamingly
things that happen in the picture. At a command
from
director,
for it's and
a "take."
Whenthe this
is overeveryone
we meethushes,
Miss Merkel
the rest
of the cast, and after a short chat, leave.
Until next week.
Ann Lewis

'Oklahoma' 40-City Premiere
James R. Grainger, president of Republic
Pictures Corp., has announced that he has completed lining up of 40 key cities for the prerelease presentation during November of "In
Old Oklahoma" based on the story, "War of
the Wildcats," by Thomson Burtis, and starring
John Wayne, Martha Scott, Albert Dekker,
Marjorie
Rambeau that
and theGeorge
"Gabby"
Hayes.
He
also disclosed
$250,000
appropriated
for radio, newspaper and billboard advertising
in the 40 key cities had been augmented by
$100,000 for similar campaigns in subordinate
key cities.
No Long-Term Player Contracts
David Loew and Arthur Lyons, executive
producers of Producing Artists, Inc., which will
release its productions through United Artists,
have announced : "No star will be signed by us
for more than one picture. We're interested
only in picture profits. Personality profits are
to be reserved for the creative artists themselves. If,for instance, an unknown who costs
a hundred dollars rockets to a valuation of a
hundred thousand as a result of one of our pictures we'll be glad to pay the added cost for
that person the next time we use him."
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An addition of eight new pictures loomed
on the production front for this week as
follows :
COLUMBIA
HEY,
ROOKIE—
Principals:
Miller, Larry Parks,
Joe Besser. Director, Charles Ann
Barton.

The Publicity for Victory Council is a committee formed by the Screen Publicists Guild
and outside newspaper writers to do what it
can for the war effort. Recently the PVC ran
a little get-together with the Newspaper Guild
members. At that meeting it was decided to
restore the old practice of running a show each
year, with a "comer" from each studio having
an important part. That get-together showed
that it's good for the spirit to gather around
every week and quartet with the publicity boys
who represent the studios, to kibitz with them,
play cards with them, and have a welding of the
friendships which the formal business of the
day inhibits.

DAY
WILL Alexander
COME— Principals:
Hunt,
Henry De
Travers,
Knox, Eric Marsha
Rolf. Director,
Andre
Toth.
MONOGRAM
MILLION DOLLAR KID— Principals : Leo
Huntz Hall and the East Side Kids, Louise
Director, Wallace Fox.
BIG BROTHER — Principals: Rick Vallin,
McKay, Veda Ann Borg. Director, Lambert

Gorcey,
Currie.
Wanda
Hillyer.

REPUBLIC
OVERLAND MAIL ROBBERY— Principals : Bill
Elliott, Anne Jeffreys, George Hayes. Director, Jack
English.
O MY DARLING CLEMENTINE — Principals :
Franktor, Albertson,
Lorna Gray, Lillian Randolph. DirecFrank McDonald.
20th CENTURY-FOX
HOME IN INDIANA (Technicolor)— Principals ;
Walter Brennan, Lon McAllister, Jeanne Grain.
Director, Henry Hathaway.
UNIVERSAL
THIRD
GLORY—
Principals:Peggy
DonaldRyan.
O'Connor,
Ann
Blyth, Lamont.
Helen
Broderick,
Director,
Charles
TITLE CHANGES
"Night
Is
Ending"
(Fox) now PARIS AFTER
DARK.
"Thundering Hoofs" (UA) now MYSTERY MAN.
May Roadshow 'Desert Song'
As a result of conferences between Jack L.
Warner, executive producer, Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager, and Charles Einfeld, in
charge of advertising and publicity for Warners,
the studio is considering plans for roadshowing
"The Desert Song." In addition to introducing
the important singing-starring team of Dennis
Morgan and Irene Manning, "The Desert Song,"
filmed in Technicolor, has topical North African
locale. Four-color newspaper campaign is
being planned to exploit the picture in as many
periodicals as can handle the multi-colored
printing job. All-out magazine campaign also is
planned to complete blanket coverage. "Desert
Song" Buckner
was directed
by Robert Florey, with
Robert
producing.
PRC Buys Equipment for Studio
PRC has purchased all equipment in the Chadwick studio on Gower Street and will install it
in Fine Arts Studio, which the company acquired a few days ago. Equipment includes
electrical fixtures, generators, sets and flats.
The deal was made by PRC with I. E. Chadwick, and the company will move into Fine Arts
late this month and change the name of the lot
to PRC.
Beaudine Gets Monogram Post
Sam Katzman has appointed William Beaudine, director, as the supervising director of all
Katzman-Dietz productions to be made under
the banner of Monogram Pictures Corp. Beaudine has directed several Katzman-Dietz pictures.
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Close-Up in the Making
Director Elliott Nugent (seated next to Technicolor camera) supervises a scene between Dana
Andrews, Army private, and Constance Dowling,
Army
in Samuel
Goldwyn's
"Up picturesque
in Arms."
Couplenurse,
are saying
goodbye
on the
Fisherman's Wharf in San Francisco. Broadway
comedian Danny Kaye makes his screen debut in
the RKO Radio release with Dinah Shore in the
romantic lead. Good chance to study camera.

Goldwyn's The North Star' Now
Being Readied for Exhibition
More than a year in preparation, five months
before the camera and costing in neighborhood
of $3,000,000, Samuel Goldwyn's production,
"The North Star," is almost ready, and will be
a significant milestone in the development of
motion pictures.
Produced from an original screenplay by Lillian Hellman, author of "The Little Foxes,"
"These Three" and "Watch on the Rhine," the
picture has a cast and staff of the most impressive excellence in the history of Hollywood.
There are more than 100 speaking parts and
more than 260,000 feet of film was exposed under
the direction of Lewis Milestone. Being dubbed
and trimmed, the film should be ready for private
preview by the end of this week.
Sherman Seeks Scenic Beauty
Changing his mind about remaining at the
studio in Hollywood to film several United
Artists westerns, Harry Sherman has sent off
two of his men to scout new landscape possibilities for future location trips. Leaving the cinema
city in two parties the producers will search
for hitherto unfilmed regions in the Big Bear
territory and further north.
Double Duty for Truex
Ernest Truex, who is cast in a featured part
in "The Third Glory," the Donald O'Connor
starring picture, has been named by Associate
Producer Bernard Burton to act as dialogue director on the picture. Charles Lamont is directing, with Mack V. Wright as his first assistant.
Betty Mutton's Assignment
Betty Hutton, Sonny Tufts and Bing Crosby
will be the stellar triumvirate in Mark Sandrich's forthcoming Paramount musical film. The
picture, in the de luxe class, is as yet untitled,
and will follow two in work.

As a representative of the exhibitors, I would
say it would stimulate good relations throughout
the industry if the business and player side of
the industry joined in the weekly how-do.
Woiddn't it he a bright spot in YOUR visit,
zvhen you did come out here, if you coidd come
to a get-together of your news representatives
here and the studio business manipidators, publicists and playersf
Republic goes merrily on its way of buying
song titles for pictures, this time purchasing the
screen rights for "Pistol Packin' Mama" at
$250,000 (they say). Whatever else happens —
song
millionshould
discs.feel
Hitquite
Parade
"Pistol
Packin'hit,Mama"
at —home
on
the Studio City lot mixing with Roy Rogers,
Don "Red" Barry, Wild Bill Elliott, George
"Gabby" Hayes, John Paul Revere, and their
companies.
RKO tells tis they selected Elisabeth Russell
for a featured role in "Curse of the Cat People"
because she got so many notices in "The Cat
People"it was
for her
feline toresemblance.
Time was
when
an ins%dt
suggest a ivoman
ims
or looked like a cat!
It is interesting, with our present knowledge
of the Japanese, to note that Jack London
pointed out their specialties as far back as 1904
when he served as a war correspondent in the
Russo-Japanese war. The picture, "Jack London," now brings to special notice much of the
Londoniana that we had ignored. The sneak
attack at Port Arthur was only part of the
Jap manner, London found, and wrote for his
paper that the Japs were given to every form
of wily trickery. And he also found that the
Russians, hit from behind, left with little defense, and vastly outnumbered, fought with unbelievable heroism. Maybe there are such things
as national characteristics?
Planning Promotion Campaign
The highest-cost national publicity, promotion
and advertising campaign in the history of PRC
is being planned by President O. Henry Briggs
and Leon Fromkess, in charge of production.
The campaign will focus principally on the
specials planned for its 1943-44 program and
which will number at least ten. Pictures will
be set up with four in the Producers Specials
group and
in the
Victoryspecial
Specials
classification.sixWherever
practical,
exploitation
men will be sent into the field to work with
exhibitors playing the attractions, and radio
plugs will be arranged in co-operation with the
theatres.
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EAST OF THE BOWERY (Mono.) Comedy-Drama. Principals: Leo Gorcey, Huntz
Hall,
Gabriel
Dell, Billy
Marsh, Jack LaRue.
Plot: 'Benedict,
Two East Joan
Side
Kids in the Army return home on furlough.
They find that one of the kids in the ganghas been sent to prison for thievery and
that a new member of the gang goes around
with lots of money. In trying to clear an
innocent
name, thetheyokay
become
a murder, boy's
but with
of theinvolved
FBI andin
the aid of one of the boy's sisters, they clear
everything up. Director, A\'illiam Beaudine.
IN OLD OKLAHOMA (Rep.) Drama.
Principals: John Wayne, Martha Scott, Albert Dekker, Marjorie Rambeau, George
Hayes, Grant Withers. Plot: In a boom oil
town, a husky oil operator and an itinerant
cowboy both have eyes on the same girl. The
operator, pouring wealth and power into
his own pockets, tries to get the Indians to
lease their land to him, but they prefer to
with the
cowboy.
Fromfor then
on it's
asign
question
of who
will win,
the cowboy
must make delivery by a specified time and
the operator is out to ruin his chances.
There's an exciting climax with the best man
winning everything, including the girl. Director, Al Rogell.
PIN-UP GIRL (Technicolor) (20th-Fox)
Comedy - With - Music. Principals: Betty
Grable, Joe E. Brown, Martha Raye, Charles
Spivak and Band, the Roller Follies. Plot:
A young lady with a penchant for telling tall
tales about being a famous actress and autographing scads of "with love" pin-up pictures
for servicemen, finds herself in cjuite a predicament with thetoONE
She's assigned
as stenographer,
take man.
his dictation,
so she
disguises herself in his presence, yet meets
him as an actress on the outside. When he
finally finds out, things look pretty bad, but
he is made to understand the hoax and forgive her. Director, Bruce Humberstone.
SUNDOWN TRAIL (Univ.) Western.
Principals: Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight. Janet
Shaw, Dennis Moore, Erville Alderson.
Plot: Tex Ritter returns home with an honorable discharge from the U. S. Army after
seeing
service
Roosevelt's
Riders; having with
run Teddy
away from
home Rough
fifteen
years before. He finds his father ill and
much trouble afoot. By getting the assistance of a young nurse and a young man his
father had adopted when he left, Ritter gets
to the bottom of the trouble and straightens
everything out. Director, Vernon Keays.
THE SULTAN'S DAUGHTER (Mono.)
Drama. Principals: Ann Corio, Charles Butterworth, Tim Ryan, Irene Ryan, Eddie Norris, Fortunio Bonanova, Jack LaRue.
Plot:
The inSultan's
all the
the
oil lands
Araband,daughter,
refuses owner
to sign ofover
leases to a pair of German agents. She makes
the acquaintance of two Americans, whom she
helps out of some trouble with the police and
they in turn help her. She finally turns the oil
lands over to the representative for an American oil company, and then gives herself over
to romance. Director, Arthur Dreifuss.
STANDING ROOM ONLY (Para.) Comedy-Drama. Principals: Paulette Goddard,
Fred MacMurray, Roland Young, Edward
Arnold, Hillary Brooke, Ann Revere. Plot:
A young lady and gentleman go to Washington to get priorities for the conversion of the
toy factory, where they both work, to an
essential industry. There, because they cannot find living quarters, she hires herself and
him out as cook and butler respectively.
From then on the fun begins. Director, Sidney Lanfield.

TRADE

Airways to Peace
(Good)
20th-Fox— March of Time No. 14 17 mins.
The latest March of Time tackles a difficult
subject in the Air Transport Command and
carries it off with honor to spare. Limited
because of censorship problems, it is impossible
to give the inside of plane operation over the
world routes and to show the various plane
depots in remote spots. Nevertheless, the film
carries conviction through careful editing and
a straightaway story about the establishment
of the .\TC when Rommel was knocking on the
door of Alexandria, the parts played by commercial lines, the development of commercial
pilots into Army men, and the method of
transporting war material and freight to all
corners of the globe. The picture indicates
that great things may be expected from the
experience gained by the air ferry command
after the war is over. In the scope of this
picture the world is a small place indeed and
therein lies its thrill for the audience.
Arctic Passage
RKO

September 11, 1943

REVIEW

(ViYid)
Radio— This Is America No. 11
20 mins.

The story of the building of the Alaska Highway is a big story, and 20 minutes is not time
enough to tell it ; but it is really amazing how
much RKO-Pathe did get into these two reels.
Director Larry O'Reilly shows how the route
was mapped ; the arrival of materials at Skagway ; the beginning of things at the southern
end, Dawson ; a survey of living conditions in
that frontier boom town ; the blazing of the way
by surveyors first and then bull dozers; the
victory over the muskey swamps ; the use of
airplanes: an accident to a truck; the line completed; and the must-get-through type of truck
system to supply the Alaskan territory. It is
epic in scope and will arouse plenty of interest

. . NEWSREEL
{Released Ji'ediieschiy. Septeiiihcr 8)
MOVIETONE
26, forces
No. 1)chase
— New Japanese
plane carrier
Hornet
launched (Vol.
U. S.
from
Kiska; Red armies stage great victories over Germans:
Women guard Treasury Building: Soldier finds family
Sicily; Mrs.
named
America
atin Palisades
Park,Betty
N, J.;Stedman
Joe Louis
fightsMrs.
for soldiers;
High diving exhibition.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 14, No. 303)— Armies of
Hitler on run in Russia; Americans and Canadians
take Kiska; Louis B. Mayer honored for service to
Mexico; New plane carrier Hornet launched; Soldier
finds family in Sicily: Women guard Treasury Building:
Joe Louis figlits for soldiers.
PARAMOUNT (No. 2)— Jack Benny visits pyramids
in Egypt; Joe Louis fights for soldiers; Soldier finds
family in Sicily; New plane carrier Hornet launched;
New mercy ship launched: Americans, Canadians
occupy Kiska ; Russians roll back Nazis.
PATHE (Vol. 15, No. 4)— U. S. takes Kiska; Reds
push toward Dnieper; Soldier finds family in Sicily;
New plane carrier Hornet launched.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 221)— Russia routs
Nazis: Allies take Kiska: New plane carrier Hornet
launched; Soldier finds family in Sicily; British soldiers parade in New York; Mrs. Betty Stedman named
Mrs. America at Palisades Park, N. J.; High diving
exhibition.
{Released Saturday, September 11)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 26, No. 2)— Building airfield in
China; Supplies for MacArthur; Blasting Japanese at
Salamau: Congressional Limited wreck (except Dallas);
Six heroes of air war honored at Amarillo Field (Dallas
only); Mary Churchill visits Wacs ; Film stars start
bond drive: Pauline Betz wins tennis crown; Notre
Dame, Navy and Army in football training: Movietone
Forum: Do you believe in a fourth term for President?

Free Promotion Map
A two-color map is being offered free to
exhibitors for the promotion of the latest
March of Time, "Airways to Peace," released
nationally September 10 by 20th CenturyFox. The map, 33''2x36 inches, shows the
airlines of the postwar world, and can be
used effectively in conjunction with stills
from the film. Exhibitors requesting the map
will receive one gratis while the supply lasts
by
Marchin ofNewTime's
Philwriting
Williams,
York Publicity
City. Director,
over the possibilities of Alaska after the war.
This short is both timely and entertaining. A
little extra exploitation is recommended. Be
sure your
ads explain the film is about the
.-\laska
Highwav.
Seventh Column
(Surprise)
MGM (S-469) Pete Smith Specialty 9 mins.
The Seventh Column means carelessness that
retards the war effort, and Pete Smith sets
out to show how simple accidents in the home
and at the work bench should be avoided. It
is a serious theme, but Pete has used the
method of applied slapstick to make his points,
and the result is hilarious. The dead-pan,
pratt-falling hero slips on his waxed floor ; he
falls because of loose cellar steps and because
he doesn't see the steps at all ; he tumbles
by walking on a loose roller skate ; he is left
hanging on the top of a garage opening because
someone left a projecting board on a loaded
truck and this sweeps away his ladder, and
lastly he works at an emery wheel without
goggles in a spectacular way. Mack Sennett
never managed more slapstick than this, and
yet the point is important to drive home.

SYNOPSES

.

NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 15, No. 200)— Yanks
blast Salamau; Supplies for MacArthur; Chinese build
U. S. air base: Sidelights on Italy invasion; Churchill
buys first bond in war loan drive; Film stars begin
bond tour: Congressional Limited wreck; Mary
Churchill visits Wacs; Army-Navy pigskin practice:
Navy lieutenant is tennis champion.
PARAMOUNT
3) — Children
Pauline Betz
and Navy Ind.,
lieutenant win tennis (No.
crowns;
in Hammond,
form Employment Personnel Service; Bob Hope returns
from abroad; Train disaster takes heavy toll; Building
airfield in China; Blast Japanese at Salamau.
PATHE (Vol. 15, No. 5) — Bombers blast Japanese on
Salamau; Supplies for MacArthur; Chinese build
airport by hand; Bomb ducks off rice crop in California: Hammond children form Employment Personnel Service; New ship sails 80 per cent below water;
Mary tour.
Churchill visits Wacs; Hollywood Cavalcade
bond
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 222) — Italian bases
bombed; Bomb Japanese at Salamau; Mary Churchill
visits Wacs; Chinese build airfield by hand; Australian
war plants recondition war-torn aircraft for return
duty: Army and Navy football, practice; Hollywood
stars begin bond tour.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2. No. 46)
— National Business League convenes; Monarchs meet
Washington Homestead Grays in baseball game; Kent
Uriveroity tries child experiment; Army trainees learn
judo ; Bishop Gregg back from war zone.

Can^t

Get

Joe Hornstein

It?
Has

It

VIEW

Listing feature releases alpiiabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
{left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
[time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
Iprints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
iCHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE
Rel.
ASTOR PICTURES
Mins. Date
Issue
See of
Cock of th» Air (C)
Chester Morris
71
Reissued
Crooked
(C)F
2asu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
70
Fangs ofCircle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin. Jr
60
New Reissued
Release
Hall's
Angels
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
100
Reissued
Her
Enlisted
Man
(CD)
Barbara
Stanwyck-Robt
Young
70
Reissued
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudette Colbert
80
Reissued
Keep
Benny
72
King 'em
of theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-Ratoff-Bennett
71
New Reissued
Release
Lat
'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce Cabot-Virginia
Bruce 70
Reissued
Palaoka
Stuart
Erwin-Lupe Velez
70
Reissued
Scandal for the Bride Anna Lee-Griffith Jones
70
New Release
Scarfaca
P. Muni-G.
88 New Reissued
Scream in(D)
the Night Lon
Chaney, Raft-A.
JrDvorak 69
Release
Sky
Devils
(C-D)
Spencer
Tracy
88
Reissued
Thunder In the City Edw. G. Robinson
81
Reissued
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
45
Reissued

COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After Midnight With Boston
3/18/43 . .. .b7/24/43
64. ,7/15/43
C. Morns-Ann Savage
Blackie (D)
. .b7/24/43
77.
G. Sanders-M. Chapman
Berlin
in
Appointment
4030 Boston Blackie Goes
. _ . e ...
co
11/5/42
.
ba. 5/20/43 . ..a7/25/42
Worth
C. Morns-Constanc
(My)
..33/20/43
70.
Scotty Beckett-Conrad Binyon
From Stalingrad
BoyHollywood
.b8/7/43
1/14/43
. ...bl2/l9/42
76.
Brooks
Darnell-Leslie
Linda
(D)
Men
Without
City
4013
1/7/43
..
100.
Lee..
Paul Muni-Anna
Strike at DawnCD). Warner
Commandos
4004 Crime
. .b7/IO/43
6/22/43
.
Doctor
Baxter-M.
Lindsay
bb.
3/25/43
.
.b3/13/43
85.
Keyes ..
4005 Desperadoes (Tech.) (W)F....R.Ed. Scott-E.
9/2/43 .... .b8/21/43
G. Robinson-M. Chapman S9.
(D)(W) Starrett-Kay
Destroyer Buckaroo
,2/1/43
58.
.
.a8/29/42
Harris
Fighting
4203 First
.a6/19/43
M. Oberon-B. Aherne.... 8b. ,7/29/43
ComesFuryCourage
6/24/43 .. .. .b7/l7/43
Frontier
(W)
Chas. Starrett-J immy Buchanan
Davis
5o.
,6/29/43
.
..b8/
14/43
69. 5/27/43 . ..b7/ 10/43
Trevor-Edgar
Claire
Yates
Mr.
Luck.
Good
It's a Great Life
P. Singleton-A. Lake
68. 1 1/26/42 .alO/10/42
69.
Halop
Bartholomew-Billy
F.
(D)
Army Blues
4038 Junior
1 1/12/42 .alO/lO/42
Gordon 69.
Falkenburg-Bert
(C)..Jinx Starrett-S.
Away{W)....C.
4033 Laughof Your
57. ,5/27/43
Patterson
Northwest
the Fun
3/4/43 .. . .... .b5/29/43
.b4/24/43
4040 Law
Let's Have
(C)
M.
Lindsay-J.
Beat
65.
103. ,4/1/43
Arthur-J. McCrea
5/13/43 ... . . .b4/3/43
(D) J. Lowe-M.
4001 More thein Merrier
.h6/5/43
65. 8/31/43
Chapman...
. E.
4034 Murder Times Square(My)
. .. ..b6/5/43
.a6/12/43
Chapman
C. Coburn-Marguente
for a Cook
My Kingdom
2/11/43
.
66.
Lindsay
Gargan-Margaret
(My) Wm.
No Place for a Lady
1/21/43
Chapman.. 77.
Blore-M.
(2/1/42 . .alO/10/42
(My)...W.
One Dangerous
4028 Pardon
57. ,8/19/43
CarrolL
Starrett- Alma
Chas.William-E.
.a6/20/42
(W)
My Gun Night
4202
. ...36/19/43
72.
Stanford
Savage-Robert
Ann
to Suez
Passportof the
1/28/43 .. . .312/26/42
Power
Press
(D)
Guy
Kibbee-Lee
Tracy
63.
5/6/43
, .b5/29/43
Redhead From Manhattan L. Velez-Michael Duane
63.
...b7/3/43
4012
BeverlyWest
(DM).. A. Miller-Wm. Wright
78.
2/15/43 .. .all/14/42
4211 Reveille
Riders ofWith
the North
„ 2/4/43
Wills...... 57. 7/29/43 . .b8/l4/43
R. Hayden-B.
Mounted
Robin
Hood (W)
of the Range (W) .Charles
Starrett-Kay Harris 57.,
Wills.... 55. 4/27/43
Hayden-Bob
R.
(W)
Sagebrush
&
4/15/43 . .312/26/42
Saddles
4212
...b6/5/43
4029 She Has What It Takes (CD). Jinx Falkenburg-Tom Blair
Neal
66. 2/25/43
Ameche-Oakie-Janet Wills 91..
. ...a8/8/42
.b4/10/43
About (C) ..Russell
4006 Something intotheShout
12/15/42
59.
Hayden-Bob
6/10/43
..
(W)
Saddle
4210 Tornado
. .b7/3/43
68. 12/3/42 ...b2/20/43
Jinx Falkenburg-Joan Davis
4019 Two Senoritas From Chicago(C)
Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson. . . . . . . . 68. 7/8/43 . .. .b8/7/43
Underground
4039 What's
Buzzin'
Cousin
Ann
IVIiller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard
75.
98. 11/19/42 .blO/IO/42
4002 You Were Never Lovelier(M)F.F. Astaire-R. Hayworth
Coming
Chance of a Lifetime Chester Morris-G. Falkenb
E. Stone urg
10 26,43
R. Hayworth-J. Athen
Cover Girl (Tech.)River. Charles
. .38/7/43
s
Starrett-Vi
Cowboy From Lonesome
Duncan
Charles Starrett-J3kie
in the Clouds
Cowhoy Prairie
r
Taylo
Starrett-Walter
Rangers Ctiarles
Cyclone
Dangerous Blondes
Evelyn Keyes-E.
Lowe-J. Hubbard 9/23/43 !36/26/43
Marsha Hunt-Henry Travers
Come
Will
Dsy
nouohboys
in Ireland Penny
Kenny Baker-JeffArthur
Donnell
10 7 '43 . . . .38/7/43
Footlight
Lake
9/30/43
Hail
to theGlamour
Rangers (W) Charles SingletonStarrett-Kay Harris
9/16/43
. .alO/31/42
s
Park
Miller-Larry
Ann
Rookie
Hey.
Is Everybody Happy? Ted Lewis & Band
10 28 43
11/9/43
Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
Last Horseman (W)
r
Blai
Grant-Janet
Cary
Curly
Client
My
Duane
Lugosi-Mich3el
Return of the Vampire C.BelaStarrett-Shirley
.aI/30/43
son
Patter
West (W)
Riding
Bates
Charles Starrett-Jeannc
Victory
RoundupCityforRaiders
.310/3/42
s
Will
R. Hayden-B.
(W) Humphrey
Silver
Sahara
Bogart-Bruce Bennett Sept. ... .34/24/43
R. Russell-B. Aherne
Ten Percent Woman
There's
Something About a Evelyn Keyes-Michael Duane
Soldier
Mae West- Victor Moore
na
Tropica
Vigilantes Ride (W)
R Havrten-B. Wills.
.al/16/43
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell Hayden-Alma Carroll
. .31 '2 '4'
MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Hardy's
Double
Life (CD)F
M. Rooney-L. Stone
324
in Town (C)F
(D)F F.Laurel
Morg3n-Je3n
Rogers
326 AAirStranger
Rsld Wardens
& Hardy
327 Assignment in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre Aumonf-Susan Peters
328 Batasn (D)
R. T3ylor-T. Mitchell
323 Cabin In the Sky (M)F Ethel Water8-"Rochester"
317 Dr.Assistant
Gillespie's
New
.. Johnson
.^
L. Barrymore-V3n
333 Du Barry Was(D)F
a Lady
(Tech.) (M)
Red Skelton-Lucille Ball
329 Hitler's
Harrlgan'sMadman
Kid (D)F
Bobby Carradine-Patricia
Readick-Wm. Gargan
334
(D)
John
Morison...
380 Human Comedy, The (D)F M. Rooney-F. Morgan

95..Dec-Feb .bl2/l2/42
67..Apr-M3y
67.. Apr-May ..b2/l3/43
..b3/20/43
96.. Apr-May ..b3/l3/43
1 14. . June-Aug .b5/29/43
98. .Apr-May ..b2/l3/43
87. Dee-Feb .bl 1/14/42
101 . .June-Aug ..b5/8/43
80...June-Aug
June-Aug .b6/l2/43
.b3/l3/43
84.
1 17. .June-Aug .b2/27/43

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: lAi
Action: (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; if) Farct:
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (0) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audienct
classification: F — Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date o( publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant
MGM (Cent.)
Current 1942-43
314 Journey for Margaret (D)F...Robt. Young-Laraine Day
320 Keeper of the Flame (D)F K. Hepburn-S. Tracy
319
Northwest
(AD)F Wm.
Lundigan-J.
Craig
332 Pilot
No. 5Rangers
(D)
Franchot
Tone-Marsha
Hunt
330 Presenting Lily Mars (D) J. Garland-Van Heflin
370
Random
Harvest
(D)A
G.
Garson-R.
Colman
315 Reunion in France (D)A J. Crawford-Philip Dorn
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
316 Stand
By Johnson
For Action(B)A
(D)F...R.Van Taylor-C.
322
Tennessee
Heflin-R. Laughton
Hussey
321
Three
Hearts
for
Julia
(CM)A,M.
Douglas-A.
Sothern
313 Whistling in Dixie (OA R. Skelton-A.
Rutherford
Coming
331 Youngest Profession (OF V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold

Rel.
MIns. Date
flO .Dec-Feb
IOO..Dec-Feb
63..Dec-Feb
70.. June-Aug
104. June-Aug
126.
.June- Aug
105..Dec-Feb
94. .Apr-May
108..Dec-Feb
l03..Dec-Feb
90..Oec-Feb
73..Dec-Feb
82 . June-Aug

luua at
.bl2/19/42
,hin/3lSat/42
.blO/31/42
10/43
..b4/
,b5/l/43
bl
1/28/42
. .bl2/5/42
..bl2/l2/42
. .b3/6/43
..bl2/ig/42
. .bl/«/4J
. .b3/6/43
.blO/31 /42

402 Above Suspicion (D)
J. Crawford-F. M3cMurr3y 90.. Sept-Dec ..b5/l/43
406 Adventures of T3rtu, The R. Donat
103. Sept-Dec ..b8/7/43
A Guy Named Joe
Spencer Tracy-Irene Dunne
a5/29/ 3
America
B. Donlevy-Ann Richards
36/12/ '
Andy
Hardy's
Blonde
Trouble.
M.
Ronney-L.
Stone
405 Broadway
Best Foot Rhythm
Forward(Tech.) (M) . George
L. Ball-Wm.
Gaxton
93. .Sept-Dec ..b7/3/43
Murphy-Ginny
Simms
38/14/43
Canterville
Ghost
Charles
Laughton-Margaret
O'Briena7/24/43
Cross
of Lorraine
Gene Kelly-Pierre
Aumont
Cry Havoc
A. Sothern- M. Sullivan
a8/7/43
407 Dr.CaseGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. Barrymore- Van Johnson 89.. Sept-Dec ..b5/8/43
For the Love of Mike Charles
Margaret Boyer-lngrid
O'Brien-J. Craig
G3slight
Bergman 38/7/43
409 Girl Crazy (M)
M. Rooney-J. Garland
99.. Sept-Dec ..b8/7/43
Heavenly Body
W. Powell-H. L3m3rr
a7/3l/43
403 I Dood It O
Red Skelton-E. Powell
102. .Sept-Dec .b7/3l/43
Kismet (Tech.)
R. Colman-Marlene Dietrich
410 Lassie Come Home(D) (Tech.) .Roddy McDowall-Donald Crisp 90. .Sept-Dec .b8/2l/43
Madame Curie
G. Garson-W. Pidgeon
a6/5/43
411 Man From Down Under Charles Laughton-Binnie Barnes. ... 103. .Sept-Dec ..b8/7/43
Meet
the
People
Lucille
Ball-Dick
Powell
a8/l4/43
Mr. Co-Ed
Red Skelton-H. James & Orchestra
Rationing
W. Beery-Msrjorie Main
Right
About
Face
(MC)
Kay
Kyser &, Band-Lena Home 78
a2/27/43
401 Salute to the Marines
(Tech.)
(D)
W.
Beery-Fay
Baintcr
101
.
.Sept-Dec
.b7/3l/43
See Here. Private Hargrove. . Robert Walker-Donna Reed
a8/14/43
Seng of Russia
R. Taylor-Susan Peters
a6/5/43
404 Swing Shift Maisie (C) A. Sothern-James Craig
87. .Sept-Dec ..b5/8/43
Thousands Cheer (Tech.) (D).Kathryn Grayson-Gcne Kelly
al/16/43
Whistling in Brooklyn Red Skelton-A. Rutherford
37/24/43
White Cliffs of Dover 1. Dunne-A. Marshall-R. McDowall
a8/7/43
408 Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H. Marshall
77. .Sept-Dec .b7/3l'43
MONOGRAM
Current 1942-43
Ape ManStreet
(H)A
B. Gorcey-B.
Lugosi-W. Jord3n
Ford
CIsncy
Boys (C) L.
Cowboy Commsndos (W) R. Corrigan-D. Moore
Crime Smasher (M)F
Edgar Kennedy-Gale Storm
Dawn
Bell
Ghosts onon thetheGreat
Loose Divide(W).B.
(D) EastJones-R
Side Kids
Ghost Rider (W)
J. M. Brown-R. H3tton
Haunted Ranch (W)
J. Kinq-D. Shame
ComesFromKellythe (C) Joan Woodbury- Eddie Quillan
IHere
Escaped
Gestapo (D)
D. Jagger-M. Brian
Kid
Hall
Land Dynamite
of Haunted(D)F
Men (W).... Leo
RangeGorcey-Huntz
Busters
Living
Ghost
(My)F
lames
Dunn-Joan
Woodbury
Melody Par3de
Ted Flo Rito Orchestra
'Neath
Brooklyn
Bridge(CD)A
Leo
Gorcey-Huntz
Hall
Prison Mutiny (D)
Edw. Norris-Joan Woodbury
(ReviewedGsleas Storm-Robt.
"You Can't Beat
the Law")
Rhythm P3r3de (M)F
Lowery
Sarong
Girl
A.
Corin-J.
Davis
Silent Witness (D)F
Frank Albertson- Maris Wrixon
Silver Skates (M)F
Kenny Baker-Patricia Morisen
Six Gun Gospel
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
Spy
TrainFrom
(D)
R. Tr3vis-C.
Cr3ig
Stranger
Pecos (W) Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Trail Fisted
Riders Justice
(W)
King-David
Sharpe
Two
(W) J.JohnKing-D.
Sharpe
Wild Horse Stampede (W) H. Gibson-K. Mavnard
Wings Over the Pacific Inez Cooper-Montague Love

6465
53
62
7064
64
64
75
67
61
6461
68,
62
76
5561
5555

. .b2/27/43
.3/5/43
.4/23/43 .. . . .b3/27/43
.b6/26/43
.6/2/43 .. .. .b2/20/43
.1/29/43
1/14/42
..4/2/43
12/18/42 ... ..31..h6/5/43
.7/16/43 . . .b5/22/43
.12/4/42 .
b7 31 43
.9 10 '43 . .b5/29/4?
.5/24/43 . . .b4/l7/43
.2/12/43 . ....bl/23/43
.3/26/43
.32/6/43
. .b8/l4/43
. 1 1 '27/42 . .blO/17/42
.8/13/43
.blO/31 /J?
..2/12/43
1 1/20/42 . . .bl/30/43
.bl2/26/42
.12/11/42
.5/28/43 . .bl2/l9/42
.1/15/43
.2/26/43 . ...bl/16/43
. .b5/l5/43
. .b9 4 43
.9 3 43 .... ...b6/5/43
.6.7/2/43
'25/43 .
17/43
.12/4/42 . .. .b7/
. ,b6/5/43
.1/8/43
4/16/43 ... ..b7/3l/43
.6/25/43 . ...b5/l/43
.84/17/43

. .38/7/43
1942-43
Bl3zing Guns
HootComing
Gibson-Ken
M3yn3rd
. 10 8 43
Campus
Gale
Lowery
1 Was a Rhythm
Criminal
Rick Storm-Robert
Vallin
12M 19/43
17/43 38 14, '43
Mystery
of the Thirteenth
Guest
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell II 5 43 . .a7.38■|7,/43
7 /43
Nearly Eighteen
Outlaws
of Stamnede Pass J.GaleM. Storm-Bill
Brown-R. Henry
Hatton
10II 1512 4343 .a6 19 43
Revenge of the Zombies J. Carradine-L. Talbot-G. Storm 9 17 43
. .38 '7 '43
.TedCurrent
Fio Rito 1943-44
Orchestra.
Melody Parade
1943-44McKay
Big
RickComing
Vallin-Wanda
BlackBrother
Market Rustlers (W)...Ray
Corrigan-Dennis
Moore 58
Bullets
Ray Corrigan-Dennis
Moore
10 29 43 .
Charlie &ChanSaddles
in Secret Service. Sidney
Toler
I/I7/44
Death Valley Rangers Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
12,3,43 .
Hitler's
Women
Gale
Patrick-Nancy
Kelly
l2-?i'4^
.b8 21/43
Honor
System
lack LaRue
& East Side
Kids
Lady
Let's
Dance
|I2 31'I0'43
44 . -b?' 24/43
Law Rides
Again.
The (W) . , <1elita
Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard 54
Million Dollar Kid
Leo Gorcey-East Side Kids
Mr.
MuggsScandals
Steps Out
eo Gorcey-Joan
Spotlight
(C) 'Frank
Fay-Billy Marsh
Gilbert
79..9 24 4.3 . a7 3/43
Sultan's
Daughter
4nn
Corio-C.
Butterworth
12 31 43
Sweethearts
of
the
U.S.
A
'Jna
Merkel-Donald
Novis
Texas Kid
I. M. Brown- Raymond Hatton III 7 264443 ..
Unknown
Guest
Victor
Jory-Pamela
Blake
Where Are My Children?
I10 2422 4443

48

SHOWMEN'S
Rel.
Mins. Date
Current 1942-43

TRADE

Sm
PARAMOUNT
Issue
of
Slock
No.
. .b3/27/43
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82.
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker 68. 6/1 1/43 . .b6/26/43
S Avengers, I n« (WarO)F R. Richardson-Denorah Kerr
88.
. .b8/29/4i
(Reviewed
"Day Will Ladd
Dawn")
5 City
ChinaThat(0)
LorettaasYoung-Alan
79. .5/28/43 .. .b3/27/43
. .b9/4/43
Stopped Hitler(D)F
58.
..b6/26/43
65 Dixie
(Tech.)to (M)
CrosbyDorothy Baxter
Lamour 89.
. . .b5/8/43
Five Graves
Cairo (D) Bing
Franchot
Tone-Anne
96. .Special
!7/2/43
!
2 Forest Rangers (D) (Tech.)F..F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
87. 11/6/4? '.. .blO/3/42
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.)(D)F...J.
(M) F . Martin-D.
PowellVallea
81.
i/29/43 . ..bl/2/43
12/4/42
.blO/3/42
Henry
Aldrich.
Editor
Lydon-C.
Smith
72. 3/26/43
4 Henry Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. 4/9/43 . ...bl/2/43
..b6/26/43
65 Henry
Aldrich Swings
It (C).. Jimmy
Lydon-Chas.
Smith
65.
High Explosive
(D)F
C. Morris-J.
Parker
63. ,5/14/43 ..b3/27/43
. . .bl/2/43
43 Lady
Bodyguard
(CD)F
E.
Albert-A.
Shirley
70.
3/12/43
Jordan of(D)A
88. 2/26/43 .bl 1/21/42
i Lucky
Mrs. Wiggs
the Cabbage A. Ladd-H. Walker
Patch (D)F
F. Bainter-C. Lee
80. 11/27/42 ..b 10/3/42
My Heart Belongs to
Daddy
(CD)F
R.
Carlson-M.
O'Driscoll
75.. 2/12/43 ...bl 1/7/42
Night Plane From
. .bl/2/43
Chungking
(D)F
R. Preston-E. Drew
69. .5/7/43 .. .bl
1/7/42
Palm
Beach
Story
(OA
C.
3
C. Colbert-J. McCrea
89.
.blO/3/42
2 Road to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. .71/43
...
1
1/20/42
5 Salute for Three (MCD)A B. Rhodes-McD. Carey
75. .7/16/43 . .b3/27/43
.b6/26/43
6 So
Proudly
Hail (D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
126.
Souls
at SeaWe (D)
G. Cooper-G. Raft
93.
. . Re-issue
Star Spangled
Rhythm
. .bl/2/43
(Teeh.) Chance
(M)F (MyD)F
Special B.
Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
99. 2/12/43 . .blO/3/42
2 Street
Meredith-C. Stanwyck
Trevor ... 138.
74.
12/18/42
Union ofPacific
(D)
J. McCrea-B.
,
. Re-issue
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73. 1/15/43 .bl
1/7/42
Coming
And
the Angels
Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
For Whom
the BellSing
Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper- Ingrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
Frenchman's
Creek (Tech.) J.BingFontaine-B.
Going
My Way
Crosby- RiseRathbone
Stevens..a7/3l/43
I Good Fellows (CD)
Cecil Kellaway-Helen Walker 70
b8/l4/43
Hail the Conquering Hero Eddie Bracken- William Demarest
a8/28/43
Henry
Aldrich, Plays
Boy Scout Jimmy Lydon-Joan Mortimer
Henry Aldrich
CuDid (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/43
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House.J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
.Jimmy
Lydon-Joan
Mortimer
a7/IO/43
1 Hostages (D)
A. de Cordova-Luise Rainer 89
b8/l4/43
Hour Before the Dawn Franchot Tone-Veronica Lake
a6/26/43
Lady In the Dark (lech. (CO). Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
a3/6/43
I Let's
Face It (MC)
Bob
Hutton
76
b8/7/43
Mine Sweeper
RichardHope-B.
Arlen-Jean
Parker
a7/3/43
Ministry of Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
Miracle
Morgan's
Creek of(CD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
al/2/43
No Time
Love Young
(C) Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
Our
HeartsforWere
& Gay
Diana Lynn-Gail Russell
Riding High
(CD) P.
U. Goddard-F.
Lamour-D. Powell
Standing
Room(Tech.)
Only
MacMurray a3/l3/43
Story of Dr. Wassell (Tech.) . .Gary Cooper-Laraine Day
a8/7/43
6 Timber
Submarine
Alert (Spy) Richard
Arlen-Wendy
Barrie 67
b6/26/43
Queen
R. Arlen-M.
B. Hughes
a8/l4/43
I Tornado
C.
Morris-N.
Kelly
83
b8/l4/43
Triumph Over Pain
loel McCrea-Betty Field
aB/27/42
I True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell 94
b8/l4/43
Uninvited, The
Ray Miiland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43
PRC

Current 1942-43
352
Bad
Men
of
Thunder
Gap
(W).Tex
O'Brien-James
Newill
313 Black
Behind Raven
Prison (H)A
Walls (CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G.Madison
Michael
321
G. Zucco-N.
459 Blazing Frontier
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
354
D. O'Brien
1IU Border
Boss of Buckaroos
Big lown (D)A Jim
John NewillLitel-Florence
Rice
362 Cattle Stampede
Buster Crabbe-Al St. John
31 Corregidor (D)
o. Kruger.E. Landi
411
— Women
Work (C) .Patsy
Kelly-IsabelCarlisle
Jewell
320 Danger
Dead Men
Walk at(H)A
Geo. Zucco-Mary
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)..B. Livingston- Al St. John
355
Valley
D.Wendie
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
359 Fugitive of the Plains (W)... Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
123
Gangs,
Inc
Alan
Ladd-Joan
Woodbury
314 Ghost and the Guest (My) James Dunn- Florence Rice
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
401 Isle of Forgotten Sins (D) J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. Jonn
302 Lady From Chungking (D)A..Anna May Wong-Mae Clark
367 Law of the Saddle B. Livingston-AI St. John
319 Man of Courage (0)
B. MacLane-Lyle Talbot
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
311 My Son, the Hero (OF Patsy Kelly-Rnscoe Karns
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI St. John
304 Night for Crime
G. Farrell-L. Talbot
363 Overland Stagecoach (W) Bob Livingston-AI St. John
303 Payoff (My)A
Lee Tracy-Tom Brown
312 Queen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe
351
Rangers
Take
Over
(W)
James
Newill-Tex John
O'Brien
361
Renegade, The
B. Crabbe-AI
405 Terror
Submarine
Base (D)
John
Litel-AlanSt.
Baxter
322
House
W. Lawson-J.
Mason
406 Tiger Fangs
Frank Buck-June Duprez
353 Western
West of Cyclone
Texas (W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
360
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John
364 Wild Horse Rustlers Livingston-St.
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
301 Yanks Are Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
Coming
412
402
368
451
35b
316

Girl From Monterrey
Harvest Melody
Raiders of Red Gap
Return ofofTerror
the Rangers
Trail
Two
Worlds
Underdog, The

3/5/43
59.
3/22/43 ...b3/20/43
....b2/6/43
66. .5/31/43
62.
.9/1/43
.6/15/43
60.
Ii9. 12/7/42 blO/17/42
..b3/27/43
.38/7/43
58. 8/16/43
73. 3/29/43 .. .b7/l7/43
61.
8/23/43
,2/10/43 .bl/16/43
66. .5/7/43
a5/l/43
55. .8/1/43
a6/ 19/43
60.
72. .7/26/43
.3/12/43
55. .6/15/43
72.
.4/19/43 b6/5/43
61. .5/17/43
74. .8/15/43...b4/IO/43
84. .1/27/43b7/3/43
56.
.bl 1/14/42
71. .12/21/42
.8/28/43
all/7/42
67. .1/4/43
..!ll2/5/42
68. .11/23/42
68. 4/5/43 ...bl/23/43
..bl/16/43
56.. 1 1/20/42 .. .b8/l/42
76.. 2/18/43 .
60. .12/11/42
1/28/42
74. .1/21/43 . .bl
66. .3/8/43 .. .bl 1/28/42
61.. 7/1/43
12/25/42 .35/22/43
58..
66.. .4/19/43
7/20/43 .. .. .b7/IO/43
71.
.38/14/43
9/10/43 . ....35/1/43
59.
.5/10/43
.
64..
57.. 5/14/43
2/12/43 .. .36/19/43
60.. 6/21/43 . .blO/3/42
71.. 1 1/9/42 .

Armida-Edgar Kennedy
10/4/43 ,
Rosemary Lane- Johnny Downs
11/22/43
Bob Livingston-AI St. John
9/30/43 .
Dave
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
10/15/43
.37/17/43
DaveLederer-S.
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
9/14/43
F.
Gurie
10/20/43 . .38/14/43
Barton MacLane-Charlotte Wynters 10/1/43 .

RKO-RADIO
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
3 Army Surgeon (WarD)A James Ellison-Jane Wyatt
3 Cat People (D)A
Simone Simon-Tom Conway
4 Cinderells Swings It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren
2a Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)(My)A...T.
A
Geo.Conway-H.
Sanders-Tom
Conway
Falcon Strikes
Hilliard

63.. .12/4/42
. 12/25/42 . ,blO/24/42
bl 1/14/42
73. .2/26/43
71. . 1 1/6/42 . .bl/23/43
,bl0/3/42
62.
65 . May
b3/2D/43

REVIEW

September 11, 194.

RKO-RADIO (Cont.)
Current 1942-43
Block
No.
W-l Fighting Frontier (W)F T. Holt-Ann Summers
Flight torand Freedom
(D)A All
R. Russell-F.
MacMurray
45 Forever
a Day (D)F
Star Cast
3 Great Gildersleeve (OF Harold Pe3ry-J3ne D3rwell
45 Hitler's
(D)A A .B.J. Ellison-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
I Walked Children
With a Zombie(H)
2 Journey Into Fear (D)A 0. Welles-D. Del Rio
Ladies'UponDaya (D)A
L. Velez-E.
Albert
35 Once
Honeymoon (D)F. Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant
W-l Pirates
of
the
Prairie
(W)F..Tim
Holt-Nell
O'Day
Pride
of
the
Yankees
(BD)F..Qary
Cooper-Teresa
Wright
W-l Sagebrush
Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
Saludos Amigos
(Tech.) Walt
DisneyBarclay
Feat. Prod
23 Seven
Days'
Leave
(CM)F...V.
Mature-L.
Ball
Seven Miles From
Alcatraz (D)A
J. Craig-B. Granville
4 Tarzan Triumphs (D)F Weismuller-F. Gifford
They Got Me Covered (OF. ..Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour
This Weeks
Land IstoMine
L3ughton-M.
O'Hara
45 Two
Live (D)F
(C)F Lum
sndComing
Abner

„,„. Rel. 8«*
, Date luu* tl
1/15/43 ...b2/l3/43
57.. Apr
b2/8/43
ICQ..
...b 1/23/43
104.. 3/26/43
1/1/43 ..bll/14/42
62.. 3/19/43
bl/2/43
89..
b3/20/43
68.. Apr ....b8/8/42
70.. 2/12/43
62.. Apr
11/27/42 ..bl
..bb3/20/43
1 1/7/42
1/7/42
117.,
11/20/42
57..
3/5/43
..b7/l8/42
127..
Apr
a7/25/4I
56.. 2/19/43 .bl2/l9/42
42..
87.. 11/13/42 .blO/17/42
.bl 1/14/42
61.. 1/8/43 ..bl/23/43
78., 2/5/43
.
2/19/43
.. .b3/2Q/43
.bl/2/43
95..
...b2/6/43
103..
76.,

I Adventures of a Rookie Wally Brown-Al3n Carney
b8/2l/43
I A Lady Takes a Chance Jean Arthur-John Wayne
b8/2l/43
Around the World
K3y Kyser-Joan Davis
a7/3/43
W-l7 Avenging
Rider
(W)
T.
Holt-C.
Edwsrds
56
a8/22/42
Behind the Rising Sun (D) . . . Margo-Robert Ryan-Tom Neal 88
b7/l7/43
6 C03St3l
Bombardier
(D)
P. O'Brien-R. Scott
99
b5/l5/43
Comm3nd
(Doc)
62
b7/24/43
Curse of the Cat People Simone Simon- Kent Smith
Dangerous& the
Journey
Elsa Conway-Jean
L3nchester-Gordon
Oliver
F3lcon
Co-eds Tom
Brooks
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
69
h7/l7/43
1 G3ngway
Fallen Sparrow,
The (D) J.Margo-Wally
Garfield-M.Brown
0'Har3
b8/2l/43
for Tomorrow
6 Gildersleeve's
B3d
D3y
(C)...H.
Peary-J.
Darwell
62
b5/8/43
Gildersleeve on Broadway Harold Peary-Billie Burke
a8/2l/43
Government Girl
0. de Havilland-Sonny Tufts
a7/l7/43
Ghost Ship
Richard Dix-Russell Wade
Higher
& Higher
Michele Sanders
Morgan-F. Sinatr3-J. Haley
International
Zone
George
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Wsrrick
37/24/43
6 Leopard
(H)
D. 0' Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
Let's Go Man
Latin
Disney
7 Mexican
Spitfire's Blessed
Event (C)
L. Velez-L. Errol
63
b7/l7/43
6 Mr.
C.
lUO
b5/8/43
NorthLucky
Star, (D)
The (D)
W. Grant-L.
Huston-A. Day
Baxter
a4/l7/43
One Hour of Glory
Gregory Peck-Toumanova
7 Petticoat
(CD)
Carroll-Walter
Reed
Gl
b7/l7/43
Red River Larceny
Robin Hood
(W)...T.JoanHolt-C.
Edwards
38/1/42
Rookies
in
Burms
AUn
C3rney-W3lly
Brown
I Seventh Victim
Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
b8/2l/43
7I So
Sky'sThisthe IsLimit
(C)
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
Washington
Lum
&. Abner
b8/2l/43
Spitfire
L. Howard-D. Niven
b4'24/43
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/4S
Tarzan's
Desert Mystery J.Ginger
Weissmullcr-Nancy
Tender Comrade
Rogers-Robert Kelly
Ryan
Up in Arms (Tech.) D3nny Kaye-Oana Andrews
REPUBLIC
Current 1942-43
214 Alibi (M)F
M. Lockwood-H. Sinclair
778
At
Dawn
We
Die
(D)A
John
Clements-Godfrey
362 Black Hills Express D. Barry-W.
Vernon-A. Tearle
Heath
264 Blocked Trail (W)
Bob Steele-Tom Tyler
2301 Bordertown
Boots and Saddles
Allen
2313
Gunfighters(W)
(W)..B.Autry-Burnette-Judith
Elliott-G. Hayes
2311 Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
275
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.J. E.Barry-L.
219 Carson
Chatterbox
Brown-J.Merrick
Canova
276 Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
274
Dead
Man's
Gulch
(W)F
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
222
S.Lee Ridges-R.
Williams
211 False
FightingFaces
Devil(D)
Ocgs
Powell-Eleanor
Stewart
361 Fugitive From Sonera (W)...D. Barry-L. Merrick
2303
Gauche G3ngster
Seren3de (W)
220 Gentle
(D)
B.G. Autry-S.
M3cL3ne-M.Burnette
L3mont
224
251 He3din'
Heart of for
the God's
GoluenCountry W. Lundigan-V. Dale
West
(W)F
215 Hit Parade of 1943 (DM)F...J. Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
Carrol-S. H3yward
206
Revue (CD) R.
EllenRogers-S.
Drew-Rich3rd
Denning
252 Ice
IdahoC3P3des
(W)F
Burnette
2306 In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
254 King of the Cowboys (W) K. Rogers-S. Burnette
205
(CD) Jane
HenryMcLeod
Wilcoxon
210 Johnny
London Doughboy
Blackout Murder(My)
John WithersAbbott-Mary
2312 Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
217 M3ntr3p
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
2305
Mexican Rose
(W)
Gene
Autry-SmileyCorrigan
Burnette
209 Mountain Rhythm (D) Weaver Bros. & Elviry
227
Nobody's
Darling
(F)
M.
Lee-L.
Calhern-G.
George
212 Purple
V, The (Spy)A
Archer-M. McLeod
2304
Ride, Tenderfoot,
Ride J.G. Autry-Smiley
Burnette
266 Riders of the Rio Gr3nde(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
253 S3rnt
Ridin' Meets
Down the
the Tiger
C3nyon (W).Roy
301
Hugh Roqers-George
Sincl3ir-Je3n Haves
Gillie
265
Three
Mesquiteers
208 S3nte
Secrets Feof Scouts
the (W)
Underground(D)
(Spy)
John
Hubb3rd-Virginla
Grey
218 Shantytown
M. Lee-J.
Archer
256 Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John C3rr3dine
228 Sleepy Lagoon
Judy Canov3-Dennis D3y
225 Someone to Remember (D) M. Paige-J. Crane
255 Song of Texas
Roy Rogers-Sheila Ryan
2302
(MW)...G.Don Autry-S.
Burnette
273 South
Sundownof the
Kid Border
(W)
Barry-Linda
Johnson
221 Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty- V. Vague
216
Tahiti
Honey
(DM)
D.
O'Keefe-S.
Simon
223
B. Joyce-R.
Frazer
263 Thumbs
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) Three
Mesquiteers
207
Traitor
Within
(D)A
Donald
M.
Barry-Jean
Parker
262 Valley of Hunted Men (W),. Three Mesquiteers
2314 Wagon Tracks West (W) Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys
226 West Side Kid, The.... D. B3rry-D. Ev3ns-H. Hull
204 X M3rks the Spot (My)A Helen P3rrish-D3mian
O'Fiynn
Coming

. . .b4/3/43
.3/20/43 .. . .b3/27/43
66. .3/24/43
78.
. ...b8/7/43
..81/30/43
55. .8/15/43
55. .3/12/43
.1/15/43 . ...b7/3/43
. . . Reiiiue
58.
.. . ..b4/24/41
56. .7/8/43
.4/30/43
55. .3/23/43 . ..b5/29/43
!'.a4/i7/43
55.
.b4/ 10/43
.4/27/43 .. ....a3/6/43
76. .2/13/43
.5/15/43
.
.
.b3/20/43
55.
...b6/5/43
55.
.5/28/43
.
56.
69. .1/29/43 .
55. .4/15/43
.7/1/43 .,. . . .Reluut
69. .5/10/43
...b7/3/43
57.
..b7/3l/43
78. .8/26/43
.12/11/42 . .bl 1/21/42
. .b3/l3/43
65.
. 12/24/42 . .bl2/l9/42
82. .3/26/43
.3/10/43 .
79.
70.
.. .b2/20/43
.b4/
10/43
. Reissue
72. .9/1/43
... .b. 12/26/42
67. .4/9/43
.12/31/42
.1/15/43 . .bl2/l9/42
63.
...34/3/43
58.
. ...b6/5/43
55. .6/11/43
. . .Reissue
.4/13/43
.
57.
.7/15/43
58. .1/8/43 . .bl2/
.b8/l4/43
12/42
70. ,8/27/43
.
.
.bS/27/43
71.
.3/12/43 .
58.
..33/13/43
. . . Reluue
66. .5/21/43
55. .6/1/43 .,. . ..b8/7/43
.
12
3fl
42
.bl2'l2/42
.
55.
70. .7/29/43 . . .83/6/43
55.
.4/16/43 .
.4/20/43 . .810/10/42
71. .12/18/42
..b4/24/4S
65.
, .b7/24/43
.8/12/43
68. .9/5/43 ... ..b8/2l/43
65. .8/21/43 . .b7/3l/43
80.
,.b5/29/43
69. .3/1/43
.6/14/43 .. . . .Reitiue
70.
.
12/28/42
,..b5/l/43
56. .5/20/43 . .810/31/42
72. .4/6/43 .. ...b4/3/43
69.
.7/5/43
..
67.
. .b6/l9/43
56, .1/25/43
1/28/42
,.bl2/5/42
.12/16/42 .81
63.
56. .11/13/42
.8/19/43
.
,
.alD/3/42
.b7/3l/43
55.
58. 8/23/43 . ..a5/l/43
.bl 1/7/42
56.
.11/4/42

A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald..,, 55. .10/15/43 ,37/24/43
.38/7/43
Beyond the Last Frontier Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette 56.. 9/18/43 . ..37/24/43
Death
Valley Manhunt Bill
55., 9/25/43 . . .37/3/43
DeersUyer
BruceElliott-George
Kellogg-Jesn Hayes
P3rker
FightingAcross
SeaBees
John Rogers-Ruth
Wayne-DennisTerry
O'Keefe
Hands
the Border Roy
i
Here Comes Elmer
Al Pearce-F. Albertson-D. Evans., I
302 Hoosier
Holiday
Dale
Evans-George
Byron
72. .9/13/43 , .36/26/43
In Old Oklahoma John Wayne-Msrths Scott
R3iders
of Sunset
Dew-Smiley Terry
Burnette
.,38/28/43
.37/3/43
M3n From
Music Psss
Mountsin . . . Eddie
Roy Rogers-Ruth
.a8/2l/43
M3n From the Rio Grande Don Barry-Twinkle Watts
Mystery
Broadcast
Ruth
Terry-Frank
Albertson
Overland Mail Robbery Wild Bill Elliott-George Hayes
0. My Darling Clementine F. Albertson-Loran Gray
229
351
375

I
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SHOWMEN'S

ioTH CENT.-FOX
Tlock
No.
Current 1942-43
2 Btrlin Correspondent (D) F .... Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrews
Blaeii Swan(D)F
(Tech.) (D)F T.
Power-Dorn-Anna
Maureen O'Hara
75 Chetniks
Philip
Sten
6 China Girl (D)F
G. Tierney-G. Montgomery
18t Crash
Coney Oiva
Island (Tech.)
(Tech.) (D)
(DM)...B.T. Power-Anne
Grable-G. Montgomery
Baxter
Desert Victory
War Documentary
8 Dixie Dugan (OF
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
ie Dr.
Renault's
(MylA...J.S. Carrol
Roberts
the Secret
Boss (CD)F
Erwin-E.Naish-Lynn
Venable
8 Ha
Hello,HiredFrisco,
Hello
(Tech.) (DM)F
A. Faye-J. Oakie
Immortal Sergeant
O'Hara
107 Jitterbugs
(C)(D)F Henry
Laurel Fonda-Maureen
S. Hardy
6 Lite Begins at
Eight-Thirty (fij F
Menty Wooliey-lda Lupino
77 Margin
Meanest forManError
in the(COIF J. Bennett-Milt-n Berle
World (C)F
Benny-Rochester-P. Lane
I Moon Is Down, The (D)F C. Hardwicke-D. Bowden
•6 Over
My Friend
Flicka
(Tech.)
(D).P.
McDowatl..
My Dead Body (C)F M. Foster-R.
Berle-MaryJohnson-R.
Beth Hughes
10 Ox-Bow Incident (D)
Henry Fonda-Dana Andrews
34 Ouiet
Please,in Murder
(My) G. Patrick-G. Sanders
Springtime
the Rockies
(Tech.) (M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
Stormy
Weather
(M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast
That Came
Other
t5 They
toWoman
Blow Up(D)F V. Gilmore-James Ellison
Ameriea (D)
G. Sanders-W. Bond
56 Thugder
(D) (Tech.)F..G.L. Nolan-Heather
Tierney-P. Foster
Time to Birds
Kill (D)F
Angel
( Tonight We Raid Calais (D) . . Annabella-B. Bondi
5C We
Undying
Monster
Ange)
Are the
Marines(My)F
( D) F .... John
March Howard-Heather
of Time Feature
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllis Calvert
It Claudia
Bomber's (D)
Moon
I Heaven Can
Wait (Tech.)
I Holy Matrimony (CD)

Current 1943-44
Geo.
Montgomery-Annabella
R.D. Ameche-Gene
Young-Dorothy
McGuire
Tierney
M. Woolley-G. Fields
Coming

TRADE

Pel.
See of
Issue
M ins. Date
,
.b8/l5/42
9/11/42
.
70. 12/4/42 . ,bl0/l7/42
85.
, . .bl/9/43
73.
95. 2/5/43
1/1/43 .... , ..b5/22/43
.bl2 5/42
,6/18/43
96.
105.
. ,, ..b4/24/43
.b4/3/43
60. ,5/14/43
. , .b3/l3/43
66. 4/16/43
3/12/43
. .blO/17/42
12/11/42
58.
73. 4/2/43 .. .b3/l3/43
.b3/l3/43
98. ,3/26/43 . ., ..bl/9/43
90.
1/29/43 .. , .b5/29/43
74. ,6/11/43
84. 12/25/42 , .bl2/5/42
74. 2/19/43
. .bl/16/43
59. 2/12/43 . .. .b3/l3/43
90. 4/9/43 .. .bl/16/43
89. 4/23/43 . ..b4/IO/43
68.
..b5/8/43
75. 1/15/43 .. ..bl2'l2/42
70. 5/21/43
3,19/43 . .bl2/l9/42
11/6/42
.
91.
.b5/29/43
77. 7/16/43 . .. blO/17/42
.b9/|9'4?
75.
1 1/ 13/42 . .b4/24/43
73. 5/7/43 .. blO/ 17/42
78.
61. , I 1/20/42 . ...b4/3/43
72. ,1/22/43
4/30/43 . ..blO/
.bl2/517/42
'4?
63.
65. 11/27/42
.bl2/l2
42
1/8
'43
..
103. 2/26/43 . . ,b9/l9/42
70.
91.
98.
87.

10/43
.8'6,43 . .b7
.9/4/43 . .b8/2l/43
.b7/24/43
,8/13/43 .b8/28/43
,8/27/43

Buffalo
(Tech.) M.
O'Hara-J.
McCrea-L. Darnell
Dancing Bill
Masters
Laurel
&. Hardy
Galveston
Edward G. Robinson-Lynn Bari
Gang's
All Here.
The
A.
Ryan-C. Miranda
Guadalcanal
Diary
P. Faye-Sheila
Foster-W. Bendix
Happy Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Rutherford
Home in Indiana (Tech.) Walter Brennan-Jeanne Grain
Jane Eyre
Orson Welles-Joan Fontaine
Lifeboat
Tallulah Bankhead-John Hodiak
Lodger,
The
Oberon-George
Sanders
Paris After Dark
G.MerleSanders-B.
Marshall
Pin-Lp Girl (Tech.) B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown
Roger Touhy,
K. Taylor-L.
Andrews-P. Foster
Shrine
of VictoryGangster
(Doc.) Greek
Navy
45
Seng of Bernadette J. Jones-V. Price-C. Bickford
Sweet
Rosie
O'Grady
(Tech.)..B.
Grable-R.
Young
Tampico
Edward
G. Robinson-Lynn
Bari9/17/43
Wintertime
S.
Henie-J.
Oakie

.38/14/43
..36/26/43
.a6/5/43
.a7/l7/43
.34/10/43
.36/26/43
. .36/5/43
.b8/2l/43
.84/24/43
.33/27/43
.35/22/43

UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
12/1 1/42 . .bl2/5/42
American Empire (WD)F R. Dix-P. Foster
82 ..4/2/43
. . .bl/30/43
Border
(W)F
Boyd-A. Wyatt
Clyde
BuekskinPatrol
Frontier
(W)F Wm.
R. Dix-Jane
7666 .5/14/43 ...b8/7/43
.b3/l3/43
C3laboose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45. .1/29/43 . ...b6/19/43
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. .6/18/43
.
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. Goddard-R. Milland
81. .1/22/43 .bl/23/43
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44. . 1 1/20/42 .blO/24/42
.b5/22/43
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48. .3/12/43
.3/5/43 . .. .b3/20/43
Hoppy
(W)F...W.
Boyd-A. Clyde
66. .3/26/43
.
HanonienServes
Also aDieWrit(D)A
B. Donlevy-W.
Brennan 131.
.8/20/43 . ..b7/3l/43
.b3/27/43
HI
Diddle WeDiddle
A.Noel Menjou-M.
Scott
72. .2/12/43
In Which
Serve (C)
(D)F Frank
Coward
114.
.blU.27/4z
1 1 /27/42 .bl2/26/42
Jacare
(T) F
Buck. Narrator
65. ..9/3/43
.b8/28/43
Johnny Come Lately (D) J. Cagney-Grace George
97. .9/10/43 ...b6/l2/43
Kansan, The (W)
Richard Dix-Jane Wyatt
.4/30/43
...b5/l/43
Lady
of
Burlesque
B.
Stanwyck-Michael
O'Shea
Leatlier Burners (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. .5/28/43
12/18/42 ... .h4/IO/43
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola Lane
63. .. 12/31/42
..bl/23/43
.b3/6/43
McGuerlns From Broeklyn(C) A. Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 47. .1/15/43
Powers Girl (M)F
Geo. Murphy-Anne Shirley 93. .5/21/43 , .bl2/l9/42
..b7/l7/43
Prairie
Chickens(D)F
(C)
J.G. Rogers-N.
Geery, Jr
47. . I i/13/42 .bl 1/14/42
Silver Queen
Brent-P. Lane
82.
.b2/20/43
Somewhere in France (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. .6/11/43 , .. .b4/24/43
Taxi, Mister (C)
Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 4b. .4/16/43
.7/1/43
. ...b6/5/43
Th3t
Nazty
Nuisance
(C)
Bobby
Watson-Joe
Devlin
43.
..b7/10/43
.8/13/43
Victory Through Air Power. . . Disney
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy- Marjorie Woodworth. 55. .8/6/43 .. .. .b7/3/43
Young and Willing (CD)F Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83. .2/5/43 . . .b2/l3/43
Coming
.b7/24/43
Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
55.. 10/1/43 . .36/26/43
False Colors (W)
Wm. Boyd-A, Clyde
Girl
From
Leningrad
Anna
StenKent
Smith
Gunmaster
Albert Dckker-Claire Trevor
10/29/43 .36/19/43
Jack London
M. O'Shea-S.
Hayworth
Mystery
Man
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
..38/14/43
.30/ 1/43
Riders Door
of theCanteen
Deadline 48William
Boyd-Andy Clyde
Stage
Stars
131
.b5/l5/43
.a8
'29/42
Texas Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
. .38/7/43
Texas Masquerade
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043
All
By
Myself
Pstric
Knowles-Treacher
Evelyn Anker*.
7005 Amazing Mrs. Holliday (0)F..D. Durbin-A.
7063
Arabian
:jiohtj
'"r--h.)
(D)F.Jon
Hall-Maria
7029 Behind tne 8 tJan iC)F Ritz Bros.-Carol Montez-Sabu
Bruce . .
7014 Captive Wild Woman (H) Evelyn Ankers-John Carradine.
7075 Cheyenne Roundup (W) M. M. Brown-Tex Ritter.
7036 Cowboy
F. Langtord-R.
Paige
7037
Eyes of intheManhattan
Underworld(C)
(G)A. Richard
Dix-Wendy
Barrie
7033
Follow
the
Band
(MC)
M.
B.
Hughes-L.
Errol
7012 Frankenstein Meets the Wclf
Man (H)
Lon Chaney. Jr-llona Mas»v
7011 Frontier Bad Men
D. Barrymore-R. Paige-L. Chaney..
7046
Gals.
Incorporated
Harriett
H illiard-Leon
Errol
7045 Get Going
G. McDonald-R.
Paige
7044
Good
Morning
Judge
(C)
D.
O'Keefe-M.
B.
Hughes
7032 Rrnat 1 mn»r«onation (D) Ralnh Rollamv-Fvolvn Ankers
7006 Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
7041 Hi,
He's Buddy
My Guy(M)
(MC)F J.DickDavis-D.
Foran
7031
Foran-Harrlet
Hllliard

63. .6/11/43
.b6/5/43
98. ,2/19/43 .... .b2/6/43
SO.
86. ,. 12/25/42
.b
12/26/42
12/4/42 . .bl2/|2/42
60. ,6/4/43
. b5 / 1 /43
59. ,4/9/43 . . ...b8/7/43
59. .5/21/43 . .b4/ 10/43
61.
,5/14/43 . ...b5/l/43
61. .1/8/43
.bin in 4
73. .3/12'43
8/6/43
.,
.
.b8/l4/43
77.
.b2 127 1
7/9/43 .. . . .b7/IO/43
61.,
59. .5/7/43
6/25/43 . . .. .b6/26/43
.b4/24/43
68.
71. 12 IB '42 . .b7/l7/43
94. .,7/16/43
.3 '?fi 43 bi!» 1" i"
B.'i.
68. .2/26/43 . .b2/20/43
hi 97 4'

49

REVIEW

UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
7003
Current 1942-43
7039 Hit the Ice (C)
Abbott & Costello-Ginny Slmmi
Hi'
Ya
Chum
(C)F
Kitz
-JoanHarriett
Frazee
7047 Honeymoon Lodge (C) David Bros.
BruceHllliard
7025
About
It
(CM)F
Andrews
Sisters
7001 ItHow's
Ain't Hay (OF
Abbott & Costello
7023 It Comes
Love (OF Gloria
Jean-Donald
O'Connor
7040 Keep Em UpSlugging
Hali-B.
Jordan
Larceny With Music (CD)F
(DM). ..A.H. Jones-K.
Carlisle
Little Joe. the Wrangler (W)..J. M. Brown-T. Ritter
7072 Madame
7034
Spy (Spy)A C. Bennett-D. Porter
7009 Mister
Big
Donald
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean
7027 Mug Town
(D)F
Billy Haloo-Huntz
Hall
7052 Next of Kin
Nova Pilbeam-Basil
Sidney
7015
Nightmare
(Spy)
F
Diana
Barrymore-Brian
Donlevy
7061
7073 Old Chisholm Trail (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
Phantom
of
the
Opera
(Tech.)
.
Nelson
Eddy-Susanna
Foster
7076 Pittsburgh
7008
(U)F
M. Dietrich-R. Scott
Raiders of the
San
Joaquin (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
Rhythm ofof atheDoubt
Islands (MC)F.A.
Jones-J. Frazee
7042
7024 Shadow
7065
Sherlock Holmes and(MyD)
the A .. .Teresa Wright-Jos. Gotten
Secret Weapon
Sherlock
Holmes in(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
Washington (D)
B. Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
7074
7028 Tenting
Strictly Tonight
in the Groove
on the (M)F..Mary Healy-Ozzie Nelson
Camp Ground (W) J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
7064
7013 TwoOldTickets
to London M. Morgan-A. Curtis
We've
Never Been
Wheji
Jotinny
Comes Licked (D) . Richard Quine-A. Gwynne
7uib
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jones-J. Fraze«-G. Jean
7002 White
7004
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J.Abbott
Hall-M.
Montez
Who Done
(OF
&. Costello
Fired Wife

See
Rel.
Mins. Date
Issue of
.
..b7/3/43
.7/2/43
..
82. .3/5/43 . . .b2/l3/43
61.
. .b7/3l/43
63.
.7/23/43
. .b2/6/43
.2/5/43 . ...b3/l3/43
61.
.3/19/43
81. .4/9/43 . . .bl/30/43
65.
61. .4/2/43 . ...b3/8/43
....32/6/43
.37/25/42
.9/10/43
1/ 18/42
61. .. 112/1
1/42 .bl2 12/42
63. .3/28/43
. . .b5/29/43
74.
59. .1/22/43 .. .bl/23/43
.b4/IO/43
86.
.5/7/43
.
.
1
1/13/42
81. . 12/1 1/42 .bl 1/14/42
60.
. .b8/
.a9/l9/42
14/43
92.
.12/11/42 . .bl2/l2/42
90. ,8/27/43
.. .b6/5/43
.b3y|3/43
60.. 6/4/43 . ....bl/9/43
60.. .1/15/43
4/16/43
108.
.. .bl/2/43
68. .2/12/43
71. .4/30/43 ..b3/27/4l
60. .1 1/20/42 .bl i/:^u/4^
. .•10/3/42
61.. 2/5/43 . ...b7/3l/43
78.. 6/18/43 . .b6/l9/43
103. .7/30/43 , ..b4/l7/4S
75.. 1/1/43 . . . .b(/2/*3
76..
4/23/43 . bl 1/7/42
77. .11/6/42

Current 1943-44
Coming
Robert Paige-Louise
Allbritton . . .

.9/3/43

b9/4/43

AliThieves
Baba and
the Forty
(Tech.)
..Maria Montez-Jon Hall
a7/3l/43
Always a Bridesmaid (MC) .. .Andrews Sisters-Patric Knowles 9/24/43 ...a2/20/43
Cobra Woman
M. Montez-Jon Hall-Sabu 10/15/43 ..36/19/43
Corvette
K-225 (D)
Randolph
Scott-Barry Fitzger3ld 9/17/43
.33/20/43
Crazy House
Olsen
&. Johnson
IO/8'43 .....a7/24/43
Flesh & Fantasy
Edw. G. Robinson-Charles Boyer 10/29/43 ..34/24/43
8072 Gunfighters
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
Gung Ho
Randolph Scott-Alan Curtis
His
Butler's
Sister
D.
Durbin-P.
Tone
37/31/43
Hi Ya Sailor
Donald
Woods- O'Brien-F.
Elyse Knox
10/15/43 ...a8/7/43
Mad
EvelynRitter-Russell
Ankers-DavidHayden
Bruce
36/26/43
MarshalGhoul
of Gunsmoke Tex
Moonlight & Cactus Andrews Sisters-Leo Carrillo
Mummy's
Ghost
Lon Chaney,
Jr. -J. Carradine
Never a Dull
Moment Ritz
Bros. -Frances
Langford
85/29/43
Passport to Dakar
Jean Gabin-Allyn Joslyn
Professor Goes Wild
Grace McDonald-David Bruce
a8/2l/43
Sherlock
9/17/43 ....36/19/43
Sherlock Holmes
Holmes Faces
and theDeath.. B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
Spider Woman
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
a6/l9/43
Son of Dracula (H)
A. Curtis-L. Chaney
.a3'2n'49
So's
Your
Uncle
E.
Knox-D.
Woods-B.
Burke
a7/3l/43
Set to Music
Allan Jones-June Vincent
a8/28/43
Strange Death of Adolf H itler . Ludwig Donath-G. Sondergasrd 9/I9./43 b9/4/43
8071 Sundown Trail
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
9/24/43
Third
Donald
This IsGlory
the Life
Donald O'Connor-Ann
O'Connor-SusannaBIyth
Foster
37/17/43
Top
Man
Donald
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster 10/1/43 a8/7/43
When
Ladies
Fly
Young-Fitzgerald-Barryraore
You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr.
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
10/22/43 ..38/14/43
WARNER BROS.
Current 1942-43
221 Action in the North
Atlantic (D)
H. Bogart-R. Massey
217 Air Force (D)F
J. Garfield-G. Young
124.
222 Casablanca
Background (D)F
to Danger (Spy).. H.
Geo. Bogart-I.igrid
Raft-Brenda Bergman
Marshall.102.
214
223
Nymph (D)
Fontaine 112.
219 Constant
Edge ofFortress
Darkness
'D)A Charles
E.Richard
Flyn>iBoyer-Joan
A Sheridan
118.
211
Flying
(D)F
Greene
65.
212
Gentiemoh
Jim
(D)F
E.
Flynn-Alexis
Smith
104.
210 George Washington Slept
Hero Man
(CD)F
Benny-A. Sheridan-C.
Coburn 92.
216 Gorilla
(D)A
J.J. Loder-Ruth
Ford
64.
209
Hard
Way
(D)A
I.
Lupino-D.
Morgan
208 Hidden Hand (Mv)A Craig Stevens-Julie Bishop 107.
65.
224 Irving
Berlin's This is the Army All-Star Cast
Army
121.
220
Moscow (D)
(D) John
W. Huston-A.
123.
218 Mission
Mysteriousto Doctor
Loder-ClydeHarding
Cook
57.
330
Oklahoma
Kid
J.
Cagney-H.
Bcgart
2:3 TriicK Busters (G)F
Richard Travis-Ruth Ford
58.
301 Watch on the Rhino (D) Bette Davis-Paul Lukas
114.
215
Varsity
Show
kM>
D.
Powell-F.
Waring
81.
201 Yankee Doodle Dandy (DM)F.J. Cagney-Joan
126.
Coming Leslie

333
334
335
336
302
332
331
303

.b5/22/43
.6/12/43 . ,. ..b2/6/43
.3/20/43 . ..b6/l2/43
bl I /28/42
,1/23
.7/3/4343 ... ..b7/3/43
7/24/43 . . .b3/27/43
.
.4/24/43
. .b9/26/42
.12/5/42
. 1 1/14/42 . ,b 1 0/3 1/42
. 1 1/28/42 .b9/l9/42
.1/16/43
. .bl2/l2/42
.2/20/43
26/42
.11/7/42 .. ..b9,
, .b9/19/42
.
.b7/3l/43
.8/14/43 . ,..b5/l/43
.5/22/43
.3/6 '43 ... .b2 '27/43
. . . Reissue
,9/11/43
.2/2/43 .. . .b7/31/43
.
. 9/4/43
12/19/42 .. .(Keissus)
.b6/6/42
.1/2/43 .. .bl 2:< 4^

Adventures
Iran
Loder-R.
Ford
10 9/4338/22/42
Adventures ofin Mark
Twain(D) . J.Fredric
March-Alexis
Smith
Arsenic and Old Lace Carv Grant-Priscilla Lane
al/3/42
Cherokee Strip, The
Dick Foran-Jane Bryan
56.. 10/2/43 Reissue
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart-Alexis
Smith
Crime by Night
Jane Wyman
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM) ... Dennis Morgan-Irene Minning
al/IS/42
Destination
Tokyo
Grant-John Lupino
Garfield a2/27/43
Devotion (D)
0.GarydeHavllland-l.
Empty Holsters
Dick Foran-Patrieia Walthall 62. .10/2/43 Reissue
Find the Blackm3iler J. Cow3n-F. Emerson-G. Lockhsrt
Guns of Pecos
Dick For3n-Anne N3gel
56. .18/2/43 Reissue
In OurBeyond
Time
I.DickLupino-P.
Henreid-C. Rains
Land
the Law
Foran
10/2/43 Reissue
Last Rideon the
(D)
R. Travis-Chas.
Long
Murder
Waterfront(D) .Warren
Douglas-Joan
Winfield 50.. 9/18/43 ...b7/3l/43
Northern Pursuit
E. Flynn-H. Dantine
Old Acquaint3nc6 (D) Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins
a2/20/43
Passage
to
Marseille
Humphrey
Bogart-Claude
Rains
Prairie Thunder
Dick Foran-Ellen
Clancy
55.. 10/2/43 Reissue
Princess O'Rourke
(CD) Joan
0. DeHavilland-R.
Cummings 10 23/43 ..a9 19/42
Rhapsody
in Blue
Leslie-Robert Alda
Sarstoga Trunk
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman
a6/26/43
Shine On Harvest Moon A. Sheridan-D. Morgan
Song
of
the
Saddle
Dick
Fcran-Alma
Lloyd
59.
.10/2/43
Reissue
Thank Your Lucky Stars (M). All-Star Cast
127.. 9/25/43 ...b8/2l/43
Uncert3in Giory
Errol Fiynn-Psul Lukas

MISCELLANEOUS
Adventure
Blackmail(Doc.)
(D)...CIive Brook-Judy Campbell 72.
Artkino
English ...b7/3l/43
b8'7/43
Black Se3 inFighters
61. .A.F.E.Corp.bS
20 4j
Hesrt
of
a
Nation
(D)A
Michele
Mnrgan-Raimu
III.
In the Rear of the Enemy( D) F.Russian Cast
55. Artkino
Artkino ...blO/3/42
b7/4/4J
Orders
From
Tnkyo
(D)A
Danielle
Darrleux-Anton
Waibroofc..
74.
Outlaw. The (WD)A
J- Suetel-J. Russell
121. .H. Huahu.bZ/ 13^43

50

4431
4428
4432
4435
4422
4425
4436
4427
4433
4423
4434
4421
442B
4424
4430
4429

SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Running Reviewed
Ctininent
Tima Issue Of
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
A Maid Made Mad
|5Va. Not Rev.
ABlonde
Blitz and
on the
Fritz Good
[81/2.
5/ 1/43
Groom
Dull
15 .,. 3/20/43
6/12/43
Boohs
in
the
Night
Poor
171/2.. .10/10/42
Carry
Harry
Not
Funny
17
Ham and Yeogs
17 Not Rev.
Here Comes Mr. Zerk Slow
16 . . 7/24/43
1/30/43
His
Wedding
Scare
Silly
4/24/43
I Spied for You
Poor
18I61/2. ... 10/17/42
Kiss and Wal(e Up Ordinary
18
.
5/22/43
My Wife's An Angel Slap
Good
22
Phony
l6'/2... Not8/29/42
Rev.
Piano Cronies
Mooner Happy 17
. 12/ 5/42
Sappy
Pappy
Slapsticky
Two Saplings
1716 Not Rev.
Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good 18 . 3/ 6/43

AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
4963 Mr.
Men Smug
Working Together. . .Excellent
4962
Good
Point Train
Rationing
Troop
4961 Wings for the Fledglings. Fair
COLOR RHAPSODIES
4504
4507
4505
4506
4502
4503
4509

King Midas Junior.
Professor
Small and Mr.
Tall
Slay It With Flowers
There's
Something About
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Toll
Bridge
Troubles
Tree for Two

4660
4653
4657
4656
4658
4651
4659
4654
4655
4661
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As
Time Songs
Goes By Excellent
College
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba and Conga Hits. . Good
Rosie the
Songs
of theRiveter
Service Good
Average
Songs ofof Victory
the States Good
Song
Yankee Doodler Very Good

Fair
Fair
Fair
Amus
Routi

9 ....Not7/10/43
Rev.
IIII . . 2/27/43
..Not Rev.
II6 ..Not Rev.
10 . . 1/ 9/43
7'/2.
7'/2. . 7/24/43
7 . . 7/17/43
7 . Not Rev.
7'/2.
. 5/29/43
Rev
6'/2.
. 1,30/43
7 . .Not
. 4/17/43
7 . . 10/31/42
7 . .12/
T/2.
5/42
. 7/10/43
109 ....Not7/31/43
Rev.
9 .. 4/17/43
O'/j
.
.
2/27/43
108 ..Not
Rev.
.. 8/22/42
IO1/2..
5/
1/43
8 ..11/14/42
1/ 2/43
1399'/2 ..... . 8/14/43
9/26/42

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shep Fields) Good

.Not Rev.
7/42
.. 11/1/ 2/43

4406
4404
4401
4408
4402
4405
4408
4403
4751
4551
4452
4807
4805
4808
4804
4806
4809
4801
4803
4802

5402
5426
5401
5409
5427
5425
5651
5652
5653
5951
5952

5901
5902

GLOVESLINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover. The
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Fair
Mediocre
Socks
Appeal

16
l8'/2.
18l7'/2.

10/31/42
Not
Rev.
5/22/43
3/20/43

5701
5702

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMtCS
Caiuns of the Teche Good ...
Merchant
Convoy Vivid
Oddities (LaVarre)
Good .....
Our Second Front Timely

II
8/22/42
101/2.
5/26/43
10 . 10/31/42
101/2.
1/ 9/43

5802
5801

4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. 1 (Kay Kyser) Very Good II ..10/8/15/41
3/42
No. 2 (Allan Joslyn) Good
10 . 10/31/42
No. 34 (Jack
No.
(LeopoldBenny) Entertaining ... 9 .12/ 5/42
Stokowski)
Classified 10
No. 5 (Old Time
. 1/ Rev.
9/43
Screen Gems
Very Good 9 .Not
No. 6 (Ginny Simms, M.C.)
10
Rev.
No. 7 (Alan Mowbray)
10 .Not
No.
9V2 . Not Rev.
No. 89 (Kyser,
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &
Molly)
Good
10 . .. 7/17/43
7/10/43
No. 10 (Mischa Auer) ..Good
10

REVIEW

COLUMBIA

4409
4410
4412
44(1

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
4704 Cholly Polly
Silly
61/2 . .. 2/27/43
8/14/43
4711
Dizzy andNewsreel
Fair
4708 Duty
the Beast Fair
671/2.. . 15/22/43
1/14/42
4702 The Dumbconscious Mind. Average
7 . 10/17/42
470i The Gullible Canary Clever
7
Rev.
4706 Kindly Scram
6 .Not
12/ 5/42
4703
Malice
in
Slumberland.
.
.
Fair
6'/2
.
4709 Mass Mouse Meeting Dull
6 . 6/26/43
4710 The Fly in the Ointment. Below Average . 61/2. 7/17/43
4705 The Vitamin G-Man Silly
61/2- 3/13/43
5/ 8/43
4707 Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine
7
QUIZ REELS
8/15/42
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
10

TRADE

1942-43 (Cont.
Comment Running Reviewed
Tim* Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
18 ..Not Rev.
Dizzy Detectives
I8I/2 . . Not Rev.
Even
as
I
0
U
Fair
Higher Than a Kite Slapstick 151/2
IS .... 10/24/42
7/24/43
Sock-A-Bye
Baby
Average
..12/12/42
Spook Louder
16IS ..Not
Rev.
Three Little Twirps Average
15'/2. . 7/10/43
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
IS'A-. 1/ 2/43
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
9'/2. . 8/29/42
TOURS
Journey
Denall
Good
10 . S/ 1/42
Old
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good II .10/17/42
WORLD OF SPORT
Aqua
Thrills
Entertaining .. 99'/2. . 5/29/43
Diving Daredevils Good
Jump,
Fish,
Jump
Uninteresting .. 109 . ,. 3/20/43
6/26/43
Ladies Day in Sports Good
, 4/17/43
Ski
Soldiers
Sweeping Oars
Excellent 10'/2.
ID . ,Not7/24/43
Rev.
Trotting
Kings Good
Winter Paradise
Interesting II
10 . .10/17/42
1/ 9/43
Wizard of the Fairway. . . Golf Magic lO'/j. 1 1/14/42
COLUMBIA 1943-44
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
Dizzy Pilots
Not Rev.
Farmer for a Day
17' 2 . . Not Rev.
1 Can Hardly Wait Typical
16'2.. 8/28/43
Pitchin'Service
in the Kitchen 16 .. Not
Rev.
Quack
Not Rev.
Shot in the Escape Slapstick
19 .. 8/14/43
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Rocky Road to Ruin
Not Rev.
COMMUNITY SING
No.Wing
I (Baker)
"On a
& Prayer"
|0 ..Not Rev.
No. 2 (Delta
Rhythm
Good
9 . . 9/ 4 43
No.Boys)
3 (Lucy Monroe)
Patriotic Songs
Not Rev.
FILM-VODVIL
No. I Featuring Mousie
101/2.. Not Rev.
No.Powell
2 Featuring Cootie
Williams
Not Rev.
FOX & CROW
Room and Bored
Not Rev.
PANORAM ICS
Birds onby theBannister
Wing
9'/2 . . Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Babies
PHANTASIES
Nursery
Not Rev.
The
BlackCrimes
and Blue
Market
Not Rev.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. II (Hollywood In
8/14/43
Uniform)
Excellent
10
SPORT REELS
Cue Wizards (Andrew
Ponzi)
Not Rev.
Kings of Basketball Good Stuff .... 10 . 9 4 43

MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
Bah Wilderness
g
Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
8
Dumb Hounded
Hilarious
8
One
Ham'sRiding
Family
Red Hot
Hood... Tops
8
Suffcrin'
99
The Boy andCats
the Wolf. . . Good
The Lonesome Mouse... Very Funny ... 8
The Uninvited Pest A Corker
8
Who Killed
Fair
Yankee
DoodleWho
Mouse... Tops
88
MINIATURES (10)
M-433 Brief Interval
10
M-437 Inca
Here Gold
at Home
M-435
(Sepia)
M-439 Journey to Yesterday. .. .Dramatic
11
M-431
Lesson
Impressive .... 1010
M-438 Last
Memories
of Australia. . .Timely
M-440
Ode
to Victory
M-432 People of Russia Excellent 10
M-434 Portrait of a Genius
10
OUR GANG (10)
II
C-492 Calling
BenjaminAllFranklin,
C-494
Kids Jr. . Delightful 11
C-496 Election Daze
C-493
Family
Troubles Amusing
11II
C-495
Farm Hands
Slow
C-491 Unexpected
Riches Amusing
11
w-443
W-441
W-444
W-451
W-446
W-442
W-445
W-447
W-448
W-450
W-449

Not Rev.
. 1/16/43
. 4/10/43
.Not
Rev.
. 7/10/43
.. Not
Rev.
5/ 1/43
6/ 5/43
.. 7/31/43
.. 8/14/43
7/10/43
.Not
Rev.
.Not Rev.
..Not8/ 7/43
Rev.
.. 7/10/43
1/30/43
..Not1/23/43
Rev.
. Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
. 5/ Rev.
1/43
.Not
.. 7/10/43
. 1 4/1O/43
1/21/42

September 11, l^H:

Running
1942-43 (Cont.
Revliwid
Tim* Issue Of
PASSING PARADE (10)
.. 8/ 7/43
K-484
Don't
You
Believe
It. . . Eye-Opener
K-486
Forgotten
Treasure
Important
..
.. .. 8/14/43
1/23/43
K-481
Manero
of
Mexico
Fine
K-487 Nursery Rhyme
Mysteries Excellent
.... 7/31/43
6/19/43
K-483 Trifles
That's That
Why Win
I LeftWars.
You. .Engrossing
Very Good ...,
, .. 8/5/ 7/43
K-484
.
1/43
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting .
[1
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
6/26/43
467 Dog House
Tops
.. 4/24/43
465
President's Dog. Good
1/23/42
461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive 108 .. 4/10/43
463
Hollywood
462 Scrap
MarinesHappy
in Daredevils
the Making. ...Exciting
. .Very Good . 99 . 2/ 6/43
470
Rev.
468
Appealing ii .Not
. 8/14/43
469 Seeing
Seventh Hands
Column
.Not
Rev.
.
6/19/43
466 Sky
Excellent
464
Wild Science
Horses
Fair
S9 . 5/ 8/4S
SPECIAL
X-460 These Are the Men
12
T-421
TRAVELTALKS
(12)
T-414
T-413
T-416
Glimpses of Mexico
Rev.
T-415 Glimpses
. 1/23/43
of Ontario Good
99 .Not
Land
of Orizaba
.Not
Rev.
.
4/10/43
T-412
Mexican Niagara
Police on Parade. Interesting .... 99 .Not Rev.
T-417
T-419
T.4I 1 Mighty
Modern
Mexico
Ci^y
Excellent
9
T-418 Motoring in Mexico Excellent
1 /2 1 /42
.. 16/19/43
On the Road to Monterey 9 .Not
Rev.
.11/14/42
T-420 Picturesque Mass
Good
9
8/43
Romantic Nevada
Very Good
9 .. 7/5/ 3/43
Scenic Oregon
Solid
9
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
. 5/ 8/43
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
.12/ 5/4?
M-401 Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good
MGM

PARAMOUNT 1942-43 lO'/a.
HEADLINERS (6)
8'/2.
7'/2
10'/2.
A2-9 A Revival of Moments of
Charm
Tops
9 . . 7/17/43
. 12/19/42
1 1 .Not
Rev.
A2-5 Ina Ray Hutton &. Orch
22
. .. 15/15/43
A2-2
J.
"Scat"
Davis
&
Orch.
.Average
lO'/j.
9 . 1/14/42
A2-7 Letter From Ireland Excellent ...
A2-1
Twins& &Orch
Orch. . Fair
Entertaining
. S/22/42
A2-4 McFarland
Mitchell Ayres
.. 5/1/30/43
8/43
A2-6
Moments
of
Charm
Tops
10
.
A2-8 Rationed Rhythm
Fair
.. 6/19/43
A2-I0
Sing.
Helen.
Sing
Tops
8/28/43
. 8/28/43
A2-II Three Bears in a Boat... Cute
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
3/27/43
Bravo
Mr.
500 Hats ofStraus
Bartholomew Imaginative ... 7 . . 5/ 1/43
Cubblns
Funny
9 .
Jasper
the Haunted
Choo-Choo. . Funny
9 . 1/16/43
Jasper &&. the
. 1 1 /2 1 /42
House
Excellent
6/ 5/43
U2-5
Jasper's
Tops
.. 7/17/43
U2-6 The
TruckMusic
That Lesson
Flew. .. .Charming
POPEYE (12)
Not Rev.
12 Cartoons
Ain't Human 8 . Not Rev.
Happyof aBirthdaze
110 Hull
Mess
Amusing
7 . 10/24/42
HungryGoodGoat
Fair
7/17/43
79 Jolly
Furlough Fair
77 .. ,12/19/42
5/29/43
38 Me
Musical
Nephews
Amusing
6'/2.
Ration for the Duration. .Good
8 . . 6/I9/4I
2 Scrap the Japs
Fair
6'/2 .
Seein' Red,
'N' Blue
61/2
45 Spinach
Fer White
Britain
7 .
6 Too Weak to Work Amusing
7
4/17/u10 .'
11 Wood Peckin'
7 . Not
Rev.
R'».
Not
Ri»
11/14/4-^:
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
9 .
J2-I No. I
. . 9 . .12/ 5/«
J2-2 No.
No. 32
..Good
J2-3
..Good
ID
1/16/43J2-4 No.
No. 4
.. 101/2.
10 .. ..ID/it-v
J2-5
. 7/10/43
5/ 1/43
..Weak
J2-6
No. 65
.Not
Rev.
10 .
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
Y2-2 At the Bird Farm Fair
9
6/3/27/43
5/43
Y2-4 Current
At the Cage
Door Canteen. Swell
Silly
7/17/43
Y2-3
Events
99
Y2-6 In the Desert 9'/2. Not Rev.
Y2-5
In the Garden
9'/s Not Rev.
Y2-I Speaking
of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
9 .12/19/42
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
R2- 10 All Sails Set
9'/2. Not Rev.
R2-8 Amphibious Fighters
.Excellent
6/26/43
R2-6 Beach Command
Interesting
99'/2. 4/24/43
R2-2 Hike
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent
1 1/14/42
R2-5
or Bike
10 . Not
2/ 6/43
Rev.
R2-3 Modern Vikings
Enjoyable
R2-1 Sports I. Q
Excellent
10 10/24/42
5/29/43
R2-7
Tumble
Bugs
Excellent
9
R2-4 Trading Blows
Good
R2-9 Where Cactus Grows Good
7/17/43
10
10
3/20/4.^
U2-3
U2-4
U2-2
U2-I

SHOWMEN'S

September 11, l'^43
PARAMOUNT

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
i/2-l
B'/j
5/ 1/43
lf2-3 Destruction,
Jungle DrumsInc
(Tech.) Exciting
Good
8 . .. 1/16/43
^2-2 Mammy Stril<6s (Tech.).. For Juveniles .. 8 ... 3/13/43
V2-5 Secret Agent
Misses
9 . 7/31/43
V2-4 Underground World Good
8'/2 5/29/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
Good
10 . 10/24/42
1.2-1 No. 1
2
Interesting .... 10lO'/z , .. 12/19/42
U-Z
No3
Average
1.2-3
No.
Up to Par 10 ., 3/20/43
5/
1/43
L2-4 No, 4
7/17/43
Good
10
if2-5 No. 5
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
^2-1
;r2-4
r2-3
r2-2

AAldrich
LetterFamily
Irora Gets
Bataan.in . .Impressive ...
the Scrap
Excellent
Price of Victory Very Good
We Refuse to Die Gripping

15
II
13
15

.10/ 3/42
.. 13/1 /2 6/43
1 /42
in/ 3/«

PARAMOUNT 1943-44
MADCAP MODELS
iL'3-l Jasper Goes Fishing Tops

S'/z . . 8/28/43

MUSICAL PARADES
FF3-1 "Mardi Gras"

Major League.. 20

RKO-RADIO

8/28/43

1942-43

DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
'134101
34105
34103
.4102
i4l04
J4107
J34I06

Donald's
Funny ...
Fall Out—Tire
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
Pluto and
the Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
Reason and Emotion
Victory Vehicles Leaping Laughter
EDGAR

'33403
j3404
!3406
!3405
33402
33401

3304
3351
3303
3301
3302

Duck Your
Soup
Fair
Hold
Temper
Hot Foot
Will Pass
Indian Signs
Fair
Reughfor entheRents
Two
Money Average
Fair

. 3/ 6/43
.Not
Rev.
.. 7/5/15/4J
3/43
.12/
5/42
. 10/24/42

3551
3560
3558
3501
3557
3568
3502
3572
3569
3552
3570
3555

1717
17
17
1817

FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
1^33202
vs. Glen
ThomasWillett
Crosby. Fair
33201 State
State vs.
Fair

. 1/16/43
.10/24/42

34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

JAMBOREES (13)
Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra
For Connoisseurs 9
Ennc iviauriguera &.
Orch
Swell
8
It's Tommy
Time
Johnny
Long Tucker
& Orch
Average
88
Ray
McKinley
&
Orch
Average
88
Dick Stabile & Orch Fair
Jerry Wald A Orch For Jitterbugs.. 10

. 8/14/43
..Not
3/27/43
Rev.
. 12/12/42
.. 1 1/28/42
1/16/43
. 10/10/42

33702
33704
33705
33701
33703
33706

LEON ERROL (6)
Deer! Deer!
Average
17
Double Up
Fair
1818
Gem-Jams
Fair
Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing. 18
Pretty Runaround
Dolly
Amusing
Radio
Good
1817

.11/21/42
.. 5/15/43
5/15/43
. 10/17/42
.. 7/1/16/43
3/43

34308
34313
34305
34312
34311
34309
34304
34310
34301
34405
34302
34307
34303

SPORTSCOPES (13)
Aqua
Aces
Barnyard Golf
Basketeers
Very Good
Champion-Maker
Pleasant
Cloud Chasers
Golf Limited
Interesting ...
"Q"
Men
Interesting ...
Racing
Royalty
Inconsequential
Show
Horse
Good
Ski Trails
Exciting
Touchdown
Tars Good
Trout
Winter Setting

33105
33103
33104
33110
33108
33106
33107
33109
33101
33102

THIS IS
Air Crew
Army
Chaplain
Boomtnwn,
D. C
Broadway
Lieutenant Dim-Out
Smith
Medicine on Guard
Merchant
Seaman
Pacific
Private Island
Smith ofNo.the43
U.S.A
Women at Arms

AMERICA
Excellent
Very
Very Fine
Good
Effective
Excellent
Very Good
Excellent
Reassuring
Excellent
Very Fine

Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.. 8/3/ 7/43
6/43
.Not
Rev.
. 5/15/43
.. 7/1/23/43
3/43
. 10/24/42
..11/28/42
3/27/43
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
18 . 4/10/43
1919 .12/26/42
.. 2/13/43
8/14/43
6/12/43
2015 .. 4/17/43
19 . 5/ 8/43
1717 . 7/10/43
19 . 10/24/42
18 . 1 1 /2 1 /42

VICTORY SHORTS (3)
34202 City of Courage Impressive .... 9
34'>ni
by the Album
Clock Excellent
34203 Conquer
North African
Fills Void 109

. 3/20/43
.. 12/26/43
7/ 3/43

3556
3554
3571
3562
3553
3559
3561
3562
3402
3401

51

REVIEW

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201
Along the the
TexasPeaks
Itange.. . Picturesque
. 10/17/42
3202 Climbing
.Not
Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
8/43
3851 Weapons
for Victory
Very Good 188 .. 15/1/28/42
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902
Rev.
. 12/12/42
9 .Not
39U1 Jungle
Monkey Land
Doodle Dandies Good
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert
Wonderland
.Swell
9 . 8/22/42
(Tech.)
3157 Land
Where
Time
Stood Still
9 .Not Rev.
5/15/43
3155
(Tech.) Good
99 .. 10/24/42
3154 Gay
Royal Rio
Araby
Good
1/16/43
3156 Strange Empire
Good
8 .. 9/26/42
3153 Wedding
Valley of inBlossoms
3152
Bikaner Average
Very Good .... S9 . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 AfricaVictory
— Prelude to
Very Good
18 .. 12/12/42
3/20/43
America's
Crisis Very
Informative
138 And
Then Food
Japan
Good .... 1818 . 8/ 7/43
12 Bill Jack vs. Adolf
. 7/24/43
Hitler
Exceptional
9/19/42
1 F.B.I.
Front
Stirring 17201/3. .. 10/10/42
29 Inside
FightingFascist
French
Good
20
Spain
17
.
.Not
Rev.
II Invasion!
Excellent
18 . . 6/12/43
3 Mr. &. Mrs. America Very Good
20 .. 1 1/1/ 7/42
9/43
5 Navy and the Nation Very Good
19 . 1/23/43
One DayBusiness
of War
106 Show
at War. .. Outstanding
Excellent ... 2117 .. 5/15/43
2/20/43
7 The New Canada Good
18

6/43
77 .. 3/5/15/43
3/27/43
77 ..Not
Rev.
7 . 5/ 8/43
8 .Not
Rev.
8 . 8/14/43

KENNEDY (6)

TRADE

SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
Back to Bikes
9 Not Rev.
Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9 . 12/19/42
Steelhead Fighters Good
9 . 1/30/43
Well-Rowed Harvard Good
9 . 8/29/42
Whon Winter Calls Good
10 . 1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (26)
. 8/15/42
All
Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
8/43
Barnyard
77 .. 5/1/16/43
Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7
. 10/ Rev.
3/42
Big Build-up
Filler
7 .Not
Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
77 . 5/ 8/43
He
Dood
It
Again
For
Children
..
Ickle Meets Pickle Fair
7 .11/28/42
.Not Rev.
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
Rev,
Last
Up (Tech.)
77 .Not
. 9/19/42
Life With Fide (Tech.) .. Routine
7 .Not
Rev.
Mopping
Up
(Tech.)
7
Mouse of Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 .12/12/42
Nancy
in Doing
Their Bit (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
Night Life in
the Army (Tech.) Funny
7 . 10/17/42
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not
. 5/ 'Rev.
8/43
Patriotic Pooches
Amusing
.10/17/42
School forDazeVictory
(Tech.)
Fair
Rev.
Scrap
(Tech.)
77 .Not5/ 8/43
Shipyard
Good
7
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
10 ..Not Rev.
Accent
Women onin Courage.
Blue
10 . .Not Rev.

UNIVERSAL

Reviewed
ANDY PANDA CARTUNES Time Issue Of
7243 Air Raid Warden Amusing
7 .. 1/16/43
7241 Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7 ,,10/17/42
7247 Canine
Commandos
Not Rev.
7242 Loan Stranger
7 .Not Rev,
7248 Ration Bored
Fast
7 .. 8/21/43
2/27/43
7244 Screwball
Funny
7
7245 Swing Your Partner Fair
7 ,. 6/19/43
7246 The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
7
NAME BAND MUSICALS
151/2
15 . 12/12/42
7125 Chasin'
Entertaining . 15
7129
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
. .Not Rev.
7:26 Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ....
, 1/23/43
7123
Jivin'
Jam
Session
Entertaining
,,
1/42
7248 Ration Bored
Fast
7 ,, 8/8/21/43
7130 Russian Revels
. 9/19/42
7122 Serenade
in Swing Fair
Rev,
15 ,Not
7131
Smoke Rings
Rev,
7128 Swing That Band
15 .Not
.Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
7124
Swing's
the
Thing
15
15 .Not Rev.
7127 Swingtime Blues
7121 Trumpet Serenade Entertaining ... 15 . 8/ 1/42
PERSON-ODDITIES
7375 Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting .... 99 ..Not
.. l/l»/»o
7374 Double Talk Girl
Rev.
7371
Human
Sailboat
9
..Not
Rev.
7372 Jail Hostess
9 ..Not Rev.
7373
King
of
the
49-er8
Interesting
9
..12/
5/42
7376 Let Huey Do It
Interesting 9 .. 2/27/43
7378 Little
FarmfrontClayton
Wonder
9 ..NotRtv.
7329 Shepherd of the Round
House
Interesting 9 ..6/ 5/43
7377 The
She's Armless
A-l in Dentist
the Navy
9 ..Not
Rev.
7381
Not Rev.
7380
ThumCowgirl
in Person .... Interesting 9 .. Not
6/12/43
7382 Tom
Western
Rev.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
7110 Eagle vs. Dragon...
22 ..Not Rev.
7111 Roar, Navy. Roar Swell
22'/s.. 1/(6/43
7232
7233
7234
7235
7231
7362
7352
7361
7358
7359
7360
7357
7354
7353
7351
7355
7356
0996
0995
U997
7363

8121
20th CENTURY-FOX 1943-44
ADVENTLRES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
4251 Flying Gunners
Good
9 ..9/ 4/43
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
4151 Mormon Trails
Colorful
99/ 4/43
4152 Coast of Strategy Instructive
TERRYTOONS
4503 Somewhere
Egypt Fantastic
4504
Down With inCats
Good
77
4/43
9/9/ 4/43
UNITED ARTISTS
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Churchill's
Island
Very
Good
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Good
Food,
of
Conquest
Impressive ....
Hitler's
Plan
Inside
Fighting
China... Thrilling
Very Good
Invasion
of
Europe
Invasion of North Africa .Superb
The
Nippon
Excellent
New Mask
Soldiersof Are
Tough. Stirring
Our Russian Ally Very Good
Road to Tokyo Excellent
■This Is Blitz Grim Realism..
War for Men's Minds
Don't Hook Now.

SPECIAL

2020
20
2222
2120
2016
19
19
21
21

..12/12/42
4/ 4/42
,Not4/ 4/42
Rev.
. 9/19/42
.,, 10/24/42
2/5/ 8/43
6/43
. 5/30/42
,, 7/25/42
9/26/42
Not3/ 7/42
Rev.

1942-43Running

8371
8231
8351

SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
Boogie
Woogie
Sioux Amusing
Very Good
Cow Cow Boogie
Egg
Cracker
Suits
Pass the Biscuits.
Mirandy
Pert
Yankee
Doodle Swing
Shift
Good
VARIETY VIEWS
Any Chickens Today Good
Canadian
Good
Confusion Patrol
in India Very
Instructive
Hungry
India
Mr. Chimp
Goes to Town
Mirror
of Sub- Marine Interesting
Life
Mothers
.. .Very Good
New Era ofinPresidents.
India
Spirit
of
Democracy
Fine
Trouble Spot of the East. Interesting
Western
Whoopee
Very Good
Winter Sports Jamboree. . Excitino
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
Arsenal of Might Excellent
Keeping Fit
Very Good
'What
We Are Fighting
For
Yukon Outpost
Very Good

77
7
7
7

.12/
5/42
.. 2/27/43
..Not Rev.
.. 8/21/43
. . 9/12/42

9
99
9

.. 8/21/43
..10/17/42
.. 6/19/43
..Not
Not Rev.
Rev.

9
108
109
97

..6/ 5/43
.. 2/27/43
..Not
Rev.
..,.10/17/42
9/19/42
.,.. 2/27/43
9/12/42

10 . 12/12/42
II .10/17/42
10
. 8/21/43
9 .. .Not
Rev

UNIVERSAL 1943-44
NAME BAND MUSICALS
Hit Tune Serenade
PERSON-ODDITIES
Wizard of Autos
SWING SYMPHONIES
Boogie Woogie Man
VARIETY VIEWS
Who's Next
Excellent
9

Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
- 9 4 43

VITAPHONE-V\/ARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
A
Nation
Dances Very Good
20 . 3/13/43
8102
Army Show
Very Fine
20 .10/10/42
B109
8104
Beyond
the
Line
of
Duty.
Great
20 .10/ 3/42
81 12 Happy Times and Jolly
Moments
Good Number . 20 . 7/31/43
Little Killers
Isle of Freedom. .. .Inspiring 20 .Not1/ 2/43
Man
Rev.
8107 Our
8108
African
Front
20 .Not
Rev.43
. 4/17Rev.
8110
8106 Rear Gunner
Good
26 .Not
of Annapolis
20 . 10/17/42
8103 Spirit
Spirit
of
West
Point
Stirring
20
811 1 Three Cheers for the
8101
Girls
2020 ..Not6/19/43
Rev.
8105 Vaudeville
DaysVery Good
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
8306 King of the Archers. . . . Entertaining . . .
8304 So You Think You
So You Want to Give ..Excellent
Disappointing .
Up Smoking
8302 Stars
8303
on Steps
Horseback....
Sweeney
Out
asni (Reissue)
..Good
8305 This li the Enem.v...

10 . . 3/ 6/43
.. 1/23/43
10 . . 12/12/42
7/ 3/43
10
10/ Rev.
3/42
1 1 .. .. Not
10
in

52

8604
8602
860!
8606
8603
8611
86U3
8608
8607
8609

SHOWMEN'S
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.)
Running
Comment
Tim«
LOONEY TUNES
Confusions ot a Nutzy Spy
7
DafTy OucStaroo Amusing
7
The Hep Cat (Tech.) In the Groove.. 7
Hop and Go
Fair
7
My Favorite Ouck(Tech.).Good
7
Porky
Feat
Lots of Laughs. 7
To DuckPig's
or Not
to
DuckJokio
(Tech.)
Funny
Tokio
77
Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Funny ... 77
Yankee
Doodle DafTy Very
Good

lUELODY MASTERS (10)
All American Bandi Very Good
10
Army
Air Force& Band
10
B. Minnevitch
His
Harmonica School Excellent
10
Childhood
Good
10
02zle NelsonDays
& His
Orchestra
Entertaining
.. 1010
Six
Hits
and
a
Miss
Good
United States Marine
8505 TheBand
United States Navy Outstanding ... 10
Band
10
8510 The United States Service Pleasing
Bands
Very Good 10
8507 U. S. Army Band
MERRIE MELODIES (2C) (Toch.)
8706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
7
8707 Coal Black and de
Sebben Dwarfs Funny
7
8705 Ding
Daddy Very Good
Dover Dong
Boys
77
8701 Fifth
Column Mouse Fair
7
8710
8711 Flop Goes
the Weasel .... Fair
7
8714
Greetings
Bait
(Tecji.)
.
.Amusing
7
8703 Hare Brained Hypnotist. Ha! Ha!
7
and the
8715 Jackrabbit
Beanstalk
Very Good
7
Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing.. 77
8708 Sheepish
8702
Rabbit (Tech.) .... Fair
7
8712
8704 Super
Tale of Two Kittios Very Funny ... 7
The
Aristo
Cat
Very
Good
7
8716
8709
Wins by a Hare. Funny
7
8713 Tortoise
Unbearable Bear (Tech.)
7
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
8405 America's
Battle of
Good
Beauty
. 10
8404 Cuba, Land of Adventure, Fair
10
Sports
8411 Grey, White and Blue. . Eye-filling ... . 10
Interesting ... . 10
Horses!
Horses!
Horsesl.
8406
8409 Rod and Reel on
10
8410
Rover's Soldiers
Rangers (Tech,) Very Good ... . 10
8401 Sniffer
8412
10
8403 South American Sports.. Very
Good ,.... . . 10
Interesting
8407
Dogs
. 10
.Fair
8402 Sporting
The
Right
Timing
8408 Women in Sports Very Good . . . . 10
TECH. SPECIALS (6)
8001 A Ship Is Born
.Inspiring 22
800G Champions Training
Champions
Excellent
8004 Eaglet
the Navy Good
Very Good
8002
Fightingof Euaineers
8005 Mountain Fighters Top (duality ...
8003 Young and Beautiful Fair

8508
83UI
8504
8509
SoUb
8502
8503

SERIALS 1942-43
COLUMBIA
Batman
IS15 Chaps.
The Secret Code
Chaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West
G-Men
Black Dragon... 1512 Chaps.
King ofVs.theTheMounties
Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Adventures
Jack Guard
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowot ofSmilin'
the Coast
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

Reviewed
Issue or
.Not
Rev
.11/28/42
.10/17/42
. 4/17/43
9/43
.. 8/1/ 7/43
. 3/13/43
.Not Rev.
.. 6/19/43
8/14/43

TRADE
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
fen cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertion!
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

THEATRE

GAMES

WE PAY CASH— YOU BUY BONDS—
Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses, Projectors, Motors,
Etc. Give age, condition, first letter. Box 617,
Showmen's
Review, 1501 Broadway,
New
York 18,Trade
New York.

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3,50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N, Y.

. 5/29/43
.Not Rev.
.... 6/26/43
f/23/43
. . 4/24/43
..11/28/42
..10/ 3/42
. . 2/16/43
. . 7/31/43
. .Not Kev.

THE ARAIY NEEDS 'EM— ANY MAKE
PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR
35MM SOUND— HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
Bo.x
618, New
Showmen's
Broadway,
York 18, Trade
N. Y. Review, 1501

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2,00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.

Edison Peep-box Machine, Edison Spoolbank, Edison universal and old models of projection heads. DUNSTON— 306 West 33rd
Street, Norfolk, Va.

THEATRES WANTED

. 1/23//
. 1/l/23/.<„
9/43
.Not Rev.
.. 4/17/43
4/24/43
. 6/19/43
.12/ 5/42
. 7/ 3/43
. 3/13/43
.Not
Rev
. 4/17/4
...12/12/4'.
6/26/4.
3/13/43
.Not Rev.

HELP WANTED

WANT TO BUY— or lease theatre in small
southern town. Complete details first letter.
405 Revilo Blvd., Daytona Beach, Fla.

. 1/ 2/43
. 2/13/43
. . 7/ 3/43
. 1/ 2/43
Rev.
..Not
6/ 5/43
. ..10/10/42
7/31/43
. 12/12/42
. 3/13/43
.11/28/42
. 3/13/43
12/ 5/42
7/ 3/43
5/ 1/43
8/6/1/16/43
7/43
5/43

7/31/43
Not
Rev.
1/30/43
Not Rev.
Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Not
11/
Not
Not

Rev.
7/42
Rev.
Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Time
Date
Title
40
At the Front
10 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
Community
Transportation
.. 1041/2.. 12/24/42
Doctors at War
1/ 7/43
. II9 . 5/13/43
Farm
Battle
Lines
1/29/43
Farmer at War
3/11/43
9 . 4/ 1/43
Food
for
Fighters
. 3 . 11/12/42
Fuel Conservation
. 9 . 11/15/42
Henry
Brown,
Farmer
7/ 8/43
Lift Your
Heads
. 10
10 .. 6/10/43
Message From Malta
10
Mission Accomplished
8 . 4/29/43
Negro Colleges in War Time.
1/25/43
. II9 .. 12/10/42
Night
Shift
Paratroops
1/21/43
51 . 5/27/43
Prelude
to War
47 . 7/30/43
Report From the Aleutians.,.
Right Pearl
of Way
.. 89<h. . 4/15/43
Since
Harbor
2/18/43
105"/2 . 2/2/11/43
4/43
The
Spirit
of
'43
. lO'/a.
Troop
Train
10 . 6/24/43
War Town
You, Jobn Jenei
20 . 1/14/43
WIngt Uo
S/27/43

EXPERT PROJECTIONIST and service
man, work 40 hours per week, could also use
lobby display artist. Good town, good pay,
permanent job for right man. Give full details first letter. Soak operators and drifters,
keep
away.Texas.
Queen-Gem-Ritz Theatres,
Brownwood,
NEW

EQUIPMENT

BENCH
REWINDERS,
$7.65; 1000'
FILM
SHIPPING
CASES, PAIR
SECTION,
39c;
RED FIREPAILS, 49c; QUART UNDERWRITERS APPROVED EXTINGUISH$11.25; TWO SIX
QUART,
$13.50;$17.58;
2000'
FILM ERS,
CABINETS,
SECTION,
EIGHT SECTION, $23.64; TEN SECTION,
$29.30; RCA PHOTOPHONE
3' x 5'THROAT,
MULTICELLULAR HORNS, DOUBLE
WORTH $250.00, NOW $79.50. Many more
comparable values — see Fall Bargain Bulletin.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION,
449 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N, Y,
CHOSEN AT RANDOM FROM FALL
BARGAIN SHEET— Super GM Visitron 868
type Photocells, $4.95 ; Simplex Cinemaphone
Soundheads, $56.50 ; Carbon Savers, Suprex
or Low Intensity, 98c ; Vocochrome Snowhite
Soundscreens, 23^c square foot ; Flextone
Washable, 30^c; Crystal Beaded, 39^c. Get
your copy now. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, N. Y.
SITUATION

WANTED

YOUNG MAN, EXPERIENCED in Theatre Management, Army exempt, desires AssisManager's position.
Box 619,NewShowmen's
TradetantReview,
1501 Broadway,
York 18,
New York.
SOUND

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
SOUND Projectors, absolutely complete with
amplifier, tubes, loudspeaker, cables and telescoping pedestal. Single projector outfit, $545 ;
Double outfit, $975. Good condition, used for
roadshowing commercial films. ABELES ADVERTISING SERVICE, 453 W. 42nd St.,
New York City.
THEATRE

FOR SALE

NEW FRANKLIN MISSOURI — SELL
OR LEASE; $1200 will handle either way.
A. N. Brown, 7365 Trenton Ave., University
City 14, Missouri.

USED EQUIPMENT
FALL BARGAIN BULLETIN BURSTING WITH BUYS LIKE THESE— Simplex
Lamphouse Stabilizers, $14.75 ; Monitor Speakers, $1.25; Amplifiers, from $9.95; Portable
Sound Projectors, from $59.50; G.E. 30/60
Mercury Rectifiers, $150.00; Thousand Watt
Mogul Screw Bulbs, $2.00; Motiograph or
Superior Projector Mechanism, $95.00; Ross,
Bausch & Lomb, Ilex Series II Lenses, long
focus, $19.50 ; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals,
$39.50; Aisle Lights, $1.95; Spring Edge Cushions, $2.25; Coinometers, latest type, $77.50;
Underwriters 2J4 gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers, reconditioned, $20.00; Ward-Leonard 45
ampere Suprex Rectifier, $137.50 ; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
your copy. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, New York,
PAIR REAR SHUTTER Simplex Five
Point Stand Projectors, Also One $490.00 Dual
Channel DX-31 Ace Amplifier. All Like New.
Bargain. AUDIEN, 2025 Jackson, Dallas, Texas.

ENCYCLOPEDIA

of

EXPLOITATION

THE BOOK of SHOWMANSHIP
POPULAR PRICED EDITION
ONLY $1.95 POSTPAID
Cash With Order, Please; No C.O.D.

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
1501 Broadway, New York 18, N, Y,
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THIS IS NUMBEr}5 of a series of advertisements sponsored 8r THE INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
WITH THE NATIONAL CONSERVATION PROGRAM
EQUIPMENT IN COOPERATION
MANUFACTURERS OF J^^£€M.tl^eK

"Keep

Peak

Equipment

in

Efficiency

-<i<i^

R.

H.

)IGHT NOW

Operating

this

at

'"

Emergency.

McCULLOUGH

we are up against the hard, blunt facts of war and

the grim necessity of winning it. In this great emergency
is important that we gear up inspection and maintenance
long the life of all equipment. No one knows

just when

it

to proreplace-

ments will be available.
Keep everything in good repair to prevent breakdowns.

Your

job is more important than ever before to provide good and well
presented entertainment
R. H. McCULLOUGH
General Purchasing Agent and
Supervisor of Sound and Projection
Fox West Coast Theatres

for public morale

and the war effort.

Our future as a nation is at stake and in characteristic fashion
we must respond and pledge conservation. Let us keep our equipment operating at peak efficiency at all times!"

ND AND VISUAL PROJECTION

INTERNATIONAL

PROJECTOR

CORPORATION

D
1
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Who's to Blame?
We listened in on a conversation between an exhibitor
and a salesman in which the latter led off with the statement that he knew the exhibitor's business was slumping
and that he ought to offer his pictures at prices under
last year's deal, but that he had to ask for a fifty per cent
increase.
We had occasion to recite this incident to a sales
executive of the company in question without identifying the persons involved and we were told that the salesman should be fired, because neither he nor his branch
manager ever were authorized to approach a customer
with any such demand.
So it all comes back to what this page has advocated
time and again: that the top men in the home office
issue strict orders against such practices because they
cause most of the resentment regardless of the final outcome of the product negotiations. And besides, it is
downright stupidity that has been allowed to get completely out of hand and control of most home offices.
Some overzealous salesmen and branch managers have
caused entirely too much grief in their ambition to
make an outstanding showing. In this they received some
off-the-record encouragement from some of their company executives. The result has been an unchecked dash
for annual increases unwarranted by business conditions
and not demanded by company policy.
Under normal conditions much of this kind of practice would not be worthy of serious attention. But these
are not normal times and therefore extreme caution
must and should be exercised by every company to
avoid complaints that their sales organization is using
sledge-hammer tactics in dealings with independent
exhibitors. Naturally, one never hears of such things in
circuit negotiations for the simple reason that any salesman or manager attempting it would be thrown out of
the circuit office without as much as a good-bye.
The incident in question is of minor importance. But
the practice itself is of major importance and has been
going on too long. And the silly angle to the whole thing
is that the top sales executives in the home offices could
stamp it out in less time than it has taken to tell this story.

REVIEW

focused on every scrap of information they can get to
gauge the tempo of the drive.
One of the greatest of all the bond-selling ideas is the
Bond Premiere and when the final reports are tabulated,
don't be surprised if this one phase of the entire campaign shows the greatest results for any individual
activity. Nice work. Bill Rodgers.
The one angle we are not hearing enough about is the
amount of bonds being purchased by theatremen and
their staffs. So we hope you showmen are not overlooking this part of your obligation. Get busy — in between
campaigning activities — and make sure your own order
for that "extra" hundred dollar bond, is put through
and then canvass every member of your staff to see
that they have stepped up their bond and stamp buying.
There must be no let-down on this drive. You must
keep hammering away day after day until the very last
minute of the campaign. Do not spoil a remarkable
record by allowing your efforts to lag towards the finish.

Bouquet Department
.... To Charlie Anderson, head of the Alpine Circuit
in West Virginia and Pennsylvania, whose generosity
towards service men, as well as his own work in the
Coast Guard, has stamped him, indelibly, as a real patriot
of action . . . not words. When any of Anderson's
theatres runs a money nite and the winner is a service
man, the rules are dropped and a check goes to the service
man just the same, even though he is not able to be there
in person to claim his money.
.... To MGM for two outstanding "escapist" pics
one right after the other. "Best Foot Forward" and
"Thousands Cheer." Both are destined to roll up recordbreaking grosses from the first to the last runs because
they are the kind of entertainment the public is clamoring for today. The critics had a field day romping with
adjectives on both pictures.
.... To Eddie Alperson for the magnificent job he has
done in organizing and handling the Hollywood Cavalcade of Stars for the current bond-selling tour.
.... To Ray Beall for managing to weather the strange
atmosphere of Times Square and still do a grand publicity

Battle

Still Rages

All indications from the field point to a highly successful campaign by our industry on the Third War Loan.
Reports, tear sheets and rumors keep arriving at WAC
headquarters where "General" Griffith and "Lieut."
Brownie Akers are keeping showmanship eyes sharply

job on the drive.
.... To that Long Island (N. Y.) circuit boss whose
thoughtful consideration of his managers has made it

—"CHIC
next-to-impossible for anyone to "raid"
hisK"manpower.
LEWIS

4

S H O W MEN'S
Less

Clark to Get Allied Quiz
Answers to the questionnaire recently
submitted by National Allied to exhibitors
concerning their experiences and opinions
on the consent decree have been received in
great number, it was reported this week by
Allied headquarters, and the work of collating and summarizing is proceeding at a
pace which it is hoped will place the complete
report in the hands of Assistant Attorney
General Tom C. Clark within two weeks so
that tion
he available
will have
informawhenthehe organization's
goes to the coast
for
talks with industry heads there.
Canadian
While

Grosses

Personnel

Big,

Ebbs

Business of film theatres in Canada is better
than ever before, while at the same time the
personnel problem has reached the acute stage,
said Gordon Lightstone, general manager of
Paramount Film Service, Ltd., last week when
he was in New York for home office conferences.
Mr. Lightstone pointed out that, so far as Paramount's own business was concerned, exhibitors
reporting on product gave an over-all picture of
unprecedented grosses from east to west coast.
Especially cited were "Let's Face It" and
"Dixie," which were hitting new highs in all
Dominion situations. The first-named set a new
record at the Capitol, Halifax, and broke Labor
Day records in Saskatoon and Edmonton.
"Dixie"
"Reapbeat
the every
Wild Wind"
Montreal outgrossed
and Toronto,
record in
in
Winnipeg,
pulled
the Calgary.
biggest first day's
business everandat the
Capitol,
If we in the United States think it is hard to
find personnel for theatres, we ought to try it
in Canada, Lightstone says. There the Selective
Service age limits have been increased from 35
to 40, and lowered from 20 to 18. All those
between 18 and 40 not in essential industry must
enter war work, and the drain on exchanges and
theatres has been tremendous. Women are the
only source, and they are being employed in ever
increasing numbers.
Warner Theatres in Chicago
Raise Evening Prices by 5c
The Warner theatres in the Chicago area
having completed their price adjustments, the
Metropolitan Theatre evening admissions are
now forty cents, a five-cent advance, while the
Oakland and Frolic theatres have a thirty-three
cent evening admission charge.
Juvenile prices have also been raised in several houses of the circuit from seventeen to
twenty cents.
Arthur Silverstone With 20th-Fox
Arthur Silverstone, for the past eighteen
years associated with United Artists in executive
posts in this country and in England, has joined
20th
Century-Fox's
as special
home office International
representative. Department
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Theatres,

More

Receipts in Iowa
The amusement business in Iowa showed a
nine per cent increase in gross receipts during
the 12-month period ending June 30, 1943, over
the previous year, according to the annual
report of the Iowa state tax commission. The
report showed that all types of amusement
business paid a total of $312,228.10 on the two
per cent state sales tax which is levied on all
retail sales in the state. The total tax collected
represented a total business of more than
$15,000,000 grossed by the amusement spots,
including theatres, ballrooms, carnivals, rinks,
parks and other form of amusement centers.
It was estimated that one-third of the tax income was that taken in by motion picture
houses.
The 12-month tax collection was $24,404.20
more than was paid for the previous year when
collections totaled $287,823.90. The increase
came despite a drop in the number of operators
turning in reports, which reflected the number
of amusement spots closed during the fiscal
year. The annual report showed only 4,657 returns as compared with 5,149 during the previous 12 months. Operators are required to file
four returns during the year.
Largest increase was made during the AprilMay-June quarterly period when a 10 per cent
jump was registered. The April-May-June
collections amounted to $75,806 as compared
with $68,683 in 1942; Jan.-Feb.-March collections were $77,386 as against $71,772 in 1942;
Oct.-Nov.-Dec. collections $83,166 against $75,939;
429. and July-Aug.-Sept. $75,869 against $70,Allied

Plans
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to Speed

Decency Rating Notices
.A plan to get Legion of Decency ratings to
its members as quickly as possible in order to
avoid playing objectionable pictures was proposed by National Allied this week through its
general counsel, Abram F. Myers. At a meeting
of the board of directors last month in Baltimore
members took the stand of full cooperation with
the Legion in its efTorts to improve screen
standards. It was the record of this action that
Myers forwarded to Msgr. John J. McClafferty,
executive secretary of the Legion in New York,
with the suggestion that Allied be notified imrating.
mediately when any picture received a "C"
Myers wrote Msgr. McClaf¥erty : "I hope you
will see fit to wire me immediately of any picture that
has notify
been given
a 'C rating
so that InI
can, in
turn,
the regional
associations.
this way we may be able to get the information
to the regional members before they make any
commitment in regard to the picture."
The ITO of Ohio had previously made an arrangement to form a conference committee in
each
of
the
state's
speed action
on
censored films,
Leo dioceses
Jones ofto Upper
Sandusky
being appointed chairman of the state committee.
Up in Yukon They Build 'Em
Cellar to Opening in 3 Weeks
Built in the record time of three weeks, a new
500-seat theatre in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory,
will open the night of Sept. 21 with Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army" as the premiere attraction. This also will mark the Canadian premiere
of the Warner Bros, release.
House is being constructed in this half-way
stop on the Alaska Highway especially for this
event, and the dedication will be a gala afTair
attended by U. S. and Canadian army officials
and other notables, with both the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and Mutual coast-to-coast
networks carrying a special program of the
ceremonies.

Box Office to Ballot Box
In Pennsylvania operating a theatre seems
to be the "open sesame" to a political
career. For instance, in Ambridge the manager of the Publix theatres, John Notopoulos,
is a candidate for city council on both
Republican and Democratic tickets, while
Johnstown is voting on the name of L. L.
Chamberlain, owner and operator of the Dale
Theatre, for treasurer of Cambria County.
Film
With

Lack

Plays Havoc

Boston

Managers

The scarcity of films has caused considerable
distress to theatre managers in Boston, according to a survey made this week. Many of them
are frankly confessing that something drastic
must happen or they will find themselves playing third and fourth-run pictures over again, or
holding first-runs until they have worn the
patronage to the bone. There is said to be such
a scarcity of films that in many instances the
independents are considering returning to, or
experimenting, with a single-feature policy.
According to many of those interviewed, the
scarcity of product is the most serious in years
and there is a distinct aversion in Boston to
taking on too many war pictures. There was a
cycle of horror pictures here, but this has
passed and now the locals are clamoring for
escape vehicles.
Some of the downtowners are holding pictures over with only the least possible excuse in
order to gloss over the lack of products suitable
for their houses at this time.
Stage Bands Rerouted
With the opening of the loop run in Chicago
of "This Is the Army" set for September 24 at
the Chicago Theatre, a Balaban and Katz house,
stage shows and bands are out. However,
Warney Jones, circuit booker, reports several
of the bands will be routed over the Great
States circuit, including the Palace, Peoria :
Orpheum, Springfield; Rialto, Joliet ; Palace,
South Bend ; and Paramount, Toledo.
Sid Rogell
(The Man oh the Cover)
For the past eight years studio manager of
RKO Radio Pictures, whose promotion to the
post of production executive was announced
last week-end by Charles W. Koerner, vicepresident in charge of production. Present
plans call for Rogell to produce, or supervise,
about fifty per cent .of the RKO Radio
product,
"A" and "B" pictures
included onwith
his both
schedule.
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Award of Merit
Nicholas M. Schenck, national chairman
of
industry'shisMarch
of Dimes
has theexpressed
gratitude
for thecommittee,
splendid
cooperati'n shown by exhibitors in the 1943
drive for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, by sending each of 9048 theatre managers and owners an "Award of
Mer't" citation which encloses a lucky
pocket-piece. The lucky piece bears a basrelief of President Rrosevelt and his signature
on one side, and a bright new dime, surrounded by the words, "Good Luck! Good
Health! March of Dimes, 1943," on the
other.
In an accompanying message, Schenck asks
the
recipients not
to "accept
tckenvalue,
with but
my
compliments,
for its this
intrinsic
simply as a reminder of a job well done and
of
Roosevelt's
appreciation
of your
helpPresident
in advancing
the fight
against infantile
paralysis."

'Paramount Week' Tops
Records for 25 Years
Paramount's business during "Paramount
Week,
just by
ended,
topped
day period
13 per
cent last
and year's
reachedseventhe
highest figure ever attained during the 2Sth
observance of this annual event, Neil Agnew,
General sales manager, announced Tuesday.
"So Proudly We Hail," booked to print
capacity
"Dixie"
contributed
the
result and
during
the week,
it was heavily
announced.to
On the basis of an analysis of grosses, Agnew
said, "So Proudly We Hail" is one of the
top-grossing pictures, setting new all-time
records in numerous situations.
Bank Night Not a Lottery,
Iowa District Court Decides
The Polk County district court in Iowa refused to recognize bank night as a lottery in a
$1000 damage suit brought against Tri-States
Theatre Corp. of Des Moines by Mrs. R. O.
Youngerman who claimed the theatre firm had
refused to award her the prize.
The theatre corporation in resisting the suit
contended that the petitioner had termed the
contest a lottery, which if true, was prohibited by law, and therefore unenforceable.
Judge John J. Halloran refused to recognize
this contention and also the argument that the
woman had not paid any consideration and the
$1000 drawn was a gift, and therefore she had
no legal claim. Both motions to dismiss the
suit were overruled. Mrs. Youngerman claimed
she had signed an attendance card, but the
theatre contended none was found.
Chicago Theatre Linage High
The four Chicago Sundaj' newspapers last
month carried 67,852 lines of theatre advertising,
which is a 20 per cent increase over that of the
same month in 1942.
The Chicago Sun had 74,000 lines of advertising in August, breaking all Chicago morning
paper ment
records,
the Weber.
paper's amuseadvertisingaccording
manager, toTed
Goldberg to Head RKO Studio
Leon Goldberg, treasurer of Radio-KeithOrpheum Corporation, will leave for the Coast
on October 10th to assume his new duties as
studio manager of the RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., studio in Hollywood.

War
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Pictures

Done?

Say it softly, but it looks asSay
if the public
may
'No'
Box-Offices
not
be quite so tired of war pictures as most of
us think. At any rate, the past week has seen
evidence of real audience support, in the large
houses at least. In the spotlight is Paramount's
"So Proudly We Hail," which got away to a
big first week at Radio City Music Hall and had
what is reported as a "phenomenal" week at
Loew's State Theatre, Cleveland.
Another indicator is the documentary "The
City That Stopped Hitler — Heroic Stalingrad,"
which opened big at the Victoria, a small Broadway house, formerly the Gaiety. This film is
still building and is now set for a run.
"Salute to the Marines" is another war subject that is surprising, holding up beautifully at
the Globe, New York, and being pulled over
for a third week at the Stillman, Cleveland,
after running two weeks at the State. Columbia's
"Destroyer" is in its third week at the Criterion,
New York.
"This Is the Army," of course, has now gone
into the statistical stage. Warner Brothers reports that the Irving Berlin picture is setting
a new record for extended runs, with the first
300 engagements piling up additional playing
time averaging 80 per cent more than any previous Warner release. Every booking thus far
has been a holdover.
First extensive reports on "Claudia," in which
20th Century-Fox is introducing a new star in
Dorothy McGuire, show the picture is running
at about the pace of "Coney Island." In San
Francisco its first week ran ahead of any previous picture shown at the Paramount, while
in three Miami theatres it equaled in six days
the full week's business done by "Coney Island."
Other -standout situations for "Claudia" included St. Louis, Los Angeles, Richmond, Providence, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Denver, and
Hartford.
Other holdovers in New York are "The
Sky's the Limit" for a third week at the Palace ;
"Watch on the Rhine" at the Strand ; "For
Whom the Bell Tolls" at the Rivoli ; "DuBarry
Was a Lady" at the Capitol. However, Broadway is seeing some new product at last in
"Thousands Cheer," which made a bigger opening splash at the Astor than even "Best Foot
Forward ;" "Holy Matrimony" at the Roxy ; and
"A Lady Takes a Chance" at the Paramount.
'DuBarry" is going out of the Capitol next week,
with James Cagney's "Johnny Come Lately"
penciled in.
Just before "Let's Face It" left after six
weeks Paramount had four first run hits running on Broadway simultaneously : "Let's Face
It," "For Whom the Bell Tolls," "So Proudly
We Hail," and "The City That Stopped HitlerHeroic Stalingrad."
Goldman
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Files interrogatory

To Speed Up Anti-Trust Suit
An interrogatory has been filed by the William Goldman attorneys in his anti-trust suit
against the major film companies and the Warner Bros, circuit of theatres in Philadelphia.
This is a new type of court procedure which is
used to help speed up this type of trial. A list
of
is filed
the plaintiff's
attorney
withquestions
the courts,
whichby questions
are presented
to the defendants so that when they appear in
court they will have ready answers for questions which will be asked when the trial comes
up. The trial is now scheduled for a November
hearing.
Lester J. Schaffer, a rriember of the William
A. Gray offices, William Goldman's attorney,
explained that in dropping the Universal Corporation as a defendant he did this only because it
was a holding company, but that the parent
organization. Universal Film exchanges, still
continues as a defendant in the case.

New York exchange men this week began
Day*
Tree onMovi
intensive
"Freeeset
M vie
the
Third Warwork
Loan project
for Day,"
September
27 by the WAC. The idea is simply that
anyone buying a bond from a theatre will
be admitted free on that date. A squadron
of ten men will immed ately canvass exhibitors in the New York district under
the
Randel.leadership of Bob Wolff and Henry
An ad will be sponsored to run in daily
newspapers and National Screen is preparing
a poster for the event.
Leaders

in Equipment

Field at Chicago Meet
With an expected representation of 100 equipment men, representing dealers and manufacturers, the Theatre Equipment Dealers Protective
Association's conference in Chicago was scheduled to open Friday morning (17th) with a fullday business session as the first phase of a threeday meeting at the Bismark Hotel. Theme of
the meeting will be the discussion of ways and
means of supplying theatres with necessary
equipment for continued operation. Figuring
importantly in this endeavor will be the conference session to be addressed by Alan G. Smith,
Chief of the Theatre Equipment Section of the
Service Equipment Division, WPB. This meeting will take place Saturday.
The final day of the conclave will be devoted
to question and answer forum with a banquet
at night as the culminating feature of the conference. Display of equipment as well as visits
to the Chicago factories of manufacturers of
equipment, including the DeVry and Motiograph
plants, will figure as other important features
of the gathering.
N. E. Unit Urges Divorcement
In Brief Filed With D. of J.
A 10-page brief, urging theatre divorcement,
citing earnings of the major companies, and
detailing numerous revisions requested in the
whole industry setup as related to selling and
buying of pictures, has been filed with Tom C.
Clark, .Assistant Attorney General, by the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of New England, Inc.
The brief is signed by Francis M. Perry, president of the organization.
The brief states that the organization represents some 200 theatre-members, and urges that
thetheDepartment
of Justice
"prosecute
the suit
of
United States
Government
vs. Paramount
Pictures, Inc., et al, with a view to securing
the divorcement of theatres and such other
injunctive relief as may be necessary to create
free competition within the industry. . . ."
Among the proposals for a revised sales plan
are recommendations that all features be trade
shown before being offered for license, with no
limitations upon the number of pictures to be
oflfered at any one time.
$220,000
Decision
For Morse Master's
& Rothenberg
An award of $220,000 was given to the Morse
and Rothenberg Circuit, Boston, plaintiffs in the
Massachusetts District Court against the major
film companies, in a decision Wednesdaj' by
Philip Hendrick, Boston, Master in the case
which has been in litigation since 1938. The
$220,000willtripled
fees and
costs
added
amountwithto attorneys'
about $750,000
if upheld.
The Millinocket Theatres, Millinocket, Me.,
and Clarence F. Alillett, Bridgeton. Ale., both
independent
also won
a Master's
decision in thetheatre
amountowners,
of $61,000
on Wednesday,
in their suit against the Kurson Graphic Circuit
of Maine.
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Kindest Man in World
Chris Christensen is back home in Council
Bluffs, Iowa, after a glamorous srjourn in
Hollywood, where he has been telling his
life story to MGM. Chris is the man who
won fame because he was soft-hearted. He
got a j:b as pound master in Council Bluffs,
but ran into trouble when he was confronted
with the task of taking dogs from children.
He couldn't
instead
he children
himself
bought
licensesdofcrit,thesodogs
and the
kept their pets. Newspapers exposed his
activities and Hollywood took up the matter.

New Cagney-UA
Pact
Covers 3 to 5 Years
A deal with officials of United Artists whereby
William Cagney Productions agrees to deliver
a minimum of nine and a maximum of fifteen
pictures during a three- to five-year period was
announced in New York Friday (10) by William
Cagney.
Outlining plans for the production schedule,
Producer Cagney pointed out that not all of the
pictures in the three- to five-year period will
star his brother, James, but it was understood
that the star would appear in at least five,
whether nine or fifteen pictures are delivered.
It is possible that James Cagney may be loaned
to one of the major studios in return for important story and contract personalities.
Next on the Cagney production agenda is
"Port Royal," a romantic action melodrama
dealing with the elimination of the pirates in
the Caribbean. Actual production is expected
to get under way within the next 12 weeks,
with Feberuary or March release contemplated.
Producer Cagney expects the Technicolor melodrama starring his brother James to cost around
$2,000,000.
Immediately after the New York premiere
of
Lately" atto the
Capitol,
Cagney
will"Johnny
return Come
to Hollywood
assign
writers
and
start
"The acquired
Stray Lamb,"
a Thorne
Smith casting
comedy forfantasy
from the
estate
of the late John Barrymore. James Cagney will
not appear in the comedy, but a name cast will
be lined up.

MEN'S

Bond
Seek

TRADE

Premieres
to Extend

Tops;
Shows

With the selling potential of bond premieres
so great the national total could even equal that
registered by the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade
or the War Veterans Airmada, L. C. Griffith,
Third War Loan chairman and William F.
Rodgers, premiere chairman, are redoubling their
efforts to enlist the cooperation of the maximuin
number of theatres, both circuit and independent.
In response to a wire from Griffith to the
WAC State Chairmen, many of whom are circuit heads, a steady stream of replies received
at WAC headquarters attest to the fact that
more circuits every day are going to stage
"seats-for-bonds" shows.
There are still plenty of circuits to be heard
from, but the following are among the many
who have promised cooperation : D. J. McNerney, San Francisco, one down-town premiere
set in each city in the territory, with four subsequent run houses set for San Francisco and
Oakland ; J. L. Cartwright, from Tampa, Florida, while reporting that a Jacksonville premiere
had netted $3,814,030, announced that all circuit theatres in the state are staging a premiere
in each town, regardless of size.
From Griffith's "home grounds," Oklahoma,
advice comes that "every city, town and village
in the state is set." Abe Blank in Des Moines
has pledged a premiere in every city in which
his circuit operates, regardless of size. From
M. Kennedy, Birmingham, "Premiere set in
each of our towns." From Warren Irvin, Columbia, South Carolina, "One in each town
scheduled by the circuits in this state."
Washington Exhibitor Unit
Condemns Trade-Public Previews
Declaring that previews of any sort should
not carry an admission charge, James Hone,
Seattle executive secretary of the Washington
Theatre Owners Association, last week placed
his organization definitely against all so-called
commercial previews, whether they are called
"studio sneak or otherwise."

Touhy to Appeal Film Decision
Irving S. Roth, attorney for Roger Touhy,
said this week he would file an appeal on the
decision of Federal Judge William H. Holly
denying Touhy an injunction to prevent public
showings by 20th Century-Fox of the picture,
"Roger
Gangster."
now serving
a prison Touhy,
sentence,
sought theTouhy,
injunction
on the
ground of defamation of character.
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S. J. Gregory, president of Alliance Theatre
Circuit, has arrived on the coast from Chicago.
Alexander Korda now in New York front
the coast, after a stop-off in Chicago.
John J. Fit::gibbons and Ben Geldsaler, president and chief buyer respectively of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., back in Toronto after
conferences in Manhattan.
Carter Blake, eastern talent scout for Columbia, arrived in New York Wednesday after
conducting studio tests for two weeks.
William C. Gehring, western sales manager
for 20th Century-Fox, on a tour of the six
e.vcltanges under his supervision. Started in
Omaha, now is in Des Moines. Gets back
to his home office desk October 1.
Carl Bamford of Publix Bamford Theatres,
Asheville, N. C, taking a look around Manhattan.
J. R. Grainger back from Boston and points
north after closing deals for Republic with
Interstate and operators in Maine and New
Hampshire.
On the way to his headquarters in Sydney,
Australia,
Nick Pery,andColumbia's
managing
director of isAustralasia
the Far East,
after
conferences at the home office.
Off for Pittsburgh and points west from
Warners: Jules Lapidus, eastern division sales
manager, and Ed Hinchy, head of playdate
department.
Australia to New Zealand to Hollywood
to
Neiv York:
Hunter, Paramount's
managing
director Harry
in Australasia.
Last heard
from in Hollywood.

To Make 'Hollywood Canteen'
Arrangements for Warner Bros, to produce
another morale picture, "Hollywood Canteen,"
have been completed by Jack L. Warner, executive producer. The film will be based on the
Hollywood Canteen, with Bette Davis, president
of the service organization, playing one of the
roles. It will have an all-star cast, and profits
will be shared with the Hollywood Canteen,
New York Theatre Wing and affiliated Canteens throughout the country.

e in 'Up in Arms'
Sequenc
Disney
The Walt
Disney Studios is producing an
animated cartoon sequence for Samuel Goldwyn's
"Up
Arms,"
Danny inKaye,
it wasTechnicolor
announced feature
this week starring
by the
Goldwyn and Disney organizations. The sequence is based on an idea by Don Hartman,
co-author and associate producer of "Up in
Arms," ofandthe will
climax
film. be presented as part of the
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Local Boy Makes Good as Win
Barron Wins Commentator Post

ooo oooooo

Appointment of Win Barron as commentator
for the Canadian edition of Paramount News
was announced Tuesday by A. J. Richard, director of Paramount News.
The method of selecting the commentator was
a real tribute to Win Barron. Richard had decided that the Canadian edition of Paramount
News required a Canadian commentator. Accordingly Gordon Lightstone, Canadian General
Manager for Paramount, was delegated to make
voice tests of several Canadian commentators.
Each read a typical commentation on a sound
track with the identity of the candidates concealed. When the sound tracks were judged in
New York, Barron was the unanimous choice.
It was only then discovered that he was Paramount's own exploitation man in Canada.
Menzies Associate in Wood

Unit

William Cameron Menzies will direct "Address Unknown" as his first assignment for
Columbia in the Sam Wood production unit.
In working with Wood the director also serves
as production associate, an arrangement to be
continued in making further pictures.
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Distributors
Plans
Can

So
Be

All

THE

Arrange

PATRIOTIC

Bond

Airmada

FRONT

Said

Registerins

Houses

in War

Loan

Taking" cognizance of tlie widespread expressed desire of theatres who feel that present
War Bond Premiere plans will not in some instances accomplish the maximum results in
their particular localities, all motion picture
distributors, as the result of a meeting at the
Warwick Hotel, have agreed to additional plans
which will make it possible for every theatre
in the United States to participate in the Third
War Loan Campaign, it is announced by William F. Rodgers, chairman of the War Bond
Premieres of the Third War Loan Campaign.
Wired Rodgers to all War Activities distribution chairmen :
"In addition to offering any current picture
under contract, to be played either for one
performance during the continuous engagement
the night before or not more than two weeks
prior to the regular playdate, admission to which
is the purchase of a bond at or through the
theatre, the additional offer of the distributors
is also to furnish gratis to any theatre desiring
to hold a bond premiere a repeat picture if
played previously in that theatre, for one performance only— providing the admission to the
performance is also the purchase of a bond at
or through the theatre, and provided of course,
prints are available.
"The distributors further agree that where
a theatre or theatres in a community want to
designate a day as "Free Movie Day," and on
that day accept as admission to the theatre's
regular performance a bond purchased on the
theatre premises, the distributor will waive
his share of such free admissions if the picture
is being played on percentage that day. This
will afiford every theatre an opportunity to participate in the bond drive.
"It is recommended that all theatres in the
United States, if possible, select the same date.
September
as "Free Movie
Day." New York
has
already 27,designated
this date.
"This recommendation is made because of
{Continued on Page 12)
Loew Theatres Bond Sales Hit
Four Million in Four Days
from ofLoew's
Theatres indicate
warReports
bond sales
over $4,000,000
for the total
first
four days of the "Back the Attack" campaign.
Out-of-town theatres report a total of $2,478,197
and Loew's N. Y. Theatres, $1,594,182.
Monday night Broadway bond premiere of
MGM's "Thousands Cheer" at the Astor Theatre accounted for over $500,000 in extra bond
sales.
$654,000 Bonds Sold in 4 Days
Edward L. Alperson, general manager of RKO
Theatres, reports that $654,000 in war bonds
were sold in RKO Theatres throughout the
United States during the first four days of the
Third War Loan Drive (Thursday through Sunday, September 9 through 13). At this pace,
RKO Theatres should sell more than $3,270,000,
before the September drive ends.

An
Impressive
Total
oF Sales
Flashing its way across the country in army
and a premiere at the Florida Theatre, netted
and navy transports carrying fighting men from
the various battlefronts, plus complements of $3,814,000.
In Birmingham, Alabama, a rally at the TemHollywood personalities, the War Veterans Bond
ple Tlieatre brought in $1,200,000. The stars and
Airmada is rapidly registering an impressive
lieroes visited the Fairfield Steel Mills and the
total of bond sales.
Bechtel-McCone-Parsons plant where B-24 Liberator bombers are modified. After the show
At the midway mark, with five more days of
aerial bondstorming yet to go, the Airmada,
Annabella was shown a B-24 bearing- her name.
according to a communique from Ed. SniderThe company prolonged its appearance at the
man, its chairman, has been responsible for sales
plant while she christened the ship.
In Nashville, Tennessee, the company held
of just under $50,000,000.
The make-up of the Airmada has split the several mammoth rallies at the Fairgrounds, a
large bomb factory, and the Millinton Naval Air
country into five routes, with a transport bearbase, netting $2,000,000.
ing its fighting men and stars acting as masters
of ceremonies for each route. Each transport
The total bond sales reported by Bob Suiiderhas at least ten cities on its schedule.
(Coiitinued on Page 12)
With sales of $7,000,000 accounted for in previous reports, the most recent bulletins from the
tour managers state the following :
Ed Scofield, tour manager for route 1, wires
that Portland, Oregon, gave the Airmada the
Albany Activities Sell
greatest military parade since the armistice in
2 Millions in Bonds
1918.shipyards
Rallies yielded
at Portland's
Victory House and
six
over $8,500,000.
Enterprising WAC committeemen sold out
In Seattle, Washington, which raised $2,288,435, the stars auctioned off nylon stockings at a luncheon at the Ten Eyck Hotel Sept. 15
for $1,000,000 in war bonds and did the same
Victory Square for war bonds. Lois Andrews,
one of the screen personalities traveling with the that night at the Strand Theatre wlien a
cavalcade of war heroes and Hollywood stars
.Virmada, was chosen by the boys at Camp Kohler
personal appearances at the two affairs.
Western Signal Corps Training Center as "the made
The Exchange Club sponsored the luncheon
girl
they
would
most
like
to
communicate
with."
A special dramatic night appeal was made at a through Jules Curley, Ritz Theatre manager,
large Seattle shipyard by Luise Rainer, which
who is its vice-president. Curly introduced
Martha Scott, Virginia Grey, John Garfield,
added greatly to the total sales.
Eddie Bracken and Gene Lockhart. A local
Bill Porter, tour manager of route 2, reports
that five shows were performed by the company
station, WABY, picked up the stars' war bond
in Fort Worth, Texas, in addition to a radio talks,
with Forrest Willis handling the interviews.
show. In .-Austin, bond sales totaled $4,500,000
and in Corpus Christi, $1,341,065.
At night, the Strand held a preview of
Eugene O'Brien, tour manager of route 3, Deanna
"Hers bonds
to Hold,"
and stores
persons whoDurbin's
had purchased
at local
reports that in Peoria, Illinois, the air-borne
salesmen brought in $4,144,000.
received tickets to the theatre in exchange.
In Fort Wayne, the company appeared at Belle- The war heroes and film stars made personal
appearances and talked on the war loan. Louis
Isle
and atnecessary
a Ford at
workers'
assistance
all bondpicnic
boothswith
afterextra
the R. Golding, WAC chairman in this district
show. No figures are as yet available on these and C. J. Latta, Warner Circuit zone manager,
appearances, but a bond show at the Palace handled the theatre appearance, with Charlie
Theatre in Fort Wayne added $369,925 to the Smakwitz of Warner's in charge of publicity.
The war hero cavalcade, with its Hollytour's definite sales.
wood accompaniment, also stopped off at ProcIn Milwaukee, a bond dinner which the comtor's Fabian Theatre in Troy, where a war
pany attended yielded $5,522,000.
bond premiere also netted $1,000,000.
Bob Sunderland, tour manager of route 4, reports that intheJacksonville,
Airmada's appearance
at Gibb's
Shipyards
Florida, a park
rally.
$152,966,625 in Bonds
Total sales of bonds for the Hollywood
Bond Cavalcade show at Madison Square
Garden last Saturday night (Sept. 11)
amounted to $152,966,625, it was announced
this week by Leo Brecher, chairman of the
metropolitan War Activities Committee of
the Motion Picture Industry. This record
high for a stage presentation is one that will
be difficult to top, and one which the stars
and all who had to do with the tremendous
task of raising this grand sum, are justly
proud.

$47,000,000 in Bonds Sold in
Detroit for Star Cavalcade Show
For the opportunity of "backing the attack" and seeing the stars at the Olympia,
fifteen thousand "Gallants" in Detroit sold
an estimated $47,000,000 in war bonds for the
Hollywood Cavalcade show held Tuesday. The
show was given only for those persons who
sold more than $1000 in bonds.
Detroiters gave the 106 persons in the Cavalcade a wild greeting when the special train
reached the Michigan Central Station. Greer
Garson
and Detroit's
Betty
Hutton throngs
were given
special attention
by the
admiring
who
were kept in check at the station and at the
Hotel Statler by two hundred military police.
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Paramount,
Home
Bond

20th-Fox

Offices
Drive

Stase

Rallies

The Third War Loan Drivt among Paramount home office employes is exceeding all
expectations and will top the quota by a considerable margin, it was announced last week
by Claude Lee, chairman of the central committee.
A deadline
set from
for "Wednesday
this
week
for final was
reports
department ofheads,
who constitute the central committee for the
drive.
The Paramount home office drive was sparked
by
"War Bond
last week
employes,
whoa packed
the rally
recreation
roomforalong
with
executives, headed by Barney Balaban, president. Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board,
made a brief but inspiring address, emphasizing the urgency for increased bond purchases. Zukor's speech so stirred the audience,
that it immediately made itself felt in the doubling of pledges, the committee reported.
The
was dedicated
Paramount's
own
boys in rally
the service,
some of towhom
were present.
Several Speakers Are Heard
Claude Lee was master of ceremonies and
Harmon Lorber, president of the Paramount
Pep Club, chairman. Other speakers were Major
L. E. Thompson, chairman of the Commerce
and Industry Committee of the Third War
Loan for the New York area, and L. C. Griffith, chairman of the Motion Picture Industry
Third "War Loan drive.
Sonny Tufts, featured player of "So Proudly
We Hail,"
a special
ence on behalf
of the guest,
drive, addressed
declaring the
thataudithis
was the first speech he had made to sell War
Bonds.
Lorber revealed that the U. S. Treasury
Department is now considering the selection of
fitting names for two Flying Fortresses which
were earmarked by the Government as having
been purchased with extra bonds subscribed by
Paramount employes and the company in a drive
last April.
Meanwhile, with the slogan "Tanks for the
Yanks" as the rallying cry and with film stars
Carole Landis and Ann Rutherford heading
a parade of entertainers, the forces of labor
and management of the 20th Century-Fox
Corp., the De Luxe Laboratory and Fox Movietone News combined to hold a huge open-air
War Bond Rally on Thursday from 11 a.m. to
noon, at the corner of SSth Street and Tenth
Avenue.
Object of the rally was to raise funds for the
purchase of one or more heavy tanks for our
fighting forces, and more than 1500 employes
of the various companies participated.
Other features of the entertainment part of
the program included the headline acts and music from the new Roxy Theatre stage show.
Speakers included representatives of the company and of the Screen Publicists Guild, Local
114; the Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109, both of the C.I.O., and
Local 702 of the A. F. of L.
Lew Lehr was master-of-ceremonies. Honored guests included soldiers and sailors who
have served overseas, and members of the
merchant marine who have seen action on
convoy routes.
Warner War Loan Rally
A bond rally in behalf of the Third War
Loan was held at the Warner Bros, home office
Thursday. A prominent speaker and entertainment was part of the program taking place
in the Warner Club Rooms.
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Plan Broadway
Midnight
War
Show
Executives of Broadway's theatres that feature stage shows have announced plans for a three
million dollar Broadway Midnight War Bond Show at the 5000-seat Capitol Theatre at midnight on
Friday, October 1st. The combined stage shows of the Capitol, Paramount, Radio City Music Hall,
Foxy, State, and Strand theatres, together with other Broadway-Hollywood in person stars will be
offered.
The bond show will be advertised on the screens and in the lobbies of the six participating
theatres and tickets will be available at their bond booths. Bob Weitman and Jesse Kaye will head
the talent committee, and the show will be produced by Harry Gourfaine, Arthur Knorr, and Leon
Leonidoff, Ben Serkowich and Paula Gould will serve on the publicity committee, while ticket sales
will be supervised
the Capitol's manager, Herman Landwehr and John Murphy of Loew's. Ernest
Emerling
is generalbychairman.
The house has been scaled from $25 to $5000.
Plan

So

All

Houses

Can

Be In War
Loan
{Coil tinned from Page 9)

the tremendous publicity value to the campaign
OL having all theatres who are not holding Bond
Premieres follow the same plan. However, no
'Free Movie Day' should be held on the same
date as a local bond premiere.
"Under the plan, distributors will waive their
share of such admissions of percentage pictures
i:pon certification of names of bond purchasers ;
and where theatres are not issuing agents they
undoubtedly can make arrangements with local
banks to have someone at their theatres for
this one day to issue bonds — as the mere holding
of a certificate that a bond was purchased
should not be accepted unless purchased at the
theatre. These alternatives are offered to those
whose localities or possibilities do not lend
themselves to the usual bond premiere.
"It must be understood that our first objective is the bond premiere and nothing should
be done in any way to depreciate their tremendous possibilities. Distributors are motivated
by the sincere desire to make it possible for
every operating theatre to participate productively in the campaign. It is therefore imperative that all theatre owners be advised at once
through theatre committee chairmen of these
plans to enable them to give proper publicity to
tlie day."
Penn

Exhibitor

Gets

Kiddies' Aid in Drive
Larry Woodin,
W'AC City
for
Wellsboro,
Pennsylvania,
and Publicity
manager man
of the
Arcadia Theatre is not only doing a first-rate
job of encouraging bond sales by running three
bond booths in different parts of the city but is
also sponsoring a plan which enlists the aid of
children in the Third War Loan Drive.
Woodin organized a mammoth War Bond
Parade at which he presented a free stamp
book, with the first stamp already pasted in, to
lOUO school children. The children who "halffill" the book within ten days will be given a
special show. When the books are complete and
presented at the theatre for a War Bond Exchange, they will then be given a free ticket to
a Bond Premiere to be held at the close of the
campaign.
A scond
children's
called bytheWoodin,
Junior
Bond
solicitors
has beengroup
organized
who will give war bonds as prizes to the children making the largest sales.
Allied Bonds Buying Bomber
At a meeting of the Allied Theatre Owners
of New Jersey held at the Newark Athletic Club
recently, the membership pledged individual
subscriptions of $50,000 to the Third War Loan
Drive for the naming of the Bomber, "Allied
States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors." A wire to this effect was sent to National President M. A. Rosenberg.

'Taken'
elp
Philad
d hia
Cavalcade
Bon
By
The Hollywood Bond Cavalcade swept Philadelphia like a storm and caused a tremendous
amount of bond sales. Convention Hall was
jammed to capacity and Jay Emanuel and his
War Activity Committee members had the satisfaction of seeing their efforts amply rewarded
after several weeks of untiring effort.
John Nolan, of the Comerford Circuit, Jim
Ashcraft, Bob Lynch and Eddy Gallner of
Metro ; Ed Rosenbaum of Columbia ; George
Gomperts of Fox ; Bill Brooker of Paramount ;
George Fishman of Universal ; Bob Pryor of
RKO ; and Ted Schlanger, Maurice Gable, Irv
Blumberg and Milt Young of Warners all had
their hands full during the day the Cavalcade
was in town. There was a parade arranged and
the stars had to be transported from the Broad
St. Station to the parade grounds ; along the
route of the parade, during which at one time
they participated in a bond auction which accounted for many millions in bond sales, then to
the Ritz Carlton Hotel for a freshening up and
finally to Convention Hall where they rehearsed
until showtime.
Judy Garland participated in a bond rally at
the Philadelphia Navy Yard ; Greer Garson and
Fred Astaire at Bankers' luncheons, and Betty
Hutton sold bonds at a rally at the Sun Shipbuilding Yards in Chester. All these affairs
helped to swell the total of the sales for the
opening day of the Third War Loan Drive.
Bob Lynch, who has been Metro's head man
in these parts for many, many years was introduced to Greer Garson and was so stunned
he couldn't answer when Miss Garson asked
him "Are you in the picture business ?"
Harp Marx's jeep had followed another jeep
that turned out of the line of the parade and
to hear Marx tell it : "I was riding along with
the sun in my eyes waving to the people, when
suddenly we came into the shade and I saw I was
participating
in a me.
one-man
parade.
There on
wasn't
a soul watching
I tapped
my driver
the
shoulder and asked him whether he wouldn't get
back
the line
JimintoTighe
of ofthemarch."
Warner Publicity office
was the sartorial hit of the day when he appeared at the railroad station in the morning
wearing a two-toned suit.
Bond Airmada Said Registering
An Impressive Total of Sales
(Continued from Page 9)
land to date for tour 4, are $7,675,525.
Bernard Kamber, tour manager of route 5,
reports that his company is having an extremely
successful tour. Over $3,500,000 was raised at a
rally in the New Haven Arena which 6,000 persons attended. The regular troupe was assisted by
Coast Guardsman Victor Mature, Edith Fellows,
Captain Glenn Miller and the 418th Army Air
Force band. WAC-ite Harry F. Shaw acted as
master of ceremonies. The New Haven Police
Department, Fire Department and Knights of
Columbus subscribed to many hundred thousand
dollars worth of bonds.
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Cavalcade
Cleveland
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Stars
Up

Sales

Pittsburgh

Bond Sales Strong
Boston emphasized its tribute to the Hollywood Caravan by buying mre than $200,0000,000
worth of war bonds during the visit of the stars
there last week.
This was disclosed in a statement issued by
Albert P. Everts, chairman of the War Loan
Drive in the Boston area, who said : "Exact figures will be available later, but it is apparent now
that the persons who went to Boston Garden
... to view the Hollywood Caravan . . . bought
more than two hundred million dollars' worth of
war bonds. Boston extends again its thanks to
the stars who gave us such a treat and who
enabled us to start the campaign with such
enthusiasm
with suchSaltonstall
success . .added
."
Governor andLeverett
his
tribute to the stars and their work in Boston.
Ted Morris of MGM's coast studios who handled
the afifairs of the MGM stars here, said that
unusual complimentary notices were due Chief
Officer Huey of the Hotel Statler for the policing of that hostelry and expressed his belief
that other cities and hotels along the route
should study Huey's methods. Boston newspaper publicity filled countless pages.
An early communique from Pittsburgh revealed that the Sunday appearance of the Hollywood Cavalcade in that city would likely result
in sales of over $80,000,000 in bonds, including
the $70,000,000 proceeds from the show given
in Forbes Stadium, as well an additional $10,000,000 realized from a Bond Dinner attended
by the Cavalcade stars.
Don't permit your bond-selling activities to
lag a minute during the Third War Loan — or at
any time, for that matter. We must exceed that
$15,000,000,000 goal! Back the Attack!
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To $143,000,000
Eleven thousand bond-buying Clevelanders
jammed the Civic Auditorium on Monday night,
September 13th, to watch the stars of the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade go through their entertainment paces. The applauding audience subscribed atotal of $83,000,000 in bonds for the
privilege.
Earlier in the day at a luncheon sponsored in
conjunction with the Chamber of Commerce, the
filmites participated in a bond auction which
netted
of $50,000,000, bringing the day's
total upsales
to $143,000,000.
Edward L. Alperson, Cavalcade Chairman
traveling with the special train, emphasized that
although large bond purchases swelled the figures to t'''e excellent totals reached, the War
Finance Committee was well pleased with the
great numbers of smaller denomination bonds
which tV-e touring stars are drawing into Treasury cofifers.
Guests of honor at both the luncheon and the
show were six Cleveland families, each of which
had six sons in active service in various branches
of the armed forces.
The luncheon, held in the Carter Hotel, was
an autograph auction, with Kay Kyser as auctioneer. An interesting fact revealed by Kyser
was that ten years before he had auditioned for
a job unsuccessfully in the identical room. At
the luncheon the autograph of the unsuccessful
auditioner brought $750,000.
In addition to the signatures of the stars present, autographs of General Eisenhower, General
MacArthur, Jimmy Doolittle, Governor Bricker
and Senator Bolton brought large sales.

Boston,

T R A D E

Glowing
'Back Salerno Day'
In tribute to the embattled Fifth Army
struggling with the Germans, the Treasury
Department on Tuesday designated Friday,
September
17, WAC
as "Back
Day."by Wires
were sent to
bondSalerno
chairmen
L. C.
Griffith, general chairman of the industry's
participation in the Third War Loan, appealing for their support.

Early

Figures

Industry
3d War

Show

'In High^ In
Loan Drive

From various parts of the country reports are
arriving at War Activities Committee headquarters showing clearly that the diligence and
showmanship of the industry are bearing fruit
in bond sales that augur well for the success
of the Third War Loan.
Three sets of ope.iing day figures, totaling
$6,675,000 have been wired to Ranger Chairman
George J. Schaefer. Broken down this effort is
the result of the activities of the following
Rangers: Detroit, Earl Hudson, $3,075,000;
Detroit, Ed Beatty, $1,000,000; and New England, Sam Pinanski, $2,600,000.
Tour Managers of the War Veterans Bond
Airmada have sent glowing reports of the receptions given the fighting men and Hollywood
stars accompanying them on the flights. Ted
Scofield, Tour Manager for Route No. 1, tells
of the Sacramento, Calif., engagement : "Enormous parade with evening show at Civic Auditorium produced $583,375."
Bob Sunderland,
Tour Manager on Route 4,
reports of the enormous success of the Atlanta,
Ga., appearance. A lunchroom rally at Bell
Aircraft earned $22,000, the Chamber of Commerce Dinner brought in exactly $1,000,000,
and with a blackout no handicap, an auction was
held which produced $1,400,000.
The Route 3 troupe, according to Advance
Manager Earl Wingart, was greatly instrumental in selling $4,000,000 worth of Third War
Loan bonds. This figure represents 35 per cent
of the county's quota.

$17,000,000

Bonds

At a Third War Loan rally staged in the
Bougnt by Loew's
home offices of Loew's, Inc., last week. President Nicholas M. Schenck and Vice-President
and Treasurer David Bernstein announced the
purchase by Loew's, Inc., and subsidiary companies of $17,000,000 in bonds. Portions of this
fund will be allocated to the various cities in
which the circuit operates theatres. The remaining purchases will be made in New York and
in California.
Over 1000 Loew workers heard stirring bond
appeals by Frank Mitchell, chairman of the
Treasury's Speakers' Bureau, Dean John T.
Madden, personnel
; Edward
Dowden,
publicity director
chairmanof ofLoew's
the N.
Y. C.
War Activities Committee, and Ernest Emerling, acting advertising manager. Seventy-two
box-seat tickets for the Hollywood Star Caravan at Madison Square Garden last Saturday
night representing the purchase of $4,000,000
in bonds, were awarded to employes holding
the lucky numbers. All present pledged the
purchase of an extra bond during September.
The company is financing the purchase of the
extra bonds, permitting each employe a period
of up to one year to pay for same.

Industry

Tribute
Voiced

to
by

Sec*y Morgenthau
Secretary Morgenthau, at an informal reception in Washington last week, paid glowing
tribute to the service of the motion picture
industry
to theCommittee.
nation and to the Treasury's
War Finance
Said Morgenthau : "You people are always
first to respond in a crisis. The way you have
rallied to the Third War Loan campaign is
magnificent. I often think that you yourselves
do not realize the importance of the part you
play in every effort that involves the American
public. You not only will sell bonds in this
drive, but you will inspire others, by your
example and enthusiasm, to work harder for
the common cause. You carry the torch that
lights the 'bond' fire of public enthusiasm. I
appreciate your coming here today and the
Hollywood Bond Cavalcade has my best wishes
as you continue your tour. You start on a day
when one of our enemies has surrendered unconditional y. Iam sure that you will continue
to Francis
'Back theS.Attack'
untilexecutive
total victory
Harmon,
head is ofwon."
the
War Activities Committee of the Amotion Picture Industry, voiced appreciation of the group
to Secretary Morgenthau and members of his
staff, stating that it was a privilege to serve
on this great ail-American team and that the
Hollywood Bond Cavalcade was on its way
not only to "Back the Attack" with war bonds,
but to unite American in behalf of speedy and
total victory.
Harmon stated that the reception which was
to be tendered to industry representatives at
the White House was canceled with news of the
capitulation of Italy and the necessity for following up this victory in every possible way.
It was understood that James Cagney, president
of the Screen Actors Guild, and Kenneth Thomson, chairman of the Hollywood Victory Committee, conveyed the respects of the entire
group to the President and Prime Minister
Churchill, who sat by as the President spoke
to the nation.
St.

Louis

Active

in

Boosting Bond Sales
Motion picture theatre owners of St. Louis
are expected to buy upwards of $500,000 in war
bonds during the Third War Loan Drive and
sell well in excess of $1,000,000 to others. This
does not include the bonds and stamps sold in
the lobbies of St. Louis' 110 theatres. Local
participation in the drive is being directed by
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., head of the Fanchon &
Marco-St. Louis Amusement Co., and Missouri State Chairman for the Motion Picture
Industry in the Third War Loan Campaign.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the MPTO of
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, and head of the Fred Wehrenberg Circuit
of St. Louis and St. Louis County, has already
subscribed
to $100,000
in Third
War Loancontests
bonds'.
The Wehrenberg
houses
have launched
for personal sales of employes in house-to-house
solicitation in the neighborhoods of their theatres.
Appearance of the Hollywood Cavalcade at
Kiel Auditorium this week (Sept. 18) was expected to boost bond sales substantially in this
area, according to Dave Arthur, first assistant to
brother Harry. A capacity audience seems assured.
Th War Bond
Fanchon
^Marco'sof
Ambassador
on Premiere
Sept. 8 at
netted
total& sales
$232,000 in bonds. Upwards of 3000 persons attended, with "Watch on the Rhine" as the
premiere screen attraction.
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Blazing Guns
Monogram
Western
54 mins.
(Nat'l Release, Oct. 8th)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Famny) A good
number for the followers of western fare.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Especially good
for the Saturday matinee crowds. Should do
the usual western business.
Cast: Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson, Kay Forrester,
LeRoy Mason. Roy Brent, Lloyd Ingram. Credits:
Directed and produced by Robert Tansey. Original
and screenplay by Frances Kavanaugh. Director of
photography. Marcel Le Picard.
Plot: Two marshals are sent to clean up
a lawless town. Two previous marshals having been killed, these men have to tread carefully in order not to arouse suspicion as to
their identities. They get their men and the
town begins to enjoy peace and quiet.
Comment: With an extra amount of the
usual stunts that find favor among the followers of western fare, this one turns out to
be especially suitable for the Saturday matinee crowds. It will give the youngsters a
good opportunity to boo and get excited
when t!ie leads pit their fists and wits against
the bad men and the finale brings a blazing
street gun-fight. Ken Maynard and Hoot
Gibson turn in their usual good performances,
and their display of crack marksmanship will
more than please their following. The villains are headed by LeRoy Mason with his
second in command, Weldon Heyburn. There
is some comedy relief by Emmett Lynn.
The direction by Robert Tansey keeps things
moving at a fast pace, so much so, that one
forgets the oldness of the tale. Sell as previous in this series.
Passport To Suez
Columbia
Drama
72 mins.
(Nat'l Release, August 19)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Routine
stuff for the "Lone Wolf" fans.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Satisfactory spy
meller for the double feature spots.
Cast: W?rren William, Ann Savage, Eric Blore,
Robert Stanford, Sheldon Leonard, Lloyd Bridges,
Lou Merrill, Fredric Worlock, Jay Novello and Sig
Arno. Credits: Produced by Wallace Macdonald.
Direcled by Andre De Toth. Screenplay by John
Stone. Story by Alden Nash. Photography by L. W.
O'Connell.
Plot: Michael Lanyard, the Lone Wolf,
and his man, Jameson, go to Egypt to ferret
out a clique of Nazi spies who are trying to
obtain the security plans for the Suez Canal
and the M ddle East. Lanyard is abducted
by the spies through a ruse and, finding
Jameson in their clutches, agrees to work
for them. This move was planned by the
spies ties,
to center
attention
Lanyard's
activiknowing that
he wason certain
to secretly
work against
them, Jameson's
a Lieutenant Commander,
arrives inson,
Alexandria
on a mission for the Admiralty accompanied
with a beautiful girl to whom he is engaged.
She is in league with the Nazis and in an
exciting closing chase Lanyard machineguns the escaping spies who have seized the
plans from a plane.
Comment: This story has all the elements
for a highly confusing, action-crammed spy
drama in which there are a number of mysterious characters who play both ends against
the middle. Secret doors, code messages
woven into dainty bits of lace and microfilm abound in the picture and "whattaman"
Lanyard saves the Suez Canal from destruc-
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Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending Sept. 18)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Blazing Guns
Sahara
Great Mr. Handel
Six Gun Gospel
Lassie Come Home
Top Man
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Footlight Glamour
Thousands Cheer
Murder on the Waterfront
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
Riding High
tion in the nick-of-time. You can sell the
show with "SEE" copy pointing up the
Lone Wolf in the hands of Nazi spies.

Top Man
Comedy With Music
82 mins.
(Nat'l Release, October 1)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) They'll
laugh and applaud, and count it time pleasantly spent — and they won't be wrong.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: It will pull out
the youngsters without half trying, but there
is a good chance here to get the maturer
people too, for these screen youngsters are
professionals and put on real entertainment.
Cast:
Donald
Susanna
Foster, Lillian
Gish,
Richard
Dix, O'Connor
Peggy Ryan,
Anne Gwynne,
David
Holt, Noah Beery, Jr., Marcia Mae Jones, Samuel S.
Hinds, Louise Beavers, Count Basic and his orchestra,
Borrah Minnevitch and his Harmonica Rascals. Credits:
Producer, Milton Schwarzwald. Assoc. ate Producer,
Bernard Burton. Director, Charles Lament. Photography, Hal Mohr.
Plot: When Richard Dix goes back to the
Navy,
is putwhich
on hisincludes
mettle
as
top Donald
man in O'Connor
the household,
Lillian Gish, the mother, and sisters Peggy
Ryan and Anne Gwynne, and the cook,
Louise Beavers. The new girl who moves in
across the street, Susanna Foster, also puts
Don on his mettle in more ways than one.
'But he comes \through nobly when he gets his
Junior College pals to work in the local
plane factory when the manpower shortage
threatens to slow production. Because of
this
the isplant
receives the
Navy by"E,"
and
Donald
congratulated
publicly
a Navy
official, who turns out to be his own father.
Comment: The O'Connor boy has quickly
built up a following all his own, and here he
is
joined
by public
Susanna
is veryof
much
in the
eye Foster,'
just nowwhobecause

Universal

her
"Phantom With
of thethese
Opera"
and performance
the attendant inpublicity.
two
names represnting the new order of stars
and Lillian Gish and Richard Dix to furnish
pulling power for the older filmgoers there is
abegrand
to makeit atokilling.
Don't
afraidopportunity
to recommend
the mature
classes, for while O'Connor and Peggy Ryan
do plenty of clowning and almost too much
mugging, nevertheless they do not offend because they never give the impression of being
amateurish. The Harmonica Rascals in two
sequences and Basic and his orchestra furnish background for several production numbers, the whole thing climaxing with a show
put on by the youngsters in the aviation
plant. Susanna sings three numbers, ending
with the gypsy song from Victor Herbert's
"The Fortune Teller."
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Revenge of tlie Zombies
Monogram
Drama
61 mins.
(Nat'l Release, September 17)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Fair fare
for the horror fans who get a kick out of a
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Exploitable lure
for the horror fans for your dual-bill program.
Cast : John Carradine, Robert Lowery, Gale Storm.
Veda Ann Borg, Mantan Moreland, Mauritz Hugo,
Barry Macollum. Credits: Produced by Lindsley Parsons. Directed by Steve Sekely. Original screenplay
by Edmund Kelso and Van Norcross. Photographed
by Mack Stengler.
Plot: John Carradine, as Professor Von
Alterman, Nazi scientist, is conducting experiments inthe laboratory of his Louisiana
bayou home. He kills his wife and makes her
the subject of his experiments, along with
a number of other victims whose tombs are
in a cemetery adjacent to the home. The
zombies do his bidding until his wife's
brother
tlie professor's
hideous
plan
to creatediscovers
an invincible
Zombie army
to fight
in America for the Germans. The zombies
turn on their master and the wife of the
f>rofessor leads her husband to his doom in
the quagmires of the bayou.
Comment: This routine plot is well done
despite the very modest production elements
expended in the making of the picture. An
eerie atmosphere is maintained throughout
tlie picture and the direction and acting are
capably handled for a satisfactory result.
This show will fit nicely into a horror program or double feature spot, lending itself
nicely to suitable exploitation.
Thousands Clieer
(Technicolor)
MGM
Drama-With-Music
125 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Top entertainment, with a favorite star for each
member of the family.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: With the marquee names available for exploitation this
can't miss being one of the top grossers.
Cast: Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly, Mary Astor,
John Boles, Ben Blue, Frances RafTerty, Mary Elliott,
Frank Jenks, Frank Sully, Dick Simmons, Ben Lessy,
Mickey Rooney Judy Garland, Red Skelton, Eleanor
Powell, Morgan,
Ann Sotliern.
Frank
Lena Lucille
Horne, Ball,
MarshaVirginia
Hunt, O'Brien,
Marilyn
Maxwell,
Donna
Reed,
Margaret
O'Brien,
June
Allyson, Gloria DeHaven, John Conte, Sara Haden,
Don Loper & Maxine Barrat, Kay Kyser & His
Orchestra, Bob Crosby & His Orchestra, Benny
Carter & His Band. Credits: Directed by George
Sidney. Original screenplay by Paul Jarrico and
Richard Collins, based on their story, "Private Miss
Jones."
photography,
Folsey.by
Technical Director
director, ofNatalie
Kalmus.George
Produced
Joseph
Pasternak.
Plot: The daughter of an Army Colonel
goes to camp with him to entertain the
troops. By accident she meets one of the
boys who is disgruntled and unhappy. She
makes a special effort to improve his morale
and they fall in love. While at first the
Colonel and his wife object, they finally
relent and the girl puts on a tremendous
army show with all the Hollywood stars and
as the finale they have a flying acrobat act
in which the boy stars, as that was his profession.
Comment: With the marquee names availfor exploitation,
can'tof miss
being
one ofable the
top grossers.thisHalf
the picture
plot is a story of boy-and-girl, with singing,
music and the human tangles that make it
(Continued on Page 24)
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Here's

Recruiting Window on 'Destroyer'
In connection with the opening of Columbia's
"Destroyer" at the Fox Theatre, Detroit, HudStore devoted
its
windowsson'stoDepartment
the recruiting
of Waves one
and ofSpars.
Six-foot blowup at right carries Edward G. Robinson's "I Have Not Yet Begun to Fight" speech.

Autographed
To

All

Photos

bntrants

in

'MGM
Rad inio
A novel radio contest
whichContest
every entrant
will be sent an autographed photo of his favorite motion picture performer in addition to
vying for prizes of War Bonds and theatre
tickets was launched over Station WHN in
conjunction with the Astor Theatre engagement of "'Thousands Cheer."
The contest, being conducted for two weeks,
started Monday, September 13, over the Dick
Gilbert program which is heard week-days over
WHN between 1 and 3 p.m. and 6 and 7 p.m.
The Technicolor film opened September 14.
Stars appearing in the film include Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton, Eleanor
Powell, Ann Sothern, Lucille Ball, Kathryn
Grayson, Gene Kelly, Mary Astor and others.
Each day of the competition is dedicated
to a difi^erent star. Readers are invited to
write and tell why the star of the day is his
or her favorite movie artist. An autographed
picture of the player was sent to each contestant and a war bond awarded to the writer
of the best letter at the end of the first week.
At the conclusion of the contest judges will
select the writers of the outstanding two letters
received during the two-week period and present
them with bonds. The senders of the next best
25 letters will be presented with guest tickets
to "Thousands Cheer."
The contest is being given an extensive advance build-up by Gilbert on his radio show.
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to

Help

Make

at Front
for Boys
Merry
Xmas
packing. Point out that a ton of weight may
Merry Christmas !
A bit previous here at home but not for the rest on any package in the ship's hold. Remind that addressing should be accurate
boys overseas.
and legible. Stress the fact that no perishable
We are approaching the deadline for Christinflammable items will be accepted. A
mas shopping, announces the Post OfTice De- or
partment, as gifts for service men will be climatic chart showing the seasons in various
war theatres at Christmas Time will help
accepted for oversea delivery only between
September IS and October 15 without special clarify gift problems. This could be very
cleverly handled where a house artist could
request permits.
paint Santa Clauses in various climates such
Here triis
the theatreman's
Santa in a bathing suit for Australia, skiing
bute aworthy
service to opportunity
the families toof conthe as
community and his good customers who are in Iceland, etc.
2. Supply Holiday wrapping paper with an
in there pitching to win the victory and hasten
back to Main Street. This year more than ever Xmas Message imprint greeting "from your
friends at your Favorite Theatre who hope
since the start of the war the shipping problem
involved is stupendous and perhaps that adjec- you'll soon come safely home," for inside packaging. Let the boys know they are missed with
tive "stupendous" is more correctly used than
usual. Wit'n the Army Post Office alone antici- that "The old home town just ain't the same
pating, the handling of from ten to fifteen since you went away" spirit.
3. Tieup with a local photographer to
million gift parcels scattered to the four corners
make at a special low price, pocketsize famof the world the staggering shipping space
ily pictures for each Christmas Package
problem can be realized.
These gifts, instead of guns, shells, tanks and overseas with admission ticket certificates or
planes shipment, however, are very important
War Bond
purchases.
ordered
by families
will The
make "extra"
such a prints
tieup
to the morale
of
the
boys
we
love.
It's
so
improfitable to the photographer on a no-cost
portant in the eyes of the War Department
that such parcels in combat zones move with basis to you. This is rated as the No. 1 gift
by service men. A waterproof, non-leather
class-one supplies, ranking with food and medicine. Here at home the big problem is that of frame with no glass involved will heighten
educating the families and friends on the sub- the value of the gift.
ject of what to send and what not to send.
4. Carry gift suggestions and mailing instructions in your house program with a decorative
Another important message to be gotten across
Christmas border design.
is the avoidance of duplication.
5. Put writing desks in your lobby where
The communit}' theatres of America can
people waiting for a show can write a letter
perform a great service and build untold goodto a service man for Christmas and supply
will hy getting behind a matter of this kind.
Here are a few ways you can help spread
special holiday stationery with theatre imChristmas Cheer.
print and greeting or specially designed card
L Tie up with local merchants to supply with a heading: "Christmas Greetings from
suitable items for an OVERSEAS XMAS
the lobby of the Blank Theatre where your
GIFT DISPLAY in your lobby. Get a neat friends are thinking of you." Your local
glass showcase and have your signman make
printer canpensive.doLettersthehave
job proven
and it more
needn'twelcome
be exsmall, neat cards naming the battle areas
where each gift will be most appreciated and than cookies, candy or smokes.
6. Contact your local newspaper or Post
credit the merchant from whom the gift can
be procured. Limit each merchant to but Office for the gift mailing information contained in a detailed OWI Advance Release to
one or two items so as to spread the tie-up
over as many stores as possible. Have a guide you in planning gift displays, tieups, etc.
Sure, you are knee deep in bond selling but
sample package displayed ready for shipment indicating size limitations and sturdy this matter also deserves your attention.

Six National Tieups Are Set
For 'Thank Your Lucky Stars'
Warner Bros, announce six national tieups for
the forthcoming release of their all star musical,
"Thank Your
Lucky Stars."
provide
for national
coverageThese
in thepromotions
form of
billboards, ads in leading periodicals and window
display's.
The six tieups are with the following : Westmore Cosmetics, RCA Victor, Music Publishers
Holding Corporation, Bates Bedspreads, Bluebird Diamonds and Bver-Rolnick Hats.

REPRESENTATIVE THIS IS ARMY' SHOWMANSHIP
Here are three
examples
manner in window
which Warners'
Army" department
is being exploited
throughout
the typical
country.
Left: ofAntheimpressive
promoted"This
fromIs atheleading
store.
Center: A bannered Army jeep helped apprise the citizenry of Kansas City of the premiere showing at the
RKO Orpheum. Right: Banner in front of Lichtman's Lincoln, Washington, D. C, was capital's biggest.

^oM'iM^

RKO Circuit; Fox- Paramount,

Denver; Great States, Chicago; Earle Theatre, Philadelphi I

Palace, N. Y.; Schine Circuit; Central States; Keith's Memorial, Boston; M & P Circuit, New

Englai

I

DY,

PLENTY

OF

PRODUCTION!

—Motion
I
*Xlever

specialties,

Picture

a half dozen click songs."
-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

**Lots of selling angles... pretty

l^el Pier, Atlantic City; Minnesota
ite, Hartford, Conn.;Tri-States,

Amusement

Herald

girls and music."
-THE EXHIBITOR

Co.; Paramount,

Des Moines and Omaha; Warners'

Brooklyn; Florida States Circuit;
Youngstown

& Canton, Ohio; etc.
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Century's Epitaph Contest
Offers Prizes for Jingles/
Low down on Drace Program
Darned if we'll start this out as we have been
doing. We don't have to point out that "this is
another week and another edition of the Programwhat
Exchange."
that. But
then, in
otherYouwayalready
can weknow
introduce
this
page ? We might, bluntly and coldly, launch
right into a discourse on somebody's program,
but we don't like to do that. We like a little
warm-up period. If the season is Winter, this
period enables us to get the stifTness out of our
frozen
fingers.byIfthe
the humidity
season isthat
Summer,
we're
so enervated
our mental
processes absolutely will not function until we
have more or less thoughtlessly "tickled" our
typewriter
Now are
tliatslowly
that's disappearing,
written, t'ne
cobwebs in keys.
our head
our mental faculties are beginning to function.
{ We have the uneasy feeling that some of our
readers may doubt this.)

^
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OUR ANSWER TO JAPANWWYE NEVER BEEN LICKED!

Siegel Writes Mussolini Epitaph
Mike Siegel, advertising director of Century Circuit which operates theatres in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Long Island, decided to
see how many people could write good epitaphs
for Hitler and Tojo. He originated an epitaph
for Mussolini,
it inan the
circuit's
program, and thus printed
inaugurated
Epitaph
Writing
Contest. Prizes are to be awarded for the
cleverest
Benito : jingles. Here is Siegel's epitaph for
Here lies Benito —
Oh life was so sweeto
Before he met Adolf — the Hun.
But now poor Benito
Is out on the streeto
And Adolf will soon take a run.
Incidentally, the circuit has built up its program mailing list to over 100,000 names, despite
the fact that the trend of other circuits has been
toward newspaper advertising. The Century
program, which lists the attractions for all the
theatres, arrives in the mail as a 4x5 -inch
folded selling accessory. Unfolding much like
a map it spreads out to a sheet of paper eight
inches high and 22 inches wide. That's a lot of
program, but then, there's a lot to get in this one.
Looks Interesting to Us
A program from the 48th Street Theatre in
New York indicates that the Scandinavian
house has reopened for the Fall season. The
two Swedish films booked for the occasion look
interesting to us. One is Ingrid Bergman, Lars
Hanson and Victor Seastrom in "Walpurgis
Night,"agoa film
made by The
Missother
Bergman
some
years
in Sweden.
is Edvard
Persson in "The Women Around Larsson."
Persson, byWiththeMiss
way,Bergman
is Sweden's
greatest
comedian.
now appearing
in Paramount's "For Whom t'ne Bell Tolls"
and soon to be seen in Warners' "Saratoga
Trunk," we think it would be interesting to see
the Swedish-made film, then view the two American films and thus observe her progress and
development as a cinema star.
There's a little feature about the 48th Street
Theatre program that might be adopted by
those members of the Program Exchange who
find it feasible to do so ; that is, where type of
program and makeup permit. Under the heading of "Who's Who On Our New Program,"
miniature "profiles" about the principal players
are presented. We are re-printing at least three
of these to give you an idea of how you might

Plenty of Eye-Appeal
Take it from the citizens of Greer, S. C,
there's
eye-appeal
in this front
cover
from a plenty
recentof issue
of Screenews,
published
for the Grand Theatre by Manager Bill Drace.
Details concerning expenditures involved in the
publication of Screenews in story on this page.
describe
the stellar personalities on vour week's
bill :
y Ingrid Brr</iiiiiii , the beautiful Sivedish star
of 'For Ulunii the Bell Tolls' and other notable
Sit'cdish and HoUyrvood film successes, most
famous
zvhichHerwasrole'Intermesso,'
equally
kuoimi toofyou.
as a girl tvhois pursues
a great love that almost brings disaster is one
of the best of her career. Another rare opportunity to see Ingrid Bergman in her native
y'Lars
Hanson zvon a distinguished career in
language."
Hollywood
in 'The
Scarlet
Letter' toandSweden
other
famous
successes,
before
he returned
to resume his film career there. Critics have
called his performance in this picture the most
subtle he has ever done."
yVictor Seastrom zuas a great director before
he became an. actor. In Hollymiood he directed
'The Scarlet Letter,' 'The Wind,' 'He Who Gets
Slapped.' His most famous Szvedish film was
'The Phantom Chariot.' As Ingrid Bergman's
father in this film he is as great an actor as a
May
Be Inclined to Forget
director."
^Most press books furnish enough thumbnail
biographical material to make these little "propossible in toyour
program.
may befiles"inclined
forget
how a Some
certainpeople
star
first distinguished herself or himself and these
brief descriptions serve to refresh their merriories. You might even use a small thumbnail
cut with each descriptive paragraph.
That long-awaited letter has at last arrived
from Bill Drace, manager of the Grand Theatre, Greer, S. C. Bill attributes 'his delay in
writing to the fact that he has been busy —
"but hell's bells, I don't think that's an adequate
The Greer theatreman volunteers "inside
excuse."
dope"
concerning
the publication
informative
Screenews.
We quoteof :the lively and
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"The first thing we can tell you is that publishing Screenews is one helluva pain in the
neck these days — but we think it's worth it.
"The printing cost is figured on a time and
one-half time basis. We have 5000 copies
printed at a cost of $105, then pay a girl ten
dollars to fold them by hand. The mailing and
distribution adds on another $40, making a total
cost of $155 outside of my time. The merchants'
ads (my stockholders) bring in around $75,
leaving us with a net cost of $80. We usually
spend about $30 for programs over a two-week
period ( Screenews covers our program for two
weeks) which leaves us expending $50 over our
budget for a two-week period.
"We have been publishing the paper on a
regular basis since the first of July and find this
better than an issue every now and then, as
our receipts for July and August have hit an
all-time high. We have had more compliments
on the paper than on any other kind of advertising we have ever put out.
Reason for Starting Tabloid
"Our reason for inaugurating Screenews is
that our local weekly newspaper, the Greer
Citizen, has a subscription list of only 1500,
and we doubt if half that number ever read the
paper. Because we could never tell any difference at the box-office when we gave the Citizen
an ad or when we did not have one, we concluded that a program like Screenews would be
an adequate advertising and goodwill medium
for us. Thus, the publication was born."
We believe Program Exchange members will
be glad to have had Drace's information. Of
course he has gone to extra expense to issue
Screenews, but when he says that "receipts for
July
and August
an work
all-timearehigh,"
the extra
expense have
and hit
extra
well
worth while. We can't promise definitely, but
if any member or reader of the Exchange dea sample
we'll
make sires
every
effortofto Drace's
supply apublication,
copy.
Cinemag came out this week in its new
dress — truly, it is a Junior Cinemag, and
it's a lusty
littleinfellow,
not conserve
unlike Pop,
although smaller
size. To
paper,
cut down expense and at the same time get
out an eye-appealing tabloid is a tough job,
but Editor Orris Collins and his staff have
tackled it and come through admirably.
And now
that we've
comecallthrough
edition,
we think
we shall
it a daywith
and this
go
for a stroll down Broadway. See you next
week.
Boston Newspapers Run Ad on
Front Page for 'Canteen' Date
An unprecedented ad campaign was inaugurated by United Artists on "Stage Door Canteen" for its engagement in theatres in Boston
apd in surrounding territories.
For the first time in the history of Boston, the
four local newspapers, the Post, Herald, Globe
and
Traveler,
all used
an eighf-column
reverse
ad clear
across
the bottom two-inch
of their
frontinpages
the film's opening here
and
eight announcing
other theatres.
This co-op ad, arranged by John Dervin,
United Artists local branch manager, was placed
through the Donahue & Coe Agency.

'Moon' Showmanship in Cuba
Up-to-the-minute shovi^manship marked the
campaign designed by Herbert White, 20th
Century-Fox's managing director of Cuba, to
publicize
exploit
"TheAmerica
Moon Theatre
Is Down,"in
which wasandshown
at the
Havana. Theradio
big gun
in White's
tremendous
coverage,
which campaign
averaged was90
minutes daily for several days prior to the
jiremiere over several powerful stations. In
addition, he successfully placed the novelization
of the picture in the Sunday editions of two
leading newspapers and made several successful
tieups with prominent stores and bookshops.
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"Stage Door Canteen-A Splendid
Show!"
COMMUNITY
INN
TOBACCO-CANDIES
DRINKS
"Slop With Us For a Whilo
Alter the Show"
"Best Wishes lor a
Splendid Motion Picture"
WHITESCARVER & DYAL
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
faKlojy TrointJ
StrcUe Mechanic,
S34 Salem Ave^S.W. Dlal2-4S17
TODAY

BEST WISHES
4for Ibi Roanolit
of m

BRICE'S DRUG
STORE
Proscriptions Candles
FHIod ^ Soft
Drinks
Accurately
Magazines
''Droir In Price's
Alter
Show"
DIAL tbe21327
VIRGINIA HEIGHTS
E$SO STATION
Prompt, Efficient and Courteous
Service for Your Motoring Needs
Let UsWhileService
Your Car
You Enloy

"STAGE DOOR CANTEEN"
fiom lha man «ha opaiiilo lha proladlon
booths and mainlain tha
tiages al lha Grandln, Lh,
Jafferson, Salam and
Acadamy of Music
Local 5S, I. A. T. S. E., A. F. L.

"STAGE DOOR CANTEEN"

A NEW HIGH
In enlBfiBlnment . . .
"Stage ATDoorTHECanteen"
Qrandln and Lee Theatres
A NEW LOCATION
on your dial
c WSLS
"Tht Shtnandoah Lilt StalU

"Never has thoro lieon another
Motion Picture lihe 'Canteen'"
LETUSFIUrOUROMIEII
FOtI FUEL OH. KOWI
USE
SHELL PRODUCTS
ROANOKE OIL CO., INC.
Phone 2->210

TRADE

APPLAUSE
A FRIEKD
Who appracIalM lha entflriainanBl and
patnatle valua oT
"STAGE DOOR CANTEEN"
"A Picture of Great Stature"
0. B. CALDWELL
Phone SSO]

104 Grandln Road

"1 Bl( Hand for 'Slaee Doer Canteaa' "
MEREDITH'S MARKET
CompUu Food Matkef
108 Grandln Rbad
Delivery Service - - Dial 2-3128
Best Wishes for a
Record -Breaking Opening of
'^TAGE DOOR CANTEEN"
H. W. HARRIS
Coal Co., Inc.
A Qood Plan to Buy Cood Ceall
DIAL 7303 .

PROMOTES SPACE FROM NON-ADVERTISERS
When local newspapers declined to help because they had already obligated themselves to sell space on
the Third War Loan, Manager Otto Whittaker, Jr., of the Grandin Theatre, Roanoke, Va., took it upon
himself to promote the above cooperative layout on United Artists' "Stage Door Canteen." Ads were sold
to non-advertising
Whittaker
approach
the Stamp
publication's
regular
advertisers groups,
on whom since
they the
werenewspaper
counting refused
for spaceto onpermit
the current
War toLoan
Bond and
Drive.

Rosers,

Withers

Dual

Sold by bamartano
Teaming "Johnny Doughboy" and "King of
the Cowboys," Manager Joe Samartano of the
Loew-Poli Theatre, Meriden, Conn., exploited
the Roy Rogers and Jane Withers features with
a campaign that brought out Meridenites.
Twelve thousand comic books were promoted
from a merchant and distributed to the first
500 children at matinees.
Imprinted on the back witii an ad plugging
the show, an added serial and the comic bookgiveaway, 5000 Roy Rogers color photos were
distributed to the children.
A front-page story announcing the engagement of the two attractions was planted in the
Meriden Journal, while both the Record and the
Journal carried streamers on their movie pages :
" 'Doughboy Opens Poll Today'."
Music stores displayed cards plugging the
songs from both pictures, and the numbers
were played via a loudspeaker system in front
of the theatre.
Merchants imprinted and distributed 5000
grocery bags. Bus cards mentioned the opening
attractions.
All this promotion, Samartano points out, was
in addition to regular newspaper advertising,
art, readers, etc.
Mimi Gets Top Billing
AH that was needed to put over "Henry Aldrich
Swings
Theatre,
Maysville,
Ky.,It"wasat toSchine's
play up Russell
Mimi Chandler
in all newspaper ads and publicity stories, and
in all lobby and marquee advertising. Reason :
Mimi is the daughter of former Governor
"Happy" Chandler.

Card

Heavy

Schedule

of

For a Qiaal Molion Piclure from

DISNEY GMTOOII

THROUGH
THURSDAY
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Novel

Advance

Good stunt on
in connection
with your exploita^Chance'
Stunt
tion for "Lady Takes a Chance" is to get
some mail
pennythem
post-cards,
as many town
as you'll
need,
and
from a nearby
to patrons
on your mailing list.
Copy for the card, which comes from an
advertising novelty sent to exhibitors by RKO
Radio, is as follows :
"Dear Dean : Vacation at last — and I'm leaving today to enjoy the 'wonders of the west,'
they takes
say. aTaking
tour.
I guess
aas lady
chance 2onweeks'
one ofbusthese
things,
but
I can stand a little fun and excitement after
the hot Summer in the office. Will write again
as soon as I can en route. Lots of love, Mollie."
Have your cashier or a feminine member of
the staff write and address the cards. Use
them as teasers a couple of weeks before the
picture opens. You might underline the title,
"Lady Takes a Chance," in the text, to impress
it on the reader's mind.
Low-Priced Printing Outfit Used to
Stamp Popcorn Bags, Pennants
Manager Hernandez of the Wilshire Theatre,
Santa Monica, Calif., was on vacation, so
.\ssistant Manager Walter Burgoyne was
charged with the job of selling "Cabin in the
Sky"
"It Ain'tBurgoyne
Hay." purchased a 49-cent
The and
resourceful
printing outfit, stamped hundreds of popcorn
bags vi'ith the titles, theatre and playdate. He
also neatly stamped white paper pennants w'nich
housestaf¥ members attached to their lapels.
Thus, at a minimum expenditure, Burgoyne
used two stunts that helped considerably in
enticing crowds to the two-feature program.

Radio

Pre -Selling

Set by Paramount
Success of a stepped-up radio exploitatior
campaign
on its picture's,
in theschedule
past year
ha=
decided Paramount
on a heavy
of preselling by radio during the 343-44 season, it wa?
stated this week by Martin, Lewis, Paramount
radio contact at the studio, working under
Robert M. Gillham, advertising and publicity
director.
Lewis is in New^ York for two weeks to di>cuss new season plans with Gillham and to line
up campaigns with radio advertisers, agencieand producers.
Paramount is carrying forward its radio exploitation on major network programs through
personal appearances of leading contract players, bringing the company's current and forthcoming pictures to the attention of millionN
of listeners. These appearances, which an,
accompanied by plugs for pictures, are timed ti
begin weeks ahead of the pictures' release and
are
aimed for results at the box-office, Lewis
declared.
A carefully planned, comprehensive campaign
is in progress whereby Paramount players are
presented on the air as individual personalities,
as well as identifying them with the pictures in
which they appear and backing up their appearances in the pictures which are plugged.
Paramount has more players constantly on
the air than any other studio, Lewis said. In
addition to the frequent guest appearances,
several top Paramount stars have shows of their
own or appear on weekly programs. Among
these are Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Dick Powell
on his new CBS program every Saturday; Johnnie Johnston on "Duffy's Tavern" ; Betty Rhodes
on her Mutual show, and Victor Moore on the
Chase and Sanborn program.
In addition to the stars narned, Dorothy
Lamour, Mary Martin, Paulette Goddard, Betty
Hutton, Ray Milland, Veronica Lake, Marjorie
Reynolds, Walter Abel, William Bendix, Eddie
Bracken, Fred MacMurray, Diana Lynn, Franchot Tone, Cass Daley, Gil Lamb and others
are in demand for guest appearances.
"So Proudly We Hail" is getting heavy exploitation on the air, the latest tie-up being a
five-day serialization of "Take a Letter, Darling" on the "Hollywood Theatre of the Air"
The picture is being plugged on each of the
program.
five broadcasts. This makes a total of six solid
weeks of tie-ups on this radio program for "So
Proudly We Hail," as set to date, in exchange
for the rights to serialize Paramount story properties.
Veronica Lake continued the exploitation on
"So Proudly We Hail" on the "Blue Ribbon
Town" program last Saturday ; Dorothy Lamour continues
High"Cass
on
the same
programpromotion
Septemberof "Riding
18, following
Daley in behalf of the same picture on RCA
show ; Ray Milland will appear on Gertrude
Lawrence show opening September 30 on the
Blue, Colbert,
on behalf Paulette
of "LadyGoddard
in the Dark"
; Claudette
and Veronica
Lake and Sonny Tufts are set for the Lux
Radio Theatre on October 25 to exploit "So
Important
forthcoming releases, including
Proudly
We Hail."
"Frenchman's Creek," "The Story of Dr. Wassell," "Riding High," "Lady in the Dark," "The
Uninvited" and "Hostages," are benefiting by
personal
appearances
of stars,
and 'Dixie"
and
"Let's Face
It," current
releases,
have been
plugged heavily on the air in the last several
months.
People who never do anything more than
they do
get ! paid for — never get paid for more than
they
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Thousands

Cheer

{Continued from Page 16)
absorbing. The other half is a string of
MGM's headline entertainers brought in as
part of an army show, with all giving their
best for highly diverting and enjoyable sequences. While the two halves are distant
cousins and give the impression of two pictures, each has excellent entertainment qualities. Kathryn Grayson, in the lead, does the
finest job of her career, acting with finish
and singing in fine voice. Gene Kelly shows
to very good advantage and makes his part
vie in importance with that of Miss Grayson. In Technicolor, produced by Joe Pasternak, there are magnificent sets and color
harmonies, and the picture makes a spectacular impression. Direction by George Sidney wins plaudits for the restrained yet
emotion-stirring portrayals. Sell by teaser
heralds and newspaper ads, hinting that
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton
and the others, will be coming to town in
a great army cavalcade to entertain the
troops, and suggest that civilians may be
permitted to see them. As the date gets
closer, let your teaser campaign advise that
permission to see the great show might be
arranged through your theatre.
Flesh and Fantasy
Universal Drama
94 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Adult) Comedy
with a wry twist, a bit too sardonic for the
general run of action-lovers; has moments
of delightful humor and occasional emotional
punch; grownup picturegoers should relish it
as a refreshing change of pace.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Offers something
for showmen to go to town with on novelty
exploitation, which, if capitalized should make
the picture a draw.
Cast: Robert Benchley, Betty Field, Robert Cummings, Edward G. Robinson, Thomas Mitchell, C.
Aubrey Smith, Dame May Whitty, Charles Boyer,
Barbara Stanwyck, Charles Winninger. Produced by
Charles Boyer and Julien Duvivier. Directed by
Julien Duvivier. Screenplay by Ernest Pascal, Samuel
HofFenstein, Ellis St. Joseph. Based on stories by
Oscar Wilde, Laslo Vadnay, Ellis St. Joseph. Paul
Ivano, director of photography.
Plot: Robert Benchley is in a sort of comic
dither over a disturbing dream and what a
fortune teller has predicted for him, so a
crony at the club advises him to read some
stories of strange happenings. The stories,
visualized, tell of the romance of Betty Field,
an ugly spinster, and Robert Cummings,
struggling law student, which culminates
happily when Betty dons a mask, the beauty
of which leads to a meeting and reciprocal
emotions from the young man she adored
from afar; of Edward G. Robinson, as a
successful American lawyer in London actually thinking himself into committing murder because a palmist, Thomas Mitchell, has
indicated to him that his palm sliows he will
do such a thing sometime in the future; of
the amazing dream of Charles Boyer, tightrope walker with a circus, in which he sees
a girl, Barbara Stanwyck, whom he later
meets, and woos.
Comment: A "different" story following,
somewhat, the "Grand Hotel"-"TaIes of
Manhattan" formula of episodes related to a
single theme, this is above all a very interesting effort by two new producers (Boyer and
Duvivier) and a picture that may well turn
into a solid draw at the box-offices. Offhand,
a reviewer would rate it as a little on the
"caviar" side with more class than mass
appeal — but there's no telling how much the
novelty, plus the very impressive cast roster.
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may materialize into something of considerable material value at the ticket windows of
America's theatres. The time is propitious
for such novelty rolled up in entertainment
that is remote from war and current workaday problems. Certainly it would be beneficial if producers who are willing to move
over a little to the less conventional side
were encouraged to further explore their
talents for interesting story telling on the
screen. It, perhaps, will be a little too much
for the average follower of action stories to
find the chuckles that are inherent in the
episode wherein Edward G. Robinson actually
talks himself into committing a murder,
choosing as his victim a society dame against
whom he has absolutely no animosity, but if
the patrons come to the show in the right
frame of mind they can find the amusement
because director, scenarist and actors effectively develop these elements. Far more certain of general favorable audience reaction is
the substantial romantic interlude between
Boyer, as a circus performer who loses his
nerve to perform a most dangerous act because of a dream in which he falls and in
which he clearly sees a lady he is later to
meet on a ship bound for America. His later
dream that the girl, with whom lie has fallen
in love, is a thief and faces arrest adds an
interesting parallel, to say nothing of a good
fadeout scene for a romance that has the elements to make it generally appealing to
women. Acting is uniformly excellent; direction adroit and staging is effective. Novelty
exploitation playing up the "strange-happenings" angles via newspaper tieups for letters
reciting true experiences, etc., with plenty of
emphasis upon the names in the cast are
indicated as the backbone of exploitation campaigns— which should be vigorous.
The Great Mr. Handel
British-Midfilm Inc. Biographical 99 mins.
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Much too
slow moving for average audience enjoyment with much of the dialogue unintelligible.
Color and music magnificent.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Will get attention from music and religious groups, but
lacks general audience appeal.
Cast: Wilfred Lawson, Elizabeth Allan, Malcom
Keen, Michael Shepley, Max Kirby, Hay Petrie,
Morris Harvey and others. Credits: Produced by
James B. Sloan. Directed by Norman Walker. Screenplay by Gerald Elliott from an original screenplay by
L. Du Garde Peach. Photographed by Claude l*riese
Greene and Jack Cardiff. Technicolor direction by
Natalie
Kalmus.by Musical
direction
by ErnestOrchestra.
Irving'.
Music recorded
the London
Philharmonic
Plot: Handel, the great composer is living
on the laurels of past works and rehearsing
Mrs. Gibber, an attractive young singer, for
the leading role in a new opera. His manager
seeks the patronage of the Prince of Wales
and at the opening performance incurs the
wrath of the Prince. His opera is a failure
and creditors pursue him. While recovering
from illness he is given the libretto of "The
Lucky Penny
The United Artists exploitation department
got cut a clever card gag on "Johnny Come
Lately." On a card was placed a new silver
penny w th copy: "Here's your Johnny-ComeLately Lucky Penny — and there'll be plenty
more rollin' in when you play U.A.'s newest
hit, James
Cagneywithin the
'Johnny
Lately'."of
Stunt
coincided
first Come
distribution
the new silver pennies, and can be adapted by
showmen.
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Messiah." The words of the Bible provide
the inspiration and he sets about writing
the greatest work of his career. At the first
performance in Dublin the oratorio is acclaimed. Handel and Mrs. Cibber return to
offer "The Messiah" at Covent Garden in
1743. The picture ends on a note of success
with King George III rising to his feet in
the royal box during the singing of the
Hallelujah Chorus with the entire audience
following suit.
Comment: Photographed like an age-old
masterpiece of rich color, this picture is a
credit to its British producers. Covering as
it does the least successful 16 years of Handel's life it lacks motion and the vibrance
sought by the average American moviegoer.
It is rather a rich, faithful character study
of Handel's dull life which will please the
music-minded and religious groups. Elizabeth Allan is beautiful and capable as Mrs.
Cibber while Wilfred Lawson's portrayal of
Handel is effective although his words often
are most difficult to understand either due
to the recording or his German accent.
Abrams Exploits Three Pictures
Through Use of Song Titles
How he sold three pictures, "Aerial Gunner,"
"This Land Is Mine" and "Wings Up" through
song titles is best told by Manager Manny
Abrams of the La Brea Theatre, Los Angeles.
Reports Manny :
"The Air Corps Song was played during intermission preceding trailers several days before
the showing. My assistant and I made up a
display board using stills and clips from press
sheets which was placed in the lobby. Concealed
behind this board was a Victrola on which we
played The Air Corps Song, American Eagles
and With My Head in the Clouds for 'Aerial
Gunner' and 'Wings Up.' For This Land Is
Mine,' This Is My Country was played. These
records were played intermittently during the
run of the picture while the box-office was
Perhaps you, too, could use this idea some
time. But don't play River, Stay 'Way from
My Door
you play
"The How
Uninvited."
that
other when
old-time
favorite,
Dry I And
am,
would hardly go with the forthcoming "Desert
Song." So just be careful of the song titles
you select.
open."
Martin Uses Dictionary Gag in
His Exploitation for 'Bombardier'
That old dictionary gag is in again, but it's
still good, and it paid dividends when used
by Manager Dave Martin of the Uptown
Theatre, Los Angeles, in connection with the
showing
"Bombardier."
Martin of purchased
several inexpensive dictionaries at the five-and-dime store, tore out
the pages and overprinted each page in vivid
red ink with the following copy :
"Words can't begin to describe its thrills !"
Copy all contained theatre name, playdate and
star billing. Pages were passed out as heralds.
Impressive Lobby Display Sells
Proudly We Hail' in Cleveland
Ed Fisher, Loew publicity director, and Howardland,
Burkhardt,
manager for
of Loew's
State, Clevewere responsible
a magnificent
lobby
display
exploiting
We Hail."
One long
length "So
of Proudly
the spacious
lobby was
devoted to life-sized figures of Army nurses
in all types of regulation uniforms. Also on
view were photographs showing what the Army
nurses are doing in all theatres of the war.
Seated at a desk was a nurse who took applications for blood donors to the Red Cross
Blood Bank.
Needless to say, the display was impressive
and attracted wide attention.
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"Arctic Passage"
(This Is America)

SHOI

20 mins,

Topnotch
Here is the story of the Alaska
Highway (formerly known as the
Alcan Highway) as it has never been
told in celluloid before. The footage
is a gripping and exciting record of
the
latest progress
in the highway's
construction.
The dangers
and problems facing the army of service men
and civilians engaged in the building
of that strategic road are pictured
effectively with a graphicness that
makes the film a constant source of
interest. There is scene after scene
of army truck convoys carrying pre"Gliri to the northern tercious materials
minus of the highway, Fairbanks.
The film, loaded with drama, is a
credit to Pioducer Frederic Ullman,
Jr.,
O'Reilly,
directed
and and
shotLarry
the film.
Thiswholooks
like
series.
the best of the This Is America

Produced by FREDERIC ULLMAN, jr. Distributed by RKO RADIO PICTURES,]

"Best
of
the
Series"
that already more
than 7300 theatres from coast to coast are
M ND THE CRITIC of The Film Daily wasn't the only one
now playing this amazingly popular series. If you happen to
to stand up and cheer for "Arctic Passage." The other
trade press reviewers, hard-boiled as they are, all were
be one of the lessening number of exhibitors who hasn't
signed up for this greatest short subject buy in years, ask
loud in their praise for this latest "This Is America." As a
matter of fact every one of the eleven releases to date has
your local RKO exchange to let you see some samples. Make
received enthusiastic acclaim all along the line. So much so
sure that "Arctic Passage" is one of them.
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ALBANY
Variety
Tent14,Nine,
aided a bybenefit
Musicians'
Union,
Local
conducted
dance
Sept. 13 for Fred Engel, steward of the Variety
tent until he was taken ill last Spring. jVIore
than $800 was realized at the dance, with the
orchestra donating its services. Jimmy Daley,
theatrical agent, and Francis Murphy, Hotel
Ten Eyck orchestra leader, handled the arrangements in conjunction with C. J. Latta, Chief
Barker. Variety Tent also is sponsoring Sig
Romberg and his night of music in a benefit
performance
Fabian's Palace,
Sept. 20.canteen
Proceeds go to atmaintaining
the Variety
in the Knights of Columbus Home.
Jack Swartout has returned to the Griswold,
Troy, after completing his vacation.
Kallet Circuit has closed its Summer theatres at Bolton Landing, Woodburn, Lake Sheldrake, and Fleischmans.
Harry Lamont has discontinued the horseand-wagon rides from the Greenville section
in the Catskills to his theatre in Greenville due
to the close of the Summer season. The Lamont Circuit will take over operation of the
Bradley Theatre, Fort Edward, again next
week.
E. J. Sigley reopened the Lincoln, Schenectady, last week.
Abe Van Deusen, RKO booker, is on vacation.
Artie Newmann, Republic branch manager,
called on the Schine Circuit in Gloversville this
week, in company with J. R. Grainger, president and sales manager, and Max Gillis, district
manager.
Frank Williams, Benton Circuit booker, was
married to the former Mary L. Snyder of Saratoga Springs, Sept. 7, at St. Peter's Church in
that city. Williams recently received his honorable discharge from the Army.
The Sacandaga, Sacandaga Park, booked by
Schine Circuit, closed last week, as did Bob
Yates' Lake Theatre, Lake George.
George Tucker, RKO salesman, was beaten
in the finals of the Wolfert's Roost Club championship last Sunday.
Dick Perry, who formerly traveled in the
Buffalo territory, starts as a salesman for
Monogram Sept. 20. Monogram now has two
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salesmen on the road, as Sam Milberg joined
the exchange earlier this month.
Ben Smith, Monogram salesman, is recuperating at home following a second eye operation.
Joe Miller, Columbia branch manager, went
to Utica Tuesday.
Rudy Meyer, poster clerk, and Stanley Goldberg, booker in the Columbia exchange, will
make their second trip this week for Red Cross
blood donations. Arthur Newmann, Republic
ship.
manager, is in charge of Film Row blood donorJean Fredericks, secretary to the booker at
20th Century-Fox, is in Buffalo this week on
her vacation.
Twentieth Century-Fox held a sneak preview
of "Winter Time" at Fabian's Palace Sept. 14.
Neil Hellman reopened his Open Air Theatre
on the Albany-Schenectady-Saratoga Road and
will run until snow sets in. Hellman reports
he is catering almost entirely to war workers
whose only opportunity to catch a show is
en route to the midnight shift. Hellman is considering a12 :30 a.m. show at the request of
war workers who finish at midnight.
Al Marchetti, Universal booker, is passing
his vacation at Lake Luzerne in the Adirondacks with relatives.
Jean Johnson, Paramount receptionist and
telephone operator, is on vacation this week.
BOSTON
Don Prince of Atlanta, Georgia, is the publicist for RKO pictures in this territory now
and
is
temporarily
doing Red
King's job
on
the various
publicalso
relations
committees
while
Red is on vacation.
Marty Glaser, former publicist at the Paramount and Fenway theatres who entered Officers
Training School, is home for a brief leave before
going to Camp Devens.
Lieutenant Lawrence Lasky, co-owner of a
string of theatres in New England, is doing a
splendid job of public relations for the Navy.
Bert Stern of Oklahoma City, former picture
theatre owner, now advance man for Sigmund
Romberg, and a member of the Variety Club,
is in town.
Chester Stoddard, chief booker at M and P
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theatres, spent last w^eek-end in New York.
Ben Bartzofif is doing special photography
for the motion picture interests locally.
Gloria Callen, who has been signed by Twentieth Century-Fox to play the role of the sister
of the Five Sullivan Brothers in the picture,
"The Sullivans," is spending two weeks resting
at her home in New England before proceeding
to Hollywood.
Emma Barib, RKO, is confined to her bed
with an attack of pneumonia.
Dottie Hassell, RKO exchange, is giving an
additional two nights each week to the local
Red Cross Blood Donor Service as a clerical
worker.
Harry Goldberg, manager of the M and P
owned Modern Theatre in Boston, had his
tenth blood-giving experience at the Red Cross
this past week. He has, therefore, given ten
pints of his blood to the service thus far.
Arlene Wannland, from the local RKO offices,
is somewhere abroad with the Wacs.
More contributions for the new home of the
Theatrical Post of the American Legion are
coming in rapidly to Commander Harry Smith.
The Aetna Cleaning Company has donated the
services of its organization and Mrs. Harry
Lydecker
has furnished a room at the Legion
Home.
Louis Richmond, aide to E. M. Loew, spent
the week-end in New York and other points in
New York State.
George Kraska, former manager of the Fine
Arts Theatre here, has gone to New Haven to
fill a temporary spot as manager.
Leonard Kraska, former manager of the
Strand Theatre and before that assistant manager of the Fine Arts, has been made manager
of the beautiful Hollis Theatre in Framingham,
Alass., a suburb 12 miles west of Boston.
Renee Preston, publicist for various amusement enterprises, and Private Frank Cronin,
former
publicity man, w-ere married last
week at RKO
Nashville.
District Manager H. John Carroll of M and P
Theatres came down from Portland, Maine, to
spend a week with friends in Boston.
Norman J. Ayers, district manager for Warners, has returned from a visit in the Buffalo
and Rochester territory.
Betty Doherty, secretary to Branch Manager
Bill Horan at the local Warners exchange, has
joined the Wacs.
Harry Collier, bill poster for the local theatres, has returned from his vacation in Maine
and
trip. on Cape Cod.
Maurice Wolf, district manager for MGM in
this territory, has returned from an inspection
Max Bornstein, former projectionist at the
Appollo Theatre in Nantasket and before that
at the Rialto in Scollay Square here, was killed
while on maneuvers in England.
Lieut. Arthur R. Bryant, M and P manager,
formerly of the Merrimack in Lowell and with
Boston theatres, is missing in action in the
air raids over Germany. Word has been conveyed to relatives here that after a Berlin flight
T^ieut. Bryant was missing.
CHARLOTTE

WORLD'S LARGEST FILM AUDIENCE. The biggest single audience ever to witness a motion picture —
30,000 members of the IV Armored Corps, Camp Campbell, Kentucky, and their guests — celebrate the
first anniversary of the Corps' founding with the world premiere of Columbia's Humphrey Bogart starrer,
"Sahara," which was made with the Corps' assistance at its California desert training theatre of
operations. The screening was held in a specially constructed outdoor theatre.

Earl Holden, manager of the Imperial Theatre, is of¥ to Atlanta for a vacation after
launching Charlotte's Third War Loan Drive
which brought $226,230 toward the city's quota
of $15,000,000, and filled every seat in the
tlieatre, 964, with a bondholder.
Ed Hilton,(Continued
formerly with
the RKO
on Page
28) exchange
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Before

1928
SINGLE DENSITY

1941
COMPREX DENSITY
WITH 100 MIL
CONTROL TRACK

1932
SINGLE DENSITY
SQUEEZE

TRADE

Pearl

1941
COMPREX BILATERAL
AREA WITH 100 MIL
CONTROL TRACK

Harbor

1940

1937
PUSH-PULL
DENSITY
200 MIL

1934
PUSH-PULL
DENSITY
100 MIL
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1938
PUSH-PULL
AREA
200 MIL

SINGLE DENSITY
WITH 5 MIL
CONTROL TRACK

I94I
STEREOPHONIC
DENSITY
3 SOUND TRACKS
1 CONTROL TRACK

1941
STEREOPHONIC
AREA
3 SOUND TRACKS
1 CONTROL TRACK

Above you see ten different sound tracks made with Western
Electric Equipment from 1928 up to the beginning of the war.

.

.

. during

the

war

Wonderful new weapons — based on the engineering principles
learned in recording sound for motion pictures — are being developed
and perfected today. They will help to end this war sooner. Where
and how they are serving will make an interesting story when it
can be told. In the course of this wartime development program,
the scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric
are constantly adding to their already unique knowledge of sound recording and transmission.
. and

after

When ^-day comes, the post-war sound track — no matter what
it may look like — will reflect the new ideas and developments now
coming out of our work on war projects. The Voice of the Screen
will be still finer!

Electrical

Research

Products

Division

OF
Back the Attack! During the Third War
Loan Drive — and till the day of Victory
— buy all the War Bonds you can!

Western

Electric

Company
'
195 BROADWAY,
NEW ATED
YORK, N.'Y.
INCORPOR

28
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i Continued from Page 26)
as booker, has joined the staff of the Tryon
Theatre.
Walter Griffltli and Tom A. Little, two veteran theatremen of North Carolina, have joined
in a new amusement organization to be known
as G and L Attractions, with Mr. Griffith as
president and general manager and Mr. Little
as treasurer. Headquarters will be in the Charlotte Theatre, which Mr. Little owns and Mr.
Griffith manages.
Mrs. L. F. Thompson of New Bern, who
has recently assumed the management of the
Colonial Theatre in New Bern, was a recent
visitor in Charlotte.
The Imperial Theatre had as guests the
Civilian Air Patrol — of which Roy Rowe, president of the Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina, is Wing Commander — at a
showing
of "Bombardier,"
Scott, a Charlotte
actor, hasinthewhich
title Randolph
role, and
in which another local boy, Randolph Ward of
Concord, flies one of the Army bombers.
Margaret Shooter and Frances Caton have
joined the staff of the State Theatre as student
managers.
Dorothy Mitcliell, booker at A'IGM, is on
vacation.
CHICAGO
Marshall Field, publisher of the Chicago Sun,
was luncheon host to seventy from the film trade
on Monday to meet Henry T. Murdoch, new
amusement editor. Murdoch was formerly on
the Philadelphia Ledger.
Albert Bachman, 56, manager of the B & K
Harding Theatre, is dead from a heart attack.
Bachman, veteran manager of the Chicago territory, passed away in his office.
Sol Best owner of the Amo Theatre, has
bought the Holly Theatre at 1500 Fullerton
Avenue and will reopen the house after a thorough overhauling.
The Chicago trade is extending congratulations to Charles Lindau, of the Lindau theatre
circuit, and his wife, Dorothy Nessle Lindau,
on the birth of a son, Donald Louis.
Robert Cooper, from New York United Artists headquarters, is now publicity representative
for the Chicago UA exchange, succeeding Fred
Joyce, who has joined the Selznick organization.
Phil Dunas, Columbia district manager, is
at
St. Luke's
Hospital
for ais check-up.
Ben
Lowrie,
exchange
manager,
holding down
both jobs.
Lt. Charles Vogt, Jr., son of Manager
Charles Vogt of the Villas Theatre, was killed
in an airplane crash near Jacksonville, Fla. Lt.
Harold Hellman, formerly with the Republic
exchange, is reported missing in action. He
is a nephew of UA's Morris Hellman.
The John P. Fords of the Warner Theatre
Circuit are celebrating their fiftieth wedding
anniversary.
Sam Zimbalist of MGM was a Chicago visitor over the week-end.
Forty-eight members of the Warner Chicago
organization are now officers, commissioned and
non-commissioned, in the armed services.
James E. Stapleford, former Warner usher,
is in Milwaukee on leave of absence from the
Navy. He wears service bars for the North
African campaign, where he took part in five
battles.
Peter Panagos, Alliance Theatre Circuit sales
promotion manager, is making a tour of Indiana
houses on behalf of the Third War Loan Drive.
Both Carrollton and Jacksonville, 111., have
put through curfew laws that keep kids off the
streets from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.
Cliff Sailor has been named manager of the
Granada Theatre, Greencastle, Ind.
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CORRESPONDENTS

T. \L. Fisher and J. P. Ware of the RCA
Chicago offices and H. B. Snook and Edward
Ager from New York headquarters are expected
at the equipment dealers meeting this week-end
at the Bismarck Hotel.
To the Army : Chuck Foster, Chicago Theatre ; Joe Craw, Warner Theatres : Arthur
Boyle, McElwain Film Service.
Norman Kassel, 20th Century-Fox publicist,
has
returned from a swing over the Great States
circuit.
Essaness manager appointees : Harry W.
Irons, the Lake ; O. Redmon, the Lamar : Mrs.
Dorothy Delrey, the Southern.
James Delvin is a new salesman for the Paramount Milwaukee exchange.
Mother Kenny, polio expert, is in Chicago
cooperating with the health department authorities in the drive to halt polio increases here.
.^11 city and parochial schools opened on time.
James Coston, Warner zone manager, has
returned from a vacation at his Eagle River,
Wis., Summer home.
Ted Morris, Les Peterson, Betty Archer, and
Emily Torchia, MGM publicity representatives,
are with the Victory Caravan of Stars train.
CINCINNATI
Tickets for the Bond Cavalcade of Hollywood stars, who appeared at the Albee Theatre
Wednesday night, were so much in demand
that it was found necessary to stage a matinee
performance, too, at Nippert Stadium, University of Cincinnati that afternoon. Approximately 3000 tickets above Albee capacity had
been sold in advance.
Wes Huss, Jr., president of Associated Theatres, has returned from a Canadian fishing trip.
Paul Krieger has joined Republic Pictures as
sales representative. Krieger was formerly
branch manager for Universal and also sales
representative for United .Artists.
Mrs. Phil Chakeres, who recently went to
Rochester, Minn., for her health, is reported
improving at the Mayo Clinic.
Mrs. Frank Monjar of the Town Hall, Batavia, is taking an enforced six -month rest
because of illness.
Naomi Gordon, secretary to Peter Rosian,
is vacationing in Colorado.
Paramount's May McGee is back at her desk
following a major operation.
MGM has increased its force by three : Joan
LaSance, Madeline Ciuccio, and Mary Korb.
Tony Knollman, former Fox booker, visited
the exchange this week. He is now stationed
at Camp Edwards, Mass.
Walter Hall has joined the MGM personnel
as shipper.

RKO PRESIDENT GREETS STAR. John Garfield,
currently riding high on the strength of his
success in
"The and
FallenhiedSparrow,"
reached
NewRKOYorkRadio's
this week
himself
over to Radio City to call on the home office
folks. Here he is being greeted by President N.
Peter Rathvon with a hearty handshake.

Jim Keefe, 20th-Fo,x exploitation man, is
moving his family from Cleveland to Cincinnati
and establishing his headquarters here.
Fox's Eileen Burke is now a sergeant.
Republic's
cinnati visitor.auditor. J. R. Cummins, is a CinLou Seifert, National Screen's former office
manager, has taken up his new duties as sales
representative with United Artists here.
Jack Schlaifer is an expected visitor from the
20th-Fox home office.
Jack Keating, former Paramount booker, is
now Second Lieut. Keating, stationed in
Alabama.
Paramount , had as visitor Allan Reusch,
en
route to his new assignment at Scott Field,
Illinois.
Paramount's Pep Club entertained for two
enlistees, Mary Colina and Jessie Due, at a
luncheon at the Gibson Hotel, where the two
guests of honor were presented with gifts before
their departure.
Representatives of the motion picture and
amusement activities, including the Variety
Club and down-town and suburban exhibitors,
were appointed auxiliary boosters for the Good
Samaritan Hospital Fete on the 25th and 26th
at the recent meeting of the Fete Committee.
CLEVELAND
National Screen Service employes have won
a three-dollar-a-week pay increase retroactive
to October 1. 1942, with the blessing of the War
Labor Board, according to Dan Cowhig, Local
F-5 business manager. Local F-5 is also in the
midst of negotiations with NSS for a new
wage scale.
Natalie Jean Lefton, daughter of Nat L.
Lefton, PRC franchise owner, and Lt. Ernest
Perlmutter of this city were married Sunday,
September 19. The 7 p.m. ceremony which took
place at the home of the bride was followed by
a reception.
National Screen Service Branch Manager Nat
Barach's son. Bud. a Coast Guardsman, stationed at Toledo, last week received a promotion
to Seaman First Class.
G. R. Vogel, Loew official, has returned to
New York after a two-day visit in Cleveland
with District Manager Charles Raymond. While
in the city, he inspected the renovated Ohio
Theatre which, it is now officially announced,
will open September 23 with "For Whom the
M. R. "Duke" Clark checked in at the Paramount exchange this week, where he will
Bell Tolls."
occupytrictHarry
chair
as dis-a
manager.Goldstein's
Goldstein vacant
has been
granted
six months' leave of absence which he and Airs.
Goldstein will spend in California.
John Matty, owner of the Ritz Theatre,
Huron, who was given a deferment until the
arrival of his first baby, has checked in for
Naval service. A son was born to the Mattys
last week.
Sergeant George Tarassoff, former MGM
booker, just completed a furlough and has returned to his station at Orlando, Florida.
"This Is the Army" was a sell-out for its
opening
week Frank
at Warners'
Theatre inperformance
Youngstown, last
Manager
Savage
announced a $7,800 take with tickets selling for
$2,Cleveland
$5 and $10.
independent theatre owners went
into a hush-hush huddle last Thursday. While
no statement was made, it is understood that
the Department of Justice questionnaire relating to the consent decree was the subject.
I. J. Schmertz. 20th-Fox branch manager,
nursed an infected hand during most of his
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the Rocky Mountain Screen club held at LakewoodtiesCountry
included allClub,
kinds Denver.
of sports,The
and day's
closedactiviwith
a dinner-dance. Bill Agren turned in the low
gross to win a $25 war bond; first flight winner
was Jim Potter ; other winners were Bud Campbell, Bob Hill, Frank Green, Joe Ashby, John
Anderson, Bud Austin and Cliester Butler. Winners in the ladies' flight were Mrs. Robert Hill,
Mrs. Eve Dunbar and Mrs. Opal Ryan. Chas.
Schutt won at horseshoes ; Chuck Flowers won
the fly casting; Lillian Michaletti won at naildriving and Dorothy Austin was the high kicker.
Fox Theatre managers and executives and
their wives were hosts at one of the local canteens, and with 38 hostesses, passed out more
than 5,000 sandwiches to meinbers of the armed
forces.
CANADIAN INFLUENCE. Sonny Tufts whose
work in "So Proudly We Hail," his first picture,
made him a star, flanked by J. J. Fitzgibbons,
president of Famous Players Canadian, and (left)
Gordon Lightstone, general manager of Paramount
Film Service, Ltd., Canada. Picture was taken in
New York where all three were visiting.
vacation time in the Adirondacks.
Labor Day business at the local first-run theatres soared to fifty-eight per cent above average.
Bernard Kranze, RKO branch manager, was
in New York last week on business with home
office officials. And L. H. Walters, manager of
the National Theatre Supply Co., attended a
business meeting in Chicago.
"Johnny Come Lately," UA's first Jimmy
Cagney picture, breaks Sept. 23rd simultaneously
at Loew theatres in Cleveland, Akron, Canton
and Toledo.
George W. Erdmann, secretary of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association,
drew the job of transportation chairman for the
106 members of the Hollywood Bond Caravan
who rolled into town on Monday for a busy
day that included an appearance in the evening
at the Public Auditorium which was scaled at
$40,000,000 for the all-star War Bond Show.
Virtually 100 per cent exhibitors co-operation
in the Third War Bond Drive is reported by
Nat Barach, NSS branch manager, who bases
his statement on the number of trailers being
served to exhibs in this territory. Barach states
that his office is now serving more than 400 of
a possible 450 theatres.
Dave Miller, Universal district manager, and
Mrs. Miller were at home to their friends on
September 10th in celebration of their 2Sth
wedding anniversary.
DENVER
With the appointment of Ted Halmi, Orpheum
publicity director, as publicity chairman of Denver for the Motion Picture Industry for the
Third War Loan Drive, activities have swung
into high. Several Hollywood personalities, including Franchot Tone, Lois Andrews and Marie
McDonald, as well as a number of heroes from
the armed forces, were here this week to assist
in the drive. The groups were welcomed at the
airport, and all made speeches at various affairs.
A rally was held downtown and large bombs
were placed in theatres and other public places.
All who bought a bond were allowed to sign
the bombs, which were then sent to be used on
the enemy. Theatres decorated light posts in
the downtown section with posters of a local
design. Theatres also ran trailers about the
bond drive. Harry Huffman, city manager for
Fox Theatres, is chairman of the Denver drive,
while Harold Rice, Paramount Theatre manager,
is chairman of the state publicity committee.
State chairmen for the Denver area include Rick
Ricketson, Colorado ; Ed Schulte and Fred
Glass, Wyoming; William Miskell, Nebraska;
George Tucker, New Mexico; A. M. Russell,
Montana ; and Fred Larkins for South Dakota.
More than 300 theatre men, families and
friends, attended the annal picnic and outing of

DES MOINES
Fred Savely of Burlington has been named
manager of the Charles Theatre at Charles City
for Tri-States, succeeding Joe Cole, who moves
over to Kearney, Neb., filling the vacancy at
the World Theatre when Maynard Nelson entered the Army.
A goal of $500,000 in War Bonds has been
set for Des Moines on American Heroes Day
Sept. 18 which will find the War Veterans
Bond Airmada stopping off with William Boyd,
Grace Bradley and Mary Brian. Bonds will be
sold at an afternoon rally and a dinner in the
evening.
Lieut. Bob Saggau, former Notre Dame grid
star and son of Henry Saggau, Denison theatre
operator, returned home on a 30-day leave.
The son has been mentioned frequently in recent
press dispatches for his feats as a Navy dive
bomber pilot.
Myron Blank, secretary of Tri-States, and
G. Ralph Branton, general manager, attended
the funeral services for Harry E. Schiller, S3,
at Grand Island, Neb. Schiller, a partner in
Tri-States, died last week after an illness of
several months.
James Ricketts of Indianapolis, former booker
for Pathe and 20th-Fox, has been named booker
for Universal to succeed Charles Oliver, who
resigned and plans to return to Missouri.
Joe Friedman, formerly with Warner Bros,
in Cleveland, succeeds Jack Frost as salesman
in the Monogram exchange in Des Moines.
Frost is now with Republic.
Wilma Lundgren, booker at Central States
theatres, is leaving the circuit for Oakland,
Calif., to join her husband who is stationed
there with the Army. Members of Central
States tossed a farewell party for the booker,
who has been associated with the firm for the
last 16 years.
The Des Moines branch of 20th Century-Fox,
headed by Manager Stanley J. Mayer, is a
mighty proud outfit after winning first place
in the nation in the 18-week championship drive
recently completed. The Des Moines crew
topped 36 other exchanges to get the first place
rating and the accompanying money prizes.
The Sioux City council had adopted a curfew
ordinance which provides a fine of $100 or 30
days in jail for parents who permit their children to remain on the streets or in public
places after certain hours which are 10 p.m.
for those under 15 and 11 p.m. for those 15 to
17 years of age.
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PICTURE
JOE E. BROWN,
famed comediant says:
" f ■ ve been watching Westerns for twenty years —
and Roy Rojiers is the
greatest cowboy star I've
ever seen ! "

HERE'S ROY'S
GREATEST
HIT!
You'll certainly agree with
Joe E. Brown when you
see Roy in this grand,
melody-filled,
romantic
action Western
!
Hear
Roy
-Sing;
AfiV NOW
Sprlnctim*
RocklAaIn th*

DETROIT
Protests over the employment of young boys
into the early morning hours in Detroit were
being received by Detroit police last week as the
sequel to the killing of Arthur Currie, fifteenyear-old usher at the Eastown Theatre, by a wild
bullet from a bandit's gun. Young Currie, on
his
way was
homestanding
after having
a night's
work,
on a completed
corner with
some
{Continued on Page 30)
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{Continued from Page 29)
companions at 1 :45 a.m. Meanwhile police had
started to chase a trio of Chicago bandits in a
stolen car after they had beaten up a Detroit
policeman. In an 80-mile-an-hour chase, a score
of shots were exchanged, one striking Currie in
the head as the fugitives sped by. Theatres,
hard-pressed by the labor shortage, have had to
hire constantly younger help. City officials are
now confronted with the problem of whether
stricter curbs are necessary on young workers to
keep them off the streets late at night.
The Downtown and Norwood Telenevvs theatres seem to be having some of that "Satevepost
luck" in presenting very timely subjects. They
scored again this week by features on the American attack on Salamaua, even as the news was
breaking that the important base had fallen to
the Allies.
Joe Hight, manager of the Regent Theatre,
has been inducted by the Army following a farewell luncheon given by the managers and assistants of United Detroit Theatres Corp. Hight
was presented with a special Army watch. His
place as manager has been taken over by Harry
Daher.
The Ramona Theatre is co-operating with
East Side merchants in putting on a special War
Bond show Sept. 29, with previews of films and
a big stage show as the main attractions for
bond-buying patrons.
United Detroit Theatres is planning a special
kids'
for young
plans,to
as yetmatinee
incomplete,
call forbond
the buyers.
afternoonTheshows
be held in six theatres, three on the East Side
and three on the West, according to Alice
Gorham.
INDIANAPOLIS
Recruiting of nurses for the armed forces by
the local Red Cross chapter was highlighted by
the
motionTheatre
picture Sept.
"So Proudly
We Hail"
at the
Indiana
15. Special
invitations
were issued to more than 100 members of the
Red Cross student reserve and to the junior
and
senior
students
schools
in the
city. of the four nurse's training
An epidemic of infantile paralysis is unlikely
in Indiana at this time. Dr. Thurman B. Rice,
state health; commissioner, said in a recent statement. "As a ''rhatter
of fact,"nowhe than
said, there
"therehasis
less poliomyelitis
in Indiana
been at the same time of the year for the last
several years. Enough is known about the disease
to make us feel perfectly safe in saying that it is
not necessary to keep children from picture
shows or such gatherings."
Indianapolis sold more than $3,000,000 in war
bonds and stamps on its opening day, and was
fast reaching its quota this week.
Verna
Thompson,
operator, resigned
and isParamount's
succeeded byexchange
Jeanne Petit.
Officials of the PRC exchange report the
^ale of the 1943-44 product to the Marcus Enterprises who operate houses in several of the
state's large cities.
B. N. Peterson, National Theatre Supply Co.,
attended a special meeting of managers in Chicago during the week.
Jane McGuire, RKO biller, is vacationing in
New Orleans. Harry Watts, Knightstown exhibitor, and family returned from Lake Tippecanoe.
Officers for the coming year were elected at
the regular monthly meeting of Local F-3S Film
Exchange Union Employes held in the Antlers
Hotel. They are as follows : President, Don
McLeod ; Vice President, Paul Leatherby ; Secretary, Mary Cottingham ; Treasurer, Waldo
Michel and Business Agent, Gordon Schuman.
Victor Burkle, operator of the Rialto Theatre,
Fortville, has gone on a fishing trip in the lake
regions of northern Wisconsin.
"This Is the Army" is doing a fourth week

PILAR GOES TO THE THEATRE. Mme. Katina Paxinou, who plays Pilar in Paramount's "For Whom the
Bell Tolls,"California
talks things
over in for
the Fox
lobbyWest
of San
Francisco's
Theatre
with who
B. V. traveled
Sturdivantfrom(left),
northern
supervisor
Coast
Theatres,Alcazar
and Sid
Grauman,
Los
Angeles with other celebrities to attend the San Francisco premiere. The opening marked the passing
of the Alcazar, formerly operated by Grauman as a legitimate house, to direction of Fox West Coast.
at the Lyric Theatre. Loew's Theatre will hold
"Best Foot Forward" another week, and the
associate attraction, "Taxi, Mister," which is
hanging on for its fourth week.
Word has been received here of the marriage
of Mrs. Ethel K. Luckett and Lieutenant Harry
C. Walsh. The wedding took place in Alexandria, Louisiana.
Seen along Filmrow during the week were
.Artnur Gravel, Goodland, on his annual visit to
all exchanges; William Studebaker, Logansport ;
Trueman Rembush, Franklin, and his associates ;and Billy Connors, Marion. V. U. Young,
Gary exhibitor, arrived by air this week and
spent tne day at the office of the Y and W Management Corp.
Airs. Virginia Herr of the Universal staff has
resigned. She will leave for Great Falls, Montana, to be with her husband who is attached
to the aviation field there.
Walter Mackintosh, Paramount traveling auditor from the home office, has left the local exchange to return to New York headquarters.
MEMPHIS
Memphis will have a Bond Premiere Sept.
28 at the Malco Theatre, with Bob Hope's
new picture,to "Let's
Face It," as bythe Norman
attraction,J.
according
an announcement
Colquhoun, branch manager of Republic exchange, and co-chairman of the committee in
charge of the event. In addition to tlie picture
the best civilian talent in Memphis will be
featured, along with the Second Army, the
two Naval Bases, Coast Guard and the Fourth
Ferrying Command.
Twentieth Century-Fox entertained its employes last week with a picnic at Riverside
Park, and a "good time" was reported by all.
Out of town exhibitors visiting Republic
exchange last week were : W. S. Tyson, of the
Grand Theatre, Water Valley, Miss. ; Claude
Gentry, Lyric, Baldwin, Miss., and A. Burch,
the Burch Theatre, Rives, Mo.
H. D. Graham, district manager, Atlanta, and
F. J. A. McCarthy, divisional sales manager.
New week.
York, were visiting the Universal exchange
last
Rita Scott has replaced Beatrice Rogers in
the contract department at Universal. And
Junita Johnson has replaced Shirley Rubin as

assistant cashier. Miss Rubin and Miss Rogers
resigned.
Tommy
ner Bros., Baldridge,
has resigned.publicity director for WarNEW

YORK

The Monogram exchange is moving from
the first to the ninth floor of the Film Center
Building on October 1. Reason; need for larger
Eddie S usse, MGAl booker, was the recipient
quarters.
last Friday night of a good-bye party before
going to Albany for a spell of work in out-oftown exchanges. Besides those from his own
office, many friends from other exchanges came
to wish him luck.
The Ritz Theatre, 180th Street and Boston
Road, closed for a number of years, has been
redecorated and will soon reopen under the
aegis of tiie Stiefel Booking Office.
President Jack Ellis of Motion Picture .Associates has called the first meeting of the Fall
season for September 23 at the Hotel Astor.
Executives
and exchange heads will be out in
force.
Tom Goff, print clerk at Universal, is mourning the death of his mother last Thursday in
Hartford, Conn.
Herman Reaper, chief accountant at 20th
Century-Fox, has been promoted to comptroller.
In sick bay for a week: Warners short subject
supervisor, Joe Vergesslich.
Soldier visitors at United Artists : Pfc. Herbert Richels, former office manager, from
Miami ; Cpl. Ira Rifkin, son of Ira Rifkin.
N. J. salesman ; Pfc. Johnnie Hogan, former
assistant shipper, from Camp Pickett.
The new office manager at 20th Century-Fox
is Joseph Burke, who until now was a traveling
auditor for the company with offices in Boston.
The retiring office manager, Joe St. Clair,
becomes chief statistician.
Lt. Seymour Binhov, former manager of the
Temple Theatre, Union City, was around film
row this week visiting friends.
TommypalsDix,he ofis "Best
the.•\ctor
Navy.
told
exchange
leavingFoot
this Forward."
week for
Myer Solomon is the newest member of the
Monogram staf?, coming in as salesman and
assistant booker.
Malcolm Wolff, of the MGAI accounting de-
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partment, and son of Auditor Ben Wolff, left
for induction on Wednesday.
Late vacations : Fred Mayer, Universal booking department ; Sue Armand and Moe Rose of
MGM ; Peggy Loonan, 20th-Fox assistant
booker
; Warners'
Arthur
At United
Artists
BillerWeinberger.
Evelyn Markowitz
has resigned, making JanetMoses the new biller,
with Mary Musilli as her assistant. Irene Sternberger is a new file clerk.
Max Fried of the Century Circuit and his
wife, Dora, have announced the birth of a baby
girl, Ellen Sue.
George Waldman, of the Warner Circuit theatre department in Philadelphia, was a New
York visitor last week.
RKO's Ned Depinet had a birthday last
week, but there weren't any frills about it. He
said he's another year older and feels fine.
Another
Tom
Pozin birthday
last Friday.was that of Monogram's
Rugoff 57th
and Becker's
newlyof acquired
Sutton
Cinema,
Street east
Third Avenue,
will reopen on Saturday, September 18th, after
being closed for two weeks for redecoration.
Michael Zala, Rugoff and Becker, supervisors
for the 8th Street Playhouse and Art Theatre
in Greenwich
ton Cinema. \'illage, will also liandle the SutOMAHA
"This Is the Army" premiere for this area
at the Paramount Theatre grossed $13,000 for
the Army emergency relief fund. It gave Omaha
the best record of any city in the nine states
under the Seventh Service Command.
The shakeup in theatre managers in Sioux
City, la., resulted in Ira Crane taking Donald
Shane'spromoted
place atfrom
the assistant
Capitol, William
Egan
being
at the Capitol
to manager at the Princess.
Mildred Carlson of Omaha and Helen Miller
of Siebly, la., are getting acquainted with the
theatre ropes in Tri-States Theatre Corporaprior to entering the circuit's
schooltion athousesDeshereMoines.
,
The Omaha Theatre has scheduled seven
legitimate shows for this Fall and Winter,
including "Junior Miss" and "Dough Girls,"
according to Mrs. Harold Martin, manager.
Few legitimate shows have been held at the
Omaha since a decade ago when it was primarily a vaudeville house.
H. E. Schiller, partner of Tri-States in their
Grand Island theatres, died at his home in that
city on September 4 following a stroke. Only
recently Schiller had returned to active duty as
manager of the Grand, following an illness.
Schiller, who entered the theatre business in
Kansas City in 1917 with MGM, was wellknown in this area and was prominent in civic
affairs in Grand Island where he operated theatres for 13 years. William Miskell of Omaha,
Tri-States district manager, and G. R. Branton
of Des Moines, general manager, were among
those attending his funeral services in Grand
Island.
Omaha is giving the rest of the cities in the
nation something to shoot at, William Miskell,
state exhibitor chairman for the Third War
Loan Drive, said in announcing the five million
dollar war bond premiere held September 17
at the Paramount Theatre. Three hundred seats
were offered at 25 thousand dollars in bonds
each, 606 for purchasers of thousand dollar
ones, 705 for hundred dollar ones, 486 for $50
bonds and 678 for $25 bonds. Limit on 25
thousand dollar bond seats was six to any one
party.
Frank Hannon, distributor chairman, has announced other bond premieres scheduled for
this area including ones at Fairbury, Grand
Island,
Sioux
City, Auburn,
Lincoln, Hastings,
Norfolk, Howells
\'ilHsca.
Falls City,
Deshler,
and Nebraska City.
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CORRESPONDENTS

Harold (iarber, former Columbia exchange
accessory manager here, is now a corporal and
is stationed in the South Pacific.
Frances Knight, Warner Brothers cashier,
was married to Orvill Gabriel of the Army.
Dog races at the Dodge Park Kennel Club,
which offered theatres competition here all
through the Summer this year, have closed.
Omaha's polio total for 1943 has now hit 45.
Local health officials believe an early cold spell
will nip the epidemic and enable schools and
tlieatres to remain open.
PHILADELPHIA
Billatre inHuft'man,
manager
of the Fellman
Warner ofTheAtlantic City,
and Barney
the
Warner Booking Department, leave this week to
go into the Army. Huffman is to enter the officers training group.
Two more Warner managers resigned this
week to join the William Goldman Theatre organization. They were Hadden Matthews, who
resigned from the Boyd Theatre to become manager of Keith's Theatre, and Arthur Kerns, who
resigned from the Lindy Theatre to act as rotating manager between the Karlton and Keith's.
Arthur Goldsmith succeeds Matthews at the
Boyd Theatre, and John Sassenroth transfers
from the Orient, succeeding Kerns at the Lindy.
James Floyd, at present a rotating manager
for the Warner circuit, will become manager of
the Orient theatre starting Sunday (Sept. 19).
John Jesberger has resigned as manager of
the Aurora Theatre to be succeeded by Ben

(jreber, formerly manager of the Bristol Theatre
in Bristol, Pa.
Harold Hirschberg, who recently lost his
father-in-law. Jack Bielan of the Palace Theatre in Bethlehem, was a Vine St. visitor to
straighten out the affairs of the theatre. The
late Mr. Bielan's will was submitted for probate, and the right and title in the Palace
Theatre were left to his wife Rose, and a daughter Thelma D. Lipson. Personal property, valued
at $50,000 and the balance of the estate was
left to Mrs. Bielan.
Lillian Gimbel, recently resigned as cashier
at Republic pictures, is now working for the
War
Dept. Finance Department of the U. S. Treasury
Columbus Stamper, owner of the Rivoli,
Locust, and Great Northern Theatres, is taking
over the Glenside Theatre in Glenside.
Miss Buddy Frcimiller, cashier at the Midway
Theatre was promoted to assistant manager.
When Peggy Hoyt, former cashier, was promoted to assistant manager at the Center Theatre she became the first female assistant manager on Market St.
Bernie Haines of the Plaza Theatre in Perkasie_. Pa. celebrated his birthday and the eighth
anniversary of the opening of the theatre last
week.
Harvey Sayers, assistant manager of the Cross
Keys, has been bedded after a heart attack.
Carl Schaeffer, former manager of the Richmond Theatre, has been promoted to manager
of the Midway Theatre ; while Joseph Mazer
transfers from night manager of the Family ( an
(Continued on Page 32)

Altec Service is deeply proud that it was chosen
to perform important research and manufacture
for the armed forces. Altec Service is deeply
proud that it was chosen to "keep the wheels
turning" in over 5,400 of the nation's theatres.
These two jobs, both officially classified essential inwar time, dovetail with the job of guiding
exhibitors through times of complex technical
change that are still to come.

Protecting the theatre — Our

JtLTEC
^^^,^vn«^uJ^I^wll,'■
250 West 57th Street
Sew York 19, N. Y.

first line of morale"

ir
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(Conlimicd from Page 31 )
all-night theatre in center of the city, to the
Richmond.
Albert Rubinovv, assistant at the Midway, has
been promoted to manager of the Northeastern.
Charles R. Snyder, acting as a rotating manager
during the week, is the house manager at the
Cadet Theatre which is now open Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
Martin Aninsman has been promoted from
manager of the Cross Keys to manager of the
State Theatre, replacing Ben Blumberg, who is
now manager of the Uptown. Frank Castello
transfers as manager from the Lansdowne to the
Cross Keys.
Fred Boas transfers from the Avon as manager of the Lansdowne Theatre. David Sanderson, assistant at the Waverly Theatre, becomes
the new manager of the Avon.
Harvey Detweiler, present assistant manager
of the Palace Theatre, becomes night manager
of the Savoy. Fred Travelina, night manager at
the Savoy Theatre, moves over to become night
manager of the Family Theatre.
PITTSBURGH
The booking department of Warner Brothers
Circuit here lost two of its veteran employes
this week, Gus Davis and Sammy Sperenza,
both resigning to take positions in another city.
Hearing on a contract dispute involving
wages, vacation and overtime pay between the
AFL Film Delivery Drivers, Local 211, and
the Exhibitors Service Company, opened in
the Federal Building this week before a special
disputes panel of the Regional War Labor
Board. The panel consists of Dr. Joseph A.
Crane, dean of the University of Pittsburgh,
representing the public ; G. A. Palmer, personnel director of the Joseph Horne Company,
industry, and David Glavin, of AFL-Building
Service Employes, labor.
Mrs. Peter Profili, who with her husband
operates theatres in Fredericktown and Vestaburg, Pa., has undergone an operation at the
Mercy Hospital here and from latest reports
is making a speedy recovery.
Joseph Shapiro, who operates theatres in
Mount Union and Six Mile Run, Pa., is at
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, for
a physical examination.
John Notopoulos, manager of the Publix
theatres in Ambridge, Pa., is a candidate for
city council on both the Republican and Democratic ballots.
Paul Mulheirn, manager of the Liberty
Tlieatre, Mercer, Pa., has joined the Merchant
Marine and leaves this week for active duty.
Lorraine McLaughlin, of the 20th CenturyFox accounting department, has resigned to
become a war bride. The bridegroom is Ensign John Conte, stationed at Norfolk, Virginia, and the wedding will take place September 20.
A son was born to Sergeant and Mrs. Morton
Stahl in the Buhl Hospital, Sharon, Pa. Before entering the service Stahl assisted his
father, the veteran exhibitor Herman Stahl, in
the operation of his theatres in Oil City and
Sharon.
L. L. Chamberlain, pioneer exhibitor, who
owns and operates the Dale Theatre in Johnstown, Pa., is running as the Republican candidate for treasurer of Cambria County.
Corporal Harold Stein, having received a
medical discharge from the Army, has resumed
his duties as shipper for the local Columbia
exchange.
Two employes of the Republic exchange here
resigned this week, Helen Masters, secretary,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Cunningham, cashier.
After a long illness and serious operation,
Mayme Forestal, who has been in the employ
of the Harris Amusement Companies for many
years, returned to her old post this week.

SUCCESS! The Hollywood Bond Cavalcide at the scene of their first triumph. Washington, D. C. According to an
announcement by Greer Carson at the Cleveland show Tuesday night, the Cavalcade (5th stop cn a 15-city tour)
had rolled up a total of $703,000,000 in Bond sales — within $345,177,000 of the total value of Bonds bought
during the campaign spearheaded by the industry last September. Seen in the photo above (left to right) are:
Fred Astaire, Paul Henreid. iBetty Hutton, Kay Kyser, Greer Carson, Judy Garland, James Cagney, Mickey Rooney,
Lucille Ball, Kenneth Thomson (chairman of the Hollywood Victory Committee), E. L. Alperson (chairman of
the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade), L. C. Griffith (WAC general chairman for the Third War Loan Drive) and Ray
iBeall (chairman of the publicity committee).
PORTLAND

ST. LOUIS

John D. Danz, president of Sterling Theatres,
steps out of the crowd with a humanitarian act.
He has purchased the 12-story Savoy Hotel in
the heart of Seattle. Following extensive remodeling, itwill be the home of a hundred or
more war-orphans from Allied countries.
Mike Baravic, operating theatres in Tacoina
and Puyallup, Wash., has recently added to
his real estate holdings I)y purchasing a business
block in Puyallup.
Walter Bevan, motion picture operator at the
Paramount Theatre, lies critically ill at his
home in Portland.
Ned Edris, Hamrick-Tacoma theatre manager, has been named as chairman in Tacoma
and Pierce county for the Third War Loan
Drive.
Plino Hemmila will become operating head of
the George Hunt Theatres in Medford. He
has also been named as vice-chairman on Committee for Salvation Army Advisory Board.
Don Lind, associated for a number of years
with Northwest Film Service, Seattle, will report for LI. S. Army next week.
Palomar Theatre, ace house of Sterling Theatre chain in Seattle, announced another step-up
in prices by advancing evening prices from 65c
to 75c. It is understood that Hamrick-Evergreen
theatres will soon follow suit. Student rates
resumed at 50c for evening shows.
A. H. MacMillan, former manager of Northwest Film Club, Seattle, is reported a victim of

Wage increases from $2 to $7 a week for office
workers
of Paramount
Inc., Loew's,
Inc., Columbia
PicturesPictures,
Corporation,
United
Artists and Vitagraph, Inc., have been approved
by Washington. The WLB set a minimum wage
scale of $21 a week.
Word has reached here of the death in New
York City last week of Abram M. Frumberg,
65, a former St. Louis attorney who represented
various motion picture interests here back in
the days of silent pictures. He had been a member of the law firm of Laughlin, Frumberg,
Blodgett & Russell prior to moving to New
York City in 1928. His body vras taken to Lexington, Ky., for burial. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lillian Frumberg, two daughters, five
sisters and two brothers.
Mrs. Kathleen Blades has taken over the managetnent of the McLean and Capitol theatres in
McLeansboro, 111., now that her husband H. J.
Blades, former manager, has reported for Army
service at Camp Grant, Rockford, 111., this week.
Al Spargur, manager of the Globe Theatre,
Christopher, 111., has been transferred to Du
Quoin, 111., by the Fox Midwest circuit. He has
been succeeded in Christopher by Glenn Boner,
for the past eight months manager of the circuit theatres in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
A coroner's jury at Madison, 111., last week
returned a verdict that Robert Johnson, 42, unemployed stagehand of Granite City, 111., came
to his death August 9th from "gunshot wounds
from a gun in tiie hands of party or parties unknown." Johnson's body, a bullet wound in the
jaw, was found in a ditch between East St. Louis
and Madison.
Johnny Vainika, one of the projectionists at
the Wellston Theatre, St. Louis County, is part
owner of a racing stable that has done very
well during the current race meet at Fairmount
Park near Collinsville, 111.
Nick Stuart, leader of the Hotel Jefferson
orchestra, has a part in the motion picture "Mr.
Mugg Steps inOut,"
which was shot while he was
vacationing
California.
Warren Theatre
Wepfler,hasusher
Fanchon into
& Marco's
Missouri
beenatinducted
service
at Jefferson Barracks. His call from Uncle Sam
prevented him from going on a hunting trip with
Charley Harris and Jack Riordan, brother
ushers at the Missouri.
The AFL Central Trades and Labor Union
lias given its approval to the proposed 2-cent
per package municipal tax to be imposed on
cigarette sales here. The funds from this tax
will help meet the wage increases recently voted
for city workers.
A fireworks display at the Drive-In Theatre

The license of Leo Pal lay to operate the Star
Theatre in Portland has been surrendered folpolio.
lowing complaint of the city censor, who objected only to the stage shows.
Manager Oscar Nyberg of the Fox-Spokane
Theatre gave a special screen party for the
Young America V Club, in Spokane, after tlie
youngsters had made a record in bringing in
the Fall crops.
Buck Tedwell, Warners home ofiFice auditor,
making usual check up in Portland and Seattle
exchanges.
Bob Blair, roving 20th Century-Fox exploiteer, back in Seattle from the British Columbia area.
Archie Holt, special representative of 20thFox in Inland Empire territory, conferring with
Herman Wobber in Seattle.
Medical authorities of Oregon now advise
tliat the 24 cases of polio are well in hand, and
no theatre or community meetings were closed
ur postponed.
Del Milne, manager of the Orpheum Theatre, Portland, outlining special War Bond programs for Victory Center.
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on Manchester road caused some concern in
Kirkwood and other suburban communities.
Some of the good folks thought it was a series of
explosions and probably had visions of enemy
agents at work.
It was the climax of a motion picture when
suddenly a woman in the audience of a theatre
jumped to her feet : "We've got to get out of
here. I can't see any more of this," she exclaimed. "Oh, sit down. Calm yourself. Don't
take it so serious. It is only a story," her companion said. loaves
"Story ofnothing
I just remembered
I left three
bread !baking
in the oven
at
home,"
the
first
lady
answered
as
she
hastened
away.
SAN

FRANCISCO

George Mann, operator of the Redwood theatre chain, is northern California campaign manager for the Overnight Housing Fund, sponsored
by the California Motion Picture Industry. The
three-day "Buy a Bed for Buddy" drive took
place in approximately 100 San Francisco theatres and in about 1000 more throughout the
state. A special film, featuring Spencer Tracy,
showingeach
"Buddy's"
weekend problem, is screened
before
collection.
Robert L. Lippert has taken over the 700-seat
I Foothill Theatre in Oakland, bringing the total
I number of theatres in the chain to 21.
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BOX-OFFICE

PLUS

—

READY

NOW

See it— at
(Warner Bros. Theatres)
Strand— Bayonne, N. J— Sept. 11-12-13
Ritz— Jersey City— Sept. 15-16-17
Roosevelt — ^Union City — Oct. 5-6
Liberty— Elizabeth, N. J,— Oct. 5-6-7
(Skouras Bros.)
Jamaica — Jamaica,

L. I.— Sept. 16-17-18-19

WASHINGTON
The spotlight was on the Variety Club here
this week, the occasion being a luncheon for
diplomatic representatives of the nine Nazioccupied European nations. Over 200 people
jammed the small ballroom at the Willard
Monday to hear brief addresses by each of the
representatives of the "conquered but unconToastmaster
Nate byGolden
so aptly putquerable"
it.peoples,
Theas affair
was handled
Nate
and Al Sherman, erstwhile Columbia publicity
man now serving with the Norwegian embassy
here.
With the arbitration proceedings in the complaint against Twentieth Century-Fox, Thomas
Goldberg, owner of the Harford, Walbrook and
Hilton, in Baltimore, seeks readjustment of
clearance, trying to better his position against
the
Boulevard,
and
ForestDurkee
Park. Circuit's
No contract
violation Waverly
was charged.
MGM Salesman/ Phil Bobys will be honored
by a testimonial sponsored by brother salesmen
and local exhibitors October 4 at the Variety
Club. The slogan is, "To Honor a Grand Guy —
Everybody's
and inthethe occasion
rounding out Friend,"
of 30 years
business the
by
Phil. Harry Klein, Barry Bachman, and Buck
Stoter will be Kings for the night. Committees
for the affair include the following : Tickets,
Joe Walsh, Paul Wall and Joe Young ; Supper,
Harry Bachman ; Publicity, Paul Wall and Tom
Baldridge ; Door Prizes, Joe Kronman ; Out-oftown guests, Johnny Allen ; Out-of-town exhibitors, Freddie Klein; Gift, Buck Stover, Fred
Kogod and Joe Walsh; and Finances, Frank M.
Boucher.

,

Vacationing are Ann Bullinger, Metro's telephone voice, her Navy husband, and Fay Einbeinder of RKO.
Sara Young, ace Twentieth booker, spent last
week-end visiting her mother in Boston.
Harry Anger's Earle Theatre Roxyettes were
given a huge fifth birthday cake last week at
the Washington Stage Door Canteen in appreelation of their many appearances there,

Bachrach,
manager
of Warners' Tivoli,
Ijl is Alan
confined
to his home
by illness.
Seen along the Row this week — Caroline
Stewart of the Morgan, Grundy, Va. ; Donald
jl Delauney of the Carroll, Westminster, Md. ; Sgt.
1! Marks, erstwhile Monogram salesman in Chi' cago ; and Herman Cluster of the Baltimore
Cluster Theatre, just back from two weeks in
Atlantic City and looking it.

Majestic — Brooklyn, N. Y.— Week Starting Sept. 17
Central — (on Broadway) — Week Starting Nov. 1st

BOOK
ASTOR

IT

NOW—

EXCHANGES

ASTOR

EVERYWHERE

PICTURES

130 WEST 46th STREET, NEW

CORP.
YORK CITY

R. M. SAVINI, Pres. FRED BALLIN, Sales Mgr.
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By Universal to Score 'Caroline^- To Make 'Flicka' Sequel
completed super-chiller. Classic sea chants will
►Walter Slezak has been signed to a twopicture deal by RKO and for the first time in provide both motif and mood for the entire score
his screen career will play a sympathetic role with a male chorus of 500 voices.
in "China Sky" which Producer-Writer Em►Robert Bassler's production of "Tampico"
niett Lavery will shortly place in production.
for 20th Century-Fox, with Lothar Mendes
directing, is coming close to the finishing mark.
►Twentieth Century-Fox is preparing a sequel
With Edward G. Robinson, Lynn Bari and
to "My Friend Flicka," one of the most sucVictor McLaglen in the starring roles, the
cessful pictures of that type ever turned out.
The sequel will take up the story where it left Marine epic promises to have considerable color
off with Roddy McDowall, Preston Foster and and vitality.
Rita Johnson in the major roles.
►Universal
has its
set "Queen
of thePaul
Nile"Malvern
as the
final title for
forthcoming
►Charles Lamont, now rated one of Universal's
Technicolor production formerly referred to
ace directors, has been handed two more imporas "Raiders of the Desert" and which will have
tant assignments. Currently directing "The
Maria Montez, Jon Hall and Turban Bey as its
Third Glory," he will next guide "Her Primitive
stars.
Man" and then "The Merry Monohans."
►Warner Bros, have given Steve Fisher a new
►Warners
haveproduction
scheduled by"Outward
Bound"
for immediate
Mark Hellinger,
one-year writing contract as a reward for his
with John Garfield in the role played at earlier
work on "Destination Tokyo," the Cary Grant
picture. Fisher is now doing the treatment of
times by Alfred Lunt and Leslie Howard. The
screenplay will be brought up to date and will "Night and Day," the Hal Wallis production
based on the life of Cole Porter.
be directed by Edward Blatt.
►Cary Grant will sing for the first time in his ►Columbia is using the services of both a Rabbi
and a Priest as consultants and advisers in the
motion picture career in the Columbia comedy
making of "The Day Will Come," story of
tentatively titled "Curly." The picture, which
will co-star Janet Blair, is slated to roll this postwar trials of Nazi occupation authorities in
week with Al Hall directing. Production reins
Poland, which Sam Bischoff will produce, ashave been in the hands of Lou Edelman.
sisted by Burt Kelly, and directed by Andre de
Toth. In the cast Richard Hale and Henry
►PRC has engaged Ben Gallagher as dance
Travers play the roles of Rabbi Levin and
Father Vareczki, respectively.
director
for
"Jive
Junction,"
musical
which
goes into work Sept. 21 with a cast including
►Patti McCarthy has been signed for the lead
Gerre Young, 16-year-old singer; Tina Thayer
and Dickie Moore. Edgar Ulmer will direct opposite Buster Crabbe in "Devil Riders,"
PRC picture which started shooting at the
the production which will be the first picture
Gordon street studio. Sig Neufeld is producing,
made by the company on its own.
with Sam Newfield as director.
►Herman Millakowsky has purchased an origi►MGM has purchased "Honest Plush Branninal story entitled "Immortal Spring" by Frank
Wisbar and plans to produce it as his next
gan," Grant
an original
screenplay
by William
and
Garrett,
as a new
Wallace Lipman
Beery
picture. Wisbar wrote "Women in Bondage,"
starring
vehicle.
With
Orville
O. Dull as
formerly
"Hitler's
Women,"
which
Millakowsky
producer, the picture will show Beery in the
made for Monogram.
►Albert Lewin has been given a new producerwriter-director contract at MGM. Lewin's next
assignment will be to direct "The Picture of
DorianforGray,"
and preparations
now underis
way
this production.
Herbertare Marshall
the only one so far announced for the cast.
► Phil Yordan and John Kafka have completed
the screenplay for "Johnny Doesn't Live Here
Any More," next Monogram film to be produced by King Bros. This picture will mark
the King Bros.' first effort in the comedy field.
►Irving Pichel will direct "And Now Tomorrow," the best-selling Rachel Field novel, for
Paramount. Loretta Young and Veronica Lake
will play the principal feminine starring roles
of the two sisters who run a New England
mill town. Fred Kohlmar will produce.
►Rita Quigley and John Hubbard have been
signed by Republic to play the romantic leads
in "Whispering Footsteps," which goes into
production Sept. 20th with George Blair producing and Howard Bretherton directing.
►Unique musical score, first of its kind on
record, is being devisd by RKO's musical director, Constantin Bakaleinikoff, as background
for "The Ghost Ship." Val Lewton's newly-
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role of a colorful gambler of the '80s.
►Director Fritz Lang and Film Editor Archie
Marshek have begun cutting Paramount's "Ministry of Fear." the picturization of Graham
Greene's best-selling English mystery novel,
with Ray Milland and Marjorie Reynolds in
starring roles. Lang will leave for New York
soon after that to look over new Broadway
shows and to read a number of play scripts
suggested to him.
►Irene Ryan of the well-known team of Tim
and Irene, has been signed for the leading
comedy relief in Republic's "O My Darling
Clementine." The picture has already started
with Lorna Gray and Frank Albertson cofeatured. Frank McDonald is directing.
►Producer Felix Jackson has signed Jerome
Kern, dean of American composers, to write
the songs and musical score for Universal's
forthcoming
musical, This
"Caroline,"
will
star Deanna Durbin.
picture, which
which will
be Miss Durbin's first in Technicolor, will
depict a cross-section of America in the colorful
1849 era. Production of "Caroline" will follow
immediately after completion of the star's next
assignment, "Christmas Holiday," based on
Somerset Maugham's novel of the same title.

'Pin-Up Girl' Rehearses
Betty Grable, whose newest production for 20th
Century-Fox is "Pin-Up Girl," practices a few
steps with Dance Director Hermes Pan. Technicolor film features Martha Raye, Joe E. Brown.
Gail Russell Heads for Stardom
Gail Russell, the nineteen-year-old Santa
Monica girl who was first placed under contract by Paramount a year ago, and was unknown at that time, has already been starred
in that studio's "The Uninvited" opposite Ray
Milland, and will be starred in three more feature productions as rapidly as the schedule will
permit. Now working in a stellar role in "Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay," Miss Russell
will be starred in "Her Heart in Her Throat,"
which Joseph Sistrom will produce, and "True
to the Navy," where the honors will be shared
with Eddie Bracken. Thus, in the space of a
year, the youngster has moved from unknown
to the starring role in four major productions.
Three Cheers' Cast Expanding
The cast for "Three Cheers for the Boys,"
musical which will show Army camp entertainment, with many stars playing themselves, is
rapidly
gaining
in the: George
"name" Raft,
class
and already
has numbers
the following
Ted Lewis, Sophie Tucker, Carmen Amaya,
Orson Welles, Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan,
Dinah Shore, Zorina, Marlene Dietrich, Grace
McDonald, Charlie Spivak and Freddie Slack
with their orchestras, Charles Butterworth,
Charles Grapewin, Georgie Hale and others.
Eddie Sutherland will direct the Charles K.
Feldman production.
'Sea Hawk' French Version
Made with great secrecy, Warners have announced the completion of the French language
version of "The Sea Hawk." Remade at the
request of the U. S. Government, the Errol
Flynn starring picture, originally produced in
1940, will eventually be issued in five other
foreign languages. Because its theme is of enslaved men, the picture is expected to have an
important effect on the morale of the allied
troops, as well as on the recently freed people.
The French version has already been shipped
abroad.
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Seven features and two westerns comprise
the new product started this week. The
details:
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
TWO SISTERS & A SAILOR— Principals : June
AUyson, Gloria DeHaven, Jimmy Durante. Van Johnson. Director, Richard Thorpe.

Mavor, more
one ofrecently
Bob Gillham's
betsGeraldine
in exploitation,
carrying best
the
"Bell" around the country, has come to UA
where she made her home before Paramount.
Taking
Johnny
Miles' place
as publicityis director
for
Arnold
Pressburger
Productions
truly a
man-sized job, but if anyone can make it, she
can. We figure that such a good choice is like
a commemorative gesture to Johnny Miles.
Greetings, Geraldine Mavor !

MONOGRAM
LADY,
LET'S
DANCE—
PrincipalsCatlett.
: Belita,Director,
James
Ellison,
Frick & Frack, Walter
Frank Woodruff.
CHARLIE CHAN IN THE SECRET SERVICE—
Principals: Sidney Toler. Gwen Kenyon, Mantan Moreland. Director, Phil Rosen.
INDEPENDENT
DR. PAUL JOSEPH GOEBBELS, HIS LIFE &
LOVES
— Principals;
Paul Andor,
Drake,
Donald Woods,
Sigrid Gurie,
Director, Claudia
Barton Adams,
PARAMOUNT
NAVY WAY— Principals : Bill Henry, Jean Parker,
Sharon Douglas, Robert Armstrong. Director, William
Berke.
PRC
DEVILPattiRIDERS—
Crabbe, Al St.
John,
McCarthy.Principals:
Director, Buster
Sam Newfield.
20th CENTURY-FOX
THE SULLIVANS— Principals: Thomas Mitchell,
Anne Baxter, Selena Royle. Director, Lloyd Bacon.
EVE OF ST. MARK— Principals: Anne Baxter, WilEythe, Vincent Price, Michael O'Shea. Director,
John liam
Stahl.
UNIVERSAL
WILD HORSE ROUND-UP— Principals: Tex Ritter,
Fuzzy Knight. Director, Lew CoHins.
TITLE CHANGES
"Hitler's Women" (Mono.) now WOMEN
BONDAGE.

IX

ll "Sundown Trail" (Univ.) now ARIZONA TRAIL.
"Professor Goes Wild" (Univ.) now SHE'S FOR
i ME.
Two More for Red Skelton
Red Skelton has whistled in the dark, in
"Dixie" and in "Brooklyn" and now he is
going to give Hollywood a listen. "Whistling
in Hollywood" has been scheduled for early
production with George Haight at the helm.
The studio has also selected as a Red Skelton
vehicle,
"Hot Time in the
Old isTown,"
screen characterization,
which
the talea ofsolid
an
honest Irish cop who runs for Alderman in
NewTechnicolor,
York in James
A. Garfield's
time. Filmed
in
and produced
by Arthur
Freed,
the tune-packed period comedy affords Skelton
a meaty part.
'Lady, Let's Dance' Starts
Belita will have James Ellison as her leading
man
"Lady, Let'sinDance,"
Monogram's
musicalin extravaganza
which she
will be
starred, according to Trem Carr, executive
director in charge of production. The picture is
being produced by Scott R. Dunlap.
ADV.
Can't

Get

Joe Hornstein

It?
Has

It

'Let's Do It This Way . . .'
Producer-Director George Sherman, actress Ruth
Terry and script girl Catalina Soler discuss a
scene from Republic's "Mystery Broadcast," in
which Miss Terry co-stars with Frank Albertson.
I

Dear Mr, Exhibitor's Wife:
They tell me that George Murphy, Charlie Winninger
and Gloria DeHaven are working today in the MGM
Technicolor picture, "Broadway Rhythm" ... so why
not go there?
At the
we are toldand
thatMiss
Murphy
won't arebe
there,
but studio
that Winninger
DeHaven
doing a scene on Stage 22. So off we go to a set that
turns out to be a carnival, with Winninger, Miss DeHaven and a group of chorus girls doing an old
number
BabytheOf girls
Mine."are wearing full,
A la called
Gibson "Pretty
Girl days,
pale lavender organdy dresses with stockings and button
shoes to match, while Miss DeHaven wears flowered
rose taffeta. The parasols they carry are of a matching
rose shadebinationlined
nile green.
exquisite comof colorsin that
should It's
look anparticularly
well
photographed in Technicolor. Even their tiny straw
hats, which look like inverted flower pots perched on
top of their pompadours, carry out the color combination.
Winninger wears a brown checkered suit of that era,
with a wide brimmed straw hat and cane. The scene,
a garden, is backgrounded by a screen that shows
the usual things found at a carnival: ferris wheel,
hurdy-gurdy and the like.
They've
rehearsing
some DeltimeRuth
whenspeak
we
arrive,
for been
we hear
Directorfor Roy
about
"gettingof accurate
start again,
a recording
the song timing."
is startedAsandtheyeveryone
falls
into
position.
It's
a
tricky
scene,
for
Winninger,
time with the music, must hand his cane to Missin
DeHaven, then clap his hands, slap his knees, hit
the edge of his hat and then lead Miss DeHaven off
the stage ... all right on the dot.
It takes many rehearsals before the timing is perfect,
before the scene is filmed.
As we stand there admiring the poise and fine work
of a grand trouper like Winninger, we learn that he
has been very helpful in many of the old-time scenes,
for he speaks from experience.
Since no one is permitted to leave their positions,
we don't
an opportunity
to meet
the acast,
the
men
on thegetproduction
end. But
we had
nice ortime,
enjoyed our visit and now must go.
So until next wek.
Ann Lewis
Nichols Signed by Pressburger
Dudley Nichols has started work on the
screenplay of Arnold Pressburger's "Tomorrow
Never Comes" which Rene Clair will direct.
The comedy will take Nichols away from the
many world-at-war plays he has been writing,
"Government Girl," "For Whom the Bell Tolls,"
"Air Force" and others. With Rene Clair
directing, the casting of "Tomorrow Never
Comes" is well under way with Dick Powell
and Jack Oakie already signed. The picture,
for United Artists release, will go into production the first week in October.

While we're saying hello, here's a huszah for
the newest Atlas, son of Jack Atlas, who
praises the stars at MGM. Perhaps Richard,
just out of the hatchery, ivill make Atlas the
publicity man become Atlas the man who realises
what it's like to support the world?
Ah, Belita ! will be permitted no more. It is
now
Lady status
Belita has
! Not
bid forAh,major
been that
madeMonogram's
a Lady at
court, but the fast growing star has been elevated to Ladyship on the studio lot. No one is
too unimportant to be treated as a friend. Not
patronizing, mind you, but a smiling and kidding
co-worker who is rapidly endearing herself to
her fellow-workers. A great sense of humor
and . . .just wait 'til you see the newest stills.
Cute idea Goldwyn's Gang put over. Sent
invites to
press about
for thetwoset hundred
of "Up inofArms"
where
thethearmy,
them,
were introduced to the girls in the picture. The
girls, forty of them, looked like ice cream cones,
ivith the bottom of the cone cut off so a beautiful
pair of gams could shoiv. The girls posed willingly zvith the Army, in modestly intimate poses,
while others snapped the picture. The theory,
as Bill Hebert, publicist, and Elliott Nugent,
director, announced, zms that pin-up girls alone
on a photo were old stuff. These shots had
dimension. When a soldier pins up the picture,
himself with arm around a volupchoous
beeeeauty, he vaill have something to dream
about.
As if to mock the Goldwyn party, Samuel
Bronston's office sent out a release to the effect
that there
enoughhad"bad
girls"to inGoldwyn
Hollywood, and aren't
they finally
to turn
and borrow Virginia Mayo, one of the "Up in
Arms" ice cream fillers, to play the part of
Mamie, a girl of frail virtue, in "Jack London."
Baxter, O'Hara Switch Roles
Anne Baxter, scheduled for the starring role
in 20th Century-Fox's "Army Wife," and Maureen O'Hara, signed for the starring role in
"The Eve of St. Mark" at the same studio,
have exchanged their acting assignments, and
now Miss O'Hara will be the "Army Wife" and
Miss Baxter will join Alichael O'Shea, Charles
Bickford and William Eythe in "The Eve of
St. Mark."
Bendix Will Be 'Hairy Ape'
title role
in "TheTheHairy
Ape" hasisgone
to The
William
Bendix.
assignment
the
result of conversations six months ago between
Bendix and Jules Levey the producer. Arrangements for Bendix's services were made between
Levey and Hal Roach studio, to which Bendix
is under contract. The Levey picture will be a
United .\rtists release when it is completed.
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'Olive Oyl'
Contest to

Be Held in Brooklyn
Beginning Monday night, September 20th,
Paramount Pictures Famous Studios in conjunction with the Fox-Fabian Theatre, Brooklyn, will inaugurate the first of a series of
"Popeye".
and "Olive
contests,
it
was announced
this Oyl"
week opportunity
by Oscar Morgan,
general sales manager of Short Subjects for
Paramount.
Jack Mercer, who has been the voice of "Popeye," isstaged
in thein Army
now,to and
contests
being
an effort
find the
a new
voice areof
"Popeye" for the series of Technicolor cartoons
which are being produced at Paramount's Famous Studios for tlie new season's program.
"Popeye's" girl friend, "Olive Oyl," who in real
life is Mrs. Jack Mercer, may go into defense
work while her husband is away, and the contest accordingly becomes a double-header.
The contests under the direction of Joe Lee,
Fox-Fabian publicity director, will be held in
connection with the famous Fox amateur show
which is broadcast over WMCA every Monday
night
hour, of
beginning
at ten
o'clock.to
There for
will a befulla series
elimination
contests
be lield for four consecutive Monday nights
beginning September 20th. The winners of the
elimination contests will appear in a grand
finals contest on Monday, October 18th. The
grand prize is a voice test, awarded by Sam
Buchwald, general manager of Famous Studios,
to the finals' "Popeye" and "Olive Oyl" winners.
As an added incentive to the contestants, Paramount Pictures is offering prizes of $150 in
war bonds, to be divided as follows : A $50 war
bond to each of the finals stage winners, judged
by the theatre audience, and a $25 war bond
each for the finals air winners, to be judged by
the radio audience.
To provide an opportunity for contestants to
study the gravel-bass voice of the spinach-eating
gob, and the shrill soprano of his girl-friend,
"Olive," a special trailer is being prepared
with
films. This
will beclips
run from
at both"Popeye"
the Fox Fabian
Theatretrailer
and
the Brooklyn Paramount.
PRC Productions Formed
Formation rjf PRC Productions, Inc., has
l);en ann.ounced with O. H. Briggs as president ;
Leon Fromkess, vice-president ; Karl Herzog,
secretary and treasurer; and Arthur Johnson,
assistant secretary and assistant treasurer. The
board of directors consists of the first three,
and Kenneth M. Young, J. Stinson Young,
Arthur Greenblatt and Sigmund Neufeld. At
the same time the company is making extensive
improvements at Fine .^.rts Studio which the
company has acquired. Li addition to equipment
recently obtained from the L E. Chadwick
plant, PRC will install considerable new equipment on the Fine Arts lot.
Republic Starting Eight Pictures
A new high in Republic studio production
will be reached this month when the studio sends
eight pictures before the cameras, among them
the high-budgeted "The Fighting Seabees." The
pictures include "O My Darling Clementine,"
"Overland Mail Robbery," "Whispering Footsteps," "California Joe," "Three Little Sisters,"
untitled western and "The Return of Casanova."
It'll Be 'Music From Heaven'
"Music From Heaven" will be the final title
of
first and
filmArthur
for U.A.
was Producing
decided by Artists'
David Loew
Lyons.it

The War for Men's Minds (Revealing)
United Artists
World in Action
21 mins.
Produced by the National Film Board of Canada, this short subject special makes the point
that the elaborate propaganda war waged by
Hitler has resulted in a closing-up of democratic
forces, that the trials of actual and spoken warfare have made the Allied people feel a spirit
of comradeship. The Nazi attempt, in other
words, instead of splitting and further confusing
us, has really had the opposite effect in the end.
To achieve this conclusion the film runs through
many scenes clipped from German pictures of
the earlier speeches and massed enthusiasm of
Hitler and his Nazis. The British side is shown,
and finally the entrance of the United States
into the war. Through it all goes the thread
of propaganda — how it was used by the Nazis
and how it is now being used by the Allies.
Here is a subject for the thoughtful, mature
audience — a prestige picture of the first rank.
If you play it be sure to mention it in advertising, and play up a lobby display big as you can.
Suggested is a cutout showing Hitler, Churchill
and Roosevelt talking at one another, with catchline : "The war of words is important too !"
Pitchin' in the Kitchen (Laughs)
Columbia (5409) All-Star Comedies
18^/2 mins.
Hugh Herbert, unable to get a birth certificate, takes over the household chores while his
wife signs up for a war job. What happens
when he tries to bake a cake per a radio recipe
while the family kitten switches stations to a
physical culture broadcast should merit lots of
laughs from the ladies. The resulting wreck
in the kitchen should prove fair warning to
the fairer sex.

. . NEWSREEL
{Released JVedncsday, September 15)
MOVIETONE
26, No. Churchill
3) — Surrender
Italy;
Wendell Willkie.(Vol.Winston
and ofFranklin
Roosevelt comment on the war; U. S. casualties at
front in South Pacific; Allied air power blasts France;
Service men steal show at Harvest Moon Ball.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 15, No. 201)— AUied
air power blasts France; General Eisenhower announces
surrender of Italy by radio; U. S. casualties at front
in South Pacific; Roosevelt warns of hard fight ahead:
Churchill pledges Britain to fight to the finish; Hollywood Cavalcade opens War Loan Drive.
PARAMOUNT (No. 4) — Italy surrenders: General
Eisenhower's announcement joyfully hailed in U. S. —
Film story of Italy as an Axis partner — Roosevelt
cautions against over-optimism-- Patriotic Americans
buy that extra bond in Third War Loan.
PATHE render;(Vol.
No.blasts
6) — Prelude
to S.Italy's
surAllied air 15,
power
France; U.
casualties
at front in South Pacific; Third War Loan Drive opens.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 223)— Italy surrenders;
Roosevelt opens War Loan Drive; Churchill says
Britain will fight to bitter end; Hollywood Cavalcade
in Washington; U. S. casualties at front in South
Ball.
Pacific;
Allied planes blast France; Harvest Moon
[Released Saturday, September 18)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 26, No. 4) — Seized Japanese
films show air power of Nipponese in 1941 ; Now.
mighty flying fortresses show Japanese something;
Secretary Hull states U. S. foreign policy for world
peace; President sees mystery iocket gun; Rickenbacker in England; New Grumman Hellcat plane demonstrated (except Philadelphia) ; Philadelphia hails
Hollywood
WarMissBond
Cavalcade:
Jean
Bartel crowned
America
of 1943;California's
Navy pre-flight
cadets in mass six-mile race; Army reconnaisance
troops
jalopy. on motorcycles; Lew Lelir and gasless, tireless
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 15, No. 202)— Americans bomb Japanese in Burma; Italian warships join

Scrap Happy
(Effective)
MGM (S-470) Pete Smith Specialty 9 mins.
This is propaganda with a smile, as Pete
Smith makes an appeal for us to save our metal
and add it to the national scrap pile. There
is the man who never has the right key for
the right desk drawer because he has too many
saved up. Then there is the fond father who
plays with
electric
until by
he
breaks
them.junior's
And the
man trains
kept awake
the bad boy who swings on the old, creaking
gate, and also runs a stick along the rungs
of the iron fence. In this film all these old
metal knick-knacks join the war effort and
relieve annoying situations for the principals.
The closing gag, with the use of sound, is a
honey. Besides entertainment, this film packs
a lot of goodwill certain to react in your favor.'
Glimpses of Mexico
(Colorful)
MGM (T-421) Traveltalk 9 mins.
The Technicolor photography of the very colorful Aztec ceremonials and the excellent FitzPatrick narration place this travel short at
the top of its class. The camera takes you to
the Xochimilco region where old traditions
remain. The flashing costumes, the flowers,
and the green vegetation against the blue sky
offer an eye feast that at times seems almost
unbelievable. Besides the purely scenic angle,
however, the dances and stunts of the natives
offer real entertainment. The men who climb
to the top of a high pole and unwind gradually,
hanging upside down at the ends of ropes until
they reach the ground, really give you something that might be a hit in a circus. You
couldn't
number. possibly go wrong with this travelogue

SYNOPSES

. .

the
Allies;
Flying fortresses
(except
Philadelphia)
; Flames batter
ravageHitler's
Broad Europe
Street
Station (except San Francisco) ; President inspects
rocket gun; Grumman Hellcat plane demonstrated;
California's
Jean Cavalcade
Bartel crowned
Miss America
1943; Hollywood
in Philadelphia
(Philadel-of
phia only); San Quentin Olympics (San Francisco
only); Jalopy-busters still at it; Goldberg tomatDpicking gadget used in New Jersey.
PARAMOUNT (No. 5) — Gripsholm sails for Far
East — Food packages for Allied prisoners — Christmas
boxes for U. S. prisoners; Jalopy-busters still at it;
Battle successes reveal secrets — New Grumman Hellcat
fighter plane — New rocket gun — Story of the Vitarama ;
F.B.I, probes Philadelphia train station fire; California's Jean Bartel crowned Miss America of 1943.
PATHE
7)— over
YanksEurope;
take Munda
air
base; 8th (Vol.
Army 15,AirNo.Force
Secretary
Hull speaks on foreign policy; Bonds plus alarm
clocks; Summer cabins for "el" cars; Fashion show
for
mons.Army's women; Bomb Japanese in Burma. SoloUNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 224)~8th Army Air
Force over Europe: Secretary Hull speaks on foreign
policy: Grumman Hellcat fighter plane demonstrated:
Art of spreading smoke screens: Yanks take Munda
base ; Rocket gun shown to President ; Tireless, gasless jalopies; Philadelphia Broad Street Station fire;
California's Jean Bartel crowned Miss America of 1943.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 47)
— Yanks learn how to do a landing job: 12,000 Baptists
at national convention ; Waukegan servicemen get new
playhouse;Chandler
Navy Blue-Jackets in chemical warfare
training;
to surrender of Italy.Owen explains events leading up
ADV.
CanH
Joe

Get

Hormtein

It?
Has

It
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REVIEW

Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
left indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
time for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
prints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (A)
Action; (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; (Doc) Documentary; (F) Fare*;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (0) Operetta;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audlenc*
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.

Sa*
R«l.
Mint. Date
ASTOR PICTURES
iMua of
Cock of th« Air (C)
Chester Morris
71
Reiisuad
Crooked
(OF
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
70
Fangs of Circle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
60
New Reissued
Release
Hell's
Angels Man
(D)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
100
Reissued
Her
Enlisted
(CD)
Barbara
Stanwyck-Robt.
Young
70
Reissued
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudette Colbert
80
Reissued
Keep
Benny
72 /. .New Reissued
King 'em
of theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-RatolT-Bennett
71
Release
Let
'Em (C)
Have It (G)
Bruce CabotVirginiaVelez
Bruce
70
Reissued
Palooka
Stuart
Erwin-Lupe
70
Reissued
Scandal for the Bride Anna Lee-Griffith Jones
70
New Release
Scarface (D)
P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak 88
Reissued
Scream in the Night Lon Chaney, Jr
69
New Release
Sky
Devils
(C-D)
Spencer
Tracy
88
Reissued
Thunder in the City Edw. G. Robinson
81
Reissued
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton
45
Reissued

MGM (Cent.)
Current 1942-43
325 Slightly Dangerous (D)F L. Turner-R. Young
316 Stand By For Action (D)F...R. Taylor-C. Laughton
322 Tennessee Johnson (B)A Van Heflin-R. Hussey
321
Heartsin forDixie
Julia(C)A
(CM)A.M.R. Skelton-A,
Douglas-A. Sothern
313 Three
Whistling
Rutherford
331 Youngest Profession (OF V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold
Current 1943 44
402
Suspicion
(D)
MacMurray
406 Above
Adventures
of Tartu.
The J.R. Crawford-F.
Donat
405 Best Foot Forward (Tech.) (M) L. Ball-Wm. Gaxton
407 Dr.CaseGillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L. Barrymore- Van Johnson
409
(M)
M. Rooney-J.
403 Girl
1 DoodCrazy
It (OF
Red
Skelton-E. Garland
Powell
410
Lassie
Come
Home
(D)
(Tech.)
Roddy
McDowail-DonaldBarnes
Crisp
411
Man
From
Down
Under
C.
Laughton-Binnie
401 Salute to the Marines
(Tech.)Shift(D)
Beery-Fay Bainter
404 Swing
Maisie (C) F W.
^. Sothern-James
Craig
408 Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H.
Marshall
Coming

COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After
Midnight
With
Boston
Blackie (D)
Savage
64. .3/18/43 . ..b7/24/43
Berlin CG. Morris-Ann
Sanders-M. Chapman
77. .7/15/43 . . .67/24/43
4030 Appointment
Boston Blackiein Goes
. ..a7/25/42
Hollywood (My)
C. Morris-Constance Worth
68. .11/5/42
.33/20/43
Boy From
.5/20/43 ., .. ..b8/7/43
Beckett-Conrad Binyon 70. .1/14/43
4013 City
WithoutStalingrad
Men (D) Scotty
Linda
Darnell-Leslie
Brooks
76.
.bl2/l9/42
iuu4 Commandos Strike at Oawn(D) Paul Muni-Anna Lee
.1/7/43
..
100.
Crime Doctor
Baxter-M. Lindsay
66. .6/22/43 . . .b7/IO/43
1003 Destroyer
Desperadoes(D)
(Tech.) (W)F... Warner
R. Scott-E. Keyes
85. .3/25/43 . . .b3/ 13/43
.9/2/43
Ed.
G.
Robinson-M.
Chapman
99.
.2/1/43 ...,. ,.. .b8/2l/43
4203 Fighting Buckaroo (W)
.a8/29/42
Harris
58. .7/29/43
.b9/ll/43
First Comes Courage (D)F .. M.Starrett-Kay
Oberon-B.
Aherne
86.
. .b7/l7/43
Frontier
Fury
(W)
.6/24/43
.
Clias.
Starrett-Jimmy
Davis
55.
.6/29/43
.
Good Luck. Mr. Yates Claire Trevor-Edgar Buchanan 69. .9/16/43 . ..b8/
14/43
Hail to the Rangers (W) Charles
Starrett-Kay Harris .5/27/43 . ..alO/31/42
.b7/IO/43
p.
Singleton-A.
Lake
68.
It's a Great
.alO/IO/42
4038 Junior
Army Life
(D)
F. Bartholomew-Billy Halop
69. .11/26/42
.11/12/42 .alO/IO/42
1033 Law
Laughof Your
Blues Away(W)...
(C) Jinx
Falkenburg-Bert
Gordon 69.
.b5/29/43
the Northwest
C. Starrett-S.
Patterson
57. .5/27/43 . ...b4/24/43
.3/4/43 ... .. .b4/3/43
Lindsay-J. McCrea
Beal
65. .5/13/43
4040 More
Let's the
HaveMerrier
Fun (C)
4001
(0) .... J.M. Arthur-J.
103.
4034 Murder in Times Square(My). E. Lowe-M. Chapman
65. .4/1/43 ... ...b6/5/43
. .36/12/43
My
Kingdom
a Cook
Coburn-Marguerite Chapman .8/31/43
.2/11/43 . ...b6/5/43
No Place
for aforLady
(My) C.
Wm.
GarganMargaret
Lindsay
66.
.alO/IO/42
4028
One
Dangerous
Night
(My)...
W.
William-E.
Blore-M.
Chapman..
77.
.1/21/43
.
•202 Pardon My Gun (W)
.36/20/42
Chas. Starrett-Alma Carroll 57. .12/1/42 . ...36/19/43
Passport
to
Suez
.8/19/43
.
Ann
Savage-Robert
Stanford
72.
Power of the Press (D)..
,al2/26/42
.1/28/43
.
Guy
Kibbee-Lee
Tracy
63.
Redhead From Manhattan
Duane
63. .5/6/43 .. ,.b5/29/43
4012
BeverlyWest(DM).. L.
A. Velez-Michael
Miller-Wm. Wright
78.
.2/4/43 .. .. .b7/3/43
>^ii Reveille
Riders ofWith
the North
.2/15/43 . .all/14/42
Mounted (W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
57.
.b8/l4/43
Robin Hood of the Range (W)
Starrett-Kay Harris 57. .7/29/43 . ..312/26/42
4212 Saddles & Sagebrush (W) Charles
R.
Hayden-Bob
Wills
55.
.4/27/43
.4/15/43
. ...b6/5/43
4029 She Has What It Takes (CD), Jinx Falkenburg-Tom Neal
66.
. ..b4/
inne Something to Shout About (C) . Ameche-Oakie-Janet Blair
91. .2/25/43
10/43
...a8/8/42
4210 Two
Tornado
in theFrom
Saddle
(W)... Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
59. .12/15/42
.6/10/43 . . . .b7/3/43
4019
Senoritas
Chicago(C)
Jinx
Falkenburg-Joan
Davis
68.
.12/3/42 . ..b2/20/43
4039 Underground Agent (D)F Bruce Bennett-F. Albertson 68. .7/8/43
.. .. .b8/7/43
Miller-"Rochester"-J.
Hubbard 75.
Cousin F . Ann
4002 What's
You WereBuzzin'
Never Lovelier(M)
F. Astaire-R.
Hayworth
98. .11/19/42 .blO/IO/42
Coming
10/26/43
Chance of a Lifetime Chester Morris-G. E. Stone
Cover Girl (Tech.)River. Charles
R. Hayworth-J.
iVi,;,
38/7/43
Athens
Starrett-ViFalkenburg
Cowboy From Lonesome
Cowboy in the Clouds Charles Starrett-Jakie Duncan
Cyclone Prairie
Rangers Charles
Starrett- Walter Taylor..
■ -li'/icMi
...36/26/43
9/23/43
Hubbard AV^i
Evelyn
Blondes
Dangerous
rs
Trave
Hunt-HenryLowe-J.
Marsha Keyes-E.
Day Will Come
Doughboys
in Ireland Kenny
Baker-Jeff Donnell.
IVoWi'^A
kitniki
9/30/43 ' ■ 38/7/43
Lake
Penny Singleton-Arthur
Glamour
Footlight
Hey.
Rookie
Ann
Miller-Larry
Parks
;A-,;,i-,„10/28/43
& Band
Ted Lewis
Is Everybody Happy?
al/9/43
Wills
Russell Hayden-BobBlai
Last Horseman (W)
Grant-Janet Duaner
Gary Lugosi-Michael
Curly
My Client
of the Vampire C.BelaStarrett
Return
al/30/43
-Shirley Patterson
Riding West (W)
Roundup for Victory Charles Starrett-Jeanne Bates
Silver
City
Raiders
(W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills
•••••••
.n}
iM
'
"
"J^^Jm?
Sahara
Humphrey
Bogart-Bruce Bennett 10/14/43 . .a4/24/43
R. Russell-B. Aherne
Ten Percent Woman
There's
Something
About
a
Evelyn Keyes-Michsel Duane
Soldier
Mae West-Victor Moore
Tropicana
Vigilantes
Ride
(W)
R.
Hayden-B.
Wills .
VJ.l'M
Wyoming Hurricane (W) Russell
Hayden-Alma
Carroll
al/16/43
MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Double
Life Hardy's
(CD)F
326 Air Raid Wardens (OF Laurel & Hardy.
327 Assignment in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre Aumont-Si
317
333
329
334
3«n
114
320
319
332
370

Dr. Gillespie's New
Du Barry Was a Lady
Ball
Red Skelton-Lucille
(Tech.) (M)
Harrigan's
Kid (D)F
Bobby
Readick-Wm. Gargan
Hitler's Madman
(D)
lohn
Carradine-Patricia
Morison.
Human Comedy. The (D)F M. Rooney-F. Morgan
Journey for Margaret (DlF...Rnbt. Young-Laraine Day
Keeper of the Flame (AD)F
(D)F Wm.
K. Hepburn-S.
Tracy
Northwest
Lundigan-J.
Craig
Pilot No. 5Rangers
(D)
Franchot
Tone-Marsha
Hunt
Random Harvest (D)A G. Garson-R. Colman.

95. Dec-Feb
67. .Apr-May
67. .Apr-May
96.
1 14. .Apr-May
. June-Aug
.Apr-May
98.
87. .Dec-Feb
101 . .June-Aug
80. .June-Aug
84. .June-Aug
1 RO.
17. .June-Aug
. Dec-Feb
63.
100.
70. .Dec-Feb
.Dec-Feb
.June-Aug
104. .June-Aug
126. .June-Aug
105. .Dec-Feb

8«i tt
luut
..b3/6/43
.bl2/l2/42
bl2/l9/42
. .bl/9/43
blO/31/42
..b3/6/43

90.
103.
93.
89.
99.
102.
90.
103.
101.
87.
77.

.bo/ 1/43
.. .b8/7/43
. .b7/3/43
. .b5/B/43
. .b8/7/43
.b7,
31/43
.bB/21/43
. .b8/7/43
.b7/3l/43
. .b5/8/43
.b7/3l/43

,Sept-Dec
Sept-Dec
Sept-Dec
Sept-Dec
Sept-Dec
Sept-Dec
Sept- Dec
Sept-Dec
Sept- Dec
SeptDec
Sept- Dec

AAmerica
Guy Named Joe
Spencer
Tracy-IreneRichards
Dunne
a5/29/
B. Donlevy-Ann
a6/12/ "3
Andy
Hardy's
Blonde
Trouble.
M.
Rooney-L.
Stone
Broadway Rhythm
George Murphy-Ginny Simms
a8/14/43
Canterville
Ghost
Charles
Laughton-Margaret
O'Briena7/24/43
Cross of Lorraine
Gene Kelly-Pierre
Aumont
Cry "Havoc"
Sothern-M. Sullivan
a8 7 43
For the Love of Mike Margaret
O'Brien-J. Craig
a8/7/43
Gaslight
Charles
Boyer-lngrid
Bergman a7/31/43
Heavenly Body
W. Powell-H.
Lamarr
Kismet
R.G. Garson-W.
Colman-Marlene
Dietrich a6/5/43
Madame (Tech.)
Curie
Pidgeon
Meet
the People
Lucille
Ball-DickJames
Powell
Mr. Co-Ed
Red Skelton-H.
&. Orchestra38/14/43
Rationing
W.
Beery-Marjorie
Main
Right About Face (MO Kay Kyser & Band-Lena Home
78
32/27/43
See Here, Private Hargrove. . Robert Walker-Donna Reed
a8/14/43
Song of Russia
R. Taylor-Susan Peters
a6/5/43
Thousands Cheer (Tech.) (D)..Kathryn Grayson-Gene Kelly 126
al/16/43
Two Sisters & A Sailor lune Ailyson-Van Johnson
Whistling in Brooklyn Red Skelton-A. Rutherford
a7/24/43
White Cliffs of Dover I. Dunne-A. Marshall-R. McDowall
38/7/43
MONOGRAM
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
Ape
(H)A
Lugosi-W. Jordan
Ford
64.
CIsncyMsnStreet
Boys (C) B.
L. Gorcey-B.
65.
Cowboy Commandos (W) R. Cerrigan-D. Moore
53.
Crime
Smasher
(M)F
Edgar
Kennedy-Gale
Storm
62.
Dawn
Bell
70.
Ghosts onon thetheGreat
Loose OividelW;
(D) b.
EastJones-R.
Side Kids
64.
Ghost
Brown-R.
Hatton
54.
HauntedRider
Ranch(W)F
(W)
J.J. M.King-D.
Sharpe
64.
Here Comes Kelly (C) Joan Woodbury-Eddie Quillan 64.
I Escaped From the
Gestapo (D)
D. Jagger-M.
Brian
75.
Kid
Hall
67.
Land Dynamite
of Haunted(D)F
Men (W) Lee
RangeGorcey-Huntz
Busters
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury 61.
'Neath
Bridge(CD) A Leo
Prison Brooklyn
Mutiny (D)
Edw.Gorcey-Huntz
Norris-Joan Hall
Woodbury 64.
61.
(Reviewed
as
"You
Can't
Beat
the Law")
Revenge
of
the
Zombies
J.
Carradine-L.
Talbot-G.
Storm
Rhythm Parade (M)F Gale Storm-Robt. Lowery
68.
Sarong
Girl (D)A
A.FrankCorio-J.
Davis
70.
Silent Skates
Witness
(D)F
Albortson-Maris
Wrixon 76.
62.
Silver
(M)F
Kenny Baker-Patricia
Morissn
Six Gun Gospel (W)F J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
55.
Spy Train (D)
R. Travis-C. Craig
61.
Stranger
From
Pecos
(W)
Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
55.
Trail Riders (W)
John King-David Sharpe
55.
Two Fisted Justice (W) J. King-D. Sharpe
55.
Wild Horse Stampede (W)F..H. Gibson-K. Maynard
58.
Wings Over the Pacific Inez Cooper-Montague Love
Blazing Guns
Campus
I Was a Rhythm
Criminal
Mystery
of the Thirteenth
Guest
Nearly Eighteen
Outlaws
of Stampede Pass
I Melody Parade (M)F.

.b2/ 13/43
.bl2/l2/4?
. .b3/20/43
..b3/
13/43
.b5/29/43
. .b2/13/43
.bll/14/42
..b5/8/43
.b3/l3/43
.b6/l2/43
.b2/27/43
.bl2/19/42
bblO10/3.SI1/42i:
.b4/
10/43
..b5/l/43
1/28/42
. bl.bl2/S/42

Rel.
MIns. Dat«
94.. Apr-May
108. .Dec-Feb
103. Dec-Feb
90.
73. .Dec-Feb
. Dec-Feb
82 . June-Aug

Coming
1942-43
Hoot
Gibson-Ken
Maynard
Gale Vallin
Storm-Robert Lowery
Rick
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell
J.GaleM. Storm-Bill
Brown-R. Henry
Hatton
.TedCurrent
Fio Rito1943-44
Orchestra.

. .b2/27/43
3/5/43
4/23/43 . . ..b3/27/43
.b6/26/43
6/2/43 .. . .b2/20/43
1/14/4^
1/29/43 . ..ai..b6/5/43
12/18/42
7/16/43 . .b5/22/43
12/4/42 ... .b7/3l/43
4/2/43
9/10/43 . . .b5/29/43
5/24/43 . .. .b4/17/43
.bl/23/43
...a2/6/43
2/12/43
3/26/43 .. .blO/31/42
11/20/42
11/27/42 .blO/17/42
. .bl/30/43
2/12/43 . . .36/19/43
9/17/43
12/11/42 . .bl2/26/42
. .b5/l5 43
5/28/43
1/15/43 .. .bl2/19/42
2/26/43
9/3 '43 . . ..bl/16/43
. . .b9 4 43
7/2/43 .. ...b6/5/43
.. .b7/l7/43
6/25/43
.
12/4/42 . ..b6/5/43
. . b5 I 43
1/8/43 .. ... .b7/3l/43
4/16.43
6/25/43 .. .a4/l7/43
. .aB/7/43
10/8/43 , .38/14/43
11/19/43
12/17/43
.37/17/43
11/5/43 . . .a8/7/43
...38/7/43
11/12/43
10/15/43

72 . .8/27/43

.'b8/2i/43
1943-44McKay
Big Brother
RickComing
Vallin-Wanda
. .h8/28/43
Black
Rustlers (W),..Ray
Dennis Moore
Bullets Market
&ChanSaddles
Ray CorriganCorrigan-Dennis
Moore 58
29/43
I Charlie
in Secret Service. Sidney
Toler
I;10 17/44
Death Valley
Rangers Jack
Hoot LaRue-East
Gibson-Ken Side
Maynard
12/3/43
Honor
Kids
121/31/44
10/43 .39 II 43
I Lady
LetSystem
s Dance
Belit3
Law Rides Again, The (W)...Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard 54
Million Dollar Kid
Leo Gorcey-East Side Kids
Mr. MuggsScandals
Steps Out
II Spotlight
(C) Leo
FrankGorcey-Joan
Fay-Billy Marsh
Gilbert
79. .9/24/43 ..39/11/43
. .b7/24,'43
Sultan's
Daughter
Ann
Corio-C.
Butterworth
I Texas
Sweethearts
of
the
U.S.A
L
na
Merkel-Donald
Novis
Kid
J. M. Brown-Raymond Hatton l.'7/44
11/26/43 . . .a7/3/43
I Where
Unknown Are Guest
Victor Jory-Pamela Blake
10/22/43 .
My Children?
1/24/44
I Women in Bondage Gale Patrick- Nancy Kelly
12/24/43

38

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

PARAMOUNT
Mlns. Date
Issua of
Current 1942-43
Slock
N«.
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
82.
6 Alaska Highway
Ricliard Arlen-Jean Parker 68. 6/11/43 .b3/27/43
.b6/26/43
.bH/29/4^
3 Avengers, ine (WarD)F K. Kicharason-Ueborah Kerr
88.
(Reviewed
asYoung-Alan
"Day Will Ladd
Dawn")
5/28/43 ..63/27/43
5 City
ChinaThat
(D)
Loretta
79.
.b9/4/43
Stopped Hitler(D)F
58. Special
.b6/26/43
65 Dixie
(Tech.)to (M)
CrosbyDorothy Baxter
Lamour 89.
Five Graves
Cairo (D) Bing
Franchot
Tone-Anne
96. 7/2/43 . . .b5/8/43
2 Forest Kangers (D) (Tech.)F..F. IVIac Murray -P. Goddard
87. 11/6/4? ' ..blO/3/42
.bl/2/43
4 Happy-Go-Lucky (Tech.) (IH) F . Martin-D. Powell- Vallee
81. 3/26/43
i/29/43 .blO/3/42
24 Henry
Editor (D)F...J. Lydon-C. Smith
72. 12/4/42
Henry Aldrich,
Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. Litel
72. 4/9/43 . ...bl/2/43
..b6/26/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (0).. Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
65.
54 Lady
High Bodyguard
Explosive (D)F
0.
Morns-J.
Parker
63. 5/14/43 . .. .b3/27/43
. .bl/2/4J
(CD)F E. Albert-A. Shirley
70.
3/12/43
.
32 Lucky
Jordan of(D)A
88. 2/26/43 . .bl 1/21/42
IMrs. Wiggs
the Cabbage A. Ladd-H. Walker
.
.blO/3/42
F. Bainter-C. Lee
80. 11/27/42
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
DaddyPlane(CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscoll 75. 2/12/43 . . .bl 1/7/42
4 Night
From
Chungking
{D)F
Preston-E. McCrea
Drew
69. 5/7/43 . . . bl.bl/2/43
1/7/42
3 Palm
Beach Story
(OA C.R. Colbert-J.
89.
2 Road to Morocco (CM)F Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83. 11/1/43
1/20/42 .. .blO/3/42
.b3/27/43
5 Salute (or Thiee (MCD)A B. Rhodos-McD. Carey
75. 7/16/43
.
6 So Proudly We Hail (D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
126.
. .b6/26/43
. Re-issue
Souls
at Sea (D)
G. Cooper-G. Raft
93.,
Star Spangled
Rhythm
..b.bl/2/43
(Tech.)
(M)F
Special
Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
...
99..
2/12/43
.
10/3/42
i Street of Chance (MyD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74..
6 Submarine Alert (Spy) Richard Arlen-Wendy Barrie 67.. 12/18/42 .b6/26/43
Union Pacific (D)
J. McCrea-B. Stanwyck 138..
.
Re-issue
3 Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73.. 1/15/43 .b 1 1/7/42
Current 1943-44
Sp. For Whom the Bell Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman (68
b7/l7/43
I Good Fellows (CD)
Cecil Kellaway-Helen Walker 70
b8/l4/43
I Hostages (D)
A. de Cordova-Luise Rainer 89
b8/l4/43
II Let's
It (MC)
Hope-BettyKelly
Hutton
76
b8/7/43
TornadoFace(D)
C.Bob Morris-N.
83
b8/l4/43
I True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell 94
b8/14/43
Coming
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
Frenchman's
Creek (Tech.) J.BingFontaine-B.
Rathbone
a7/3l/43
Going
My
Way
Crosby-Rise
Stevens
Hail the Conquering Hero Eddie Bracken- William Demarest
a8/28/43
Henry
Aldrich, Plays
Boy Scout Jimmy Lydon-Joan Mortimer
Henry Aldricli
Cuold (CD)
Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/43
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House. J. Lyden-C. Smith
a6/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Secret. .Jimmy
Mortimer
a7/IO/43
Hour Before
the Little
Dawn
Franchot Lydon-Joan
Tone-Veronica
Lake
a6/26/43
Lady
In
the
Dark
(Tech.
(CD).
Ginger
Rogers-Hay
Milland
a3/b/43
Mine Sweeper
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker
a7/3/43
Ministry of Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
Miracle
of(CD)
Morgan's
Creek Way
Eddie Henry-Jean
Bracken-Betty
Hutton
al/2/43
Navy
Bill
Parker
No
Time
for
Love
(C)
Claudette
Colbert-Fred
MacMurray
a7/2i/4i
Our Hearts Were Young
& Gay
Diana Lynn-Gail Russell
Riding High (Tech.) (CD) D. Lamour-D. Howell
a3/l3/4:i
Standing Room Only P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
a9/ll/43
Story
of
Dr.
Wassell
(Tech.)
.
.Gary
Cooper-Laraine
Day
a8/7/43
Timber
Queen
R.
Arlen-M.
B.
Hughes
a8/14/43
Triumph Over Pain
Joel McCrea-Betty field
ab/2;/4^
Uninvited, The
Ray Milland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43
PRC
Current 1942-43
352
Bad
Men
of
Thunder
Gap
(W).Tex
Newill
313 Behind Prison Walls (CD)F..AIan O'Brien-James
Baxter-G. Michael
321 Black Raven (H)A
G. Zucco-N. Madison
459 Blazing Frontier
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
354
Border
Buckaroos
O'Brien
310 Cattle
Boss ofStampede
Big Town (D)A Jim
John Newill-D.
Litel-Florence
362
Buster
Crabbe-AI St. Kice
John
31 Corregidor (D)
O. Kruger-t. Landi
411 Danger — Women at Work (C). Patsy Kelly-Isabel Jewell
320 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)..B. Livingston- Al St. John
355
Valley
D.Wendie
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
359 Fugitive of the Plains (W)... Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
123 Gangs, Inc
Alan Ladd-Joan Woodbury
314 Ghost and the Guest (My) James Dunn-Florence Rice
305 Girls in Chains (D)
A. Judge-R. Clarke
401 Isle of Forgotten Sins (D) J. Carradine-G. Sondergaard
358 Kid Rides Again (W)
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
302 Lady From Chungking (D)A..Anna May Wong-Mae Clark
367 Law of the Saddle B. Livingston-AI St. John
319 Man of Courage (D) ..B. MacLane-Lyle Talbot
318 Miss V From Moscow (D)F...Lola Lane-Noel Madison
311 My Son, the Hero (C)F Patsy Kelly-Roscoe Karns
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI St. John
304 Night for Crime
G. Farrell-L. Talbot
363 Overland Stagecoach (W) .Bob Livingston-AI St. John
303 PayDff (My)A
Lee Tracy-Tom Brown
312 Queen of Broadway (D)F Rochelle Hudson-B. Crabbe
351
Rangers
Take
Over
(W)
James
Newill-Tex
O'Brien
361 Renegade, The
B. Crabbe-AI
St. John
405 Terror
Submarine
Base (D)
John
Litel-AlanMason
Baxter
322
House
W. Lawson-J.
406 Tiger Fangs
Frank Buck-Jupe Duprez
356 Trail of Terror
Dave O'Brien-Jim Newill
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
360
Cyclone
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John
364 Western
Wild Horse
Hustlers
Livingston-St.
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
301 Yanks Art Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jackie Heller
Coming
412
402
368
451
316

Devil Riders
Girl From Monterrey
Harvest Melody
Raiders of Red Gap
ReturnWorlds
of the Rangers
Two
Underdog, The

.3/5/43
59.
. .b2/6/43
.3/22/43 . .b3/20/43
66. .5/31/43
62. .9/1/43
.
.6/15/43
60.
. 12/7/42 ...blO/17/42
b9. .8/16/43
.a8/7/43
58.
. .b3/27/43
73. .3,29/43
..b7/l7/43
61. 8/23/43
.
.bl/16/43
2/10/43
66. .5/7/43
a5/l/43
55. .8/1/43
....a6/l9/43
60.
72. .7/26/43
55. .3/12/43
72. .6/15/43
.b6/5/43
61. .4/19/43 ....b4/IO/43
74. .5/17/43
.
..b7/3/43
.8/15/43
84. .1/27/43
56.
71. .12/21/42
.8/28/43 .bl 1/14/42
.al 1/7/42
67. .1/4/43
.11/23/42 . .1)12/5/42
68. .4/5/43
.bl/23/43
68. .11/20/42 .bl/16/43
56.
. .b8/l/42
76. .2/18/43
60. .12/11/42
.1/21/43
..bl
1/28/42
74. .3/8/43 ...bl 1/28/42
66. .12/25/42
61. .7/1/43 . .!'.a8/i4/43
.a5/22/43
58.
..b7/
10/43
66. .7/20/43
.4/19/43
71.
.9/10/43
.9/14/43 ... .37/17/43
.35/1/43
59. .5/10/43
.5/14/43
64.
.2/12/43
57. .6/21/43
60. .11/9/42 .36/19/43
.blO/3/4,/
71.

Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
Armida-Edgar Kennedy
ID/4/43 .
Rosemary Lane- Johnny Downs
11/22/43
Bob Livingston-AI St. John
9/30/43 .
DaveLederer-S.
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
10/15/43 .38/14/43
F.
Gurle
10/20/43
Barton MacLane-Charlotte Wynters 10/1/43 .

RKO-RADIO
Block
Current 1942-43
3 Army Surgeon (WarD)A James Ellison-Jane Wyatt
34 Cat
People
(D)A
Simone
Simon-Tom Conway
Cinderella Swings It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria
Warren
2a Falcon's
Brother
(My)A
Geo.
Sanders-Tom
Conway
Falcon Striku Back (My)A...T, Conway-H. Hllllard

63.. 12/4/42
73..
12/25/42
71.. 2/26/43
62..
11/6/42
65 . May

..blO/24/42
bl 1/14/42
...bl/23/43
...blO/3/42
b3/20/43

REVIEW

RKO-RADIO
No.
Block

(Cont.)

September 18, 1943

Current 1942-43

w i5 Fighting
(W)F T.
Summers
Flight forandFrontier
Freedom
R. Holt-Ann
Russell-F.
MacMurray
4 Forever
a Day (D)A
(D)F All
Star Cast
3 Great Gildersleeve (OF Harold Peary-Jane Darwell
45 Hitler's
(D)A A .J.
B. Ellison-F.
Granville-T.Dee
Holt
I Walked Children
With a Zombie(H)
2 Journey Into Fear (D)A 0. Welles-D. Del Rio
Ladies'UponDaya (D)A
L. Velez-E.
Albert
35 Once
Honeymoon (D)F. Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant
W-1 Pirates
ol
the
Prairie
(W)F..Tim
Holt-Nell
O'Day
Pride of the Yankees (BD)F..Gary Cooper-Teresa
Wright
W-l Saludos
SagebrushAniigos
Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
(Tech.) Walt
DisneyBarclay
Feat. Prod
23 Seven Miles
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
Alcatraz (D)A
J. Craig-B. Granville
4 Tarzan Triumphs (D)F Weismuller-F. Gifford
They Got Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope- Dorothy Lamour
54 This
Land IstoMine
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
Two Weeks
Live (D)F
(C)F Lum
andComing
Abner

M„,„.Ins. Rel. Set
Date Issue tf
1/15/43 ...b2/l3/43
57.. Apr
b2/6/43
100..
...bl/23/43
i04.. 3/26/43
62.. 1/1/43 ..bll/14/42
3/19/43 b3/20/43
bl/2/4b
89.
68 Apr
70 2/12/43 b8/8/42
b3/20/434i
62.. . Apr
11/27/42 ..bll/7,
..bll/7.
117
11/20/42
4;
57..
127 3/5/43
Apr ..b7/l8/4:
a7/25/42
56
42 2/19/43 .bl2/19/42
87 11/13/42 .blO/17/43
61 1/8/43 .bll/14/42
78 2/19/43 ..bl/23/43
95 2/5/43
...bb3/20/43
1/2/4?
10376 2/26/43 ...b2/6/43

I Adventures of a Rookie (OF. Wally Brown-Alan Carney
65
b8/21/43
1 Around
A Lady the
TakesWorld
a Chance (OF . Jean
Arthur-John D3vis....
Wayne
85
b8/21/43
Kay Kyser-Joan
a7/3/43
W-l7 Avenging
T. Holt-C. Edwards
56
a8/22/42
Behind theRider
Rising(W)
Sun (D) . . .Margo-Robert
Ryan-Tom Neal 88
b7/17/43
6 CoastsI
Bombardier (D)
P. O'Brlen-R. Scott
99
b5/l5/43
b7/24/43
Curse ofCommand
the Cat (Doc)
People Simone Simon-Kent Smith 62
Dangerous Journey
Elsa Lanchester-Gordon Oliver
Falcon & the Co-eds Tom Conway-Jesn Brooks
7 Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
69
. . . .b7/i7/43
1 Gangway
Fallen Sparrow,
The (D)F J.M3rgo-W3lly
Garfield-M.Brown
O'Hara
93
b8/21/43
for Tomorrow
6 Gildersleeve
Gildersleeve's onBadBroadway
Day (C)...H.Harold
Peary-J.
Darwell
62
... 38/21/43
b5/e/43
Peary-Billie
Burke
Government
Girl
0. de Havilland-Sonny
Tufts
37/17/43
Ghost
Ship
Rich3rd
Dix-Russell W3de
Higher & Higher
Michele Sanders
Morg3n-F. Sin3tra-J. Haley
".
International
Zone
George
Iron
Major
Pat
O'Brien-Ruth
Warrick
'.
!!!!a7/24/43
6 Leopard
(H)
D. O'Keefe-Margo
66
b5/8/43
Let's Go Man
Latin
Dis
ney
7 Mexican
Spitfire's Blessed
Event (C)
L. Velez-L. Errol
63
b7/l7/43
6 Mr.
C.
100
b5/8/43
NorthLucky
Star, (D)
The (D)
W. Grant-L.
Huston-A. Day
Baxter
a4/l7/43
One Hour of Glory
Gregory Peck-Toumanova
7 Petticoat Larceny (CD) Joan Carroll- Walter Reed
61
b7/l7/43
Red River Robin Hood (W)...T. Holt-C. Edwards
a8/l/42
Rookies in Burma
Alsn C3rney-W3lly Brown
1 Seventh Victim (H)A Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
89
b8/21/43
71 Sky's
(OF(C)F..Lum
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
89
b7/l7/43
So ThistheIs Limit
Washington
& Abner
64
b8/21/43
Spitfire (D)F
L. Howard-D. Niven
90
b4/24/43
6 Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
99
b2/6/49
Tarz3n's
Desert
Mystery
J.
Weissmuller-Nsncy
Kelly
Tender Comr3de
Ginger Rogers-Robert Ry3n
Up In Arms (Tech.) Danny Kaye-Dana Andrews
REPUBLIC
Current 1942-43
214
M. Lockwoed-H.
Sinclair
778 Alibi
At Dawn(M)F
We Die (D)A John
Clements-Godfrey
Tearle
351 Beyond the Last Frontier(W)F Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette
362 Black Hills Express D. Barry-W. Vernon-A. Heath
264 Blocked Trail (W)
Bob Steele-Tem Tyler
2301 Bordertown
Boots and Saddles
Allen
2313
Gunfighters(W)
(W)..B.Autry-Burnette-Judith
Elliott-G. Hayes
2311 Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayu
275 Carson City Cyclone (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
219 Chatterbox (C)
J. E. Brown-J. Canova
276 Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
274
(W)F S.D. Ridges-R.
Barry-L. Merrick
222 Dead
False Man's
Faces Gulch
(D)
Williams
211 Fighting Devil Dogs
Lee Powell- Eleanor Stewart
301 Fugitive From Sonora (W).,.D. Barry-L. Merrick
2303
Gaucho Gangster
Serenade (W)
220 Gentle
(D)
B.G. Autry-S.
MacL3ne-M.Burnette
Lament
224
Headin'
for
God's
Country
W.
Lundigan-V. Dale
251 Heaii uf the Golden
West (W)F
Rogers-Burnette-Hayes
215 Hit P3r3de of 1943 (DM)F...J. Carrol-S. Hayward
302 Hoosier Holiday
Dale Evans-George Byron
206 Ice
Revue (CD) R.
EllenRogers-S.
Drew-Richard
Denning
252
IdahoCapades
(W)F
Burnette
2306 In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
254 King of the Cowboys (W) R. Rogers-S. Burnette
205 Johnny Doughboy (CD) Jane Withers-Henry Wllcoxen
210 London Blackout Murder(My) John Abbott-Mary McLeod
2312 Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
217 Mantrap
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
Corrlgan
2305
Mexican Rose
Burnette
209 Mountain
Rhythm(W)
(D) Gene
WeaverAutry-Smiley
Bros. & Elviry
227
Nobody's
Darling
(F)
M.
Lee-L.
Calhern-G.
George
212 Purple V, The (Spy)A J. Archer-M. McLeed
2304 Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
266 Riders of the Rio Grande(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
253 Saint
Ridin' Meets
Down the
the Tiger
Canyon (W).Roy
301
Hugh Rogers-George
Sinclair-Jean Haves
Gillie
2U5
Three
Mesquiteers
208 Sante
Secrets Feof Scouts
the (W)
Underground(D)
(Spy)
John
Hubbard-Vlrginla
Grey
218 Shantytown
M. Lee-J.
Archer
256 Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine
228 Someone
Sleepy Lagoon
JudyP3ige-J.
Canova-Dennis
Day
225
to Remember (0) M.
Crsne
255
Song
of
Texas
Roy
Rogers-Sheila
Ryan
2302 South of the Border (MW)...G. Autry-S. Burnette
273 Sundown Kid (W)
Den Barry-Linda Johnson
221 Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scetty-V. Vague
216
Tahiti
Honey
(DM)
O'Keefe-S.Frazer
Simon
223
B.D. Joyce-R.
263 Thumbs
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) Three
Mesquiteers
207
Traitor
Within
(D)A
Donald
M.
Barry-Jean
Parker
262 Valley of Hunted Men (W), Three Mesquiteers
2314 Wagon Tracks West (W) Bill Elliott-Anne Jeffreys
226 West Side Kid, The
D. Barry-D. Evans-H. Hull
204 X Marks the Spot (My)A Helen Parrish-Damlan
O'Flynn
Coming

.b4/3/4S
.3/24/43 ..b3/27/43
66. .3/20/43
,9/18/43 ..b8/7/43
.b9/ 11/43
78.
56. .8/15/43 , .al/30/43
55. .3/12/43
'.a4/i7/4
55. .1/15/43 , ..b7/3/43
. . lielssut 3
58.
.7/8/43
..
.b4/24/41
56. .4/30/43 , .b5/29/43
55.
55. .3/23/43
.4/27/43 . .b4/ID/43
. .a3/6/43
76. .5/15/43
55. .2/13/43 , .b3/20/43
. .b6/5/43
.5/28/43
,
55.
56.
69. .1/29/43
.7/1/43 . ,
55. .4/15/43
. .b7/3/43
. Reissue
69.
. ..b7/3l/43
57. .5/10/43
78. .8/26/43 ,
.12/11/42 . .bll/21/42
65. .3/26/43
. .36/26/43
82. .9/13/43
.12/24/42
.bl2/l9/4.
72.
. .b3/l3/4?
79.
.3/10/43
.
.
.b2/20/43
70.
. .Reissue
. .. .b4/IO/4o
72. .9/1/43
.4/9/43 .. .b 12/26/42
67. .12/31/42
.bl2/l9/42
63. .1/15/43 . ...34/3/43
58.
. . ..b6/5/43
55. .6/11/43
.4/13/43 . . .b8/
.7/15/43
. . Reissue
57.
14/43
58.
.bl2/l2/4^
70.
.1/8/43
.8/27/43 . . .b3/27/43
71.
.3/12/43
.
58. .6/1/43 ., . .a3/l3/43
66. .5/21/43 . . . Reluut
. 12 '30/42 . . ..b8/7/43
55. .7/29/43
55.
. . .83/6/43
70.
. .bl2 12 47
55. .4/16/43
.12/18/42 .alO/IO/4?
71. .4/20/43 . . .b7/24/43
.b4/24/4J
65.
.8/12/43 . .b8/2l/43
68. .9/5/43 .. , .b7/3l/43
65.
. .b5/29/43
80. .8/21/43
69. .6/14/43
.3/1/43
. 12/28/42 . . . . Rdssui
70.
56. .5/20/43 . ,al0/3l/42
..b5/l/43
72. .4/6/43 .. ,..b4/3/43
69. .7/5/43 .. .b6/l9/43
67.
.1/25/43
.
56. . 12/16/42 all/28/4<
.bl2/5/42
63.
.alO/3/42
56. .11/13/42 . ..b7/3l/43
8/23/43 . .35/1/43
55. ,8/19/43
58.
56. . 1 1/4/42 .bll/7/4i

229 A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-M3rie McDonsld
55.. 10/ 15/43
375 Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George Hayes
55. .9/25/43
Deerslayer
Bruce Kellogg-Jean Parker
FightingAcross
SeaBees
John Rogers-Ruth
Wayne-DennisTerry
O'Keefe
Hands
the Border Roy
Here Comes Elmer
Al Pearce-F. Albertson-D. Evans
In Old Oklahoma John Wayne-Martha Scott
Man From Music Mountain ,.. Roy Rogers-Ruth Terry
Man From the Rio Grande. ... Don Barry-Twinkle Watts
Mystery Broadcast
Ruth Terry- Frank Albertson
Overland Mail Robbery Wild Bill Elliott-George Hayes
0. My Darling Clementine F. Albertson-Loran Gray
Raiders of Sunset Pass Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette
Whispering Footsteps John Hubb3rd-Rit3 Quigley

..37/24/43
.37/3/43
. .87/24/43
39/1 1/43
.a8/2l/43
. .37 '3 '43
.38/28/43
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

20TH CENT.-FOX
Rel.
See
Block
MIns. Date
or No.
Issue of
Current 1942-43
2 Berlin Corretpondent (D)F Virginia Gilmore-Dana Andrew! 70.. 9/11/42 . ..blO/17/42
.b8/l5/42
Black Swan(D)F
(Tech.) (DJF Piiilip
T. Power-IVIaureen
85.
7i Ctietniks
Dorn-Anna O'Hara
Sten
73 .12/4/42
. 2/5/43 .. . . ..bl2/5/42
.bl/9/43
6 China Girl (0)F
G. Tierney-G. IMontgomery 95. .1/1/43 . . .b5/22/43
108 Crash
Coney Dive
Island (Tech.)
(Tech.) (D)
(DIVI)...B.T. Power-Anne
Grable-G. Montgomery
96. .6/18/43
.. . .b4/24/43
Baxter
105..
5/14/43
.b4/3/43
Desert Victory
War Documentary
60.. 4/16/43 . . ..b3/l3/43
8 Dixie Dugan (OF
J. Ellison-0. Greenwood
66 . 3/12/43 . ..blO/17/42
I8 Or.
Renault's
Secret
(MylA...J.
Carrol
Naish-Lynn
Roberts
58.
.12/11/42
the Hello
Boss (CD)F S. Erwin-E. Venable
73.. 4/2/43 .. . .b3/l3/43
8 He
Hello.Hired
Frisco,
(Tech.) (D!VI)F A. Faye-J. Oakie
98.. 3/26/43 . ... .b3/l3/43
.bl/9/43
Immortal Sergeant
(D)F Henry
Fsnda-IMaureen
O'Hara 90..
1/29/43 .. . .b5/29/43
1076 Jitterbugs
(C)
Laurel
&
Hardy
74. .6/11/43
Life Begins at
Eight-Thirty (IDF
Monty Woolley-lda Lupino
84..
12/25/42 . .. .bl2/5/42
.bl/16/43
77 Margin
74. .2/19/43
Meanest forManError
in the(CDlF J. Bennett-Milton Berle
.bl/16/43
World (OF
Benny. Rochester-P. Lane
59.. 2/ 12/43 . .. .b3/l3/43
8 Moon Is Down. The (0)F C. Hardwicke-D. Bowden
90.. 4/9/43 .. ..b4/IO/43
t6 Over
My Friend
Flicka
(Tech.)
(D).P.
Foster-R.
Johnson-R.
McDowall..
89..
4/23/43
.
My Dead Body (OF M. Berle-Mary Beth Hughes 68.. 1/15/43 . ...b5/8/43
10 Ox-Bow Incident (D)
Henry Fonda-Dana Andrews 75.. 5/21/43 . .bl2/l2/42
34 Quiet
Please,in Murder
(My) G. Patrick-G. Sanders
70.. 3/19/43 . .bl2/l9/42
Springtime
the Rockies
(Tech.) <M)F
Grable-Payne-Miranda
91. .11/6/42 . . .b5/29/43
Stormy
Weather
(M)
B. Robinson-All Colored Cast 77..
7/16/43 . blO/17/42
That Came
Other
75. .11/13/42
(5 They
toWoman
Blow Up(D)F V. Gilmore-James Ellison
AmericaBirds
(D)
G. Sanders-W.
73..
5/7/43 .. ..b4/24/43
..b9/l9'4''
5 Thunder
(D) (Tech.)F..G.
Tierney-P. Bond
Foster
78. .11/20/42
. blO/17/4.
.bl2/5/42
6 Time to Kill (D)F
L. Nolan-Heather Angel
61. .1/22/43 . ...b4/3/43
I5 Tonight
WeMonster
Raid Calais
(D) . . John
Annabella-B.
Bondl
72.. .11/27/42
4/30/43 . .blO/17/42
Undying
(My)F
Howard-Heather
Angel
63.
.bl2/12/42
6 We Are the Marines (D)F March of Time Feature
65. .1/8/43 ..
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Doc)F R. Donat-Phyllls Calvert
103.. 2/26/43 . . .b9/l9/42
Current 1943-44
GeR.
70.
98.
D. Ameche-Gene Tierney.
91.
, 87.
S.M. Woolley-G. Fields
Coming
Buffalo
Bill
(Tech.)
M.
O'Hara-J.
McCrea-L. Darnell
Dancing Masters
Laurel & Hardy
Eve of St. Mark
Anne Baxter- William Eythe
Galveston
Edward G. Robinson-Lynn Bari
Gang's
All Here,
The
A.
Ryan-C. Miranda
Guadalcanal
Diary
P. Faye-Sheila
Foster-W. Bendix
Happy Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Rutherford
Home in Indiana (Tech.) Walter Brennan-Jeanne Grain
Jane
Eyre
Orsun Welles-Joan
Fontaine
Lifeboat
Tallulah
Bankhead-John
Hodiak
Lodger,
The
Merle
Oberon-George
Sanders
Paris After Dark
G. Sanders-B. Marshall
Pin-Up Girl (Tech.) B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown
Roger Touhy.
K. Taylor-L.
Andrews-P. Foster 45.
Shrine
of VictoryGangster
(Doc.) Greek
Navy
Song
of
Bernadette
J.
Jenes-V.
Price-C.
Sullivans, The
Thomas Mitchell-Anne Bickford
Baxter
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (Tech.)..B. Grable-R. Young

Bomber's (D)
Moon
II Claudia
I Heaven Can Wait (Tech.)
I Wintertime
Holy Matrimony
(CD)
(MC)F

. .b7/IO/43
.8/6/43
.b8/2l/43
.9/4/43 .. . .b7/24/43
,8/13/43 .. .b8/28/43
.8/27/43 . .b9/l 1/43
9/17/43 .
.38/14/43
. .a6/5/43
.a6/26/43
.a7/l7/43
.34/10/43
.a6/26/43
.a9/l 1/43
. .a6/5/43
.b8/2l/43
.84/24/43
.a3/27/43

UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
American Empire (WD)F R. Dix-P. Foster
82. .12/11/42 . .bl2/5/42
Border Patrol (W)F
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
66. .4/2/43 .. . .bl/30/43
.b3/13/43
Buckskin Frontier (W)F R. Dix-Jane Wyatt
76. .5/14/43 . . ..b8/7/43
Calaboose (C)
J. Rogers-N. Beery, Jr
45., .1/29/43 . ..b6/l9/43
Colt Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. 6/18/43 . . .b 1/23/43
Crystal
Ball Hitler
(CD)F
Goddard-R. Milland
81. . 1/22/43
1 1/20/42 . .blO/24/42
Devil With
(C) P.
A. Mowbray-Bobby
Watson
44.
.b5/22/43
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48. .3/12/43
.3/5/43 ... .. .b3/20/43
Hoppy
Serves
a
Writ
(W)F...W.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66.
.3/26/43
.
Hangmen Also Die (D) A
B. Donlevy-W. Brennan 131, .8/20/43 . . .b3/27/4a
.b7/3l/43
Hi
Diddle WeDiddle
A. Menjou-M.
Scott
72. .2/12/43 ,blU.27/4.!
In Which
Serve (C)
(D)F Noel
Coward
114.
Jacare (T)F
Frank Buck. Narrator
65. .11/27/42
.bl2/26/42
.9/3/43
.
..b8/28/43
Johnny Come Lately (D) J. Cagney-Grace George
97.
12/43
Kansan, The (W)F
Richard Dix-Jane Wyatt
79, ,9/10/43 . . ..b6/
.b5/l/43
.4/30/43 . .b4/
Lady
of
Burlesque
(M)A
B.
Stanwyck-Michael
O'Shea
91.
10/43
Leatlier Burners (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. .5/28/43
1/23/43
12/18/42 . ..b.b3/6/43
Lost Canyon (W)F
Wm. Boyd-Lola Lane
63. ,. 12/31/42
McGuer'ins
From
Brooklyn(C)
A.Wm.
Bendix-Grace
Bradley
47.
.1/15/43
.
bl2/19/42
Powers Girl
(M)F
Geo.Rogers-N.
Murphy-Anne
93.
17/43
Prairie
Chickens
(C)
J.
Geery,Shirley
Jr
47. .5/21/43
. hi.b7/1/14/42
Silver Queen (D)F
G. Brent-P. Lane
82, ,11/13/42
.6/11/43 .. . .b2/20/43
Somewhere in France {D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. .4/16/43
.b4/24/43
Taxi,
Mister Nuisance
(C)(C) Bobby
Wm. Bendix-Grace
Bradley 4b.
That Nazty
Watson-Joe Devlin
43. ,8/13/43
.7/1/43 ... ...b6/5/43
.b7/10/43
Victory
Through Air Power(A)
.Disney
65.
..b7/3/43
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy- Marjorie Woodworth. 55. .2/5/43 .... .b2/l3/43
Young and Willing (CD)F Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83. .8/6/43
Coming
.b7/24/43
Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
55.. 10/1/43 . .a6/26/43
False Colors (W)
Wm. Boyd-A. Clyde
Girl
From
Leningrad
Anna
Sten-Kent
Smith
Gunmaster
Albert Dekker-Claire Trevor
10/29/43 .a6/ 19/43
Jack London
M. O'Shea-S.
Hayworth
Mystery
Man
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
..a8/l4/43
.a5/l/43
Riders Door
of theCanteen
Deadline 48William
Boyd-Andy Clyde
.b5/l5/43
Stage
Stars
131
Texas Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
..88/29/42
.a8/7/43
Texas Masquerade
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043
All
By
Myself
Patric
Knowles-Treacher
Evelyn Ankers
7005 Amazing Mrs. Holliday (D)F..D. Durbin-A.
7063
Arabian
'A\a\it»
'''••h.)
(D)F.Jon
Hall-Maria
7029 Behind tne 8 flan vC)F Ritz Bros.-Carol Montez-Sabu
Bruce
7014 Captive Wild Woman (H) Evelyn Ankers-John Carradine
7075 Cheyenne Roundup (W) M. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
7036 Cowboy in Manhattan (C) F. Langtord-R. Paige
7037
Eyes of the
the Underworld
(G)A. Richard Dix-Wendy Barrie
7033
7012 Follow
Frankenstein Band
Meets(MO
the Wolf M. B. Hughes-L. Errol
Man
(H)
Chaney. Jr.-llona
Massev
7011 Frontier Bad Men
D.Lon Barrymore-R.
Paige-L.
Chaney..
7046 Gals, Incorporated Harriett H illiard-Leon Errol
7045 Get Going
G. McDonald-R. Paige
7044
(C) D.
B. Hughes
'032 Good
Great Morning
ImnnrsonafJudge
ion (D)
RalnhO'Keete-M.
Rnllamv- Evolvn
Ankers
7006 Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
7041
He's
My
Guy
(MOF
J.
Davis-D.
Foran
7n^| Hi. Buddy (M)
nirl< Fnran-Harrint Milliard
7003
Ice (C)
Abbott
& Costello-Ginny
Simms
7039 Hit
Hi' the
Ya Chum
(OF
Rit? Bros.
-Joan Fra^ee
7047 Honeymoon Lodge (C) David Bruce- Harriett Hilliard
7025 How's About It (CM)F Andrews Sisters
7001 It Ain't Hay (C)F
Abbott &. Costello

.6/11/43 ...b6/5/43
63. .2/19/43
. . .b2/6/43
98.
.. 12/25/42
86.
12/4/42 . .bl2/26/42
.bl2/l2/42
68. .6/4/43
.. .b5/l/43
60.
. ...b8/7/43
59. .4/9/43
.5/21/43
. .b4/ 10/43
59.
61. .5/14/43
.1/8/43 . ...b5/l/43
61.
4'
.3/12/43 .. . .blO'in
73. .8/6/43
.b8/l4/43
77.
7/9/43 .. . .. ..b7/IO/43
61. ,6/25/43
,b2 '27 '4'
59. .5/7/43 . . .b6/26/43
12 ■l«'42 .114/24/43
68.
71 .7/16/43
94. .3/26/43
2 '26 '43 ..b7/l7/43
65.
, bi>
.b3/27 4.1
RR
, .b2 '2010 '43*'
7/2/43 ... ...b7/3/43
82.
.3'5/43
61. .7/23/43
. ,b2 13 45
63. .2/5/43 . ..b7/3l/43
.. .b2/6/43
61.
81. .3/19/43 ..b3/l3/43

REVIEW

UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
7023
Currenr 1942-43
7040
Keep
'Em
Slugging
(CD)F.
.,H.
Hall-B,K.Jordan
7072 Larceny
Little Joe,With
the Music
Wrangler(DMjF.
(W),,J.A, M,JonesBrowri-1.Carlisle
Hitter
7034 Madame Spy (Spy)A C. Bennelt-D. Porter
7009
Mister
Big
Donald
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean
7027
(D)F
Billy
Hal.jii, Hmii/
7052 Mug
Next Town
of Kin
Nova Pilbcam
Basil Hall
Sidney
7015 Old
Nightmare
Uuiilevy.
7073
Chisholm(Spy)Trail F(W) IUiana
M, Barryiiiure
Brown Tex Urian
Ritter
7061 Phantom of the Opera (Tech.) Nelson Eddy-Susanna Foster....
7008
(D)F
M. Dietrich-K. Scott
7076 Pittsburgh
Raiders of the
San
Joaquinof (W)
Brown-Tex
Ritter
7042 Rhythm
the Islands (MC)F A,J. M.
Jones-J.
Frazee
7065
Shadow
of
a
Doubt
(MyD)
A
,,,
Teresa
Wright-Jos.
Gotten
7024 Sherlock Holmes and the
Secret Weapon
7018 Sherlock
Holmes In(My)F B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
Washington
B, Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
7074
7028 Tenting
Strictly
in the (D)
Groove
Tonight
on the (M)F, ,Marv Healv-Ozzia Nelson
Camp toGround
(W) M.
J, M,Morgan-A.
Bruwn-TcxCurtis
Ritter
7013 TwoOldTickets
London
7064
Never Been
7Ulb We've
When Johnny
Comes Licked (D). Richard Quine-A. Gwynne
Marching Home (CM)F ... A. Jones-J. Frazee-G. Jean.
7004
SavageIt, (Tech.)
J.Abbott
Hall-M,
Montez
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
& Costello
Corvette
K-225
(D)
Fired WifeHolmes
(OA
Sherlock
Faces
Death Death
(M)F
Strange
of Adolf
Hitler (D)A
Top Man

Rel.
39
Mins.
h 1Issue
/?n of
65 Date
1 / See
aU/^J
4/2/43 .. , . D b3/6/43
,4/9/43
.
.b9/H/43
.
.
a7/25/
42
9/10/43
,
63 ,11/
18/42
. 74.
tilM
. .bl2
.b5/29/43
12 4/
.3/28/43
.
. 12 II 43'42 .
86 ,1/22
. .b4/ 10/43
. 61816U ,5/7/43
.11/
13/42 .. .bl/2.5.4
,
92. 12/1 1/42 . .,,bl.b8/l4/43
14 4
, ay/1 / la/4/
uu ,8/27/43
. 12/ 1 1/42 . .bl2/l2/4*
60
60
. .b3/13/43
,4/16/43
6/4/43 . . . .bl/9/43
. 68 ,1/15/43 . . . . D 1 /2/4 J
108 ,2/12/43 .
1 1/20/42 . ..b3/27/48
. 7160 ..4/30/43
iiiUi*.
61 .2/5/43 . .bi
. .alO/3/42
78,
.b6/ 19/43
103. ,6/18/43 , ...b7/31/43
75 .7/30/43 .
7677 ,1/1/43 . .M/17/48
.4/23/43
. 1 1/6/42 . . .bl 1/7/4.

Current 1943-44
Randolph
Scott-Barry Ailbritton
Fitzgerald73., 9/3/43
10/1/43 ..,a3/20/43
bl /2 /H'
Robert Paige-Louise
b9/4/43
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
68, ,9/17/43 .,.b9/ll/43
Ludwig Coming
Donath-G. Sondergaard 72,, 9/10/43 b9/4/43
Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster,,. 82,. 9/17/43 ..,b9/l8/43

AM Baba and the Forty
Thieves (Tech.)
Maria Montez-Jon Hall
a7/3l/43
Always a Bridesmaid (MC) .. .Andrews Sisters-Patric Knowles 9/24/43 ,,,a2/20/43
8071 Arizona Trail (MC). Tex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
9/24/43 ,,,a9/ll/43
Cobra
Woman
M. Montez-Jon
Hall-Sabu 10/8/43
10/15/43 . ...a6/19/43
Crazy House
Olsen
&. Johnson
.a7/24/43
Flesh & Fantasy Edw. G, Robinson-Charles Boyer 10/29/43 ..a4/24/43
8072 Gung
Gunflghters
Tex
Ritter-Fuzzy
Knight
Ho
Randolph Scott-Alan Curtis
His
Butler's
Sister D.
Durbin-P.
O'Brien-F.
Tone
a7/3l/43
Hi Ya
Sailor
Donald
Woods-Elyse
Knox
10/15/43 ...a8/7/43
Mad
EvelynRitter-Russell
Ankers-DavidHayden
Bruce
a6/26/43
MarshalGhoul
of Gunsmoke Tex
Moonlight & Cactus Andrews Sisters-Leo Carrillo
Mummy's
Ghost
Lon Chaney,
Jr,-J. Carradine
Never a Dull
Moment Ritz
Bros. -Frances
Langford
a5/29/43
Passport
Dakar
Jean Gabin-Allyn Joslyn
Sherlock toHolmes
and the
Spider Woman
B. Rathbone-N, Bruce
a6/19/43
She's
Me
Grace
McDonaldDavid Bruce
a8/2l/43
Son ofForDracula
(H)
A, Curtis-L.
Chaney
u3'20'4
So's
Uncle
E. Knox-D.
Woods-B.
Burke
a7/3l/43
Set toYourMusic
Allan
Jones-June
Vincent
a8/28/43
Third Glory
Donald O'Connor-Ann BIyth
This
the Life
Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster
a7/l7/43
When IsLadies
Fly
Young-Fitzgerald-Barrymore
Wild
Horse
Round
Up
Tex
Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr,
Smith
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
10/22/43 , ,a8/14/43
WARNER BROS.
Current 1942-43
221 Action in the North
Atlantic (D)A
H. Bogart-R. Massey
217 Air Force (0)F
J. Garfield-G. Young
222 Background to Danger (Spy)F.Geo. Raft-Brcnda Marshall
214 Casablanca (D)F
H. Bogart-I.ijrid Bergman
223
Constant
Nymph (D)
Charles
Fontaine
219
Edge
of
Darkness
(D)A
Flyn<iBoyer-Joan
A Sheridan
211 Flying Fortress (D)F E.Richard
Greene
212
Jim (D)F
E. Flynn-Alexis Smith
210 Gentleman
George Washington
Slept
Her* Man
(CD)F
Coburn
216 Gorilla
(D)A
J.J. Benny-A.
Loder-RuthSheridan-C.
Ford
209
Hard
Way
(D)A
I.
Lupino-D.
Morgan
208 Hidden Hand (My)A Craig Stevens-Julie Bishop
224 Irving
Berlin's This Is the Army All-Star Cast
Army
220 Mission to Moscow (D) W. Huston-A. Harding
218
Mysterious
Doctor(G)F
(D)
John
l;i Truck Busters
RichardLoder-Clyde
Travis-RuthCook
Ford
215 Varsity Show (M)
D. Powell-F. Waring
201 Yankee Doodle Oaidy (DM)F.J. Cagney-Joan Leslie

127.
124.
80.
102.
112.
118.
65.
104.
92.
64.
107.
65.
121.
123.
57.
58.
81.
126.

. .b5/22/43
6/12/43 .. .. ..b2/6/43
,3/20/43
.b6/l2 43
.7/3/43
,
.
..b7/3/43
1/23/43 . .bll/28/4;f
.b3/27/43
7/24/43 .. . .b9/26/42
.4/24/43
.12/5/42
, 1 1/14/42 .blO/31/42
1 1/28/42 . .b9/ 19/42
,1/16/43 . .bl2/12/42
. .b9/26/42
2/20/43
19/42
11/7/42 .. .. .b9/
.b7/31/43
...b5/l/43
,8/14/43 . .b2/27/43
5/22/43
3/6/43 .. ... .bl/23/43
2/2/43
.b6/6/42
12/19/42 . .(Reissue)
1/2/43 ..

Current 1943-44
330 Oklahoma Kid (W)F J. Cagney-H. Bogart
80. .9/11/43 Reissue
301 Watch on the Rhine (D) Bette Davis-Paul
Lukas
1 14.. 9/4/43 b7/3l/43
302 Murder on the Waterfront (D). Warren Coming
Douglas-Joan Winfield 50.. 9/18/43 ...b7/3l/43
Adventures
Iraq
Loder-R.
Ford
10 9,'43aB/22/43
Adventures ofin Mark
Twain(D) . J.Fredric
March-Alexis
Smith
Arsenic and Old Lace Gary Grant-Priscilla Lane
al/3/4i
333 Cherokee Strip, The
Dick Foran-Jane Bryan
56. .10/2/43 Reissue
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart-Alexis
Smith
Crime by Night . ...
Jane Wyman
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM) ... Dennis Morgan-Irene Manning
a3/IS,4:
Destination
Tokyo
Grant-John Lupino
Garfield a2'27/43
Devotion (D)
0.GarydeHavilland-l.
334 Find
EmptytheHolsters
Foran-Patricia
Walthall
62. .10/2/43 Reissue
Blackmailer J.DickCowan-F.
Emerson-G.
Lockhart
335 Guns of Pecos
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel
56.. 10/2/43 Reissue
In OurBeyond
Time
I. Lupino-P.
Henreid-C. Rains
336 Land
the Law (W)F..Dick
Foran
57. .10.2/43 Reissue
Last RidePursuit
(D)
R. Travis-Chas.
Long.,
Northern
E.
Flynn-H. Dantine
Old Acquaintance (D) Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins
a2/20/43
to Marseille Dick
Humphrey
Bogart-Claude
Rains
332 Passage
Prairie Thunder
Foran-Ellen
Clancy
55. .10/2/43 Reissue
Princess O'Rourke
(CD) Joan
0. DeHavilland-R. Alda
Cummings 10/23/43 ..a9/19/42
Rhapsody
in Blue
Saratoga
Trunk
Gary Leslie-Robert
Cooper-lngrid Bergman
a6/26/43
Shine On Harvest Moon A. Sheridan-0. Morgan
331 Song of the Saddle Dick Foran-Alma Lloyd
59.. 10/2/43 Reissue
303 Thank Your Lucky Stars (M). All-Star Cast
127.. 9/25/43 ...b8/21/43
Uncertain Glory
Errol Flynn-Paul Lukas
MISCELLANEOUS
Adventure in Blackmail (D)...CIive Brook-Judy Campbell 72,
Black Sea Fighters (Doc.)
61.
Heart
(D)A F.Russian
Michele Morgan-Raimu
Ill55.
In the olReara Nation
of the Enemy(D)
Cast
Orders From Tokyo (D)A Danielle Darrleux- Anton Walbrook.. 74
OuUiw. The (WD)A
J. Buetel-J. Russell
121.

.English
b8 7 43
.Artkino ...b7/3l/43
., Artkino
A,F .E,Corp.D3
20 4j
...blO.3/42
Artkino b7/4 4:
.H. Hugbes.b2/ 13/43

40

4431
4428
4432
4435
4422
4425
4436
4427
4433
4423
4434
4421
4426
4424
4430
4429
4963
«Mb2
4961

September 18, 1943

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
AA Blitz
Maid onIVIade
O'/z. .Not Rev.
tlie Mad
Fritz Good
IBV2.
Blonde and Groom Dull
15 .. 3/20/43
1/43
Boobs in tlie Night Poor
WA. . 5/
6/12/43
Carry
Harry
Not
Funny
17 . 10/10/42
Ham
and
Yeggs
17
Rev,
Here Comes Mr. Zerk Slow
16 .Not
. 7/24/43
His
Wedding
Scare Silly
1/30/43
I Spied
for You
Poor
18IB'A .. 4/24/43
Kiss and Wake Up Ordinary
18 .. 10/17/42
5/22/43
My Wife's
An Angel Slap
Good
, . 8/29/42
Phony
Cronies
Happy ... 22
Piano
Mooner
17IB'/z. .Not
. 12/ Rev.
5/42
SappySaplings
Pappy
Slapsticky 1716 .Not
Rev.
Two
Wolf in Thief's Clothing . Very Good 18 . 3/ 6/43
AMERICA SPEAKS
Rev.
7/10/43
Men Working \ogether... Excellent M ..Not
Mr. Smug
Good
II . 2/27/43
Point Rationing
6 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Troop Train
II .Not
Wings for the Fledglings Fair
10 . 1/ 9/43
71/2.
COLOR RHAPSODIES

4511
4510
4504
4508
4507
4505
4506
4502
4503
4509

A Hunting We Won't Go. Good
He Can't
It Stick. Good
King
MidasMakeJunior
Plenty
ProfessorBelow
SmallZero
and Mr. Fair
Tall
Slay It With Flowers Fair
There's
Something About Fair
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Fair
Toll
Bridge
Troubles Routine
Amusing
Tree for Two
...

4660
4653
4657
4656
4658
4651
4659
4654
4655
4661
4652

COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By Excellent
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's
Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba
Conga Hits.. Good
Good ....
Rosie theandRiveter
Songs of the States Good
Song of Victory
Yankee Doodler Very

FAMOUS BANDS
1951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No.
No. 32 (Hal
Fair
4953
(Shop Mclntyre)
Fields) Good
4409
4410
4412
4411

GLOVESLINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover. The
His Girl's
Worst Friend . Fair
Mediocre
Socks
Appeal

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajuns of the Teche Good
Merchant
Convoy Vivid
Oddities (LaVarre)
Good
Our Second Front Timely

4704
4711
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Cholly Polly
Silly
Dizzy andNewsreel
Fair
Duty
the Beast Fair
The Dumbconscious Mind. Average
The Gullible Canary Clever
Kindly Scram
Malice in Slumberland . . . Fair
Mass Mouse Meeting Dull
The Fly in the Ointment. Below Average
The Vitamin G-Man Silly
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858
4859
4860

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. 2I (Kay
No.
(Allan Kyser)
Joslyn) Very
Good Good
No. 34 (Jack
No.
(LeopoldBenny) Entertaining
Stokowski)
Classified ....
No.
5 (Old Time
Screen Gems
Very Good..
No. 6 (Ginny Simms, M.C.)
No. 7 (Alan Mowbray)
No.
No. 89 (Kyser.
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &.
Molly)
Good
No. 10 (Mischa Auer) ..Good

7/24/43
71/2.
7 . .. 7/17/43
Rev.
71/2. .Not5/29/43
Rev
6'/2.
. 1/30/43
7 . .Not
7 . .. 10/31/42
4/17/43
71/2.
77 . .12/ 5/4?
. 7/10/43
10 . . 7/31/43
9
Rev.
9 . ..Not
4/17/43
. 2/27/43
. 109'/2 . .Not
Rev.
8 . . 8/22/42
5/ 1/43
. 101/2.
8 . ..11/14/42
1/ 2/43
.. 1391/2.. .. 8/14/43
9 . 9/26/42
10 . .Not Rev.
10 .
7/42
10 . ..11/1/ 2/43
16
I81/2.
18171/2.
II
IO'/2.
10
IO'/2.
6>/2.
71/2.

.10/31/42
Not Rev.
, 5/22/43
3/20/43
8/22/42
5/26/43
10/31/42
1/ 9/43

2/27/43
, 8/14/43
6 . 5/22/43
76'/2.. 1 1/14/42
10/17/42
Rev.
66'/2 .. . Not
5/42
6 . . 12/
6'/j
6/26/43
7/17/43
7 . 3/13/43
5/ 8/43

10
. 8/15/41
. 10/ 3/42
.10/31/42
9'/2 .12/ 5/42
9 . 1/ Rev.
9/43
10 .Not
.Not
Rev.
.Not Rev.
1010 . 7/10/43
10 . 7/17/43
II

COLUMBIA

4406
....
4404
4401
4408
4402
4405
4408
4403
4751
4551
4452
4807
4805
4808
4804
4801.
4809
4801
4803
4802

5421
5402
5426
5401
5428
5409
5427
5425
5429
5502
5501
5651
5652
5653
5654
5951
5952
5953
5751
5901
5902
5701
5702
5851
5852
5853
5803
5802
5801

W-443
W-441
W-444
W-451
W-446
W-442
W-445
W-447
W-450
W-448
W-449
433
437
4i5
439
431
438
440
432
434

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
I8 Not Rev.
_
Rev.
...
Dizzy asDetectives
l8'/2.
.Fair.
ij,^^
18 . .Not
Even
I 0 U.
.. in/24/42
l5'/2.
7/24/43
Higher Than a Kite Slapstick
.
12/12/42
18 . .Not Rev.
Sock-A-Bye
Baby Average .
Spook
Louder
Three Little Twirps Average
16 . .. 7/10/43
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
151/2. 1/ 2/43
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
91/2 . . 8/29/42
TOURS
Journey
Denali
Good
10
Old
and toModern
New
8/ 1/42
Orleans
Very Good II .10/17/42
WORLD OF SPORT
Aqua
Entertaining .. 991/2.... 3/20/43
5/29/43
Diving Thrills
Daredevils Good
Jump, Fish, Jump Uninteresting .. 9 .. 6/26/43
Ladies Day in Sports Good
10 .. 4/17/43
Ski
Soldiers
Rev.
Sweeping
Oars
Excellent IO1/2
10 .... Not7/24/43
Trotting Kings Good
II ..10/17/4^
Winter Paradise Interesting .... 10 ..1/ 9/43
Wizard of the Fairway. . . Golf Magic IO'/2 . . 1 1/14/42
COLUMBIA 1943-44
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
ADizzyRookie's
Cookie
17 .Not
Pilots
Not Rev.
Rev.
Farmer for a Day
l7'/2 . . Not Rev.
I Can Hardly Wait Typical
I61/2.. 8/28/43
Garden of Eatin'
Not Rev.
Pitchin'Service
in the Kitchen 16 ..Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Quack
Shot in the Escape Slapstick
19 .. 8/14/43
You Dear Boy!
Not Rev.
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Imagination
Not Rev.
Rocky Road to Ruin
Not Rev.
COMMUNITY SING
No. I (Baker) "On a
10 .Not Rev.
&. Prayer"
No.Wing
2 (Delta
Rhythm
. 9/ 4/43
Boys)
Good
....
No. 3 (Lucy Monroe)
Patriotic Songs
Not Rev.
No.Smiles
4 (Liebert)
"Baby
at Me"
Not Rev.
FILM-VODVIL
No. I Featuring Mousie
101/2. .Not Rev.
No.Powell
2 Featuring Cootie
Williams
Not Rev.
No. 3 Featuring Zeb
Carver
Not Rev.
FOX & CROW
Room and Bored
Not Rev.
PANORAMICS
Birds onby theBannister
Wing
91/2 .. Not
Babies
Not Rev.
Rev.
PHANTASIES
Nursery Crimes
Not Rev.
The Black and Blue
Market
Not Rev.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. I (Hollywood in
Uniform)
Excellent 1010 ..Not
.. 8/14/43
No. 2 (Groucho Marx)
Rev.
No. 3
Not Rev,
SPORT REELS
Chamrt of Champions
(Count
Fleet)
Not Rev.
Cue Wizards (Andrew
Ponzi)
Not
Rev.
Kings of Basketball Good Stuff 10 .. 9/4/43
MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
Bah Wilderness
8
Barney
Bear's
Victory
Garden
Funny
8
Dumb Hounded
Hilarious
8
One
Ham'sRiding
Family
Red Hot
Hood... Tops
8
Sufferin'
99
The Boy andCats
the Well... Good
The Uninvited
Lonesome Pest
Mouse. ..Very
Funny ... 88
The
A Corker
Who Killed Who Fair
8
Yankee Doodle Mouse... Tops
8
MINIATURES (16)
Brief Interval
10
Here Gold
at Home.
Inca
(Sepia)
Journey
to Yesterday Dramatic
Last
Lesson
Impressive .... II1010
Memories
of
Australia.
.
.Timely
Ode to Victory
People ofofRussia
Excellent 1010
Portrait
a Genius

Not Rev.
. 1/16/43
...Not4/10/43
Rev.
7/10/43
..Not5/ Rev.
1/43
6/ 5/43
... 7/31/43
7/10/43
. 8/ 14/43
..Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Rev
..Not8/ 7/43
. 1/30/43
. 7/10/43
.Not
Rev.
. 1/23/43
.Not
Rev.

MGM

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Revitweil
OUR GANG (10)
Time Issue Of
C-492 Bc^njamin Franklin, Jr
|i Not Rev
C-494 Calling
Kids Delightful
II .. 5/ 1/43
C-496
Election AllDaz
e
Rev.
C-493
Family
Troubles
Amusing
II .. Not4/10/43
C-495
Farm
Hands
Slow
II
..
7/10/43
C-401 Unexpected Riches Amusing
II .11/21/4^
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-484 Don't You Believe It. . . Eye-Opener ... 10 .. 8/7/43
K-486
Treasure
10
K-4ai Forgotten
Mauero ofRhyme
Mexico Important
Fine
II .. 8/14/43
l/23/4o
K-487
Nursery
Mysteries Excellent
II ..7/31/43
K-483 That's That
Why Win
I LeftWars.
You. .Engrossing
Very Good .... II
10 ..8/
.. 6/19/43
K-484
7/43
K-482 Trifles
Who's Superstitious?
. . . Interasting
ID ..5/ |/4j
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
9 .. 6/26/43
S-465
President's Dog. Good
S-461 Fala,
First the
Aid
Instructive
108 .... 4/24/43
1/23/42
S-463
Hollywood
Daredevils
...Exciting
99 .. 4/10/43
S-462
Marines
in
the
Making
...
Very
Good
2/
S-470 Scrap Happy
Not 6/43
Rev.
S-468 Seeing Hands
Appealing
II .. 8/14/43
S-469 Seventh Column
Surprise
9 .. 9/11/43
S-466 Sky
Excellent
.. 6/19/43
S-464
Wild Science
Horses
Fair
89 ..5/
8/43
SPECIAL
X-460
T-421
(12)
r-413 These Are the Men.
12 .Not Rev.
TRAVELTALKS
T-414
T-416
r-415 Glimpses of Mexico
Rev.
of Ontario Good
99 ..Not1/23/4^
T-412 Glimpses
Land of Orizaba
T-419
Rev.
Police on Parade. Interesting 9 .Not
. 4/10/43
T-417 Mexican
99 .Not Rev.
T-41 1 Mighty
Modern Niagara
Mexico City Excellent
., 16/19/43
1/21/42
Motoring
Excellent
9 .Not
T-418
T-420 On
the Headin toMexico
Monterey
Rev,
Picturesque Mass
Good
9 . 15/1/14/42
8/43
Romantic Nevada
Very Good
9 . 7/ 3/43
Scenic Oregon
Solid
9
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6) 8I/2
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
22 . 5/ 8/43
M-401 Keep 'Em Sailing Very Good
20 .12/ 5/47
PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEADLINERS (6)
A2-9 A Revival of Moments of
. 7/17/43
IO'/2
Charm
Tops
A2-35 Hands
Women
Good
IIlO'A
. 12/19/42
Rev.
Ina Rayof Hutton
& Orch
9 .Not
1/14/42
27 J.Letter
"Scat"
&. Orch. . Average
5/15/43
FromDavis
Ireland
Excellent 22IO1/2 ... 18/22/42
I McFarland Twins & Orch. . Entertaining
46 Mitchell
&. Orch Tops
Fair
9 . 5/1/30/43
Moments Ayres
of Charm
8/43
8 Rationed Rhythm
Fair
. 8/28/43
6/19/43
10II Sing,
Helen,
Sing
Tops
II
.
Three Bears in a Boat... Cute
10 . 8/28/43
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
U2-3
BravoHatsMr. ofStraus
U2-4 500
Bartholomew Imaginative ... 107 , 3/27/43
5/ 1/43
Cubblns
Funny
9
U2-2
the Haunted
Choo-Choo. . Funny
9
U2-I Jasper
Jasper && the
HouseLesson ... .Tops
Excellent
71/2.
1/21/42
6/1/16/43
5/43
U2-5
88 17/17/43
U2-6 Jasper's
The TruckMusic
That Flew Charming
POPEYE (12)
E2-I2 Cartoons
Ain't Human 8 . .Not Rev.
£2-10
Happy Birthdaze
Rev.
10/24/42
Ii2-I Hull of a Mess
Amusing
7 . Not
E2-9 Hungry Goat
Fair
7 . 7/17/43
E2-7 Jolly Good Furlough Fair
7 . . 5/29/43
12/19/42
E2-3
6'/2
E2-8 Me
RationMusical
for theNephews
Duration. . Amusing
Good
8 .
E2-2 Scrap the Japs
Fair
6'/2. . 6/IS/41
£2-5
Seein'
Red, White 'N' Blue
61/2. ll/l4/4>
E2-4 Too
Spinach
E2-6
WeakFerto Britain
Work Amusing
77 .
E2-I1 Wood Peckin'
7 . Not
Rev.
Not4/17/fc.
Ri"
Interesting (6)
Not B"..
J2-I No.
No. 1 POPULAR SCIENCE
J2-2
J2-3 No. 2
Good
3/4Z
J2-4 No. 3
. . 99 .12/1/16/43
Good
J2-5 No. 4
Informative .. .. lO'/j. .. 10/2-.,
5
5/
1/43-•
J2-6 No. 6
.., . 1010 . 7/10/43
.Not Rev.
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
Y2-2 At the Bird Farm Fair
9 . 3/27/43
Y2-4 Current
At the Cage
Door Canteen. Swell
Silly
. 7/17/43
Y2-3
Events
99 .Not
. 6/ Rev.
5/43
Y2-6
In the
the Garden
Desert
Y2-5 In
.Not
Rev.
Y2-I Speaking of Animals
& Their Families Very Good
9 . 12/19/42
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
10 A/I Sails Set
91/2. Not Rev.
Amphibious
Fighters Interesting
Excellent
6/26/43
68 Beach
Command
99'/2.. 4/24/43
25 Fighting
Spirit
Excellent 10
10 .. Not
Rtv.
Hike or Bike
11/14/42
3 Modern Vikings
Enjoyable 10 10/24/42
Sports I.Bugs
Q
Excellent
6/43
7I Tumble
Excellent 109 . 2/5/29/43
4 Trading Blows
Good
9'/2. 7/17/43
9 Where Cactus Grows Good
9'/». 3/20/43
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SHOWMEN'S

PARAMOUNT

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
SUPERMAN CARTOONS (9)
W2-I
Destruction,
Inc
Exciting
S'/i. 1/16/43
W2-3 Jungle
Good
5/ 1/43
W2-2
Mummy Drums
Strike«(Tech.)
(Tech.) . . For
Juveniles .. 88 3/13/43
W2-5 Secret Agent
Misses
9 . 7/31/43
W2-4 Underground World Good
81/2. 5/29/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
IO'/2 . 10/24/42
L2-I No. I
Good
L2-2 No. 2
Interesting
10 .. 12/19/42
3/20/43
L2-3 No. 3
Average . . .
L2-4
No.
4
Up
to
Par.
1/43
10 .. 5/
L2-5 No. 5
Good
7/17/43
10
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
T2-I
A
Letter
l-rom
Bataanin ... Impressive .... 15 .10/ 3/42
r2-4 Aldrich
Family Gets
the Scrap
Excellent
II . 3/ 6/43
T2-3 Price of Victory Very Good
13 .11/21/42
T2-2 We Refuse to Die Gripping
13
.10/ 3/4?
PARAMOUNT 1943-44
MADCAP MODELS
U3-I Jasper Goes Fishing Tops

81/2.. 8/28/43

MUSICAL PARADES
FF3-I "Mardi Gras"

Major League.. 20

RKO-RADIO

8/28/43

1942-43

DISNEY CARTOONS (IB) (TECH.)
34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34107
34106

Donald's
Tire
Funny ...
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Flying
Jalopy
Good
Pluto
and
the Armadillo
Private
Pluto
Tops
Reason and
Emotion
Victory Vehicles Leaping Laughter

77
77
87
8

6/43
. 3/5/13/43
3/27/43
Not
Rev.
. 5/ 8/43
Not
Rev.
. 8/14/43

33403
33404
33406
33403
33402
33401

EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck Soup
Fair
Hold
Your Temper
Hot Foot
Will Pass
Indian Signs
Fair
Rough on Rents Average
Two for the Money Fair

17
1717
17
18
17

.Not3/ 6/43
Rev.
. 7/ 3/43
. 3/13/43
5/42
. 12/
10/24/42

FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
33202 State vs. Thomas Crosby. Fair
18
33201 State vs. Glen Willett Fair
18
34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

JAMBOREES (13)
Duke Ellington and His
Orchestra
For Connoisseurs
Enric
Mauriguera &
Orch
Swell
It's Tommy
Time
Johnny
Long Tucker
& Orch
Average
Ray
McKinley
&
Orch
Dick Stabile & Orch Average
Fair
Jerry Wald &. Orch For Jitterbugs..

33702
33704
33705
33701
33703
33706

LEON ERROL (6)
Deer! Deer!
Average
Double Up
Fair
Gem-Jams
Fair
Mail Trouble
Mildly
Amusing.
Pretty Runaround
Dolly
Amusing
Radio
Good

34308
34313
34305
34312
34311
34309
34304
34310
34301
34405
34302
34307
34303

SPORTSCOPES (13)
Aqua Aces
Barnyard Golf
Basketeers
Very Good
Champion-Maker
Pleasant
Cloud Chasers
Golf Limited
Interesting
"Q"
Men
Interesting ....
Racing
Royalty
Inconsequential
Show Horse
Good
Ski
Trails
Exciting
Touchdown Tars Good
Trout
Winter Setting

THIS IS
33105 Air Crew
33103 Army Chaplain
331 1 1 Arctic Passage
3:'I04 Boomtnwn. D. C
33110
33108 Broadway
Lieutenant Dim-Out
Smith
33106 Medicine on Guard
33107 Merchant Seaman
33109
Pacific
Island
33101 Private Smith ofNo.the43
U.S.A
33102 Women
at Arms

AMERICA
Excellent
Very Fine
Vivid
Very Good ....
Effective
Excellent
Very Good ....
Excellent
Reassuring
Excellent
Very Fine

9
8
88
88
10

.. 10/24/42
1/16/43

. 8/14/43
3/27/43
.. Not
Rev.
. 12/12/42
1 1/28/42
, 1/16/43
10/10/42
11/21/42
3/15/43
3/15/43
10/17/42
7/1/16/43
3/43

.Not Rev.
8 . Not Rev.
9 .. 8/
3/ 7/43
6/43
89 .Not Rev.
8 . 5/15/43
. 7/1/23/43
3/43
889 .. 10/24/42
88 .. 13/27/43
1/28/42
8 Not Rev.
8 Not Rev.
18
19
20
19
2015
19
17
17
1918

4/10/43
,12/26/42
9/11/43
2/13/43
. 8/14/43
, 6/12/43
4/17/43
,. 5/7/ 10/43
8/43
10/24/42
1 1/21/42

VICTORY SHORTS (3)
34202 City of Courage Impressive 9
342QI
by the Album.
Clock ... Fills
Excellent
34218 Conquer
North African
Void .... 109

. 3/20/43
.. 12/26/42
7/ 3/43

TRADE

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Climbing
Along the the
TexasPeaks
Range. .Picturesque
10/17/42
3202
.. .. Not
Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
9 Not Rev.
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's Everybody's
War Excellent
.. 15/1/28/42
8/40
3851 Weapons
for Victory
Very Good .
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902 Jungle Land
9 ..Not Rev.
3901 Monkey Doodle Dandles. .Good
9 .12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert
Wonderland
(Tech.)
Swell
9 .. 8/22/42
3157 Land
Time
StoodWhere
Still
9 . .Not Rev.
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9 .. 5/15/43
3154 Royal Araby
Good
9 ..10/24/42
3156
Strange
Empire
Good
89 .... 9/26/42
1/16/43
3153 Valley of Blossoms Average
3152 Wedding in Bikaner Very Good
9 ..9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 Africa — Prelude to
Victory
Very Good
18 ..12/12/42
America'sto Food
Crisis Good
Informative .... 17
18 .... 9/11/43
3/20/43
148 Airways
Peace
13 And Then Japan Very Good
18 ..8/ 7/43
12 Bill Jack vs. Adolf
Hitler
Exceptional 17 1/3.7/24/43
1 F.B.I. Front
Stirring
20 .. 9/19/42
2 Fighting French
Good
20 ..10/10/42
9II Inside
Fascist
Spain
Rev.
Invasion!
Excellent 17
18 ..Not
.. 6/12/43
35 Mr.
Navy & andMrs.theAmerica
Nation Very
Very Good
Good 20
19 ..11/
..1/ 7/42
9/43
6 One Dafy of War
Outstanding ... 21 .. 1/23/43
10 Show Business at War. .. Excellent 17 .. 5/15/43
7 The New Canada Good
18 .. 2/20/43
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9 ..Not Rev.
3351 Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9 ..12/19/42
3303 Steelhead Fighters Good
9 .. 1/30/43
3301 Well-Rowed Harvard Good
9 .. 8/29/42
3302 When Winter Calls Good
10 .. 1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (26)
3551 All
Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
3560
Barnyard
77 .. .. 3/8/15/42
8/43
3558 Barnyard WAAC
Comical
7 .. 1/16/43
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
7 ..10/ 3/42
3557 Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
Rev.
. 5/ 8/43
3568
Again
For
Children .. 777 .. .Not
3502 He
IckleDood
MeetsIt Pickle
Fair
. . 1 1/28/42
3572 Last
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
Rev.
. .Not Rev.
3569
Up (Tech.)
77 ..Not
3552 Life With Fido (Tech.) .. Routine
7 . . 9/19/42
3570
Mopping
Up
(Tech.)
7
. .Not Rev.
3555 Mouse of Tomorrow
(Tech.)
Swell
7 . . 12/12/42
3556 Nancy
in Doing
Their Bit (Tech.)
7 . .Not Rev.
3554 Night
Life in(Tech.) Funny
the Army
7 ..10/17/42
3571
Pandora's
Box (Tech.)
77 .Not Rev.
3362
Patriotic
Pooches
Amusing
5/ 8/43
3533 School Daze (Tech.) Fair
7 . .. 10/17/42
Rev.
3559 Scrap for Victory (Tech.)
7 .. .Not
.
5/ 8/43
3561
Good
7
3562 Shipyard
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 . .Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
.Not Rev.
3402 Accent
.Not Rev.
3401
Women onin Courage.
Blue
20th CENTURY-FOX 1943-44
ADVENTL'RES OF A NEWSREEL CAIMERAMAN
Good
9 . . 9/ 4/43
4251 Flying Gunners
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
9
4/43
4151 Coast of Strategy Colorful
Instructive . . . . 9 .. .. 9/9/ 4/43
4152
TERRYTOONS
Fantastic
7 .. 9/ 4/43
4503 Down With Cats .Good
7 . . 9/ 4/43
4504
UNITED ARTISTS
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Good ....
Churchill's
Island .... Very
Good
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Food,
of
Conquest
Impressive ...
Hitler's
PlanChina..
Inside
Fighting
Thrilling
Invasion of Europe
Invasion of North Africa
The Mask of Nippon. . . . Excellent
New Russian
Soldiers Ally
Are Tough.
Our
Excellent
Road Isto Blitz
Tokyo
This
Grim Realism.
War for Men's Minds. . .
SPECIAL
Don't Hook Now.

41

REVIEW

20 .. 4/ 4/42
20 . . 12/12/42
. 222220
2119
212020
16
19

. 4' Rev.
4/42
.. .Not
.. .. 5/9/l9'42
8/43
..10/24/42
.. .. 25 306 '4342

. 9/2B/42
21 .. .Not
. 7/25
3/ Rev.
7/42'42

UNIVERSAL
7243
7241
7247
7242
7248
7244
7245
724C
7125
7129
7l2(i
7123
7248
7130
7122
7131
7128
7124
7127
7121
7375
7374
7371
7372
7373
7376
7378
7329
7377
7381
7380
7382
71 in
7111
7232
7233
7234
7235
7231
7362
7352
73CI
7358
73.59
7360
7357
7354
7353
7351
7355
7356
099G
0995
0997
7363

8121
8371
8231
8351

1942-43Running

ANDY PANDA CARTUNES
Air Raid Warden Amusing
Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
Canine
Commandos
Lnan
Stranger
Ration Bored
Fast
Screwball
Funny
Swing Your Partner Fair
The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
NAIME BAND MUSICALS
Chasin'
Entertaining ...
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good
Jivin'
Jam Session Entertaining
Ration
Fast ...
Russian Bored
Revels
Serenade
in Swing Fair
Smoke Rings
Swing That Band
Swing's
Thing
Swingtimethe Blues
Trumpet Serenade Entertaining ...
PERSON-ODDITIES
Designed
by
Fannie
Hurst
Interesting
Double
Talk Girl
Human Sailboat
Jail Hostess
King Huey
of theDo 49-er8
Interesting
Let
It
Interesting
Little
Farmfront Clayton
Wonder
Shepherd
of the Round Interesting
House
She's
A-l
the Navy
The Armlessin Dentist
Tom
ThumCowgirl
in Person Interesting
Western
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
Eagle vs. Dragon
Roar. Navy, Roar Swell
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
Boogie Woogie Sioux Very Good
Cow
Boogie Amusing
Egg Cow
Cracker
Pass
the
Biscuits,Suits
Mirandy
Pert
Yankee Doodle Swing
Shift
Good
VARIETY VIEWS
Any Chickens Today Good
Canadian Patrol
Very Good
Confusion in India Instructive
Hungry India
Mr. Chimii Goes to Town
Mirror
of Sub-Marine Interesting
Life
Mothers
Very Good
New Era ofinPresidents
India
Spirit of Democracy Fine
Trouble Spot of the East. Interesting
Western Whoopee
Very Good
Winter Sports Jamboree. . Excitino
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
Arsenal
of
Might Excellent
KeepingWe Fit
What
Are Fighting Very Good
For
Yukon Outpost
Very Good

15 . 12/12/42
15
Rev.
l5'/2. ,Not1/23/43
157
., 8/8/21/43
1/42
Rev.
15 .Not
. 9/19/42
15 . ..Not
Not Rev.
15
15 .. • Not Rev.
15 Not Rev.
8/ 1/42
99
9
9
99
9
9
9
9

.. l/li>/».<
..Not
Rev.
., Not Rev.
.. Not Rev.
..12/
5/42
.. 2/27/43
..Not Rev.
..6/ 3/43
.. Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
.. Net
6/12/43
Rev.

22 ..Not Rev.
22i/2.. 1/16/43
7
77
7
7

..12/ 5/42
.. 2/27/43
..Not
Rev.
.. 8/21/43
. . 9/12/42

9
9
9
9

.. 8/21/43
..10/17/42
.. 6/19/43
..Not Rev.
Not Rev.
..6/ 5/43
.... Not2/27/43
Rev.
..10/17/42
.. 9/19/42
.. 9/12/42
.. 2/27/43

9
108
10
9
7
9

.12/12/42
II10 .10/17/42
10 . 8/21/43
9 .Not Rev

UNIVERSAL 1943-44
NAME BAND MUSICALS
Hit Tune Serenade
PERSON-ODDITIES
Wizard of Autos
SWING SYMPHONIES
Boogie Woogie Man
VARIETY VIEWS
Who's Next
Excellent
9

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good ...
8109 Army Show
Very Fine ...
8184
the Lineand ofJolly
Duty. Great
8112 Beyond
Happy
Times
Moments
Good Number
3107 Little Isle of Freedom Inspiring
8106
Man
Killers
8108 Our African Front
8110 Rear Gunner
Good
8101
Annapolis
8103 Spirit
Spirit ofof West
Point Stirring .
8111 Three Cheers for the
Girls
8105 Vaudeville
DaysVery Good
8306
8304
8302
8303
8301
8305

Time Revltweo
Itaue Of
7 ,. 1/16/43
7 ..10/17/42
Not Rev.
77 .Not
Rev.
.
2/27/43
7 . 8/21/43
7 . 6/19/43
8/19/43
7

201942-43
9/ 4,'43
20
20 . .10/10/42
3/42
202026 ....10/3/13/43
20 ... . 7/31/43
1/ 2/43
2020 Not Rev.
20 .. 4/17/43
. .Not Rev.
Rev.
. 10/17/42
20 .. .Not
6/19/43
20 ... Not
Rev.

HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
King of the Archers Entertaining ... 10 . . 3/ 6/43
So Need
You Think
You
10 . . 1/23/43
Glasses
Fair
So You Want to Give
10
Up Smoking
Excellent
10 . . 7 / 3 , 43
Stars
on Horseback Disappointing
..10/ 3/42
Sweeney Steps Out
(Reissue)
Good
in1 1 .12Not 12Rev.'42
This Is the Enemv

42

SHOWMEN'S
VITAPHONE-WARNER
1942-43 (Cont.)

Running
Tim*

8411
8406
8409
8410
8401
8412
8403
8407
8402
8408
8001
8006
8004
8002
8005
8003

TECH. SPECIALS (6)
22 .12/ 5/42
A Ship Is Born . . Inspiring
Champions Training
. . Excellent . 20 . 7/ 3/43
Champions
. . 5/ 1/43
Eagles of the Navy . . ..Gnnil
20 . 1/16/43
Fighting Engineers
..Top Quality .. . 2020 . 8/ 7/43
. 6/ 5/43
Young and Beautiful.. ..Fair

8508
85UI
8504
8509
85U6
8502
8503
8505
8510
8507
8706
8707
8705
8701
8710
8711
8714
8703
8715
8708
8702
8712
8704
8716
8709
8713

September 18, 1943

REVIEW

BROS.

LOONEY TUNES
Confusions at a Nutzy Spy
7
Daffy Duckaroo
Amusing
7
The
Hep
Cat
(Tech.)
In
the
Groove..
Hop and Go
Fair
77
My Favorite Duck(Tech.).Gnod
7
PorkyDuckPig's
Feat
Lots of Laughs. 7
To
or Not
to
DuckJokio
(Tech.)
Funny
Tokio
77
Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7
Yankee Doodle Daffy Good
7
MELODY MASTERS (10)
All American Bandt Very Good
10
Army
Air Force& Band
10
B. Minnevitch
Hit
Harmonica School Excellent
ID10
Childhood
Good
022ie NelsonDays
&. His
Orchestra
Entertaining
Six
and aMarine
Miss Good
UnitedHitsStates
Band
Outstanding
The United States Navy
Band
The United States Service Pleasing ...
Bands
Very Good . .
U. S. Army Band
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Case
of
the and
Missing
7
Coal Black
de Hare. Excellent
Sebben Dwarfs Funny
7
Ding
Dong
Daddy
Very
Good
Dover Boys
77
Fifth Column Mouse Fair
7
Flop Goes the Weasel Fair
7
Greetings Bait (Tech.) . .Amusing
7
Hare
Brained
Hypnotist.
Ha!
Ha!
7
Jackrabbit and the
Beanstalk
Very Good
7
Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing.. 77
Sheepish
Super Rabbit (Tech.) .... Fair
7
Tale of Two Kitties Very Funny ... 7
The Aristo Cat
Very Good
7
Tortoise
Hare.Fiinrty
UnbearableWinsBearby a (Tecli.)
77
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.)
America's
Battle of
Beauty
Good
Cuba,
Land
of Advonlnre, , Fair
Sports
Grey,
While and Hnihi...!
BUm ... Eye-filling
Horses!
Iiitoresting
Rod and Horses!
Reel on
Anticosti Islnri'i
Rover's Soldiors
Rangora (Tutli.) Excellent
Very Good ..
Sniffer
Snow
South Sporls
American Sports ... Excellent
Very Good
Sporting
Dogs
Interesting
The
Timing Very
FairGood
WomenRightIn Sports

8604
8602
8601
8606
8603
8611
8605
8608
8607
8609

TRADE

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
Batman
Chaps.
Phantom
1515 Chaps.
The Secret Code
(5 Chaps.
Valley of Vanithing Men
15 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West.
G-Men
Black Dragon... 1512 Chaps.
King ofVs.theTheMounties
Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Adventures
Jack Guard
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSmilin'
the Coast
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

.Not
Rt«
. 1 1/28/42
.10/17/42
. 4/17/43
9/43
. 8/1/ 7/43
..Not3/13/43
Rev.
. 8/14/43
6/19/43
. 5/29/43
.Not
Rev.
.... 6/26/43
1/23/43
. . 4/24/43
..11/28/42
.10/ 3/42
. . 2/16/43
. 7/31/43
Not Rev.
. 1/23/'
.. 1/23,'-1/ 9/43
.Not
Rev.
.. 4/17/43
4/24/43
. 6/19/43
.12/ 5,4
.. 7/3/13/43
3/43
.Not
Rev
. 4/17/4,
. 12/12/4:
.. 3/13/43
6/26/4.
Not Rev.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
fen cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borders. No charge for name and address. 5 insertioni
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
BOOKS

SOUND

SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
covering every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address,NewShowmen's
Review,
Broadway,
York City. Trade
EQUIPMENT

THE ARMY NEEDS 'EM— ANY MAKE
PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR
35MM SOUND— HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
Box 618, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

EXPERT PROJECTIONIST and service
man, work 40 hours per week, could also use
lobby display artist. Good town, good pay,
permanent job for right man. Give full details first letter. Soak operators and drifters,
keep
away.Texas.
Queen-Gem-Ritz Theatres,
Brownwoocl,
A'lanagers, draft exempt, for towns 2,500 to
4,000 population. Excellent opportunity for advancement to experienced and energetic men.
No officer managers, impresarios, or managing
directors wanted. State age, experience, reasonable salary expected to start, draft status,
references.
Reply Box 1301, Knoxville, Tennessee.
NEW

Not7/31/43
Rev.
Not Rev.
1/30/43
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Rev.
Not
Not Rev.
11/
Not 7/42
Rev.
Not Rev

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
TImt Dati
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
10 ..12/24/42
Community
Transportation
1/7/43
Doctors at War
10V/i.... 5/13/43
Farm Battle Lines
II .. 1/29/43
Farmer at War
9 .. 3/11/43
Food for Fighters
9 .. 4/ 1/43
Fuel Conservation
3 ..11/12/42
Henry Brown, Farmer
9 ..11/15/42
Lift Your Heads
10 ..7/ 8/43
Message From Malta
10 .. 6/10/43
Mission Accomplished
10 .. 4/29/43
Negro Colleges
in War Time
1/25/43
Night
Shift
II8 ....12/10/42
Paratroops
9
..
1/21/43
Prelude to War
51 .. 5/27/<3
Report From the Aleutians
47 .. 7/30/43
Right Pearl
of Way
4/15/43
Since
Harbor
891/2 .... 2/18/43
The
Spirit
of
'43
5'/2..
2/
4/43
Troop
Train
War Town
1010 .... 2/11/43
6/24/43
You. John Jones
lOVi.. 1/14/43
Wings Up
20 . . 5/27/43

THEATRE

FOR SALE: THEATRE, small town.
Operating Friday — Saturday. 260 upholstered
seats. New Holmes Projectors. Sherman Theatre, Sherman, Mississippi.
THEATRE

DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
THEATRES WANTED
WANT TO BUY— or lease theatre in small
southern town. Complete details first letter.
405 Revilo Blvd., Daytona Beach, Fla.
USED EQUIPMENT

CHOSEN AT RANDOM FROM FALL
BARGAIN SHEET— Super GM Visitron 868
type Photocells, $4.95 ; Simplex Cinemaphone
Soundheads, $56.50; Carbon Savers, Suprex
or Low Intensity, 98c ; Vocochrome Snowhite
Soundscreens, 235^c square foot; Flextone
Washable, 30i4c ; Crystal Beaded, 39^c. Get
your copy now. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street. New
York 18, N. Y.

THE ATTACK

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut—
12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.

EQUIPMENT

BENCH
REWINDERS,
$7.65; 1000'
FILM
SHIPPING
CASES, PAIR
SECTION,
39c;
RED FIREPAILS, 49c; QUART UNDERWRITERS APPROVED EXTINGUISHERS,
$11.25;
TWO SIX
QUART,
$13.50;$17.58;
2000'
FILM CABINETS,
SECTION,
EIGHT SECTION, $23.64; TEN SECTION,
$29.30; RCA PHOTOPHONE
3' x 5'THROAT,
MULTICELLULAR HORNS, DOUBLE
WORTH $250.00, NOW $79.50. Many more
comparable values — see Fall Bargain Bulletin.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION,
449 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

BACK

FOR SALE

MODERN THEATRE. NEW AlEXICO
TOWN, 450 SEATS, DOING EXCELLENT
BUSINESS, WILL BEAR THOROUGH
INVESTIGATION. ADDRESS: PUEBLO
THEATRE, RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO.

Edison Peep-box Machine, Edison Spoolbank, Edison universal and old models of projection heads. DUNSTON— 306 West 33rd
Street, Norfolk, Va.
HELP WANTED

. 1/ 2/43
. 2/13/43
. 7/ 3/43
. 1/ 2/43
Rev.
..Not6/ 5/43
.. 10/10/42
7/31/43
. 12/12/42
. 3/13/43
..11/28/42
3/13/43

SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
SOUND Projectors, absolutely complete with
amplifier, tubes, loudspeaker, cables and telescoping pedestal. Single projector outfit, $545 ;
Double outfit, $975. Good condition, useci for
roadshowing commercial films. ABELES ADVERTISING SERVICE, 453 W. 42nd St.,
New York City.

WANTED

WE PAY CASH— YOU BUY BONDS—
Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses, Projectors, Motors,
Etc. Give age, condition, first letter. Box 617,
Showmen's
Review, 1501 Broadway,
New
York 18,Trade
New York.

EQUIPMENT

...

FALL BARGAIN BULLETIN BURSTING WITH BUYS LIKE THESE— Simplex
Lamphouse Stabilizers, $14.75 ; Monitor Speakers, $1.25; Amplifiers, from $9.95; Portable
Sound Projectors, from $59.50; G.E. 30/60
Mercury Rectifiers, $150.00; Thousand Watt
Mogul Screw Bulbs, $2.00 ; Motiograph or
Superior Projector Mechanism, $95.00; Ross,
Bausch & Lomb, Ilex Series II Lenses, long
focus, $19.50; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals,
$39.50; Aisle Lights, $1.95; Spring Edge Cushions, $2.25; Coinometers, latest type, $77.50;
Underwriters 2^ gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers, reconditioned, $20.00 ; Ward-Leonard 45
ampere Suprex Rectifier, $137.50; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
your copy. S.O.S.
SUPPLY
PORATION, CINEMA
449 West 42nd
Street, CORNew
York 18, New York.
PAIR REAR SHUTTER Simplex Five
Point Stand Projectors. Also One $490.00 Dual
Channel DX-31 Ace Amplifier. All Like New.
Bargain. AUDIEN, 2025 Jackson, Dallas, Texas.

BUY

EXTRA

WAR

BONDS
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Ovcrconfidence
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DON'T

effort!

LET

HAPPEN!
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Fight

job in the

3^^ War

complacency

Hard -hitting
The
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The
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is bigger
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mind
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is not
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to Berlin
must
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Your
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Back
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Tokio
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must

will inspire

now!

with

boys

who
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never

your

ever

showmanship!

is long

rally patriots

than

die today!

bloody!

nation's

call!

let down!

patrons

to

attack!

Wci A^liiitirf Co mmittee of the Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, Netc York
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TlielGirl From Monterey
PRC
Comedy-Drama 57 mins.
(Prod. No. 412— Nat'I Release, Oct. 4)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A colorful picture with music and story that should
please the whole gang.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Qualifies for top
spot in the neighborhoods and subsequents
and should do good business.
Cast: Armida, Edgar Kennedy, Veda Ann Borg,
Jack LaRue, Terry Frost, Anthony Caruso, Charles
Williams, Bryant Washburn, Guy Zanett, Wheeler
Oakman. Credits: Directed by Wallace Fox. Original
story by George Green and Robert Gordon. Screenplay
by Arthur Hoerl. Associate Producer, Harry D.
Edwards. Director of photography. Marcel Le Picard.
Produced by Jack Schwarz.
Plot: A Mexican singer, learning that her
baby brother has become a boxer, and has
a punch, takes over his management and
guides him to the championship. The plot
is thickened by an attempt to soften her
brother by night-clubbing but she turns the
trick aside, and when the champion loses to
her brother, she sees him off to the Army,
in
him and showing a sister's love
for love
her w^ith
brother.
Comment: A very satisfactory offering that
qualifies for the top spot in the nabes and
subsequents to which it is beamed. Should
do good business. There is enough story,
tightly reined, to make the singing and personality of Armida stand out. Others in the
cast show up equally well with Anthony
Caruso and Terry Frost vieing for the romantice male lead. Edgar Kennedy again proves
that he is a man to be considered for straight
roles with a tinge of comedy. Production by
Jack Schwarz shows color and interest in
sets that match those qualities in the story.
Direction by Wallace Fox is deft, retaining
quality with color. Schools and all patriotic
organizations will cooperate, as this is aimed
at pleasant Latin-American relations.

PRC

Tiger Fangs
Drama

59 mins.

(Prod. No. 406— Nat'I Release, Sept. 10)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Has entertainment angle with interest for all who
love animal pictures.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should do well
as program fare, with the draw of the Frank
Buck name and the general public interest in
animal pictures.
Cast: Frank Buck, June Duprez, Duncan Renaldo,
Howard Banks, J. Farrell MacDonald, Arno Frey,
Dan Seymour, J. Alex Havier, Pedro Regas. Credits:
Directed by Sam Newfield. Original screenplay by
Arthur St. Claire. Director of photography Ira Morgan. Associate Producer, Fred McConnell. Produced
by Jack Schwarz.
Plot: Buck is sent to a spot in Asia to help
clear up a serious bottleneck in the rubber
production section. There he meets an American, born in the East, who tells him the
trouble is caused by the fear the laborers
have of the unusually ferocious tigers running around loose. Buck finds the trouble
lies with a few Nazis who are trying to
sabotage the rubber because it is being used
for the Allied cause.
Comment: A good animal picture with just
enough story to implement the animal stock
shots and animal action shots. This will do
well and satisfy most of the Frank Buck
fans and audiences who go for animal pictures. The blending of stock shots, story and
action is so well done that it immediately sug-

Legion of Decency Ratings
(For Week Ending Sept. 25)
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Sweet Rosie O'Grady Thank Your Lucky Stars
Young Ideas Case of the Dangerous Blondes
OBJECTIONABLE IN PART
You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith
gests the fine hand of George Merrick, who
acted as production manager and film editor.
Sell the Frank Buck name, using the "Bring
'Em Back Alive" buildup. Pet shops and
museums, as well as schools, will cooperate.
A teaser campaign may be effective on the
"Chindock" angle of the picture, a "Chindock," according to native superstition being
the evil spirit of the man returned in the body
of a Tiger, to maim and attack living people.

Man From Music Mountain
Republic Western
71 mins.
(Nat'I Release, Sept. 30)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A humdinger western that will excite and thrill all
action and outdoor followers.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Can beat the
average of Roy Rogers series.
Cast: Roy Rogers, Pat Brady, Ruth Terry, Paul
Kelly, Ellsworth Blake, Ann Gillis, Renie Riano,
Hank Bell, George Cleveland, Paul Harvey, Hal
Taliaferro, Jay Novello, Bob Nolan and the Sons of
the Pioneers. Credits: Directed by Joe Kane. Screenplay by Bradford Rope and J. Benton Chaney. DirecBill Bradford. Associate Producer,
Harrytor of photography.
Grey.
Plot: Someone has been stirring up an old
feud between the sheep and cattle ranchers.
The
of the
Cattlemen's
tries president
to throw the
blame
on a youngAssociation
girl who
has inherited a sheep ranch from her parents.
But when the County's famous singing cowboy comes to town, he uncovers a plot that
puts the culprit in jail where he belongs and
makes peace for everyone else.
Comment: Endowed with good direction,
a very fast pace and some catchy numbers
by Roy Rogers, Bob Nolan and the Sons of
the Pioneers, this western is one of the best
in the Rogers series; sure to thrill its regular
followers. It's a humdinger for other action
and outdoor fans, for the fisticuffs aren't just
done on fiat ground, but rolling down mountain sides and on a runaway horse. Rogers
is okay as the successful radio singing cowboy who comes back to his own hometown
to straighten out a mess, singing in a pleasing voice. Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers present some very good numbers, the
one. Smiles Are Made Out of the Sunshine,
being sure to catch on with those who favor
western and hillbilly songs. A large part of
the film's effectiveness is due to Harry Grey,
the producer, for his choice of location and
other production values and Joe Kane's fine
handling of the directorial reins. Regular
advance exploitation for Rogers can be furthered by tying in spot announcements on
local radio stations with a teaser campaign
on
the identity of prominent radio singing
cowboys.

Adventure in Iraq
Warner Bros.
Drama
64 mins.
(Nat'I Release October 9)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Outmoded type of drama linked with modern
war angle is likely to miss fire in most situations.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Purely a fill-in
which may catch a few patrons through the
word "Iraq" in the title.
Cast: John Loder, Ruth Ford, Warren Douglas,
Paul Cavanagh, Barry Bernard, Peggy Carson, Bill
Crago, Martin Carralaga. Credits: Directed by D.
Ross Lederman. Screenplay by George R. Bilson and
Robert E. Kent. From a play by William Archer.
Photography by James Van Trees.
Plot: John Loder, the dissipated Englishman; Ruth Ford, his wife, and Warren
Douglas, a Flying Tiger, are forced down in
a plane. It is the desert country of Iraq, and
when they find their way to a nearby city
they fall into the hands of Sheik Ahmid Bel
Nor (Paul Cavanagh). The sheik favors the
Axis, and when three of his subjects are
killed as spies the population demands the
three visitors be executed as hostages. The
sheik, very polite, treats them well, makes
love to Ruth, and has them set for the firing
squad the next morning. But Douglas and
Loder find a radio and signal the U. S. flying
force; then Loder is killed by a native. When
the planes arrive in the nick of time the way
is clear for Ruth and Warren.
Comment: Taken from a play by William
Archer, which looks suspiciously like "The
Green Goddess" in modern dress, the story
gives the impression of being utterly ridiculous. It is in dead earnest, yet the stretches
of dialogue taken from the original Archer
play sound so stilted today that there is grave
danger your adience will find it funny, rather
than dramatic. As a matter of fact, in watching the desert and harem scenes you rather
expect to see Bob Hope or Abbott nad Costello burst in any minute — which would have
been a good idea. The players do as well as
may be with a difficult assignment and the
production values are up to par. If your
patrons are not particular about story values
or absurdities in action and dialogue they
will take this one all right. Play up one thing
in
advertising: Iraq, but don't promise too
much.

Sweet RosieMusical
O'Grady 76 mins.
20th Century-Fox
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) a sweet,
roguish and rowdy con octK t that will be
enjoyed by all.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Another Technicolor Grable to grab the O'Gravy and make
your ticket machines hum.
Cast : Betty Grable, Robert Young, .Adolphe Menjou,
Reginald Gardiner, Virginia Grey, Phil Regan, Sig
Ruman. Alan Dinehart, Hobart Cavanaugh and others.
Credits: Produced by William Perlberg. Directed by
Irving Curamings. Screenplay by Ken Englund and
based on stories by William R. Lipman and Fredrick
Stephani and by Edward Van Every. Music and Ij-rics
by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren. Photographed
in Technicolor by Ernest Palmer. Musical direction by
Alfred Newman and Charles Henderson.
Plot: An American burlesque queen of the
exciting '80s, has graduated to fame on the
London stage and lines up a Duke who is on
the verge of proposing jnct as she sails back
to New York to make .i Broadway debut
Aboard ship she learns of sensational stories
of her past appearing in the Police Gasette,
{Continued on Page 24)
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Much
Activity
Third War Loan campaign reports reached
WAC headquarters in New York this week
from various cities.
Greensboro, N. C. Bond premiere showing
of "So Proudly We Hail" at the Carolina Theatre was expected to bring in $5,542,793 in bond
sales, according to Manager Norris Hattaway,
who tied-in with a campaign for five million
dollars to pay for the fighting ship U.S.S. Kephart, named in honor of a local hero who died
in action. Zeal of Hattaway and his colleagues
brought sales of half a million more than the
goal.
Richmond, Va. The Colonial Theatre, with
"Let's Face It" as the feature to draw purchasers, staged a war bond premiere which accounted for sales totaling $315,000. George
Peters, Colonial manager, handled tlie arrangements.
Amarillo, Texas. With a special show
which featured the personal appearances of
Johnny Mack Brown and Raymond Hatton, a
premiereexhibitor
of "So showmanship,
Proudly We Hail,"
and
abond
barbecue,
according
to J. C. King, grossed an impressive $2,500,000
in bonds. For the barbecue, which meant a
"steak for a bond," the Office of Price Administration released 1000 pounds of point-free beef.
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha overshot its goal for
the five-million dollar war bond premiere at the
Paramount Theatre September 17 as 2700
patrons purchased $5,980,000 in bonds to gain
their seats which sold from $25,000 to $25 each.
The picture was "Watch on the Rhine."
Adding to the occasion was the appearance of
five war heroes and film stars William Boyd,
Mary Brian and Grace Bradley.
State Exhibitor Chairman Bill Miskell planned a special program. He had side aisles lined
with soldiers holding flags of nations. Al Randall's 30-piece orchestra swung into an overture
of marches of the various branches of the service to open the event as the colors were taken
to the stage.
Then four Army jeeps roared in carrying the
stars and heroes. As a finale, Rosalie Smith
of Macedonia, la., freshman at Drake University who was flown in a CAP plane from
Des Moines, sang The Star Spangled Banner.
Chicago, 111. Alliance Theatre circuit is
going all out on the Third War Loan Drive,
according to Pete Panagos. The circuit has
booked premiere openings to tie up with the
drive. For the Roxy Theatre, Frankfort, Ind.,
the feature will be "Watch on the Rhine."
Peru's Roxy Theatre and Kokomo's Sipe Theatre will feature "Hit the Ice." Moon Theatre,
Vincennes, will show "Crash Dive." The State
Theatre, Anderson, will feature "Sky's the
Limit," while the State Theatre in Logansport
will start the ball rolling with "Stage Door
Canteen." For October booster drive; they will
show "This Is the Army" in all theatres of the
circuit, with the usual advance premiere.
The Operators' Union will buy $25,000 worth
of bonds in the Third War Loan ; this will give
their treasury $125,000 in bonds of the three
issues, according to John Smith, business agent.
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Volunteers Sell Bonds, Stamps
Joanne Henry, Thelma Overing, Nancy Streeter
and Helen Peters volunteer to man the Bond &
Stamp booth at the Orange Theatre in Orange,
Mass. Note wheel at right whereby patrons of
the theatre are given an opportunity to win
free passes with purchases cf stamps or bonds.
Griffith
For

in Oklahoma

a Brief

Stay

In order to join the Cavalcade in Stn Antonio,
L.
C. Griffith, ingeneral
chairman
industry's
participation
the Third
Warof the
Loan,
planed
out of New York on Friday, where he has been
for the past six weeks. Griffith will personally
supervise the Third War Loan operations of his
own organizations and will return to WAC
headquarters shortly.
Griffith left behind him C. B. Akers, campaign director, who will be acting chairman,
working with Ray Beall, head of the publicity
committee for the campaign. Beall and Akers
will be in constant communication with Griffith
during his absence.
Just before his departure, Griffith was tendered a luncheon at the Hotel Astor by his
WAC associates and co-workers. Those attending who paid tribute to his 'dynamism" in
coordinating were
the many
of the
cooperation,
H. M.phases
Richey,
Sam industry's
Rinzler,
Dan Michaelove, Joseph Bernhard, Leo Brecher,
.\rthur Mayer, S. H. Fabian, Francis S. Harmon, C. B. Akers, Ray Beal, Leonard Goldenson, Gordon White, David Lipton, Barney
Balaban, Joseph Hazen, Jack Alicoate, Wm.
Michel, Ed. Schreiber.
Airmada Sells Two Million In
Bonds at Des Moines Rally
The Zone 2 war bond Airmada ended its
3,000 mile tour in Des Moines with $60,000,000
bonds sold during the 10-day trip.
In Des Moines the group sold over $2,000,000
with a two-hour Back Salerno rally at the
down-town business platform. A. H. Blank,
chairman of the WAC reported the theatre
group had sold $1,317,589 prior to the rally.
The airmada group included William Boyd,
Grace Bradley, Mary Brian and five war heroes.

With

New
Orleans Rally
With Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles among those cities
being visited and yet to be visited by the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade, the New York headquarters of the WAC this week announced
that bond sales of the company, up to and
including its St. Louis appearance on Saturday.
September 18th, were $971,000,000 and with its
New Orleans appearance Monday, officially
passed the billion-dollar mark when sales reports
for
the company's
Orleans rally brought
the cumulative
total New
to $1,010,500,000.
The all-star show which packed Municipal
Stadium in New Orleans 150,000 strong (100,000 above the stadium's normal capacity) and
had an estimated 35,000 spectators listening to
loudspeakers placed outside the arena, brought
an
additional $39,500,000 to the Treasury's
cof?ers.
In St. Louis on Saturday night at Keil
Auditorium 14,000 people (4200 above house
capacity) bought $33,000,000 in bonds.
According
a wire
from R.stated
J. O'Donnell,
WAC
Texas toState
chairman,
that the
Cottonbowl Stadium at Dallas, in which the
stars performed Tuesday night, had been sold
out for the previous four days, scoring bond
sales over $35,000,000.
The Cavalcade
spent grueling
Sunday injobNew-of
Orleans
resting which
from the
chalking up billions for the Treasury Department, continued from its Dallas and Fort Worth
visits to San Antonio on the 22nd, San Francisco on the 26 and will conclude its nationwide
tour in Los Angeles on Sept. 27th.

industry Aids Canada
War Loan Campaign
At the request of the Canadian government,
the Hollywood Division of the War Activities
has prepared several brief film bulletins which
will be used in Canada's Fifth War Loan beginning October 18th and ending November 6th.
Four bulletins have been produced, starring
Bing Crosby, Mary Pickford, Frank Morgan and
Michele Morgan, which will be spotted through
the campaign.
The film with Miss Pickford was made during World War I, and will have a modern comthe star.
Morgan's
effort willmentary
be madein by
French
and willMiss
be distributed
in French-language areas.
Food for Japanese War Prisoners
First 100,000 packages of foodstuffs prepared
by the Red Cross is ready for shipment from
the Chicago headquarters to the war prisoners
in Japan. Chicago theatres and the film trade
are fully behind the plan. This marks the first
time the Red Cross has succeeded in obtaining
safe passage for its shipping from the Japanese
government.
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Injured, Continues
Eddie Buzzell, directcr extraordinary of
the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade, who has survived the mental strain of rolling up one
billion dollars for the Treasury Department,
will continue the nation-wide b:nd selling
stint with the aid of crutches and a wheel
chair.
The accident occurred during the show's
Minneapolis appearance last Friday night
when Buzzell, who was running back stage,
tore the tendon in his right leg.
Despite severe physical pain and an injury
which
inval'd with
him the
for Carathree
weeks, would
Buzzellordinarily
will continue
van until its ccnclusion on September 27th.

Leaders,

Officials

At

'Bell
Bond
Premiere
War Bond Premiere of "For Whom the
Bell Tolls at Loew's Palace Theatre in Washington last week attracted a scintillating roster
of capital leaders and high military ofHcials.
The capacity audience included :
■RearHarry
Admiral
W. H.
P. Blandy,
and
Mrs.
Hopkins,
Admiral
Ernest Mr.
J. King,
Commissioner Charles Kutz, Rear Admiral
Emory S. Land, Brig. Gen. and Mrs. David
McCoach, Rear Admiral and Mrs. Ross T.
Mclntire, Rear Admiral Ben Morrell, Rear
Admiral Randall Jacobs, Commissioner Guy
Mason, Mrs. Brehon Somervell, Maj. Gen.
James Ulio, Brig. Gen. and Mrs. Edwin Watson, Commissioner J. Russell Young and Capt.
and Mrs. Leland P. Lovette, Earle W. Sweigert, Paramount district manager, and Mrs.
Sweigert, J. E. Fontaine, Paramount branch
manager, and Mrs. Fontaine, Carter Barron,
Loew's Theatres division manager, and Mrs.
Barron.
The premiere was preceded by a concert
in front of the house by an 80-piece brass band
of -the Army Air Forces from Boiling Field,
.conducted by Captain L. Hieberg.
"Crowds jammed F Street and traffic was
stopped.

,
]
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j
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Capitol Performers, Stagehands,
Others Asks Salaries in Bonds
Manager Herman Landwehr of the Capitol
Theatre reported this vi^eek that his new "Stars
in Person" show, which opened Thursday with
Jimmy Cagney's "Johnny Come Lately," sent
him a request that their entire salary for the
first week be paid them in war bonds. This
includes Allan Jones, Virginia O'Brien, Henny
Youngman and the Morton Gould Orchestra.
Not to be outdone, union stagehands, projectionists and musicians made the same request. Ushers and others in lower salary
brackets who regularly buy an average of 18
percent of their salaries in bonds, requested
the amount be doubled but spread out over a
two-month period, in order to assure the Capitol
Theatre of its coveted "Highest Possible"
record during the current "Back The Attack"
War Bond Campaign.
Tickets Going Fast
Free reserved-seat tickets for "the Best ShowBroadway ever had," — the All-Broadway Theatres Midnight War Bond Show on October
1st, are disappearing rapidly at the Paramount.
Roxy,
Hall,where
Strand,they
Loew's
and
Capitol Music
Theatres
are State
obtainable
with war bond purchases. The best seats are
for $1000 bonds', -and most of these are still
available. Over three score of the top-most
stars of stage, screen, and radio will perform.

13,000
St.

TRADE
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Louis

Hall
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to Attend

Bond Cavalcade Show
Some 13,000 men, women and children, about
2,000 more than the rated seating capacity,
jammed
into theAuditorium
Convention last
HallSaturday
of St. Louis'
Kiel
Municipal
night
to see the visiting members of the Hollywood
Victory Caravan, who came here to create
additional interest in the $15,000,000,000 Third
War Loan campaign.
Arrival of the Hollywood War Bond Cavalcade had a stimulating effect. It was the sort
of "shot in the arm" that the dragging campaign in St. Louis required.
When the bond sales campaign headquarters
closed its sales for the day it was found a
total of $16,333,758 had been sold, compared
to $16,024,497 on the day Secretary Morgenthau
was a visitor. The grand total of sales ran
up to $71,127,414, or 39^ per cent of the St.
Louis quota of $180,675,000.
At the big show given in Kiel Auditorium,
which was attended by men, women and children
who had purchased bonds, mostly of the $25,
$50 and $100 denominations during the current
drive, Greer Garson said that the spectators
had purchased a grand total of $32,941,655 in
bonds in the Third War Loan Drive and that
the grand total sold as a result of the Hollywood Cavalcade current tour up to that time
had reached $972,000,000.
The train carrying the 11 film stars of the
Cavalcade, Kay Kyser and members of his
band and other entertainers, was met by Mayor
Kaufmann and other notables. The parade that
followed was viewed by upwards of 30,000.
All angles of the visit of the stars and
the big show and audience at the Auditorium
indicated that the whole affair was a great
success. Harry C. Arthur, Jr., ranking executive of the Fanchon & Marco-St. Louis Amusement Company interests here, Missouri State
Chairman for the Film Industry's participation
in the bond campaign and the other members
of his committee are entitled to great credit
for the manner in which arrangements clicked.
The entertainment features of the show
were similar to those put on in other cities
previously visited by the Cavalcade.
,. It has been announced that a second war
bond motion picture premiere for St. Louis
will be put on at Loew's State Theatre commencing at midnight on September 25. "Salute
to the Marines" will be the feature picture.
The event will be similar to the premiere at
.Fanchon's & Marco's Ambassador Theatre the
night of September IS. It will be sponsored
by the St. Louis branch of the War Activities
Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, of
which Mr. Arthur is the local chairman. Special
attention will again be given to the sales of
series E bonds of the $25, $50 and $100 denominations. All theatres in St. Louis and
St. Louis County are cooperating to put this
premiere across.

^Middle Men' Help
Ralph Talbot, first-run theatre operator in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, scaled his theatre for a
bond
premiere
of the
War over
Veteran's
Bond
Airmada,
to yield
slightly
$l,5OO,C00.
Much to Mr. Talbot's surprise, two gentlemen
"bargained" with h m for 14 loge seats at the
cut-rate
14 seats. cost of $1,000,000 per each set of
Mr. Talbot had no sooner turned over the
$2,000,000 for war bonds to the Treasury
Department when the two gentlemen appeared again, this time to turn in 8 seats
apiece to be resold by the theatre at $25,000
each, for an additional $400,0D0.
On behalf cf the Treasury Department,
fusion.
Mr. Talbot is willing to overlook the con-

Airmada
Total

Bond

Sales

$250,000,000

The War Veterans' Bond Airmada which
concluded its ten-day bond-selling tour on Saturday, accrued a total of $250,000,000, it was
announced this week by Edward Sniderman,
WAC supervisor of the Airmada.
This unexpectedly high figure represents a
cumulative total of bond sales by all five crews
of wounded war veterans, all of whom have
received honorary awards and the Hollywood
personalities who accompanied them during
their nation-wide tour for the Treasury Department.
It was further announced that the crews
had visited 48 cities and had traveled a distance
of over 20,000 air miles in their five flights by
Army and Navy transport planes.
With tour managers reporting the tremendous
ovations accorded the groups, local members of
the War Finance Committee were highly
enthusiastic about the lasting effect which the
moving appeals of the fighting men has had
on bond sales.
Bond sales during the appearance of Tour
Three of the Airmada in Louisville reached
$9,695,291, but the impression wrought by the
group had been so great that bond sales for
the following day soared to $29,616,353.
Other bond sales : Oklahoma City, $12,500,000; Charlotte, N. C, $n,031,900; Seattle.
$11,202,975.
Theatre Issuing Agents Get
Recording of Back the Attack
The new war bond song. Back The Attack,
which was recorded by the Treasury Department, has been sent to all theatre issuing
agents, according to Ray Beal, WAC publicity
chairman for the Third War Loan Campaign.
The song which was recorded by David
Broekman and the Treasury Department orchestra and chorus, with Barry Wood as soloist,
and with vocalist Mary Small on the reverse
side, is ideal for exhibitor use since it contains
several plugs for the purchase of War Bonds
and can be used on non-sync, equipment. The
record is 78 r.p.m.

Monday
Tree Movie
Day
in New
York
Monday (September 27th 1 has been declared "Free Movie Day" in New York Metropolitan
area by the War Activities Committee-Motion Picture Industry. Purchasers of bonds on this day
will be admitted free to enjoy the shows.
War bonds of any denomination bought in Motion Picture Theatres cn Monday will admit
purchasers to any performance in that theatre that day (September 27th). "Free Movie Day " will
be observed by theatres, large and small, within the New York Metropolitan area.
Motion Picture Theatres in Westchester County began observance of "Free Movie Week" last
Thursday. The same conditions prevail except that instead of limiting the activity to one day.
/ purchasers of bonds in Westchester theatres any time during the week are admitted free to the
theatres any day, Thursday through Wednesday, September 23rd to 29th inclusive.
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Honor

Samuel

Backs

His Program,

War

Loan

in

Uses Effective

Gag on 'Mission^ Handbill
The days of humidity are numbered. In fact,
they
may be
endedthere
for isgood,
we can'tthat
be
optimistic,
because
a goodbutpossibility
of the few remaining days in September humidity
may rear its sticky face occasionally. For the
most
part,lookhowever,
it's through,
and
we shall
forward wenowthink
to cool
weather. We
won't say what the temperature has been during
the
warm.past few days, but it hasn't been any too
With the Third War Loan drive at the halfway mark as we write these lines (nearly finished as you read them) most exhibitors have
forgotten all about the Program Exchange. As
a result, few programs have come our way this
past week. But we are happy, for if showmen
are busy
bonds,
doing the biggest
and
most selling
important
job they're
right now.
Bowing and Doffing Their Hafs
Speaking of the Third War Loan, we like
very much the cover of a program from W. S.
Samuel, manager of the Ritz Theatre, Milan,
Tenu. A sketch shows Hitler, Mussolini and
Tojo bowing and doffing their hats. Says the
copy in a balloon above them : "Our Hats Off
to You Who Don't Buy Bonds. You're Helping
Us Instead of Your Own Boy." Then below
the sketch is this copy: "Come on, Moviegoers
—Back the Attack! Buy War Bonds— Third
War Loan."
For the inside spread, Samuel uses an illustrated border of bombs, fighting soldiers, antiaircraft guns, sub-chasers, airplanes, etc. Copy
in the upper right-hand corner of the third
page
: "It'sin up
to you,
to see
the boys
service
are Americans,
supplied. You
buy that
the
bonds, they will deliver the steel to the Axis."
Uses One-Column Ads
Inside the special border Samuel advertises
his week's attractions, and does it effectively
through the use of one-column mats, each
parallel to the other running across the two
pages and separated by rules. The layout accommodates four one-column mats.
On the back page the four attractions at the
Milan for the week are advertised through the
use of shallow one-column mats placed to form
a square, with the vertical and horizontal rules
separating them forming a cross.
Good Gag in Handbill
Two recent handbills are also included in the
seat-selling accessories received from the Milan
showmen.
On "Mission
Moscow,"
the special
herald
presents
this old,to but
still good,
gag:
"When will the war end?" There are two
boxes below this question, one for married folk
and one for single. In the "married" box the
holder is allotted space to answer these questions: "In what year were you born? In what
year were you married? What is your age?
How long married?" These figures are to be
added
and was
the total
two.married
Let's sayin
a person
born divided
in 1910,by was
1936, is now 33 years of age and has been married seven years. Adding these figures give a
total of 3886, and 3886 divided by two gives
1943 as the answer. No matter how you work
it, so long as you answer the questions properly,
you'll always get the same result.
This also holds trus for the "single" box.

Published Every Friday.
uld, Ark., SepL 10, 1943.
Crosby's "Dixie" Gay With Tunes, Color
owning Bunday
WaHime America
t TaoboJaotar laosb

Co-tLarT«d witb Blag ft I

Here'sof Junior
Offspring
the parentCinemag's
Cinemag, here'Pan'
is little
Junior Cinemag, or at least the cover for
the abbreviated tabloid now being issued for
the Capitol and Majestic in Paragould, Ark.
While a one-column cut in the center would
enliven the appearance of the page, we can
easily excuse its absence because this space
has been used to back the Third War Loan.
The questions
here are:
year
born?
What is asked
your age?
When "Inwaswhat
America
discovered? How long ago was that?" These
figures are to be added and divided by two.
Again the total, if the questions are answered
correctly, is 3886, and half of this is 1943.
Below the two boxes is this copy : "We can't
guarantee the answer you'll get, but we can
guarantee that you've never been thrilled like
you will be when you see 'Mission to Moscow,'
etc." This gag could be worked on a lot of
pictures.
the
holder to It's
retaingood
the because
handbill it
andpersuades
try the gag
out on other people. Try it yourself some time.
The Reminder, program for the Wallace and
Rose theatres, Levelland, Texas, has reverted
back to its original hand-bill style once more.
Whether this is definite or just temporary we
don't know, but regardless of the style, the
weekly herald is still attractive. We rather
imagine that the four-page affair entailed too
much folding effort, while the present handbill
requires no special folding. Furthermore, it
permits the use of large four-column ad mats,
which in this case, were on "Keeper of the
Flame" and "Two Weeks to Live." The Rose
advertises a Back to Schot)l Matinee for students at 11:30 p.m. on a Friday night. Hope
it didn't prove too late for the youngsters to be
out. Screen attraction was "Gals, Inc.," while
on the stage was an Amateur Show "open to
students only." We'd like to know if such a
"matinee" held at such a late hour was successful.
The cover on the program for the Uptown
Theatre on upper Broadway in New York
shows bombers and bombs and urges the holder
to "Back the Attack, Buy War Bonds and
Stamps Here Today for Victory." Cover tied
in well with the Uptown's attraction, "BomWell, looks as though we'll stop here this
bardier."
week.
so look But
for we'll
us. be back again in seven days,

Roll

Awards

Now
in Fourth Year
Marking the fourth anniversary of MGM
Honor Roll exploitation awards, the company
announces that since September, 1940, a total of
586 buttons have been awarded to showmen
throughout the world in recognition of outstanding campaigns. The awards were conceived
by Howard Dietz, vice-president in charge of
advertising and publicity, and are supervised
by William R. Ferguson, exploitation manager.
Honor Roll Buttons have been distributed
throughout the world, including Peru, South
Africa, Brazil, Colombia, Australia, Canada,
Chile and Ireland.
First showman anywhere to win an Honor
Roll Button : Charles B. Taylor, director of
advertising for Shea's Buffalo Theatres, for
his promotion of "Boom Town." First to win
the Honor Roll Plaque, for six winning campaigns :Ed Fitzpatrick, Loew's Poli, Waterbury, Conn.
Five others thus far have won plaques, includingKenyon,
George Peters,
Loew's
Lige Brien,
Pittsburgh
; DonRichmond
Alldritt, ;
Fox Strand, Salinas, Kans. ; H. J. Arnold,
Indiana Theatre, Terre Haute and Pvt. Dave
Murphy,
toona. Pa. former manager of the State, AlPlans are now in progress for the presentation of a suitable award to the showman submitting the second set of six Honor Roll
campaigns.
The single requirement for Honor Roll recognition remains a comprehensive, well-planned,
effective campaign for an MGM production,
whether feature or short subject.
Radio Listeners Tell Why
A radio contest on the subject: "Why I'd
Like to lighted
Seethe campaign
'The Youngest
Profession'
" highfor that
film put
over
by H. A. Doman, Harris DuBois, Pa. He
also used a lobby autograph stunt.

'Sky's Limit' Animated

Display
In this display, part of the special front on
the showing of RKO Radio's "The Sky's the
Limit" at the Palace on Broadway, Astaire and
Leslie are posed in various dance steps in novel
circular animation, with the figures moving
across a portico with a background of the New
York skyline and a foreground of columns.
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Monitor's Display on Rogers
A blowup of the July 12tli issue of Life which
carried
a photo and
of Roy
Rogers,
Republic's
King theof
the
Cowboys,
Trigger
on its
cover, was
center of attention in this display in the lobby of
the Christian Science Monitor building in Boston.
Display included stills from "Silver Spurs" and a
copy of the full page advertisement on this production inthe Monitor.
Republic

Sets

Campaign

For
Rogers'
P.A. and
Newspaper
advertising,Rodeo
billboard posting,
radio spot announcements are to be included in
the extensive campaign in which Republic will
herald the engagement of Roy Rogers as gueststar ofat the
World'sSquare
Championship
Rodeo,October
to be
held
Madison
Garden from
6th through 31st.
One thousand-line advertisements will appear
in seventy-three daily, semi-weekly, and weekly
newspapers in New York City, Westchester,
Nassau, and Suffolk Counties, with a combined
circulation of 975,905.
Three-sheets will be posted in Long Island
Railroad terminals as far out as Hempstead,
L. I. ; New York, New Haven, and Hartford
Railroad terminals. One-sheets will be used in
the Hudson Tubes, and in all New York subways and elevated platforms.
Spot announcements will be broadcast over
Stations WOR, WJZ, WHN, and WNEW ;
while Arthur Godfrey will herald the Rodeo
appearance of Roy Rogers on WABC during
his early-morning program.
During Rogers four-week appearance at Madison Square Garden, Republic is conducting a
Ray Rogers Month Campaign similar to that
employed in Chicago last July, when the King
of the Cowboys made a personal appearance
at the Oriental Theatre in conjunction with
the first-run of "Silver Spurs."
Ties in With Beauty Meeting
When the National Hairdressers Association of Kansas City held a convention, John
McManus,
Loew's,
up and
a special
card mentioning
the made
meeting
tieing window
in with
his showing
of "Du Barry
Was beauty
a Lady."
cards
were displayed
in every
shopThein
town.
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Manual

Issued

Exploitation and advertising executed for of
reShowings
City
gional premieres of "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
will serve as a blueprint for the roadshow engagements of the Paramount Technicolor production inapproximately 35 key cities beginning
this week and running through October. The
latter showings make up the second phase of the
release plan Paramount adopted for the handling of the attraction.
The premieres at which campaign methods
were tested have been surveyed by the company's advertising department and a selected list
of activities has been outlined in an 84-page
manual which, together with a complete kit of
advertising and publicity material, is being used
by Paramount district advertising representatives for use in connection with showings at
about 50 theatres during the next several weeks.
All this material, plus additional ideas which
may be used with success in the forthcoming
showings, will be incorporated in the press book
for the use of subsequent engagements of "For
Whom the Bell Tolls."
Based on Early Campaigns
The Advance Manual is divided into three
sections : Publicity, Advertising, Exploitation.
It is based, according to the introduction, "on
what has gone before — in the highly successful
engagements of the picture in New York City,
Los Angeles and Chicago." Furthermore, it is
pointed out, "the formulas, plans, ideas, promotions and exploitation stunts contained herein
are all practical ; they have been tried, tested,
andBeginning
they workwith
!" a suggestion for an advance
trailer, the manual continues with suggestions for
advance tations,
stageadvanceandlobby
screen
"atmospheric"
displays,
the use ofpresenallied
theatres in ballyhooing the film in those communities where a firm operates more than one house.
Then follows a section on newspaper campaigns, current publicity, local premiere slants.
One important suggestion : "Be sure that the
critics and editors see 'For Whom the Bell
Tolls' in the theatre on the first performance.
Do not screen the picture for them in advance
of Theatremen
opening." are advised in the section devoted
to newspaper advertising to use certain numbered advertisements from the advance campaign through the opening and on to the subsequent days or weeks. A sample advertising
schedule for a Friday opening is given. Under
the heading,
"Imperative
and Important,"
emphasis is placed
on the fact
that Paramount
"positively does not share in any manner, shape
or form, in any newspaper, radio, posting, exploiWB*s 5th Ave. Showcase
For the first time on record, a leading
Fifth Avenue department store has devoted
three window displays simultaneously to three
different motion pictures.
Store is Lord Cr Taylor, and the pictures
are all current Warner Bros, releases: Irving
Berlin's "This Is the Army," "Watch on the
Rhine" and "Thank Your Lucky Stars."
Lord Cr Taylor heretofore rarely used a
film tieup, much less three windows at one
time.

For

Key

tation or house Tolls^
advertising expense in connec^Bell
tion with engagements of 'For Whom the Bell
Tolls." The above expenses are 100 per cent
to "every engagement at advanced
theReferring
exhibitor's."
prices," the notice continues : "The theatre's
advertising
campaign
on all'FWBT'
consist
of
at least 2500
lines (in
papers) must
in advance;
must be at least 750 lines (all papers) for first
week of the engagement ; must be 600 lines (all
papers) at least for second week and all subseFor radio advertising, a large selection of
advancequentand
weeks."current spot announcements is listed,
and in another section on outdoor advertising
suggestions for posting, style of posters to be
used, are made.
Stunts Said to Be Applicable
Included in the exploitation section are the
following stunts, promotions, tieups and ideas
used in the New York, Los Angeles and Chicago
engagements, and declared to be applicable to
the
averageDelivery
exhibitor's
: Miniature
Billboards,
Car campaign
Cards, Study
Charts,
Bookmarks, Telephone Tie-in, Clever Title Implication inCooperative Ad, Sugar Envelopes,
"Bell" War Bond Cut in Advertising, Sleep
Window,
"Buy a Bond—
the Bell" Window,
Book Windows,
Book Toll
Department
Displays,
Window Streamers, Fashion Windows, Cave
Duplication Window, Work Clothing Window,
Tolling a Bell to Announce Daily Standings in
War Bond Drive, War Bond Booths, Book Reviews, Special Stunts (Cartoons — Maria Hairdo,— Cooperative Advertisement Using Cartoon
No. 2 — Souvenir Booklets).
For the first fifty engagements, special kits
of accessories are available. Each kit contains :
5 sets of Groesbeck Prints, 11x14 sepia blowups,
16x20 sepia blowups, sample of miniature ^)illboard, one set of study charts, 8x10 production
stills, 8x10 stills for newspaper use, windowstreamers,
"Bell"anddrawing,
samples of photostatic
bookmark, copy
scene ofmats
proofs,
mimeographed publicity stories, 8x10 cartoon
stills, tearsheet of war bond advertisement,
"FWBT" sheet music, sample "premiere" window card, sample invitation, sample gummed
sticker, screen processed bell cutouts, bell tolling sound effect record, photographs of window
displays, photographs of front and lobby treatments, photographs of Maria Hair-do promotion,
sample of souvenir booklet.

20th-Fox Advertising Budget
Doubles Usual Allotment
A 1943-44 advertising budget on a scale twice
as large as any previous year was announced
last week by Hal Home, director of advertising
and publicity for 20th Century-Fox. Advertising for features and shorts will be distributed
among national and regional trade papers on a
comparative basis with other seasons, and in
addition President Skouras and Vice-President
Connors have approved a plan for institutional
advertising to be keyed to reach 60,000,000 readers of almost 500 key city newspapers, with a
total of about 1250 dailies in U. S. and Canada.
Radio advertising will be increased during
the 1943-44 campaign, and well as that in national magazines and fan outlets.
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Setting

Adaptable

Selling

Slants

bannered blanket reading : "Everyone is going
to see 'Hi Diddle Diddle' except me, and you
know what I am" {see cut). During the picture's run, a cow was substituted with a sign
reading : "This is no bull . . . 'Hi Diddle Diddle'
is the funniest picture." Both stunts got plenty
of laughs and brought the crowds to the boxoffice.
Ten thousand special heralds were distributed
at all local war plants. The special quiz heralds described in the press book were distributed
at the theatre and one hundred parking meter
cards were used downtown. In addition, special
cards were placed in all hotel and department
store elevators. Special banners were placed
on the trucks of the Eastern Dry Cleaning Company and the Buckeye News Company.
Through the co-operation of the Lion Department Store a co-operative ad was used on
Basch jewelry and a special coiffure. A tieup
with the Tiedke store gave the picture additional
attention. A screwy sale was held in which
various articles contained tickets to "Hi Diddle
Diddle." Tickets to the attraction were offered
all ballplayers hitting home runs at the local
park. The stunt got the picture plenty of plugs
during
Sunday's
double-header. were obtained
Several
spot announcements
via radio station WTOL. Through a tieup with
Kay'sstation,
Jewelry,
limerick awarded
contest the
was winners.
run via
the
witha tickets
Contest gave "Hi Diddle Diddle" plugs on
three l5-minute programs.

Houston-Galveston

Premieres of

This
Is the
Army'
Interstate
Circuit
has to
tiedBein Tied-ln
the Houston

Stearn Promotes Records for
Juke Box Ballyhoo in Lobby
Exhibition
"Stormy Weather"
at the
Manring
Theatre, ofMiddlesboro,
Ky., was
skillfully
exploited by Manager Harry Stearn, who promoted records on Cab Calloway and Fats
Waller to be used on a juke box in his lobby
five days before opening.
A special front was made up of large cut-out
letters, with a full figure of Lena Horne and
large head of Bill Robinson and Fats Waller.
Sidewalks were stenciled with the title and playdate, while song-sheet covers were strung across
the lobby and posted in empty store windows.
A thousand store bags were imprinted.

AWARD
OF MERIT
Because it creates initiative and spurs the manager or advertising man
on to greater efforts, a
Sh~wmanship Award certificate isa commendable and valued means by
which circuit executives
can reward those who
have conducte d outstanding campaigns. Reproduced herewith is a
Showmanship Award
which was given each
week to the manager
who turned in the best
advertising campaign
during the Alliance
Theatre
(Chicago) Ccrporation's
recent 16week drive. Result, according to Peter Panagos, sales promotion
manager, was that the
managers turned in some
excellent ideas and selling points, the best of
which, we hope, to reproduce in forthcoming
issues of STR. Other circuits, large and small,
would do well to reward
their enterprising managers
w!th this.
merit certificates like

Forums

On 'Watch On Rhine'
In a tieup just concluded by Warner Bros,
with the Hi-Y Clubs of America, consisting of
about 7,000 affiliated youth groups among
High Schools, YMCA's and YWCA's, roundtable discussions on the topic of "Should there
be an educational Watch on the Rhine" will
be broadcast in communities throughout the
country coincident with the local showing of
"Watch on the Rhine."
George Corwin, national Hi-Y director, already has written to groups in more than 250
cities outlining procedure for the programs,
which will follow the pattern set up by Judity
Allen over WINS, New York, and the Warner
field representatives have been supplied by Mort
Blumenstock, with complete set of instructions
for cooperating with local youth groups and
exhibitors in putting on the forums.
' Discussions will deal with the part to be
played by America in rehabilitating Germany
after the war.

On
'Diddle'
in Two
Localities
Two excellent campaigns involving laughprovoking stunts to arouse interest in showings
of "Hi Diddle Diddle" have been reported from
Kansas City, Mo., and Toledo, Ohio.
Kansas City. In his exploitation campaign
on
the film made
at Loew's
Manager tieups,
John
PiUttoHx IS aoina TO SEE
McManus
good Midland,
use of several
local radio outlets and a clever street ballyhoo
which had the whole town talking.
EXCEPT ME
From a feature story in the press book on
ar^lYOUKNOWirH/ITIAM.
feminine makeup McManus got the idea for a
SlarlsTHU/lSDMY
swell tieup. He arranged with the Jones
msMEMTm
Brothers store for the distribution of a booklet
on Martha Scott's personal tips on "Mastery
of Makeup."
resulted
the storewith
running
an
ad in theThis
Kansas
Cityin Times
full
credit to the star and picture. The tieup also
gave "Hi Diddle Diddle" several star photo
displays in the beauty salon, and each patron
This donkey street ballyhro provoked laughs and
received a herald on beauty hints with picture
drew attention to showing of United Artists'
credits.
"Hi Diddle Diddle" at Loew's Valentine, Toledo.
In the John Taylor store a tieup was put over
on Miss
Scott's Upswept
Coiffure,
accounting for another
break with
an ad thus
in the
Star.
Using the bride angle in the picture, McManus
sold the Harzfield store an idea for a bride
window. The display carried art photos with
credit to the film and the Midland Theatre.
Radio Station WHB gave the picture several
plugs on the "Show Time" program, and "Hi
Diddle Diddle" came in for extra plugs on the
Joanne Taylor programs on hairdos.
For a street ballyhoo a man dressed as Santa
Claus paraded the principal thoroughfares with
this sign : "I'm here ahead of time this year to
get some laughs at 'Hi Diddle Diddle' at Loew's
Midland Theatre." The "true or false" heralds
were distributed at the theatre, and the upsidedown trailer was effectively used.
Art and story breaks were promoted in the
papers several days in advance. Through a free
broadcast made in the lower lobby of the theatre
in connection with a display on Child Welfare,
the theatre came in for extra publicity.
Toledo. Manager Ted Teschner put over
several effective ballyhoos, tieups and stunts
in his campaign for "Hi Diddle Diddle" at
Loew's Valentine.
Seven paraded
days prior
to theoffilm's
opening
donkey
the streets
the city
with aa

Radio

Used

premiere
of IrvingTheatre
Berlin'son "This
Is the 29,
Army,"
at
the Majestic
September
with
the Galveston premiere the same night in
the Martini Theatre, and the campaigns for
these openings will serve as the pattern for
all subsequent engagements of the production
in the Southwest.
Army details from Ellington Field, Camp
Wallace and Fort Crockett, with 17 highranking officers, 900 enlisted men, three bands
and a parade of fighting equipment, will furnish color for the local premiere.
Generals Phillipson and Donaldson, with full
staffs, and Governor Stevenson of Texas also
will be among the opening night notables.
"■1

Showmanship

kard
Managers

Sth Annua

Snmnier

Drive

April 25, to August 14. I!>i:{
\\xa\
John

AWA H p

J. JoKnson

Alliant-e Theatre Corp.
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Features

'Canteen'
Promote
The October issue 'Gay
of Child LifeBlades'
magazine, on
the stands September ^Sth, contains an eightpage, four-color' ' contest- folder,, inaugurating
extensive coverage in this magazine and other
media,' in connection with a Design: Contest
featuring Republic's Vera Hruba Ralston, star
of More
the forthcoming
Blades."
:\
than 400,000"Gay
folders
will be distributed
to department stores, schools, and teachers
throughout the country, through the cooperation ,
of
McCallof Patterns
Corporation;
makers
Talon Zippers
; WesleyDritz-Traum,
Associates, '
manufacturers of Arlingcrest Fabrics ; Dr. Posner Shoes ; the American Viscose Company ; the
House of Puzzy ; the Spool Cotton Company ;
the House of Little Books ; the Louis Melind
Company ; and the M. Grumbacher Company,
.\dditional folders are available for theatre
distribution.
The Design Contest will run from October
1st to November 30, 1943 ; and, during this
period, Child Life will stimulate interest in the
contest through stories, editorial comment, and
the like. All the manufacturers in the tie-up
will not only distribute the folders, but will
herald the contest with letter campaigns and
other promotions, including displays of varied
types. McCall's is to distribute posters featuring Vera Hruba Ralston, with men of "Gay
Blades,"
department stores where McCall's
Patterns toareall sold.
Winners of the contest will be announced in .
the March issue of Child Life, which reaches
the stands on February 25th, 1944. One hundred twenty-six prizes are being offered, with
three first-prizes for different age groups. At
least one first-prize winner will be brought to
New York City, to be feted by Republic executives, the Child Life staff, and the roster of
manufacturers. Stores located in the cities where
the other prize-winners live will be contacted
in connection with similar functions.
It is expected that the promotion will result
in concerted publicity over a five-month period,
to be climaxed in February and March, when
"Gay Blades," starring Vera Hruba Ralston,
Twinkle Watts, Everett McGowan, Ruth Mack,
and members of the International Ice Follies,
will be released nationally by Republic.
If our boys in the armed forces can fight for
our country the least we at home can do is to
invest
in buy
our and
country.
That's
when you
sell bonds
and what
stampsyou
! do

'Bombardier'-Stamp Drive Tieup
During the recent Shangri-La Stamp Drive, the
management of the Orpheum Theatre, Seattle,
sponsored a tie-in display on RKO Radio's "Bombardier" at Times Square. Who could resist
buying stamps from these lovely saleswomen?
Campaign

Capitalizes

On Italy's Surrender
Manager William Saxton, of Loew's Valencia
Theatre,renderBaltimore,
in a big way capitalized
by tying on
it upItaly's
with surthe
opening
of
"Victory
Through
Air
Power."
With the fall of Italy on Wednesday (8) and
Major Alexander P. de Seversky, author of
the
best-seller,
Air Power,"
visiting
this city"Victory
the sameThrough
day, Saxton
enlisted
the support of the Major for a mass interview
in which he expressed his theories on air power
in relation to recent events in the current war.
Not only did Seversky's story plug "Victory
Through Air Power" locally, but it resulted in
wire breaks nationally through leading syndicates.
Part of Saxton's campaign consisted in the
distribution of a special 11x14 herald on the
picture reading — "Italy Surrenders — that's 'Victory Through Air Power' — see why — now at
Loew's Valencia Theatre." Stunt caught the
attention
everyone and with the swell Severcity. sky storyofsold
the film to every person in the

Campaign
Many promotional activities were staged by
Publicity Director Jack Matlack of the J. J.
Parker Theatres, Portland, to herald the showing of "Stage Door Canteen" at the Broadway.
Top of the heap was a complete tieup with
Portland's famous George A. White Servicemen's Center, based on the theme, "The George
A. White Servicemen's Center is to Portlanders
what the Stage Door Canteen is to New
Yorkers, etc." Newspaper articles, radio programs and programs at the Center were all
included in the tieup.
Arrangements were made with officials of the
Center to place a branch snack bar in the lobby
of the Broadway. Volunteers served all servicemen attending the theatre hot coffee, milk, sandwiches, cake, ice cream, etc. Counter was placed
in front of a 24-sheet which carried this copy :
"Broadway Theatre Branch George A. Wfiite
Servicemen's Center . . . Portland's 'Stage
Door Canteen' . . . Everything Free to Servicemen." Photographs of various activities of
the Center were also a feature of the 24-sheet.
An attractive 40x60 on the sidewalk in front
of the theatre invited service men to visit the
free snack bar in the lobby.
This phase of the campaign, Matlack reports,
was "most
effective,
as it created
goodwill who
between us and
the citizens
of Portland
maintain
the Center
. . ." signs decorated the
Still standees
and special
front of the theatre, as did also a valance around
the marquee. A trailer was shown two weeks
in advance of the "Stage Door Canteen" showing at the Broadway, and during the run the
film was cross-plugged at the two other J. J.
Parker theatres.
Photographs of the lobby snack bar stunt
as well as various newspaper readers were
promoted from local publications.
Six leading music stores were tied up for
window
displays
featuring
w"ithpatrons
stills
and theatre
credits.
Large placards
cards told
that various records and sheet music by the famous musical stars
"Stagestores.
Door Canteen"
were available
at the ofvarious
Feldman Holds Hep-Cat Contest
To Sell 'Henry Aldrich Swings It'
A hep-cat contest at a local dance academy
featured the campaign on "Henry Aldrich
Swings
It" staged Theatre,
by Manager
Dick Courtesy
Feldman
of
the Paramount
Syracuse.
tickets w-ere given as prizes, and the dancing
teacher plugged the picture over his loudspeaker
to 600 people.
On opening day a newspaper contest asked
readers to identify seven famous swingsters and
assign them to their proper instruments in
Henry's orchestra.
For street ballyhoo a boy and girl were
dressed as hep-cats and walked along the main
streets during tralfic hours, the boy carrying a
violin case lettered with copy about the picture.
Makemson

BATHING

BEAUTY

CONTEST

SCORES

IN ROCHESTER

Recent Bathing Beauty Contest staged by Manager Lester Pollock of Loew's Rochester Theatre, Rochester,
N. Y., brought
i^- ' uesecond
eye-filling
(shownprize.
above June
with the
three judges)
as contestants.
Marie
Gloria Gill,
from crop
right,of lovelies
won grand
Schoettler,
far left,
runnerup.

Imprints Paper Bags

With Selling Copy on Bataan'
In ager
advance
of the showing
of "Bataan,"
ManJohn Makemson
of the Van
Wert Theatre,
Van Wert, Ohio, got the local A & P store
to rubber-stamp paper bags with the title and
playdate. A two-column scene cut and reader was
planted in the local paper.
The newspaper also ran a contest in which
prizes were olTered for the longest lists of
pictures in which Robert Taylor had appeared.

one
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JOHN

PHYLLIS

BROOKS

JEROME

COWAN
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Money
Dates For October
With Autumn well under way, with the youngsters well in the routine of student life, the
families of your community are pretty well settled n;w. They have more time for movie-going,
and it's up to you to exhibit the attractions, stage the stunts, tie in with the special observances
that will keep patronage on a high level. The tenth month abounds in tieups for smart showmen.
only for limited areas where wine growing and
Legal Holiday
making are chiel or important inOustry.
OCT. 12— COLUMBUS DAY
OCT.
17 to 23— PHARMACY WEEK
Patriotic Observance
Drug stores are your triends durmg Pharmacy
WecK
and m cooptraiion with your newspaper you
OCT. 27— NAVY DAY
may be able to work up some contest that exploits
Book a Navy subject, either short or feature.
ser\/ices
ot the modern drug store, w.th newspaper
Impress on newspaper editor necessity of publicity
to arouse town consciousness of the big job the and tn^atie ^.trivrng mutual benents.
Navy is doing in this war.
OCT. 24 to 31— NATIONAL APPLE WEEK
A natural lor tieups with merchants along produce
Special Day
row. i^on-active aavertuers may be sold Dy newspaper in conjunction with editorial cooperation, on
OCT.
Falls on31—aHALLOWE'EN
Sunday, makes a Saturday midnight
jiiigie contests aimed to encourage more apple
show a natural. There is more money in circulation eating. Have merchants induce tnree lii.es 'in tne
and people want to have a good time. Stage night ad and otter tickets for the best fourth line" '.to
show with a program of the more simple pastimes limerick.
with audience participating in such games as eating
OCT. 26 to 31— NATIONAL DONUT WEEK
an apple hung by a string, ducking for apples, etc. Bakers
will cooperate fully on this. Aside from
National Observance Weeks
the possibilities oi handbills paid for and distributed
by
bakers
and window displays, there is 'chance; of
OCT. 1 to 11— ADVERTISED BRANDS WEEK
cooperation
on a Cantor
"dunking"
on stage.
Wholesale grocers are certain to be the spearheads
years
ago
Eddie
madecontest
dunking
famous Some
. and
of the National Brands Week campaign. Get in
tneatres cashed in on the fact by staging;
touch with their managements at once and try to many
such
stage
Qemonttrations,
including
proper
duiiKing
swap screen ment on and lobby displays in return technique and youngster versions of the dunking
for
cards Theme
on delivery
vehicles and
grocers'
windows.
of the cooperative
copy inwould
be: process to add comedy.
"Health
is
a
vital
national
asset.
Demand
advertised
OCT.
foods and attend (Blank) Theatre for necessary
WEEK 25 to 31— BETTER PARENTHOOD
Your chance to build good will among the older,
recreation."
their advertising
cards snipe
are already
printed
try toIf arrange
for a paste-on
or see groups. Contact leaders of the Parent- i'eachers t&
if you cannot prevail on them to defray the cost hold
meetings at theatre in morning and arrange
of handbills with lucky numbers where the copy for dentists, dieticians, doctors, teachers of domestic
would tie in as above and a specified percentage be science courses, etc., to address the meeting.
good for free admission to the theatre. Illustrations
of the star personalities appearing on your screen
OCT. 31 to NOV. 1— GIRL SCOUT WEEK
Certain to be widely ODserved this year. Contact
will be attention-getters for commodities mentioned.
local officials and arrange to take place at your
OCT. 2 to 9— RETAIL FURNITURE WEEK
theatre. Stage entertainment of very high order is
Furniture dealers and departments of stores can also
possible trom this group.
be persuaded to sponsor and defray entire cost of
a contest involving display of furniture prizes in Appropriate Seasonal Events
lobby, in return for prominence of display and
SHOWS
screen announcement. It can be as big and impor- FASHION
Your local department stores are anxious to bring
tant and profitable as you make by vigorous cam- prominence
to
new Fall and Winter styles and can
paigning.
be counted on for cooperation if you make the
OCT. 3 to 9— FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
approach for s stage show of models of
Especially important this year. Local fire depart- right
clothing with high school g»rls as models. Proper
ment authorities and civic leaders, also Civilian buildup
with newspaper for extra
Defense organization, will be glad to cooperate for advertisingin bycooperation
store will make the event important
demonstrations either on stage or in front of theatre and
profitable.
to impress the importance of reducing fire hazards.
Insurance agents handling fire policies can also be
influenced to advertise in cooperation with the FOOTBALL
Oppjrtunity for publicity tieups with sporting editor
theatre.
whereby teams in the immed.ate surrounding
vicinity
figure in weekly contest with prizes of
OCT. 3 to 9— LETTER WRITING WEEK
for the readers who come closest to guessing
Over-shadowed by Fire Prevention Week, but gives tickets
scores
of
scheduled games.
added possibilities for theatre activity and prestigebuilding through merchant cooperation, with sta- HARVEST FESTIVAL
tionery stores naturals for tieups; program or For theatre with potential rural draw this activity
newspaper handling of prize for best letter (if run has
great possibilities. Success hinges on getting
in program subject should be "why I like the competition among wives and daughters for best
blank
something
Sponsor jar of preserves, etc., and in corn-husking, woodcampaigntheatre,"
for moreor letters
to our similar).
men in service.
splitting, etc., among the men. Be sure you get
OCT. 10 to 17— NATIONAL WINE WEEK
the newspaper in on this and have lobby and front
A ticklish matter for theatres, and probably suitable suitably decorated with corn-stalks, other produce.
Maria

Hair-do

Getting

Nationwide Publicity
Heavy publicity in metropolitan newspapers
and women's magazines for "For Whom the
Bell Tolls", is resulting .-from the popularization
of the Maria hair-do as worn by Ingrid Bergman in the picture.
Described as "close-cropped, up-tossed and
tousled,"
the Hairdressers
coiffure was Association
f^cenjly selected
the
National
conven-at
tion in New York as one of the rriost popular
Winter head styles, especially among, women
performing war duties. Pictures of the hair-do
inspired by the Bergman coiffure were nposed
by Gloria Messina, pretty Paramount page girl,
and are being widely reproduced.
For the Chicago engagement of "FWTBT,"
the State-Lake Theatre and Paramount publicity staffs planted an eight-column 'pictorial
feature on the hair-do in the Chicago 'Sunday
Herald- American. Pictures showed the "beforeand-after" effect as posed by a local model,
with a leading Chicago coiffure specialist performing the transformation. The newspaper
reported considerable interest in the feature.
The hair-do promotion is one of the features
of the campaign developed by Paramount.

Arthur

Murray

Studios

In Warner Film Tieup
Warner Bros, has arranged a tieup with the
Arthur Murray Studios, with branches in 35
cities, for the holding of nightly danc-e., contests
in hotels, featuring music from "Th*a1ik Your
Lucky for
Stars"
and awarding
free
tickets
the local
engagementto ofwitiijers
the| picture.
In New Hotel
York, Grill,
contests
will be couples
h'dd in will
the
Roosevelt
and winning
receive tickets for the New York Strand, where
"Thlaik
October
1. .
Other Your
cities, Lucky
in the Stars"
Arthuropens
Murray
Studios
chain include • Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston,
Bridgeport, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Dayton, Detroit. East-> Orange;:;
Fort Wayne, Hartford, Houston, Indianapolis,
Kansas City Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New
Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Providence,
Rochester, San Francisco, St. Louis, Clayton,
Mo., Salt
Lake
City, Washington,
St. Paul, Seattl'e,
Springfield, Mass.,
Toledo,
Worcester.
.\s most of the hotel orchestras go onvthe air
over local stations or networks, the r'.'Thank
Your Lucky Stars" numbers also will get these
additional radio breaks with a credit' mention
for the local theatre playing the picture.
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Sweet
Rosie
O'Grady
(Continued
from Page
11)
all profusely illustrated with her burlesque
photos from the days when she was just
plain Rosie O'Grady. Outraged, she plans
to "fix" the-Sam McGee who wrote the yarns.
Tricked by McGee at the pier, he whisks
her off in a carriage and McGee gets the
story of her romance with the Duke. From
here on in it is a battle of wits between the
two with their moves vividly commanding
the headlines. McGee is fired and rehired and
fired some more by the Gazette as his stories
rise and fall. Of course they are falling in
love meanwhile and when the Duke who was
supposed to marry her for her money arrives
on the scene in New York and learns of the
scandal both he and McGee, kicked out by
Rosie, proceed to get plastered. It works out
all right before the finale with the Duke
engaged
to Rosie
Rosie'son wealthy
friend and
McGee and
the way girl
to matrimony.
Comment: Back again we go to the gas
footlights and Betty in bustles for another
of those nostalgic moments of music and
memories. The story has all the necessary
elements of romantic competition set to a
glood old Irish sense of humor (and temper)
that'fwill make the reels of this film roll by
all ;to'o quickly. The color is up to 20th
Centur^y-Fox's
music
cornbinesenviable
the old standard
and the and
new the
to
delight the oldsters and youngsters. The
song, My Heart Tells Me, is strictly hitparade in character while the barber shop
quartettes delightfully murder some of your
old favorites. Slightly risque from the pink
tights standpoint, the story and handling
keep the picture very respectable. If you
did all right with "Coney Island" (and who
didn't) here is another platter of the same.
While shorter in footage than most of these
shows from Twentieth this picture does not
suffer from brevity but will leave the audience calling for more. It apparently has
been cropped to keep the feud between
Grable and Robert Young moving at top
speed. By the way, Robert Young does a
swell job in the meatiest of his more recent
roles.

Princess Comedy
O'Rourke 94 mins.
Warner Bros.
(Nat'l Release, October 23)
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Will delight all classes of patrons.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Give it the works
as an "A" picture; it will stand up with any
opposition.
Cast: Olivia de Havilland, Robert Cumraings,
Charles Coburn, Jack Carson, Jane Wyman, Harry
Davenport, Gladys Cooper, Minor Watson, Nan Wynn,
Curt Bois, Ray Walker, David Clyde, Nana Bryant.
Nydia Westraan, Ruth Ford. Julie Bishop, Frank
Puglia, Rosina Galli. Credits: Producer, Hal B.
Wallis. Written and directed by Norman Krasna.
Photography by Ernie Haller.
Plot: Princess Maria (Olivia de Havilland)
is out of luck for a consort when uncle
Charles Coburn fails to come up with a
suitable swain, so she is sent on a vacation
trip to San Francisco. Then it happens!
The Princess takes too many sleeping pills
andi-when plane pilots Robert Cummings and
Jack' Carson cannot wake her they put her
to bed in Cummings' apartment with the
help of Carson's wife, Jane Wyman. To
Cummings she is a refugee on the way to
look for a job as a housekeeper. They fall
(Continued on Page 35)
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ALBANY
VarietySept.
Tent20 Nine
soldpayees
SRO room
at Fabian's
Palace
as 3710
jainmed
into the
theatre for Sigmund Romberg and his music
for the benefit of the Heart Fund. Proceeds
will
be usedof to
in Variety's
renovation
the defray
Knightsexpenses
of Columbus
Hall,
now in use as a Variety-USO canteen.
Amos Curry, Jr., son of the Norwood Theatre, Norwood exhibitor, is convalescing in that
Northern New York township after an automobile accident.
Exhibitors seen along Film Row this week
included John Rossi, Paramount and Strand,
Schroon Lake ; Sam Davis, Phoenicia Theatre,
Phoenicia ; Henry Frieder and Henry Grossman, Community, Strand and Warren, Hudson ;
Dayton LaPointe, Crandall, Chatham ; Clarence
Dopp, Strand, Johnstown ; Harry Lamont, Lamont Theatres ; Neil Hellman, Open Air Theatre, Lathams, Paramount and Royal, Albany ;
Mitchell Conery, Conery Circuit, Ravena ; and
Walter Wertime, Regent, Cohoes.
Sidney Stockton, office manager here for
Metro exchange the past four years, has been
promoted to office manager in New York.
Stockton, who reported in New York Sept. 20,
is
being feted Sept. 24 at Kapp's Restaurant,
Rensselaer.
Mrs. Claire Avery, formerly a Metro booker,
is receiving condolences this week on the death
of her infant daughter.
Edward X. Callahan, 20th Century-Fox district manager, was in town for two days for a
sales conference with Harry Alexander, exchange manager, Ben Dare and Fred Sliter,
salesmen.
C. J. Latta, Warner zone manager, held a
meeting of Albany, Utica and Troy circuit managers Sept. 21. In attendance were Harry Goldberg, Troy ; Sid Sommer, Lincoln and Jack
Swartout, Griswold, Troy ; Andy Roy, Stanley,
George Laurey, Avon and Jack Breslin, Utica,
Utica; Jules Curicy, Pitz. Oscar Perrin, Delawaren, Al LaFlamme, Madison and Leo Rosen,
Strand, Albany. In addition to Latta, Charlie
Smakwitz. publicity head, Jim Faughnan, contact manager, and Max Friedman, zone booker,
spoke.
Jean Fredericks, bookers' secretary at 20th
Century-Fox, is vacationing in Buffalo.
Sam Rosen, Fabian partner, was in Albany
the first three days of this week.
Lou Golding, WAC chairman in the Albany
exchange district, conferred in New York Wednesday with Si Fabian, and also attended a special regional WAC meeting here.
The Stanley Theatre, Utica, is now featuring
a vaudeville show two weeks each month.
Al Herman, formerly Universal branch manager here, has been named branch manager of
Vitagraph in Bufifalo to succeed Max Roth,
resigned.
BOSTON
The long-awaited arrival of the stork in the
family of Mr. and Mrs. Al Daytz (Warner
Brothers) brought another girl to their family
. . . Carol Betty Daytz.
With the sudden departure of Ann O'Rourke,
secretary to Norman J. Ayers, district manager for Warners in this territory, and Betty
Doherty, secretary to Bill Horan, branch manager, two more stars are added to the Warners
service flag, for both have entered the service
of their country. Helen Dwyer of the booking

Mr.De Tita Goes to Town
Deon de Tita, 20th Century-Fox home
office projecticnist got to thinking last week
and suddenly realized he had reached four
milestones in his life all at once. Firstly,
he celebrated his 31st wedding anniversary;
secondly, his 27th year w^th the company;
thirdly, he personally has accounted for the
sale of $17,500 bonds in the Third War Loan
Drive; and last but not least, he expected
before this story could be in print to be a
grandfather.
Technicolor. Deon says it's a rainbow in
department has been promoted to become secretary to Horan.
Eddie Segal, booker at Warners, is to be
inducted into the Army within the next several
days, and his associates have presented him
with several gifts.
John Walton, who formerly headed the sales
department of Warners, will succeed Segal
in the booking department.
Harry Browning, head of M and P public
relations, made a quick trip to New York this
past week.
Norman J. Ayers, district manager for
Warners, has been busy covering territory the
past week and has visited New Haven, New
London, Hartford, Bridgeport and other cities.
Roderick Thompson of Barre, Vermont, was
the winner of the $5000 War Bond given by
the Sullivan Shrine Circus recently held in
Boston. Thompson, a theatre usher in Barre,
is only 17 years old. He will put the bond aside
for future education costs.
Red King, publicist de luxe of the Keith theatres here, has returned from a two weeks'
vacation spent on Cape Cod and in Maine.
Don Prince, publicity man for RKO in New
England, was taken ill before the arrival of
the Hollywood Caravan and despite all of the
hard work he had devoted to arrangements
prior to its arrival was unable to meet any of
the stars while here.
Pesa,on publicity
man withis back
Loew's,in
whoJoehasDi been
leave of absence,
Boston and looks great — tanned and healthy.
Arnold Van Leer, publicist for Paramount
Pictures, has returned from his fortnight vacation spent on Cape Cod and in New York.
Lieutenant H. Jack Granara, formerly publicist at the Keith theatres here, now stationed
at Sarasota, Florida, with the United States
Army, and who served overseas in the Pacific
campaign, has returned to his army duties after
a week's visit with relatives here.
Maurice Wolf, district manager for MGM,
has been visiting Morey Goldstein in New
Haven and also has visited MGM offices in
other New England cities this past week.
CHARLOTTE
Leonard Allen of Atlanta, assigned by 20th
Century-Fox to the Motion Picture Industry
War Activities committee, was in Charlotte for
several daj^s preparing for the armada of war
veterans and movie stars that visited this city
in the interest of the Third War Loan campaign,
and is reported to have done a thorough job of
his assignment, in co-operation with Jack Austin,
city manager for Carolina Theatres, Inc.. who
was publicity chairman for Armada Day.
Walter Griffith, chairman of the theatre employes' war financing committee group, reports

that his goal of a-bond-by-every-employe has
been reached.
Roy Rowe of Burgaw, president of the Theatre Owners of North and South Carolina, was
a recent visitor to Charlotte, coming here to
preside as chairman at a meeting of the North
Carolina Aeronautical Commission.
Ben H. Rosenwald, Charlotte manager for
MGM and general chairman for the War Bond
Caravan sponsored by the Charlotte Variety
Club, has named T. A. Little, dean of Charlotte
amusement men ; J. H. Dillon of the Republic
exchange, and R. L. Brauer of Universal as
three of his chief lieutenants.
Eleanor Porter, secretary to L. R. Brauer.
manager of Universal exchange here, has just
returned
from a two weeks' vacation spent in
Washington.
Kenneth Laird of Oklahoma City has joined
the stafT of the Universal exchange as salesman, succeeding J. B. Tomlinson who has recently been called to the colors.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Dunn announce the birth
of a daughter. Mr. Dunn is a new salesman
for RKO-Radio.
Joe Gins, manager of the Columbia exchange,
and Jesse Willard, head of the WBT radio station here, have charge of publicity for the War
Bond Caravan.
CHICAGO
Sale of the plot of ground under the State
Lake Theatre, Chicago, was completed last
week by the estate of Marshall Field to the
Standard Life Insurance Company of Greensboro, N. C, for $1,430,000. The land is leased
to the Balaban and Katz organization for 99
years, calling for graduated rentals of $120,000
to $190,000 annually.
The State Street Council has agreed to cut
street lighting by 50 per cent starting October
3 to cooperate in the WPB plan to save fuel and
electric power. Theatres are in on it.
The Alliance Circuit reports Harlan Croy,
Frankfort, as winner of their current business
drive, with Sam Neall, Kokomo, second ; Bob
Berry, Vincennes, third ; and Bob Wickersham,
Logansport, fourth. Every manager on the circuit also won a $100 bonus for his participation
in the Summer business drive, which broke all
records.
After three years of preparation, the Chicago
subway will be opened on October 17. This
rapid transit system is expected to help the Loop
theatres.
R. J. Miller, owner of the Colony Theatre.
AIcHenry, 111., has filed a brief for clearance
relief against 20th-Fox, RKO, Loew's, Paramount, and Warners, claiming excessive clearance had been granted by those companies to
the Crocker Rialto and Grove theatres in Elgin
and the Miller Theatre in Woodstock.
A baby girl was born in Chicago to Tom
Kettering, RKO publicity man for the BufTalo
territory, and his wife, the former Shirley Dean,
film actress.
Tom Fitzgibbons. Paraniount's Chicago publicity chief, got back to town early this week
from Minneapolis, where he was lighting the
way for the "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
opening.
Chicago draft boards are getting tough.
.\mong managers who are fathers and have
been reclassified lA are James Rose, of tlie
B&K Gateway ; Harry Odendhal, of the Congress, and Ben Adelman, of the Terminal.
Several other B&K managers, married, but
childless, are already in service. Same thing is
true of the Great States managers, with Chester
(Continued on Page 26)
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Atkins and Will Baer off to the wars last week.
President Pete Shayne, Secretary Clarence
Jalas, and Business Agent John Smith of the
Chicago Operators Union have been in Springfield, III., this week for the state meeting of
the union. Sam Boninsinga, Springfield local
president, is host.
Harry Seeds, Warner district manager, is in
Detroit, acting as relief for Bobbie Dunbar,
manager there, who is ill.
New secretarial jobs: Vera Haynes at Allied
theatres and Hannah Powers at the Chicago
arbitration board.
William F. Groover, veteran theatre manager
and former president of the Peoria Musicians
Union, is dead. He was 64 years old.
The Ampro Corporation has received a wire
from Admiral D. Ramsay praising their dual
projector device used for training Navy gunners.
Anthony L. Cicero, 20th Century-Fox traveling auditor, is seriously ill at St. Luke's Hospital.
Fred Mathews, Motiograph, and H. M. Fisher
of DeVry were in Washington recently attending a meeting of the WPB.
Fred Bartow, former Paramount publicity
chief for the Chicago territory, is back after
an extended illness. His many friends hope for
a speedy recovery.
CINCINNATI
Gil Sheppard, 20th-Fox booker, lost his sister
and grandmother within one day of each other.
His grandmother was 86 and his sister, Mildred,
had been ill for three months. Gil's father,
B. F. Sheppard is a trucker at the exchange.
Nippert Stadium at the University of Cincinnati, took care of 10,000, the overflow from
the Albee on the afternoon of the War Bond
Cavalcade.
H. P. Wolfberg, Metro district manager, was
a visitor this week.
Mrs. Ollie Orme was cut by glass in an RKO
Albee doorway when pushed by the crowd entering the theatre to witness the personal appearance of the visiting star cavalcade. She was
taken to the hospital.
Hugh Owen, divisional sales manager for
Paramount, was here from New York.
Mary Jane Chris, former inspectress for 20thFox, has been promoted to office personnel.
Marion Holtzlider, Wave, recently with
RKO, was tendered a purse as a farewell gift
from the office force.
RKO received a letter from Walter Watson,
former booker, now with the Sea-Bees in Trinidad.
Paramount's
Poole of having
the accounting
department spentAnn
her vacation
her tonsils
removed and convalescing. All is now well with
Ann.
Walter Herman, co-owner of the Gayety Theatre at Erlanger, Kentucky, has been inducted.
Howard Roudebusch, Universal booker, leaves
for the service on the 8th. His wife is also with
the exchange.
Fred Midelberg of The Logan and The
Charleston, Logan and Charleston, West Va., is
recovering from an operation at Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minn.
Phil Chakeres, who operates the Chakeres Circuit,recuperating
Springfield, is also
whereThey
his
wife is
afteratanMayo's
operation.
expect to return home this week.
Jimmy Schmidt, former Warner booker now
in the service, stopped off at the Row en route
to his home in New York on furlough.
Edna Ossege, secretary to E. M. Booth, business manager for Metro, is on vacation.
20th
Century-Fox's
new division
L. J. Schlaifer,
accompanied
by his manager,
assistant,
Jack Blum, conferred with Leavit Bugie and
the sales staff at 20th-Fox this week.
Lillian Spencer has been added to the Fox
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Heights the other night in honor of three of
their former associates. They are Frank Cost,
who resigned as manager of the Shore Theatre
at the request of Uncle Sam ; M. M. Blaetner,
former manager of the Heights Theatre and now
one of the Co-operative Theatre of Ohio bookers ;and Mike Levin, ex-manager of the Jewel
Theatre, now a time clock puncher in a war

VOLUNTEER WORKER. Many of the ladies of
the film industry in New York put in spare time
and evenings as war work volunteers. Regarded
as typical by the American Theatre Wing is
Julia Sullivan, above writing letter for Merchant
Seaman Gerrge Gala at the Theatre Wing Club
for Merchant Seamen. Miss Sullivan is secretary
to Robert M. Gillham, Paramount advertising and
publicity director. This picture, incidentally, is
being used as publicity by the American Theatre
Wing to recruit volunteer workers.
cashier department.
20th-Fox trade screening of "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady" is set for the 22nd at the exchange
screening room.
Critical reports were very favorable this week,
the report card listing five pictures "A" and
Visitors at the Row this week included Charlie
Behlen
only two of"B."Lexington ; Herb Ochs, Dayton ;
Chris Pfister, Troy and Jimmy Chakeres,
Springfield.
CLEVELAND
Jack Schlaifer, 20th-Fox district sales manager, spent the week in Cleveland, in consultation with district manager J. J. Grady and local
branch manager L J. Schmertz.
Sam P. Gorrel, Republic branch manager,
was in Gloversville last week working on a
Schine deal, and from there went to New
York on other circuit deals.
Corporal Charles Kates, former Vitagraph
booker, home on furlough while waiting an
assignment to the Air Corps, was an official
chauffeur for the Hollywood Caravan movie
stars.
Harry Thomas, Monogram sales manager,
spent Friday in town with local franchise
owner Nate Schultz. It was a routine seasonal visit.
M. M. Jacobs of Imperial Pictures and Mrs.
Jacobs and Harold Raives, Schine booker, and
Mrs. Raives were in Buffalo over the week-end
attending the testimonial farewell party tendered to Sid Lehman, formerly with United
Artists and now with Paramount in Cleveland.
Ed Fisher, Loew director of advertising,
paid the penalty of doing a good job of protecting the movie stars here with the Holbrwood Caravan from being manhandled by the
public. He was drafted as Cavalcade advance
publicity man and inducted into the job instantly. Right now Fisher is on his way to
the coast, just one day ahead of the Cavalcade.
Ensign Tom Mooney, son of Milton Mooney
of Cooperative Theatres of Ohio, has been appointed an instructor at the Naval air base in
Pensacola, Fla.
Managers of the Associated Theatres Circuit
staged a midnight dinner at Allendorfs-on-the-

Lester Zucker, Columbia branch manager,
was host to a large gathering of film folks at
aplant.
midnight screening of "Sahara" last Friday
night.
Local exhibitors are threatened with a light
and heat shortage which is causing them no
little worry. While no concerted action has
been taken, many are voluntarily cutting their
marquee lighting in half in response to the
call to reduce electric power. Coal deliveries, far behind orders, further complicate
operating a motion picture theatre in wartime.
To add further confusion, an Ohio law went
into effect this week making it legal to conduct
Bingo
games,or provided
"gate"Consensus
is used
for
charitable
patriotic the
purposes.
of opinion is that, once given the green light,
Bingo will run rampant again all over the city
and will borhood
become
a serious menace to the neightheatre owner.
DALLAS
The sum of $20,250,000 has been reported by
the special committee to the WAC Southwest
Division as the take so far for the appearances
of the Junior Cavalcade called "Stars Over
Texas." In Galveston the sum was $9,670,000
and $1,000,000 each in Amarillo and Port
Arthur, with $500,000 in Beaumont.
"Stars Over Texas" members were honored
Tuesday (Sept. 21) at a cocktail party and
buffet dinner at Dallas Variety tendered by the
WAC. Those at the event were Mary Lee,
Elaine Sheppard, Johnny Mack Brown, Gale
Storm, Raymond Hatton, Helen Gilbert, George
Byron, Betty Wells, George (Gabby) Hayes,
Ann Jeffreys, and Bill Elliott.
Ted Williams, owner of the Texon, Texon,
has retired and former Operator Flint has been
appointed as manager. Flint was on the market
buying and booking.
Major H. S. Cole, Bonham, was back on the
market after having convalesced at home from
an operation.
"Stormy Weather" gathered an 8-day holdtime. over in the Melba, one extra day on the extra
Tommy Dunn has switched booking jobs
from Paramount to Warners.
Cecil House, long time Dallas film man, former Paramount manager in San Antonio, has
been given the South Texas territory for 20thFox, with headquarters in Houston.
Walter Armbruster, Universal booker, married and a father, has been classified 1-A.
Maxey Shelton, Republic booker, becomes an
expediter at North American Aviation plant
near Dallas. Married and a father and ordered
into essential service. E. C. Elder promoted
from shipper to booker.
Erma Lee Alurray and O. K. Bousgeois were
married Friday, Sept. 17. O. K. is junior partner with John Jenkins in Astor Pictures of
Texas, and Erma Lee was secretary in the
office.
Tele-News Theatre, showing work on the
Alaska highway, drew trade with a display of
a bull-dozer on the edge of the sidewalk in
front. Display attracted much attention.
Opened September 1, the Joy, in a theatre
built for legit and used for some years as the
Little Theatre — dark for seasons past — did a
two-thirds capacity business on Saturday midnight at 35c with "Escort Girl." House is late
{Continued on Page 29)
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run. Joy is owned by Joy Houck, New Orleans,
and is his 64th theatre. O. B. Bridges is
manager.
Not eligible for membership in the Variety
Club because she is a woman, Mrs. Ethel Jones,
Brownfield, none-the-less has bought 10 turtles
in the Variety Turtle Derby "because that is
what Earl would have done had ne lived." The
turtles in the races have been named Evelyn
and Earlene, the two daughters, and Bobby and
Sammy, the two sons, and Rio. Ritz, and Rialto,
the three theatres.
DBS MOINES
Emil R. Franke, veteran Des Moines manager,
left his post at the RKO-Orpheum Theatre for
Los Angeles where he will become manager of
a Warner Brothers house. Franke had been
manager of the Orpheum for the last eight
years, the longest record of any of the present
Des Moines managers. Walter Ahrens, manager of the Orpheum Theatre at Champaign,
111., for RKO, succeeded Franke at the Des
Moines post. John Clifford, a former Champaign-RKO employe, came to Des Moines with
Ahrens as assistant manager. Marvin Johnson,
former assistant, went to Champaign to take
over managership of one of the RKO houses.
Leo Blank, newly appointed manager of
Monogram exchange in Des Moines, is reported
recovering in a Minneapolis hospital and is
expected to return shortly. Blank is a nephew
of A. H. Blank, head of the Tri-States Theatre
Corp. of Des Moines. The younger Blank was
stricken at Minneapolis while en route to Duluth, suffering from asthma.
Ruth Biddle of Warner Brothers exchange
is the new financial secretary of the Des Moines
Film Employes Union, local F-39, succeeding
lola Lehman of Monogram. Miss Lehman resigned recently upon her appointment as office
manager at Monogram.
Ira Crane has been shifted from the Princess
Theatre to the Capitol at Siou.x City, both
operated by Tri-States. He succeeds Donald
Shane at the Capitol, following his transfer to
the Omaha territory. William Egan, formerly
assistant
Princess. at Capitol, takes Crane's place at the
New employes include Katherine Welty and
Martha Calbreath in Tri-States Theatre Corp.
accounting department ; Leach Schultz as 20th
Century-Fox biller ; Don Goldenson, RKO assistant shipper; Bob Long, Columbia poster
department ; Betty Wallace, Republic secretary ;
and Betty Johns, Paramount film inspector.
The Des Moines exchange of 20th CenturyFox celebrated winning first place in the recent
18-week Fox sales campaign by having a weiner
roast at the Birland Shelter House with the
veteran manager, Stanley J. Mayer, as host.
William H. Gehring, division manager, was
among the guests.
The Iowa Film Salesmen Club will hold its
annual meeting and election of officers in October.

NEW STAR HONORED. Universal Pictures
played host to the New York press with the
company's new star, Louise Albritton, above,
with W. A. Scully, general sales manager, as
guest of h:nor at a cocktail party last week.
purchases as the sole admission charge.
Flint theatres all cooperated in the War
Bond promotion of the premiere showing of
"Stage Door Canteen" Sept. 24 at the Capitol
Theatre with a sellout of the 1951 seats a certainty early in the drive.
All Michigan theatres joined in the observation of "Back Salerno Day" Sept. 17, with
special bond sales to help push the Italian
victory march.
Detroit theatre owners are watching anxiously
the growing threat of the polio epidemic in
Michigan. Dr. H. Allen Moyer, state health
commissioner, reported that 63 new cases of
infantile paralysis had been reported in Michigan for file first 16 days of September. He
said that it had not reached epidemic proportions, but expressed fear that it would become
more serious. Detroit and Ingham County have
eight cases each ; Genesee County has seven,
and the rest are scattered throughout the state.
A wire story from Saginaw, Mich., has a
humorous note, though it was costly for a theatre there. The story told how seven-year-old
Edward Simmer got a good spanking from his
papa. Eddie, it seems, became aroused when
Hitler's pan was flashed on the screen and he
plunked a stone from his slingshot right in
"Der Fuehrer's face." Eddie's pa doesn't like
Hitler either, but neither did he like paying
$12.50 damages.
A sad case of taking advantage of the
patriotism of theatregoers in Detroit came to
light this week with the arrest of Joseph O.
Heatherly, 32 years old, who was charged
with posing as an injured veteran and doing a
good business picking up donations from patrons
leaving the Palms-State Theatre after having
seen "This Is the Army." FBI agents who
made the arrest said they found $79 in bills in
his pockets, the result of only two hours in
the Palms-State lobby. They also reported
that he was a war plant worker, making $91 a
week. Arraigned, Heatherley pleaded not guilty
to posing as a veteran and was put under $500
bond. He admitted that he had never been in
the Army.

DETROIT
As far as Detroit was concerned, blond Betty
Hutton stole the show during the visit of the
Hollywood Bond Cavalcade September 14. Betty
was the home town girl and Detroiters flocked
to pay her homage. All the stars did pretty
well in the news shots, with the Detroit Free
Press devoting the entire picture page to their
arrival, plus inside shots in double and triple
columns on crowd shots.
The Croswell Theatre in Adrian, Mich., will
hold a War Bond premiere Sept. 29 with "So
Proudly We Hail" as the main attraction. The
program is expected to realize $431,600 for the
Third War Loan. The 1040 seats have been
scaled from $50 to $5000 each, with War Bond

INDIANAPOLIS
The first big event of the fall theatrical
season will be the War Bond Premiere in
support of the Treasury Department's current
"Back the Attack" campaign at Loew's the
night of Wednesday, September 29. Forty-six
Indianapolis theatres will combine their resources to put over a special showing of James
Cagney's latest picture, "Johnny Come Lately,"
with a view to raising $130,500 toward Indiana's quota. Bonds sold in all houses will
entitle the purchasers to seats for the presentation.
Val Klaiver, office manager of the MGM
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exchange, has been promoterl to city salesman,
succeeding William Wagner, who has gone
trj Arizona for his health. Don McLeod, head
hooker, succeeds Klaiver as office manager.
The Marine Corps here has asked for special
type of motion picture camera equipment,
needed for immediate use by the corps.
A preview of the Pete Smith short subject,
"Seventh Column," was held Thursday at the
Paramount screening room for members of
the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce Safety
Council. The picture deals with carelessness
as the primary cause of most accidents.
Ward Scott, 20th-Fox district manager, arrived here last Monday and remained through
Thursday, conferring with George Landis, exchange manager. He also conducted a sales
meeting. The local 20th-Fox exchange employes
already have sold and purchased $5,000 in war
bonds.
The PRC exchange has been appointed
authorized distributor for the new Red Cross
motion picture, "Since Pearl Harbor," in this
are^.
Peter Rosian, Universal district manager,
spent several days at the exchange here on consultations with L. J. McGinley, local exchange
manager.
Ferdinand
Universal's
audi-to
tor here for
several Rieger,
weeks, has
been sent
Dallas, Texas.
Allen Berkowitz, one of the bookers at
Warners exchange here, is confined to the
hospital at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, where he
was inducted into the Army Sept. 8. Shortly
after his induction he became ill and as yet
has not fully recovered.
Hugh Owen, eastern division manager of
Paramount, and Duke Clark, district manager,
held a sales conference at the local exchange
last Wednesday.
Lieutenant Jack C. Boyd, a former employe
at the local R. C. A. Victor Division plant,
is reported missing in action since Sept. 3,
according to word received from the War
Department. A pilot of a Flying Fortress, he
participated in raids over Germany and France.
He was twenty-one years old.
MEMPHIS
Paul Lukas will continue to undo Mr. Hitler
at Warner's Theatre, as "Watch on the Rhine"
remains over for a third week to greet a
packed house day and night. Even the Graustarkian, fast-moving "Above Suspicion" at
Loew's Palace is entering into its second week
without complaint from Manager Vogel on
lack of customers. They still line up for tickets
on theforsecond
weeks' run, and come
back
more andonthird
playbacks.
This week ushered in actors in person with
the arrival Monday of Rochester, who spent
the day in Memphis in the interest of the
$2,000,000 Negro bond sale, headed by Lt
George W. Lee, Negro author. Following
Rochester, W. C. Handy, who composed his
famous blues on Beale Street, led the Negroes
in a "blues" battle for more and better Bond
sales on Wednesday.
Paramount exchange was buzzing with a big
sales meet last week, headed by J. J. Donahue,
district manager of Dallas, and friends were
greeting the former contract clerk, Mrs. Dorothy Haltom, here on a visit.
Don Reed, former Paramount booker, has
gone to Charlotte, N. C. his home, before
being inducted into the Armed Forces.
D. Haynes,
Warner's
exchange,
hasW. resigned,
and booker
Lonnie atDavis,
former
office
manager in the same exchange, and now in the
.A.ir Corps, has been stationed at the Fourth
Ferrying Group here for his basic training.
(Continued on Page 30")
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All New York exchange forces were present
at a meeting last Friday under WAC auspices
to lay plans for the Free Movie Day on September 27.
Seymour Florin, one-time booker and salesman at 20th Century-Fox, and very recently
booker and buyer for Island Theatres, is coming
back to 20th Century on September 27. The
word is that he will supervise the booking
department.
Sonny Ligget, assistant sales manager for
Universal, will leave that post to step into
Florin's shoes at Island Theatres.
Resting easily is Frank Walsh, of the Highland Theatre, Highland, N. Y., after a recent
heart attack.
Pvt. Tony Agoglia, not so long ago city
booker for UA, surprised the office by stepping
in last week while on furlough from Camp
Pickett.
Columbia executives and sales forces were
out en masse for the annual golf tournament last
Thursday held at the Fenway Golf Club, White
Plains.
Sam Fried, for many years a salesman on
film row, sends his regards to all the boys from
Veteran's
Me., Jack
in a Ellis
letterandto
John
Dacey,Hospital,
and meantTogus,
to include
Motion Picture Associates in general.
The Warner office turned out a 100 per cent
attendance at a bond rally held last Thursday
in the clubrooms. With Marty Bennett, president of the Warner Club, as master of ceremonies, addresses were made by Ralph Budd,
director of personnel, and Albert Howson, home
office executive. Captains were appointed for
each floor, and they do say it looks like big
business for the Third War Loan.
Phil Alter, MGM cashier, who has been ill,
is expected back within the month.
Lee Newbury of the Newbury Circuit was
seen around Ninth Avenue during the week, as
was Ike Levy, operator of the Greenwood and
Princess, Trenton, N. J.
Leo Jacobi, Warner metropolitan salesman,
got a sheaf of photos this week from his son,
Lester, who has been in the South Pacific area
for two years, showing him hardened and sunburned after the Guadalcanal campaign. Was
Leo proud !
Frances Clancy has left her job as statistician
for UA and has been replaced by Ruth Freeman.
Another exhibitor visitor last week was Morris Slotnick, who runs the Strand, Waterville,
and the Star, Oriskany Falls — both upstate.
Selma Levine is pinch-hitting at MGM for
Sue Armand, secretary to Ben Abner, N. J.
branch manager, while Sue is on vacation.
Word came to the RKO Radio exchange this
week that Jack Osserman, formerly division
manager in Chicago, is going to have a special
assignment as RKO representative in South
.A.merica.
Irving Wormser, assistant sales manager at
Columbia, is still making a week-end trip now
and then to Lake Placid — he did it last week.
Al Blumberg, Warner upstate and L. I.
booker, has enlisted in the U. S. Maritime Service and leaves September 24.
George Jeffrey, UA upstate representative,
has been in town a week for conferences.
Bill Didsbury, of the Walden, Walden, N. Y.,
and Mr. and Mrs. R. Stavitz, of the Colonial,
Monroe, N. Y., were film row visitors last vveek.
Former MGM student booker, Lt. Arthur C.
Krohn, U. S. Naval Reserve, received a letter
last week from Secretary of the Navy Frank
Knox commending him for his precision gunnery as an armed guard officer on a merchant
vessel. The letter goes in his official record.

EXHIBITOR GETS CLOSEUP. Jcvial Joe Green
(right), owner of Mutual Theatres, Kansas City,
Kan., visited Claudia Drake and Albert Dekker
on the set of "The Gunmaster," Harry Sherman
production for United Artists.
Krohn is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Krohn,
of Syracuse, and a nephew of David Bernstein,
treasurer of Loew's, Inc.
OMAHA
William Miskell, district manager for TriStates Theatres Corporation, has been named
theatre chairman of the Nebraska salvage commit e , itwas announced in Omaha by Fred S.
Larkin, Jr., executive chairman of the committee. The theatres have not been represented on
the state committee previously, Larkin said.
The Brandeis Theatre, in celebration of its
tenth anniversary under the management of the
Mort H. Singer Theatres Corporation, will
undergo complete remodeling and redecoration,
according to Singer, who spent two days in
Omaha last week with John Redmond, general
manager of the circuit. Singer said work would
start as soon as specifications are ready and
that more seats may be added. The theatre,
formerly a vaudeville house, was a white elephant for a number of years after it turned to
pictures, but under Singer and his brother,
Will, who is the manager, the house has enjoyed unusual success.
Frank Phelps, former Omaha theatre man
who left here in 1913 and now is director of
labor relations with Warner Brothers, spent a
week-end in Omaha.
Fred Farley, Paramount booker, was scheduled to leave Omaha September 25 for war work
in the state of Washington.
Fred Thortensen, MGM salesman, is ill and is
not expected to return to work for several weeks.
Regina Molseed, Twentieth Century-Fox
booker, was honored by Radio Station KOIL
for her role in war work on the station's
"Women of the Day" program.
Roslyn Levy, daughter of Twentieth CenturyFox Salesman Harry Levy, was married in
Omaha to Lt. Stan Greenberg of Minneapolis,
now stationed with the Army at Nashville.
Harry J. Andrews has been named to replace
George H. Thompson as a clerk by the American Arbitration Association to manage motion
picture tribunals here.
Art Hayes, former World Theatre organist,
was a visitor in Omaha.
Ted Emerson of the Orpheum has been named
to represent downtown theatres on the United
War and Community fund campaign. David
Bialac represents the suburban houses.
PHILADELPHIA
When Bill Huffman, manager of the Warner
Theatre in Atlantic City, went into the Army,
several changes in managers were made. James
Riccy is transferred from the Stanley Theatre
on the Boardwalk, to the Warner. John Boyd
transfers from the Grove in Willow Grove, Pa.,
to become temporary manager of the Stanley.
When the Warner Theatre closes, Riccy returns
to the Stanley Theatre and Boyd returns to
the Grove.
At the farewell party given to Barney Fell-
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man, Warner booker, at Palumbos last Friday
night, some eighty-five people gathered to bid
him good-luck. Representatives of the various
Vine St. film companies were there, as were
a large group of the office people. Lou Formato
from Metro, Lester Woertel from Columbia,
Ben Harris from American Film, Ulric Smith
from Paramount, George Hudgins and Jim
Reimel from Vitagraph, Eddie Gabriel and
Leon Beehall from Capitol Film, Sam Rosen
from Monogram were among the exchange
people at the party.
Jack Engel, RKO salesman, and brother of
Joe Engel, Republic exchange manager, became
the father of a baby girl last week.
Herb Given, PRC, sideswiped his car up
state last week with almost fatal results.
Robert Morgan, manager of the Hollywood
Theatre
the
Army.in Pottsville, Pa., was inducted into
Percy Friedman, manager of the Yeadon
Theatre in Yeadon, Pa., became the father of a
baby girl last week.
Charlie Goldfine, one of the tallest and
huskiest exhibitors in this area and owner of
the Alden Theatre, received his notice to report
for induction on September 30.
day.Jack Keifer, assistant manager of the Earle
Theatre, goes into the Coast Guard this SaturGeorge Ingham has joined the Warner Theatres organization as manager of the Allegheny
Theatre.
Al Farvel, former booker for the Comerford
Publix Theatres in Scranton, has resigned and
is taking a similar post with Comerford in
New York.
Eddie Jones, booker for the Magazzu Circuit
in upstate Pennsylvania, is making his headquarters inPhiladelphia temporarily.
Sam Solomon of the Lyric Theatre in Chester,
shade,
J.
is now N.
manager
of Varbalow's Roxy in MapleCarl E. Weber took over the Towne Theatre
in Allentown for his Orbett Circuit. George
Kurlansik, who owns and operates the Transit
Theatre, had operated the Towne before Weber
took it over.
The Villa Theatre in Collingdale, Pa., has
been purchased for the Warner Theatre circuit
from Mercantile and Theatres Properties, Inc.
The purchase was handled by Albert M. Greenfield & Co.
Warners have taken over the Cinema-Art
Theatre at 6th & Poplar Streets from J. Steerman.
Funeral services for B. Goodman, father of
Samuel Goodman, executive in the Century
Circuit in New York, were held in Camden,
N. J., last Friday. Mr. Goodman, who was
retired, lived in Brooklawn, N. J.
PORTLAND
Jack Kloepper, Oregon manager for United
Artists exchange, announces the acquisition of
the Star Film Exchange from the pioneer
operator, Howard Mapes.
Mrs. Dorothy Therion, recently with the
Forman chain of theatres in Oregon and Washington, has been named as manager of the
Star Film Exchange under the new management. She now has the distinction of being the
only woman exchange manager in U. S. A.
Mr. Kloepper will continue to represent U.A.
pictures.
Harold Doner, who has been with the U. S.
Army Air Corps for the past year, received his
honorable discharge, and is now booker for
Monogram Pictures in Portland.
Curry County, Ore., protests over the small
allotment of but $97,300 in the Third loan drive,
and declares it desires it doubled.
Eight Portland theatres are now equipped with
earphones for those who are hard of hearing.
Film row was shocked at the sudden passing
of Carl Walker, Western district manager for
(Continued on Page 32)
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Warner Bros., following his trip to Pacific
Northwest exchanges.
Clifford Cottier has taken over Nick Allen's
Capitol Theatre in Tacoma, Wash.
Chalmer Sinkey, 20th-Fox news cameraman,
is in Swedish Hospital, Seattle, following a
heart attack.
Booking on Seattle Row : W. E. Goss, Neah
Bay; Ollie Hartman, Mason City; A. G. Basil,
South Bend ; Ed and Art Zabel, Olympia ; A.
H. Kubley, Ketchikan, Alaska ; Erwin Fey,
Renton ; Lionel Brown, Edmonds ; Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Cochrane, Snoqualmie.
Alan Ladd, Arthur Kennedy and Richard
Tradd are at Walla Walla, Wash., to film an
Army Air Force training picture. They are
members of the First Motion Picture Unit,
U. S. A.
Ernie Marsh, manager of Rainier Theatre,
Renton, is on vacation, while Frank Shock,
assistant manager of the Liberty, does the
pinch-hitting.
Al O'Keefe, western division manager for
20th-Fox, and Charles Feldman, western district manager, covering Seattle and Portland
exchanges.
Edith Bennett, cashier for Monogram, and
Secretary Ralph Abbett, Seattle, on annual
vacation.
ST. LOUIS
Mayor A. P. Kaufmann of St. Louis has
urged each St. Louisan to put forth a special
effort to see that there is no waste of water,
electricity, gas or coal in their homes or places
of business or work for the balance of the war.
His Honor would appreciate 100 per cent cooperation from motion picture theatres, their
owners, managers and service help, operators,
stagehands, and, of course, from the exchange
personnel.
Sam Taft, manager of the Drive-In Theatre
in DesPeres, St. Louis County, is recovering
from a recent
operation
performed
St. Mary'.s
Hospital.
While
he was
bedded atdown
Mrs.
Taft pinch-hit for her husband.
Harold damage, during his stay in a hospital
after a heat frustration, was given a thorough
going-over by the M.Ds. They found he had
extremely low blood pressure.
Harry Steinberg, owner of the Madison Theatre, Madison, 111., has returned home from
the Jewish Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. Feeling
very nicely, thanks.
Noah Bloomer, owner of the Rex and Ritz
theatres in Belleville, 111., who recently sold the
St. Louis Producers Releasing Corporation
exchange to Andy Dietz et al, has gone to San
Antonio, Tex., for a vacation. He has been
working pretty hard the past year and deserves
some time off from his duties.
Tilden Dickson, co-owner of the Roxy Theatre, Crystal City, Mo., is back from Tucson,
Ariz., where he visited with his wife and son.
Charley Berninati, owner-manager of the Ritz
Theatre, Carlyle, 111., was a visitor last week.
For the second time in four months Mary
Beth Hughes, film actress, who is a former St.
Louisan, has been compelled to postpone her
marriage to Seaman Second Class Ted North,
also a film actor, because North was unable to
obtain the necessary furlough. She and her
mother, Mrs. Mary F. Hughes, are returning
to Hollywood after visiting with her aunt, Mrs.
William Madison, 6562 Smiley Avenue.
Jack Reid is back on the job as doorman at
the Grand Theatre. He is reported to have lost
a fortune in backing a series of musical shows
in yesteryear.
Johnny Perkins has received many fine compliments on those War Bond rallies he has
been staging at his Playdium in East St. Louis.
The Illinois Supreme Court at Springfield,

NEWSREEL
111., has held that the Illinois state sales tax
may not be collected on purchases by out-ofstate buyers. 1 hat s a break for him salesman
and others who visit various sections of the
Prairie State. The decision affected some 16
pending cases.
Ansell Brothers Varsity Theatre, University
City, St. Louis County, is giving an ail-nignt
show for war workers every Saturday nignt.
The last show starts at 2 ;oO a.m.
William C. Gehring, western sales manager
for ^utn Century-rox, is aue to pay St. Louis
a visit as part of a miawestern tour. Jrle was
accompanied by Eddie Collins, his assistant, in
the early part of the trip, but Eddie haa to go
back to i\ew \ork on Dusiness aiter calling at
Umaha.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Turnover in help in the downtown theatres is
terrinc. theatres advertise continually in the
newspapers for doormen and usherettes. New
help brings its proolems to harassed theatremen,
as for example an inquiry addressed to the
doorman of the Embassy, concerning Harry
kice and Lee Dibble, asked "Who are tney.'^
Do they work here.''" As it happens, Harry Rice
is the publicity manager ana Lee Dioole is
manager of the theatre.
Frank Alverson is the new treasurer at the
Fox, a downtown Fox-West Coast first-run,
having been moved up from floorman.
New assistant manager of the Strand, a downtown subsequent-run, is Bill Lawson, formerly
with the Chronicle.
Roy here,
Denniswhere
F"ox he
resigned
Fox-West
Coast
was anfrom
artist
for
years, tising
to take
a
job
with
a
Los
Angeles
adveragency.
Loew's Warfield, a Fox- West Coast first-run
and vaudeville house, is inaugurating local talent
shows to be staged every Monday night until
further notice.
The Ellis Theatre, recently purchased by
Redwood Theatres, Inc., has opened as a combination house with vaudeville and subsequentruns. Stage show is all-colored. This helps
solve
one of
San the
Francisco's
as the
him house
is near
heart of problems,
the local Harlem
district, which has increased in size due to
the evacuation of Japtown and influx of war
workers.
VANCOUVER
Stan way Scanlon, projectionist at the Royal,
is now secretary of the consumers council of
British Columbia. Stanway also is auditor for
Local 348, and a very busy member of the
C.C.F. party in the Vancouver district.
Charlie Frost, who has been engineer at the
Vogue since it opened two years ago, resigned
last week and will now put his weight in the
war effort.
Guy Graham did a nice job of face-lifting on
his Park Theatre front at White Rock. This is
a Summer resort, but Guy is hoping that with
the house shortage in and around Vancouver
they will become permanent guests, at least
while the war lasts.
The Roxy Theatre in the old town of Alberni,
B. C, has opened again and will operate nightly,
according to Harold Warren, manager of the
Capitol and Port theatres. Port Alberni, who
controls the three theatres in this district.
Larger theatre patronage because of increased
population in the towns is responsible.
"Dixie" led the town last week at Capitol
and was held over for a second week. "Stage
Door Canteen" was moved across the street
from the Vogue to the Plaza, and is now on
its 7th down-town continuous week, and still
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doing nice business. Both houses are a part
of the Odeon circuit.
The Ottawa government announced that October 11 will be Thanksgiving Day this year.
Thanksgiving is not held on a set-date and an
order-in-council is passed each year.
Rod McArthur, who was shipper for Regal
films before joining the Navy, was home for
a few days on leave. Rod reported that Willard
Adamson, Vancouver Grand National manager,
is now in a Navy hospital.
Percy hibitorW.who retired
Johnson,some67,time
old-time
Albertaaway
exago, passed
at his home in Reed Deer, Alberta. He built
and opened the Crescent Theatre in 1924, and
later in partnership with Morris Beatty built
the Capitol, which Beatty now is operating as a
unit and partner of the Famous Players chain.
Cornelius Frisen, part owner of the Abbotsford Theatre, lost the court decision over an
automobile collision. Judgment was found
against him for $906. Hugo Ray of the Beacon
Theatre,cessfulVancouver,
was counsel for the sucparty.
Seen around Film Row this week where Harold Warren, Port Alberni, and Jim Haworth,
Rio, Ladysmith, V. I. Warren says most of the
troops have left the Alberni district, in line with
the government announcement that danger in the
Pacific is passed. Tough on Warren, who had
camp.
just opened his Roxy Theatre near a military
Necessary authority has been granted for the
renovation and opening of the Royal Victoria
Theatre as a place of entertainment for the
armed services. Renovation and new installations will cost about $25,000.
WASHINGTON
The local Variety Club tent held its first stag
of
the season Monday night — a bang-up affair
ship.
featured by tops in comestibles (if that means
food and drink). Limited strictly to memberThe local MPTO slate was reelected here
Tuesday — President Julian Brylawski of Warners, Vice-President Sidney Lust of the Lust
Circuit, and Secretary Nat Brown of Warners.
A delegate to the national board of MPTOA
will be elected next month.
The biggest stories here, as elsewhere, deal
with bond promotion. Fred McMillan, manager
of Warners' Silver, in Silver Springs, Md., a
Washington suburb, jumped the gun on the
other WB nabes by staging a Sunday night
rally which brought in about $15,000 in actual
sales. Most of that came from the auction of
orchids worn by the Earle Theatre Roxyettes.
Nearly $1,200,000 in bonds was realized from
the bond premiere of "For Whom the Bells
Toll," held at Loew's Palace last week. Carter
Barron,theLoew's
division
says that
he
thinks
take could
havemanager,
been double
if he'd scaled the house higher.
All district houses get a break from the
"Stars at Midnight" show which will be held
simultaneously
Loew'sOct.Capitol
Earle
Monday atnight,
4. ItandwillWarners'
include
the stage shows of both theatres, stars from the
Army
"Play
by Play,"
which and
will the
be
at the show,
National
Theatre
that week,
Lucky Seven Coast Guard Band from California, directed by Lt. Rudy Vallee. All theatres
which are bond issuing agents will handle
tickets.
Film Row greeted three exhibitors this week
whom it hadn't seen in some time : S. Thompson
of the Central, in Hempstead, Md. ; Ike Weiner
of Waldorf, Md., and L. R. Williams of the
Asta, Alaryus, Va.
And Oscar Blumenthal, Columbia oflice manager, will think twice about jay- walking, after
picking up a ticket for it Tuesday morning.
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Make

3 Shorts

Suggested by Army
Allyn Butterfield, chief of the feature film
section, Bureau of Public Relations, War Department, fhas returned to Washington after
conferring for the past week with the major
and independent producers on War Department
policy and cooperation at?ecting motion pictures
pertaining to the U. S. Army. The object of
his trip from the political capital to the movie
capital was to present to the industry a number
of picture suggestions that would be of genuine
benefit to the Army and convey important information to the public. These specific projects
embraced two feature productions and three
short subjects. The two features were offered
to the producers who had previously indicated
interest in the subjects involved. Deals were
accordingly made by Butterfield with Warners,
who will immediately develop a script on an
important branch of the armed forces. Jack
Warner has assigned Hal Wallis to the production. Darryl Zanuck has approved preparation
of a script by 20th Century-Fox for a feature
based on the Military Police, with Bryan Foy
handling the production.
Safety in Aviation
On the shorts end, Eddie Mannix of MGM
has approved the production of a short film
concerning civilian youth participation in aviation. Warners are preparing a short script describing measures taken by the government to
insure safety in aviation in the Army Air Forces.
Because of the success of Pete Smith's short,
"The Seventh Column," the War Department
has asked MGM to make a sequel to this vital
subject. Butterfield conferred with Walter
Wanger on his current production, "When
Ladies Fly," a story of the early days of the
Wafs. Other industry leaders contacted by the
War Department official were David Selznick,
Harry Warner, Y. Frank Freeman, Samuel
Goldwyn, B. B. Kahane, Harry Cohn and Col.
Jayson Joy. Butterfield contacted the independent producers at a luncheon tendered him
at the Beverly-Wilshire when problems relating
to Army pictures were discussed.
Met With Unanimous

Enthusiasm

While Butterfield was in Hollywood, Col.
Magee, director of motion picture operations of
the Army Air Forces, arranged from his Washington headquarters, through Butterfield, for
close cooperation between his department and
the producers. The War Department official
returned to Washington from Hollywood to
report to General A. B. Searles, director of
public relations, and Col. Curtis Mitchell, chief
of the pictorial branch, that he met with unanimous enthusiasm among producers in extending
their full cooperation. The chief of the feature
film section of the War Department will not
open an office in Hollywood at this time.

Wor Recruit Tie-in
A luncheon and screening at which plans
for the tieing-in of the Technicolor short
subject, "Women of War," with a nation-wide
ten-week drive to recruit more than 150,000
new members for the Women's Army Corps,
were outlined to representatives of the trade
press, was held this week at the Warner
Bros, home office in New York. Exhibitors
are urged to watch for details of the tie-in
which
will appear
special
short subject
section.in next
The week's
Show Builder.

All Sails Set
(Ordinary)
Paramount (R2-10) Sportlight
9^/^ mins.
The U. S. Maritime Service Station at Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., is the scene of the new Grantland Rice Sportlight. It shows the training of
30,000 young seamen in preparation for their
roles in the war effort. Most of the recruits
have never before been to sea, and their training
on dry land includes every shipboard duty. In
other words, the Sheepshead Bay equipment has
everything but the waves (no ulterior meaning
intended). At another training station in St.
Petersburg, Fla., the new men learn how to
handle a sailing vessel, scaling the halyards
and ruffing the sails like veterans. This Sportlight gives a very good idea of the strenuous
life of these merchant seamen and holds much
interest for filmgoers, although it does not
contain the thrills and vividness of some other
recent Rice productions. Good for any program.
Dog Sense
(For Dog-lovers)
20th-Fox — Sports Review
9 mins.
Pointers, retrievers and more retrievers are
the principals in this fascinating short, narrated
by Ed Thorgersen. These dogs go to a school,
and you see them sitting quietly while each
member
of the
comesbirds
up for
They learn
howclass
to spot
and "recitation."
ducks, and
particularly how to carry them without harming them in any way. Live pigeons and ducks
are used for these demonstrations, and the
method of the dogs in retrieving them will
cause discussion from interested patrons after
the show. The dogs pictured include Chesapeakes, poodles, Labradors, cockers, and golden
retrievers. This film will please almost everybody. Can be used with any type program and
audience.

. . NEWSREEL
(Released Wednesday, September 22)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 26, No. 5)— Pope Pius XII
made Vatican prisoner by Nazis; Fascist despot faces
justice in Sicily; New mystery anti-tank gun demonstrated; Skip-bombing tactics; Mrs. Roosevelt in South
Pacific; Canadian women build ships; Children of
Russian war workers put in nurseries; Lew Lehr and
art of diapering (except Salt Lake City and Seattle) ;
Minute Maids do part for Third War Loan (Salt Lake
City and Seattle only) ; Ice-Capades of 1944.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 15, No. 203)— Spotlight
on
Gen.Roosevelt
Mark Clark;
DramaPacific;
of Fascist
tyrant's
fall;Lt.Mrs.
in South
Skip-bombing
tactics; Air heroes back from Middle East; New
mystery
anti-tank learn
gun art
demonstrated;
1944; Servicemen
of diapering. Ice-Capades of
PARAMOUNT
(No. 6) —strength;
Brazil's Boston
President
reviews
growing military
coalVargas
yards
go up in smoke; Portrait of a Fascist before Allied
Mii;tary Tribunal; Soldiers learn art of diapering;
Anti-aircraft technique; New mystery anti-tank gun
demonstrated; Skip-bombing tactics; Mrs. Roosevelt
and My Day in the South Pacific; Ice-Capades of 1944.
PATHE (Vol. 15, No. 8) — Air heroes home from
Middle East; Mrs. Roosevelt in South Pacific; Brazilian
Independence Day; Fascist tyrant before Allied Military
tribunal; Canadian women build ships; New mystery
anti-tank gun demonstrated; Ice-Capades of 1944.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 225) — Air heroes come
home; Ski-bombing; Ice-Capades of 1944; Brazil free
121 years;
"Muscles"pooches;
Wertzbaugher
; New "bazooka"
gun;
Pennsylvania
Mrs. Roosevelt
in South
Pacific;
Fascist
tyrant
before
Allied
Military
Tribunal;
Soldiers learn art of diapering.
(Released Saturday, September 25)
MOVIETONE
(Vol. 26,
6) — British
Army
invades toe of Italy;
FifthNo.Army
invades8thSalerno;
Surrender of Italian fleet to Allies; Rome under air
attack — Rejoicing in Rome as Mussolini falls; Ammunition explosion at Navy Air Station, Norfolk; New
size war bonds (except Chicago) ; Holy Hour rites in

Ode to Victory
(Elaborate)
MGM (M-440) Miniature
11 mins.
In the growing list of shorts with a big picture atmosphere is "Ode to Victory," which is
fundamentally a musical composition with illustrations. Nat Shilkret wrote the music for
this patriotic piece, and it is serious music
with large pretensions, calling for a 50-piece
band and chorus. In four parts, it takes up
the American Revolution, the Civil War, Days
of Change, and the Modern Era. Shots from
earlier productions interspersed with new material form an exciting background for the music,
and should please nearly everybody. This is
a grand chance to get after real music-lovers.
Write the musical clubs and explain the score
is original and is a serious attempt to bring
concert-type music before the whole public.
Ask them what they think of the idea.
Birds on the Wing
(Interesting)
Columbia (5901) A Panoramic
9% mins.
The mystery of bird migrations has long absorbed scientists, and also laymen who have
watched geese and other birdlife soaring over
towns and cities. Here Columbia oflfers a film,
made in conjunction with the New York Zoological Society, that shows numerous flights of
migratory fowl in a way that gives an idea of
the vast spaces covered. By the use of shots
from the air the camera gets the sweep of
these flights and the variety of ground. Among
birds seen are Canadian geese, barn swallows,
blackfinch, Canadian jays, gannets (who fly
in the straight line over the ocean from Labrador to Brazil), cormorants, and terns. The
mystery, of course, is not solved, but the audience will enjoy a very interesting ten minutes.
Good for any bill.

SYNOPSES

. .

Chicago
(Chicago
only)New; Naval
cadets Marine
brush
up on attack
tactics;
Jerseypre-flight
town honors
Sergeant John Basilone.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 15, No. 204)— Eve of
invasion of Italy — Attack on Italian boot — Italian
fleet surrenders — Invasion at Salerno; Inside Rome
as Mussolini fell; Blast and fire sweep Norfolk Navy
Air balBase:
'jpeed Army airplane program; Foot:PurdueWacs
vs. Navy.
PATHE (Vol. 15. No. 9)— Invasion of Italy — British
8th Army invades toe of Italy — Fifth Army invades
Salerno — Surrender of Italian fleet to Allies — Rejoicing
in Rome as Mussolini falls; Football: Purdue vs.
Great
Rochester.Lakes Naval Training Station — Yale vs.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 16, No. 226)— Salerno invasion;
Montgomery's 8th Army launch drive on Taranto;
Bombing of Rome; Italians rejoice at Mussolini's
fall;
of Italy's Football:
fleet; WacsMichigan
keep 'emvs. flying;
NavalSurrender
Station disaster;
Camp
Grant ; Vest Pocket War Bonds.
ALL-AMERICAN (Issued Weekly— Vol. 2, No. 48)—
Real gunfire shells trainees; Negro woman admitted to
bar association; Each Negro urged to buy $25 bond;
Negro a lieutenant on Capitol police force; Circus
hands become champions; Anti-aircraft guns go into
action; Army stages Capitol war show.
PARAMOUNT
(No. 7)—
Football:
Great
Lakes
Naval Training
Station;
First Purdue
vessel invs.Chiang
Kai-Shek's
fleet;
900
Boy
Scouts
save
Maine
potato
crop; Explosion at Norfolk Air Station; Report on
Italy: British and Canadians land at Reggio Calabria
-Clark's Fifth Army takes beachheads — Italy's fleet
surrenders
— Bombing of Rome — Reaction in Rome to
fall of Mussolini.
What

Are

— Adv.
Your Needs F

Joe Hornstein

Has

It
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Princess O'Roiirke
{Continued front Page 24)
in love, and when Coburn finds Cummings is
one of nine children he approves of the
match to revitalize the royal blood. The
shock to Cummings is terrific, but he goes
through with it until, in the White House,
he is told he must give up his American
citizenship. He balks, but Olivia balks also
and marries him anyway, giving up her rank
to Comment:
become plain
O'Rourke. herself says:
As Mrs.
the Princess
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A RE-ISSUE)

"Why, this is nothing but a Cinderella story
in reverse."
That'smakes
right, itbuta the
manner gayin
which
it is done
sprightly,
comedy which aims to please everybody and
succeeds 100 per cent. First credit goes to
Norman Krasna,^ who has furnished some
gorgeous dialogue and whose directing keeps
pace; the
just idea.
call it Then,
"the Krasna
and you
have
Olivia touch"
de Havilland,
Robert Cummings, Jack Carson and Jane
Wyman play with just the right delicacy to
put over the slight story for full effect. The
closing scenes in the White House are novel
and furnish extra amusement through their
general audacity in hallowed precincts. In
advertising you have a good cast to play up,
putting some emphasis on the fast-rising
Robert Cummings (this is his best work to
date). Tieups are very much in order for
feminine accessories and aviation companies.
Also a good song. Honorable Moon, by
Arthur Schwartz, Ira Gershwin, and E. Y.
Harburg will be available on disks for music
shop tieups. A little extra work on this picture will be a paying proposition.
Man From The Rio Grande
54 mins.
Western
Republic
AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) A routine western with the addition of a youngster
whose ice-skating is worth seeing.
BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Should satisfy
as a filler in less discriminating markets.
Cast: Nancy
Don "Red"
Barry,Cording,
Wally Vernon.
Twinkle
Watts,
Gay, Harry
Kirk Alyn,
Paul
Seardon, Roy Barcroft, Kenne Duncan, Jack Kirk,
Kansas Moehring. Credits: Directed by Howard
Bretherton. Original screenplay by Norman S. Hall.
Director of photography, John McBernie. Associate
Producer, Eddy White.
Plot: The suspicious death of the partowner of a rich ranch, while on a hunting
trip with his brother, brings Don Barry into
the investigation. Legitimate heirs to the
property are two girls and a boy who was
reported killed. The man arranges to have
the two girls brought into town, planning
to murder them so that the entire fortune
will be his, but he is tricked and made to
confess his guilt, by Barry, who turns out
to be the boy supposed to have been killed.
Comment: This latest Don "Red" Barry
should satisfy as a filler in less discriminating
markets. It has the action and other ingredients used in most westerns, but plus that
has an ice skating sequence that adds nothing but surprise to the picture as a whole
and has little to do with the story of the
cattle baron. It does, however, introduce
the youngster. Twinkle Watts, a precocious
young skater, which was evidently the reason
for its being included in the film. Barry and
his partner, Wally Vernon, ably handle the
action sequences, while Harry Cording makes
a powerful heavy. Others in the cast carry
off their duties satisfactorily. This can be
sold by tying up with ice-skating rinks and
other skating paraphernalia shops . . . and
the usual western ballvhoo.

READY

IT

BOOK
ASTOR
Atlanta — Astor
Boston — Astor
Buffalo— Pam-0
Chicago — Elman
Charlotte — J. Schrader
Cleveland — Imperial
Dallas — Astor

NOW—

EXCHANGES

Denver — Commercial
Detroit— Allied
Indianapolis — P.R.C.
Los Angeles — Majestic
Minnesota — P.R.C.
Milwaukee — Astor
New Haven — J. Levine

EVERYWHERE

New Orleans — Astor
New York — Astor
Philadelphia — Hollywood
Pittsburgh — Crown
San Francisco — Astor
St. Louis — Astor
Washington — Astor
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Telephone, Hollywood 2055
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to Direct 'Purple Heart'/ Ruth Hussey

Loaned

to

RKO for Tender Comrade' /'Horn Blows Midnight' for Benny
^Lewis Milestone has been signed to direct ►Robert Siodmak is the pleased possessor of
"The Purple Heart," a story of American gal- a scroll presented by the League of Women's
lantry which Darryl F. Zanuck will produce as Clubs for his direction of "Someone to Rememone of the most important pictures ever underber," firstHollywood,
Republic picture
Chinese
Theatre,
and to
theplay
firstthefrom
the
taken by 20th Century-Fox.
Valley studio to be named "film-of-the-month"
i^Leon Errol was assigned by RKO to portray
the male title role in the first of the Mr. and by Red Book.
Mrs. America series of feature pictures, which
►Walter Morosco will produce "Sunday Dinner
Producer Bert Gilroy will place in production
for a Soldier,"
Century-Fox
has an-a
nounced as a which
recent 20th
purchase.
The story,
October 5. Marcy McGuire and Freddie Mercer
novelette, will appear in a forthcoming issue of
will portray
Errol's
children
Good Housekeeping.
casting
of others
is going
on. in the series and
^Ella Raines has won the title role in Universal'sducer"Phantom
first Also
associate-proeffort of JoanLady,"
Harrison.
cast, for
one of the top roles, is Franchot Tone, who
will be the "heavy." "Phantom Lady" goes into
work next week, with Robert Siodmak directing.
►First film for Jack Benny when he returns
from entertaining the troops in North Africa
will be Warner Bros.' "The Horn Blows At
Midnight." The actor, who was last reported
in Sicily, arrives here in mid-October and goes
before the cameras November 1st. Mark
Hellinger will produce.
►Leigh Jason has been named to direct Columbia's "Nine Girls" which will have Evelyn
Keyes and Edmund Lowe in the top spots. Based
on an original, the picture will be produced by
Sam Bischoff, with Burt Kelly as associate.
►Producer Jack Schwarz has added a third
picture to his PRC schedule, the newcomer being
"Women
of Today,"
comedyusedrama
on
the
Wacs.
Schwarza will
some based
of the
young players he has on his roster, among them :
Renee White, Vernell Vernon, Judy Cook and
Da Ette King.
►W. R. Frank, who is producing "Dr. Paul
Joseph Goebbels, His Life and Loves" at General Service Studio, has decided to play a small
role in his own production. He will impersonate
"Hartung"
anti-Nazi
German publisher.
This will be an
his first
screen work.
►MGM's "skyscraper sextette," formed of
statuesque beauties whose average height is
six feet, two inches, will be built up for their
parts in Red Skelton's new Technicolor musical,
"Mr. Co-Ed." They will have the addition of
chopines (platform shoes) which are actually
pint-sized stilts, that will add from twelve to
fourteen inches to their height, in an elaborate
water ballet being staged for tiiat picture by
John Murray Anderson.
►"Westward Bound" has been set as the next
in Monogram's "Trail Blazers" western series
featuring Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson and
Bob Steele. Robert Tansey will produce and
direct.
►From the title role of Bat Masterson, the
fighting Dodge City marshal in Harry SherDekker man's
willproduction
returnof to"The
his Gunmaster,"
home studio. Albert
Paramount, to become the murder victim of Barbara
Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray in "Double
Indemnity," picturization of the James M.
Cain thriller. Billy Wilder directs, with Joseph
Sistrom as associate producer.

►Ruth Hussey, on loan from MGM, has been
signed by Producer David Hempstead for a
major supporting role with Ginger Rogers in
RKO's "Tender Comrade." Edward Dmytryk
directs "Tender Comrade," which is a timely
love stoiy of Home Front heroines, and its cast
includes Robert Ryan, Kim Hunter, Patricia
Collinge, Richard Martin, Jane Darwell and
Richard Gaines.
►James M. Cain, the novelist, has been signed
by Universal to write additional dialog for
"Gypsyduce inGirl"
which George
Waggner
will proTechnicolor,
with Maria
Montez,
Jon
Hall and Turhan Bey. James Hogan. who wrote
the screenplay, will also direct.
►"God Is My Co-Pilot," by Colonel Robert Lee
Scott,dallandPierson,
"Roughly
Speaking,"
Luise Ranpropertico
recentlyby acquired
by
Warner Bros, have moved up to first ten in
book best seller lists. The Scott story will be
produced by Hal B. Wallis. Henry Blanke will
bring "Roughly Speaking" to the screen. Authors
of both books are working on their own screen►Mai
plays. St. Clair was signed by Columbia to direct
"Rhapsody in A Flat" which Sam White will
produce under the supervision of John Stone.
This is the picture in which Bob Haymes, Columbia's singing actor, gets his first lead, and
it is expected to roll this week.
► Dave O'Brien, star of the PRC series of westerns entitled "The Texas Rangers," has signed
a contract with the Dr. Pepper company to make
as transcribed program which will be played by
168 stations, starting immediately. O'Brien will
sing a number of songs from his "Te.xas Rangers" pictures.
►Jacqueline White has won a role in "A Guy
Named Joe," aviation drama starring Spencer
Tracy and Irene
Dunne.
will which
play a Victor
flyer's
sweetheart
in the
flyer She
story
Fleming isaegis.
directing under Everett Riskin's
production

Discussion on the Desert
On the set of Columbia's "Sahara," currently
being trade-screened for exhibitors throughout
the country, Director Zoltan Korda discusses a
scene with Humphrey Bogart, star cf the film.
Walter Goetz Is Promoted to
Associate Producer at Republic
Walter Goetz, currently handling censorship
matters for Republic and also assistant to Associate Producer Robert North, has been promoted to associate producer by M. J. Siegel,
president of Republic Productions. Goetz has
been with Republic for the past five years, and
has worked in nearly all departments in various
capacities.
His first
will be "South
an
original
by story
A\ DeMond
purchasedSea byQuest,"
Republic
this week.
Paramount's New Crosby Deal
Paramount has concluded a liew agreement
with Bing Crosby for two additional pictures,
which will extend his long-time association with
tlie company until June 30, 1946. Crosby will
make seven more pictures for Paramount in
the interim, with a deal for him to make a
picture for RKO next year rated exclusive of
this .d.
Cromwell Directing Selznick Film
John Cromwell has signed to direct David O.
-Selznick's
You two
Wentmen Away"
which
started
this "Since
week. The
have worked

►As a background for what promises to be the
most spectacular swordmanship ever seen in
motion picture, ai monster set is in current use
at Paramount. Scenes are the surprise and
cajjture of the French pirate in "Frenchman's

together
previously
in "LittleCast
Lordincludes
Fauntleroy"
and "Prisoner
of Zenda."
Claudette Colbert, Joseph Gotten, Jennifer Jones,
Shirley Temple, Monty Woolley, Robert Walker
and Hattie McDaniel.

►"Guns of the Cimarron," bought by Republic,
has been assigned to Harry Grey, the producer.
The
picture will be brought out as a superCreek."
western.
The story, by Allan Ellston, ran in
Western Story magazine under the title of
"Range Finders."

New

Pact With Durante

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announces signing of
a new contract with Jimmy Durante, who is
currently playing a leading role in "Two Sisters
and a Sailor."
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HOLLYWOOD

WANDERING

STUDIO

AROUND

ROUXD-UP

HOLLYWOOD

A total
of six
pictures
signal
at five
studios
thiswere
week:given the "Go"
COLUMBIA
SECOND CRIME DOCTOR— Principals : Warner
Baxter, Lynn Merrick. Barton MacLane. Director,
Eugene Ford.

The "fJr. Goebbels" picture is rolling and
with Fred Kane, who is associate producer, I
wandered through the sets already built. It was
quite impressive, ornate and magnificent, just the
sort of thing that the distorted brain of Goebbels
would insist upon having around him. Shooting
that day was on a street set, witli H. B. Warner
and Claudia Drake climbing in and out of a taxi.

MONOGRAM
WESTWARD BOUND— Principals: Ken Maynard,
Hoot Gibson. Boh .Steele, Director, Robert Tansey.
REPUBLIC
CANYON
CITY— Principals: Don "Red" Barry,
Wally
Bennett. Vernon, Twinkle Watts. Director, Spencer
UNITED ARTISTS
SINCE YOU WENT A WAY— Principals : Claudette
Colbert, Joseph Cotteii, Monty Woolley, Shirley Temple, Jennifer Jones. Robert Walker. Director, John
Cromwell.
UNIVERSAL
THREE CHEERS FOR THE BOYS— Principals :
George Raft, W. C. Fields, Grace McDonald, Sophie
Tucker. Director, Eddie Sutherland.
PHANTOM
LADY— Robert
Principals:
Ella Raines, Franchot
Tone. Director,
Siodmak.
TITLE CHANGES
"My Client Curly" (Col.) now CURLY.
"Big Brother" (Mono.) now SMART GUY.
"An American Story" (RKO) now GANGWAY FOR
TOMORROW.
"One Hour of Glory" (RKO) now DAYS OF
GLORY.
Keeping Up With the News
To keep pace with the exciting news from
Italy and hopeful of similar good news from
France, Warners is rushing "Uncertain Glory"
and "Passage
to Marseilles"
production
and
into release
to give the through
studio timing
with
world news events. The background of both
pictures is laid in France, the first a story of
the French fight while conquered, and the second
revolving around the Mediterranean seaport of
Marseilles and the sea itself.
Industry Makes Short for Masons
"Youras Son
Is My Brother,"
subject
filmed
a contribution
to the awarshort
effort,
has
just
been
completed
by
Hollywood's
motion
picture industry and turned over to the Masonic
Service Association.
Plan 'Grand HoteT Musical
"Week-end at the Waldorf," a musical version of "Grand Hotel," first of the great allstar pictures, will be made by MGM with Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., producing. Like its predecessor,
"Week-end at the Waldorf" will have an allstar cast with Judy Garland being the first
named. "Grand Hotel" was produced in 1932
by MGM and was the first all-star picture in
movie history.
Quigley Sisters in Picture
The Quigley sisters will have the chief fenime
roles in "Whispering Footsteps," soon to go
into production with George Blair producing
and Howard Bretherton directing. Rita Quigley, the eldest sister, will play opposite John
Hubbard, and Juanita Quigley will have a
prominent part, too.

Ginger Snapped on Set
"Ginger's back!" was chorused around RKO Radio
last- week when Ginger Rogers stepped before the
cameras for the start of "Tender Comrade," produced by David Hempstead. Miss Rogers is shown
here with Director Edward Dmytryk on first day.
Mli..

Kidded a little with Director Alfred Zeisler,
ivhose experience with UFA ims written into
the script. Asked whether he felt he was yetting
anever
good been
picture.
"I'm was
not developing
sure. I've
sure His
that reply:
a picture
well while we were in the shooting stage, although theory
I've done ivas
more
60 pictures."
believe his
that than
uncertainty
makes forI
the correct critical attitude. Von accept nothing without a careful check.

S ItauAtnatt Qaei

Studio

S tn.o-lli*t<f

Dear Mr. Exhibitor's Wife:
I'm going to take you with me to a housewarming
on
out at the
Selznick
Studio. We've
been Stage
invitedThree
by Claudette
Colbert
and Producer
David
O. Selznick. They want us to see the house that was
built for some scenes in the picture Mr. Selznick is
making,
Away."
As we called
enter "Since
the stageYouwe Went
find the
place filled with
celebrities
and
we're
greeted
by
Joseph
publicity director. He introduces us to one of hisSteele,
assistants,
who takes us into the house to show us around.
It is a replica of the entire first floor of the home
of Margaret Buell Wilder, author of the book on
which the picture is based . . . even to the silver and
linen in the drawers.
When weto come
out, most
we're oftaken
introduced
the stars,
whom theare rounds
playing andin
the picture. Starting with Miss Colbert, we meet
Shirley Temple, Jennifer Jones. Joseph Gotten, Monty
Woolley, Robert Walker, Hattie McDaniel and Neil
Hamilton ... all in the film . . . and Mary Pickford
and Ingrid Bergman, who have just come in to visit.
All around one side of the stage are umbrella tables
with chairs and over in the corner is the food bar.
As we sit at one of the tables eating and conversing,
we're constantly startled by the flash bulbs popping,
for the photographers are having a field day.
Seated at our table is a youngster visiting here.
She's goggle-eyed
each star
greetand theinformal
many
visitors,
and walkingwatching
around being
friendly
. . . even as you and I.
Whenas it's
time find
to leaye.
adieuourto host,
as many
stars
we can
. . . we
and bidthank
Mr.
Selznick, for a grand time, wishing him lots of luck
with the picture.
On our way out, we all decide that with the array
of talent, in a story about a typical American home
in wartime . . . under the Selznick production aegis
. . .it.the picture can't miss and we MUST be sure to
see
Until next week.
Ann Lewis
Writers Get New Contracts
New writing contracts are announced by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with Ludwig Betnelluans, author of "Hotel Splendide" ; Allen
Boretz,
co-author
"Room Frank,
Service,"
with
four other
writers, ofHarriet
Gal and
Howard,
Barbara Bentley, and Franco Bruno Averardi.
Schrock New Story Editor
Ray Schrock, veteran screen writer, has been
engaged by PRC to head its story department
coincidental with its expansion through acquisition of Fine .\rts studio.

They were testing for "The Bridge of San
Luis Rey," a remake by Ben Bogeaus, who
owns General Service studios. They took shots
of Lynn Bari in many different poses, the director and cameraman singing out, "Try it to the
left," "Turn right," "Bend forward a bit," etc.
It's harder work testing for a picture than it is
acting for it.
Ran into Fortunio Bonanova, ivho has an
interesting part in the picture. He's a big fellow
ivith a sense of humor that shows in his pictures.
Seems to me they should have done more with
him up to nozv; his acting, appearance, and
singing ability would make a great combination
for these days when a man who' is a character
and stands out is given leads in good stories.
Bonanova vnas a Metropolitan Opera star before
he came to pictures, and after five years away
front the Opera, is going back this season. Says
he's very nervous about it. Five years away
from the daily Opera grind, training and singing,
is like a lifetime.
Talking sense of humor, Charles Laughton
just about cops all prizes in portraying the
deceased husband of his real-life wife, Elsa
Lanchester,
in RKO's
"Dangerous
Dressed in British
regimental
uniform, Journey."
he posed
for the portrait of her dead husband which hangs
over the fireplace in her "home." Actually, he
had no part in the picture.
One Troupe Back, Another Out
With its "Wild Horse Roundup" troupe returning to the studio. Universal sent out two
more companies to outlying districts. Director
John Rawdins departed with 120 players for
three weeks of filming location scenes for Walter Wanger's "When Ladies Fly," while Producer-Director Julien Duvivier headed out for
three weeks of location shooting on Universal's
Jean Gabin starrer, "Passport to Dakar."

Cassidy
James B. Prepares
Cassidy has'Green
engaged Mansions'
Elliot Paul to
write the screenplay of "Green Mansions" which
he will produce from the best-seller for major
company distribution. He will have the cooperation ofthe Oflice of Coordinator of Latin.American Affairs, as "Green ^lansions" has a
South American locale.
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Dales Shown Are Release Dales
This department
primarily intended
portant informationis regarding
product toon convey
which imno
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it i\ valuable
source. Listings will appear but once. .
GUNFIGHTERS (Univ.) Western. Principals: Russell Hayden, Fuzzy Knight, Dennis
Moore, Jennifer Holt, Hal Taliaferro. Plot:
While searching through Wyoming for his
boyhood pal to offer him a partnership in a
stage line, a young cowboy becomes a witness
to a killing. He senses unscrupulous dealing
and decides to investigate the matter. He soon
finds that the supposed head of the "Cattlemen's Protective Association" is behind all
the crooked work, and with him jailed, peace
reigns again. Director, Elmer Clifton.
COWBOY IN THE CLOUDS (Col.) Western. Principals: Charles Starrett, Dub Taylor, Julie Duncan, Jimmy Wakely, Davison
Clark. Plot: The continuation of a war defense project, known as CAP (Civil Air
Patrol) is hindered by the richest man in
the state. A ranch boss who has been sponsoring the movement tries to see this man
to discover why he is trying to halt its progress, at which time he becomes involved in
a murder. He is eventually able to prove his
innocence and at the same time win over this
man so that everything is straightened out.
Director, Benjamin Kline.
MR. MUGGS STEPS OUT (Mono.) Drama.
Principals: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell, Billy Benedict, Joan Marsh, Halliwell
Hobbs, Noah Beery, Sr. Plot: Instead of being sent to jail for a petty offense, Leo Gorcey
is paroled in the custody of a wealthy family
for whom he becomes chauffeur. There he
gets a chance to prove his mettle by catching
the crooks who robbed the place and also is
instrumental in preventing the kidnapping of
their debutante daughter. Director, William
Beaudine.
HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER (Rep.)
Western. Principals: Roy Rogers, Ruth Terry, Sons ofMary
the Treen.
Pioneers,
Guinn
"Big Boy"
Williams,
Plot:
A lighthearted,
foot-loose singing cowboy is given a job by
the owner of a large ranch in order to keep
him from being thrown into the town clink
as a saddle tramp. There he soon tumbles to
the business
manager's
to wreck
owner
and gain
controlplans
himself.
At the
the
death of the father, he gets the daughter to
take hold, save the best blood-line horses
and then, with his help, put the ranch back
on a paying basis. Director, Joseph Kane.
TROPICANA (Col.) Musical Comedy.
Principals: Mae West, Hazel Scott, William
Gaxton, Victor Moore, Xavier Cugat, Mary
Roche, Leonard Sues. Plot: A musical comedy star and her producer are constantly
quarreling, so that when their latest show
proves a flop, they separate. When he learns
that she is going into a show for another
producer, he feigns illness and gets her promise to stick to him. Then when he promises
a part to a new youngster, in order to get an
angel for his show, she lets him have it. The
show finally goes on, with the young girl
making her debut, and the star and the producer bury the hatchet when it proves a
success. Director, Gregory Ratofif.
DEATH VALLEY RANGERS (Mono.)
Western. Principals: Ken Maynard, Hoot
Gibson, Bob Steele, Linda Brent, Kenneth
Harlan. Plot: The Trail Blazers are sent
to Death Valley to apprehend the persons
who have been robbing the stagecoach of its
gold shipments. They recognize an old escaped criminal in the town and threaten to
apprehend him if he doesn't help one of them
join the band. In this way they are able to
catch up with the robbers and clear up the
gold situation. Director, Robert Tansey.

RAIDERS OF RED GAP (PRC) Western.
Principals: Bob Livingston, Al (Fuzzy) St.
John, Myrna Dell, Ed Cassidy. Plot: A
cattle company is trying to gain control of
all cattle and grazing lands in Arizona by
selling at prices that will defy all competition. The owner sends for a notorious gunman, when he comes across stiff opposition
from one of the ranchers. Through a change
in clothing, Fuzzy is mistaken for the man,
so he and the Lone Rider decide to work
with them. In this way they get enough
evidence to convict the man and his entire
gang. Director, Sam Newfield.
DESTINATION TOKYO (WB) Drama.
Principals: Cary Grant, John Garfield, Alan
Hale, Dane Clark, Warner Anderson, John
Ridgely. Plot: This is the story of a submarine, who under sealed orders, got into
Tokyo Bay, and there sent men ashore to
check enemy fortifications. Then this information was broadcast to General Doolittle
and his raiders, who thus were able to make
every bomb count on their historic raid. The
sub then has to fight a flotilla of destroyers
before
it gets away to safety. Director, Delmer Daves.
WOMEN IN BONDAGE (Mono.) Drama.
Principals: Gail Patrick, Nancy Kelly, Bill
Henry, Tala Birell, Gertrude Michael, Alan
Baxter, Maris Wrixon. Plot: The wife of
a German officer at the Russian front, returns after several years, to war-torn Germany. When she sees innocent girls being
shot for speaking against the government
and then finds that her husband's brother
has been chosen to be the father of her child,
she manages to signal the American planes
where the hidden munitions works are and
their giant bomb wrecks the entire place.
Director, Steve Sekely.
BLAZING FRONTIER (PRC) Western.
Principals: Buster Crabbe, Al (Fuzzy) St.
John, Marjorie Manners, Mil Kibbee. Plot:
When a feud develops between the settlers
and the railroad detectives, the lawyer for
the settlers sends for 'Buster Crabbe and his
buddy. These two hire out as detectives in
order to get to the seat of the trouble and
when they find that the land agents for the
Railroad Company are defrauding the settlers, they get the necessary evidence and
bring the guilty men to justice. Director,
Sam Newfield.
MYSTERY BROADCAST (Rep.) Drama.
Principals: Frank Albertson, Ruth Terry,
Alice Fleming, Mary Treen, Emmet Vogan,
Paul Harvey. Plot: To add new interest to
her weekly radio dramatization of unsolved
crimes, a lady columnist promises her listeners an added thrill by solving the next
week's crime. This involves her in two murders and she stands in danger of losing her
life before she carries out her promise to her
listening
audience. Director, George Sherman.
CYCLONE PRAIRIE RANGERS (Col.)
Western. Principals: Charles Starrett, Dub
Taylor, Constance Worth, Jimmy Davis,
Jimmy Wakely and his Saddle Pals. Plot:
A rodeo star receives a special assignment
from Washington to investigate repeated
acts of sabotage occurring in Cyclone
Prairie. He arrives in town, unannounced,
and gets a job with his troupe, as entertainers in a local restaurant. When fired upon
while
the town starts
cobbler's
rodeo passing
star immediately
from shop,
there thein
his investigation and ends up with his mission completed. Director, Benjamin Kline.

GUNG
HO
(Univ.) Drama. Principals:
Randolph Scott, Grace McDonald, Alan
Curtis, Noah Beery, Jr., J. Carrol Naish,
David Bruce. Plot: At the San Diego Marine
Base volunteers are called for a special battalion of Marine Raiders to be trained for
a secret mission. Among the men chosen are
two half-brothers, who are constantly feuding over the one girl they both love. After
a gruelling training, they are sent via submarine, into enemy waters. Many of the
men are killed, including one of the brothers.
The other one writes home to the girl, giving
details of a successfully carried out mission.
Director, Ray Enright.
IS EVERYBODY HAPPY? (Col.) DramaWith-Music. Principals: Ted Lewis, Nan
Wynn, Michael Duane, Larry Parks, Bob
Haymes, Lynn Merrick. Plot: Ted Lewis
meets the son of an old vaudeville partner
and takes him home with him. There he
proceeds to tell him a story . . . about himself, the boy's father and the girl they both
loved. Their struggle to gain recognition
with their new style of music and of their
final success
Rector's
before
boy's
father
enlistedat for
WorldjustWar
I. the
Director,
Charles Barton.
MUMMY'S GHOST (Univ.) Horror. Principals: Lon Chaney, Burnu Acquanetta, Robert Lowery, John Carradine, Harry Shannon,
Barton MacLane. Plot: An Egyptian High
Priest arrives in the U. S. with a smuggled
Mummy, which has been kept alive by secret
brew for over three thousand years. They
are seeking the sarcophagus of a Priestess,
brought here by a returning American expedition. The Mummy gradually wipes out
everyone connected with the expedition and
then carries off the young girl who is supposed to be the reincarnation of the Priestess.
Director, Reginald LeBorg.
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER (Col.) Drama. Principals: Douglass
Drake, Hugh Beaumont, Jeff Donnell, Kane
Richmond, Craig Woods. Plot: Two classmates at an Anti-Aircraft Officers Candidate School are interested in the same girl,
a Civilian Administration Secretary on the
post. One boy, a good student and soldier,
is conscientious about his work, while the
other one takes short cuts. However, when
the serious student gets into trouble, the
glib one takes the blame and is expelled. He
leaves, having won the friendship of the
boy and the lover of the girl. Director,
Alfred E. Green.
SHINE ON HARVEST MOON (WB)
Drama-With-Music. Principals: Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Irene Manning, Jack
Carson, S. Z. Sakall, Marie Wilson. Plot:
This is the life story of the meeting and
eventual teaming of the once famous team of
Jack Norworth and Nora Bayes. At the time
they met, he was successful on the stage and
as a song writer, while she was struggling
along as a singer in a night club. They fall
in love, marry and team up, but he loses out
because of the jealousy of another woman.
When things look blackest, they get an offer
for the Ziegfeld Follies and the world turns
rosy again. Director, David Butler.
ADV.
Can^t

Get

Joe Hornstem

It?
Has

It
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Listing feature releases alphabetically by title under name of distributor. Numerals on
eft indicate production number or block number. Effort is made to give precise running
rime for each picture reviewed, but due to various factors footage may be altered on all
arints or on prints for certain territories, and it is therefore important that you —
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH LOCAL EXCHANGE

KEY: Letters and combinations thereof in parenthesis indicate type of picture: (Al
Action; (B) Biographical; (C) Comedy; (D) Drama; IDoci Documentary; (F) Farce;
(Fa) Fantasy; (G) Gangster; (H) Horror; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (O) Operetti;
(P) Period; (T) Travel; (W) Western. Letters following the latter key give audience
classification: F— Family; A — Adult, a — Before Date of Issue gives date of publication
of Advance Dope on that picture; b— publication date of Box Office Slant.

Rel.
Date
See of
ASTOR PICTURES
Issue
MIns.
.
71...
Cock of the Air (C)
Chester Morris
Crooked
(C)F
Zasu
Pitts-Jimmy
Gleason
. . 70..
Fangs ofCircle
the Wild
Rin Tin
Tin, Jr
.New Release
.. 60..
Hell's
Angels
(0)
Lyon-Harlow-Hall
..100..
Her
Enlisted
Man
(CD)
Barbara
StanwyckRobt.
Young.
.
.
70..
I Cover the Waterfront (D) . . .Claudette Colbert
. . 80..
Reissued
.... Reissued
.. 72..
Keep
Benny
.New Release
King 'em
ef theLaughing
Circus Jack
Loder-Ratolf-Bennett
.... 71..
70..
....
Reissued
Let
'Em
Have
It
(G)
Bruce
CabotVirginia
Bruce
.... Reissued
Paloeka (or
(C)
Erwin-Lupe Jones
Velez
. . 70..
Scandal
the Bride Stuart
Anna Lee-Grlfflth
.New Release
... . 70..
88..
Scarface
(D)
P.
Munl-G.
Raft-A.
Dvorak
.... Reissued
Scream in the Night Lon Chaney, Jr
.New
Release
69..
. . 88..
Sky
Devils
<C-D)
Spencer
Tracy
Thunder in the City Edw. G. Robinson
.. 45..
Titans of the Deep
Beebe and Barton

MGM (Cont.)
Current 1942-43
325
316 Slightly
Stand ByDangerous
For Action(D)F
iO)F...R.L. Turner-R.
Taylor-C. Young
Laughton
322 Tennessee Johnson (B)A Van Heflin-R. Hussey
321
Three
Hearts
(or
Julia
(CM)A.M.
Douglas-A.
313 Whistling in Dixie (OA R. Skellon-A. Sothern
Ruther(ord
331 Youngest Protession (C)F V. Weidler-Edw. Arnold

COLUMBIA
Current 1942-43
4031 After Midnight With Boston
..b7/24/43
b4. ,3/18/43
Savage
Morris-AnnAherne
(D) (My)A.L.C. Young-B.
4009 A Blackie
12/10/42 .bl2/l2/42
91. ,.7/15/43
. .b7/24/43
Night to Remember
4011 Appointment
77.
Chapman
Sanders-M.
G.
Berlin
in
4030 Boston Blackie Goes
...
.„ , 1 1 /5/42
S8.
Worth
C. Morns-Constance
..a7/25/42
(My)
4025 BoyHollywood
70. .5/20/43
Beckett-Conrad Binyon
Scott
Stalingrad
.b8/7/43
I '7 43 . ... .33/20/43
4UI3 City From
Brooks 76. 1/14/43
Darnell-Leslie
Linda
(D)
Men
Without
Cominanilos Striko »t Dawn(D).Paul Muni-Anna
Lee
10".
.bl2'19'42
.
.b7/IO/43
4017 Crime
66. ,6/22/43
Warner Baxter-M. Lindsay
3 '25 '43 . .36/26/43
Doctor (D)F
Lowe-J. Hubbard 9/23/43
Keyes-E.
Dangerous Blondes
(Tech.) (W)F B.Evelyn
Scott-E.
Keyes ..
MS9. ,9/2/43 . . .b8/2l/43
4nn.'i
4003 DHSpera/loes
Chapman
Ed. G. Robinson-M.
(D)(W) Starrett-Kay
Destroyer Buckaroo
. .. .b3'l3'4'
42118
.a8
Harris
58. .2/1/43
.b9/l'29/42
1/43
4008 Fighting
8b.
.7/29/43
...
M. Oberon-B. Aherne Davis
(D)F Chas.
First Comes Courage
4205 Frontier
6/24/43 .. .b7/l7/43
Starrett-Jimmy Buchanan 55.
,6/29/43
4014 Good Luck,FuryMr. (W)F
69. 9/16/43 .b8/ 14/43
Claire Trevor-Edgar
Yates Charles
Starretl-Kay Harris
'42
(W) P. Singleton-A.
the Rangers
..alll/31
.b7/ 10/43
4018 Hail
It's atoGreat
Life (CD)F
Lake
68.
1 1 211/ 42 alO IU/42
oa. .5/27/43
Halup
Barinolomow-Billy
F.
lU)
Army
Junior
11 12/42
Vmir Rl""" Aw?v (r).,Jin» Falkpnlnira-BTt Gordon 57. .5/27/43
4204 Lauoh
..b5/29/43
Patterson
(W)F...C.M. Starrett-S.
the Northwest
Law ofHave
«U4U Lets
,3/4/43 . ..alO'in'42
fun
(C)
Linusay-J.
Beal
M.
.b4, 24'43
103. ,5/13/43
.4'l'43 . ...b4/3/43
4001 More the Merrier (D) J. Arthur-J. McCrea
ba.
■ o-'l MiirH.r in Times So'iare( My) . E. towe-M. Chanman
4010
..a6/
12/43
.8/31/43
C. Coburn-M. Chapman
a Cook
Kingdom
.....b6/5/43
4036 My
Lindsay 66. .2/11/43
(My)F...Wm. Gargan-Margarct
1/21/43 .alU/IU/42
for aforLady
No Place
afi.bfi'5'43
'?n 4?
wia Une
Williain-E. Blore-M. Chapman.. 77.
Dangerous Night (My)...W.
12 I 42
^7
r.arr"ll
aimn Stanford
Starrett-Robert
Chas.
(W>
Mvto Giin
4023 Pardon
72. .8/19/43
SavageAnn Kibbee-Lee
(D)F
Suez
Passport
.1/28/43 ..b9/l8/43
4037
63.
Tracy
Guy
(D)F
Press
the
of
Power
.b5/29/43
4024 Redhead From Manhattan (C) F . L. Velez-Michael Duane
63. .5/6/43 . ...al2/26/42
,2/4/43
76.
4UI2
Wright
2'l5/43 . . . .b7/3/43
Miller-Wm.
A.
(DM).
Beverly
With
«2I I Reveille
Riders of the North West
"
p Hayripn-B. Wills.
Mounted (Wl
.b8/ 14/43
4206 Robin
.aM/14'42
7/29/43 .. .al2/26/42
of the Range(W)F. Charles Starrett-Kay Harris 57. ,4/27/43
4212 SaddlesHood
,4/15/43
i Sageorush
IW)
K.
Hayden-Bob
Wills_
.
o5.
,
B6. 2/25 '43 . . .b6/5/43
Neal
Jinx Falkenburg-Tom
It Takes (CD)
She Has What
tnnii Something
91.
Janet Blair
Amerhe-OakieAbout (C).. ..Russell
to Shout
..a8/8/42
59. .12/15/42
4210
Hayden-Bob Wills bB.
in the Saddle (W)
Tornado
,6.12/3/42
I0'43 .. ,. .b4'10'43
. .b7/3/43
1019 Two
inx Falkenburg- Joan Davis
Senoritas From Chiraqo(C) JBruce
jn-i9 Underground
68.
.
..
..
..
Alhertson.
Bennett-F.
(D)F
Agent
.. .b8/7/43
4015
75. .7/8/43
,11/19/42 .. ..b2/2n/43
J. Hubbard. 98.
M illcr-"Rochester"Cousin F . Ann
t002 What's
.blO/IO/42
Hayworth
F. Astaire-R.
Never Lovelier(M)
You WereBuzzin'
Coming
10/26/43
of a Lifetime Chester Morris-G. E. Stone
Chance Girl
Cover
(Tech.) Charles
R. Hayworth-J.
iViVio
a8/7/43
s
Athen
S»arrett-ViFalkenhiirg
Cowboy From Lonesome River. Charles
can
Dunir
Starrett-Jakio
Clouds Cary Grant-Janet
In the y
Cowboy
Bla
Curl
Taylo
Walter
StarrutI-Henry
Rangers Charles
Cyclone'
Day WillPrairie
Come
Marsha HuntTrayers
\i,ny.,r
Doughboys
in
Ireland
Kenny
BakerJeff
Donne
I
.
iV^i'^il
■ • ■ •;i>7/ii
a8/7/43
9/30/43
Penny Singleton- Arthur Lake
Footliflht Glamour
Hey, Rookie
Ann
Miller-Larry
Parks
in/oiMo'
10/28/43
Band
&
Lewis
Ted
Hanpy?
Is Everybody
al/9/43
Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
Horseman (W)
Last
Return of the Vampire C.BelaStarrett-Shirley
Lugosi-Mirhael Patters
Dnane
■,;ii,y.i
al/30/43
on
Riding West (W)
Roundup for Victory Charles Starrett- Jeanne Bates
Silver City Raiders (W) Humiihrev
R. Hayden-B.
Wills
\n,\y,A^---^\V->V,*A
10/14/43 ..a4/24/43
Bennett ick
Boqart-Bruce
Saiiara
Merr
Baxter-Lynn
Warner
Doctor R.
CrimeWoman
SecondPercent
rne
Ahe
Russell-B.
Ten
there's Something About a Evelyn Keyes-Michael Duane
Soldier
Mae West-Victor Moore
Tropicana
al'2/43
Wills
« Hayden-B.
Ride (W)
Vigilantes
Wyoming Hurricane
(W) Russell
Hayden-Alma
Carroll
al/18/43
MGM
Current 1942-43
318 Andy
Dou
Life Hardy's
(CD)F
.M. ble
Roftney-L. Stone
Rogers
Morgan-Jean
' (dYf; . . .F.Laurel
In Towii (OF
A Stranger
324
& Hardy
Raid Wardens
326 Air
Aumont-Susan Peters
in Brittany (D)F.. Pierre
327 Assignment(D)
Taylor-T. Mitchell
328 Bataan
323 Cabin in the Sky (M)F Ethel Waters-"Rochester"
'''Asfistant'(D)F°* L. Barrymore-Van Johnson
""(Te^M Tm)
Red
Gargan
Readick-Wm. Ball
BobbySkelton-Lucille
Kid (DIF John
Harrigan's
329 Hitler's
Morison...
Carradine-Patricia
Madman (D)
334
Morgan
Rooney-F.
(D)F....M.
The
Comedy.
Human
380
Ynung-Laraine Day
314 Journey (or Margaret (OiF...Robt.Hepburn-S.
Flame (D)F....K. Lundigan-J.Tracy
320 Keeper of the
Craig
Rangers (AD)F Wm.
319 Northwest
Hunt
Tone-Marsha
(D) (D) J.Franchot
332 Pilet No 5 Lily
Heflin
Garland-Van
Mars
Presenting
330
Garson-R. Colman
(D)A G. Crawford370 Random Harvest
Philin Dorn
315 Reunion In France (D)A J.

o=ft.S. , nOec-Feb
r k .b2/l3/43
.b3/20/43
67..ADr-May
Apr-May
67..
/43
96 ..Apr-May .b3
/29'43
.b5/l3
1 14. .June-Aug .b2
'4"
/l2/43
98 . Apr-May bl2/l3
87..Dec-Feb .bll/14/42
10180... .June-Aug
..b5/8/43
June-Aug .b3/l3/4j
84. .June-Aug .b6/12/43
.b2/27/43
Aug
1RO17. ..June^i io
Dee-Feb .hin
.bl2/l9/42
IOO..Dec-Feb .blO/31/42
63..Dec-Feb .b4/IO/43
70.. June-Aug ..b5/l/43
.June-Aug
104.
126. .June- Aug bl 1/28/42
l05..Dec.Feb ..bl2/5/4I

402
406
405
407
409
403
410
411
401
404
408

Current 1943-44
Above
Suspicion
(D)
MacMurray.
Adventures
of Tartu,
The. (M) .L.J. Crawford-F.
Donat
Best
Foot Forward
(Tech.)
Ball-Wm. Gaxton
Dr. Gillespie's
Criminal
(D)
L.M. Barrymore- Van Johnson
GirlCaseCrazy
(M)
Rooney-J. Garland
I Deed It (OF
Red Skelton-E. Powell
Lassie Come Home (D) (Tech.) Roddy McDowall-Donald Crisp
Man From
Under C. Laughton-Binnie Barnes
Salute
to theDown
Marines
(Tech.)
(D)
Beery-Fay Bainter
Swing Shift Maisie (OF W.
A. Sothern-James
Craig
Young Ideas (C)
M. Astor-H. Marshall
Coming

94.
IU8.
103.
90.
73.
82.

Rel. See
. Date Issue et
Apr-May
Det-Feb ...b3/6/43
.bl2/l2/42
Dee-Feb
.bl2/l8/42
Dee-Feb ...bl/9/43
Dee-Feb .blO/31/42
June-Aug ..b3/6/43

Sept- Dec
103.
Dee
93. .SeptSeut-Dec
89.
Sept- Dec
99. .Sept-Dec
102. .Sept-Dec
90. Sept-Dec
103 Sept-Dec
Sept-Dec
101.
Sept-Dec
87 .Sept-Dec
77.

...b5/l/43
...b8/7/43
...b7/3/43
...b5/8/43
...b8/7/43
..b7/3l/43
..b8/2l/43
...b8/7/43
..b7/3l/43
...b5/8/43
..b7/31/43

A Guy Named Joe
Spencer Tracy-Irene Dunne
«5/29/ S
America
B. Donlevy-Ann Richards
a6/l2/ "
Andy Hardy's
Blonde Trouble. George
M. Rooney-L.
Stone
Broadway
Rhythm
Murphy-Ginny
Simms
a8/14/4S
Canterviilft
Ghost
Charles
Laughton-Margaret
O'Brien(7/24/43
Cross o( Lorraine
Gene Kelly-Pierre
Aumont
Cry "Havoc "
A. Sothern-M. Sullivan
a8/7/43
For the Love of Mike Charles
Margaret Boyer-lngrid
O'Brien-J. Craig
a8/7/43
Gaslight
Bergman
Heavenly Body
W. Powell-H. Lamarr
a7/3l/43
Kismet
B.G. Garsnn-W.
Colman-Marlene
Dietrich a6/5/43
Maaaine (Tech.)
Ciirie
Pidgeon
Meet
the People
Lucille
Ball-DickJames
Powell
Mr. Co-Ed
Red Skelton-H.
& Orchestraa8/l4/43
Rationing
W.
Beery-Marjorie
Main
Right About Face (MC) Kay Kyser & Band-Lena Home 78
a2/27/43
See Here. Private Hargrove. .Robert Walker-Donna Reed
a8/14/43
Song
o(
Russia
..
R
Taylor-Susan
Peters
eB/5'43
Thousands Cheer (Tech.) (D) F . Kathryn Grayson-Gene Kelly 126
b9/l8/43
Two
Sistersin&. Brooklyn
A Sailor luntj
Allyson-Van Riilhertord
Johnson a7/24/43
Whistling
Red Skelton-A.
White Cliffs o( Dover I. Dunne-A. Marshall-R. McDowall
a8/7/43
MONOGRAM
Block
No.
Current 1942-43
Ape
(H)A
Lugosi-W. Jordan
Ford
ClancyManStreet
Boys (C) B.
L. Gorcey-B.
Cowboy Commandos (W) R. Corrigan-D. Moore
Crime
Smasher (M)F
Edgar Kennedy-Gale
Storm
Oawn
Bell
Ghosts onon thetheUreal
LooseUlvide(W)
(D) bEastiuiies-K.
Side Kids
Ghost Rider (W)F
J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
Haunted Ranch (W)
J. King-D. Sharps
ComesFromKellythe (C) Joan Woodbury-Eddie Quillan
IHere
Escaped
Gestapo (D)
0. Jagger-M.
Brian
Kid
Hall
Land Dynamite
o( Haunted(D)F
Men (W).... Leo
RangeGorcey-Huntz
Busters
Living Ghost (My)F James Dunn-Joan Woodbury
'Neath
Bridge(CD)A Leo
Prison Brooklyn
Mutiny (D)
Eclw.Gorcey-Huntz
Norris-Joan Hall
Woodbury
(Reviewed
as
"You
Can't Talbot-G.
B^at the Law")
Revenge of the Zombies (D)F.J. Carradine-L.
Storm...
Rhythm Parade (MjF Gale Storm-Robt. Lowery
Sarong
Girl
(D)A
A.
Corio-J.
Davis
Silent Witness (0)F
Frank Albertson- Maris Wrixon
Silver Skates (M)F
..Kenny Baker-Patricia Morissn
Six Gun Gospel (W)F J. M. Brown-R. Hatton
Spy
TrainFrom
(D)
R. Travis-C.
Craig
Stranger
Pecos (W) John
Johnny
Brown-Raymond
Hatton
Trail Riders
(W)
King-David
Sharpe
Two
Fisted
Justice
(W)
J.
King-D.
Sharpe
Wild Horse Stampede (W)F..H. Gibson-K. Maynard
Wings Over the Pacific Inez Cooper-Montague Love
Blazing Rhythm
Guns (W)F
Oamous
Mystery
of the Thirteenth
Guest
Nearly Eighteen
Outlaws
of Stampede Pass
Melody Parade
II Spotlight
Scandals(M)F
(C)

61.
64.
61.
61.
68.
70.
62.
76.
55.
61.
55.
55.
55.
58.

3/5/43 .. ..b2/27/43
..b3/27/43
.4/23/43 ... ...b6
.b2/20/43
26/43
.6/2'43
12
lU
42
,1/29/43
.
.all
14 42
.4,-2/43
.7/16/43 ... .. ..b5;22/43
.b6'5/43
.12/4/42 . . .b7/31/43
.9/10/43 . . .b5 29 43
,5/24/43 . . .b4/l7/43
,2/12/43 . ....bl/23/43
,3/26/43
10 31/42
1 1 '27 42 . b .a2/6/43
1 1 20 42 b 10 17/42
,2/12/43 . . .bl/30/43
. .b9/l8/43
,9/17/43
12/11/42 . .bl2/26/42
..b5/ 15/43
.5/28
'43 . .bl2/l9/42
1/15/43
..bl/16/43
2/26/43 . . . .b9 4 43
,9/3/43
.7/2/43 .... ...b6/5/43
.12
,6 25'4/42
43 .
..b7/3l/43
,1/8/43
.b6 17,-43
51/43
'43
... ...b5
.4/16 43 .. . ..b7/
.a4/l7/43
,6/25/43 .

Coming
1942-43
Hoot
Gibson-Ken
Maynard
Gale
Storm-Robert
Lowery 54
Helen Parrish-Dick Purcell
J.GaleM. Storm-Bill
Brown-R. Henry
Hatton

.b9/ 18/43
.1011/19/43
8 43 . .aB/ 14/43
17/43
. .a8
'7/43
.a8/7/43
11/5/43 . ..a7/
11/12/43
10/15/43

Current 1943-44
Ted
Rite Orchestra
FrankFloFay-Billy
Gilbert

64.
65.
53.
62.
70,
64.
54.
64.
64.
75.
67.

72..8/27,'43
79. .9 24 43 ...b8'14/43
. . .b7/24/43

Black Market Rustlers (W)...RayComing
Corrigan-1943-44
Dennis Moore 58
b8 ".'.a7/3/43
28/43
Bullets iChanSaddles
Ray CorriganDennis Moore
10 29 43
Charlie
in Secret Service. Sidney
Toler
1/17/44
Death Valley Rangers Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard
12 3 43
Honor
System
Jack
LaRue-East Side Kids
12 10,-43 ..a9/ll/43
Lady
Let's
Dance
Belita
1/31/44
Law Rides Again, The (W)...Hoot Gibson-Ken Maynard 54
b8/2l/43
Million Dollar Kid
Leo Gorcey-East Side Kids
Mr.
Muqgs
Steps
Out
Leo
Gorrey-Joan
Marsh
.a9/ll/43
Smart Guy
Rick Vallin-Wanda McKay
Sultan's
Butterworth
SweetheartsDaughter
of the U.S. A Ann
l na Corio-C.
Merkel-Donald
Novis
1/7/44 ..
Texas Kid
J. M. Brown-Raymond Hatton 11/26/43
Unknown
Guest
Victor
Jory-Pamela
Blake
10I 24/44
22/43 .
Where Are My Children?
Women in Bondage Gale Patrick-Nancy Kelly
I2'24'43

40

SHOWMEN'S
Rel.
MIns. Date

TRADE
See
Issue ot

PARAMOUNT
Current 1942-43
Slock
Nc.
68. 6/11/43 . .b3/27/43
82.
5 Aerial Gunner (D)F
C. Morris-R. Arlen
. .b6/26/43
6 Alaska Highway
Richard Arlen-Jean Parker...
3 AonoarB, I n« (WarD)F K. Kicharasun- UeDorah Kerr..
. .D8/29/4^
(Reviewed
as
"Day
Will
Dawn")
88.
,5/28/43 .. ..b3/27/43
9 City
ChinaThat(D)
Loretta
YoungAlan
Ladd
79.
.b9/4/43
Stopped Hitler(Doc). Russian War Film
58.
Special .. .b6/26/43
65 Dixie
Ueth.) to (M)
Dorothy Baxter
Lamour 89.
Fi«« Graveb
Cairo (D) Bing
FranchotCrosbylone-Anne
9b. .7/2/43
. . .b5/8/43
.blO/3/42
2 Foreit Rangera (D) (Tach.)F..F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
87. ,11/6/47
i/29/43 ' ....bl/2/43
42 Happy-Go-Lucky
(Tech.>(0)F...J.
(M) F . Martin-0.
81.
Editor
Lydon-C.Powell-Vallee
Smith
72. ,3/26/43
.12/4/42 . .hlO/3/42
4 Henry
Henry Aldrich.
Aldrich Gets
Glamour (CD)F
J. Lydon-J. LItel
72. 4/9/43 . ...bl/2/43
...b3/27/43
.b6/26/43
6 Henry Aldrich Swings It (C).. Jimmy Lydon-Chas. Smith
65.
5 Hign Explosive (D«F C. Morris-J. Parker
63. ,3/12/43
,5/14/43
.
.
. .bl/2/43
.
4 Lady Bodyguard (CD)F E. Albert-A. Shirley
70.
32 Lucky
Jordan ot(D)A
88. ,2/26/43 . .bl 1/21/42
Mrs. Wiggs
the Cabbage A. Ladd-H. Walker
F. Bainter-C. Lee ,
80. ,11/27/42 . .b 10/3/42
3 MyPatch
Heart(D)F
Belongs to
Daddy (CD)F
R. Carlson-M. O'Driscell 75. ,2/12/43 . ..bl 1/7/42
4 Nighl Plane From
Chungking (D)F
R. Preston- E. Drew
69. 5/7/43 .. . .bl/2/43
Beach Story (OA C.
C Colbert-J.
.bl 1/7/42
32 Palm
McCrea
89. 1/1/43 .. , .blO/3/42
KoaU to Morocco
iCMiF Crosby-Hope-Lamour
83.
11/20/42 .b3/27/43
5 Salute Inr Ihiee (MCD)A B. Khodes-McD. Carey
75. 7/16/43
.
, .b6/26/43
6 So Proudly We Hail (D) Colbert-Goddard-Lake
126.
, . Re-issue
Souls
at Sea kD)
G. Cooper-G. Raft
93.
Star Spangled
Rhythm
..
.bl/2/43
2/12/43
(Tech.)
(M)F
Special
Crosby-Hope-MacMurray-Lamour
...
99.
. .blO/3/42
2 Street ol Chance (MvD)F B. Meredith-C. Trevor
74.
6 Submarine Alert (Spy) Richard Arlen-Wendy Barrie 67. 12/18/42 . .b6/26/43
union Paclhc (D)
J. McCrea-B. Stanwyck 1.18
. . Re-issue
S Wrecking Crew (D)F R. Arlen-C. Morris
73.. 1/15/43 . .bll/7/42
Current 1943-44
Sp. For Whom the Bell Tolls
(Tech.) (D)
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman 168
b7/l7/43
I Good Fellows (CD)
Cecil Kellaway-Helen Walker 70
b8/l4/43
I Hostages (D)
A. de Cordova-Luise Rainer 89
b8/l4/43
II Let's
Face
It
(MC)
Bob
Hope-Betty
Hutton
76
b8/7/43
Tornado (D)
C. Morris-N. Kelly
83
b8/l4/43
« True to Life (D)
M. Martin-F. Tone-D. Powell 94
b8/l4/43
Coming
And the Angels Sing Lamour-MacMurray-B. Hutton
a6/26/43
Frenchman's
Creek (Tech.) J.BingFontaine-B.
Rathbone
a7/3l/43
Going
Way
Stevens
Hail theMy Conuuering
Hero EUUie Crosby-Rise
Bracken- William
Demarest
a8/28/43
Henry
Aldrich, Plays
Boy Scout Jimmy Lydon-Joan Mortimer
HeiiK AiuMili
CuDid (CD)
Jimmy Lvdon-Chas. Smith
a2/27/4i
Henry Aldrich Haunts a House.J. Lyden-C. Smith
a8/26/43
Henry
Aldrich's
Little
Secret.
.Jimmy
LyUon-Joan
Mortimer
a7/IO/43
Hour Belure the Dawn Franchot Tone- Veronica Lake
a6/26/43
L>dy
the Dark tiech. (CD; Ginger
Milland
a3/H/43
Mine MlSweeper
Richard Kogers-Kay
Arlen-Jean Parker
a7/3/43
Ministry of Fear
Milland-Reynolds-Johnson
a7/3l/43
Miiabie
ol
Moiyan's
Creek (CD)
Eddie Bracken-Betty Hutton
al/2/43
Navy Way
Bill Henry-Jean Parker
hu liiiii
Love Young
IG) LlauUetle Coluert-Fred MacMurray
a7/25/42
Our
HeartslorWere
& Gay
Diana Lynn-Gail Russell
Riding High (Tech ) (CD)... U. uaniour-U. Powell
a3/l3/4,1
Standing Room Only P. Goddard-F. MacMurray
a9/ll/43
Story ol Dr. Wassell (Tech.) . .Gary Cooper-Laraine Day
a8/7/43
Timber
R.
B. Hughes
a8/l4/43
1 iiQueen
ov»r Pain
liielArlen-M.
M.Crea-Hettv
Field
aii'27 4^
Uninvited. The
.....Ray Milland-R. Hussey
a6/l9/43
PRC
Current 1942-43
S52
Rarl
Man
nf
Thunder
Can
(W)
.Tex
O'Brien-James
NtwIII
313 Blaok
Behind Raven
Prison (H)A
Walls (CD)F..AIan
Baxter-G.Madison
Michael
321
G. 2ucco-N.
354
O'Brien
3IU Border
Uuss si Buckaroos
Big lean (D)A Jim
H.nn Newill-D.
Liiel- h lorenre
Hire
362 Cattle Stampede
Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
dl
Corregidor
(D)
u.
Krugxr-t.
Laiuii
320 Dead Men Walk (H)A Geo. Zucco-Mary Carlisle
365 Death Rides the Plains (W)..B. Livingston-AI St. John
355
Valley
D. O'Brien-Jim
Newill
306 Fighting
Follies Girl
.Wendie
Barrie-Doris
Nolan
S99 Fugitive of the Plains (W) ... Buster Crabbe-AI St. Inhn
323 Gangs. Inc
Alan Ladd-Joan Woodbury
314 Girls
oiiKsi inaiiuChains
ihe bi't^sl
cMy; ... .James
Uuiin- 1-Clarke
lureiice Kice
305
(D)
A. Judge-R.
358 Kid Rides Again (W) Buster Crabbe-AI St. John
302 Lady From Chungking (D) A.. Anna May Wong-Mae Clark
367 Law of the Saddle B. Livingston-AI St. John
319
CourageMoscow
(D)
t>. MatLane-Lyle
laibol
318 Man
Miss olV From
(D)F...Lola
Lane-Noel Madison
311 My Son, the Hero (OF Palsy Kelly- Roscee Karns
357 Mysterious Rider (W)F B. Crabbe-AI SL John
304 Overland
Night forStagecoach
Crime
Talbot
363
(W) G.
Bob Farrell-L.
Livingston-AI
St. John
303
Payvtt
(My)
A
Lee
Tracy-Tom
Brown
312 Queen of Broadway (D) F . . . . .Rochelle Hudson-B.
Crabbe
351
Rangers
Take
Over (W) James
Newill-Tex
O'Brien
361
Renegade,
The
B.
Crabbe-AI
St.
John
322 Terror House
W. Lawson-J. Mason
356 Trail of Terror
Dave O'Brien-Jim Newill
353
West
of
Texas
(W)
Tex
O'Brien-J.
Newill
360
Western
Cyclone
(W)
Buster
Crabbe-AIJohn
St. John
3h4 Wila Hersp Hustlers Livingston-St.
366 Wolves of the Range B. Livingston-AI St. John
301 Yanks Ar* Coming (M)F Mary Healy-Jaekia Heller

.3/5/43
59.
.3/22/43 ..., ...b2/6/43
66. .5/31/43
, .b3/20/43
62.
.6/15/43 . ^ii'lb'/'l7/42
60.
69. .12/7-42 . .. .a8/7/43
58. .8/16/43
.1 43 .. . .bJ/27 4.1
fi. .2/10/43
. . .bl/16/43
66.
. .a5/l/43
.5/7/43
.. ., .a6/l9/43
55.
.8/1/43
..
60.
.
72. .7/26/43
55. .3'I2'43 .
72 .6/15/43 . . . .b6/5/4J
.4/19/43 ., , .b4/ 10/43
61. .5/17/43
74.
56. .1 27 43 .
71. ..8/28/43
.bl 1/14/42
59. 12/21/42 . . ai i/7/42
u/68. . .1,4
4.>
..
. 1 1/23/42
43 . .!ll2/5/42
68. .4/5
1 1/20/42 . .. .bl/16/43
56. ..2/18/43
.. hl/23'4c
.b8/l/42
76.
60. .12-11/42
.1/21
43
.
.hi
i/28/42
74.
.'
.35/22/43
.3/8/43
..
.bl
1/28/42
66. . 12/25/42
61. .7/1/43
...
58.
.4/19
43
71. .9/14/43 , . .37/17/43
63. .5/10/43 . . . .a5/l/43
59.
64.
.2 12 43 .. .a6/l9/43
57. .5/14/43
.
60. .6/21/43
71. .11/9/42 . .blO/3/42

459
411
401
405
406

Current 1943-44
Blazing
Buster Kelly-Isabel
Crabbe-AI St.Jewell
John
Danger— Frontier
Women at Work(C) F .Patsy
Isle
of
Forgotten
Sins
(D).
...J.
Carradine-G.
Sondergaard
Submarine Base (D)
John Litel-Alan Baxter
Tiger Fangs
Frank Buck-June Duprez
Coming

460
412
402
368
451
316

Devil Riders. The
Buster Crabbe-AI (Fuzzy) St. John
Girl From Monterrey, The. . . .Armida-Edgar Kennedy
10/4/43 .
Harvest Melody
Rosemary Lane-Johnny Downs
11/22/43
Raiders of Red Gap
Bob Livingston-AI (Fuzzy) St. John 59., 9/30/43
Return
of
the
Rangers,
The...
Dave
O'Brien-Jim
Newill
10/15/43
Underdog. The
Barton MacLane-Charlottc Wynters 10/10/43

RKO-RADIO
Block
•la.
Current 1942-43
33 Army
Surgeon(D)A
(WarD)A James
Wyatt
Cat People
Simone Ellison-Jane
Simon-Tom Conway
4 Cinderella Swings It (DM)F..Guy Kibbee-Gloria Warren
2a Falcon's
BrotherBack(My)A
Sanders-Tom
Falron Strikes
(My)A...T.Geo.Conway-H.
HilllardConway

9/1/43 .. .
61 .8/23/43
84
.8/15/43
66. .7/20/43 ,.
59. 9/10/43 .

.b7/l7/43
. .b7/3/43
,b7/IO/43
.a8/l4/43

63. ..12/4/42
73
12/25/42 .blD/24/42
bl 1/14/42
71. .2/26/43 ...hi/23/4'>
62..
1
1/6/42
...blO/3/42
65. .May . .b3/20/43

REVIEW

RKO-RADIO
(ContJ
No.
Block
Current 1942-43
W-l
Frontier
(W)F
T.
Holt-Ann Summers
5 Fighting
Flight
for
Freedom
(D)A
R.
MacMurray..
4 Forever and a Day (D)F All Russell-F.
Star Cast
3 Great
Gildersleeve
(OF
Harold
Peary-Jane Darwell.
4 Hitler's Children (D)A B. Granville-T.
Holt
I Walked With a Zombie(H)A.J. Ellison-F. Dee
25 Journey
Into Fear (D)A 0. Welles-D. Del Rio ,
Ladies'UponDaya (D)A
L. Velez-E.
Albert
Honeymoon (D)F. Ginger
Rogers-Cary
Grant.
W-l 3 Once
Pirates
ol
the
Prairie
(W)F..Tim
Holt-Nell
O'Day
Pride of the Yankees (BD)F..Gary Cooper-Teresa
Wright.
Sagebrush
Law (W)
T. Holt-J.
Saluuos Amigos
(lech.) Walt
DisneyBarclay
Feat. Prod. .
Seven Miles
Days' From
Leave (CM)F...V. Mature-L. Ball
Alcatraz
(D)A
Craig-B. Granville
Tarzan
Triumphs
(D)F J.Weismuller-F.
Gilford
They Got Me Covered (C)F...Bob Hope-Dorothy
Coming Lamour.
This
Land
Is
Mine
(D)F
Laughton-M.
O'Hara
Two Weeks to Live (G)F Lum and Abner

September 25, 1943
Rel.

Adventures
Rookie (C)F..Wally
Brown-Alan Wayne
Carney
A Lady Takesof aa Chance
(OF . Jean Arthur-John
Around the World
Kay Kyser-Joan Davis
Avenging
Holt-C. Edwards
Behind theRider
Rising(W)
Sun (D) . . . T.Margo-Robert
Ryan-Tom Neal
Bombardier
(D)
P.
O'Brien-R.
Scott
Coastal Command (Doc)
Curse of the Cat People. .... .Simone Simon- Kent Smith
Dangerous Journey
Elsa Lanchester-Gorrion Oliver
Days
Gregory
Peck-Toumanova
Falconof& Glory
the Co-eds Tom
Conway-Jean
brooks
Falcon in Danger (M) Tom Conway-Jean Brooks
Fallen
Sparrow.
The
(D)F....J.
Garfield-M.
O'Hara
Gangway for Tomorrow Margo-Wally Brown
Giluersleeve's
Day (C)...H.Harold
Pearv-J.
Darwell
Gildersleeve onBailBroadway
Peary-Billie
Burke
Government Girl
0. de Havilland-Sonny Tufts
Ghost Ship
Richard Dix-Russell Wade
Higher
& Higher
Michele Sanders
Morgan-F. Sinatra-J. Haley
International
Zone
George
Iron Major
Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick
Leopard
(H)
D O'Keele-Margo
Let's Go Man
Latin
Disney
Mexican
Spithre's
Blessed
Event (C)
L. Velez-L. Errol
Mr.
C. Grant-L.
NorthLucky
Star, (D)
The (D)
W.
Huston-A. Day
Baxter
Petticoat Larceny (CD) Joan Carroll- Walter Reed
Red
River
Robin
Hood
(W)...T.
Holt-C.
Edwards
Rookies in Burma
Alan Carney-Wally Brown
Seventh Victim (H)A 1 om Conway-Jean Brooks
Sky's
the
Limit
(OF
F. Astaire-J.
Leslie
So This Is Washington (OF . Lum
it Abner
Spitfire (0)F
L. Howard-D. Niven
Squadron Leader X (D)F E. Portman-A. Dvorak
Tarzan's
Desert Mystery J.Ginger
Weissinuller-Naiicy
Tender Comrade
Rogers-Robert Kelly
Ryan
Up in Arms (Tech.) Danny Kaye-Dana Andrews
REPUBLIC
1942-43
214 Alibi (M)F
M. Current
Lockwood-H.
Sinclair
778 At Dawn We Die (D)A John Clements-Godfrey Tearli
264 Blocked Trail (W)
Bob Steele-Toni Tyler
2301 Boots and Saddles (W) Autry-Burnette-Judith Allen
2313 Bordertewn Gunflghters (W)..B. Elliott-G. Hayes
2311 Calling Wild Bill Elliott (W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
275
City (C)
Cyclone (W) D.J. E.Barry-L.
219 Carson
Chatterbox
Brown-J.Merrick
Canova
276 Days of Old Cheyenne (W) D. Barry-L. Merrick
274
Dead
Man's
Gulch
(W)F
D.
Barry-L.
Merrick
222 False Faces (D)
S. Ridges-R. Williams
211 Fighting Devil Dogs
Lee Powell-Eleanor Stewart
2303 Gaucho Serenade (W)
G. Autry-S. Burnette
220 Gentle Gangster (D)
B. MacLane-M. Lament
224
Headin'
for
God's
Country
W. Lundigan-V. Dale
251 Heart of the (joluen
West
(W)F
215 Hit Parade of 1943 (DM)F...J.Rogers-Burnette-Hayos
Carrol-S. Hayward
2Ub Ice
Revue (CD) R.
EllenRogers-S.
Drew-Richard
Denning
252
IdahoCapades
(W)F
Burnette
2306 In Old Monterey Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
254 King ot the Cowboys (W) K. Kogers-S. Burnette
205
(CD) . Jane
HenryMcLeod
Wilcoxon
210 Johnny
London Doughboy
Blackout Murder(My)
John WithersAbbott-Mary
2312 Man From Thunder River(W).B. Elliott-G. Hayes
217 Mantrap
(My)
H. Stephenson-L.
Corrigan
2305
Burnette
209 Mexican
Mountain Rose
Rhythm(W)
(D) Gene
WeaverAutry-Smiley
Bros. & Elviry
227
Nobody's
Darling
(F)
M.
Lee-L.
Calhern-G.
George
212 Purple
V, Ihe (Spy)A
Archor-M. MtLeod
2304
Ride, Tenderfoot,
Ride J.G. Autry-Smiley
Burnette
266 Riders of the Rio Grande(W).B. Steele-T. Tyler
253 Sante
Riuin' FeDownScouts
the (W)
Canyon (W) Throe
Roy Rogers-George
Hayes
265
Mesqulteers
208 Secrets of the
Underground(D)
(Spy)
John
Hubbard-Vlrglnla
Griy
218 Shantytown
M. Le«-J.
Archer
256 Silver Spurs
Roy Rogers-John Carradine
228 Someone
sleepy Lagoon
JudyPaige-J.
Canova- Crane
Dennis Day
225
to Remember (D) M.
255 Song of Texas
Roy Rogers-Sheila Ryan
2302
South of the
(MW)...G.Don Autry-S.
Burnette
273 Sundown
Kid Border
(W)
Barry-Linda
Johnson
221 Swing Your Partner (C) L. Belle-Scotty-V. Vague
216
Tahiti
Honey
(DM)
D.
O'Keefe-S.
Simon
223
B. Joyce-R.
Frazer
263 Thumbs
ThunderingUp
Trails (W) Three
Mesqulteers
207
Donald Mesqulteers
M. Barry-Jean Parker
262 Traitor
Vallev nfWithin
Hunted(D)A
Men (W).. Three
2314
TracksKid,West
(W) Bill
Elliott-Anne
Jeffreys
226 Wagon
West Side
The
0. 8arry-D.
Evans-H.
Hull
204 X Marks the Spot (My)A Helen Parrish-Oamian O'Flynn
Current
1943-44Burnette.,
351 Beyond the Last Frontier(W) F . Eddie
Dew-Smiley
362 Black Hills Express (W)F . . .D. Barry-W. Vernon-A. Heat!
361 Hoosier
Fugitive Holiday
From Sonera (W)F,.D.DaleBarry-L.
Merrick
302
Evans-George
Byron
301
Saint
Meets
the
Tiger(
M
D)
F
.
Hugh
SinclairJean Hayes
Gillis
Coming
375 Death Valley Manhunt Bill Elliott-George
A Scream in the Dark Robert Lowery-Marie McDonald..
California Joe
Don Barry-George Hayes
Canyon
City
Don
" Barry-Wally
Vernon.
Deerslayer
Bruce "Red
Kellogg-Jean
Parker
FightingAcross
SeaBees
Wayne-Dennis
O'Keefe
Hands
the Border John
Roy RogersRuth Terry
Here
Elmer
Al
Albertson-D.
Evans.
In OldComes
Oklahoma
JohnPearce-F.
Wayne-Martha
Scott
Man From Music Mountain ... Roy Rogers-Ruth Terry
Man From the Rio Grande. ... Don Barry-Twinkle Watts
Mystery Broadcast
Ruth TerryFrank Albertson
Overland
Mail Robbery Wild
Bill Elliott-George
Hayes..
0.
My
Darling
Clementine
....
F.
Albcrtson-Lorna
Gray
Raiders of Sunset Pass Eddie Dew-Smiley Burnette...
Return of Casanova Joe E. Brown- June Havoc
Three
LittleFootsteps
Sisters J.JohnWithers-O.
Evans-R.
Terry
Whispering
Hubbard-Rita
Quigley.

Mins.
Date . ,.b2/Issue13/43tf
57.. 1/15/43
.. .b2/6/4S
.Apr .... . .bl/23/43
See
.100. .3/26/43 . .bll/14/42
.1/1/43
.bl/2/43
89..
3/19/43 .. , ..b3/20/43
..104.
62.
68.. 2/Apr12/43.... . . ..b8,8/42
,.. 70..
62.. Apr
...bll/7/42
.b3/20/43
.117.
, .hi 1/7/42
..127..
57. .11/27/42
.11/20/42
3/5/43 , .b7/l8/42
.a7/25/43
. 56.. Apr .,bl2/
19/42
.. 42.
.2/19/43
87.. 1 1/13/42 .blO/17/4!
. 61.. 1/8/43 ..bll/14/42
. 78.. 2/19/43 .bl/23/43
95. .2/5/43 ... .b3/20/43
.. 103
.bl/2/43
. 76.. 2/26/43 ...b2/6/43
.h8/2l/43
... ..a7/3/43
.b8/2l/43
..b7/
17/43
. .«8/22/42
..b5/|5/43
.b7/24/43
.b7/ 17/43
.b8/2l/43
.a7/
..88/21/43
. b5 17/43
8 *3
..a7/24/43
.b5/8/43
.b7/l7/43
..b5/8/43
.b7/l7/43
..a4.a8/ 17/43
1/42
.b8/2l/43
.b7/l7/43
.b8/2l/43
.b4/24/43
..b2/6/49

.b4/3/4S
. .. ..b3/27/4J
66. .3/24/43
.3/20/43
.
.
.al/30/43
78. .3/12/43
55. .1/15 43 . . . . . .b7/3/43
. Kelssut
58. .4/30/43 .. , ..b4/24/4l
56. .7/8/43
..b5/29/43
55. .3/23/43
.
.b4
10/43
.4,27 43 . ...«3/6/43
55.
76. .5/15/43
.
. .b3 20/43
55. .2/ 13 43 ...b6/5/43
55.
.5/28/43 ..
56. .1/29,43
69. .5/10/43 . . . . Reltsus
69.
57. .4/15/43 ...b7/3l/43
. . h7 '3 /43
78. .8/26/43
1 1 /2 1 /42
. 12/1 1/42 . .. b.b3/l3/49
.bl2/l9/43
.3/26/43
.
65.
. 12/24/42 .
82. .3'lfl'43
79.
70.
....Reissue
.b4/ IU/43
72. .9/1/43
..bl2,
.b2 '2n26/42
'43
... . .bl2
67. .4/9/43
.1/15/43
19/42
.12/31/42 . ..a4/3/43
63.
58. .4/13/43
.. ..b6/5/43
55. .6/11/43
. . Reissue
57. .7/15/43 ,. . .b8/14/43
58.
70. I « 43 .bl? 1/ 43
.38/27/43
12 43 . . ..*3/l3/43
71.
58. .6/1/43
. . . . Reltiut
66.
. . D.) 12,42
.5/21/43
55. . 12,30 42 . .bl2
...B3/6/43
55.
55. .4/16/43 . .alO/IO/43
.4/20-43 .
71.
.12/18/42 .
65. .8/12/43
68. .9/5/43 .. ...b8/2l/43
.b7 24 /4S
...b4/24'4!
.b7/3l/43
65.
. ..b5/29/43
80. ,8/21/43
.
. Rtissus
.
69. .6/14/43
.3/1/43 .alO/31/43
70.
. . ..b5/l/43
56. ..5/20/43
12/28/42
72. .4/6/43 .. ....b4/3/43
69. .7/5/43 .. . .b6/l9/43
67.
1/28/42
56. .1/25/43
.12/16/42 ..al.bl2/5/4J
63.
56. .11/13/42
. .. .b7/3l/43
55. .8/19/43
8/23/43 . ...a5/l/43
58.
. .alO'3/4;
.bll/7/4i
.11/4/42
56.
.9/18/43 .. .. ..b9/ll/43
56, .8/15/43
.b8/7/43
. .34/17/43
.
.36/26/43
.7/1/43
..
72. .10/5/43
.
70. .9/28/43
,9/25/43 . . ..h8/7/43
. .37/3/43
55.
55.
.10/15/43 . .37/24/43
55.
.»7/24/43
,9/30/43

.a9/|
1/43
..a7/3/43
..a7/3/43
.38/28/43
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SHOWMEN'S

20TH CENT.-FOX
Ral.
8*a of
MIns.
Date
orSlockNo.
Issut
Current 1942-43
.
.b8/l5/42
2 Barlin Correspondent (D)F Virginia Giimore-Dana Andrewi
70.. 9/1 1/42 . .blO/17/42
Black Swan(0)F
(Tech.) {0)F T.Pliilip
Power-Maureen
85.. .2/5/43
12/4/42 .. . . . .bl/9/43
7i Clietniks
Dorn-Anna O'Hara
Sten
73.
610 Cliina
Girl
(D)F
G.
Tierney-G.
MontBomery
95.
.1/1/43
.. . .bl2/5/42
Coney Oiv«
Island (Tech.)
(Tech.) (D)
(DM).. .8.
Grable-G. Montgomery
96. .6/18/43
.b4/24/43
t Crash
T. Power-Anne
Baxter
105..
5/14/43 .. ... ..b5/22/43
.h4/3/43
Desert Victory
War Docunienlary
60.. 4/16/43 . .b3/l3/45
8 Dixie Dugan (OF
J. Ellison-C. Greenwood
66 . 3/12/43 . ..blO/17/42
Dr. Hired
Renault's
(My)A...J.S. Carrol
Roberts 73..
58. .12/11/42
8i8 Helio.
He
the Secret
Boss (CD)F
Erwin-E.Naish-Lynn
Venable
4/2/43 .. . .b3/i3/43
Frisco.
Hello
(Tech.) (DM)F
A. Faye-J. Oakie
98.. 3/26/43 . . .b3/l3/43
hi '9/43
Immnrial Sergeant
(D)F Henry
O'Hart 90..
1/29/43 .. .. ..b5/29/43
1076 Jitterbugs
Laurei Fonda-Maureen
&. Hardy
74. .6/11/43
Liic tiuuins (C)
at
Eight-Thirty (O)(CD)F
F
Woolley-lda Berle
Lupine
84.
.bl/16/43
77 Margin
J.Monty
Bennett-Milton
74.. .12/25/42
2/19/43 . .. .bl2/5/42
Meanest lorManError
in the
World
(OF
Benny-Rochester-P.
Lane
59..
2/12/43
.
.
.bl/16/43
8 Moon Is Down. The (D)F C. Hardwicke-D. Bowden
90.. 4/9 43 .. . .b3/|3/43
( My Friend Fllcka (Tech.) (D).P. Foster-R. Johnson-R. McDowall.. 89.. 4/23/43 . ..b4/IO/43
.bl2 12 42
6 0«er My Duail Body (OF M. Borle-Mary Beth Hughes 68 . 1/13 43 . ...b5/8/43
103 Ox-Bew
Incident
(D)
HenryPatrick-U.
Fonda-Dana
Andrews 75..
Hleaso.
(My) G.
Sanders
70.. 5/21/43
3/ 19/43 .. .bl2/ 19/42
4 Uuiel
Springlime
in MurUer
the Rockies
(T«rh Weather
1 iMiF
Grahlo-Payne9l..ll'fi'42
.b5/29/43
Stormy
(M)
B. Robinson-AllMiranda
Colored Cast 77..
7/16/43 .. . blU/
I//42
5• They
iMni Came
oihei totvuman
iD)F
V.
Giliiiore-Jaiiiet
Ellison
75.
.11/13/42
Blow Up
. .b4/24/43
.Wl\<\
.
America (D)
G. Sanders-W. Bond
73. .5/7/43 .. hllJ 1/ 42
5 Thunder Birds (D) (Tech.)F..G. Tierney-P. Foster
78..II/2U/42
6* Time
(D)F
L. Nolan- Heather
Angel
61. .4/30/43
.1/22/43 .. . ..b4/3/43
Tonightlo WeKillRaid
Calais (D) . . Annabella-B.
Bendi
72.
.h!2 17/42
5-42
56 Undying
Monster
Angel
63.
.11/27/42 .. .blU/
We Are the
Marines(My)F
(D)F John
March Howardof TimeHeather
Feature
65. .1/8/43
.bl2/l2/42
7 Young Mr. Pitt (Dee)F R. Donat-Phyllls Calvert 103. .2/26/43 . . .b9/ 19/42
Current 1943-44
.b7/|0/43
I Call
Bomber's
Gm. Montgomery70. .8/6'43
of theMoon
Wild
Clark
Gable-LorettaAnnabella
Young
92..
10/24/43 .. . . Reissue
I Claudia (D)
K. Young- Dorolliy McGuire 91.. 9/4/43 .. .bU/21/43
I Heaven Can Wait (Tech.) D. Amcche-Gene Tierney... 98. .8/13/43 . .b7/24/43
I Holv
(CD) Alice
M. Wnolley-G.
Fields
'27 '43 . . . Reissue
In OldMatrimony
Chicago (D)F
Faye-T. Power-D.
Ameche 187..
10. . 810/24/43
.ba 2« '43
Wintertime (MOF
S. Henie-J. Oakie
9/17/43 . .b9/ll/43
Coming
.a8/l4/43
Buffalo
(Tech.) M.
O'Hara-J.
McCrea-L. Darnell
Dancing Bill
Masters
Laurel
& Hardy
Eve of St. Mark
Anne Baxter- William Eythe
. .a6/5/43
Gang's
AM Here.
The
A.
Ryan-C. Miranda
.a6/26/43
Guadalcanal
Diary
P. Faye-Sheila
Foster- W. BenUix
.a?/ 17/43
Hauiiy Land
Ameche-Dee-Carey-Riilherford
Home in Indiana (Tech.) Walter Brennan- Jeanne Crain
Jant- cvre
Uix.,ii Wt-lles
luaii John
i •iiittiMiLifeboat
Tallulah
BankheadHodiak
Lodger.
The
Merle
Oberon-George
Sanders
.a6/26/43
Paris Alter Dark
G. Sanders-B. Marshall
1/43
Pin-Up Girl (Tech.) B. Grable-M. Raye-Joe E. Brown
..a9/l
.a6 5/43
R«gt*r
Totiliy.
Gangster
K.
Taylor-L.
Anurews-P.
Foster
.b8/2l/43
Shrine of Victory (Doc.) Greek Navy
45
.a4/24/43
buna of Bernadelle J. Junes-V. Price-C. Birkford
S"llivans. The
Thomas Mitchell-Anne Baxter
.a3/27/43
Sweet
Rosie
O'Grady
{Tech.).B.
Grable-R.
Young
10/1/43
.
Tampico
Edward G. Robinson-Lynn Bari
UNITED ARTISTS
Current 1942-43
. 12/ 1 1/42 .. .bl2/5/4i
American
Empire
(WD)F
R.
Foster
82.
.bl/30/43
Border Patrol (W)F
Wm.Dix-P.
Boyd-A.
Clyde
66. .4/2/43
. .b3 '13 43
Burktkin Frontier (W)F R. Dix-lane Wyatt
76. .5 14 43 . ...b8/7/43
.
Calaboose (C)
J. Rogers- N. Beery, Jr
45. .1/29/43
19/43
Cell Comrades (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
67. .6/18/43 ..b6/
. .bly23/43
Crystal Ball (CD)F
P. GoUdard-K. Milland
81. .1/22,43
Devil With Hitler (C) A. Mowbray-Bobby Watson
44. . 1 1 20 42 ..b5/22/43
Fall In (C)
Wm. Tracy-Joe Sawyer
48. .3/
24'42
.3/5/43
. ..blO
.b3/20/43
Hoppy
(W)F...W.
Boyd-A. Clyde
2612/4343 . ..b7/3l/43
HanomenServes
Alio aDieWrit(D)A
B. Dnnlevy-W.
Brennan 13166. .3.8/20/43
27 4H4.!
HI
Diddle WeDiddle
A.
Scott
72. .2 12 43 . ..bl
biu.^y,
in Which
Serve (C)
iO)F Frank
Noel Menjou-M.
Coward
114.
Jarare
(T)F
Buck. Narrator
fiS. .9/3/43
.11/27/42 ..b8/28/43
.bl2'2R/42
Johnny
(D) J.Richard
Cagney-Grace
97.
.9/10/43 .. ..b6/l2/43
Kansan. Come
The Lately
(W)F
Dix-Jane George
Wyatt
79. .4/30/43
.b5/l/43
Lady
of
Burlesque
(M)A
B.
StanwyckMichael
O'Shea
91.
43 .. .b4/
10/43
Leather Burners (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
t>J . .6/28
.bl/23/43
. 12/18/42
Lest
Canyon
(W)F
Wm.
Boyd-Lola
Lane
63.
12/31/42 . . .b3/6/43
McGuerins From Brooklyn(0 A.Wm. Bendix-Grace Bradley 47. ..1/15/43
.
Powart Girl (M)F
Geo. Murphy-Anne Shirley 93. .5/21/43 .bl2/l9/42
17/43
Prairie
Chickens(D)F
(C)
J.G. Rogers-N.
Geery, Jr
47. . 1 1/ 13 42 ..bl.b7/1/14/42
Sliver Quean
Brent-P. Lane
82.
. .b2/20/43
Somewhere in Franca (D)F...C. Cummings-R. Morley
85. .4/|6'43
.6/11/43
,
.
.b4 '24/43
Taxi. Mister (C)
Wm. Bendix-Graca Bradley 4b. .7/1/43 . ....b6/5/43
That Na2ty
Nuisance
(C) .Disney
Bobby Watson-Joe Devlin
43.
... .b7/
10/43
Victory
Through
Air Power(A)
65.
8/13/43
.
Yanks Ahoy (C)
William Tracy- Marjerie Woodworth. 55. ,8/6/43 .. .b7/3/43
Young and Willing (CD)F Wm. Holden-Susan Hayward 83. .2/5/43 .. . .b2/ 13/43
Coming
Bar 20 (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
55. 10/1/43 . .b7/24/43
Falsa
Colors (W)
Wm.
Clyde
.a6/26/43
Gunmaster
AlbertBoyd-A.
Dekker-Ciaire
Trevor
.36/19/43
Jack
London
M.
O'Shea-S.
Hayworth
.a8/14/43
Mystery
Man
Wm.
Boyd-Andy
Clyde
Russian Girl
Anna Sten-Kent Smith
Since You Went Away C. Colbert-J. Cotten-S. Temple
. . .ad/ l/4d
Riuers
ul
the
Ueadiina
Boyd-Anuy Giyda 131..
Stage Doer Canteen 48William
Stars
10/29/43',. .b5/l5/43
Texts Law (W)
Wm. Boyd-Andy Clyde
.a8/29/42
..a8/7/43
Texas Masquerade
W. Boyd-A. Clyde
UNIVERSAL
Current 1942-43
7043
All By Myself
Knowlas-Treacher
Evelyn Anker*
7005 Amazini
Mrs. Helliday (D)F..D.Patric
Durbin-A.
7063
Arabian
:^iiihts
'"r—
h.)
(D)F.Jon
Hall-Marit
Montaz-Sabu
7029
Behind tne
Ritz Bros.-Carol
7014 Captive
Wild8 «an
Woman(C)F
(H) Evelyn
Ankers-JohnBrute
Carradine
7075 Cheyenne Roundup (W) M. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
7036 Cowboy in Manhattan (C) F. Langtord-R. Paige
7037
Eyes of the
the Underworld
(G)A. Richard Dix-Wendy Barria
7033
7012 Follow
Frankenstein Band
Meats (MC)
the Wolf M. B. Hughes-L. Errol
Man (H)
Chanoy. Jr.-llona
Massey
7011 Frontier
Bad Men
D.Lon Barrymore-R.
Paige-L.
Chaney..
7046 Gals, Incorporated Harriett Hilliard-Leon Errol
7045 Get Going
G. McDonald-R. Paige
7044
Judge (D)
(O Ralph
D. O'Keefe-M.
B. Hughes
7032 Good
Great Morning
Imoaraonatlon
Bellamy- Evelyn
Ankara
7006 Hers to Hold (C)
D. Durbin-J. Gotten
7041
He's
My
Guy
(MC)F
J.
Davia-D.
Foran
7031 Hi. Buddy (M)
Dirk Foran-Harriet Hilllard
7003 Hit the Ice (C)
Abbott & Costello-Ginny Simms
7039 Hi' Ya Chum (OF
Ritz Bros.-Joan Frazea
7047 Honeymoon Lodge (C) David Bruce- Harriett Hilllard
7025 ItHow's
(CM)F Andrews
7001
Ain'tAbout
Hay It(OF
Abbott & Sisters
Costello

41
Date
See
■? 43 . .
UNIVERSAL (Cont.)
M ins. 4 Rel.
Current 1942-43
litue or
7023 It Comes Up Love (OF Gloria Jean- Donald O'Connor 65 .4/9/43 .,
7040 Larceny
Kei'n EmWith
Sluqaina
. H. Jones-K.
Hell-B. Jordan
Music (cn>«^
(DM)F..A.
Carlisle
64HI .9/10/43 . ..bl/30/43
7072 Liilli! Joe. llie Vvraiiglcr (yV)..J. M. bruwii-i. ii.ucr
ul . 1 1/ it>/42 ..b9/ll/43
7034 Madame Spy (Spy)A C. Bennetl D. Purler
63 .12 II 42 . .a//2u/42
ht 12<1'4342
.bl2
7009 Mister
Big
Donald
O'Connor-Gloria
Jean 74.
.b5/29/43
7027
Mi/g Town
(D)F
Billy Halou
Hnril/ Hall
59 .3/28/43
7052 Next of Kin
Nova Pllbeam-Basii Sidney 86 A a *i . . ..b4/
10/4343
7(115 Old
Nightmare
Oonlevy 8160 .5/7/43 .. .. b.bl1 1 i.i
N 42
7073
Chishnim(Spy)Trail F
(W) JDiana
M . Barryniore-Urian
Brnwn-Tex Rlltcr
. 1 I 13 '42 .b8/ 14/43
7061
Phantom
of
the
Opera
(Tech.)
.
Nelson
Eddy-Susanna
Foster
92.
70118
PiUbliurgli
lU)f
M.
Dietrith-K.
stull
au
.8/27/43
.
7076 Raiders of the San
12/42
. U, I 1/42 Mli,
.a9.b6/5/43
I9'42
Joaquin (W)
J. M. Brown-Tex Ritter
60 12 1 1 '42 .....b3/
13,43
7042 Rhythm of the Islands (MOF. A. Jones-J. Frazee
60 .4/16/43
.6/4/43
..
7065
a Doubtand( MyD)
7024 Shadow
Shirloiik ofHolmes
the A .. .Teresa Wrighl-Jos. Gotten 108 .1/15/43 .. ...bl/9/43
Secret Weapon
68
7018 Sherlock
Holmes in(My)F B. Rathhone-N. Bruea
.2/12/43 .
Washington
(D)
B. Rathbone-Nlgel
Bruc*
7160 .4/30/43 . . .b3/27/«
7028
Strioily
III
the
tironve
(M)F..Mary
Healy-Ozzia
Nelson
7074 Tenting Tonight on the
. I I/2U/42 .. .b I I , ^u, 4^
Camp toGround
(W) M.
J. M.Morgan-A.
Brown-TexCurtis
Ritter
61, .2/5'43
7013 TwoOldTickets
London
78.
.6/18/43 .
7064
Never Been
.b6/19/43
7UI6 We've
Wtieii Joliiilly
Ouiiies Licked (D). Richard Quine-A. Gwynne 103. .7/30/43 . ...b7/3l/43
..al6/3/42
Marching Home (CM)F A. Jone«-J. Frazea-G. Jean
75 .1/1'43 .. ..b4/l7/a
..
bl 2 «3
7004
SavageIt. (Tech.)
J.Abbott
Hall-M.
Montez
7677 .11/6/42
.4/23/43 . . .bl 1/7/42
7002 White
Who Done
(OF
& Costello
Current 1943-44
Always aTrail
Bridesmaid (MC) .. .Andrews
Sisters-Palric
Knowles 9/24/43
3/24/43 .a2/20/43
8071 Arizona
Tex Ritter-Fuzzy
Knight
1/43
.ai/20/43
Corvette
K-225
(D)
Randoiuh
Scott-Barry
Fitzgerald
10/1/43 . .a9/l
Fired WifeHolmes
(C)A
Robert Paige-Louise Allbritton 73. .9/3/43
Sherlock
Faces
Death Death
(M)F
B. Rathhone-N. Bruce
68 . 9/17/43
Strange
of Adolf
Hitler (D)A
Ludwig Coming
Donath-G. Sondergaard 72 . 9/10/43
Ton Man
Donald O'Connor-Susanna Foster... 82 . 9/17/43

TRADE

.b6/5/43
63. .6/11/43
.2/19/43 . .. .. .b2/6/43
98.
.. 12/25/42
.bl2/26/42
86.
12/4/42
60. .6/4/43 .. .bl2/l2/42
. . .b5/l/43
60.
.. ...b8/7/43
59. .4/9/43
59. .5/21/43 . . .b4/ 10/43
61. .1/8/43
.5/14/43 ... ...b5/l/43
61.
.blO'in 4
.3/12/43 .
73. .8/6/43
.b8/ 10/43
14/43
.. .b7/
77.
.. .
61. ,7/9/43
.b6/26/43
59. ,6/25/43
.b2/27'4'
.
.64/24/43
.5/7/43 ..
68.
71. , l2'l8/42 . , .b7/ 17/43
94. .7/16/43
.3/26/43
2/26/43 .
65.
68.
..b7/3/43
82., .3/5/43
7/2/43 .... ..bi2'i<i'4-'
.h2/2B/4S
.b3/27/4'
61. 7/23/43 . .b7/3l/43
63., .2/5/43
61. .3/lt/43 .. ., ..b2/6/4S
81.
, .b3/IS/43
.b2/l3/4-i

REVIEW

Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves (Tech.)
Cobra Woman
Crazy House
8062
& Fantasy (D)A
8072 Flesh
Gunnghters
Gung Ho
His
Sister
Hi YaButler's
Sailor
Mad
MarshalGhoul
of Gunsmoke
Moonlight & Cactus
Mummy's
Ghost
Never
a Dull
Moment
Passport
to Dakar
Phantom
Lady
Sherlock holmes
and the
Spider Woman
She's
Me
bun o(Foriiraii.m
(H)
So's
Your
Lncle
Set to Music
Third Glory
This IsCheers
the Life
Three
for the Boys
When Horse
Lames Round
t ly
Wild
Up Mr.
You're a Lucky Fellow,
Smith

Maria Montez-Jon Hall
a7/3l/43
M. Montez-Jon Hall-Sabu
a6/l9/43
Olsen & Johnson
10 « '43 ...a? 24 43
Edw.
G.
Robinson-Charles
Boyer...
94..
10/29/43
..b9/18/43
lex Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
Randolph Scott-Alan Curtis
D.
Durbin-P.
O Brien-F.
Tone
a7/3l/4J
Donald
Woods-Elyse
Knox
10/15/43 ...a8,7/43
Evelyn
Ankers-Oavid
Bruce
a6/26/43
Tex
Ritter-Russell
Hayden
Andrews Sisters-Leo Carrillo
Lon Chaney.
Jr.-J. Carradine
Ritz
Bros. -Frances
Langlord
a5/29/43
Jean
Gabin-Allyn
Jnslvn
Ella Raines-Franchot Tone
B. Rathbone-N. Bruce
afi/19'43
Grace
McDonald-David
Bruce
a8/2l/43
A Curtis
L r.iimu-v
i zn n
E. Knox-D.
Woods-B.
Burka
a7/3l/43
Allan
Jones-June
Vincent
a8/28/43
Donald O'Connor-Ann BIyth
Donald Raft-W.
O'Connor-Susanna
Foster
a7/l7/43
George
C. Fields
Youiiy-Fitzgeraid-Barryniore
Tex
Ritter-Fuzzy Knight
Allan Jones-Evelyn Ankers
10/22/43 ..a8/l4/43

WARNER BROS.
Current 1942-43
221 Action in the North
Atlantic (D)A
H. Bogart-R. Massey
217 Air
force (Uil). Garnrld-U.
222
Background
to Danger (Spy)F.Geo.
Raft-BrendaYoung
Marshall
214 Casablanca (UiF
H. Bogart- l,i |i lU Berg ix'i
223
Constant
Nymph
(D)
Charles
Boyer-Joan
Fontaine
219 Flying
Edge ofFortress
Darkness
FlyP'iGreene
A Sheridan
211
(D)F E.Richard
212
Jim (D)F
E. Flynn-Alexis Smith
210 Gentleman
Georae Washington
Slept
Hera
(CD)F
J.
Benny-A. Sheridan-C.
Coburn
216 Gorilla Man (D)A
J. Loder-Ruth
Ford
209
Hard
Way
(D)A
I.
Lupino-D.
Morgan
208 Hidden Hand iWxiA Craig Stevens-Julie Bishop
224 Irving
Berlin's This Is tha Army All-Star Cast
Army
220 Mission
to Moscow (D) W. Huston-A. Harding
218
Mysterious
Djctor
(D)
John
2.3 Tiucii
Busters
(G)F
RichardLoder-Clyde
Travis-RuthCook
Ford
215
Varsity
Show
kM'
D.
Powell-F.
201 Yankee Doodle Daidy (DM)F.J. Cagney-JoanWaring
Leslie
330
301
^02
303

127.
|Z480.
Iu2
112.
118.
65.
104.
92.
64.
107.
65.
121.
123.
57.
58.
81.
126.

. .b5/22/43
.6/12/43
3 2u 43 .. ...b6/12/43
. b2 b 43
.7/3/43 .. ..b7/3/43
I 23 43 . .bl I 2(1 42
7/24/43 .. ..b3, 27,43
.4,24,43
. .b9/26/4J
.12/5/42
.11/14/42 . .blO/31/42
, 1 1/28/42 . .b9/l9/42
,1/16/43
. .bl2/l2/42
. .b9 26/42
,2/20/43
,11/7/42 .. . .b9/l9/42
. . .b5/l/43
,8/14/43 . ..b7/3l/43
,5/22/43
3,6 43 ... , .b2/27/43
2/2/43 .. . .bl/23/43
12/19/42 (Reissue)
1/2/43 .. , ..b6/6/42

. . Reissue
.b7/3l/43
Oklahoma Kid (W)F J. Current
Cagney-H. 1943-44
Bogart
80. .9/11/43 .. .b7/3l/43
Watch
(D)(D). Warren
Bette Davis-Paul
Lukas
114..
9/4/4343 .
Murder onon the
the Rhine
Waterfront
Douglas-Joan
Winfleld
50
.9/18
Thank Your Lucky Stars (M).AII-Star Coming
Cast
127.. 9/25/43 . .b8/2l/43

. 10/9/43
304 Adventure in Iraq
J. Loder-R. Ford
Auveiiiures
of
Maih
1
waiii
(
U)
.
r
reuric
March-Alexis
bmtth
Arsenic and Old Lace Carv Grant-Priscilla Lane
..
333 Cherokee Strip, The
Dick Foran-Jane Bryan
56. .10/2/43
Conflict
Humphrey
Bogart-Alexis
Smith
Crime by Night
Jane Wyman
Desert Song (Tech.) (DM) ... Dennis Morgan-Irene Mtnning
Destination
Tokyo
Grant- John1. Lupine
Garfield
Devotion (D)
0.CarydeHavilland334 Find
Empty theHolsters
Dick
Foran-Patricia
Walthall
62.. 10/2/43
Blackmailer J. Cowan-F. Emerson-G.
Lockhart..
335 Guns of Pecos
Dick Foran-Anne Nagel
56.. 10/2/43
In OurBeyond
Time
I. Lupino-P.
Henreid-C. Rains
336 Land
the Law (W)F..Dick
Foran
57. .10 2,43
Last RidePursuit
(D)
R.
Long
Northern
E. Travis-Chas.
Flynn-H. Dantine
Old Acquaintance (D) Bette Davis-Miriam Hopkins
to Marseille Dick
Humphrey
Bogart-Claude
Rains
332 Passage
Prairie Thunder
Foran-Ellen
Clancy
55..10/2'43
305 Khapsoay
Princess O'Rourke
(CD)
0.
DeHavilland-R,
Cummings
in Blue
Joan Leslie-Kobert Alda 10 23. 43
Saratoga Trunk
Gary Cooper-lngrid Bergman
Shine ofOn theHarvest
Moon Dick
A. Sheridan-D.
331 Song
Saddle
Foran-Alma Morgan
Lloyd
59. .10,2/43
Uncertain Glory
Errol Flynn-Paul Lukas
MISCELLANEOUS
Adventure in Blackmail (D)...CIIve Brook-Judy Campbell
Black Mr.
Sea Handel
Fighters (B)
(Ooc.)
Great
Wilfred Lawson- Elizabeth Allan
Heart of a Nation (D)A Michela Morgan-Kaimu
InOrders
tha Rear
of
tha
EBamy(D)F.
Cast
Tokyo (D)A J.Russian
Danlella
Darrlaux-AiitaB
Wilkraak..
Outlaw. From
Tha (WD)A
Buattl-J.
Russall

, .<B 22 *i
. . . Reissue
...al
3 42
.42/27/43
. . Reissue
. . .Ralsiu*
. . . Reissue
.12/20/43
. . Reissue
.a9 19 42
.16/26/43
. . Reissue

72. .English b8 7, 43
6I..Artklna ...b7/3l,'43
99..Mid(ilm
.,.b9 18 43
1 1 1 . . A.F.E.Cerp.b3 20 43
55..ArtklM
...kre/1'42
74..Artklia
k7/4/4I
121.
H. Haihaa.kX/13/43

COLUMBIA 1942-43
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
4431 A Maid Made Mad
l5</2 . . Not Rev.
4428 ABlonde
Blitz and
on the
Fritz Good
IS'A..
4432
Groom
Dull
15 ..5/3/20/43
1/43
4435 Carry
Boobs Harry
in the Night Poor
IJi/z....10/10/42
6/12/43
4422
Not
Funny
17
442i Ham and Yeoos
17 ..Not
Rev.
4436 Here Comes Mr. Zerk Slow
16 .. 7/24/43
4427
WoUding
Scare Silly
1/30/43
4433 His
I Spied
tor You
Poor
18I61/2..
.. 4/24/43
4423 Kiss nnd Wake Up Ordinary
18 ..10/17/42
4434 My WIfe't
An Angel Slap
Good
.. 8/29/42
S/22/43
4421
Happy 221716'/:....Not
4426 Phony
Piano Cronies
Mooner
Rev.
4424 Sappy Pappy
Slapsticky 16 ..12/5/42
4430 Two Saplings
17 ..Not Rev.
4429 Woir In Thiel'i Clothing . Very Good 18 ..3/ 6/43
AMERICA SPEAKS
Farmer at War
9 ..Not Rev.
4963 Men Working Together. . .Excellent II .. 7/10/43
4ltl>2 Mr. Smug
Good
II .. 2/27/43
Point Train
Rationing
Rev.
TreoD
II6 ..Not
..Not Rev.
4961 Wings (or the Fledglings. Fair
10 .. 1/9/43
COLOR RHAPSODIES
4504
4307
4505
4506
4502
4503
4509
4660
4633
4657
4656
4658
4651
4659
4654
4655
4661
4652

King Midas
Professor Small and Mr.
Tall
Slay It With Flowers
There's
Something About
a Soldier
Tito's
Guitar
Toll
Bridge
Troubles
Tree for Two

Fair ...
Fair
Fair
Amusing
Routine ,
COMMUNITY SING
As Time Goes By
Excellent
College Songs
Crosby Songs
Enjoyable
McDonald's Son
Enjoyable
McNamara's
Band
Rhumba and Cengs Hits. .Good
Rosit the
Songs
of theRiveter
Sprviee Good
Average
Songs ofof Victory
the States Good
Song
Yankee Doodler Very Good

FAMOUS BANDS
4951 No. I (Ted Powell)
4952 No. 2 (Hal Mclntyre) Fair
4953 No. 3 (Shop Fields) Good
4409
4410
4412
4411

GL0VE6LINGER
College Belles Fair
Great Glover, The
His Girl's
Worst Friend. Fair
Mediocre
Socks
Appeal

4901
4904
4902
4903

PANORAMICS
Cajuns of the Teche Good ..
Merchant
Convey Vivid
Oddities
Good ...
Our Second(LaVarre)
Front Timely

4704
4711
4708
4702
4701
4706
4703
4709
4710
4705
4707

PHANTASIES CARTOONS
Cholly Polly
Silly
Dizzy andNewsreel
Fair
Duty
the Beast Fair
The
Dumbconscious
Mind.
Average
The Gullible Canary Clever
Kindly
Malice InScram
Sliimberland. . . Fair
Mass Mouse Meeting Dull
The Fly in the Ointment. Below Average
The Vitamin G-Man Silly
Willoughby's Magic Hat. Routine

QUIZ REELS
4601 Kitchen Quiz No. I Amusing
4851
4852
4853
4854
4853
4856
4857
4858
4839
4860

71/2.
7'/2.
7/24/43
7 . .. 7/17/43
7 . .Not
Rev.
7'/2. . 5/29/43
Rev.
6'/2. .Not
7 . . 1/30/43
. 4/17/43
7'/2.
7 . .10/31/42
.12/
5/42
. 7/10/43
10 .
9
9
9'/:.
108
IO1/2.
8
139'/:..
9

7/31/43
Not
Rev.
4/17/43
2/27/43
Rev.
.Not8/22/42
5/ 1/43
,.I 1/1/14/42
2/43
. 8/14/43
9/26/42

10
10
10

.Not Rev.
7/42
,.11/1/ 2/43

16
18'/s.
18
l7'/i. .

10/31/42
Not
Rev.
5/22/43
3/20/43

COLUMBIA

4406
4404
4401
4408
4402
4405
4408
4403
4751
4551
4452
4807
4805
4808
4804
480(5
4809
4801
4803
4802

5421
5402
5401
5426
5409
542.1
S427
5425
5429
5502
5501
5651
5652
5653
5654
5951
5952
5953

5901
5902
5702
5701

lO'/s.
10 .
lOi/j.
7'/2
6'/2

8/22/42
5/26/43
10/31/42
1/ 9/43

2/27/43
8/14/43
6
7 15/22/43
1/14/42
7 10/17/42
6 Not
Rev.
6'/2..l2/
5/42
66'/,.... 7/17/43
6/26/43
761/2.. .. 5/3/13/43
8/43
10

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. I (Kay Kyser) Very Good II ..10/8/15/41
3/42
No.
(AllanBenny)
Joslyn) Good
No. 32 (Jack
Entertaining ... 109 . .10/31/42
No. 4 (Leopold
Stokowski)
Classified 10 12/ 5/42
No. 5 (Old Time
9/43
Screen Gems
Very Good 9 .Not1/ Rev.
No. 6 (Ginny SImms, M.C.)
10
Rev.
No. 7 (Alan Mowbray)
10 Not
No.
91/2. Not Rev.
No. 89 (Kyser.
(Fibber Autry)
McGee &.
. 7/10/43
Molly)
Good
10
No. 10 (Mischa Auer) ..Good
10 . . 7/17/43

5852
5853
5803
5802
5801

W-443
W-441
W-444
W-451
W-446
W-442
W-445
W -447
W-450
W-448
W-449
M-433
M-437
M-435
M-439
M-431
M-438
M-440
M-432
M-434

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Of
STOOGE COMEDIES
Back From the Front
18 ..Not Rev.
Dizzy Detectives
i8'/2 . . Not Rev.
Even
as
I
0
U
Fair
/74 /12
Higher Than a Kite Slapstick 151/2
18 ... . in7/24/43
Sock-A-Bye
Baby Average
Snook Louder
1618 ....12/12/42
Not Rev.
Three Little Twirps Average
I51/2 .. 7/10/43
They Stooge to Conga Slapstick
I51/2.. 1/ 2/43
KATE SMITH
America Sings With
Kate Smith
Sure Fire.
91/2. . 8/29/42
TOURS
Journey
Denall
Good
. 8/ 1/42
Old
and toModern
New
Orleans
Very Good.
.10/17/42
WORLD OF SPORT
Aqua
Entertaining 99</2. . 5/29/43
Diving Thrills
Daredevils Good
Jump,
Uninteresting ..910 . 3/20/43
Ladies Fish,
Day inJump
Sports Good
.. 4/17/43
6/26/43
Ski
Soldiers
Sweeping Oars
...Excellent IO'/2.
10 . . 7/24/43
Trotting Kings Good
II
Winter Paradise Interesting .... 10 ., Not
10/17/4^
9/43
Wizard of the Fairway. . .Golf Magic IO'/2. 1/ Rev
.11/14/42
COLUMBIA 1943-44
ALL-STAR COMEDIES
ADizzyRookie's
Cookie
17 ..Not
Pilots
Not Rev.
Rev.
Farmer for a Day
l7'/2 . . Not Rev.
I Can Hardly Wait Typical
I61/2.. 8/28/43
Gardpn of Fitin'
Not Rev.
Pitchin'Service
in the Kitchen.. Laughs
Quack
16l8'/2....Not9/18/43
Rev.
Shot
in
the
Escape
Slapstick
19
..
You Dear Boy!
Not8/14/43
Rev.
COLOR RHAPSODIES
Imagination
Not Rev.
Rocky Road to Ruin
Not Rev.
COMMUNITY SING
No.Wing
I (Baker)
"On a
& Prayer"
10 ..Not Rev.
No. 2 (Delta
Rhythm
Boys)
Good
9 . . 9/ 4/43
No. 3 (Lucy Monroe)
Patriotic Songs
Not Rev.
No. 4 (Liebert) "Baby
Smiles at Me"
Not Rev.
FILM-VODVIL
No. I Featuring Mousie
lOVi. .Not Rev.
No.Powell
2 Featuring Cootie
Williams
Not Rev.
No. 3 Featuring Zeb
Carver
Not Rev.
FOX & CROW
Room and Bored
Not Rev.
PANORAMICS
Birds
Wing
91/2 .. Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Babies onby theBannister
PHANTASIES
Nursery
Not Rev.
The
BlackCrimes
and Blue
Market
Not Rev.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
No. I (Hollywood in
Uniform)
Excellent
10 .. 8/14/43
No.
(Groucho Marx)
10 ..Not
No. 23
Not Rev.
Rev.
SPORT REELS
Champ of Champions
Not Rev.
Cue(Count
WizardsFleet)
(Andrew
Ponzi)
Not Rev.
Kings of Basketball Good Stuff 10 . 9/ 4/43
MGM 1942-43
CARTOONS
Bah Wilderness
8
Barney
Bear's Victory Funny
Garden
88
Dumb
Hounded
Hilarious
One
Ham'sRiding
Family
Red Hot
Hood. ..Tops
8
SufTerin'
Cats
99
The
Boy
and
the
Wolf...
Good
The Lonesome Mouse. ..Very Funny ... 8
The Uninvited Pest A Corker .: 8
Who Killed Who Fair
8
Yankee Doodle Mouse... Tops
8
MINIATURES (10)
Brief Interval
10
Here Gold
at Homo
Inca
(Seoia)
Journey
to Yesterday Dramatic
Last
Lesson
Impressive . .. II1010
Memories
of Australia. . .Timely
Ode to Victory
People ofofRussia
Excellent 1010
Portrait
a Genius

Not Rev.
.. 4/10/43
1/16/43
.Not
Rev.
. 7/10/43
.Not
Rev.
. 5/ 1/43
6/ 5/43
... 7/31/43
. 7/10/43
8/14/43
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
..Not8/ 7/43
Rev
. 7/10/43
I/30/4H
.Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
1/23 '43

MGM

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running
OUR GANG (10)
Time
C-49? Benlamin Franklin, Jr
II
C-494 Election
Calling All
Kids Delightful II
C-496
Daze
C-4fl3 Family Troubles Amusing
II
C-495
Hands
IIII
C-4111 Farm
Unexpected
Riches Slow
Amusing
PASSING PARADE (10)
K-484 Don't You Believe It. . .Eye-Opener ... 10
K-486
Treasure
10II
K-4ilt Forgotten
Mauero
Mexico Important
Fine
K-487
Nursery ofRhyme
Mysteries Excellent
II
K-483 Trifles
That's That
Why Win
I LeftWars.
You. .Engrossing
Very Good
K-484
II10
K-482 Who's Superstitious? ...Interesting 10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
S-467 Dog House
Tops
9
5-465
Fala,
the
President's Dog. Good
8
S-461
First
Aid
Instructive
10
S-463
99
S.aK9 Hollywood
Mnrinps in Daredevils
the Making. ...Exciting
. .V<.rv fiood
S-470
Scrap
Happy
Effective
S-468 Seeing Hands
Appealing
119
S-469 Seventh Column
Surprise
9
S-466 Wild
Sky Science
Excellent
S-464
Horses
Fair
89

Reviewed
Issue Of
.Not Rev.
. Not5' Rev.
I '43
... I4/7/10/43
10 43
I /2I/4Z
8/8/14/43
7/43
l/23/4d
7/31/43
8/6/19/43
7/43
5/ I/4S
4/24/43
6/26/43
1/23/42
4/10/43
9/18/43
8/14/43
9/ 1 1 /43
2/6/19/43
6/4't
5/ 8/4S

SPECIAL
These Are the Men
12 .
TRAVELTALKS (12)
Glimpses of Mexico Colorful
9 . 9/18/43
(iliinpbes
uf Ontario Uood
. l/23;4o
Rev.
Land of Orizaba
99 .Not
Mexican Police on Parade. Interesting 9 . 4/10/43
.Not
Rev.
Mighty
Niagara
9
Modern Mexico City Excellent
9
/42
Motoring
Excellent
9 ..11/21
6/19/43
On
the RoadIn toMexico
Monterey
Rev.
Picturesque Mass
Good
9 .Not
Romantic Nevada
Very Good
9 .11/14/42
Scenic Oregon
Solid
9 . 7/5/ 3/43
8/4S
TWO REEL SPECIALS (6)
22
A-402 Heavenly Music
Fair
20
5/ 8/43
M-401 K^ep 'Em Sailing Very Good
12/ 5/47

X-460
T-421
T-414
T-4ii
T-416
T-415
T-412
T-417
T-41 1
T-419
T-420
T-418

PARAMOUNT 1942-43
HEAOLINERS (6)
A2-9 A Revival of Moments of
Charm
Tops
7/17/43
A2-3 Hands
of Women Good
IIIO'/2... .12/19/42
A2-5 Ina Ray Hutton & Orch
9 ..Not Rev.
A2-2 J.Letter
"Scat"
& Orch.. Average
1 / 14/42
A2-7
FromDavis
Ireland
Excellent 22IOI/2 •... 15/15/43
A2-I
McFarland
Twins
&
Orch.
.
Entertaining
...
8'/2
.
.
8/22/42
A2-4 Moments
Mitchell Ayres
& Orcb Tops
Fair
A2-6
of Charm
109 .... 5/1/30/43
8/43
A2-8 Rationed Rhythm
Fair
lO'/i.. 6/19/43
A2-I0
Sing.
Helen,
Sing
Tops
II
..
8/28/43
A2-II Three Bears in a Boat... Cute
10 .. 8/28/43
MADCAP MODELS (Tech.) (6)
U2-3 Bravo Mr. Straus Imaginativ* ... 7 .. 3/27/43
U2-4 500 Hats of Bartholomew
Cubblns
Funny
9 ..5/ 1/43
U2-2 Jasper & the Choo-Choo. . Funny
9 .. 1/16/43
U2-I Jasper & the Haunted
House
Excellent
7i/» . . 1 1/21 /42
U2-5
Tops
5/43
U2-6 Jasper's
The TruckMusie
That Lesson
Flew
Charming
88 ....6/7/17/43
POPEYE (12)
E2-I2
Ain't Human
E2-I0 Cartoons
Happy Birthdaze
E2-I Hull of a Moss
Amusing
E2-9 Hungry Goat
Fair
E2-7 Jolly Good Furlough Fair
E2-3
Me
Musical
Nephews
Amusing
E2-8 Ration for the Duration. . Good
E2-2
Scrap the
Japs'N' Blue
Fair
E2-5
E2-4 Seein'
SpinachRed,
For White
Britain
E2-6 Too Weak to Work Amusing
E2-I1 Wood Peckin'
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
J2.|
No.
I
Interesting
J2-2 No. 2
Good
J2-3
Good
12-4 No.
No. 3
4
Informative
J2-5
No.
5
Weak
12-6 No. 6
SPEAKING OF ANIMALS (6)
Y2-2 AtAt the
the Cage
Bird Door
Farm
Fair
Y2-4
Canteen. Swell
Silly
Y2-3 Current
Y2-6
In the Events
Desert
Y2-5 In the Garden
Y2-I Sneaking of Animals
&. Their Families Very Good
SPORTLIGHTS (10)
R2.I0 All Sails Set
R2-8 Beach
Amphibious
Fighters ....Excellent
R2-6
Command
Interesting
R2-2 Hike
Fighting
Spirit
Excellent
R2-5
or Bike
R2-3 Modern Vikings
Enjoyable
R2.I Tumble
Sports I.Bugs
Q
Excellent
R2-7
Excellent
R2-4 Trading Blows
Good
R2-9 Where Cactus Grows Good

Rev.
8 . Hot
7 Not Rev.
7 . . 10/24/42
7 12/19/42
7/17/43
O'/j.
8 . . 5/29/43
6I/2
.
61/2
7 .. . 6/l*/4a
7 . 1 1/14/4;
7 . Not
Bu>
Rev.
,Not
4/l7/«.
99 .
Not R"»
5/«J■
IO'/2.
1010 . 12/
I0/2-,
1/16/43
5/
1/43
10 . .. 7/10/43
Not Rev.
. 3/27/43
99 . 7/17/43
. 6/ Rev.
5/43
.Not
.Not
Rev.
.
12/19/42
9
91/2.. Not Rev
99'/2.-..4/24/43
-[l/Ji^*^
1010 ..Not
Rev
0 ••2/6/43
105„--|(??(??
• • lO/Zl/W
9V, . . 3/20/48
9i/j . . 7/17/43
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SHOWMEN'S

PARAMOUNT

W2-I
W2-3
W2-2
W2-5
W2-4
L2-I
L2-2
L2-3
L2-4
L2-5
T2-I
r2-4
T2-3
T2-2

1942-43 (Cont.)
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue Ot
SUPERIMAN CARTOONS (9)
Destruction, Inc
Exciting
S'/j . 1/16/43
1/43
Jungle
Good juveniles
'. .. 88 . 35/'13/43
Mummy Drums
Strikes(Tech.)
(Tecli.)..For
Secret Agent
Misses
9
7/31/43
Underground World Good
B'A. 5/29/43
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
Good
Interesting. . .
Average
Up
to Par.
Good
VICTORY SHORTS (4)
AAldricli
LetterFamily
trom Gets
Bataan.in . .Impressive ....
tile Scrap
Excellent
Price o( Victory Very Good
We Refuse to Dio Gripping
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

10
. 10/24/42
IO'/2.
10 . 12/19/42
3/201/43
'43
10
7/17/43
10 .. ,. 5/

I
2
3
4
5

15
II
13
15

. 10/

PARAMOUNT 1943-44
MADCAP MODELS
U3-I Jasper Goes Fishing Tops

.10/ 3/42
. 3/ 6/43
.11/21/42

S'A.

MUSICAL PARADES
FF3-I "Mardi Gras"

Major League.. 20

RKO-RADIO

8/28/43

1942-43

OiSNEY CARTOONS (18) (TECH.)
34101
34105
34103
34102
34104
34107
34106

Donald's
Tire
Funny ...
Fall Out—
Fall Trouble.
In . .Very
Tops
Fiying
Jaiopy
Good
Piuto
and
Itie Armadillo
Private Pluto
Tops
Reason and Emotion
Victory Vehicles Leaping Laughter

77
77
7
8
8

.. 3/5/15/43
6/43
..Not3/27/43
Rev.
. 5/ 8/43
.Not
Rev.
. 8/14/43

33403
33404
33406
33405
33402
33401

EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Duck Soup
Fair
Hold Your Temper
Hot Foot
Will Pass
Indian onSigns
Fair
Reugh
Rents Average
Two for the Money Fair

17
17
17
1817
17

. 3/ 6/43
.Not Rev.
.. 7/5/15/43
3/43
.12/ 5/42
. 10/24/42

FAMOUS JURY TRIALS (4)
33202 State vs. Thomas Crosby. Fair
IB
33201 State vs. Glen Willett Fair
18

. 1/16/43
.10/24/42

34407
34405
34406
34402
34403
34404
34401

JAMBOREES (IS)
Dulte
Ellington and His For Connoisseurs
Orchestra
Eiiiic Kiauriguera &
Swell
it Oreh
s Tommy Tucker Time
Johnny Long & Orch Average
Ray
Orch Average
Dick McKinley
Stabile &.& Orch
Fair
Jerry Wald &. nreh For Jitterbugs..

S
88
S
88
10

. 8/14/43
. 3/27/43
.Not Rev.
.12/12/42
.11/28/42
.. 10/10/42
i/16/43

33702
33704
33705
33701
33703
33706

LEON ERROL (6)
Deer! Deer!
Average
17
Double Up
Fair
18
Gem-Jams
Fair
Mail Trouble
Mildly Amusing. 1818
Pretty Dolly
Amusing
17
Radio Runaround Good
18

.11/21/42
.. 5/15/43
5/15/43
.. 10/17/42
1/16/43
. 7/ 3/43

SPORTSCOPES (13)
?4308 Aaua Aces
34313 Barnyard Golf
34305 Basketeers
Verv Good
34312
Pleasant
343 i I Champion-Maker
Cloud Chasers
34309 Golf Limited
Interesting ...
34304 Racing
"Q" Men
Interesting ..
34310
Royalty
Inconsequential
34301
Show
Horse
Good
34405
Ski
Trails
Exciting
34302
Tars Good
34307 Touchdown
Trout
34303 Winter Setting
33105
33103
33111
33104
33110
33108
33106
33107
33109
33101
33102

THIS IS
Air Crew
Army Chaplain
Arctic Passage
Boomfnwn, D. C
Broadway
Lieutenant DIm-Out
Smith
Medicine on Guard
Merchant
Seaman
Pacific
Private Island
Smith ofNo.the43
U.S.A
Women at Arms

VICTORY
34262
City
of
Courage
34201
bv the Album
Clock
14203 Conouer
North African

AMERICA
Excellent
Very Fine
Vivid .
v»ry Good
Effective .
Excellent
Very Good
Excellent
Reassuring ..
Excellent
Very
Fine .. .
SHORTS (3)
impressive
Eirelient
Fills Void .. .

. Not Rt«.
. Not Rev.
6/43
.. 3/
8/ 7/43
.Not Rev.
. 5/15/43
.. 7/1/23/43
3/43
.. 10/24/42
3/27/43
. Not
1 1/28/42
Not Rev.
Rev.

20
15
2019
19
17
17
18
19

. 4/10/43
9/11/43
... l2/26'47
. 2/13/43
8/14/43
6/12/43
.. 4/17/43
.. 5/7/10/43
8/43
..11/21/42
10/24/42
.. 12/26/42
3/20/43
. 7/ 3/43

TRADE

20TH CENTURY-FOX 1942-43
Comment Running Reviewed
Time Issue 01
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
3201 Climbing
Along the the
TexasPeaks.
Range... . PicturesQue
. Not
10/17/42
3202
Rev.
ALASKAN ADVENTURE
3701 Our Last Frontier
0 .. Not Rev.
AMERICA SPEAKS (3)
3801
It's Everybody's
War Very
Excellent
..11/28/42
3851 Weapons
tor Victory
Good .
. . 5/ 8/43
LEW LEHR SUBJECT
3902
.Not Rsv.
3901 Jungle
Monkey Land
Doodle Dandies. .Good
. 12/12/42
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (8)
3151 Desert
Wonderland
(Tech.)
Swell
9 . 8/22/42
3157 Land
Where
Time
Stood Still
9 .Not
Rev.
3155 Gay Rio (Tech.) Good
9 . . 5/15/43
3154 Royal Araby
Good
9
3156
Good
8 .. 10/24
1/16/43'42
9/26/42
3153 Strange
Valley ofEmpire
Average
3152
Wedding
inBlossoms
Bikaner Very
Good
99 . 9/ 5/42
MARCH OF TIME
4 Africa — Prelude to
Victory
Very Good
18 12/12/42
3/20/43
America's Food
Crisis. ... Good
Informative .... 1718
1413fl Airways
Peace
And Thento Japan
Very Good
18 . 9/1 1/43
8/ 7/43
12 Bill Jack vs. Adolf
7/24/43
Hitler
Exceptional
1 F.B.I.
Front
Stirring 17201/3.. 10/10/42
FightingFascist
French
Good
2017 .. 9/19/42
92 Inside
Spain
Rev.
11 Invasion!
Excellent 18 Not6/12/43
35 Navy
Mr. & andMrs.theAmerica
Very
Good
20
.
11/
Nation Very Good
19 . 1/ 7/42
9/43
One DayBusiness
of War
1/23/43
106 Show
at War. .. Outstanding
Excellent ... 2117
5/15/43
7 The New Canada Good
18
2/20/43
SPORTS REVIEWS (6)
3304 Back to Bikes
9 .Not Rev.
3351 Neptune's
Daughters
(Tech.)
Excellent
9 . 12/19/42
3303 Steelhead Fighters Good
9 . 1/30/43
3301 Well-Rowed Harvard Good
9 . 8/29/42
3302 When Winter Calls Good
10 . 1/30/43
TERRYTOONS (26)
3551 All
Out forBlackout
"V" (Tech.) . Fair
Excellent
. 5/8/15/42
8/43
3560
Barnyard
3558 Barnyard WAAC
Comical
. 1/16/43
.10/
3/42
3501 Big Build-up
Filler
.Not Rev.
3557 Frankenstein's
Cat (Tech.)
3568
Again
Fer
Children .
. 5/ 8/43
3502 He
IckleDood
MeetsIt Pickle
Fair
.Not
3572
Keep Round
'Em Growing
(Tech.)
. 1 1 /28Rev.'42
3569 Last
Up (Tech.)
.Not Rev.
3552 Life With Fido (Tech.) .. Routine
3570
Mopping
Up
(Tech.)
..Not9/ 19Rev.'42
3555 Mouse of Tomorrow
.12/12/42
(T«h.)
Swell
3556 Nancy
in
Doing
Their Bit (Tech.)
.
Not Rev.
3554 Night Life in
.10/17/42
the Army (Tech.) Funny
.Not
3571
Box (Tech.)
. 5/ Rev.
8/43
3562 Pandora's
Patriotic Pooches
Amusing
.10/17/42
3553
School
Daze
(Tech.)
Fair
3559 Scrap for Victory (Tech.)
.Not
Rev.
. 5/ 8/43
3561
Good
3562 Shipyard
Somewhere Symphony
in the
Pacific (Tech.)
7 .Not Rev.
WORLD TODAY
3402 Accent on Courage
10 .Not Rev.
3401 Women in Blue
-. 10 .Not Rev.
20th CENTURY-FOX 1943-44
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
4251 Flying Gunners
Good
9 .. 9/4/43
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
4151 Mormon Trails
Colorful
9 .. 9/4/43
4152 Coast of Strategy Instructive 9 ..9/ 4/43
TERRYTOONS
4503
Egypt Good
Fantastic
..9/ 4/43
4/43
4504 Somewhere
Down With inCats
77 ..9/
UNITED ARTISTS
WORLD IN ACTION (12)
Churchill's
Island Very
Good
FightingWeapon
Freighters
Good
Fond.
of
Conouest
Impressive
Hitler's
Plan
Inside
China... Thrilling
Very Good
Invasion Fighting
of Europe
Invasion
of
North
Africa
.Superb
The Mask of Nippon Excellent
New Russian
Soldiers Ally
Are Tough. .Stirring
Our
Very Good
Road to Tokyo Excellent
■Thin Is Blitz
Grim Realism..
War for Men's Minds Revealing
SPECIAL
Don't Hook Now.

43

REVIEW

20
20
20
22
22
21
20
20
16
19
19
21
21

..4/ 4/42
..12/12/42
..4/ 4/42
....Not9/19/42
Rev.
..5/ 8/43
..2/
6/43
..10/24/42
.... 75/30/42
25 42
.. 9/26/42
. 3' 7/4''
.. 9,18 '43

7243
7241
7247
724?
7248
7244
7245
7246
7125
7129
7126
7123
7248
7130
7122
7131
7128
7124
7127
7121
7375
7371
7374
7373
7376
7378
7372
7329
7381
7377
7382
7380
7110
7111
7232
7233
7234
7235
7231
7362
7352
7361
7358
7359
7360
7357
7354
7353
7351
7355
7356
0996
0995
0997
7363

8121
8371
8231
8351

UNIVERSAL 1942-43Running
Comment
Time
ANDY PANDA CARTUNE8
Air Raid Warden Amusing
7
Andy
Panda's Victory
Garden
Good
7
Canine
Commandos
Lean Slranopr
7
Ration Bored
Fast
1577
Srrnwball
Funny
Swing Your Partner Fair
7
The Dizzy Acrobat Fair
7
NAME BAND MUSICALS
Chasin'
Entertaining .
Dancing theon Blues
the Stars
Hit Tune Jamboree Very Good ...
Jivin'
Jam
Session
Fntf-rtaining
Ration Bored
Fast .
Russian Revels
SerKnade
in Swing Fair
Smoke Rings
Swing
Thai
Swing s the Band
Thing
Swingtime Blues
Trumpet Serenade Entertaining ...

Revtev*e
Issue 0'
. 1/16/43
. 10/17/42
.Not
Rev.
Not Rev
. 8/21/43
.. 6/19/43
6/19/43
. 2/27-43

i5'/j . . 12/12/42
15
.Not Riv.
15 . 1/23/43
7 . 8/21/43
9 IIRev.42
15 .Not
. 8/ Rev.
1 '42
1515 .Not
Not Rei.
IS .Not Rev
Rev.
15 . Not
8' 1/42

PERSON-ODDITIES
Designed by Fannie
Hurst
Interesting . 99 . l/l<>/«.<
Doiilile
Talk Girl
Rev.
Human Sailboat
9 .Not
Jait Hostess
9 .Not
Not Rev
Rev.
King of the 49-ors Interesting 9 . 12/ 5/42
Let Huey Do It
Interesting ... 9 . 2/27/43
Little
FarmfrontClayton
Wonripr
9
Not Rev.
Shepherd of the Round
House
Interesting
....
9
.Not6/ Rev.
5/43
She's
A1
in
the
Navy
9
.Not Rtv.
The Armless Dentist
Tom
Thum
In
Person
Interesting
....
9
Western Cowgirl
..Nat6/12/43
R«v.
TWO-REEL SPECIALS (2)
Eagle vs. Dragon
22 .Not Rev.
Roar. Navy. Roar Swell
22i/i . . I/I8/4S
SWING SYMPHONIES (6)
Boogie Woogie Sioux Very Good
7 .12/ 5/42
Cow Cow Boogie Amusing
7 .. 2/27/43
Egg
Crarker
Suits
7
..Not Rev.
Pass the Biscuits,
Mirandy
Pert
7
.. 8/21/43
Yankee uoodle Swing
Shift
Good
7 . 9/12/42
VARIETY VIEWS
Any Chickens Today Good
9 .. 8/21/43
Canadian Patrol
Very Good
'17/42
Confusion
In India Instructive
99 ..10
.. 6/19/43
Hungry
India
Mr. Chimp
Goes to Town 9 ..Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Mirror
of Sub-Marine Interesting 9 ..6/ 5/43
Life
MothersEra ofinPresidents
Very Good
108 ..Not
.. 2/27/43
New
India
Rev.
Spirit ot Democracy Fine
10 ..16/17/42
Trouble
Spot
of
the
East.
Interesting
9
.
9/19/42
Western Whoopee
Very Good
7 .. 9/12/42
Winter Sports Jamboree. . Exciting
B . 2/27/43
VICTORY FEATURETTE (4)
Arsenal of Might Excellent
10 . 12/12/42
KeepingWe Fit
II .10/17/42
What
Are Fighting Very Good
For
in
Yukon Outpost
Very Good
9 .Not8/21/43
Rat
UNIVERSAL 1943-44
NAME BAND MUSICALS
Hit Tune Serenade
PERSON-ODDITIES
Wizard of Autos
SWING SYMPHONIES
Boogie Woogie Man
VARIETY VIEWS
Who's Next
Excellent
9

9/ 4/43

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. 1942-43
BROADWAY BREVITIES (12)
8102 A Nation Dances Very Good
20 . 10/10/42
8109 Army Show
Very
Fine
2020 ..10/3/13/43
3/42
Beyond
tfie
Line
ot
Duty.
Great
81 12 Hanoy Times and Jolly
. 7/31/43
8164
Moments
Good
Number
.
20
8107 Little
Isle of Freedom ... .Inspiring 20 .Not1 2Rev.43
Man Killers
Our
African
Front
20 .Not Rev.
B106 Rear Gunner
Good
26
8110
Rev.
8108
of Annapolis
20 .Not
. 10/17/42
8103 Spirit
Spirit
of
West
Point
Stirring
20
4/
17
'43
.
6'l9/43
8101
311 1 Three Cheers for the
.Not Rev.
Girls
Very
Good
20
8105 Vaudeville
Days
20
HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES (6)
6306 King of the Archers . . . . Entertaining . . . 10 .. 3/ 6/43
8304 So You Think You
..Fair
10 .. 1/23/43
Want to Give ..Excellent
8302 So UpYouSmoking
10
. 7/'12/42
3/43
. . Disappointing . 10 ...12
Horseback
Sill 1 Stars
8303
Sweeneyon Steps
Out , , , .
..10/
3/42
..Good
1 1 . Not Rev.
R305
This Is the Enemv

in

44

SHOWMEN'S

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1942-43 (Cont.)
Running
Tima Reviewed
Issue or
LOONEY TUNES
8604 Cnntiisinns of a Nutzy Spy
7 .Not Rev
8602
SbOI Daffy
The HepOiickaroo
Cat (Tech.) Amusing
In the Groove.. 77 .11/28/42
6606 Hon and Go
Fair
7 .. 10/17/42
4/17/43
8fim Mv ravnriie niirk(Tech.).nnnd
7
« 43
8611
Porky
Pig's
Feat
Lots
of
Laughs.
7 .. 8/I ' 7/43
8uU3 lu uiak ur Nut to
Duck (Tech.)
Funny
7 . 3/13/43
8608 Tiikin lokio
7 .Not Rev.
8607 Wise Quacking Duck
(Tech.)
Very Funny ... 7
8/14/43
8609 Yankee Doodle Daffy Good
7 . 6/l9'43
MELODY MASTERS (10)
8508 All American Bands Very Good
10 . 5/29/43
Ooul
Air f- orce& Band
10 .Not Rev.
8504 Army
B. Minnevitch
Hit
Hnrmnnira School Excellent
1010
I '23/43
6/26/43
B509
Good
8oub Childhood
u//ie tdrlsonDayi
& His
. 4/24/43
Orchestra
Entertaining
8582 Six Hits and a Miss Good
. 1 1/28/42
8503 Uniteil States Marine
10/3/42
Band
Outstanding
8505 Thf United States Navy
Band
Pleasing ...
2/16/43
8510 Thi>Bands
United Stales Service Very Good . .
. 7/31/43
Not
K««.
B507 U. s. Army Band
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
8706 Case of the Missing Hare. Excellent
7 . 1/23/'
8707 Coal Black and Ue
Sebben Dwarfs Funny
7 . 1/23'...,
8705 Ding
Daddy Very Good
. 1/ 9/43
Rev.
Dtiver Dong
Bnys
77 .Not
8701
7 . 4/17/43
8710 Fifth Column Meuse Fair
Flop
Goes
Ihe
Weasel.
...
Fair
7
871
1
.
4/24/43
7 . 6/19/43
6714 Greetings Bait (Tecli.) .. Amusing
Haro Brained
Ha! Ha!
7 .12/ 5/42
87113
and Hyiinolist.
the
8715 Jackrabliit
Beanstalk
Very Good
7 . 7/ 3/43
Pigs in a Wolf
Polka Very Amusing.. 77 .Not
8708 Siinepish
. 3/l3'43
Rev
8702
8712 Super Rabbit
(Tech.) Fair
7 . 4/17/4
Tnte
nl
Two
Kitties
Verv
Funny
...
7
8704
I2'4:
Aristo Oat
Very Good ..... 7 .. 123/13/43
6/26/4.
6716 The
lurtoise Wins by a Hare. Funny
7
8709 Uiiliearable
8713
Bear (Tecli.)
7 Not Rev
SPORTS PARADE (13) (Tech.) 10
America's
Battle of
Beauty
Good
Cuba. Land of Adventure,
Sports
Fair
10
8411
White and H Blue.
. .Eye-niling .... 10
7/2/l3'43
3/43
84U6 Grey,
Hurses!
8409 Rot]
and Horses!
Reel on orses I. . Interesting .... 10 Not1/ 2/43
Rev.
Antico!^li Island
10
8410 Rover's Rangers (Tech.). Very Good .... 10
6/
5/43
Snifter
Snliliert
Exrellent
10
84ni Snow Sports
Excellent ..... 10 in7/31/43
6412
in1^/42'42
84 U3 South American Sports. ..Very
Good .... 10
Dogs
Interesting .... 10 12/3/13/43
8407 Sporting
Timing Very
Fair
8402 Tlie
8408
WomenRightIn Sports
Good
1010 11/28/42
3/13/43
TECH. SPECIALS (6)
22 . . 12/ 5/42
8001 A Ship Is Born ..Inspiring
8006
Champions Training
20 .. .. 7/5/ 3/43
1/43
8004 Flghlinq Enalneers
..Gond
8nn2
2020
... . 8/6/l/IB/43
7/43
20
Quality
..
8005
8003 Young and Beautiful.. ..Top
5/43
..Fair
20
SERIALS
COLUMBIA
Batman
15 Chaps.
Phantom
15 Chaps.
Tlie becret Code
15 Gliaps.
Valley of Vanishing Men
15 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the West
G-Men
Black Dragon.
I512 Chaps
Chaps
King ofVs.theTheMounties
UNIVERSAL
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
Adventures
Jack...
13 Chaps.
Don Winslowof ofSmilin'
the Coast
Guard
Overland Mail
15 Chaps.

7/31/43
Not Rev.
Nut Rev.
1/30/43
Not Rev.
Not Rev
Rev.
Not
Not
11/
Not
Not

Rev.
7/42
Rev.
Rev.

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE RELEASES
Running Release
Title
Tima Data
At the Front
40 .. 3/18/43
Colleges at War
10 ..12/24/42
Community
Transportation
1/ 7/43
Doctors at War
104'/j.... 5/13/43
Farm Battle Lines
II .. 1/29/43
Farmer at War
9 ..3/11/43
Food
for Fighters
93 ..4/
1/43
Fuel Conservation
..11/12/42
Henry
Brown,
Farmer
9
..11/15/42
Lift Your Heads
10 ..7/ 8/43
Message
From Malta
6/10/43
Mission Accomplished
10ID ,... 4/29/43
Negro Colleges in War Time
8 .. 1/25/43
Night Shift
II ..12/10/42
Paratroops
1/21/43
Prelude
to War
519 .... 5/27/43
Report From the Aleutians
47 .. 7/30/43
Right Pearl
of Way
9'/,..
4/15/43
Since
Harbor
8 .. 2/18/43
The
of '43
TroopSpirit
Train
10S'/t.... 1/2/ 14/43
1/43
War Town
10 .. 6/24 '4i
You.
John
Jones
lO'/j..
1/14/43
Winos Up
20 .. 5/27/43

TRADE

REVIEW

September 25, 1943

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word (10 words minimum). No cuts or borderi. No charge for name and address. 5 insertion!
for the price of 3. Money order or check with copy. Ads will appear as soon as received unless otherwise
instructed. Address: Classified Dept., SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
BOOKS

SITUATION

SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
covering every important pliase of theatre
operation. Written by "Cbick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1301
order.
Address,NewShowmen's
Revikw,
Broadway,
York City. Trade
EQUIPMENT

WANTED

WE PAY CASH— YOU BUY BONDS—
Arcs, Rectifiers, Lenses, Projectors, Motors,
Etc. Give age, condition, first letter. Box 617,
Showmen's
Review, 1501 Broadway,
New
York 18,Trade
New York.
THE ARMY NEEDS 'EM— ANY MAKE
PORTABLE PROJECTORS 16MM OR
35MM SOUND— HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
Bo.x 618, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York 18. N. Y.
Edison Peep-box Machine, Edison Spoolbank, Edison universal and old models of projection heads. DUNSTON— 306 West 33rd
Street, Norfolk, Va.
HELP WANTED
Managers, draft exempt, for towns 2,500 to
4,000 population. Excellent opportunity for advancement to experienced and energetic men.
No officer managers, impresarios, or managing
directors wanted. State age, experience, reasonable salary expected to start, draft status,
references.
Reply Box 1301, Knoxville, Tennessee.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

BENCH
REWINDERS,
$7.65 ; 1000'
FILM
SHIPPING
CASES, PAIR
SECTION,
39c;
RED FIREPAILS, 49c; QUART UNDERWRITERS APPROVED EXTINGUISHERS,
$11.25;
TWO SIX
QUART,
$13.50;$17.58;
2000'
FILM CABINETS,
SECTION,
EIGHT SECTION, $23.64; TEN SECTION,
$29.30; RCA PHOTOPHONE
3' x 5'THROAT,
MULTICELLULAR HORNS, DOUBLE
WORTH $250.00, NOW $79.50. Many more
comparable values — see Fall Bargain Bulletin.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION,
449 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
CHOSEN AT RANDOM FROM FALL
BARGAIN SHEET— Super GM Visitron 868
type Photocells, $4.95 ; Simplex Cinemaphone
Soundheads, $56.50 ; Carbon Savers, Suprex
or Low Intensity, 98c ; Vocochrome Snowhite
Soundscreens, 23^c square foot; Flextone
Washable, 3O/2C; Crystal Beaded, 39^20. Get
your copy now. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORPORATION, 449 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, N. Y.

BUY

EXTRA
WAR

BACK

THF

BONDS

ATTACK

WANTED

THEATRE MANAGER DESIRES
CHANGE — Twenty-five years' experience. Best
suited for small town. Age forty-one, married,
draft
Box 620,NewShowmen's
Trade exempt,
Review,references.
1501 Broadway,
York 18,
New York.
PROJECTIONIST, Draft exempt, desires
position small theatre, New York State. John
R. Detrick, 210 West State, Ithaca, New York.
SOUND

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX 2000' SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
SOUND Projectors, absolutely complete with
amplifier, tubes, loudspeaker, cables and telescoping pedestal. Single projector outfit, $545;
Double outfit, $975. Good condition, used for
roadshowing commercial films. ABELES ADVERTISING SERVICE, 453 W. 42nd St.,
New York City.
THEATRE

GAMES

CONTROLLED BINGO GAME— die cut12 ways to win, $3.00 a thousand. 16 or 70 ways
to win, two colors, $3.50 a thousand. Box 581,
Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
DIE CUT BINGO CARDS— $17.50 in 10,000
lots. Smaller quantities, $2.00 per 1,000, 1-75,
1-100. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- S. Klous,
c/o Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE a good
theatre in any of the western states. If you
have a sound proposition, send complete details
with all information to P. O. Box 253, Scobey,
Montana.
USED EQUIPMENT
FALL BARGAIN BULLETIN BURSTING WITH BUYS LIKE THESE— Simplex
Lamphouse Stabilizers, $14.75; Monitor Speakers, $1.25; Amplifiers, from $9.95; Portable
Sound Projectors, from $59.50; G.E. 30/60
Mercury Rectifiers, $150.00; Thousand Watt
Mogul Screw Bulbs, $2.00; Motiograph or
Superior Projector Mechanism, $95.00; Ross,
Bausch & Lomb, Ilex Series II Lenses, long
focus, $19.50; Powers 6B Heavy Pedestals,
$39.50; Aisle Lights, $1.95; Spring Edge Cushions, $2.25; Coinometers, latest type, $77.50;
Underwriters 2^^ gallon Soda Acid Extinguishers, reconditioned, $20.00; Ward-Leonard 45
ampere Suprex Rectifier, $137.50; Simplex
Single Bearing Intermittents, $9.95. Send for
your copy. S.O.S.
SUPPLY
PORATION, CINEMA
449 West 42nd
Street, CORNew
York 18, New York.
PAIR REAR SHUTTER Simplex Five
Point Stand Projectors. Also One $490.00 Dual
Channel DX-31 Ace Amplifier. All Like New.
Bargain. AUDIEN, 2025 Jackson, Dallas, Texas.
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CARRY

Sure, we've all worked
freedom!

ON!

THE

Bring up your

WAR

hard ! But we're still alive ! God

Carry on showmen,

"OVER

3d

TOP

rest our boys who

there's work

still to be done!

WEEK"

STARTS

reserves ! Plan new

Red-White-and-Blue

LOAN!

FRIDAY,

campaigns

died for the flag of

SEPT.

24th

to revitalize the bond-selling

in your town ! Check your community's quota, your theatre's quota and dedicate this week to
the sacred job of fulfilling your part on the home- front! With all your heart remember Friday,
September

24th ! Gentlemen

NATIONWIDE

of film business, all together, let's go "Over

"FREE

It's one of the high-lights of "Over

MOVIE
The

Top

DAY"
Week!"

The

MONDAY,

Through

Top !"

SEPT.

cooperation

27th

of exhibitors and

distributors. On "Free Movie Day" every person buying a bond of any denomination on the
theatre premises or through the theatre will be admitted FREE! An opportunity to thank your
patrons for their cooperation

in buying bonds

at your theatre ! Back

the Attack !

War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, New York City

